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State of New York—Department of Agriculture. 

Nintp AnnuaL Report 

OF THE 

NEw YORK WEATHER BUREAU 

The Report of the Commissioner of Agriculture, for 1897, consists of 

three volumes, as follows: 

Volume I. Fifth Annual Report of the regular work of the Department 

of Agriculture, as required by section 5 of chapter 338 of the Laws of 1893. 

Volume II. Ninth Annual Report of the State Weather Bureau, and 

Tenth Annual Report of the Cornell University Agricultural Experiment 

Station, made to the Commissioner of Agriculture in compliance with the 

provisions of section 87 of chapter 338 of the Laws of 1893. 

Volume III. Sixteenth Annual Report of the New York Agricultural 

Experiment Station, made to the Commissioner of Agriculture in accord- 

ance with the provisions of section 85 of chapter 338 of the Laws of 1893. 

TRANSMITTEDTO THE LEGISLATURE JANUARY 14, 1898, 

WYNKOOP HALLENBECK CRAWFORD CO., 

STATE PRINTERS, 

NEW YORK AND ALBANY, 

1898. 
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State of New York—Department of Agriculture. 

Ninto ANnnuaL ReEport 

OF THE 

NEW YORK WEATHER BUREAU 

Boge: 

Under the Department of Agriculture and in 

Co-operation with the U.S. Weather Bureau. 

CREATED AND ORGANIZED UNDER THE Laws oF THE STATE oF New 

Yorx—(Cuarter 148, Laws or 1889.) 

REORGANIZED AND PLACED UNDER THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRIOUL 

TURE—(CHaptTer 338, Laws or 1893.) 

CENTRAL OFFICE AT CORNELL UNIVERSITY, ITHACA, N. Y. LIRRAPR 

NEW YORK 

BOTANICAI 

GARDEN 

TRANSMITTEDTO THE LEGISLATURE JANUARY 14, 1898. 

WYNKOOP HALLENBECK CRAWFORD CO., 

STATE PRINTERS, 

NEW YORK AND ALBANY, 

1898. 
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STATE OF NEw YORK. 

No. 22. 

IN ASSEMBLY, 

January 14, 1898. 

REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR 

OF THE 

STATE WEATHER BUREAU. 

STATE OF NEW YORK: 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, t 

CommisstonER’s Orricr, January 14, 1898. 

Hon. James M. E. O’Grapy, Speaker of the Assembly: 

Srr.—I herewith transmit to the Legislature the Ninth Annual 

Report of the Director of the State Weather Bureau created by 

and organized under chapter 148 of the Laws of 1889, and 

reorganized and placed under the Department of Agriculture 

{chapter 338, Laws of 1893). 

CHARLES A. WIETING, 

Commissioner of Agriculture. 
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SECTION I. 

REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR. 

Tue Conpition AND Work oF THE BouREAUv. 

FInaNcIAL STATEMENT FOR THE FiscaL YEAR 1896-97. 
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1 td OE 

To the Honorable the Commissioner of Agriculture of the State 

of New York: 

Sir :—I have the honor of transmitting to you an account of the 

work of this Bureau during the year 1897, together with a finan- 

cial statement for the fiscal year 1896-97. 

As a comment upon the facts presented below, it is very gratifying 

to me to note that, besides the uninterrupted maintenance of its 

usual routine duties, the Bureau has this year developed a greater 

efficiency and usefulness than at any previous time since its organi- 

zation. A marked growth in popular appreciation of the service is 

shown by a large increase in the number of our voluntary observers, 

amore general demand for and appreciation of the weather fore- 

casts, and by the increasing frequency of requests for our publications, 

or for special data, which are received at the central office from a 

wide variety of sources. Among the latter may be mentioned the 

large interests now engaged in, or contemplating the production of the 

sugar beet in this state; an industry whose success depends largely 

upon specific conditions of temperature, rainfall and sunshine, so 

that it becomes necessary to learn, through this office, what portions 

of New York are best suited for its successful cultivation. 

Records furnished by this Bureau "enter largely into the State 

Engineer’s recent important discussion of water storage in the 

Hudson and Genesee river systems, in questions under study by the 

United States Deepwater Ways [Commission, and also supply the 

climatic data used by the State Board of Health in its monthly 

reports. Each year brings an increasing demand for meteorological 
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records from city water boards, agricultural experiment stations, 

agricultural journals, courts of \law, physicians, engineers, teachers, 

and from many other sources which need not be detailed here. 

Although the limits of our appropriation necessarily restrict the 

work of the central office mainly to the routine of maintaining and 

operating the service throughout the State, substantial progress has 

been made in the reduction of the complete system of observations 

which have been carried on at this station since 1879; and it is 

intended to publish the results of this work at the close of the twenty 

years’ period 1879-1898. The laws of rainfall in this State are also 

being systematically investigated, and the results thus far attained 

will be found in the course of this report. 

The experimental work contemplated in the act creating the 

Bureau has not been neglected, as will be noted on a subsequent 

page. And in this connection, I wish to make special mention of 

the new hydraulic laboratory of the College of Civil Engineering of 

Cornell University, the most elaborate and extensive one in the 

world, and which is now nearing completion. It provides means 

for accurately gauging the flow of Fall Creek, whose water-shed of 

117 square miles is to be topographically surveyed during the 

coming spring. An admirable opportunity will thus be afforded for 

determining the relation of rainfall to stream-flow, the rates of 

percolation and evaporation and many other subjects of great prac- 

tical importance. It may, however, be desirable to state that the 

work of this Bureau is in no way related to Cornell University. 

This false impression exists in some quarters, and is prejudicial to 

the interests, at least, of the Bureau. The connecting link of both 

institutions lies in the slender fact that the University furnishes, 

free of charge, the quarters of the Bureau, and as a seat of learning 

lends itself admirably to our purposes, owing to the access the 

officers have to its equipments, advice, and peculiarly advantageous 

conditions here presented for meteorological study. 
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It must not be forgotten that the suecess of our work rests pri- 

marily upon the fidelity of a large corps of observers and corres- 

pondents who receive no pay for their labors. The motives of 

public spirit and scientific interest thus manifested by so many per- 

sons will be gratefully acknowledged by every one who profits by 

the valuable data thus freely secured to the State, and this is indeed 

an incontrovertible proof of the intelligence and public spirit of our 

In no country of Europe such an experiment could have 

We 

have in this state an army of persons willing to give time, thought 

people. 

succeeded, nor would it have been feasible to undertake it. 

and labor — freely and faithfully — without other reward than the 

consciousness of contributing to the general welfare of our people, 

Meteorological Stations. — One hundred and three stations, rep- 

resenting fifty-four counties, are now equipped for observing both 

temperature and rainfall; an increase of sixteen stations over the 

number in operation at this date in 1897. Eighteen new stations 

have been established during the year, as follows (in order of date of 

equipment) :— 

Garrattsville, Otsego county, Mr. F. J. Campbell, observer. 

Elizabethtown, Essex county, Mr. M. B. Davis, observer. 

Watkins, Schuyler county, Dr. I. W. Brewer, observer. 

Ticonderoga, Essex county, Mr. D. M, Arnold, C. E., observer. 

Bouckville, Madison county, Mr. L. W. Griswold, observer. 

Penn Yan, Yates county, Mr. R. L. Eastman, observer. 

Lake Placid, Essex county, Messrs. J. A. & G. A. Stevens, observers. 

Cedar Hill, Albany county, Messrs. Schoonmaker and Son, observers. 

Auburn. Cayuga county, Mr. A. H. Underwood, observer. 

Alexandria Bay, 

Nunda, 

Greenwich, 

Fayetteville, 

Napoli, 

Liberty, 

Keene Valley, 

Alden, 

Schenectady, 

Jefferson county, 

Livingston county, 

Washington county 

Onondaga county, 

Cattaraugus county, 

Sullivan county, 

Essex county, 

Erie county, 

Mr. Geo. D. Miller, observer. 

Prof. J. P. Slocum, observer. 

Mr. Oscar W. Teft, observer. 

Mr. E. L. Parker, observer. 

Mr. Geo. A. Gladden, observer. 

Dr. J. E. Stubbert, observer. 

Rey. C. M. Perry, observer. 

Mr. J. W. Evans, observer. 

Schenectady county, Prof. Arthur Marion, observer. 
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Observations have been discontinued, and instruments returned 

from two regular stations, as follows:— Lebanon Springs, Columbia 

county, aud Massena, St. Lawrence county. Mr. F. J. Campbell, 

formerly in charge of the station Bloomville, continues observations 

at Garrattsville. 

Twenty-eight special rainfall stations (equipped with rain-guages 

only) are now in operation, in addition to the regular stations. Two 

have been established during the year, namely : 

Lyndonville, Orleans county, Mr. F. Plummer, observer. 

Schenevus, Otsego county, Mr. C. J. Tipple, observer. 

The rainfall stations Demster, Oswego county and Tyrone, 

Schuyler county, have been discontinued. I note with regret the 

death of Mr. F. W. Squires of Demster, whose observations upon 

rainfall had been carried on for many years. 

All stations observing temperature are provided with self-record- 

ing thermometers giving the highest and lowest readings during 

the 24 hours preceding the observations, which are taken soon after 

sundown each day. ‘The mean of the highest and lowest readings 

does not differ materially from the average value for the 24 hours. 

More than 30 stations are provided with thermometers of the 

ordinary pattern, but suitably standardized, which are read three 

times daily (at 7 a.m., 2 p.m. and 9 p. m.) and thereby a very 

close approximation to the true daily mean is obtained. 

In the establishment of meteorological stations, especial care is 

taken to secure their uniform distribution over the State, as far as 

possible; but this has been difficult to accomplish in the thinly 

populated highland districts of northern and southeastern New 

York. It is satisfactory to record that this year persistent efforts 

have resulted in securing to the bureau three observers in the 

northern sections, while the new station at Liberty, Sullivan 

county, will furnish valuable data from the mountainous sections 

west of the Hudson. 
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The System of Weather Forecast Distribution, under super- 

vision of the Central Office, now embraces 806 cities and villages 

in this State, representing an increase of 77 during the year. The 

forecasts are transmitted from Washington to 106 stations, and 46 

of this number serve as distributing centers at which copies of the 

messages are made by means of a “logotype” or rubber stamping 

device, and immediately forwarded by mail to adjacent villages. 

Over 200,000 cards and letters (franked by the government) are 

addressed and mailed from this office annually, while the proper 

maintenance of the display stations requires constant supervision 

and correspondence. 

The ‘‘logotype” system of distribution continues to grow in 

favor, and, since the expense involved is slight, continued efforts 

will be made to extend its benefits throughout the State. 

A Weather Crop Bulletin was published on Tuesday of each 

week during the farming season, or from April 28th to October 

2nd, inclusive. Information detailing the effect of current weather 

upon crop conditions was furnished for this publication by 80 cor- 

respondents, located in 48 counties, and representing all of the 

staple grain, vegetable and fruit products of the State. A specimen 

copy is appended to this report. The bulletin is in constant 

demand by grain and stock exchanges and Chambers of Commerce 

throughout the United States. 

The mailing list of the bulletin, numbering more than 770 

addresses, shows a considerable increase over that of 1896; and 

since additions to the list are made only upon application, the 

public appreciation of the bulletin it sufficiently manifest. More 

or less complete extracts from the crop summary appear in about 

one hundred newspapers, and are especially welcomed by journals 

circulating largely among farmers. 
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The benefits to be derived from the erop-bulletin have never 

been more apparent than during this season, when a financial erisis 

and the remarkable diversity of weather, and hence the crop condi- 

tions, in various regions of the State and country, rendered it of 

especial importance that the farmer should be kept in touch with 

agricultural prospects beyond his own immediate range of obser- 

vation. 

Special work at the Central Office.—The collation, in tabular 

form, of the observations carried on at the Central Station during 

the past 19 years, has been recently undertaken. The table of daily 

temperatures is now completed, but in accordance with meteorolog- 

ical usage, its publication will be withheld until the completion of 

the 20 years period 1879-1898. The rainfall and other elements 

will be similarly treated, and will form the basis of a thorough 

descriptive study of the climate of Ithaca, which it is hoped may 

appear in the report for the coming year. 

A very comprehensive collection of rainfall records for the State 

at large is deposited at this office, and this data is now being 

systematically studied. The first paper, relating to secular or long- 

range fluctuations of rainfall, is nearly ready for publication. 

Modifications in the design of instruments in use at this station 

have been designed by the director and meteorologist, and the work 

has been executed by a mechanician temporarily employed for the 

purpose. The cinemograph, an instrument showing in detail the 

velocity of the wind during gusts, has required many changes, and 

is now much better fitted for its purposes than when purchases 

from the makers. Much consideration: has also been given to the 

design of a new sunshine recorder, since none of those now in use 

are at all adequate to the needs of agricultural investigation. 
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The staff of the Central Office comprises, as heretofore, a 

meteorologist, secretary and an assistant, detailed to this service by 

the United States Weather bureau. Additional temporary aid has 

been occasionally employed when the pressure of routine work 

required. 
EK. A. FUERTES. 
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SECTION II. 

Meteorological Tables and Summaries for Each 

Month and the Year. 





Meteorological Summary for January, 1897. 

The average atmospheric pressure (reduced to sea-level and 32 

degrees Fahr.) for the State of New York during January was 30.11 

inches. The highest barometer was 30.98 inches at Friendship on the 

31st, and the lowest was 2y.40 inches at Buffalo on the 17th. The 

pressure was unevenly distributed, being lowest in the Great and 

Central Lake Regions. The average of the mean pressures at six 

stations of the National Bureau was 0.01 inches below the normal. 

The mean temperature of the State was 22.3 degrees, as derived 

from the records of 76 stations. The highest local mean was 30.2 

degrees at Setauket, and the lowest, 13.9 degrees, at Saranac Lake. 

The highest general daily mean was 46 degrees on the 4th, the 

lowest being 3 degrees on the 25th. The maximum temperature 

reported was 62 degrees at Erie, Pa., on the 3d, and at Ogdensburg 

on the 4th, and the minimum was 26 degrees below zero at Saranac 

Lake on the 24th and 25th, and at Number Four and Ogdensburg 

on the 25th. The mean monthly range of temperature for the State 

was 64 degrees, the greatest local range being 88 degrees at Ogdens- 

burg, and the least, 44 degrees, at Manhattan Beach. The mean 

daily range was 16 degrees. The greatest local daily range was 63 

degrees at Ogdensburg on the 18th, and the least, 1 degree, at 

Palermo on the 10th. The mean temperatures of the various sec- 

tions of the State were as follows: The Western Plateau, 21.9 

degrees ; the Eastern Plateau, 22.8 degrees; the Northern Plateau 

17.7 degrees ; the Atlantic Coast, 28.6 degrees; the Hudson Valley 

25.1 degrees; the Mohawk Valley, 20.2 degrees; the Champlain 
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Valley, 19.7 degrees; the St. Lawrence Valley, 19.2 degrees; the 

Great Lakes, 23.9 degrees; the Central Lakes, 24.2 degrees. The 

average of the mean temperatures at 25 stations possessing records for 

previous years was 0.3 degrees below the normal, excesses occurring 

at only 8 scattered stations. 

The mean relative humidity was 79 per cent. The mean dew 

point was 18 degrees. 

The average precipitation, as derived from the records of 104 

stations, was 2.39 inches of rain and melted snow. The heaviest 

general precipitation, exceeding four inches, occurred on portions of 

the highlands east of the lakes, and near the coast; while in much 

of central and northwestern New York the amount was under 2 

inches. The largest local amount was 6.78 inches at Palermo, and 

the least, 0.60 inches, at Eagle Mills, Rensselaer county. The 

average total snowfall at 63 widely distributed stations was 17.9 

inches. The largest fall, averaging over 30 inches, occurred on the 

Northern Plateau, the least being about one-half that amount over 

the Central Lake Region and the Eastern Plateau. The greatest 

local snowfall was 53.0 inches at North Lake, Herkimer county. 

The average precipitation at 27 stations possessing records for 

previous years was 0.14 inches below the normal amount, exeesses 

occurring at only 7 scattered stations. 

The average number of days on which the precipitation amounted 

to 0.01 inches or more was 10; the storm frequency being greatest 

in western New York and on the Northern Plateau, and least in the 

eastern section. The average number of clear days was 7.6; of 

partly cloudy days, 9.0; and of cloudy days, 14.4; giving an 

average cloudiness of 60 per cent. for the State. The cloudiness 

was greatest in western New York, decreasing toward the east. 

The prevailing winds were from the west. The average total 

wind-travel at six stations of the National Bureau was 10,357 miles, 
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the values being generally greater than usual at both coast and lake 

stations. The maximum velocity recorded was 59 miles per hour 

at Buffalo on the 17th. | 

Distant thunder was noted at New Lisbon on the 4th, and on the 

17th thunderstorms were reported from the extreme southwestern 

section, being violent near the shore of Lake Erie. 

Hail fell on the 17th and 24th, and sleet on the 4th, 5th, 10th, 

14th, 15th, 17th and 20th. 

Auroras were reported from three stations on the 2d, and from 

one station on the 29th. 

GENERAL FEATURES OF THE WEATHER. 

The temperature conditions of January varied widely, mild 

weather during the first decade being followed by a period of large 

fluctuations until the last week, which was uniformly cold. Several 

stations reported maxima of 60 degrees or more on the 4th and 5th, 

while on the coldest day, the 25th, the minima reached 26 degrees 

below zero in northern New York. 

The precipitation over the greater part of the State was light, 

the number of stormy days being considerably less than usual. 

General rains occurred on the 4th and on the.17th and 28th near 

the coast ; but with these exceptions precipitation generally occurred 

in the form of snow. Warm waves on the 10th and 17th prevented 

the snow covering from remaining long on the ground in the central 

and southern sections; but during the cold period following the 

23d the depth was greater than at any previous time during the 

winter, the high winds which prevailed at the time causing much 

drifting, especially in the western and southeastern counties. 

About the usual cloudiness for the winter months obtained dur- 

ing January. 
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Our weather conditions were influenced this month by six areas 

of high, and seven areas of low pressure; the latter number being 

less than the usnal storm frequency for January. The depressions 

generally passed in the vicinity of the great lakes, and thence 

down the St. Lawrence valley; storms of this class being nearest 

New York on the Sth, 10th, 18th, 2ist and 23d. A deep depres- 

sion developed in the St. Lawrence valley on the 26th, and a severe 

cyclone passed northward beyond the coast line on the 28th. The 

first low spread over eastern Canada on the 4th, giving warm south- 

erly winds and general rains, turning to sleet and snow in the rear 

of the storm. The storm of the 18th also brought a warm wave, 

general light rains and snow, with the maximum wind velocity of 

January, and the gales continued with but little intermission until 

the end of the month. The three depressions which passed near 

New York during tbis period were strongly developed, bringing 

heavy snows in various portions of the State. 

The high pressure systems were principally felt in this vicinity 

about the Ist, 8th, 13th, 20th, 25th and 31st. All excepting the 

fourth were strongly developed, and gave a decided fall of temper- 

ature in passing over the eastern States. The high winds and cold 

weather of the last decade occurred coincidently with an extraordi- 

nary increase of pressure in the northwest, the minimum temper- 

atures for the month occurring on the 25th, when the anticyclonic 

system spread eastward to the coast. The highs generally followed 

a more northerly course than usual, passing centrally in this 

vicinity. 

Reports from 38 observers show that on the 15th the depth of 

snow on the ground averaged about 2 inches or less, although in 

portions of the Adirondack highlands a foot or more was measured. 

The depth on the 31st averaged about 10 inches, the measurements 
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varying from 4 inches in the southern section to 36 inches in north- 

ern Herkimer county. There was little sleighing in central and 

southern New York until the last week. 

Plowing was carried on to a considerable extent during the first 

week, the frost being well out of the ground. The absence of snow 

during the variable weather which followed was considered trying 

to winter wheat. Ground water was generally low during the 

month. 

Large quantities of good ice was secured after the 11th. 
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STATION. COUNTY. |= | | Sle Siges _ =| ra a= 
s . |) 4) Be seen 
s = = Bes r) >. = > le Sle 

2| 2] 2 |sl & lelSl a] Sle le lols 2) se | li & jgis| $| sis |8 | Se 
| 2 GA} RIA =| S|aks is iia 

Atlantic Coast (con.) 
New York City......| New York....| 314] 30.12] 30.72/31) 29. sea 28)/1.29 10) denies eee. & 
Willets Point ........ QUEONB: eerie ti ienislccte | sca wicin/al] be l'elecctee ai] ‘ecall acne rete oreeipe eee 28.4 4 
Brentwood..........| Suffolk ....... 1) ereansl atin) sel Batace sinl| sicte alheteutaeie vee |28.0/28.2 4 

Setauket. ...........| Suffolk....... ADP ezisot aherae acta | Palen sane .-|....f 71} 21}29.9180.2 e 
LEG tb) aft |e WeStCHESbetcjocoll meocnelienecsell actinic ceisis 2 all aeiwtetl ete eens ae loner 27.8 4 
Primrose ...... AaB AS wc TOO nee caliente mas le cpeitaeee se paalai tiene eidae al serra 28.4 4 

EIRLAB ON -V OLLEY | cicre:s | jaresslstoetn gi Sieisiews ell ni olat='| teinreCevolall aiace’sie\n\|lavell diate lara BEY HS Goce ona: one ofeoed 4 
FAIDAMY Ss ccccnca tess Albany. . .| 85) 30.11) 30.82/31) 29.44/28]1.38 81 19)..../25.0 4 
Lebanon Springs.. Columbia’ fis.) 980); .ci fens eeelee|cott ac «'e\| se: 6'e Potaetetel| mate sisi aces 22.6 4 
Honeymead Brook..| Dutehess. ....| 450|5..06:|se000s|oc\cceescla>}ccee} ae aaa 24.8)/24.4 4 
Poughkeepsie....... ee Bono pet Uhesocel soupdc |lsdllneace 2hl's se .)|le mates eeiareitie eee aed ee! 5 

Wapeinger s Sou Dutchess. ....|... 26.0 4 
Catskill ...... .| Greene ....... 25.6 4 
West Point. oe LOranpe! access «|26.2 5 
Carmel, 25.5. sessse0s Putnam...... (25.7 4 

WS) ALCS SB AS\ lBeoorBeOSneR CAA (aco (IecBodl Sedoncllollaspedallaciine: ARON icon) ect: tele 4 
Little Falls (la).....| Herkimer ...| 924]......]......].. Ssplcra «'|/ol0)| av stoi] (ero tetons| (= clea eneeenn Maes 4 
Canajoharie........ DLONTSOMELFY, 5I\0\s,010)|/=:1018 1s] ets a0, «/='|(=101| ere valetares| ols: |'oce chal aleree eeee-/22.6/23.0 4 
St. Johnsville....... Be 6 aso) Snood oes a, Sal Senco teat Wee cl kc BHOA eel loca 20.0 4 
HEROTIIG Mate efatsisisis\sisicisiows Oneida ecco: Se OE SB Ouel necan ol (aol sacs 'e | ove ole | aletele nell = oatatel tiene! | heme 4 

CHOMP Valley. UW acne clas siolniele sein |-/alele|| bs s)r(nie)] cleleleie’o|fe'e||(eloiaieie’e AM MRS) oced leceocl seni ir 5 
Plattsb’h Barracks .} Clinton....... IPs oAmean esora Bei lare ote cn es] (arell eeete oro Wella eye's |e ptiete | LINES 5 
Gleos’ Walls... 35.23] Warreny...2s5 BEN SAadad| Macnee isi eve eteiarai| etal ae PRY rie acta i 21.4/20.8 4 
Lake George........ Wo Ba seoallendalldoodaal nase dol fecoroe es lee Neeme 83) = -:17/21.2/21.7 4 

ra Larence Val’ y)\\. «nameless siete s||2 «le | wleeteialel|aiasa <i 37 | elu eiols:| 20a] vorete| are) tater eee ca ete 19.2 4 
Madison Barracks..| Jefferson..... DOG lalstorsisieil einiarece's 60] ote leo] ave] raronedlie ee ote eee em 19.4 5 
Watertown ......... Ny Tega ec Gllsagaced lances 22) Radics a2] Pole sielei tc ete Kelmern eae 4 
Canton......0500c06.| St. Lawrenee.| 804) ......) ss. shel inte atten | stall setae aati BASEN ered (rita jos 

North Hammond...| St Lawrence.| 340)......] ..... Aa) stencil tric jctlllisia ois ce,| Seer eee i. 1 4 
Ogdensburg. ......, ie lee esc eae #)2\[ w\e.p overai|ieva/| (pre evel) sim! ste sills arate 9.7 4 
POGSAAIN: os oclee c.c000 * AU, Seaatel asec. Br cece) tl adal oo.l tt 121 /16.2 16. 6 4 

TEAL EAKES oie cacs| adlesttenicceess cleus ells SEED acc Soy aint : ooee[ea.9 3 
WeEStHCla 2. oo 5 2 ie.) CHAUTATIQUAS «il ocak |\secte c=] eas o's ee £ dopie|eteletey| eee b 
ESHA ALO srctatere cclec oes ersi|| kd Olsicis/psiniotick 690} 30.08] 380.75}/31| 29.40/17/1.35 Cit 19}..../25.0 4 

PIGEON wine's ee caisic. MONTOG Sere crete) tee sell Heleva ell mites ajell Ralersiahe | Siete aia laters | wetetes 24.3/24.0 4 
Rochester ... ...... Fe TIBOUC 523] 30.08) 30.76/31 29.4717 1.29 74 17 eee ean) 4 
Appleton ..... sielaies etip NLS £ AUN core ehutellt GSU | state's alaill etalavare ase | eieraetets fa ae oo cloe| onbine! wetealeeeess 3 

Fort Niagara....... Niazamra: . dpsy||) 200) sce sree entre oes eye] afotstatteces Watell inielere| tote tate wee be laeeieoee b 
Baldwinsville. ...... Onondaga. ...| 390]......|.....- Bel lege) feted lesbo edo. cllo oo 23.4|22.4 4 
Oswego ......... Feed HOSWESO! hiccea: 804| 30.07) 80.78/31) 29.46)22)1.32 84 20}....|28.0 4 

Palermoticrr scsi Oswego . CU RSSRIse estan lool lansonel lad (ahaa lopccicllocs 21.2/20.6 4 
LYONS si cic sie Ascnol) ME Ay laAaaeDe C(I gored eae ocllococt- | to eecel cones (Q003/24.8 4 
Erie, Pa..<s.: mpwsfaia cll) KONTO sei ice vices 681) 30.12!) 30.71/81! 29.45117/1. "26 82 19]... .)24.0 3 



New YorK WEATHER BURBAU. 

For JANUARY, 1897—( Continued). 

TURE— (IN DEGREES F'ABR.). 

31 

Lowest. 

i wo APO Oe 

Us eeaier 

wore 2 Ie 

Monthly range. Mean daily range. Greatest daily range. 

el ewww lewenl ewes 

Least daily range. 

a3 Or 

TORO oe =F OFT CO mI 

wwe Ore FOTO : eamw aronwn OoOrp oP 

moor ee OTT 

Date. 

SKY. 

-il> | 2 lao 
eis |2|°s 
s ao) om | a| 
= (Sal Bie 
S |am) 5 56 
Ee |e ae) 
° ue 2 juss 
S(- sis rom 
© /90| 5 |Sao 
2 20) 2 fad) = 
818 Sea sips 
Ss \|5 53 |5eP-5 5 
zwla | le & 

11 Tho tis} fil Sep 
Hatchet ateteselletelsys 5 3.54 
12 5. 4 7 4.40 

12 9 /|10 8 3.8 
11 |10 |10 12 3.92 
12 6 |13 5 3.26 

7.7| 8.4)14.9 8-5| 2.57 
6 9 |16 5 1.62 
5 4 |22 9 2.99 
6 |11 |14 10 2.36 
8 |10 |13 6 1.62 

11 9 |11 12 2.77 
5 j14 |12 5 2.68 

SHaclldeon saan if 3.05 
13 2 116 ahi 8.45 

10.0) 7.8/13.7; 12.0) 1.49 
9 6 |16 15 1.01 

14 4 {13 6 0.69 
% (12 (12 15 1.14 

byetSaillerssst|isistoiellee Le 3.10 

8.0) 7.0)16.0 wa] (2.51 
sietecsi [Perouse etstetel le LO 2.98 
6 7 118 6 2.37 

10 Te 14 6 2.19 

7.8)15.2) 8.0 9.0) 1.91 
srerall ee atoll fecauaie 8 1.29 
8 |14.]9 14 2.46 

2 |25 4 9 1.47 
1 La fa taf 9 8 1.65 
10 111 {10 6 2.70 

3.8] 7.7119.5| 15.0; 3.21 
5 4 |22_ ve 1.93 
1 |12 |18 16 3.60 

4 ? |20 14 1.83 
3 7 W271 20 2.47 
2 7 |22 18 1.42 

siedeta!| atokpret) ele 11 0.96 
ft 4 {20 14 5.40 
5 3 123 20 6.05 

5 |1i2 |14 18 6.78 
4 {18 |14 8 2.27 
2 8 }21 19 2.57 

Greatest rainfall. 

ee os 

.48| 

ar OO COCOF 

a 

00 

ocoooco 

seen 

| PRECIPITATION—(INCHES). 

+Duration. Date. 

see eee 

15.30 

17.00 

veeeee 

wee eee 

ween 

es er i 

se eees 

see eae 

seen 

see eee 

er Total snowfall. 

Prevailing direction of wind. 

= ocr 

ne 

CROC see oon 

2 

44 
Sewn lew ween e ee 

setae 

seen 

Seen 

sees 



32 NintH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE 

MerrorotocicaL Data 

LOcATION oF STATIONS. BAROMETER. Homipiry. TEMPERA 

3 \o | .| 8/8 
a| & 

| 2 | alg 
’ : bE |S as 

‘ ye o - ve ee 

: &| ¢| glgsiee STATION. county. | & &| 2] Si3alg8 
FA =| 3] 3/5" 8a 
2S rey . Us o lS ow $ 

13/3142 fe) 3) 
ei @ | @ |8| & |8i a] s] Ele ie |HIe 

21 e | 2 isi 6 Isig! 3] als jo |Fie 
aij 2 HH ial oy Ala! a] als i iia 

COTO eR oo ena ative Soe eae AS oe Goorae Mnrriog Go nonons mricncnericoicssc bi 
MiSmIne es wes os, os Cayuga....... ut) EAS Se Ie eeet api machaee | loc are lacks! «++ /2d.9/24.0] 59] c 

ROMUNS) coe 5 jeide' «o's ONGC. 6c sfanieias| FLO oo ace ol] victors ellete:| eatery ate Pri 79) + 17|....|24.8) 59) 4 
PUR gees veld clon ce Tompkins....} 810} 30.09) 30.77/81) 29.51/22!1.26 73 16)24.0/23.7) 55) ¢ 

EE Eee Bo ROP .--] 80.11 30.98/81) 29.40 v0 79} 18|....|22.8] 62| ¢ 

* Mean of the tri-daily observations. {Mean of the maximum and minimum by the Draper 
tri-daily observations are derived by the formula, (7 a.m.+ 2 p.m.+9p.m.+9 p.m.) — 4. 
four hours. (1) Voluntary Observer. (2) U. S. Weather Bureau. (la) bity Reservoir; (2a) 

(a) 2, 3, 4; (b) 2, 3; (c) 3, 4; (d) 3,9; (€) 4,5; (Ff) 1, 5, 18; (g) 25, 26; (h) 24, 25; (¢) 19, 20, 25; (9) 
(w) 5, 18, 20; (v) 19, 21; (a) 1, 9, 30,31; (a) 19, 30,31; (y) 12, 18; (aa) 4,18; (ab) 18, 20; (ae) 7, 
(bd) 4,11; (be) 9, 30; (ec) 16, 22; (cd) 17, 29; (ce) 10, 21, 26, 28; (dd) 17, 28; (ae) 3, 29; (ee) 4, 28; 



New York WEATHER BUREAU. 33 

For January, 1897 — (Continued). 

TURE—(IN DEGREES FAHR.). SKY. PRECIPITATION—(INCHES). WIND 

> lb eB igo 

a | a |°S fg 

6 2 P alee fs 2B & 

2/2) |B) | glagl 2 (ss | | 3 
Bibs toler |e) Sy) se | ote bie Biles 

: b& Ss a he |e Ste | ky @ % pent | = 

eee eS) | Sieh lesa ce seh ae the) me 
Miatelevelais\ she a srs ee ale |e fg = 5 = £ 

dialHl|Hiclalalalala |4 la es |o|s|alea a 
¥ him. 
—6| j| 60) 15] 32] adj 4| 30| 4.0/13.0/14.0] 7.0] 1.46] 0.62] 10.30) 4-5 |...... Seestee 

0} 20) 59) 15) 32] 18} 7 11)1 |22 |8 oP S90) O40 ee 28} 16.0) § 

2! 47) 61] 15) Si] 18) 97] 249 | 5 |17 4 0297), COL60| 55 sor. 5 3.9 Ss. 
—6| 3] 61| 14] 32] 20) 4] 30/2 12 |17 | 10 | 1.50} 0.62/ 10.30) 4-5] 11.7) S.E. 

-26| h| 64] 16| 63] 18] 1) ef | 7.6] 9.0]14.4| 10.0] 2.40) 2.05) 16.00} 21| 17.9} W. 

Thermograph. || Report received too late to be used in computing means. The means from the 
+Blank indicates that the duration is not shown in the original records, but is within twenty 
Intake Conduit nine miles north of city. 
19, 20; (Kk) 18,19; (m) 20,31; (m) 13, 20, 25; (p) 13, 20; (q) 30,31; (r) 19,25; (5) 2,20; (¢) 5, 31; 
95; (ad) 21, 25, 28; -(ae) 16, 17; (af) 17,28; (ag) 10, 16, 24, 28, 30; (bb) 24,30; (be) 4, 10. 16, 17; 
(ef) 10, 17: (eg) 9, 14. 

3 



34 NintH ANNUAL REPORT OF THD 

TEMPERATURE — J AmuARY, 1897, SHowrna Darty MEANS For 

STATION. 1)2/is/4a4ls leh? |s {9 | 10) 41 ae 

Western Plateau...| 34 43 46 48 $i 18 21 22 24 82 | 26 12 9 20- 

PAIECOd. wesc ee eee eee eee eel asectecgeslactacleceselacsccle cael sult olf easel nia. 
é 43 |'50 |'55 | 58° | 36 | 28° '|'24° | 20° '|'89° |'36 |29° | is’ ei | "g2 

Angelica ......+..... 21 185 |38 |36.|20 | 9/9 | 5 | 6 | 96 148) O) lumen 
ae: 44 | 49 | 55 159 | 37 | 26 | 24 | 33°| 37 | 82 | 380 115 | 25 | 29 
EVAL SE SOROS II 21 | 33 | 36 | 35 | 20 hs 12 | 2 ” | 98 "|s00 "|e jess 10 

= eA 46 | 52 |56 159 | 41 | 23 | 26 | 33 | 38 | 38 | 32 | 21 | 25 | 27 
Friendship.-........- | 35/86 [85 |18 | 9 | 8 | 2 | 8 [25 | 17 | 6 -10 | 16 

mae 43 | 51 | 54 |56 | 41 | 22 | 20 | 32 | a7 | 37 | 98 | 28 | 23 | 26 
Franklinville........ 24 |35 |38 |40 |22 | 8 116 | 3 | 8 |28 |92 | 4 148 | 15 

41 | 52 | 54 153 | 35 | 20 | 26 | 43 | 87 | 36 | 28 | 20 118 | 98 
Humphrey........-. 29 | 33 |36 |35 117 | 7 | 14 |-15 | 15 126 118 | & | 0 | 46 

APIO TIENE Woo wae oF Mie lee ae mae Allee! (by ce eed fete He cee 
46 |'57 (57) 85 {85 || 28°"|°93°"| 33 "|'38°'|'36 |27° |'20° [24 | "s0 

Jamestown.......... 2 | 37 140 | 35 ]18 | 9 |14 | 46 | 16_| 27 190) ) outer 
oe 44 | 44 | 58 | 56 | 40 | 24 | 31 | 31 | 38 | 36 | 35 | 28 | 20 | 99 

seeeeeeeeeeees 2 |35 |34 |51 |29 | 14 | 22 | 13 |13 |29 126 | 9 | 7 | 48 
inte 41 |59 |58 | 60 | 43 |30 | 28 | 30 | 36 | 39 | 31 | 26 | 22 | ge 

sees eee ence ees 21 |37 134 | 42 | 24 | 14 | 22 | 18 | 12 | 29 | 22 110 | o | 5 

BDU! MOFTIG «see seiel OE Nh. Meal fe ah ose ales) aM es RMeer me ea 

50 | 60 |60 | 60 | 43 | 32 | 32 | 34 | 40 | 38 | 84 | 20 | 28 | 80 
Lockport ........... 93 | 43 | 42 | 39 | 26 | 15 | 24 | 21 | 17 | 80 125 | 12 | 8 | 42 

VICEOR ce ese ees eee tee cc leccacles saul oeaatel ge. c:cl eile tea Inman nae nn 
41 | 46 | 55° |'58 | 43° '|'25 |'29 |'34° 136 136 | 80 | 21 | i” | 88 

Wedgewood......... 18 | 82/35 | 40 | | 10 | 13 | 12 | 13 | a5 | 19 | 1 | 0 | 40 
. {| 45pe| Bem BOL 4g ilo 38 0 | 33 | 23 28 

Addison. ....+2.+4040 a1 | 35 | 84 | 43 | 27 | 15 | 17 ie | 13 | 32 | a8 | 9 | 8 | 19 
E 42 | 46 |56 |59 | 37 | 27 | 29 | 34 | 30 | 38 | 34 |e | 1 28 

South Canistoe...... o2 |32 185 |37 122 | 9 110 | 6 | 9 )er. | a) | a. 
ae [44 | 52 | 54 | 55 | 36 | 22 | 25 | 31 | 36 | 34 | a7 | 16 | 22 | 25 

aisles aesesgeces 25 |37 | 37 136 | 17/10 |13 |10 | 11 | 26 | 16 | o |—7 | wa 

Eastern Plateau....| 2% | 87 | 43 | 48 ” | 23 aA 20 | 23 27 2 a 19 
: 40 | 40 |50 155 | 55 | 30 |28 | 30 | 36 | 38 | 31 28 

Binghamton (1)..... 2 | st | a7 [48 | 25 |i | ig | 10 | | 27 | 23 | 8 | 8 | a8 
: 0 | 43 | 54 | 57 | 41 | 27 | 29 129 | 38 | 38 | 30 | 21 | 21 | 26 

Binghamton (2)..... 20 | 36 | 38 | 42 | 29 |17 |19 113 | 12 |29 |92 | 8 | 9 | 49 
ee 35 | 40 |50 153 | 52 133 |33 | 30 | 35 | 35 | 34 | 27 | 21 | 30 

tet eeeseee rae. 13) 28 | 32 | 43 | 20 | 13 | 18 | 8 | 7 | 25 |e |b | 6 6 
4 138 | 48 152 |50 |33 | 28 128 |3 29 25. 

Cortland ......-..... 19 | 30 | 33 | 40 |29 |14 |18 | 9 | 7 | 26193 | 8 | 6 8 

: 36 |45 | 52 |56 | 58 |29 | 28 | 27 | 34 | 34 | 91 | 22 119 | 80 
South Kortright ....| 72 | 93 | 35 | 41 | 25 115 |17 |10 | 7 |26 |20 | 1 |-4 | 

Brookfield...... nba iel a CGM OM <, e|eee cic Corn | Beet Ce ae eae «5 xine oe ee 

Middletown 6. AT" SS 
: 32 |42° | 47° "|'57°"| 43 “31130 130°] 86 [30° |'a7 | 21 135 | 96. 

Port Jervis......... 15 |<8 | 33 | 40 | 38 | 23 |20 |15 | 12 | 28 |29 |10 | 5 | 38 

35 | 42 |53 |55 | 51 | 27 | 27 | 23 | 33 | 33 | 28 | 23 | 16 | 24 
Cooperstown........ 15 | 32 | 84 5) | 27 10 2 1 12 8 o7 2 of 3 19 

44 |55 | 53 |56 | 51 | 28 | 29 | 27 | 38 | 34 hat 
Garrattsville oe aceiutelee | 95 16 | 35 47 21 14 18 11 e a 2 a : o 

: 36 | 40 | 57 | 52.| 26 | 28 33 3 
New Lisbon......... 12 31 47 21 14 20 5 2 25 9 1 3 3 2 

40 | 45 |55 |57 155 | 84 | 88 | a2 | 39 | 3 
QHEONTA acai nvisleetos 18 | 34 | 40 44 30 20 8 1 4 M BL 2 2 10 1 

; 39 | 44 153 158 | 40 | 25 | 28 | 2 ; 
Perry City AO 15 39 34 40 25 13 12 8 - : a 2 2 a 

de 35 | 40 | 51 | 54 | 52 | 28 | 30 | 30 | 34 
Strait’s Corners..... 16 33 33 45 25, 2 2 13 9 8 26 2 i of 4 

42 | 44 | 58 |57 | 49 | 27 | 30 | 40 | 40 | 3 
Waverly © bale 60 616 .6\es 17 36 .| 33 47 32 1h 15 9 8 29 s ee - os 

38 | 37 | 46 | 50 |51 | 32 | 31 | 28 | 28 | 36 
Mohonk Lake....... 15 132 128 135 | a2 |22 lao fiz '14 131 496 | 711! 



New YorK WEATHER BUREAU. 

THE Rearons, AND Dairy Maxima anp Mryma For THE SraTIONs. 

24 | 35 | 40 | 40 5 
15 | 24 | 3 5 |—6 
27 | 34 | 40 | 41 |} 11 
20 | 25 | 31 8 |—6 
80 | 33 | 38 | 43 | 10 
13 | 25 | 30 | 10 |—7 
34 | 39 | 43 | 41 9 
21 | 30 | 31 | 13 1 
83 | 36 | 38 | 388 | 16 
17 | 20 | 30 9 |-13 
80 | 35 | 37 | 39 | 13 
22) 25 } 32 | 12 J—3 
32 | 387 | 41 | 43 | 16 
25 | 27 | 33 | 14 2 
26 | 29 | 35 | 36 | 18 
19} 25 } 28 | 18 4 

21 

Ce ee ae 

Ss oe i ia 

Cs Ce ee BO i ee ee a ea 

" 15) 16/17 /118]19| 20 

24 | 28 | 37 | 27 6 

84 | 35 | 39 | 33 | 12 
deui3 | st | 12 |=4 
34 | 37 | 39 | 36 | 11 
17 | 18 |34 |13 |—2 
85 | 388 | 42 | 43 8 
16|16 | 34 | 18 |-6 
82 | 35 | 38 | 43 | 15 
8/13 | 33 | 15 0 

89 | 35 | 44 | 43 | 13 
16/25 | 32 | 14 2 

83 | 386 | 45 | 47 | 16 
14 | 25 | 34 | 16 6 
83 | 39 | 43 | 42 | 15 
pss 27 15 5 
26 | 37 | 44 | 40 | 15 | 32 
0} 4 | SP ISON 5 [==8 

85 | 39 146 | 22 | 14 | 34 
20 | 28 | 37 6 3 ? 

30 | 35 7 | 40 | 18 | 24 
eaezerS0N | 10h |=3) |==8 
34 | 387 | 40 | 43 | 17 | 29 
Sores } 34} 17 4 3 

34 | 37 | 40 | 44 | 10 | 25 
ONT 80 | 14s |—9 (3 
83 | 36 | 41 | 41 | 10 | 28 
fou) aeetease aie10) |==4) 3|==4 

25 | 30 | 35 | 2 5 | i 
30 | 35 | 40 | 44 | 12 /2 
23 | 29 | 28 | 12 0 0 
$2) 36 | 43 | 45 8 | 29 
22 | 30 | 32 8 On: 20 
Bisa) 87,40) || 10) | 28 
id) || PS) | real Te EE 8 
28 | 30 | 34 | 36 | 14 | 20 
17 | 24 | 28 | 14 0 |—6 

23 | 24125] 26 | 27 | 28) 29 | 30] 31 

Cs ee ie eee ee er 

eee ee ey 

15 | 15 

Fr ead aoa 

7 |—3 
20 | 22 
5 0 

22 | 2% 
9 |—4 

ale | ale) 
5 5 

LS ie 
7 | 13 

17 | 23 
9 14 

25 | 24 
10 11 
22 | 2 
10 11 

Monthly 
mean, 

Le S>) of =) 

19.2 



36 NintH ANNUAL REPORT OF THR 

TEMPERATURE—J ANUARY, 1897, SHowina Dairy MEANS FoR THE 

STATION. 24-2 Sa Bi 6 1 eS ore 

Northern Plateau...| 22 | 38 | 40 | 45 | 36 | 93 | 16 | 18-] 12 | 25 
Saranac Lake...... * oH ee Es fs . Bi Pi ae Fs 

Gloversville......... a ae a - 33 e a * of He 

Little Falls (2a)..... Tht Be ted eel eo | ae ened cee 

North Lake........| 9% | | [4 | | a | 9 [me | 8 | 9p 
EAOW VINOs. «cis aiesa'els's « z 1 a a re Pe - - a 2 : : 

Number Four......./ 4 | 4 | [Sf |S | a6 [at |-26 | 8 | a 
Ee Bebe <<: 31 | 38 | 39 | 45 | 43 | 81 | 29 | 28 | 29 | 35 
BrOOHVB.ooeeeeee Meee ce ue ay ae ee 

xen York our. /8 1G 18 18 1B |B |e 1S |e 
Willet’s Point....... rs oH a Bs Ee of ae 3 oy S 

Brentwood......+.+ at | 33 | 3a |.ti}at fs ar [te |i | 30 
Setauket ........... oe fe a a - oe a Be be a 

Bedford....e..se0e. i |3t |aa |e }as fas fat ar | is | 98 
IPIIMTOSC sa .s/c'e bo. ane a a Re a be ee a BS a 

Hudson Valley ..... 23 | 35 | 39 | 43 | 42 | 380 | 36 | 24 | 23 | 338 

Albany... sssseseees id | ai | 34 [3 | 32 | as fad | to | as | at 
Lebanon Springs...! 19 | 31 | 30 | 43 |3s jai |i9 |u| 6 | a2 
Honeymead Brook..| *3 | 31 | 34 | 39 [30 | 32 | 19 | 13 | 9 | 30 
Poughkeepsie ...... "3 [28 | 32 | 32 | go | as [20 | ie | at | 33 

Weer Poiotvensnd | |S |S | | ae Lat 
AVATINIOL %.!0i0 aleie's viciciecie pd Pe a a ae a a a fa bes 

Mohawk Valley.....| 24 | 34 | 87 | 43 | 38 | 25 | 22 | 19 | 21 | 30 

Little Falls (1a).....] 17 | 37 | 35 | $i | as | ts |is |r |i | 26 
Canajoharie......-.) 77 | 94 | 31 far [ay jar | 23 jaa | to | 20 
St. Johnsville...... Ae Ge {ee cea ee ee ee he 
ROMO .coscclecece.c| 32 | 40 | 49 | 55 | 88 | 85 126. | 25 | 85 J gb 

15. }-29 }.80 80 1.16 | 10.) 189 8 a ee 

Champlain Valley..|18 | 29 | 37 | 41 | 40 | 29 | 24 !19 | 16 | 27 
Pintieb'h Barracks:| 72 | 72 131-| a leg. | ao ae. ae ee 

Glens Falls.......... a a S EY ES a a = of 

Lake George:.....-.| "3 | 31 | 34 | a7 jaa fat fir jaz | 8 | 27 

se tauren Votey| 8 |B) |B |e |e ee ae |g 
Madison Barracks..' 9 | 18 | 37 | 89 ! 31 | 19 115 | 16 2 | 28 

11 12 | 13 |14 

| 

6 |-1 | 10 
10 | 17 | 26 
4 |-93 |-17 
24/15 | 21 
—4 | 
35 | 15 | 2 
-1 |-97 | i2 

i, |\Satl ae 
20 | 12 | 9% 
—6 |-21 |-10 
17 | 13 | 92 

-12 |-21 | —4 

23 117 | 26 
27 | 26 | 30 
13 | 14 | 27 
24 | 24 | 96 
22 |12 | 12 
32 | 27 | 30 
12 | 11 | 24 
33 | 28 | Bt 
11 | 12 | 24 

32 | 24 | 34 
1 | 8 | 92 
32 | 25 | 32 
16 |11 | 24 
30 | 26 | 28 
13 | 5 | 20 
a7 | 25 | 28 
22 | 6 | 238 

19 | 11 | 19 
29 119 | 25 
4 | 0] 12 

av |17 | 29 
6 |-8 | 57 

20 | 18 | 25 
S | eels 

26 118 | 24 
10 | 0 | 14 

30 | 22 | 27 
12 | 4 | 15 
28 | 23 | 34° 
9 | Ae tag 

38 | 23 | 23 
20 | 6 | 7 
30 | 20 | 28 
10 | 3 | 20 

8 | 6 | 16 
9 [12 | 18 

me i Be 
29 | 16 | 23 
2 | ae Cod 

28 {14 | 21 
5. |) aie dais 
8 |16 | 25 
6 ieee 

18] 3 jae 
8/11 -] 2% 
10 |-5 | -5 
a1 |11 | 19 
2 | = jane 

a1 | 14 | 20 
0: |S amo: 

7 | is 
a1} 1 ae 

-11 



New YorK WEATHER BUREAU. BT 

Regions AND Dairy Maxima anp Minima For THE Srations—(Con.) 

15) 16 | 17 

16 26 33 
27 | 33 | 41 

-10 | 26 | 32 
25 | 33 | 35 
16 | 22 | 30 
24 | 36 | 41 
11 | 23 | 31 
20 | 27 | 32 
14} 12 | 25 
81 | 32 | 37 
—2 | 14 | 30 
27 | 29 | 37 
71.23 | 28 

30 | 35 | 38 
33 | 40 | 42 
29 | 32 | 85 
30 | 382 | 40 
26 | 28 | 30 
82 | 43 | 46 
26 | 30 | 32 
83 | 39 | 48 
27) 30 | 31 

36 | 41 | 46 
29 | 30 | 31 
35 | 40 | 44 
28 | 32 | 35 
84 | 39 | 40 
23 | 28 | 31 
33 | 389 | 42 
25 | 30 | 29 

24 | 29 | 34 
25 | 35 | 44 
18 | 24 | 32 
32 | 35 | 36 
20 | 25 | 22 
29 | 34 | 40 
20 | 25 | 32 
27 | 35 | 42 
20 | 25 | 32 

34 | 37 | 42 
18 | 26 | 32 
23 | 34 | 37 
19 | 23 | 32 
25 | 28 | 36 
22 | 22 | 27 
34] 37 | 38 
23 | 25 | 27 

20 | 29 | 36 
25 | 32 | 44 
16 | 25 | 32 
25 | 385 | 44 
14 | 24 | 31 
23 | 33 | 39 
11 | 22 | 30 
27 | 36 | 40 
18 | 25 | 28 

14 | 2 | 32 
10 | 24 | 34 
5 |—2 | 24 
25 | 35 | 37 
15 | 22 | 28 
25 | 35 | 37 
16 | 24 | 32 

9 | 26 | 38 
11 | 28 | 39 

—3 | 17 | 26 

18 

—————————————————— ee 

wm DPW SEH So WUNDOPRO] 

19 a 

—5 33 
-23 |-10 
10 | 22 

-11 |—6 
1 |} 31 

-15 |—3 
30 | 20 

-20 |—5 
11 | 20 

-14 |—7 
13° | 22 

-21 |-14 

18 |} 21 
19 | 35 
13 | 14 
44 | 18 
12 | 10 
20 | 40 
9 | 12 

30 | 47 
10 | 14 

25 | 39 
4 ) 

26 | 35 
13 | 10- 
25 | 30 
9 4 

21 | 28 
10 6 

12 | 13 
12 | 26 
—3 2 
19 | 21 
—6 |—4 
14 | 29 

22 | 23| 24| 25 

25 |26 |18 | 3 |-8 
35 | 27 |21 |10 | 8 
22 | 20 |-15 |-26 |-26 
34.133 |29 | 17 | 8 
19 | 24115 | 2 |—5. 
35 | 32 | 26 | 15 | 25 
23 | 19 | 10 |-12 |-13 
31 | 32 | 27 | 20 | 20 

Eis ieot) 1s. 4a) (19 
36 | 29 | 29 |14 | 6 
20 | 24 | 15 |—7 |-25 
33 | 27 [28 |10 | 7 
21 | 21 | 9 |—5 |-26 

39 | 36 | 30 | 20 | 12 
a7 | 40 134 | 27 | 15 
38 | 2 |22 | 6 | 7 
44 | 46 | 40 | 82 | 24 
12 | 34 | 96 | 20 | 6 
7 | 42 | 37 | 24 | 15 

37 | 32 | 22 |10 | 5 
50 | 41 | 34 | 25 | 17 
a0) 96: | 200 Fz 

48 | 43 | 87 | 29 | 19 
32 |33 | 24/17 | 7 
48 | 40 | 38 | 26 | 18 
34 133 | 26 | 18 | 9 
48 | 42 | 34 | 24 | 17 
a9 | 32 | 23 | 15 | 5. 
49 | 40 | 34 | 27 | 20 
28 | 33 | 26 | 20 | 6 

a2 | 34 | 26 | 20 | 10 
39 | 38 | 35 | 21 | 16 
26 | 32 121°] 6 | 1 
37 | 37 | 31 | 21 | 13 
20 | 24 | 18 | 12 |-3 
44 | 36 | 33 | 27 | 17 
28 |31-|20 | 9 | 8 
48 | 46 | 34 | 35 | 17 
22 {20 | 21 [15 | 4 

46 |40 | 22 | 36 | 18 
21 |32 |16 |18 | 4 
40 | 42 | 33 | 24 | 19 
21 |381 | 22 | 10 | 4 
42 | 42 | 39 | 33 | 25 
10 | 32 |25 |16 | 6 
44 | 37 | 29 | 24 | 14 
$0 (26) (18° } 11. hb 38 

28 |28 | 21 | 10 | 3 
34 | 31 | 24 | 12 | 12 
24 |20 | 8 | 0 | 12 
37 | 35 | 33 | 18 | 15 
22 !98 |18 | 6 |—7 
33 | 33 | 30 | 28 | 16 
19 |2 |19 | 8 |—9 
30 | 30 | 28 | 17 | 15 
22 |21 | 9 Ls |-7 

22 | 31 | 24 | 10 |-2 
22 |35 | 29 | 25 | 4 
—3 | 22 | 20 |—7 |-18 
37 | 35 | 33 | 22 | 13 
21 |27 |16 | 5 |-10 
35 |40 | 35 | 17 | 13 
22 126 | 11 | 0 |-14 

28 |27 |19 | 8 |-7 
37 | 37 | 31 | 24 | 11 
22/21 }19 | 1 |-21 

26 | 27 | 28 | 29 | 30 | 31 

10) | 46 | 16> 112: -| a beg 
17 | 25 | 20 | 20 | 98 | 35 
8 |14 | 8 |-21 |-93 |_99 

17 | 23 | 24 | 19 | 25 | 93 
7 |10 | 16 | 14 | 10 |~8 

20 | 23 | 20 | 20 | 47 | 21 
a) 0 Gas ae © an A er Yea ak 

14 | 16 | 20 | 29 | 14 | 19 
=is 8 9 7 ato =A 
19 | 20 |17 | 16 | 16 | 26 
0 16 | te) Ad |p eg 
19.18 [as | | ta ios 
Si a i ro eg 

15 | 21 | 21 | 22 | 22 | 23 
23 | 27 | 20 | 24 | 32 | 33 
9 |20 113 119 | 17 | 17 

14 | 22 | 24 | 24 | 30 | 32 
2 Be) ae? he) as 

24 | 27 | 24 | 32 | 30 | 30 
6 |16 |} 14 | 14 |19 | 16 

26 | 27 | 25 | 31 | 30 | 28 
SO) Pula | 46 bag. | 39 

28 | 27 | 29 | 27 | 32 | 40 
fe a ca a Be Il 

25 129 |31 | 29 | 98 | 31 
10 | 20 | 20 |19 | 20 | 17 
25 | 29 | 26 | 31 | 32 | 35 
8 | 14 | 18 |18 | 10 | 12 

25 | 27 | 26 | 31 | 30 | 31 
8 116 |22 1/18 | 7 | 8 

17 | 21 | 22 | 22 145 | 13 
26 | 27 | 25 | 24 | 26 | 23 
10 a7! |a9hs 99. Ny et 
24 | 27 | 24 | 25 | 21 | 22 
Ge | ae | ae aa: sg 

27 | 25 | 25 | 27 | 24 | 23 
8291 tr | St | as cl elie 

28 | 26 | 26 | 32 | 29 | 28 
9 }10 |20 | 14 |—7 |—7 

25 | 36 |31 | 30 | 28 | 24 
8:|26 |} 21 |18 |—6 |-12 

30 | 28 | 25 | 30 | 29 | 27 
14 }18 | 18 | 19 |12 | 4 
16 | 22 |27 | 27 | 20 | 26 
O71 16-1 46 Wto" [oth 

23 | 27 | 26 | 28 | 25 | 27 
Sith) to ae" pete ees 

19 116 (ef 15 Oe) a0 
15 | 12 |16 | 18 | 12 | 23 
ea es died Se Feel oe al kee at Le 
23 | 22 | 20 | 22 | 24 | 22 
120 we $1647 Var js 
17 | 20 | 19 | 20 } 19 | 22 
8 |12 115 |14 | 3 |—4 

20 [23 | 22 | 25 | 20 | 18 
roa Pes © an Ws fo fen ae 

12 |20 |20 |21 | 9 | 5 
13 | 23 | 20 | 21 | 21 | 14 

218) base ae |B ee es 
2 | 30 | 24 | 30 | 20 | 15 
8118119. 1 18 ee 

31 | 27 | 26 | 81 | 23 | 23 
10° (a6e |e) 18 Salen 

AR a ad bs dl Sl a gt 
20 | 23 |23 |20 | 15 | 8 
@, Wight 6. epee 

Monthly 

mean. 



38 NIntH ANNUAL REPORT OF THR 

Dartty Mrans ror tue Reaions, anp Datty 

STATION. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 | 10 11} 12/13 |14 

! 

St. Law. Val. (con’d) - Me are a . 
52 155 156 | 5 214 18 | 36 | 32 |-1 | 48 1 

Watertown ......... a6 | 40 | 42 | 36 28 18 | 12 | 18 | 0 | 18 | 20 |-7 |-12 | 10 
6 |46 | 52 | 54 | 48 | 28 | 22 | 38 | 98 134 |34 | 20 | 8 | 44 

North Hammond.../ 44 | 3g | 36 | 48 | 26 18 | 14 | 14 10 20 | 20 |J-2 |-2 | 4 
38 | 46 |56 | 62 | 45 | 37 | 21 | 30 | 32 135 | 95 | 25 118 | 30 

Ogdensburg ......-. 17 135 |37 | 40 | 30 | 17 | 10 14 oo [12 | 14 [5 0’ | —4 
2% |46 156 | 58 | 45 | 29 | 19 |1 3 |34 198 |17 | 4] ® 

Potsdam ......... -|°9 |28 | 34 | 43 196 |18 | 4 1 8 | 8 |20 | 44 |? tea | 40 

Great Lakes........{34 | 47 | 50 | 48 | 31 | 22 | 24 | 25 | 27 133 | 26-116 |13 | 16 
arctan’ 48 | 61 | 61 {58 | 36 | 27 | 27 | 34 | 40 | 37 | 32 | 95 | 26 | 27 

renee e ees 34 | 41 | 43 [35 | 20 | 17 | 19 | 18 | 20 | 30 123 | 16 | 4 | 46 
ae 50 | 57 158 (59 ; 37 | 27 126 135 140 |34 | 30 | 19 | 21 | 24 

re eeeeenereees 26 | 45 | 48 | 34 118 |18 | 21 |20 | 21 | 30 |19 Jas | 3 | 12 
miteera 42 |58 | 56 | 60 | 42 | 28 | 30 | 32 | 49 |39 | 32 | 24 | 20 | 95 

SHO NoriagadoD gant 22 140 | 43 - 23 | 16 "4 20 Hi 28 | 22 8 E oy 
47 | 60 | 60 38 128 | 28 132 | 39 136 | 30 | 19 

Rochester........... a) 42 | 4d | 33 [ar | 16 | 2t | ae |i | 28 | a9 | 10 2 | i 
43 |55 159 158 |38 | 31 | 31 | 31 | 39 | 37 | 32 |e4 | 23 | 24 

Appleton............ 25 | 36 |36 | 38 | 24 {16 | 23 | 22 |18 | 31 | 24 | 40 | 10 | 41 

: 46 | 60 |60 | 57 | 40 | 32 | 32 | 37 140 | 30 Iai fer tar | a7 
Fort Niagara.. .....! 95 | 33 | 44 |39 | 24 116 | 24 | 21 a 29 | 24 | 10 - 17 

eras 41 | 48 154 159 | 46 | 28 | 30 | 97 |37 135 132 | 26 11 24 
Baldwinsville ....... a1 (35 | 38 | 38 | 18 | 18 | it | 6 | 9 | 25 |e | 2 2 7 

40 | 48 | 56 | 60 139 | 32 | 27 | 30 37 | 30 | 21 17 OSWERO cases ccurc 19 |36 | 39 | 39 | 28 - 18 31 a 29 Re 5 7 . 
35 | 43 | 58 1.57 | 40 | 3 7 12 31 | 30 | 24 | 4 2 

Palermo ......... ---! 45 135 136 {40 | 28 | 16 |16 |17 | 3 |30 |}o9 1 3 | 8 | —9 
Veer 42 | 47 154 | 60 | 40 | 28 | 31 132 | 38 | 40 | 32 |25 | 19 | 46 

MASHER CSO DO DOOBG! 22 | 40 { 40 | 39 25 18 | 25 | 22 a8 31 | 23 aa _ = 
J - 151 | 61 | 62 | 57 | 32 | 27 | 24 | 32 | 40 | 84 | 32 

Erie, Pennsylvania.| 3¢ | 46 | 46 | 32 | 16 |14 | 16 | 20 | 22 |29 |23 115 | 10 | 20 

Central Lakes....... 31 |41 | 48 {50 | 36 | 23 | 26 | 24 | 26 | 34 | 29 | 17 115 | 20 
reed 43 | 46 |59 159 | 47 | 30 | 30 |33 136 | 38 |31 {26 | 21 | 29 

OCMINE cccccccccccs a1 35 38 45 26 15 99 is 1g 28 24 8 a 7 

42 | 47 156 159 | 44 | 31 |31 | 34 |38 | 40 | 40 | 24 
Romulus ......-..+.. 20 | 36 | 39 | 42 | 28 | 16 | 22 | 16 | 18 | 28 | 24 | 9 | 10 9 
ee 39 143 155 | 55 141 | 30 | 30 | 32 | 36 | 38 |32 125 | 18 | 27 

ic WIIG SSOCISED I 22 | 36 | 88 441 | 28 | 46 |. 22 18 18) | Bi eno eiOmmieetes 

ee ey |33 | 42 | 46 | 37 | 25 | 24 | 22 |22 | a1 |2e6 }14 | 9 | 44 

¢Max. and min. by the Draper thermograph. {Received too late to be used ia computing 
conduit, nine miles north of the city. 
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Maxma anp Minima ror THE Stations—( Concluded). 

21 | 29 

means, 

B 
| 

17} 18 | 19 | 20/| 21] 22] 23 | 24 | 25 | 26 = 28 | 29) 30| 31 os 

os = 

| 

48 | 47 | 19 | 33 | 36 
33 | 18 5 5 | 28 
43 | 384 | 12 | 36 | 39 
33 |—1 2 8 | 25 
41 | 40 | 10 | 2% | 37 
33 7 |—1 4 | 25 
38 | 38 | 10 | 25 | 35 
31 | 10 |—8 0 | 30 
43 | 43 | 11 29 | 40 
35 | 10 3 3 | 29 

36 |27 | 6 | 12 | 80 

(1) Voluntary observer. 

30 |23 110 | 3 | de 

| 

eft |e |) aEAPAEaLaES 18/8 [3 (al or AEE Pe: 

16 | 16 | 17 | 14 | 12 | 22.3 

(2) U. S. Weather Bureau. (1a) City reservoir ; (2a) Intake 



40 NintH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE 

Dairy anp Montary Precirr 

STATION. i 2 3 a 5 6 vf 8 9 |}10);,11)12/)13)| 14 

| 
engl Plateau..| T. | 0.00} 0.00] 0.81} 0.29] 0.09) 0.02) 0.00, T. | T. | 0.06} 0.02) 0.00) T. 
PAlfred ....ccsccccclenccsfoosciele an asliepees|aosies'fc cess ovcss|ocevalicies oe) endeelens) »psmnaliaipent nema 
Angelica.......s666| T. |sseeejeseee] Sd] 24) 15] .10].....]... a ee! se O06] Tos ake neres 
BIOMWA os cote ents | aisinee | eimree lemenes -67| 218] 08], .04). 600] ccsel acct cllecsie ofc | kanmalimnnne 
Briendship.....0.c2]sccce|s caviecces| “oBC] che] DR] TE 1s sewelesicls ell « clatersili: ooehe] nnn aan 

Franklinville ...... TA acuwra lees. 47) St] O27) OR. unis eaee 08) 06); ee |a mame 
Humphrey......... HS Rreaclcocad pelt dh Aer i sa-Uil ge mel leash e | ccwels see] ctkOl autete’s |) se enema 
ig Ca GS eer peco| Crono Gacnal tamors iacane Be aratelalemacllate sastel|leetners veccelecncclereeclecces oveeolsveun 
Cherry Creek .6....|..2..)s0.5 ses] ) Bol) iG] PseSla bkOliewescels gcse Lake eel oll scien «ote 
DAINGSLO WM S055 40/015 || <2 sire nice e|| crise 240] ) 10) 4401) 9510) coca cee coed] | e@0} | iyo steal eaten 

BIMIra oo... eee eee e|eceee|eceee dos wat ||, scOd| Ne OAL clans lls ebre| le ctele oi] o o0'c efi oa ne eherete ete eine ctea a 

Jhon) USS SSA? Aeon O08) (Se 06) Deora) Osan aaaad bosoec jo. clt ocd ooeee | eee 
Wedgewood ....... ae saree pase) tol) seas] lek, Sa Briana mcd fs ~. ; ae siete 
ZAG GIR eR eG onns6q| tixscdl boson Hecor Tels ayy a be male ; U2) ose oheena 

Atlanta)... sx. alee 
Haskinville....... 
South Canisteo.,,. 
APCRAG cn -dsicccts score P a8 al 
PASTOR Soe atrccieasioon | tere co's Soe als Oe warctel aeieee 

Eastern Plateau...| 0.00} 0.00) 0.00] 0.06 
Binghamton (1)....]....- See AI osc 
Binghamton (2)....|... Ae 
OF 0) 0 SOR RAB RN | Hea tal uecoc |oceeol bacon 
ACOTEIBTIC oil as siecle ad tae cine eter tree alae eee 

amie 

ae FF Wy 

pai. 

DEPOSib 21. oecea.cton)| cise bea (haaell Morel Pasa] erise oe 
South Kortright ...|.....|... 
IBPOOKNGIG: Sawa nenlceecelccc 
LG GIG 3 earsepb lagaticl Hacar 

Port Jervis..:......|'s0 wall Mereictelersaeig'|liraie he #83 ]) SEOR| cr eee | eee Me ers rier eeieaaecach| i 
AE A 2 COR AAB OE Pl MCG nade beciae! rieagpl leks! leer Gell heace a's o ace] acpiers-o\] oun lores | alu’ 3%u's | (Ofna! ota erento eee 
CDOPEFSCO WN "56 22.0 |tctee slilcleieenl| ores oie |e wien By 7] ad forint) rien (arcs ocr foes scfyaan ~5'] nein ealneoeie 
Garrattsville ses cc. \len ciel ecerell' APIO ei Ai 13) Sood) Ord Orit! orec! (aad, fooocclo- PR Ae aie 

ibis Ci npnaseeocndoy, seg) sansa Ines Sapo ose. olonban boon vedes Aisialatelleisiatale Chay apa eal piece ees 
Va) Ca 0 Am PSarrip| (nosoalsosce OD) c/o v0» |/o/0s.6=\] v0.c'e | neidieielfiose enieif levers niall estate| aetna | teain enone 

Northern Plateau..| 0.00} 0.00} 0.00} 0.03) 0.19] 0.10} 0.07) T. | T. | 0.09} 0.11) T. | 0.00) 0.00 
DATANAC AKO. . c054\l eee sc'ieaise || (1008 - FP FBO] cOF ec clis ee nie) "|| Ten BO un ened eer one 
GIO WETSVHIG isc siete let on] be reel |e ote om 'e aie .10] 091!  J07|seeee Le -04) -.02] OL) SccOliwoae 

DN OEGRICO ic '0 cite’ sills «ia oieisiol eis.e ce DO BOM es steal) VeAOl le atrenall meteors 2400 S80) awe aelciedl ovine 
POW VAG rss, caataesleicienrel evince |e cece as ante a(t) By 2] ee RI ey Wceiciol fe or lsAeco| cbr conn 
Number Four......|...2./%...0|++ Soe ebeee 19] SBE ccc cle sec sitet eae 10\ pee assim 
Kings Station......|....-}.. inte otetarafol| stata ae eBB)o cia [slo's siel]\s clevele'l(scarne:sll ous cre aif melmiaie!l to atareta | ee ete 

Atlantic Coast..... 0.00; 0.00] T. | 0.26) 0.36) 0.01] 0.00) 0.00} 0.00} 0.00] T. | 0.00) T. | 0.0% 
ile") aE pg BSR aes cel leiaor lsoceas|yonse sRO) S61 o/c iel| sisis's. 0 vieoresall acai Bre (ee tes itary etal 
Manhattan, Beachy a} cece 6) csiecele tees | enlee si] s4Gl0 vod O) arcictstel le erecarel| aieleleratt steteroren mete é 
New. VOrk (City... [220 Sl ecnselleciesafa cOaln, 2B0l sora we) cereal temeicel eater oats TY il eeeniveee «| 02 
MVALEISCE OMG «.)20hc) ea ee lee eel eine EBD Niche cee |lnincuiell aie exeral | eines BAS aisead| Phe es 



New YorkK WEATHER BUREAU. 41 

TATION FoR January, 1897 — (incuzs). 

15/16 |17)18|19 | 20 | 21 | 22 | 23 | 24| 25 | 26 | 27 | 28) 29 30 31 

0.09} 0.20] 0.02) 0.15} 0.21) 0.15) 0.13} 0.07) 0.03} 0.03) 0.14) 0.21 
See eee ees eee ee ee Ce eed ee eee 

124) 240)... 30] T. | .15]  .20 25 
Bo ae ee :09] .20] .20| .16 25 
it Se | a 25] .10| .15| .20 10 

07} .36] .07| .04| .37| .20) .16 08 
Fs 102) .22| .86) .24 18 

" 249]""<58)°°°12)"" Loz] *.42}""<43} 12 113) -12}-44] 213} 
PAL TI 050 :20/ 20] -30] .40] .20} <10}.....] 20] 10 

Cogs a (ae Pe ee Se pee coe ee Csiocien 48]..... 
ae Te. OB) at onf, 88), 1 TB les OO ince SE nia 30 
db .00) Bi... T. | .89] .20f T. | T. | 09] 21) 7.) 
Peer Te | 07) 08) |, 18 Be siap el OS age | 80 
et Ness se( 10s nce) Ee 20K 20) 10K Th TTT 20) 'T 

MB Js. 80) sein 0) | BS a A foe. 80 

werelessesdeseee]essacleaeefeeegafecees|ecsacleseslesaealeeeeel vieelsagaleeesafenieelicees 

(22S a) | ak eal 15] .38| | .06 ‘ BE Di rea 
ee fel eee Oe 32|.....| .09} .03} 04) .07] .03] 07] .17 
1 Ae | ea es 18}. ..27|\08))'08| 2432], Toe, dh Pal 220 

Bees ele 10 rc. 40; T.} 20). | .05).2. |... 50| T 
secsfeseee| 06] 23] 08} .18| .20] -15] .20] .21] 409} .04| .05| .17 

0.01] T. | 0.07] 0.02] 0.02! 0.10] 0.23! 0.07] 0.05} 0.03] 0.01] 0.02] 0.15] 0.48 
PT TE. |, O2f 08), 08) 225), OOD. |e. cc. 15] .20 
eee eT a1 02) 08) .08),, 08] 0sp 04) 1. [bas f 10} .30 
| Tr) 02] .08)..... 210)) cs} 25) 20h Ty fem Pa fom | Sage 

f PSS EN SC Q7| .16] .19! .10] .15] .22] .09) .26 

0.05) 0.00) 0.00) 3.68 
8 4.14 

-| 2.82 
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Dairy anp Montuty Preorr 

STATIONS. 1 2 3 4 

PPNG WOOL s nice ce'ean len aaeeanee Pere) lit 
SSCA OU nm ncivie see cota vae lcs cevell x a'e'sip 
TRAGLONG (xcs cntcemits 61s aieell xcs ae cOL 08 
PPUIMNYOSE.0. 00.00 vinous feaercll © ie ee Ba [se 

Hudson Valley..... 
AIGA Y Acca nae 
Lebanon Springs..|. 
Honeymead Bruok.}... 
Poughkeepsie......|..--- 

Wappinger’s Falls.|.....|....+|..... -04 
BPS 171 WSS aa ral [ee ise sen) mac aal Nbaeac 
VERE LOMIE. cn ve cic ake | se ol revo eieees 

SES rr Be eee 56d Oo Lica) Isreal nae 
Southeast Reserv’r|...--|....-[ee-selecee- OPC Aa be eae 
i OPTUS. UT | Ree ee aE i! Irian Fe Se eel Ire = | 
PELSEISEGAIE Ss oe shee ni ciate wie ei lore o's{ol| larajeve nf iavecetoved] aierera > 

Mohawk Valley....| 0.00| 0.00} 0.00] 0.08 
7. LithlewMails (1)... <0 chs ewes] \<-.< 

Canajohariec -......]-.0+-|e.2: feces ele tee)= 
Bi AORUSVIMB cen. =| eee mine ol isiecetell stein 
BROMO a mateleiecatcta SR breil chien Sioa .30! 

Champlain Valley.| 0.00) T. | 0.00) T. 
Plattsb’h Barracks. Al PEL ins Se leneac 
Glens Walls. 2; 5.2 djeciaal 

St. Lawrence Val.. 
MaAGIRON Barracks: © [ecic ole etinel/sainelecanse 
Wateriown ........ 
(ORNGOD: «easels “HE (a | a LS 

DeKalb Junction.. 
. North Hammond.. 
Ogdensburgh ......}.++.-J..00. 
POESGAOD <0 5 oc isehtos «| scareiale teeters 

Great Lakes....... = s 
PVGESUGOIG! 5.5 scrcrpecrll ite aie atl be eet 
NESUESE ALLO) (ato 0'a'e'scoale'a's!s 

MPIOEREOTO 25.5-0,501¢ ooo homie amides 
Rochester ......... : : 
SCoOMevVIUC .. 0 cee cineeies| leas - 
Appleton .......... ‘ 

Fort Niagara 
Niagara Falls.. 
Baldwinsville .. 
Skaneateles....... Boe oe AL der inate 

Ridgeway. ........ 
OMSHON 2. ais np elec dae arenes | eats = [inet 

7 8 > | 10.) 12 | aes ie 

-05 

x otecie| loses] apes eee -05].. ae +04 
me Re rid (ors) oo Polen secu eim 

a Seie.0|/s sine 3iftyaiaeotate Bers eo) (recital ee 35 

oe ael seins» | eros a eiaeldl pamela eof) © Ol het 

0.01 vei be: 0.07} 0.11] 0.03} 0.00} 0.00 
| SE Ud Pere) ice . 

Poleie.s |'e0'e-0-0i| satel eee T. a] ey 
Ce 25 sete 03] .. -10}... . 

a 22] 37 . 

T. | 0.00) 0.00 oS 0.03} T. | 0.00} 0.00 
dW bs ee) 5° - 3 ai Shia 

A sey cata) bedi fess .20| T. |... 
er Smee |* wT. 206) OBI paaeennnene 
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TATION FoR JANuARY — (Continued). 

| | 
15; 16; 17} 18 | 19 | 20 | 21 |} 22 | 23 24 | 25} 26 | 2%) 28 | 29 | 30} 81 3 

° | 
secoles = * ~ IC bOW O05) oe ene AWS beainel Heo. ELD aie Sisletevell clelatel= 4.40 
weeele T. OR areteiasd 605) ot 25) SOB) oc aea i 02h oc stones. OZ 2200 | Satarcreliscins lteter 3.85 
Biatetail (a 0.e\ei2 OS net leer ope tcOGl fp u Onder OSh! SOL. sce ebvcccap LeeOloensellemowe forse tiseoe 
pUiraltacate.s(e sot | Pe Wain (ee RT glee eo [| a cs iHieterorers STa) PSsineraficiectn evie'e * 3.26 

0.01| 0-04] 0.10] 0.04) 0.00} 0.68] 0.42} 0.03] 0-04). | 1. | T. | T. | 0.76] 0.08] 0.00] v.00} 2.61 
02 01} -02)..... fac a We | A a 1.62 
limes | piad| foc (s. wales AS) 20 SOL Te pee ee Pe 2:99 

Soc! |/s85o| aa C4 ep) ee SST A TOM ied amcsal cece ds ZOU vrareral| arehavatel fete 2.36 
Oi ee | a ia ce GaN Mate eRe Pa BAY es. ese ee ie 1.62 
-03)....- COL SiS tae paUL eG. LOle ball let beets tal ebrarcre Ts DBI LOO hae eh\lielarcte re 2.77 
05]... 5) Aipeaal leaded eons PEO Hine Eiegaltetar aust |lorave tell toes etere! ayolet ace ttcreyerete fs heeseiel iene eine 0G 2.68 

siaisis|l'e nie 'e-e Sriciod| Wotan, Mage Aone S20 lleteaate OD lay ateystai| evetcres torsrertsl apne ese BOOP re AU erste si letersiete 3.05 
5c Aca s6 Call) 3286) indie cal Rogool hea xellcadol boacollecesol heel Stace Hoses oman concal ects 4.07 

vl ee IE Me) iloeceal sah crab Mts toe le | ei PR Cae 3.45 
24 Shee eae Bre ate BP) 0) Maine Ua ges Maa edabi ante hacuepocalece tel sehue eee 3.55 
“oncloaonel Boctdl Bsepe| eeaee oe SUS note la sace| lmaciool cubod) weonel Mabe -380 IW Baselieecec 0.60 
soel| 922 SES5 Badan Beas leraee Sy ylenornc .09 oie ALU ocinra| ortoe 2.51 

0.01} 0,00} 0.02} 0.04) 0.00] 0.04} 0.12] 0.11| 0.08) 0.07/ 0.12] 0.06) 0.09] 0.26) 0.00} 0.00) 0.00] 1.48 
a :05| .02|.....| 16] :01] .09|° 04}... -09] 02) 11) .00)..2..]..2.-fe..-. 
oa POA ae > ee a eel | | Ps ey £7 eas Beem (60 8 0:69 
ea Se SOU ee OLS E ee sa ticreseies 209}, 05). -07) 04) 202) 10h: Er Basi] fetoaey occa eens s 1.14 

aco lees cic! sae Senda IISASE aaa se SIs) sale acUle ees coon kale a Colle cee esiel eters eeette 3.10 

T. | 0.00} 0.08) 0. 0 0.00} T. | 0.56] 0.07) 0.09) T. | T. | 0.00) 0.00] 0.56 oe 45} 0.00} 0.00 BR 51 
ooecileasoc Apa Sot) ard UU sea! Bernd Be LY Ret | Me 8-14 cna) laa peal eek cal meric SG ESTs ate iejeitiv ste 2.98 
Apa leaece * +20 Sivlcee ohne EO | reiecis 4 Boerne scrote Secec 2Bzfesieclalate sisidillaccleints 2.37 
T. |.. ld @ ey) Ce Ate SUSI) Shean wistereie A oad | telat fterecetetet| istatarate Eff! eqoollooocd snod¢ 2.19 

0.00} 0.00} 0.10} 0.01) 0.00) 0.09] 0.46) 0.09] 0.19) 'F. | 0.14] 0.08} 0.06] 0.33) 0.02] 0.00] 0.00) 2.01 
45] S680) 53658) Fane ened weal 3021 AO] pO), S202 ealekcil ee cae (Ar ollenenic) need 1.29 
oe S23 Sadna reeon oeoleeceele red)  -OUM ON ec 12) .05} .3 aL! siatahe’s|fleleyele 2.46 
@eeelerrerpeeeetinees te iseeetisesee! seetioeesr | eee eiaoese tion vert une aetivneses*\eoes Wi lleteniaiell\evsiatals Nietalevere eeee 

pece|eoeee sii] | SANs Ra aT ~63}' 204)  .12)...5% 2) -ABl ees a NANG liso! ioc 2.47 
354.4] |-.0d05, booal eto lasoar te 260]) ocOl 2 RU yecrare 10 0b ieee. <a sla\slaloll Siatelalelt tetatele 1.47 
Biss vi|isiva ¢ “tlh “En Beko leaobic SOU) 2 te B0 reales a3) aan aD listareysie 2 1.65 
22s] 00506) BBb0o IRGea! POCGe! cree Arf iSeries teks RAR ral penn) icacard bec et NIM ar IRA RA ic aol 

T. | 0.01; 0. . 0.06) 0.01} 0.12) 0.27] 0.16) 0.15) 0.34] 0.15] 0.10! 0.04] 0.28) 0.11] T. | 0.00) 3.02 
> Soler deo) Mee Saad Sama aa Obeterents SRO 250 |S Obi asinicca| oreteroray| Meee [ieteeiocal wioketeralleteieier= 1.93 
“eel au! ‘; .08| 01] .10} 62] .16] 02 Lie Ninna YT. 203) 48) +337) Te |. see 3.60 
77) ie) a | Pa | ae 104 5a GOS) .) 10al\ i0ele faeys. 2 Goh aces lesen 1.58 
oe a: 01 LOfeee evoke 24" C25] a OR tie treme lerererste 10|"S40 Stace seas 1.83 
. T. -O1 LO} 212-210), 26h 24.281) SOS Or: cian: sAD} S20)T 16h COR be cist 2.47 

te .{ TB. | 04)" 06)” 202] “lo9}"" 29)" ° 147)" Loz] S40] “l0al” el)" L06| Loa} “loafs 2S TPS 1.42 

ee eee 09} .08)..... .82| .10| .08]..... Wheel eee * | * | $0). fobs 0.96 
Stell oteis et My RG | ereis\as hatcl:ere EU eed ene Rael lee bal arcral icon cl itocce SO lorelaiere faterminle ter araiees 1.87 
= ats) Gere pP on tlaistatel? -26} .05| .80) .30) 1.20]..... el Hote ote AOD | MeOH vie crore everett 5.40 
Sey ono SPs cO0|, x OO\) ehol) tal GlieecKOl O2| sen. ate Src TO ell Be COllsaiae > eteeiet= alti 

.03| 11] .01] .04} .38} .15] .02| 0.5] .O1f..... we OU} FS O4| cererera exssniers 1.10 
AC) Ane a Gooeol A weal) 248 12} .30/ 1.40].....] .48) . .| .24] .24).....}....- 4.96 

Pe SEES [TOS |e cio .03} .30} .30| .40] .80] .01| T. | .36] .O6l.....|..... 4.41 
200) OL FOI) os13! 265) 12) e827 20l, {BOF -S0le S01 89) + OR eeu elects 6.05- 

4 os| vr, |v. | .05| .so| a0} 70] 90] .a0f sol 7. | scl t0l....-|..--. 6.78 
iss ae at Sa aia 60, T. | ‘261 T. | aa} 11 |..... 18| :46|: 3.83 
7d i I a es oi ae 20]... lata ial esi BOaiss|ranesteaens 2.97 
mabalisiaise’st Pls “Opt 2B. SOL] eel emails kOl ae Ot mas Caliccats p15) eer esi ta fe Mel a ee 2.68. 
meee) -03' 227! .O1] 06! .23! 1.17) .09' .389! 06} .05] .11! .09} .14! T. }.....] 2.5% 

New YorK WratHerR Burwav. 
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Dairy anp Monruty Preorer 

STATIONS. eer 2 3 4 5 6 vi 8 9 | 10'| 22 2 ee 

Central Lakes...... 0.00) 0.00} 0.00} 0.29] 0.39) 0.01} 0.00) 0.00] T. | 0.02) 0.06} 0.05) 0.00) 0.00 
CULT COLT aap aa Agere bese pee, IE earaeg| et as BO} fp a0 | [o.05:0: 0 lh erwre ove | sta of) eee el ee +20) BO vencalmases 
PSOE OOM vis cisiaeis ste vllada asi Sin'e sisillew acute Ba hunter OE Gale de legis nk iste aiotd PA ) PI sey | eur! | oe 

6 WR CR ARRAS ADGA) abac! Jedool Soeap heer ad SE ARG ere Soose caer silasssoib ces. rider 
ER OVAUWIUG hii :c14 olen pad | came |aavere|a tatalt he Ma OD | ease ts, stein e's late Tall tier T0| dente | eeane a 
EAU hat: ces's sfate's.4 © | einieta ll eae eter p= orale LOB) SEZ he o.6 avn tareiotes sl arora lero Wye 2081 UD. |\s «del eeeee 

Average ....... T. | T. | T. | 0.13) 0.28) 0.08) 0.02} T. | T. | 0.04) 0.07) 0.02) T. | 0.01 

+Re for the month incomplete. || Received too late to be included in the averages. 

_ 

’ 



New YORK WEATHER BUREAU. 45. 

TATION FOR JANUARY — (Concluded). 

15|16|17|18|19| 20| 21 | 22 | 23 | 24|25|26|27|28|29/30|31| 3 
gs 

T. | 0.00] T. | 0.02] 0.01] 0.12) 0.23] 0.16] 0.02| 0.00} 0.04} 0.15] 0.03] 0.17] 0.04) P. | 0.00 1.68 
2 eee pe ae ae 20 if SO icas| eels kee 1 a pe i 
Beek ts \: f6al:. es pity | ie Holset a7 6080 2274 SEAR Bias 2.34 

SS ae SR feel) Mele ed SR CH | OR 8 TA 
‘aes aad Ean a) ee tole stale Talacch ee Behee a OTe foe Pubes TEE) olor 
ie es tT. | 40} "205! 06} 215] 10] 1 ee eB ER) 

T.| T. | 0.08] 0.06] 0.01] 0.13] 0.40 0.11| 0.09] 0.06] 0.05| 0.08] 0.09! 0.43| 0.09| T. | T. | 2.39 

*Amount included in next measurement. Wi Not included in computing averages. 



46 NintH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE 

Sratistics oF TEMPERATURE 

TEMPERATURE DEGREES (FAHR.). 

on 7 
° z = s EXTREMES OF MONTHLY 
a /¢ Zils MEAN TEMPERATURE 
a [> td FOR JANUARY. 

8 .-|> me: | 
STATION. COUNTY. ols g o” 

Sele} 3 | 4 | B17E aR! =] s = 
= x S 3 5 he z a 
‘ur » o|s 3 : 
Ad kd Pe =| ie = = % % 
8 lel o } ale 4 L 3] 
5 l21.3,| 8 ).8) Set oie eee 
Z |Aj em =2/a is) ~ | 

Western Plateau ....]...seeseeeces sea eeOeOlpal ase ate efinieicie ss 21.8] 12h ee oval daccomentoctien seeees 
Angelica...... ENFIIS I Aliegany eee 21.2)14| 1855) 1897) 19.2); —2.0] 31.9 1890} 12.0) 1857 
Humphrey ..... ..-..| Cattaraugus .| 22.5/14) 1884) 1897) 21.6) —0.9| 34.2 1890} 15.9] 1893 
TUARTERIE oa eisies ate» 5) ..-| Chemung ....} 25.3)19} 1851| 1897| 24.7; —0.6] 35.6 1890} 13.4] 1857 

Hastern PlateQw...s.)s.cenece cvccss 22 Blloeil is apie ele were 22.4) =4-0.2] |. ccc ailcns serail bande Oneal 
ETON cena cence «.--| Chenango.... 22.8 /30 1828} 1897) 22.6) —0.2) 29.6 1828) 13.5} 1856 
Cortland ..... seseee--| Cortland......} 22.8/34) 1829) 1897) 21.4) —1.4] 30.38 1843) 9.3) 1857 
Cooperstown..... ...] Otsego........ 20.3)44) 1854) 1897) 21.6) +1.3] 31.6 1880} 10.3] 1857 ° 
Waverly.......... see«| Ti0Q&........-] 28.2|15| 1883] 1897] 24.2) +1.0} 33.5 1890) 17.2) 1893 

Northern Plateaw....| .s..s00+ SHOR DDL creat ve wieiess' [bate eterete 18.4) —O.7f. 0.255 |\aiso trae relatos ofl aE 
BOWville..sscesn. .»»| Lewis ...c.---| 19.1/81] 1827) 1897] 18.4) —0O.7| 28.9 1843) 5.4) 1857 

ATION TC! COUSE: weis's o< Vaivisice lees Brincrers | LAURE 6a Praaanen Space. 29.6} —O.8) 0% scl lis scieseacel vc.e sie a 
New York City......-. New York....| 30.3/27| 1871| 1897) 29.0) —1.3} 40.0 1890} 23.3} 1893 
Setanket....:.....-.-- Suffolk . 30.4/12; 1886] 1897) 30.2) —0.2) 38.8 1890} 22.5} 1898 

Hudson Valley...... {RCO BASEC OC COrE Pi fe a] Noel Ireneeael eo 25.2) $056] .cs.cN ast sw a’eal occ eee 
AID ANN, oso 'ccia weiers'en to cre Albany . eeeeeee| 23.1/24) 1874) 1897) 25.0) +1.9] 30.8 1880) 14.6] 1875 
Honeymead Brook...| Dutchess. ...| 22.9)17| 1881) 1897) 24.4] +1.5) 32.4 1890) 15 1898 
WiOst LE OINT: «os vce sce.c Orange ...-...| 27.7/68) 1826) 1897) 26.2) —1.5} 40.1 1870| 19.1|?44-°57 

Champlain Valley...|...ccccecesecees 16.8} 2] scr ase}'s00% 2] 1656] OURS Scrolls aitete aise ais ereea eee 
Plattsburgh Barracks Clinton.. 16.8/44) 1839) 1897) 16.6) —0.2)/ 27.4 1880} 9.7/°75-784 

St. Lawrence Valley.|......--+++ Fado Wetsbol ipa acescis|lisosee 18.7; —0.1 et, o's:a-o's's 2] ale sleepers 
Madison Barracks...| Jefferson...... 19.7/39| 1839) 1897) 19.4) —0.3) 32.2 1880} 10.4] 1888 
Wantone. a cscccseece ss St. Lawrence.| 16.9/34| 1862) 1896].....]...... 29.3 1888) 7.2| 1875 
North Hammond.... ee -{ 18.77/19} 1867} 1897] 20.1) 41.4] 27.4 1889} 6.7| 1875 
GING AIL welebieiieielcioec oo 17.9/29) 1828) 1897) 16.6) —1.3] 27.6 1843] 8.2} 1893 

Great Lakes.... BAC OAT OC CIOS [er 200) 8G) arctan) loanciuc 23.16] —0.'71, .00:s|as<eemal eee ene wena 
EIEIO Wei oa cielo a's sos Erie ..e.....-.| 24.5/27| 1871} 1897) 25.0) +0.5} 36.8 1880) 16.8] 1882 
Rochester.....,....--| Monroe.......| 24.0)27; 1871) 1897) 24.0) 0.0} 36.5 1880] 17.0) 1898 
Fort Niagara......... Niagara ...... 25.8/42) 1842) 1897) 26.0) 40.2) 36.4 1880] 18.7) 1875 
Baldwinsville........ -| Onondaga 22.2122 1854} 1897) 22.4) +0.2) 30.2 1858} 13.2} 1857 
OSWegO .......00.--.| OSWEZO... 24.1\27| 1871] 1897 23.0) +1.1] 36.2 1880] 15.4) 1888 
Palermo...... sous ee - “ 22.244) 1854] 1897) 20.6) —1.6 
Erie, Pennsylvania ..| Erie..... 27.0/24| 1874] 1897) 24.0] —3.0) 29.4'63,80,90] 11.6] 1888 

! 40.0 18.0} 1893 
NOTES IU REAICCD cinta o's = | entero tie dale cwvina' | teks Aes neem emer 23.7) —0.4 
BUNACA Soe centcncws agers “Tompkins srelaiel| omen at 1879} 1897) 23.7) —0.4) 34.7 1880} 17.5) 1893 

Average departure}...... .... nanah|isn ne Blea ewteiaatlisierers —0.3) ; 7s soeimteselinae aot : 



New YorK WEATHER BUREAU. 

AND PRECIPITATION — J ANUARY. 

PRECIPITATION —(INCHES.) 

a |2 se g |Exrremes or MONTHLY 
Ae VE S = | PRECIPITATION FOR 

~ a Ss lm m o JANUARY. 
° - = & 

© Pa uo) P 3 j 

STATION. COUNTY. |< g Bly Ss S | £o |ereavest.| Least. 
m8 ® a a | A ES | 

Fc ie ae ema an eke | 
Mo la) o 3 2\2 = = 
= le 6 Suiliae ie Se hong Bu haga 
i) =] ° ° s 7 = 3 = cS 
> |o| o QD © | o | ® =| ® 
q jal] & ioe &|/A fl I a < |] mw 

Western Plateau .....2| secccsccccseces 2.75, ails retsievstellaarers oo 2-93|—0.23| 0 occ) oscicselewes «Va ahalehan 
Angelica. ............. | Allegany .)....] 2.94/13] 1856] 1897) 3.12/40.18) 4.45) 1894) 1.86} 1891 
Humphrey. ........... Cattaraugus..| 3.14/14) 1884} 1897] 3.06/—0.08/ 5.02) 1890) 1.82] 1891 
NAMEN OL si olstsi cies cratalevcre's eal Chemung ....| 2.18)16} 1854) 1897) 1.40;—0.78) 4.72] 1856) 0.62} 1893 

Eastern Plateau ...... Al Noddoecnececeoue Pat tel janeced Ieeece aLO|—OS bit eeae ai) otarale etl laieteete i siete 
PELONG 6c cise +s ROnteIDOC Chenango....| 2.50/27); 1829) 1897] 1.76|—0.74| 5.11) 1836) 0.92] 1834 
Pe EMANG Meilajcisies sa) ve ele Cortiand...... 2.6818; 1851) 1897) 2.68] 0.00) 5.02} 1863) 1.30) 1851 
Cooperstown .......... Otsego ....... 2.56/44) 1854) 1897) 1.72)|—0.84| 5.54) 1891| 0.32; 1860 
Port Jervis...... Orange. ...... 3.62|14| 1880} 1897| 2.91|—0.71| 7.02| 1891| 1.55] 1896 
Waverly ........ piaiatetatats THOS aoe. ee’ 2.30)16) 1882) 1897) 1.72}—0.58) 3.99} 1892] 1.20} 1887 

Northern Plateau......| ccccsccos.-- a A en esi tercets Al eb Od eS De eee) pone loenad boccor 
MCR OUATARLON ci ore ciaicia «viele © Ti@WIS..\efo0s's << 2.51)32} 1827| 1897) 2.72}+0.21| 4.81] 1855) 0.55) 1842 

Atlantic Coast....0..+0| +-----c0ecccess ATO) ci \)'2 25s acess 3208] —0 42 | ate aie: all oe c1er8'oye flaca ciate Dersiate 
New York City ........ New York 3.92.27) 1871) 1897) 3.51/—0.41| 6.15) 1882) 1.15) 1871 
DOURUEGCL, ee ccncer sec syed | folie) Lee ae 4.27/12), 1886] 1897) 3.85/—0.42| 6.29} 1891) 1.48; 1896 

ETAT SOT VLE Yn wisie'oleie'e!|” o\«1= s\siaie .«\a\eip;0\n\0 Be Galiaoe cacy dence Pee ESS Gaol loocrecallondan|! ticcgc 
PANTAPUING: Fetus © o\ohlc oe «jel 0.20 Albany. .... | 2.76.24) 187: 1897) 1.62/—1.14) 6.12) 1891| 0.98) 1896 
Honeymead Brook ....| Dutchess. ....| 3.2617) 1851! 1897) 2.36/—0.90) 6.89) 1891) 0.91] 1896 
Poughkeepsie. ......... Ln horcoan. 3.19/22) 1830) 1897| 1.62)—1.57| 6.65) 1891) 0.45) 1849 
West Polnt........c000; Orangerncedecce 3.59/50 1840} 1897) 3.05|—0.54| 9.95) 1841) 0.82) 1851 
Boyds Corners......... Putnam ......| 4.20)27| 1870) 1897) 4.07/—0.13| 9.76} 1891] 1.09} 1896 

| 
Champlain Valley. ....| -cccccccscrcee 1 8118 ered Ineeace oak Te] fe oy ber 85} Bel lm eticiens| Gato! loneac 
Plattsourg Barracks. ..| Clinton....... esa 1840) 1897) 2.98)+1.15) 4.30) 1892] 0.59) 1888 

St. Lawrence Valley...| «-.+-00+.+e000- Pi} gl peace PaDAte god Op oe in canan joao onrace 
Madison Barracks. ....| Jefferson. ....| 2.2437) 1840} 1897) 1.29|—0.95) 4.71| 1874) 0.20); 1888 
North Hammond ......| St. Lawrence.| 2.76 20} 1866) 1897) 1.47/—1.29) 5.94) 1870} 1.06} 1896 
OGRA ARID oic:ccisiele'sias'a'a sie sf || sil ae 1828} 1897) 2.70/+0.92) 4.50, 1895) 0.36] 1836 

Great Lakes ...... Saooall des aevala yectaietee 2182 erepieietei| eeierstos SuT4lAE OLS ore creel intel eH isie iste ones 
SENET ELIO is aitials ele cicivse ose iDiels\o5ceonucoc 3.0227; 1871) 1897) 3.60)+0.58) 5.61; 1874) 1.16} 1871 
ERBCUPRUGE ceicis aise cise nce Monroe - 3.13 27) 1871) 1897) 2.47|—0.66) 8.05) 1878) 9.94) 1883 
Fort Niagara .......... Niagara...... 1.99 39} 1842} 1897) 0.96/—1.03) 5.61] 1843) 0.53) 1879 
EAE SO) BODO aOG Ud abone Oswego 8.05/27; 1871) 1897! 6.05|+3.00) 6.49} 1884) 0.92] 1887 
PAICNINO epee aie ns nes 2 rr soccnd 2.563 1860} 1887) 6.78)+4.22) 6.50) 1874) 0.16] 1884 
Erie, Pennsylvania ...:| Erie.......... 3.21\24| 1874) 1897) 2.57|\—0.64) 6.20) 1878) 1.41] 1875 

Central Lakes........ BAER Car srce Baud Cals (ePoricel nontos: A 50)| On OG ere. cine! nc 07e'njate' inielnie =| ature 
BSATHOH ae cinve'e « sterol ial ..»| Tompkins ....| 2.17/19} 1879) 1897) 1.50|--0.67] 3.73] 1892] 0.57) 1879 

Average departure ..| ...... Konceendal! caanl'Sallaeecoryiseocalieriecs —0.14)..... fetaleierel siete ne faite Siok 







MAP OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK : 
. SHOWING | 

THE MEAN TEMPERATURES : 

FOR JANUARY, 1897 
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Meteorological Summary for February, 1897. 

The average atmospheric pressure (reduced to sea-level and 32 

degrees Fahr.) for the State of New York during February was 

30.09 inches. The highest barometer was 30.74 inches at Friendship 

and Ithaca on the 28th, and the lowest 29.55 inches at Erie, Pa., on 

the 6th and at Ithaca on the 23d. The mean pressure was highest 

in the eastern-central section, and lowest near the lakes. The 

average pressure at 6 stations of the National Bureau was 0.01 

inch below the normal, an excess occurring only at Albany. 

The mean temperature of the State, as derived from the records 

of 78 stations, was 24.6 degrees. The highest local mean was 33.2 

degrees at Brooklyn, and the lowest, 17.5 degrees, at Saranac Lake. 

The highest general daily mean was 37 degrees on the 7th, the 

lowest being 13 degrees on the 27th. The maximum temperature 

reported was 56 degrees at Primrose, Westchester county, on the 

21st, and the minimum, 28 degrees below zero, at Saranac Lake on 

the 28th. The mean monthly range of temperature for the State 

was 50 degrees ; the greatest local range being 78 degrees at Saranac 

Lake, and the least, 35 degrees, at Brooklyn. The mean daily range 

was 17 degrees. The greatest local daily range was 60 degrees at 

Saranac Lake on the 5th, and the least, 0 degree, at Primrose, on the 

22d. The mean temperatures of the various regions were as fol 

lows: The Western Plateau, 26.6 degrees; the Eastern Plateau, 

25 degrees; the Northern Plateau, 20.1 degrees; the Atlantic coast, 

31.1 degrees ; the Hudson valley, 26.2 degrees; the Mohawk valley, 

22.9 degrees ; the Champlain valley, 20.5 degrees ; the St. Lawrence 

4 
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Valley, 20 degrees; the Great Lakes, 26.6 degrees; the Central 

Lakes, 27.2 degrees. The average of the mean temperature at 26 

stations possessing records for previous years was 1.4 degrees above 

the normal, the values being in excess at all stations excepting West 

Point, Plattsburgh and Madison Barracks. 

The mean relative humidity for the State was 77 per cent. The 

mean dew point was 20 degrees. 

The average precipitation for this State was 1.86 inches of rain 

and melted snow, as derived from the records of 100 stations. The 

amounts exceeded 2 inches over portions of western, northern and 

southeastern New York, while over a considerable area of the 

central section the total was less than 1 inch. The maximum local 

precipitation was 4.68 inches at Willets Point, and the least, 0.59 

inches, at Dryden. The average total snowfall, at 69 widely dis- 

tributed stations, was 11.2 inches. The least amount was about 5 

inches in portions of western and central New York, while in other 

portions of the State more than 11 inches were generally reported. 

The maximum local amount was 28 inches at Potsdam. The aver- 

age total precipitation at 27 stations possessing records for previous 

years was 0.61 inch below the normal amount, excesses occurring 

only at Potsdam, Buffalo and Poughkeepsie. The deficiency was 

most marked on the Atlantic coast, and least in the St. Lawrence 

Valley. 

The average number of days on which the precipitation amounted 

to 0.01 inch or more was 8.2; the storm frequency being greatest in 

western and northern New York, and least in the vicinity of the 

Central Lakes and Champlain Valley. The average number of clear 

days was 8.0; of partly cloudy days, 8.6, and of cloudy days, 11.4, 

giving an average cloudiness of 56 per cent. for the State. The 

cloudiness was least in eastern New York, and greatest in the north- 

ern section and the vicinity of the Great Lakes. 
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The prevailing winds were from the northwest. The average 

total wind travel at 6 stations of the National Bureau was 8,321 

miles; the maximum velocity being 60 miles per hour at New York 

City on the 6th. The wind travel was generally in excess of the 

usual mileage, both on the sea-coast and in the interior. 

A thunderstorm of moderate intensity was reported from Glovers- 

ville on the 20th. 

Hail fell on the 2d, 5th, 12th, 15th, 20th and 22d, and sleet on the 

5th, 6th, 8th, 12th, 15th, 16th, 20th, 22d and 23d. 

Solar halos were observed on the 9th and 10th, and lunar halos 

on the 9th, 10th, 14th, 17th and 20th. 

GENERAL FEATURES OF THE WEATHER. 

The average temperature for February was somewhat above the nor- 

mal, cold periods at the beginning, near the middle and at the close of 

the month, being more than balanced by the mild weather which 

occurred between the 5th and 11th, and during much of the time 

from the 15th to the 24th. The excess of warm mean daily tem- 

perature amounted to 15 degrees on the 7th, this being the only 

large departure from the normal which occurred during the month. 

The total precipitation was very deficient over the greater part of 

the State, the snowfall also being light, especially in the valleys of 

the central and western sections, where the ground was bare 

during the greater part of the month. The cloudiness was below 

the usual average for the winter months, the first week and also the 

last ten days being generally pleasant. 

Eight areas, each of high and low pressure, influenced our weather 

during February; the number of depressions being less than 

the usual frequency for the month. In general, both high and low 

areas followed a more southerly course than in January, more than 

half of the depressions passing over or to the south of this State. No 
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exceptionally low pressures were registered in this vicinity, and the 

highs were also of moderate intensity, with the exception of the first 

and the last of the series. The following is a brief account of the 

pressure systems of the month : 

High I, 30.6 inches over New York on the 1st. Fair and cold 

weather on the Ist and 2d. 

Low I, a severe storm passing northward along the coast, giving 

dangerous gales, rain and snow in the eastern section. 

High II, 30.5 inches, passing from the Upper Lakes over the 

Northeastern States and coast on the 4th to 6th. Fair, cold weather 

followed by rising temperatures reaching the maximum of the 

month in advance of 

Low II, 29.6, passing from the Southern States over southeastern 

New York on the 6th to 8th, with rain, hail and snow, mainly on 

the coast and lakes. 

High IIT, a large area 30.7 inches, near the Upper Lakes on the 

10th, much colder in New York. Cold continued until the 14th, as 

the area moved to the northeast coast. 

Low III, 29.6 inches, developed and dissipated southwest of New 

York on the 12th to 18th, when the heaviest snows of the month 

occurred in southeastern New York. 

Low IV, 29.7 inches, passed south of New York to the coast on 

the 16th. ain, hail and sleet on the coast, snow in ee western 

section. 

High IV over the Southern States on 17th and 18th, rising tem- 

peratures in New York, in conjunction with 

Low V, 29.5 inches, passing eastward over Canada on the 18th. 

Light rain in the western section. 

High V, 30.5 inches, passed from the Central States and Lakes 

to the northern coast on the 20th, giving fair and colder weather. 
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Low VI, 29.6 inches passed from the Northwestern States to the 

Canadian coast on the 20th to 22d. Warmer, rain in eastern New 

York, high winds on the lakes. | 

High VI, 30.3 inches passed over Canada on the 22d. Slightly 

colder. 

Low VII, 29.4 inches, moved from Texas to Michigan, and thence 

over the Northeastern States to the coast on the 23d, giving the 

maximum wind velocities of the month along the lakes, with rain, 

snow and sleet. 

High VII, 30.8 inches, passed from the Western to the Southeast- 

ern States on the 27th and 28th, maintaining mild weather in New 

York in conjunction with 

Low VIII, 29.9 inches, over Canada on the 25th and 26th. 

Light snows. 

High VIII, 30.7. A large area over the Central and Gulf States 

on the 27th, spreading northward along the coast on the 28th. 

The coldest weather of the month prevailed from the 26th to 28th. 

Norrs. Robins were observed at Humphrey on the 17th. 

Distinct earthquake shocks were noted at Potsdam, at 11:03 p.m., 

and at midnight of the 9th. Canton reports slight earth tremors 

at 11 Pp. M. 

The observer at Perry City states that wheat was protected only 

a short time by snow this month, and that stock wintered well. 

Ice was gathered 18 to 20 inches thick. 
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OO MLSh i AO} SO) ar Lie mn Olels Oliccasll scenic 8 4.68)— LbOW Sec. 5 O53), ON: 
0} m| 54) 19] 42] 14| 4) 22/116 |3 | 9 8 2.08} 0.79] 8.00) 6 12.8] N. W. 

Q} 1) 38) 12} 27) 14) 6) be} 9 | 9 110 10 2.56] 0.90]..... 12 100) paw: 
—4t 1} 55; 19) 46 1 6} 22/10 |10 8 7 8.09} 1.31] 16.20) 12 15.3 Fi 
—6] 1] 62) 18' 41! rv) Of 2210 J) 8 '10 4 2.24) 1.051... 6 10.0] N. E. 
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Metreroro.toaicaL Data 

LOCATION OF STATIONS. BAROMETER. Homipiry. TEMPERA 

a ~= 

Can! 

@a| sis 

are pe) oO . wan, 5 
C7) bo © © oS 

STATION. county. | 2 a| =| Sizzles 
eg el @| ¢ |S°|Be 
gi fill allel 2] as Bg 
| 2 |g! & isi] 8] e138 ls (as 
2) o ~ ls} o jai ol] @)] olf lo | “a 
ica) =| HW 1A) 4 jAlae) 2 Boe ele ase 

FANUGEOIL UN CALEY > niols | 1 ole’ ele\= vi0'e1n sin\e,\||a\ecotei| (arsis, scayai| oracetacangil ie peerecarore Pa loociai ae wa selees [e0cn] DAIDE 
PAGANS tea stasuces Albany....... 97| 30.12] 30.68/28) 29.62/23/1.06| 78]  20)....|/26.0] 48/21 
Lebanon Springs ...| Columbia ....| 930)......}.sseceles|eeees oe}. 0.00.0 \s 0/0 =| lteievere/eiliotaratel| Seana el 
Honeymead Brook .| Dutchess..... ABO] 55.» nie Si] wren overeif0\0'|in ate aif ere] etevs lel teen Leen 25 .2/25.2| 47/21 
Poughkeepsie ...... Se Ae ee TBO] .c:0.0e) s:ecieeai]’s:0| vere .0:0:0 |’s:e)) o-« cell restate eieeeeeet 25.6] 49/21 

Wappinger’s Falls ..| Dutchess.....|....]..00«s)eeceee w's'| a’ w'a.a'e'e |iaco'|| co,0\y| exwtaiene] oteeetetal| mane 27.2) 54/21 
ALAICIE Wata cc ctticc.cesie Greene....... GO| ecco wills oto ts [teetctateys A er eee et fe al 
WESU-POING is os sem Orange....... ilerdissanae ) PSOne oie liars o\wie rs osu) (sot ele ae ...|2¢.6] 51/22 
CBYMEL wiley ekiac int onis Putnam...... ADD] Necro cteilicrriniess dail Seve/eiets | w.ni|\s evelei] arte whol ete 27.1| 50/21 

MM OMMIDIC VG LEY o aruin iol ns c © tales + a.5;sin.0 ni] sealed eleleletoie Grstsioies niel[\e eo men \)\s | »\'> tell sine ps stele Ree 22.91 46/17 
Little Falls (1a)..... Herkimer ....| 924)......]-0.0+. op | w/e: '0j010'| »0']\eiere/ell oiatetetel leet teat 21.0) 39) f 
Canajoharie....... Montgomery «|... 4.}c.c0.0|sese-0 salicesuoce se]. a0) aeens] sac sfedeel eo se] naam 
St. Johnsville....... = SLM B1O Spinel ea ce oe 3 «'|\s,010:0's1e'| 6 «'| sie ofr Ole RSE een ee 23.0) 42/17 
ROMO bet ebiceaecanue Oneida ....... TTS alee eee aoe sal Ara velo ail ot evetete era wale shor leas 22.2) 46/17 

CRANIPLOAN Valley sche sccecesie\as vie #10] ae| vee eee |leemrs oie | o'eviaeie'| =’ eevee mereetel is eae aatetl 20.5) 51/21 
Plattsburgh Bar’cks} Clinton....... 1Q5] a 5:0/srelell\oosmtoiesell's wae: scove '| stethie oael| cree etl eee . 117.8] 44) 8 
Glens Walls. o sc... Warren ...... DAD | ochre aallleeteeayal oe aeoiewe > ce] sane | owe sell ere «| Geel Ran leet en 
Lake George........ gry) en BHO ceca elites cal eee ota eeleeee| 86]  18/20.9/21.1| 51/21 

Me MiQADT ENCE V AILEY] San cap elds ok soil isis c'o’m ogi) bite ele\ol| oe) islets ot | mel eteicte eee vecce[oee- (20.0) 45} 
Madison Barracks..| Jefferson..... GOI eile sieih Sins ere alll ell atayeteiae Pe Bl sce loco je 20.2) 45) h 
Watertown ......... Sen a Nate's 8B] 's sin oc:0|iccve'ae'e!l e.2'|\are's0.05'| 2 =l\eve.e Ul love weed creamer soe inate Ac 
ACEATON fai sta dele sao St/Lawrence..|*804)) scc.cliccseecl sell ceric oll | sve oll ater e anette 19.3/18.8) 42) 6 

North Hammond ...| St. Lawrence.| 300]......]-...seJee} sesesioe|ves slltete ote veee + (21.1/21.3] 44/17 
Ogdensburg... ... = Bel bei | aapgac| Goesson) 65) acer or AP Ne pi eer oon kU) eel) 
POtBAAI 5. faces caeacs o Sal BOD |e-c «cite |\siwieleie'e [80s 4orelem tole | cvcilravore.gl etele eet Eee 18.5)18.8) 42) 7 

CRO APSEOAKES ina osc a2) SoMa wenecite «=e abi aerate BARE ean) incl eersacl tao) mess (sec Py ers er 26.6) 48/17 
Westfield ........... Chautauqua. .| 258]. 0. cbewe ces) ee] eseiecl ee] sn al/e> 6 elllaieieeta ete ent mene na, 
BSUTLALO tie fe div'ois.cie's.00 TIO eo eas eee 768) 30.08] 30.70/28} 29.58]12]/1.12| 76]  21]....|28.0] 45/22 
Pittsford...200. sce Monroe....... HOS aew vc] basins heel emeceelae ..leoseellesmen ered 2Osg Tt eoTag. 
Rochester .......... SENS tee, ..| 523} 80.07] 30.68/28) 19.62) 6/1.06} 73] 20]....|27.0) 46)17 

Appleton)... 2. sc Niagara...... SAUNAS PG | IEeascens fool |BodocglinallAst- o's oe |e-0 ofaleil ie ators] oes Ob eas La 
Fort Niagara ....... CO eee QBBI\.\x'aioin/p!| xisiesa’e’eil|s 0'lleceeta/ain) ove. a1, tei] aera arene .-|27.6| 44/22 
Baldwinsville ....... Opiate tee RAE Bro U ec seiog| fac) Say (al iadarnan| eo) (oon ose -[eees-[0-9lan.¢) 46/17 
Ridgeway........... OnIGSNS ys clenic icine (eeieecel(s bis ee si] aie | sjarolotmed avail eller waa vee (20.1] 48/17 

OBWELO bao cais sien sno Oswego ...... 335) 30.08] 30.69/28] 29.63/23)1.06 19]..../25.0) 45/17 
Palmero .....+-.+0+. 3 eae 460]...... ee Pe eer 
TOE Sans eaesapor Wayne:...s.c: cd HR [Ee jo ceicod [ai [dots paccs, | 27.5/27.6) 48/17 
WIG Pai an <a olale ad's ly GRA AG Hrd 714| 30.08) 30.67/28) 29.55) 6)1.12 24|..../28.0) 47/17 

Central LQhesS ...6<+| «sacs OCI Rol heel Ic arsisierallioarncie tell ee obese] s e|'ee0]iece 6 pel tes iy oe] eienerall ineeeH aimee 
Wleming ec. sees Cayuga ...... STUY U eeaetcre| Wes eter) WA trimester betel bas dy be $s Spares 26.3/26.8] 47/17 

RROTRUNIS 7s lores clei’ Seneca....... rol!) ara) sere sess (real erect ol iol (ee 18).....|27.8) 50/17 
ithdes 5) eso teewsces Tompkins ....| 810} 30.08] 30.74/28) 29.55/23/1.19 18/26.9)/26.9} 49/17 

Meanie scabs ava nae ee ....{ 30.09] 30.74/28] 29.55] al1.05 20)....|R4.6| 56/21 

*Mean of the tri-daily observations. {Mean of the Max. and Min. by the Draper Thermogr 
observations are derived by the formula (7a.m.+2p.m.+9p.m.+9p.m.)— 4. f Blank in 
(1) Voluntary Observer. (2) U.S. Weather Bureau. (la) City Reservoir; (2a) Intake Conduit, 

(a) 6, 23; (b) 5, 14; (ec) 14. 18; (d) 7, 17, 18; (e) 7, 2, 4; (f) 7,21; (h) 6, 7, 20); (9) 26, 27, 28; (h) 11, 
5, 14; (x) 2, 6; (y) 3, 6; (z) 8, 9; (wa) 7, 10; (ab) 8, 9, 22; (ac) 9, 23; (ad) 7, 8; (ae) 12, 13; (af) 7, 9; (ag) 
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For Fepruary, 1897 — (Continued). 

TURE — (IN DEGREES FARR.). Sky PRECIPITATION — (INCHES). 5 

| vais = 
- n = ao 

Pag g\e | 182 : 
to ao |e so = = 

‘ s . cs |e ne . < 
o/s 2 = |e e| & le = S 

Rte ee 2 a jabs (36 s = 2 Oe = S L S| 5 \|t = = 2 
a ri = om irs) ied 3) nd i=] = oma 

3 | > wor 3 © 
| Poet | z — 1S |Pat & [ose 2 ¢ = a 

P | cent S Ja feel a lage B © | a = @ Sere tee (is hee] se | Um [ena oad et ax Pees ae 
eet ls lot, fo fom.) o | sila sf [ago 3s oe = © a > 
Bette fee bal Sil ale he [seep Sb eel Bolg ag 2 
Bialsls#lo/Alalalalks lata fae ts oh (O= i ae f= & 

hem. ¥ 
-13 5] 55d} 18] 49) 14 4| ab} 9.1| 8.9)10.0 4.4). 2.%8)| 1.23) 16.00) 22-23). ccc llcccn secs 
—5] 14) 53] 16] 31) 14 4 8} 6 112 10 10 205" OLS8Ol on. 11.4 N. 
—6| 27) 55) 19) 43) 14 5 8| 7 |12 9 3 2.50} 1.23) 16.00] 22-23} 11.0 W. 
4 14h 51) 17) 86). 14 4 9| 8 9 /11 9 261i) SOG le icietcs 12 13.3 N. 
-11} 14] 60; 21) 49) 14 7| 22)12 6 |10 zi ZAGGIO Pals aiccrtte 12 12.5 N. 

-13 5] 67) 20) 48) 14 8} 12)10 {10 8 10 2.66} 1.10) 16.06 12 13:5 N 
Pel 4) bo) 16 | 4 5 GlsOr MEUE. Phe 4 SE 28)) IR ZO Rinse 12 12.0) N. W. 
=i f4)\. 52) 16) S82] °15 Gl (@eliaealcras Balas i 3.35| 0.90) 12.30 13 16.0) N. W 
—2 1) 52] 18) 34 1 4| 22)15 2 jill 9 2.76} 1.01] 16.00 12 10.8] N. W 

—4| p| 46) 16) 33) 25 5| adj12.0) 5.7|10.3; 9.5) 1.48} 0.60) 16.00 12: I cepa tacos eee 
—A), 28} 43). 15). 30) 25 7| 15/10 8 |10 10 1.73} 0.60} 16.00 12 12.8 E. 
—3 r| 47) '15) 29) w 5| ad\15 O |13 6 1.44] 0.60)...... 12 13.0 E. 
—=4) 14) 46) | 15) 32) 5 5 8)11 9 8 10 104%, 0125) oa. T 2.7 W. 
—3| 28) 49) 17| 33) 25 fi Stoel isemel nace 12 1.69] 0.48]...... pA) A |e eas 

-12 1 7} 20) 39 1 2| 22] 8.5] 7.0)12.5 6.0; 1.92) 1.03) 15.00 1h. Motorists least ote 5 
—9} 27| 53) 18) 38} 15 8] \GE| care Hie nccllinems 5 e435 et 0255) 4c 23 Tiles Ww 
—8 1}; 54) 19) 32 2 2} 2215 7 \16 6 1.86} 0.51] 15.00 7 12.0; S. W, 
-12 1) 63) 22) 39 1 4 712 4 9 ‘a 2.48} 1.03) 15.00 ¢ 15.2) N. W. 

-16 5) 53) 18) 44; 14 4 8] 8.3}12.2) 7.5 7. Ghee LSS? ALO0l eS ee Se aub scl Moreerctan 
—7 s| 52) 18) 34] 20 te peste [ie Bie bee 10 ein eae. anes 27 21.8} S. W 

““46e|"~°5|"“58]"21]''43|' |" 6) ad} 9 | 6 13 | 8 | 1.65! 0.50| 13.00) 25 | "14:0| "Nl" 

—4| 6) 48) 17) 44) 14 4 8} 2 {23 3 8 PeBale OCSa ane alee 6 11.6) W. 
—8} 26) 52) 19) 36) 10 8 8/11 {11 6 rai 1.79} 0.59} 6.00 6 10.0) S. W. 
—7 t} 49) 16) 30) 14 7 811 9 8 5 2801071200) 55 es 8 28.0) S. W. 

—2) 11) 41) 12) 36) 14] - 2) af| 5.4 e- 0|14.6) 10.8) 1.74) 2.58}...... PO A ASeiAs lace cet 
5] 28) 41) 13) 30 5 5) ag| 3 16 2 ISO LISA. ee 6 4.5| S. W 
6} 28) 39) 11) 22 5 3 912 3 18 14 Sc1S|_ dase. i OSES w 
5| 12) 41) 14) 31) 14 6} 15) 5 8 |15 10 2.45 AE 6 
5] 28) 41| 12) 25) 14 5] 15) 2 9 |17 19 2.31 6 

0 1} 43] 12) 29 J 3] yi 3 8 17 ak 1.93 
6) 27| 38] 12) 23) w re ead een eek 7 1.70 
2 1} 44) 14] 36} 14 4) bbii 4 9 9 0.93 
6} uw) 387] 12) 24 ri, 3 7 7% |12 9 11 1.66 

4| 23) 41} 12) 32) 14 4 Yd lec: 9 |16 16 1.26 
—2} 11) 47) 14] 34, 14 3} 12)15 pe 13 1.14 

8} 28} 40; 11) 27) 14 4| De} 4 |12 |12 6 0.95 
7| 28) 40; 10) 19) 20 2| af] 0 7 (21 12 1.74 

6| 27) 42) 14) 37) 14 4| bd| 6.7|12.3| 9.0 5.3] 1.08 
6) 27| 41) 14) 33) 14] 4| 19)6 118 | 4 5 1.40 

4 v| 43) 14) 29) 14 5) 12/11 8 9 5 0.93 
2) 27) 42] 138). 37| 14 4 8} 3 j11 {14 6 0.91 ‘ 

"28; 28] 50! 17} 60/ 0| 1] 22) 8.0] 8.6l11.4] 8.2] 1.90] 1.50)...... | 5} 11.2| N.W 

aph. | Report received too late to be used in computing means. The means from the tri-daily 
dicates that the duration is not shown in the original records, but is within twenty-four hours. 
nine miles north of city. 
12, 13, 27, 28; (7m) 1, 4; (m) 1, 4, 5, 14; (p) 14, 28; (r) 1, 14; (8) 1, 3; (¢) 5, 11: (uw) 1, 28; (v) 27, 28; (a) 1, 
us ’g, 9; (ah) 3, 1,9: ‘12: (4b) 7, 12; (be) 15, 16; (bd) 8, 19; (be) 8, 18. 



NintH ANNUAL REPORT OF THRE 

TreMPERATURE— Frpruary, 1897, Ssowrnc Dartty Means For 

STATION. 

Western Plateau...| 20 

WAG Ad Sogn cn sama “4 

Angelica-........--- H 

Bolivar far see hae 

Friendship......-... ier 

Franklinville ...... be 

Humphrey ..-.-.-.---- ie 

Arkwright......--- aed 

Jamestown......--. 4 

IMTA eee oes penne = ie 

JAUME Se oernsione = 

Mount Morris..----|""""" 

Lockport........--- e 

Victor....----------|77 77" 

Wedgewood.....-.-- a 

Addison, *s-ss2e.--—- Si! 

South Canisteo..--.- 4 

SATCANO..2oe0 saan Hf 

Eastern Plateau -.--.| 13 

Binghamton (1) .--.. & 

Binghamton (2) .-.. Bi 

Oxi0rd.----cicnn se" he 

Cortland -ss-.s-2= 6 5 

South Kortright....| 77 

Por ervis)----.-~; wee 

Cooperstown -.----- Me 

Garrattsville--.....- ae 

New Lisbon........ ms 

Oneontars- sons sane i 

Perry City. 4sss.. oH 

Strait’s Corners.... ae 

Waverly ..-----.<=- 4s 

Dryden \.2-2-. sss: 2 4 

Mohonk Lake....-. Fi 

26 | 25 | 35 | 36 
37 | 36 | 42 | 42 
138 | 14 | 26 | 30 
33 | 39 |; 44 | 40 
13 5 | 30 | 31 
35 | 38 | 44 | 35 
pT fe WW ay eed ar 
35 | 42 | 44 | 44 
13 5 | 30 | 31 
34 | 38 | 39 | 37 
9 | 12 | 29 | 31 

41 | 37 | 40 | 40 
17 | 22 } 26 | 29 

31 | 40 | 44 | 38 
16 19 | 31 | 30 
34 | 39 | 43 | 41 
19 | 10 | 28 | 31 
29 | 43 | 38 | 40 
13 5 | 32 | 33 

34 | 44 | 40 | 38 
21 | 18 | 34 | 34 

44 | 34 | 40 | 39 
14. |} 15 | 25 | 32 
35 | 37 | 43 | 44 
18 7 | 29 | 36 
34 | 36 | 40 | 43 
14 T 0) 28. ae 
31 | 40 | 37 | 37 
11, | 15 |} 30 | 29 

22 | 20 | 33 | 38 
36 | 37 | 41 | 43 
12 3 | 26 | 35 
32 | 38 | 43° | 43 
14 4 | 30 | 36 
33 | 34 | 45 | 46 
23 |.25.-| 28 | 36 
34 | 35 | 36 | 42 
12 5 | 26 | 29 

32 | 37 | 44 | 43 
6 |—6 | 25 | 3L 

35 | 36 | 42 | 42 
18 3 | 28 | 38 
25 | 25 | 39 | 39 
8 |—5 | 22 | 34 

33 | 38 | 40 | 47 
14 8 | 20 | 32 

30 | 39 | 41 40 
8 |—4 | 27 | 32 

36 | 40 | 44 | 45 
13 2 | 30 | 35 
30 | 35 | 40 | 41 
5 2 | 25 | 32 

32 | 34 | 42 | 41 
10 3 | 22 | 33 
41 | 42 | 43 | 43 
17 5 | 29 | 34 
29 | 35 | 42 | 42 
9 7 | 25, | 33 

26 | 39 | 35 | 41 
14 | 14 | 24 J 35 
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THE Recions, AND Datry Maxima AND MINAMA FOR THE STATIONS. 

a i f 18 

35 33 
45 40 
20 26 
46 37 
30 26 
46 34 
14 27 
48 41 
17 16 
44 41 
12 27 

48 40 
24 25 

45 41 
25 27 
51 42 
30 32 
42 34 
31 24 

46 41 
29 29 

51 43 
20 27 
50 40 
28 31 
50 36 
26 29 
44 38 
22 26 

31 35 
50 41 
13 31 
50 36 
16 31 
47 40 
ll 27 

43 42 
13 32 
44 42 
20 30 
44 40 
20 28 

44 41 
11 28 
49 44 

8 29 31 
32 40 38 

9 28 30 
32 42 38 
9 32 30 

35 44 37 
3 25 25 

9 26 23 

32 42 34 
1 25 25 

26 | 14 
32 | 19 
19 1 
30 | 24 
20 4 
33 | 22 
19 2 
36 | 22 
19 6 
23 | 20 
19 4 

29 | 25 
16 3 

30 | 22 
18 7 
40 | 22 
4 | 1 
34 | 24 
20 8 

34 | 28 
15 8 

40; 20 
18 4 
36 | 23 
23 | 12 
38 | 20 
17 4 
29 | 19 
4 5 

o7 | 17 
39 | 26 
21 | 12 
37 | 18 
22 | 12 
40 | 30 
12 5 
38 | 19 
8 5 

39 | 30 
17 | 10 
40 | 32 
14 | 18 
37 | 22 
15 6 
34 | 21 
15 3 

35 | 20 
6 3 

41 | 29 
20 | 14 
36 | 18 
18 2 
38 | 25 
13 | 10 
37 | 26 
21 | 12 
37 | 22 
21 9 
32 | 25 
22 | 12 
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TEMPERATURE — Fepruary, 1897, SHowina Dairy Means FOR THE 

STATION. Re a ae a ae | a 

Northern Plateau...) 15 | 21 | 19 | 17 | 17 | 30 | 36 | 30 
“i Tae 45 |35 |30 | 40 | 50 | 43 | 42 | 30 
Sak NI 210) ib) 210) 14 S10 eBoy Noon ntenT 

29 |35 | 35 |28 | 30 | 35 | 41 | 34 
Gloversville..-...-. “7 149 1/17 7 I-41 1093 134 | 31 

} 29 | 33 | 27 | 28 | 29/| 40 | 42 | 42 
Little Falls 2a)---.) 9 | "7 |"2 | a0 | 71 [26 | a0 | 23 

34135 | 38 |34 | 35 | 41 | 39 | 38 
North Lako.....-.. 16 {10° |.13) |—1 |—8 j—6. | 27 | 27 

; 33 | 34 | 22 | 33 | 37 | 36 | 41 | 34 
Lowville ..-.....--- Hat He eva Beir Mak ea et t= 55 

oS ad 2 |39 | 30 | 32 | 37 | 37 | 40 | 32 
1 la a 0] 13 | 16 | 5 | 5 | 28 | 30 | 26 
Atlantic Coast -...- 22 128 | 30 |25 | 23 | 34 | 41 | 36 
Brookl 34 | 32 | 34 | 32 | 35 | 43 | 46 | 40 

(RMN ee 17 | 26 | 29 | 23 | 17 | 31 | 39 | 34 
30 | 36 134 | 33 | 98 | 36 | 41 | 45 

Manhattan Beaoh.-/ 15 | 1g | 28 | 22 | 16 | 16 | 34 | 32 
ra 35 | 35 |34 | 36 | 36 145 | 45 | 43 

New York City---- 97 57 | 95 | 93 | 30 | a1 | 38 | 32 
BP te. 40 |35 | 34 | 32 | 34 | 46 | 47 | 38 

iene Beles Hb AG | 23 'o4 | 11 |. 9 | 81 | 32 | 32 
| s 34 | 37 | 33 |35 | 41 | 45 | 50 | 44 

Brentwood......-.- 0 | 23 23 | 0 | 0 | 28 | 38 | 26 
ay: 33 | 34 | 34 | 31 | 33 | 44 | 46 | 8 

os air tare 9 coe y 9) 124.0] 27-40%) | 1B. 428») ay lhae 
Re 42 |35 |34 | 37 | 46 | 40 | 45 | 40 
CA OO VW EY UAE ery Hee aA naire Ope 

35 | 35 |33 |29 |35 | 40 | 46 | 38 
Primrose.---------- —6 (33 o7 |19 | 0 | 24 | 35 | 28 

HudsonValley .....) 13 ; 22 | 26 | 20 |15 | 29 | 40 | 34 
ae 26 | 33 |32 |27 | 31 | 46 | 46 | 39 

DD iat aaa naan es ide | elGe MII eto eon BSOunlEsp 
ak 23 | 41 | 34 ; 25 |32 | 36 | 44 | 36 

Lebanon Springs. --|_“; 7 | 20 5 |-2 | a1 | 33 | 31 

30 | 33 | 29 |29 | 28 | 40 | 42 | 39 
Honeymead Brook-| “3 | 43 | 20 | 8 |—3 | 22 | 36 | 31 

: 33 | 32 | 31 | 30 | 32 | 39 | 45 | 38 
Poughkeepsie... -. 10 |°9 |21 |‘4 |-6 | 20 | 32 | 26 

et ate 30 |34 |32 [35 | 29 | 38.) 45 | 41 
Wappinger’s Walls.) }5 | “7 | 92 | 10 |-13 | 18 | 35 | 29 

‘ 299 | 34 | 32 | 27 | 30 | 41 | 43 | 30 
Catskill .-...-...--- —1 | 10 }22 115 | 2 | 24 | 38 | 33 

: 27 | 33 |33 | 32 | 31 | 33 | 41 | 40 
West Point --....-. Ame RR eT Re Maa a eA 
haa 32 |39 |31 | 32 | 35 | 38-| 47 | 39 
oS alate —2 /13 |14 | 10) 5 | 20 35. | 3 

Mohawk Valley ....|13 | 23 | 20 | 18 | 18 | 31 | 35 | 32 
: 6 |; 3 tite Falls) [2% (38 | AL |B a || 
ae 26. | 35 | 30 | 32 |31 | 36 | 40 | 38 

Canajoharie......-- 3 |12 | 14 ai 2 )25 | 35 | 33 
; 24 |31 | 29 | 27 |31 | 35 | 40 | 36, St. Johnsville....-. “3 |i3 | 6 |i | 25 133 | 31 

20 | 35 |30 | 28 | 30 | 35 | 38 | 35 
ROTO S oe eran 6 113 | 6 | 4 |12 | 48 | 29 | 25 

Champlain Valley..| 7 +16 | 21 | 18 8 | 22 | 37 | 38 

Platteburgh Bar’key) | 74. | 78) 22 4b er ar ee 
21 | 34 |31 | 22 | 24 | 39 | 45 | 43 

pep ak tee —s | 2|15 | 4 |-5 | 15 | 36 | 33 
27 |34 | 29 | 25 | 380 | 40 | 41 | 39 

SERS XES “aches 12 100 t15. 18. lo fae [37] a2 

—— eee 

10 8 
ia 

—f ho 

14 | 22 
8 6 

35 | 19 
-l j-1l1 
25 | 17 
-6 | -4 
22 | 22 
3 | -4 
17a 
6 | -2 

23 | 22 
25 | 32 
23 | 20° 
31 | 24 
20 | 20 
27 | 81 
20 | 20 
25 | 30 
17 | 13 

27 | 32 
20 | 15 
28 | 26 
21 | 20 
24 | 30 
15 | 10 
23 | 29 
17 7 

16 | 12 
15 | 21 
9 5 

17 | 18 
8 |—3 

24 | 21 
13 
22 | 25 
12 |-—3 

24> | 18 
16 0 
16 | 24 
9 7 

28 | 20 
15 | 10 
22 | 22 
13 i 

11. Od 
14 | 16 
1 iL 

16 | 19 
9 7 

17 | 18 
9 4 

16 19 
4 0 

6 8 
5 | 10 

—3 2 
12 | 18, 
if 0 

11 | 23 
6 |—4 ee re a | 
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Reertons anp Darty Maxma anp Minima For THE Stations—(Con.) 

Monthly 
mean 

28 28 30 31 21 20 27 25 28 21 19 6 7 5 | 20.1 
34 37 37 34 24 36 38 32 33 27 35 22 17 19 | 47.5 
25 18 24 16 4 8 6 iL 17 15 | —4 |—18 | —8 |—28 5; 
33 37 38 38 30 30 40 34 35 26 35 24 20 22 | 93 9 
28 26 24 30 20 15 25 23 25 16 4 8 0 6 

3L 32 38 38 30 30 35 28 32 23 31 11 14 11 | 99.0 
21 24 23 25 14 3 27 16 22 12 il | —9 10 | —3 i 

33 36 35 40 34 30 39 37 38 33 32 30 24 26° | 31-1 
43 43 48 48 40 35 52 40 46 37 39 39 32 36 | 339 
30 32 29 38 30 26 32 37 33 27 28 25 19 19 fy 
39 38 41 45 42 38 36 48 37 46 38 38 33 29 | 306 
22 32 30 32 30 24 26 34 32 28 28 26 18 18 . 
41 40 46 47 36 37 53 40 45 36 42 34 29 31 | 339 
32 31 30 36 29 26 32 32 32 26 30 22 17 18 res 
40 41 41 45 45 38 38 39 40 47 37 39 34 37 | 30.6 
20 21 28 29 29 23 26 32 32 27 27 26 18 17 q 

44 45 44 47 38 39 54 38 46 37 40 39 33 35 | 30.6 
27 31 19 33 28 15 33 34 33 26 15 23 15 16 3 

30 30 28 34 29 25 32 33 32 28 26 26 18 19 3i-4 
37 43 49 46 39 44 51 39 45 36 38 36 30 34 | 99-7 
21 30 18 33 25 15 29 33 31 24 21 22 11 15 5 
38 41 45 47 38 38 56 36 49 39 40 34 32 35 | 996 
18 31 18 30 26 18 31 36 32 26 2 24 13 TS hcg 

25 33 30 36 30 26 38 34 37 29 29 24 17 21 | 26.2 
- 40 42 42 35 35 48 36 44 33 38 27 27 29 | 36.0 

29 ¢ 26- 

40 36 39 34 32 36 49 38 41 34 38 32 22 25 | 93 ¢ 
14 29 17 18 22 9 25 27 27 14 18 10 | —6 “ - 
37 39 43 42 82 36 47 37 46 32 40 25 26 28 | 969 
15 22 11 29 21 10 28 29 29 20 18 17 5 8 3 
32 44 44 46 36 34 49 37 46 34 41 32 29 34 25.6 

_ © it _ i] © w o ~] bo r= ry ~ i Qo ~] i on 

26 | 18 | 3¢ | 30 |. 31 | 25 | 19 | 18 | 10,| 14 2022 

aa! 20, [arid ame |; See | | 2k) amas ange |e leaner 
203 [2a 28h S81, aas hae Lats Id aaiel 10 | cad Wine 

aa shag .29%)). Sdet| aged” Bach ieee aac apeln og calpemee 

24 | o7 | 33 | 30 | 29 | 24 | 28 | 15 | 14 | 18 | 22-9 

15 | 20 | 24 | 24 | 18 | 17 4 1 6 | 4 -p2he 

2 | 18 | 27 | 25 | 29 |.23 | 16 | 12 6 | n | 29-3 

20/14 | 20 | 25 | 9 | 91 | | 6 |. 2-1) 10: | = 

| 5 | 3 | 10 |—8. | = 

27 | 19 | 34 | 31 | 28 | 28 | 24 | 16 | 6 | 14 | 20.5 

(5. 107 dd dh Bae Plo aa. 9 ee hae ae 

2 | 13 | 24 | 18 4 Me |< Soot (Qayebe ay Pd Ne i ae MR 
TP Go) EE ae ee ee Pr oa Re ey ee We OD CR Dt ra 
PA 19 te. sue | ce eon 23 Nae) sail Bee | ae ater |-oeon | 9 - 
ears) 40") a) Bet |) ats ho 87 eh Bay | 35 | Be. | oad amos aay aS 
moi 96) 49 | 29° | a7) | 8-4. 28 1-188] 250] 19°) 8 beer} ao] og - 

12 | 29 | 18 6 | 27 | 34 | 96 | 20 | 13 | 10 |—2 | 1¢ | 22-6 
She sean Aas 
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TEMPERATURE — Frpruary, 1897, SHowme Dairy Mean 

SraTrons— 

STATION. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 |} 10/11/12) 138)] 14 

Canton eecu.seene=- SiS), [sa o |=7" |=16 

St. Lawrence Valley a 15 a 3 4 Pa ou rd 26} 11 7 7 7 16 
3 1 24 6 | 4 34 | 27 | 22 116 | 14 17 

Madison Barracks-| 7 | “g | 31 | 3 |-5 |27 |34 131 |20 | 3 | 0 | 6 |—7 4 

North Hammond...| “4 | 39 la | 8 [4 [18 | 44 [32 [20 [2 [2 | 4 | a | 4 
30 | 26 0 | 27 | 27 | 43 | 44 | 35 | 34 | 380 | 18 | 20 | 20 | 35 

Ogdensburg -...... a 1g 115 | 8 | ee) is |'38 | 27 | 20 doe. eee 6 
25. | 23 || 21 | 1673) reso 8542 esas en) tae | eae 5 115 7 83 

Potsdam ......-.... —1}e7 os. | eclerohas (has lor) | an dae eee 3 

Great Lakes........| 21 | 24 | 26 | 22 | 26 | 35 | 36 | 338 | 30 | 24 118 |19 | 20 | 28 
Westfield 36 | 31 | 30 | 27 | 46 | 42 | 37 | 35 | 32 | 30 | 98 | 84 | 29 | 42 

ODM ON alti 12° | 21 | 22>) 15° | 15/4 28 4]\ 32" 130) |'26) | ah zee eo mane 26 
Buffal 37 | 31 | 32 | 28 | 43 141 | 38 | 36 | 32 | 30 | 22 |25 | 30 | a 

SO OE area cas 99° )!94 °]/24. 190% | Brey Ba 1132. 129: - |p) 7) ae lean eliza aes 21 
r 35 | 32 | 29 | 30 | 40 | 40 | 41 | 42 | 35 | 33 | 20 | 22 | 26 | 43 

Pittsford.........-. 6 | 15 | 22 |15°]11 | 30 |-34 |80 | 26 | 15 | 1°) 5°) 1p csee 
36. 132 |-80 | 30 | 38 141 | 42 | 34 | 84 | 29 | 92 | 22° | Og nea 

20 1 : 3 16 | 15 | 15 16 
29 32 | 31 7 | 35 | 38 5 | 34 2 | 25 | 24 | 84 37 

Appleton ....-..--. O [13 /) 29. | 18. te. | 32 | 8a WSL? | QO UIIS) sl egee ees ee 14 
¥ 33° | 33 | 33 |-31-| 37°] 38 1387 |°37 |'93 1-38 | Ob \en 1 a8 38 

Fort Niagara ...... 10 | 19 | 29 |19 | 14 |.32 133 | 31 | 29 |18 | 15 | 20 | 15 | i5 

Kl ae 29 | 35 | 27 | 28 | 36 | 36 | 37 | 86 | 84 | 31 | 23 | 18 | 24 | 42 
Baldwinsville ...... 2 \a4 | t4 | 12° }.6 1 28. 1:38 | SL) (86. | 7) haga) ae 6 
Ride 30. | 31 730 | 27. | 36%] 87 137° | 36 | '35 | 3x 3) goMgaml of 38 
TENN R iO SoA 6 [04 | 27. aT | 14) 82 Bde 125 © 1 e8 ei aise eee ote 14 

Oo 30 | 27 | 25 | 28 | 385 | 38 | 39 | 36 |.38 | 33: 1/90 ise) oF 40 
BWC EO loan nie Th Oat eal | Brin 9 | 29 | 35 | 30 feel taat hE 9 | 13 | 10 8 

Pal 27 | 29 | 28 | 26°] 383°} 36/38 |°35-|'95 eS fis die ods tear 
AleTMO---+-------- 1 9 | 15 6 ON 20) Bese “Sie 96 9 |= ere 7 3 

L 3 32 | 28 | 30 | 37 | 38 |.42 | 36 | 35 | 32 | 20 | 20 | 23 | 42 
NAWNEB Soas0 p95 5055 17 -|:22 4°23) |.15, | 15.4) 32) 86 132 ©.) 98) | iS) a let 15 

Erie, Pennsylvania.) 99 | 92 | 26 | 20 | 19 | 33 | 32 | 29 | 28 | 21 | 20 | 18 | 18 | 29 

Oentral Lakes....-- 23. | 29 | 22) | 22 | 24 | 36 | 38 | 34, | 30 1 22 | 18 | 220i 1S Sear 
Flemin 35 | 35 | 34 | 29 | 38 | 43 | 42 | 36 | 34 | 30 | 19 | 25 | 24 | 43 

LLU Ts Sea ciaeoce AB Mot tds ea |S) 20) || 38) eso soca 9) |Fa7 Sets 1¢ 
Romul 34 | 36 | 27 | 32 | 37 143 | 44 | 38 | 34 | 32 | 26 | 24 | 25 | 40 
DONE) cence 335095 12° }/23-|| J6 | 16.) 14'2] 99 9/34 810 | By ase ee eon 11 

Ith 32 | 34 | 26 | 31 | 36 | 42 | 42 | 35 | 33 | 30 | 29 | 26 | 95 | 45 
HS a ge Se ae 10 | 24 | 16 | 15 891.29 ||35 1)31. | 27. aie 4a some g 

ean etre Accs ces 16 | 23 | 23 |20 |18 | 31 | 37 |34 | 30 | 22 |16 | 16 | 14 20 

t Max. and Min. by the Draper Thermograph. || Received too late to be used in computing 
Conduit, nine miles north of city. 
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FoR THE Regions, AnD Darty Maxima anp MINIMA FOR THE 

(Concluded). 

27 | 30 | 32 | 34 | 23 | o4 | sa | 21] 24 | 23 | 25 7 9 7 | 20.0 
2B | 34 | 41 | 42 | 34 | 45 | 37 | 39 | 33 | 81 | 34 | 20 | 16 | a7 |, 
Pipe eeoasas |) S| IS an le 5 ls We, PS Wh RR ABs Seb g | —3 | 20-2 
Bou ate dt || 39 || 29. |) Sse] 4) 28 35) os0) | SBe Nae | Se. | 15 
14.|* 200] 296° -) 28] 14 6 | 97 ft: 32 |} 15 ae | te a | ee ee LES 
Sore Seo" dae S81 94) th sq. fas 89g. gas | gail sae We Baud: tae pe 
OG 86 82.1 16. | 192 | ee) ate 80) age 90-4 5 0 o | 21-3 
sat san) 40 |) .40| 99) aa. | ao: | ga) a9 | Baga: | 18! Pagel a9 

i- | oie 
34 | 36 | 39 | 38 | 37 | 30 | 39 | 25 | 30 | 28 | 32 | 18 | 18 | 16 | 494 
eos | Ste ob ek a | oe. Teagepe re) ae. |) 1g) fee OG: | he5 : 

31 32 37 35 29 29 36 33 21 24 26 15 13 13 | 26.6 
39 35 46 40 32 44 37 45 35 33 .| 33 29 18 26 9 

6 5 8.1 

34 35 44 36 34 40 40 45 35 29 31 21 15 20 28.0 
29 29 31 28 26 23 33 26 21 19 13 10 8 6 : 
35 37 46 42 31 37 43 39 39 27 35 20 19 23 26.6 
29 29 26 28 14 19 32 28 28 19 21 8 9 6 7 
34 35 46 39 32 39 43 41 36 28 32 16 17 19 27 
29 30 29 28 26 21 33 25 23 19 14 9 8 5 -0 
37 38 43 40 32 36 40 33 34 28 32 19 19 21 26.6 
24 26 26 30 27 19 32 25 28 18 18 10 8 2 7 
34 37 43 42 35 34 42 44 35 31 33 23 21 20 27.6 
24 27 30 30 27 22 33 25 28 17 20 10 6 13 le 

37 39 46 43 31 38 43 36 35 31 37 22 22 22 25.7 

37 37 43 41 32 35 40 33 34 29 33 20 19 19 26.1 

34 35 45 43 32 36 40 32 36 28 36 20 19 16 25.0 
29 29 27 31 23 22 29 24 28 22 20 7 7 4 
36 32 45 3 34 31 39 34 34 30 36 23 15 16 23.1 
25 28 24 32 23 12 28 24 28 18 16 5 1 5 ; 
34 33 48 43 38 35 43 38 39 30 36 21 20 23 27.6 

33 37 47 34 32 43 40 46 37 30 33 20 16 24 28.0 

32 32 37 37 29 26 36 33 34 26 29 16 14 1 ey er 
34 37 47 43 33 34 42 37 39 34 37 22 22 22 26.8 

37 38 50 42 34 34 44 39 37 34 38 22 20 26 27.8 

37 36 49 42 32 32 41 36 36 30 36 24 21 24 26.9 

28 31 32 35 27 25 35 31 31 36 26 16 13 15 | 24.6 

means. (1) Voluntary observer. (2) U.S. Weather Bureau. (la) City Reservoir. (2a) Intake 
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Datty ann Monrary Preorprra 

STATION. 1 2 3 4 5 6 " 8 9 | 10} 11) a2ie ae 

| 

Western Plateau..| 0.00) 0.00) T. | 0.00) T. | 0.60) 0.11) 0.05) T. | 0.01) 0. 01| 0.36) 0.02) T. 
PATELOU Peete ecelet tl escs cleaeee Se ee Ts 52) .07/  .02| 105] .02|  .02|  .44} css sdecnes 
PAD POHCAy a0. 4 a's s.4] sah a slp» vail’ 00i oof salle e via [30] .25] 105] T. |..c..[eecee] «30 vee 
BSG VAS Mais core matty Hk soa a ale /oin atoll (ss eta | iste Fallow sOOr - s08l le opteell ates pale nie aiiere aulc SD aiven shia 
MTIGHGSHID: fis cess sicvain live aisle | Sse le At Aas Acer I Brame ald BS Bt Ys A is 25) Te lecsus 

WPAN EU N VIG iss 'cnis al! sijay.s lien arate] 0 SPOS (rie | ARETE .98} .08] -06) T. -01} .08) .80). .80):..45 
MUM PHP: vs) ce ve|\o:< we alles aunts oie via |{s.0/als(<l]larete wPnil eG) st gOG] I" uae alate enn tea era BB). oes lenis 
Lat VAMC Via scarce s tieme||o octal ocnicelles ah alllek se [imtaro's < wala Hera stat| ae rndhe wea eae avant se rite 
Cherry Creek......].. meri a Mabel siicicelloleeteeltele sire 1.29) .40) .10) T. -09]. .05) .09) .10)..... 

DAMESTOWE sa < nic ao 5:01 saves liv vets accel cin tyv'e 4y 2961, | sAAl> COVA alse calliviactats 40D. levees 
Elmira...... ABS dc odd] eros) laasot (Beco Ian Bi eed |r| tse) aie Se 65]. cceeleriee 
PINE CALY ac cscus ess Sc - 5 ae LU | Fiesta LES Me <O6} ss oas)| oats 
PATTON ei ciauhy ase Sate al aidate alle sinyea'| ck tes o htzGlltne’s pte LST) e080) 20) anes aes -53| T. é 

PACS) he BAS RENE Se BenGal ladeaal aaa IA Bead hsons 44) T. SOD] ns | dow Maeve -O5) PDy Tl isaae 
WiteIOVTIS a, 'scteris a] saree sl's). <1) ence al pe Sales BOs peor] she Muda atte Aa ete Ant. 
MUSRVOM Ey lace are aceie a deters allots’ alers'| oipie aro} c's Ste Minne oO OOD a ine celedaeatats 40) \ (20) toaae 
LCBO sietets siate.s feiasors'a)| o:ecete oil sis etaiail|s sv etait leio wiaterllotne Se fore Stile ofe/s is leis, arev'| ole'e bie d's.ain.ia'] arursteretetpatatetl eam ae 

LRT er Aaa soe GeO} dona Meee in ‘evae|['8ic ote’ | 'syeioiaial| leeiste allselgteni| eieietecell |steiaieied meee asialliarece eae ae 
WHERE GWOOE (onion ce discs ol|ameiel| ne eeieltes ane ore el | tol tal apie re tl aiswinatl Mele Py ee!) Pits |= Gr 
INGE OR SRR ASS Sho) hore Saad |Bisees| jodoc | Inns re fm tab pec 07-1 | WAR FS bs Sagres [os = -42| ' 02) 008 
PATE TY TORO We See crncll RICE IERESEIUCC CIES | (CSch FA beet: Ieee (SCO) nent ioc one ( eceet, oe ecare aie) eeaneee 

TARICAIV HIG ohn oso] sie civiel ereinis ol sia’e le sil ie clsretpi| erin wai] meeUly We OB) fa crs] ciercteeh fetes .20| T. fs aca 
SOUTH | OHMISLEO 214i, 2.2] |n aie otellloarerall eee iwi] .60) T. SOF scoe. cel wiete od emotes <40l 2 oie le A 
IATOAGE vic cub ieane's als ae wAlletsiacciallisys.echoilieemios esse) ,80) (04) 30) .08)) 02)° Ol) = abi Ol) ieee 
DAUD IMRSEE scale aioe vierateraicl iocicit ell lelaistaiatlls\olnie 8 ene) tockadel tue typo) 5 3 staelsdeloiete ee aaa PRS con 

Eastern Plateau...) 0.00) 0.00} T.}| 0.00] 0.00) 0.13) 0.18] 0.04) 0.01] T. | 0.05 5 0.06} 0.00 
Binghamton (1) ; - -0: : 20's sien 
Binghamton (2).... j 3 3 : Bi ioc 305] .os ta 
MREOUE\. Sacelercle afties © r : 05) cc cree 

Dor oh Rar eoaaaa) eoaedl lao ae E11 apc ogre Sie 07 |\Paivecllae Sais 60 | iciees 
Houth- Kortright. . 07... .cfecccedececsecenc|secee|- sleietp sil ataieite 
BrOORMEIO =, se ssc elle ces 5.)| cha (otnrall lo efavecall ovstetstal | letestotell ois en] arena a ev eillniohatta 
Middletown ........]..... Satara coi ainte Hore pole | vteyere/ei| trie dai} a Orenate es Srote oWaip Wate 

[esa Gio ae eee | ote (oral Ieaesetal oeicaria| facece , heat 
Warwick.......... SB AG a) acoco| oadec| lesacey eee oe worers 
COOPELSLOWD 6. s)2:. 2.) 0150 010 = ve'uie| sleisiote fs @ soleil mie's,¥'0\]\s re eis cw volo mes 
Garrattsville.......|. TEM illo aeteinaie le efobell aoeceied reece a af 

INOW) LISBON 65 Ves’ ol sles ARs) (Aber) (Secs, | boce 
MATE OTTER Tp vie sccele all atercte A ec) eel ici (Getss Omer isieacs ee silo 
Berry City eee vais ae siecle osiclfocecs fee ne nen ol 22] 06) 06) TJ}... celta sol! to]! del sieleee 
Newark Valley.... 

BSLTAITA OOLTETS:: «66 \<)5, 0/0161] rere viei| eoista 
WV FLW ULV ns a0 ists ie'ains olf clove ies! @ierein all winierata | alas 
DTV LOTI inte tw slaivig:e Baten 
Mohonk Lake......|. y 

Northern Plateau..| 0. 3 ‘ : : ; ; : 
Saranac Lake...... fs tke -30) T. 
Gloversville ....... 
Little Falls (2a).... 

North Lake........ 
TOW VINE Si oo.nc> ea) 
Number Four...... 
Kings Station......}-..00|-sccelscens 

Atlantic Coast . 
SMMC LYM S rainis aceleie'sisll tere ss 
Manhattan Beach . BES Wee feceel sone ? , 
New York City.....|..... OO sO ieispisllnsttac 258] txhOl) 2 OSI ew ctetreealtisisis.e 1.00] T aie 
Willet’s: Point. ...hicsecleesus $20| 1c OOW 250 deena 7 Reclce tna 28! .45].... - 
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TION FoR FEesruary, 1897—(Incues). 

0.02} 0-01 0.04 0.04 0.06 

seeeee 

eeeees| «UE! = sa WO a weve 

Steet la weeesl assesses leseeselscnaseieeeeesirssess|sereesl| severe 

seenee 

es ee ee 

wee ee 

seen 

seeeee 

eeesee| be | ceUDlesovee 

veceeo| Le Joseves 

see eee 

salen 

0.08} 0.02! 0.07) 0.01] T. 0.11) 0.06; 0.15) 0.31 
* +.13} .10 #) 1-08). .09}) 1. eal 

4.12} .02|  .02} .06| * ¢.03}  .28) .03 53 
SUD ecaelce AS OT. T. OU ereintes 19} =.05 

-60 
+15 

* 

-20 

0.04) 0.07) 0.00) 0.00} 0.00) 0.06) 0.22} 0.06) 0.40 
: * +.41 -02 -56 

die(ais\ole)||aiela:eielf |\erc ete vail sis'a’e an -28} .02 -70 
ce -21; T. 50 

AllGnerice 100 veces 50 

“0.03 

ee eeee 

seeveele 

ee eeee 

ee ee ee 

seeeeele 

0.11) 0.02) 0.06} 0.01 1.99 
#20) TT. ris -07 1.50 
Aloe Avil esa Ssellar sda 2.03 
sOZU eS ROL Ceres J 1.62 

EOLU AG) lacoo |onacad ldoo si 2.10 
gaye S| sieves oll peters 2h 6 («1.05 

7.44)> J08( 209). ) = +.42| 3.21 
Jesccd batted tsteiplabie lt aipie bina] ete iere aaeae tend OF 

Fr: 0.00) « 'T. Ay 0.00; 2.87 
A al ened oaaectal wort loriced af 3.20 

iataelata [eteaieia Bllgp bob soccae unicooe yee re 
De ilivistsees aie Nan beoade 2.72 

wiolejsinia liyie siprelal| Visieiste ol Te eases 4.68 
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Datty anp Montary Precrrira 

STATIONS. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 |}10/11/)12/)13)14 

Atlan. Coast (Con.) 
ROME WOU « .c6 ca caaileso ctl Reel) Tee wutetatcilla sacle -70 Oleasctiacase 
MELAUIKOL . foods colle os SRL Da | BOG aera lice ovele 700) ts Pp ed nee eros Poeiscs | = 
IBGOLORG oo cc siccces Ceilese shillcetetee lode SalBaarcal riers 5s | SON S505 0 | semeie lias ane L.8livcccalacees 
Primrose .......00- [see Str econ Aaenallocacc 1.05 cy] | ouster) |heaaredleniete 56)‘ aelateuaie 

Hudson Valley ....| 0.00} 0.00) T. | 0.00} 0.00) 0.06 0.00} 0.84| 0.14) T. 
AIDANY:-mctscadsscpadleeses PARA IROOeG hoses lero’ 01 seam) SOO] ved asl aattees 
Lebanon Springs... |...+-|..++-/seee- Sabtl| e‘stetefell z Pe Ra Scrine|- 
Honeymicad Brack, |< sire |s\-eye-|\0 <br valle cuclallassrelels 4 . sOB| icv agis levees 20 )cnculaweee 
POUPNGDLRIG® cic's)ore\| = v0.01] Smrerarell creraiucellleyeateta\| (ore eerell weal ee 108] (ce cron saeneities i]! L308) ees ale ces 

Wappinger’s Falls. |..--.|....- LU WIeseéallor weal ee ON ie A ngee)| ye nae ioccs 1.10]... vealececs 
LOFA 71a 1 ES Sais atlas Baoc majerere|| ate atta eieretere Abe , oo 
West Point. ........)escosfeccecleoces vole |aicesielesn es 
Rial (Creates eageal econ) based [ooood||joocr.dijooped jodnealleaacs lotiaae a Pe o'ne'9| ab eel acon ialeoren 

CAMINO): ces ate sae.slisieleie's | ae15\5:0| nieinis oil lara movellfatatai sie! awe vdiee pad OLS nes ainda 
Sontheast Reser Leics cc nelle a steell\ec, | cence isola ate ae 
Male Milla. cst 62. locstalecsastcceaetaees aS hese "285 I" COB]. os legen mene 
RABEOMN ose oecdinaee clsmatieleteealece Ee | Dies | een o lec an ee aaleee 

Mohawk Valley....| 9.00) 0.00] 0.00} 0.00} 0.00) 0.03 0.04} 0.48) 0.01) 0.00 
Little Walls (1a)... |\ces-|'eecce|\s 252 : -05| .60 
CAN ONATIO elias lop tcra'| ais vieks)| (etelaterol|(o Seater (otererer= le «LB | sc -5/0 0l{\s sstere'| eraretenel oteiatere 
St. Johnsville..... Rallisieiayere [eee orviaiars neha é 508 |\ie stesilte acer eee 
ING aae Sues ae pbb anol soso bowel loocddl lasoeel loader .02 13 

Champlain Valley.| 0.00) 0.00] 0.00} 0.00] 0.00) T. 
PIAS RENAE Sain oe) lelsiein'e|| oistelie)|(sieiaieiei|-sieier=)| oro siste 5 ; 
Glen Falls.......... SSS Sel (Rau Asal neetallan ce al lado SBE ecvats cil ba lale es breeierel teins 
GRC UGE OLE Tso tieteie!lle\areipts |lecerersiell ointain(cil nter 04] 'alele ir “tbe ; , ieee allan 

St. LawrenceVaill’y| 0.00) 0.00; 0.00} 0.00] 0.00} 0.19 : 0.06) 0.30) 0.00 
MIAGiISOn IBATEACKR: | 5.. (ccc |/aeiin +] > sericea sve. neillemeiate aLG| re JOG] \crecierail esteretat sierate »| .3d]. 
MEALOPTOMUEL Fons stile elisa creclben otic ope entailed taal osiatanall yrs aia ip lavele'| la chore | ale rettall een 
(ORI ES) SR Barb SBSH inl SIC cel babe (ae sete Saison! (andes naan Z ct leveearel sia 3 

WSKalb UNCON: disc ccs lice cele ||csace leer SR Leary HOL|| ro lcisicil or cette aeons oe lew aan ae Jan 
INGELH EAAIN MOUs 2] \cle cecil Nees cll ca erie leeinietel] e-creiste «35, AOL leretertetete eos veeOlaicm ad) siaeeelet 
OPAONRSDUTL ses cce ile. css |emecelic secinl|cccwclisceine -o9} seaee : 
OPRIAGATED poate s chaiclatle Veieierepitlae steleil lo savers eietarel [era taal (omumtens 500) se sis| eerste ae SSO fire pial orators 

Great Lakes,...... 0.00) 0.00} T. | 0.T.| 0.01) 0.66! 0. : 
Veit Fah Cc Pe re SE octal f ot.cos] Seeiol keaodel iharte 1.18 : > | eat a's | (erctahee tl otae a] > Al leeabdfisnte ce 
Ley Fart foot WaereHanasal tater meces Ls a Ae be Ue a eriate) : 3 , 
Adams Centre .....|-.+.-|.0.+.|-. andl anon -06) .08 

NEES LOT ofa ieieraix)clo’e sll ese/ototm\| a etaiae'| ,arevolei| oe eral 'aveionl= 1.45 A : Bal cr Pic By: |) oe 
AO CHORCOD io\c.s/coevicsiloe x aleturereiere | MO Enon faci: Fey] | es i 3 
SCOMUS VAN: ool. oasis peel scite,s 

Fort Niagara ..... A ancion losodalladadallooc elo este. 0(]n Te ATL oO | is O4 I lotrerein| Wat ialell arenas JOB oie aiwisi| aie tats 
Niagara Falls......|....-|....- Fobagiienccellsdabe DBD!) OG cae cell tscatarelf oases 25% |\nic sistall a otetote 
Baldwinsville ......|....-|ssss-|eeceefeces> Au, 055 2030 05] tere steneee Pp t] oor Ac 

Demster..... nO DLOC AS AAOP ES aaa SMI Marae eu aca 04 | os cieieilieise'e | c's Maxell orcterstel ls ECU aerate 
LOTR aR ase acnaty Gpanal losaBo odac wie eiare'llastesaet) (ama O lls eo taretetare vecee} Ol] icce| “eee! S00) ecu 
OB WORD ore cccats oxclso A GPSS) sic lest) panies -38} .O3} .06) .02| <OL]..0.<} ° 29} dele 

IPALOLINOG | 2 :sic'oc-c wiciee Bl aceiee'|'saiaiz)s| ee erclcilocees'| cose] COST) se OSie ns LO| part oail estate » sotsi] + OF)! $25 emrara 
POON oc oise aces Vous ales cellocee ei] eviisinlacedelescsity e40l msec] eas) 0 iUicn eretencrer tate th ae nn 
TGV oa siciccicic cic ceca lee ucefiaivcte|laaiee|eciece|, -6O4])  s20|(arssajaailit ls onl speterate | siateics| ieiapeO | een nan 
ROBO tse s aisc caw elee nel nate crelliomseies Stereos netereee -55| .10| .06] T. SOL] seo) ctl) ve kentee tate 
Erie, Pennsylvanial..<..|...s0lsce.e! -OLl OL} 721! 1.44) 10) re or: B81) Ty Jeccce 
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TION FOR FEBruary —(Continued). 

ft, 

1.70 
eeeeee 2.07 

0.99 
1.45 

1.66 
ener oo 1.20 

eree 1.14 

1.26 

10} .05 Tblscnaocleare 2 205 Steak .01 OBlecaen: Teens 10} .10| 1.14 
re Hite OD Aah aces T 09} 88s; ; V7 Pp Al ER ips Meaty cas T 1.25 

2 ‘ T PANT Mi secteers |p ose eee Sl ake Alaa Pee 10| —-95 
17]. °212) 2.05] 202} 002.5 OB P2011) 08| a. thle qT 10| e556 05} + =1.83 

ui o1' T HW Oa ea S 06) TT. oil T 02] .01| .04) 1.74 
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Datry ann Monraty Preorira 

STATIONS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 | 11°] 12°17 23) a 

Central Lakes ..... «| 0.00} 0.00} 0.00} 0.00] 0.00] 0.23) 0.10) 0.05 0.47) 0.02) 0.00 
Fleming..........++ Mi Rheian Seeicicd retary [tied hee hae eee) eOuly Ol eee OOS ere lee ve 
Sherwood...... aiseWalliainietete |intecalete'l ciate ote'lls aire ira weed BOL 1B] TEE SOL) ec clitees oh) | peente ener ‘s 

Watking ...csenso0s Miers eis. t| wih etal] iain oto arttarale tle caval Gee0is lla cte/a fall aioe Ae 
BROVUIULLUEN foresees cote icie Verore’a re} arerntersl| to ete le ateratell jocal mole PON eke Ppt) es 
PEHA GE esraters Wa blereiok cil sie niet Iisleero at cet erall a awistatia estat po sastare .05 Bt 

Average ........| 0.00) 0.01) T. | 0.01] 0.02} 0.26) 0.22] 0.08 0 0. T 

Record for the month incomplete. || Received too late to be included in the averages. 
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tion For Fesruary — (Concluded). 

. 

1.08 

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 | Total. 

ore 1 

0.01} 0.01} 0.03) 'T. TS 0.02) T. 0702)\e71:. 0.00} T. 0.08} T. 0.02 
Saterelellemicielsel| iersinie'ers sievetraiel|isintatatnlelfinrerarereie] | acxieserare' | tareiareiaiell (eleipisieio\l(n latevatallierhelktensl| BU ai aieiaiare 10 

Sosanolheoonoc BabA ligiteraiere|iicterarnieya OS\eenra ai terelofe(stoitints istete(s\| niatars te SOR is varies ale |feeareins 

Oe eA ee Na | AR oC NPE I | BRN URL TaN 
Te -05 OL T Ly Tr iT 10) 620 ieee T At TT. Ab 

0.05} 0.04} 0.02; 0.01} T. 0.07] 0.06} 0.11} 0.22) 0.02} 0.02) 0.02) 0.02) 0.02 

* Amount included in next measurement, + Not included in computing averages. 
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Sraristics OF TEMPERATURE 

TEMPERATURE — (DEGREES Faur.), 

= F 3 | @ /exrremms or MONTHLY 
aN ie | MEAN TEMPERATURE 
Ber tea B S FOR FEBRUARY. 

-|3 
STATION. county. | 2E/E] . S| go 

qe O° mn R & oad 
Slo gq n 2 £Y 
SIE Sp SS & a 
os\u} o | ) 
Se/8) 2) 8 lela | 
aq ale ee Ve eae < 
8 Jel 6 i} a | a ce les Ol! args 
B 1B Sal Bolo eS | St oleae 
A || A ae] = |e oo ra) pH 

Western Plateau......| ..... iP aieennes Da Bl sail istyeyseiltete eters 26-8) 2.5) (s,0 oarel oles eats etearetel | eee Ae 
AMEOICH eitesicen cay ate Allegany ..... 22.2115) 1855) 1897) 24.7) +2.5] 83.6) 1857! 13.2) 1895 
Ham phreyieres.s0- teens Cattaragus...| 28.7/14| 1884) 1897) 26.8) +3.1] 33.2} 1890) 14.3) 1885 
BULAN eciteic ale cie'e cin cierto Chemung ....| 26.9/20} 1851} 1897] 28.8) +1.9] 34.6) 1890) 16.2] 1856 

PPE STOVIV SE COULE CW «:0:ci0\sivse)||, (sisi eiaiaie'ele ninto'elele PPARs toe Wate ce IROBtie 25.0) +23) ssrerofail ler steel eeteraield ree 
ORFORG Msn aceiiee seis sale Chenango....| 23.1/30} 1828} 1897) 26.2) +3.1] 83.7] 1828] 12.3] 1838 
(Gloyatil fyaVe ARS esi ee oon Cortland...... 22.3/34) 1829) 1897) 25.0) +2.7) 30.4) 1842) 12.8) 1838 
Cooperstown........... Otsego...... - | 20.9\44| 1854) 1897] 21.3) +0.4] 31.7) 1857) 10.5] 1885 
Waverley ..... Soavoaaas ANG} ep obqunour 24.7/15| 1883) 1897) 27.7) +8.0) 32.1) 1890) 14.8) 1885 

ENOMLNCT I RUMLEG soc ssic\|\ so sieicie pusaisias de PLES Alle saacp lost on 20:8) 4-05) ais cells anal neil eres 
OW Ville oo5 ces cece | Deal anagocad 20.3/31| 1827) 1897) 20.8) +0.5) 31.1) 1828] 13.4)’43-95 

ELUTE COOLS a \s'aisisteta:s)\||iotsyai=arnistelajats)sfavers AULA |G osonellssoued 5 ee ie ee er sioe inca cl ier cic 
New York City......... New York 81.3/27| 1871) 1897) 33.0) +1.7| 40.0) 1890) 23.1] 1885 
SOUAULKOU detect ncleetece SUmolrk occ ver 30.6/12] 1886) 1897] 31.2] +0.6| 87.6] 1890] 24.4) 1895 

ETUC SON VALE LEU iarate\aieisiel toll | a crareiaie rede sys Wooo! DE OH erail aravarsis cll erect aiare 26.3 +08) ica erel|le malate leis Nites 
JNU ET fe ane SOCIO TIOS Albany....... 24.5/24| 1874/ 1897) 26.0) +1.5] 38.0} 1884) 14.7) 1885 
Honeymead Brook..... Dutchess..... 24.8/17) 1881} 1897) 25.2) +0.4] 82.6] 1890) 15.9) 1885 
IWIESEIEOING: ccc @ seeciee Orange. ..-... 28.h)69I" 1826) 1897) 27.61 O29] Sea. slice ere laetetarer eaters “ 

Champlain Valley...) sscrcencse mB sol Liskeal an|lobonon laoeeac 17-8) ——0177|..5 005 | oarepatetal|iateretolell etetenS 
Plattsburgh Barracks.| Clinton....... 18.5/44) 1839) 1897] 17.8} —0.7) 26.4) 1840] 7.2) 1885 

St. Lawrence Valley...) -....... AC OHASS tee] hallosoaoal|accasc 1978) =) (Ol sere sie Apolicors shale 
Madison Barracks...... Jefferson..... 20.77/40] 1889) 1897) 20.2) —0.5| 30.7} 1840) 10.1) 1875 
MU SIDON wieisiclare cielo -niecve o/b jefe St. Lawrence.| 18.0/35| 1862) 1897) 18.8) +0.8| 26.5} 1877] 6.4) 1875 
North Hammond ...... ss 18.3)19} 1867) 1897) 21.3] +3.0} 26.1} 1891] 10.4) 187& 
TOTAL ATIR ote clare a lotsveroseieyais A 18.8} +0.7] 28.9) 1828] 9.5] 1838 

Great Lakes..... 5 PLEO d Me on les Iga Gucorollncous|iooacoc 
Buffalo ..... Sauwesennee U2 28.0} +3.3] 32.6] 1862] 12.8) 1875 
PROUCHOSDOL civcle vise e's ete 6 97| 27.0) +2.4] 32.7] 1882) 138.7) 1885 
Fort Niagara ........ ..| Niagara ...... 26.2/41| 1842) 1897) 27.6) +1.4| 32.5)’77-’80| 18.5) 1885 
Baldwinsville .......... Onondaga....| 24.2/21] 1854! 1897) 25.7] +1.5] 29.9)°89-’91| 16.8) 1855 
ORWEROT csc ceccc cn vote Oswego ...... 24.5/27) 1871) 1897) 25.0) +0.5] 32.4) 1882) 12.9} 1885 
IPAISTINO sree viedo seca, o2 7s ee 22.3/44| 1854) 1897) 23.1] +0.8] 28.0) 1891] 9.8] 1885 
Erie, Pennsylvania ...| Erie.......... 27.3/24| 1874) 1897) 28.0] +0.7] 36.0) ‘1882] 16.0} 1875 

OO AE SIGRICES 6 ara.s\0)s:s'8% ||» eto seine eons Paes halle arson loaecee 2) We eb hel poral lacsacal(: 27S) sana 
MtHACAV Ere, eects os meine Tompkins ....| 25.3/19} 1879) 1897) 26.9] +1.6] 32.7) 1891] 15.3) 1885 

AVETVAGES GEpartUre..| 1.0.0.0 cccseccaloccee|safeccces|scccea|ovens SE esi cic Gs livester settee 
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STATION. 

Western Plateau...... 
PAT SOL CA a asic caine weyers ate 
BAUM PRTOYVis «o/s /sa'e/-s\seis)0 
OT RTIE A ne aie aicaibinelcisvetets iets 

Se ee ry 

Cooperstown ........ de 
Port Jervis 
Waverly 

wee eee nen eee 

Northern Plateau 
THO WIV swe sierc’ere ina cre sear 

Atlantic Coast....:..:.. 
New York City 
Setauket. . 

Hudson Valley 
Albany 
Honeymead Brook ... 
Poughkeepsie 
West Point 

a 

See wee wee wee 

ee 

sweet eee 

Champlain Valley..... \ 
Plattsburgh Barracks. 

St. Lawrence Valley.. 
Madison Barracks..... 
North Hammond...... 
TE OUSG ATM Ay. mcs ciicisc «xine 

BU AIO Soe clears Sieicveece 

Fort Niagara 
Oswego... 
IPRLOrNIO) oe oc mins sce 
Erie, Pennsylvania.... 

ey 

Ithaca 

PRECIPITATION — (INCHES.) 

otal 
6 |$ 
§ bm 

obls 
COUNTY. S215 eS 

elo 
BE)O| § vi 
e2i,| 2» | = 
of |S] 2 3D 
Sie) 2 | 2 
= |e! oO iS) 
o q ° o 
> oS © o 
<a jf) a 

afeldarstetotatateteiels rie Rp I etal wsafetodall olarersiate 
Allegany ..... 1.79)15) 1856) 1897 
Cattaraugus .| 3.23/14; 1884} 1897 
Chemung ....| 1.73}17| 1854) 1897 

wide iota atetetareleravs QUT |'s cacsierel| evare teas 
Chenango. ...| 2.28/27) 1829} 1897 
Cortland .... | 2.65]18} 1851) 1897 
Otsego .. 2.35/44| 1854) 1897 
Orange. 3.52/14] 1880) 1897 
TIO GAN cc does 2.03|16] 1882) 1897 

danodeL oboc dol) ee a allondetolloodeee 
TEGWAS\cofeceiee 2.63/32) 1827) 1897 

nae Selaiialareieietererets CB Sian sorte cr 
New York....| 3.82/27] 1871] 1897 
Suitolkerewrreees 4.22/12] 1886; 1897 

Saockeddagoact Sie wail Herel vero copesaW|towievern = 
Albany. ...... 2.69/24) 1874) 1897 
Dutchess..... 3.05/17} 1881} 1897 

Oe ed Ieerans. 2.62/22} 1830} 1897 
Orange. ,..... 3.43/51] 1840} 1897 
Putnam ...... 4.27/27) 1870) 1897 

pacce 4agcuGUdE tla al boll Sasonollbaesas 
Clinton....... 1.55/39] 1840} 1897 

Mivelstais Sowisie welts BE ODES |eterstetens |lerereres 
Jefferson.....| 1.90/37} 1840} 1897 
St. Lawrence.| 2.40/20} 1866! 1897 

“ -| 1.84/29] 1828} 1897 

Siuenconcanacdes BGA siecmsia jeder 
IMTION te.cse oe 2.93/27} 1871) 1897 
Monroe....... 2.81/27) 1871) 1897 
Niagara. .... | 1.98/39] 1842] 1897 
Oswego ...... 2.58/27} 1871) 1897 

Oe se ate 2.31/38} 1860] 1897 
VIG hace ateleatersie’s 3.24/24) 1874] 1897 

emer ACHOCOOOOO | HUE aaliceacal epcreT 
Tompkins....| 2.09/19} 1879) 1897 

ee ere ic 

= Total for February, 1897. 

Departure from 

1.57 
-56/—0. 

0.93 
cs) o fer) 

oQoros Kae ae) 

tt cg 9 oo 

PERE QO CORA BORER 

the average. 
GREATEST. 

EXTREMES OF MONTHLY 

PRECIPITATION FOR 

FEBRUARY. 

LEAST, 

Amount. Amount 
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MAP OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
SHOWING 

THE MEAN TEMPERATURES 

FOR FEBRUARY, 1897 
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MAP OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
SHOWING 

THE PRECIPITATION 

FOR FEBRUARY, 1897 
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Meteorological Summary for March, 1897. 

The average atmospheric pressure (reduced to sea level and 82 

degrees Fahr.) for the State of New York, during the month of 

March, was 30.07 inches. The highest barometer was 30.87 inches 

at Albany on the 1st, and the lowest was 29.17 inches at Ithaca and 

Oswego on the 24th. The mean pressure was highest in eastern 

and southeastern New York, and lowest along the Great Lakes. 

The average pressure at six stations of the National Bureau was 

0.04 inches above the normal, excesses obtaining at all stations. 

The mean temperature of the State was 32.9 degrees, as derived 

from the records of 77 stations; the highest monthly mean being 

39.7 degrees at Brooklyn, and the lowest 26.5 degrees at Number 

Four. The highest daily mean for the State was 44 degrees on the 

20th, and the lowest was 15 degrees on the Ist. The maximum 

temperature reported was 70 degrees at Addison on the 22d, the 

minimum being 25 degrees below zero at North Lake on the Ist. 

The mean monthly range of temperature for the State was 60 

degrees; the greatest range, 79 degrees, occurring at North Lake, 

and the least, 42 degrees, at Setauket and Brooklyn. The mean 

daily range was 18 degrees; the greatest daily range being 51 

degrees at Saranac Lake on the Ist, and the least, 2 degrees, at 

Buffalo, on the 25th. The mean temperatures of the several regions 

was as follows: The Western Plateau, 34.3 degrees; the Eastern 

Plateau, 33.2 degrees; the Northern Plateau, 28.3 degrees; the 

Atlantic Coast Region, 38.6 degrees; the Hudson Valley, 35.2 

degrees ; the Mohawk Valley, 30.4 degrees; the Champlain Valley, | 
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30.1 degrees; the St. Lawrence Valley, 29.7 degrees; the Great 

Lake Region, 34.3 degrees ; the Central Lake Region, 35.0 degrees. 

The average of the mean temperatures at 26 stations possessing 

records for previous years was 3.0 degrees above the normal, 

excesses being reported from all stations excepting Potsdam. 

The mean relative humidity for the State was 75 per cent. The 

mean dew point was 27 degrees. 

The average precipitation for the State, as derived from the 

records of 102 stations, was 3.40 inches of rain and melted snow. 

The maximum general precipitation, ranging from 4 to 7 inches, 

obtained over much of the territory extending from Lake Ontario 

and the St. Lawrence river to the Upper Hudson Valley. The 

greatest local precipitation was 7.20 inches at North Lake, and the 

least was 1.55 inches at Cortland. The average snowfall at 65 

widely distributed stations was 7.7 inches. The amounts in the 

central and southern valleys and coast generally did not exceed 2 

inches. In northern New York amounts ranging from 15 to 28 

inches were commonly reported, while for the Central Plateau the 

maximum amount was 17 inches. The average precipitation at 27 

stations possessing records for previous years, was 0.22 inches above 

the normal amount. ‘The rainfall was deficient in much of eastern 

and southern New York, excesses being more common in the north 

and west. 

The average number of days on which the precipitation amounted 

to 0.01 inches or more was 12.1. The storm frequency was more 

uniform than usual over the State, although somewhat greater in 

northern and eastern New York and the Great Lake Region than 

elsewhere. The average number of clear days was 9.7; of partly 

cloudy days, 7.6; and of cloudy days, 13.7; giving an average cloudi- 

ness of 57 per cent. The cloudiness was least in the vicinity of 

the Western Plateau and the Atlantic Coast. 
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The prevailing wind direction was from the west. The average 

wind travel at 6 stations of the National Bureau was 10,261 miles. 

The mileage being generally greater than the average for March of 

previous years. The maximum velocity reported from the above 

statious was 76 miles per hour at Buffalo on the 12th. 

Lightning was observed at 3 stations of the Coast Region on the 

8d. On the J2th a thunderstorm was reported from North Ham- 

mond. On the 20th, thunderstorms were reported from 382 stations 

in nearly all sections of the State. The main disturbance appears 

to have been extensive, beginning at the western border early in the 

morning, moving eastward over the State at the rate of about 30 

miles per hour. On the 21st a thunderstorm occurred at Westfield, 

on the 22d at 9 stations between Lake Erie and the eastern 

border ; and on the 24th at Ithaca and Manhattan Beach. 

Hail fell on the 5th, 8th, 12th, 14th, 20th; and sleet fell on the 

2d, 5th, 8th, 9th, 13th, 14th and 24th. 

Auroras were observed on the 4th, 7th, 28th and 31st; Solar 

halos on the 13th, 17th and 20th. Lunar halos on the 11th, 12th, 

13th, 17th and 18th. 

GENERAL Features oF THE WEATHER. 

After the cloudy weather with which the month opened, a large 

proportion of fair or clear days obtained, much of the precipitation 

occurring during brief storms or squalls. The temperature 

was well above the normal the greater part of the month, con- 

siderable deficiencies being noted only for short periods about 

the Ist, 7th and 16th. The range of temperature was large, values 

varying from %5 degrees below zero in northern New York on the 

Ist, to a maximum of 70 degrees in the south during the warm 

wave of the third week. The precipitation was slightly in excess 

for the State, but heavy only over a small portion of northern New 
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York, while through much of the central section it was quite light. 

Strong winds prevailed almost continuously during the first half of 

March, and also from the 24th to the 28th.—A considerable snow- 

fall occurred over the northern and portions of the central high- 

lands, but remained on the ground only a very brief time. 

Eight areas, each of high and low pressure, influenced our 

weather conditions this month; the storm frequency being rather 

above the usual average during the first half of the month and much 

below it during the latter half. The depressions were, with two 

exceptions, well developed cyclonic areas following the winter 

storm track from the Southern or Southeastern States toward the 

northeast. The anticyclonic areas also were generally well defined 

and with high central pressures. 

The following is a brief account of the pressure systems of 

March: 

High I, 30.9 inches over the New England States on the Ist. 

A cold wave and light general snows. Much warmer with 

advance of 

Low I, 29.9 inches moving eastward over New York and Canada 

on the 2d, moderate rain on the coast, snow elsewhere, with strong 

winds. 

Low II, 29.7 inches. A cyclone developing in Arkansas, passing 

over Lower Lakes and St. Lawrence Valley, bringing still warmer 

weather and general rains, heaviest in the north. Strong winds 

reaching a gale with advance of 

Highs Il (80.5 inches) and III (80.4 inches) moving eastward 

respectively along the northern border and from the Central States 

on the 3d and 4th. Cooler, fair excepting scattering snows. 

Low III, 29.6 inches, a cyclone advancing from the Mississippi 

Valley, central north of New York on 5th to 6th, giving moderate 

rain in the southeast, snow elsewhere. 
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High IV, 30.9 inches, moving from the Central States over New 

York on the 7th. Considerably colder, fair until the 9th. 

Low IV, 29.5 inches, passing from the central valleys to our 

northern border on the 9th and 10th. Much warmer, southeast 

gales, general rain, maximum in the north and west. . 

High V, 30.1 inches, developed on the central coast, moving 

slowly northward on 11th and 12th. Fair and mild on the 11th. 

Low V, 29.3 inches, a severe cyclone, moving from the southwest 

to the Upper Lakes and over Canada on the 12th and 138th. Gales, 

velocity of 76 miles per hour at Buffalo. Snow in extreme north, 

moderate rain elsewhere. 

High VI, 30.3 inches, spreading eastward from a general high 

area in the northwest. Fair, much colder, on the 13th. 

Low VI, 29.5 inches, originating in the Southwestern States. 

Passed eastward near the lakes and Northern New York on the 

14th. Continued gales with a moderate snowfall, maximum in 

eastern and northern sections. 

High VII, 30.8 inches, spread from Gulf States to central coast 

on the 15th, and, with VI, covered the Northeastern States until the 

18th. Generally fair cold weather, followed by a warm wave on 

the 18th. 

Low VII, an energetic cyclone over ‘the Upper Lakes on the 

20th, diminishing to 29.7 inches and spreading over Canada on the 

21st. Continued warm weather and scattering showers. 

Low VIII, 29.3 inches, moved northeast to the Ohio Valley on 

the 22d, spreading and increasing over the Northeastern States on 

the 24th and 25th, general rains on the 23d and 24th, heaviest 

in central New York. Also moderate snows on the plateaus, lakes 

and coast on the 25th. 

High VIII, 30.4 inches, covered the Northern-central States on 

the 27th, afterward lingering over the coast States until the end of 
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the month, giving fair weather, with temperatures slightly below 

the normal on the 27th and 28th. 

Ice in Rivers, etc., from statements of observers at the following 

points: Albany: Navigation opened on the Hudson, between New 

York and Newburg and Poughkeepsie on the 2d. Ice jambs 

occurred on the upper Hudson, on the 6th and 9th; and on the 

16th the first boat reached Albany from New York. On the 11th 

the Mohawk river was practically clear of ice from Fonda to its 

mouth. Jamestown: On the 12th ice broke up in Chautauqua 

lake, causing some damage along shores; and on the 24th the lake 

was clear of ice. South Canisteo reports a freshet in the Canisteo 

river on the 30th. Binghamton: Ice broke up in the Susquehanna 

on the 4th and went out on the 6th. 

Advance of Vegetation, Migration of Birds, ete., reported by 

observers at the following stations: Alfred: Alders and snowdrops 

blossomed on the 22d, crocus on the 30th. First insects, 20th. 

Angelica: First robins on the 10th. Franklinville: First robins on 

the 8th; grasshoppers numerous on the 13th. Humphrey: Blue 

jays appeared on the 3d; robins on the 10th; blue birds on the 

12th ; Phoebe birds on the 22d. Jamestown: Robins appeared on 

the 8th. Wedgewood: Bluebirds and robins appeared on the 9th; 

larks on the 17th. South Canisteo: Grasshoppers were abundant 

about the 2ist. Waverly: Blackbirds appeared on the 24th. 

Lebanon Springs: Robins and bluebirds appeared on the 8th; song- 

sparrows on the 19th. Lake George: Robins appeared on the12th ; 

bluebirds on 22d; song-sparrows and red-wing blackbirds on 238d. 

Appleton: Robins appeared on the 8th. 

Heavy gales prevailed on the 12th and 14th, causing considerable 

damage on the latter date. During the thunderstorm of the 20th, 

lightning struck the house, barn and shop of the observer at Lowville. 

Frost began coming out of the ground after the first week, and 
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by the 27th, the ground was generally free from frost in nearly all 

parts of ths State. Some plowing was done in sheltered parts of 

the southern tier by the 12th. Alternate thawing and freezing of 

the soil was reported by a few observers to have caused some 

damage to winter wheat. 

Mr. L. W. Chamberlin, observer at Gloversville, on the 2d 

observed a fall of dark colored snow, and on melting a portion, 

found a deposit of soil and vegetable matter. Mr. Chamberlin 

believes this dust was carried into the upper strata by the gales of 

the preceding day. 
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} daily range. 

COD WOrw anor DHWODW BHML Deo VIO WPORO ADWUD Sr2raw > Oror 

Sry 

ah (Ps [ee 
a\i2 |o 
S\gu| > 
a \aa| 

SON) SH RS. 
o e >| 2 
ol 

ofl eciic 

g || 3 
=) re 

SO gals) E 
Ss losis 5 
AIAIA zi 

| 

20/10 |11 |10 
20}11 | 9 /11 
20/11 7 118 

9) 9.3] 6.0]15.7 
20/10 | 5 |16 
25) 6 8 |17 
be! 7 9 |15 
25) 8 | 7 |16 

20)11 7 118 
bd} 10 3 |18 
Giveealsaeeteece 
ie 3 i 

30)13.3) 3.0)14.7 
20) 14 0 {17 
be| 14 4 |13 
26)12 5 |i4 
BU) Goddiisac aletetes 

25) 10 12 
25) 6 17 

4) 7.0)13.7|10.3 
26, 3 |25 | 3 

PRECIPITATION — (INCHES). 

eT ere ea eae eerie oat Car 
Se 

a . 
35s 3 = 
es A & 
[sf = f= = 

Pies #|3 a 
feel | | 3.|.2 | 3 
SPs oS 

Z Su lace) Seahcee le 

h. m. 
10 2.80) 0.78) 16.00) 24 1.5 
13 2.72) 0.71] 16.00 24 4.7 
11 2.83] 0.68]..... 19 3.5 

10.4) 2373)" 1:00). 3.506 BETS een 
14 E85 ON7G| mens 20 2.6 
9 2.88} 0.70) 12.00 20 4.5 

12 Pao, OCS ae cies 20 5. 
9 3200}. O81)... 20 $9) 

10 2.79| 0.97) 24.00] 19-20 4.2 
v4 FO e0Chacenae 24 4.0 

11 3.35} 0.80} 10.00 24 oo 
11 3.34| -0.91)..... < 24 6.5 

13.5] 3.74) 0.96) 19.30) 8-9 si 
14 4.46] 0.96} 19.30) 8-9 14.5 
10 3.08] 0.53 sate 21 2.0 
17 2.54] 0.42]..... . 20 7.9 
16 4.90} 0.90]..... 2 Ou tears care 

10.7%) 3.52) 0.95)..... of] 20 2e ceces 
10 2.26) 0.84]...... 25 4.8 
11 4.32| 0.95)...... 20-21) 15.5 
11 3.97} 0.88) 18.00 3 13.8 

10.6) 3.90} 1.00; 3.00 Fd eeacoe 
10 Ze4i VOLO. cccise 10 3.3 
10 3.60} 0.77; 8.00 10 ae 

17 4.82) 0.76]...... 5 10.0 
10. 4.18} 1.00} 3.00 5 26.5 
6 ot Ol) (OSTOle cess 25 14.0 

13: 3.21] .1.36] 19.00} 9-10]...... 
4 1.84) 0.96)... - FA ite iecte 

14 a204|" OcB8los eee : BB hoe 
15 pede] L.ODiececce BO Tow cate a 
20 Raa) Tea Del rd eborie 20 8.1 

12 BTS OST a aieeteas 20 2.5 
9 2.50} 0.60}..... Ul BCE 

13 5.13} 1.00 ar 25 13.0 
12 2.66) 0.84 ape 20 4.4 

18 4.19} 0.88]...... 20 7.4 
15 4.15) 1.36) 19.00} 9-10 4.4 
11 2.37) 0.65!..... -| 19-23 2.0 
ily esto OLB ode care 9 aerate 

10.0} 3.02} 1.18] 22.10 DAN cicate 
7 229) OV6B) e605 20! 4.0 

| direction of wind. 

Za: 423: 

Wale 

A 

s 
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MerrorotoaicaAL Data 

LocaTIon oF STATIONS. BAROMETER. Homip1ry. TEMPERA- 

£ |o 

.|@ |$ 
o |2 
o |’o s 
E b er 

»~ 5 > 

3 é| ¢| 2\g8| G8 
STATION. COUNTY. a 5 5 — aon 386 

FI ; ‘| S| 2 lS¢| Bal. 
ei) 71s 3 Z| £] 6 \s°| Sala 
a A ty Nan eeu ales ees S Rls a Zio 
Blea wm |o| & IS} 8] ¢] Ele | sa leis 
a oO — a ae| o o o |o o =| a 

als | lala ala| s|as |S la 

Central Lakes (Con.) 
Romulus........ See sl OUOCR sence) CDs een sallacce> || (se) cleeaeen aan amen %6| =25)....| 85.8/66/22 
Ithaca......... ..-..-| Tompkins....| 810] 30.06) 30.77) 1) 29.17/24)1.60 68 24|33.8] 34.8/68)/22 

Midgar sso NR obh eRe doltod 80.07) 80.87) 1) 20.17)241.60/ 75) 27)... 32.9|70|22 

* Mean of the tri-daily observations. {Mean of the maximum and minimum by the Draper 
tri-daily observations are derived by the formula (7 a.m. + 2p.m.+9p.m.+ 9. p.m.) —4, 
(1) Voluntary observer. (2) United States Weather Bureau. (1a) City Reservoir; (2a) Intake 

(@) 20, 22; (b) 22, 23; (c) 19, 22, 23 30; (d) 23. 30; (e) 21, 21; (f) 19, 23; (g) 12, 20; (h) 1,7; (J) 
30; (x) 6, 7, 22; (v) 6, 7; (w) 6, 22; (x) 15, 25; (y) 2, 26; (z) 25,26; (aa) 14, 24; (ab) 6,16; (ac) 4. 
(bf) 9, 25; (ec) 17, 20, 21; (cd) 20, 21; (ce) 16, 26; (ef) 9, 24. 7 
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For Marca, 1897 — (Continued). 

TURE —(IN DEGREES FAugR.). SEY PRECIPITATION — (INCHES). = 

: a lao F 
Bia teles 3 
Che co I [=| 

Fy c ° mo | he n - aS) 

S| Ef wy |aal o | = : 3 
ta ee bee a S |om) 3 159 & = $ 
wm | 3 | B = al ola ; E 2 A= 
= ed a So jee) 5 noe = es os 
2 re 2 i) 3/3 ocd B g a bo 

: ~~ 

2 Bl3|2 3 & |50| 5 |5a38 w | 3 Gi = 
2 = 4 aie Pig) \ee. 3 . 2 |29| 2 |2-a0| Px s 2 a a 

ClslalslSlsl4lslBle |e less 1 e/5)8)] 8 B 
Slee Selene! gw] gs] Bais 5 |/SFAal 6 ms A a 3 © 
HIAIS/S21/O/AlHl|Al4/4 |4iA a o = a a Wi 

h.m. 
4\ 1) 62) 19} 33) wi 9) 419 |.5 {1% 10 3.80} 1.18] 22.10 24| 4.8) N. W. 
3 1} 65) 17) 36) 22 6 4)9 |11 {11 13 3.04; 0.78) 14.00 24 3.6) W. 

25 1} 60) 18) 51 1 2) 25] 9.7] 7-6/18.7| 12.1) 3.04) 2-10)...... ¢ 3 YF ON ie 

Thermograph. || Report received too late to be used in computing means. The means from the 
+Blank indicates that the duration is not shown in the original records, but is within 24 hours. 
sonduit, nine miles north of city. 
1, 4; (k) 1, 2,17; () 3,7; (m) 17, 22; (m) 1,6; (p) 17,30; (q) 11,17; (r) 7, 22; (8) 1, 6,17; (t) 3, 
18, 20; (ad) 9, 10; (ae) 18, 15, 25; (af) 9, 20; (bb) 21, 24, 26; (be) 20, 24; (bd) 20, 25; (be) 9, 19, 20; 
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TEMPERATURE — Marcu, 1897, SHowinc Darty Means FoR THE 

STATION. a lie.| 81 @ les iite tL eeles ieo. ae | 11 | 12] 13 |14 

) ! 

Western Plateau...| 16 31 35 26 36 30 24 33 41 | 39 | 38 42] 24 31 
niles 32| 36| 44] 36| 47| 47] 34] 40| 47| 46] 47| 54| 29) a1 

BEBO Se —8| 23 | 21} 17] 26) 138) 8] 24) 83) 31] 29°) oR0aneeeen 
aos 23| 28| 45] 30| 47| 44] 35| 43| 49| 41] 50| 57| 27] 38 

a OA eres oc =—=6 0) ede 2) aira | ee al ede 9| 24] 35] 30] 28| 27] 15! 49 
eset 34| 37] 48] 33| 47] 33] 38| 40] 49| 48| 50] 58| 34[ 40 

DORA ESAS Oa aoe —3|.27| 23 17 | 221 15) 10) 24) 38) 381 24) Se leone 
. ! 35| 38] 50] 40| 49] 50| 41| 42] 50| 481 50] 56| 33] 43 

Friendship .....-.. —4| 20] 24] 18] 28) 25/ 11} 25) 35] 32) g0| 27 | a7) 25 
oe 33| 36| 371 39|.42| 48] 35| 41| 47| 42] 42| 551 801 97 

Frenklinville ....-- —5| 24| 24| 15] 23/ 18] 15| 25] 31] 32] 30| 30| 14] 28 

35| 35| 46] 38| 48| 48| 37] 39] 46| 46] 47| 56| 338] 27 
Haomphrey.-.-.----| “5 | 95] 91| 16| 27| 14| 9| 24| 33| 31| 80| 25] 15) 28 

ATE Wright ---- 0 e Te ere] ccec| conse lontoc| cocci cuont ees alecaee lone ann 
39 | 38! 47! 35| 49! 48! 48| 50] 49| 52| 46] 57 | 311 87 

Jamestown ...-.--- 10| 28] 24] 18{| 32] 22] 15] 30] 38] 32! 30] 29] 19] 23 
ae 32| 39| 54] 36] 43| 49] 38] 40] 44| 45| 53] 55] 38| 45 

HES SCG 2 | 22.) 29 24] 2961 18]. 10} 18°] 30] “351+ 28") eb.)oor eon 
me 32] 37| 46] 32] 47| 52] 31] 49] 55| 47] 441 551 34| 87 

weeeececeecees —10| 23| 24:1 22] 93! 171] 13] 13] 381 34! 29] 371 16] 29 

Mount Morris....-.(77°°0/°77°7)72-7[t0027)e c/o | 

se| 39] 431 34| 51| 296] 321 51| 52] 48| 46| 54| O51 de 
Lockport .......--. 2} 24] 25 | 22| 36| 18| 17] 23] 40] 33] 31] 31] 12] 20 

30| 37| 48| 34| 39| 45] 37| 41| 42] 44] 49| 551 32) 37 
Wedgewood ....... 1| 23| 24] 19] 23] 12] 6] 21] 29] 30] 27| 28] 16] 18 
Annies 35| 30] 51| 35| 43| 46] 35|-48| 44] 461 52 |) 6a) Beleee 

Veeeeeeee eee 2) 28 28| 22) 26/ 18} 11) 24) 92) 32| 25) a3) 20| a 
; 35| 40| 52] 32| 48| 50] 35| 431 48] 48} 49| 55] 33] 4 

South Canisteo ....) “3 | 97] 95! 18| 22] 16/ 9| 22] 32| 98] 26| 99] 17] 20 
heanis 36| 36| 45| 29| 46 | 46| 32| 42| 48] 47| 42) 54] 95) gem 

orencneceees o| 22| 21] 15] 24| 11] 9] 25] 36| 991] 27| 25) 13] 28 

Hlastern Plateau...| 14 31 39 27 30 31 21 29 36 40 38 39 28 Ke 
; 32| 39! 531 30| 42| 36] 371 38| 42| 491] 50] 51] 36 

Binghamton (1).-..| “>| 39] 99] 22| 29| 19] 12} 21| 98] 32] 261] 99] 19 20 
: 36 | 39| 53] 29| 48] 49] 33| 40] 42] 50| 51| 52] 32 

Binghamton’ (2).-..| “9 | 98; 26] 24} 24|/ 15] 11] 22! 32| 32] 29} 32| 20| 21 
ian 25| 35| 43] 32] 38] 42] 33] 411 40| 42] 46| 47| 41] 40 

weeceeeeeeee =3| 19| 23] 18] 15/ 17} (7 | 15| 28] 30) 2) 25) 15) 16 
13| 38| 49| 45| 40| 45| 30| 45| 42] 45] 45| 50] 58 

Cortland........... 10} 21| 24! 20] 20| 23] 10} 21| 30] 30] 30] 30| 37] 19 

25| 38| 47] 371 41| 46] 33] 43| 49] 49{| 45| 48] 45] 37 
South Kortright...| “5 | 959 | 97| 36| 13} 22| 11| 12] 28] 32] 25] 25] 15 | 14 

Middletown -......)°7207/7 2707/27 sce| Presper 
: 23| 46| 49| 40| 37] 41| 31| 36| 42| 55] 56] 50] 40| 38 

Port Jervis .......- 9] 22] 33| 26) a1| 29] 15] 15] 30) 36| 25] 33] 26| 22 
23| 35] 45] 30| 39| 39] 27| 42] 42] 42| 43] 45 

Cooperstown....... —7 | 28] 28.) 17,|- 15.) 184 aa) 22°) 390) tea) |ae eames 16 
25| 36] 46] 30| 38| 44] 30! 39| 40] 431 44] 45| 38 

New Lisbon -...... —lo| 24] 25] 11| 9| 20} 7| 12] 28] 31] 26| 25] 15] 14 

32| 40| 50] 34| 45| 47| 38] 44| 47| 49] 51] 54| 28] 40 
Oneonta -.......... <3 | 15] 80] 20] 16] 23) 14] 6] 31) a6] 30) 29| 19) 20 

i 29| 30| 46] 31] 42| 41| 30] 41| 44| 46 
Perry City ........ 6) 21} 25] 20/ 19] 14) 6} 17| 30] 33] 26] 25| 10) 19 

: 30| 35| 50] 34] 38] 40| 341 38] 41| 42] 51] 49 
Straits Corners -...}_“3 | 955] 30] 20| 21| 17] 9{ 20| 30) 33| 24] 31| 20] 21 
Wavert 31! 35! 57] 37/ 44| 44| 38] 41| 43| 48] 56| 52] 34! 50 

APO Ii o| 29} 35{| 23] 23] 20] 10] 20] 32] 30] 23] 30} 22] 22 
Sten 32| 38] 49| 29| 46] 47| 34] 43] 41| 48]-46] 51| 32] 37 

(ie ON COE S125 f2 28) | 20 |" 205) Astle RBH a 2a lesin | e-e0e 80 a e = 
22| 38| 43] 34] 34| 401 26] 30| 35| 45] 47 

Mohonk Lake ..... 4| 28| 34] 20! 24! 20! 12] 18] 298] 32| 32] 34] 20] 21 



New YorK WEATHER BUREAU. 

Regions, anp Datty Maxima anp Mirna For THE STATIONS. 

15/16/17] 18 | 19 | 20 | 21) 22 | 23 | 24] 25 | 26 29 | 30; 31 re) z ww ie’) 

Monthly 
mean. 

20,14/19] 36) 39! 45] 38 | 
41|31|45| 45| 54! 64] 50' 64| 55] 45] 47| 38] 38{ 45] 54] 56] 51 
feats jal) -39f 43°} 40] 33) SO 36) 39 O71 24) 98 )|" BBall asa 130 

54 | 53| 44] 40] 374 38] 38| 49| 56] 59 

32} 24/48) 53) 56} 64) 53) 53) 42/ 47 | 37) 37) 40 | 37) 47| 54, 47 
19 | 16,15} 34) 39] 39] 38; 34] 32) 32} 28) 27) 27] 26| 26) 33) 31 
35 | 28; 46) 46) 51 65 | 54] 67| 53} 431] 32) 37) 37) 42 7 52] 58) 47 
18} 10; 7| 33} 39} 40} 36; 32) 31 30} 24] ° 23) 20] 21) 21) 31) 29 
36} 29] 48; 45 | 57] 67) 57) 67} 53] 45) 36] 38] 38} 42|] 53] 60) 50 
24)15),12) 35] 39] 43} 39} 29) 36) 34) 28}: 28 | 22) 26) 23) 36) 26 
33 | 29 | 49:| 55/1 57| G6} 55) 70| 54) 46) 37 | 37] 38) 41) 52) 61] 51 
201210) 31} 3%), 38} 33}. 28 |) 30) 30 |) 2524) 19) AS VT), 132) 2k 
26 | 23 | 46) 49, 57] 61 46 | 64 50 | 39] 28 | 30) 34] 32] 46| 55) 44 

. 1 ‘ . ‘ . ' ' ’ 1 . ‘ ‘ ' ‘ . 

' 

‘ 5 Oe 

fe eri aaa cer 

4 ' 

ah ‘ 

ras Oki 

. ' 

Yo ‘ z 

ae 

. 

. 1 2 ’ 

0 2 ; S me 

. ’ ' ' ‘ . ' ' ‘ ' . ' ’ . ' ’ . ‘ ' ' ' 
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TrmMPERATURE — Maron, 1897, Soowrnc Dairy Mrans For 

STATIONS 

STATION. 

| 

Northern Plateau.. Pe 28 31 a 27 24 15 23 32 35 32 30 21 22 
1| 4t| 45] 32] 43] 43| 30| 41| 44| 46] 39| 46] 20] 32 

Saranac Lake...... -0 | 16] 14] 11] 20] -4| 3] 10] 29] 27| 20] 4) 4] 
5 ai 20| 37| 42] 30| 33] 43 | 26| 32/ 341 4t| 42] 40] 34] 32 

Gloversville ....... —9| 20} 26] 19] 8| 20) 7| 8| 29] 32] 28] 27| 14] 44 
35| 36| 42| 27| 41| 38| 29| 36] 36] 40! 40| 41] 31] 32 

Little Falls (2a).---) “| 95| 11| 1] a} 4] 2| 9| 31] 19] 19| 12] 11] 145 
: ; SES ps ore Be Peres Bale es ye 43| 39] 41| 38| 44] 21 

North Lake....-... "95 | "aa | 93) 5 | i | ea | a | 8 | 7 | 30} 26] a7) meee 
é 20| 33] 44| 31| 37| 44] 32] 36| 97] 43| 37] 45| 39] 85 

Lowville....-.-.... 22| 19] 21} av| i5| a4] 2| 33) a1] a2] a1) 23) 9) 18 
e 23} 31| 41 7| 24| 23| 36| 38| 42| 34] 44| 31] 31 
Number Four.....- |-16/ 18| 22| 14] 11] 7|—3] 11| 30] 29| 96) 20) Flo 

Atlantic Ooast.....| 25| 42| 44| 34] 35] 41] 30] 29| 37] 45| 44] 43| 37] 32 
7 36| 53| 56| 42| 43| 49| 37] 37| 441 47! 59] 48! 44] 87 

er) B18) S| 8) 8| 2| 2) 21a S| é 4 46 | 48| 32 40| 56 | 54| 421 40 
Manhattan Beach -| 33] jg| 36 30] 30] 36| 22| 24| 26) a4) a4| 36| a2) 28 
Roa 36 | 54] 55 44| 48| 31| 33] 42] 58] 56] 50] 48] 39 
New York City----| 7 36) 36/ 29] a1) 30) 22] 23) a1) 39) 34) 40) 30) 26 

: ’ 40| 57] 61 47| 49| 40| 34| 45| 53| 59] 49| 40] 39 
Willet’s Point ..... | 18} 33! 29] 13] 30] 23) 22] 26) 30] 32] a6| 31| 27] 27 

37| 57| 47] 40|-51] 51| 40| 41] 481-5] 54) BO mene 
Brentwood .-...---/ 34] 36] 40| 25| 15| 36| 20| 17| 32] 38] 30| 31] 28] 20 
bie iti 36| 52| 51| 47| 49| 49| 36| 36| 46] 53] 56] 51] 43] 37 

stbacancee 17| 31| 36! 30| 296/ 36| 21| 26] 33| 39] 34| 39] 81) 28 
ae ae: 32| 50] 52] 51! 41| 49| 38] 39| 42] 58) 57] 47] 43] 36 

seduiae -tienbn 10} a1) 35| 27 | 21 | a1] 39| 17 | 30) 36| 29) 35) a7 | Be 
‘ 33 si| 40| 44| 48| 34| 36| 44| 59| 58] 49] 49 

Primrose ---.-----.| 73 | 31 | 35| 29| 22| 38! 21| 19] 31] 39] 24] 34] 26] 25 

Hudson Valley ....| 17| 35| 39] 33| 30| 35] 24] 26| 36] 40, 41] 40! 32] 29 
er 32| 40| 47| 34| 40| 47| 30| 38| 43! 48] 53; 46| 38! 37 

J cereseceeee 4) 26) 25| 26] 25/ 19| 15| 17] a2| 95) 30] a1] 23 | 20 
nes o1| 42| 45| 45| 35| 39| 35, 38| 46| 33] 47] 44] 40 

Lebanon Springs.-| “| 317] 31| 20| 14| 27| 8] 10] 30| 21| 26] 23] 19 15 
32| 46| 45| 33| 371 40| 30| 36] 43] 53| 50] 45] 35] 3 

Honeymead Brook./ “4 | 3] 32! 23| 18| 25| 13| 15| 30] 31| 24] 31] 23 21 
33 | 45] 48| 411 35| 44| 33] 38| 44] 57| 57] 45| 40 

Poughkeepsie ...... 5| 32| 32| 24] 211 25] 15| 14] 13] 32] 25] 31] 24] 23 

AAP: 32| 48| 49| 49| 47] 47| 34] 37! 45| 55| 56| 45| 47| 42 
Wappinger’s Falls./ “g | 32 | 32] 26] 22 | o24{/ s| 16| 32| 36| 35] 32| 35| 28 
ORS | 25) 42] 44] 39| 37! 42| 32) 34] 42] 49} 51] 43] 40| 36 

vereceeeeees | 2) 29 | 27 | 22| 27| 15| 16| a1) a7 | 28) a1) m4 | 22 
36 | 39| 46| 52] 38] 48| 42] 35; 36] 42] 5 

West Point.-.....- 11| 15 | 32] 28] 24] 98| 17| 17] 33| 32| 30] 36| 28] 24 
eae 34| 50| 46| 35| 39| 47| 36] 39] 43] 53| 55| 46| 35] 36 

seeeecsceeee 7| 34] 36| 28] 26| 96| 16] 17] 30| 33] 30] 35| 21] 17 

Mohawk Valiey ...| 16| 31) 33] 25) 30| 26| 19] 26| 34) 35/ a4) a4) 23) 2A 
: 32| 36| 42! 26| 44| 32| 23| 33] 37] 45] 40 

Little Falls (1a).--.) “g | 95 | 38] i5| 290/ 8] 12] 16] 30! 28 27 | 14 Mu 16 
vem 26| 39| 50} 33| 41] 47| 27| 36| 37| 41] 41] 49 

Canajoharie........ 2 3 25| 23) 18) 21| 13] 16) 32) a4) 27) 29 18 17 
' 5| 35| 45| 38] 41| 42| 271 33] 36] 3 

St. Johnsyville...... | —3| 25| 27] 20] 14] 18] 10] 14| 31] 31| 25| 28| 17] 16 
7p 33 | 38] 42| 32| 40| 32] 27| 36| 38| 36| 40| 46] 23] 28 

woeeeeeceeeee 5| 25| 18| 12| 241 6| 10| 23] 30] 24] 26] 15| 15] 16 

Champlain Vatiey.| 5 | 24| 30] 28| 24/ 32] 19] 19| a1) a7| 38 | a4} 27 21 
12| 32| 33] 41] 29 39| 20] 3 

Plattsb’gh Bar’a’ks|_15 |_19| 19| 19| 16| 21| 6| 8| 11 a1| 31) 26| 10] 10 
24| 38] 40| 31] 35| 40| 26] 35| 39 

Glens Falls........ —4| 23] 22) 21) 14| 15] (9| 8/ 31] a2) 28) 27| 19) 15 
22| 37| 43| 37| 35| 51| 27| 35| 38] 49] 50] 4 

Lake George ....-- —io! 23! 22| 211 15] 16| s{ 61 31) 31! 26! 26] 191 14 



New YorK WEATHER BUREAU. 

THE Reeions, AND Darty Maxima anp Minima For THE 

—(Continued). 

15/;16/17 18 a1 22 23 24 26 27 28 29 30 31 

&9 
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TEMPERATURE—M arcu, 1897, SHowine Dairy Mrans For 

STATIONS 
— 

STATION. 112.1 5] 4.) 81 6.1 7.) S*h 9. 110140 ieee } 

| | . 
e ; { 

St. Lawrence Val..| 13| 27| 24| 24] 30| 19| 15| 23] 38] 36| 35| 37] 22] 98 
‘ o4| 43] 40] 39| 35| 20| 33] 43] 45| 40| 38| 50| 27| 24 

Madison Barracks-| 35 | 36] 25| 17] 23! 13] 4| 21| 29| 35| 30] 25| 8| 12 
i 36 | 38] 38] 37| 45| 25] 32] 40] 40| 46| 48| 51) 421 36 

Watertown ....-.. 24 | 2 6|.17| 26| 14| 6] 14| 26| 25 | 98] 93) Teneeeneeee 
noha 25| 34] 32] 26| 42] 23] 211 29] 42] 42| 47| 49! 311 27 
ERE 2 3 DO he 2215)|) TR) Wel dau MS 7 2/ 10{| 36] 28] 28] 25 4] 12 

: 36| 32] 28] 26] 38| 34| 26| 30] 38] 42| 38| 48] 40] 36 
North Hammond ..|_"¢ | 59/ 20] 16| 20| 12] 4] 14] 30] 32] 30| 36] 32| 24 

28| 37| 27| 28| 47-| 251 25] 298| 34| 40| 35| 47] 35] 34 | 
Dee ee nane inp — 8} 14| 18| 15| 35 | 5 | 8 | 11| 24) 90) 20) Sanne 
BY ess 30| 33] 30] 31| 40] 42| 19] 24] 33) 41| 47| 42) 30] 35 

wetcen ene 30} 17] 4] 17) 17) 18] 2) 9) 22) S01 Sees | 4| 10 

Great Lakes ...---- 19] 31| 35! 28] 37] 30] 21| 35] 42] 42] 37| 40} 241 30 . 
= 42| 42] 52] 28] 52] 29] 36] 54| 53] 59] 42] 60] 45| 39 

SHEL MeO Ete 5 | 95-) 26) 221 94] 91 |: 15) 24 | 42)) °380) See Done sTon eee 4 
OG 40| 35| 47] 34] 49| 36| 32| 50] 53| 50| 39] 49| 298] 38 | 
WET ICR OIE DSA o oe 41) 25] 241) 21) 29) 18): 16 |= 28 | 42) 1/ Son eso coe etme 
} 38 | 39] 48] 33| 52| 48)-29| 46| 50|.48| 45| 57] 35] 39 

Pittsford ...-...--- | 2| 24] 26| 22] 296] 17] 14] 23| 35] 35| 38] 26] 15| 20 | 
39 | 39| 48/33] 52| 43| 29| 46] 50| 48| 45] 57] 251 38 

Rochester ----....- 3| 24] 25] 22| 29] 19| 16] 23| 36] 35] 33| 22] 15] 22 | 
36| 38| 27] 32] 48| 48| 26| 46] 46] 47| 40| 531 30] 39 

Appleton ...------- —7| 24) 25] 24] 22] 20] 17] 211 36] 34] 29] 30] 17] 21 é‘ 
és 36| 40} 33/ 35| 50| 50| 27| 45| 47| 49| 42] 52] 35] 39 

Fort Niagara ..-..- : 23] 23) 22). 25.] 18.) 17%) 93.| 34°) Sebi isoe) Sone ival ee 

id | 36! 37] 48| 40| 44| 43! 30| 43] 42: 47] 44] 55| 35] 39 
eR TS Si 2| 26] 27| 24| 23) 14| ao} 21) 36] 33| gi) 30] is] 21 
anes 36| 36| 46| 32] 50| 49| 25) 46| 46] 49 551 30| 46 

BOW AY -S- 72 —1| 23| 24], 231 25] 19 | 16| 21] 36] 34] 32] 29|] 17) 20 
PER 36| 35| 47| 30| 48| 45| 25] 42] 40| 45| 38] 53] °26.| 40 

BPS apm ro} 24| 28] 22| 23] 13| 12| 21| 34| 35] 31) 26] 14) ae 
Were 30| 34, 40| 37] 39| 39| 25| 371] 37] 43] 36] 52] 31| 36 

qerken gunn —g9] 25] 29] 293| 19] 13| 6] 14] 33| 33| 28] 26] 14] 16 
ee 37| 38| 46] 30] 48| 48| 26| 44] 41! 47] 45] 55| 291 38 

ONE = -- 2200-205. 0| 26} 25| 24] 27| 17| 12| 24] 35| 36] 33] 29] 18] 22 
be Ane 42) 42] 51) 36] 56] 38) 36} 55| 55| 57| 47| 56] 33) 41 

pita) Amami eiemme 7| 25] 26| 22| 36] 17!| 16| 34] 46] 34| 35] 25| 22] 28 

Central Lakes....-- 18} 31| 38| 28] 33] 30] 23] 33] 38] 40| 39] 43] 26] 30 
ed 32| 36] 48; 36/ 42) 45| 45| 431] 43] 48] 46] 55; 34| 38 

(Ge Sengosticice 6] 25] 26| 22| 20] 91} 9] 23] 33] 38] 82 31 17 19 
33| 38| 521 33] 43] 48] 32] 45| 46; 46] 49] 55| 35] 39 

Romulus -...-..--- 4| 25| 26| 24] 96| 15| 9] 22] 33| 34] 31] 32] 19] 21 
ou. 32| 38] 53] 31] 43] 47] 31| 40| 42| 46| 48) 52| 33] 38 

pina laie assole s 3| 25] 36| 25| 25| 17] 11| 24| 32] 33] 30] 32] 19] 22 

17 o ee | 15| 31| 35| 27] 31] 30| 21] 28| 36] 39] 38] 38| 26] 27 

} Max. and Min. by the Draper Thermograph. || Received too late to be used in computing 
Conduit, nine miles north of city. 
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THE Recions, AND Datty Maxima anp MINIMA FOR THE 

—(Concluded). 

15) 16/17] 18 | 19 | 20 | 21 | 22 | 23 | 24 | 25 | 26 | 27 | 28 | 29 | 30 
| 

1 

20 | 12 | 21 32 40 | 39 40 38 39 36 33 31 33 32 36 38 
22 | 26 | 36) 46] 46 55 | 43 46) 48 49 | 36 34 89} 42 38 43 
15 4 7 19 32 33 34) 29 27 32 27 24 25} 24 27 29 
38 | 22 | 32 | 48 44 58 54 50 43 50 33 | 36 42 38 50 59 
10| 7/28] 35| 36| 28| 28] 30] 35| 28; 28] 25| 24] 22] 32] 27 
27 | 13 | 33 43 46 47 49 | 45 47 37 39 40 39 40 46 51 
it |—3 } 11 12 31 34 38 3l 29 31 29 22 27 24 | 24] 26 
30 | 20 | 34 48 54 40 | 40 48 54 40 | 40 40 42 | 40 40 46 
12 6 6 26 36 36 36 32 32 32 30 26 30 26 28 28 
27 | 20 | 31 40 45 | 44 45 42 | 48) 40 37 37 36} 41 46 49 
8 0 5 18 34 34 34 32 32 31 27 26 29 22 28 28 

26| 29/383] 37] 42] 44] 42| 40] 45] 36] 36/ 30| 36] 39| 43| 48 
10| 5| 0] 16| 30] 32| 33] 33| 31} 30| 29| 23] 27] 24] 95] 28 
26 | 20] 27| 41] 45| 50| 42] 42] 39] 38] 32| 30] 33| 33] 36] 41 
29 | 26 | 47 54 60 60 60 | 61 45 } 42 31 32 36 35 44] 53 
‘22 | 12 | 12 39 | 41 44 35 34 39 30 26 27 25 28 26 35 
26 | 25144] 48 54 55 42 53 | 47 37 30 32 36 3 48 57 
21} 17 | 16 38 40 | 36 34 36 35 28 28 26 24 27 27 37 
32 | 22 | 43 52 53 57} 49 53 48 | 47 34 35 32} 40 46 49 
21) 17 | 15 34 41 44) 35] 31 32 32 28 26 28 29 2Y 38 
30 | 22|44| 50) 52] 63} 49] 50| 47| 44] 36] 33| 38| 40| 46) 51 
21 | 16 | 16 38 | 42 | 45 37 35 33 31 28 27 26 | 27 27 36 
31 | 26 | 34 50 | 46 60, 45 45 40 42 35 35 40 | 37 40 dt 
22 | 18 | 14 30 37 37 37 31 29 32 30 28 28 28 25 31 
32 | 26] 34] 42| 46] 62| 49| 45| 41] 44] 34] 35| 38| 39] 41] 49 
21/18|16| 31| 36| 36| 38| 33| 31} 33| 29] 27| 28] 29] 25! 33 
31] 24] 36] 46| 53! 59| 48] 56| 52] 43] 36] 38| 40 | 41 | 49 | 54 
23 | 11 7 27 37 37 33 31 32 34 29 28 28) 27 28 28 
32 | 25 | 40 50 50 61 48} 41 42 44) 34 34 39 37 46 50 
21 | 17 | 16 33 38 39 40 32; 31 33 29 27 26 26 27 32 
28 | 22 | 36 | 46 50 56 | 44 54 46 42 33 33 37 36 38 46 
2113]10| 31| 38| 41| 36] 32] 34| 33] 29] 30] 28| 30] 28| 30 

28 | 25 | 34 | 43 50} 49 | 44) 57 49 41 35 31 36 37 | 44 51 
18 } 10 5 27 36} Al 36 28 29) 35 27 28 28 27 25 24 
Sl | 24 | 42 50 55 | 62) 45 56 50 46 35 35 40) 39 47 53 
23 | 17 | 18 34 43 43 35 | 32 33 39 | 30 29 29 29 29 32 
28 | 25 | 48 54] 55 60 50} 51 38 42 31 32 36 38 42] 48 
23 2 20] 40] 39] 41| 39] 34] 33] 31| 28 | 26| 26| 29| 28] 34 
27 | 20/27] 41] 48] 52] 45/ 49] 42|/ 39] 321 32] 32] 33] 36| 43 

25 | 18) 23 | 34] 43). 44) 42] 43] 42 38 33} 32] 32} 33 | 36] 42 

31 

o1 

Monthly 
mean, 

29.7 

29.8 

32.2 

28.8 

31.2 

28.3 

27.7 

34.3 

35.8 

35.0 

34.9 

35.0 

33.2 

33.9 

34.2 

34.2 

33.0 

31.2 

35.2 

36.0 

35.0 

34.5 

35.8 

34.8 

38 | 32.9 

means. (1) Voluntary ebserver. (2) U.S. Weather Bureau. (1) City Reservoir; (2a) Intake 
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Datty anp Montsty Preorer 

STATION. 1 2 3 4 5 6 - f 8 9 10} 11)12)13)] 14 

Western Plateau ..| 0.10) 0.22) 0.28) 0.01] 0.20) 0.01) 0.01) 0.0)) 0.25) 0.17) T. | 0.04) 0.02) 0.13 
IEDC ss ses ve asa wa 405] S2bIr GbOse. sOOls Ae ohenoss T. 226) OTA. 5 oe oll cen meee 05 
BDPOUGCA ccc ccseins 25: ceOl, Ales cee Fd bl aT bal 2s. oat Tal eeeme :20 
LEE ee gees -18|} .20) .84) .06) .30) .19].....| T 27; .85).. OZ) coaeale tone 
Wriendship...ccccs| <15],° <25}. -88), © BUl wet lense i ee 1 1 (MES A al FR -06 20 

Franklinville ......| .14) .84) .18] .O1] .25) .02).... |..... -10)* .85)...60]° Al] penne 
Humphrey......... il) Ol AO lea By Ci) baesey te Meepeccal Misael: AON SAB bes the .02 -18 
TALE WV BUOY wc¥ oe oars elete|(s satel in coeellsrae el easies Ks (%:|fareia. all Barmera se mi natat ome :0.0.0/0] 4)» «6/6, | erelaietel Gene 
Cherry Creek ...... AZ}! Geah BO (00 2ST Peale sales P| ae. | -10} .06 

Jamestown ........ 20} 1.10) .56] T. sBolescelel noe yeti 80] .24)...0% 10} .20) .20 
PVE erereis'a/e c civin.cie Blin ne’s | pomeniieteeirel ore [> eRe sce! le.8 beve|le dle sey prob ete o pial fecwta etal nee gta eat sine 
Pine Citys. ces ese .08} .20| T. 08], AOS CDGiS cat /clic ents JO81% ccdOliadewteliax wae 10| T. 
PERG Talis tui cies do's eT PAOBIC Beis looters By a el eer Ts 185], tO ers 16) 9s -41 

AWONS siaasinics ovis’ se ‘atet@eon m1 C1] es 31 a O04) sv cterellctsteete Rolie LUDel ly ameter eae T4 te OF 
Mts MOrris: <4)... 325 T. PION 2005 ca calethtere | pisreters ie eseiareliaiecetce 5400). 20) eeeee Tal dcop yee 
Lockport .......... Bn, See ey UT ee Dd [easttels eetlosean ATi? 28815, hikes 10) "Be 30° 
Wictor........ BACT TRO Oe oe otic Ra poe lonibon neie(e’é(fo-dap's\|iei0e'y:i) ele, o:ibll ere brmiail’s aia tail a ehe saint ate ae 

APTONO * ccc edcees oie | «isiayaie|(o'< ce |'aoite'e |\n'eie's;e'fiere epeii|| ernie aceille:a: ale efllaie 6 /evaille\ eta raltll lato lice iiaraln wo tp sean estar sia 
Wedgewood........ S10} 201) SES = |) a sat ly lists epeltlnetear Pets] ree S| ered Weel oe Hi 
FRAGISOMN so safe mec en SOS 127 “ORs aaee Bilal pelt] Pope) ayaa BY. dae Cree Ts ieee ln ereene 
AVIAN GAGs csoseete B54 [cd (2) a C33 ae LOOT stelle, are%al| ee 619] ') CAS eerc'g sil erable -05- 

Haskinville........|. seat SAS, sdOls ectee Ole astes 1) Spee es| aad By be | eee eepe hie ies (sek. 
South Canisteo ..- S15] eit Ln leeelere SOOTY We aces ar B35) ree? Wee OB) tas onfreee 
APCRUG creda ese sca =10}) 209} 261) sel teloa| eerste aT SO | 10a 02) T. 10 
7X1) (BPR ORAISe) Saree Ooeee! Anne) Serre lac racy tactical rea! lsarkal otaal (cecal crccdllncions aie’é | oremiats 

Eastern Rats 0.06! 0.17} 0.17) 0.01) 0.81] 0.04} 0.00} 0.00] 0.11] 0.15} 0.01) 0.04) T. | 0.12 
Binghamton (1).. AO], 20)) 218)) or ROLE Te cmitlenee 209) 18] 0c eee sacri o| £0 
Binghamton (2).. -Jo}) 16) 08) TE. Dol De oleae cell oscars 08)" Lalas Tee +10 
°0)'4 Tt) 5 By Se aa 210} -.30) -29)' T TID P-Od|eoriaelidae ne LGW X28 aac 02} T -20- 

AS OEDIAMN ears Giote s «isa is Sal w clelee S201) SOV Ole teal cietaelacremae 15] .O9].. 0) ):<Galtee asain 
South Kortright....]..... -04| -58).,..% SA liars eloeil sale Bailcreterceletsie ers Bs] BAPP RACES | ctr ol leo ein 
BTOOKHEIG'< on s0c% on |i Gn Aaper| aootel aetna tice Be ealeralessteteselteres pelea! cdeuil Qis'e-scell ereleotedatetomme PS sce, 
WAGAIStOWM sho... o25ilo0.00c |= «ce als mest BE EP AC] SAIC) (COPIA toner | | ee el ldio.e'a.s\) oles 6 sl] etejore oll ets alee etait 

Port Jervis......... S00) 21D ee elceices 34 | te (eesel! meltaik sansa 14) je seteht ses 
WMT WACK: = mace set i Le ae “Oss: SK th avers aille-eceteyel| (a graeratimece 208 13s one OB acel Dele 
Cooperstown .....- SLB] noth Ol ete OU Ilnvorate elle toeS0| cache nile eretavall Scaretale $20), sOS|ie Suse moeecip ety 
{Geren 99 TSR arba| sp coal aoedal oded4| |e dol loser seeedl [4e ‘eo liao acc |iatore oraih’ase-oi goat foto ore al ietale tall terete art 

New Lisbon........ -06} .18} .24) .14 OBL: 24)... Salt BOD ent? cea 
GUEGUEAS 6 x/cRistes.cs0'l's + -69]) .14)0.24 5 16lixeans sD Sane Ssivied lemony 
Perry City ...... oat Od Gi Olen Sole skola O51... 
Newark Valley ....} .02/ -25}] .02/..... 10} .22| T. o\nntalfiave coveralls 

Straits Corners....| .10) .20] T. |..... ABI DB Sekai teeta liataterots 04: 
Waverly Sate 10) AOR eee leew (yd eG! PS BG lee ory: p. 05 
IDEVGOitciss cats cn-diss |lcis Bee) acetal faoce Boel We 4A 280) oe Rel oer -08].° 308) ceuon 
MOHOMEM AEROS. cc6), 18] 0 FP ihsB ies col tate Go| esters rei| aisisialel| ave ete Re I LR lrg) re, 

Northern Plateawu..| 0.47! 0.32) 0.78) 0.01] 0. k 0.00) 0.01] 0.45} 0.22) T. | 0.11] 0.02} 0.42 
Saranac Lake...... st Gao «441.508 - 25a) ~2051 CRs Yetioas * .10) .30 
Gloversville........ 258); 888]. 68) cai S02 2Bo i eee 204) TD. le are 
Little Falls(2a)....} .75| .97) .11)..... 1220) Cotte esce Lie 05} . .23 

North Lake..... Pec el O00] | ceate Me UGA BO) cvcccleccss | 108 Ol S ctece eee 
Lowville ........ feel tbl -28]% 148i 204 S05 ed bl ceate -29| .02' .50 
Number Four...... x ata aA 80) .05 Sinveta| GRO de sal sine calms 
Kings Station...... 60} .70) .60).. 2B] oc BO llaoece «LO ||tejestot] meee 

Atlantic Coast.....| 0.08) T. | 0.05) 0.00 0.03) 0.08} T. | 0.46) 0.04) 0.49: 
BOOK YN |. o/sscecces SOG Ii cc 15| Me Lonel some 4 i aie -68] ....| 74 
Manhattan Beach.|.....|.....|s...+ [esses * | +106) 102] T. | .82] .20 
New York city.....] .04]..... TS eects -01) .09).....]| | sB6) cecum Aone 
Willet’s Point..... oh SOON ES law uiotoviateverets 10) 11). cel Be haturerea eae 
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‘TATION FOR Marcu, 1897 —(InouwEs.) 

15|16/17]18|19 | 20| 21 | 22 | 23 | 24 | 25 | 26 | 2% | 28 | 29 | 30] 31 

Total. 

ee eey.0- T, | 0.12) 0.39} 0.01] 0.07) 0.27) 0.44) 0.12 asa a 0.00} 0.00} 0.00)0.01) 2.93 
01 2G haat be : : : 3 3.24 

0.03! T. | 0.00) T. | 0.03) 0.66) 0.04) 0.02| 0.09) 0.49) 0.14/ 0.04; T. | 0.00) 0.00 ha 4.88 
40) ieao pope) Ned -18] .20} .06) .09) .09) .20) .10) .04) .03)..... siete Vece | eaee LOCO 
sVeleemie alessio biacie|nocis | L-Ip| Col) .Oolt y Olly vGOlp sulle Lan i Ley [easstelliassisisi|iclev ss |ateiem eae 
-03]...2.|.00. Al ed BS) Faget be Sl] Bubs a te SOP, oD hed OL SLI cs arelba stares [lo ore che] aise sal NED 

pL ae ee . SOF aiesanille aietele -20| .40} .30] .10)... . eee] 7.20 
04) .02)... Aon) seen) ere) AVE Brn scl enor Soa sU9l a -OD lem ete oilers nian ; cooslonse| BOF 

erecelenes oe : *5 |) t. 80)... 11} * = * |t1.24).... socle-eccleves| 4.25 
- oes : . 55) Pere Uy ese GB) cccisloocecficccesesves|oee amperes eoee| 4.95 

0.05) 0.00) 0.00) 0.02) 0.28) 0.40) 0.01) 0.04) 0.08) 0.54! 0.05) 0.00} T. | 0.00) 0.00) 0.00}0.00) 3.18 
waldigie|| sissinisiic.~ vine Oat. * hte 6 Ls. B17 oe Ae Mb yet | apron, Serre anion é[eeccelevess|sensoleses 3.63 

A sovsleoces| T. -06} .62} .06)..... SO8|Fs AGH OP. Desire [ideo i emtais's soceepecoss|eoes| GeO4 
sescep|ecsceloccee| O01} .08) .55| T. -O1] .04) .44].....]. Giarelallt Lig llets'n/e’a|llateisnetalf bietatolafistoimin teaey a 
eceve ceccctescee! Te peel Mes P75) BE 05 .40l . 25°. cole peviolk Lot Neybie's eva aiee cvaccleose) 3000 
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Datry anp Monruiy Prectpr 

| | | 
STATIONS. 1 2 3 4 5 6 a 8 9 10 | LL | £2) TS) we 

Atlan. Coast (Con.). | 
Brentwood......... RC esas PSU tinictote BEHA||stataie’e| cvetets ia oriolere 7 SOB (ae 1.00).....| .50 
Setauket ........006 BUD! seaiee = OB] itera OBL a tense Yi RD) |i OS emits +B4).....] 40 
BGGLONO Saar alein siete 10] 8 0)| Petals. TAB ioe celta eee ones 02; .06).. 28)...05), 88 
IPTUMIVORE sc enieecisicin 16} T Sd BAAS 5 Oil leslie ve ik QB) C204 cisions 46)... 39 

Hudson Valley....| 0.06} 0.07) 0.16} T. | 0.38] 0.08] 0.00) 0.00] 0.02) 0.14) 0.00} 0.14] 0.02] 0.26 
AIDBIY; ieee cscs ss At .05} .22) T. SE fei atetsrs ellie eohevel] ewte OL] cure Oe | Pareto .06| T. -04 
Lebanon Springs..| .06|..... Ria lavexsvele SOON co Jelltviove:uts'lla'orais oll esetatementte Palate fatmcles LAI; cnale lt te ee 
Honeymea Brook.| .12| | .05|.....|..... SOAK Ae ll sere cnificveretars we POs leita “LL aes 20 
Poughkeepsie...... LA OM OD eine cis SCN riete (oll here otk} ovejeiniell eieeiste SLO iniee'n -10}....5) 42 

Wappinger’s Falls..|) 512] OB} iT less) p ee83|laatere tl sisters l ernie COSI Ot erm ote LD) sierose bl amresee 
WSTREANG 5. ojo nscpen ¥ PED tec col lace prot Be ks iat (epee Ont ese Pal Aree ers Lay -20 
West Point.........]- veveei|| © wl Ol meeeO llercieietel loventete AO levee tcieleiete ete eel | Ae ee tatetl rattan 20 ss ete 
Boyds Corners.....!.....|...+- sierpia jeil'sJutare'slf ie etoietall eicvaleellevataieten siete teBil ereterote Pr ietrn a be set iittea bt COREE 

ROMEITIOL cvcre caisisin in cieie% LS | rete MUG \ retest cAdl|terieteiel retain eel sisters cells siaveiael yom lisieietets 57 
BOULMEASE FRESELV'T] «siesta aiecilloie vias \lieu.s ote'|lese 0 ave] cis all nies fatelleie crete diets ate teal tole ested Ista re anil (tetenate aes nepileahoels 
APIS Mile 6o.5 cob lc sicine'|ls cok 2B teyersiets yt) Ir 3] apres er ol Pa aaa 'oiuie eae eA llearetee 05. 
HASTON Nacsa sic sasiiecmen eC MeL seteinicl]! Wee OGllfoieinroted arareta eit erate rainy eters Sain ete 286|5t7 ar 27 

Mohawk Valley....| 0.10} 0.36] 0.33} 0.04} 0.36} 0.00} 0.00} 0.02) 0.56] 0.14! 0.00) 0.04} 0.08] 0.09 
Little Falls (la)....} .16) .54] .18]..... AG | rota rcvoihieta srolell ecco ake SQERI e ciore tell aw mtaleilialeswiotell econ -20- 
Canajoharie ss.) ccc|sesce COL BAR Mere rerareil 2 oobi eek tll ciate rein lotetorce vil eee lore rerste ovcvevasel| lee seen 
St. Johnsville...... OM] Pedal eB OS Sb] cretcelllemis tetion cise sO lakke eve llelstenl OD). cceeie meOs 
RONG. ec uje'slarelarnie ro bo] satel} bere?) hee 2 Pedals eral eona! meter G0) ness clon ae. 17). 12). oO 

Champlain Valley. 0.05) 0.16} 0.50) 0.04] 0.24] 0.00} 0.00 ue 0.08] 0.36] 0.01) 0.10] 0.00} 0.39: 
Plattsburg Bar’cks.|...../..... 1G |e cide oe Ie sreretel| erele ee Ls 48 ))"' O21) 0 sisre,| arereteten| aeatene 
Glens Falls ........ 68)" 640) (5. 0.1. BAB Fc iivallfcteteteccliione SPAN eee GlC a a. 20 | tcteate 46 
Lake George....... aly g28 1) Mcteley | V4 be PED o:o.e:0)elf/a)ejoie | eiera\etel|| oo AIM] » eros) | larkrote tell Mey Net eretetet) aN 

St. Lawrence Valley| 0.13} 0.07] 0.87] 0.01 0. 45|} 0.04! 0.00] 0.02) 0.17] 0.34) 0.10) 0.89) T. | 0.25 
Madison Barracks.| .06]..... BaD beter TAB hie oie llevetsieee NER SA 280} wave ieee ae 
WV ALELLO WI jac cies tc at||\se'e cell ine cere =| (eiaieterell eters eol| Picvedl Ol voreveteal he ceve Sle Beta sac. Pfs {i] PRS i 
WO ATTEOM on alereieioie,o0/0'0'] (cle i'l leis eel sine rel ere &ai'oll ete well aveve;evel| ve: vaie <i] Soi ye fol] b mse enell bateretateepenenetel| eect ant oa TES aigoie 

De Kaib Junction..}| .08]..... So iielctetees|lnieiette Beo\Geeos jacoo | oat laAae¢ -45)). “olileeaee -12 
North Hammond..| .20) .36) .50) .05) .76) .10).....]....- .o4| 82] 312) > . baie -16 
Ogdensburgh ...... ot Maris Actas Sage TBO aed Sen SsSano Ul ee len cb. seay) th -90 
POUSGAIN aeons ABU Adin allAoon ollanoec WW emaasleqee.4 ooer lanodallososcllos Sache se iesocgl las ado 

Great Lakes ....... 0.08} 0.18] 0.22] 0.04] 0.07] 0.01} T. | 0.01] 0.48} 0.28] 0.01} 0.06} 0.03) 0.19 
Westfield .....,.... Yl) Sac Seal ote tel katelcotaled| tote avellioverevers BU | carlos soos | Soeteewerenranll hy Rae 
TES TUTE AUG pe calc cetecis oe 2B) te OOl! well ee rele selene ERGs 250/248 levee Po 1 pe Le 27 
7 Not heels Gf) id (ieee maria lacacallAnanallenand lasso vefeveletfleversteys|| staletets oa. oie) eee ess1fiaseria tes] jotona tell ested elena 

IPIDESEONO «4 6.60000 0s 206} fe 1 4) LG ee 1a | fc OGl te terete rian sooo clt. <OUNU py LG lortetate siamese | omen 21 
Rochester.......... SOG|) ellie LO lee cenlel. tesOb i Degli cterete alesse 54, 20). .00- Po th Ve le sy | 
MSCOUUS VEO ve cies vise coin eit | lee sievelllevsccrobilleioicierel retell taaieievelll Ra erate Pi lecoveve-atl niece) tel] leveraretell ieee ai ee rorave laze (oteiel| eRe 
Appleton........... POSIT SS S26 ee ale 10 Perl eerseets siejeiepe te SOI PCBS haieietete sLO} Res 22: 

Fort Niagara ...... ROO! OGi||, eis OR ine Neel] eieceretell lc latera tall toueretetetlletets A aes 0) es ABER EIN ry ep ese si) ott! 
Niagaga Falls...... OSH esl) stl Di letercrstellt te OO tapeiatere wi wistilol| aiatcvaikes| feta Ota iehoveyenel | terete py Sool ve ecot | 
Baldwinsville ...... r10)\ AGE eee Apon|| elebaaéallgnace LS EO ae rerctell avs terete =|)» oA) eis 
SkKaneateles;..:..-.| .O2|) .28) <20) 212]. Diese] ce cufinee ciel] rs] = COE] cies eleill its Osh) in Oty Riera 

Ridgeway....... ee FOO eS imac ae <O5| iis eee ||'0 Biscrallriocer 320) | sell nk tele (06) </aare\mmelens 

uu 20 

/ Ts 05 

§.22 T. |" 04 
Erie, Pennsylvania.| 104] (30! °.35) T. | 110] T. [.c2.:| 105] lash ceo! lilc) loa om | cae 
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TATION FoR Marca — (Continued). 

15|16|17|18|19]| 20| 21 | 22| 23 | 24| 25| 26] 27| 28/| 29| 30/31] 3 
= 

‘M9 Eas ee aI REDE R70) easel doce d” BOhd secu lt SSO Saas eee EES dae lea sciss lage ae 
el ee Bee ope bel) 6a) Te |: Oat) POI lsc! a | 2.80 
Be saul ch Scale, sae SOLE 204 Sebi ON | Saeeca le sce alee bate Dan acral Rees alleta armel gece Peicheeceel eae ae 
Risch sds SAR GR). ecOll socal Toes, PNcSOle Tea te S22] Ce SIs Soc lites. 21, oe ee eae 

0.04] T. | 0.00] T. | 0.03] 0.71] 0.01 0.01] 0.01] 0.57| 0.06] T. | 0.01] T. | 0.00] 0.00|0.00| 3.02 
me OH 85. LOLI con) 276] oe) BE  <caa eB e e o oere trens 1.85 

{27 el ae ‘ ieloel MES a7OL os meg [toch Se anak Fy (| Fe sor ately A 2.88 
ess Fe Beles erp | oal gal coplen02| 08 SBSlcccchesesuly Ee . losvec loosens 2.56 

ae eee ea PONS Fa AHO TRIKE | doy saleMebOee eas cin ate AEN aa Ree REA ele rr 1 

ae 4 bese. Ts pe 200) + lowes] 05 |accell 621 leks Mio tilanicallons dele alee oars 
Re ereavatell clei acct cod dere [let seer LO rere PO) Leet ae ter USO eS et letrn erol IIR es] KP ace clr seston Iwetcical keel | tzhit 

Beer a hoc oeskenis cs 0.5] -80]. BL PR (M1) (a6 RRL oN a (See 3.35 
UPPER LEME titan ube es: Tees seo ain tis bist ee Te aie Dice. ea oi a en 3.68 

Peas sclasesslonieclZeaec Relay. teat: AGH Fk el Me tog eee AE ad ce Ate, aaa ene 3.34 
Sera stale avail cipieiaaiffctece aie 5 areuatel| (ale/ateve)| (oxaveerel | ecaveletell etercte stl tsrohevelt[teletevaralietavetaiatl ies teterail tatoverern lesa renal Rexmeton 

|| Ss aoe Boia ae OD Re eee ee oe. 61 eas Dame (ahi De Nga re .| 3.41 
«TANS ey (aie Nie eal Lia | PE bei UPR | a i 8 2) oy (cel (ema een 

0.02} T. | 0.00] 0.00] 0.28} 0.40! 0.17] 0.01] 0.18] 0.42] 0.15] 0.01] 0.00] 0.00] 0.00] 0.00/0.00! 3.74 
: ‘2. .13] 49] .26 ans (ae 
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Dairy anp Monrsty Preciptr: 

STATIONS. 1 | 2 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | q | 8 9 tir | 11 

Central Lakes...... T. | 0.19) 0.14) T. | 0.10} 0.00) 0.00) 0.08) 0.31) 0.22) T. | 0.01) 0.00: 0.02 
Fleming ...... A API Ser 380)! 7V4Q) dolce! cere Al Bact sivee| p'eOO) %620) Mpa) ES. | rere eet ee Ae eo 
PHELWOOW sic colitic tie aipiels|ieleieee At (h8 Sees es ais | istarecevesl vtataeal? sacle} BO) SEO! sie'ave'| stercmcel rman steam 

* Record for month incomplete. || Received too late to be included in the averages. 
lated from values at other stations. 
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TATION FoR Marcu — (Concluded). 

| 
l 

23 | 24 maken 27) 28) 29 | 30/31 

nel RETO RR ie aie 7 a ea seat NS cal. sale lke cer eee 2.19 
Bedale Sell iaxeg cos BOS Bal veer lx) 260). 201 c08|vachel aes iiteice d[ ss au legal seek 2.99 

TO ee i eis MI MT 
REM eat titel ec DS ee 28 

————! —__ _ | ——- ——— | —$—$—— | —_———— 

0.02| 0.01| T. | 0.01| 0.13/ 0.54/ 0.04) 0.04| 0.14| 0.48] 0.13| 0.02 T. | T. | T. | 0.00] T. | 3.40 

* Amount included in next measurement. + Not included in computing averages. § Interpo- 

7 
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Statistics or TEMPERATORIC 

TEMPERATURE—(DEGREES FAHR.). 

e 

2 a EXTREMES OF MONTHLY 
Bodice = = | MBAN TEMPERATURE 
e Sg ca S FOR MARCH. 

STATION. COUNTY. me iy yy [A 

S2\3| s E| es 
e|o|] # a cial | aie} | =| 2/¢ 

pois Reco eh chs > “3 a 
a (gil os] Bs] sy 2 2 
Aiel 61 81 aia | 2l 9g] ae 
ZB a ed wo | 3 El ¢g 

oe eo 2 o = : o 

AZAlA| wale] alA | ob A| 

hit at 7 re ee a De RE se | ace 24.5) -++-4.3]..-. 21 -vaeeleeeane | nes 
SANPCGR 5.05005 coceus Allegany ..... 28.5) 14) 1855) 1897) 33.0) +4.5) 38.0) 1894) 21.4) 1872 
Humphrey...---...-.- Cattaraugus ..| 28.4) 14) 1884) 1897) 34.1] +5.7| 38.5) 1894) 18.0) 1885 
CLT OS ee ee aerate Chemung ..... 33.7| 18) 1851] 1897| 36.5] +2.8) 41.7) 1894) 24.8) 1856 

EE PP LOLEG concn couscen cee csans OPS | eo— staan ania ees 32.8 43.0) See e -=es |. ose} eee 
Ui Cee Chenango . 31.2) 30) 1828 1897) 31.4) +0.2) 38.2) 1831) 19.7| 1843 
Cortland Cortland .. 30.0) 34] 1829) 1897) 33.0) +3.0| 38.4) 1842) 20.5) 1856. 
Cooperstown ...---.--. Otsero..... 2. 27.5|* 44) 1854) 1897) 30 3) +2.8) 37.2) 1871] 18.3] 1885 
Ub Ve eee ee Abts WS ee Sara 30.6) 15) 1883) 1897) 36.4) +5.8) 40.4) 1894! 21.8! 188% 

eg Op af 7) TT) eer PN] eel (Sry bese 20.4) -|-0-1).:..-| ..=<.|Zeeeeen pate 
BEAT WALIO o -hayo oom ow wane Ib@wiS,.co2-- sa: 29.3} 31) 1827) 1897) 29.4) +0.1) 36.9) 1871) 19.7) 1892 

PLUME OUMED ccna eee) 2 coche ee BOO Setar ree eee 39.0} +6-0].....-].-.-=-| soe ee 
New York city .....-.- New York 36-6} 27| 1871) 1897); 39.0) +2.4) 44.0) 1894) 28.9) 1872 
Te) OE eae sae Suttolks....~-. 35.5) 12] 1886) 1897) 39.1 aaa 41.8) 1894) 30.6) 1888 

ICUEOEY MEAD) ota ad) oc saws os xe AB Bey sees econ 35.2) +-2-2). 22.) .s.004))>- eo eee 
TUCO a eee ore Albany .....-< 31.9} 24) 1874) 1897} 35.0) +3.1) 40.0) 1894) 23.1) 1885 
Honeymead Brook..-.| Dutchess 31.5} 17) 1881) 1897] 34.0) +2.5) 39.1) i894) 24.4) 1885 
West Point...--....<-- Orange ......- 35.7| 76) 1826) 1897) 36.7) +1.0 wore |eeeree|-eers|eneeee 

Champlain Valley....| .....-------+-+ 7 | Eee ec Bee ae 27-8) +0.6)...<-|c0n--1|s-- oe 
Plattsburg Barracks..| Clinton -...-... 27.2| 44 1839) 1897) 27.8) +0.6 35.0, 1871) 16.7, 1885. 

Be A errenrs Valley .-| 5 5-o0.s ances)’ 28.8). 2-.|vscrclesee 29.4| +2 8 ..-.-|..2205) eee 
Madison Barracks.-...| Jefferson ..... 28-5) 39 1839) 1897) 29.8) +1.3) 38.3) 1894) 15.2) 1872 
OS CO eee eer eee St. Lawrence..| 21.9} 35 1862) 1897) 28.8) +6.9| 350 1871] 16.2} 1885- 
North Hammond ..... =f --| 27.0} 19) 1867) 1897) 31.2) +4.2| 36,6; 1894] 16.7) 1872 
TOUMORN ook asaseno5 - --| 28.7; 80 1828) 1897) 27.7; —1-.0|) 35.1) 1831) 19.1] * 1896 

RE SEDSE ERED Coleen ce ania ioc na ane aan BUY | ape, eer! Pee 34.0) -+3.7)....<2-| e<euge lecmunleeeemne 
OS TS eee BOLIO saaewce cine 30.4) 27) 1871] 1897] 35.0) +4.6) 40.9) 1871] 19.7| 1885 
re Monroe ....... 30.6) 27) 1971) 1897} 35.0; +4.4 40.1) 1878) 20.0] 1885 
Fort Niagara ...-...... Niagara -..... 31.8] 41) 1842) 1897) 33.9) +2.1| 40.3 1878) 21.5; 1885 
Baldwinsville.......-. Ooondaga..... 29.6) 21) 1854) 1897) 34 2) +4.6) 36.9, 1891) 24.1) 1896 
OSE asoscdcc asst om. Oswego...--.-- 30.1) 27) 1871) 1897) 33.0) +2-9) 41.9 1878) 18.7) 1885 
OE Os eee Se ere 27.7} 44) 1854) 1897) 3!.2| +3.5| 37.2) 1894) 17.1] 1885 
Erie, Pennsylvania ...| Erie .......-... 32.5) 24) 1874) 1897) 36 0) 4-3-5 42.0, 1878) 25.0) 1885 

2 ee eee ae 1 el ee | aes 84.9) +4.8|.....|.:.-00 |e eee 
SP po ee eres Tompkins ....| 30.5) 19) 1879] 1897) 34.8) +4.3 40.3, 1894) 21.4) 1885 

Average deperture..| ...--0s-c0----|-20--|o2c]22e.:|n-oodl-ce.-| 4-820] sco cs |suluss| ee 

— 
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AND PREcIPITATION — Marcu. 

= 
a 
~ 

A 
=) 

STATION. county. | 2. 
ao 
FR 
HS 
= 
o 
ao 
i] 

3 
> 
4 

MENBAEAI re IMLCU cme al 203 ores zeae 2.47 
PRN GOMER s-..-5-\s-5--- Allegany -.--. 2.86 
Humphrey.-..-.-.....- Cattaraugus ..| 2:50 
LIST ae a eee ee Chemung .-.-. 2.06 

Osten EP LOtCOU..-~5-|| sn-s-2s -sncocs< 2.62 
Li Chenango...-. 2.34 
Cortland 3... -.-.--2< Cortland ..-.... 2.71 
Cooperstown.--.....-.. Otsego ...----- 2.65 
Ovi POrvis ..-------<- Orange -----.- 3.20 
WV ANGELY coe oc. <n ~ 25 - Diegaea-ee=-== 2.21 

Worthern Plateau: ....| --2-2------s-=- 2.28 
MOWING. -.---.605562 Gwist=-2sss=6 2.28 

GMA OOMSE = 5.0 cocci) --saxcanevecons 4.10 
New York city .-...--- New York .-.-.| 4.01 
SLE LAG) a ae Suffolk. 223.5 4.18 

TUOROTAV OLE fin = == s2a5es0q<25-65 3.27 
JN Albany ..-.--.- 2-71 
Honeymead Brook....| Dutchess .-.-.. 2.78 
Poughkeepsie ........ < PeeaWee0s 
AU CCin i Orange ...2.-. 3.68 
Boyds Corners....-... Putnam....... 4.12 

Ohamplain Valley..:--|\ <.-2--<s--c--s 2.02 
Plattsburg Barracks-.-| Clinton .....-. 2.02 

At. -bowrence Valley.-| <--2-2------2-< 2551 
Madison Barracks..-..| Jefferson -.-.. 2.35 
North Hammond ..... St. Lawrence..| 3.35 
LE CO “ Sp es lees 

ASEPPISAKER oo Secon}. So tacebissvasces 2.56 
LTO fee ere BEIG eae a 2.64 
sochester:.-.=....--.- Monroe ..---.- 3.01 
org, Niagara =.--.--.. Niagara ...... 2 09 
Oswego Oswego ....... 2.76 
Palermo ite Silat ots 2.03 
Erie, Pennsylvania. -..| Erie ...--..... 2.80 

Central Lakes ......-. ae AEA EE 2.32 
Li or ope es Tompkins .-...| 2.32 

Average departure,.| -.-..-....-----|....2 

Length of record, years. 

99°. 

Record begins. 

PRECIPITATION—(INCHES). 

6 | EXTREMES OF MONTHLY 
3% | PRECIPITATION FOR 

S 5 | MARCH. 
= 5 

= a 

qaigo 
= | OS |GREATEST. | LEAST. 

ciel) it ol hoa 
Z/ Ale 
@ a 5 yey we) 

i=) ~~ 

eee ee = Mas ie = 
iS Ene S Hy 5 = 
° + I | Ss =| a 
] S 2 o = eo 

i i 4| Am 4d] m 

per eS er Gt asl Per ccallSsaedlecus a. 
1897| 4.21|+1.35) 4.21) 96-97] 1.38] 1872 
1897} 2.19 —0.31| 3-50! 1884) 1.39) 1885 
1897) 2.41|+0.35) 5.99} 1860) 0.25) 1889 

2.71140 as pees ASE Ped (Speen ek oo 
1897| 4 08)/+-1-74| 5.56) 1896} 0.54) 1836 
1897) 1.55|—1.16| 4 92) 1862] 1.36! 1895 
1897) 3.31/+-0 66) 5.29} 1871] 0.55| 1885 
1897) 2.74/—0 46 6.60} 1896] 1.18] 1885 
1897) 1.89}—@.32| 4.37) 1884] 0.33) 1885 

Bags: Pa Gs) eae) eon See peed laa Se 
1897, 2.97/+-0-69) 5.11} 1871] 0.30) 1827 

ees PAR] Fe 0 a eee eeccl ec one 
1897| 2 51/—1.50| 7.90} 1876) 1.19) 1885 
1897| 2-80/—1.38) 7.32] 1888) 1.34) 1894 

2 09|—OeS0tsaus |e eiene| ae ate tees 
1897| 1.85!—0.86) 5.62) 1888) 0.62) 1885 
1897| 2.56|—0 22) 5.34) 1896) 1.05] 1885 
1897| 3.00/—0.08) 6.20) 1896! 0 87} 1836 
1897} 3-35|—0.33/12.02| 1896; 0.75) 1842 
1897} 3.68|—0-44) 8.30} 1896) 1.29) 1885 

2a 20) OeeA le cease lsie aint ciel| ee iaye ieee 
1897| 2-26)+0-.24) 5.05) 1840] 0.28} 1850 

3-31) 0-80l eae anes te ee 
1897| 2 41|+0.06| 5.60} 1873) 0.70) 1889 
1897} 4.82|+1-47| 5.56) 1873) 0.98} 1893 
1897} 2.70/+0.86) 4.40) 1890, 0.40) 185 

$238|--0-80)>- anol sacs eee! aeeees 
1897| 3.54/+0.90| 5.54) 1873) 1.08) 74-83 
1897| 3.14/+0-13) 7.02! 1873) 0.94; 1887 
1897) 2.50|/+0.41| 4.14) 1862) 0.37} 1851 
1897| 4.19|+1.43) 5.08) 1881) 0.48) 1885 
1897| 4.15|4-2.12| 6.10) 1873) 0.68) 1885 
1897| 2.79|—0.01; 5.41) 1878) 1.09) 1874 

6204 ORT a2 aea Vesa | ace eee 
1897; 3.04/40 72) 4.75; 1896) 0.49) 1885. 







MAP OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
SHOWING 

THE MEAN TEMPERATURES 

FOR MARCH, 1897 <i 
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MAP OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
SHOWING 

THE PRECIPITATION 

FOR MARCH, 1897 
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Meterological Summary for April, 1897. 

The average atmospheric pressure (reduced to sea-level and 32 

deg. Fahr.) for the State of New York during April was 30.09 

inches. The highest barometer was 30.71 inches at Buffalo on 

the 20th, and the lowest, 29.52 inches, at Ithaca on the 9th. The 

lowest mean pressure obtained in the vicinity of Lake Ontario. 

The average pressure at the six stations of the National Bureau was 

0.08 inches above the normal, excesses occurring at all stations. 

The mean temperature of the State, as derived from the records 

of 79 stations, was 45.1 degrees. The highest local mean was 50.8 

degrees at Brooklyn, and the lowest, 37.2 degrees, at North Lake. 

The highest general daily mean was [62 degrees on the 24th and 

25th, the lowest being 29 degrees on the 20th. The maximum 

temperature reported was 89 degrees at Garratisville on the 24th, 

the minimum being 3 degrees at Little Falls (Station 2a) on the 

19th. The mean monthly range of temperature for the State was 

62 degrees, the greatest local range being 80 degrees at Garratts- 

ville, and the least, 42 degrees, at Manhattan Beach. The mean 

daily range was 21 degrees. The greatest local daily range was 52 

degrees at Canton on the 22d, and the least, 1 degree, at Westfield 

on the 19th. The mean temperatures of the various regions were 

as follows: The Western Plateau, 44.7 deg.; the Eastern Plateau, 

44.7 deg.; the Northern Plateau, 41.4 deg.; the Atlantic Coast, 48.5 

deg.; the Hudson Valley, 48.3 deg.; the Mohawk Valley, 44.9 deg.; 

the Champiain Valley, 44.0 deg.; the St. Lawrence Valley, 43.3 

deg.; the Great Lakes, 45.1 deg.; the Central Lakes, 46.3 deg. 
The average of the mean temperatures at 26 stations possessing 

records for previous years was 1.3 degrees above the normal ex- 

cesses occurring at all stations excepting Lowville and Potsdam. 

In general the departures were greatest at southern and central 

stations. 

The mean relative humidity for the State was 67 per cent. The 

mean dew point was 35 degrees. 
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The average precipitation for this State was 2.92 inches of rain 

and melted snow, as derived from the records of 98 stations. The 

largest general rainfall, exceeding 4 inches, fell over a portion of 

the Northern Plateau and the Coast Region, while in portions of 

the Lake Region, western New York and other scattered localities, 

less than 2 inches fell. The maximum local amount was 4.97 inches 

at Eagle Mills, and the least, 0.68 inches at Cortland. The average 

total snowfall at 52 widely distributed stations was 2.4 inches. The 

heaviest snowfall occurred in the Northern Plateau, with a maxi- 

mum of 14.5 inches at Elizabethtown. The greatest amount for 

southern stations was 7.5 inches at Humphery. Many stations of 

the central and southern sections reported only a trace of snow. 

The average total precipitation at 26 stations possessing records for 

previous years was 0.09 inches below the normal amount. 

Deficiencies were most common in eastern New York. 

The average number of days on which the precipitation amounted 

to 0.01 inches or more, was 10.3. The storm frequency was 

greatest in the western and northern sections, and at least along the 

eastern border. The average number of clear days was 10.3; of 

partly cloudy days, 9.0; and of cloudy days, 10.7; giving an average 

cloudiness of 52 per cent for the State. The cloudiness was 

least in eastern and greatest in western New York. 

The prevaling winds were from the west. The average total 

wind-travel at six stations of the National Bureau was 8471 miles, 

the values being above the usual average for this month at nearly 

all stations. The maximum velocity reported from the above 

stations was 58 miles per hour at New -York City on the 

27th. 
ELEcTRICAL STORMS. 

Lightning was observed at Manhattan Beach on the 4th. On the 

5th thunderstorms were reported from 19 stations of all sections ; 

on the 8th lightning was observed at Manhattan Beach; on the 

14th light thunderstorms occurred at coast stations; on the 17th 

a slight storm occurred near Catskill; on the 22d at Alfred; on 

the 23d thunderstorms were reported from 10 stations of western 

and northern New York; on the 24th at Alfred and North 

Hammond; on the 25th at Alfred, South Canisteo, Bedford and 

Catskill; on the 27th thunder was heard at Poughkeepsie; and on 

the 27th lightning was observed at Manhattan Beach. 
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Hail fell on the 5th, 17th, 19th, 26th and 27th. Sleet fell on the 

4th, 9th, 17th and 26th. 

Auroras were reported generally on the 1st, and from scattered 

stations on the 2d, 5th, 10th, 25th and 26th. Solar halos or 

coronz were observed on the 2d, 11th, 14th, 21st, 23d and 26th. 

Lunar halos were observed on the 12th, 13th and 14th. 

GENERAL FEATURES OF THE WEATHER. 

The first week of April was bright and mild, but with frosty 

nights. The temperature of the second decade averaged slightly 

lower, while the prevaling weather was cloudy and wet. The most 

severe cold wave of the month occurred between the 19th and 2\Ist, 

and was accompanied by general sleet and snow; ice 2 inches thick 

forming in exposed and northern localities. Nearly midsummer 

temperature obtained until the 26th, when a decided fall occurred 

with minimum readings on the 27th; but the values again rose 

above the normal at the close of the month. The weather was 

generally fair during the: last ten days, the only general rainfall 

oceurring on the 25th. The month as a whole was mild and 

pleasant. 

Seven areas, each of high and low pressure, influenced our 

weather conditions this month. The depressions were in general 

much less energetic than during several months preceding, and their 

common track also changed from the winter to the nertherly or . 

summer course. The first, third and fifth anticyclonic areas were 

strongly developed, the remainder being of small intensity. The 

following is a brief account of the pressure systems of the month: 

High I, 30.7-30.4 inches, passed from the Upper Lakes to the 

northwestern coast between the Ist and 4th, giving fair, cool 

weather. 

Low I, 29.6 inches, originating in the southwest, traversed the 

lakes and St. Lawrence Valley on the 5th and 6th, accompanied by 

rising temperature and thunderstorms, the heaviest rains falling in 

the Coast and Central Lake regions. Colder weather accompanied 

the advance of 

High I], 30.2 inches, passed along the northern border reaching 

the Northeastern States on, the 10th and 11th, bringing fair weather 

and temperature slightly below normal. 
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Low II, 29.6 inches, moved from the southwest over the Ohio: 

Valley and New York on the 9th and 10th with scattering rains and 
snow. 

High ILI, 30.2 inches, over the Southern States, united with II, 

forming a ridge over the Eastern States on the 12th and 13th; con- 
tinued cool weather, light snow in western section, showers on the 

coast. 

Low III, 29.8 inches, over Canada on the 14th. Rising tempera- 
ture and light, general rains, excepting on the Eastern Plateau. 

(High winds on the 13th resulted from the gradient between III 

along the Coast and Low III in the interior.) 

Low IV, 29.8 inches, moving northward along the coast. Scatter- 

ing showers on the 14th and 15th. 

Low V, 29.8 inches, moving from the Great, Lakes over New 

York and New England on the 17th, moderate general rains, tem- 

perature about normal. 

High IV, 30.3 inches, moving from the Central to the Southern 

States on the 18th and 19th; fair weather. 

Low VI, 29.6 inches, a strong cyclone in the Upper Lake Region 

passing north of New York on the 19th with decreasing force. 

Scattering rains, maximum winds of the month along the lakes. 

High V, 30.7 inches, over the Central States and coast from the 

20th to 28d, bringing a cold wave and severe freeze on the 20th 3. 
generally fair on the 20th and 21st. 

Low VII, 29.9 to 29.5 inches, moving along the northern border 

and remaining over Canada from the 28d to 26th. This area with V, 

which had passed to the Southern States, gave hot southerly winds 

and summer temperatures from the 22d to 26th, with generally fair 

weather. The area passed off the northeast coast, giving moderate 

general rains on the 25th, and was followed by 

High VI, 30.2 inches, over the Northeastern States on the 27th, 

bringing a fall of 20 degrees of daily temperature with severe: 

frosts. This area, with the succeeding 

High VII, 30.4 inches, over the lakes, gave fair weather at the 

close of the month. 
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Farmine Notes. 

Plowing was under way in the warmer localities during the first 

days of April when the season was said to be two weeks in advance 

of the usual stage. The maple sugar season was short, being 

generally over by the 10th, but the product was particularly fine. 

The cool, wet weather from the 10th to the 21st delayed vegetation 

and gave fruit trees a timely check. The severe freeze of the 20th 

caused little damage, excepting to gardens on Long Island. During 

the warm wave beginning on the 22d plowing and seeding pro- 

gressed rapidly, and in some warm localities oats, peas and early 

potatoes were planted. Hop poles had been set by the 20th, tobacco 

seeding was well advanced and some barley was sown. In the 

extreme North, however, the season had scarcely commenced. 

DEVELOPMENT OF VEGETATION, Erc. 

As reported from the following stations: Humphrey, fruit and 

forest trees were budding on the 18th; Addison, early plums and 

peaches were in bloom on the 25th; South Canisteo, fruit buds 

were opening on the 23d, junipers showed blossoms on the 30th; 

Brentwood, cherry trees bloomed on the 30th. Swallows were first 

seen at Wedgewood on the 20th and at Appleton on the 23d. 

Icz in Laxes, Eto. 

Lake George ice broke up on the 13th, two weeks earlier than in 

1896. 

High winds were generally reported on the 13th, 26th and 27th. 
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LOCATION OF STATIONS. 
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For Aprit, 1897. 
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LocaTION OF STATIONS. 
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For Aprit, 1897 — (Continued). 
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26| k Le er Al EO R etl Ol erectell ahetere! avatar 9 3: 21| 10270) a. eee Sivareren te! RNG 
17| m | 60} 25] 47} 2] 18] 5/22 | 4 | 4 Pd ee 8.0) Sipcon||aseeae| eemocel ech: | S. W. 

26) 20; 48] 19) 31) q 6} &, Obs 8. 7 5.29 ei oe0s leeece Oh eeae oy Ss 
20} 21) 57) 26) 43) 29) 5) 9114 112 | 4 11 3.22) 1.82) 24.00) 8-9]...... W 
23) 21) 54) 25) 44) 2) 5) O11 |15 | 4 6 2:86\" TAS |. 00%. } ere Eades 

19} 20) 61] 22) 46] 2) 8] 15)11.2/10.8} 8.0] 9.6] 2.89} 1.59)...... B-Dlisicn's ste meialoltarete 
21; 20| 62) 20) 34) 19) 6) 9) 7 | 8 (15 13 8.12] 1.20) 27.30 Sie Ss. 
19) 20} 66)" 23) 40) 2) 8) 15) 9 lla |) 7 10 Sson)) LAO ss. si: 9| T N. 
20} 21) 63) 27; 46) 2) 11) 27/14 |11 | 5 6 130 OL66) 22... fbi TS W. 

23) 21) 60] 25) 40) r 10|ad }12 113 | 5 10 p15] a Wo (eee 8-9) T NW 
22; 20) 61) 20) 382) 19 4 9|6 |15 9 8 S20 READY eee Bees N. W. 
Paleo pal Se) east. ol |) AO} leona. 13 8.15) 0.85; 1.00 Ole oe Ss. 
22} 20) 59} 21] 35) 21 to} belt) ES BR fc: Ha Dr Tf 3.05} 1.59) 27.380]. 8-9)......) S. W. 

15) 19} 65] 21) 64) 25) 4) 17/13.7) 6.3/10.0) 10.5) 2.92) 0.81). et (31 eeeee Weersc rt 
15} 19} 67; 20) 42) 26) 8) 6bj15 | 8 |7 12 447\) Oc81| ieee tS) fae Ww. 
18] 20) 66) 22) 38) 29) 8} 10)17 71 {12 5 IESG OLE eee. 15 0} W. 
17| 20) 63) 21 eheQol 4 ATO WO}. id 12 Pel OL Gl resserre 15 0| W. 
1S) 19) G4) (22) 44)! 25) 10] Diciciers pan 5s Nereis 13 3536(,.0260|peccn: AN saretek ip aratarel dias 

14| 20] 69} 21) 40) s 2) 9) 8.) 6.5115-00) 1120). 3-38) 2.25). 020... Diyeistore | atatetsistels 
14] 20) 70} 19} 40] s Ci yea en fe tek Bee 12 CTA SR eal Abe anes locReaal ie caste Ss. W. 
17} 20) 69} 23) 39) 25) 7 bd| 8 | 2 {20 8 SOL 20 ees 9-10} 2.0) S. 
17| 20) 67) 22) 39) ¢ 2!. 919 |11 |10 13 S285) Web ien vee 9! 3.0} N. W. 

13} 20] 60) 20) 52) 22) 4! be | 7.5) 8.8]/18.7); 10.0) 2.72) 0.66)...... DA icctoreave!| te otabeciata 
AO a0) 58) <ASf Sh. 221) 74) OD). ele con Pe D 1.16} 0.32) 11.00 Ol eae Ss. W. 

*"43|" 20)" “63|° 22)" 52] "2a!" "7)"ec"|10°"|6" 144 “| 742""| “3246) 02681222225)" "24] “"8l0o} Sw. 

14; 20] 60; 19) 40) 28) 4] be| 4 {15 /11 13 OB Os6012 ccs. 24| 3.8) S. W. 
13} 20} 59) 22) 50) 19) G6} 15/8 |5 |17 10 3.98] 0.63] 17.00 oly. fb (82 iWe 
13}. 20) 63 | 36} u Sh VLO LS 4]| O- pLsies |taaserererai|lctetera'rer| cols, cia ciel erototerees' castors Petereerete Ss. W. 

19] 20) 58} 19) 46) 22) 1) 19/10.1) 8.4/11.5) 11.8) 2.25) 1.15]...... O Wearicng| Reseec sect 
22; 20| 57) 19) 37} 20) 1) 19/14 | 3 H3 ug 2.99) 0.85]...... 13) 4.0) S. W 
21; 19 53| 17} 32] 19) 4| 6/4 1/12 |14 18 B56) (OS6Ls ocr « T4l Ss ces Ss. W 
20} 20! 60; 21) 388! 22) 7 710 |9 /11 9 P23) he Wp | Se ON xeteere Wi 

20; 20) 60} 19} 35) 19] 6] 710 | 9 1/11 15 563|\ O545| Sea aee 9} 5.2) S. W. 
22) 20) 55) 18) 387] 22) 5) 718 |6 {16 12 2758| nO=6d| sess 9} “1.0 : 
Za 201 bole 20) 40) 22]. 8) Wi lescche.sc| cece 8 2.49} 0.90)..... QSlae dows WwW 

21] 20] 60| 21/ 34) 22] 6] 913 | 7 |10 11 2.18) 0:48) ci. sc wy N. W. 
Bi 20 be 18l 4828)! ip tO Fe 4 15 2.62) 0.60]...... 9-10} 4.01 N. W. 
19} 20) 60) 16) 33) 19) 4 712 | 4 |14 11 ZAG O.T8leeeees OL 10) We 

19} 20 = A 46! 22) 5) 1512 | 6 {12 9 1249)! (0°29 nes x) RM Ste Us Pe "fe 
21} 20) 60; 19) 31; 19] 5) 15) 9 |13 | 8 14 2.14) 0.52)... “9| 2.0) S. W 
23| 19| 53) 16] 36! 19! 5'cd'10 | 6 1/14 13 Hol OLBe cece De aaeeet, ite 
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MereoroLocicaL Data 

LocaTioNn OF STATIONS. BAROMETER. Homipiry. TEMPERA 

jg |e 
¢|2 |8 
2 jo |g 

3 | .| Pieage 
D 0 e so 3S A ire 

STATION. COUNTY. o alos s v2 ae 
« ae — 
g : >| 2] 4 Bs|as) | 
2); | es | |2| 2] s|s"lsal¢ 
S =| a iol 2 lol = s a ja | 3l5 
eis wm |S| & |S} a} as] Bis Is | me 
A Oo om o roy 2} o° © o |o o =| Qs 

Al a mM jal A - Ala lt =! ale tone 

Central Lakes .....- | Spa wees a Oralsictan’ liseietedie Ap) Sonebe asl Genoa loo jerodl (snccollaaaen |. -- 46.3) 83/25 
Fleming......-...0+ Cayuga....... 1000) v0\.:0.0.c]!siepcieee |'s's|'« «cece a] inf cos af ivroromielislelptuce | Scheu] Leven eee 

Boralag.s.\ sisstexss Seneca ...... Teg: RR SP PA eerie Os es socks ncoeeleeee 47.0} 82125 
Ithaca...... Die etereiniets -| Tompkins ....| 810) 30.09) 30.66/20) 29.52] 9/1.14) 65 85/45.8/46.2| 82/25 

ae i Bei co oe ke -| 30.09] 30.71/20] 29.52] 911.04} 67) 35]..../45.1| 8gle4 

* Mean of the tri-daily observations. $ Mean of the Maximum and Minimum by the Draper 
the tri-daily observations are derived by the formula (7 a.m. + 2‘p.m.+9 p. m. + 9 p.m.) 
twenty-fourhours. (1) Voluntary observer. (2) U.S. Weather Bureau. (1a) City Reservoir. 

(a) 22, 25: (b) 22, 29, 30; (c) 23, 25; (d) 24, 25. 30; (e) 25, 29. 30; (Ff) 3. 20; (g) 25. 30: th) 22, 23; 
25; (u) 22, 28; (w) 19, 25; (x) 7, 15: (y) 7, 9; (aa) 9, 17; (ab) 9, 10; (ae) 7, 10; (ad) 9, 28; (bd) 8, 15; 

wee Gee 



New YorkK WEATHER BUREAU. 1il1 

For APRIL, 1897 — (Continued.) 

TURE — (IN DEGREES FaHR.). SKY PRECIPITATION — (INCHES). ‘ 

aa re a —— eee = 

. |b 2 |g o = 
Ps Pee aie 2 
5D 4 ey ey cn) § SC) 

o| 48 © Tisal rig - = 
s on ~ = Per] 

4 a0 9 a = ar!) Silak = u (3) 
A eo re 5 S @| 3 ls 0 & {= 2 
oo Ss = bs so] AS) mm: i=] 3 =] 
=) ee) Be Ol 2) SS Inos 3 ; | i 
S| mis = BSG] st [Soe g i ES ao 
p| a] 2 ‘s p lee 2 wy MR + — | g s re 2138 is @109| o jodo z 3 a = 

a S A eS aij e) jes) eeh PereRell) ae - = Pe Wes w 
ee My | EEN ISP leo ha eg t= Fe gs /sse] 3 @ = © re > 

Ep ahtospewte (a Sie ats a lara es | eoliaetog | she 
HIASZ 2/5 /Al|H|Al4 4 | 414 a co) + a i a 

h.m. 
19} 20] 63, 21) 36) 21 6) 10) 7.3)13.7| 9.0 820)6 2240). 1b | oaeee QE |b erevarcvat| oreieugiacsere 
20} 20) 63! 20) 38) w 8} 10) 2 |24 4 6 2.21) 1.00) 14.00 Giuiilsteelsiee N. W. 

19} 20} 63) 22) 38) 28 7 ce |13 3° 14 9 Bidets LelOlee ces 9 2.8 s. 
20} 20} 62] 20) 36) 21 6} 10) 7 |14 9 9 2.47) 0.86} 17.30 9 0.5] N. W. 

3} 19 ee 21| 52} 22 1} 19)10.3} 9.0/10.7; 10.3] 2.88] 2.04|...... 15 2.4 W. 

Thermograph. || Report received too late to be used in computing means. The means from 
— 4. + Blank indicates that the duration is not shown in the original records, but is within 
(2a) Intake Conduit, nine miles north of City. 
(7) 11, 20; (7) 20, 21; (k) 19, 20; (m) 4, 21; (1) 22,30; (p) 21, 22; AGI 20, 30; Or 22; (s) 20, 26; (€) 2, 
Xbe) 10, 11: (bd) 9, 15; (Be) 9, 14; (ec) 10, 15; (ed) 7, 10, iWe(G (ce) 6 los 
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TreMPERATURE—ApRIL, 1897, SHowrne Datty M@ANs For THE 

STATION. B 2 slevalelzla/ely ibe) Pe 

Western Plateau..| 36 40 40 44 52 | 45 89 | 41 86 33 33 88 | 49 46 
Marea 49| 60| 54| 52] 59| 46] 38] 46] 37| 34] 40| 51] 58] 49 

te teeeasewens 21/ 22] 24] 30] 39] 38] 34] 32] 32] 27] 19] 22] 871 38 
REA 48| 59] 58| 57] 64| 48{ 39| 46] 38| 35] 43| 50] 621 49 

gelica..... ‘sere! 991 18 | 2981 26] 41| 39] 35 | 33] 38] 27] 19] 21] 39] 389 
ie 51| 60| 58| 56] 62] 48| 43| 51| 40] 37| 43| 52] 62] 51 

renees syee'| 4B) a7 | a4 2 39 | 37 34 33 | 81] 27| 17| 201 36] 29 
ay 5 6 43| 51| 40| 40| 44] 56| 68| 52 

Friendship......... a1 | 20) 25 | 28 42| 38 | 35| 34| 32) 28] 19) a} 41) 39 
hee 21 56] 62, 50) 40| 46| 41] 36| 45| 50] 60] 50 

Franklinville ...... 20! 201 25] 30] 41 if 34| 32 261 14] 21 | 37 | 38 

51| 65| 60| 58|°61| 45] 42) 46] 88| 36| 45| 58) 60) 48 
Humphrey.....-.-.| 95] 96] 30] 37] 40 | 35+ 32| 34] 29! 25] 19] 25| 39| 37 
Avkwright oescscece/ottte|tetee|teeee|esees sete eee ag ede ceteeleseeefecees]eesesli ual dias 

52 | 58] 58 | 54/60 | 46| 43 | 51] 89 | 387] 48 | 52| 60| 53 
Jamestown ....... ‘| 96] 28] 81] 42] 42] 37] 34] 383] 32] 29] 28] 27] 42] 39 
ae. 55 | 60! 56] 62! 68] 54] 49] 58| 44| 48] 56| 56] 57 | 58 

veeees see) 94) 99] 30/ 34] 30; 42] 42| 34] 34] 33] 30] 28] 32] 50 
ead 47 | 52| 52) 62] 65| 56] 45| 52] 42| 38] 44|.52] 64| 58 

tteeeeeeeeeeees 20| 22| 28] 293] 44] 43] 35] 30] 31 | 21 | 22] 35] 41 

48| 55| 44| 69| 66 | 54; 45] 49] 87] 46] 47] 54| 68] 49 
Lockport ..... teees 29 36) 20) 32] 44) 38 Bt | 34 3 29 | 25 | 295 | 42 40 

4041760 '| Bi) 65.1 ted 44| 50| 38 41] 48| 641 561 5 
Wedgewood........ 24| 27]! 26] 28| 39] 40] 33] 30] 32| 27] 23] 25] 35] 40 
eae 51 | 62 | 65 | 55 | 66| 65 | 46 | 45; 44°] de) Boles epee 

ree sree 2 a) a7 | er) 41 | a) 38) 35 33) 32] 20) 26] 26) 45 
} 60 | 55] 68| 65] 5 5| 53| 43| 41| 47] 5e 54 

South Canisteo....| 37] 37] 91] 299] 38| 41| 35] 32] 33] 27] 19] 20] 34] 41 
Bee 45| 55] 49| 58] 61| 45] 40| 47] 86| 33] 42| 47] 60| 47 

se eeeeeseenes 2951 22] 29] 32] 41 | 36| 32] 32] 30] 24] 15] 22] 39| 36 

Eastern Plateaw...| 36 a 89 42 53°) 47 2 a a 6 85 39 a Be 
F 50| 59 | 57| 55| 67] 50] 48] 5 4| 44] 45 | 655 2 

Binghamton (1) .... 2 25 | 27| 33| 40] 40| 38| 37 39 33 | 28] 28 30 45 
: 50| 58) 54] 54| 67| 51| 45] 50] 421 at| 48| 55| 56] 5O 

Binghamton (2)..--| 96] 95/1 971 34! 42| 40] 38] 36] 38| 31] 28] 28] 34] 42 
oeica 48 { 57] 56| 58| 67| 57| 47| 48| 45] 40| 43] 52) 57] Br 

viene ee eee ees 20 | 20| 211 25] 381 38| 37] 33] 33] 29] 238] 20| 28) 43 
pl aE a2| 52| 52| 56| 66| 60| 45] 48; 49] 39] 45|] 49| 58 | 54 

viteeeeenes 24 | 22] 24] a1) 41) 42) 25| 33] 83) 29) 27] 25) ge 2 
48 | 54| 49| 57| 66] 57| 47| 49] 43| 40] 44) 42| 56] 59 

South Kortright ---) 19] 29] 927} 20] 38] 38] 35| 33] 33| 30| 25| 20] 25] 43 

‘ se | ‘es | 51 | 54] 641 54] 54] 54] 42] 471 49] 54] oBl..... 
Middletown........ 85 | 36 | 83| 80] 37) 45] 89] 40] 39) a8] 35) 35 35 |... 

: 58 | 65! 56! 58! 73| 59] 54/ 59 49| 54| 61 
Port Jervis. ........ 23 | 30] 30! 26] 39) 44| 36] 42 - 38 | 82] 33 80 ae 

45| 52| 44| 56| 65 | 47| 45] 42 35 | 38| 47 
Cooperstown....... 24| 28| 27| 26] 42] 43 36 a 34 | 33) 29 | 25 30 “4 

46| 55| 48| 561 65] 49| 4 4| 41] 38| 38| 50] 8 
Garrattsville ....... 24 | 25] 26] 29) 40) 89] 26] | 3] Bo] 26) 2 32 at 

3 47| 56| 50| 56| 66| 50| 43] 45| 40] 38| 42] 52] 5: 
New Lisbon........ 19| 22| 21] 21] 39] 37] 36| 32] 82] 29] 23] 18| 27] 42 

55| 58] 58| 60| 71| 55] 49| 50] 45! 43! 46] 59] Go! 61 
Oneonta cscssecsoss 22 26 24 26 40 43 40 e He a = pe ns 

: 41| 56| 49| 57| 6v| 52| 45| 48] § 4 
Perry City ....+.+.. 19) 19| 21) 28) 37) 38) 34 30 31 28 22 20 29 at 

: 50| 61| 57| 54| 66] 53} 40] 40] 52] 40] 46] 55 
Straits Corners..... 24] 20| 25| 27] 40| 37] 36] 85] 82] 30] 24] 24] B1] 44 
eae 56| 651 60| 60] 70| 52] 46| 52] 44] 44] 52] 68] 59] 58 

EAGER Gogec ood 98.1 19 | 19 |" 27] 41 | 40] 40] 85) 88 | 325) 25 | Sbuleeanees 
ee 47 | 55 | 51| 57| 68] 49] 44] 50| 43| 40| 41| 51] 58] 56 
ryden ..... ecesee . 20 21 22 30 42 41 35 te e ie z a on 

46| 60| 60| 49] 59| 55] 48| 48] 4 
Mohonk Lake.....-| 39! 37! 39!) 30! 35] 451 35! 20! 18) 19! 141] 311 37] 42 



New YorK WHATHER BUREAU. 

Reetons, anp Dairy Maxima anp Minima For THE SrTations. 

15 |16/17)]18| 19] 20) 21 | 22 | 23 | 24 | 25 | 26| 27) 28 29 | 30 

113 

Monthly 
mean 

t 

41] 43) 39) 46] 38] 28} 40; 59] 64] 65] 63| 48] 38 49 58 60 
41} Si | 38) 58} 52) 34) 60) 74) 72) 72) 76) 58'| 48 64 73 if 
33} 32| 31] 283] 18; 14; 20; 44) 52] 54| 48] 34] 26 34 42 46 
39} 46) 38; 63) 48} 37] 60] 75 t| 79 | 73) 307 46 64 7 74 
35 | 30) 32] 26) 20; 16) 18] 43) 52) 55) 50] 3838] 27 32 41 46 
45 | 53 | 39] 60] & 387} 61) %6| 74] 75 | 78) 65 | 46 65 75 V7 
33] 2 31 | 2 20} 16) 16] 41] 48! 52] 46] 34] 27 28 40 47 
52 | 43] 48) 63) 58) 38; 65 | 78) 75) 81 © | Gis ol 68 75 76 
304} 32°|) 81) 380} 19) 18) 19) 42.| 52 | 53°) 49] 84) 28 31 41 49 
45} 52| 44) 60} 56] 33] 61] 76) 74) 73] 76] 57] 44 65 73 74 
$6] 32) 32) 28/ 22) 17| 19| 44) 52) 56} 50] 35] 28 32 41 48 

44; 49; 36] 59} 50) 35] 62) 76) 7% 73 | 74) 50) 44 57 U7 74 
34] 35]; 30) 27) 19] 15] 20} 46/] 54] 65] 48] 20] 27 32 47 49 

a50)F 50.40") 60 | 52>) 985.) "60"| 75 | 73 |) 74. | | va) oan 44 7 re 75 
36; 36; 33 | 29) 23} 20) 20) 49| 54) 57] 51] 38) 381 34 47 54 
45} 55) 55 | 70; 63) 44] 61) 721 77| 79 | 84] 65 2 64 76 76 
35 | 33} 39); 45] 27) 23 )-23) 45) 51] 55]-56] 35) 33 36 36 53 
50 | 60] 61]; 63) 61] 38! 60; 79] 80] 75] 80] 59] 47 61 70 64 
38: | 38) 35] 29) 28] 19) 23] 28, 56] 56] 51] 89) 380 33 39 44 

54} G1] 45) 59) 49; 40] 58] 78) 77! 71) 68} 58) 47 67 74 68 
aloo do ie BON 2451922") “26n 50) 55 | 4 V42n wasn 82 36 48 45 

41} 55 7 | 64) 54) 39) 63 7 | 7) 80) 64] 48 61 74 74 
33 | 32 3 | 380] 21 16) 20| 43} 51) 54] 48) 36] 27 32 40 46 
53 | 59] 50) 62] 55] 389} 60) 73 | 7%) 77} 81] G7} 52 66 72 76 
BU eel Heo | Ol (28 peel BT | St] SON) Ses aralr3a9) 31 38 36 48 
45 | 55] 48) 62] 55) 389| 62] 77 | 7} 7} 82] 65] 48 65 74 74 
32] 28] 32] 27] 22] 15) 16| 40] 46] 48] 50] 36] 26 31 34 di 
45} 55) 39] 58] 48] 382] 58] 74) 74] 7 76 { 56] 42 62 70 71 
30} 34) 3u} 29) 19] 16; 19| 46] 50] 56] 45] 85] 26 33 48 46 

40! 45) 43] 46| 39] 27) 40) 53] 61] 65) 64] 51] 88 46 52 57 
45] 57 | 47) 58) 56] 2%) 59) 70] 78] 77) 81] 68] 45 62 74 78 
85 | 31 “| 35) 26) 18] 28) 37] 50) 56) 50) 88] 22 35 35 40 
Be poe 47 60 570) ©3831 258] ES eae ee 82] 65 | 46 62 ve. W7 
35 | 381] 36] 34] 21 18,| 21 | 42) 50} 59) 651) 384] 31 36 37 43 
48 | 58) 54] 58} 62; 37) 55] 68| 77] 82] 83] 81] 47 61 70 77 
82] 25 | 35 30} 20}; 16/] 17] 30) 44] 43] 44] 42] 28 30 30 38 
538} 52] 55) 57] 31/-31) 51] 68] 70} 74] 74] 59] 45 59 71 74 
21} 38} 32) 34] 18; 18| 20| 42] 48| 52] 48] 36] 28 30 33 43 
48 | 58] 48] 57) 58] 24) 56] 68] 76] 77 | 81] 66] 43 53 71 42 
33 | 29) 35] 29] <5 | 12} 16) 26) 43) 53| 40] 37] 25 32 24 35 

speimele)|iainiarate!\\aisletblmi|(+ ain eini|\z=)a\e\>'| aie olal= 66) 73} 7 80! 84! 64] 43 51 73 70 
Sande ocr) eee [Sa8o6) once 40) 43) 43 | 47] 46] 58|/ 47] 35 41 36 45 
48 | 68] 56] 67] 65) 45] 66! 72) 79] 84] 87| 72) 47 52 80 16) 
42} 32] 41] 38] -40/ 21 | 22] 30|] 40] 51] 52] 46] 34 39 32 4t 
44) 54] 45] 54) 52) 27) 47) 66] 73] 72) 81 64 | 41 47 62 66 
34} 33] 39] 35] 21 15 2! 386) 52] 55] 52]; 40) 380 39 32 42 
43 | 58) 45! 55] 46) 54) 69| 7% 74) 89) 64) 41] 56 68 70 68 
34) 30; 33 | 32] 20 9} 33) 34) 50] 48] 37] 26] 35 32 43 50 
44) 56) 48] 55] 57 | 33] 54]. 67] 75 | 75 | 80! -63]| 38 57 69 73 
82} 29) 35] 31] 21] 18} 16] 28] 42] 50] 40] 385] 27 35 27 37 

51] 60) 52) 61) 54|] 39] 60] 72] 79) 80} 83] 70} 44 59 75 vi 
37 | 32] 37] 34] 23] 16] 20] 38] 47] 49] 45] 40] 28 37 32 39 
41 | 57 7 | 61) 49] 23) 58] 7 (i 76 | 82) 64] 46 61 70 ve 
35 | 30! 36{ 30) 28] 16] 18] 39] 49] 50] 50] 3817; 28 32 34 43 
46 | 61 | 50} 60); 50] 35 | 54] 70) % 79} 81) 66] 45 58 70 74 
34 | 30 7 A838] 22 | 12)) 18) 381 ]- 48 | 61 | 47! B41 80 30 31 45 
46 | 60; 50) 65) 52) 88) 67| 72| 77] 81| 82] 67} 50 66 74 76 
35) 27] 38/ 35| 25] 19| 18} 48| 51] 54] 46) 38] (31 34 32 45 
43) 57) 48) 61/55 | 82) 57) 78| 78| 74] 821 64) 44 59 70 75 
32} 21] 35) 82] 21 18] 19] 34] 52] 55] 48] 37] 28 30 36 36 
49 | 57] 54] 55] 58] 88] 55| 62] 70| 74] 79] 61 48 46 64 67 
$9} 37! 381 35| 29] 19! 26] 40| 45] 551 58| 44| 84 39 37 44 

44.2 

46.9 

44,2 

45.0 
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TrMprRaTuRE— Aprit, 1897, SHowinc Dairy Mans For 

SraTIons 

STATION. | 4°} 2, 

Northern’ Plateau.) 35 d a3 40 | 48 d 38 | 37| 95| 33} 33! 36| 41] 48 
te F 48 | 56] 40] 56| 68| 56| 46| 44| 42| 44| 42) 50] 48] 56 

Elizabethtown’... 2} 28 | 20] 18/ a5) s¢| a4] 32] gp) ge 34 26) 26] 24 
50| 53] 45| 621 63| 44/ 43| 39] 35] 35] 88| 48] 49] 44 

Saranac Lake...... 29 | 18 | 20 38 | 39| 30 | 31| 311 31| 27] 18/| 26| 41] 36 
; 5 4 64| 54| 44| 44] 39] 37| 46| 55] 58] 56 

Gloversville..... AAS 29 30 26 24 36 41| 40] 351 33| 31 | 29] 26) 27 41 

, 51 | 45 58) 47| 44] 38] 45| 45| 54) 52 
Ele ES Pe) = a1) a1 | 20) 32) 4] 35] 84) 33) g2| a3] 2) 24) 39) 86 
A 2| 47| 47 1| 59] 421 40| 40| 35| 80| 38] 48| 4 
North Lake........ 15] 18) 17| 20| 23! 30] 32] 32] 32] 28] 22) 17] 18] 39 
ee 47| 51 | 45| 56] 62| 49| 43| 45| 40] 85] 40] 51] 55] 49 

tote eee ees 23 | 28] 231 25] 41| 41/ 31] 32] 32] 27| 26] 24] 29] 89 
43 | 49| 47| 54] 59] 44| 38] 40] 35] 34] 38| 49| 50] 44 

Number Four..... 16| 23| 22] 24] 39] 36] 32] 30] 33] 26] 26} 20| 28] 37 

Atlantic Coast..... 42| 48| 43| 40] 49| 53] 48] 48| 45] 47| 45] 45] 43] 56 
Beastign 56 | 66| 58| 52| 61| 66| 57| 56| 48| 54] 57| 56| 47| 71 

; I 6 1| 60| 583| 52] 50] 52 4 
Manhattan Beach 30 82 38 38 38 da | aol age dante an 36 34 4 2 

t 1| 43 59 | 56] 56| 46] 49 50 
New York City .... at | 36 | 37 | 35 42| 48] 42| 42! 41] 40] 36) 33 | 40) 4s 

5 1 59 58| 65] 58| 57] 47| 60| 56] 55| 55 
Willets Point....... 33 | 36} 30| 36] 45] 40] 38] 39] 40] 37] 36] 34] 38] 48 

} 57 | 70| 53| 53 | 54] 64! 58] 55] 56] 58] 57| 55| 5B] 68 
Brentwood........ -|31] 23/ 93] 17] 41/ 44] 38] 38] 41] 39] 36] 35] 20] 45 
ae 50| 63| 48| 50| 57] 63| 56| 54| 46] 53| 52] 58] 56] 67 

veeee veeeel 351 95 | 35 | 981 40] 451 40] 40°] 40| 38] 37] 39] 82] 47 
Senne 54| 67| 56| 54| 64] 64| 58] 60] 45| 54] 54] 60} 56] 70 

terete eee ees 28| 26| 29| 26| 38] 44| 35] 35| 40] 36] 34] 33] 28) 45 
a es 51| 68 | 57| 55 | 651 65| 61] 59| 48| 55| 56| 58] 58) 71 

-seseeeeee] 98] 94] 991 25] 40| 44|/ 35] 33] 43] 40] 36] 86] 29] 45 

Hudson Valley....| 40} 46] 41| 41] 51| 54] 47] 48] 42] 43] 43] 43] 44] 56 
rua m1 | 60! 47| 55| 66] 56| 50| 52| 43] 44] 48| 58] 57] 68 

QNY «s-eereeeees! 39] 38 | 30] 28] 40] 45| 41] 391 37] 37] 35] 80] 35] 48 

SDEMON SPIES ee ee le eee, ls gees Tete oie eee ene Red cae WN Rete be 
48 |~63'|'"47'|"' "be | 63 | 65 |53'| 56 | 43°] 46] 48 | 53] 58] 70 

Honeymead Brook.) 96 | 23 | 97 | 25 39| 44/ 35) S| 39 36 | 32 | 28 a0 44 
: : 52 | 68| 51/] 57 | 68| 65| 54| 57| 44] 53 BY 

Poushkeepsie....../ 95 | 92) 298} 23} 39| 43] 32/ 38] 26] 37] 33] 29] 80} 44 

: 54| 65] 55] 56| 65| 64| 58] 64] 50| 52] 55] 54] 50] 68 
Wappingers Falls..| 95 | 95 | 31} 296| 40| 48| 36! 42] 40] 38| 36] 34] 30] 45 
eect 53 | 62] 49| 54] 63| 58| 49] 53| 43] 49] 50| 56] 55] 70 

SST OED GOD OOS Ore SS Cy || asim Sty AL ie = 43 a0 38 . ed a 
/ 55 | 55] 67| 55] 52| 64 56 | 55 | 46 

West Point.........| 32] 37 / 34] 28] 39] 45] 42] 36| 44] 39] 35] 35] 82] 45 
be pecags 49| 66 | 51| 55 | 65| 61| 55] 58| 47| 49] 50| 557 59] 70 
ATME].....+e+++ee+| 96 | 99] 30] 84] 42] 45] 42) 41] 39} 40] 34] 32] 37) 45 

Mohawk Valley....| 88 | 42] 35! 43 | pa | 46) 41 | 40 | 37 | 35 85 | 40 4 47 
: 50| 54| 46] 54] 64] 49| 44 42 | 35 5 

Little Falls (1a)....! 93 | 97] 97] 30] 42/ 36| 33] 34] 31 2 26 | 32 38 36 
: 51| 561 51 | 59| 64| 54] 49! 45] 45] 4 0 

Canajoharie. ......| 95 | 31 | 99] 27} 391 48] 40! 32 85 | 35 a1} 2% 82 40 
51| 55] 47| 55] 64{ 52] 47] 46] 4 3 | 44 

St. Johnsville ...... 24| 29] 27| 24] 38] 40] 38 | 35| 35 | 38] 28] 27] 29] 48 
a 49| 54| 48| 57] 65| 53| 48 | 49| 40| 44| 47| 55] 54] 50 
OMO.. -ssecevseees| 95 | 96] 98! 38! 43] 38] 82] 35! 80! 27] 25! 21 40] 389 
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THE Reoeions, AND Datty Maxtma anp MINIMA FOR THE 

— (Continued). 

hl ees a Se 
15 | 16 | 17 {18 | 19 | 20 | 21 | 22 | 28 | 24 | 25 | 26 | 27) 28 | 29 | 80 | Ss 

ee 2: | | | | g 
op | aa{ a1 | 44| 961 24] s2| 48| 58] 58| 59| aziese| so| 49] 58] ana 
46| 62| 46| 60| 58{ 36] 56| 68| 76| 60| 86] 66| 44| 48] 54] 64! yoy 
40| 36} 38| 36| 34| 12] 12| 24| 34] 44] 44| 34] 30] 301 26| 34] 4? 
a2| 55| 50] 54] 55} 35| 52| 69| 76] 63] 79| 62] 37| 47] 68| 70] 4 
s2| 35| 31| 40| 91] 12] 22| 40| 521 46] 36] 26];25] 28] 34] 43| 41: 
44| 58| 50| 57| 58| 36] 53| 67| 76/77] 84] 67/40] 48| 09] | sao 
36| 33! 38) 34| 22| 15| 22] 29] 40| 46] 45, 39],80| 37| 26] 38] *: 
40| 56] 47| 55| 52] 42] 50| 66] 7] 80] 64| 42], 67] 67] 72] 70! gig 
si| 39] 321 44/ 3] 15] 21) 98] 411 32) 28] asl? a1} 21] 41] 49, 4: 
44| a7| 51| 42| 50] 48| 27| 48] 65} 70| 65] 75] 57| 27] 50] 62] oo 
34| 271 30] 30] 30] 10] 11| 27] 38 | 41-| 36] 93| 24] 23] 29] 36] 2: 
42| 58| 50} 56/ 52] 30| 53/ 69| 74) 66| 78] 57| 40] 60] 67] 59] yo 
35| 35| 37] 32| 20] 141 25| 32] 49] 55] 52] 39] 26] 33] se] 41 
3o| 53| 45! 52] 49| 27) 50| 66| 71| 69| 76] 55) 34/ 48] 69] 70] yoy 
33 | 28| 34! 30] 18] 9! 20| 32] 51] 53] 48; 38] 22] 32] 46| 40] 4%: 

ss} 49] 49| 49; 50! 36] 40| 48] 521-57] so] 56!/ 48] 47] 54/59] 48.5 
62| 64| 59| 63] 61| 49| 58] 62| 67| 68| 71,| 69| 52| 58] 73] 70] so 9 

7| 391 45| 40) a2! 26] 32| 40] 43| 50] 501 50] 38] 44] 41| 54] 50. 
e2| 54/ 52] 55| 53] do | 43! 48] 48] 52] 53| 64] 59] 47] 54] 64] seo 
46| 40| 42) 38] 42] 24] 96] 34] 42] 44] 46; 46| 38] 36|° 40| 48] 49: 
59| 58| 54, 54] 67] 42] 51] 56) 62 69] 714 64] 44] Be} 74] 71] goo 
44; 39] 44| 40| 31| 24] 38] 41] 43| 51] 54] 45] 38| 43] 44] 54] 4 
61| 61| 60| 64! 66| 44] 51| 61] 63] 69) 71] 65| 46] 53] 77] 73] yoo 
37| 40| 40| 42| 26] 26] 35| 39] 411 46] 50] 38| 36] 38] 43] 48] 19-¢ 

61| 58| 59] 59] 58| 44| 55] 50] o7| 64] 68| 67] 48] o3| vz! 76| yo 
45| 33] 38| 33] 32! 25] 17| 33] 35| 45] 48| 44] 34] 36| 32] 39] 47: 
66| 60| 56] 57] 60] 42| 54] 62| 66] 71] 74] 65| 49] 54] 87] 731 gow 
44] 39| 44] 40| 42] 26] 31! 37] 41] 48] 49] 491 40} 40| 36| 42] 48: 
58 | 62| 57| 61| 68| 45| 58| 66) 73] 761 77 | 67| 46] 55] 73 77) gee 
43| 371 39; 37! 38] 23] 20] 30] 37| 44) 46] 45| 96) 39] 30] 42/| 4 
69| 62./-59/ 61| 70| 44] 60| 65/ 71| 7] 77] 69| 47! 54! 73] 741 soe 
47'| 34| 40] 41| 38} 24] 231 80] 351 45] 45] 53/ 38] 43] 32], 42] 49 

ag | 51| 49] 48| 48] 33| 38] 51] 59] 65| 67! 50| 42} 45] 50] 50] 48.8 
48| 62| 58) 60| 60| 38] 57| 67| 76] 79] 83| 66| 48| 52] 68] 73) yoo 
41| 38] 42, 39] 26| 21] 26] 36] 49| 57| 54| 43] 851 41| 35] 46} 48: 

5 | so | 54/55 "| 64/734 | 52°70" | 75 '| 82] "84 | 66 48 a7 6 | 8) ae 
42| 31] 40] 36) 291 19) 20] 33] 44| 55| 56] 451 841 37| 30] 37| 46 
51| 68] 58| 60| 67| 43 | 59 | 70| 78] 81] 88) 70| 48| 54| 7] 74) 4, 
38; 34] 42] 31|/ 31] 23{| 20] 34] 41] 51! 52] 45| a7] 40] 29, 38| 4 

65| 63| 58; 63| 67| 45] 58| 72] zs] si] 83] 71] 50] 52] 7] 77] soe 
40| 46] 25] 38| 42] 25| 23| 32] 42] 45] 50] 48/1 38| 42] 35) 42] 49 
48 | 62| 56/ 53) 61) 38| 53] 61) 75| 73/ 83] 65] 47| 51] 65| 71] yg 
42] 40] 44] 39| 29| 22] 24] 33] 47| 53/°54] 48| 35] 40} 35] 48] 4: 
71] 56| 67| 62| 68] 62| 45] 60| 62| 74] 76] 78| 67] 46] 55| 73] yo 
43} 43] 43] 39| 42| 24] 26] 34] 39] 47] 49] 49| 37) 38] 36] 46] 4% 
55 | 64| 55| 58| 61| 37| 55| 69) 76| 80] 81] 69| 45| 52] 67| 74) yoo 
45| 43! 42| 36] 34] 22/| 20) 40] 45/ 581 55) 46] 36/ 39| 34] 49] 49: 

ae| 46| 43| 46] 38] @71 40| 49| 63] 63 | 65| 50] 30] 47] sel s8| 44.9 
41| 55) 45] 53] 59! 31| 53] 59| 76| 72/ 82] 65) 41| 59] 69| 70] 4. 
33 | 37| 34] 34| 15] 16] 291 39] 57] 54] 57/1 23] 29| 35{ 39] sal 44:3 
0; 58| 51| 54|/ 59| 34] 52] 57| 76] 75) 84] 70] 47| 55| 70] 70| yg 
38| 34] 40] 36] 25] 18] 26] 32] 41| 52{ 48] 43| 33] 39| 32] 4e| 4: 
46| 56) 44| 56] 54] 34] 51] 66) 74] 72| 80] 6¢| 47| 53] 68| 701 yy 
37| 34] 40] 35] 24| 17] 93] 30| 48] 54] 47] 37] 31} 361 31| 40) 442 
50| 58| 58] 55| 52] 45/ 52] 67| 78) 75| 82] 65| 54] 62| 66] 70] yee 
29| 40! 341 40} 18! 20! 35] 42! 54/1 50] 38] 30) 30! 35] 39] 53 . 
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TEMPERATURE — Aprit, 1897, SHowmse Datry Means ror 

STATION. 1 2 3 4 5 

Champlain Valley’.| 38 | 43} 35] 36] 46 

Plattsb’h Barracks. a “4 1 ft 4 

Glens Falls....... a0 Ee 4h S 4 

54 65 45 52 59 
Lake George....... 23 | 26] 25] 28! 36 

St. Lawrence Val.. 38 40} 84] 42) 49 

Madison Barracks.. ss eS a s HH 

49 50 40 60 64 
CANTON. «5c tases 21| 32| 931 23f 40 

North Hammond... 3 oA 4 a oA 

50 52 46 55 58 
Ogdensburg ........ 30 | 32! 25) 30] 38 

46 48 38 55 64 
POTROBIN ox oe Fee ces 25| 33| 221 25) 38 

Great Lakes........ H - 8 if 53 
7 3 58 

Westfield ...... evece 23 25 26 30 26 

, 50 57 4 60 
Buffalo...... seccces 82 34 3 94 “e 

Pittsford......-..... oe oe ey Rea 
47 56 41 61 63 

Rochester .......+0. 7H 29 331 321] 46 

4 5e 40 63 66 
Appleton. eevescccce H zs 33 29 45 

a 3 4 6 
Fort Niagara. ...... 30 | 27 a oS fe 

Baldwinsville....... a Bt 5 Be oo 

: 46| 54) 46| 62] 66 
Ridgeway .......... 30 28 21) 29] 47 

4 40 59 65 
Oswego........ sees} 991 32] 39] 34] 43 

46 49 47 59 67 
PBIGLWIOisicicsiclets aisietas 25 | 27| 98] 291 42 

46 55 45 58 65 
TEV. OUIS ks\ceivieiec AD HORS 30 | 311 31] 311 42 

Erie, Pennsylvania. oH a i a id 

Central Lakes......| 36 a a = a 
5 45 5 6' 

Fleming....... s+1 06 | 311 27] 28] 42 

51 60 52 7 68 
FROTOTHUB Ss «ers cece eos 25 2 2 32 43 

5 67 
Ithaca seseeeeees| og | 05 | 971 301 43 

NEGRI tee ciate stots’ oie 38} 42) 39] 42) 51 42 | 38 

STATIONS.— 

8 | 9 lee rel bas | 13 Jie 

40| 36| 39| 37| 39] 41| 48 
42 41 38 388 42 53 52 
33 33 82 82 31 29 37 
51 39 46 44 54 56 58 
35 82 34 32 25 27 43 
47 36 48 43 57 55 59 
33 34 34 33 26 |. 24 39 

40 37 32 87 39 44 45 
42 38 35 42 48 59 43 
31 34 28 27 a9 33 36 
50 47 35 47 54 57 50 
382 32 28 $1 26 81 40 
48 40 40 46 48 50 50 

32 36 30 30 26 36 46 
48 43 37 43 55 55 55 
32 82 27 31 380 35 38 
48 39 33 45 48 53 50 
2 33 28 29 30 34 40 

40 36 35 86 40 50 46 
44 37 44 41 47 64 54 
34 32 29 25 25 36 88 
44 42 35 43 51 59 42 
33 31 29 29 31 42 35. 
50 40 40 44 52 62 54 
31 32 29 27 29 38 40 
47 41 37 43 52 62 50 
33 33 80 28 29 42 40 
47 38 41 44 45 65 52 
31 32 31 25 26 38 40 
45 42 41 47 48 61 54 
31 32 30 28 28 39 36 

49 40 41 46 55 59 54 
35 34 31 29 80 87 42 
46 40 38 43 52 62 55 
33 32 20 27 29 40 41 
41 40 37 39 44 57 54 
34 32 31 31 30 38 40 
48 39 38 48 53 61 52 
32 82 31 24 29 $2 40 
49 40 40 43 53 60 52 
35 33 31 29 31 39 43 
43 37 36 2 47 62 47 
34 30 31 28 32 46 40 

41 38 37 36 40 47 48 
48 43 88 43 52 59 53 
32 33 30 26 23 35 42 
51 43 47 49 56 60 54 
82 34 34 26 25 37 41 
50 41 39 43 58 58 56 

37 | 37| 40| 45| 48 
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Reeions, anD Datry Maxima anp Minima FoR THE 

( Concluded). 

i > 
maa 

15 | 16| 17 | 18] 19| 20! 21 | 22 | 23 | 24 | 25 | 26 | 27] 28 | 29 | 80 | 33 
a 

/ li ai tal lle clan “lla. Dias “lie al SLC Gaal. heels 

43| 44| 45| 45| 44| 33] 34] 45| 55] 62] 61| 59] 40] 42] 47] 52] 44.0 
54| 36| 60| 45| 60| 54| 35| 53) 61| 68| 64] 84] 61] 44| 49] 57] yoo 
41| 31| 40| 37] 40| 14] 15| 30| 37] 48] 40| 44] 38] 31] 31] 33 
45| 62| 51| 57| 56] 40| 55! 65) 73) 76| 86] 68/ 39| 50) 64] 69] gag 
33 | 33| 39) 36] 25| 17| 20] 95| 45| 53] 47] 42] 31] 37] 31| 44 
44| 63| 45| 59] 55| 55| 54] 61| 70| 72| 84| 65] 45| 49] 64) 67] geo 
$8} 31| 37| 35| 26) 17| 22] 34| 45| 52] 45] 41/ 31] 39] 43] 42 
41| 45| 43] 44] 36] 24| 38| 53] 63) 59] 59] 46| 36] 51] 51| 52] 43.8 
Rees | 28") 6751) 485/087 | 87 WTS (060-24 |, 70 \o BE eswel oa] ccundalemoane ar 
37| 39| 38| 35] 36| 16] 26] 38] 50] 48] 46| 36] 29] 35/°'35| 40] 4 
45| 59| 47| 57| 53| 36] 51| 73| 76] 66| 75| 60] 43] 61} 65| 62] yao 
38 | 32| 34| 32] 17| 13| 25! 21] 55! 52] 50| 36] 27] 34] 36|/< 42| 
46| 54| 50| 54| 58| 30] 46| 70| 74| 68| 68| 56] 38] 7%) 70| 621 ayo 
38| 30; 38| 32] 24) 14] 28] 40| 54] 52] 58| 38] 24] 30] 28] 40} * 
44| 55| 52| 55| 65| 35| 48| 72| 72] 64] 68| 65| 46] 66| 68| 60] 4yo 
38} 34| 3¢| 33| 15] 13| 25] 36| 52] 50] 48| 35| 25/ 35] 42| 40| “4 
44] 58| 61| 55| 35| 31| 50] 71| 76| 64| 69| 46| 53| 7] 64| | yoo 
7| 33] 35| 30| 16! 13| 29| 35] 56| 54] 39] 25| 30| 39) 37] 39| “* 

42| 48| 40| 46] 39| 28| 41] go| 6s| 62] 61| 48] 39] 47| 55| 54] 45.1 
48| 55| 43| 61| 40]..... 531 79| 76] 70| 75| 58] 483| 68] 70| 72] gn y 
35| 38] 33| 32| 39/22] 26] 50| 57| 48] 52| 40) 33] 331 50} 421 ®- 
44| 54| 42| 55] 53| 32| 58] 71| 71] 67| 67] 52] 47] 62| 74] 65] goo 
36| 38| 34| 33] 21] 21| 29] 53| 52] 45] 41| 37] 32] 40] 50] 47| 
48| 61| 45| 68] 57| 37|:58| 79| 78| 73| 80| 60| 46) 60) 69] 63| ge 
37| 39{ 35| 31/ 21| 20] 26] 41| 57] 56] 50] a7| 31) 34| 40] 43] * 
49| 58] 44| 63| 56| 34/ 55] 80| 77| 70} 78| 58] 47] 60| 69] 58| geo 
38 | 42| 35| 32| 21| 20] 27] 46] 58] 59] 46| 36] 32] 37| 48| 44| 
53 | 59| 44] 60) 53| 38| 45| 77 | 77| 72| 67| 57| 47] 58| 60] 56] gs 
36| 36) 35| 29| 21| 22] 27] 40| 54] 54] 47| 38] 33] 34] 44| 43] “* 
52 | 54| 44| 59| 57| 39| 54] 78| 76| 71] 67| 55| 51] 62| 61) 55| gro 
34| 36| 36| 31] 25| 22/ 29] 38| 53| 54] 46] 40/1 34] 37] 41! 43) * 
44| 60| 49| 64| 55| 96| 59| 75| 77| 74| 81] 61| 49| 60] 70] 75] geg 
37| 37| 37| 33] 23| 21] 28] 41| 56] 57] 49] 40] 30] 36) 39] 47| * 
51] 59| 46] 58] 56| 361 55| 77| 78} 69| 70| 59] 42] 63] 62] 56] goo 
a7 | 38| s7| 35| 23] 21| 28| 44| 58) 1) 49] 40| ge] sz) 42) 44) 
42| 55| 44| 60| 55| 33] 51] 74| 74] 65| 79| 58] 41] 50! 59] G71 gag 
37 | 33| 35] a4| 22| 19] 27] 46] 50] 54] 43] 38] 32] 40] 41| 43) “ 
40| 61| 50] 64| 54| 32] 54| 75| 77] 70| 81| 63] 47| 46| 66) 68] gay 
35| 35| 35| 32] 23] 19; 25| 29| 39] -56) 49] 35] 32] 38} 39] 45 
45| 61| 52| 63] 53| 33| 57] 76] 73| 73! 81| 52] 47] 60] 68] 64] geo 
40| 40| 37| 33/ 22| 21] 28] 47] 54] 58] 51| 37] 383] 35] 41} 46] © 
49| 50| 38| 61] 59| 33] 57| 76| 75] 721 71| 58] 44] 58] 65/ 68] geg 
33 | 38| 33| 33| 23| 24] 27] 54/ 55| 54] 48| 37] 35] 37] 48] 44] 7 
a | 43| a5| 47| 39| 28| 40| oo! o6| o6! o| si! 30] 44] 35| 60] 46.8 
45| 60! 52| 62| 55| 33| 53| 74| 76| 74| 88] 59( 46] 58] 68] 74) gen 
37| 36| 38 | 31| 22| 20] 24| 45| 54] 58| 50] 42/ 30] 81] 41] 48) “ 
44| 62| 50] 62| 56| 38| 57| 75] 79| 75-| 82] 62| 49| 61] 72] 73] gro 
37| 36| s7| 31] 22] 19| 26| 46| 51| 57] 58] 39] 31| 28] 40] 46) “* 
44] 58! 51| 61| 54] 35] 59) 73| 77| 75| 82] 62| 46] 60] 70) 741 yoo 
37| 35| 40] 36| 24} 20] 23| 48] 56] 57] 53] 41| 32] 34] 41) 46] 
43 | 46| 44] 46| 41/ 29] 38| 53| 61] 62] 62] 51| 40] 46] 51) 56] 45.1 
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Dairy anp Monruty Preorer 

STATION. 1 2 3 ft | 5 | 6 | 7 9 | 10 4 12] 18 {14 

a | | 
Western Plateau.. o£.00 0.00} T. | T. | 0.26) 0. a 0.08} 0.05] 0. - 0.02) 0.00! T. | 0.06) 0.09 
COL SORES, Wa) he Be [eee i 2) ae APT 08) -BT/ IT.) | Nucla ae ee Le 
Angelica........ eiatelliste diets SESOONSOOOS 71 -62 ee -26| .06 46 HW eal aco > -16) T. 
IS OLIVAT nic sweisie nto ners ae i P i ‘ 8 Bh Pe ess) (id -10- 
Friendship..... 300, boon abc ae , a | aieleiere'| pe eae -09) T. 

Franklinville....... tetera : HUnliBar el Pigc -13| .30° 
Humpbhrey..... Sarin (aaoe Aaode Bo STeeuenieaaunltec coe] 2 Olt eae 
Little Valley.......]....-]... ; feats Rearc | bab ciel erolersied Bele AB ce 
Cherry, Creek ve s.ai et «=| eee 3781) edb | ae -17|  .87 
JAMOESEOWD 4 osicnviss|-coscfereee bee UR Aerie opel: ea eee 

Lo Pent Ws senagg aagcc0 | lanoens Mocec é ao'gie'| say all ere eievat ate eiane 
Pine City Eidiatsis icles Ahead cacclh BOGE Pees) ork: 
SARTON til esate cise BJs APatelbters'| stetetens ‘| OAM es ccc eetered pkesee ee 
AON Tbe Me ticteccnl| cisteae Bac SDS (cee etch el -06{ T. 
IGM OLTISs siceicisive seliakeniilivicte 5 D0) ic wave lentes BR CGG tat Sie 

Lockport...... Seem notice Petes ZOO] aisinteoilleisieiare 4 
WVACTON eric c\sisictelesiecellia ayareloreterets : 
PRR MNGNIO’ tak = clea tees 10 \sil orsleia’all etolotare 
Wedgewood.. dai iecadel Ganon) laooc a) ee stave deteteeal ieee 
Addison....... SGadd lado OBOE: o, [oeieiane!| Syeiqge SEO ant teat 

PAUIANTAS snc s ict soe Bade heavdl ee RA nach osu fl 
Lae etal ES aaspaon| eee (Sp noe A mvt festa ke Se 
South Canasteo....]....- Velesitectec| Dee |) spel) Ob). 220 =. bOI" .Onl cues ale ted ater SOD) cca 
ATCAIB ho ciccneiss es BOO Soe COQis ante Abc a8] ale 
AGHICA cee sclelpcetes« all cieialete)| crcievcvell wreclered niatelnrell ea otere | ciare ‘et ell late ete ea sereted ietaleerell easter aioe oo on 

Eastern Plateau...' 0.00} 0.00}.0.00} 0.02} 0.13 .06; 0.00] 0. m 0.01; 0.04. 
Binghamton (1)....Jseee-}eesesleees «| oufe bial ie eH 
Binghamton (2)....]..- wie'leietatets 500 Ae obac' a6. 
OXTOMA eons sacies cbaceus Spon Oninccdlenooe | sige Fics io) ocic 

Cortland... .f:.<:./< «aif eleyn\s.of sige vicigie Sates laeictels | T. BAA bacion 5 Jee 
South Kortright....]....-|....-|... Rilaiseete ; sielapall lot tooeee tates J 
Brookfield......... sileetie lt are al ajereld\ssfe srsilote/efete | o/otats\ =i] eininjate'| 'aleteieis'| a/ovatmie'| orateverell ets Patoey ieee ae At: 
Mid GletOWN cc ccs) ere oof) cane 8 Sconce Isaac Inorcs toad onastaabae Mamacits MP eset Pacuol (40... 

Port Jervis..... ... stare ajel| lotctetora lierete -10] .08| .06) .04| .42) .89).....].... -02; .80° 
WADWICK. «3 occies ss Pavecie seb (GG00C4 aooos 6 Cae acel bosons sfe(efei| k's OGI ora e211] ereratetel feta eblis eaten apres 
COOPerstOWN. ,....0feese-|occssloees Beedle) fol UP elles Sse cic ar A 
GArraAttS ville. vos s.c3] vecellesiecicleteeealane Rei leraletere 341) (73) SGA BB ieee a'| wie ayetedl avaarenen alee 

Now Lisbon.....0..fessele~ Seidvecrcstecss |e -20| .O6]) -O41) 20S) 1e0s\ "a OS) nan Boo i ele 
Oneonta...... be BadtiG| bin : old}; G04 Jess e14)) BL Os ice alestente eet -3) 
Perry City. .. S360) Bonde ooo veos}, SOO) 409} 302)> 205) sencGli aU beerer a aisle 
Newark Valley . San loonde plete 03] "<60). cane 202] VPLS |v eyeten| worrate ae Bice 

Straits Corners..... aie eretal ete tera £02] -GA2) 215) 9218) 021, (2800s lca So neoe 
WV GRVOTLY: wcicccie s vicie ovoll ele)s\s'ni|\s earellisinten .03} .46] .18| .04) .04) .98) .02].....}..... Pee 
Dryden ...... 50006) bSdcsiiaod Boil eistale ol! leteteie 309) 32). 05]. 08), (269) 00a eee eerene atale 
Wonneaakes R605 Al Gosia land mL | lartioteni| levelele Zeta | 1.15 PES AOL oasis 

Northern Plateau. .| 0.00) 0.00} 0.00} 0.11] 0.24) 0.12) 0.04; 0.04] 0.64| 0.21) T. | 0.00] 0.06} 0.19 
Hlizabethtown .....|..0e.Jecses{ees 3 25] 25) 'T. | T. | 1.00] .40].....|eeeeefeoes-| 10% 
SOG COM bl «Grass nel lidod ol Bebra) Monten scone Tr: -29) .11) .08| .04) .52). .04)..... Ol}. 28 
Gloversville 6 Bea | ike doc. |edsoale ee «| eben ig eM |/:t-28). 5005] SIPC im tea 09 
Little Falls (2a)....|..- rs erg ake 1h ehiee .88| .26] - .05| .04! - Arches esl ee Pee Siena -16 

North Lake........ ue 50} 401 210) .10)-.... | FSBO esis Hx 
Lowville . Tc aleecneldeamelseselineced) iaclOl) cc04 (aro OL eee AL IB |e 
Number Four.. Oe 6Al lesn04| GaGanl HBac * 5) +,60l 08] =204|/5 eee RAN se aell's 
Kings Station.. reretole ete 22D (OA ciettell ostnee D200| PSA esses tee 

Atlantic Coast.....}| 0.00] 0.00} 0.00 rs 0.42) 0.10) 0.03} 0.19] 1.20} 0.14] 0.08 we 
Lied by Wageesoscco| oodon| |Snoco! losnde Bs) |) Ct be eae tes edna dader 
Manhattan Beach .|.....]. ASD aneod lbobaa| lpsaualsacon Bite i See pase .98 
New York City ....|. ee ea fon T. | 45] 06) T. | 'T. (1.20) - 201)... 
WVALICLSUE OMG cise cell's sinoiei) sieraten tte lores EDO] zope 7: PTO OO) Srsyenllciete sere 
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TATION FoR Aprit, 1897 — (IncHEs). 

0.02] 0.05} T. | 0.03] 0.01) T. | 0.02] 0.06) 0.02; 
i tet : ; 01 

Arid : - “ Z : - 

-68°'T. | .05)..... T | 204)... 19) [Eee ee SU i we Se a Ae ee 1.98 
1s) sis. ae) eae dS mn es eed oan TPR RO a a seis ter er 

(il eae a ae “eg RE ae ae vided | 8) ba ee ere as ae 0.68 
2.04)... | 5 ees aE aes Se nea Rr : i 06 ; ae 2.91 

Tatts ciel Sroreseoiltateinse atl avbtu’eyoillavutace etl tayelepesell tarayererelttaie «retail erate reletlarateets ee 

| | | 
Sane tet eas ils || AREs| ee A Ve R| e 162) ade rae eae 3.11 
-92| ae Baus ces cealhve estes Suafticesa|lca sec co ape 55 (aeeae Wie ea Ea 3.24 
-98}.....] 40)... i): |e eee eed ene 09] .25)..... rt be seca), See 
a |e RE OG (ame aR Se oP A ral oats 2) AG |” AS ete a B.15 

Co eee 19) Ae i a ae et A 82 OF) OK TS aia essa Meneses 
a 7, Ne ae Set Wik Ta ee | are a BD | ae a : 3.26 
BSA 2 DAA ce |p OR NOS) las cals nee | oaoe- 4 Aa nak ssi| el) (eee BS 5 Sa sonst ht 288 
Ce RC MS MOOI SS cs allies, «< si Bal), AS... 3.08 

Bes. :. nOali (Pipe Dilteae LOke SS 01) "Pe ve “11 ape) pa (nti [neon Ie ane 2.68 
SAE WA ce he Olle vcce act. (Te Alec 40| 09 : : 3.10 
43) -T. | .02| .02}..... ce Aes iy aa 02] 68) 44]... nites 2.82 
18len,-- A NAY aR ae ts he 532 2.12 

0.63) 0.10/ 0.82) T. | 0.16) 0.09] 0.00] T. | 0.04] 0.13] 0.80] 0.09] 0.09/ 0.07} 0.01] 0.01] 3.72 
1.00] .50| .50)..... rine ee! SM Rm ER | ia BR | Qa) ae Uae 4.75 
.78| .10) .29'..... SA SISA. 83] 10) 50]. 42] 26) Ot...) 2000s. 3.79 
| aaa ills: "Cl Gages] Site | 5 | (ie ne 3.38 
or) sli P| ee I 5) 1 a a T. | 10) 8.50 

ADAiee ape coupes sete ace FOL S sesho xc: Wows cleo ss Ma ORNL scfec seule aaa 3.80 
57 ee i ee Sligo: Ae cc asf we eee 23) 48! 25) 04).....)o20 20.) eee, 2.97 
40) 02. i) ee 5) ee lene ate eae ANG 60r. *-AGI | SBAM 8: all ncyscclaoneee 3.98 
A a | Ppa ca laeion bats «- soko leat TE (Ba aa[), 45 )<cul ete nl Ree 

0.42| 0.09| 0.35] 0.00] T. | 0.00] 0.00] 0.00] 0.00] 0.00} T. | 0.03} 0.04) T. | 0.00] 0.01] 3.34 
a5 ican rr | a 108] 05] T. Wo.c.. |e 5 aodl OARS 
.20| 26} | .26 GA sisal Sacdes| eee es a ee 
a7 |e -50|. 02} .06] T. |.. Suepel a eeee 
0) ed as sul Wik A eolencaeanaers Jo g0Bl. "maa 
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Datry anp Montruty Preotr1 

STATIONS. 

] | 

Atlan. Coast-(Con.)| 
Brentwood 
Setauket. ... 
Bedford... 
Primrose..... 

Hudson Valley.... 
ATHANY ?o cosascne 
Lebanon Springs .. 
Honeymead Brook. | 
Poughkeepsie..... 5 

Wappinger’s Falls. | 
CATA scot ccansces 
West Point........: 
Boyds Corners..... 

MATIN osa-0.c/s 6 wiolate ete 
Southeast Reserv’ir 
Eagle Mills........ Meas 
Easton. ..... Snosdce Hl tavoYorec} stateve¥s\f(u/eyuratn\| “eter e\ers'| laloins i] faye! ero/oillc/olotavel| fle "overs! laleretotstp lathiatate!| Cita tse aaa asellsroutera 

Mohawk Valley ....| 0.00] 0.00] 0.00) 0.19) 0.23) 0.15) 0.02) 0.16) 0.45] 0.02) 0.00) 0.00) 0.02) 0.04 
MIthle Malls (1a) osc | arscrcistfcvereeis fie peel tO) ASI {SDP e298) “Bl Seer ate ioral e's etter -15 
Canajoharie ....... aaa eee (tere ieeeee Ba) fies (0) Pgeeyed (ena eee resets senso). sid lew et 
SELMOHNS VEO) i.o5)|lorele.c)| viereter eee s erenree -20) 10] 204) <05]' 260) £07]... ieee eee eee - 
120) 1G lindanaego Dee Gao Hore invorell layovata¥all aeetovere .60; ~.40 10}. .04) -32]} 260)... c.-Iinae ster fac 06 : 

Champlain Valley .| 0.00| 0.00} 0.00} 0.00; 0.21) 0.10! 0.02| 0.03) 1.21] 0.04) 0.02) 0.00) 0.00) 0.06 
Plattsburgh Bar’ks.|.....]...0+]....: coceg| A416) 06} .04]) = 1) +.68])) OG ieee ot A 
Glen iWalig: cicfeccse a Seelemeosleoes sewe|) o22{! 08]! Tei... 0) “Osi iu eee 5 ie picis'l eae 
Lake George.......!..0.+|..00: Level teeine |e ces |e) Oo poues 04]. 1.25} .09]/ "TS Auge | eee eee 

St. Lawrence Valley| 0.00) 0.00} 0.00) 0.00} 0.30) 0.10) 0.02) 0.00) 0.24) 0.14) T. | 0.00) 0.07) 0.03 
MAGISON BALTAGKS)s\|\<fo7s1010)| ainletsseil areata | ciefotors Be] [ee We eeor 182} Sous |b net one bi 
WV ATOTUOWN c uiy siete, « 0:| o.01s10 ll ore tonvsll evn ols Abs ape none (Gna rac Abaca SSOncl(2acan|| acc: Aa) Wenge A 
Canton...... mtslaleralels Whee 51S Scco| nbisacl mice GT)  SOZICN x laa lleteperaiatl etereios . BO) esse see “O2| Fore. 

' | 
WSR al OTUNCHION 5. [io).le10:-)]iarataivtei|lotareis'o'| sfoierote Hee SAS ok SOM ereparet= =22| _ .O9N. cr.wic dteelew liaetanens -02 
INGHEMVE AM MONA il creel cence feemes DEL OGM elects siotaore -83| 12) ees -11} .08 | 
“ORT RS) ees oeel |G seed loaned peood Sacce A sns0e)} RUA Rise +B4] 10]. eecleeces * | +.30 
GUESS Poise, cfslalcreicisiel wieterate sistent wl eeto. oil atetele iM] ixlacue'e/N fo etlurptell Use tetate!| ateratehe!|ia’eyeteyai| falevetet)| eerste |/a'dieia/ wif eta eteeal  latatetets 

Great Lakes ...... 0.00} 0.00) 0.00) 0.05) 0.24) 0.15) 0.05) 0.03 0.59| 0.10) T. | 9.00 0.13) 0.14 
PMS BELO LO ate'oinicre\cleforail avelersro (teeta e are ote)| lets teil aferiets 370|) 25] eee ll AO ier rcrarall ecco 1) byetae Ob] entclen 
TELE 1 ae I GRRE | SST MA “oul .07| .23| .09| .01] .40] .03]..... ee .88]  .61 
Adams Centre..... |[srofereia\[ter oreo w eroret=| nie w ofol| bvarajereifnla/o’e fal (»/sfeleral| ntolointe!| atefotntet) atetatads Jrecec[eeses| eee ed. sees 

PAESLOLES iyo o05.100e |e hercll eickelacelltaeerasy teen J31])- O01 Ee al stasereye 1.505 | iretrecn| eetones [reir Ter hisses 
Rochester......... wil Peo rerarai levetetoted ree ate sis -26| .06| -02)).)..... -45|) 10), TD. [see Open 
Seoftsville.. oes |icnces BENG eaBon| | eeess | lescaol loose baie ave |laeisiete BTU Pern) (eee) ee ci|-c hc -16 
{AT G0) iso obec aaano) adaolsooar | sh .06| T. SOA | \ceeats 83. . OBS icles -16) .18 

OED NIB TS ace. c/o'e si} ate nial bYa' aol ain alo Se eecic fy es Ae ees GO| stctovs | Grete a6 | teetele OL bes 
bye yees 1 OFT EA | ass) be Babsyel| ae Lae B14 eS) fal We Ben Ohne RAR | eocot -20| .34 
Bald winsvallO ©... x.0t sic c= octces| mwas Be aes: 3) | bane eS BAL > L8G hic siecle te stall iste (Ole 
BEANGA OLEH s. cee cred cents lve wroalweteocilion tee | "Bal SOV chee 1O| SOBs v0. | eerrere | tetstete | rene 

TIA SO WAY. Cee ee iornes| arstree|ioe cle =| [pete aiellemeles OS oa LOA eeiere 56] 1.04 [ect teeesrs -27| + .40 
LUN TAT Ye) ee aaa os) Peel sonal sada) (adoers! [sees Ber rica aeitoes pnoee (Gesac doscliococellasccc eco 
RURLEOM ec ceecinates tat cinvei]leie oice'| Se ateel meters r LO] sjatarets OA raitys A 3 eet! oboe sence -05 
QUEWESO! cae eclelow soe a setcll nieve euile ac! asa -0o) 'T. .05) T. fi Weary © 4 ARR amos 7 05 

AISI: icc e's sistas ail rete 5 a Te tS ME eae QO eet efit cutelisatetels Ol) 2825 
Hhoenix jo..cn, Sd ecretevell (Meterena'l iets erm|| ate bislit elt aD) s COSI esonts BO SA re cee Societe FR ee! 
Lyons..... oe erate r ‘i E 18} .44| .07} .01] .30) .52].. 06}.... 
LORE s nlale lc ciste'a wertinie ol apoe FOr omnes, | ane BBE 5 O5]'- COR csiece ||) ete el Olas, arose lepers a - 
PRIS NPAT, ce cocece len ee eay Bee al aewtere Aw 08) 2520), 205 | etre dare kd Mee Rosie Sl atalerate .02! .30 
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TATION FOR Aprit — (Continued). 

| | | ea | | | 
15! 16| 17 | 18 | 19 A 21 | 22 | 28 | 24! 95| 26] 27 | 2s | 29 | 30 | 

‘a | tical oa | | 
| | | | | | 

| RO sae tees 5 dn er SHB ede HORE MRGBe | Bs Mic arate | asta baie Hak 8 
7 ee cy ae ; gd aa aed | Rake ee Peel [A el | [aa 
BAG ecs os 53 .02]. 5 Beem SODIEN OGRE Olli Se sia sce 
i61|.. 41 Ry 2 eae Sf a ee B55) eae | aaa ab : 

‘0.70| 0.05] 0.41] 0.01] 0.03) 0.00] 0.00] 0.00| 0.00/ T. | 0.08) 0.06 0.19] 0.10! 0.02| 0.00 
‘67| .01| -38l..... Sisters taltten ts lee cs. S01); .O4l SHOE nao tees | sued 

AAI Wh COR cit Ata canasdcecesl a, salons «of sae fase AD Raton heed O let ts 
ee 128]... pane oe cee Tesora Se ca Hi ey Oa WRI 

+e no ae (Ee Bi at Ae RE Pe a ae a eke 0s Dae Gaal spe ape 
Tr SS T. , 7’: All aeons ean i (| eae Dt gi 
|) O77 Oe ab = hele Mie aie ae Fa DEN BCR Bs (| (ats =| a Ram =| a 

Sissel AT ESN i) Ra ln el eek dees Sa |r Painter Mae Be ee ae 

See Ne C0N) 4.1% SAB) coed coe becscclcccecleccec| oT RUEGE WeRioe Deel Oits Pee: 

0.68] 0.11] 0.38] 0.00] 0.16| 0.00] 0.00] 0.00] 0.00! T. | 0.16] 0.16] T. | 'T. | 0.00] 0.00 
POR MUO LR on 4) SEIN: oh ( os. ches case ohare she aca ol co pM es see Ieee eee 
+ | ae 5 seo ig pact ab Re ee Naga aN (ea a 
“EEL 115) ae eae Bar| oe a aa Ieee ‘ana 
POWeie) Obl cisccl) 2Whiacoclsc oes peeloce 

yas 
0.60! 0.01] 0.28) 0.13, 0.08} 0.00] 0.00] 'T, : 
* | +271 7 Na) are] pnt Sipe T. 
Renan emeAN IS eel o fals4'°. 1.8251 synachec cat Pace 
185" 102 i ea aR He) G10 Ober Bile sce Leeks 

0.26 0.00] 0.25] 0.00! 0.32] 0.00] T. | 0.00] 0.10] 0.87] 6.25] 0.15! 0.10] 0.00/ 0.00! 0.00 
Po oe pa Ti = acall atos el and Pee Leas a he ee Lae all ce seen tell ma ee 

[2 RENAE) Pa ae | ca a a er) ce | ae La) (ema | ad 

SOPs ss | | a aT el lice ole oe Bs tee fs, NE a RG: | enna (A 
oy Ee WEG Do aciee | OLA styrene oie Niallio eel orcioote 2G Gileree Slay MLO lie te Les|l, aieetetltechororarelt tote ) 
bealia- i 5) aig PASE 48) ee Ao) A DSO We el REDE | 

- ot A, (AR RAR DS pre amie Mm PE oe RR a Me ae fe a as 8 | 

0.07) 0.07} 0.06] T. | 0.03] 0.01] 0.01] 0.01| 0.13] 0.15] 0.20) 0.14! 0.01] 0.00! 0.00| . 
SA CEB + bal EEE BN Pie, ateiG (ail iereiahita 349) asec PLO rc CU lie wets lteianvsi |x cerernal eee ee 

Ya es) |) .06|  -02|..... Gilt sces OSIM TE NETL y Ol. cc closes T. 

ake S11 |e Nee Dig) PR Me A eee | so) ac Dae Pee 
ee Dsl OS| so. a6 rd ey | eee 01) Teast Measles Osh ce les 5 eee T. 
hs ne > aces] eat VR batches}: LO, 25 Sea |e os ie eee Heme 
pee) 819" Oats... : le) Sea ea: T. | loz] l7i] i24} logl..32: ce aera T. | 

1 A|POE TE bis so reg Valen (Aca (a ee Ole ZR NOR [eee CBM pole 
7 INSTT ARES as rel ald oh 508) 18) zoe e10le.. ok | seas epee 
"19 .04] “og|...:: 1 eae 003) s 1. | 0a SEE TN a Ne Nie) 8 Pe 
A a FPS | Bs 1 ieee eee al eee 12 |e FDL O | Sa ciel seehoheewee lowes | 

aes 04) .06).-...} .O6].....J.....] .O1].....] BA] 24) 09) .01).....|.--.teeeee 

met Ament, che eee otc y Alas'c tc. cons oe MLR OE iene Attas (ee ei [ emcee cae ann 
124) T. | log}. 23: S| eae a |) ee ee T. 

TS Ce See SUI) aleestetieea st .20|..... i 1 iar pie Re a! 
een | 5081. o sso le OT) Rh ae Seem Pee] CART) GR Ts HR Rs OP Pek 
Pil ice| 06)" oO6)! De les soc 3 Oa Use eels sabe cuhs calsa ee tlk oe 
“1 Ea Te Cana SR See ee a M1 (a Rt a aa ne ee Bel NE Rass 

S052) gs > Bis es ae et pe | | Opler rol eOdlaice.jeses th aha (08 

Toqal. 

ed @Mrr no Sees 

war) to oo ow 

Ie IDO Anson 

mm wwMw WMH PD MF COORG woos Pe VRE RID ROW NVW 

shee ee 

Oe O09 

SO SDOWw 

c) wrowrn Wee vw 

Pe 

a tet Oo ww 

wt 

pro Dw Queso. UO ROO RW 
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Dairy anp Montary Preowr 

STATIONS. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 | 10} 11} 18) 28a 

Central Lakes ..... 0.00} 0.00} 0.00} T. | 0.27) 0.40} 0.04) 0.08} 0.67) T. | 0.00) 0.00) 0.01} 0.00 
POMS: uicc casiesllesis'ar | avewalseleesil saree OETA USS Sale 43] 0.00010) oes | pom nisl Sintra es 
POD WOOO. 0.00 sc icce| kei os spells oun sO4) 841): 08) > BO) c2bl tine e ee siomeee Olea ss 

B11: BB ean PSE Sng) cess) aaa) bears Iacieridl acicnil Isrinciol chan ica art ethwanns 
AASTVILIS Foy oie bs clon |etenis (ss ni< | seieito TT; «20, LB h OD Oe ISLS 5s tecllic 5.0m brerecne ee Pry 
UOTE SAR AB Agno Orcl ORCHO! Pdonsl WaGod) sib ac 225) sae] 1 O]) or. 286) Ds. Ieee sis|sale oe etree a 

Average ....... 0.00| 0.00} T. | 0.04! 0.24] 0.14 0.04) 0.07| 0.77] 0.08| 0.01) T. | 0.04] 0.06 

} Record for the month incomplete. || Received too late to be included in the averages. 
polated from values at other stations. 
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TATION FoR Aprit — (Continued). 

re 
ike 

0.25] 0.02) 0.07] 0.00] 0.04) 0.07) 6.00] 0.00) 0.04) T. | 0.24) 0.20} T. | 0.00} 0.00) 0.00) 2.42 
Bee cox <| wo os| aoc. 10} 215|.2...| 4.06. Mails. Ge ee teat 2.21 

TOTP TSE as ha a ZO8l eo aes 08 ; 

cat | .94l;.... HG] sc cttean se ae lalte ae. 16 
7) Le ad ea | T. |p 51 

0.45} 0.05) 0.23) 0.01; 0.09) 0.02) T. | T. | 0.04) 0.07) 0.19) 0.11] 0.04] 0.06) T. T. 2.92 

* Amount included in next measurement. +Notincludedin computing averages. §Inter- 
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Sratistics OF TEMPERATURE 

TEMPERATURE (DEGREES FAuR.). 

| ‘oS ; | | 
he = | @ | EXTREMES OF MONTHLY 
= S ne g MEAN TEMPERATURE 
8 a S 5 FOR APRIL, 
e ko} a 

STATION. county. | 2/2] . =| Bo oe 
cam n i= ° 

So Cs a . nl 23 

na! tol af at) 
OM} a] @ a{| “|e 
i] ° 2Q oO be Ss & kK 

ae pe ee Geos eB SO nes 3 
| a} oO fe) a|[ a a 4 o Ki 
> s| 9 cS) 3 | a wo | 8 e a 
° ® oO a) & o = Ci) ° ® 
Bl ol (S| a cee co] Pe 

WV CRCENI AL TAL COM onus oni lisence ale mer s'e/oisc ASLO oie. l'starera|| leimere 45 A ctedase easel initiate | Se | sailors 
PAMROLCAL weicincaecssccer Allegany ...... 42.8] 15} 1855] 1897! 43.4] +0.6) 48.2] 1896] 35.9] 1857" 
EIPITTP TOY ios oie'o a(-/nieia.as's Cattaraugus ..| 43.1] 14) 1884| 1897] 43.6] +0.5] 49.0] 1896] 37.6) 1884 
Elmira........ Pagsarce Chemung ..... 45.9] 19] 1851] 1897| 48.3) +2.4] 54.2] 1896) 38.5| 1857 

OUSTEN TE ELALEGW. cleicicenll| ocsceeir cisco s'e ace | VASO (cpetel| eracate esl eomerere Addl tL Al ice tellin ate wtstelf arate eee 
Tea RS eae Chenango..... 44.0} 30) 1828} 1897] 44.4] +0.4] 51:6] 1844] 37.6) 18388 
Ou Chit (BAS soapanoden Cortland ......| 42.1] 34] 1829) 1897) 43.2) +-1.1] 48.0] 1840] 34.6) 1857 
Cooperstown Otsego ........| 41.0) 44] 1854) 1897) 43.2) +2.2) 51.6] 1878] 33.6) 1874 
DWV OLY. sie. cise «eles OP Gis akais's ate 45.1] 15] 1883] 1897) 46.9} +1.8] 51.0) 1896] 42.0) 1885 

VETS ILEN TL E-LOLCOMW « o:0'0isi| Wotaisiapescis’crsiorare sien ADED|(s zallleeiceclleienor 42.6; —0.3)..... nis weiss, ol atone 
TOWN is cemacoeicwtens MeO Wis sek cies) 42.9] 32) 1827} 1897] 42.6] —0.3] 51.0} 1833] 34.3] 1857 

PA CLENELE COUSE a. aie cininrs | aicivic'siy 212 sjoivelores ARG focrail cereal steesats 48.8} -F1, 2) cnc crilecomiea| Seen 
New York city......... New York..... 48.0) 27) 1871] 1897| 49.0) +1.0] 53.6] 1871] 41.3| 1874 
HOTAUKEU sais -'sisieisje vs cin Suffolk .. ... 47.3] 12) 1886) 1897) 48.7) +1.4] 49.8) 1891] 44.7; 1888 

EDMASON VU Cys cre\ctsnis| Uacsiine Sees nes I ned merc tac 47.9), 1.3] is"- <5 leet ne | eieinel area 
AIDA is. ane cicanteciesmine ADANy \2eecse- 46.2} 24] 1874) 1897) 48.0) +1.8] 51.5] 1878] 36.6) 1874 
Honeymead Brook ....} Dutchess...... 45.7] 17) 1881| 1887) 46.4] +0.7] 50.5] 1886] 40.4) 1887° 
WGSUIPOINE Ss «osc ccc cicle Orange........ 47.9) 68} 1826} 1897) 49.3) +1.4].....]......]..c0cfeeecee 

Champlain Valley. c.cc| este cas ss sciceesys ANNA resell erotstecal is ates 42.2). 4-08) oc cise lve erate sree eee 
Plattsburgh Barracks.| Clinton........ 41.4] 43) 1839) 1897) 42.2) +0.8] 48.2] 1844) 35.6! 1842 

PU ECT ENCE V. GU ECYecai\l\ aivialots'e leur eitisioeln ABUG| (= mye \crereerel bse 43.0} 0,5)... <<} oes eatleencell amines * 
Madison Barracks..... Jefferson...... 42.3] 36] 1839) 1897] 42.4) +0.1) 52.8) 1878] 84.1] 1874 
CATION. Fe oda iciscte taretns St. Lawrence..| 42.5] 36| 1862] 1897) 43.3) +-0.8] 52.4] 1878] 33.7] 1868. 
North Hammond...... Me .-| 42.1] 19) 1867) 1897; 44.0) +1.9] 48.8] 1871] 33.3) 1874 
OUSOA IN, 3). ociisca te ners . 43.3} 30] 1828} 1897) 42.4) —0.9] 56.2] 1889) 37.0) 1841 

GREOLMCOKES ss. 53 os: sinse|| esac tae ce elebttents g VR AAA ee §| Ib oc 45.0} 4-2-1)... <6 «ilies octal eee eee 
ESI eeteicinicte we v'anintserenie MPI@s. <0 elote alate 42.1] 27] 1871| 1897] 44.0] +1.9) 50.0) 1878) 34.5) 1874 
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Meteorological Summary for May, 1897. 

The average atmospheric pressure (reduced to sea level and 32 

degrees Fahr.) for the State of New York during May, 1897, was 

29.96 inches. The hishest barometer was 30.42 inches at Albany on 

the 8th, and the lowest was 29.51 inches at Buffaloon the 2d. The 

highest mean pressure was 29.98 inches at Erie, Pa., the lowest 

being 29.94 inches at Oswego. The average pressure at six stations 

of the National Bureau was 0.03 inches below the normal, the maxi- 

.mum departure being —.06 inches at New York City, while at Erie 

the pressure was normal. 

The mean temperature of the State was 55.6 degrees, as derived 

from the records of 76 stations; the highest monthly mean being 

61.1 degrees at Wappingers Falls, and the lowest, 50.0 degrees, at 

Little Falls (Station 2a). The highest daily mean for the State was 

62 degrees on the 12th, 20th and 24th, the lowest being 48 degrees 

on the 8th. The maximum temperature reported was 87 degrees at 

West Point on the 11th, and the minimum 23 degrees at Saranac 

Lake on the 7th. The mean monthly range of temperature for the 

State was 47 degrees; the greatest value being 57 degrees at 

Waverly, and the least, 29 degrees, at Brooklyn. The mean daily 

range was 21 degrees; the greatest daily range being 52 degrees at 

Oneonta on the 9th, and the least, 3 degrees, at Erie, Pa., on the 

7th. The mean temperatures of the several regions were as follows: 

The Western Plateau, 54.2 degrees; the Eastern Plateau, 55.0 

degrees ; the Northern Plateau, 52.1 degrees; the Atlantic Coast, 

58.7 degrees ; the Hudson Valley, 59.0 degrees; the Mohawk Valley, 

56.0 degrees ; the Champlain Valley, 55.4 degrees; the St. Lawrence 

Valley, 54.8 degrees; the Great Lakes, 54.7 degrees; the Central 

Lakes, 55.8 degrees. The average of the mean temperatures at 25 

stations possessing records for previous years was 0.8 degrees ‘below 

the normal, deficiencies occurring at all but 6 stations. 
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The mean relative humidity was 70 per cent. The mean dew 

point was 45 degrees. 

The average precipitation for the State was 4.14 inches of rain, as 

derived from the records of 100 stations. The heaviest general pre- 

cipitation, ranging from 6 to over 9 inches, obtained in a portion of 

the Coast Region, while the least was under 2 inches through a con- 

siderable area south of Lake Ontario. The maximum local amount 

was 9.83 inches at Bedford, and the least, 1.33 inches, at Rochester. 

The principal rain periods occurred between the Ist and 5th, on the 

10th, 12th to 14th, the 20th and 21st, the 23d and 24th, the 28th and 

29th. No snow was reported. The average total precipitation at 

27 stations possessing records for previous years was 0.54 inches 

above the normal amount, deficiencies occurring at 8 scattered 

stations, mainly in the Lake Region. The largest excess obtained in 

the Southeastern section. The average number of days on which 

the precipitation amounted to 0.01 inches or more was 9.6, the rain 

frequency being greatest in the vicinity of the Mohawk Valley and 

Lake Erie, and least along the eastern border. The average number 

of clear days was 9.6; of partly cloudy days, 10.4; and of cloudy 

days, 11.0; giving an average cloudiness of 50 per cent. for the 

State. The maximum cloudiness obtained in eastern New York, 

north of the Coast Region, and the least in the central part of the 

State. | 

The prevailing wind direction was from the west. The average 

wind travel at 6 stations of the National Bureau was 7,740 miles, the 

values being greater than usual in eastern New York, and about the 

usual average along the lakes. The maximum velocity reported 

from the above stations was 48 miles per hour at New York City 

and Buffalo on the 2d and 14th, respectively. 

Thunderstorms (including distant thunder or lightning) were 

observed as follows: On the 1st at North Hammond; 2d, Man- 

hattan Beach; 3rd, Wedgewood and Ithaca; 4th, St. Johneville; 
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Sth, Manhattan Beach; 9th, 8 western stations; 10th, 6 southeastern 

stations; 11th, Angelica; 12th, 10 western, central and southeastern 

stations; 13th, Manhattan Beach; 14th, 5 western, central and 

northern stations; 20th, 7 western, central and northern stations; 

21st, 3 coast stations; 23d, 8 western, central and southeastern, 

stations, and on the 24th, 5 stations in the same territory; 25th, 

Bedford ; 30th, 3 coast stations; 31st, 2 coast stations. 

Hail fell at New Lisbon on the 3d. 

Solar halos were observed on the 11th, 16th, 17th and 26th ; and 

Lunar halos on the 11th, 12th, 13th, 16th and 17th. 

Light frosts were noted on 13 dates. The principal severe or 

killing frosts occurred on the 8th, 17th, 22d, 26th and 27th. 

GENERAL FEATURES OF THE WEATHER. 

The month, as a whole, was cooler than usual, the average tem- 

perature for the first and last decades being low, and during the 

intermediate period about normal. There was an excess of rainfall 

for the State, but its distribution was uneven, numerous and heavy 

showers occurring in the southeast and over other scattered sections, 

while in other localities, notably in the vicinity of Lake Ontario, 

the rainfall was very light. About the ueual cloudiness obtained 

for the State at large, but the percentage was above the average in 

portions of the southeastern and northern regions. Thunderstorms 

occurred frequently in the southern and central counties. 

Four areas of high and five areas of low pressure (approximately) 

influenced our weather conditions this month. Both high and low 

systems were sluggish in movement, and less energetic than in pre- 

vious months, the range of pressure being smaller than usual. ‘The 

following is a brief account of the pressure systems of the month: 

Low I, 29.6 to 29.8 inches over the Northeastern States from the 

2d to 5th; general rains, some heavy showers in the Southeast. A 

fall of 15 degrees in daily temperature between 1st aid 4th, due to 

9 
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High I, 30.4 inches, a large area moving slowly to the easters 

States before the 6th, passing slowly northeastward on the 7th and 

8th, bringing severe frosts and fair weather, and on the 9th moving 

to the southeast coast, giving a warm wave in conjunction with 

Low II, 29.6 inches, reaching Canada from the west on the 9th, and 

shifting slowly over and north of New York until the 15th. General 

rains with thunderstorms occurred during this period, the maximum 

amounts for the month, with very heavy showers in the southeast, 

oceurring on the 12th and 13th. Rain continued on the 14th, being 

heaviest in the north. The warm period was terminated by , 

High II, 30.3 inches, moving from the western to the central and 

eastern States, between the 6th and 16th, remaining on the central 

coast till the 19th, giving generally fair, cool weather with light 

frosts. The area passed southward on the 19th to 20th, while 

Low III, 29.5 inches, moved over the lakes and down the St. 

Lawrence Valley, giving a brief warm wave and moderate rainfall, 

lightest in eastern New York. 

High III, 30.1 inehes, moved from the northwest to the easterm 

States on the 21st and 22d, giving a sharp depression of temperature 

and hard frosts on the 22d, afterward disappearing over the 

Atlantic. 

Low IV, 29.4 inches, over the Upper Lakes on the 23d, thence 

passing over and north of New York and New England on the two 

days following. Normal temperatures and showers, which were 

heavy in the south and east, occurred on the 24th and 25th. 

High IV, 30.4 inches, passing from the central States to the 

northeast on the 25th to 26th, brought fair and cool weather with 

frosts. 

Low V, 29.6 inches, extended from Texas to the lakes on the 

27th, contracting and remaining over the northeastern States and 

Canada until the end of the month, the weather continuing cool 

and partly cloudy, with scattering showers. 
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Farmine Notrs.— Vegetation, which was at about the usual stage 

at the opening of the month, advanced rapidly during the warm 

weather of the 1st and 2d, at which time fruit trees came into full 

bloom in warm central and southern localities. The temperature 

fell 5 to 10 degrees below freezing on and about the 8th, but little 

damage was sustained from frost. Cloudy weather and general 

rains between the 9th and 13th were beneficial to grass and grain, 

which were generally reported as being in fine condition, although 

meadows were rather poor in the north. The cool and cloudy or 

showery weather of the last 10 days seriously retarded the growth 

of small fruits and garden truck, and in some cases corn, potatoes, 

peas, etc., failed to sprout or rotted in the ground. Grass and 

grains, however, generally made a fine growth. Strawberries were 

exceptionally fine in the warmer and less rainy portions of the south- 

eastern counties. 

Injurious insects, especially the “ tent caterpillar,’ were unusually 

numerous this month. 

Miscellaneous notes, as furnished by observers at the following 

stations: Humphrey, fruit and forest trees were budding on the. 

6th ; Wedgewood, bobolinks arrived on the 3d; Brentwood, peach 

trees bloomed in warm places on the 1st, plums, cherries and pears 

on the 4th, and apples on the 9th; Appleton, cherries in bloom on 

the 8th, apples on the 15th, first oriole seen on the 9th. 

New Lisbon, frost of the 8th hurt grass. South Canisteo, a 

noticeable discoloration of grain, clover and forest leaves from frost 

of 22d. Arcade and Alfred report that no killing frosts occurred. 

A freeze occurred at Watkins on the 8th. 

North Hammond reports a cold, rainy month; Wappingers Falls, 

cool, numerous showers, luxuriant vegetation, enormous strawberry 

erop; Number Four, a cold, cloudy month and much wind. 

An earthquake shock was generally felt at northern stations at 

about 10.15 p.m. on the 27th, and in a lesser degree at central sta- 

tions. At Saranac Lake the oscillations were felt about one minute. 
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MerrorotoagicaL Data 

LOCATION OF STATIONS. 
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Merroro.ocicaAL Data 

LOCATION OF STATIONS. BAROMETER. HuMIDITY TEMPERA 

Sf aoe “AL Wee ree | 

lt 2 \o |g 
| . | Ee jeg 
| o orl ae @ @aZiBE 

STATION. COUNTY. | & qa| =| Sissiga 
d ; *| 2| 2 sas 
< < : | S| sis" sae 
e =| 3 s o o be cI Pi lie 5 3 e| 2 |= lg & i€/8| 3] & |g [8 Isle 
al aA 4 Al wR Ala| 2) Al lA [IA 

PIGEON SY AUSY = es | ene - es oe ms onl ens |(enene ai leeaeee Honan Bone me ee 59.0| 87|11 
ROMAN ohne Le Albany ..-.... 97| 29.97| 30.42| 8] 29-65/21/0.77| 67| 46|....|59.0| 77] 9 
Honeymead Brook-.| Dutchess...... CAUSE et sees eed feet (asersies 4 | seh -sioe ----| ----|56.9/56.7| 83/10 
Poughkeepsie. ---.- eae Sa SSe 180) ooo a |ooa nce] osoce—nat sol tome woe] eecel esas [D1 -6) Oelae 

Wappingers Falls -| Dutchess...... ba Uh) eee ed (eee bcd [eet ! ey me Sole di tekanlteuan 61.1) 84/10 
TVS Re = Greene ......- aU Sass eee (5 eee se ls —5e = ---|58.6/58.8) 79/10 
West Point ........ Orange -...... BESS | 8) leona) esl s-- S| tery Mees 60.6, 87/11 
Op TG Re Sees ee Putnam......- BUY eee Bee! Besse e| leo! aacocl| eielis = AP PS ree 59.1) 84)1@ 

Mohawk Valley....|. sacle ganseeseimes lacwewa|eccawc| we] lsces aa| lc oe oleae eee ern 55.6) 83/20 
Little Falls (1a)-.-.-. Herkimer...-. O24). to -|\cectes | bellaceweneoatmeme 26 oul bee eee 54.2) 78/21 
Canajoharie....--.. Montgomery.-2}/300)-- 5-2) once) 5) canen|anfenee ----| ---.|56.4/57.6] 81/20 
St. Jobnsville..-.-... < 8 Sa Peers 54.7| 79'20 
PRONG ocean waceas inno a2a>)\ smeplemar 55.8) 83/20 

STI COI YAO MET Se UES ee arse ly cdl lee Set fone 4: if foe! asec jen) jaccic Fe ae aes 55.4) 82) 9 
Piattsburgh Bar’ks. enel |e coe ese 53-7) 75|12 
Glens Falls ........ =: ---|56.2|56.9) 82) 9 
Lake George....... 65) 44/55.3)55.5) 76)18 

St. Lawrence Valley BP ey oe 54.8) 79/23 
Madison Barracks. PPE oerg Pe |so. ae 
Watertown -....-... aves oot] -sceteem waif 
GEO BASES aR St liawrence!| (304/02 222. | oenns| ae] onseeel oceans ene-| ----|53-6/54.4) 79/23 

North Hammond...} St. Lawrence -| 300|......|..-.--|--|------|..]...- ---.| --0-|54_ 4/5007 aiee 
Ogdensburg .....-.- & A 208 | necues poe eee|| Sellccee cele eee Jao et Se ee lee 55 2| 75/14 
Pepa .sc.nsc-0 sd ACR Resear | Secol syeec = eases aes 53 .4|54.6) 77/23 

ETO Si ieee ney iss sce ncnoseogd too bene ca seeccalbs:\jcacesal fee ict Be oes 54.7) 82)23 
Westfield .......-. Chantayaqua -2|) 758). ---3| 05 eel eellecseen ee ||2n'= t| awe o's See 55.2] 79) h 
Wuttalo--=--..---4-- HIG |. edense cae 768| 29.96) 30.40] 8) 29.51) 20.89] 70)  43).--.|54.0) 75|11 
Pittsford........... Monroe ...... AVA Bal loess ib sco sn) Psi be woo.| 2--+[54-2)54.4| 82193 

Rechester ..-...--. Monroe......- 523] 29.96] 30.40; 8 29.61/20,0.79| 67)  43)/..../56 0| 82/23 
Appleton .......... Niagara ...... BU RSS ec Stich ee aetsnec a joey tee Prep eee) en 53.7, 77) b 
Fort Niagara ...... Re ary 263) snonian|ocdancl e|lcontees oe |saas = siee hv aoe eee 54.8] 75) 9 

Baldwinsville...... Onondaga..... B00|L eI. aeec| Se ae el eee ....| ...-|55.7/56.8| 80] } 
Ridgeway -...--..-. Orleans) casce| seaele seen | eone eel eal eee eee Heel | nae 2 ses 54.2) 75/20 
OSWERO eens onan a= Oswego ...... 335] 29.94] 30-40] 8| 29.68/23/0.82; 72) 43)....|53.0| 78) b 

Palermo.-.5-,-:..-- Oswego ...... i) eer eens (RES teal aa -oe-| .--.(53-3/54.0] 81) 9 
LVONS) .je--ce~sh=> =e Wayne -...... Ue aa Seo Sei eet smell see ----| ----|56.2/56.3) 80) 9 
3s ie 2 a HOVIO | ose e le mee 714| 29.98) 30.86] 8} 29.60) 1/0.76] ...-| ..-.|.-.- 54.0) 79] 9 

OTT OL TiGKEG oo oe eine do ele sae ae oer amoe BOE enmebera| fee) fs cco| oc) aoc -|lae 55.8] 81] 9 
WISMING 6 oon sn oe Cayuga ......- 1000). - see |e aon] ae ane ores ----| ----/56-1/56.1) 80] 9 

reninlas: (3-5. osno5- Seneca .....--. T19| cc osee lon See | ee Seeley eee 2 79; 45)....|56.9) 81) 9 
AMines ois ocesorn eae Tompkins.....| 810) 29.95) 30.39] 8| 29.55) 2/0 84) 69)  46/55.2)55.3) 80) 8 

Se ene Meteo, ra tees) Ss 29.86 30.42| 8 29.51| 210.77| 70|  45|..-.|55.6) 87/11 

* Mean of the tri-daily observations. {Mean of the Max. and Min. by the Draper Thermo 
tri-daily observations are derived by the formula, (7a.m. +2 p.m.+9 p.m +9 p.m.) +4. 
feur hours. (1) Voluntary Observer. (2) U. S. Weather Bureau. (la) City Reservoir. 

(a) 11, 20, 22; (b) 9, 20; (c) 11, 18, 20, 24; (d) 9, 23; (e) 18, 28; (a) 6,19; (h) 9. 10, 23; (j) 8, 22; 
21; (af)'2,8; (ag) 10,12; (ah) 12, 29; (bb) 13, 31; (be) 2, 24,31; (bd) 24, 31; (be) 2, 13; (Bf) 26, 28, 
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ror May, 1897 —( Concluded). 

TURE — (IN DEGREES, FAHR. ey pe ; PRECIPITATION — (INCHES). z 
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reese heise be (ele (es be |BPAl Sop Beale (pee koeyte 
HRIAlLAIAlLOIAIAIAIJA lA |4 la Bt Sel ate poe AA 

} hom 
30 8) 46) 22) 41 9 4 2| 8.3/117111-0) 13-7) 4-70} 3:30)..2..- Sh) Meosehecitmet casas 
38 8} 39) 19) 34 9 8 2)11 8 |12 16 4.69} 1.80)..---- VBR feciceras Ss. 
Sal) 78!) 51) 23) 39)" 9} 912) 13) 6 10) )15 12 4.44) 1.81].....- AS Ge Sees Ss. W 
SO Seed 25) AL Sh 9, 2 aT) 0 12 Sesoh We 4or ese Tey ec N. 

34 8} 50) 25) 49 8 6} 29) 8 {15 8 16 3.92} 1.16] 15.00) 13 |-....-. N. 
37 8} 42) 18) 28) 18 4 2) 4 419 8 12 Bye He 1) ee Sean eres N. W 
38 8; 49} 22) 37) 11 4 PAE ae (eee Coed 14 4.70} 0.90) 10.00) 14. |...... N. 
38} 26) 46) 22) 30 5 5 1/17 2 {12 14 5206) 1-88) L700! 1s be esee S. W 

30} 8} 49) 22) 41) 9) 6G 1114.7) 4-7/11.6] 13.2] 4.18} 0-83].-..-- AB We cdesalteeccats 
31) 7| 47} 19] 28] ac} 7| 1414 | 4 1418 13 A239). (OL Gil oe ge = (wee nl teeemere Ww. 
32} 22) 49) 20; 34) 11 8 1,16 6 9 10 S282) \OL80| 25-25 PAS || SSR ee Ww. 
30 8! 49) 24) 41) 9 6 1\14 4 113 16 CURT AM SU CRs Bene UBF MN aepSee Ww. 
31 Gi) <2). 25) 33)/—.20 9 a Sreteile crate [aferace 14 400210 Gepliaeeiate ee lesser acoeac 

29} 8] 47) 21 44| OS sl Seo eS To Ole LET SOU MESS tetera lee [termite ete eter 
ales) a4el 20) Lovie doe SO) MOgt os2| on Be | + tall.) S41 OSSOl oases 26) ease Ss. 
30} «=6«8|_«52] +23) 44) 9) 11) bg! 6 | 6 119 16 Sesh diese lems PSB eee Ss. W 
29 Sane sui eco| 18 5} 13)11 Se Lt 16 4252), V2OR) 1Ol40 (ls pecan as Ss. 

28! m| 44) 22! 39 8) 4] 2) 7.8) 9.5/13-7] 10.8) 3.51) 1-58)....-. Ce See poel faeicnoce- 
ASS GIG RSet eee S3e)|Pecciscee bose mA ceeel lees ait 7 3299) W568) se2c..- (Ua Reso S. W 

ga} | 51) 24! 26) 23; 1i| 12|9 |10 |i2 | 11 | 3-49] 0-64)......] 95 |......) SW. 

32, mj) 40, 20) 34) 19 4 2} 0 |10 {21 15 3291) (@265)) 9245) 2) siessaes Ww. 
36 8, 39; 19) 30: 26 7) ecll0 9 |12 12 2286) (0249) W7eO0l ee. Enos S. W. 
31 8} 46} 24) 39 8} 10} 29/12 9 |10 9 aedOl) Ont8|-sem—e Sievers = Ss. W. 

27 8; 43] 19) 43 9 3 7)10-4/10.6)10.1} 11.9) 2.56} -2.08)...... iY PR Heese e voc eboces 
37| aa} 42) 20) 30; 10) 10 ed\i9 2 {10 6 3448) 0292). 22... 4 Vikas NOW 
41 3} 34) 14) 24) af 4, 18) 6 /|16 9 13 2262), (0554| 223.2 - 407 ESE Ww. 
32 9) 50} 20) 38 9 5| 10] 9 Sess 12 210 O60} esas 1 ad ae N. W 

36] 8] 46) 20; 33) 9) 7 4/9 110 |12 13 eSB) C244) ees a. Westen Ss. W. 
34 jij 43) 21) 39 9) 10 4,9 |13 9 14 2246) 0.45).-...- Re acence . 
38 j| 37| 20) 35 Ol | el ere =| ce ae 8 B00) S08 |e CDM Migenato Ss. W. 

35 8) 45) 20) 40 9 9} ce\12 6 {13 10 eee | O23 5 eeeuee Ci Neeserinl sericea 
36; j| 39) 19) 34) 23 8 4/10 {19 2 12 ZU | MOSSE ese. 2 BON Wete a areis Ww. 
37 8} 41) 16; 35 9 6 2| 8 7 116 13 2en0l O2bol ae = 4 Veet Ww. 

27} 8] 54) 21) 43) 9) 10) ef/15 | 7 | 9 15 2499" O69)\s5-c-9l2. liseavae Ss. W 
35 8| 45) 18) 36 9 7 4; 6 |20 5 14 P2SA OLSS cme cae at Oe aes N. W 
40} 22) 39) 14] 25) 9 3 712 8 j1l 13 3204); (0863) csea YS asec WwW. 

So 8) 4ep 19)) 88] 20) +6) 2 4) .8£0103-7)9-3]" 923)" .3.60). W204) - 23... TO Milled cel eee 
34 8} 46) 17) 32 g 6 4,3 |22 6 5 { 2.17] 0-71) 22.00} 3-4 |...... N. W 

el) Sl 48) 1 22) S86 20) Tl) AITO tS 10 10 C590} Deka 2. 12 Reese bs) 
32; 8 48] 19) 35) 9 6) 4}11 8 12 13 S884) NO266} SS 1010) \Kesee ae WEVA 

mo | S47 2 b2bP 9 3) 7) 9 6/10-4/11.0| 12.4) 4.12) 4 cl ee 12-13) ...... Ww 

graph. || Report received too late to be used in computing means. The means from the 
} Blank indicates that the duration is not shown in the original records, but is within twenty- 
(2a) Intake Conduit, nine miles north of city. 

(k) 5, 7; (m) 8,15; (n) 7, 8; (aa) 22, 26, 27, 31; (ab) 9, 18, 23, 24; (ac) 8, 28; (ad) 21, 22; (ae) 10, 19, 
29; (bg) 12, 18, 25; (cc) 13, 30; (cd) 3, 24; (ce) 4, 12; (ef) 12, 25. 
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TEMPERATURE — May, 1 

NintH ANNUAL RPPORT OF THE 

897, SHowrne Datty MEANS FoR THE 

STATION. poy es Ve | 8. eee 

Western Plateau..| 61 56 50 48 54 55 | 50 
66 | 58| 56] 50| 63| 66) 57 

Alfred ....-.------- 531}.46| 40] 39| 42] 44! 38 
6s | 61| 55] 51| 64| 65] 69 

Angelica -......--- 51} 49| 43] 41 ‘3 45 | 37 
71} 63| 59] 53] 65 | 70] 61 

spire pach 3. aes sage 54| 45| 40| 39] 41| 39] 41 
Ey , 72| 64| 59] 54| 69| 69| 60 
Friendship ---..--. 561 404. A a 43 | 42| 38 

Ries 70| 63| 51| 51| 651! 68] 60 
Franklinville ...-.-. | 55 47 41 40 43 44 42 

| es! 63] 60| 50| 65| 73] 64| @8| 79| 651 73] 63| 65| 64 
ee | 52] 43] 38 | 39| 42| 47] 41| 36) 46| 52| 46] 53] 51] 45 
Arkwright eens [peran]Pehe lensantoresi lesser iesres [ares Ite ee aes ak |. 

d | “70 | 60 | 54| 54| 63| 68| 60| 70, 77| 66|-75| 62] 66) 65 
os as a hel aang 56| 45| 39] 41| 45| 48) 46| 36/ 44] 56] 46| 56] 52) 46 
et 70| 66| 65| 60| 68| 67| 60| 67| 79| 64) 77| 75! 62! 7 

ee SI a 45| 53| 45] 48] 51] 43| 44] 331 481 58] 44) 62] 53] 52 
om 73| 67| 58| 57| 66| 59| 59| 66| 68| 69| 71| 73) 69) @ 

teeseeee cess 53| 56] 43| 45| 43| 42| 40| 37.! 42] 45| 50| 53] 481 43 

. 66} 76] 65] 58] 67| 64| 58] 69] 78} 70) 79} 73) 56) 68 
Lockport ...-.-.--. 47| 56] 45| 46| 42) 42| 42| 37] 46] 56] 47] 51] 47| 46 

67! 58] 64| 54| 62! 62| 55| 66] 83] 62] 74] 69] 63] 68 
Wedgewood . .-.-.- 52| 50| 42| 41| 421 42| 35] 33] 46| 50] 46| 66| 52] 46 

72| 63 | 62| 58| 6 | 68| 60| 63| 80| 68| 76| 72] 65| 69 
Addison. .--..----- 58 | 52| 44] 44| 43] 44| 40| 30| 37] 52| 40| 59] SL] 49 

; eee 69 | 61| 62] 553] 66| 68| 6t| 65 | 82| 65| 76| 7] 68| 72 
South Canisteo---.. 54| 49| 40| 40| 43| 40] 35| 26| 38| 58| 40| 55| 46] 43° 
bene? 7 | 62| 52] 52| 61] 66| 56| 64| 78| 63| 74| 671] 66) 65 

seeeeeeeeees 55| 42] 4:| 40| 43| 45] 39| 30| 43] 50| 44] 53] 46| 41 
| ‘ 

Eastern Plateau...| 60| 55| 54| 49| 54| 55| 50| 46] 58| 61] 58] 63 | 58 /) GE 
E 65 | 63| 61] 53) 68| 62| 60| 56| 82| 72| 75| 72) 69| 74 

Binghamton (1).---| 55 | 53] 46| 45| 42| 44| 42]. 30| 40| 48| 43] 58| 55] 53 
: 62| 63| 61| 53| 66| 67] 58| 64| 81] 71| 75| 71) 62) 72 

Binghamton (2).---) 55 | 53! 47} 45| 42/ 45| 40] 32| 39| 47] 42] 59|°54] 50 
Ss 68} 64| 65| 60| 67| 68| 62| 65| 79| 73| 75] 70| 74| 7% 

weeeeeeeeee | 53! 48] 45| 43| 38] 37] 39] 26| 32] 50| 37| 53] 5O| 52 
70; 60| 59| 50| 66] 64| 56| 63| 79| 77| 701 @8| 64| 72 

Cortland ..-.------. 57| 51| 49] 43| 41! 40] 43| 27| 36] 52] 36| 56] 52] 51 
; 7¢6| 60| o3| 51| 66| e8| 59| 63| 79| 73| 76| 77 | 66) 72 

South Kortright..-| 46 4¢| 45 | 44| 37] 37| 38| 24] 30] 50| 36| 54] 50| 41 

6s; 55| 60| 56| 68] 71| 66| 65| 72| 68| 75| 70| 68) 70 
Middletown -..-... 47| 50| 48| 45| 45] 5ti 045 | 391 45) 55] 491 55 | 52 

is | 62 | 55] 62| 57| 69 | 77| 68| 72] 78| 83| 79) 71| 68| 7 
Port Jervis--.--.-- | 53} 50 | a6 | ¢| 47 | 47| 34| 38 | 57| 45| 58) 98) 53 

6) | 54| 59| 52] 60] 63| 53| 56| 77| 62| 72| G&| 61 |° 74 
Cooperstown....... 55 | 50; 491 44| 42] 45] 45| 341 37°] 50| 42] 55 50 | 50 

ie. 62 | 55| 61| 54| 64| 651 57| 58| 75| 69| 71] 65 | 60| 72 
Garrattsville -..... 51| 48| 45| 43| 38] 421 48| 30] 32| 46] 37] 56| 6562] 49 

: 62| 62) 60| 55| 66| 65] 58| et| 79| 71| 72) 67| G1| 72 
New Lisbon. ....--. 32 | 30| 43| 42| 33] 36| 35| 93] 29| 44] 36| 50| 49| 49 

65 | 62| 67| 58| 74| 71 os | 66 | 85 | 73| 78| 71| 65| 76 
Oneonta -....-...-. 53 | 49| 45| 45| 42] 40] 41! 29| 33 50 | 40 | 54 50 48 

g: 6s | 65| 61| 55 | 68| 62] 56| 62] 80! 67| 771 78| 65 
Perry City.---.---- | 56| 541 43] 43| 38] 41| 34] 26] 36] 46] 40 | 58] 50 45 
Nay > 65 | 61| 63} 53| 67| 63] 51| 65 | 80| 67| 72| 70] 61 
Straits Corners ..--) 55 52| 43} 43| 41| 52| 37| 27| 35| 47| 47] 46] 53| 48 
23 69 | 61| 62| 56| 68| 72| 64| 67| 84] 70| 75| 69] 64! 72 

S ete Ci 56 | 541 44| 44! 421 43] 89) 27] 35° 55] 42] 59| 55} 50 
aS 6s) 63 | 6t| 54| 64| 62] 56| 61| go] 73) 75| 72! 63) 7é 

PAS Te 57| 54] 45 | 44| 42] 40] 35] 26] 36 as 39 38 oy = 
e2 | 52| 55| 531 62| 65| 62| 58| 70] 77| 73| 67] 6 

Mohonk Lake ...-. 49! 48° 46! 43! 44’ 52! 43! 40! 50] 56] 59! 56) 59! 53. 
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' 

Reetons, AnD Datty Maxima anp Minima For THE STaATIONs. 

54.4 

56.0 

54.0 

56.8 
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f ‘ 

TempreraAtore —— May, 1897, SHowtnc Datty Means For 

STATIONS. 

STATION. i baie | 4156/6 | 7 | Blo a 11 | 12 | 18 i 
eo : 

| | | BE 
Northern Plateau..| 58 56 54 49 a 52 44 45 59 57 58 58 54 57 

: 66 | 61] 67| 59| 72| 64] 55| 61| 78] 67| 76| 64) 68| 72 
Saranac Lake...... 52| 45| 45] 32| 40| 27| 28] 39] 54| 391 54| 50| 42) 42 

wr aRd 62 | 58] 61| 58] 7 | 68| 66] 62| 78| 73| 74| 67) 61| 9B 
Gloversville -.--.-- 53| 50] 48] 45| 37] 43] 38| 29| 34| 51] 46] 41] 551 47 
rhe 60| 59| 63] 57| 71] 69| 60| 63| 77| 67| 72| 66| 58| 7% 

Little Falls (2a) ---) 54 | 43] 45] 33 | 39| 34| 25| 30| 54] 371 47] 52] 44] 45 
: | 72| 60] 59] 61] 51| 68| @3| 53| 70| 74| 60| 68] 63) 55 

North Lake......-. | 50|° 51 | 47] 43] 35| 41| 35] 27| 434 45| 36] 51| 49| 45 
oo bas | 63| 68| 63| 56 | 67| 60] 53] 60| 76| 67] 73| 65| 65) @ 

Power e> 2252 53 | 54] 48] 43] 49] 49] 34] 28] 33] 56) 46] 56| 47] 48 
SNE | 62| 621 61| 54/ 68] 60] 51] 58] 74] 63| 70] 63| 59] 70 
Nomber Four.-----| 49 | 59 | 42] 44| 34| 41 | 81| 26] 32] 411/86] 61) ae 

Atlantic Ooust..... 54| 51] 521 58 54| 60| 57] 53| 59| 67| 62| 61| 59] 61 
ies 65 | 581 63| 65) 66| 73| 67| 68] 70| 81] 73| 68! 62] 67 

YD ---------- 52| 52] 47] 48| 55] 53| 49| 48| 60|°53| 55] 57| 55| 56 
62| 53| 55| 58| 54] 62| 72] 62] 62| 65| 74] 65| 58| 60 

Manhattan Beach.-| 59 | 46 | 46| 46| 46] 48] 50 ay 46| 50| 54] 52] 51] 54 
ny ere 60 | 57] 57] 61| 64| 74] 67) 63| 69| 79| 71| 70| 64] 68 

New York City----| 59] 50| 48] 45| 461 54| 50| 44| 47] 57| 54] 55| 57| 54 
ae 60| 53|/ 541 61] 63| 63| 65| 67| 75| 83| 75] 69| 63) 68 - 

Willet’s Point ...-./ 47] 48] 45] 45| 44| 45| 44| 45| 52| 50| 55| 56| 64] 54 
| 

6:| 58| 63 | 61| 67| 76| 68| 68| 69| 78| 74] 64| 63] 72 
Brentwood ..-..--- 40| 48| 45| 43] 36] 48| 39| 40| 44] 53] 43| 5a | 56| BI 
pe: 59| 52] 54] 6)| 65| 71| 64] 62| 70|. 81| 73| 67| 65) 70 
Setauket-..---.---. 47| 46! 47] 44] 41| 50! 45| 44! a4] 551 50] 56| 56] 52 
eeieca 58| 54| 58| 61| 71| 73| 68| 66| 74| 83| 76) 69] 63) 70 

serceeceseee 47| 47| 46] 45| 36] 50| 44] 35| 43| 57! 45} 52| 56| 50 
aie aan 55| 44| 58] 63 65 | 74 | 67| 66| 76| 86| 76] 72| 66| 72 

canna | 45) 45] 50) 46) 43| 49| 46) 34) 40) 52) 47] 56) 54] 52 

Hudson Valley ....| 58| 54| 56| 55| 55| 60| 55| 50| 58] 63] 63] @4| 62] o1 
Fee 65 | 61] 63 61 | 74| 68| 63| 62| 77| 75| 76| 71) 66| 74 

V ve--eeceee- BiH Soe) Sf 49 | 44] 51) 44] 38| 43 54| 48 | 58) 55] 54 
co | 58| 63] 63| 67| 66| 63.) 58| 76| 83| 77! 73| 66) 7 

Honeymead Brook-) 5) | 33] 47| 42 | 391 51| 441 32| 37| 54] 42| 55| 54] 49 
; 65| 59| 62! 62] 70! 71| 67, 63| 77| 83| 77| -73| 67) 74 

Poughkeepsie ----- 50 | 50 a a 41| 51| 43] 30| 36] 50| 41] 55| 53] 48 

67| 63| 77| 6 | 72| 71 | 68| 74| 78] 84| 79| 76) 70| 74 
Wappingers Falls -| 55) 59 | 50 46 | 42| 52| 42] 34| 42] 60] 48| 56] 58] 50 
een 64| 56} 63| 60| 71|,67| 64] 60| 76] 79| 72| 70| @5| 7 

setere ceeees sa 52] s1| 51) 45| 52! 46 | 37 | 40] 65) 48| 56 | 56) 54 
: 7| 56| 56| 59| 60| 69) 74| 68] 65] 80| 87] 78| 73| 65 

West Point........ 52| 52| 49| 46| 43| 50] 44] 38] 41] 60} 50| 55] 60] 45 
Gaats 55 | 55 | 60| 66] 69| 72| 65] 61| 75| 84] 80] 71] 68) 75 

erecta cnonas 50| 47| 49| 47| 39| 55] 44| 42] 49] GO| 54] 56] 51] 49 
| 

Mohawk Valiey....| 56{| 55| 56| 50] 55| 55] 48] 49 5 | 58 | 61 63) 59 | 59° 
: 59] 57| 62] 55| 67| 65| 56| 60| 6 2] 75| 7 5 

Little Falls (1a).---| 4g] 49] 44] 40; 41] 421 31) 39| 45) 44| 56 a7 | 57 | 50 
Leh phos 62 | 68| 64; 59| 70; 70| 62| 64| 65| 72| 76 66 | 77 - 
Canajoharie -..--.- 54| 50 | 50 4 52 | 47| 45| 34) 38| 52 | 42) 56| 54) 50 

; 6o| 58| 63| 56] 67| 67| 59| 621 75| 71| 71| 68] 63) 7 
St. Johnsville - ..-. 54| 50. 50] 46| 381 42| 40| 30] 34| 49| 42] 55 | 56] 47 
ane s58} 63| 68] 60| 64| 69| 60| 67| 75| 65| 74] 70| 60) 75 

sorecsereeeee 49| 47| 44] 39| 42] 41| 31| 36] 56] 40| 51] 53| 44] 45, 

Champlain Valley.| 54| 58] 55| 53| 55| 55| 48| 45 | 55 61| 90 a1 56 | 59 
| 61| 65] 57| 60| 64 57 | 5 

Plattsburgh Bar’ks) 43) 4¢| 46| 43] 41| 42| 35 | 33! 40 48) 48) 48| 47 38 
63| 63| 66| 66| 74| 651 59| 63| 821 74] 76| 66] 6 

Glens Falls.....--- 50| 50:| 49| 47 | 41| 47| 39] 30 | 38 | 53| 41| 55 82 se 
60 | 59| 62| 57| 73| 63] 59| 60| 72] 73| 74| 66 

pate a Ta 45! 50] 48) 46] 39] 441 37) 29| 39] Sil 51] 581 52] 52 
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THE Reaions, AND Datry Maxima anp MINIMA FOR THE 

—(Continued). 

NPs ee rae 15|16117| 18 | 19 ee 2g | 24] 25 | 26} 27 | 28 aici a1 | 2g 
a 

46 | 35 | 43] 40 | 55 | 48] 40 a 47| 45 | 49] 46 | 
65 | 68 | 72} 72| 67| 83] 62) 70| 76| 76| 58| 64) 68| 72] 73) 75| 66/,. 5 
36 | 38/42} 40| 50| 50] 32| 43| 54] 48] 38] 35 42 | 43} 45] 50| 44 | °° 

56|53/55| 57] 53] 57| 58] 52] 56 | 64| 55] 51] 50| 56] 55| 56| 60| 55.4 
72 | 62 | 63°| 67] 72| 57| 73 | 66} 67 | 73| 70) 50) 57) 52) 57| 60] 68 "e 
35 | 47143] 45| 39] 41/1 48/1 39] 44] 53] 49] 41 22 | 43 | 48] 46| 55 = 
68 | 60|71| 74] 63| 76] 66! 68| 76) 78| 58| 64] 58/1 74/ 62/ 69| 71! po 
48| 40/40] 40] 41] 47| 47| 37] 38| 57] 47] 47| 46] 48] 49] 45| 49 | °° 
65 | 67| 71 | 76| 62] 73| 68| 67| 70] 69 | 69 | 60| 55) 71 08] BP TO ote 
4g !42|44! 41| 40! 48! 481 371 39!) 55] 47! 41! 40! 46! 50] 471 45]: 
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TeMPERATURE — May, 1897, SHowina Datry Muans ror 

STATIONS 

STATIONS. | 1 

| | 
St. Lawrence Valley) 57} 66) 55 | 56) 57) 54] 48 

Madison Barracks. |°~37°|""437|""4i|"40 | 39 | 4 | 37" 

Watertown ........[ 000/000) pepe 
Can80R neeeene A Ae Ale 
North Hammond ..| 72| @#] $2) @| 8] | 
Opdensvarg.......| | 1) | | fo) a] 
Peta oeenn er] an] as | 0] ee] zt) ae 
Great Lakes...-.... 61 54 | 49 | 48 | 53 | 48 

Westfield....-..... i5| 0| 40) 40| 43] a8] a2 
Buffalo ---.2-----+- 60 | a1 il | a a0) a7 
Pittsford ....-----. 53| 45] 44] 45) 40| 45| at 
toohester .-.-..--. se| 43| 4¢| 43| 40| a7| ae 
Appleton .--.-.---. is | 4¢| 43| 45| 9 | 45| 43 
Fort Niagara ...... i | 42| 43| 44! S9| aa] as 

saawewite..| 2) 8) 8 ef ef ef 
Ridgeway Bagg) a) ag 
O88 enero oo] Be] ae) 2) 1) Ge) op 
Palermo one -n sr ]iae | a2) a] St ea 
BV OD once enee Bide el ee | 
Erie, Pennsylvania o a a re vic a 

Central Lakes ..... 63} 60| 54) 48, 53) 52) 48 

Fleming. ——--~] Go oe | fo | | at ae] a 
Wathine.....-..000) 0000) c/n lis 
Ramone area) ee ae 
eee oat el oe) ae age 

Mean.......- ~68| 55| 54| 51| 54] 55| 50. 

{| Maximum and minimum by the Draper Thermograph. 
(2a) Intake Conduit, nine miles north of city. 

55 | 60; 58) 60] 58] 61 

40} 38 | 42) 49] 45 | 42 

74) 71) 97) 677) Cet ae 
41} St) 45) 56] 49) 48 
66 | 66| 70) 66] 66] 68 
38 | 54] 44] 56) 48) 46 
65 | 67] 70} 65] 62) %5 
42} 50| 45] 55) 55] 50 
7 | 72) 70") 6G.) Gee 
38 | 45} 44]! 53] 50) 50 

61 60 | 62} 63 | 58] 57 
79} 79 | 75) 77.) 67 ) 385 
50] 49! 51 52 |} 49] 48 
73! 61) 75] 63) 66] 61 
51] 48] 52) 49) 49] 46 
81} 57.) TW) Ve Gsnlas 
43 | 52) 46] 56] 50] 47 
80 | 67) 76| 68] 68] 68 
47| 52; 49) 57] 53] 49 
77 | 69) 76.) 7h) (66) ) 267 
38 | 55 | 45 | 56} 46] 45 
75,| 72) 74) 68) 65 | 64 
40} 51] 48] 57) 46| 44 

80} 67) 77) 70) 65) 72 
40; 53 | 49] GL| 54] 49 
71| 68} 73) 69] 68] 64 
43 | 57} 44] 56] 48] 47 
78 | 67 |. 75) (682) 70 72 
43} 48 | 48] 59] 50} 50 
81 69). 77.) (68) SG ays 
38 | 57) 43 | 58) 49| 47 
805). 67 | (76.5) 9100) ea ee 
44] 55] 46] 60) 55] 50 
79 | 64) 73 | 65 | 66] 62 
54) 52) 54] 58 | 52] 48 

63 | 61] 60} 63) 59] 61 
80°} ‘70 | 75°) 7700) Ga) |e 
48) 55| 48 | 59} 55] 51 

|\6 aie @/0,| mmo of | jal mw mh mmm tf tee ae 

81} 67°) 76)|, 707) GS | ite 
45 | 53) 47) 53] 55] 50 
80 | 68 | 74] 69; 62] TL 
45 | 51 44/ 58) 55) 52 

58 | 61] 60] 62) 58| 59 

|| Received too late to be used im 
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THE Recions, AND Dairy Maxma anp MINIMA FOR THE 

— (Concluded). 

16/17 i i 

51/53 | 58| 51 
85 | 36 | 40 | 39 

61 | 67 | 73| 64 
34 | 38 44 33 
66 | 68 70 72 
40 | 38 48 38 
61 | 62 70 57 
40 | 43 48 40 
69 | 70 68 71 
38|37| 39) 35 
51 | 55 60 55 
59 | 66 68 72 
38 | 43 54 50 
60 | 58| 55| 69 
45 | 50 51 48 
61 | 67 71 65 
38 | 43 52 41 
62 | 66 71 67 
40 | 44 51 46 
62 | 62 69 60 
38 | 41 50 41 
63 66 70 61 
41 | 44 54 43 

64 | 70 74 67 
| 41} 41} 49| 43 
63 | 67 70 61 
40 | 44 53 44 
56 64 64 57 
41 | 44 50 44 
62 | 69 69 64 
35 | 46 44 40 
62 | 67 73 65 
42] 42| 51] 43 
58 | 62) 66) 71 
42|45| 54| 56 
51 | 54 61 54 
60 7 73 65 
42 | 41 51 44 

65 | 71 | 74 | 67 
39 | 38| 50| 38 
61 | 67 73 65 
30 | 38 | 44 | 42 
52 | 54 58 55 

22 | 23 | 24 

49 | 58] 60 
Bip 7 Oi | eee 

35 | 42] 49 

63 | 79 | 68 
31 | 43] 51 
62 | 66| 66 
38 | 38.| 54 
61 | 70] 65 
39 | 45 | 54 
62 | 77 | 67 
35 | 44| 53 

49 | 62 | 57 
62] 79] 62 
37 | 53! 52 
56| 66 | 58 
44] 52) 46 
54 | 82| 64 
32} 48! 52 
64| 82] 65 
36 | 50] 48 
63| 68 | 63 
34| 46 | 50 
63 | 65 | 64 
38} 49! 51 

65] 78| 71 
39 | 53 | 55 
63 | 72] 65 
36) 38 | 52 
59 | 77] 63 
40 | 50] 52 
63 | 78 | 64 
35 | 45 | 51 
64 | 78] 70 
40] 50] 53 
58 | 75 | 58 
40| 51| 49 

52 | 62) 62 
_58| 68] 70 
45) 55 | 54 

" 641 78°| 72 
44| 51 

69 | &0| 73 
41} 48| 54 
62 | 74] 72 
35 | 49 | 53 

51 | 59 | 62 

leis 5 : ie - P| 

25 | 26| 27| 28] 29] 80| 31| 3s 
| |= 

50; 50| 51] 57]. 52] 54] 541] 54.8 
66| 53] 52| 65 | 56] 58| 67 
43| 34] 42] 511 34] 40) 38 |----- 

53 | 64| 63| 69| 60] 68] 61 
4i| 33] 38] 43] 46] 46| 46, 94-4 
52 | 66] 68 | 68| 66| 6o0| 56]. 
44| 38| 38! 48! 48| 48 | 4g | 99-0 
65 | 63| 64] 67| 59} 64] 64]... 
42| 38] 45| 47| 47| 57| 48] 5- 
53 | 69] 65/79) 57/ 50] 61] .) 6 
42 | 37] 39| 45| 47| 46| 47 | 4- 

50 | 50) 53] 53| 51] 57| 50] 54.7 
62| 59| 64| 65| 55| 69 | 57] _. 
45| 37] 37| 41| 44| 46] 37 | 99-2 
56| 60| 58| 55| 52/| 67] 51 
44| 44] 46] 45 | 44] 47] 43 | 94-0 
55 | 60 | 64) 60! 60] 69| 60 
43| 36] 41| 45) 43| 46] 42 | 54-4 
57 | 64]. 67 | 60] 58] 70| 58 
44|.39| 42| 46| 44] 47 | 43 | 56-0 
60| 64| 68| 63] Go| 71] 54 
44| 36| 41| 42] 44] 46] 41 | 53-7 
60| 63| 70| 70| 62] 68] 61 
441 43] 46| 45| 44] 48] 40 | 94-8 

58| 62! 65 | 64! 61! 69] 64 
46| 39] 42| 48] 46] 46] 48} 96-8 
58 | 62] 66] 61| 59| 69| 56 
45| 38| 43| 45| 44| 47.| 43 | 54-2 
53| 56| 56| 56] 52] 65] 53 
42 | 42| 42, 43) 43) 46] 44 | 93-0 
53} 6. | 63| 60| 55 | 66| 58 
43 | 93:| 95,| 43 | 43 | 43.| 45 1104-0 
54 | 60) 63] 61| 59| 67| 62 
45 | 40) 43| 49| 46| 47 | 47 | 56-3 
5t,; 57| 60| 62| 52] 67| 54 
45| 42| 43| 46| 44] 47] 40 | 34-@ 

49; 48/ 51| 53] 52| 58] 56| 55.8 
57 | 58] 61 | 63] 57 | 66] 65 
43 | 40] 42] 41] 44| 46] 49 | 96-1 
53 | 58| 62] 63| 62] 70] 66 
44| 35| 35| 42] 45 | 42] 45 |----- 
55 | 61 | 66| 62] 59] 67 | 65], | 
44| 37] 40| 49| 44| 44 | 47 | 96- 
53 | 58) 61] 62] 56] 67| 62/,., 
43| 40| 37| 43 | 45| 44] 48 | 59- 

531 51) 51| 56| 53 | 57] 56] 55.6 

computing means. (1) Voluntary observer. (2) U.S. Weather Bureau. (1a) City reservoir ; 
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Dairy ann Monrarty Preorperra 

STATIONS. | 1 

Western Plateau ..| 0.03 
Alfred ond cpcce tse 12 
Angelica ......-..-- | 02] 
Boliverecescsk. cee Skis 
Friendship ...-..:.. 08 

| 

Franklinville -...-.. 1). OD 
Humphrey: ....-.-- | .04 
Little Valley ...... | oie 
Cherry Creek...... -04 
Jamestown ......-- x. 

MlMiTa 2a. + owapeccice Sis 
(Pine (Oily). -- <<. St 
PALETON tee one cenes 54-6 
SATCON tas Pp ccic ance si Te, 
MG. SNLOLTIS "se .='> = Hy 

Moekport'..-<..-=-. -18 
WADLOL faces sa == wie peat 
MgTONe wie sees cee ase 
Wedgewood ..-...-- -02 
PA AGIBON! Seeceeies 32 1. 

ATIANDAS cecccone aoe 
Haskinville 05 
South Canisteo ....| T. 
PATOAUO laws ane ta =a -04 
FAN 1 OF pt Re aS; 

Rastern Plateau...) 0.01 
Binghamton (1)--..| ---. 
Binghamton (2)....| T. 
Chenango Forks-...| -.--. 
@UlOld =. oa seca es Ln TT: 
Cortland —-2>.- 52... Ute 

South Kortright-..| ---- 
Brookfield ........ «cats 
Middletown........ sani 
Port, Jervis......-. wciste 
WisTwitk .s2-.0--- -10 

Cooperstown.....--. -07 
Garrattsville ...... ik 
New Lisbon ..-..... anes 
Oneonta soe. 2 - 1 
Parity, Civy-c..- =. ase 

Newark Valley.-...| ---- 
Straits Corners ....| -... 

Northern Plateau..| 0.01 
Elizabethtown.-..-. Soap 
Saranac Lake.--... Base 
Gloversville ......-. Ae 
Little Falls (2a) -..| .04 

North Lake........ Sette 
Towville..-. sas. Bae 
Number Four...... a 
Kings Station...... cae 

Atlantic Coast..... 0.10 
Brooklyn .<. 52.5... dicta 
Manhattan Beach..| * 
New York City....| T. | 
Willet’s Point ..... -20 

“95 
“80 

| 6, Pw ae nn 

| 0 01] 0.05] 0.45} T. | 0.50) 0.09)0.17 
vuas( eces| -37] .cen]) S60 

-08| .60| T. | <Bmeainens 
..-| T..| .75] --0:) 4G) 2e0g aE 

vos] .05| .45] T. | 267) S0mieanm 

--.| DT. | 05] .---| 1,20) so0a] eal 
we-| 118] .58} ..2.) 1.83] See 

won| 201. 270) -.oc) 268] OO) 
---:| 04| .64| ....] :55! Soe 

zee-| 219] 248] .-2:| 292) 22a 
wee) sone] 261) wcav] 220) See 
T. | .45) T. | T. | .26) Thee 
08} T4208)’. .a.) 38) cee 
va.| steel) 280) -See] 260] Sea 

wceel sceal. sceat seep) 2B aes 

“T80 22| 330) 1S ee ee 
wees soon) 284] 600s) 980) Utama 
avec] Too], 260) 520) 2b) 

sces} sees] 244) .cac] Se 
whee] -das| 245) 4) SGD sees 
wea] 215] .60| -2o.) $80) So0y een 
--+-| 01] 80) --..| 76) TP. | -20 

@.00| 0.01) 0.50; T. | 0.36! 0.94)0.31 
was} acon] 24810 scc5| SBN iene 
soe] Ty]. :45) sce} Saas 

endo] sce) 1200) .222) SO) Sage 
wscch sccel ¢Dh ces|| 28 ae 
weee| ..00] 250] 2255)? 206) 0 Maan 

wesc] 208] 52) . co.) eam) omen 

vacol coe] 230|>-cce] Cee ar 
vested eos] Bil occ” 25H aM aa 
vans| soos] 212) doc) Jig) 

acne] coos} 36]. 2200) SQ 
wee] coocl 1.02) 2-0) 1/25) Ceempieee 
ee ee ee I f 

wool c11| 167] Jone] o7iabed Brean 
a ME ee 

ssacl sce2) -<00)-see8) = S80 amine 
wccs| sooc] S0Ql* lee) S08) gerne 
wads| 01] 248) See ai rae 
aece] ecoeh) 660) Ae) 200).) caeiemee 
woos) coos] wens] wtesh 

0.00 0.01| 0.20 T. | 0 44) 0.46|0.49 

vcoe| oO) co -.| ..:| a 
stas| cua] -20) ....| ..56; meee 
--e-| 01)’ .49| ...:| 52) 2@pieeeen 

--| ----| .20) ....| <55Ianeaa 
we-:| ----| -207|....| .82enenae 
A eee Fok i Mi oh -06| -88 

sone] vae-[./240[...-| DCO] 

0.00| T. | 0.17] 0.04) 0.81] 1.58/0.09 
saee| eoee] 20] .b-.| 25S] eene eee 
ee EO I 
wac.|. oo--| 10)... -2)) 222) 
pede! coos! 20) 2190 2E70)) geen 
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17 

eee eee i 

18 30 | 31 

0.27) 0.00} 0.19 
18 

70 

a4 | De) T= | O40 
BE | et 0d 
igi l Ge.) hag 

ee ene 

BEY 
sf | sbtee SP a 

selaaeet slo 
TE BRE ge 

Sipe tsa ENE s07 
Be) Re) os 
PTE OB 

pice| goes} anc05 

be ad pe 

Beit ee Sr 
ied Ree RRO 

| 

or ellaeree UE 
heal Fs ito 
son PUTRI sag 
See ay Pate 

T. | 0.00] 0.07 
Serene 
S|) 3) ae 

AP es PG 

dhe (get | ge 

Et ey REE 

rca mere eh EE 

ee Ga ET 
Seales. LIP 1230 

BE) Sas a6 

Bee 253) 108 
Eos ea 

oe: | an 

0.01| 0.14] 0.23 

a a 
02] .07| T. 

Bie) 3695], ae 

420) 303] 198 
08} -...| .06 

ome Relaiate * 

teal] 40). 518 

0.00} T. | T. 

e3[iit 

eye 

0 03 

32: OREO 
aloes 

veda), ae 
ee: 
08| -10 

2.08] ets 

ua ge 

0.00} 'T. 
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Datty And Monruiy Precrer 

STATIONS. 1 

Brentwood 
Setauket........<.- 
Bedford 
Primrose 

Hudson Valley .... 
Albany 
Honeymead Brook. 
Poughkeepsie. --..| .... 

W appinger’s Falls. 
Catskill...... 
West Point 
Boyds Corners..---. 

Carmel 
Southeast Reserv’r 
Eagle Mills........ 
Easton 

Mohawk Valley .-.-- 
Littl% Falls (1a) ... 
Canajoharie 
St. Johnsviile 
Rome 

Champlain Valley ..| 0.00 
Plattsburgh Bar’ks| .... 
Glens Falls ........ ae 
Lake George ...... Es 

St. Lawrence Valley 
Madison Barracks. 
Watertown 
Canton 

DeKalb Junction.. 
North Hammond .. 
Ogdensburg 
Potsdam 

Great Lakes 
Westfield 
Butialo 
Adams Center 
Pittsford 

Rochester 
Scottsville 
Appleton 
Fort Niagara 

Niagara Falls...... 
Baldwinsville.....- 
Skaneatles 
Ridgeway----.-.--. 

Oswego: --2!.\.--22 TT. 
Palermo ness => eae oes 

rT. | 
03 

0.00 
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wec|! cose} wise}, «eas @ol@) vols) ole aa 

wi] coca] 22541 2222) ae] Seals eae 
0.00) 0 00) 0.00, 0.00] 0.01) 0.00] 0.34) 0.00)0.33 

weed} sone] ees |, s2ee) code) ee 
A Jeo 2) er 

wef coc2) 2226) Soca foe 
wows] sone], coe] ooo) |.05)) eed) et 
e[ lese|. seco] voce] ooeel ace 

T. | T. | 0.00] T. | 0.17] 0.02) 0.32) 0.01/0.30 
vase] chosh eens] wee] cecelt sea] 
Te | coe.] os.) Be | 48) ----] 40) | 80 
css] senc{i onde) -eoef) tO) eae gn 
wee coedl eu) 2.) Sol 25 
see] ccoal) sea-) ceae) 80h oe 
P| ole) coon] coo) 0 a 
~gee| <u] caus) =p aa) 2a eee 
a ee) ee ee SB Li 
foal SEL S| | oe) Se 
“aoc| -ccc) waccl’ coos] | BOT])-tanl Seely een 
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wiatl anne] obec] coeel -60|. 08)" _2o:) eee 
Tooth co clccree Cee. BOB at ala 55 
oo ee ee ee eee 

west] coae]’ -eee| see: | +22.) -20). 
“ake coos] sooo] Of) 208] (12) Besa ae 
aac} cenc], cone|'ens-| 205) ..45] 125) 
1 a a ee a 

05) .2--|\<--:| -10| <0] JA 
09] ....|..--| -26] .-..| 2.46) aplagee 

sees} ace-| ‘T..| 83] -..,) (ae 

0 32| 1.68/0.14 
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' Datry anp Montary 

Lj 

STATIONS. | 1 6] 7] 8 | 9 | 10) 11] 12) 18° 

Central Lakes ..... 0.04, 0.22) 0 34) 0.33 0.01) 0.02, 0.00) 0 03 0 56 ey 
lent pf Gna -s emo sllaecee mY tT Poe) Grated! oes) ee 5 
Sherweod.......... . P -69)  -11 pear ys ieko|| © eae 

een) ose | 
Se aaiel| tee |e OO) 

= | VE - 66 

Watkins. ; t -09) .52 
Romulus. meee) pe -08) .46) . 
RTHAOR cones ese Sie A -48) .t4 

Average....... 0-04] 0.30 0.20) 0.31] 0 04) 0.01| 0.01, T. | 0.02) 0.26 0.02| 0.40] 0.62) 

” {Record for the month incowplete. || Received too late to be included in the ay 
polated from values at other stations. 

) t 

! 
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T. |0.00.0.00} T. | 0-00) 0.04) 0-01) 0.00 

UU Sha BeSs RR sel tocna| AU Seed eae 

merce erties corset atcerci| . LO Moe aliee ame 
Beelfstcmis SE el cil Letsesy ee Seal ea! Sra ee ee 
3 5c ets ese Deer tet es allt Soi Sete OS I ireyaia 

0 15) 0.06) 0.59 0.00 0.00} 0.17} 0.10) T. 
BES al Meaca|O, eCi heal aad ee. aol laeee 
GOR! aU CUB esol) Sisal a ill eae a 

SUN eses|| SHO ase) aoa) Sosa" esr eC 
bs 209) Meh 2| ie cecl tesctcly ae cillle 0S : 
SCP ects SETH Meal Scail AU Sartell on ee 

ANG ea ee ee. | OL13 || 8) 27/5001 0.13 0.29) 0.42] 0.06) 0.04) 0.12) 0-11) 0.04) 0.11 

s1| 3 
i~) 

= 

0.00| 3.60 
Pers abe aad 

72.| 3.67 

wa-:| 3.53 
777] 4/80 
Ne ReBe 

rer 

*Amount included in next measurement. + Not included in computing averages. § Inter 
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Sratistics oF TEMPERATURE 

| 

TEMPERATURE (DEGREES FABR.). 

= : @ |EXTREMES OF MONTHLY 
ro) 5 —& | MEAN TEMPERATURE 
r=} a 5 FOR MAY. 

o | - z 
STATION. COUNTY. | 3p] 5]. gen TC 

eee ea 
Bele) | oo] ey 
Pc] et B ES Ot -g ea 
=a pe ) i] re) Pe} 
2/s|/ 3} o9|/ 4) a 7 
Sal viol ee ieee tees a ae o| 
= ai 2 Ss) s | a 7 E 3 
S) o| o ® ® | o Ps © ° ® 
4 iAl &@! Sl ala joo ae | 

WRCAUET TU LE LOLOL. Us catalan wie aieleciciacisiclens taf sToall WAG racer les c 64.9) DS. . -c.il' eee eile cinateorm 
OP GMEG |: ccc caine ices ete Allegany ...... 54.3] 16] 1854] 1897) 52.5) —1.8] 60.8] 1896) 51.0) 1891 
LELF ire) 0) hel. Maguarctcarcnt Cattaraugus ..| 55.6] 14) 1884] 1897) 53.6] —2.0] 62.0} 1896) 53.0) 1891 
ITED soa ie cine tienen Chemung ..... 58.4) 18] 1851) 1897] 58.6) +0.2) 65.2] 1896) 54.8] 1856 

ESTOPTE ELULTOO sis, ajecec'|| veiw elainieicieicleratelei ois a: UNE! lencol oe aic 5427! —Ol7 ec cwaloonecclineeme mae 
AOL erica ssusiclste se acteotete Chenango..... 55.6] 30] 1828] 1897] 55.0) —0.6| 60.4] 1831) 50.8] 1838 
MO OTOLAN GE Sevsicie sicix sfetcleselets Cortland ...... 58.7] 33] 1829) 1897) 54.1] +0.4| 60.2] 1896| 47.9] 1861 
Cooperstown........s.. Otsego ........| 54.6) 44] 1854) 1897) 53.6] —1.0] 60.7|’80-’87| 46.7] 1861 
VIA VOLLV ant eters cists sitive MGB werstemerteras 57.5) 15) 1883) 1897) 56.0) —1.5] 62.8) 1896) 54.5/’90-’91 

Northern Plateaw......| 2. po aierenateGte Be Fy UA inane loocoe 58.2) —1.2)). v.00 | div stmecie sete} eeremne 
Teo wwill@ oo. i< 62s cicatess LOWIS 2.000000. 54.4] 33) 1827] 1897) 58.2] —1.2] 59.1) 1848] 48.8) 1857 

PARI TECAC OAS an civic visixial| vemiersjalelsialsietsiereleisis 5828 |\6 01 srerstaetleraveele 58.8 0:01. sects ofotanyell Wletecnte wuniele 
New York City......... New, York..... 59.6] 27| 1871] 1897) 59.0] —0.6| 64.8] 1880] 53.5) 1882 
Setauket cn cccocscseces Suffolk 58.0 58.6) 4-0.6] 61.5} 1896) 55.3) 1888 

EVALASOTe ViQILOY ‘rcrere's ol) pin clatays relsveinicteievers 9. 58.8] —O0.4)..-..].cccce]s--ssfeccecs 
IID ANY s.~sarelecteieels -..-.| Albany 9. 59.0} —0.5| 66.4] 1880] 55.9) 1882 
Honeymead Brook ....| Dutchess. Vie 56.7) —1.0|) 62.2] 1896] 51.7] 1882 
WVGSUIPOING ci accsicsivecs Orange... 3 60.6} -+-0.4) 1.010 |\sccm sills soem uamere 

Champlain alleyins «a\|\, sis cele ce sjslelelcre so 58.7] 1.) vied «| siete bil ore ciate eer 
Plattsburgh Barracks..| Clinton 53.7| —1.6] 63.1} 1847] 50.3) 1882 

Robe DaOT-EN COs VALLEY malin aieintereiove seis sir siaiars 54.7] 1.2]. «.2-01a|/o'snrmielall wertoiell aialelanees 
Madison Barracks..... Jefferson ......| 54.8] 87| 1839) 1896].....]...... 62.6! 1880) 50.6} 1882 
Wanton cacceee ence St. Lawrence 54.4; —2.2! 65.9] 1887] 51.6)’66-’83 
North Hammond...... oe 55.0} —1.1] 63.3] 1870] 50.3! 1867 
PPOTECAM cance wisciis ces es 54.6 —0.4| 62.41 1848) 49.3) 1842 

NT COLMHUICES ntaietetel sforsretere)| mslnreetejerereie x 54.27), —0.6)\..0de|\ceelliem a atest 
SAE IO eines rere niteveldereie Wl utlooboaoodaod : 54.0] 0.0) 61.6) 1887] 49.3) 1882 
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Baldwinsville .......... Onondaga..... 55.3) 21) 1854) 1897| 56.8] +1.5] 63.4) 1896} 46.8) 1857 
RUBS OL Olee catceicceicieeicne Oswego ....... 54.2) 27) 1871] 18971 58.0] —1.2] 61.4) 1880] 50.4, 1882 
IPANETINIO) a cts cis siclcstecemate cea Pstelerevetate 56.2] 441 1854! 1897) 54.0] —2.2) 60.9! 1887] 47.5) 1867 
Erie, Pennsylvania ....| Erie....... 56.9} 24| 1874] 1897| 54.0] —2.9| 65.0; 1880) 51.0) 1882 

OPT LHLUIGCE ssthate aise eels) || celtic aveleressiers aeeaiiie bY Nana rooals aoc: 6523). — 222) occ clwaistetnel ees tee 
TANGY 35 FA ocaaacOoe oO Tompkins..... 57.5] 19] 1879] 1897] 55.3) —2.2) 64.6] 1880) 52.2) 1882 

Average departure... piaketelertevstatecetet eis anol asey loge | «i's O58] 5 awa inre o etallletetatane Josces 
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PRECIPITATION—(INCHES). 

2 $ ® EXTREMES OF MONTHLY 
a] 5 = PRECIPITATION FOR 
~_— 

S| x “ MAY. 
S) m = 
=e) Coys ioe 

STATION. COUNTY. Olgas ee - | 2@ |GREATEST.| LEAST. 
ab Z| a ; blag sa/2l a1 | 31 5 
ga GH a q or 
o ° 2 o fe eit 3 43 S 

it) aq Ko} bo] eS > fs] =] 
s = be m = & | ° 3 . 
ra to| oO ° zs s ry uw tot td 
Oo f=] o oO a) Q g SS = 3 
> oO o o ° oO oO b= o 

<q He} m& H!A < val < al 

WIRES LON TEP ELILCCOUL asic late.01) latac aie ernie Viaiastelele re 13 Beal laniocral specs AAO OSI er apeilteivetetes altho sSeta teil ecobites 
PATS GHIOH ie ole cltcisisisisievstass Allegany ...... 8.97) 13} 1871} 1897} 4.07/+0.10] 8.82) 1894) 1.00} 1872 
Humphrey... . 0.0.0.0... Cattaraugus...| 4.82] 14] 1884) 1897) 3.84/—0.98] 9.50} 1894] 1.45] 1891 

, Dimira............066 ..| Chemung...... 4.35] 18) 1851] 1897) 5.56|/+1.21] 7.65} 1894! 0.50) 1891 

SHE SPORT SEU LE GG. x ois 010 «.|\ 215.0 1a elo Delays « aceasta OO lave ales sraeffartters 4583 \-084 1s cv0isl|'ssisries|'s eater ee sere 
Oxford) sos <sis< Chenango..... 8.65) 27) 1829) 1897) 5.47/+1.82] 6.18] 1844) 1.04) 1843 
Cortland -..0..:. Cortland .....- 4.42] 19) 1851} 1897) 4.23)—0.19] 7.96} 1892] 1.79] 1862 
Cooperstown Otsego ........| 3.64) 44] 1854) 1897) 5.21/+1.57) 8.84) 1890) 0.36} 1879 
POLE DOLVIS« ec cec neces Oranees.nc--+: 4,61} 13] 1880] 1897) 5.57/+0.96] 8.44] 1893] 1.22] 1880 
Waverly..... mistetctaletacretere Tioga..... «....| 3-63] 15} 1883] 1897) 3.66/+-0.03) 7.54) 1893) 0.59) 1891 

INGLERETTD ELOLEOA, <iasce'e||), sicccelniscioicee sratars' tee oO | farscal lh cc stevel| teravctayel| ese Gs] =fedly all lerere teal avetovenetal eotoratete| Cae terse 
Lowville ...... atetetaleraievele L@WAS) siccauiscee 2.90} 35) 1827] 1897) 3.97/+1.07) 6.78] 1893] 1 02)/°27-741 

ATTEILELCT OOUSE « crclere ojais. oll) vavoicicieveraivieleieie sievele Bee a Bellacietn| te Sere nis O4| te 0A || cat vfas | vorotecefel| fofetsceces|lavercietnne 
New York City.........| New York..... 2.99) 27) 1871) 1897) 5.30/+2.31| 6.53} 1886] 0.73) 1877 
CUATEKOG scat ccc sciecclcieies SHO acneiacee 3.40}.12! 1886) 1897) 5.38)+1.98| 5.87} 1893) 0.10] 1887 

PEIGLESON MY CLULEU as ala)s -1-0's'| i aravclevorevapereleje wereieis Bert oasllteooollancoo AZDO| OPS | lcrsrejeei|iacatsiatesellaferohsted ialaretatere 
DAWENEUINY ois atoreleliormssjeteto, afaie s RATAN Yc eae ce 3.18} 24) 1874) 1887) 4.69|+1.51| 5.30) 1892) 0.89) 1879 
Honeymead Brook.....| Duchess....... 3.73] 17) 1881} 1897) 4.44/+0.71] 7.21] 1893) 0.94) 1887 
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WESUPE ONG 2 oicin sc cele OFAN) ci:seecse 4.54] 52) 1840) 1897) 4.70|/+0.16}11.66] 1868) 1.02} 1877 
Boyds Corners. ....... Putnam ..... ..| 8.70] 27) 1870] 1897) 5.56)/4+1.86] 8.18} 1893) 0.85} 1877 

CHATUPLOUE AV GUEY «ciacia| voce dhe sieinele seleon le QEGOG) reverel|/sei cists lteter Bix WN BEET pascal top enallbodaollacadce 
Plattsburgh Barracks..| Clinton........ 2.66) 37) 1340] 1897] 3.41|+.0.75! 7.13] 1850; 0.18} 1879 

DGD Ence Vale yi Nc cce nc innectie's Sc ie smaclogoe. Solel lpaatcllacecenllacnodlac Sone 
Madison Barracks ..... Jefferson...... 2.53] 37) 1841] 1897] 3.99) 41.46] 8.25] 1889] 0.28] 1888 
North Hammond...... St. Lawrence 3.37| 19] 1867) 1897} 3.91) +0.54) 8.00] 1867} 0.66) 187 
POtSA AM a. <1e5 sce. Seat we 3.14! 29) 1828] 1897} 3.80/+0.16] 5.38} 1893) 0.79} 1891 

(BANDE Ral Bir) CORSE AUB DOE SOCAC ODOC GTC POD i asa |hievsies Vere eis 264 —2 9G] (creveleall’s-ctersian Harcivierel|leiwieternte 
SOLO sane ve wise ees dicen} etic adnuanss 3.37] 27| 1871] 1897] 2.62|—0.75| 7.35] 1892) 0.53) 1877 
PLOCRESLCE eas coe scionccs Monroe........| 3.20) 27] 1871] 1857| 1.33/—1.87| 6.87) 1894) 1.12) 1891 
HOrteINIASATA: <0 <clss.0 0 NSP ara... se 2.85) 39) 1842) 1897) 3.07/+0.22] 7.31} 1894] 0.58! 1877 
OSWOPO) Siiicleceacss eae i's Oswego ....... 2.81] 27| 1871} 1897) 2.76/—0.05| 7.03) 1883] 0.54) 1877 
PAOLO) es oslo s ccivie cies SO al stelete ae 2.04] 38) 1860) 1897) 2.99/+0.95) 6.90! 1867) 0.30] 187 
Erie, Pennsylvania ....| Erie........... 3.45) 24) 1874) 1897] 3.04|/—0.41; 8.05] 1892] 1.04) 1879 

CETTROU TAAKOS: ciasic.arvsis 0:4 waco cee eis's aereetae AO shaosrs FOGG | 0st 4 eal anoool lpoboos| hagaolSaboon 
BUNA nek cite cwars ueses Tompkinzs..... 4.10} 19) 1879) 1897; 3.84)—0.26] 7.84) 1894) 0.61] 1891 
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MAP OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
SHOWING 

THE MEAN TEMPERATURES 

FOR MAY, 1897. 
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MAP OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
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Meteorological Summary for June, 1897. 

The average atmospheric pressure (reduced to sea-level and 

32 degrees Fahr.) for the State of New York during June, 1897, 

was 29.95 inches. The highest barometer was 30.27 inches at New 

York city on the 7th, and the lowest was 29.63 inches at Ithaca on 

the 18th. The mean pressure was greatest at Erie, Pa., and least 

at Oswego. The average pressure at six stations of the National 

Bureau was 0.01 inches below the normal, deficiencies occurring 

at four stations. 

The mean temperature of the State was 61.6 degrees, as derived 

from the records of 76 statious. The highest local monthly mean 

was 68.1 degrees at Brooklyn, and the lowest 55.2 degrees at Num- 

ber Four. The highest general daily mean was 74.0 degrees on the 

94th, the lowest being 51.0 degrees on the Ist.. The maximum 

temperature reported was 93 degrees at Avon on the 24th, and at 

Brentwood on the 30th, the minimum being 29 degrees at New 

Lisbon and Number Four on the 2d. The mean monthly range of 

temperature for the State was 48 degrees, the greatest local range 

being 60 degrees at Avon, and the least, 33 degrees, at Buffalo. 

The mean daily range was 20 degrees; the greatest local daily range 

being 48 degrees at Avon on the 3d and at Oxford on the 28th; 

while the least value was 2 degrees at Buffalo on the 4th and at 

Friendship on the 9th. The mean temperatures of the several 

regions were as follows: The Western Plateau, 60.5 degrees; the 

Eastern Plateau, 60.5 degrees; the Northern Plateau, 58.1 degrees ; 

the Atlantic Coast Region, 65.2 degrees; the Hudson Valley, 

64.1 degrees: the Mohawk Valley, 61.1 degrees; the Champlain 

Valley, 61.7 degrees; the St. Lawrence Valley, 60.8 degrees ; the 

Great Lake Region, 62.1 degrees; the Central Lake Region, 62.0 

degrees. The average of the mean temperatures at 25 stations pos- 

sessing records for previous years was 4.1 degrees below the 

normal; the mean being the lowest on record for June at the 
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following stations: Angelica, Humphrey, Waverly, Honeymead 

Brook, Canton, North Hammond, Palermo and Ithaca, and only 

equaled at Albany in 1878 and at Erie, Pa., in 1881. 

The mean relative humidity for the State was 72 per cent. The 

mean dew point was 51 degrees. 

The average precipitation for the State was 3.63 inches of rain, 

as derived from the records of 100 stations. The heaviest general 

precipitation ranging from 4 to over 6 inches, occurred in the 

eastern-central section of the State; while in the extreme western 

counties adjacent to the great lakes, and in a portion of the St. 

Lawrence Valley the amount was under 2 inches. The greatest 

local rainfall was 6.72 inches at Gloversville, the least amount 

being 1.03 inches at Madison Barracks. The average total pre- 

cipitation at 27 stations possessing records for previous years was 

0.06 inches below the normal amount. 

The average number of days on which the precipitation was 

0.01 inches or more was 9.7. The rain frequency was greatest 

in northeastern New York and in portions of the southern 

tier of counties. The average number of clear days was 11.2; 

of partly cloudy days, 10.6; and of cloudy days, 8.2; giving an 

average cloudiness of 48 per cent. for the State. The least 

amount of cloud prevailed in the eastern-central section of the 

State. 

The prevailing winds were from the northwest. The average 

total wind-travel at 6 stations of the National Bureau was 6,137 

miles, the travel being generally in excess of the usual values 

for June, both along the Atlantic Coast and the Great Lakes. 

The maximum velocity recorded at the above stations was 53 

miles per hour at New York on the Ist. 

Electrical storms (including distant thunder or lightning) were 

reported on 13 dates, as follows: On the 3d at 13 stations of 

all sections; on the 4th at 3 southeastern stations; on the 6th 

at Humphrey and Jamestown; on the 7th at Jamestown; on 

the 13th at 12 stations in eastern and northern New York, 

and near the southern border; on the 14th at 4 eastern stations ; 

on the 15th at 5 eastern and southwestern stations; on the 

16th at 8 eastern stations; on the 19th at 5 southwestern 

stations and at St. Johnsville; on the 20th at Addison and 3 
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coast stations; on the 23d at Angelica; on the 24th at 10 

stations in the northwest, 5 near the Central Lakes, and at St. 

Johnsville; on the 29th at Jamestown and Franklinville; on 

the 30th at 8 stations of the southern and southeastern counties. 

Hail fell on the 1st, 3d, 13th and 15th. 

Auroras were reported on the 22d and 27th. 

Lunar halos were observed on the 6th and 11th. 

Light frosts occurred in western and northern New York 

on the 1st and 2d. Killing frosts occurred on the 21st and 

22d in the vicinity of Allegany county, and light frosts were 

generally reported, except in the Coast Region. 

GeNERAL FEATURES OF THE WEATHER. 

This month was exceptionally cool, the temperature rising to, or 

above, the normal only on the 3d and 4th and the 28d to 25th. 

The principal cold periods oecurred-about the 2d and 21st, with 

daily temperatures 15 degrees below normal, and severe frosts in 

the southwest and also in some northern localities. The rainfall 

was greater than usual in much of the eastern and central sections, 

but much lighter in the west. About the usual rain frequency and 

cloudiness obtained for the State at large, fair weather prevailing 

generally. after the 10th. The continued low temperature kept 

vegetation in a backward condition throughout the mouth. 

Seven areas of high pressure, and the same number of depres- 

sions, influenced our weather this month. The lows were of small 

intensity, usually developing and moving eastward near or beyond 

the Canadian border, broadening out when over the northeastern 

States and coast. The highs were large but ill-defined areas, whose 

maximum pressures were usually under 30.8 inches. The follow- 

ing is a brief account of the pressure systems of the month: 

High [, 30.2 inches over the Upper Lakes on the 1st, high winds 

into a low (the last of May) on the northeast coast. The high 

pressure over New York to the Central Coast on the 2d, giving 

clear weather, and on the 3d to the southeast coast, forcing warm 

southerly winds into ; 
Low I, 29.7-29.9 inches, over the Upper Lakes on the 3d, 

spreading over Canada on the three days following, giving thun- 

derstorms or showers, heaviest in the east. 
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High II, 30.3 inches, developed over the eastern Canadian 

Provinces on the 5th, and continuing near the northeast coast until 

the 9th, with cloudy weather. General rainfall on the 8th and 9th, 

being heavy in the west on the 8th. This area was immediately 

followed by 

High III, 30.2 inches, which passed from the lakes to the Central 

Coast, on the 10th and Ath, giving cool northerly winds toward 

Low II, 29.8 inches, passing northward off the coast on the 9th 

to 11th. Flooding rains fell in eastern New York on the 10th. 

Low III, 29.8 inches, passed along the northern border, uniting 

with IL on. the northeast coast on the 11th; light rain falling in 

eastern New York. The area was over Canada on the 12th, tem- 

perature rising slightly. 

Low IV, 29.7 inches, moving from the northwest, united with III 

over Canada on the 12th to 13th, light showers falling in New 

York. 
High IV, 30.0 inches, covered the Central States on dis 11th, 

then passed to the Southern States, and on the 13th to 16th spread 

northward to Canada, giving pleasant weather. 

High V, 30.1 inches, developed on the lakes on the 18th, passing 

to the Central Coast on the 19th, accompanied by fair weather. 

Low V, 29.6 inches, developed in the northeast on the 20th, when 

light showers occurred in New York. This area dissipated on the 

21st and 22d and was replaced by 
High VI, 30.1 inches, over the Central States on the 21st, 

spreading over the coast on the two days following. It brought 

fair weather and severe frosts on the 21st and 22d. 

Low VI, 29.6 inches, moving from the northwest, became general 

over Canada on the 22d, shifting slowly over that region until the 

25th. ‘The area brought a warm wave, while fair weather prevailed 

excepting on the 24th, when thunderstorms and high winds 

occurred in western New York. 
High VII, 30.2 inches, originating in the northwest, reached 

the lakes and Northeastern States on the 27th, bringing a 

decided fall of temperature. This area passed to the northeast 

coast on the 2th and 30th, the weather continuing fair until 

the latter date, when 
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Low VII, 29.7 inches, passed over the lakes and down the 

St. Lawrence Valley, giving scattered thunderstorms in the 

south and east, with rising temperatures. 

Farming Nores: The low temperature of June, with the 

cloudy, showery weather of the first decade, were reported to be 

favorable for grass and grains, which generally made a luxuriant 

growth. Small fruits and vegetables were kept in a very back- 

ward condition, although maintaining a vigorous condition in most 

_eases. Potatoes and corn seeding rotted in the ground to a 

considerable extent, making it necessary to replant. A large 

amount of hay was gathered in good condition during the 

fine weather near the close of the month. Wheat headed during 

the second week, and much of it was nearly ready for har- 

vesting by the end of the month. Cherries, apples, pears and 

plums were generally well set and grew finely; but “ tent worms,” 

which were very numerous, seriously threatened the apple crop, 

and various insect pests injured other fruits to a considerable 

extent. The strawberry crop was. good and very large in the 

southeast, where some berries were picked during the first week. 

Hops promised well early in the month, but later the prospects 

were less favorable. Tobacco was transplanted on or before the 

26th, and also suffered somewhat from cool weather. Damage 

from the frosts of the 2lst was confined mainly to the valleys 

in the vicinity of the southwestern highlands. 

Miscellaneous notes from observers at the following points: 

Friendship, high winds during a thunderstorm on the 24th blew 

down and uprooted trees. Humphrey, strawberries blossomed on 

the 3d, blackberries on the 15th, rye heading on the 12th. 

Wedgewood, first fireflies seen on the 23d. 
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Clinton.... 185) Epa patl POOR Mol lores dl Same see (See iiciiacs. 61.6) 83/26 
WAITER setae Oa) isieieteiotall interes ee alealeee operat he 62.1/62.1| 86] c 

Wy Teiareiane | TOU | ictereleral|vaterareisiaitiocn | eteerere F 78| 53)/61.4/61.4| 86/25 

SSSR ORR aoe le sevalwasces Aliciease S| el Meiesal line orate Saree .... (60.8) 88/24 
OGMOLAON. csne |) LOD eee eailiaceiceniical) soles A FS ose arc 59.4] 85) c 

+ 3 are | BBO eeivecielic Bee Abele veiee | a0:00 c'fte/a'e'e |e etereile mea eens 
St. Lawrence.| 304}......| see. nae wallasewslate ...|60.6/60.5) 88,24 

St. Lawrence.| 300)......| .. iclels'al| walle: veoee|.... -/61.8)61.6| 88/24 
Ht BAG Ste erctaa| rowers allies Be asl ee coas|ovsec] seeue | scale | OREO mee 
ce -| 300)..... oe i veleece|ecees|eeee+|00.8|60.4| 85/24 

a's inietstalora ohdtadola’ ot Nents Neste eae |\deen| sees (Oe OOl ae 
Chautauqua 2} (758) cee a]. ace al(cei|leitnaesl| late | ia « aialflerereere)| «ini ctaills miele | Oesaaa| eae ae 
IBC aisioccre tetas 768| 29.96) 30.21) 2) 29.75)18/0.46 67 50}... . |62.0)° 77/24 
Morroe....... 1-1 Pe leery (aay Woocre (ac w Sallie agente cajetale 61.4/61.9) 87/24 

Monroe....... 523] 29.95) 30.20) 2} 29.73)13 0.47 64 50|....163.0) 86/24 
Niagara... es BOL eiecte sailip eeieces sai ecoe'a & o:) e-ail fase: ellteejotate | ote bests tives | aC ereseemera 

Lt Op ee 263 eee ees ale Sina dada mtaete oral] otemero ero amie seats PCI IAD pecan om | or 

Onondaga....| 390]...... | stave) diets] ofe!l batets all fe'all clase) nals tte stots 62.1163.4) 90 
Orleans..... Ad SST PO aS FS) Pkacaticncy foil la Seal Cocke 9 apne ..+. /62.5) 86 
Oswego ...... 335] 29.93) 30.22) 2) 29.69/13/0.53 71 49|....|60.0) 85 

Oswego ..... 460). 200 ‘ ees ceeel|eese-|00.6/61.0} 89/24 
Wayne....... rid ee eRe Gl (ol loc tool ae Ss) cod. aero 63.2)62.8) 88/24 
EIGICsaawedi «atte 714) 29.98 30.22/27! 29.77] 810.45 71' 53!....'62.0' 81/23 
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159, 

_TuURE—(IN D&GREES FAHR.). SKY. 

a |> | lee 
_| & WS ey |e |me 
o 3) aa co ie) 
to | 2 ao BS Bhs |e 

o| 8 a S |p) 3 50 
to} os | & S =| sl 2 : 
Ba) Reval in Oulsss [Os sist 
2/2 | 2 S (~s] 3 [ose 

‘ Bb o — s uw |e ea 

| j2/2/8|./2|.|3 43] 8 888 
SpSiaias (S/S) 2318 sis |e ies 
Bicmlcoulio keris: | give lists |vs (ses 
Sets Va he. lala la tS ta. | ale 

48, 1| 38] 15/ 21] 15] 5) 7) 9 |12 | 9 9 
Bera ere tite 15|! 28" 15] 4)! Ob iacledesteze sh) 20 
36} 2| 57| 25) 38) w| 7 g17 | 4 19 9 

48} 22| 37 A 26| 28; 3] 911 | 9 |10 8 
41| j| 45] 22) 35] 28! 6/5bd|11 |11 |8 | 12 
40| “2| 50} 23! 39] 15] 5! 8) 4 |22 | 4 | 10 

36] 2| 48] 22 42] 28] 4| 9)11.2/10.6] 8.2] 9.0 
43, 2] 37] 19, 30} 28| 6] 911 |11 | 8 | 12 
36| 2) 48] 23) 36] 28) 9} ag|7 |18 |10 | 11 
36, 2| 53| 26) 12| 28] 6 afl1s | 9 | 6 9 

44| bf | 45] 24) 36] 15] 7] ita [t1 | 5 | 12 
43| 22| 45] 20) 35] 28] 6] 9110 |15 | 5 7 
46|. k'| 44| 22] 38] 21! 5] 9}....|....1.--. 8 
43| 28| 46] 21] 38] 28] 4] 913 | 5 |12 7 

36| 1] 49} 20; 40] 18] 6] af |19.7| 3.3) 7.0] 8.2 
40| 2] 46] 18} 31| a| 8| 9j18 | 2 |10 9 
44) 22] 46] 19) 25] 24) 8] 9/25 | 1 | 4 7 
39| 2] 47/ 18, 31] 28] 6| afl16 | 7 | 7 8 
Beit 6) 25, 40) 218! Maz'|cas|seee| sana), (9 

37; 2| 47] 21) 35/ 28) 4) be | 7.5/10.5]12.0] 10.7 
BO oI P44 12] 28 ah AOI calesvalosse|’ 9 
37} 2] 49| 23 35 28) 5] 915 (11 |14 | 10 
87} 2| 49] 22 32] 2 4) 9gi10 |10 |10 | 13 

BAP ara} 47) 20) S8l. 2h v4) 09) 69114.6) 8.9 |" oes 
36, 2| 49) 23) 82) 18) 12 B0)....|....)....1 5 

vraaleres|eons} vaslesas[-naleeng/seralsgee] ge[ogee|oos 5" 

46] m | 42] 17; 28) z] 4] 9] 0 |14 |16 | 10 
42} 2| 388] 18] 26) 15] 7 9/13 |15 | 2 ® 
35| 2| 50] 25) 43; 24| 5] 910 |11 | 9 6 

37/2] 45} 19) 85] aa] 2] 4/11.7/10.1] 8.2] 9.0 
38; 1| 47} 20| 33] 25; 9] af|z2 | 2 | 6 4 
44) 21] 33] 13) 26 2] 2 418 | 6 16 8 
40| 2| 47] 21| 35) 22] 7 gfe [12 \12 | 11 

41} 2] 45] 20) 30] 22] 6] 911 far | 8 | 1 
38} 2| 50] 22) 34/ 23} 9 918 |14 | 8 8 

42| 92! 48] 22) 311 ab] 5] 9/18 | 6 | 6 8 
40| 2[ 46] 19) 27] 23] 8! of 7 |20 | 3 8 
42 1| 43) 15) 26! 23] 5| 9/9 |10 |11 | 11 

37} 2] 52] 23| 35 ac| 6] 9118 | 7 15 | 11 
44, 2] 44! 19) 29] 23) 5] 912 jit | 7. | 11 
42) | 39] 14] 28, 2! 7 alto li2 ls | 1 

PRECIPITATION—(INCHES). = 

= 
| GH 

3 
A 

= & 
a 7) 
iE = Welt 
3 s 
m4 ad bl bn 

Z| 3 S| £ 
a S £ : a 3 
Gaara tea AeA ae iso 
“SAA ROSSA esc pie Fc = ty a 

hem. 
Papel foe Wo oeoe 9 se NGOW. 
266!) (0-95l cancers 9 Aes ee ot 
8.50) 1.10) 11.00} 9 Sal isis Wie 

2.825 be GOlaeteces nla acac W. 
3.10) 1.65)...... OPulterien al NNW 
Sealy 2 PUY BSR S 9 mtalllofastvcteievate 

DES ea\eieros|ton 8-9 anwastens 
4.45) 1.91}. 9 dijetsk 
4.55) (2.15). 9 S. W. 
4.25) 2.08 9 cal Ncd Wes 

425d Ile Baildlinere eels 9 fa| eo WW 
2764) 1-38) 28780) | sO [caste Ne We 
SON SECO asc 10 all LING 
BB ees alansendl| steht’) Ragonmolliaote oO 

BOS fe SeOBiesteisrs Rollleesetsrerelse 
5.45} 1.49] 15.00} 29-30 civil OWE 
Gz5lil 2708). 3 sali We 
3-50) 1.54 TI Ne see, Ww. 
Ar 8U AT leasonel 20 BACH sacacouod 

BAO llsaen aS =9) I yherae il lbatetevetelttat ele 
oO) Pes HS KO Pc KU) WiesAecal lise AML 
COME 8-9 }..... «| S. W. 
4.90) 2.05) 24.00) 9 abe} lisi 

25081) \O8i7ilnne vas Sim ietaseratltaere noad00 
1.03} 0.52 

“BLS0I" O-87| esses] 08 ..| S. W. 

2.92) 0.82]... Bo ileac0e S. 
1.88] 0.45] 11.00) 30 Bad isn ase, 
Be Olar de OO lees Be aoe sila Wie 

PaeOO |eligtead \erere far Ian | eretayetetal | epohatstshare ae 
E280 ORCS er scenle nolan leytaete oiler Wie 
mt Teletek MN en ae 29 Ad0\| fo NE 
BAS Opa renal ee) Roel a Nona 

2:62)) O260|eaee. -| 29 nel EAs 
1.65] 0.76) ......) 29-80! ....00)) We 
B15) OBB | occ. if Bont! «Si 

Ses] Mee lien ees we dela\|(sraleieetats ee 
TD OL80| cece! coo Ol tre saci Nao nes 
SEDO (OLGeln aes | . 24 Saha 

4.07 Ss W. 
2.95 N.W. 
3.01 W. 
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MerrorotoaicaL Data 

LOCATION oF STATIONS. BAROMETER. 

.| gle 
@| 3/8 
3 1,318 a a 

43 3 .| &EEIES 
D we} 2] gloalke STATION. COUNTY. | 4 | 2£| Sisie 
a ¢ °| 8| 8 |2 18g 
& rey . Ls o a | Ge 5 

31a lel Blel2l 5] @le eee 
F| s | m |S] & |8|8| g| els is |ele 
<) oO — 3| o |@] oO o o|o |® a 
i HH Al 4 ala! al] Ala ja mia 

OP EN B72 RS SA LES: ESOC SOOT CCE (OPESAIOl (OObe atl Sodec! krollaoers einer . 62.0} 91/24 
Fleming .......... ..| Cayuga....... COUN SARS aman Ipolamo eof crsoalf- ease 62.4/62.0| 87/24 
WARKIDE 5. 00s ce Dieteral SCHL VIET ag wail nisl sere cate lisieiarsetntl ace cate enmeltenll ere 7| 55]....|62.0} 90/24 

HROYAUIINELS, ccc anewes = HOMOGE sore siesta SAND | erereso:oll nye toreyete'l eral la eteratsteiliata as 81) 52)....|62.9| 91/24 
HINACAS Se ccsivosentes Tompkins ....| 810] 29.94] 30.20] 2} 29.63/130.57) 70] 51/61.4/60.9) 85/24 

Moretti hac lsc tastes ...| 29.95] 30.27! 7| 29.63|1310.51| 72| 52)....|61.6] 981 f 

* Mean of the tri-daily observations. 
tri-daily observations are derived by the formula, (7 a. 
four hours. (1) Voluntary Observer. (2) U. S. Weath 

?+Mean of the maximum and minimum by the Draper 
m.+2p.m.+9p.m.-+ 9 p.m.) — 4. 
er Bureau. (la) City Reservoir; (2a) 

(a) 17, 19; (b) 24, 28; (c) 24, 25; (d) 23, 24; (e) 25, 30; (f) 24, 30; (g) 2, 21; (A) 1, 2, 22, 27, 28; (9) 
(¢) 22, 23, 28; (w) 19, 22, 28; (v) 20, 28, 30; (w) 2,15; (x) 20, 23,; (y) 5, 23; (z) 18, 19; (aa) 19, 22, 
(bd) 4,9; (bf) 1, 2. 
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For Jung, 1597 — (Concluded). 

TURE—(IN DEGREES F'AHR.). Sky. PRECIPITATION—(INCHES). a 
= = e 

* Dm a oH 

cy SS ul ®|o E i} 
ap ea |r = 

ones © Ke Naps = a & : iS 
bo | = 80° BSS o leu = = 

De | EL ss 8 D ca 5 |S S S = D 

al |e fe © lao | S jess 2 e| 3 
=| > s 2 oI 3 w |ock £ d z &0 

e b| Sle |e lhe @ “5 Az r= = 

ees ee is onl al Sse pe eee en iS aboae | Gwe ame 
ei Silalalei213)/831\8 18 |e ses] gs 5 3 g S b 
° s ° © oS s ri) 3 = Jel (=! 5 |3 2m ° bw aA s i) = 
HAS lA (/SI/A|AH/Al4/A {4 |4 a So | + Qa a Ay 

i h.m. 
38] 21) 48) 21) 37) 28 5! af | 7.8]/18.5] 8.7) 11.5) 3.06} 1.63) 16.00] 29-30]......|...... ace 
41 2} 46; 18] 29} 22 6 9} 2 123 5 8 3.96, 0.87) 1.00) 24 |...... Ss 
88] 21) 52) 23) 37). 28 tf 9) 7 10 {13 16 OA) OG ele atataiere 29-30]...... N. W 

41 2| 50) 23) 35) 24 6 9/12 8 |10 9 OA O20 |hiteciers SO eree tte s. 
2 2} 46) 20) 33) 2 5| af |10 |13 7 13 8.54] 1.36] 16.00} 29-30)....... N. W. 

29] 2] 48! 21) 48,ad| 2 ba |11.2\10.6) 8.21 9.71 3.59] 2.59)...... hy Rees N. W 

Thermograph. || Report received too late to be used in computing means. The means from the 
+ Blank indicates that the duration is not shown in the original records, but is within twenty- 
Intake Conduit nine miles north of city. 
21,27; (k) 2, 21, 22, 27; (m) 1. 2, 21; (m) 2, 23; (p) 2,6, 11; (q) 2, 22; (r) 15, 28; (5) 21, 23, 28; 
23; (ab) 6, 19; (ac) 19, 23; (ad) 3, 28; (af) 8,9; (ag) 7,8; (ah) 8, 22; (bb) 7, 8, 9; (be) 9, 10; 

11 



Ninto ANNUAL REPORT OF THE 

TremMPERATURE — Junk, 1897, SHowrne Datty Means FoR THE 
SS = 

seeeele 

re es 

STATION. 1 2 3 4 5 6 pe 

Western Plateau...| 48 | 54] 67] 63 | 58| 60] 59] 54 

RARGAD., 8 rcwttin ss) tam}. ha Wamee eae ae (omen eee Meas 
Angelica ....csserers By ie Fe ie vp w rn 2 

Bollyart. ts sores: ss Baal nb cel oeerh seas) Cem eeR Netae 
Friendship.......... Me Me a ie i re Hi e 

Pranitayillass.s yes) veel eng | gel eRe sat | epee ee 

Bomphrey..n| 3] BH] B| 8] 8] 8] S| 8 
PATICWTTTERE eee Tee 
Jamestown..........| 88 3] #2) | 69 |" 75) 64 | 59 
Elmira ...ceseeeeees uh fp 5 te u ae ih, a 

ne 6)| 73] 81/70). 75) se) v8) 6s 

Lockport ....... seleie 4 ct ce ue 0 a B a 

Wedgewood......... Bel Oke | fees ee | ee hel en ee 

Addisom-..ecee-] 33] $5] 58 | 58 | 47 | d4| 49| 50 
South Canisteo...... AR era Sales RS le | 
noe Bien seete saeeeel” tel aE I oer Eh. Ee NE eee 

Eastern Plateau....)| 50} 53] 65] 68] 60) 59| 59| 54 

Binghamton ()....| S| 2) S| S| m) | Bs 
Binghamton (.....| | 7] 2) | | 7] S| 8 
Oxford fos] MB) | | | BL el ae 
Cortana ...nsep ) H] BB] ] He) A) ge 

Middletown .......0.)0007/¢001/ sof ee lsclen 2 ek ut 
Port Jervis.......... ots ih a en es e e 

Garrattsville........ A rh ih fe ye ri nd a 

New Lisbon.........| 58] | 73] 78] 65| 7 | 68) 57 

Onconta........0000 Hy i Pe es i a ue ef 

Perry City....seue) 8) 8] BB] MI me) BY) 
Straits Corners..... a ae a Be ih ie e a 

Wareryevvroievee| 1H) | BB) | | 
Dryden ose+ eeseeoei 35°)! 36 | 55] 49 | 43 | 54 |, 50 
Mohowk Tidko:s...1.| 08 | Bete a4), Fa oe i ea eee 

10 | 11 

59 | 60 
66 | 71 
49 | 45 
66 | 74 
49 | 42 
65 | 73 
51| 43 
73| %5 
40 | 45 
64| 71 
52 | 42 

62| 70 
5L| 42 

73 | 69 
54| 46 
65,| 77 
52 | 46 
71| 78 
54 | 46 

71 | 82 
52) 49 
63 | 80 
50 | 49 
68 | 7 
52 | 45 
66 | 76 
49 | 40 
64| 75 
51} 43 

57 | 62 
68 | 76 
53.| 46 
64| 75 
53] 47 
66 | 78 
49 | 43 
63 | 73 
50 | 42 
62| 76 
46 | 50 

66 | 74 
50 | 54 
61| 72 
50 | 52 
63 | 80 
50 | 5¢ 
62| 7% 
50 | 46 

67 | 79 
50 | 49 
66 | 77 
52 | 43 
56 | 79 
51| 43 
66 | 76 
58 | 45 

62| 76 
51 | 42 
65 | 70 
511 55 

35| ta 

63 | 62 
70 | 7% 
53 | 46 
72| 74 
50 | 48 
72 | 5 
49 | 42 
73 | 76 
52 | 45 
71\| %4 
53 | 42 

69 | 72 
52| 48 

72 | -%5 
56 | 50 
81 | 80 
60 | 51 
761 77 
50 | 50 

73 | 81 
57 | 5 
80 | 78 
55 | 52 
72) 76 
52 | 47 
70| %6 
48 | 42 
71| 71 
54] 48 

62 | 61 
73 | 2 
50 | 48 
73 | 9B 
52 | 52 
79 | 80 
45 | 45 
731 70 
48 | 48 
72| 72 
42| 41 

771 78 
55 56 
72| 70 
52 | 50 
721° 71 
49 | 46 
73) 73 
42| 48 

79 | 
46| 47 
%5 | 7 
47 | 50 
| 5 
49 | 49 
v1] 79 
52 | 48 

73>| 71 
47 | 45 
alae 
58 1 56 
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16 | 17 | 18]19 | 20) 21 | 22 | 23 | 24) 25 | 26 | 27 | 28) 29 | 30 

63 56 | 63} 63] 56) 49| 58] 66] 71} 67| 57 | 57) 59) 65] “1 
74 5¢ | 72 | 76 | 64) 58] 72.) 81) 82) | 64| 69) 7% | 74) 6 
48 44} 46} 46| 43 | 39] 389) 56) 60) 57] 45] 41] 42) 50] 64 
78 62 Pa eS 5162.) 1635) 740) (845) 86.) 065! 6o5| 70) 76s) AL 
50 45| 48 | 54] 42) 31] 85] 43! 58) 59] 51) 39] 40] 52) 64 
75 62] 74| 80| 67 | 64) 7%) 82] 85} 80] 66] 70] 71) 7 80 
48 47 | 50; 40] 50; 31] 34] 41] 55] 59) 44/ 84) 387) 52] 66 
V7 60} 83} 81) 69] 68} 80} 84] 83] 79] 72) 70} 78) 76) 83 
46 46 | 50 2} 42) 32) 37 | 42] 46] 53) 54] 40] 44] 50] 58 
75 Ole ine || ay 62] 61| 75 | 82] 84] 76 al ele! owlwervoat uf6 
43 41 | 52) 42) 55) 380) 388} 43) 58|] 57) 47] 385] 388| 55] 67 

74 GOT ree 7 66) 59] 7% ch 825) 978: | 16451 970) ib | ets) |S 
53 53] 51] 511 42) 36} 41 | 54] 64] & 54 | 40|) 45] 57] 55 

oe) G60 ese EON) ON! N60) v4 |) 82. | Neopet G6) MOP Weraelen cay eso 
59 56] 56] 50] 51] 40] 43) 53] 65/ G61] 52] 42) 45) 59] 68 
72 BoP ON Sie) UCN Ree ON) Sa, t8Gnl 1Sie|) a7 82; 83} 76) 80 
61 53 | 53] 46) 538] 40| 48) 58] 65] 64] 53) 56] 43) 57] 70 
70 80} 79 | 82) 67] 65|°82) 89) 93) 79] 68) 74] 7 83 | 80 
48 48 | 58} 60} 42] 38] 54] 64] 58] 60] 39} 40] 41] 54] 64 

(ts | sates lie gg Stal ates peice genic 58 | 64] 68| 65 | 66] 76) 61] 82] 78 
51 Pew | GOUs| SD oie challic arciats 43 | 39 | 42 | 44| 44) 46] 41] 60] 62 
79 64) 7 80} 68} 68] 7 84 eu] Sony On) acSml a8eal 676s wee 
50 48} 50] 48| 45] 38] 44) 56] 63] 57} 48] 44] 46] 54] 59 
75 GOR) Gal), ne CFs) 1665)" 7%), 85a) 864) TSOy! (68s) 725) 07 7 | 79 
51 47). 52) 483] 48 | 35) 88] 4%|-61] 59] 48] 40), 42) 55] 6 
76 DEG oa Blo! 645) 169.) V7oa(Vi845), “860 ON Cte Mal A8Uh Gil 9, 
44 42} 49} 41] 41] 30] 85] 43] 58] 50} 45| 36] 386] 50] 62 
73 eho fe a bee 66} 58] 7% Zl Sa CON NOS: ICO BN eal ace 
48 42} 49| 45] 44) 33] 40] 53] 62] 57] 46) 389] 41) 56] 65 

61 58} 62} 62] 59] 53] 58/| 65] 74] 71] 58] 56] 59] 62] 68 
72 Gi) TA) 79") Gt.) 654) 75.) 83+) 85.) 791) 65.) 69) 77) ¥9)}, 25 
48 45) 53) 45] 47) 38] 39) 51] 65) 62] 50) 38) 46) 55] 65 
7 66 | 73) 78 | 68| 64] 74] 82) 85] 80/] 64] 7% TaN iis 
50 46} 51} 47 | 46! 41 42 | 53] 66] 60| 49] 41! 40] 53] 62 
82 CRA YA Secs beaten eat [aso (PEOL. | Oe. seerO ll 879 |mreeclearolll eae 
45 45 | 49| 41] 54] 35| 34) 42] 62) 61] 44] 38] 34] 46], 60 
70 OFA! HBR Bal e7 64> 75; 83>) 859) “8 | 67.) 705) #7} VO. 70 
43 43 | 47] 43] 50] 39] 89) 50] 64] 63} 50] 41] 38) 49] 61 
73 chal! 2765), 8051545) (6501) e765|| $845) 8 cal (Soa|| ston) Wdeh coe econ 980) 
41 88} 43] 42 v | 82] 384] 48] 62) 63] 45] 37] 33] 42) 60 

79 73 | 80|} 81; % | 79] 73] 83} 85 | 86| 72) 76| 771 80] 82 
52 49) 54] 49] 60/ 44|] 42] 48) 61] 67] 55] 42} 42] 58] 60- 
70 W4) 7 467) (68a. (GLel 47 80] 85] 7 64} 65] 74] 67) °72 
52 54) 50! 55] 49} 40] 48! 52! 65) 60} 52} 47] 42] 521 58 
69 Keisha Grou 1685) (G2a oe) eh BSH eeeIel, IGGul VGbul avon) #761 eck 
45 44} 43) 46) 45) 37] 41] 51] 64) 52] 46) 42) 39) 47] 59 
71 ORY Creal ey. 7 | 64) 72) 80) 84} 80) 62) 69} 76) 71, 76 
42 40 | 47 | 41] 42 2] 84] 41) 64) 56] 40] 39] 32| 42) 59 

(6) 7 | 80; 82| 71] 7 79 Cah BBa 6Ba|) Lal asl (80a eiGnle ad 
46 43 | 50|} 45) 50} 45| 38 | 46] 65} 62] 49) 42] 38) 47] 60 
72 74) 80.) 81; 69)| 68] 78 | 87 | 83») 78). 66). 73.) 79) 7 73 
47 41} 43] 42 2] 386] 38| 47 | 62] 58] 45] 41} 39) 47) 60 
84 63 | 7 70 | 80) 70) 77) 82) 86} 83| 69] 72| 81) 83) 7% 
46 43 51] 43 | 421 38) 37] 38] 62] 58] 45] 37) 39] 53] 61 
75 62 | 80} 80] 70| 68| 7% | 83] 85 | 8] 72] 7%] 83)] 79 | 84 
48 45 | 55 | 43 | 48 | 34) 37) 47] 65] 61] 47) 36| 39) 389] 69 

72 7 | 73 | 8%) 67) 69) -5 | 84) 87 | 78] 63] 69) 76) 78) 71 
43 42| 48) 45] 50] 37] 38] 55] 65] 51] 43] 39] 39; 50] 60 
75 684]) 0745) Foul) ee), 166) 168) 6h) On VBR Tee) GON Ta en 80 
61 57 | 55) 58! 511 47) 621 581 631 68| 56! 53! 531 56! 59 

Monthly 

mean. 

or io 2) ~ 

59.1 
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TreMPrkRATURE—J UNE, 1897, Saowina Dairy Means For THE 

| | 

STATION. | 21/2/38 )]4 / 8 |] 6] 7.1.8.) © | 40) a0) ae 

u } t 

Northern Plateau...| 46 50 58 63 67 59 | 5) 55 54 56 | 59.) 61 58 | 59 
= 53 60 68 76 7 79 72 62 56 65 76 70 66 66 

Saranac Lake...... 30 | 47 | 56 47 | 41] 50] 49| 51| 49| 50| 58] 49) a7) 44 
. : 54| 68| 70| 79| 70] 75| 62| 55 55| 65| 75| 70| 71 73 
Gloversville........- 45 33 45 5) 5 46 54 49 48 50 50 58 | 50 

eet m1 71 21 7 7| 52| 61| 741 711 71 7% 
Little Falls (2a)..... 85| 43] 50| 50| 41| 48/ 50| 48| 48) 46) 46] 40) 46) 45 

d 55 | 49| 64 70| 65 | 71| 73| 69| 591 50] 72] 66| Z 
North Lake......... 40| 33] 41| 53| 46] 41| 49| 49| 50| 491] 45| 551 43] 44 
ane 56| 68| 73| 68| 70] 76| 70| 58| 58| 62| 74| 68| 741 "1 

seceaceseunes 42] 35) 45 | 55| 48| 40| 48| s1| 52] 50) 47] 55] 48] 48 
: »| 59| 68 | 66| 65] 72| 7o| 55| 56] 60| 72| 65] 691 69 
Number Four....... 40| 29| 44] 52| 44] 45| 54] 49| 50| 50] 42] 54] 42] 49 

Atlantic Coast...... 54| 58| 64| 72] 66] 62| 57| 55] 55| 60| 67 | 70) 66) 66 
ee ee 65 | 72| 77 | 851 751 70| 67! 591 591 701 80| 801 79] #4 

MEO ADOT, 50] 49] 55] 62/{ 60] 59| 55 | 58, 54] 54{ 58| 62] 68] -68 
Manhattan Beach..|*10+¢[:201-)+e++-|eters|sceesfeseee|esees|eeeee| cess |eee ‘Jesse sitveleseeelenes 

ie 59°| 67 | 74] 81 | 73'|'"63'|' 58 | 56} 571 66| 77 | 81) 71) 77 
New York City...... 48 48 | 56) 64] 58] 55| 58| 51) 52| 54) 58] 62] 61] BB 
Te 33 | 73| 72| 85] 73| 68|°63| 59| 59 £0| 84| 76| 78 

Willet’s Point....... 47| 53| 58|.59| 57! 55 | 52! 54] 55 | 5o| Bo Bounces 

Brentwood.........: 2B) 72) 80°| .80' | 69 62°) 60) 6b) 7 | 82) 791 80 - 
41| 36| 54| 60] 56] 55| 49| 50| 58] 48| 53] 54/ 58| 5e 

Setauket ....... ...-1 68| 70| 71] 88] 72| 65| 61| 57] 551 65| 76| 80| 74) 
49| 50| 54] 62| 58| 56| 58| 51] 521 58| 55| 60| B71] 54 

Bedford,............ 62| 70| 72] 80] 73] 69| 59| 56] 57] 68| 77| 80| 71 76 
43| 43| 50] 62/57] 58| 53| 50] 511 52| 54| 56) 54] 50 

PrIMTOSC...0. 0502005 63 | 73] 77 | 88| 73] 72) 63] 57] 59) 68) 81) 84] 80) 7% 
45| 40| 48] 61] 58| 54] 55 | 52] 52|-50| 54| 56| B54] 51 

Hudson Valley ..... 54| 56| 65| 72] 66| 64| 60] 56] 58| 59| 65] 70] 671). 62 
Phases bcs, hae 56| 71| 76] 88] 73| 77 | 65| 65] 57| 67| 79| 76| 78) 7B 

49| 48| 52| 61] 56| 55) 57| 52] 511 541 56| 61) Bel Be 
Honeymead Brook..| 59 | 67 | 76| 83] 70| 72) 63] 58) 541 66| 74] 83) 78) 7% 

41| 36| 54] 64] 50] 48| 54| 49| 441] 521 55|] 56| 50| 47 
Poughkeepsie ...... Bao 4) RON Sah a "7! 64) 59) 56) 68} %8 | 83°) Veiegs 

39 | 36| 50] 64] 57| 47] 53] 53] 50| 52| 54| 57] 50] 46 

Wappingers Falls...| 65 | 75 | 82] 86| 77 | 77 | 67] 60) 57) 67) 77| 87 | 80) 77 
44| 44| 53] 541 56| 52) 55| 52] 50| 52| 50) 62) Sele 

rere) | Cee ee 57 | 70| 721~80| 72| 72| 65] 60| 56| 61| 75| 731 741 72 
45 | 44| 54| 65} 58] 32| 5B} 52| 50) 56) Bei) CGN pe ee 

West Point.......... 7 | 62| 76| 78| 84| 76| 74] /62| 56) 62| 68] 82] 841 76 
47| 46| 53| 58] 58] 52| 55| 52] 51] 52/1 55| 60] 58| 52 

Carmel ss ccese cate 60) 71 1) 86) 7 77 | 63) 60 ‘7 65 ‘| esa 79 | %8 
49| 45! 52] 58] 60| 561 49| 50] 53| 54] 59| 59] 60) 48 

Mohawk Valley..... 50 | 54] 60 | 65 | 60 62 63 | 56 53 57 63 63 60 62 
; 53 | 64| 75] 7 s| 72 31 87 7 

Little Falls (la) sidtasa 44 40 49 49 0 47 56 a = - 50 - a 51 

cA 58 | 66.| 741 82| 69] 711] 6 m1 7 re 
Canajoharie ........ a7 | 52] 49| 60| 50] 61 st) 58] 30| 54] 55] 50] 50) 58 

53| 64! 731 761 67| 72| 70| 57] 55| 65| 7 11-7 
St. Johnsville....... 46| 39| 49| 61] 52| 46] 56| 51| 49] 53] 52] 58] 49] 51 
= 581 69| 74| 72| 75| 78| 75| 58| 58! 65| 7 | 74| 76) 79 
VENEER age Or EOS 36 | 48) 52] 48| 45] 54 2} 49 a 48 | 57| 47| 48] 45 

/ 

cmoors Yon] oh] 3) ol a] | le | o| 67| 65 | 8 : 5 
Plattsb’h Barracks.| 4g | 29 | 49| 48| 53| 48 Bt) 51 4 51 50 a 88 85 

_| 56| 70! 75} 841 76| 78| 70| 65] 55 
Glens Falls.......... 43 ~ 48 62 56 49 a7 50 50 50 50 60 50 a7 

6v| 69 | 711 80] 72] 7 5 @ 
Lake George....----) 44 | 37| 49| 61| 45| 49] 47| 50] 51 | 52] 49| 58| 49] 48 

St. Lowrence Valley.| 62) 30) 62) 2 | ool vel vel co| 6b oe) eo) ii a 3h 5 5 | 70 
Madison Barracks..| 43 | 35 | 48| 40| 48| 44| 55| 50| 39] 52] 41] 41] 48] 45 

Watertown «055000 ee eee ee EE 
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vue Reotons, AND Darry Maxima anp Mint For THE Stations. 

b 
aa 

15 | 16 17 |18|19 | 20 | 21 | 22 | 23 | 24] 25] 26 | 27] 28 | 29 | 30 23 
oa 
= 

7 57 58} 59| 63] 56] 49] 55] 62] 71] 67) 56) 53) 59] 58 2) 58.1 
70 70 Of 74), 80) |" 58) )) 57.) 72 | 82} 88) 80) | 63°} 67 |) 70) 7) O6 58.4 
45 40 40} 42) 53 7| 40| 45] 61] 64] 50] 40] 43] 47) 54) 57 : 
vi 75 WB) 7 7 G7 (63: | 7 84) 84) 81] 68| 69; 75) 7 7 1 60.1 
44 50 44] 52| 46| 48| 43] 40] 46] 62] 60) 50| 43) 50} 45) 55 5 
74 42 "51 78) 80| 63| 62] 74) 82] 83] 74] 66] 69) 74] 70) 69 60.4 
44 44 52] 45| 60| 41] 37] 44] 46] 62] 50|] 48) 39] 45] 55) 60 > 
67 68 HOC olsire « WA e5S) leo 00 |i @sul)) G2) |p ero |POkn|(re teri) OOS LOO 5B 
42 4?. 421} 45] 44] 56] 86] 83] 32) 47] 61| 46) 39)]..... 44} 52 : 
71 69 fh 2 | 48) "Ce 59} 71} 82) 86) 7 63 | 68] 75} 68] 68 58.8 
45 45 45 | 42) 45] 51] 42] 44] 44) 65] 60] 49] 42) 46/ 47] 55 : 
68 68 695 70") 7 57 7 | 68) %8| 82) 74) 60| 64) 7 65 21 geo 
40 38 40} 42] 42] 47} 383] 388) 538] 65] 56) 44] 34 7 | 42.) 55 > 

68 69 65 | 69| 68} 67 | 60] 62) 67 | 72] 77 | 66) 63} 64] 69| 77) 65.2 
82 85 wo: | Sl-})- 82 ji 79 | 7” | 80) 80} 91] 78} 79] 89} 83} 90 68.1 
68 60 62 | 60 | 58} 62 > 51) 54) 59) 63) 66 | 60) 155) 56) 55°) 76 ? 

80 80 CU Fei Cae | i 68) 98) |) 8) |) 48) |) “86 2 eae 7 80 | 85 65.0 
59 61 62')) 57 | 62+) 57 | 50.) 57) 59 || 641 66} 58) 56 | GO} 63°) 67 : 
84 81 i SOUP SOT ea) Bi) 86 PSOne 87 eta 60)" 28. 8825) 5 88 65.8 
56 57 59 | 58 | 60; 50! 50) 53] 61) 66) 63) 51} 52) 57) 63} G1 ; 

82 83 BO P84 |. 16 Py, |TaCeGa le 5 iE Sil 90) Pus |e 4S eo 76ule 7993 64.0 
44 48 53 | 58| 50] 60| 46) 39/'46|) 65} 65) 57) 47| 41) 52) 67 : 
79 78 ol’ 78 | 74) 7 25 6! | SO Se WO eS: eS) ate | aoe 64.7 
56 58 58 | 59] 56] 58| 51] 48| 5E| 63] 67) 62) 56) 52} 59) 66 f 
79 79 ON STEN SP ee 69)| 70 | 761 80 | 86) WZ} WZ |) 7 | @9 || 86 52.6 
51 52 49| 54] 51] 57] 41] 42] 49) 59] 65] 55] 41} 42) 55) 63 3 
88 83 7 | 80| 85] 78| 73] 80} 82) 8} 90] 78] 76} 80) 86} 90 66.0 
49 56 50] 56] 62] 58] 51 52 | 66] 68] 65] 55] 43) 42) 57) 68 

66 66 63 | 66) 68 7 | 59 | 60) 67} 74) 27 |.65| 591 68} 68) 73) 64.3 
75 ve "4s Si" SOP Fi 68 | 7} 83) 85 | 85 | 72) %2{ 81) 7 79 65.0 
54 54 52] 58] 55| 52) 48) 50] 656} 68] 65) 53] 50] 51} 54) 62 ; 
80 76 7 | 7} 77} 74} 6B) 71) 80) 84) 84) 73] 72) 7B) 78) 83) gag 
48 47 47 | 50} 50} 55 | 41 | 41 || 48] 68) 67 || 52) 41) 42)) 53 |” 62 z 
82 80 MOL PIS hy Oe le eke echo) eA eeO2 HRA OO Ee SO Nl) econ aT 82; 79 | 88 63.0 
46 45 45] 51] 48) 57] 389] 39] 48] 61] 67) 50) 39] 40} 53) 60 S 

7 80 Te | BL) BU Oe Te) hae |) BS) IF 88 |e 898i) oF 75 | 82} 83] 88 65.8 
51 55 Bie 56 11-58) 159) 9 4b. 4 br Ie G22 Gy Ss) Abie aie 60) Gd ‘i 
73 7 te Ne tS) ee tO) 81] 84] 88| 74] 73 | 81} 73} 84 63.0 
53 54 51} 51] 54] 55.| 46] 43] 52] 62) 69) 55] 50| 46} 52) 59 i 
78 85 &8 | 74] 82] 82} 79 | 72 | 7) 80) 84) 90) WT) 77) 84) 84) gg 
55 55 54} 56] 56| 58) 46] 46) 54! 60] 67) 61| 46] 49} 601 65 ; 
83 81 76] 78) 88] 7 70 | 78 | 84) 8&3 | 89] 7 Tee Sl) 81 86 65.8 
54 57 53] 55] 60| 59] 61! 52) 471 63) 661 51/| 44) 43 | 62) 64 ‘ 

63 62 61 |) (64 || 65) GL.) 54 | 59) 67 I v4)! 7) G2) 59) ) bos) 60), 625) 6led 
72 70 Pla ese) | emir Beals 4 64 | 60) 74] 81 86 | 77] 64] 66} 68] 61 59.1 
53 52 47 | 53 | 50] 48] 45] 46) 43] 66) 64] 51) 43 |) 46} 51] 51 x 
75 74) 76) 76} 82| 69] 59|) 76) 85) 90) 80) 1) TL} 68) 70} 73) Eo 8 
59 51 50} 56) 51} 54 | 45] 44) 62] 65) 65'|) 58) 65) 47) (52) )° 6 Z 
7 vel 71 | 73) 77 | 68) 62) 72) 80) 86) 77) 65) 67) 7} 66) 69) go 
51 50 45 | 54] 48} 58 | 44) 43} 51] 60] 62] 53} 50/ 42) 47] 57 ; 
80 fh 7} 84] 84) 70} 70} 78} 86] 92) 85} ] 7] 80] 68) 70] goo 
46 47 50 | 44] 58] 43] 41] 50) 67] 62] 52] 48| 44] 48) 55] 56 : 

61 64 61} 63] 64] 63] 54) 59] 65] 73| 75 | 63] 56) 64] 63 v | 61.7 
67 V7 72) 68) 7 75 |. 64| 62] 80] 80) 76) 83; 64] 70} 7&| 70 61.6 
59 57 53} 48| 53} 60] 45] -52}; 52] 62) 68) 56) 47| 55/] 56) 58 : 
66 75 76) 80} 80) 70} 67] 72} 83} 86] 86} TO} TO} 82] 72) 79] Boy 
50 48 46} 52] 49} 48| 39] 44] 50] 64] 64] 50] 40; 47) 50] 56 t 
72 78 MESON OU Cele tae nk i one eee) OG, i eOill aed 81} 70} 80 61.4 
51 49 47} 52| 51| 50) 40] 46} 50] 62] 68] 49] 42) 51]| 52) 57 F 

63 60 61 | 62] 63{ 60} 54] 59| 66] 74} 69) 59} 59) 62/ 62) 63°} 60.8 
73 val (Bayou tet BO | OOr Oleh ele] Sou) aan arOn|gecOal er tle tt aon OS 

ee eee ee 

eee eee wee eew ewe erleweetionawrlanereleeeee wean t see ee wee ewer nee et eee sinaeerleneee 
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TEMPERATURE — JUNE, 1897, SHowrnae Dairy Means ror 

Sration 

STATION. 

St. Law.Val (con’d)) 

GANTON SL fice sakcse 

North Hammond... 

Ogdensburg ........ 

|| Potsdam ....... Sot 

Great Lakes........ 

WVOSHIGIG <a secs: 

Pittsford..... Ener swe 

Rochester........... 

ARDIECLON: cs psntve ons 

Fort Niagara.. ..... 

NERO Gietes cvcecisie'e ns » a 

Erie, Pennsylvania. 

Central Lakes....... 

LY Gy rary yee RA eee 

Watkins 

68 | 7 69 
30} 48] 51 
62} 62) 62 
46} 50} 48 
61 | 68] 66 
42) 51] 52 
63 | 67 | 68 
35 | 47) 53 

54 | 65) 61 
3.) @ 70 
41 | 58 | 55 
72 | 68) 56 
46) 56) 54 
59] 7 70 
40 | 53 | 53 
70 7 | 65 
41 | 55) 54 
58 | 7 69 
388} 49) 56 
Dee wee 
42 | 42) 55 

(h(E Se ku 
42 | 53] 55 
66 | 73 | 70 
40} 51] 57 
59 | 76) 69 
43 | 55] 50 
65! 79] 68 
37; 53 | 54 
68 | 80} 71 
44 | 56] 56 
70) 76) 61 
42 | 61) 54 

55 | 67! 65 
68 | 72] 70 
41 | 56] 57 
71 | 84) 7% 
39 | 57] 58 
7 U 74 
41} 55] 55 
69 | 7 75 
39 Ci eats 

54 | 63) 65 “61 62 61 

¢ Max. and Min. by the Draper Thermograph. 
conduit, nine miles north of city. 

65 62 

~or-zor COLD a > . 

| Received too late to be used iu computing 
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THE Recions, AND Datty Maxima AND MINIMA FOR THE 

—(Concluded.) 

Be 
aa 

15 | 16 | 17 | 18| 19] 20| 21 | 22] 23| 24| 25| 26| 27/ 28| 29| 30] 38 
EE 

| 
73| 76| 75| 75| 78| 68| 62| 72| s2| 88; 74] 68| 72] 76| 73] 7! gos 
46| 42| 41| 43] 45] 45| 39] 46] 52) 64| 61] 45| 40] 47] 50] 58) %- 
7m4| 72| 70} 78| 76| 66] 68; 72| 78| 88| 78| 66] 72) 70| 68| 68 | ae 
56 50| 50| 50/ 48| 50| 46] 54| 56| 64] 60| 50] 54| 56] 64| 56 
7%3| 72| 70| 73| 75| 65| 64| 70] 80] 80| 75] 68| 7) 74] 69] 70| gig 
52| 52| 541 54] 52| 52] 46] 49; 55| 65) 59] 55] 49| 50] 54] 56| 5: 
7 | 74| 75| 70| 79) 7| 74] 72) 73| 95| 73] 77| 79] 761 7] 78] go 4 
48| 50| 49| 51/| 58] 41] 38] 40| 43| 42] 43] 48] 45] 46] 45] 44| ©. 
66| 62] 64| 63| 66| 58| 54] 61| 7o| 76| 66! 60| 59] 62| 66| 69| 62.1 
7%3| 74| 70| 75| 7| 68) 63| 70) 84) 85| 85] 70| 71| 72] 80] 80] goo 
60} 57] 59| 50| 57! 57| 43] 48| 57| 68| 52] 52| 49] 49] 60] 67| %&- 
67| 7| 75| 75| w6{ 64| 60] 67| 74| 77] 75| 66} 67] 70] 75| 72] goo 
62 59| 53| 54/ 59| 50] 44] 55| 63| 64] 58] 54] 54] 57] 62| 65| 5 
7%3| 70| 76| 76| 81] 65| 65| 77 | 85| 87| 77| 66| 71| 7%] 75| 7] 6 9 
55] 51| 54] 52| 49| 48] 43] 42] 54| 66| 56] 49| 47| 49] 56| 53| ©- 
7%| 7) 76| 7| 79] 64] 65| 78| 84) 86) 76) 67| 71| 74| 72] 7%] oo 
8] 54| 54] 52] 54] 46| 44] 48] 56] 68| 56] 51| 48} 50| 60] 62| ©: 
go} 75| 68| 78| 71 | 65| 66| 77| 86| 88| 74] 69] 73] 74] 72) 79] gg 
o5| 47 50] 47] 48] 53] 45] 47 | 52] G6} 58] 54) 45] 46] 59) Go| OD 
By | 60 |" “62'|"'50 | “62'|""56'|°°55"|" "51 |°"62"|""60'| 60 | °85'| 57] G2 | 62 | 60 |----* , 
| | sol vz| s4| 67} 66| 79) 88] 90] 79| 69| 73] 79) 71] 7] oy 
56| 53] 51{ 53| 58| 50| 44| 49] 58| 68| 59] 52| ae] 50| 55 | 60 
73| | 7] 75| 77| 67| 65| 73| 88] s6| 74| 68| 73| 75| 71] 77! ge 

/ 59| 54] 58] 48| 53| 53| 44] 49| 56] €8| 61] 50| 47| 51] 60| 63 
67| 64| 74| 71| 77| 68] 57] 7] 84| 85) 70] 62| 65] 69] 66] 68] goo 
55| 51] 51| 54| 54] 52| 49] 47| 58) 64| 54] 54| 50] 50] 56] 55 
%| 67| 76| 78| 85| 68] 63| 77| 87| 89) 72| 7| 72) 7} 66] 7] go 
48| 47| 47| 48| 50| 49| 45] 49| 52] 64] 57] 52] 44] 43] 50] 57 
7| 71| 75 | 74| 80] 65| 65| 68| 84| 88|\78| 68| 70| 7%] 71! 741 go 
sy| 53| 51| 53] 54| 51| 45] 47| 55| 66] 56] 53| 50] 48| 57[ 61 
72 | 69| 68| 70| 76| 68! 60| 68| 81] 79] 72| 64] 69] 69| 80| 76] goo 
63| 60] 60| 55| 60| 52| 50] 48| 60| 68] Go| 55| 50] 52| 62] 67 
66] 63| 61|. 62] 66| 61| 53] 61| 70| 76] 70] 58| 58] 62] 64| 68| 62.0 

64 63 61 63 | 65 | 61 | 54| 59] 66] 74] 71] 60] 58] 61} 64) 68) 61:6 

means. (1) Voluntary observer. (2) U.S. Weather Bureau. (1a) City reservoir ; (2a) Intake 
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Dairy ann Monraty Precipr 

} 

STATION. | 1/2 ]3 |] 415 | 6) ¥ | “S-| | 10) 40 Sfp ueeee 

| | 
| | 

Western Plateau..| 0.01) T. | 0.14) T 0.00} 0.00) 0.19) 0.47; 0.18) 0.08} T. | 0.00] 0.09) T. 
i eee Raa vig ah Tange] tieOelestvel eee aulepe ee -28| .88| .18]..... T. |...5)) oaeleeeas 
ATP BUCH <2 iisc.sio sco 1 Lao ee LG] ibe otellloe apetell eataters -B2| .46) .66 BO Ray fe as SELLS see 0 
BOLIVAR ccs Oda Ske hap sl wtew al axeme a. aia|\aietaiete -38 63} .18 02) Tl same PAleaicss 
Friendship......... foes PP Mie rd aed be SARE Poe -20| .48) .06| .O1] T. |.... SRB ssic0 

Franklinoville ...... |. eratete Py) ee ware caretnts 28) | 228) *) 20" +041 aee'|s ocvel skaleeeee 
Humphrey........ os Bros eUallintaretetel| aeterata -10} .65), .28) .09)..scelewes o| ‘-OB le ofa 
Little Valley....... sees [ecsse|soccs|evees| sees] snsicelinvcce|seens| ences . conslecvce 
Cherry Creek......| T. |..... Bi] eee oem ans OO) (D6 207) sOS1 Ss aealeonret By dono 
Jamestown ........ [ieee lene a VAs a ey WAS -99} .36| .10) T 01|.. «OS laces 

I! popes tavererers PR 3) acon Wie eo) Morte ol fe «BB ) issues Alta o ¢'s'| eae tl aieiiate 
2LO | ESOL astareis siuie'n | afpinisisi| eh] eI ister fale stare 4 LT: deen 

Wa SAAaS eal) SEG AE sretsye TN pie | 7) Pia 1 Bs SE PSS Ss iN Gipetee 
SASV GOIN ors ia vain sin’ Brief so) Wed be | Ras 20| pL eal sara ll ela ralore -12| .44| .12) 1.24 3 » dl petares 
Mt. Morris ......... 1S pemisitiog 4 FS cl eid) Iiod -03| -60} .20) T. oe Aer ane 

BIGCE POM) -- sincs's «\0'> fee.) ide Silt) eee Jalen hse *) | 68] een: 02}... SP | eae 
Wictorincsss. lees | 5 meee aes ee eee os | roel ee Bale Seen : vou Memeo 
PRGA Gio wis olsia c'e'af 1's ao leseiaily sokiel «ast eens Sean & Ped Ole cee 2500|\Fc uel eee lesbos PRAY ato. 
Wedgewood ....... |) (OBI. esi «B5| 02) .0c-+|-seeeloveee 48) .10) .15).. veeelece eee 
Addison. .......+... PEL ase -05| T. |....-|--0e- -O2] .70} 08) -11|.+.. 01|..... 

ACavitA cscs ios seme Pe il e.actas .21| .02 anloall) , l|" scOS}/ tyes teats BAAN nes 
PTASKNIVINGY. csjcc | Man's a SAGs pate aillsinieters|| wreseteve TT, 56] SAB eal epee clematis 05) eerae 
-South Canisteo.,,,} T. |..... Bt) Re | Neel icy (Seer aD i) Nie 74 ilies PBS AS [AR sO8Tsoess 
AT ORME cs. elec «ian EO ecme SED | 2 Scich lamina ieee Apts} e223) $09) 04) ee mlellesierae -09| T. 
FU eRe ROR nC) Agta hobac) Hheaal liao cel econ ones leaonalgnoon naao- C Be Oper 

Eastern Plateaw...| 0.01) 0.00) 0.50) 0.22] 0.01) 0.00} T. | 0.48) 0.78) 0.08) T. | 0.00) T. | 0.05 
Binghamton (1)....]....-].000« 203} 1205)" 1205). veel wsct 320) <4¢)" 216} os cericem eae Sallie ous 
Binghamton (2)....| T. |..-.. iB ile Arde AP -281 -38) 208 hess $ -02 
ACHEHANEO MOLES; 6511. ech 01-2 ose | cell iseee eineerelaiecete oe oO. ciare [10-9 tdtofo:| elo etave| siete ae oe ol eopae 
OAIOPA oto neeecaas (entre! Bemee ASI) Ec Obllnseeine- z -18] .84) .13). 5 AAS con 
Cortland . ..25....%5 Pei abSsallse ace 7 alse om aS 61) <83]. © OB). s<m/clow sieeipeees 12 

South Kortright ...|.....]....- EDON STAC L ows oete dl eee | tA/9) 5 > orate cet o\a/s oll kieiaiars 
Ty vate a it) 6 ERB ory leet (esceial ne alia Riatareleateis. eflloecerten'| mare ool eeeere Stelacel| s Syae al ai Perey ae Sees 
WUE E inte ee oeosee epoca) eodo| Hono lopdasiaticoc {is « w6;e||a:0 eyes | := ele)|{01e o/0'e)] = ecepee||(= wip tela] setae ee eee 
Port JOLVIS? v5.2.6. ss <05).= 3861! (205) 20st epistles oe g Ue: Re scenes etic ac| [oe sol tee 4 
WVADWIGKC: «(-ciris «sis Hd osc ork: Sel Wed Gor cell nies .22| 2.30 12) 1s /<iao)| ote palais bia 
Cooperstown ...... Te SEND (sot ceil tase tetel lee roibia!| nceloncys Bee epee geen Te 3 

EP in 7 econ) eae ladon acon acaarl lacoadl er Aan "03 aioe eh cael see h ste ae Ba oats 
BVO W PASDON o/ckela go'ele|isnmcin'sinelee A Bee) ceo aacoel kino. 25) 1.44 2 Ey Adead 650 so ot il eaters 
OMEONTE <'¢ a0 0 a0 0) «ees | tb 523 U3) [88 | aa onl jacoon 1.17| .94 Lilies alg era's 
tSchenevus........ Eee Mies ees: ol anacd| steed ters Bel arid jane lesecral oops (San Pee, Eee 
IPBERY iG» «cee « 0.0 109}. ss05 LG Se Oal acres veies| otal 48]. 514|\ sASh seis al eertet perme -08 

Newark Valley ....| T. |..... SO caterare etayere’e|| atatereiel| mreravete $24) 1-10) ES tase Semieealts Siaie's | eee 
Straits:'Corners....|' T. |... 1200] Tees ee als iote wielarsinie e -86). 257) ig beeeel seeelee Hele (27 
Wisiworlyie sso ssdsed oe deel aoans £50 |e eel orcas | eoeee eae. -45| -238].-,:0Blsewstteeene Tees 
GWA OM ye sceleeiscas's S05} ae 409)" S20BT ceeelascendenees 34) 58) 210] i aeeleeeee , 
WS 1TH Eee al ame Anni [aoboc BO steleinte|| erste tere “ * © |42. 0106 occ ciwiecleveais «ll aene 

Northern Plateau..| T. | 0.03) 1.00] 0.03) T 0.00) 0.00] 0.41) 1.59) 0.12) 0.05) 0.01) 0.12) 0.12 
Saranac Lake...... ©02)" 619) Ve B4l ele seats ices coives 5 * 141.64) .02) .U8) .04/ .32) .21 
Gloversville........ oa Me ee fis =) fees CL deren [A So elnetat 316) 2259)" 220) ES ae -06| .04 
Little Falls (22).-..- TS SOFA 96) OT Ie eres sieere 1280)" 99] Se -08} T. 02 Te 

INGOT PEAK oer) 22 /0\|\o/00151- 1 Weasel lsapos| (seas -)}o226c -63| 83) s~0<}-ere 12]. 000- 
DOW VEIG are siyae cteste el 'cicmrxe| oer -60) . ane 5 Battie Aad Rare 06)...02] a<05 
NT DELO sac wil ier ellie seis EOS Ise are : AIG seed eke dt afore] Mmdetel atic. -18] .15 
Kings Station......|..5.-|-.00. pA CU AC) Seen Neral ee OF) :2.40) 518)... as «lore oes |p teks | eee 

Atlantic Coast .....| 0.09} 0.01) 0.03) 0.20) 0.07) T T. | 0.49) 1.29] 0.16] T. | "T) 1 O:04eay 
BSLPOKLYM nn seeps LO eesti) sOOI) eres, mcOO etre eral etestats ¥48] ~ 26)\— 298... «2019 Od Awe 
Manhattan ese 2) oe cs alicteeselecisisellloleta sie eiataiatailie BAD! cis lacotra iene moore loo AP rites Octo 
New York City....| .05)..... 309). 259) SLOT (see cdl 5 S88) 141s 300 eer Siateess 
Willets Point ......| .15] <08}..... 1D PAO ae ral e on Bete As) Beane pwveio el pce ela ae ea 
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15 16 18 | 19 1 be | 
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0.01) 0.01] 0.08) 0.05) 0.05) 0.05) 0.33 

Binietes [sede EU ie atte Abe fle} | see lees -05) 1.03 
~256S etal 68]... el tekelsereseeass|| Ooi + 

{Ul ghere 03). 0.6 AD] s2O|jcesne|ees ee ~ 48 
eercclece 23] De erlonoe a) |encar -20| .60}. 

eccccloce ° Soca lta essed eoacel Spade lod oe 09) ceve|ce Seieas alti otetoete 1.76. 
coesleces. 09) 212) SOS |eeass|eincies see 4274 | cL esol Boddodd He senc -10| = .32} 2.28 

Anne sce eee Sacer] |e toe) obacel lt eee ileteaer= | eisterel= gieie'e'[o ei ela |inale ete ‘le BT dre ea UU Ui bet 
“ipend) |= cecd| |Soco0) baanelBoGad| soba lscigna| Seeen! oc patel (aidienstel losis © erick 6) sacs deck c B84 -45| 1.96 

ai fives oe 5 = so[eccecloce Te. ts ease se -40/ =—.80) 2.10 
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Datty anp Monruty Precrp1 

STATIONS. 1 2 3 4 5 6 i 8 9 10.) LL | 22. aS ee 

Atlan. Coast (Con.) 
Brentwood...... badinmalOlls came 30} .80 
SOtaukets.i2.<scces)| qeOGl. ce. ; Ty 06 
BGOEGRG os teas cece SLO Feats ced 28 
PTIMTORS acs haicvnia oo 10 : TT 02 

Hudson Valley..... AR AR bs 0.03) 0.18 
ATOR Tare ose ceca: 3 te | rere : ; - ‘ : -10) .238 
Cedar Hee wmcecal'ces ci|'a‘o“e'aTe'letaceve,e' ia nate eif|ssrevensif crmca ero leteicey cy [ferme ell inratoca. ces ri opp ceil fetter? oll ersten oes 
Honeymead Brook.|..... i W 5 , 2 13] .08 
Poughkeepsie...... SOB niaeeie T -02 

Wappinger’s Falls.|.....]..... x “al 7 
Catskill > Sareeieis Walco LW ectae T -22 
West Point......... DA etal eee 
BOY OS MC OLTEDS: sf aa | tai aie||'ctotsars [leis atere'| (elec FS CII IMPRCH acl SM [mer heart aie. let oer esaterene 

REMI O  cteraielerecrois'a: 10 TYG (Atvdtellcteweal eat es ETDS Sl eR stee'|rastare pa | 37 A ie WAY een fei fey Pee) | ai! 
POMPACASE HOSEN Tal cre o(s\0illeis's stelle nmvors [leer 2 =\|leteialetas] se rlote llntevavavell avatetenen| Abd eo orient pera isa. seins 
Eagle Mills......... aac (BAOOEH shee ACOO|F OD] eee [hie Se ehecere Ae20 lesterere C200 ec adeantecs ay (3) 
IDPS eR AAA A SaROAn lehcoe lot: tan erciaa| hie sal laaoar SEO reayO) norro \onocs|lorsce|\on sac |r Peal artoric pice : 

Mohawk Valley....| 0.00) 0.11) 0.86] 0.34); T. | 0.00} 0.00] 0.46) 1.38} 0.29) 0.03) 0.02) T. | 0.01 
Little Falls (1a)....|..... Be | es} |help eae Et | QB Pee | 1-411 BAleee A eaeree | 
Canajoharie .......|..... soretzje SOS pel Ojceey | ears eisl arcbasts 1.05) 1-65), 200 irae of He Le 03 
St. Johnsville ..4.-|.....)...+ APP easy ASSN) Geral aban $10) 1-54) S220 eee 04 ia Sate Perec 
EROHTO Varese aie reais. ojeicsi| Uisiale’s So etl ce erate teeters [eeserresil 'o eoacare 740} 202] SO8)> Tae oearetere | cise . 

Champlain Valley.| T. | 0.00) 0.60) 0.21) T. | 0.00) 0.00) 0.01) 1.40) 0.53) 0.08) 0.08) 0.19) 0.23 
Plattsb’h Barracks.|.....|..... TT. SAAN eee Beier AAoAG anne .03] 1.10] .25) 18) .80) .28 
Glens Falls......... MB Al avet ASSO La M6 Me cace Vc Coe ide a eos 2.12) .21]..... TT. |! ieee 
Lake George....... We lle £50| rao | esOl|P ae s|encee | .031 2.05] ~.28))..2-2)| | 05|se et meee 

St. Lawrence Val..| 0.01) ? 0.56) 0.00 0.00) 0.00] 0.00) 0.17} 0.15} 0.22! 0.00) 0.22) 0.05) T. 
Madison Barracks..!..... sia eller | sectetel savers (ee eRe Famcrsiol |e ea, JOC Loeralieaeets 4 We LB 5 
SUN ET ROWED teratsteraca shell ate iales Pils, slerever| tare tstepanl toes (ocoi| exraumions |, sve's, |[re:ece-s.\[va'c.2 Be!| corefake'l © erecta | Seber cheat icteaet etree ie fs 
MCANGOMMs oo. ee ene stellen all e:0 ome ALi oar’) McG page teccre <26)) - 181) tole By Mes lis aes 

JOEL SAI hee He) TRS Aaron fadono! acca) \sacnel leseaty sdorl laren Soe oo;0. 01} ete teveial | Ores ae 
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(AOI Ea ee al cena ace AN OO) Seyaren| oct nae hercays * 5) 05 

Great Lakes....... 0.02} 0.05) 0.32) 0.08) 0.00; 0.00} 0.27] 0.34) 0.23) 0.10) T. | 0.02) 0.02) T.} 
DVIPS DTI isyales)s cole ete| aslaa Siatevell dpe ected peaverer Aversa): 4D] Pale SOilercrate a haters swale «|| bryoterelel| emsioral Sirota 
SUILAIO! «cists sisysieiaico LON tie ei Ped ae. lacrscicy meieie <0) S41) 021 a eee a een OT) 7 
Adams Centre.....]..... SOB a5 2 Fra|ltreeess Miefem al eerste O38!) .21) 24 OB\t 2h IGM sere 02 
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Niagara Falls.....- a Aen EES oire}| Meare ead | ehatarates| fevanaverailfeeleiaes :40; ..31|....- S02 preerae teint Do pies 
Baldwinsville ep: S BOL ee Oe he practet Ssteieielloeiciee Fe | sb) ters 33 bette fancida) foiiacl fone o yr 
SEANGALEIOSS oj:a'sis. ofiscers's:«)|clne a's SEG |igooe er oie lessle satel etovefers 128) 0232) 0 Gal Ae ee .03) 04 

BAVMGONVIVON s s:cro;01\| 5/0 60012)| siores Ca MAnnol Bens o\lscor LO] S85) CEOS cereal vivteesll veers «(| vocooere | armratat 
Ridgeway. ...... Gls I AA Eh enol trtce 13] .38). -11 03 T eee 
Fulton..... he cre lagnoe eee estes ey hae Page Fase Oe Bil vere stee|opecel ence sleswen 

OBWESD! is. ccnp coe Tal ieee Wid| Row 3 0is'| revelers Lissa overs ee a 59} .09 
Palermo |. s/s <5 s0s ss eres ni UWP Re] AAG lortaor tse 40.35 
PROS 2 eeiers, ciajsetl lec Bos aera BOD |) 4 | aa elias cera] eertiete 231 .32 

1650) 1 aE RRA fic SRL urs oO | edobh| sreyeapet| stearate iste ae 41 05) + .13 
ORG Bikciasan, ce inscinw's os ROA cotsers| | etd | siosstetal| © oiale'e)| = etelalal| wiatalnra -57| = .02) = .12). ea ie 
Erie, Pennsylvania.! T. '..... POO! cree crel niece laveenere TOS RATE ROL mere. £03) sez PT ieee 
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TAIION FOR JuNE— (Continued). 

15 | 16 /}:17 | 18 | 19 | 20 | 21 | 22 | 23 | 24 | 25 | 26 Pil 28 29 30 

0.35| 0.00) 0.00) 0.00] 0.26] 0.24) 0.00/00.00! 0.00] 0.00] 0.26) T. | 6.00} 0.00) 6.10) 0.47) 5.00 
es nko lotce alone Socal acl ouecaee 5d beer Pee ers heme ee Sa .32) 3.90 
250) eee a eee 3) [Ee el I Dis eel Lb (Pree ered |g a be al Poe Oey 13)  .66| 6.21 
PLA Ses 7 aA Rae (Sethe | at cay LN aa : ital eee Eitte 17| 42} 4.90 

0.06! 0.00) 0.00] 0.00] 0.06] 0.02) 0.00] 0.00) 0.00) 0.06] 0.00] 0.00; 0.00/ 0.00! 0.29! 0.42) 2.08 
fig|ya 5 ee een a STs fete pear coal | AN WO) seseeleeeecereree]seeees * | +.13]. 1.03 

“712 a) RS 0 a AR Wench VR ON en beet irre teed (ge 38| 124] 2.50 

Terai al ersittese see lcaeis « CBOE GAC ae) Bred aap oe csen coos! tase o lncmnn| coors) snedet, ticcorec) jboss Posads 
DT el a a ae a OG ieee lnc (sj ey ed al eRe Sea | na 20) 60) 2.92 

oil toe eo RIN MER ESR] Ha Wad | el (OCH | PRD Kei ake have * | +.45] 1.88 
oo cl a EE me pO RN Ua Be i 51) Mae [ote Ba Fe tae * | +.52| 2.70 

0.02) 0.01 Tr. T. | 0.02) 0.02] 0.00] 0.03) 0.01] 0.21 0.01) 0.00} 0.00} T. | 0.68) 0.27 2.78 
Sena NSS, ai th a 'all! pimtetie ilo atacsvell he.ccototl ratalicie-c [favors nat | amore deermce oie teacardl li'chel rales Pakaraveier © AON aes a 
= Sec eae 1 RL Red cacal nema tare cit wee Mme nets [omens |) eee 84] .16| 1.95 
at a BENE ele ach ccc al cco e cess Ld sere ears » bc uO eens Ueee seaped oe ictal aaoeea UY ri ee ae 

AGF cave | Saean eaee | 7. Hdl aceite kates T SOT al areas eee ; BAL 1sieBs18 
Olle Tt. | LT 63 7 AS ATes,) | emesis eerie .60| 23] 2.62 

Te | Col Ree ee Tsay Sy wep | Rec Bene eel, 3 [ye eae eRe | eee LR 2 69} .13| 3.15 
Staci Sb Nae en eae AS Alls Gm crs queleare ie. Se loses eee 73} .03| 1.65 
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Datty anp Monrutry Precirer . 

| 
STATIONS. ij2|3s|4|s8!]e6t%71]s| 94110) 11 |ae)aerae 

Central Lakes......| 0.06 0.03] 0.15] 0.05] 0.00] 0.00] 0.05] 0.51] 0.30] 0.16] 0.00) 0.00] 0.07] T. 
PTR NINES. isivie weveteates| ess sell ee wins Bo eo Anal labo HesnltmeeO|) ae TeAGlise sent o0 bial | Nbr ail aletrietes 
Sherwood ........., RTE Doda? WrOe| eae meee 128] 149] .28)...../.. We Pee pe 

(Watkins: cena S03 atersele cL O11 eearets|| wyerete' sll craven 2801) 04) lal etene sccis|| eDiets 
FROMUMING iideiccnaics er OBS ate:ats LS |isbisretal| a lotererel tore termetteteterars s40i) COL) S86) c22 Alerter cei elles 
Ti Pa 06) io. Ale We eee & 4.581. (4B4) (c16los.5.1 ae fee 

Average ....... 0.02) 0.02] 0.42] 0.13] 0.02) T. | 0.05] 0.35 0.90) 0.19| 0.03] 0.04] 0.06] 0.08 
ee 

+Record for the month incomplete. ||Received too late to be included in the averages. 

polated from values at other stations. 
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TATION FoR JuNE— (Concluded). 

15 |16|17|18|19,| 20| 21 | 22) 23 | 24| 25] 26| 27 | 28 | 29 | 30 | B 
rs 

0.03| 0.00| 0.02| 'T. | 0.02| 0.05] 0.00| 0.00] 0.02] 0.45] 0.08| 0.00] 0.00} 0.00] 0.65] 0.52| 3.23 
“rel ie Di Le a | Se a age who ARAM elie ae "70|  .45| 3.96 
Miglin.) .07cin rl ee ee hia Ls Ces 4 eel ete ke eee 1.55| 01 3.90 

chee 02! .o1| .o1| .05/....|...0- Foie eae techs: cellent tet us .26| 46] 2.04 
ee. ape ie fe SOBltoes cies sg eee Glee elie "131 66| 2.71 

‘oth... Ie) Saat Ti, | OvtGheskdGuthcea: Serato Wali. Beale taeda Se '59| 1.04| 3.54 

0.06 T.  0.02| 0.02 0.13| 0.13] 0.01/ T. | 0.01] 0.13] 0.04) T. | 0.00/ T. | 0.40| 0.39] 3.68 

*A mount included in next measurement, + Not included in computing averages. § Inter- 
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STaTistics or TEMPERATURE 

TEMPERATURE DEGREES (FAHR.). 

% |s ake 
a |¢ 
ale : 
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STATION. COUNTY. Ay ts : » 
Selo) g 2 2 
e5/*| & | a | 
6 “je] o S 
ol ° 2 o he 

aS) ee os om 
S jel oO S I 
s je} 3 | 8 | & 
Z |e} fe = 

PRESLETIVEE LOLCOAD tre e'e)| veo cae niente nee Gera 65 | forell onvaveierell batetonerete 61.2 
AMP GCA nossa owisis cles Allegany ..... 64.5]16} 1854) 1897) 59.1 
Humphrey .......... Cattaraugus .| 64.8)15| 1883) 1897) 59.4 
Lol brah oe WRAP patie Chemung. 68.0)18} 1852] 1897] 65.2 

ASL OVID LOGEC a! ele(olleetaloloiersisieh ral a/syeid (ef is NS ehonaal iaoobes 60.5 
Ob:aia) 70 (BAGS Ae SORES Chenango ....| 63.9/30} 1828} 1897] 60.6 
CON UANO st c.csceene oe Cortland...... 62.0/35| 1829) 1897] 59.8 
Cooperstown..... ... OLSELO. cosa 64.0/44| 1854) 1897] 59.5 
WHEIVOUY fares siecc selec <i MOP als cierisiee = 66.5)15} 1883) 1897] 62.0 

VOU: LILEMTECE- LRTE OI aarahail leicie\sivleisialels/eisisizte (BIA lool kenence) nodear 58.8 
MSO VILL Tete reteiste esis 1c eye's Lewis : 63.0)32| 1827) 1897] 58.8 

CAGLIULEC COUSTE niu ciaie'sia)||sissainiolsiovelelesiniaves LOfatd lool aloe laonece 64.8 
New York City....... New York 68.7/27| 1871} 1897) 65.0) 
Setauket. .......00-02: Suffolk . 66.7|12| 1886) -1897| 64.7 

FAM ASON WALLED? wisislesels) infects ciolis eis ise en GBzS late lleieiaciete | eiserarets 64.2 
WA alti es) crcleiseiniviel aleve PAID ATV iilee.cteres 68.8|24) 1874) 1897) 65.0 
Honeymead Brook...| Dutchess 66.5/17| 1881) 1897) 62.0 
West Point........... Orange...... 69.5/68} 1826) 1897) 65.6 

CRANE ViGUle rina a\)\.acolsciv\ein.o'e alelsi=!eia Belial rateretae litateters 61.6 
Plattsburgh Barracks} Clinton........ 65.2/43| 1839) 1897) 61.6 

SE. ea Wrence Vialey Ne wisier-2 0% e\seeis «/2 O52) no cepearel|'sistsleiee 60.5 
Madison Barracks...| Jefferson...... 64.8]36| 1839) 1897) 59.4 
OF 0h 0) RAR OOOO St. Lawrence.| 66.2|36| 1862} 1897) 60.5 
North Hammend.... * 67.1|20| 1866] 1897) 61.6 
Potsdam..... Caddobans Le 64.530] 1828] 1897) 60.4 

GREGUTGKES. oe cnieciesiilacicoanaiseists 30 deel ard cerste ellis ccietes oie 61.9 
SOTA Ose rais chic aie els IDE) cnAooepcos 64.8/27| 1871} 1897) 62.0 
HROGHESHET vi ca).ccyeeres Monroe.......| 66.4)26] 1871! 1897) 63.0 
Fort Niagara......... Niagara ..... 65.3139) 1842} 1896]..... 
Baldwinsville......... Onondaga. 65.6/20| 1854) 1397) 63.4 
OR WEP Ole cicc sit coercion Oswego.. 63.8/27| 1871] 1897) 60.0 
Palermo) cis. seis cose os : 65.3/41| 1857] 1897) 61.0 
Erie, PennsyJvania..| Erie.......... 66.9/24| 1874) 1897] 62.0 

Centra Takes, os sail aceite dow veces 6626)2 ois eecplls Saeed atee) 
MGR AC Airaid sicko ce Gisic sis) Tompkins .. 66.6/19} 1879) 1897) 60.9 

Average departure]............6. sisi rcored lone ee oe 

be ExTREMES OF MONTHLY 
= Mr&AN TEMPERATURE 
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“site| 
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va = ve) 
i oO _ 2 P 

eg ee ee | & 
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A ee) val 4 al 

Se | ee PAO (ick sealers 
—5.4| 71.1 1856) 59.1] 1897 
—5.4| 67.7) °90-°95) 59.4) 1897 
—2.8) 73.2 1895| 61.2) 1859 

Sea] MAM Ieoree (ori 0c: 
—3.3| 70.4 1828} 57.9] 1883 
—2.2) 66.5 1858] 58.1! 1851 
—4.5, 71.9 1270) 57.3] 1863 
—4.5| 71.2 1895) 62.0] 1897 

4.2). </a0's\| siwiasisie's yell pcan eal eae 
—4.2) 69.4 1881} 58.2] 1857 

2.9] 0:0) ccecil siy:0s0 areveis)l eel ae 
—3.7| 72.0 1892) 64.2 "488i 
—2.0) 69.8 1892} 63.8] 1886 

A i oie ha: /0 rere ss arote| erent Cee ee 
—-3.8] 73.0 1895) 65.0)°78-"97 
—4.5) 69.7} °82-°89) 62.0) 1897 
BO] is. 22 «|e eee e sro itlateetaiell erates ee 

B61. a% orelll ue a etaeietel eee aan 
—3.6| 72.4 1870, 60.5] 1842 

—5.1)..... osia aioli shennan avaasinje 
—5.4| 71.2 1870) 59.2) 1843 
—5.7| 73.9 1870 60.5) 1897 
—5.5| 77.9 1870] 61.6) 1897 
—3.9 an 1895| 56.7} 1833 

3.5] oaseuls a Manos pa elatate 
—2.8) 69.0 1895} 59.6) 1881 
—3.4| 71.0] 793-95) 61.0) 1881 
ABARoS 69.7] °76-’81) 59.1) 1842 
—2.2! 72.0 1892] 60.7) - 1857 
—3.8) 68.9 1876} 58.2) 1881 
—4.3) 71.6 1870) 61.0) 1897 
—4.9) 71.0 1876| 62.0,’81-’97 

——5%| 70).4 1892] 60.9] 1897 
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AND PRECIPITATION — JUNE. 
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PRECIPITATION —(INCHES.) 

a |Z © | EXTREMES or MONTHLY 
a is s PRECIPITATION FOR 
S| = eo D JUNE. S| : = eo 
oO .|3 @ La] 

STATION. COUNTY. | S2\cl | gs | 22 |GReavesr.| Least. 
-2/2| 8 | 3 | =| &= |—— 
i el ee aR ia 

rolleiies 5 Fay \Rere ; } 
© jal 3 isa} ele rele r= 
H |e 6 o | ala eres Brides 
o f=) 3) 3) re) y S 3 S s 
> () co) Dv ° 9) i= Cy) is| C) 
4 ||) & a &/A <a | Pp <q] pm 

ESTCPIEP ETL LCOME x aisic'0 01)! (w\eiaier« <\6's7 0/2191 0,215 BE AI Coral teta ctetetel| (seslatsrare 3.68 —0.73].02.-|eccees|seccelovaeee 
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Meteorological Summary for July, 1897. 

The average atmospheric pressure (reduced to sea-level and 32 

degrees Fahr.) was 29.94 inches. The highest barometer was 

30.36 inches at Albany on the 19th, and the lowest, 29.60 inches, 

at Ithaca and Oswego on the 11th. The lowest mean pressure 

obtained in western New York, and the highest in the eastern 

section. The mean pressure at 6 stations of the National Bureau 

was 0.03 inches below the normal, the deficiencies occurring 

mainly at western stations. 

The mean temperature of the State was 72.1 degrees, as 

obtained from observations of maxima and minima at 79 stations. 

The highest local mean was 75.1 degrees at Canajoharie, and the 

lowest, 65.6 degrees, at South Kortright. The highest general 

daily mean was 81 degrees on the 5th, the lowest being 61 

degrees on the 28th. The maximum temperature reported was 

102 degrees at Avon on the 5th and 10th, and the minimum, 44 

degrees at Elizabethtown on the 28th. The mean monthly range 

of temperature for the State was 41 degrees; the greatest local 

range being 55 degrees at South Kortright, and the least, 28 

degrees, at Setauket. The mean daily range was 19 degrees. 

The greatest local daily range was 45 degrees at Straits Corners 

on the 2d, the least being 0 degrees at Cooperstown on the 28th. 

The mean temperatures of the various sections of the State were 

as follows: The Western Plateau, 71.4 degrees; the Eastern 

Plateau, 71.0 degrees; the Northern Plateau, 69.2 degrees; the 

12 
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Atlantie Coast, 72.8 degrees; the Hudson Valley, 73.6 degrees, 

the Mohawk Valley, 72.3 degrees; the Champlain Valley, 71.6 

degrees; the St. Lawrence Valley, 73.2 degrees; the Great Lake 

Region, 73.3 degrees; the Central Lake Region, 73.2 degrees. 

The average temperature at 25 stations possessing records for 

previous years was 2.4 degrees above the normal, New York City 

alone reporting a deficiency. The largest excesses occurred in 

central) New York and along the Lakes. 

The mean relative humidity was 79 per cent. The mean dew 

point was 64 degrees. 

The average precipitation for the State was 6.81 inches, as 

derived from the records of 104 stations. The least general 

rainfall, under 3 inches, occurred in portions of western-central 

New York and the lower St. Lawrence Valley; while in much 

of the eastern section the amount exceeded 10 inches. The 

maximum local rainfall was 18.18 inches at Setauket, L. L, and 

the minimum 2.20 inches at Mt. Morris. A list of heavy rates 

of rainfall will be found in the table of Meteorological Data. 

The rainfall for the State was 3.26 inches above the normal, as 

derived from the records of 26 stations possessing records of 

previous years. The greatest excesses obtained in the south and 

east. The rainfall exceeded any previously recorded at 9 stations, 

located principally in the south and east. 

The average number of days on which the precipitation 

amounted to 0.01 inches or more was 14.4; the rain frequency 

being greatest in eastern New York and least in the western- 

central counties. The average number of clear days was 10.0; 

of partly cloudy days, 10.6; and of cloudy days, 10.4; giving an 

average cloudiness of 52 per cent. The least cloudiness obtained 

over the Western Plateau, and the greatest over the southeastern 

and northeastern sections. 
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The prevailing winds were from the southwest. The average 

wind travel for the month at 6 stations of the National Bureau 

was 6356 miles; the values being generally greater than usual 

for July. The maximum velocity recorded at the above stations 

was 54 miles per hour, northwest, at New York city on the 238d. 

Electrical storms (including distant thunder or lightning) were 

reported as follows, by regions: In the western highlands on the 

2d, 4th, 5th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 13th, 14th, 15th, 16th, 17th, 

18th, 19th, 20th, 22d, 23d, 26th, 30th; the eastern highlands, Ist, 

6th, 7th, 10th, llth, 14th, 17th, 18th, 20th, 23d, 24th, 80th; 
northern highlands, 6th, 10th, 11th, 14th, 17th, 19th, 20th, 22d, 

25th; Atlantic. Coast, 2d, 6th, 12th, 14th, 18th, 19th, 20th, 22d, 

24th, 25th, 28th, 29th, 31st; Hudson Valley, 2d, 6th, 7th, 10th, 

1ith, 12th, 14th, 17th, 18th, 21st, 23d, 25th, 30th; Mohawk 

Valley, 6th, 7th, 10th, 14th, 20th, 21st, 22d, 25th, 31st; 

Champlain Valley, 5th, 6th, 8th, 9th, 11th, 13th, 14th, 16th, 17th, 

18th, 19th, 20th, 23d, 24th; St. Lawrence Valley, 6th, 11th, 18th, 

19th, 20th, 21st, 238d, 31st; Great Lakes, 4th, 5th, 10th, 11th, 14th, 

20th; Central Lakes, 5th, 11th, 14th, 17th, 18th, 19th, 20th, 23d, 

30th. 

Hail fell on the 5th, 6th, 10th, 11th, 13th, 14th, 20th, 22d, 23d, 

29th. 

Auroras were reported from northern stations on the 21st, 22d 

and 30th. 

No frosts were reported. 

GrnERAL Features OF THE WEATHER. 

This month was remarkable for excessive heat and rainfall; 

both exceeding the values previously recorded for any month 

since the establishment of this Bureau in 1889. The excess of 

temperature occurred mainly during the period extending from 
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the 2d to the 12th, maxima of about 100 degrees being reported 

from stations in the Genesee Valley on and about the 5th. 

From the 12th to the 26th the temperature was slightly above 

normal, but a cooler wave followed on the dates from the 26th 

to 31st, with minima under 50 degrees in the cooler sections. 

The precipitation was very unevenly distributed, portions of the 

western-central section and the St. Lawrence Valley reporting a 

drouth, while the rainfall was the heaviest on the records of many 

eastern stations. The total of 18.11 inches at Setauket, L. L., is 

without precedent in this State, so far as known. Phenomenally 

large amounts in single storms were also registered, as noted in the 

following table of data. The weather was generally fair during the 

hot period, or until the 12th, but thereafter showers were of alinost 

daily occurrence. 

Washing rains, and violent hail, wind and thunder storms were a 

noteworthy feature of this month’s weather. 

Five areas of high and six areas of low pressure were traced in 

the vicinity of the State on the July weather-maps; but the atmos- 

pheric movements were so sluggish and ill defined, during the first 

half of the month especially, that these numbers are only approxi- 

mate. A decided westward drift of the atmosphere during the 

heated term is an unusual and noteworthy feature; the subsequent 

heavy rains being probably due to the large quantities of moisture 

thus carried inland from the ocean. The following is a brief 

account of the atmospheric movements: 

Low I (the last of June), on the northeast coast, was followed by 

westerly winds and fair weather, reinforced by a slight rise of pres- 

sure from the Southern to Central States on the Ist and 2nd. 

Low II, 2.6 inches, was a strong depression in the Northwest, 

but decreased and became general over Canada on the 4th; there- 

after shifting over the provinces and vicinity of the Lakes until the 

12th. 
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High I, 30.1 inches, originally over Nova Scotia on the 3d, 

shifted along the coast until the 10th, giving a drift of moist, south- 

erly winds into Low II, but maintaining generally fair weather in 

this vicinity. These conditions brought intense heat and moder- 

ately high humidity throughout the Northern States, while scattering 

thunderstorms occurred along the southern border of the low, 

mainly on the 5th, 6th and 7th. This low concentrated over the 

St. Lawrence Valley on the 11th and 12th, when thunderstorms 

and general heavy rains occurred, with high winds near the lakes. 

Cooler weather followed, with westerly winds from 

High II, 30.2 inches, originating in the West, and reaching the 

Central States on the 12th, thence moving southeast. ) 

Low III, 29.7 inches, originated on the central coast on the 13th, 

giving flooding rains in southeastern New York. The area passed 

northward over Canada on the 14th and 15th, with contimued rains 

and general thunderstorms. Generally fair and warm weather fol- 

lowed, as High II moved from the southern to the central coast. 

High ILI, 30.3 inches, forming over Canada on the 16th, passed 

to the northeast coast, gave easterly winds and fair warm weather 

varied by showers, from the 17th to the 22d. 

Low IV, 29.6 inches, originated in the Northwest, and moving 

slowly eastward, became general in the Northeast on the 23d to 25th, 

bringing cloudy weather and general rains and thunderstorms. 

The weather cleared somewhat on the 25th, but the approach of 

Low V, 29.8 inches, which reached the lakes from the westward 

on the 26th, again brought general rains and high winds in the Lake 

Region. The presence of 

High IV overjthe northeast coast on the 27th to 29th, with con- 

tinued cloudiness, reduced the temperaturejto the lowest point 

reached during the month, Low V remaining in the vicinity of the 
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lakes, gave continued rains which were especially heavy in the 

Southeast on the 19th, when a secondary low appeared on the coast. 

High V, 39.1 inches, was confined mainly to the Southern States, 

raising the temperature in New York to the normal value, by the 

30th, in conjunction with 

Low VI, 29.8 inches, which passed from the Upper Lakes to 

northern New York and Canada on the 31st, and was accompanied 

by scattering showers. 

Farmine Nores: After the cool weather of May and June, the 

hot wave of July was very beneficial to corn, late potatoes, vege- 

tables and all belated crops. The greater part of the hay crop was 

secured in fine condition in the South, and the wheat and rye 

harvests were well under way. Oats were heading by the 10th, 

tobacco grew finely, and the prospect for tree and small fruits were 

exceedingly favorable. Drouth conditions were reported from por- 

‘tions of the western-central section and the lower Hudson Valley, 

but relief came with the general rains beginning on the 1Jth. The 

weather continuing warm during the two following weeks, with an 

abundant rainfall, was favorable for all farming interests excepting 

the hay and grain harvests, which were seriously delayed, and 

considerable losses resulted in the late northern counties. In the 

South oats were ready for cutting by the 31st, and were generally 

good, although much rust was locally reported. Hops were at first 

badly damaged by lice, but later the heavy rains improved the con- 

dition of the yards. Apples dropped from the trees to a considera- 

ble extent, while other fruits were abundant and sound. 

Local storms, floods, ete., as reported by observers at the follow- 

ing stations: Angelica, high winds twisted off and uprooted trees 

on the evening of the 22d; Franklinville, on the 5th lightning 

injured three persons, killed a child and wrecked a dwelling in this 

vicinity. O11 the 11th a hail and thunderstorm and tornado nearby 
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damaged grain, uprooted trees and fired 2 barns. A destructive 

hailstorm occurred on the 20th. Reports were received of build- 

ings and oil tanks fired and stock killed by lightning. Humphrey, 

heavy gale on 7th uprooted trees. Addison, a severe local storm on 

the 18th. South Canisteo, a clondburst in the town of Almond on 

the 26th flooded Hornellsville. Wappingers Falls, heavy rains on 

the 15th and 14th caused the bursting of two reservoirs supplying 

Matteawan and Fishkill. A considerable tract of forest was wiped 

out, and the roadbed of the New York Central R. R. near Fishkill 

was carried away. Nine lives were lost. Baldwinsville, a thunder- 

storm with wind and hail damaged corn and tobacco on the 14th. 

Palermo, a barn burned by lightning on the 5th. 

Cooperstown reports the greatest number of consecutive rainy 

days for any month during 44 years. 
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LOCATION OF STATIONS. 

STATION, 

AlireG ys ss as s 
AMgelica cee scacens 
Bolivar..... aoveidatatie : 
Friendship ......... 

Franklinville... 
Humphrey......... 
tArkwright......... 
Jamestown ........ 

Avon 

Wedgewood ....... 
Addison ...... taints 
South Canisteo..... 
Arcade..... 

Eastern Plateau... 
Binghamton (1)..., 
Binghamton (2)... 
PISTOLO es ciumesctisas 
MSOFULANG sien cs vce 

South Kortright.... 
Bouckville 
Middletown 
POLO OLVISs <.01\cclee'« 
Cooperstown....... 

sewer eee 

ween eens 

Garrattsville....... 
New Lisbon........ 
Oneonta . 
LaDy wal Cin Beaeepoene 

seen enee 

Northern Plateau.. 
Elizabethtown 
Saranac Lake....,, 
Gloversville 

Little Falls (2a) .... 
North Lake ........ 
Lowville 
Number Four .... 

Atlantic Coast 
Brooklyn...... makes 
Manhattan Beach.. 

New York City. ... 
Willet’s Point exisiets 
Brentwood. 

Setauket... 
Bedford 

COUNTY. 

Elevation, feet. 
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TURE — (IN DEGREES FAHR.). 

Monthly range. Mean daily range. Greatest daily range. 
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(a) 18, 19; (b) 5, 10; (c) 5, 8, 10; (d) 3, 10; (2) 6, 10; (f) 10, 11; (g) 5, 7, 10; (A) 1, 10; (J) 5, 6, 9; 
(v) 5, 16, 27, 28, 29, 30; (w) 27, 28; (x) 1, 16, 27; (y) 17, 21, 27, 31; (z) 2,3; (aa) 27, 30; (ab) 1, 28; 
10 16; (am) 1, 5; (bb) 10, 14; (be) 9, 10; (bd) 5, 19; (be) 11, 26; (bf) 2, 3, 10; (bg) 3,17; (bh) 3, 4. 
(de) 27, 29; (df) 12, 28. : 
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Thermograph. || Report received too late to be used in computing means. The means from the 
t Blank indicates that the duration is not shown in the original records, but is within 24 hours. 
conduit, nine miles north of city. 
(k) 4, 5; (m) 4, 10; (nm) 15, 16; (p) 15, 29; (q) 13, 14, 15; (7) 15, 27; (8) 1, 2; (t) 3, 27, 28; (uw) 2, 28; 
(ac) 14, 30; (ad) 2, 15; (ae) 1, 15, 16; (af) 1, 2, 27, 28; (ag) 3, 7,16; (ah) 7,21; (aj) 1, 3; (ak) 3, 9, 
10; (ce) 12, 29; (cd) 12, 27, 29; (ce) 12, 27, 28; (ef) 24, 28; (cg) 26, 27; (ch) 28,29; (dd) 12, 28, 29 
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TEMPERATURE — JULY, 1897, Ssowrse Datty Means ror THE 
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DEAL seen’ samme 58} 51 | 56|/ 60] 66| 66} 55] 59] 61] 60] 61! 60] 55] 55 

Friendshi 87| 89] 92] 96] 97| 89] 92! 94] 95| 95| 89! 69] 80] 76 
et TO SE 531 49] 52] 58] 65! 63] 53] 56] 6O| 58] 59] 55| 58] 658 

Franklinvill 81] 81] 90] 96| 94] 85] 89] 91] 91] 93] 88| 73) 78) 72 
Fe EE BIN Io 58 | 52] 58| 63) 69] 68] 54] 59| 67| 63] 67] 62] 55] 55 

Humvh 81] 81] 89] 90] 90] 85] 87] 90] 88] 90| 85| 69| 79] 72 
WIMDPATCY o=-=s-0m- 56] 57] 57] 62} 65| 67] 60] 65| 67] 68| 65! 62] 55] 55 

cochlea SE ST PS I RMON RI eee ae 
J t 82 |/ 84] 91] 94] 95] 85] 89| 90] 88] 94| 88| 75| 84] 74 
EEE ERS IIE Oo 58 | 59| 60/ 69| 72} 70] 69| 66| 67! 6%| 68] 68] 54! 56 

Emi 871 80] 92] 86] 98] 96] 94] 90] 95!) 95] 95| 731 85 | 84 
oe ane ee 63 | 62] 63| 74] 74] 67| 72] 67| 65| 65| 64] 63| 70] 59 

if 83} 86] 93] 99] 102] $6) 90] 97] 96 | 102] 94] 72] 79] 79 
OY BSS IC oo 59] 56| 60] 73] 75] 75] 59] 60] 59| 58] 68] 68] 58] 59 

Fee woik 81 | 87] 99} 98} 98] 85] 90] 92] 95| 99] 89! 77] 78] go 
CORDON =n ~-=b'= 58 |.-69 || 65°) “71 | -75 | 7 62| 63| 68] 71] 69| 62] 57] 58 

Wedrowood 89 | 89] 96] 91}; 95] 88] 93| 93] 95] 98] 93] 69| 80] 83 
RIES W OOd- ==> =) 57 | 59| 64] 68| 70] 68] 6&| 67] 67] 69] 67] 60] 59) 58 

Adai 83 | 79] 89} 89| 95] 87] 90] 90] 93] 95] 390] 70] 79] 79 
BOR ~-----2----| 59 | 58 | 59 | 621 -68.| 67 | 60.| 62 \\/63 |) 6401) Golmeaulmnan 4 

? 82} 82] 80] 91] 95] 85] 88} 380] 92] 93] 89] 69] 79! 7 
South Canisteo..... 52 | 50| 53! 61] 65' 63| 53| 58| 62| 59! 61] 61| 54] 55 
yo 7 80 | 89] 95] 94] 81) 86] 92] 92] 92] 88| 70| 75| 72 

WEN 2552 aaa a 56 | 55] 58] 70] 71 | 67] 57] 63| 66] 67] 64] 57] 53| 53 

Eastern Plateau ...| 70 69 76 75 79 79 78 | 78 78 80 77 70 69 | 70 
Bingh : 83! 80; 88/ 89] 96] 90) 90! 90) 94] 96] 98] 75! 75!) 80 
inghamton (1)----| 59| 58| 57/1 66| 67| 70] 65 | 67| 63 | 65| 65| 64| 63] 60 
‘ 83 | 80] 87] 90] 93] 88| 91| 91] 95} 94] 88| 74| 74] 79 

Binghamton (2) ----| 59 | 60| 56) 68{| 69|-71| 67| 69| 64! 65| 70| 64| 63| 59 
aaa 83| 85] 89] 93! 95] 92] 93] 97] 95| 98] 92] 771 72] 83 
BEE SOO 54 | 53 | 50] 61 | 62\| 67 | 63°| 63 | ‘61 | 61:]° 67). 628) apr eene 

Cortland 82| 80] 86] &| 87] 90] 89] 88] 91] 94] 94] 88] 75| 76 
OFAN ---------=-| 54) 55 | 501-621 66 | 67 | 65 67 | 64 | 63\|) 6O:ln Gaulesa Bs 

3 87 | 83| 87] 90] 96| 98] 93] 92 |-..-. 96/ 90] 81] 73] 8 
South Kortright..-.) 45/ 52! 47| 52] 54| 641 62| 60|..... 58 | 64| 63] 61| 59 

: 85 | 85 | 85 | 87] 92] 95]' 90] 86] 89] 96] 87] 82) 74] 8} 
Middletown.......- 60| 65| 60| 61| 65] 69] 68| 65 | 65| 70; 70| 69| 68| 68 

: 87| 8 | 86} 86] 91| 92] 88] 85] 90] 93] 89} 80! 71) 80 
Port Jervis ---..--. 59 | 64| 59| 57| 64] 67] 66| 65] 63 70 70 67 Ta 

TT |. 7.|) 83.| SST OL, “STaPess) | essai ee 85 | 7 68 | 77 
Cooperstown -....-- 61 | 58] 53 | 65] 68] 70.4 70 | 72 | 69| 70) 70) 65 | ‘64 | ee 

2 78; 75; 82] 85{ 90| 86] 88| 86] 88] 90; 85| 71, 89; 76 
Garrattsville....... 56| 53] 53! 65] 64] 68] 64] 65| 64 65 67 | 63 | 62] 59 \ 

. 80 | 79 | 86] 87; 92] 89] 388] 88] 90 4! 86| 74| 68] 78 
New Lisbon........ 55| 52] 48] 56] 60] 65] 63| 62| 60| 61] 65| 62| 61| 59 

87 | 84] 89] 94] 96] 93{ 92] 94] 96] 97] 91} 80] 72] 86 
Oneonta.-..---..--. 56 55 51| 61| 65| 67 | 64] 65 63 63 68 | 64| 62] 61 

22 82 1| 88] 92] 96] 86] 88] 93] 9 84.) 72.) 79) es 
Perry City..---.--. 52] 53| 54] 65| 70] 68] 60| 63| 65 | 65| 63| 60| 59| 56 

a 89} 90] 83] 87] 90] 85] 95] 93] 951 97] 88} 70| 79] 82 
Strait’s Corners.-../ 53 | 55/ 55/ 54| 63] 63| 63 | 63| 60| 62| 65| 62| 61] 56 
Waverl 89 | 84] 90] 90] 97] 94] 97] 92] 94] 98] 74] 74] 80] 82 

BCU preraee hens 55| 55] 58] 63] 65] 67| 64] 67] 61] 65] 68] 64] 62] 59 
Drva 82] 81] 89] 91] 95] 85] 90] 93] 93] 96] 91] 71] 80] 78 
BRE Ce 1 53 . = 67| 71] 67] 64] 69] 67 Sg 70 | 62 2 =] 

79 | 7 81} 86] 88} 88] 80] 89 80 | 77 ieee 9 : 
Mohonk Lake...... 62} 64| 63! 64| 67| 68! 68| 63! 67| 69! 67! 66| 67! 65 
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Recions, AND Damy Maxima anp Mryima For THE STaTions. HyeNEB 

Pe 

aa 

4a5| 16]17|18 |] 19 | 20 | 21 | 22] 23 | 24 | 25 | 26 | 27 | 28 | 29 | 30 | 31 ao 
= A 

«6 | 69} 70| 73) 71| 72] 72| 74] 69] 68| 72] 71] G4] G4) 62] 69) 67 |71-4 

79 | 811] 78 | 82 |. 79| 82) 81) 84] 73 | 72] 79] 80|-7L] 70) 65} SL} 76 70.7 

50/ 51] 58] 59| 62] 61| 58] 62] GO| 60} 65) GO|) 58] 57; 56] 55] 54 

76 | 80] 78| 83| 79| 81] 82] 84] 75] 72| 80] 82} 69} 71} 65) 81 78 |eg 3 

48/ 48! 58] 61 60} 60| 58] 60] 60] 60| 65] 59] 58} 59} 56|] 53] 53 F 

79| 84| 8L| 79| 83] 83] 85] 87] 76] 78| 84} 84] 70] 73) 67) 84] 77 Eg g 

47| 47| 55| 56] 59] 56] 53] 59] 58| 56] 61] 56{/ 56; 53] 53; 52) 52 

72| 81| 80| 83] 86] 81] 82] 84] 73] 7L| 79] 80| 68) 67) 68] Bl) 75 In 4 

51] 51} 60] 62] 62! 62] 58) 59) 62) 62) 64] GO| 61 66 | 57}; 55} 551 7 

75| 79| 75| 79| 76| 76] 73 | 82| 72; 69|' 77) 81] 66| 65) 641 80) 7% leg 5 

52] 55] 62] 63] 63| 63| 62| 60] 60] 61 63 | 60] 59] 58) 55] 56) 57 

» a) te be See] ee SE ES ae) Se) Re eS See eee cee! lao Secte eere moe lece\ 1 rye S 70.3 

Suess ar0)| 680))) VZO0 1) 88201) Shi) 84 NG 68 | 79] 84] 71} 66] 67] 81} 72 by 2g 
53 | 57] 63] 64] 63] 64] G61] 64 63 | 62] 65| 62! 62] 60| 58) 55) 58 
Shu) feo 82) 86.) 83 | "Sl | 88%) 90") 79") 78 |} (841 801) 963 1 al 72 | 80] 83 74.4 
55| 56] 65 | 68! 65] 65| 65] 63! 64; 65! 68] 63} 56! 57| 55) 60] 60 Fi 
g2| 86| 87/ 90/ 86] 91] 90| 90] 85] 79] 83 | 81| 78] 75} 73| 84] 80 74.3 
56 | 55! 63| 62| 63] 64| 60] 69| 63] 63] 63] 64} 62] 62} 60) 59] 59 

$1} 88] 86] 90] 87] 85 | 94] 88] 78| 80] 83} 80} 84] 72] TL} 87) 78 lag g 
58| 58| 64| 64] 62! 63] 63} 65] 64] 64] 63] 67) 62] 62] 60] 58) 59 @ 
a5) 4e7 || 87 | “83°] “82 | 783°} 8B} (9L |). 78.1 76") 81} (80s) 161} 65 | 66)) “sf ) a0 72.8 
54] 59| 62| 64] 63] 62] 62| 65] 62] 60) 65] GO} 55] 55} 53] 59] 60 
$1 84] 78 | 81} 80| 82] 82! 87] 74] 76) 81] 81) 68) 72) 66) 84) 80 j7, 5 
51] 54] 59| 64] 64] 63] 6¢| 65 | 63] 61] 65] 66) 58] 58) 54] 57} 58 7 
81) 84) 77 3 | 76] 81] 80] 84| 74] 74) 80} 80| 67] 72) 67] 81 79 69.2 
48} 50] 54; 64] GO} 62] 57] 59] G2| 58] 64) 58/| 56 7; 53] 53) 55 : 
76 | '94| 79 | 82} 80] 79] 83| 82) 75) 71; 78) 82) 72) WL} G4! 80) Tinos 
53 | 54] 6G1| 64] 63] 64! 62] 62] 61] 60] 64] G61] 60) 59) 56] 58| 58 

G9) 69) 71 | 970) val Fs) -739\. 275.) WO) 69) 71 | G7)| 59.) 59) (63), GB) OTE 
80 | 87] 82) 82| 82] 80] 83] 85} 82) 79| 80] 70) 60) 63} 72|. 77] 79 71-8 
56 | 56) 57) 54] 62, 60/ 65 | 69) 62) 61 63 | 63 | 55| 55] 58] 60] 60 
$0 | 84]. 81} ° 79 | 88] 80} 82] 87) 78) 77) 79) 70) GL} 63} 7 80 | 80 jr 9 
53 | 56) 62) 65) 64) 66) 67 70 | 62) 62] 66] 64] 55] 55] 59| 60) 63 
83} 86| 81] 81} 82] 85] 85} 85] 78| 79| 80] 74| 68) 65] 77| 80) 83 71.0 
48 | 52] 59| 57] 59} 59| 59] 64) 58] 56] 62) GO| 53| 54] 55) 58) 55 B 
81 84] 81; 80| 77] 80) 82) 82] 78] 78) 78| 73 | 63] 63] 68) 80| 78 |rg 9 
53 | 53] 63| 63] 62| 64] 64] 63] 62] 68| Go|] 62] 54] 55| 55] 60; 60|'- 
81 85 | 82] 79| 81] 86] 85] 83] 82] 76; 82)-.-..- 65 | 66) 63 | 78] 78 len g 
50} 48) 59| 55] 58} 56) 62 | 60} 59) 56] 60 |.-..- 51 SL 153" |) V6 ak 

90; 80| 85} 75| 8 | 82] 80, 85] 82) 86] 75] 72) 62} 72] 72) 79) 80 Ing 9 
68 | 60; 60] 65) 66| 65) 66] 66] 65) 65] G3} 61 55! 55] 53] 60] 63 * 
89 | 84] 80] 74; 79] 78| 78| 82} 83] 75] 78] 76) 68| 60] 69) 78) 80 Ino 4 
65 | 56| 65] 64] 65} 66) 67| 69| 64] 62) 64] 62] 56] 55] 59, 60) 62 3 
m6 \- 82 |) 73) 77 | ‘75 | 824 79) 7) 76) 70 |.75 | 68 | 63 | 959) 63) 70 | ecg he 
56| 60) 65] 63] 61] 66| 65] 65) 60] 62] 67] 63} 58] 59] 58] 60) 61 
diel 82) Sl) Sib | 76') (8h 80 | 79 | 75 LO th 367). S66 TeON ak 75 | 76 leg 9 
62) 55)-54] 60] 61] 64] 63| 67] 55) 54] 64] 62] 52} 54] 56) 58) 59 
Woes “28 | Ee |) 78.) 88h 82) 83 | A os |) 16. |, GS |) G2 || Gt 73 | 76] 78 |egg 
51| 50] 57] 57] 57] 58] 62] 64] 58] 56| 63] 60| 52; 53]. 56) 58] 59 7 

85 | 89| 78| 80] 85} 88! 89} 88} 80] 75!/ 79] 78| 65| 64| 79) 81] 81 724 
54} 53] 60; 58; 59} 62] 69] 67] 61 59 | 63] 61] 53} 53) 55) 58| 60 ; 
84 | 84| 84) 84] 85] 86] 86) 88} 79} 78} 80) 78| 63) 67] 70 | 82) 79 jay 4 
63 | 53] GL} 61] 61 61} 59| 66] GO| GL| 65] 63} 56] 52] SL} 59) 55 j 
85 | 84] 89| 88] 82] 83] 83] 86| 86] 76] 79| 74] 63) 63] 63, 80] 82 Jno g 
49} 52| 64] 65] 67| 66] 62] 67] 62] 65] 63] 63| 58) 57] 61] 63] 61 5 
86 | 86| 83| 82] 85 | 851 84] 88] 79| 78} 85] 75 | 66 | 66) 70} 85] 83 Ino ¢ 
52| 54| 60] 65| 67| 62| 64] 68| 65| 62] 67| 66) 57] 57) 55) 46) 57 
82| 86] 86| 85} 85 | 85] 84) 85] 75| 76) 78) 74| 62) 65] 71] 80] 78 joy g 
53 | 54] 52] 64] 6G4| 64] 64| 67] 60] 62) 66] 61} 54] 55) 54] 60| 62 ¥ 
79) |) 19. | IT ED |) 16 |) PTT) TT) ATO | 2k TB | 69.) (63 | (60) | (6b | Te eis 70.6 
€2| 62' 69! 64] 65] 661 66| 67! 65| 63! 65! 59! 54° 53! 571 6LI 65 ¢ 
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TremPreraturE — Jury, 1897, Saowrna Datty Means For 

STATIONS 

aes | / 
STATION. i 2 3 4 | 5 6 7 8 9.) LO Ree | 12]}13|14 

Le 1 ee SE ee ee ee) Ee 
Northern Plateau..| 65 | 65 | 69| 74 79 77 | 76.| 77| 78| 79| 75| 67) 66| 66 

; 73| 74 | 84| 84| 941 86] 90] 88| 92] 88| 70-| 70] 68) 70 
Elizabethtown... 48| 58| 50| 48 | 60 | 64| 72] 64| 68| 64| G2| 58} 80 

' é so | so| 87} 93] 95! 90] 91] 93] 92| 93| 89| 70) 721 79 
Saranac Lake...... 51| 51] 58| 68| 70| 60] 60| 65| 63] 721 65| 59] 62) 5B 

Lee s0| 80 | 85| 87] 92] 93] 90| 8R| 91| 92| 87] 76] 77| 79 
Gloversville ..-... 58| 54] 52| 55] 65| 70| 65! 69] 68| 65| 67] 63| 64] 63 

age 79| 791 86] 89| 93] 88| 92] 89| 90] 92| 88] 71] Z| 77 
Little Falls (2a)----| 5) 5: | 56| 63| 71, 60| 66| 65| 65| 69| 66| 63| 60] 654 

: e 65 | 75| 76| 84| 86! 91| 88] 73| 88] 88| 90| 84] 69| 68 
North Lake...--..- 58 | 50| 52| 59| 55| 68| 65| 65| 63| 63| 69| 65) 62) 60 

: 1 g2| g0| 98| 93; 95! 88| 92] 93] 941 95] 90| 70| 70] 7 
Lowville...-------- 52| 50| 51] 59| 71) 69 | 58] 63| 70| 64] 67| 62| 61) 59 

72 | 73| 83] 88| 90, 85| 90] 89| 89| 90] 83| 67| 68| 72 
Number Four...--- 52 | 49| 52] 62| 70| 70| 58| 66| 67| 61] 61| 62] 60| 68 

Atlantic Coast ..--. 74| 73| 73| 72| 74| 78| 75| 73| 76] 78| 75| 76] 72) 7 
Buokly s9 | s9} 84| 85! 988! 91] 85] 92] 90] 93| 84] 83] 73] 84 
Se aes 68 | 68| 64] 67] 61| 72] 69] 70| 68| 64) 69] 69| 70] 68 

* hear 909| 70| 72| 76| 68| 74| 75 | 76| 74| 78] 76| 76| 74| 72 
Manhattan Beach | ¢&| 6: | 66| 66| 66| 68| 68| 68] 68| 70| 70| 70| 64] 68° 

mre go | s3| 82| 76] 82) 88| 80| 80| 84| 89] 80] 80| 76| 84 
New York City .---| ¢¢ | 67 | 65 | 66 | 67| 69| 70| 66| 68| 70| 67| 70| 68! 63 

: ; sa | g2! si| si} 84] 90! 83! 83| 89| 92] 83] 84] 76| 86 
|| Willet’s Point ..-| 5 | 62 | 65| 64 | 68| 70| 63| 65 | 67| 67| 68| 69| 67| 61 

92 | s1| 90] 82] 83| 88| 88| 84| 88| 92| 86] 82| 74| 80 
Brentwood .......- 56 | 64| 60| 57| 67| 68| 59| 55! 62| 62| 66| 71| 68| 64 
erie 32 | 80| 79| 79] 85| 87| 83| 81| 87] 88] 83| 85| 76] 80 
ELINA SH cecOC See 60 | 66| 63| 65] 65| 68| 68] 6L| 67| 67] 66| 72; 69| 6b 

RE Mery 33 | 71 | 83] 81] 87| 90| 83| 83| 90| 92] 82] 84| 75| 88 
AMIS 81S COC ESOC 59 | 62| 63| 65| 62) 67| 65 | 6L| 62) 64] 67| 66| 68| 64 

el bt as ag | 87 | 88| 87] 91| 96| 88| 87| 93| 96] 82] 88| 79| 88 
Timrosé .---------| 53] 61 | 65| 64] 60| 66| 67| 62| 63| 66! 65, 68| 69| 67 

Hudson Valley ....| 72| 74| 75 | 76, 78) 82| 79| 76) 80, 82] 78| 76) 78) 7 
an go | s4| s8| 87] 92] 95| 92| 83| 93| 96| 87| 821] 74°] 86 

UE SSR IE 62| 63| 65| 68| 69] 74| 71| 70| 71] 73) 70) 69) 68) Go 
| gi] 84} 83] 82] 89| 92] 88| 83| 87| 91] 83] 80) 74) 82 

Honeymead Brook.| 57 | 53] 60 | 64| 61| 66| 65| 62| Go| 67| 68| 69| 68| 65 
ee ape ai 36| s6| ss} 86] 93| 96| 92| 98| 94| 96| 86] 84| 77| 86 
oughkeepsie..----| 55 | 6) | 58| 62] 65} 68| 65| 63| 67] 66|] 68) 69} 68] 63 

Re: sg | 39 | 87| 88| 94| 97| 91| 88] 94] 99] 87] 88| 78] 84 
Wappinger’sFalls.| ¢ | 61 | 64| 65| 66| 71| 68| 64| 74| 69| 70| 70] 69] 67 
eea 93 | 83 | s5| 85 | 91) 93! 90| 85| 91] 95| 86| 80| 73] 83 
2 LISUS UOROO eA 63 | 61| 62| 67| 68] 73] 69| 68 7 | 71 | .68 |) (68.1) 700 ise 

se epi 89, 90; 89| 88] 83| 89] 93) 87| 88| 94| 96] 87| 87| Tr 
BE DES Ee 61| 68| 641 68| 65| 67| 68] G5| 65 | 67] 70| 70) 69} 67 

1 33 | 84| 85 | 98] 89| 921 s8| 86{ 92] 93| 85 | 88] 80| 8B 
Carmel ..---------- 62| 64| 66] 68| 69| 71| 64| 67] 70| 72) 68} 62) 60) 68 

Mohawk Valley ...| 71] 68} 73] 79] 82) 80) 81] 81] 81} 81] 80| 71) 68) 69 
Sap a he g0| so| 87| 89| 92) 87| 92| 89] 9c] 94| 88] 72| 70] 78 

ittle Falls (1a)----| 67 | 56] 65! 69 | 69| 67] 68| 70| 70| 68| 68| 62| 62] 58 
ies g4| 86} 92| 97| 99] 90| 94| 92] 94| 96] 92] 83| 74] 80 

Canajoharie...----- 63| 53| 53| 65| 71| 75| 73| 74| 74| 73| 75| 70| 66| 66 
Pre ae 79| 77 | 83| 88| 91| 88| 87] 87) 89| 90| 86| 83) Mt] 77 

BARU EN CE oe 59| 55 | 54 | 61| 69| .72| 67| 69] 681 67] 69] G7 | ‘G4 )) iG 
30| 83] 88| 94| 95| 92| 95] 95} 95| 95] 97] 72| Gal 7 

Rome .------------- 53| 55 | 63| 68| 70| 65| 68| 68] 68! 67} 66] 63] 59] 55 

Champlain Valley.| 69} 69| 69| 75| 79| 81| 78| 78] 80| 78| 75| 72] 68] 70 
Plattab'ch Bar'a’ke| 72 | 80| 79] 83] 80| g7| 89| 90] 89) 93) 83) 83) 68) 68 

attsb’gh Bar’a’ks| 53 | 69 | 58 | 68| 70 | 73| 66| 68| 70| 63| 59] 64| 59] 60 

Ticonderoga -<...- [eee eee rds sos) areas Homes [oon lose: er 
a | 85 | 96 | 88] 94 | 94] 91| 89| 94) 90| 86] 75 | 77| 84 

Glens Falls.....--- 62 | 55| 56| 64| 74] 70| 68| 69| 68| 69! 70| 65| 65] 65 
Tae g1| 80| 83| g2| 87] 92] 88| 83| 90| 88 | 83] 75| 74] 80 

Lake George ...--- 54' 55! 541 66! 67! 71! 66] 69' 68! 681 71! 66! G66! 66 
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THE Recatons, AND Datry Maxima anp MINIMA FOR THE 

—(Continued). 

15| 16 | 17 | 18] 19 | 20] 21 | 22 | 23 | 24] 25 | 26| 27 |] 28 | 29) 30) 31 

Monthly 
mean. 

~ _ for) oO f=7) a a nm ior) or o © o a oo oo na ~ a or for} o bh 

53 | 56] 54| 56| 50} 46] 44] 46| 48| 50 [87-8 
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TreMPERATURE — JuLy, 1897, SHowrnc Dairy Mean 

Srarrions— 

STATION. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 | 10) 11) 12|13)| 14 

St. Lawrence Valley}. 68 | 69 | 74 

Madison Barracks. 4d “H 4 

CANON. causa oeee == St oe o 

North Hammond... Pe 3 4s 

Ogdensburg -..--.. uM he 2 

oT ae eae Bae Ba 

Great Lakes.......- TAG Un RE 

Westfield .......... Aa Nee |g 

vay hie [) ee Se eee, - Pe a 

Pittsford.....------ ey ee an 

Rochester.....----. Ee a a 

Appleton oes Bee lie 
Fort Niagara .-..-.-- Be a ae 

Baldwinsville ....-. ot Nee Ge 

Ridgeway.-.---.--- ts 4 

Oswego -eeeeecoeen 76 | 79 | $3 
Palermo. soe eat PH a Bu 

LyON oe eens a ee 
Erie, Pennsylvania, i 0 Py 

Central Lakes.....- 70 | 70) 75 

Fleming..........-. BO Gar | ten 

Watkins ........... ag De 

Romulus ........... oo on a 

MUR ACA Se cse anes o ef Pe es 

ee ee | ee eee a al 

MGaN; e=\-- 220-6 70 TO | 18 

tMax.and Min. by the Draper Thermograph. || Received too late to be used in computing 
Conduit, nine miles north of city. 
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FOR THE Reetons, AND Dairy Maxmma anp MINm™A FOR THE 

(Concluded). 

b 

a 
15) 16 | 17 | 18 | 19 | 20 | 21 | 22 | 23 | 24 | 25 | 26 | 27 | 28 | 29 | 30) 31 |g 

2 
a 

OI ta | 724 Ty Th T4 TON| CT ZOu! (72 

means. (1) Voluntary observer. (2) U.S. Weather Bureau. (1a) City Reservoir. (2a) Intake 

13 
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Datty ann Montary Preorpr 

STATION. 1 2 3 4 5 6 iz 8 9 10; 11] 12118) va 

id Plateau..| T. | 0.03) 0.00} 0.01} 0.39] 0.11] 0.00} T T. | 0.03) 0.45] 0.55) 0.03) 0.18 
PEGiers piswiace sforemterchl| staraie allie atsta ages ollie ves,e]cwaaellstieeh adits otertaran| <ecis'lis ead nica anne ee Ae 

Angelica...... Gee dl cues s SECURES SPB) Baca SOO]! MU] sie eee's)| sik pio sl sale bias! ommete * * t.41 
IBOLUVAL . gusts swt Il \aente « SE All Aeiw all stations -94) .45]... nieais | tele. aliewete 6 1 e781 9355) UaBe 
Friendship.........| T. AUG 4 ; SOO}, 20 cto ele -11} .86) .80) .17 

a 

Franklinville ......|}..0..| -14/..... SOS) p28! WOE] erased wie Wniess| eae. 1.27] .73) @. 26 
HLUMPHTO Vs velee He. Al ies: Lye 440 Bo sA5 BOD sSotare o\l steteve cell cities silos w liebe -60} .83} .02) .19 
Little Valley .......|... wis oll avatars ol efatoiesall ‘staitereil ale iereil (eters inig's | efayarnie'| siwie 6. <\] steele suet odoin |vcttes 
Cherry Greeks gies 3 sites c'|atenes| aan oe e122) eA) tle te tiee||) MRO! otters « soee} 1200] | 337] Co02h aay, 
SEAUCSEO WAN s\ste, sistsie si] sere wet etien Al ates w ailiere Biaiel} esol aypteyernl| evenerere eles sed katte 351) | 369) ete) mee 

OITA cnteisie acs co's cic SBC soar | echee lodean | lanngd hinge sacaci(= daisies wateretall nates -56| 364) vcear .10 
Pine-City...... Saesclasa 1: sialellievetete off aiateterel| (stnteta sie éars.el| S:sayarell eet aan T | 1.82] 2O2ieela 
PATO MD a Maree ule miovaie.e| atcis eral cree evel epiciee lidateiee eallec “| i -50] 08 E -32 
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0.18] 0.43] 0.33] 0.06 
.46| .24| .05]..... 
288). 01] oaths aed 
.46| .20| 2.30] .50 

.10} .54| .19) | .02 
102] 21] .63|  .07 
17} 124] .19]  .20 
115] .20| .03]  .02 

S61 ADIs Svc n ene 
109} -63|) cas: 02 
soal* Bll tee eso! 

.05} 1.00] 11] .25 
siaes * | 4.58). .2. 

102] .59} .45]..... 

60] 10|"" +30] "T. 
15] .05| 38] 01 

.09| .02] 1.271 01 

A | Bee 
SAL S28) Olea cn: 
20): SS T6[ anlar 

0.34] 0.72| 0.30] 0.17| 0.13/0.08] 6.03 
‘o2| 62} .G4| 14] .12]....] 8.21 
‘57| .98| .10| .16| T. | .40| 8.29 
:27| 08} .37| .38] .02| .04| 8.22 

17] .71| .72| 15] .05]....] 6.37 
"13] 134] 72] 18] .05|....| 6.37 
'30| :30} .70| .28] .10]....] 6.58 
-03| 1.45} .05] .23] T. | .06] 5.08 

2.50| .43]..... 15] .27|... | 7.01 
T. | 2.34] 106) .41| .07}....] 6.73 
-17| .79|  .16| 09} .04| .03| 5.95 

.32| 641 .24| .04] .50] .03| 4.92 
sa AO ococc|) 1h] .o cect 08) ete 
ee ies 1.21|' .13] 14] "” 08] .02| 5.51 

sae “Tail laz|" loa)" ai)" 108/345 
T. | 115] 58] .15] .21| T. | 4.22 
T. | :291 :70| :14! 151) .03] 8.56 

.69| .60) .10! .36 wee. | 5.04 

.10] .34 Bal :09| .16| .02| 3.84 
1.13] .91] T. | .03! T. | .86] 5.84 
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* 
Dairy ann Montary P 

STATIONS. 1] 3 sis jef as 9 | 10 | 11) 12/13 

Central Lakes......| 0.00] 'T. | 0.00] 0.00| 0.00] 'T. | 0.00) 0.00] 0.00} 0.18] 0.18 
Wlaming s ..0<,0:0 oa, Be ere sorry ora pase sce iss ca ticee » afobive'|'s a atwyell ae 
SHOE WOO foe cc cho velliv ccm lots cclliofer call mercee| he sf0l mmetel meer ollie carats | ores 

WYRE ICI TI Eo a cciavern's gis eusiebus\lsiniagis| sae sale pine) vs Rea ec wae mala vicia st 
TRO MNUNDNS ceish craters] (t.ote-e'0'|inia's os : 238) eacal Bosae 
WURACA NG prop oie ce alist ADS stoners d pistes sciaters LL Rees paras lineata | Peas 

Average...... T. | 0.08| 0.01| T. | 0.05) 0.18] 0.03) T. | 0.01| 0.03 

+ Record for the month incomplete. || Received too late to be included in the averag 
jated from values at other stations. ‘ 

! 
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TATION FOR JuLY — (Concluded). 

15 en 19 25 | 26 | 27 | 28 | 29] 30 1 

Total. 
\ 

0.01|0.00 | 0.12) 0.02) 0.03] 0.02) 0.01 0.12 0.52) 0.20) 0.07] 0.35 
sh 5) eG 

0.35] 0.19] 0.21) 0.26,0.01/3.76 
-49) T. ceil) HANS VE WS apne sje 06 osname 245) DES | Seleeri|e ls || sterole 43 teeless [3-00 

Acedia Kesoe Sil iag bad 15) .03) -07| O07) .90) .14) .13) .51] .07) .08) .33) .11) .08/4.36 

505) 6 oes dom BP los ac -04).....] .05) .70) .22) .05) .05) .46) .20) .30) .14)....18.19 
saodelloGSesol lh Aen saGsc ateleie)'=|| ee Mea {Wae,che -09} .21) .16) .16) .12) .71) .57) .383) .64! T. 14.14 
Ree syellictu: sets SE siete eft |leteraie' -02}. 2.6 ld Woy A bed Lame (ie! be HSI ool y-Lh) 210) ~.40\n | 8.20 

0.09] 0.01| 0.10| 0.17! 0.09] 0.34| 0.14] 0.80 0.37] 0.32] 0.22] 0.20] 0.28] 0.65] 0.55| 0.08/0.08'6.81 

* Amount included in next measurement. + Not included in computing averages. § Interpo- 
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Sratistics oF TEMPERATURE 

TEMPERATURE — (DEGREES F'auR.), 

wy ; z 

= Q ‘@ |—EXTREMES OF MONTHLY 
= |2 ; 2 MEAN TEMPERATURE 
6 x > o FOR,JULY. 
a ig a 

STATION. COUNTY. aeelic * -| 80 
glo; a : bl os 
e5/2] 8 nw eae 

ssi Ble] 4/3 
& 3! 3 o | & . 
ea |i 3 Ko] a 7 2 

SS! Seer ee ee 2\.8 ee 
Ss (er 8 8 184 So) Bh 2 ee 
&S ildie | e.|8ia | Bie pie 

Western aieyeeae Shavaaaall eter sale e picleteia’e 2 US Wao) aban tanner C126 S-Bed 1, ccs Slave ccclnecee os 
Angelica... ee Allegany ....| 67.915] 1854) 1897) 70.7] +2.8] 72.7] 1854) 60.9] 1891 
Humphrey... Cattaraugus, .| 67.9/15} 1883) 1897) 69.5) +1.6) 75.1) 1887| 62.8) 1884 
Elmira ...... Chemung ....| 71.7/19] 1851] 1897) 74.4] +2.7] 75.6] 1854] 66.3] 1851 

PL SCET TE ELGLOUNL ola:0.0'c o'el| cieree'e b Kelcisie sioisie GSO} en) size-eeniectarnome TL 2 Boies claeteenallleneen ahaa 
(0? avo Boe Roasnodoepebess Chenango....| 68.3/30| 1828} 1897) 71.0) +2.7) 72.1|’47-’54| 64.0} 1829 
OTHE fois Siccteie tees Cortland...... 66.6|36| 1829] 1897) 70.8} +4.2] 70.9] 1880) 63.2] 1860 
Cooperstown........... Otsego ......- 68.0/44] 1854] 1897) 70.5) +2.5| 76.0] 1868) 62.7) 1860 
VEEN ELIY i Clcieistan besisialsie.ci¢ ATO sietsier st isicle 69.3/16| 1882) 1897] 72.6] +3.3) 74.5) 1887) 65.6)’84-’91 

LNOTLNETI ELOLEGW, oi). .00\|\ pices aieeiniec nize (Sie aed lacie laaacer 70.6] +-0.8}) cceyolineieteaet| caste neato 
PS WVINID oaintare ste’ sierers. favre TOWI8ic 0% asess 69.8/31| 1827] 1897) 70.6) +0.8) 71.8} 1847) 62.1] 1891 

VAGTRTEEECSCOUST a cise sinsicteil ta cioiaisteicteine ciaioles 2B eal vatieettact cers 72:0) OLO|2eecmis oh Sala oem Print, 
‘New York City......... New York....| 73.4/27| 1871} 1897| 73.0} —0.4| 76.7; 1887) 70.1) 1884 
DOUAUKEE. 6 oe eveo sco): sieree BULOlE ene ces 71.9)13} 1885) 1897) 72.4) +0.5) 75.4); 1887) 68.9) 1891 

FTUASOT VUMCY «oc. c\ssiacs|) sae cick sersiescies plete lia lotige el lesaae.: 73501, 7-129) sare orate seanefonsncle 
TASB ANA eres seat iecaisis winiecs Albany....... 72.6/24| 1874{ 1897) 75.0) +2.4| 76.6} 1887) 69.1; 1891 
Honeymead Brook..... Dutchess..... 69.8|17 188 1897| 71.6) +1.8) 74.0 187 66.8) 1891 
IWIES GC OUIEN. op cee <lelen sc Orange....... 73.0|69| 1826) 1897) 74.4) 4+1.4].....]..seecleces> ae 

Champlain Vatley.-..2| sasncocececvece 60.7. mil Webletaciinetiste 70:8] =-AGllee ane laceneelcainee 
Plattsburgh Barracks.| Clinton....... 69.7}41) 1889) 1897) 70.8} +1.1]. 73.8]’47-’70] 65.2) 1891 

St. Lawrence Valley...) -.-..scccesee | TUS IS ecole 78 :5| 1-96] a0 0'|lemmsnall setae ities 
Madison Barracks...... Jefferson Shei 70.1|36|] 1839) 1897| 74.2) +4.1| 78.2} 1887) 65.1) 1884 
CBTUTOT Noir cic:s(s cic 'es oici0 St. Lawrence.| 71.0)34| 1862) 1897| 72.8} +1.8| 78.2) 1868) 63.6) 1863 
North Hammond ...... sf 71.5)19| 1866) 1897] 73.4) +1.9) 79.9} 1868] 65.1; 1591 
IPOUSMAIN | eos vicicinicin' cose os 68.2)27| 1828} 1896).....]...... 73.6} 1888] 63.3} 1883 

Great Takes. oeeis see ses| eo csieeeearse> soe s) GD29 |e sailloiaete Mell ates rone 78:8)! DAs coleman oeovalledeteate 
STEP EEL O eieistite's wictase isle Shy Gy napeneeann 70.0/27| 1871| 1897) 74.0) +4.0| 74.9] 1887) 64.9) 1884 
RGCHESCOL. ie) nibis ves cives Monroe ...... 70.7/26| 1871| 1897) 74.0) +3.3] 74.2) 1887) 65.1) 1884 
Wort NigGara vsececciens Niagara...... 70.9/41} 1842) 1897) 74.0) +3.1| 75.6) 1887] 66.4) 1884 
Baldwinsville .......... Onondaga....| 69.7/20} 1854) 1897| 74.4) +4.7/ 74.4] 1897) 64.6) 1865 
Oh, 22 GAC NE OSE E Ops IU OSWeZO ....6. 69.2/27| 1871} 1897] 72.0) 42.8) 74.5) 1878) 64.5) 1884 
PAVGUTNOR wees cee sicteic oe ss 67.7|44| 1857} 1897) 71.6) +3.9| 79.1) 1868) 62.9) 2884 
Erie, Pennsylvania ...} Erie.......... 71.53/24] 1874) 1897) 72.0] 41.7) 76.0} 1887) 66.0) 1891 

Ole einih) Ibe aeimeaoses|| Axocor Sadmoorec 70.0 Sdade|(seaaes 72.4] 42.d4]ecacelesoess|ras Sits 
Units. Seasseooacsucuee. Tompkins....| 70.0/19| 1879) 1897) 72.4) +2.4| 74.8 1887 66. 0" "1884 

Average departure..|..... eran pelaoyesy tte] cle essyell niet sreetaiece ates esieil ele site AQ A] ecceslecewesleccseloccoes 
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STATION. 

Western Plateaw...... 
AMP ONO as Non aisle vees 
Humphrey 
NIA asics vssicenees.< 

Eastern Plateaw....... 
Oxford 
Cortland..... 
Cooperstown ..... Rico 
Port Jervis 
Waverly 

Northern Plateau ..... 
BOW VIC: voices ovo ines 

Atlantic Coast......... 
New York City 
PVA GU pane as cwiec neice 

Hudson Valley ........ 
ADB NYE rojele'cre 0-2 < Savoie 
Honeymead Broo 
Poughkeepsie 
West Point 

Champlain Valley..... 
Plattsburgh Barracks. 

St. Lawrence Valley.. 
Madison Barracks 
North Hammond 
Potsdam..... 

sen 

seen 

Serer ee eee 

Buitalos osc% s.j50 -¢ sea eee 

sete eeee 

Erie, Pennsylvania.... 

Central Lakes..... ADOC 
Ithaca 

COUNTY. 

Allegany .... 
Cattaraugus. 
Chemung... 

Chenango. .. 
Cortland ... 

stew eee) 

Se et 

Albany 
Dutchess.... 

Orange. . sie 
Putnam 

st eeee 

see veweee 

shee e eee 

seeee atten 

Tompkins... 

PRECIPITATION — (INCHES.) 

aq a “ 
= ake & | EXTREMES OF MONTHLY 
6 |3 e PRECIPITATION FOR 
qj x © JULY. 
o |e ao) S 

SRIS . me | flo 
Sailo|, oe : 6 | 6. |GREATEST.| LEAST. 
BS|D] & wa = Sei, ie Hee Seo KAN 
° mM Ep io} = we 

pats a 0) =| i, o 
© eke a) he a as Pe 
tw |g} o 3 ant os = 
3s fc) a & me a =} 5 3 . 
= te] oO ° a 3 ° u i) my 

a 5) ° Pay 2, a s s 
> a) Cy) oD ° 1) f=] oO ‘=I o 
< |A] a) EG ioe a] <| 

Bove lieve sie aaie | sieisis are 5S8lct« Ls 63's sic aletecellesteee [sees : 
3.63/11] 1871) 1897) 5.14/4- 1.51) 5.66] 1896] 1.79] 1893 
4.52/15) 1883) 1897) 7.77|+ 3.25) 7.77| 1897) 2.38] 1885 
8.11/19} 1851) 1897) 3.23)+ 0.12) 5.55) 1896) 1.40) 1853 

(eT Aol lonponel paces Pre Fe Le Ct breil Weert) tari ial loadace 
4.12/27; 1829) 1897) 8.04/+ 3.92) 8.29] 1844] 0.70} 1832 
4.78}19} 1851] 1897) 4.46/— 0 32) 8.45) 1863] 1.79] 1861 
4.28/44; 1854) 1897) 4.86/+ 0.58) 7.92} 1863) 0.89) 1868 
5.42/13} 1880] 1897] 9.23/+ 3.81] 9.23; 1897] 1.83, 1894 
3.79|16| 1882) 1897) 4.50/\+ 0.71] 7.19} 1887] 1.58) 1895 

SeEID| (2y5|| states aretelllorereimiats Ze 9G|——OLOT [Mie asasall\e acornereiltare ctor Seletele 
3.53/35} 1827] 1897) 2.96|— 0.57) 8.29) 1848] 0.70) 1882 

4-66 | 2.a\| sres:2,sfnisiesis e-9 13.85/+ 9.19].....]... a \Weoc | lacAoee 
4.46/27| 1871) 1897) 9.52/+ 5.06] 9.63] 1889] 1.26} 1893 
4.87/13} 1885} 1897|/18.18]+13.31/18.18| 1897) 0.63) 1894 

AD) sitietete etal || lexeta siete if (ee a Oss eae Ieee el noon loccicrcic 
4.18/24] 1874) 13897) 6.67|+ 2.49) 6.728} 1874} 1.80} 1893 
5.28/17| 1881) 1897)14.55/4+ 9.27/14.55| 1897] 2.23] 1882 
3.88)22| 1830) 1897) 9.37|+ 5.49! 9.37) 1897] 0.49] 1849 
4.69/50} 1840) 1897/13.05|+ 8.36/13.05| 1897] 1.04) 1894 
4.90/27) 1870) 1897|12.51/-+ 7.61/18.32) 1887) 1.75) 1894 

33 Boca | are clei cscifeaeisieratsl FAQ =H S:. OUille cciri= | oreretaiae flere svei|lcis o’ctere 
3.52/38] 1840) 1897) 7.19)+ 3.67) 9.18] 1874) 0 95) 1849 

eae oem lactate 3.44|+ 0.18]..... afateters [iavateea Vefeeistate 
2.94/36] 1841) 1897) 2.55|— 0.39] 7.67} 1851] 0.38) 1881 
3.58}19}. 1866] 1897) 4.33/+ 0.75)10.31| 1873] 1.00] 1868 
4.10!26] 1828] 1896]..... seseee-| %.8¢} 1889) 1.10) 1841 

Bi OBI acerca he. ullarssiabts Bs) Wel e-erts} rise (oe ante| lemcoel One cc 
3.49)27| 1871) 1897) 8.29|4+ 4.80) 8.29} 1897] 1.19} 1882 
3.18/26] 1871) 1897) 6.37|/+ 3.19] 6.37] 1897] 1.07] 1886 
2.77/41| 1842) 1897) 7 01)+ 4.24) 7.01} 1897 0.62) 1882 
3.23/27] 1871) 1897) 3.15|— 0.08) 7.62] 1874 1.12} 1882 
2.44/38} 1860} 1897) 4.22)/4+ 1.78] 6.60; 1874 0.64] 1882 
3.06)25} 1873) 1897) 5.81)+- 2.75) 7.03] 1874 0.76) 1890 

BAe deen laotorilerccrs B25 |— DAO cic ifietes sell aie avail hey ererets 
3.74)19| 1879} 1897) 3.25/— 0.49) 6.73] 1889) 1.24] 1890 

er aiad\ei|(siel|'ejam ate emteate ; He 1326 | a/caias|aess alee oclecent 
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Meteorological Summary for August, 1897. 

The average atmospheric pressure (reduced to sea-level and 82 

degrees Fah.) for the State, was 29.98 inches. The highest barometer 

was 30.27 inches at Erie, Pa. on the 6th, and the lowest, 29.62 

inches, at Ithaca and Oswego, on the 11th. The highest mean pres- 

sure obtained along the eastern border, and the lowest in the western 

central section. The average pressure at 6 stations of the National 

Bureau was 0.02 inches below normal, the values being deficient 

excepting at Oswego and Erie. 

The mean temperature of the State was 66 degrees, as obtained 

from observatious of maxima and minima at 79 stations. 

The highest local mean was 71.9 degrees at Brooklyn, while the 

lowest was 60.2 degrees at}Number Four. The highest general 

daily mean was 73 degrees on the 4th and 15th, the lowest being 

60 degrees on the 20th. The maximum temperature reported was 99 

degrees at Mt. Morris on the 3d,and the minimum, 34 degrees, at South 

Canisteo on the 21st. The mean monthly range of temperature for 

the State was 41 degrees; the greatest local range being 59 degrees 

at Mt. Morris, and the least, 24 degrees, at New York city. The 

mean daily range was 21 degrees; greatest, 48 degrees at Madison 

Barracks on the 23d, least, 3 degrees at West Point on the 9th. 

The mean temperatures of the various sections were as follows: 

The Western Plateau, 64.5 degrees; the Roster Plateau, 65.0 

degrees; the Northern Plateau, 61.9 degrees; the Atlantic Coast, 

70.0 degrees; the Hudson Valley, 68.6 degrees; the Mohawk 

Valley, 65.9 degrees; the Champlain Valley, 65.7 degrees; the St. 
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Lawrence Valley, 64.9 degrees; the Great Lakes, 66.6 degrees; the 

Central Lakes, 66.9 degrees. The average temperature at 24 

stations possessing records for previous years was 1.7 degrees below 

the normal. Deficiencies obtained in all regions, but were greatest 

in northern New York. 

The mean relative humidity was 76 per cent. The mean dew 

point was 59 degrees. 

The average precipitation for the State was 3.06 inches, as 

derived from the records of 103 stations. The rainfall exceeded 4 

inches in much of eastern New York, while near Lake Ontario and 

the Genesee valley the amount was under two inches. The greatest 

local precipitation was 6.60 inches at Cooperstown, the least being 

0.20 inches at Mt. Morris. A list of the heaviest rates of rainfall 

will be found in the Table of Meteorological Data. The rainfall 

for the State was 0.28 inches below the normal amount, as derived 

from the records of 25 stations possessing records for previous 

years. The amounts were in excess through the Hudson and 

Champlain Valleys, and deficient in the western section. 

The average number of days on which the precipitation 

amounted to 0.01 inches or more was 9.6. The number of rainy 

days was greatest in the Northern Plateau and the Champlain Val- 

ley, and least in the vicinity of the Great Lakes. The average 

number of clear days was 13.3; of partly cloudy days, 11.5; of 

cloudy days, 6.2, giving an average cloudiness of 43 per cent. The 

maximum cloudiness obtained in northern New York, and the 

minimum in the eastern-central section. 

The prevailing winds were from the-west. The average total 

wind travel at 6 stations of the National Bureau was 6,290 miles, 

the values being in excess of the usual mileage for August. The 

maximum velocity recorded was 49 miles per hour at New York 

city on the 22d, 
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Electrical storms (including distant thunder or lightning), were 

reported as follows, by regions: In the western highlands, on the 

3d, 4th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th, 15th, 16th, 19th, 22d, 23d, 25th, 

30th; the eastern highlands, 4th, 6th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th, 15th, 

16th, 19th; northern highlands, 9th, 10th, 15th, 29th; Atlantic 

Coast, 4th, 5th, 10th, 12th, 15th, 16th, 17th, 18th, 22d, 25th ; Hudson 

Valley, 4th, 10th, 11th, 12th, 15th, 16th, 19th, 22d, 25th; Mohawk 

Valley, 8th, 10th, i2th, 15th, 19th; Champlain Valley, 4th, 9th, 

10th, 11th, 12th, 15th, 16th, 19th, 25th; St. Lawrence Valley, 10th, 

11th, 12th, 16th, 19th, 22d, 25th; Lake Region, 3d, 9th, 10th, 12th, 

15th, 16th, 19th. 

Hail fell on the 10th, 12th, 15th, 16th, 17th, 19th. 

Auroras were noted at Jamestown on the 13th and 30th. 

Light frosts were reported from a few stations of Allegany and 

Cattaraugus counties on the 21st, from Waverly on the 26th, and 

from North Hammond on the 23d. 

GENERAL FEATURES OF THE WEATHER. 

This month was cooler than usual, especially in the northern part 

of the State. The temperature was equable, moderate deficiencies 

being maintained during more than half the month, while the brief 

warm waves of the first and middle portions of the month were 

severe only in portions of the western section. Fair, pleasant 

weather prevailed in the central and western counties, while in the 

northern highlands the number of cloudy and rainy days was 

excessive. The total rainfall for the State was deficient, a drouth 

and low ground water being locally reported from counties in the 

southwest and near Lake Ontario. 

The month was fairly favorable for agricultural interests, 

although damp weather in the North and East was unfavorable 
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for harvesting, while drouth in some western localities injured 

growing crops. Severe local storms occurred, but less frequently 

than in July. 

Eight areas, each, of high and low pressure, affected the weather 

in this vicinity during August. The atmospheric movements 

were more rapid than in preceding summer months, but the 

pressure waves were of small range and intensity over the Eastern - 

States, and there was a corresponding stability in the temperature 

conditions. The general storm track lay near or beyond our 

northern border, and only one coast storm, which was of small 

intensity, appeared. The following is a brief account of the 

atmospheric movements; 

Low I, 29.9 inches, over the New England coast on 1st, showers 

in eastern New York. Continued as a general depression over the 

Provinces and coast during the following week. 

High I, 30.1 inches, a ridge from Mexican gulf to lakes on the 

1st, and on three following days passing over Eastern to Gulf 

States, generally fair hot weather prevailing in western and 

southern New York after the 1st. 

High IJ, 30.4 inches, reached the Upper Lakes, from the West, 

on the 4th afterward covering the Eastern and Central Coast 

States until the 9th, and giving seasonable pleasant weather. 

Low II, 29.7 inches, originated in the Northwest, reached the 

Lake Region on the 10th, passing slowly down the St. Lawrence 

Valley on the 11th and 12th, giving general rains, the fall being 

large in some localities, especially in the counties east of Lake 

Ontario. A clearing condition, 

High III, 30.1 inches, appeared on the northeast coast on the 

10th and 11th. The temperature fell slightly below normal with 

the advance of 
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High IV, 30.1 inches, on the 12th extending from the lakes to 

the Mexican gulf, and thence passing over the Coast States to the 

Southeast on the 13th and 14th, with fair weather. 

Low III, 29.6 inches, passed from the Lake Region over Canada 

on the 15th and 16th, giving general thunder showers. This low 

brought the second and final hot wave of the month. 

High V, 30.2 inches was formed by an area originating in the 

West, reaching the Central States on the 17th; and by a second 

area from British Columbia, uniting with the former, and covering 

the Eastern-Central States on the 19th to 24th. The accompany- 

ing fair weather was interrupted by 

Low IV, 29.8 inches, passing slowly over Canada on the 18th to 

20th, and on the 19th giving general thundershowers. 

High VI, 30.1 inches, developed north of the lakes, covering 

Canada and northeastern New York on the 23d, when a consider- 

able fall of temperature occurred. At the same time, 

Low V, 29.8 inches, passed to the central coast, giving rain in 

southeastern New York; while 

Low VI, 29.7 inches, passed eastward along the Canadian border; 

and on the 24th and 25th, uniting with V,,was general over 

northern New York and Canada, the heaviest rains of the month 

falling in eastern New York. 

High VII, 30.1 inches was over the Gulf States on the 25th, 

thence spreading northeastward and giving generally fair weather 

in this section until the 30th. The temperature meanwhile rose 

slowly to the normal value while 

Lows VII and VIII, 29.8 and 29.7 inches respectively, passed 

eastward well to the north of our borders on the 27th and 29th, 

the latter giving light showers, except in the Southeast: 
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High VIII, 30.1 inches, passing along the Canadian border, 

reached the lakes and New York on the 31st bringing fair weather. 

Nores rrom THE Orop Butter: Bright drying weather during 

the first week was favorable both for harvesting and for the growth 

of crops, after the excessive rains of July. Wheat, rye and barley 

were generally secured in fair condition excepting in the north. 

Corn, late potatoes, vegetables and tree fruits (excepting apples) 

developed finely, and buckwheat came into bloom. Two weeks of 

showery weather followed, with deficient temperatures after the - 

16th, and these conditions were rather unfavorable for growth and 

harvesting, although many localities in the central and western 

counties escaped the showers and reported a drouth. A fine 

second crop of clover was gathered during this time. The 

remainder of the month was cool; but with less rainy and cloudy 

weather, late harvesting made a fair progress in the north. The 

oats harvest was well under way by the third week, and some 

fodder corn was cut before the close of the month; but generally 

the season was reported as from one to three weeks later than 

usual. Buckwheat continued in good condition, and other grains 

yielded well in threshing. The apple crop was generally poor, but 

other tree fruits were exceptionally abundant. Tobacco ‘cutting 

was under way at the end of August, giving an exceptionally 

good yield. Early potatoes blighted badly, and the outlook for the 

entire crop was unfavorable. 

Norres or Osservers At THE Fottowine Stations; South 

Canisteo; the month ends very dry, water low in streams and 

wells. Lake Placid, a cold rainy month. North Hammond, 

unusually cold month. Penn Yan, rain needed badly. 

Loca Srorms, erc.: Jamestown, heavy thunder and wind storm 

on the 80th; Cedar Hill, high wind, rain and hail on the 15th. 
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On the 23d a destructive tornado occurred about 10 miles north 

of Amsterdam. A house, its outbuildings and barns were entirely 

demolished, and on an adjacent farm the barns were also swept 

away. The path traversed was narrow, but within its range no 

trees or buildings were left standing. No loss of life was reported. 

It is remarkable that in August, 1896, a similar destructive tornado 

occurred very near the scene of this storm. 

14 
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45| 23| 41] 19] 27] 27; 6| 23/13 9 120) | Seedy tbs | 22N00l ee tien nea N. 
CEA SCAU BP BS Pile 2) | ool ae 11 5:42) 1.46).....% 15-16)...... N. 
45) 21| 387 ¢ 29; 7 4) 24,9 8 15 5202) 12100. a Meer aicte Ss. 

Sale 2a| 4. Sale 48) 23)" 8) 22)10-O}f2228.8) 8.0) SG) DLO scree nif 10) |Recrciet clelncse seta 
BRleeeol os ues 40), eal Cal Le ciniliccte |e 8 1290}, SETOES ee LOM tiene S. E. 

“"4i| “y| 46] '23|°°33] 27) 18} “alia “| 8 | Fa ad ie FN, A Hi he [ce re (SIS 

44|. y| 44; 18] 30) 3] 19) 19/11 11 9 2.19] 0.86]...... Tivoli eeton S: 
88} 13) 44) 20] 36) 13) 8} 22) % 6 10 1.40} 0.45 Tl eterarste S W. 
38| 22) 48} 23] 22) 22] 111 58 9 6 1.99} 2200). 02... I-12 | eines 5S: W. 

46| 21) 36] 18) 33) 27) 6) 19/13.8 ee SIr4i9] Slab (S25 eta aarell| pLODUMlcesietes | heart 
47| 18| 37) 19) 28) 138) 9) 17119 9 8 S64) ALO8 iin ae 10 AAooe ltsiaye 
53] 21] 382) 14) 19) cc} 7 19/11 6 8 Drie OU eS everson aml Gnd |mereteye W. 
48) w| 39} 20) 33) 27; 8 20)11 7 8 | 1.18) 0.50)...... 10) eer NG Ws 

49| 21| 39] 20] 28] 7] 6] 19/12 apie ap yt abel Movies. coy w. 
46} 21) 39} 19} 30) 14) 9) 23)12 7 7 2. fe eee Bretea ot) eevee 
BON shoes 19) 27h Bell VT Ll jece|),-cam) ce Us Ate j Wi 
50| 7 386) 21) 382) 27) 14) 11)22 5 a 2. : 

50| aa| 82) 17) 24) 27) 7 19)12 0 10 1.85 
50} 21} 381] 14) 28) 27) 8} 24/13 6 11 ile 

cor Aare eS feral gal sesler ss Be oa i ae pr 

50! 21! 34| ,15! 22] 14) Z| 171 18 CU) 
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LocaTION OF STATIONS. BAROMETER. 

£ Is 
‘ 2 ee 

216 |g 
P ; E b> 1B. 
3 &| o| @ lee eg 

STATION, COUNTY. a = 5 ~ |92 Sa 
a S ESlia-s! | 

g ¢ >| ¢| 3 lseleal « 
se} , D # =) | O46) ie 
g|¢ 14 is) 2 lsiZ}| | elg 2" z 

. 2| 6 ‘oe Ie] & 5| $ e $ |S |= 
als | 4] a S| a als iS lf 

Central Lakes ......|. Miacanetse octal aR ll aie ate die | ae wta'e clio: lerecs ob ait erp RRS a meietere ae es ..| 66.9/89) 
LENNIE cioiasinie acta Cayuga....... ree 4 ae |e Rate See ore 
WVAUKING specs sucess SCHILVILE ee elec tesee elec seoeleniace és eh eel meee «| 67.0 

EEGUUB est vse sss Seneca ....... AQ) sarsts chs incin fare 'a'| soil borane elell tomas 67.8/89 
MGHAGL os ce s'esic veces Tompkins ....| 810) 29.96) 30.23) 6) 29.62/11)0. ‘61 65.8/83) 
SPBTON AN oieioe ob aie'o oe WATER LE cco eels s)|aecees | sec bic] ot [eect c olmel| ieee 67.1/88 

DSELY o cleia pra asia \vil a ainisisiota otha eis eM ele] aise 29.98) 30.27) 6) 29.62)11|/0.57 66.0 m 

* Mean of the tri-daily observations. + Mean of the Maximum and mar by the neig 22 
the tri-daily observations are derived by the formula (7 a.m +2p.m.+ 9 m. + 9p ; 
twenty-fourbours. (1) Voluntary observer. (2) U.S. Weather Bureae (1a) ‘City Reserves . ; 

(a) 10, 16; (b) 3, 4; dc) 4, 22; (d) 2, 4; (e) 3, 4, 15; (f) 4. 15; (g) 8. 15: th) 4. 5, 16: (2) 8, oe bY ig ss ‘ 
fu) 18, 21, 31; (v) a1, 26: (w) 21, 31; (x) 21, 22: (y) 23, 31: (aa) 24, $6: (ab) 21, 23; Vac) 7, 27: (ad) 21 
(PI & 6, 23; (cc) 2, 29: (ed) 21, 29; (ce) 5, 17, 23; \cf) 238, 24; (cg) 12, 17, 24; (da) 24, 28; (de) Ms 24, 2B 

Tees 
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For Aveust, 1897 — (Concluded.) 

TURE — (IN DEGREES FaHR.). SEY. PRECIPITATION — (INCHES). z 

, aj> | Rise 3 
) > lS oS ° = 

aga eg a a ee E 
2 So Fs a 5 om = ae | | 5 
o|&s ® @| 2 |a0 Gq = Y 
on ¢ a = v= Zz iS me: a } = = Q te F ae o Bis Oo Isom c=! i a uo) 

S/ Pls = iS [ao Sila as ae aes 5 2 s Ps ee) 3 w» lee] ow [ban S| S s = 
77 Fea naee iko a) © 1/99] o |jaodo a 2 5 2 

Beate ehale le el cis la lasel arbe oa ello 5 
Shetarel eae ve (sia |alaes| Sp 2) ae (se lee 
Spe bee Oa fe re |e ee tee ere ee ee. Greve Ay 

| hm 
43) 2 39} 20) 38) 21) 10) ff |10.2/15.2) 5.6 SoS) heval sOerS ee OO eee ce, otaieiassiala 
50} ab} 36) 17) 27) 29] 10) Ff | 3 |25 3 5 2.52} 0.73] 4.00] 11 Seni Ss. W 
43) 21) 46) 23) 38) 21) 11 5} 9 |16 6 | Ue oS Yd eS yd Inne eee 28-24! .00ses| N. We 

49} 21) 40} 21) 34) 29) 11) fg 21) 5 5 5 0:78), O.3L)2.2. =; 24 ances Ww. 
46) w| 37; 20) 81) cd} 11) 10) 12/15 4 13 2.74) 0.65) 13.00] 24 ictalwtate WwW 
48} 21) 40} 20) 32) 27) 12) 15 6/15 |10 (i 1.28] 0.73) 13.30} 24 ar Ss. W 

34) 21) 41) 21) 48) 23 3 918.3.11.5) 6.2 od 8.04) 2.84) 19.30] 10-11].....- W. 

Thermograph. || Report received too late to be used in computing means. The means from 
— 4. + Blank indicates that the duration is not shown in the original records, but is within 
(2a) Intake Conduit, nine miles north of city. 
30; (kK) 4, 15, 27; (m) 4, 8, 16; (n) 2, 9; (p) 3, 14; (q) 3, 14, 15; (7) 20, 22: (s) 5, 21; (6) 17, 27, 28; 
27; (ae) 14, 21: (af) 14, 24, 27; :ag) 7, 27, 29; (bb) 6, 22; (bc) 6, 8; (bd) 26, 30; (Be) 6, 7; (bf) 4, 295 
(df) 9, 28; (dg) 4, 5, 9, 10, 19, 24; (ee) 5, 24; (ef) 5, 175 (eg) 4, 175 (FH) 5, 15, 25; (fg) 15, 25. 
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TremprratuRE — Avaust, 1897, SHowine Dairy Means For THE 

STATION. 1 2 3 + 5 6 7 8 9 | TO | 12) 22 ae ae 

Western Plateau...| 66 68 72 72 67 64 66 67 67 68 65 64 62 66 
Raveli 75 | 80| 8 | 84) 80] 75] 83] 78| 81| 76] 78| 74| 7y 88 
DE OUUR SE <=> ans 50! 52/1 53] 56] 60| 43] 44] 5L} 48] 56] 54| 48.) 44] 45 

Boliva 17.) 81} 85| 835] 70] 75| 78| 76) 78 | 70| 72 ove evoueRD 
OLLV EE ©. ass Us < sano a eh i 55 - 43 | 42] 50] 46] 54] 54] 5L| 43] 45 

aa oe. 6 3 6 | 86 3| 78| 80| 78| 80| 77) TL) TL. veqeso 
Franklinville ...--- 58 | 50| 54| 55| 60] 43| 45| 53| 47| 55] 53| 49] 43] 46 
Humphrey. .-..---- 

“tad 

weer 

Arkwright ...--- 
eat 
ip iaheleeh aaa 52| 53| 60| 61 | 59| 50 
Elmira .----------- e2| 55| 57| 65| 6L| 52 
AVON ...-----++--+- 57| 58| 58] 60| 58| 49| 53| 55| 56] 60] 58| 50] 47 

; 30 | 88} 99] 89] 90] 85| 88| s8| 985] 87} 80] 80] 80 
Mount Morris.-...- 6o| 551 60| 62] 65 | 58] 54| 54| 55] 63] 60| 55] 5a 

"de 73| 82| 851 80] 72] 80| 86| 84| 8t| 84] 77| 74] 77) 85 
ESE OIA 62) 64] 62| 64) 62, 58| 57) 59) 57) 63) 58 53, 50! 56 
ae a 73| 87| 881 87| 74| 86| 87| 79| 87| 72) 76| 77| 82] 84 

cole oh leas 58| 55] 6Gt| 63| 59] 52] 55] 59] 58| GU} 57] 56] 49] 56 
eet 761 st} 86| 87| 73| 78| 79| 78| 81| 76) 74| 77) 77) 83 

BE I 54] 55 | 571.67 | 57 | 48] 48] 52 |. 55.) 57 96a be) ones 
Tene 76| 30| 88| 86| 74| 77| 79| 76| 81| 74| 72] 74] 75) 82 
outh Canisteo----| 43] 47] 53] 55] 52] 43] 54] 51] 50] 54] 50] 48] 42] 46 
weed 73} 79| 84| 83| 69| 75 | 80| 77| 80| 75] Z| 70] WL| 79 

POET Dice ICCCE SE 51] 511-59] 58] 53] 47| 49] 58] 51| 57] 56] 52) 47) 54 

Eastern Plateau... 68| 68 | 71| 74] 66 | 65| 66] 67/"69| 67) @8) 65 63 | 66 
te 77| 84! 87| 98] 75| 79) 8t| 80| 80| 78) 76| 77| 75) 85, 
inghamton (1).---| 53] 55| 56] 68| 61] 52] 50] 55| 60| 60| 6: | 54} 50} 50 
eae 741 81| 85| 86| 741 77| 83| 78| 82] 76] 76| 76| 76| 88 
inghamton (2)---.| g9 | 57| 551 68 | 60| 54| 50] 56| 62| 62] 62] 57| 52] 52 

Gara go | 82} 88] 92] 771 82| 83 | 81| 84| 78] 83] 82] 76] 84 
SIO ECTS 54 |. 65 | 53 | -63 | 55 | 481 46{ 51 | 55 | 57) 57/1) sUnao ee 
Fae 76| 80| 831 811 741 79| 81| 73] 80] 73] 76| 76| 82) 88 

OTULAMG *\0 =a 2:9 25 60| 54| 56] 65) 60| 49] 48] 54] 60| 56] 54] 49) 47) 47 
d 77| 82|.79| 87| 74] 79| 85| 81| 77| 78| 76] 72) 731 82 

South Kortright---| 55 | 47 | 49] 50| 38| 46| 45| 50| 54] 50] 55 | 50] 48] 45 

: 73| 7¢| 851 83| 74| 77| 78| 78| 79| 74] 74| 74| 72) 80 
Bouckville.......-- 53! 541 57! 62! 571 53! 50! 56! 59! 60] 58| 521 50] 50 
aridales B51 86! 8, 86] 76, 80| 81| SL, 78, 69] 79, 74, 73) 84 

LE OREIAD WIR ==) 6.| 59| 6t| 63] 61] 55] 57] 60] 60] 61| 63} 60} 55) SL 
Th aan 73| 80| 93| 821 72| 78| 82| 80| 77| 75| 78| 76| 76| 82% 

ARO L NAS aan 60 | 53] 60] 63] 62] 56| 54] 56] 62] 60] 64] 60 - 58 
72) 76| 82] 82| 70] 74| 77| 78| 76| 74] 73] 65 | 69) 78 

Cooperstown....--- 6o | 61| 57] 6 | 58] 5t| 52| 56] 60| 58] 60] 57 53 56 
: 731 71 821 31 72| 77| 7| 77| 76) 72) 741 7) 70} 80 

Garrattsville....--- 59| 57| 53 | 66| 53| 58| 50] 53| 58] 59] 58| 56] 50] 52 

f 74| 80| 93| 85| 73] 771 81; 79| 79| 74) 74] 71] 72) 80 
New Lisbon -...-.- 58 | 541 53] 62| 55 | 45| 45 | 50| 56| 54| 58| 52| 49| 45 
pd cori: s2| 95| 88| 90| 79| 83| 83|-82| 84| 77| 79| 72] 79) 85 
a ta ee 59} 57| 55| 66| 57| 50] 49] 53] 56] 55| 59] 54) 50) SL 
ae 75 | 8.| 87| 83| 73] 78] 82| @0| 84| 76| 73| 76] 77] 84 
erry City -....-.. 58 | 50| 54] 6v| 571. 46! 47| 52| 56] 59] 59] 52 a7 4s 

; 79| 83] 89] 89] 76] 79] 86| 8v| 83| 74] 8L} 80 5 
Straits Corners .---) 59 | 69 | 61 | 6t| 59| 55|-54| 52| 57] 58] 57| 53} 50] 5d 
Wakarl 77| 84| 98} 89| so} 85| 85] 20] 83] 84| 76] 78| 80] 80 
CREA ao 56 1°57 | 65 | 56| 6£| 50] 48] 55.|’ 57) 57 | 52) (SOR osiaT 

» | * 

73 | 82] 87] 83 |....- a7 | 93 | 81| 82| 76| 77] 75| 75) 83 
Dryden ..--.-----. 59 | 5i| 59] 63 |:2.-.) 47) 49] 55| Go} 62| 56| 50 47 48 

f 72| 78| 79| 80| 71| 74| 76| 76| 74] 71| 76| 76) 7 
Mohonk Lake ..... 61! 63! 65 | 66! 57| 58! 62) 66! 641 61] 63| 6L| 57| 68 
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Regions, and Datty Maxma anp Minima For THE STATIONS. 

Monthly 
mean 

15|}16/17 10] 0 20 | 21 | 22 | 23) 24] 25 | 26) 27] 28) 29 | 30} 31 

PY 

i 

70 | 67 | 62) 62 62} 57| 59] 63.) 62] 65 | 64} 59; 63] 62] 66) 64] 59 
78 | 73 | 68 71 fd) Gd) 14) 75.) 66) 740) 70) 69s) 80 P73.) 81 74 | 72 
60 |58}52} 50} 51] 44] 388] 47] 53] S56] 57] 43'} 41) 44] 46) 55] 41 
75 | 71 | 67 A | AT So bP fel TE! To CU TS TOT TON ARS 58) 80 20) etd 61.2 
57156 | 53 | 48/] 46] 40; 36] 46] 53] 55] 53] 41] 40) 45] 44] 50] 39 5 
aeeapGe |) COU ga t= Gl: t4 TO jy 74 | 70; 71 tO toe te OL 74 | 73 | go ¢ 
60 | 58 | 57] 51 50 | 42 | 388) 45] 55] 59] 58) 42] 42) 45) 46] 54) 42 Sir 

ao n me ' . ao o 

ee ee wate seer ower see “eee omer “<0 wee wee ose “eee owner ame -eee 63.2 

ee ee ee . w-- ~] cme] eeee| eae ews] ewmae| sence} enne|] cuwe] come) wanes] seen 

77.|79|67| 71| 71| 65| 73| 72| 73| 74| 68| 71| 79| 73| 80| 72| 72 
62 158/551 52] 56| 47] 43] 50] 55] 57] 57] 45] 53] 54] 52] 54] 46 
8. | 82|}75| 76| 78] 71] 7 e0| 78] 75) 78] 79| 75] 79| 78) 79] 73| gr ¢ 
67 | 61155] 54] 54] 56] 431 57] 55] 57] 59] 48] 51] 591 66]. 54] 47 : 
82|73|74| 77] 68| 76] 738 | 77] 68] 75| 72] 73) 85] 72| 85) 77] 75] 65 9 
63 |59| 58] 52| 55] 42] 50| 42] 50] 52] 53] 46] 467; 51| 52] 56] 53 | °° 
82| 80] 81] 80} 75] 70 | #0) 80] 76] 8L} 70) 75| 75 | 84] 80] 80} 80] gg 
62/62/60] 55] 55| 45] 55] 55| 60] 50] 45] 45] 55] 52] 45] 50] 40 : 

82 | 74 | 71 75) 6 | 69) 721 76) 69) 77 | 69) 70} 80) 72| 82) 68). 74 
64 | 56'49| 48] 56| 49! 47) 541 521 451 57 50! 53] 531 56! 501! 50 
84/78) 75 | 76) %6 74) 83 | #3 | 73] 80) 78) 79] 81 79 | 84] 79) 81 
65 | 59 |} 52] 51 53} 49| 46) 55] 49] 57] 65} 48] 51 56] 52] 54] 48 
79 | 78 | 71 74 | 76 CO ile 8 MGial eon SeLOn he nto \e onon le cok ot) ake 64.6 
60 | 60} 52] 49} 47) 49] 41 SL 53] 59] 66 47 | 46] 50] 48) 57] 43 ? 
TOM Tt 69)" T2)\ 07 ST TON) WS Ss 74.1" 72 81 74) 82) 72) 73 62.4 
569/58 |} 49) 45 | 47) 45 34; 48 50 | 51 551 42) 41 44); 43) 49] 3s va 
76 | 72 | 67 | 71 710 eo ee 7 | 69) 72 68 | 68 | 78 | 69} 78] TL 70 62.6 
63 | 58 | 51 51 | 54] 46] 41 / 49] 53] 50] 54) 44] 49) 50) 53] 53) 44 ms 

72|71|62| 60| 63] 61] 59! 67| 61 63 | 65] 60} 62] 64] 64] 63] 59 | 65.0 
SER B2 0} To} 7819 GE YS 78) 19 76 A Ns TS 70 80) Ta 82) Teh heats 
601.62.) 52| 45]. 49'| 54 | 43 | 54) 56158 1°57 |. 491 e461 551 a7} 85 | 4g | 00-8 
ag | a2} 69| 74] 77| 69; 77 | 80| 65] 70] 76] 70] 79] 75| 82] TI] 73] gag 
66:| 61561 50 |: 52 | 51 | 42} 551 >56'| 59| 58 ft 48) 451 56 |) 48| 54] 47 | 58- 
gi|3s| 73] 75) 80] 72| 77| a1) 7] 7] 74| 73] go] 75] 81] 7] 75 | gy g 
Peles bs teas! aa ott sein aol gg) GB4Y SL 47) any) 46 |* 48 1 57a] ean 
gi | 79, 69| 72| 7 | 69] 69] 77] 69| 71] 74| 71) 78] 75] 80] 79] 73} go 
M659 155 |) 44 50-1" 49 | 41 | 55 (8 53° SON 6h C45 [eo 4a.) Sad) ABO BTR da 
84] 81 | 70 | 72] 76] 69) 74] 87} 69] 73] 75 | 73 | 76] 73 | 80) 70] 70 | go 4 
55162151! 40] 42| 51] 39| 56] 45| 551 50] 44| 40] 50| 45] 56] 39| ©- 

62|6v|54| 48| 52] 57| 46] 54] 49| 58] 54] 48] 49] 53] 48 B3 | 43 | 63-8 
Bl} 80/69) 70) 75] 77) i] 79| 79) 0) 16) m4] TT) 79) M7) 75) Th) G7 
65/59/59] 55] 50| ev | 58| 64| 58| 58|/ 60| 58] 50] 50] 51| 52] 50 | 97- 
a5 | 81] 73| 75) 76| 73| 77| 78| ex| 71] 76] 74| 76| 76] 77| 75| 73 | gr, 
65 | 64/58 | 52} 56] 58) 46| Gv} 55] 59| 60| 57| 49| 62] 52| 58| 51 | 87 
g2| 78 | 65| 69] 76] 63| 71] 76| 65 | 64] 71] 67| 74]. 70| 76] 68] 63 | gg 
63 | 62| 58] 48] 50] 51] 44| 56] 55| 4¢| 55| 52] 45/%56] 50] 46] 50 | 
83 | 73| 67| 69) 73| €4| 72| 75) 69| 65| 70| 67) 74) 75|.76| 68| 70| 95 
60| 61 | 51] 45] 50] 52] 40] 54] 51] 54] 50| 45] 44] 53] 48| 49] 44 | %- 

si| 78 |68| 70| 75| 65] 74| 77| 68| 67| 72] 69] 76| 74] 79] 70| 72] go 
55|58|5t| 39; 42] 47| 39; 49| 46| 57| 49| 44| 40] 48] 46| 51] 39 | 82- 
a7 | 86| 72) 74| 79) 71| 79] 81] 70] 74| 78| 76| 80] 76| 84] 75] 76] ge g 
57| 61 | 54| 44| 46] 50| 40| 55| 49| 56] 55| 48| 44] 52] 48] 52] 43 | 96- 

Bote! 62 leat ao Le.Ga Ni ag We fees Weleee ee oh oe as ag 18-45. (Bt ade 

62|60153| 46| 48| 55| 43| 54| 57| 60| 55| 43| 44] 583| 47| 60] 54 

STS OO We Tae OG MT oon |e We tOste 4 TegOvlec ro | Sbv Shits kuna 64.8 
64 | 60} 51) 46) 55) 47) 42) 54) 53) 57) SL] 44) 49] 56) 56) 49] 42 ? 
A We 6S] FON 74 OO F245 76 bP ES Os TS Th 8) Tt Te Te a 67.2 
66 '64'!69' 58! 621 58) 59] 641 52) 58| 60| 581 59! G4! 61] 62) 56 ; 
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TEMPERATURE — Avcust, 1897, Suowina Dairy Mans ror 

STATIONS 

STATION. 2/2 ]3 }-a4 | 8-1 @|]-3 | 8 | 9 | 10)] Deere 

Northern Plaiase | 66 | 66] 68| 68| 62] 62] 64] 66| 65| 64] 65| 61] 59| 65 
Lake Pusd | 71| 74| 78] 69| 68| 72! 76] 76| 74] 74| 70| 65) 68) 72 
s8K@ E1A0IG-. --.~=- | 61! 57] 56] 59| 59] 48| 50] 55] 52| 52] 52) 52] 51] 59 
CMs 74| 80] 82| 75] 75| 77] 82] 82] 81| 77] 75] 701 70| 82 
Saranac Lake ...--- | 59 | 55] 60] 48] 45] 48] 52] 50] 49] 57] 55] 50] 53] 659 
elisverieatin | 79| 79| 84] 85] 75] 80] 80| 80| 78| 73] 78| 74| 72) 82 

SL OYORB WIS Serene 60} 55] 56] 61] 56] 49] 50] 55] 58] 54] 63] 56] 48] 55 
j : L764\ 77). Saul eke lee 79 | 8h| 79] 78\ 72] 74] | 71] 70 

Little Falls (2a)----| 56] 54] 59| 58| 49| 48] 53| 58| 51! 60| 56| 50] 54] 50 
Novéh Lak | 72] 73 | 79] 80] go] 71] 751 79] 77| 77| 70] 70] 68) 61 
NOI le Baa 59 | 55] 55] 63] 56] 47] 50| 55] 53] 55| 60] 50] 46] 50 
Tene 75 | 80} 83| 79| 74| 79] 81] 81| 83] 70| 72] 721 70| SL 
SOV OG pewacra = GO| 6L! 51! 59] 54] 46] 47] 51] 49] 50] 58] 53] 47] 60 
A 69| 77] 80| 78! 73! 75! 75| 781 741 75| 67| 69+ 67| 72 
Number Four....-- 50| 52| 52] 53| 53] 44| 47] 47] 52-! 49] 56] 50| 44] 52 

Atlantic Coast ..--- | 7) -73'| 73) 74) 67]. 70) 71) 70] e9 | wa) 78, 7 1 egal 
Bucky | s2| 85] 81] 85) 72] 81] 83] 82] 72] 79] 88| 81] 80] 85 

{WEEN EE 00 SCE | 66 | 66| 67] 61! 67] 6l| 62] 63] 67| 66| 66] 65] 62] 64 
% as 78 | 82] 80| 84] 70] 79} 80| 77] 73] 73) 80-| 79| 75| 79 
New York City----' ¢¢ | 66| 70| 68| 63] 61| 66 | 67| 66| 67! 671 65| 62] 64 
Waliuia Point 79; 85] 84| 81] 71] 79] 84] 82] 77] 78] S80] 83] 80] 88 
SUE a 63 | 64] 67] 67] 57] 60] 60] 63] 63] 64] 65] 61] 60] 64 

84} 8 | 80| 79| 75] 87] 85) 83] 80] 81] 79] 81] 78| 80 
Brentwood...-.---- 59| 62| 55| 55| 55| 54| 53] 52| 53] 57| 64] 53] 53] 57 
Siniot 78 | 78| 83| 81| 74] 79 | 79| 751 78| 79| 781 79| 76| 81 
EU COSA 65 | 64] 64] 68| 60] 581 60] 59] 61] 63] 66] 67] 62] 60 

Bedford 77 | 82 | 82)|) 82-|- 74 1°79) SL | 781; 77 | 77 |) 982 |) TSile one 
CULOD ao >See 59 | 60] 60] 66] 60] 56] 55] 56] 60; 59| 65] 61] 53] 55 

ae 80 | 84] 86| 86] 72| 80] 85] 84] 80] 80| 83] 84 2] 86 
DUE OBO. aac == 58| 58} 59! 66] 61] 58] 62] 55|- 64] 68] 65] 58} 55] 54 

7 

HudsonValley .....; 71] 72| 74] 76); 68] 70| 70| 70] 68| 69] 72] 69] 67] 70 
HE tee 80 | 83] 88| s9 | 78 | 84] 85| 85| 811 77] 80| 77] 79] 84 

EEN iSO O00 = 66| 63| 64| 65! 62| 58] 58] 64] 65] 63| 65| 61] 60] 61 
‘ 76 | 78] 84| 84] 72| 76] 78| 81] 78| 80] 80] 78] 72| 79 

Honeymead Brook.) 53/ 69 | 58| 59/ 59| 58| 58] 57| 59| 58| 61| 60| 57! 58 
ene he fc 77| 82] 86| 87] 75 | so| 81{ 82] 79| 78) 82] 80) WJ) ss 
AT) Ue 58 | 58| 57] 65] 60| 61! 53] 56] 59] 59] 63) 538] BL} 58 

Wappinger’s Fate (rE I ee 
Catskill Ti | BL | 851) 88h he Pael) BOs S00 |) eS 2eeet gal TORT 78 | 76| 82 
LAE SBC GOED Ot 67 | 67 {| 63] 68! 61] 62] 57| 61] 62) 60] 64 o e e 
eee 86 | 80| 8 3] 80] 85] 84] 80] 61] 80] 79 0 

West Point .....-.- 78| 68| 67| 73| 60| 57| 56| 66] 58] 62| 69| 65| 66| 65 
Gara 76| 80] 8 | 86] 72] 79| 84] 82] SL] 77) 83] 80 | 75] 88 
ULE Seon SEO 58 £4 21} 64] 59] 57] 60! 59] 58] 55] 60] 58] 53)-°60 

Mohawk Valley ....| 69 | 69, 74) 75] 66] 67 = 71 | 71| 68| 67) 65 ss a1 
‘ 76 | 78] 86| 8&6 | 82] 78) 78| 81] 80| 79] 72] 74 

Little Falls (1a)----) 59 | 69 | 69 | 58! 56) 52| 52| 61.1 57| 60| 53] 57| 53] 64 
ete 79 | 81.) 88 |. 87 | 81 |. 81 | 85 !° 82] 831 751 79) 74 1) Toned 

Canajoharie........ 65| 64| 63] 69] 64| 60) 59| 64) 65| 64| €6| 62| 59 of 
z : 76| 77] 82] 84| 75| 78| 80] 78]'79| 7| 73| 71| W71 
St. Johnsville...... 63| 60 | 58| 67| 59| 53] 53| 57| 61| 56| 62| 58] 54] 54 
Sains 77} 78] 82] 86) 60! 80] 88] 84| 85 | 75! 78] 75 |. 9B) Bd 

BOI = 57| 55] 63] 59] 52] 56] 56] 58] 57] 6¢| 54] 50] 56] 61 

Ohamplain Valley .| 68 | 69| 69| 71 | 67] 68 68 70 70 68 a oy és 3 
: 74| 75] 80| 82! 72] 77] 80] 82] 80] 80 

Plattsburgh Bar'ks} 65/1 629| 60| 60| 54| 57| 56] 58| 57| 57| 60| 61] 55 95 
: 76| 80| 85/ 81| 76| 80] 80| 83] 81] 80| 76| 77| 74] 81 

Ticonderoga -...... 61] 59] 6o| 67] 61] 62] 54] 61] GO| 58] 62] 60 54 % 
81 | 81] 69| 80} 76] 83] 81} 84] 80] 80| 81] 75 

Glens Falls ........ 60} 56} s7| 60| 59/ 50] 60| 54} 60] 56 | G3) go) 48| 5p 
FA | 791-82 [0 97 | 76 80) |) SL. [5 SOM. BOua TT (ey Tonmcre 

Lake George ...... 61! 58| 59| 64! 59! 53| 52! 601 60! 67! 601 561. 49| 57 

tte. Ya 
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THE Recions, AND Damy Maxima anp MINIMA FOR THE 

—( Continued). 

EE 
15| 16|/17|] 18 | 19 | 20 | 21 | 22 | 23 | 24 | 25 | 26 | 27 | 28 | 29 | 30 | 31 Bg 

| i) 

| = 

69 | 68 | 60 57 59 55 56 59 58 59 61 57 59 61 62 61 56 | 61.9 
71 | 74 | 64 64 69 60 69 70 62 6u 67 Gao eae 67 78 65 63 61.0 
59 | 60 | 52 50 50 40 46 5@ 43 50 52 52 | See 45 50 52 46 % 
83 77| 60) 70| 70| 65/ 73] 73| 67| 61; 70| 69| 76| 70] 81| 70| 69] 44 
59 | 54 | 49 50 50 45 46 38 45 5L 50 43 55 50 54 41 41 ar 
87 | 82 | 67 70 77 67 75 78 69 61 72 70 78 73 79 73 71 64.2 
60 | 59 | 51 48 45 44 40 50 50 56 57 49 42 56 48 53 47 5 
80 | 85 | 79 60 71 74 64 72 74 69 63 70 68 75 70 7 61 62.4 
56 | 58 | 56 45 46 49 38 41 54 53 58 43 40 50 47 55 41 = 
77 | 80 | 72 59 DS eteistas 61 68 72 65 61 65 66 74 68 75 75 61.2 
58 | 58 | 54 43 DON eect 40 48 49 54 56 46 44 47 48 50 50 : 
80| 76/65 | 70! 71| 63) 72] 76|-68| 69) 70| 70| 73] 69| 79| 71) 69| 4. 
62 | 62/55| 51] 49) 46) 49] 44| 45| 54] 51] 49| 44] 57| 44] 55 | 43 | 82- 
7 | 73 | 62| 65'| 66| 68) 69] 71 | 65| 65] 67| 65 | 72) 66| 75| 69] 65], , 
60 | 60 | 52 49 52 48 43 43 48 53 52 44 42 52 45 43 40 . 

76|75|68| 67| 63| 68| 66! 73) 67| 67| 69| 69| 68] 72| 68| 72] 67 | 70.0 
85 | 86 | 80 79 78 78 79 82 70 74 73 78 79 83 80 81 78 71.9 
71 | 67 | 64 62 63 66 59 69 63 64 62 64 60 66 6L 64 56 e 
82 | 83) 73| 77| 77) 75|-751 76] 69) 72) 78| 76) 75| se| 78| 81! 75). 4 
73 | 68 | 64 63 66 65 62 62 62 62 62 65 64 67 60 66 63 
83 | 84 | 76 77 78 77 79 80 80 74 80 80 79 82 78 85 78 70.7 
67| 63 |58| 62| 64| 55/ 63| 58] 63| 6o| 64| 55 | 59/ 60| 61| 60] 57 |.7- 
$1) 811.76 | 7s'| 78|.76| 77| 92| 70| 76| 78|-78| 82| 81) 82 |-2... 82 | 56 4 
69 | 65 | 55 50 55 50 45 65 60 61 57 56 66 55 Dae |p ene 53 a 
$2 | 82 | 75 75 75 74 76 78 70 vat 78 75 76 79 75 80 73 70 
71 | 66 | 62 58 63 64 53 65 65 63 60 63°| 54 67 62 64 61 -0 
g3|8i| 7) 71 | 75] 73| 75] 7 | 69| 68| 77| 75 | 75] 80| 77| 80) 74] 6. 
67 | 65 | 60 3 54 57 46 66 55 60 56 60 48 61 53 60 51 ss 
gg |86|78| 77| 79) 78| 79] 82) 80| 73| 81| 78| go] 82] s2| st] 80/5, 
62|67| 58; 55| 58| 60| 48| 68] 59| 62| 59] 60] 50| 61.) 53| 56] 57 | 7- 

7 72 | 67 4 67 65 62 72 62 64 66 66 66 70 68 69 63 | 68-6 
83 | 82 | 74 75 80 72 78 82 7 68 76 76 78 79 80 76 76 70.0 
66 | 66 | 58 54 61 56 51 55 50 60 62 57 53 62 56 59 54 7 
85 | 80 | 71 73 Ut 72 74 82 69 67 76 72 74 7 74 76 70 66.4 
67 | 65 | 58 bl | “5D 53 46 65 50 58 57 54 48 60 53 53 49 - 
85 | 84 | 75 75 78 75 78 81 70 70 79 75 78 80 79 79 75 67.3 
64 | 52 | 66 49 53 53 43 63 50 53 58 53 54 57 59 59 48 : 

a2 | 81/74 | 74) 73| 73| 75 | 79| 70| 68| 76] 74| 76] 80| 78| 72] 76 | go. 
67 | 66 | 62 53 62 58 50 66 53 63 61 58 52 62 55 62 52 F 
85 | 84 | 82 76 79 79 76 77 81 72 69 79 80 80 82 85 81 71.2 
70 | 65 | 64 56 56 63 50 68 56 60 57 68 65 64 66 67 55 : 
86 | 84 | 72 75 78 74 78 81 68 70 79 V7 86 81 82 80 74 67.9 
66 | 61 | 55 52 57 52 47 62 54 55 59 56 48 53 55 60 51 7 

75 | 70 | 60 63 63 58 63 64 62 61 62 60 63 62 66 63 60 | 65.9 
&6 | 81 | 66 72 71 65 75 75 66 62 69 (ae V7 70 80 69 70 65.4 
64 | 56 | 56 54 54 45 58 54 58 57 50 50 56 51 52 49 52 + 
88 | 83 | 72 74 72 67 77 72 70 68 75 72 79 73 81 72 712 68.8 
66 | 66 | 62 55 54 60 55 57 58 63 60 50 51 61 55 59 49 p 
85 | 80 | 68 76 74 65 74 75 67 63 69) 69 76 74 77 75 70 64.8 
61 | 64 | 63 49 50 | 48 42 54 55 58 58 48 45 56 50 58 47 a 
88 | 75 | 65 75 76 70 74 75 67 67 75 76 70 712 75 73 70 64.6 
60 | 55 | 48 56 52 44 51 50 56 51 41 46 53 47 56 45 50 % 

71| 72/65 | 61] 63| 62| 6o| 66] 58| 58| 63| 62] 61] 66] 65) 68] 62'| 65.7 
74 | 82 | 78 67 73 73 68 77 77 64 62 74 71 73 76 78 73 65.2 
62 | 60 | 58 52 50 55 52 53 44 46 52 54 49 52 56 60 55 5 
86|82{70| 73| 77| 71] 74| 80| 66| ot| 75] 72| 75| 77| 78| 72] 7A ogg 
60 | 66 | 62 52 52 57 48 b4 45 55 56 51 48 59 54 63 50 r 
$5|80| 7c | 68} 70| 70| 74| 78| 72| 61] 72) 73| 75] 78| 76| 78] 76 | gg 
60 | 62}53| 50] 49) 49| 42] 55] 43| 56| 58} 48 | 47] 56] 53) 57| 45 | %- 
$2| 81/71 | 71 |.76| 71 | 73| 79] 68| 61} 72] 73| 74] 76 | 75] 76| 74 | xg 
€0!62|54! 52! 53! 50! 451 531 49! 57° 551 50! 48! 56! 54! 57! 4g ! &- 
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TrempERATURE—Aveust, 1897, Saowine Datry Mpans ror 

STATIONS 

STATION. 1|/ 2/83 | 4] 8) 6) ¥] 8 | 'o.] 10) 12) tee 

Tees 
St. Lawrence Val..| 68| 69} 71 | 71| 68| 67| 68] 69 | 70| 67 | 66 | 63 | 61] 68 

Seva 73| 78| 83] 87] 80] 78| 84| 831 85| 84| 77| 75) 78| 7B 
Madison Barracks-| ¢) | 53 | 56| 60| 53| 41| 47| 58| 46] 46! 48| 48] 43] 48 
eaten s0| 85| 87] 74| 78], 83| 86 |..... 83| 75 | 76] 70| 72°) 8L 

seceeescees: 60 | 55| 58| 61| 54] 51| 55| 65| 61) 55] 60] 52| 47| BT 
sv | 80] 88| 82] 82] 80| 78| 80]. 821 78] 74] 72: 70| 80 

North Hammond ..} ¢ | 60 | 58] 66 | 56| 56| 58| 58] 58| 60] 58| 58| 50] 58 
75 | 821 81! 80| 80| 80| 80! 79] 921 74] 73) 7L| 74| 80 

Ogdensburg --.-.-- 60 | 59| 6: |. 65 | 57] 60| 59] 61| 60] 62] 62 | 56) 38) 61 
75| 79| 82] 76| 73| 78| 82| 80] 811 80] 74| 74} 85| 86 

har STIS Baia 59| 57| 59] 63| 62] 61| 53] 50| o9| 58] 55| 54] 55| 58 
Great Lakes .....-- 67 | 68| -73| 72| 68| 68| 70} 72| 70) 70| 68 66 | 6t | 72 

73 | s0| s¢| 80| 75| 78| 79] 79| 79] 75| 76| 741 56) 84 
Westfield --...---- 55 | 58] 64,| 60] 63] 53| 56] 62| 59| 58| 65| 57} 48] 58 
wre 76| 82] 85\| 83| 74| 77| 81} 80| 80| 76| 75 72 | 72 | 84 
AY OC Ie 62 | 63] 66] 67| 64] 62] 62] 68] 6L}| 61] 64] 57 56 | 66 
; 74 | 82| 87| 77| 73| 78| 81| 83] 92| 79| 74| 741 75) 88 

Pittsford ...-.-.--- 59 | 55| 60| 64] 59] 53] 55| 57] 59] 61] 58 05 | 51 | 65 
76| 80| 88| 76| 74| 811 85] 85| 82| 80] 75| 73] 76) 84 

Rochester -.--..--. 61 | 58| 64] 65] 63| 55| 57| 62 | 61] 62) 60 | 51 | 59 
7! 77| 78| 75| 74| 80| 78| 821 781 81| 75| 741 781 85 

Appleton .-------- 63 | 56] 60] 62] 61 | 56| 56} 59] 57 4 58] 551 49] 55 
a 73| 74| 80] g0| 76| 85| 881 85] 811 €0| 76| 74| 77) 85 

Fort Niagara -..... co| 6o| 63 | 66] 66 | 58) 61| 6 | 6:| 60| 61] 57) 51} 60 

Bh 73| 84| 80| 83| 77| 82] 85| 83| 85| 79] 75] 78] 78] 86 
Baldwinsville....-- 6.| 57| 62| 66| 61| 57| 57| 6 | 59| #4] 6 | 58| 53] 59 

; 73| 78) 82| 76| 73| 79] 79| 80| 80| 79| 76] 73) 75) 82 
Ridgeway ----.---- 59| 59| 63 | 641 63| 57] 59| 61] 60| @62| Go| 58| 52] 60 
aor 69 | 73| s2| 74| 721 75] 78| 80| 78| va| 71) 72| 73| 78 
Sh ACTS URGE OGRO EOE 6. | 58] 62] 65 | 63| 62] 58] 62] GO| 64] 6L| 61] 60} 60 

Palermo < seen - 5 | 
ian 75 | 80 | 87 | 78| 73| 79°} 82} 82| 81| 78| 74] 75 | 744 88 
BME SOF SO SaSn 62 | 58] 62| 67] 61] 58] 57] 60] 60] 66] 60] 60] 54] 57 

higioe 76| 76| 83| #2| 72| 75] 80| 77|78| 73] 75) 7). 74) o& 
WAS LSU PCRS Rood 59 | 60| 67] 67| 63| 58| 60; 65 | 62) 64] 63| 63 | 537 62 

Central Lakes...--. 63 | 68| 74| 741 68| 66| 70| 70| 72| 70] 87| 67] 63) 7 
Weak 72| 78; s6| 8t| 72| 76] 81|-81| 83| 77] 72) 74 | 75) 84 
DEES SOTO ID 62 4 61 | 67] 62| 56] 58] 64] 62] 66] GL] 58 ea Pe 

é 74| 81| 89| 84; 74 | 79) 82] 80| 84] 77) 771 79) 79] 86 
Watkins...-.-.-.-- 6. | 54| 59| 64 | 63] 51] 52] 59| 60| 63] 57] 58| 49] 55 

Romulus --.------- 6o| 58] 61| 65] 60! 541 67| 60| 6 | 63| 60} 58] 51] 59 
a3 7 | s0| 83| 82| 72] 73| 80] 78{/ 80| 74| 73] 76| 76) 88 

EI OOO IG IESE 62 | 55 | 59] Gt] 59] 51] 5St}| 58] 61] 63 cs Ss Cs el 
75| 82] 83| 86| 75| 80] 83] 80| 83] 75| 75 

Penn Yan.....-.-. 58 | 57] 61 | 64; 62| 561 57| 6t| 63| 62| 60} 59| 50] 60 

Sion este 68 | 69 | 72 a 68 | 67 | 68 so | eo | 68 | 6s | os) 64} 69 

t Max. and Min. by the Draper Thermograph. || Received too lute to be used in computing 
conduit, nine miles north of city. 
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THE Rearons AND Datmry Maxma anp Minima FOR THE 

—( Concluded). 

3 
aa 

15/16|17) 18} 19 | 20 | 21) 22 | 23) 24) 25] 26| 27) 28 | 29} 30) 381] 83 
s A 

| =| 

71 70 | 66) 62] 6l 58 58 58 56 58 | 64 62 65 62 65 64 61 | 64.9 
86 | 81/7 72 7 | 68] 69 74 | 83 72 76 71 78 82 74 85 72 63.5 
50 53 | 57 41 43 40 39 42 35 | 45 51 49 49 | 56 53 53 56 y 
82 80 | 79 75 69 69 | 72 Tu 65 68 76 75 80 75 83 74 72 64.8 
63 65 | 53 50 53 45 | 48 51 4l 49 50 49 47 52 Hi 53 41 3 
84 80 | 70 68 66 68 62 | 66 70 74 72 76 74 74 76 70 | 70 65.8 
64 64 | 58 56 56 50 50 50 | 44 | 48 60 62 62 60 54 54] 44 5 
79 8 | 80 8l 65 68 73 62 69 74 73 71 73 75 80 75 73 65.8 
66 60 | 56 52 56 | 47 49 54 44) 47 53 52 52 | 55 55 55 54 Br 
80 76 | 8v 78 7a | %7 7 70 | 67 69 72 69 a (fh al BIO ete? 75 7 64.7 
55 64 | 54 51 49 | 30 47 38 | 40 39 52 51 50 52 49 dL 48 ; 

72 68 | 63 | 63 62 59 61 65 60 63 65 61 67 64 70 5 62 | 66.6 
80 | 72 | 67 69 70 68 712 73 70 72 68 68 76 73 82 735 | 76 65 8 
65 60 | 58 | 47 60 | 50 50 53 56 55 55 | 48 58 54 57 55 55 
78 | 70 | 67 70 65 6) 70 7 Tv 72 68 69 74 70 80 67 70 67.0 
62 59 | 56 60 58 54 53 58 56 54 59 55 60 60 61 56] 59 2 
80 75 | 70 74 65 57 74 76 65 72 72, TA 83 7L 83 75 74 65.7 
67 | 60'55} 52) 54] 49] 481-55] 50) 55 | 63} 50) 50\} 55/53) 56) 48 © 
79 74 | 70 73 63 68 74 78 65 72 72 70 80 72 | 84 72 73 67.0 
67 59 | 56] 54 ov | 5] 49 58 56 57 58 50 53 55 57 56 51 . 
82 75 | 69 73 66 67 71 73 63 69 70 70 79 71 82 74 7 65.1 
67 60 | 56 48 55 54) 46 50 54 47 60 48 52 57 56) 57 48 ae 
80 | 81} 71 75 70 70 74 i) 67 75 72 74 2 al 83 80 73 68.0 
69 | 62/61) 54] 55] 57) 51] 56] 54] 50] 60} 50; 58] 55] 63} 58] 53 ; 

80 | 81} 70} 7 TEGO TT |) Sth TO 7G" bean | oto) |e S2e Cer he Son mon nes 67 6 
65 60 | 58 54 58 53 5L 56 51 59 58 53 59 56} 52 56 52 
78 74 | 69 73 64 67 72 76 | 6t 72 7L 71 79 73 81 75 | 73 66.1 
68 62 | 50 53 57 5 51 55 | 55 50 6L 50 55 56 59 | 5k] 51 E 
78 73, 67 74 65 64 |) 69 71 66 67 69 67 81 67 8L 7k 68 66.0 
68 | 64) 58} 52) 55] 52} 50] 56] 54 59 | 60] 54] 53) 56) 54] 57] 52 : 

79 79 | 69 74 72 66 75 76 | 68 72 74 70 81 72 &2 73 73 67.0 
67 | 62 | 58 55 58 | 53 48 56 | 53 59 57 54 52 55 55 58 | 54 : 
77 70 | 67 72 68 66} TI 73 67 73 68 | “69 75 74 82 67 TL 67.0 
60") GL 60) } 5%) 60) SL) 50°} 57°) 58") 59%). 60) 15° 53%|) 60) |) 59) 62)" 56) 53 : 

74 70 | 62 64 66 | 60 62 67 60 66 67 61 67 65 68 66 | 62 | 66.9 
80 78 | 68 73 74 65 73 74 67 72 | 70 70} 80 72 | 82 74 74 67.0 
70 53 | 56 55 58 53 50 5& 50 6! 60 53 55 53 55 60 | 52 i 
85 | 82 | 72 76 79 71 8L 79 | 68 75 73 72 84 ae 85 73 73 67.0 
64 60 | 52 52 54 53 43 55 52 59 61 48 49 55 51 59 | 46 ; 
78 80 | 71h 75 78 it 77 &L 70 72 70 72 82 77 88 16) 7 67.8 
67 | 61 | 55 54 50 52 49 56 50 57 59 | 57 53 55 ot 54 51 i 
83 | 79 | 68 72 75 66 | 77 76 65 72 75 70 80 74 8L 70 72 65.8 
67 63 | 5t 51 55 521 46 58 53 a) 60; 491 52 54 50 58 46 i 
77 79 | 72 74 76 | 70 79 79 68 73 77 721 82 76, 82 74 | 74 67.1 
65 | 63; 54) 55) 55 51 48 54 2 57 59 51 50 | 53 52 58 49 " 

73 70 | 64 62 64: 60 61 65 6L 62 65 62 64 65 66 66 | 61 | 66.0 
| H ; : 

means. (1) Voluntary observer. (2) U.S. Weather Burean. (la) City reservoir; (2a) Intake 

~ 
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Dairy ann Monvruty Preorprra 

| 

| | STATION. 118 |e] 4.1% | 6 | 7] 81] 9 |10|11/12| 13] 14 

| | 
en Plateau..| 0.00) 0.00) 0.07) 0.07) 0.24! 0.00) 0.00 Oe 0.01] 0.43) 0.08) 0.04] T. | 0.00 
BAIEROO cc ovale ce eee nel <aesit waa «: bl imtajete ails ickelesy | metab ois lari aaa an ere Pr ee, 
ANGOVCH Sok. /u15-8 ell nes eit « pia bis pak 3306S ie Voc distoi] nina tote erate Se eee WE) ealeoleucee 
BOLVEE ie von o%.n nnn all'e:ce 5.0 e:aie ccxilin ores s -20 BS socal aaa pirat lciataaath 68} .03] T. A alee 
Franklinville ......}..... TM, UD: SBI. sin tel ato alee Ol} 'T 90; .10) OL) eigenen 

Humphrey.........|... | cata grail ata stalls Wreretedteretwreteel = of sale Sate oie eats] 1 6/0te\| » sieieieills oa ed anlais 
TATU Walley... sce] osan cls anne dieletactsilla:p aaa bole : Sdicllae ccecll sean | 00 0!) oe wield eigen meee 
Gherry Creek. .o.00]). dessins} cees Dit]: SOB Pectoral :O7) 08) 28) .12] OSI Sieateeee 
SAMESEOWH) sores ballon: er'l\isuep ode UGS Sel aA AP is oe /25) 10) siGiene wis 
Mra ec ckh ale casters acts laces elleisteis allie sae | LewOll acteveeatd ec cteearalllers Sentleiastees BD | <0 atess'l/o wieteisl are ae 

Pine City....... S59 Beco) odos BOB eictetese GAT. ic b BOOK: ob ils 18). . el eee 
JA) Cea) hoor ees) Mepeed rec eneic Be SE ie’ tevere'l teveteyatel| le renecmtell lect eres 4 ie 12] T. 0718. 253 
FA Gen RAR GSE 5) Bal eects oUho) aes, (semec lMerna lars ret lear se tN eC) pe) aege  Oe)ho sae 
MG. MORTIS, tav6.cs\cinll'cae wale aetnllainees Bro Sera) Bisco Noort faciouallsc os LR Pied Lm PRT LA = ae 

DOCKport 2... si006.%05]\-< fare] (s: ssatb ral] (slats = he nies tatvis lesa [leiaterauen ecctmeets +28] + 06 -03}.. at 
TyroOne......66s 5c) A Es 5 5! |B6555II6 cereleonce|s § “ 45) ...6.]- so )sie\|\e watt] Sie ae 
WVEHPEWOGE cscccbelsoecsl> se se 260 |) DT): toss estan io ete etel rereietel| ee cee SS) <2I | CORI taco a 
SAA CIBOD ei snide sic siete a eet 3. ABIe daca LSet aiclltose tall wots seal sees <6D]> ZOBI.s'2 culls tel eee 

AWE tall seeals somal siccee T. 48 Bic 07] 76) .i4) Obl 2 eles , 
Paskinville se... .c<|es.5s HA {aoa alts see SOB \oreta:acell|> eteyacell@ <ts <a [viele fete Ft: {3 ae) RI ee or = 
South Canisteo....|.....]..... SAO| (SABI. srereteil cteremacil w ole eia'| sreteraiell claves 40) 210) oe = 
JMR LE ARN 5S san | EDUC aoe | fone. 40 SG] lcieieretet) are certs ote te Te emer 104)' 520) S26 seem 

Eastern Plateaw...| T 0.00} T 0.06] 0.34] 0.01] 0.04! 0.04) 0.03) 0.80! 0.21] 0.14) 0.01) 0.02 
Bin hamton (1). cele scse| > nwa sae wien ac SCSe5 8 lc sole a stessiall siete -O3) O08) .s\a0| “Sener 
BinPNAamiton (2). seal\- cae lowicee|\sisiease inte 54 AU hera' ncaa] oiotoseredl ‘01/ .02) .01 gt Wa FS Bee 
Chenango Forks...|.....|- on [ledocdielll) [. 02016 oto. ['a.sle sails inital) (stm lieney eerie <eapte|) ae 
ORPOTG Ho. wo es closic aL ry (Sesel is Bega oss |dc bon (doa odes lracdac T .05| T. 405| Secor 

Mortland 5 .'.%isc © «5's Tr ERs latins aes =bl| sicko’ giailiviere ciel eiate teil io otoets 14): 2G eeee -09).. sie sie 
South Kortright...|... ba SU caaallen adel la ceeel) LOS Saar ete iam ances 
Bouckville ......... ele 107) 07)" SO4iercedeeee : 
Middletown 280] OB) sical cteccteel oeraae 
Port Jervis..... ... ap 1 Seo) [ed se) OT] te teheee 

Warwick: .......00. -18} 08h. c@3) 9 -03ie ee 
Cooperstown 2.1 13|') SOO) | hie seilieteee 
Garra'tsville Bid eee ay |  ajai|| eho cian iar “ 
Néw Lisbon... .... 1.08} .29) .47) .01 ~ 

MONAOMUA |. Vsprecs osc] nan -09!. <G5lser asintes 
Schenevus <29) ceil latina Sate 
IEGEE MOIGY cise a sicio.s AG! S08| oar Se 
Newark Valley. 05) Tea ala 

Straits Corners. Ab, Sl ehie -09 
Waverly ... 08) .O2}.2 Sees ok 
TDEVAON Mv cans. ss .03} .02} + .01) T 
Mohonk Lake...... 21D). sinietelleioatetall Mteists . 

Northern Plateau..| T 0.00} 0.00) 0.05) 0.03) T 0.00} 0.02] 0.03) 0.79) 0.37) 0. = 0.03] T. 
Elizabethtown ..... 5 MonlleAgnel secon Isucorsce So isiate Bees Peeper bone or fat ae oacenle 2:05 6] stor aaa eRe 
Fake PlACid es: soc. |s. Saal eedtad oond| itso OTNeteterse' | epee 10] 405)" 383)" 204. seeaie seen pee 
Saranac Lake...... ADE A arcs cea ioe oc Al Aictatsl vistas -20|. -40| .038) .25)....-f) 02 
Gloversville .......! 4 UO Espo) Io See -04 TO eens aiettiors 105|....4] 41] -.83] 10) 205 iieen 

Little “Walls}(Za) ss celeisss | ewes «| v.e0s F834 leery tie etee -66] O05} 10) s cis laters 
INGEED  EaKOS a) = scapes lore Sell asc rcre'e [lose s;0'x! Nie /e)0)| elo/e aie] ee ,010/]'e1e wfniei| onions] isis adbt 9:96) .25| .Vilsueesteeeee 
Leer atl hia eiae hast Ilsnetal Ie eal lace nel BARI Al rican lore rss) tea: [osran bac c: 297) .87) 19) Soe 
Washer WOME. sate lo oo les cae vaeciral siensel ain rat Gath to ell syoacavell bloeaie jatomantee * |+3.58) T. oltre aes 
EIN OS CE MIOTIS scars ilies aie ell ine | eroratois EB0W) AQ). sacle eeel sere aleeeer -50) 1.06) “O7)\oeeeeiemeee 

Atlantic Coast ....| 0.00] 0.00} 0.00) 0.11) 0.52] 0.00) 0.00) 0.02) 0.01) 0.06) 0.40} T. | 0.00) 0.04 
IBrOOKIYN ecco scsce r -80 06 28 
Manhattan Beach . 
New York City..... 
WV DUSES PEOLMID 5. oP isiale cle colliiceciellemarie 
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TIon FoR August — (INCHEs.) 

15|16/17|18|19 | 20| 21 | 22 | 23 | 24 | 25] 26 | 27 | 28 | 29 | 30 | 31 ‘a 
iS) 
B 

0.09 0.46 0.0 0. 
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Datry ann Monrary Precorrr 
SS SSSI SSESSSSN SNES NS 

STATIONS. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 |} 10) 21 | 22 pasa ae 

Atlan. Coast (Con.). 
PATEL MGOG.. cece athel sdk slings. helt es dbll vy oS) BU cacagleaivebines Hee Wee! ea REC) a 50] sess oaepaineen 
Setauket .....cce Sli V een maceiolas ceenmecee sSOF Neel Goris leatalee andl cece 1.30)..<s56leagelae ios 
TSIM LOVIN ea cares gene lis ra ee ns eal sail U2 OU eral omene laae PEM bela Pearse -29| 4 6 dell eee Eas 

Hudson Valley....| T. | 0.00} 0.00) T. 0. 48} 0.03} T. | 0.00 a 0.09] 0.70} 0.21] 0.18) 0.00 
Wibany fon ceests Te | peaalenone lamers A Wert (ene es hee ‘ |, 11,450 1 eoneeeee 
Cedar Hill.i5, 25%. SOL ins eallap asl aecae 245}, sOR) Ol iernabilee'ece 02) £95] /O0) Olive 
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) BO SSP (Seal Ploecoc | eee ef )3) [NS | BAe 

Southeast Reserv’r!.....]..... 
Eagle Mills.........|.. socleseaaleavo¥lcceeel’ QA (10|.csscecscohesssdles an Rt in 
AVASOOT GCE sicids sane |) e's niallla aah isitip aout f olaie Cell cereal wae tie | raise sia hal] Mica trode pa Soieee s eae 
GIEGNWICD. sarcccct|siecen| eve Be hei koran ‘ sistent elihcatein 

Mohawk Valley....| 0.0C| 0.00) 0.00} 0.00} 0.05) 0.00; 0.09) 0.00) 0.01 0.69 0.31) 0.12) T. | 0.00 
Ailey WANE R) 55 ssl sb ap F4|, }- adae sta sehen: eMPuce Rate cate laneres 75) .. 28) ) 05) <s chee 
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oh Spe eran Oe eh Dre | PY REE MT CMe ML aes PR Poe meee 
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TATION FoR Avaust —(Continued). 
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WW a, 

» STATIONS. 1 [| Sc She Bs Pealee Shot on tram 412, 13) 14 

Central Lakes......\ 0.00) 0.00) 0.07} 0.12] 0.16) 0.00} 0.00) 0.00) T. 
Fleming....... Sb ake ill0/ ie ill 's-a% o.le|l a mete t | avasein ell erecaretbi| eatateae'l eee Sell Risin’ oes Gi 
Sherwood ; \ -45).. ae pilarerate 
WHERTNN av cepecsecsl at ere |e ac tl é 3 

Romulus....... eialeta}| feiassiatel| teovalatall (eres are ; FI eto ates availa eects 
EEE GE aon at os of Sreiolal] iene sitie mente : 5 co) Watt) hee aril a idiad 
PON WAN vee stes cells > P| Me) cacao eee leitch =| eras 

Average........| 0.01| 0.01] 0.01] 0.06| 0.18| 0.01] ‘T. | 0.01| 0.02 0.34| 0.29| 0.14) 0.0 

t eeond for the month incomplete. || Received too late to be included in the aver, 
polated from values at other stations. 
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TIoN FoR Avcust — (Concluded). 

15 | 16) 17) 18 | 19 | 20 | 21 | 22 | 23 | 24 | 25 | 26 | 27 | 28 | 29 | 30) 31 3 

e 

0.04] 0.18] 0.03} T. | 0.21] 0.00} 0.00} 0.02] 0.12) 0.48] T. | 0.00] 0.00] 0.00] 0.00] 0.01/0.00] 1.78 
ar BOO Ie es s\|leaie, a's HAN Scone ohoanlbooon (ooo! ea4loacacl|sdacellcogcallaossollnogualloos olen | 2.52 
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“EY lense) ou 207] [Sena hess SORT Gulls Seed MEE Seo oollbGaoollecedsllacagdl aacso Seo |) bees" 

eMNe c etS lec dar fe esl4li..2 Salt. 3 Srey eel taal aes rv. | Wate Al sa cleacadlhic Ge lle dere Ja2 0 O78 
N26) +. OB) es cc. <Acilletatotats'|| sinter SOE |e ueshor| Pens Gratin 2 steve onsilerereteyilicretelersllstetevele .03)....| 2.74 
AU 4) oct) Rei ease. oe dtr iso An = Sedoal|s 1 SfBlloacacloanedlloascdllhacanllgnodo Abels 1.28 

“0.20| 0.40] 0.07} 0.02] 0.22} 0.02| 0.02) 0.10] 0.06] 0.53] 0.10] 0.01] 0.01/ 'T. | 0.03) 0.06] 'T. | 3.06 

* Amount included in next measurement. + Not included in computing averages. § Inter- 
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Sratistics oF TEMPERATURE 

TEMPERATURE (DEGREES FABR.). 
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WW eater PELALCONU oiesiaei\|) os psisineieay eis ¥0)| PODS |loxsieilia.s/s, stall Gatun 65.1 
PATI MICA cio sie'wie vic alee» Allegany ...... 64.7] 15} 1854] 1897| 62.6 
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Elmira...... Bieieislerelsrelai ce Chemung ..... 68.7! 19] 1851] 1897) 67.6 

IOTET TG EAOLLCOW s ware vivlel| finite siniy wisioisles cir G5 sO) sare! |icrcrstevell owieee 64.7 
PET ON Ur iraters se ialetae sievas Chenango..... 65.7} 30] 18°8} 1897) 64.8 
Cardi i) 0s Weg ae dadborsoon Cortland <..... 64.5} 385] 1829] 1897| 64.2 
Cooperstown .......... OteeOrenscore 65.5) 44) 1854] 1897) 63.8, 
WWVERWOLUG lel ainieie wie/e\siencierels TAOL Ba cwslos wien 66.7) 16} 1882] 1897) 65.0 

INGW SILENT SEULLEQ UL ve elsiais\ll rise wialsletciels alsiaintals Ga zillinace'| ee tell (eaivions 62.8 
LOWVIIIE ......0+0ces00- Lewis ......... 64.7) 30) 1827) 1897| 62.8) 

PATUGCTULLG COURSE a\eiainssla\e'a||| Ue e(eielnioibieisis/e.aiwiatsln hldiisco|lanoeal lance. 70.5 
New York. city......... New York..... 72.4) 27) 1871] 1897| 71.0 
Setauket........ Saua087 Suttoli sy ac 70.6} 13] 1885) 1897) 70.0 

ETUMASOM VALE i ocidtereeioie'l) letsistelaiein c(ojarets ates UPC 5 eallagone oan: 69.2 
PAULSEN Vietayeleiictsnsyelein ve cool elecveh? 5ecoade 70.6) 24) 1874) 1897] 70.0 
Honeymead Brook ....| Dutchess...... 68.1] 17] 1881] 1887) 66.4 
West Point....... Sooabs Orange........ 72.2) 68} 1826) 1897) 71.2 

CRAM DPIAIN WAM CY oaineiel| esaciseielclcle's'siel-ls7= 67D) os |osens|soe20]| Odea} 
Plattsburgh Barracks.| Clinton...... ..| 67.5] 41] 1839) 1897) 65.2 

St. Lawrence Valley... fisted ovetai| i= statale | fintalst 61.7 
Madison Barracks..... 68.6) 35) 1839) 1897) 63.5) 
CANUOU Ne ccionie jects saat 67.4) 35) 1862} 1897) 64.8 
North Hammond.,..... 69.3] 19) 1866] 1897) 65.8) 
Potsdam ...... aeeaGuts Be 66.4] 28] 1828] 1897) 64.7 

GREOE TAKES veins cielntensiviel|teisrsets © Ho bOoceett GSA lira Nee ciael|icizatere 67.1 
HELIO. «ie oa mista setae HM yokes cena 68.7| 27| 1871] 1897) 67.0 
FROCHESTEY se 0/010 vie cielas oie Monroe ....... 68.8} 26] 1871] 1897| 7.0 
Fort Niagara ..... aa Niagara....... 69.6) 41] 1842] 1897) 68.0 
Baldwinsville....... Onondaga..... 67.0] 20] 1854] 1897) 67.6 
WOSWER ON. aticlcPelacbcen ail OB WEL Os rinses 68.2] 27] 1871) 1897) 66.0 
(PAIGE ovis oom ial e siete pew Wiateatersinre 67.6) 43] 1854] 1896)..... 
Erie, Pennsylvania ....| Erie...........| 69.2) 24] 1874} 1897) 67.0 

COTM AUL GIES sine. cele aieis|| teense AOD O OLD Ge fal] tna la tock |Oaaksc 65.8 
MAO ee sonugacneeded Tompkins.. 67.6| 19] 18791 1897) 65.8 
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AND PRECIPITATION — AUGUST. 

STATION. 

Western Plateau...... 
Anzelica..... saeiets are rateiats 
UUM PHO. saci s o's 
Elmira ...... pacdimacigace 

Eastern Plateaw....... 
LAE salaicine cele sc 
MOSEUIATIOL « cYe\c.ce woes ols ate 
Cooper-town 56 
MORUENVIGs\. cs.cccicc sic <0 
IWIEVEDIYT.). cciesisis cess vie 

Northern Plateau ..... 
Lowville..... Roeieleistere/ere 

Atlantic Coast.. 
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PRECIPITATION — (INCHES). 

Length of record, years. Record begins. Record ends. 
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Meteorological Summary for September, 1897. 

‘The average atmospheric pressure (reduced to sea-level and 32 

degrees Fahr.) for New York State was 30.15 inches. The highest 

barometer was 30.44 inches at Albany on the 4th, and at Buffalo 

and Erie on the 28th. The lowest pressure was 29.76 inches at 

Ithaca on the 26th. The average pressure over the State was ex- 

ceptionally uniform. Excesses occurred in all sections, the average 

departure for 6 stations of the National Bureau being 0.08 inches. 

The mean temperature for the State was 60.3 degrees as 

derived from observations of maxima and minima at 83 sta- 

tions. The highest local mean was 66.6 degrees at Brooklyn, 

while the lowest was 55.1 degrees at North Lake. The highest 

general daily mean was 77 degrees on the-10th, the lowest being 47 

degrees on the 28th. The maximum temperature reported was 97 

degrees at Romulus on the 10th and at Wedgewood on the 16th; 

the minimum being 23 degrees at Franklinville on the 28th. The 

mean monthly range of temperature for the State was 56 degrees ; 

the greatest local value being 68 degrees at Franklinville, and the 

least, 42 degrees at Setauket and Buffalo. The mean daily range 

was 23 degrees; greatest, 48 degrees, at Watkins on the 16th and 

at Waverly on the 30th. The mean temperatures of the various 

sections were as follows: The Western Plateau, 60.1 degrees; the 

Eastern Plateau, 59.3 degrees; the Northern Plateau, 56.3 degrees ; 

the Atlantic Coast, 64.1 degrees ; the Hudson Valley, 61.0 degrees ; 

the Mohawk Valley, 59.2 degrees, the Champlain Valley, 58.6 de- 

grees; the St. Lawrence Valley, 59.0 degrees ; the Great Lakes, 62.3 

degrees ; the Central Lakes, 62.7 degrees. The average temperature 

at 25 stations possessing records for previous years was 0.1 degrees 

below the normal. Excesses were generally reported from western 

New York, and deficiencies from the eastern section. 

The mean relative humidity for the State was 74 per cent. The 

mean dew-point was 52 degrees. 
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The average precipitation for the State was 1.98 inches of rain, 

as derived from the records of 108 stations. The greatest rainfall 

occurred southeast of the Central Lakes, with a maximum of 4.72 

inches at Ithaca. In much of western, northern and southeastern 

New York the amount was under 2 inches, and in the vicinity of 

the St. Lawrence Valley and Great Lakes, less than one inch fell 

with a local minimum of 0.28 inches at Appleton. A list of the 

greatest rates of rainfall will be found in the table of the Meteoro- 

logical Data. A trace of snow was recorded at Saranac Lake on 

the 27th. The rainfall for the State was 1.37 inches below the 

normal amount, as reported from 27 stations possessing records for 

previous years. Excesses obtained only at 4 stations, located in the 

central part of the State. The amounts were the least recorded in 

September at Humphrey, Buffalo, Rochester, Palermo and Erie. 

The average number of days en which the precipitation amounted 

to 0.01 inches or more was 6.9; the rain frequency being greatest 

over the Northern and Eastern Plateaus, and the least near the At- 

lantic Coast, Great Lakes and in the St. Lawrence Valley. The 

number of clear days for the State were 16.0; of partly cloudy days, 

8.1; and of. cloudy days,6.9; giving an average cloudiness of 39 | 

per cent. The maximum cloudiness obtained over the St. Law- 

rence Valley, and the least near the Great Lakes, over the Eastern 

Plateau and Mohawk Valley. | 

The prevailing winds were from the southwest. The average 

.total wind travel at 6 stations of the National Bureau was 6,505 

miles, the values being greater than usual in eastern New York, and 

below the average along the lakes. The maximum velocity re- 

corded at the above stations was 43 miles per hour at Buffalo on the 

18th. 

Electrical storms (including distant thunder or lightning) were 

reported as fellows: On the Ist at 2 southwestern stations; on the 

2d, 2 central and 4 southeastern stations; 5th and 6th, Waverly ; 

7th, 3 central and eastern stations; 11th, Cedar Hill; 13th, 9 

western, central, northern and eastern stations; 15th, Jamestown ; 

16th, 4 western and 8 eastern-central stations; 20th, Bedford ; 26th, 

Honeymead Brook and Poughkeepsie ; 27th, 2 northern stations. 

Light frosts occurred in a few of the higher valleys on the 2d, 3d, 

4th, 26th and 27th. Killing frosts were reported from 5 stations 
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of the plateaus on the 18th, from 9 stations on the 2lIst and 22d, 

and quite generally through the central and northern sections on the 

28th and 2¥th. Along the coast, lakes and in the larger valleys, no 
killing frosts occurred. 

Hail fell on the 16th and 27th. 

Lunar halos, or coronz, were observed on the 4th and 7th. 

GENERAL FEATURES OF THE WEATHER. 

September was a pleasant month, with an unusually large percent- ° 

age of sunshine and a light rainfall over the greater part of the 

State. The mean temperature for the State was very nearly normal, 

a general excess between the 4th and 16th being balanced by a 

nearly continuous deficiency during the remainder of the month. 

The first killing frosts: of the season occurred at a few stations of 

the plateaus on the 18th and more generally on the 21st, 22d, 28th 

and 29th; but in many of the warmer localities none occurred 

during the month. <A severe drouth was reported from many 

localities, and, notably from western New York, where the rainfall 

had been light during the greater part of the summer. Thunder 

showers occurred on 11 days, but few severe local storms were noted. 

Five areas of high and seven areas of low pressure (approxi- 

mately) affected the weather conditions in this vicinity during 

September. Four depressions of moderate energy passed eastward 

over Canada or northern New York, the three remaining lows 

being confined mainly to the coast section. The most severe of 

these was the West India hurricane of the 23d to 24th, which, 

however, spent its force mainly over the ocean. The high pres- 

sure systems were more strongly developed than during several 

preceding months; and owing to their large extent and’ slow 

movement, dominated the weather conditions during the greater 

part of the month. The following is a brief account of the 

atmospheric movements : 

Low I, 30.0 inches, passing off the coast on the 1st and 2d, and 

gave heavy showers in eastern and central New York and a light 

rainfall in the western section. 

High I, 30.1 to 30.4 inches, shifted over the Eastern States and 

‘Provinces, with increasing intensity, from the 1st to the 7th, 

maintaining fine weather, with rising temperature after the 4th. 
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Slightly cooler weather, with light to moderate showers, occurred 

on the 7th, when the high was reinforced by a rise of pressure 

over Canada. | 

Low U, 29.8 inches, developed north and east of New York on 

the 9th, spreading over Canada on the 10th and 11th, giving 

scattering showers in the northern counties. High I on the central 

coast strengthened the southerly winds, bringing a hot wave of 

considerable intensity, especially in the western section, central on 

the 10th. The weather grew rapidly cooler with the advance of 

High IT, 30.3 inches, originating on the Pacific coast on the 8th, 

and passing along the northern border reached the Northeastern 

States on the 11th to 12th. The temperature fell to about the 

normal value. 

Low III, 29.8 inches, originating on the northwestern coast, 

passed over Canada on the 13th, bringing light rains and thunder 

storms and rising temperature. 

High III, 30.3 inches, passing over British America, was felt in 

this section on the 14th, 16th, bringing fair, cooler weather. The 

area passed to the coast and Southern States, while 

Low IV, 29.8 inches, passed over the Upper Lakes and Canadian 

Provinces on the 16th and 17th, bringing very hot weather in the 

western and northern sections on the 16th, with light to moderate 

thunder showers in the interior of the State. 

High IV, 30.4 inches, a very large area, was over the Western: 

States on the 17th, and on the 18th extended to the Eastern-Central 

States, bringing severe frosts over half the continent. The highest 

wind velocity of the month marked the advance of this area. 

Low V, 29.8 inches, originated in the northwest, reaching the 

St. Lawrence Valley on the 19th, thence probably passing over the 

State to the coast, giving a slight rise of temperature and moderate: 

rains, with some heavy showers in the east. 

High IV again spread over this section on the ost and 22d, 

bringing clear weather and temperatures near the freezing point 

in the northern section. 

Low VI, a tropical hurricane was central off the New Jersey 

and New England coast on the 23d and 24th. The rainfall was. 

heavy at some eastern-central stations, but moderate elsewhere. 
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Cool winds from high IV, then situated north of New York, 

prevailed. The latter area, moving southward, gave warmer, fair 

weather on the 25th. ; 

Low VII, 29.6 inches, passing over Canada on the 26th, raised 

the temperature above the normal and gave light general rains. 

High V, 30.5 inches, moved eastward over Canada, reaching this 

vicinity on the 27th to 28th, bringing fair weather and the lowest 

temperature of the month, with killing frosts over the plateaus. 

Much warmer weather followed on the 30th, as the high moved 

southeastward. 

Nores rrom tHe Crop Bunter: Bright weather early in the 

month was favorable for harvesting and other farm work, and the 

high temperature between the 5th and 12th was very favorable 

for ripening buckwheat and corn, which were in a backward 

condition at the opening of the month. The late second hay crop 

was harvested during the first week, and a fine crop of tobacco 

secured. Early grapes were also marketed in the southeast. The 

apple crop was poor, but other tree fruits yielded finely. The 

harvesting of large corn and buckwheat crops began before 

the middle of the month, and was general during the following 

week. In northern sections much corn was cut green, owing to 

danger from frosts. The yield of potatoes was uneven, the tubers 

rotting to a considerable extent. Some corn and buckwheat were 

damaged in the higher valleys by the frosts of the 21st and 22d. 

Owing to the severe drouth prevailing in the western counties 

much of the winter grain sown failed to germinate. 
Norrs or Opservers AT THE FoLLowrne Stations: Humphrey, 

severe drouth, streams drying up, pastures dry and brown. South 

Canisteo, month ends dry and hot; farm work in satisfactory stage. 

Lake Placid, pleasantest month of the season. North Hammond, 

month closes fair and dry; ground dry and roads fine. 
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26| 28] 63] 32] 46] 30] 16) 17/17 |8 | 5 v 2.06} .0.82|...... Do hia net Ss. W 

23) 28] 68) 31] 44] gq] 12) 20114 |9 | 7 6 0.90] 0.264...... 1B Silence NW 
31] 28) 59) 28) 42) 17] 13] 20/13 (14 | 8 4 1.225 OL 6B eee oe. PE al ea! Ss. W 
SyHh) cotsl lige 3 bea 3 feed) am OG He 4 [gL SP] ee | piel er Atens' | ceeete | ueetons whe Pe enter Moonee 
32 | 56| 24) 33) 25/ 8| 1415 |15 | 0 4 O75) OF36\ '6.30)-5 2) “\etee! Ss. W. 

34] 22) 60! Q7| 45) 6] 12] 24125 |0 | 5 if 2 ¥ (0) eal (?3] ae DAWN niente N. W 
30] 28} 63) 30) 45) 30] 13] 20)14 |14 | 2 4 1e42i8 OFFGleee see PSE! Weare assets ale 

Ral latent geet (Gece Sea leg ae seers 18 j10 | 2 3 ARGOl O:A0|2 ee Om News ee ey 

85] 28; 53) 21; 30) s| 2 20)20 |5 | 5 3 6.99] -0.66| 2.30] 13 |......) W 
34| 21| 631 2+) 41| 4] 9 24118 |8 | 4 9 2266) 110800) 12 = |Ausess Ss. W 
82) 28] 59| 2s! 43] 16 11] adj19 |6 | 5 i 2.90) 0.84)...... Dy) naa N. W 
BUSS HPS Ibe Gs tcectorell Rios cisi| laters <'licraia’s)  wvets 19% sheds ee 8 8.47| 1.80) 22.00) 28-24)...... WwW 
991 28| 57| 25] 37] 29) 14] aelié 11 | 38 8 1131) (OLB eeen: Bly daall Snot ea 

25} 28] FS] 26) 48} 30) 3] 12]17.3] 8.4) 4.8] 9.1] 8.27) 1.60)...... Di-ilas eit [loc ereiate ; 
30} 28] 61) 2] 45) 16) 9 20113 |14 | 3 9 SoH sdidalic cesar Qe "ease S. W 
3B] 22) 59] 31) 47] 16] 7 24117 |9 14 9 SH(TB | SG oe Pil Wate N. E. 
27) 28) 63] 30] 44] 16] 16) 24/18 | 8 | 4 v4 BatS th SOLO5| naan ne Wal ates Ss. W. 
$2] 28]. 60! 28) 40! Zz] 11] 23)22 |5 | 8 8 S518]! 1O256Is ees 3 7 dal este N. W. 

25 28] 61| 29) 43] 16] 14] .92]....].... ae 5 ALGE|t ASAT 600s 2Fhalincmsen hae eee 
$3! 181 53] 24| 43] 22] 12! adji6 | 5 | 9 6 SHUh| pale ysl yeeeae 20) Wieowecrs N. W 
36| 27| 54] 21] 33) 26] 6! 2/20 |8 | 2 3 BiSh|P IGO\L sscce OT SRR B el one 
34) 29) 53] 23) 35) wl 38] 12195 |1 | 4 i 9:02) 0289) oben. 9 ARE N. W 
81} 28) 55) 19] 33] 16] »4| 23/14 |11 15 9 SAN OL. sacee 20 + \doees N 

$2] 28] 54] 23] 32] 5] 9) 24/16 |11 | 3 8 3.14] 1.21) 15.00) 19-20]...... Ww. 
26| 28] 62) 28} 43! 16] 10; 24/16 | 8 | 6 8 3.19] 0.88]...... 20) nse N. W 
ORY ells 2817 AQIS AGN. AN SO4T ete detei] Sater Gi G4 a 2ds eects aed eanercrel (dicot hee 
31] 22) 62| 28] 46] 16} 12) 20/15 |10 | 5 8 2.58| 0.94) 19.30) 23-24)...... N. W 

33] gj] 59] 27) 42] 6] 4] 2815 |10 | 5 6 AOU A'c00|;5a8s| 24s Alors tee N. 
31] 3] 64] 32] 48) 30] 9} v4j18 10 | 2 9 SPAS OLS4l ace 2 ilne Ww. 
29) 28) 62] 26) 42] 16] 11) 24117 | 7 | 6 9 AAS | PAE OB eg st" Odie slr teane Ae Aer 
89] 28) 47] 15) 22] 28) 4]. 20)....].... A 3 PHB APLOB amen PMR Red W. 

28} ki 571 24) 42) v| 4] 19/15.3] 6.7 te SF.0|F 2231) wOLOl | Ss50 yn 1S? lscaeee lee eee. 

esa sigth pats 19} < 41) /-42|> 4) -J9|-...|..,clach @ F BiSsl O:80pesdal WW legseee aes 
28! 27! 6il 24] 39) 2! 11] 20/11 li 8 8 OFS | sOeSa| cases. 11220! 'T GlENeW: 
30} m| 58| 26) 40] 30} 8] 24/15 !5 {10 ri 1.78) 0.50] 20.25 ray ogedee Ss. W 

28] 22) 57) 27) 40] 12) 17] of|20 | 4 | 6 9 J.85| 0.89] 15.00] 19-20...... Ww. 
30} 28] 54] 23) 42] 12} 9) 24117 | 3 |10 8 256) Orvabaonsent 420). |Pecate N. E. 
29} 28) 59] 26) 42) 16| 9] 24/16 |10 | 4 8 TT) (OLS ean es Powe ca dee eee 
28] 28) 56] 24) 37) 30) 6) 24/13 | 7 {10 9 S87 0291) , 8.60) -18) |ecce Ww. 

31] 28] 52] 20) 39) 6] 4] 22117.0| 7.7] 5.3] 5.6] 1.90) 1.67] 4.45) 2 |.. Leobecer 
44) 28 46! 17| 28) 380, 4! 22116 8 6 4 P90 VET ees 23 cncese oe 
gam Be ce Aelia “eilig’” eto ROA cee 

42| 28) 54) 21] 87], 27] 10] 12).... , 6 1.67 

35| 29) 58] 26) 389 6} 10) 24/19 | 4 7 5 2.30 
46} 28} 42] 15) 238 5 6} 24117 |8 | 5 6 1.20 
81} 28) 58} 22) 34) 30 8) 23/18 | 6 6 8 Ag 
371 29! 56) 25] 38] 30' 12) 213 '14 18 4 1.84 
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A 

MerrorotogioaL Data 

LOCATION OF STATIONS. BAROMETER. Humipiry. TEMPERA 

2 : —s 

a) 9g 

@| s\5 

E lee Be re) o . bo ae =I 7) bp © 7) ola 

STATION. county. ;& c| | Stee 
| Ff ‘| 2 | go 
2 s 3 >») 21 oe 
3 a o . o «| 3 a jor = oO]. 

>| @| isi 2 ISla!| | ela la lee 
ie ® oe = O° a| oO o o |o o |<l38 
i Hf iA, | Ala! =) A SaaS ee 

TUCSON VALLEY): 5 idig stall (x:.0:0:s 0 /5)5,515)10,aie @ll « oraly'| Sve acsle)| oie ote oli 08] oharelonnd 3 PAN meer Ries. -»-| 61.0)95) d 
PEIN Y 2 edi siete os alee ns 97) 30.16) 30.44) 4) 29.79)17|0.65 U7 52|....| 63.0/94)10 
VOU ral s BU URS Aner Hine Med Nerisersrl lactic toeepiet hice tool hans) hace ica) f4); 5 c-o.0\[laeete ie |  So-ci0'] ota etal] Seen Ra 
Honeymead Brook .| Dutchess..... ABO cieccietiz'|\e-» 0.09]: bo leeiels Sie otetia eels eine] site .|59.2] 59.2/87/11 
Poughkeepsie ...... pie eek ts} bagdaallaenoal ioe! branisac Siete ere bite Babe rate eee] 61.4/93/10 

Wappinger’s Falls..| Dutchess..... AAG) Exrerarorern | tehelera’aie Secor fed aaitsaaccd ascae Py tse oc 
MOR TEUME Mace aceieeicce aioe Greene:....... CS eae AOCadl aol eionerc (ai|bos flloaoe Asst F 62.2/90)10 
West Point)...5.... OFAN shes. MOA lmiatsss's' |e aierate Sa lege tac ile este erates --eleeee| 60.6/95/11 
WaTIIOlawees cnx scx cen Washington..| 500]......]...... SA foneooay ani hicaul(Saar'llocnac see] 61.8/92/10 
‘Greenwich,.......++ POENAM eee! aerelieecarcliees sce «@| |) sa'stele| ore | olor niet ea keiater eee -e+-| 59.0/88/10 

MA OTGADICNY ULE Satere all lols ssaialereinro\ecete's’«)| sielers||faiets oie elllevesere eta ess PA al eon iceve al ideo .e-| 59.2/87/10 
Little Falls (1a)..... Herkimer. 2..' 2) 924] o.c% oe « |\eesececifieiei|{e 51a .0;6,0i{1s ll ate] kere teemnt cert ...-| 58.77/84] 9 
Canajoharie ....... Montgomery <|7800\~ cccrc|scs- 06 |e =|/acs oe || ei] e cecil semerel mteatete 61.6) 61.7/87/10 
St. Johnsville....... CO an ft AY) Seetaal [acece niga osteoma allaco. womaltegheis ....| 58.8)/85110 
Ln OS ghee aaeenonee Oneida ....... VA Foe onl hacggodya0| sea sAlor|\ono|\o¢ swale sees] 574/82] Ff 

CHAPLAIN ViGilerinsh a isieve sywleyeise;<ietcto\el||) insoles) ia: ele (e [fps aie ete so [teins sib. |0.» ]':0,0vo/| 0, ejorarsl| are, soul] Ctifa a | MRSEN a ane a 
Plattsburgh Bar’cks} Clinton.......| 125].....|.se0es A EP oes ne sess a caadl ace 57.9/95)11 
Ticonderoga........ USSO Kae s ioe corel ee a leeenlae ol cree etere 14) |\eie-w oor t\e.«i] ein total ereistarell erent . | 59.4)93/10 
Glens HSS! ssc. cc Warren ...... BAO H  sicivmis!| seieto10/s\|\« 58.0] 58.2/91/10 
‘Lake George........ wh iecacue 3150] opel lop aaea) taal eseccralladl lack. 78) 52/58.3) 59.0/88)10 

-St. Lawrence Valley ».e+| 59.0/90)10 
Alexandria Bay.... sas «)|-seige Anoka tee 
Madison Barracks.. : Si (s10 ++.) 57,8/86! g 
Watertown ......... ee! A-rno pits sodas soc0od sal oyu ath otal] faiell| cox willl erpeta| emai esa «| ara a)p ete ete 

SQNEONG oc 3600 865 oh St. Lawrence.| 304]......]...... #8 isa sece|ies|iee ce] «crane |esrete sl EGGS MRCRmmeaterE Iman 
North Hammond... ut NEDO ecb | bierewioell elie eem ot etaillecter volte esate 59.7] 60.4/90/10 
Ogdensburg... ... sf 22) 2b8)}i0 0... Biloxiona) (S5|\acaane toe ajo |e cae 0] seine | iaielal MO eo eaa LO 
IPOUBGANIN Gs sas ci%s6.6 WG ool] tes Metetere atoll ta vos ecei]Pleil.s sie.sreve| |= lei] s-ofevellla rere!) cetatatnt mate ae ise ee 

GTEOE IE OKES ais ers 0-0| caeacieiemeinciens sell seat eeeee ene oe Les 3 a|| sere olf oie otaye'|-o.0ipip =r] enaley a] Caen TaD 
Westfield ........... Chautauqua..| 758]......]...... 29] vies ee e'|lae| ono | o/o1s ose) oielade [teen Oa Same 
TTA ON ne. ei ciesamae « LOCA aaah tach 768} 30.16] 30.44/28! 29.81]19/0.63 66 51|....| 68.0)84] 9 
Pittsford! ..-... 's<..| MOnroe....... 61874 ea een oa eae lad) looael fosectloclbe 61.0} 61.4/94/10 
Rochester .......... cow erasetete ..| 528] 80.15} 80.43)28) 29.81/19]0.62 68 50|....| 63.0/94/10 

AVAGO Ge tare ninlos's Niagara ...... 0 iie wee al catois ¢ oe] es ayere,0'| Poi] cvs level] soimtatell lei. pest | MO Or 
Fort Niagara ....... woe Seems. QBB|\erersreiece\|fetorereceis|| sue oS:s.0:e | eoll'» atozee] eteieteell mie’erose |) tural OER aan 
Baldwinsville....... ONON GALA res, 01| S00 |leinte wie ell eters ese soi] 11) otetetaretel| rel ia all aystetayay| cols oxe,e 60.8) 61.6/91/10 
RIDLOWAY <i...-05:)\¢0 0s OTC) iamaags | Src Catena manda kil aco seieolioocalla sa. siceelsee.| GS.e/91L110 
OB WEEG sclecuistiec nei .| Oswego ...... | 30.14] 30.40/28) 29.78/19]0.62| 70)  50)....| 61.0/88)16 

Palonnip see etses vate Oswego....... ABO ec 5 55 |E SEs shell soll bec ater | SPN en RE eter 59.2| 59.3/91/10 
I) 20) Ws eaggondaan dead Wi VRID esr asian C4 ae eal (dl ee oeel ol ain lonemeliaccea iil th icsan 
HOVIC; (PA) seeea'e sls'ses Erie ..... «---.| 714] 30.17| 30.44/28] 29.85/19/0.59 66 51)....| 64.0/88] 9 

‘Central Lakes ......| 2+.» la-cista'e.sipioce ailln(ot.e:|eje-e\a.o'e | (imvete:ete\) oo} te otevere! | teeailhetetatet] terete | (edema eeee| 62.7/97/10 
PATI DUT isso eee tees tie Ov ant=t: 4 Gar pay lead sopeadl ts 4 sin e\]'de| eve ores oilers |etbln-ei|[aletevet= | ote at =’ tena MEL 
Fleming...... SS Weteiels SUA ipceeiiss LOU0) 22...) s cee ace |e els cores ofee ieee sel|(sle oe lee e| Gna meee Rene 
WALKING? sce seule ve] SCHUYLEL. .5 0.2) sone] vce cre| ec occ ee|eesccellecileeee|: O00] 1 Ot |e ee nime ama name 

Romulus........ pealsSenecarcce sta: #19|. tall Griecdt | Sel eeeen ee ..| 79} 51[....] 68.2/97/10 
TURHGA acess besa Tompkins ....}| 810) 30.15} 30.42/28) 29.76/26/0.66 71 52\60.0| 61.7)93|10 
Penn Vans «25:2 deco! (MAPES are 8 oles! s01s.c\| sie 'eisccs |) areratel| ep] Meo retetarell eel fri ofereil a orehete'l ctatetar| aaa 63.3/95/10 

Meare eass ci s|eecs Lees FES 30.15] 30.44] a} 29.76|26|0.62| ’ 74) 52|.... 60.3107 c 

*Mean of the tri-daily observations. {Mean of the Max. and Min. by the Draper Thermog 
observations are derived by the formula, (7a.m.+2p.m.+9p.m.+9p.m.) — 4. f Blank in 
(1) Voluntary Observer. (2) U.S. Weather Bureau. (la) City Reservoir; (2a) Intake Conduit 

(a) 4, 28; (b) 9, 10, 16; (ce) 10, 16; (d) 10, 11; (e) 10, 11, 12; (f) 9, 10; (g) 7, 17; th) 21, 28; (7) 28, 29; 
(u) 16, 29; (v) 12, 16; (w) 12, 30; (a) 16, 30; (y) 5, 28; (z) 4, 15; (aa) 3, 17, 19; (ab) 16, 28, 29, 30; (ae) 

ge 
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“TURE — (IN DrG@rees Faure.) Sky PRECIPITATION — (INCHES.) E 

mn oO e 

] vi | mB ia 5 

g, Beir tales ae S 
oa ¢ eat arse : 3 Ss q = > 

mei erate eS 2 & las) 2 \oo = = 3 
eo! Sie = yy RSD esta espe S = = S M4 = wD Hos = oe res] 

S| mid aa) sa} Ses) BS Sse = a Ee an 

: >| =e] 2 3 mle BS] we [eg 2 | 8 5 & 
5 ETN S| ged fo) 2 Sa 21s : ® = Ri = 

~~ » _ . —— a _ a . ond 3 

Ace a an aes metric) (mem). Opel) elolics gs |gs2°2| 3 S q ® Ee > 
Se) | St 8 oS o}]+ gi} £/s S |Sec re) o 5 2 + oc 
fo} s ° vo il s o 3s 2 |= s SP ° bat ay a o i 

SS Sal eee a ee ee eee eee a o = A = a 

hem.) 
80}. 28] 58} 23) 42) w 6} ad}16.7| 7.4) 5.9 iced | BRAC AG a SO Ae ais HEL, uu lkeynsat ee cel lRrejate wbetetale 
3 221 56) 22) 33 6 | 241/16 9 5 te ilctealy MUA AlaGaran Oe alierrreerere Ss. 
SEER ea Geo atatelleleratelictervalisietete Ite erate’ LO q 4 10 Pee iay| Meese ce 20 elereretetata 8. 
835} 29) 52) 20) 41 eG 6| ad}15 i 8 9 1.62} 1.00) 1.00 en lhnets ate Ss. W. 
81} 28] 62) 26) 42) 30 G| 24:16 110 4 6 1.83} 0.84) 5.00 i. vl karaterehe N. 

~"37) 221" 53/20} 30°30] 6] “aalia “oP Wi MUSLGGIN HO5|. cee lie Bae gaee ey 
SOleeei Gol) SO 42 LS OLA 15 eck lecsle Mh ene 6 2290 yl 00) vaee ee ian ieialavete slelererdiols 
$2) 28] 60] 23] 36] 30 % 23)22 Lee v4 1.74; 0.78) 7.06 2 Goong orden isle é 
80} 28) 58] 22) 31 y au 24/15 9 6 6 155) SOL oF 2-00 ilowe lleesrne W. 

80} 27} 52) 22) 38) 26] 4/ 24/23.0/'2.0) 5.0) 6.8) 2.00] 0.77]...... LO Aaya atrell Seoateete c 
80] 27) 54 2| 35) 26 9} 23)22 1 4 6 1.90)" (0.75) 18200) 19-20)... Ww. 
387| 28} 50] 20) 32) 29 5| 24/26 0 4 6 we lolt UA dees e AU Ilsaobse E. & W. 
33] “22| 52) 21) 32) 16) 4] 2421 |5 | 4 i 180) 0262) sceaes PA Re des Wi 
BO mesos]: sco leyosie eG) elo! Leliderccil/orovar lieve ere 8 PPO OST sacas IY) elke peal oGborne A 

30) 28) 58) 22 7| 30 5] 24/14.0} 8.3] 7.7 7.2) 1.41) 0.75| 6.80) 21 qcoll coouc we 
388] 29) 57| 20) 31 {i 6 TN eer ecallloxetete,| fexocers 9 TSO Oa (6280/21) “eiseere W. 
83] 28] 60) 22) 33 5 8] 24/14 9 7 6 1.32) 0.63)...... PAD Mone on N.&S. 
80} 28) 61] 24 7| 30 6] 24/12 9 9 6 UA Gi OL 60) sneer 19-20].....: Ss. W. 
36) m| 52; 21) 30| 6 5) 2416 |% | 7 8 12231) (0252), 20200) F200 isan ee s. 

25| 28) 57| 24) 86) 2) 8] ag] 6.7/15.3] 8.0) 5.2] 1.07). 0.81)...... Pleat eee eaieterite 

i 33] 18 "58] 26] 338] aal 14] “9}cc2fo.2c[c...) 5 | "0c79} 0:80] i490] 48 U2) Se 

25) 28] 64] 25) 36 4 8} 19) 7 |16 ff 3 1224 er O28 ceee Alia Ld! Asc ice Se Vig 
34 hi 56) 22) 36) 15 8} ah| 5 Sr Le i LSCOl) (OVGS acne 11 cud N. 
23] 28] 54] 21) 33) 12) 11] 24) 8 |22 0 6 0.56] 0.15} 7.00) 26 creaateil ae Wise 

32; mn) 54) 20) 38! 16 i) 9/17.0} 8.4) 4.6 6.1} 0.71] 0.54). s-|) Ia Teva'cin}| Mevctotauctets - 
“37| 28) 50/* 20) 32) 14 5} =19}23 ii 0 3 OFS Ouse peas 16 Spon ivtsre xis 
42) 21) 42) 15) 27| 15 6} 10)13 {138 4 Di OSS ORIG) eases nae lentes San c 
$2] 28] 62) 25] 38! 16] 11) am/18 {18 4 8 O298)) O25. cn, PAU Gobo iatsig: Mie 
36! 28] 58! 21] 31] 5) 9) 20/14 | 7 | 9 fi 0:46), On14|o nein 20 cacoll tsa Nila 

35) 28). 56) 22) 34] 291. 8! 20116 | 7 | 7 5 OF28 | 0's15| see eee Spy Lema fetevatat ete Ss. W. 
38 & Biers (COWMOD|) OWL LON Soe ecrec' tote se 4 LAO) 0-48) V5200l) TS ieee N. 
36 8! 55} 23) 38) 16} 10] an|20 5 5 6 E20) O54! Ais 23 Solele}al|ehelsfataferaial 
35) 28] 56) 22) 34) 15 9} 19]14 |15 1 8 O47) (0nd eal la pec Ss. W. 
43] 18) 45) 17) 33 a 7| 19/16 | 4 /|10 9 OFS T Oras enn nets 24 ate Ss. 

32| 18} 59) 22) 38) 16; 8) 19122 |4 |/4 7 8 O69 10528} 4220 ea e4 i naca|) ISceWWs 
88} 28] 56) 19) 35) 16 8} 19/16 /10 4 v HASH (0.341. en BE Hickerevounte N. W. 
40} 28) 48 s, 24) 9] 6] 20/20 |7 | 8 4 0.54) 0.380)...... Ly lichens eee Ss. 

32| 28) 59! 24; 48) 16) 8] 20/16.2) 8.3) 5.5] 7.8] 3.34] 2.45] 21.30] 28-24)...... Bano NGG 
32; 28) 63] 26) 37) 16 9} 24/20 a 3 9 3.29| 1.82] 14.00) 23-24]...... N. 
Oil 20) UD] el) ee] 30 7| 24/138 415 2 4 3.46} 2.00} 16.00} 23-24]...... W. 
86 jj 60} 27; 48} 16) 10) 20/16 | 8 | 6— 9 2.75] 0.91] 20.00) 28-24]...... N. 

37| 28) 60) 24) 34! ac} 10] 24119 | 5 | 6 7 3.95] 1.88] 22.15] 23-24 W. 
36} 28} 57| 24) 387) 16) O08) 20/16 {11 3 10 4.72| 2,45) 21.80) 28-24).. . EB. 
86} 28] 59) 24; 40) 16) 11! ap/13 4 |13 8 T3590)" (OR SG) paeree 24 baie 

23| 28| 56] 23) 48) 2 i 2016.0] 8.1] 5.9| 6.9] 2.01] 2.45) 21.30 23-24 
ere .00”0 0 0 ————— ————eee—eeEe_E—EEE 

raph. || Report received too late to be used in computing means. The means from the tri-daily 
dicates that the duration is not shown in the original records, but is within twenty-four hours. 
nine miles north of city. 
(Kk) 22, 27, 28; (am) 22, 28; (nm) 18, 28; (p) 21, 27; (q) 15, 30; (r) 15, 17, 29; (s) 12, 18; (¢t) 5, 6, 16, 30; 
6, 7; (ad) 20, 24; (ae) 18, 21; (af) 8, 25; (ag) 19, 24, 26; (ah) 24, 26; (amr) 19, 20; (an) 19, 24; (ap) 20, 23. 
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TEMPERATURE — SEPTEMBER, 1897, SHowrne Datty Marans 

STATIONS 

STATION. 1 tw oo -~ or a a i.) —] _ —] = -_ -_ ~ _ ow -_ - 

Western Plateaw.. 64 63 57 | 59 | 65 
ia 7i| 7 | 711 77) 84] 87{| 84] 80] 89] 90| 82] 78] 80] 72 

Alfred ...-.-------- 54 | 481 40} 39 | 52] 50] 54] 58] 55| 63] 59| 52| 64] 48 
ea ‘74 | 721] 68| 75| 8t| 841 83) 79] 87] 88! 80| 79| 90) 
DECOR ras nat 55| 581 40] 35] 41| 43| 54] 58| 50] 56] 51]° 53] FW] 50 

Boll 73 | 9731 68) 75 | 81} 831 84] 82] 85.) 88} BOIS SOn eames 
CON Es =e eat 53| 55| 391 35] 40|/ 43] 50] 53] 46] 53] 471] 55 | 68] BL 

a Se 722| 73| 70} 79| 84| 86) 86| 83] 89] 91| g0| gt] 80] 74 
BELEN ELT Ore 54| 57] 86% 36| 42| 43] 51] 52] 48] 50] 51] 54] 62] 45 

H h 70| 76) 74| 78| 80| 86] 85| 80] 88| 90] 811 78| 80} 79 
LLY UN Sh RO 50| 54] 46] 43) 47] 51] 52] 57| 54] 62] 58] 52} 54] 51 

Ws 051-1. a rr me a a MRO DR REN ENT UC MBO 
: 72| 711). 70) 75 | 81 | 82] 83) &1| 85! 86) 79| 79 |) 88°) A 

Jamestown .--.---, 57| 58| 46! 45 | 49| 50| 58| 56| 53] 61] 59] 60| 67] 56 
Elmi 79| 5 73} 80| 87| 94} 83] 84] 88] 93] 83) 76 | 838) 75 
SS ee Ee 55| 571,43! 47] 50] 49] 59| 59] 59] 60] 59] 58] 57) 57 
, 72) 74 | 70.) 7 85 | 88] 84] 83] 91] 93] 78] 831 79) 73 

BNO tonne se-=— = 2% 40| 42] 43| 38] 451 51] 56] 56] 55] 55] 59] 41] 62] 58 

ect 481 70 | 69) 74| 79 | 88} 81 | 81 |,-864) (880) FON); 800 area uenen 
UMS Uo oY 57! 54] 491 45] 52] 58] 591 58] 59] 66) 55| 50] 65] 51 

80 | 75 | 76] 841 92) 94] 88] 87] 94] 96] 891 76] 80] 75 
Wedgewood ....--. 56| 54| 43] 431 54| 57| 63 | 64 | 61| 68| 60) 50] 60) 48 
jean 73| 72| 69 | 73| 81| 86| 931 st] 89} 91| 85 | 75| 81 | .738 

South Caniateo....)°7207]2022cfrcoP Pace |e nc 
Axtade 76 | 69 65 74 79 81 82 79 84 86 77 79 | 78} 68 

Eastern Plateau...| 64 63 57 58 | 64 68} 69}. 70 | 71 74 ih 59 | 68 | 60 

Binghamton (1)-.--- 52 57 

wea 78| 75| 69} 75| s2| 87) 83| 86] 87| 90] s¢| 72| 97 | "3 
PANES Sos 23 cic 50 | 53 | 42; 38] 42 2 54 | 57| SL] 55! 57 | 43! 58) 45 

73 | 72| 70/75! 85} 86| 81] 85| 90| 92] s2| 70] 71 42 
Cortland..----.---- s2 | 48) 42] 39| 45] 46| 55] 61) 53] 58] 58) 45) 59) 49 

; 76| 72| 66 | 72| 78| 83 | 80| 80| 84] 86] 82] 70] 71] 70 
South Kortright..-| 45 | 53] 40| 35| 43| 44| 51| 56| 52| 54] SL} 41] 55] 45 

Sh, 74| 70| 65 | 70| 78] 80] 75| 80| 83| 86] 78| 70| 75] 71 
Bouckville...-.---. 49] 52) 42] 42] 47 | 48] 97 | 50] 53] 53) 59] 44) 57 | 45 

: 79| 70| 69 | 71; 75| 85! 821 76| 86| 90] 88| 68| 781 74 
Middletown -..-..- so | 64! 50] 45) 56] 60 | 62) Go| 61 | 68] 62 | 50) Go| 60 

: 73| 70, 70| 72| 80] 83| 81| 83] 84| 871] 87| 67| 791 7 
Port Jervis.....--. 51 | 50} 50| 441 50| 53| 60] 60 | 61| 60] 61] 64| SL | %62 

74| 701 e4 | 68| 78] 80| 70] 75 | 98| 86] 79| 68] 73] @2 
Cooperstown..-..-. 52] 57 | 50| 43] 49] 55] 62] 58] 58] 62] 6L| 49} 58) 48 

73 | 71| 64| 70| 78| 8t| 73|.77| 84] 86| 80] 7, 72] 66 
Garrattsville -....- 52| 45| 44] 41| 46] 57| 58| 59] 53] 59| 50] 46| 59] 49 

7 | 72| 67] 71| 80| 84] 76| 76] 85| 88| 82] 70| 73] 67. 
New Lisbon.....--- 49/ 53| 39] 36] 41| 45| 58] 56| 52| 55| 661 41| 58] 48 
ents 75 | 751 72| 76| 95| 86] 78| 821 87] 90| 83] 72] | 7 

stones eeeee si] 55| 44] 40) 45] 49] 56| 50] 65] 57 | 50] 45) 60) 48 
Bs 77| 72| 68| 73| 82] 84| 81 | 84] 88| 93| 82] 75| 78| 73 

Perry City...-.---- 52 |. 54] 41] 37] 48] 48] 54| 54] 52| 60] 57 44 60 46 
80| 72| 721 74| 82| 87] 84| 881 88| 90| 92] 72] 88] 7 

Straits Corners.--.) 57] 53/ 44 | 39/ 55 | 45| #6] 54| 52| 57] 56| 49] 59] 46 
an 32| 77| 77| so| s8| 91} 89| 90| 93| 95| 92] 72] 84) 77 

J vresereeees 54{| Go| 43| 41| 45| 49] 59| 54| 51] 56| 54] 57] G1] 50 

77 | 71| 67] 75| 91| 84] 83| 821 88| 91| 81] 72] 80] 66 
Dryden ...-.------. 52| 49| 39] 38] 45] 47| 57| 60 | 54| 60 | 58] 47] Go| 44 
copia EYNS 75 | 70| #7] 68| 82| 81] 95| 73| 82| s6| 85] 66] 75| 7 
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* FoR THE Recions, AND Datry Maxima Aanp MinIMA FoR THE 

— (Continued). 

oo ae | ae 
16: 6 | 17/18 | 19 | 20 | 21 | 22 is 24 }25 |26|27 | 28 }29 |30| 28 

og | Lille 
e1| 7/1 62| 52) 58| 48| 46] 51| 51] 54| 57] 61| 49] 461 54) 62 | 60.2 
a1) sa|,70| 65| 64| 50| 58| 68) 57| 56| 73| iG) 54| GL] v4] 82] 5 
4o| 53!\46| 36| 50| 38] 32] 35| 40] 46] 40| 48| 36] 32) 35 | 47 
77 | 83| 78| 6 | 62| 59| 57| 66| 59] 62| 69| 71) 65] 60| 72] 80) .54 
4i1| 50] 55| 34|/ 56/ 41] 30/ 30| 40] 48] 35| 47| 38] 28| 32] 38 
73| 89| 62| 63| 6&| 54] 59| 67] Go; 62| 71) 77| GL] 63] 73] 80] ., 
33 | 47| 46| 33! 38| 39] 28| 28] 39] 43| 34] 36] 34| 96] 28] 34 - 
g4| 90} 74| 66] 64| 53| GO| 64| 61| 64) 74) 76] 59| G4] 72! 82] ,. 
4o| 52) 52| 33] 44/ 41| 31| 31] 36] 42| 42| 40] 46| 23] 291] 38 

a3| as| 5| 5] 6: | 51] 60| 68] 61| 61] 74| 76| 57] 68] 76) 80) gag 
4s | 62| 43| 331 44| 38| 34| 36) 43| 43| 40] 49] 40| 31| 371 45 

Me ee oe iy or | a NT ee oleh mh bane AGS SI eo, ta Sc eC 
go | “ss. | “69 | 66 | “60 |" 55 |" 59 |" G5 | G0 [65 | 72 | 75. | -“88 | “62| 73] 76 | 69 9 
47| 59| 53| 38] 51| 44| 32] 36| 45| 49| 39] 48| 42] 321] 36] 44 
76| 85| 76| 72| 72| 75) 62| 67| Go| Gi) 74| 80] 60| 63| 72] 82| 4,2 
44} 49| 64| 41| 58| 45| 40| 34] 44| 49) 40] 50| 43! 37] 36] 43| 8 
15| 93| 74| 74] 6s | 67] 58| 67| 62) 69| 75| 78) 58| 62/ 74| 85] 65 
39| 40| 58| 37] 53| 44| 35] 36|/ 40| 40| 39] 48| 40! 30| 36! 40 

7™4| 83| 64| 70) 64] 48| 59] 70| 67! 67| 73] 74| 54] 57] 71] 78] 6 
ds | Meo! 94g | 40 | ga | cae | ¢ga.| tas | f45 |. Hon| $48) bo} o4o'| 85 | ast) 5B 

i i ~ or > oo ow ao or oO > ‘~ w © i) oo i ‘ss i © i S) is wo oo o oo So (St) w oS 
for) oO oa 

i oc rc ee) w ~~ > oO (Je) a ~ Ww 
or ao ~ 

~ = i w ut c—] w lor) ~ ao - ~ aw © ow peas > we or i=) is oS _ no i o rn © wo rag oo I 
uo o _ 
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TEMPERATURE—SEPTEMBER, 1897, SHowrna Dsity Mrans For 

STATIONS 
ms i gis seated — a Binie Kel 

SPATION. cx | ach ee] Bel anil Bah eet. gel eS | 9 |10|11|12]13|14 

Northern Plateau..| 59| 61| 55| 56| 61| 67| 65| 66] 69] 73| 66| 58| o2| 55 
ae . 72| 75| 67] 71| 82] 83| 66] 82| 88] 89| 64| 72| 72] 57 

Saranac Lake...... 49} 36| 34] 45/1 53| 50| 54] 55| 58] 63| 35) 53| 451 287 
et 69| 66| 67] 66| 69 | 80| 74| 78| 79| 85] 84] 80] 68| 60 

Lake Placid -...... 49] 53) 50| 54| 59] 60] 61] 60} Go} 52| 56| 39| 53) 9 
Nivel 76| 77] 70| 73| 80| 94] 71| 78| 871 881 80| 69 | 751) 72 

Gloversville -...... 50| 55| 45| 39| 44] 55] 56] 56] 55] 63| 54| 411 60] 46 
pyre 70| 73| 74| 70| 71| 76] 81| 70| 77| 88| 85| 76| 701] 75 

Little Falls (2a)----| 44! 49] 39] 38| 39 | 48] 56| 53| 54] 58] 63| 36| 49| 47 
Seat at » 66| 71| 70| 64| 7| 77] 80| 69| 74] 84| 84| 84| 63) TL 

North Lake......-. 47| 54| 41] 41| 44] 50| 55] 50| 55| 57| 58| 42| 491 47 
am 72| 711 66| 75! 80| 85] 73| 80| 86] 88| 78| 72| 77| 69 

Oa reenee eee 52| 54; 38] 35| 42| 55] 54| 54| 57] 70] 56] 37] 59] 46 
Sap 5 6s} 70| 66| 69| 72| 81] 68| 77| 88] 84| 73| 68| 72] 68 

Number Four...... 44| 53] 38| 42 | 43] 49| 54| 60| 55| 56| 49] 40] 50| 42 

Atlantic Ooast...-. 6s | 68| 64} 62| 67| 72| 71| 70| 76| 78| 79| 65] 71) 68 
ks ae go| 75 | 72| 721 79| 85/ 79| 79| 85| 88] 901 80| 80] 77 

YL ---------- 61| 66| 59] 55| 58| 62| 66] 65| 66 | 69| 73| 55| 61] 66 
& et 73| 74| 71| 73| 78| 88|.78| 76| 88| 911 90| 69| 81] 76 
New York city ----) ¢5 | 55] 611 58| 59| 62| 67| 66| 66| 71| 69| 59] 64| 62 

. : so| 75| 75| 741 84| 90| 80| 77| 92| 96| 94] 70] 81] 76 
Willets Point...... 62| 60] 56| 54] 57| 63| 63| 65| 65] 68| 67| 60| 66| 55 

LN ea pia s2| 75| 72] 76] 87] 80 |--..- s9| 93| 911 80| 75} 76 
Brentwood...-..--.)777 "7 60| 50] 48] 48] 48| 62 |....- 66 | 61| 64| 57| 63. 53 
ea Me 7 | 69| 69! 70| 78 | 82] 73| 74| 84| 88| 87| 69] 77| 74 

sket..-----.-.. 58 | 62] 59| 53| 55] 61| 64| 62| 68] 68| 68| 60) 62| 65 
nomena 77' 72| 70] 70| 80; 84/ 77! 75! g5| 89| 88| 69| 751 74 

weeeeesenee 50| 60| 54| 46] 50| 53| 62| 60! 65| 62| 66; 52| 60, 58 
ee s2| 74| 72] 78| 82} 88| 79| 78| 89} 93| 92] 72] 80| 78 

SO --s2n.---- 52 | 62] 50| 47| 50] 51| 60| 59| 61] 62| 65| 52] 61) 56 

Hudson Valley ....| 65| 66| 61] 57| 65| 69] 71| 68| 73| 77| 74| 61| 67| 64 
aie 79| 77| 69] 73| 81| 89] 74| 76| 90| 94] 86| 71) 76) 7 

J seeeee see 57 | 59| 53| 48| 56 | 56) 62 | 63| G4) 68} 55} 48) 62 33 
_| 75| 70] 66| 67| 76| 80| 79| 75] 81| 86| 87| 68| 75 

Honeymead Brook.| 5; | 59] 49 | 44| 50] 52/ 63| 59] 58| 61| 64] 45] 60 of 
if bb s0| 74| 69] 73| 84! 87] 92| 78| 89] 93) 92| 72) 78] 7 

Poughkeepsie -.-..| 59 | 59; 48| 43) 51 | 61| 60) 61] 6o0| 63| 45] 62| 55 

aie: 73! 74| 70| 72| 80| 84) 76) 74| 85] 90| 87| 70] 78| 74 
Catskill ...-....-.-- 52| 60| 52| 47| 51| 55|.64| 62| 64| 66| GO| 48) 62 59 

: 79| 81| 81] 72| 75| 80] 89| 82| 77| 90| 95| 94] 72] 7 
West Point..-....-) 59] 52 | 55 | 40| 40] 50| 57| 52] 55| 65| 62] 52| 46| 54 
eae 73| 70| 70] 71| 83| 84] 83| 78| 86] 92| 89] 75| 80| 72 

BE AST Ie 51| 50] 49] 45] 55 Be 68 | 60| 64 a a0 56 | 53 a 
: 74| 73| 69| 67| 79| 82] 76| 74| 84] 88| 76| 69| 72] 7 

Greenwich........ 52 | 58] 53] 42] 48] 52] 571 60] 60] 63] 54] 39] 61] 50 

Mohawk Valley....| 65| 63 | 59| 60] 65 6 66 | 68 72 73 | 67 62 6 | 59 
f 2 | 74| 71/1 74(| 79 70| 81] 84 69 | 76 

Little Falls (1a) ---| 56 | 45| 44] 51| 56| 61] 57| 59| 67| 65| 46| 54| 49| 42 
Gat tenets 7 | 76| 72] 73| 8o| 79| 75| 80} 85| 87| 79| 721] 77| 73 
SEI REEE 5S acc 57 | 61] 51] 48] 52] 56] 64] 62] 60 - = 57 a at 

Ms ; 74| 74| 69] 71| 78| 81| 74| 77| 82 1| 69] 76 
St. Johnsville...... 51| 57| 46] 42| 48] 58| 60] 55| 57| 63| 63| 48] 62) OBE 
Bune 2 | 74| 76| 75| 75| 77| 73| 77| 82| 82! 76| 70| 75) 68 

PEA I SO 54] 44] 44] 46] 50] 53] 56] 55] 58] 60] 48] 57/ 48] 41 

Champlain Valley.| 64| 63| 59| 55| 61| 67| 65] 65| 72| 79] 68| 55| 61] 62 
Platteb’h Barracks! 74| 73| 7} 64| 68| 80] 84) 67! 76| 92] 95) @8| 168) o7s 
ae arracKS, 53/1 55] 50] 411 41| 54] 53] 53 | 60] 67] 68| 42] 44] 54 

nee 75 | 72| 671 67| 80| 82] 77| 73| 86] 93| 81| 69] 75| 72 
AeA AEE Soe 521 59] 50] 42| 47] 57] 571] 57] 60 . 56| 43] 46 oe 

76| 78| 70| 69| 78| 84] 70] 78| 87] 91| 72| 67] 67] 70 
Glens Falls ..-..... s1| 95] 44| 40| 44| 50| 56] 58 02 72 48 42 so Bt 

74| 74| 69| 70| 78| 81| 68| 74] 84 31 70| 71 
Lake George .....- 53 | 52! 50! 44! 49! 51! 58! 58] 59! 62! 52] 46! Gol 52 
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THE Reeions, AND Datry Maxima anp Mina For THE 

—( Continued). 

ia 

so | 38 

Leh 
54 | 56.3 

ig | 55-6 
o2 | 57-5 
Loy 58.2 

a 55.1 

a7 | 87-5 

LOM ier a 

61 | 64.1 
18 | 66.6 

= 66.1 

ie | 61.6 

oe | 64.8 

cial oles 

He 63.3 

57 | 61.0 
ty | 63-0 

iT | 59-2 

a 61.4 

1g | p82 

io | 60.6 

iB | 61-8 

rey 0 

57 | 59.2 
Ure ee 

re) LT 

aL 68-8 

pea eae 

53 | 58.6 
ra ie 

a | 59-4 

ig 

69 | 59.0 
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TEMPERATURE — SEPTEMBER, 1897, SHowinc Datry Means ror 

Romulus. ..!-2...5 57 | 5 

SraTIoNs 

STATION, pale dis sjelals 9 abe: ‘daa 

St. Lawrence Valley, 63 63 Be 58 e Bs af 67 | 72 76 | 59 65 60 
74| 76| 75| 70 7 6| 69| 71| 883| 85|°69| 77| 7 

Madison Barracks. 53) 56 | 42| 42| 44) 54] 55| 52| 57| 63| 65| 39| 48| 45 
i TR: 75| 73| 67| 76| 81| 86| 68| 84| 89 \|..... 72| 731 781 67 

settee teens 46| 48] 41 | 40| 49 | 60] 55| 55| 62/67) 48) 40] 55| 46 
70| 76| 76| 74| 78| 84| 74| 80| 86| 90| 88| 76| 681 70 

North Hammond --| 59 | 54} 44| 42] 50 64 | 56] 59) 62| 68| 52] 42| 58] 50 
75| 70| 72| 74| 80] 82| 74] 78| 85| 87] 72| 821 781 70 

Ogdensburg -...... 63| 54] 47| 45| 51] 62| 56] 58| 63| 67] 56| 49| 59] 54 

Great Lakes....-.- 66 | 64] 59| 60! 67] 71| 69| 71| 75 | 80| 67| 63| 721) 62 
ae 79| 70| 68] 71| 78] 801 78| 82] 85| 87| 79| 75| 821 85 
Bee ee 56| 56| 48| 49] 54| 59| 62] 56!] 61] 69| 60! 60] 70| 53 

nee 73| 72| 70| 73| 76] 76| 81| 79| 84] 80| 75| 73| 741 77 
alo... -- ++ 2222+ 6v | 57| 51! 51) 61 | 66| 66| 63| 68| 74| 58) 56| 65) 56 

eae 74| 70| 67{ 75| 83! 94| 81| s1| 90| 94] 74| 80| S| 66 
sford ....-.---. 55 | 54] 45 |. 40| 51] 57|. 54| 55! 60 | 701) SB), 46), Gnmneee 

72| 71| 67| 75| 85] 85| 84| 83] 91| 94| 74] 791 811 66 
Rochester .....---. 58| 57| 53] 45| 54| 59| 68 | 63| 70| 58] 55| 64| 54 

75| 69| 6 | 68| so! so| 75| 82| 90] 91| 71| 70| 79| 69 
Appleton .......--. 55| 54| 49! 43] 50( 58| 61] 61, 60| 68| 57) 48) 61) 58 

: 73| 73| 71| 73] 84} 86| 78| 88| 90| 95] 79| 72] 80] 72 
Fort Niagara .....- 6o| 56] 54| 45| 55] 63| 62| 68] 65! 69| 63] 52) 62| 56 

: 75 | | 69 | 78| 85| 85| 75| s2| s9| o1| 77| 75| 81) 69 
Baldwinsville...... 52| 56| 47| 46| 52] 60| 62| 59] 59| 67| 55| 48] 601 51 

73| 71| 67 | 73] 81] 87] 80] 82] 89| 91] 76] 76| 80} 76 
Ridgeway -.---.--. 58| 55] 511|-44| 54| 61] 60| 59| 65| 72| 58| 5U) 641 BT 
Gee 711 70| 65| 68| 79| 77| 72| 70| 84] 87| 73| 75) 771 64 

BO --2eeeeee eee s7| 58| 53) 47) 54] 60) se | 1) 61) 69] S748) 63 8 
72 | 72; 67| 76| 93| 78| 70| 74] 86| 91| 76] 76 69 

Palermo -...------- 55! 56| 39] 40| 47| 53] 571 59] 57] 63] 63] 40] 60] 50 
“iba 75 | 70| 67! 75) 84| 85| 78| 92| 91] 94| 79| 771] 80) 67 

RUE SC CCCE ICRI 59 | 58| 53] 45/1 51| 57] 62! ¢2] 63] 68] 57] 47] 65 Ep 
76; 68| 70| 73| 771 79| 79| 831 88) 87| 79] 77| 79 

Erie, Pennsylvania.) ¢;| 6 | 55| 55| 58] 64| 65 | 63| 64| 72] 61] 61| 69| 60 

Central Lakes ..... 66 | 65| 59|/ 61| 70| 71 | 72| 74] v6] sty 72] 62) 71) 62 
re oii 76| 75| 76| 80| 87| 88] 80| 85| 92] 95| 84| 76] 78) 72 

seeeeesece 54| 54| 44] 44| 52| 56] 62| 63| 61] 66] 56) 46] 61) 47 
Miewiae 74|-70| 66] 71| @5| 84] 80] 81| 88] 92| 84] 70] 76] 4% 

wetter eee: 58| 59) 50| 48! 57| 62) 65| 66| 63| 71| 65| 52) 68) 53 
4 EE Lee | 78| 73| 70| 76| 88| s8| 83| 88| 93] 96| s8| 76| 81) 73 

Ithaca -..---.----.- a6] 57) 45| 43) 52] 53) 60| 63] 57| 65) 60) 50| 68] se 
78) 74 | 71) 78) 87 | 90} 81 87 | 985\) Say vOn TOmuee 

Penn Yan. ...----.| 55 | 53] 46| 45| 51 | 54 65 2 62| 68| 64] 47| 65] 52 

Mean) <2... 64| 64] 59| 59] 65] 69| 68 73| 77| 70| 61| 68| 61 

{ Maximum and minimum by the Draper Thermograph. || Received too late to y] Masiuountand minimat by tle Draper Tharmograph. [Received too aie used in - 
(2a) Intake conduit, nine miles north of city. 
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THE Reeions, AND Dattry Maxma anp MINIMA FOR THE 

— (Concluded). 

| Nests tae NicSe us vtec ad 
15; 16! 17! 18| 19 | 20! 21| 22 | 28 | 24/ 25 | 26] 27! 28] 29) 80| BF 

cs 

| | | (a! | | 3° 
57 66 64 48 55 52 45 53} 53 57 57 58 48 46 52 59 59.0 
66 74 86 59 68 70 52 59 69 69 61 val 69 56 60 69 57.8 
ao| 42| 53| 33| 35| 42| 36| 37| 38] 38| 38| 40] 41] 37| 37] 41 

76 94 77 | 68) 66| 55] 59) 69] 59) 64) 753) 79) 56) 60 2 | 85 63.3 
45, 54] 51] 40] 53] 44] 39] 41 48} 50} 48) 54] 44) 36] 40] 51 ; 

5S} 66) 62) 52) 58] 52 48 | 51| 53| 56 59| 61| 51 | 47| 53| 60| 60.3 

computing means. (1) Voluntary observer. (2) U.S. Weather Bureau. (1a) City reservoir; 
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Dairy ano Monrarty Preorerra 

STATION. za 1 2 8 ag eh [es 4 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 : 9 | 0 | 11 13 | 14 

Western Plateau ..| 0.08) 0. olin clams 0.00} 0 00) 0.00) 0.00) 0.00) a 6.00) 0.00 0.00) 0.00) 0.28)0 00 
AINE Usa ccseeanent +. [eae Prarie s Peeper d PERRIS Vaid Inte | Pe PS) ee i RY 
Angelica . ! AS) U ce dlocesel ceeesloe-celeceee z Diawclecccelencuel aon ~B2 dou 
Boliver -. z S2Bl 2 ont Sees | Paaeelee ee pl en nee| a cecelee. ail eo. ce ae igi 
Franklinville .....| T. 209 22.6) Sccct] oe cc8 ae nacl|meueelscceths sos tlas 20) aenan aan oer 

Mamphrey ~..>s-«.|25-<: 5 Sadho seh |asvne| ecaan| stock Geawaleraae|eeeeglensee eee ere | =20| Fone 
TaAthe\VaUOV) eo elan saeco ces) sae m6] ete a arate) cteee ae | erate eee ene et | =e ant | one etl ene 
nC RSE ee eer oeesy Morel pesos bicee mer cl pied pices. |fsevs ss) S ee eS fet Weed et 
Cherry Creek...... J08)) @ Tb) Se ale eal cae col pcamnle cee eames tone eon Oe 
Jamestown ...--..- oT LOG Se ne Pewee |e nee lee coal oe one te ee aes ; ast] seeeelneem 

Boy id: Bee eee 
Pine City 
Akron 
DS TRE se 
Mt. Morris | 

Nunda 
Loekport 
Tyrone 
Wedgewood 
Addison 

Atlanta = ‘ 
Haskinville........|.--- SBD) ae ois/ell cow ce] ASS eteS are ots | Reeve fail peserete [aus oil] Peenelee eeee n By? 3) eee 
Seuth @anisted)..22 | -65}he- Sc sl el ee callie earl ae orate it NPR A Pa a | oe | eae 
(ATORUO cs = oe e~0='=- 201)? 10) 22.22) 25 eo eee dal ces face ae Se ae 2 eer 20 (aes 

Fastern Plateaw..-.| 0.13} 0.69] T. | T. | 0.00) ? /0-23 0.00 /0.00 {0.00 |0.05 | T. | 0-12) T. 
esto eke G) epeclsceee)| lh Berea ie eere jeasoe| eoecc J ERS soee slesmsailedaccileccs Se 
Binghamton (2)-...|-.--- Te ype ateee A aeeellearan leas Ate Ape apes foc - Bore | o5ee tale 
POH Ene Ward 4: fel sooo) (a aoe eso |sdobe locoed eseen loca sicteacytsson jones: 1.00)... 23) eee alone 
Oxforde.t soe ose oases a) en) ey (ee (eee eee el be ee oe ee Nel ep |] |S See 

Certiand seco 55 5.) 5. o5, CBG See atad eo Sells mail tee aie (WA See er se pad MW ey 
South Kortright...}----- A= 13|Ee = Sale se Saeeoe 1.47| 22222). 26:]2. s0cl oe oe eee 
Bouck ville. 222. <+|/----. | sep Naralselt ee atl ete elchall ote atate TD i ese Bs] 43 as) Ste a eee ee «Bote ad 
Fayetteville .....-.. STDs oF evra She S| Seo oem ciate | AE Ses | eas aha ete tee | Saeco | eee -03].... 
Middletown...-.-..--|----- 1) ee Ne se [Se * fF 18) 20. Soles oe Sees TT... | RS ee 

Pert POLVIS 2. ves~.s~\ [iss >21 SBT. Sal eels aaa ae 212)36 025|2- 22, oe eal ee ee {023505 
WARWICK see ee sac oe oO 4a. cone oealea- melee ee 018] occu] hoc tol tere ae | ein one eee 
Cooperstown..-.-.---|-.--- BUI eorel loeeee pacecs| lecene TL. 2 Sues Sep)| See al eee eee -20| See 
Garrattsville .....- BC} IG aaes Reiie ocee locate aot. S451 7 oe *\ ce]. eelee OSE eee eet ean ree 
New Lisbon ...-...-|.---- AGB) eo 2 Say stecee| Sass esos A | a ee see) sarc) |/s oc. 7) eee, 

Queontats...-50.---5 1233) 25622! 20%) 22- 20) aoa e eee {6h e235 26) e522] Geo aeee ee eee ae 
Schenevus...-..--.. =80 [se aS. 225 22). 6 Solleoccel lee wae -45) 5.2.1.2 2] ee ee ee eee -09 
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TATION FOR SEPTEMBER — (Continued). 
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TATION FOR SEPTEMBER — (Concluded). 
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MAP OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
SHOWING 

THE MEAN TEMPERATURES 
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Meteorological Summary for October, 1897. 

The average atmospheric pressure (reduced to sea-level and 32 

degrees Fahr.) for the State was 30.14inches. The highest barome- 

ter was 30.74 inches at Ithaca on the 3d, the lowest being 29.61 

inches at Rochester on the 12th and at Oswego on the 28th. The 

mean pressure decreased from 30.18 inches at the eastern border to 

30.11 inches near Lake Erie. The average departure was 0.08 

inches above the normal, all stations reporting excesses. The largest 

departure was 0.12 inches at Albany, and the least 0.06 inches at 

Erie. 

The mean temperature of the State was 51.0 degrees, as derived 

from observations of maxima and minima at 83 stations. The 

highest local mean was 56.8 degrees at Brooklyn, while the lowest 

was 45.9 degrees at North Lake. The highest general daily mean 

was 69 degrees on the 16th, the lowest being 37 degrees on the 

30th. The maximum temperature reported was 90 degrees at West 

Point on the 17th and at Willets Point on the Ist, and the minimum, 

17 degrees at Canton on the 30th and 31st. The mean monthly 

range of temperature for the State was 58 degrees; the greatest 

local value being 68 degrees at Waverly, and the least, 43 degrees 

at Buffalo and Arkwright. The mean daily range was 24 degrees; 

greatest, 59 degrees at Little Falls (2a) on the 18th; least, 3 degrees 

at Rochester on the 21st. The mean temperatures of the various 

sections were as follows: The Western Plateau, 51.3 degrees; the 

Eastern Plateau, 50.1 degrees; the Northern Plateau, 47.7 degrees ; 

the Atlantic Coast, 55.0 degrees; the Hudson Valley, 51.7 degrees ; 

the Mohawk Valley, 49.0 degrees; the Champlain Valley, 49.8 
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degrees; the St. Lawrence Vailey, 49.3 degrees; the Great Lake 

Region, 53.2 degrees; the Central Lake Region, 53.4 degrees. The 

average temperature at 25 stations possessing records for previous 

years, was 25 degrees above the normal. The values were in excess 

in all sections, the greatest general departure obtaining in western 

New York. 

The mean relative humidity was 73 per cent. The mean dew 

point was 42 degrees. 

The average precipitation for the State was 1.10 inches, as derived 

from records of 108 stations. Sixty-three stations reported less than 

1 inch, and more than 2 inches fell only in a portion of northern 

New York, and over small sections in the southeastern, central and 

southwestern parts of the State. The maximum local rainfall was 2.38 

inches at Number Four and Sherwood, while the least was 0.13 inches 

at Poughkeepsie. A list of the heaviest rates of rainfall will be 

found in the Table of Meteorological Data. Traces of snow were 

reported from 18 stations of the Eastern and Western Plateaus and 

the Central Lake Region. The rainfall in the State was 2.45 inches 

below the normal amount, as recorded by 27 stations having records 

for previous years. Deticiencies occurred at all stations, being 

greatest in the St. Lawrence Valley and least in the northern- 

central highlands. The raiufall was the least observed for October 

at 8 stations, one of them, Cooperstown, having a record for 44 

consecutive years. 

The average number of days on which the precipitation amounted 

to 0.01 inches or more was 5.1. The rain frequency was greatest 

near the Atlantic Coast, and least over the upper Hudson and Cham- 

plain Valleys. The average number of clear days was 15.2; of 

partly cloudy days, 7.9; and of cloudy days, 7.9; giving an average 

cloudiness of 43 per cent. The least cloudiness obtained in the 

eastern, central and northeastern sections. 
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The prevailing winds were from the southwest. The average 

total wind-travel at 6 stations of the National Bureau was 7,579 

miles, or about the usual mileage for the month. The maximum 

velocity recorded at the above stations was 60 miles per hour at New 

York city on the 17th. 

Electrical storms (including distant thunder or lightning) were 

reported as follows: On the 2d at Bedford; on the 8d at Honey- 

mead Brook; on the 12th at 12 stations in all sections; on the 16th 

at Number Four; on the 22d at South Canisteo; on tho 28th at 19 

stations in all parts of the State excepting along the eastern border ; 

on the 30th at Humphrey. 

Hail was reported at 2 stations on the 21st and 29th; and sleet 

fell at Ithaca on the 28th and 29th. 

Aurore were noted at 2 central stations on the 18th, and at 4 

scattered stations on the 27th. 

Solar halos were observed on the 15th and 31st; and lunar halos 

or corone, on the 14th. 

Frosts were reported on 20 days, the most severe occurring about 

the 8d (the first of the season in many of the warmer sections) the 

8th to 10th, 17th to 20th, 30th and 31st. Ice formed on the high- 

lands, on the 10th, 18th and 30th, and a “hard freeze” occurred in 

the colder localities on the 10th and 30th. Some stations adjacent 

to the lakes and ocean report that no killing frosts had occurred 

thus far during the season. 

GENERAL FEATURES OF THE WEATHER. 

The average temperature for this month was considerably higher 

than any value for October since 1882, with the single exception of 

October, 1894. The range of temperature was large, the first 10 

days showing a deficiency which amounted to 10 degrees on the 

17 
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10th. The warmest period extended from the 11th to 17th, eulmi- 

nating on the 15th and 16th, which were the warmest October days 

for the 19 years’ record of the Ithaca station. From the 19th to the 

30th the temperature was continuously above the normal, but the 

deviation was not large. 

The rainfall over the greater part of New York ranks among the 

least recorded for October, and the average for the State was less 

than for any preceding month since the establishment of this Bureau 

in 1889. A severe drouth prevailed in the western and central see- 

tions, and portions of the Hudson and Champlain Valleys, ground- 

water being reported as lower than for many years past. Winter 

wheat and pastures suffered considerably, and in many cases the 

ground was too dry for plowing. 2 

Severe frosts occurred unusually late this autumn, and in the 

vicinity of bodies of water vegetation escaped injury throughout 

the month, even as far north as Lake Champlain. Foliage com- 

menced to change color about or before the Ist in central New 

York, the tints being remarkably brilliant during the ten days fol- 

lowing. Extensive forest fires, mainly near or over the Penn- 

sylvania border, were of frequent occurrence, notably about the 

19th to 21st, when the sun was obscured by smoke over the greater 

part of the State. 

Heavy fogs were unusually frequent, especially along the lakes. 

The cloudiness was below the average for October in all sections. 

Six areas of high and eight areas of low pressure influenced our 

weather conditions this month; the latter number being slightly 

less than the average storm frequency for October. Six of the 

depressions passed over or beyond our northern border, the 

remainder being ocean storms. The “highs” were, in most cases, 

large and strongly developed, generally covering tbe Central and 
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Northeastern States in their eastward course. The atmospheric 

movements were rapid during the first half of the month, the 

velocities then decreasing somewhat. The following is a brief 

account of the pressure systems of October: 

The last depression of September had reached the Northeastern 

coast by the 1st and was followed by 

High I, 30.7 inches, reaching from Canada to the Gulf of Mexico 

on the 2d, and with maximum pressure over southeastern New 

York on the 3d and 4th, giving severe frosts on the highlands of 

that section. Light showers on the 2d, mainly along the coast, 

preceded the advance of the high, fair weather following until 

the 6th. 

Low I, 29.7 inches, passed over our northern border on the 6th, 

giving light general rains, while the temperature rose slightly above 

the normal; precipitation continued with the advance of a cool 

wave due to | 

High II, 30.2 inches, a broad area which moved from the Central 

to Eastern States on the 7th and 8th, bringing severe frosts at scat- 

tered stations. 

Low EI, 29.6 inches, passing over Canada on the 9th, raised the 

temperature slightly, but brought no appreciable rain. 

High III, 30.4 inches, passed from the Missouri Valley section to 

the Northeastern States on the 9th and 10th, also spreading along 

the coast. It was accompanied by clear weather and a severe 

“freeze” in the colder sections. 

Low III, 29.4 inches, a large depression passed over British 

America and the lake region on the 11th and 12th. The tempera- 

ture rose about 10 degrees above normal, and the largest general 

rainfall of the month occurred on the 12th, the heaviest rain falling 

in the eastern and northern counties. 
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High IV, 30.5 inches, developed mainly over the lakes and 

Eastern-Central States ou the 13th, with falling temperature. The 

area passed to the Central and Southern coast on the 15th and 16th, 

giving hot southerly winds toward 

Low IV, 49.8 inches, which on the 14th and 15th formed a 

‘trough ” of low pressure from the lakes to Texas. The area con- 

centrated north of this State on the 16th, when an unseasonably 

high temperature prevailed, while a considerable rainfall oceurred 

along the lakes and in the northern section. This area was followed 

by high and cold winds flowing out of 

High V, 30.5 inches, reaching the upper lakes from the West on 

the 17th, thence passing northeastward, and lingering on the coast 

until the 22d. The temperature rose slightly above the normal 

with the advance, of 

Low V, 29.9 inches, a shallow depression moving over the lakes 

and northeastward on the 21st and 22d, bringing light rains in the 

central section and along the lakes. 

Low VI, central over the Atlantic, gave high winds along the 

coast on the 21st. 

High VI, 30.4 inches, covered the Western-Central States on the 

22nd, thence spreading toward V in the northeast, and shifting 

slowly over the Northeastern States and coast until the 28th. The 

weather was generally fair during this period; but showers occurred 

along the coast on the 23d, and continued during two days follow- 

ing owing to the presence of 

Low VII, 29.7 inches, which remained off the Carolina coast from 

the 25th to 28th, diminishing. Fair and mild weather prevailed 

from the 26th to %8th, when a further increase of temperature 

occurred, due to 
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Low VIII, 29.8 inches, a V-shaped area passing over the lakes 

aud northeastward, accompanied by general thunder showers. The 

temperature fell below the normal in the rear of the storm, the 30th 

being the coldest day of the month; many stations reported the first 

snow flurries of the season on this date. 

Nores or OBSERVERS AT THE Fottowine Srations: Perry City, 

streams low; some wells failed for the first time in 20 years; win- 

ter wheat looks well. Bouckville, winter wheat suffering slightly 

from drouth. Ticonderoga, no killing frost this month. Lake 

George, the first October in 20 years or more without snowfall. 

North Hammond, too dry for plowing; pastures short; wells and 

streams drying up; the St. Lawrence River very low. Westfield, 

no killing frosts reported. Appleton, a barge ashore near by on the 

27th owing to dense fog on Lake Ontario. 

Central and southern stations generally report a smoky atmos- 

phere on the Ist, 18th to 21st, 27th and 28th. 

Wild geese were commonly seen flying south on the 17th to 19th 

in the western section, and on the 28th and 29th in the east. The 

first wild geese were seen at Appleton, near Lake Ontario, on 

the 7th. 
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17| w| 58} 24) 59) 18) 3} 21/15.2) 7-9} 7.9) 5 1/1-06] 1.92) 8.00) 12 | T.| S. W 

grapb. || Repert received too late to be used in computing means. The means from the 
t Blank indicates that the duration is net shown in the original records, but is within twenty- 
(2a) Intake Conduit, nine miles north of city. 

(k) 8, 10; (m) 10, 31; (nm) 8, 18, 31; (p) 10, 30; (7) 9, 29; (s) 10, 29, 30, 31 ; (£) 10, 30, 31; (2) 30, 31; 
(ad) 4,14; (ae) 14, 15; (af) 14, 27; (ag) 21, 22; (ah) 6, 21, 22; (Bb) 9, 12; (be) 22, 30; (bd) 12, 25; 



268 NIntH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE 

Tremperature—Ocroser, 1897, Saowina Datty MEAns For THE 

STATION. vul2 5 8 | 9 | 10 | 11 | 13 | 14 

Western Plateau..| 62 538 50 52 56 54 44 45 45 43 66 60 50 60 
aces go | 59| 66| 74] 72| 57] 45| 59] 58| 58] 62| 70] 62| 78 

Od se seeee sevens 39| 39| 33 | 36| 44| 46] 33] 28| 29] 24] 46] 471 85] 50 
Scand g0| 67| 66| 70| 74|,65| 55| 59| 58| 59] 67| 69] 62| 78 

Belica .....++. -++! 391 40] 80] 25| 28] 50| 41| 84] 32| 28] 47|° 58] 35] 985 
| 79| 621 66| 71] 74| 53] 48| 62] 61] 61| 67| 70] 68| 7% 

a vv] Bl #131 a1 8) alg) ele) 8a riot 76 | 7 1] 60| 6 9! 69| 6 
Franklinville ...... : 29 31 26 29 46 41 2 40 19 47 56 30 35 

7 1 7 62) 47 59 | 60| 66; 70] 65 
Humphrey.....----| 47} 46) 38{ 36| 45| 45| 34] 27| 35] 28| 46) 51| 37] 47 

ASEWEICEE wo enon ee Oa all dae oc Ele, bisa coro ea ames ae Ok a oe RIOR Fd 
79 | 67 |'68'| 73} °73'|"61' |" 60] “59'| “51 | 64" | 72'| 67" | 61 | 79 

Jamestown ........ 44| 48| 88] 38| 41] 49] 39] 81] $8] 271 51) 54) B87 eae 

nahin 79| 65| 69| 70| 75| 66| 59| 65] 59] 67| 67| 741] 66] 69 
settee veeees 47| 45| 30| 29] 33| 50| 42] 35] 38| 30] 49| 57] 45] 38 

ae g3| 63| 63| 69| 78| 67] 59| 50] 54| 56/1 60| 68| 7B! 83 
VOD. +.+++. sereveeel a5] 40] 29] 311 86] 50| 28) 31) 36) 341 38) 36| 36] 85 
aa 73 | 67| 67! 69 | 76| 59| 50] 62| 50| 56| 78| 66] 58| 78 

1B 2A SOGEAO) SOC 56; 48) 37] 39] 45] 48| 38] 83] 34| 30] 42] 47] 40) 44 

Victor...... se reeees wr vdeavcelae dass ccifcecodll cat] ee lcomeel| eeene hee aes geen ea 
g6 | 64 | 67 | 77) 76 | 65 | 51 | 62] 55 | 59 | 64| 75) 66| 80 

Wedgewood........! 56 | 42] 34] 35| 46| 46| 37| 32] 82] 27] 45] 52] 41| 42 
Pee g0| 59| 66| 71| 76| 64| 51| 60| 57| 60] 64| 73] 65 | 80 

veeee sevee | ag] 41} a0 zi Bl} 46 | 41 33 | 35 | 24 47 53 | 29 35 
; 7g |: 7 0 | 55 7| 57!) 65| 72! 68 

Scuth Canisteo...-) 4; | 37] 99.| 34] 35 | 48] 39] 27] 29] 20) 45) 46] 32| 937 
petits 79| 60] 67| 711 74| 631 48| 58| 60| 58| 68| 67] 58| 78 

venees seoseeel az | 44] 951 341 45 | 42] 321 26] 271 26] 48| 46] 34] 40 

Eastern Plateau... eB 2 a 49 | Pe 56 as i 46} 40 BA & 2 pa 
; 79| 6 7 | 751 66| 5 0! 55 | 59 2| 62 

Binghamton (1)...-| 47 43 o7| 271 32| 50] 41 2 a3 | 24| 45 50 | 40 39 
; 81 66 | 73{ 75 | 65 |. 50 57 | 59] 70| 71] 62 

Binghamton (2)...-| 59 | 39] 299] 20] 31| 50! 38| 28| 31| 25] 49| 58] 42] 36 
an 7 | 68| 65 | 68| 73| 67; 56] 57| 55] 58| 67| 68| 68! 7% 

veteees sages ie 2 25 | 26] 39| 42| 24 36 | 20 40) 55 | 35 31 
79 | 7 4| 70| 73| 73] 64| 58| 591 56| 67| 68] 771 

Cortland........... 46 | 51| 32| 30| 32) 52| 47 | 29| 49| 25 46 oz | 39 | 39 
: 76 | 57| 621 66| 75| 65 | 58 | 56| 58| 54 7 | 68 

South Kortright ... 41] 38) 22 | 23) 30/ 47] 41 29| ai) 18] 41| br | 35 29 
; 73 | 64| 60| 68| 70| 65| 57| 59! 55| 57] 64) 69 

Bouckville eecccese 51 - 31 35 40 49 e a 44 = a os - 

: 80 59| 661 71| 65 0| 60 6 
Middletown........| 58} 45| 34| 36] 42] 45| 45| 36| 40| 38| 38| 62] 45| 42 

i 79| 59] 60| 66] 70| 65 | 59| 59| 6o| 56] 70; 69] 68| 67 
Port Jervis. ....... 45 a 30] 30] 32] 37] 36| 35] 37 . ae es = 2 

7e| 58| 59| 63] 70| 62; 53| 53] 50| 5 B| 6 
Cooperstown....... 50 a) 30 | 30| 83] 48] 39] 30] 33 2 40 4 40 . 

: 71 | 60] 61! 66| 70| 63] 53| 55| 52| 51 
Garrattsville.......| 47] 44) 30|/ 31| 93{ 48| 39| 26! 40| 23 45 | 50 41 37 

: 73 | 61| 68| 68| 73| 64| 50) 55| 58| 55 1 
New Lisbon........ 42 | 35 | 23| 23| 24| 44] 37] 25 | 28 18 83 55 36 31 

73| 62| 69| 70! 73| 65 | 55| 60 7 
Oneonta .....-..-.-! 45) 41; 28} 29] 30! 49] 40| 291 | 24| 45| 50 a1 32 

so! 63} 60| 67} 72| 62] 48| 58| 56] 46] 67] 71 
Perry City ....-+++-| 59 36 | 28| 30| 56| 48| 40| 36 2g | 2 2 36 35 38 

é so | 60] 62| 70] 72| 68| 51 7 | 5 6) 71 
Straits Corners.....| 45 | 43| 27| 97] 29| 40] 40| 26] 32] 21| 48] 55] 37] 935) 
ae 95 | 64| 69| 68| 76| 70| 62| 64] 60| 63] 68| 75| 71) 80 

Vo verses -! 451 40} 298! 297] 296| 46] 41| 29] 32| 20] 45| 55| 88] 84 
Rane 73 | 60| 61| 68| 72; 62| 58-| 57] 59| 57| 69] 69| 58] 74 

VEC -becoosooees| 46] 881 98] Bl) 85 | 49] 85) 27 || 28) 24) 46 | Goo) eae 
Mohonk Lake...... ord: on oe ed eR Beach bear See! isha (a ereetlee oe eR eh ae 



New YorK WEATHER BUREAU. 269 

Regions, AND Dattry Maxima anp Minima For THE STATIONS. 

a 
rie 

15 /'16'| 17 | 18 | 19 | 20 | 21 | 22 | 28 | 24 | 25 | 26 | 27) 28 | 29 | 80) 81) 2s 
—E:| = 

82 | 81) 75) 57] 64) 59) 57] 54) 59 68 | 69 | 56) 49 | 58) 51 9 
52 | 58) 38! 21) 34) 44] 50] 44] 39 32 | 37] 37) 32) 31 ‘ 
83 | 83} 62) 60) 65) 60; 59] :-50] 60] 61) 55) 67) 69) 68 | 57 | 44) 66 49.2 
44 |50|] 28) 18] 29] 40} 41) 41] 35] 29] 32) 32) 29) 35 | 34] 21] 25 - 
83 | 82| 58) 57) 63] 59) 56) 54| 61] 62] 60] 66) 72) 70} 56| 42 
52 | 58} 36] 19] 32) 40) 50] 43] 35] 28) 30) 33 
82 | 80 7 | 60) 62 “| 55] 54] 61) 69) 61) 71) 72] 67 | 56) 41) 57 52.4 
63 41) 34|/ 88] 40: 41 | 44] 383] 28) 33 ; 

Pe ee ee ee ee eo oe oe ec ry 

60 | 57] 386) 2] 40| 48) 50] 45) 34) 31] 37] 37 34 

8 | 86] 58; 67) 68| 60} 55) 53] 64] 60] 60} 62) 65) 67) 51] 50 
55 |57| 40| 27] 35) 52] 45) 45] 49; 45] 46| 43) 36) 40 | 39] 34 

} 

J 

60 46 53.6 

| | gq | 51-8 
55| 59) 59) 64) 45) 49) 64] 516 
46} 40|°40| 44] 33] 83] 88 i 

Sb nk.) 55 | 69") 59 60) 52 S79 60) Se S60 G0) 6507 F250 bbe 44000 bz 
69 | 39) 34| 29] 35 [| 45] 47] 40| 33} 386] 45) 40) 34| 42) 85) 30) 33)°°°°° 
87 | 85 | 56) 65 | 66| 55) 50| 50) 61] 60) 57 | 63) 69} 70 | 55] 50] 56) soy 
58 | 55] 31] 27| 39| 46) 42) 43) 39] 388; 44) 40) 41] 45] 383) 26 | 36 ‘ 
86 | 8 | 64) 60} 68, 59] 55) 54] 58] 61] 59] 66) 67) 69] 55] 46] 57) 5,9 
51 | 52 | 34] 24] 33] 44) 45] 46) 42) 35| 43) 39) 36| 37] 387] 384) 82 : 
88 1 84) 60} 60) Gb} 56) 56) 54) 57) 60) 58) 65] 68) fF 53 | 45 | 57 | gos 
51 | 56) 27 | 22) 30) 42)-44) 42) 36) 27) 35) 34) 29) 37 | 34) 27) 29 ‘ 
80 | 79| 54) 57] 63 | 60] 54) 56] 58) 59] 55) 59) 67 | 69) 56) 43) 59] cog 
62 | 52) 30] 34) 37) 47] 46) 44] 386) 33] 85| 40} 38] 46] 81) 29] 30 ‘ 

68 | 70) 49| 41) 47 | 48| 50] 47 ee 44 Su OM ASIN Be lh 47 | 87 | 41 | 56.3 
83 | 8 | 65) 58| 64) 55) 55| 50] 63] 58| 65 | 67] 68] 65 | 55! 42 | 57] 51 9 
53 | 53} 35] 26] 32) 43) 45] 45] 388] 31] 388] 33; 321 44] 387) 30] 30 z 
8 | 87 | 57] 61} 61) 55] 55] 50) 62) 58] 64| 66) 68| 67 | 48) 40] 57] x1 g 
BY 57 | Bah 27) 35) 441 47 |" 45). 40 | 381) 43 |) 384) 82) 43) 38) 32 130 : 
83 | 82) 74) 57) 60) 56) 60} 52) 69) 60) 67] 65] 66] 65 | 58} 47) 55! agg 
45 | 49] 35] 21 7| 3838} 41] 41] 381] 26| 88] 30 |) (BO \ tonal, eee ted 5 
83 | 84} 83 | 56} 60) 58] 55) 53] 60] 59) 63| 69) 66] 66) G6] 44] 55 | xo 4 
Boe| opt|) 40.) 24 21 39) 40) 45] 35] 28] 42) 84)]'31)| 42] 40] 30} 30 ; 
¢=20n ILC ve? %% 60.|''56°) 58 || bel 56 | St} '60)|| 60)" 6b.) 64 59 | 41 52 | 48.9 
50 51 32 20 28 32 40 41 29 25 37 35 26 29 39 26 18 z 
8t | 81 | 49 7 | 59] 61) 62] 57) 61] 59] 62/ 64) 66! 62) 60] 42 | 52] ¢ 
56 | 62) 34) 25} 35] 388] 42| 43} 388] 32)| 85) 36) 834) 43] 85 | 29) 2 - 
83 | 86 | 73) 56) 62] 55) 52) 50] 52) 60] 63] 65) 63] 63 | 59] 54] 50] ro g 
45 | 60! 39] 32| 40] 40) 43|] 42} 383| 49] 45; 45] 45) 42] 40) 385] 35 ~ 

83 | 86 | 60| 58) 63) 56] 57) 59} 56) 54} GO| 63 | 64] 67 | 54] 46] 55] 51 9 
42 | 55 | 45] 30] 45] 45) 48) 44] 41] 80] 51] 46] 40] 388] 48) 33] 25 P 
79 | 80) 63) 52] 55) 56] 54] 52/] 54) 55] 58) 58] 64) 63 | 53) 40) 52] gos 
55 | 63 | 34] 26) 32 | 36) 44) 45] 34] 80] 42] 39] 34] 388 | 83] 29] 26 ‘ 
79 | 80, 74) 55] 51 | 59! 57! 54/] 56) 58) 63 | 62] 64) 65 | 54 42) 53] goo 
54 | 53] 29 | 23) 33 | 389| 42[ 35] 384] 382] 42) 41) 85 | 43] 380] 28 | 2% a 
82 | 82] 60] 55] 56] 56) 60) 50] 59) 59) 65} 63] 66] 64 | 54] 41 | 53) gg 
58 | 55] 29) 19} 27] 83] 42) 40 | 388] 2 7) 28 | 2) 88] 27 | 23] 20 * 
82 | 82 | 60] 59] 60] 57] 62) 57| 61) 59] 62) 65) 66) 66) 59] 44] 56/59 
BaP or aor ear) sek | ¢S5"| 44 45") 40 PaO Seb Se Srore Ba 84a hee Dee j 
85 | 84 | 56] 56] 60/ 58) 50} 51) 58] 58| 59] 60] 62] 68) 56} 42) 561 4o4 
BS oO") 28a.) ae) 400) 45040" SGP a8 87 1 Bol SO (87s 34) 127 80 > 
83 | 86 | 74] 58} 62] 56] 50) 48/] 62) 62) 56) 65) 65) 64) 65] 43 |) 55) ggg 
54 | 55] 82] 21) 31] 42)| 42'| 48) 89]. 20) 43) 84] 30] 88) 85 | 27) 27 é 
87 | 88} 60) 62! 66) 59| 52] 50) 64] 61] 61} 69| 70) 70) 55) 52) 57] 51g 
52 | 52] 33] 22] 35| 43| 40] 45] 44); 383] 43} 40] 384] 33] 88] 30] 28 - 
83 | 83} 58 | 55 | 62] 56] 54) 52 | 59) 59] 59] 61] 63} 68 | 57] 41] 55] ge g 
60 | 58} 28]; 2 | 36) 48] 45| 36] 86} 81] 89) 85 | 82| 45] 86} 380] 34 ; 
oe . eeorlorcccleoe ovcclrovsclecese <6 Sing a6 Bieia\l ap alele|[aietw erlecece eee oe te eeleeees! Bog 



s —) Ninto ANNUAL REPORT OF THE 

TEMPERATURE— OcrosreR, 1897, SHowine Dairy Means For 
SraTIons 

Northern Plateaw.| 58 52 47 50 AS 53 7) 38 41 BY 50 57 | 49 49 
Lake Placid 70 | 621 60| 68| 72| 72| 66| 49] 54] 45] 68] 56] 62) 68 
BES paneer sre gle 40 | 30] 382 4 a in a 28 28 | 20) 46 Bs 37 4 

‘ ‘ 72| 64| 7 A 2] 46] 50| 45] 58| 67] 65] 70 
Saranac Lake...... 3 27 29 39 43 40 or 32 19 99 53 60 30 a0 

ayes 80| 60, 65| 71) 7 53] 55 | 54] 54] 67] 65 
Gloversville........ 55 | 40| 30 2 29 35 45| 30| 34| 22] 34] 55 41 a2 

: Gt ee 69| 734 60| 60 | 67 63 | 53] 59] 61] 51] 66] 6 
Little Falls (2a).---| 36 | 46] 26 | 25 26 28 “1 =| 25 | 20) 33) 45 33 80 
ad as 721 721) 64| 64] 7 F 43 | 51] 46| 51 51 6 
North Lake.......- 39/ 451 30| 30| 32| 35| 40| 25) 30] 28] 2] 49] 34] 88 
ae 72| 661 69| 7 | 76| 64| 53| 56) 54] 51) 69] 68] 60] % 

ORY SESE sie #92 Ue 59 | 3 25 | 29 a e 39 | 20] 38] 18] 39 a6 37 -* 
3 E 70 | 64| 63] 70] 7 2| 46| 50] 51] 5B! | 67 55 
Number Four..... | 45] 49| 30] 299 | 34| 47] 36] 22] 28| 21| 38] 50] 85] 88 

Atlantic Coast..... 69 | 56| 51) 54] 56] 57] 57] 52] 56] 48] 57] 66] 62) 57 
eteien 85 | 60| 63| 71| 73| 69| 67| 64] 68| 59| 70| 72) 721 67 

EON AY [sccine 9 8isie)~ 58 | 50 e a4 - 538 a 52 | 38 46 a BY a 
: tas 88 | 68, 58] 6 66 | 611 65| 57] 66 1 

New York City .... 61 47 | 44| 48 Bl ot 51 44 43 42 50 62 ny 54 

: ; 90| 63| 65| 73) 7| 6 71 68) 6 6 q 1 Willets Point....... 5G 44| 41 40 4 52 44 45 | 41 46 60 55 7 49 

p 83 | 62] 65 vi 9] 6 7| 59 | 72) 7H i 
ee OG tas 74° Per 50| 41| 39| 31| 30| 34] 50] 37] 45] 30) 40] 60| 44] 45 
Setauket 82 | 69 | 58] 65] 69| 67/ 64| 59| 68| 52] 74| 72] 68] 66 

seseapinlais eis 55| 49| 47| 41] 45| 50] 52] 48] 50| 43| 43] 62| 58) 51 

BEWEORGS. circ. a ceete 

zip 86. | 68| 63 i 67 66] 62) 67| 69| 70] 71) 72] 
Primrose. .....++4. 46| 45} 34 33| 42] 38| 42} 40| 29] 36 49 | 38 

Hudson Valley....| 65| 55 | 47| 49] 53| 54| 52] 49] 50] 41] 53| 64] 5e| 54 
inks 83 | 67| 65 | 71/1 74] 65] 58] 59] 58] 55| 69| 72) 66) 69 

Sar) slots sic as 54 | 48| 36] 36| 36] 49| 46| 41] 40] 32] 46| 61| 49] 41 
Honeymead Brook.| 43 | 39| 39! 31 
Pouzhkeepsie...... 46| 371 29| 31 

Wappingers Falls.. 5) a 33 | 38 

MOU SUAIL ccccrsfois c1e'etdievs 52 | 48| 34 | 38 

West Point......... 33 | 45| 30/ 30| 30] 30] 38| 33] 34] 27} 30] 44| 42] 386 
ae 85 | 65 | 61| 68| 74) 65| 64] 68| 64} 60| 66) 68| 70| 7% 

Fosteeeeneens Bi| 47 | s2| 82| 84] 40) 43) 38| 40 | 2o| 42| 36) 38 40 
: 76| 64| 60| 64] 771 3| 58| 50] 70| 7% 

Greenwich ......... 531 40| 32/ 82] 35| 40| 44] 39| 46| 24] 35| 57| 44] 38 

Mohawk Vailey....| 60] 52| 49| 51) Br] 54) 44 | 43| 4B) 41) 59 60 
: 60| 68] 74| 7% 50 53] 5 

Little Falls (1a)....| 59! 34] 53| 40] 49] 46| 26| 32] 25| 33| 60] 45 
Canajoharie. ...... 47 | 50 | 39 | 35 

St. Johnsville...... 5] 501 311 30 

Rome... seeeeeveveee| gy 31| 30| 37 

Champlain Valley.| 60 | 53 | 48| 49 

Plattsb’h Barracks 41| 40| 35 | 35 

Ticonderoga....... 53 

Glens Falls........ 4 

Lake George...... 4 



New YorkK WEATHER BURDAU. 271 

THE Rectons, anD Dairy Maxma anp Minima FoR THE 

— me ik 

ie | | | | 34 a 
16| 17 be ie 20 | 21 | 22 | 28 | 24 | 25 | 26 | 27 | 28] 29 | 80/31/28 

° 

2g eben! | | | aa E 

65 |67| 48| 40| 43| 46| 47] 45] 44] 45] 48] 50] 50] 51] 45| 30] 35 | 47.7 
7 |77| 52| 51| 58| 56| 52| 50] 58]..... 58 | 61| 67] 65| 59| 33] 47 | are 
63 |63| 26| 28| 32] 36] 32] 37] 35]... 38 | 34 | 34| 40| 32] 20] 21 | * 
s2 |s0| 43| 52! 61| 63| 60} 51| 63| 68| 62| 68 | 71 | 67} 42] 88! 50] wo 
61 |33| 23| 31] 31| 38) 81| 34] 80| 29) 29] 29) 34] 36/ 19] 21| 29 | 4% 
s1 |84| 63| 58| 57| 54| 60| 484 59] 58| 65| 66] 65| 64| 55] 45] 50} 49 
48 |60| 35| 25| 30| 35| 42| 38] 30] 29| 39| 36) 381] 33| 34] 23] 23 | 
7 |83| s2| 81| 55| 58| 53| 60] 50] 64] 65| 66) 70| 70] 72] 47) 42] wg 
2 |52| 34] 22} 23] 33] 32] 40] 30] 22] 32] 34| 35] 36] 38) 20] 21 | * 

69 \|77| 76| 42] 52| 60] 56] 55| 45] 60| 58| 64] 68| 67) 62] 42] 39] gag 
34 |49| 32| 23] 28| 33| 40} 39] 30| 31] 31| 34] 30] 31] 35| 18| 22 | 
g0 |79| 73| 55] 58| 57| 60| 51| 61| 61| S1| 65 | 68| 65] 57] 41] 53 | yo 4 
60 |65| 33| 23| 31| 30| 48] 42] a1| 29] 35| 33) 39) 39| 35| 20| 28 | 4% 
7s |75| 57| 51| 58| 58| 57| 47| 58| 60/ 65| 67 | 67| 65| 55] 35] 50] 4 4 
59 |57| 29) 22/ s1| 39| 41| 39] 82] 31] 33] 37 | 82] 41] 28] 18| 22) *% 
es |73| 55| 47| 51| 54| 54] 49) 50] 47] 52] 58] 55] 57 | Be] 43] 48 | 55.0 
se || 59| 58| 62| 60| 61 | 55| 56} 52] 57! 64] 68| 64] 5S] 51] 54] 54, 
6 | 64| 52| 39] 47| 55| 51| 45] 45] 45] 43] 53] 47 | 53] 50] 40] 35 | > 
g0 |s6| 71| 56] 6o| 58| 59| 52] 54| 52] 57] 62| 60] 65] 58] 5C| 52/56 4 
56 |66| 44| 40| 44| 54| 50| 46] 47| 46| 50| 53] 49| 52] 42] 38] 37 | °?- 
s3 |89| 58| 60| 63| 59} 60) 55| 57| 55| 58| 65] 62] G1} 58] 55] 56] 59g 
54 |53| 41| 40] 43| 51! 46| 47| 44] 47/ 53| 49/1 49] 53] 39] 32] 33 | 
7 |sv| 61| 61| 62] 60/ 60| 58| 65] 58] 60| 70] 71] 70] 59] 51] 59] 98 
44 |60| 44| 35] 34| 43| 43| 38| 35| 35| 50| 50| 46] 51] 46) 32] 92 | 7 
7 |86| 73| 56| 62] 59| 56| 32} 54] 54| 57] Gi | 58] 58] 58] 50] 54] 56g 
54 |64| 48| 43] 44| 50| 50| 471 42] 42] 48| 52] 48] 52] 48] 391 36 | °? 
83 |89| 75| 58| 64| 58] 64| 53) 62| 52] 54] 71] 74| 65] 60] 54) 56] p54 
49 |54| 37| 29] 34| 44| 46] 42] 39] 30] 47| 49] 39] 45] 46] 81] 24 | 
e3 |ss| 58| 59) 64| 57| 61] 56] 57| 959] 55| 66] 65| 65] 58] 51] 59] no 9 
46 |55| 48| 28| 32| 44] 49] 41] 39] 33] 45] 47 | 35] 42) 49] 81] 25 | 7 
es | 72| 55| 44| 50| 49| 52] 48] 49] 44] 52] 52] 51] 52] 49] 38) 38] 51.7 
sé | ss| 60| 58] 58) 58| 61| 57] 62| 56| 62] 66] 67] 67| 58] 47] 53] 55 9 
55 | 60) 39| 34] 39| 40] 45] 42] 27| 34] 45] 39] 35] 38] 35] 31] 28 | 
80 |s4| 52] 52] Go| 57] 56] 54] 56] 55] 62] 65| 66| 65] 53| 43| 53 | 559 
53 |57| 40! 29] 34/ 42] 46] 42] 38] 32] 47] 39] 36] 38] 87] 28] 24] 
g7 |89| 75| 63| 65| 56] 59| 57| 61| 55| 65| 68 | 71) 67] 59] 46] 55] 19 
51 |58| 46| 26| 34] 41] 41] 39] 38] 39] 47] 41 | 86] 36] 31| 26] 22) °° 
go |85| 72| 58} 68| 58] 62] 58] 62] 55| 58| 66] 64] 67| 60} 50] 48| p56 
50 |64| 40| 30] 38| 40] 44] 40] 421 32] 40] 44] 40] 40) 41! 32] 261 °° 
84 |88| 75| 57] 61) 56| 59/ 54] 62{ 53| 66| 67 | 67| 65| 63| 48] 58] .5 5 
54 |62| 41| 33| 36| 41] 47| 45/ 37] 38] 47] 48] 38] 38] 40| 31] 27 | °° 
70 |85| 90| 58| 60| 65] 60| 59} 591 60| 56] 56] 65] 65| 64] 58] 45] a9 9 
ag | 44| 40| 25] 45| 34] 45] 98| 35] 30] 32] 32] 32] 36] 40] 29) 20| >: 
84 |85| 53} 59] 66| 61| 58| 56) 60| 55| 65| 68| 65] 63| 55| 46] 51] go 4 
51 |58| 81| 34] 36] 47| 46] 48| 41| 38] 43] 39] 42] 45] 41] 33] 24 | °F 
so |83| 79| 54] 58] 5v| 58| 50/ 56] 55] 60| 62] 62| 64| 60| 43] 51] 599 
52 |63| 40] 26] 38] a7] 40] 36| 32] 30] 42] 35 | 34] 82] 42] 22] 23) 
65 |65| 46] 41} 45] 48] 49} 45| 44] 44] 47] 49] 49] 50] 41] 35] 40 | 49.0 
84 |83| 46| 57] 56] 52) 53| 49| 58] 57] 66] 67 | 62] 63] 46] 42] 49| yoo 
36 | 36| 27/ 29| 39| 39] 41| 35| 33] 38] 82] 39] 42] 39] 24] 26) 30] ** 
81 |83| 69| 54| 57| 55] 58| 55| 58] 54] 60] 60| Go| 60] 60] 43] 50] gay 
52 | 57 | 39| 31) 36| 41] 46) 46| 33| 33] 40] 36] 35] 39] 33] 80] 32] °°: 
80 | 81} 73| 54| 56| 54] 55| 50] 57| 55] 58| 62| 61] 63] G1] 43] 50] yg 
50 |61| 38| 26| 32| 36| 38| 42| 31| 30] 37| 34] 32] 37| 37| 24) 24) * 
73 |80| 47| 50) 55| 54] 56| 47| 55| 58] 55| 58| 60] 60] 43) 42] 52] yoy 
59 |36| 27| 30| 38| 41| 43| 35] 30] 35] 30] 35] 38] 38] 26] 28] 32] “° 
63 |70| 57| 45| 47| 46| 46] 45] 46] 46] 50| 50| 49/ 49] 48] 38] 35 | 49.8 
66 |88| 78| 60) 58| 57| 57| 56| 54| 57| 57| 57] 58| 63] GO| 47] 87) yg 
3g |58| 38/ 34| 30] 35] 35| 34] 32] 32| 37| 35| 36| 35] 37] 27] 25] ** 
81 | 81} 80] 57| 60! 53| 501 53] 591.59] 57! 59] 66) 65) 63! 46] 49] 5 4 
50 |50| 43| 29| 35| 35] 34{ 37] 38] 32] 40/ 46] 35] 37] 45] 28] 24)? 
83 |83| 70| 75| 60| 56] 58| 53| 58| 58] 64] 64] 64] 63] 49] 52] 49] yoy 
51 |60| 87] 25| 35] 35| 38| 35] 38] 33] 41] 36] 82] 33] 43| 34) 23] “ 
83 |84| 73] 55| 60| 56] 60| 51] 60] 61) 64| 68] 66] G1] 52] 47] 49/51, 
$1 |60! 40] 28! 37] so] 39] 39! 35] 35] 41! 41! 35! 381 371 261 2] %Y 
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TEMPERATURE — Ooroser, 1897, SHowrne Datry Means 

STaTIons.— 

STATION. 1 2 3 

St. Lawrence Val..| 59 | 53] 50 

Madison Barracks.. g He fe 

Canton .....seseeees be He “th 

North Hammond... bo it Sh 

Ogdensburg ........ iS o oe 

Potsdam.......eeees eh ne be 

Great Lakes........ 67 | 57] 53 

Westfield ........08- Se ve ie 

Buialo)<.... i000 seer ee a ie 

Pittsford.........+.. el eae | bat 
Rochester .....0.00. 5 e Me 

Appletons 5.) .«ctsise a os ee 

‘Fort Niagara. ...... 4 Me 

Baldwinsville.......| 24 | $3) $8 
Ridgeway .......... fh te se 

Oswego....... bchiiete tr . ee 

PalerM0:... 20.0000 ye ve ee 

IES VAOTI! Gesa/e' se iwioiore's\s\ sins oe bes o 

Erie, Pennsylvania. oy eA a 

Central Lakes......| 69 | 56] 50 

WAU UY 6 5 esters sn wis Ke yi es 

HISMING «6. cise seems be en a 

WV UUACA TIS ne Sie cwietes areds i e a 

SOM ULUS./.sisis/eia ste’ ee Se oF Be 

MBHBC A gic: ste(eieieleje ernie eS e ee 

PAU IT IVAT: 55 /010,0\«(0 ojale Bh 2 a 

M@anie...5 feee ss ster 63 ~ 54 tay 

or 6 7 12 | 18 

56 | 44] 89) 44] 38] 52) 60] 56) 57 
80] 60] 49] 59} 48] 57] |] 77 7 
54 | 89} 21) 36) 2 33 | 53] 48] 33 
62 | 47) 55) 58) 44) 73) 72) (Gra fe 
47 | 34] 2 7} 20; 80] 48] 42) 60 
62 | 56] 50} 50} 48) 70) 68| 64) % 
48} 40] 28] 32] 84] 42] 60} 40] 86 
68 | 45] 54] 58| 45) 72| 75 | 63) 74 
40} 84] 80} 86] 30] 36) 53} 46] 40 
62} 48] 53) 58] 55) % 67 | 7] 7% 
84] 385] 27) 28| 29) 33] 384) 38) 43 

59 7 | 47 | 49] 44] 60] 62) 51] 62 
70) 57] 63) 65 7 | 7 | 69 | 58) 88 
52] 40] 89] 35] 83) 57) 53 | 40) 50 
67 | 51] 64] 58) 57| 7 70 | 62] 7% 
51) 44) 40] 39) 33 7; 54) 47] 48 
67 | 50] 59| 60} 55] 7 72 | 60] 8 
51 | 40] 82] 384] 28] 41] 50) 41] 42 
66 | 50] 60) 55| 56] 71| 71) 63] 8 
50] 389] 83] 34] 31] 48] 52] 43) 45 
68'| 55 | 60] 58.) (54°) 799) "70)) TORR ire 
54 | 89] 82] 37] 29) 41] 57] 88) 89 
"8| 56) 60°) 62) 63%) | 7a) 71) SOs Se 
54 | 46] 88) 50] 33] 41] 56] 40) 40 
63'| 54] 58) 6@ |) 60] 72) 71) 61) 74 
51| 88] 80] 39] 380| 42) 50) 441 40 
70) 155) 69) 535] (5601745) 7Oe eeee 
58 | 42] 35] 42] 381] 40| 58% 42] 42 
68)| 58°) 58/1 59°) (54°) 69) 7A) Voie ea 
58! 87 | 84| 45] 31) 4%) 56) 48) 48 
60 | 50] 56] 56) 54] 7% 73 | 58 | 74 
53 | 88] 24) 32] 24) 48] 51] 388) 47 
62)] 58} 59 | 58) 55)) 60") | 700) Veiner 
58! 88] 85 | 38] 382] 48] 58] 45) 44 
GT] Ba) AON PEL Sota a 66} 58} 82 
52 | 48] 389) 40] 36) 56] 55] 44) 57 

58 | 49] 46] 47] 44] 58| 53) 52] 59 
61 | 50] 62) 59 | 62) 70) @ 65] °7 
50 | 389] 29) 81] 80} 45] 54] 41) 40 
65.| 56] 60| 59] 55] 70| 70} 62) 7% 
54] 42] 84] 88| 83] 49) 60] 46) 45 
67 | 66| 62] 58] 57 | 68] 76| 62) 82 
50 | 44] 84] 40] 26|) 46] 56{ 41] 40 
63 | 57] 59] 58) 58] 67 | V1) 63) V4 
55 | 48) 82) 85! 382] 45] 45 | 48) 42 
63 | 52] 59] 59 | 56, 68| 72 | 59) 7% 
52] 41] 81) 35 | 28) 50.) 561 42) 41 
63 | 54] 60| 58| 57] 66, 74| 64] 82 
51 | 44] 31] 85] 80] 51] 57] 40] 39 

56| 48| 45 | 47 | 42] 56] 61) 53] 56 

+Max. and Min. by the Draper Thermograph. || Received too late to be used in computing 
conduit, nine miles north of city. 
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FOR THE Recions, AND Datty Maxima anp Minima FoR THE 

(Concluded). 

= 
foes 

15|1.| 17 | 18 | 19 |.20 | 21 | 22 | 28] 24] 25 | 26| 27] 28| 29] so} a1 | 38 
ce} 

| a® 
66 |66| 46) 41] 47] 47] 47/ 47| 48] 47} 48) 48] 50/ 53] 42] 31] 37 | 49.8 
% |73| 75] 52] 59| 62| 68| 62| 52] 62| 69] 58] 69] 69] 66 | 48] 46/4). 
79 |76| 50| 56) 62] 56| 53| 52| 61| 62] 59] 60! 67! 66] 46] 40] 49 ee 

for) ew uo [e-) ww aw 2 or co reg iv) or ~ 2 rs ol 
ce) 

ree oo wig oe (4) © res) oo eo cs or oo ~~ os w _ 

Mer te | 149145) 49) 511) 51) 49) 51 |. 49) 51), 500) 538i) 59.) | 48h) 9389 7 | 53.4 
86 | 84; 63] 65] 61 60} 55) 59) 68} 69] 61) 65) 74] 73) 58) 47) 58 53.3 
58 | 64 2{ 30] 38] 40] 46] 37] 37] 387] 411 41] 37] 46] 2388] 31 7 

68 | 69} 50] 43 | 48] 49] 50] 48 48/461) (504) St jbl | ib 46 0B, 4taseieal 

means. (1) Voluntary observer. (2) U. 8. Weather Bureau. (1a) City reservoir ; (2a) Intake 

18 
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STATION. ale salepeleys Jala 12] 18 | 14 

Western Plateaw..| 0.00) 0.01} 0.00) 0.00) 0.00} T. | 0.20) 0.01) T. | 0.00) T. |'0.95 0.00} 0.00 
Alfred).....% << ee A eee Py ethene the linens ule Bs Sal |'se cate lots oan lime ccs] AO) SSeteh eee 
VAP ISESEL oo deh gu. «ules [1a Seis | ele Seiad re Wsia love @ ted sts fio ees 20] Tee) ..tc].. ven] 201) ete 
Bolivar ..... Peewee liens Hail cea'alell ese RP IROCC tecolh 
Franklinville....... anaes lak ee Joke] daa 

Humphrey......... eiminfol|| sis enil asp sate! | ste wets 
TARO WV AU OV sasacael s weieelllanetedine vse lite wea 
ING PONG cab ceieicc'e Was) a catelica celal cm ekiel ts ware 
Cherry Creek......|..... Ao. Albee. onee 
SMINIORCO WT ys wa.d'a> | apace aeaes in dure| oe ature 

ENMIra ...: ccc eeeeeleeees[eseesteneee|eeees 

Akron..... Fs AIO pas) AA Reps a ae 
WOT Sissies sles SBINSora icapricl eaoos 

BNI eo steccsie ms aati nce \ecte he 
ARSON GA doe caine..| cs aee|ateer Aaocey aac 
ACLOD is nice cue was ive! | ete atute late Wares ate crates | efor ciete 
Wedgewood....... Ae, 31 eric aod etc 
A ACLIBON « vis dinte sss a5 

PT TELYIG#IN  ocataluta'e(o,<'4elu | 'steiciate he Sedielahiae 
Haskinville.........]... Mell Wie ‘dhaie | stapaten | whe take 
South Canisteo....|..... 01 
EA FUELS eb alee sire cictoll ‘ote atotoi] stovaraee stearate | ate sain [ule dee |icrecice |) 4G) TL Sb eT sis sletail jp cicte inte Greta manent ice 

Eastern Plateaw...| 0.00) T. | 0.00) 0.00) 0.00; T. | 0.11 bee ee’ Ty ? | 0.36) T. | 0.00 
Binghamton: (1) is. |< joel cwcicie| vis ne cfocna oe . Ais esdaelee a 
Binghamton (2)....)....- 
Chenango Forks.. el aataate | sisletetell otclatere'| otais 
AP RLOV EPS Wb ck ioe clatciae|| (ote cate|| afovaisi= | sta arets) sia chart 

South Kortright 
Bouckville. . aa Stare (ste ee wll aie 
Fayetteville. See ea ieipletere lace oie 
Middletown....... cilaieeote 

Port Jervis.... 
Warwick..... : 
Cooperstown ...... 
Garrattsville BF) ce roe] ee eee | ce eee 
WTB EABIOOM os oi<6:ates\| elo ctcts | 'a(0-alaleil n'a arte 

eceleweee 

Oneonta..... Br ola alate 
Schenevus. 
POUry Ciby ...- -onse|\< 
Newark Valley Sage 

Straits Corners.....|...- 

Mohonk Lake...... 

Northern Plateau.. 0.00! 0.00} 0.00) 0.00! T. onal 0.07) 0.01 “es ie T ee 0.00} 0.00 

Elizabethtown ..... ioieeee Elizabethtown ...0./o.s+-[....-[rosee]eccee| oonefoseai| 
slew ewe ewe 

By Be 
Alle cece] sees 

1.10]. 0000} sone 
61] ...0.4] ose 

1.68] seca) eee 
49) cece] wove 

Saranac Lake......|.-. 

ee ee 

Kings Station...... el Np lamin animal eid bead Nees Ti bentels Weds eR eet 

Atlantic Coast..... mee 0.05 om 0.00} 0.00} T. | 0.02 ae 0.00 0.00 T. | 0.52) 0.01} 0.00 

Brooklyn .......5.+:| 00» - pp ENE PPC precy fet Pag dd be en aon sees flee watell| Le ODN erareteea mee 

Manhattan Beach . ae eee eae a 6;0:are| tiled 

Now York City ....|.cc0c|  Ollscccckissachiccerdacs col Me | ceee) dau: lieve caleanct) etn 
Willets Point ......| .-.-Jecses caardcVoaes shape Anke cell OBI saeco heMiee tremens Mth scs alla 

ia 
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TATION FoR Ocropsr, 1897 — (Lyougs). 

0.001 pT 02000268 0.03! 0.13 0.14| T. | T. | 0.00] 0.00] T. | 0.10) 0.01/¢T. | T. 
~Jee|> SUN ERESS pees setts ROB ATS | T OB| ek las e tal etealacoce lames is] ee TY eas 

0.04] 0.05) T. | T. | 0.03} T. | 0.00} 0.08] 0.06) T. | T. o 

Ph te ae 

0.02| 0.40! 0.03) 0.00] 0.00) 0.00} 0.00} 0.05} 0.00) 0.00) 0.00} 0.00) 0.00) 0.15] 0.07} 0.04] 0.00} 1.70 

“FOES ees eae ec ere eee (a A 1 ign ay be | eas eee Ss ks 
50 ae evr (esas heres] errr 

eves E> [svatepeadgohsesee eee ssdagses| / so luashelt on ash aes oma 
0.00| 0.00} 0.00] 0.00 0.00] 0.02| 'T. | 0.04] 0.01| 0.21) 0.55] T. | 0.00] T. | 0.03| 0.00] 0.00! 1.48 

Beso eral A 4.8 tsaveslapsual) eOdl seas) zBo reas, (Uta! alll cs vas Nace sala vl COE eakeaays 

Poo 23) -O1) 000-0: Ot oeenaleaaet MOT 
Di Viavert BOR UD vanabivew ley cobh MRC [Svctslaesac| Doe es eee ee 
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| : j ) j 

PPR ie ve: 
STATIONS. 1 2 8 4 5 | 6 7 8 | 9 | 10 | 11 | 12 | 18 | 14 

a2 | ee, at | 
Atlan Coast (Con ). | 
Brentwood. ..e.cce.l sce SO) Sete vWletaisle a we a tal oben saahats ae AE fe aPPOv) ar. ice Se 
Metauke, soos.e secs |e sans SUG fees eens I WSS |) pee race | 6 mate's Iita arose Id OU ie . 
Wedlords 6 sc ac nese Oe scale ealer cores Al ncOOl oe sani ae cee T. |}: :86luenee fy 
EriMTOsOsb vues coos | sks0.° SVE Saas lee ce Aletecete T. APES Wises Aadc caltaoaen 411. fee 

Hudson Valley..... T. T. ,; 0.00] 0.00) T. T. | 0.03] T. | T. | 0.00) T. | 0.85) 0.08) 0.00 
PRCA DERED Vig’ cick scictbty stovei Bia | tale: = l'ckova wcll fate nore Pectovn, create rwtars {01> 20T ae Et illaye Cae i Bay 1) (hare | le 
ROBDALMEM ice crc ce lidawos'lise wlio necdidem as hal Rat OST oferta te cae | Bares) tetereie 85)" 06] st 
Honeymead Brook.)..... Wd (PP 18 Sec | ee fe Seat EL lepre as lieappen| obs a:=| heleiere 5861) 2 — felines 
WOURREGEDBIO: ales s6'linieis c'=|'ca sual hoses | onre wis dearer s HOS | steam e laa metallia ste Poy Lt) Pare) |) 2 ~ 

Wapningers Falls .|.....|.....]... Bill teks peters hepaye 0s fast fb AUDI selene | Benet alee TT. fl TBiaeea cle 
TION sorte ccaeice s/s oars : ieee olesetes Ee PETS ai ecercl) aver tll artes llaritess “B1) reece 
MGS SEONG. occ Caen sl acecen’s AlGac sleccectaascc loons BOB aren (ease laeees | kisis 1:05) esare Bet 
MOIS COOLNOLS 4. <<] este cle |ova elites ne Nesniod cde nen asco Resa ocoal loAssalsneetyiarmize to ee 
GIARUMICL rccce cy cuss > MTS || he oe ai) aioe cil ie cies [le area] drerare.| ehpupetall ligase flare eager tare lene ore [G4 cnceelneene 

MGULIGARCALOBOLY IE] \dais:s.c cece -lweearcilieec weld wie ea lerecoe ls PABA enone) (poo corn asa antes! om ellte(wans 
MEOW NTIS) < s cide'ss 5 |eisjecellceceelaecer dees voll Bec cainetak SOB) iciesaie'<i[\ he socal feoits siete 1 00hee cus ne 
Kaston....... rarer (nil lavemrats sretad)| eseicins| aieie's oil Bai. ell tee ei] ieee Jesseelessec[eseeelecess 1°02)" 282i eee 
SEE OBIVWICH oe 5 5 ice s:s\| ac cleat sloaaicll neice lee collar TT 025} Ts heal PEAT | a | sg 1.28] SBA en 

Mohawk Valley ....| 0.00) 0.00) 0.00) 0.00} 0.08) 0.01] 0.04; 0.01} 0.00! 0.00) 0.00! 0.43) 0.00) 0.00 
MAtpBMCAlIs (Ta). 5 5 |eeccelenca|easaleenes <BOl steel onelace sehoreee sieculences|e =e ealenee aaa 
ANB IBNATIO = ...2sin\ ease |ocecnlnssslenceelecoes T. A PG ool [ekceal lesa 48|\cacealeee an 
POE OMEVINS AL al haeccl Ceol acee slices 508} O08} suc ne A 2 BB laws Sano 
Fome@irs....¢ GSR O 4 LOCO SABC SNS! | GAeRIO! nes aeeeells oe OS |S eects Sawer ae B74 || Sn 

Champlain Valley .| 0.00) 0.00) 0.00; 0.00) 0.00) 0.02) 0.04] T. | 0.02) 0.00! T. | 1.16) 0.05) 0.00 
Piattsbureh Barks} 2.0.2 )¢sc 5) 56cemloneea|s os et |laceaelleoseedl S: OB ar sctabe | coyare palllgtersiats 20 ans 
DUGONDGELOLAs eons | teiorclsemesleeceelecces OD] Berra AUP insae Renee les dines) ooo, 
Glens MANS. cp:.dsi0- =| cers sls oeee IRE h- ESROI (SS Tr ail | acs = lle csateretl as rcveratleravonye 1741) .0 24 cctkoemts 
Lake George.......|....- ; Eero ercial Sees AOS} Ol) aO2| Sse cul| ences 202) TSU etiedaees 

8t Lawrence Valley} 0.00) 0.00) 0.00; 0.00) 0.00) 0.14) 0.00] 0.03) T. | 0.00) T. | 0.23) 0.00) 0.00 
PAISGU RALTACIS ili cleresc'| ere cicil sa 2 © cllideicics|| ae nicrell erceccla | peamatellle Pr Wee! Wel PP sees tees! osc!) oo ec 

WUStOrLO WI .scssceslocs calere 8 NS§ BA attic : : we : oaele coneneen 
Canton....... aeeee clon Sian leea ae [ae pet clertnc late wille metic meieceameiiescet Lee RRA heer Maci RB) eeece| cove 

WOK AID TUNEHION 6 <3 «cirillews sich ticsiciell aerawis)llgeieie cil Ss reall Riarerneil ete electoral ee Cale wo onle SoBe nef 
Orth AMMONG s.alss/cs | hese aoe celGaae aero lence lees -12),. O01) 88ers intone 

MACrEbuTre ss criss lsiewnc|eence ee ene heel Sinn ABO Sect ecis:ce} anaeailie cole cosee| old|ecse ofiware 
POLE GALI ainie s amiaeisil taie-c'ell Lee ccil ctercta | Meee tal ete (OB|Sscicte ON} (eri BAP herr sect] ooo 

Great Lakes ...... 0.00} 0.00} 0.00] 0.00} T. | 0.02! 0.14} 0.02; T. | 0.00 T. | 0.25] 0.03) .... 
MVGSUHOIM |. ce. cusies| ances aces ave te cil Wormers] rere cm liaietetele By eee Iago | ericto Aes eri ets) Gost 
BULAN OCs vie sce'e peaeol lr Shcolloesealls pikisll Wecaleveiins eine TS SLO) 504 |leeTSS -ienceete 301) 2Oailset esl eet 

AGAMIS CONETG \a\5 in0.-|\d0000 [eee ulldoenaleeencl tee lneemell eactaloe deel enesete AG" -18)....6] 20+ 
MAIL ON cece ccene | dees elite aretaamen| eis esi neces 7 LOO) ODIs cree line cece leiowts 08). Seen 
Rochester......... altweptern eee Rectlecemalacens i Ba) Pra) fa yee be +02)" .O07]...--] ooee 

SG IMAVANGN. site cps «| eeeteio torent aa. al teenie areieree lakers LB eaacets cieenele Beara Seas: AAGSO |! 27 
Appleton ......... al Meavete\llercisterell a SOSA oso wate 1, ats) Press eel gga i 83) 00% BAO 
Forti Niagara seeceele eocrlecccclecsec|s eee . 300] Seicals Aces eee . 40) Son eee 

MInPArA als... oclacecs (2s) WAeee|t dager Mi Wgamme Feaesooines (Sues EY pee) bb tee ; A Weal) ccs: 

Baldwinsville...... ome - af sti Be esse a ate 88): cn vs hawt 
Sey MOONVINGiastece cl eroelarecclimeneclaerer seaal penne .22). LOBES: 22] veeee| veee 
Midcawavialstercli...cleceee | Seni eeeae 202) 7 221 203| bores eee eee Rates| Gision 
MN LON ste onset emeall errcelece elmer cle Ris cio |aacsioc|maleen 01] .05 HES] (Saeac 20) weeee| oaee 
Oswego ..... Go Saas) Preea ret | Bae 4 : Ute ATUL Aigarccleen i 19} ....+] wove 

Palermo....... A 308) 4 al Ae Neeetel Sores teenie i SOB alters pies [aisles me (meee te occ) 
CONG a dee viclorcaselamech |e ecesleaccctewcn: ae ht Ue J021 OTT D2 in. soecf) sOllRpeealiecrs 
VONS. sr dacst scores sae 3 : eee c lke O04) Os secre ES +18] ....+] ooee 
Rose ..... eitaissieelo sel baehale sates [5 3 RCI We Ups UT ge ea FS sheera| Sa o Gel mate sie Reise 
MOMIO ES scivis vice nesic'e| te oMeraiee siolee acre Po ilpemcet burt 5OOAEe 350 5 BOl ese eel vere 
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TATION FoR OcroBEr — (Continued). 

15 | 16 | 17); 18 | 19{ 20) 21 | 22} 23] 24! 25 | 26] 97 | 28 | 20 hae | 31| 3 

| | | (emul asl Slee ais 
eel as | | Meelefasstic2.2(secheeenss 0) ee! ee) Peer a) Bey Pee Peg MPP sec) 1) 

2) NRE eae RS ae Pee tease t TOG (293) Andel: Pe Us acact) aE 1 [acess 1.79 
Let Ee bese Moped be vty EPL ba ee of) $502): 01) 9298) Tos |iaisa|cansc] 01] ss deg aeanenns 
oer eye ‘| ug pas A) am) DRC Bi PRN A My | PRR 5" 

0.00] 0.06] 0.00) 0.00] 0.00} 0.00] T. | T. | T. | 0.00} 0.03] 0.00] 0.00] 0.04] 0.02) 0.00, 0.00) 1.11 
Btls timee Sie acer ls 3 | 26 4 PR a | per iees (eras booed ered ey Pee ie ee nie! 
bh ees eee te ae Pr ae Ui tas Be cee ec Seger Pa 1 ad Ee: 0.95 
228) parce @etsd nea eon |- (i Wha ee eAeayal OSE er -s-t}ecersfosres[erers| OA o:s xin: fo mccte | meee 
MRT ees cbr. 3 Uetais Ins ares [Os Oime | ose a] anand meee | anes) tees ol setae on otal aa feele Oe 0.18 

See | Poe Tea OBIS ce rola ORs oe ale zal eteceel atack< Lea a ata 
| es ESSE a Te RP Be eva eee (ed ines 0 fee) (ee J ey Prey 0.81 

Bee oe ces | canst oeacslancculete alma: ya eas en tae ary eee We 
MME ANG oh caleipsictce(a| ‘Waa Sal atte wal'e here |vacten| nate al on Ses sing o [eect ea eee cate cman eee 2.01 
eh lec lhwsea|snnoe [onaucl case apeame S5 taney tect. Os rer) eae FT 

MRE Best ss aide l deste 2 eipe ovina s odes ucnse| eueteall exintelters cecal sltaere | Sean famaerel eure Laman 0.98 
Eee al Sas rs [scarce Stonin fy Sew lind klong Rae Suk arcte eck eehee | cee ne ee Sate eee q 1.02 
BRS es aise ail Fwe's | sled fees e of eahel how nc [eames line a gael Wea oe al rea pore ie 

0 See ae Resa Tce Wares as ed i A Soe LS har he 108) the. eect tiene 

0.00} 0.01) 0.00| 0.00} 0.00] 0.00] 'T. | 0.00; 0.00] 0.00) 0.00] 0.00] 0.00] 6.16] 0.07] 0.00) 0.04| 0.84 
8 eas eee deel SANs eel Ge SSH ese Lee cole ao cell acaecal acon PAG watel ae 08| 1.31 

350] [EESea eeeee| Ronse Eeoee Iapae Mies eae & | \edooel Boeee | taser! oodec Fils) Mace sence) noc 0.74 
re tI Lo Lake vs unt anbeesnaliae: Mteecaad soe eieee ke lees ealcticie eee ees Oa Pee 0.98 

We rrllhca. ss |dvcadloones|rnadiel anes auncehe se uel totem lac sal eeaen ane eee tee | .09| 0.38 

T. | 0.05] 0.02| 0.00} 0.00) 0.00; 0.00) 'T. | 0.00 0.00) 0.00] 0.00) 0.00] 0.02) 0.07, 0.00) 0.00] 1.46 
520 oe BNO ss eile aac, sos face onebeie seis [podnaty|otiaeo) oes sine eee aoe see ee ae 

THON Mod crelietead |namaclcwan sty onal mae [actual eel eames tatate 05 me a 
Re a ev si clecue cl vasiva|ocned {ede oruriesal mache Mealeae it uh : 1.52 
OTE se ale oc cl dined |Baxend TBE hips eet AS ON De rs Bf 1.59 

0.90] 0.16] 0.00} 0.00] 0.00} 0.00) 0.01) 0.11} 0.00] 0.00] 0.0 | 0.00] 0.00] 0.12] 0.00 0.00) 0.01] 0.80 
fog Doe Ben (Ea Ble Pies SOB ssus|aevanlGearalion asset ead S06. sa al bens .08! 0.80 
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Dairy ann Montuty Pre 

STATIONS. 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 | 10), 404 43) 36 

Central Lakes ..... | 000.00) 0.0] 0.00 o.00| 0.01 0.0 0,16) 0:00|'0-00) 0:00) 0am 
AMIN UEN Maideibarces |veeaslaonaal chore hash lsescaly 16) .O05)..... deve v lense 
(WET OOO ORR SSC rt GARG SSHoe OGL (reread Lrrhers ieeaoc |. Serial lnoace aioe msl stamens 
PMGEWOOO. wea coeun cl sae ad SAY Iara oto ice SOB itrciee] LcUGliieck. «lees apatrnnte 
Skaneateles..... Sa alllne wea hare e| wen eee svalemocatienOl| Ol s0tlocc esl .creele@eee 

PW BERIT aes sec enAl coca aoe lel acoes 
Romulus... 
BEDROG cna eteseece 
PONG VAN sh heen cal Aras calccen elects 

Average ....... T. | 0.01] 0.00) 0.00) 0.01] 0.08} 0.07) 0.03) T. 1 Nati bid | 

tRecord for the month incomplete. _|| Received too late to be included in the averages. 
polated from values at other stations. hie 
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TATION FOR OcroBer — (Continued). 

15 | 16| 17/18] 19| 20| 21 | 22 | 93 | 24] 25| 26 | 27 | 28} @9| 80| 31| 3 
° 

> 

0.00 0.00 0.0 0.00| 0.00] 0.01| 0.13| .04] 0.00 0.00] 0.00 0.00] 0.00 0.26 0.08| T. | 0.05] 1.01 
SR Ra Dee 6 geet Sete cari tami cs ic Tat 10/0 Orhan eee 0.75 
RAR ie Ah |c comm [ke eloioe, lacie Nice ches mecl aeons '93).....| 7. | 197] 0.80 
SL Ea te a a Sac 7 ge fanaa (Cee cal es aa are || Rs Sih ac 
a ae Ol ordtecce ale wil! etal SSOB|o, culoecra Dies ah cals esol 801 515]. S01 house anae 

I Ee es Gal) 08), SoBlecseslacccelestecteaetAucece eh ogell costa: Mie: aru 
Peeliay sol Goat ceeapae cal e Bilt chew. | Mcnrlaceleece sco apiece IO o@RW telcos: Seams tial 
il oa i eee gees {| Ali\2t0|) 408 27| 116) T. |.....| 0.88 
5 eae ae | oie | Pei Silk tall cad Lice cles aaa la teen SOAP <09) che ane 

“rp. | 0.06! 0.01| 0.00; T. | 0.02| 0.04| 0.05| T. | 0.02| 0.06] T. | T. | 0.09] 0.03| T. | 0.01| 1.10 

* amount included in next measurement. +Notincludedin computing averages. §Inter- 
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Sratisrics oF TEMPERATURE 
. 

TEMPERATURE DEGREES (FAuR.). 

ww = i) 
° al : E a a XTREMES OF MONTHLY 
4 |3 a MeAN TEMPERATURE 
rape hee vy FOR OCTOBER. 

Bild o| a8. 
STATION. COUNTY. os Bhi aa 2|oq 

eo /2 $ 3 2 

Sele eo] eee tee 
eOls!| 8 8 a Ee I 
@ |s|i os 3 a} a 4 
8 te] 5 5 5 a a 4 o ‘ 

6.6/8] 8 3 3 | 3 AZ ® B 3 
ileal pe 6a s/a a Snipe 

Western Plateau ....|.....++++ Pacer AP G\s2\ ees svc ca | (B28) RAT eae) eee eee melee 
Angelica .............| Allegany .....| 45.8)15) 1854! 1897) 51.0 +5.2] 51.0 1897| 39.6) 1889 
Humphrey .......... Cattaraugus .| 47.1)15} 1883] 1897) 52.4) +5.3) 52.4 1897] 42.4) 1895 
POULT Era civ att suave Seles. Chemung ....| 49.9)19} 1850) 1897) 53.6) +3.7) 53.7 1894! 45.0) 1859 

ENESLORIY EC LOTCOIL «oe ele|\aumesiviisis as ehe ADO eral acctasleil siete 50.4] 4-355) oe clacweccesleummee Pt 
ic Ua aa Chenango ....| 46.3 29] 1828} 1897] 48.8) +2.5] 54.1 1846] 39.8) 1886 
RIOEHANG siesdeocsfesrn- | (OOnbIANd..si.s's 45.9 35| 1829] 1897) 52.4) 16.5] 52.4 1897] 38.4] 1836 
Cooperstown.. Nesteteies| OLBEE Orato cies: 46.5,44) 1854; 1897] 48.5) +2.0] 53.3 1879} 40.27] 1865 
Waverly..... arb ale |MLIOS Banal guise 48.9 16} 1882} 1897) 51.8) +2.9] 57.6 1888) 42.9} 1889 

Northern Plateau....| ssccccorecceore 45.8 20) lenaricalloceoaa 49.4] +3.6].....]... roa 
TSW VIO) caiciera’s's cxree's TGS WIS arenes mks 1827} 1897) 49.4] +38.6] 51.4 1835] 40.6) 1841 

PATIENEIC CODS awe sso ure cesietennals Bialni| Ase esall are pareve sila ere 56.0) 11.8)... 0+ vee seals eee 
New York City....... New York...-| 55.127} 1871] 1897] 56.0) +0.9) 60.1 1879) 50.0) 1876 
Setauket..... Waianae Suffolk ....0.0 oie 1885; 1897] 56.0) +2.6) 56.0 1897) 50.0) 1888 

EAUASON AY COLLEY: sieiatnie.e\lieic'sieiein's sieiuv oie | PADS sini csaterm otal eteereiane 51.6] +1.8]..... oie ocoteiacasel iptaner vee ew 
ANGANY:: os ciciv ss Albany . be pianists 50.824) 1874) 1897) 53.0] +2.2) 55.8 1879} 45.0) 1889 
Honeymead Brook.. ‘| Dutehess . .--| 48.817) 1881} 1897] 50.3) +1.5) 53.1 1882} 44.6] 1895 

Champlain Valley...|.....0+. Latics el AO eOheslle vane Deacon 47.9) +1.0]... ‘ haters] Wvetatareta 
Plattsburgh Barracks Clinton........ 46.9/43| 1839] 1897] 47.9) +1.0) 53.6 1879) 42.0) 1888 

St. Lawrence fee mS mere wlaa bast ACs Olle ra'l srctareeal alatetsiets 49.0) 7-104]. 0: sll sins atevasnier| Rene 
Madison Barracks...| Jefferson...... 49.1/38} 1839) 1897) 50.5] 4-1.4) 59.6 1879, 41.4) 1889 
IO RNUONL rele now ol onrete St. Lawrence.| 47.2/35) 1862) 1897) 47.6] +0.4) 59.2 1879) 38.8) 1889 
North Hammond.... 2 -| 47.7/15| 1866} 1897] 49.6) +1.9] 54.3 1870] 41.5] 1889 
POtRC ANT Ss crenccscic.cs se .| 46.6/30) 1828) 1897) 48.4) +1.8) 52.0 1835] 36.9] 1836 

ET CALITAKOS ec asic tinieste|| ase sas alse we aa AD SO leaks lteate ote clllete Spiers 53.2) +8.3).. Aer ot: aa eae 
PSTIIEALO.eaycy wiansanisinne Erie ..........| 50.4/27| 1871) 1897) 54.0) +3.6] 58.8 1879) 45.0) 1888 
FUGCHOSLOE .<1-6 vo ewelee Monroe.......| 49.9/27| 1871] 1897) 54.0] +4.1] 57.6 1879] 43.9) 1889 
Fort Niagara......... Niagara ......| 50.5/42| 1842) 1897) 54.2] +3.7) 59.1 1879) 43.4) 1856 
Baldwinsville.........| Onondaga....| 48.5)19} 1854) 1897] 52.2) +3.7| 52.4 1894) 43.5) 1865 
Oswego ...........-..| Oswego.......| 50.5/27/ 1871} 1897) 52.0) +1.5] 59.8 1872) 43.9) 1889 
Palermo...... edie on (e  cvecee| 47.83/44) 1854) 1897) 50.3) +3.0) 53.9 1879] 41.8} 1889 
Erie, Pennsy]vania ..| Erie..........| 52.2)/24| 1874) 1897] 56 0} +3.8) 60.0 1879) 46.0/°89-795 

Central Lakes..... ae oes adecmoccnae asd Ss altaoaallHoase 52.1] +2.8]....  slale.e.0i] tae ate] eet 
ETO eta te ates <vvaeinis Tompkins .... 49.3)19} 1879) 1897) 52.1) +2.8] 56.0 1879] 42.9) 1889 

Average BBpArhinels<.2,40.dseecaseeeel ak a 
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PRECIPITATION —(INCHES.) 

Fetes | hs NS ¢, |ExTREMES or MONTHLY 
a 6s S ¢@ | PRECIPITATION FOR 
Bie (Pe 4 ® OcTOBER. 

th |e be > 
ui Oo |b D 3 

STATION. COUNTY. | 88]s! | 2! Eo |GRearesr.| Least. 
A WES See ea e 
SO Bi oe ey ie, : 
od lb ct 4 ea re & A 
we lal o | ao | | 8 = e 
S lt] oO en Ce eee Beas Bl es 
PER | Orme ly serve pete | at g|/ 3] 8 6 
<q |A| & ea] #/A 4) bm <| mb 

Western Plateau SEES uelotsn rele ccrerstaaiers vate empleo ate tavetsl | etevatevajel ic a ievelsl| fesstaterete 
BATEESENINCG Socios 0s 0/0) s\0 612901 Allegany . —2.33} 6.44] 1873) 0.65) 1897 
Humphrey Cattar augus.. —2.67| 5.94) 1890) 0.60) 1897 
Elmira. .... Chemung... —2.37| 7.00! 1861| 0.65) 1897 

Masterm PIACAU ...0000| seccccrececss a —— Poe eiilte sare.) irrelsreistal| nlotainls Seite 
(Grae oa ApS aBnSsnoeue Chenango.... —2.35) 5.97) 1894) 0.67) 1839 
ETHAN ce vosees. een i Cortland...... —2.90| 6.73} 1862) 0.71! 1897 
Cooperstown ........0. OESEZO: 5 screins —2.55| 6.65) 1857) 0.64) 1897 
Port Jervis.......:; ....-| Orange 5 —1.86| 7.25} 1890) 0.61) 1892 
UEGUSELY. ieicisiecieisia'e ole » ete IOLA) os cceine —2.16| 5.60) 1885) 0.70) 1882 

Northern Plateau ..... Selsteloiete eH MOR EC acricdo| (cena dose ao 
EAD WRU Gia cicic'sis'elsieos wci0 TO WIS) v\cs oni. —1.83} 5.80} 1850) 0.46) 1839 

PATLOIULE COC OGSE nine aaiacinc || vo \alaic.vvisre''ea siete Olly a bts\le averse |(ekeatetel ie) ctatetare 
New York City ........ New York.. —2.62| 7.69} 1877) 0.58) 1879 
Setauket. .......... AGAc| | tetive) |< boe soar —83.00/10.20) 1890) 0.90) 1892 

Hudson Valley ...cccce| sccccveccevcces =p it iee nisl dono n dor eclooscds 
Albany. . é Albany. Sate —1.76| 7.86] 1877) 0.27) 1882 
Honeymead “Brook - Dutchess. 7 | 93)/—2.23) 6.48} 1890) 0.92) 1892 
Poughkeepsie. .........| “© «esses: .13]/— 3.89] 8.64] 1833) 0.13) 1897 
West LOIN... .cccecses Orange. wieyacaie’e -43}--2.39]10.25; 1855) T. 1892 
Boyds Corners......... Putnam ...... 2.01/—1.97] 8.38] 1877} 0.92) 1892 

Champlain Valley.....| «sscecsccverces Soe Be mallesnriced| accd|loazocc 
Plattsburgh Baerncis. Clinton....... —2.25) 7.64) 1850) 0.46) 1879 

Bt. Lawrence Valley...| --s00.cccsceese == B25 Iss 00s eae 0.80}...... 
Madison Barracks. ....| Jefferson..... —4.17/12.39] 1850) 0.76) 1897 
North Hammond...... 
Potsdam ..... SOCHIOAE 

Great Lakes ........00 
IME AIO Sy sles ma ees viens “c 
Rochester : .....00:006 
Fort Niagara ...... eeic 
Oswexzo ...... SACRE COTE 
[PAROLE tosisinicsegnaesc's'9 
Erie, Pennsylvania. ers 

Central LAKES. .cccccese 
SENBECE is istreetss Seiehner ale 

Average departure . 

St. Lawrence. 
7 

Erie . dejsie'e Niaisia's 
Monroe...... 
Niagara .. snancic 
Oswego ..... 

sc 

13] Chapro 

ee ed 

Tompkins .. 

—3.20 
.55|—2.39 

—2.30 
—2.71 
—1.79 
ele 
—2.59 

9.21] 1872] 0.55) 1895 
6.11] 1843)..... 1897 

SSoul|lsoncar 0.74).....- 
7.38] 1881) 0.58) 187 
8.67| 1873) 0. 69, 1896 
5.25) 1864) 0.50 1892 
7.55 Hel 0.30) 1882 
7.90) 1862)..... 1882 

3] 8.17) 1885) 1.18) 187 

0.88) —2.06 
0.88)—2.06 

eee |—2.45 
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MAP OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
SHOWING 

THE MEAN TEMPERATURES 

FOR OCTOBER. 1897 
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Meteorological Summary for November, 1897. 

The average atmospheric pressure (reduced to sea-level and 

32 degrees Fahr.) for the State was 30.06 inches. The highest 

barometer was 30.64 inches at Albany on the 28th, and the lowest, 

29.06 inches at Oswego on the 9th. The mean pressure was con- 

siderably higher in the eastern section than along the Lakes. The 

average pressure for the month was very nearly normal, lake stations 

only reporting slight deficiencies. 

The mean temperature of the State was 37.6 degrees, as derived 

from observations of maxima and minima at 81 stations. The 

highest local mean was 45.3 degrees at Setauket, the lowest being 

30.1 degrees at Saranac Lake. The highest general daily mean 

was 50 degrees on the 5th, and the lowest 22 degrees on the 

24th. The maximum temperature reported was 70 degrees at 

Bedford on the 4th, and the minimum, 3 degrees below zero at 

Number Four on the 24th. The mean monthly range of temper- 

ature for the State was 52 degrees, the greatest local value being 

65 degrees at Lowville, and the least, 42 degrees at Palermo and 

Arkwright. The mean daily range was 15 degrees. The greatest 

local daily range was 53 degrees at Little Falls (2a) on the 28th, 

the least being 1 degree at Lockport on the 1st and at Canajoharie 

on the 2d. The mean temperature of the various regions of the 

State were as follows: The Western Plateau, 38.5 degrees; the 

Eastern Plateau, 37.4 degrees; the Northern Plateau, 33.0 degrees ; 

the Atlantic Coast, 43.5 degrees; the Hudson Valley, 38.9 degrees ; 

the Mohawk Valley, 35.2 degrees; the Champlain Valley, 35.1 

degrees; the St. Lawrence Valley, 34.8 degrees; the Great Lake 

Region, 39.9 degrees; the Central Lake Region, 39.6 degrees. The 

mean temperature of the State, as derived from observations at 26 

stations having records for previous years, was 0.6 degrees above the 

normal, excesses being reported from 17 stations, located mainly in 

the central and southern sections. 

The mean relative humidity was 78 per cent. The mean dew- 
point was 33 degrees. 
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The average precipitation for the State was 4.96 inches of rain 

and melted snow, as derived from the records of 109 stations. In 

the southern Adirondacks and vicinity the precipitation ranged from 

8 to 10 inches or more, while in much of the western-central section 

the amount was under 4 inches. The maximum local precipitation 

was 10.24 inches at North Lake, the mininum being 2.19 inches at 

Avon. A list of the largest rates of rainfall will be found in the 

table of meteorological data. The average total snowfall at 68 well 

distributed stations was 5.9 inches. The average amount in the 

central interior was about 5 inches, and on the northern highlands, 

about 10inches. The least general snowfall occurred on the Atlantic 

Coast. The distribution of snow near the Lakes was very uneven, 

the amounts ranging from 1 inch at Fort Niagara to 43 inches at 

Palermo (the latter being the maximum for the State). The average 

precipitation for the State was 1.51 inches above normal, as derived 

from measurements at 26 stations having records covering 10 years 

or more. Excesses occurred at all stations excepting Madison 

Barracks. The amounts were the largest on record for November 

at Port Jervis, Lowville, Honeymead Brook, Oswego and Palermo, 
The average number of days on which the precipitation amounted 

to 0.01 inches or more was 14.7; the number being greatest over 

the Great Lake Region, the Northern Plateau and the Mohawk 

Valley, and least in western-central New York, the Coast Region 

and the St. Lawrence Valley. |The average number of clear days 

was 4.4; of partly cloudy days, 7.5; and of cloudy days, 18.1; 

giving an average cloudiness of 69 per cent. In general the cloudi- 

ness was considerably greater in western and northern New York 

than in the eastern section. 

The prevailing winds were from the west. The average total 

wind travel at 6 stations of the National Bureau was 9,962 miles. 

The travel was greater than usual at both eastern and Lake stations. 

The highest velocity recorded was 56 miles at Buffalo on the 6th. 

Thunderstorms (including distant thunder or lightning) were 

reported from Wedgewood, South Canisteo, Ithaca and Waverly on 

the 2d; from Addison and Waverly on the 8th; from 9 western, 

northern and eastern stations on the 9th; from 4 southwestern and 

1 eastern station on the 11th; from South Canisteo and Waverly 

on the 25th. 
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Auroras were observed at St. Johnsville on the 2d and 17th and 

at Bedford on the 2d. 

Hail fell on the 6th, 8th, 9th, 16th, 25th, 27th, 29th, 30th; and 

sleet on the 6th, 9th, 11th, 12th, 14th and 25th. 

Solar halos were observed on the 7th, 10th, 14th, 16th; and 

Lunar halos on the 4th, 11th and 30th. 

GENERAL FEATURES OF THE WEATHER. 

This month was somewhat warmer than usual, the excess of tem- 

perature occurring mainly during the first week, and near the close 

of the month, with generally seasonable weather in the interval. 

More than the usual rain and snowfall occurred over the State at 
large, the greatest excesses occurving in the region of the southern 

Adirondacks. As usual, in November, the storm frequency was 

decidedly greater than for the preceding autumn months, while the 

percentage of cloudy weather was very large, especially in the west 

and north. A heavy snowfall occurred in restricted northern and 

highland sections, and eastward of Lake Ontario, but generally the 

fall was slight and quickly disappeared. 

Six areas of high and nine areas of low pressure influenced the 

weather in this vicinity during the month, with the exception of the 

storms of the 9th and 11th, the depressions were of moderate energy. 

About half of their number approached this State from the south- 

west, following, nearly, the winter course, while of the remainder, 

three passed eastward along the Canadian border, and one was 

centralover the Atlantic. The anti-cyclones, as a rule, moved south- 

eastward from their place of appearance on the Pacific Coast, but 

with a tendency to spread northward when near the Atlantic States. 

The absence of the severe winter weather which was reported in the 

West was probably due, in part, to the southerly trend of the highs. 

The following is a brief account of the atmospheric movements 
of the month: 

Low I, 29.6 inches, originating over the Mexican Gulf, moved 

northeastward, and was central over New York on the 2d to 8d, 

bringing the heaviest general rains of the month, with mild weather 

High I followed a southerly course to the Atlantic States, spread- 

ing along the coast on the 3d to 5th and maintaining the moderate 
temperatures. 
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Low II, 29.6 inches, passed from the Missouri Valley section 

over the Upper Lakes and northeastward. This area caused gales 

on the Lakes, with light showers on the 6th, and the highest tem- 

perature of the month. A steadily falling temperature occurred in 

its rear, with the approach of 

High II, 30.3 inches, a larger area covering the eastern part of the 

continent on the 7th. 

Low III, 29.2 inches, developed in the Southwest, crossing the 

Lower Lakes and the St. Lawrence Valley on the 9th, with general 
rains, which were heavy at some Northern stations. The maximum 

wind velocity for the month occurred at coast stations on the 9th. 

Partly cloudy weather on the 10th was followed by two days of 

moderate rain, due to 

Low IV, 29.2 inches, passing along the Canadian border and 

northern New York on the 11th and 12th, with high winds on the 

Lakes. 

High ILI, 30.4 inches, comprised two sections which passed over 

the Northern and Southern States respectively, covering the Atlantic 

States on the 14th and 15th, bringing a slight fall of temperature. 

Low V, 29.8 inches, extended from Texas to the Lakes on the 

15th, bringing moderate rains which contiuued during the 16th as 

the area moved northward; the temperature meanwhile rising 10 

degrees above the normal. 

High IV, 30.4 inches, united a northern and southern center. 

The system covered the Atlantic States from the 18th to 21st; the 

weather being decidedly colder on the 18th and 19th, while showers 

and snow flurries occurred on the Lakes and highlands. 

Low VI, 29.7 inches, passing north of New York on the 21st, 

brought a warm wave, but little rain. 

High V, 30.5 inches, reaching the Central States on the 23d, and 

thence passing tothe coast gave the lowest temperature of the month 

on the 28d and 24th, causing a condensation of rain or srow in 

central or southern New York. 

Low VII was central off the New England Coast on the 23d. 

Low VIII, 29.7 inches, passed from the Central States to the Lakes 

and northeastward on the 26th to 27th, bringing moderate rains and 

snow, the temperature meantime rising more than 30 degrees. 
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High VI, 30.6 inches, like two preceding areas, embraced a north- 

ern and a southern center. The system was felt in New York from 

the 27th to 30th bringing cold clearing weather. 

Low IX, 29.8 inches, passed north of New York on the 29th, and 

gave a heavy snowfall in Oswego county but moderate or light 

showers in other sections. 

Nores or OssERVERS AT THE FotLowine Stations: Humphrey, 

thunderstorm with snow on the 11th. South Canisteo, the month 

ends wintry. <A fair supply of water in springs and streams. 

Wheat seeding in progress on the 4th, and plowing on the 20th. 
Stock in pasture and grass growing all the month. Arcade, month 

very favorable for wheat and grass seeding, and these crops much 

improved. Number Four, lake frozen on the 17th and so remains. 

Setauket, first killing frost on the 18th. St. Johnsville, first snow- 

flakes on the 10th, Caldwell, Lake George open throughout the 
month. North Hammond, ground white. with snow, but barely 

frozen at close of the month. Some plowing in progress. Pitts- 

ford, light snow on the 9th, the first of the season. 
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ie} a HH jal wx Alea a AlzA ja |Hla 

Central Lakes (Con.) 
Romulus........ eoees| SONCCS .....0. PND |i ste evorates stats otetall bil ada oielb oil l<ie a 83} 32]..../40.0) 64) b 9 oe 
Ithaca ..............| Tompkins....| 810] 80.06] 80.57/28} 29.10) 9]1.47/ 76)  $2/38.6/39.4) 63) b 
PONT VAM be ciciccs sow | WAGORoccles cai veto teeter cles sereiclh ([/aselestais'| orell wrote tall n/p toad lire ketenes eemeaa 40.1] 65) 6 

Mean...... ibe. 0i] Unis Settle SOAnOE Cote 80.06) 30.64/28} 29.06) 9/1.39 78 33]....|87.6] 70) 4 

* Mean of the tri-daily observations. {Mean of the maximum and minimum by the Draper 
tri-daily observations are derived by the formula, (7 a.m. + 2 p.m.+9p.m.-+ 9p.m.) = 4. 
four hours. (1) Voluntary Observer. (2) U. S. Weather Bureau. (la) City Reservoir; (2a) 

(a) 5, 6; (b) 4, 5; (ce) 5,16; (d) 2,5; (e) 4,16; (f) 4,6; (g) 16,27; (h) 26,27; (j) 4, 26; 
(t) 24,25; (uw) 23, 30; (v) 4, 27; (w) 2, 13; (a) 12, 13, 25; (y) 2, 13, 30; (z) 13; 18; (aa) 1, 12, 13 
2,13, 18; (kk) 1,13; (ab) 2,12; (ad) 17, 27. 
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For Novemser, 1597 — (Concluded). 

TURE—(IN DEGREES FAHR.). Sry. PRECIPITATION—(INCHES). E 
= 

iba el Ae Nichi @ 3 
o be = e 26 r=] 

; ae 2 ole .| 2 lag 2 

& | 3 & mw Owl mle. 5 7) 
elise g 8 jael| 5 loo & = ey 
on s pa) s ws) AS: & onl f= SS he 
=I = 3 es 2 3 bp} 2 [HOG 3 re uo} 

2|/2\ 2 6 [os] 3 |oos x | gi E bo 
3a} + 8 Ee like | ba Bocce) OE oe 2 2 A 

+ Bla} 2 uo) ®/2 9] © jodo $| 3 8 = 
Ba) a [iS DT Nagi 8) ars Be) sl acl fib | eee PS De Rel yee = 
© = | 2 i ei6 | a a0) @ & = o a > Beat oe Ne tin otal oe alae 2/\giqg gjss] 8 a 5 Oris e 
Ste (onlvori eS ihe INE.) eS | sis 5 |SPea| 6 Hw | A a 3 2 
Ste) By, ee eS We! het) |! ae ta a oe BH |Oo|l+ ]aA la a4 
ae | hem. 

ab Ae 47) 15) 32) 27 6| kk | 7 2 |2 13 4,06/0.86]...... 1 4.1| W 
14; 24) 49) 13) 31} 27 2| 13) 5 9 1/16 14 4.22|1.48] 24.00 2 1.5) S. E. 
16] 23) 49) 15) 381) 27) 8| 1) 4.) 5 21 14 2.61/0.61]...... 1 | 5.0) S.W.-N.W. 

“8 24| 52 15) 88) 2] 1} ab/| 4.4) 7.5]18.1) 14.7) 4.81/8.00] 24.00 1-2 | 5.9) W 

Thermograph || Report received too late to be used in computing means. The means from the 
Blank indicates that the duration is not shown in the original records, but is within twenty- 
ntake Conduit nine miles north of city. § For daily values omitted, see temperature table. 

(RE) 6,0 7,) 27; (m) 4, 5, 6; (n) 1 
14, 17; (6b) 19, 20; (ec) 7, 13; (dd) 

» 95 
ire 

(p) 23, 28, 30; (q) 28, 30; (r) 23, 24; (5) 24, 28; 
3; (ee) 2,9; (ff) 3, 28, 28; (gg) 1, 7; (AR) 1, 18; Gy) 1, 
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TremPerATuRE — Novemser, 1897, SHowrne Datty Means For THE 

STATION. 

Western Plateau... 

ANPOHCR s.sc ceases ene 

BOM VAN=1's cis spieh vie 

Franklinville..... aint 

Humphrey........+. 

Arkwright ...... inlets 

Jamestown.......... 

HMA 2.2 ccccecccece 

AWAD NES eis i0\sjainiaie’siein}<is\ 

PGCE DOLL cass canis cc's 

WWACEOF Ainseecccicge, 0s 

Wedgewood......... 

Addison......... sees 

South Canisteo...... 

ATCAadE ... 0200 Cones 

Eastern Plateau.... 

Binghamton (1)..... 

Binghamton (2)..... 

OXLOTO ee ate eee 

Cortland «2... ...... 

South Kortright.... 

Bouckville.......... 

Port Jervis.......... 

Cooperstown........ 

Garrattsville........ 

ee 

sewer lew wee le wnet 

eee eee ee ee eee ee 

es 

eee eee 

8 

weet lomo el eres eleseeeleeretleeees 

9 

eee ee 

10} 11] 12 

389 | 35] 34 

45 | 45] 38 
32 | 36] 30 
44] 44] 37 
80 | 34] 29 
44} 43] 38 
30} 33] 29 
42 | 41 | 33 
81 | 32] 28 

45 | 45 | 34 
35 | 34] 29 

48 | 50] 40 
37 | 33] 37 
47 | 52] 40 
31} 33] 32 
48 | 45) 36 
35 | 36] 35 
46 | 49/| 38 
31 | 30] 32 
45 | 43| 37 
28} 31] 30 
46 | 48} 40 
33 | 34] 34 
4) | 44] 38 
29 | 27 | 382 
48 | 43] 37 
31 | 33] 29 

36 | 37 | 37 
47 | 45} 40 
83 | 35] 32 
44 | 47] 39 
34 | 31] 32 
45 | 43] 48 
30 | 22] 22 
53 | 43 | 46 
35 | 28] 35 
40 | 44) 41 
29] 19] 30 
41 | 43] 45 
29) 28) 31 
47 | 45 | 45 
35 | 35] 35 

47 | 50] 46 
37 | 37] 32 
88 | 42) 40 
3 28 | 33 
42} 44 | 43 
29 | 27) 33 
40 | 43) 40 
28 | 21) 31 
45 | 46 | 47 
32 | 26] 33 
44} 46] 38 
30 | 27} 32 
45 | 45] 45 
26 | 28] 32 
48 | 48 | 42 
30 | 28) 33 
43 | 46 | 39 
33 | 32] 32 
47 | 44] 46 

35 | 35 

13 | 14 

33 | 35 

88 | 41 
30 | 31 
35 | 39 
28 | 27 
32] 38 
28 | 23 
32 | 35 
28 | 27 

34 | 87 
31 | 28 

37 | 42 
32 | 32 
38 | 42 
31 | 32 
38 | 44 
34 | 38 
36 | 40 
30 | 31 
34 | 44 
30 | 29 
38 | 42 
33 | 33 
39 | 41 
29 | 27 
32 | 40 
28 | 25 

34 | 34 
39 | 38 
31 | 30 
35 | 38 
30} 31 
36 | 37 
28 | 26 
34 | 35 
30 | 29 
34 | 36 
27) 24 
33 | 35 
28) 28 
37 | 42 
34 | 34 

45 | 46 
35 | 36 
33 | 32 
31 | 28 
38 | 37 
29) 26 
33 | 35 
29 | 26 
38 | 39 
31 | 28 
35] 41 
32 | 29 
35 | 42 
30] 31 
40 | 44 
34 | 33 
33 | 39 
31] 29 
88 | 45 
34! 30 
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ee 7 

| 17 |} 18] 19 | 20 ia 22 

31 

see eee 

29 

sae 

32 

es ed re 

46 
== tlewseeleeeerlar 

Cd ee ee 

ee ed es ies ey 

23 

ee ed i ed ee 

Ce ce 

eee ee ee ee rar 

see 

Pe ee a ee 

24 | 25 

25 | 36 

32 | 44 
19}; } St 
32 | 44 
Aa vey 
29 | 43 
16 | 27 
33 | 43 
17 | 28 

33 | 44 
22 | 30 

31 | 40 
15 | 34 
36 | 42 
22) 29 
37 | 47 
21 | 33 
36} 39 
16 | 33 
27 | 35 
13 | 26 
32 | 41 
14} 31 
31} 40 
14 | 27 
Bl | 42 
15 | 27 

20} 31 
30 | 40 
7 | 2 

31 | 41 
11 | 28 
33 | 37 
2) 18 

30 | 32 
14 | 24 
27 | 41 
3 | 20 

28 | 33 
-2 | 22 
34 | 38 
15 | 25 

33 | 38 
13 | 21 
28 | 37 
8 | 25 

32 | 40 
5 | 25 

30 | 38 
-1] 21 
32 | 42 

Well eae 
33 | 38 
12 | 26 
32] 34 
91 21 

8 40 
Z| 2 

32 | 39 
9| 26 

31 | 34 
151 23 

26 | 27 | 28 

wa eee eeeee 

peers 

295 

Monthly 

mean. 

69 52 ox 

& & on 



296 Ninto ANNUAL REPORT OF THE 

TrmperaturE—Novemser, 1897, Saowine Darty Means For THE 

STATION. | 1\213)\41s8 6447 | 8 | © | 10120 eee 

Northern Plateau...| 483 | 46) 43] 44] 48] 45] 34] 30] 86] 38 | 31 35 | 82] 28 

Lake Placia.........[|ce (teen fof fects ral adilccea Hoa 
x a7 \'50' 141" | 59'| "62 | “46 | "31 '|'87'} "46 | “31 | 40 | 85 | 27 |. Bt 

Saranac Lake...... 39 88 80 30 | 38 | 30} 22 25 24 | 21| 27] 22] 18 
f 50 | 50 | 50 | 621) 59] 521 39) 36| 50| 40] 89] 40] 36} 89 

Gloversville ......... a8 | 46 | 40| 35) 29) 88 | 35 | 26 S| 29) 92 | a5) ga 27 
: 55 | 51] 57] 60] 6 BB bh) Bl 0O| 57] 44] 42) 55) 84 

Little Falls (2a)..... 28 | 40 40 | 31 33) 37 | 82| 25) 27 | 28 | 22 | 99] 28| 25 
? 4 40 | 57| 59 | 41| 32] 39] 441 38] 41] 35] 28 

North Lake......... 32 | 43| 391 31| 331 391 31] 20] 25| 27] 28] 28] 27] 22 
be ine 50 | 51| 53] 61] 63| 53| 39| 38| 49| 37| 43] 89] 35] “88 

Poll ge ache OD tease 4 41 37 | 32| 37 | 37| 31 2 34 28 | 24| 34| 29| 25 
3 3] 51| 50| 57| 59| 52} 33] 38] 42| 88] 41] 35] 82] 28 
Number Four....... 42| 44| 32| 30| 43} 32] 26] 21| 28| 2] 22] 81) 25] 21 

Atlantic Coast...... 58 59 53 | 51 50 | 54 48 | 44 52 | 44] 48 | 48 35 | 40 

Braokiyh 61 | 631 60| 58| 6o| 62| 55| 50| 60| 51) 55] 45) 45) 47 
oedema sees 48 56 50 2 45| 48] 421 45 50 39 38 | 40| 38 86 

: { 59, 6) | 54) 56] 6 1| 55 { 441° 44 
New York City...... 52 5 49 47.| 45 o 43 49 43 39 | 41| 38| 38| 36 

ee ae 3 | 64| 62| 67] 61] 64] 55| 55 55 | 46| 45| 47 
Willet’s Point..... 5 51 Bl 89 35 47 | 42 | 41 2 29 a4 | 38 a 37 | 37 

3 |. 65 | 64| 62| 54| 49] 5 0) 55 45 | 47 
Brentwood..... se teretp 86 55 4 a4 34 46 39 80 45 30 | yi 33 36 28 

: 3| 65 | 61| 60] 62| 631 58| 50] 60| 50] 55| 52| 48} 4 
Setauket ........ “++! 46 | 56 | 49| 46| 42| 47| 47| 40] 46| 40) 34] 42| 39) 87 
Beatoud 60| 63| 60| 70| 63| ot) 54| 47] 57] 52] 51] 47] 44] 48 

ype et a 5 3 30] 32] 45| 44) 30 #2 34 | 26 | 39| 37 82 
; 6: 63 | 60| 62 | 57| 49| 58| 52) 54| 431 46] 4 

Primrose..-+.+--++--! 98] 50| 41| 32] 31| 46] 41| 38] 43] 38] 27] 88) 87) 84 

Hudson Valley ..... 49 | 58| 48| 48| 48| 5t| 44| 86| 45| 40| 38| 40| 89] 86 
hast 51 | 55 | 54| 61| 61| 60| 44| 42| 54] 45! 46| 45| 40] 40 

resoteneceeenel 4g 49 42 38 36 | 44 36 82 38 i | 20 | 36 35 al 
7 55 | 58| 58 | 60| 51| 42] & 7| 47| 47| 44 

Honeymead Brook.. 3 aL 42 83 25 45 35 2 40 31 25 a9 86 29 

’ 5 0| 65| 59| 64 55 | 51 | 49 4 

pometioense =) 8) e) a) ei el al ale a) | ee ; 6| 62| 5 4|\ 5 0| 50 45 | 4 
Wappingers Falls...) 49] 59| 42| 32| 44] 42| 40| 31| 42] 32, 31] 30] 30| 85 
Geaeritl 54| 54| 58| 59| 59| 62| 48, 41| 49] 50| 46] 46| 44) 44 

: 52 58 | 59| .61| 56| 60 50 | 5 4 
West Point.......++-| 95 | 36 | 36] 26] 26] 34] 35) 26] 26) 28) 28] 26) 387 | 35 
eeeadl 58 | 64| 55| 62| 61| 56| 52| 44| 55| 49| 48] 44| 42] 44 

Saree tree) Tae ee 43| 34| 40| 46 38 2 39 34| 32 a8 35 20 
i ro | 54| 58 | 57 | 60| BY | 43 BO |. 47 

Greenwich..........| 49 | 43 | 45| 37 | 32| 43! 37] 24! 36]..... | 93; 33! 34] 26 

Mohawk Valley..... 48 48) 43 | 47| 47) 45 38 35 40) 37 34 37 82 32 
: 50| 51| 45| 63| 58| 4 43 | 41 : 

Little Falls (2a) vb oles 48 4 37 40 43 35 pp 81 31 82 2 Bi 6 

Polite 5 | ne | 45 | 45 | 52] 56] 471 4 3| 43 | 43| 45 
Canajoharie pide e peims 42 51 43 43 37 43 87 29 89 e | a ES nd 

? 52 | 52| 51 59 | 52| 43{ 40] 50] 4 4 3 
St. Johusville......-| 47 | 49] 41| 34| 38| 41| 37) 27| 36) 31) 23) 84) Bt) 29 
mee b 48 | 50| 45| 5v| 55| 49| 42) 40| 34] 40| 39] 83) 31 | 86 

seseseceseeseoe! ga | ay] 35] 381 41| 35| 26, 80] 31] 27] 80] B81] 29) 20 

Champlain Valley..| 45 45 “4 44 46| 49| 41 33 a9 36 83 3 35 a4 
i 47 | 5 5s | 57 | 57 | 3 : 

Plattsburgh Bar’cks. 37 97 on 30 35 a7 3 2% 30 29 2 28 25 26 

; Bi | 51 | 52| 60| 61| 57| 47| 4 5| 47 | 48 4 
Ticonderoga ......+. 39 42 44 31 34 48 39 25 38 38 28 a4 32 24 

50 | 50| 51 | 58| 60.) 52| 42 2| 41 : 
Glens Falls ewes eeee 40 * 36 28 31 41 30 ye ee ye a ue ] ¢ 

51| 50| 50| 50 | 59| 59| 47| 4 5 
Lake George ..... «| 46| 47| 40! 33 | 361 441 30! 27! 871 27! 251 381 341 28 

4 
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THE Reaions, AND Datry Maxima AND MINIMA For THE STATIONS. 

Pita 
aa 

15 | 16 | 17 | 18/19] 20 | 21 | 22 | 23 | 24 | 25] 26 | 27| 28| 29] 30] 38 
SA 

s1 | 42 | 32 | 93] 22] 28| 36] 30] 17] 16| 28] 41] 34] 24] 25] 20] 32.7 

54 | 56 | 30 | 24/ 25| 47| 51] 27 | 18] 32] 49] 57 | 23] 82] 36) 22] oo, 
Bay | 88.1 18| 48 | 18) 20) 14 | 14) 0} 16) 821 22] i98.| 19] 12] i : 
39 | 5 87 | 33] 26] 31| 47| 43| 30/ 31] 32] 60) B7| 31] 34] 27) oye 
Bae hat Bis) Ba) 128-1 22) 80] 25) 1%) B19 18h | 26) 18) 19) 18 : 
85 | 47 | 57 | 85] 84| 29] 84] 49] 85) 29| 85] 50) 57] 65) 85) 85) ge 4 
21 | 30 | 26 | 20] 20] 22] 25] 21] 11] 10] 15| 25| 28] 12] 12| 13] %- 
31 | 50 | 52 | 28] 26] 84] 43| 50| 28] 22| 26] 47] 53] 27] 29} 82] a9 
i} 9h) 85 | 114] 14°} 18) 26] 18) 18) —4 | 42) 26] 261/10! 411 | 13 : 
S8 | 57) 85 | 28) 27 | 85] 52] 47] 24] 80] 85) 55] 55] 82] 851.29) ayy 
95 | 34 | 26 | 14] 18| 24] 38] 18] 10] —2|] 25] 34] 21] 15] 24] 13 ; 
9 | 54,| 82 | 25 | 25| 88| 49] 34] 28] 27] a4] 54) 52] 28] 82). 24°! gi 
Be Ve Hivet: Oar i P| dm,) 20.) 86.) 26.) ob. Bl ee.) ish ae ag. | ent og : 

44 | 54 | 40 | 34] 35] 37] 46] 44] 31] 27] 38] 52] 42] 32] °38|] 80] 43.5 
Bl | 67 | 47 | 42| 43| 43| 53| 47 | 37] 34] 46} 58| 46] 35] 46] 34) 4 
40 | 48 | 36 | 31| 33] 37| 401 45} 26| 21] 31! 46] 383] 26] 383] 25 ; 
50 | 66 | 40 | 40) 40| 41] 56] 55] 37] 34) 48] 59] 59] 85] 49! 82] gy 
38 | 38 | 34 | 30] 32] 35] 40] 35; 22] 21] 32] 48] 291 26] 31 | 25 : 
B38 | 67 | 44 | 41] 44| 43] 55] 47) 88) 39] 54] 58] 56] 40| 47] 83) 449 
38 | 36 | 30 | 31] 82] 36] 40| 30] 21] 21] 34] 52] 27) 28] 25] 28 
Ba | 68. | 46, | 42] 41 | 56) 59\].,0.. 38| 41] 58] 58| 55] 48] 47] 88] go 
36 | 44 | 35 | 18] 28| 22] 32] 42] 24] 9] 18] 52] 28] 24] 34] 24 
b3 |. 68 | 56 | 41) 41) 46] 58] 58] 39] 85| 47] 60] 60] 87] 47| 41] gee 
39 | 49 | 37 | 32] 38] 36] 35] 39-| 26] 21] 30] 46) 31] 27| 361 27 
48 | 65 | 53 | 43] 37| 38] 57| 53) 40] 89] 42] Be] 58.) 41 | 48] 89! goo 
34 7 | 81 | 25] 25] 29] 34] 35] 92] 11] 25] 38] 29] 19] 29] 98 
Bl | 65 | 46 | 42] 39] 41] 55] 46] 40] 87] 48] 60] 491 36] 44] 85] yoo 
37 | 44.| 82 | 24] 26] 31|/ 38] 42] 29] 17] 28] 387] 33/ 19] 26] 24 : 

87 | 50 | 38 | 32] 30] 38] 42] 39] 26] 21] 31] 46] 483] 29] 30] 28] 38-9 
46 | 59 | 40 | 38] 30] 36] 51] 48] 33] 32] 38] 61] 58] 85] 37] 30] oo9 
31 | 40 | 29 | 29) 26] 28] 36] 28] 15] 12] 28] 37| 24] 20] 28] 25 
43 | 62 | 42 | 87]. 38| 36| 54] 36] 31] 81] 89] 57] 39] 84] 38] 32] gv 
32 | 88 | 28 | 24] 24] 28) 35] 298] 17] 5] 24] 387] 24{/ 18] 21] 21 
42 | 62 | 42 | 43| 35] 36] 58| 51] 83] 36] 40] 62] 63| 85] 37] 36] go 
83 | 39 | 27 | 21|/ 26] 80! 34] 29] 18] 5] 24] 36| 25} 17] 22] 22 
40 | 60 | 40 | 41] 87] 38] 50) 52) 35] 32] 45] GO} 62] 35] 36] 34] 4og 
31,| 40 | 30 | 26] 29] 30] 40] 32] 22] 11] 25] 35] 28] 20] 20] 22 
43 | 59 | 42 | 37] 30] 85/ 51| 45| 30] 84] 37] 58] 56] 88] 35] 88] oo @ 
32 | 41 | 36 | 29] 27; 29] 35] 30] 20] 11] 27] 35] 27] 20] 25) 25 
45 | 52 | 63 | 42] 40] 36| a8] 62] 46] 39] 34) 46] 61] 50] 40] 40] go 
36 | 37 | 35 | 27] 29] 80] 31 | 38] 27] 18] 18] 30] 44] 22] 24] 23 
45 | 61 | 39 | 39] 35] 55] 56] 38] 80] 35] 42] 58] 54] 38] 40| 35] oo 4 
31 | 42 | 29 | 24] 22] 24] 29] 33! 18] 101 22] 35] 28] 21] 25] 22 
41 | 61 | 54 | 33] 30] 34] 45] 45| 30) 25] 387] 59) 61| 49| 85] 38] ogg 
26 | 39>] 30 | 21) 22] 24) 25] 26] 15 | ©O| 19] 351 991 15}. 20). 11 

86 | 42 | 31 | 30] 26] 32] 37/] 29] 20] 21] 35] 48] 30] 25] 28] 24] 35.2 
43 | 59 | BL | 31) 26] 38) 50} 29] 23] 31] 58) G1} 38) 29] 34] 22) o49 
31 | 25-| 22.) 27/1 21| 26/293] 16] 12| 14] 28| 50| 15] 21| 18]. 15 
42 | 42 | 40 | 36] 33] 89| 47] 47] 32] 30] 35] 60| 40] 82] 38) 82] oy 
82 | 40 | 32 |. 28] 27] 30] 36| 28] 18] 15] 25| 385| 26] 21] 27] 28 
38 | 55 | 37 | 34] 27] 33] 43] 45] 30] 30] 33] 60} 60] 30] 33] 83| oy 
2 | 85 | 27 | 24| 28] 295| 95 | 24] 12] 8B] 24] a2] 19] 14] 24] 20 
50 |-56 | 35 | 34] 30] 38] 49| 30} 27] 80] 50] 57| 80] 80] 35] 27] ga 9 
80 | 28 | 26 | 2] 2] 28] 23| 12] 10] 18| 80] 380] 18} 22! 20] 19 

87. | 43 | 34 | 28| 24] 87| 30] 84| 22] 15; 80] 48/1 42] 24] 97] 281 35.1 
37 | 47 | 53 | 33] a7 | 24] 38] 51| 30] 20| 82] 48] 57] 88| 82] 36/ geo 
CO ie alms ae WS i al a MO TMP Sy (lel Es] 
59 | 55 | 83 | 35] 32/ 42| 49] 49/ 26] 31] 38] 57| 59] 38] 40] 42] oy 
89 | 28 | 24 | 25] 20] 241 40| 24] 17] 4] 24] 36:1 30} 15| 20) -16 
89 | 54 | 38 | 33] 28| 82) 45} 33] 32] 25} 35] 57| 57 | 80| 38] 28] oy 
| 87 | 27 | 211 21] 93| 82] 26) 10| 8] 18| 35] 20] 18] 18] 10 
44 | 55 | 40 | 35] 28] 85] 47] 48) 30} 27/ 86) 57| 57] 82] 86] 26] geo 
27 | 40 | 28 | 23] 22) 26! 35! 26! 101 4! a4] 34! 28! 18! 191 12 



298 Ninto ANNUAL REPORT OF THE 

TEMPERATURE — Novemper, 1897, SHowine Darty Means ror 

Sravrons 

STATION, 1 

St. Lawrence Val.,. 42) 42] 48] 49] 46] 88 
: é 56 53 46 52 63 67 52 

Madison Barracks... 38 37 26 37 | 43 44 33 

50 45 41 59 58 49 40 

11/12/13) 14 

i] i) iv) o w rx 

’ G os 

i co @o iv) -_ oo rN) 

North Hammond... 

Ogdensburg ........ 

Great Lakes....... 

Westfield ....... oe 

for) fer] for) XN or oO or o rs —_ 

eon 
S r= lor} ~ 2 oo =} 0 o ew o 

49] 41| 41] 43) 48| 38| 36 | 96 | 24) 34) 38] a2] 92) ae 
54| 52] 57 6 45 | 47| 45| 42) 4 

Appleton..........+. 49| 43| 421 40| 43!| 41! 33| 311 361 37] 35] 38 85 | 34 
: 67 | 54| 60| 62| 67| 60| 50] 48] 46] 49] 46| 44] 4 

Fort Niagara.. ..... 50| 40| 40] 42] 47 40| 37| 35] 33] 37] 86] 30] 35] 80 

>i s2| 55 | 50| 64| 61] 56| 48| 42| 5@| 47| 47| 41 | 38] 38 
Baldwinsville ....... | 43 | 45| 40] 40] 40) 39 | 34] 30] 84] 32] g0| 32 | 32) 38 

: 55 | 51| 55| 68| 66| 50| 51| 44| 45| 47| 45) 42) 4 
Ridgeway .......... 48| 41| 41| 48] 44| 38 34] 35| 35| 34] 87| 32] 38] 34 
pees: 52 | 54| 50| 65 | 65| 57. 461 42| 54| 42| 45] 42] 88| 87 

BU) os boIECe 48 | 42| 41] 40] 47] 38] 36] 33] 34| 35] 38] 86] 33] 81 
aegis 56| 53 | 50| 60! 64| 55| 45| 40| 51) 42] 42] 40| 38] 38 

seseeeseseeel ge] 42] 40] 32] 42] 38] 37] 27] 35 | 33] 30] 357 33] 29 
ee 53 | 52| 53| 68| 63| 57| 50| 45| 56| 47| 46| 49| 87] 39 

Whee at DOCG TRB OO cf: 50 | 44 43 40| 46| 41| 35] 33 36 36 36 84 = = 
; Se) vege teas! (adel feel (ese ceo tay) Fae 48 | 48| 3 

Erie, Pennsylvania.) 4g| 42| 41| 44| 48| 37] 39| 38| 36] 39| 34| 30] 35| 32 

Central Lakes....... 50| 50| 46| 52| 56°| 47| 43| 39| 46] 40] 40| 38| 34] 36 
pene 53 | 58| 50/ 68| 68| 55| 50| 45| 58| 47! 47] 40] 34] 42 

vtees seseeeee] ay | 45 | 37] 88] 47] 38] 32] 30] 33] 31] 31] 32] 30) 95 
=. BES 53| 52| 49| 64] 65| 55| 46| 45| 55 | 44| 46| 47| 35] 38 

ga Ie0000 903 48 | 47| 40] 41| 48] 39] 38] 84] 85] 32] 35] 32] 30) 29 
ete 53| 51| 55 | 67 | 66| 55| 52| 48| 60| 48| 48| 41| 38) 48 

vereoss | 48 az] 42/96 |. 46] 88) 89) 80] 85] 34] 32) Bt 23 34 
53 | 5s2| 52| 64| 64| 57| 50| 47] 5 4 

Romulus.........-.-| 47] 45 | 41/ 39] 43| 38| 37| 33] 34| 34] 34] 34] 32] 81 
ae 53 | 54/ 51| 63 | 63| 55| 48| 47| 58| 45| 47| 41| 37] 40 

rrrevseserse| 48 | 49 | 40] 85 | 49] 41 | 87 | 81) 35) 36) 3s 36 | 35 | 83 
52] 52| 54] 65 | 65| 56| 50| 4 4 

Penn Yan .......... 49| 46| 42| 39| 45| 38| ual 31| 34] 34| 34] 30| 33] 38 

Moan... 2. “4s! 49| 46| 48] 50| 48| 41| 37| 42| 38| 36] 38| 34| 84 

t+ Max. and Min. by the Draper Thermograph. || Received too late to be used iu computing 
Conduit, nine miles north of city. 
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THE Reaions, AND Datty Maxma anp Minima For THE 

—( Concluded.) 

Bae 
ad 

15 | 16 | 17 | 18| 19| 20/ 21 | 22| 23 | 24] 25| 26] 27/ 28] 29| 30| $8 
oa 

34] 45] 33] 26] 23] 26] 41| 29] 20] 22] 35] 48] 35] 26| 30] 28] 34.8 
36| 59] 58] 36] 82] 381] 51] 55/ 31) 25) 87) 51| 51] 28] 39] 36| ang 
24} 34] 29] 17] 19] 19] 28] 18] 21] 9] 20] 29] 24] 18] a] 47 ; 
41} 58) 82| 29| 25| 32] 55] 35] 26) 38) 38) 59] 55| 86] 38] 25] oo ¢ 
| 99! 92/1 18| 16|- 16] 26| 15| 5| 6] 30| 37/ 10| 15| 98! 44 : 
50| 60| 36] 34] 23] 36] 56] 36] 24) 44] 54] 58| 58| 36] 34] 26] oo 
24} 36| 26] 24|/ 20] 24] 34] 20] 10] 10] 30] 52] 20] 22] 26] 20 : 
42| 56| 88| 29] 24/ 29/ 53| 35] 35| 38] 40) 58] 50] 85] 38] 29] a5 
27| 30/ 24] 18] 17] 19] 26] 20] 10] 10] 30| 37] 15| 15| 22] 45 : 

45| 48| 33] 82] 33] 44] 49| 35] 25] 28] 38] 49| 38] 311] 31] 24] 39.9 
59| 63 | 37] 87] 46/ 60] 59| 44| 33) 87| 47] Go| 55| 42) 42] 25] 45 9 
38/ 35] 31] 30| 32] 41] 42| 31] 24] 25] 34] 35] 299] 281 24] 20 . 
59} 59| 36| 33) 45/ 56] 56| 38] 29) 86] 50] 58| 34| 40| 38] 27] sy 
40} 34] 30] 28] 29] 44] 38] 29] 22] 23] 36] 34] 26] 24] 21] 39 ; 
B5| 62| 30] 33/ 38/ 57] 59] 89] 80) 34] 42] 62| 54| 39| 38] 26] ao ¢ 
36| 33! 29] v8| 28] 34] 40| 27] 19] 19] 33] 41] 25] 24] 92] 20 : 
56} 62] 35) 33) 38| 56] 59|/ 86] 28] 33/ 46] G1| 36] 39] 36/ 25] 995 
37| 35] 28] 28] 28] 36| 39] 27] 19| 18| 33] 36| 25] 24] 28] 20 . 
53| 60} 38] 36/ 38 | 55/ 57 | 44/ 34] 35] 44] 58] 54] 40] 36| 29] ao 
36| 37] 31] 31| 29] 35| 40] 30] 22] 20] 31] 40! 25] 18] 28] 22 P 
61} 55| 40] 36] 41/ 57] 59/ 47/ 84) 85] 45) Go| 56] 44] 42] 31] 4» 
41] 35] 28] 28|/ 28] 40| 45] 30] 22] 19] 34] 40| 26] 24| 22) 20 : 

45| 62] 40] 34| 34] 40] 59| 42] 27] 35] 43] 59] 56] 37] 38! 291 38.4 
32] 35| 27] 271 26] 27| 34] 24] 15| 13] 30] 40] 26] 23] 23] 20 
52| 61] 36] 34] 39] 56] 58] 45] 31] 33] 44] 60| 56) 32] 37] 28] 40.1 
35| 34| 31] 28| 28] 35] 44] 29] 21] 20] 31] 44] 25) 21) 295] 21 
47} 61| 35] 33] 31] 40| 58] 36] 28| 32] 40| 59! 45] 36] 38]! 28] 39.0 
34} 38] 30] 28] 25] 30] 36] 26] 20] 20] 31] 40! 26] 26] 298] 22 
42| 60| 38] 34] 29] 38] 56] 45| 26] 35] 36|] 57| 57] 341 35! 26] 36.7 
31} 36| 28| 24] 23] 27| 35] 23] 17| 18| 26] 35| 26| 25] 25| 17 
51} 58| 37] 34| 37] 53] 60| 44] 30] 35| 42] 59] 56| 37| 39] 28] 40.6 
3 | 36| 31] 31] 30] 35] 43] 29] 20] 28] 34] 41] 28; 24] 26] 22 
62} 63| 36] 37| 47] 60] 58] 40] 33| 36] 54] 61] 37| 43] 38] 95] 42.0 
40} 36| 34] 33] 32] 44; 40| 33] 26] 26| 36; 87] 30| 27| 24] 22 

42| 47| 35] 31] 31] 45| 52/ 36] 24] 25] 34] 48] 41] 29] 31] 24] 29.6 
48) 60] 38| 35/ 35] 54] 62] 45] 35] 84! 38] 57! 55] 43! 35] 31] 90, 
32} 32| 27] 25| 26] 34) 44] 25 15/ 17] 29) 37] 23] 20; 23] 18 : 
471 60] 38; 32| 34! 52 | 59 | 45] 80] 32} 89] 58| 57| 88] 36] 28] 459 
34| 35] 30] 27] 25| 33, 43] 26] 15| 15] 28) 37| 24} 22] 21| 19 : 
47| 61} 39] 36] 39] 59/ 63 | 48/ 29] 341 38) Go| 5v| 38| 41| 28] yoy 
87| 34] 29] 25] 23] 36] 43] 29] 18] 17) 28] 38] 26] 19] 27] 149 : 
51{ 60/ 38] 86| 35] 53| 62) 48| 31] 35| 40| 60] 57| 39] 38] 29] 45 
87 | 34] 29] 23] 26] 33] 48| 26! 17] 17] 31/ 39] 25; 211 25] 20 : 
47] 69] 56! 35| 37] 53] 61] 43] 29] 81] 86] 59| 57] 34] 36] 27] a9 4 
37 | 34| 28] 27] 25] 36| 44] 27| 19] 14] 28] 36] 26| 19| 25] 21 ; 
49 | 58 | 38| 85] 87) 58| 62] 44] 29] 82] 41! 60! 57| 37! 38! 29] 4, 
88 | 35] 28) 26] 27] 35] 43/ a7 | 16] 17 | 81) 4i| 26{ 20} 29/ 20 - 

39 | 46} 34] 29] 28] 35] 44] 35] 23] 22] 84] 47] 38] 27] 30 | 24| 37.6 

means. (1) Voluntary observer. (2) U.S. Weather Bureau. (la) City reservoir; (2a) Intake 
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| 

STATION, 1 | 2 3 4 | 5 6 in ae 9 10 | 11] 12/138) 14 

{ | | 

Seni id Plateaw..| 0.61) 0.67; 0.04) 0.00} 0.01 0.14 0.00) 0.12) 0.45) 0. 03) 0 0.11) 0.19) 0.02) 0.01 
re beenas 5 el Ft RAT 1 (AB) Oe er ee oe cy etc: § act . ol iad’ 

Angelica.......+.+. 56B) 260. S01. nee ey .09] . ‘01| | .88]_‘T. 12) 310 T. “‘.: 
Bolivar’... ues Sel = GB); SOAR: Wels kee le omeere -09)..... .06} .27| T. -16) .B8) Toes 
Franklinville ...... BO) .<52) FOR)...0als SON > wip .08} .52| .02) .14) S4Be oie 

Humphrey......... 248) c6¥4 DOR ea Ss lien | Wee -15| .50) .04) .15) .80) .05) 204 
TAS Vay es. svciclis 6 osied a:sstenllie ss dullisis smal] eyo Gel] « sip eal] « etree eajoalei]|s sinsed »,-/calai) oon ataeE » ole als [ital 
Napolct® i s.aa. ye SGU Pan) SOM seen AM a ee 05] .55}..... .08] .70) .O7) T. 
Cherry Creek......| .71} .44/ .10]..... TT: B37 d1G6. 5... 07 i) -16} .61) .08) .06 
Jamestown ........ M4) Oat LOST a ails w es .33 a 5015 ee | 20s ABD Te us 

Elmira...... Meesnee PORT La LO. 6 crcth's ite setell + ctosatan| cots olell tara CLO RAB), siv'e 13) . .-1.:60 eeenl eels 
Pine City ii. .0..... Pie 275 | S1Al ah gals eels sees see .80| <21| .10) .18) Tl Abspsewee 
Akron . Sse SAD Leaolly “Laan nae ae a ones Dieses 1-04) 322) 'T%| 2 Te 05): 'T. 
AVON. cas ses sm ieee) aa! naelocaecdllockaal woke me Rees fone -18)) S28) DP Ty T Tei iteges 
Mito MOrvis 5 is aise ce -70|} + .8U).,. dels soa J a (mee 2 i) pees Tn seen Tet ee 

Nunda...... Sig's eh lenil\s swe |i= v's ofall  «iniate'l\s ww emf <ie'eale'l's ctsie alo.a/hate] wine eG else = ake ee ee a be ovens 
Lockport ........+. $20" SNTIETB eel seats Bri) Rae 08} 78) .15| + .16| ip De ; 
WICEOT Gate c coivintiw mw ah]\s'e'b wle'] sie’ erell's w'ainieil'a.n/0 acsill> cye clei] iw lo later) i atetwid | oralay aa ioalsOmial in fate tei etal (eee “abe 
Wedgewood . CABS 82) .7 SLO itemise -O3)\. wea 081). ABB). ccc -10) T. zivews 
CSOT co eG e's os eto Ars) aes me (| aes (A AGS es 208) (.48)..5.20 O07). Da ae i 

SIRT acs. «350s S00); EAD) 208) cece lintels EOD Techies Ts -68] . 211): 4. [ew ata a 
Haskinville....... Sel) 24e1 S10 \snmeleweoe 10}. 7 S50). see .08| .OD5Gckewieeees 
South’Ganisteo :,25) =76) -41] Tr... 2.). eA! ee 1 pe .22| .80) TP: -15) «DB ieuwep ee 
Arcade...... Rikicichia |. Sip 6256) 208). 2. Ts Bs) eee) line be DC's: ofthe 010), .B8iienee eee 

Eastern Plateau...| 0.80) 0.94] 0.06] 0.00} T. | 0.05) 0.02) 0.14) 0.38] 0.04) 0.23) 0.02) 0.06) T. 
Binghamton (1)....|  -55) .67| .04).....|.. Sails weet ey ©10), ROR. sbed 4G Te O05) cites 
Binehameton'(2)...:) 652) -54{ 2021. .c2u)...08 Mis | AS -04) .37| T. 05) T. .02| 
Chenango Forks: 22}. 6 5 cis). 2-5]. nc ee|in ale del]. oe las = seul] ene nn|i~coiciel sce sel - seals oe acamd ~estiaee ciao ite 
PORLOTOR .) ens’ 569) 295) ETS). cael cde | Oil nfaare | <10) (AQ). a38 -14) + .08) .05) #2. 

Cortland’. ..< cat = .66| 2.00] .05]... ; Seay -04| .20| .02) .0%| 20); a O2ieee 
South Kortright <:2)) £et1sa8)). .2 wel... als 60M) fede sea *5))/ +:80). 4.29 4B) . sine floss hens 
Bouckville......... 23} L4G Re td Bg ae (om ee 5: bs 53 Bd ee 384 ln See Rey s. ao otsl|\S petal 
Fayetteville........ Se 1) PR? PA | Pe -20} .08] .06) .46) .01) .01) .05}) .50/..... 
Middletown........ at eee eee am ee 2) le Ayo! ae Rt eae #1 +. 75]. .cc2| +B) nate pb apane eie 

Port Jervis......... =| R18] ee As) (a ee | A ein) Wars oe -14) 78) .BT) nis ole camels 
Warwick.........- PA Ne 7: tae Lets | Dae a ssclecees| 15) .55|-.000] 648) cen alsaeeeneeee 
Cooperstown ...... APM). COOH. v:alall ocole Melis smi <O7| 318) 735] <451. 226 OB) . ace a] sel eieteee 
Garrattsville....... FTL 20S FR cittiell « Se al] < chun -18} .05| *. | +.45] -86). cca eulipeeee 
New Lisbon........| .90) 75]  .04).... 4 .06| .01| .16} .40) .01| .16) .08| .02) -. 

Oneonta ....... : a eae 2 Ee 04). shidedlicaiiele .41| .58|....] ~24) = DR caeeete 
Schenevus. 2a) et TO4N e telle spice .08} , .11| .09] .78} .06] .25) .06) . is 
Perry City... aL ae -B2]) .80)- 20) 508) S05|...h.a8 I Mails ciel 10) Te done eee 
Newark Valley ....| .98] -86).....]....e}ecees O's staid -08| .50).... 10) seen 

Straits Corners....| .93| .83] T. |.....].. es S02)" SEB) och ae -06], sO04) ..02 ieee 
WAVORLY, occ se sun cis -72| 1.05} .03). ole RATA) ROS he ore 12] TS Wiwaste 2 
+Dryden Dt ied cease 58) 1.26 Oe eced beic wee -05 20 -02 09 02 03 see 

Mohonk Lake......| * (|t2.82|..... a cited BB evscalitcn Se Ay. eee ee on 

Northern Plateau..\ 0.50) 1.28) 0.16) T. | 0.02 ea 0.12} 0.04] 0.92} 0.09] 0.27) 0.26, 0.03) 0.02 
Elizabethtown .....|-...+|-.00. ails saccleovsslacece|s one) strenie] nan 
DAKE PlACig: concaiec|ccevn|esens cecal seamen) oeisetel erm 
Saranac Lake..... Sled cet OO) VAIS Coca S07 Orc aGIe selects mises he eral earerees 5Blvaseh me 

Gloversville........| 1.45] 1.08] .04].....].... Bat Berio ROOT OBIE sea 48). 28) Doo ee 
Little Walis(Sa).5<22|Sie00| 1-90) At) 02)5,. cn) 1O)etol ee <22| 55] ce000]) * + Ote cer mene 
North Lake ........|+se. TO eBlliee stele O9fasawal eres SOU ces wale woes] OU] beet aperen 
LOW VALE. pissce cane Bolt steal Od). .56 4 .43| .09| .05] 1.00) .06) .87| .84| .O9}..... 
Number Four......| * eS TAGES oie cre] serra sll epee .68| 2.6] 1.18) .038) .87)) SOS) tecacecmee 
Kings Station.:....| 4-80) 1.90)... el... en. coal Peacoat 55) ess] ae -'7B) 50.00% | (a > ae ieee 

Atlantic Coast .....| 0.91] 1.43} 0.00} 0.00! T. | T. | 0.00] 0.16] 0.26) 0.00) 0.41) 0.06) 0.00) 0.00 
Brooklyn . tate SOB > cD Mic's0'aai|icvee oie | ersten» | 'arete pot eeterotel| aes a) | entends etettiate 41 
Manhattan’ Beach. vaniets Al laced (atieo cr a Pn tintian Ait 
New York City "88 fe ae, HO, Pat s a& OO) cS | eerie 56 
Willets Point ...... 8:10) 10) cue cl cccadlen viatlacscnlenaa!] semey eioktll ce ad ees 
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TATION FOR Novemser, 1897 — (Incues). 

16 | 16/17 | 18|19 

0.08] 0.25) 0.05] 0.05] 0.10! T. | 0.03) 0.05] 0.18/ T. | 0.16] 0.27] 0.16] 0.02| 0.10] T. | 4.99 
ee) 5.10) 20)... ae ee | eee 102] .30]..... 06] .20| 04]. ... |  .08)......| 2.89 
ge a Oe i 106) -21]..... 15/12) Jeeves] 02] esse] 2.48 

“108)"*1i6|"*282|°° 205)" "Loa SII, wens wane oASH0 BOP. Weehes<cnol! + add anesou ees 
es St | ae Te) ae a | Ree | de oe 04]......]  -25]....2.| 8.55 
2790 BORE ie OC | ee Pe | ee RS [heel ce: PPP ale Scans helen eee ea 

04)" 195]... 08) J06)0-3.afods ‘aps sOahsee 30: aSh abet 02|.02} 4.34 
02} :38| .04)..... 08} 04)... 02} 195)... 20; * | 4.42/22...) .07]......| 5.02 
60) .02)..... Ma theceecdl antodh sels, Es fy ib tee, ie 71 Se a 15]......] 5.05 
33 | Oe et heme edlevne dla 20) <a cBhvoowaly (Bale <0GU)s acacia st ABlen as, Norma 
OWA A, fond pecgalen..- (Pau IC BO shes oe 06] .....| 4.07 
04} .29)..... tM eee a ite, oes 2 ie [Se [ee i | ee eee 
188 /4.60|-2-. 4] 4-O0)2-., | 08 20h. be. 26p) * Mech Asha. .s.. Sthovest 5.23 

: SCRE WAS NG Te Man Ole Hil eae 015] 20) .26[......] 10). ..05.| 4204 
tah J26)..:3. 1B) SOHN Ei OTT dashed, eee) SOBANY Saale 1.3.) ./ Gps hase 

03} .44) 18] .04| 08)... sil sanodh | --al eee 12] .35] 491... 15) .06| 5.58 
04} .40| T. |..... i ae ai Saag LAS ae 10)". :8610. 110] -0.24.| .- 08) enccul SOTA 
08) .27| 7. |... ue PS FAC A | | GST IR” | A a We eae 
le | ks a a OB) ae 06). 16] .40| T. |......| 8.90 
03} :2i| T Te Oeecd T, || “TUEhs..1G}.cose) NOs Ogle. SMBb. 32, - ve | 8.69 
05] .53/ .08|..... 208 ced ES ||P Te | 82 Taare oe od dee Sd eee eae Nee 
Sr A) a ne Se ad ae Prior | ieee i seiese| BoD 
0.05) 0.58} 0.06) ? | 0.11] 0.15) 0.01] 0.03) 0.08] T. | 0.10) 1.43] 0.17] 0.01] 0.82) 0.05) 6.99 

Sp 5 af ie cee wood piec AiRbs calens wees] oenese] eons] cooenul wad 

I Oe ra ET a i ei Pe OST. ||. RA 7Bie TD. UP. 204)... aellsacsiog OaUae 
14) .32] T. | T. F 05)... ge eC) Aen) SR | | A MP nl 

evvee| 14} 25) T. J .01l 57! 204] T. | cael T | 7. | 1.04) [50]... :10| .85] 6.78 
“eee Sy ae eae A Sr a FO (an | | Se) ASR aS -70|......| 10.24 
ee RE | PEP: | a | |? | Ga | | 32 "":08] 5.81 

aE ik re) Pas ae Mc * | 4.18]... ADS ened) mews ® APPL 25] es. a cifeee ane}. oABlwalnege| aed 
615] .40].022. vier d eB Crone dfneavie] Tinea afl hel oerdfee elf0L: BB fee sed hou ge ef + bil sieotecei cents 

0.15| 0.09] 0.08) 0.00] 0.01] T. | T. | 0.00] 0.18) 0.00] 0.01] 0.45] 0.48} 0.00| 0.12] 0.00] 4.77 
HS -ZOIN® 16hsscn dl cet alleen « [Soe 2 sfaoevaft 20s ah Ts T Bp), 0). sollenestlie gst, ames 

BLO Veretstatel swat! isc eia| wee iellsctenielll © addline | aD +18}, .60) 6. 109} s.cas-| 4 
sedeclecsechecsesfosves|eccestacecs! elOlsvan- A Pb i A Sa wens -12|......| 4.66 

eeeee oa i DGC (OC Oa (OO ae fenced ieicacl beter) rine nereel lacer te scr) er: cocc|eveccslonce 
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STATIONS. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 | 11)12)] 18) a 

Atlan. Coast (Con.) 
Brentwood ......... FMT Ol etae ciel sce svell x vtousiine Acts Ages «20) 40) scis0-]  «OO) omen 
Setauket ........... <8] 2.00] csielatell nisi olllstd'<cell ee Stents ste S05), 340). ose 42) <1d4itveswlanmrs 
BGQULOLO scopalseeen sAE5]) 1 sO hate erelall @roreials Te Ley Avene 010) 80). ccect, sO Qian AAS 
PPTUNITOSO is wise cicce cteil « sel es Ualnteiterall stelaieiel seo ais eas ait pit BO]. LD'|\e0.50%el|s ae pie!]'e 9 areal) ae pita ee 

Hudson Valley .. 0.79] 1.57) 0.01] 0.00} T. | T. | 0.01] 0.14] 0.70) T. | 0.50) 0. 2 0.01) 0.04 
JU RAR BAG S401 GB) Sac OSes casas: aT oh CR: -09) .69}..... 189) 4diae ae chicane 
Catan 1s hil eoe ae 2481) TEGDIRE OD |e mello ates a etl acres eC as We ke .88 “40 vtsa a «lhe 
Honeymead Brook. OG] Lintollotaresetell torevece te Wetsieidl all siete A Tal cro eestl ar atoltal e seeeell tesla «Del | Ali ceed 
Poughkeepsie...... mL/s) fin Ue: P- | ere Tae leis piste Bt ie 57) [are 56) OG} sienna 

eee neer! s Falls.| 1.12] 1.62) .06)..... Harievall (cietatarall seotersi .20) .45) T. 71] 7D. Di iets 
NGAGE pstiste nit ereieie Phe a asleeeiaa lone peo | Peel hea |r, ea 70), L6p\ seas JPO8I sce er oats sllemaiee 
WV ERE POEs. sckee le a itecOOleetaceiene ne Seal eheteraell aiosainie « f. SO ceces 380) \. nie'nil| bate ED 
Boyds Corners.....|..... J stefel| esejecstel| classi svell verereved aleces)ai|{a\a/acs'ell eisie;oya}| e\clelecel| iste aicall mis aiare » .ellen'e/cel aemete 
Carmel. .::.;.: BS saato wiorall & Pam likes Ledeiosel ae eel isis cll eretatell aia tae Meh Peo e! amis * 1:85) oetelas aie 

Southeast Reserv’r. 
Eagle Mills........ 
MOP EON os atsisio.oj oe ieie' 
Greenwich......... 

Mohawk Valley....| 1. : ; f ‘ % ; ; ; ; é 
Mittle Wallsi(la)\< fe.0}|) 159218 Te MSE Seale sie « LON eTSIER es . SOA Dosen. -44| . icine as Binas 
Canajoharie....... pe RU) Is a polleigene 202\'T: O01} B20), -45le cso. 80} Ds eR. eaters 
SE JONDSVILG eal Oe] eel SOU cnsclb macs 508} 02] LS daily ee oll) (00) eases 
Rome ...... Dh sha ead alist SBBIUG tilt Biee FBO) P28 iene JOB VeeOl ete 12) SLT OLS ects 

Champlain Valley.| 0.29) 1.14] 0.20] 0. Wa 0.02} 0.06} 0.02) 0.02] 0.72) 0.27] 0.29) 0.62] 0.04) 0.00 
Plattsb’rgh Barr’ks| .10] .60} .55) .10)..... 508) Cc OS loc Opi OO leone «50 SOB sean 
Ticonderoga....... SABI LOSE | O4NR Fell ssaes AUT eeaeealnracec ot AU as -99} .04)..... 
Glens Falls......... EA NES OG < creel eintaie > ecole OB neaae LOA DLS) rena =46)  SBIil)sneciemem 
Lake George ...... * 23 | |PeWelel|- Aono naan 05)» 021) Dbl) setolaenir @t| “AB Oal sree 

St. LawrenceVall'y| 0.39) 0.37) 0.19} T. | 0.01; 0.11] 0.00) 0.11} 0.44/ 0.02] 0.18] 0.59) 0.01) 0.01 
Madison Barracks.| .38) .12!].....]|..... Un) RUA aenor SB Nan oneal Pes sotate Wop) Ak dees 
SVEN) IRN 2 OAR OA hho cen| WoriAor ado ae | oon MOnsc Ibn 40} voce |lsoucrs)louad alloacue + a.a1e(sl| arevoce ail Reet esta 
AOANCOM cielo cise SEL SSSI Ae eee clllereiatevall ctelete alltstevetevetihevece ered] letotelale SLO lrerereis Gilson Svea 

DeKalb Junction..| .82| .61)° .16].....<J..00 580 (cressieis 223), 48) ...000| 710] belie Goteeean 
North Hammond..| -36| .86] .21).....)..... BU eric Ts Blaaber +5O|| _ ». J] tema ae % 
Ogdensburg....... = 36) Aol Osl este Ol | cjejeiers uly G4 aieleiats ch sB0l eae .04 
Potsdam ..... FAC ro tertscis| Ago ecm || sone) ire siasell Ae esarel ee iste allieeiacbael lois oa|l'elexa‘evelltacece evel isyepet etal ae siniaiete 

Great Lakes,...... 0.39] 0.81] 0.10] T. | 0.02] 0.13} 0.03] 0.12] 0.60) 0.06} 0.14] 0.14) 0.04) 0.02 
PVOSCHELG <2 eicice cietsell). OO], col iiornis a ffelorars cil nuessyeyell stoves Relieteys lail y Jo gel nna tate 00] TRA ave ate 10 
SINT al Ouipiciere messes eOel. SOD OF reco, OSI!) ODES, crore .05| .89) .02] .81) .04| T. FE. 

Adams Centre .....|..... ADA| OO heistov | eeivters 5714 es Uc afl ee a (eialatets O84), soir erecta 
Pittsford..... Relveete|) Ally 2 Gp) aweylel erecial ibe ATA aac S061|. 265 |tisinelll vale 125\'@ -OUee ees 
ROCHOSEOD ciatie's vicac|| xo4O| eo QNe SOL fetes cil cicteiess 15) 'T. $02] ci D| pease OL) 28) 015s 

PSCOLUS TE ar-ialejeie.o6ielliy tO |l ic MED piesorarailizcosey evel oreteyere'| Petes oaltetelarshal ieipteiore | OUlinas. wal ee ictene oe | a ee |e = 
IAPPIOLON: siete ees) 0 O|llsoG\ Oki Gre sre SOU OG cael oes *89) .06| .10) JOS) saeeee 
Fort Niagara......| * Rl BOWsaek.o | PRP SLO epee lereceeee TOON tecerctenllavcte Pe lect leet Masters 
Niagara Falls...... sores) ied al] feyeteierel isteiereral lie coOlis HOD Nera .01; .93| .04| .48) .06) T. .}..... 

Baldwinsville ......| .93} .49] .04].....] .08] .18]..... 3B4) 246) 5.000] o.0's olf SOLERO rene 
Lyndonvile,........} .18} 1.67) .05].....]. Banc Ti) 0S) GO| reac 16] -28i ine oti 
RUIGDPOWAY, oatversinie ste cif) orcL Ses 9S | c OG ears a cil'> tate allt bx On| ciererel] pede mies ase ©19] 29) 201 pe «ce 
GON. sas cicieine © Bel eral) = tee) NoBae roealekes EU eiomtos sBG|% 40), 02] “:2OMe wecleene ABR 
OSWELD wiapee cancers |): s4iie alte cOL acer nawer|y mele tee Ooms Meee caterte »22| . 225M teas 

WPALSTING) wislctieie'sie cle sil) 200 ce DOl metals eve oe sevec|, »O9]26..0] «BO, «441 20) Fal SO ee alee 
Pheenix.. ae 08]. 322 49 [ 05). cece 09] LOD) ccc) sSB)0F sO]: .s..a50)]] 0 ok iene Oe memes 
ViVOUSscascevectccee|) Ob} tol .0s sail) sO) OSI erereta .28) .20) .01 O8| .29). Lei aisaterr 
ROBES al aissiaat o cate Gl) 220 LON actaslncite s 20| .22} .08| .49}.. 08] BV) 27 heres 
Erie, Pennsylvania! .57' .46) .17}.... 03! .85).... 7 T 37| .02) T ; 
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TATION FOR NovemBeER, 1897 — (Contiwued). 

45/16 /|217 | 18 )19 | 20| 21 | 22 | 23 | 24 | 25 | 26 27 28 29 30 3 

= 

SC ee ee P| ean we .20|..... bh al: oS ate .20]......| 4.90 
-09| .04| 14]... rs a ee "OOlFe ce YAR Fey | “OG besee 5.76 
274), SB iT ioe Ca 08\")... O18 | eae 5041" -16[) . .BlkcsbichclOleeer sal omen 
“SN A ba eta Ge ee ae OBI ae se yse AOI ISIC ale 16 | terete eet 

0.09] 0.20] 0.11] 0.01/ 0.08] 0.05] 0.01] 0.09] 0.12) 0.00] 0.07] 0.38] 0.36] 0.00] 0.10] 0.01] 5.73 
11) 18) 101 T. ||):1BN 06}. e..|sus. aS ee S061, Obie -BBlidsces 07] T. | 4.65 
‘02} 114 .01/ T. | .13] 02) .06|..... T9ei is, 104) 105) 20) 28h Ais Meera 4.77 
-08} .24| .10)..... Aho 08 no a « 105] .25]..... -20| .87| 681... i PR at 5.07 
Cr a ae "lh ae nea TSM e iewe co (hg 9:5 Fe ED RE 0! 5.45 

fale el .49\ TO) 10l. aIBleecos) 10!’ <IBls..we .12| .65} 62)... 16] T. | 7.24 
mere ant' (05) 10!" 101.18... 22) 40l TR |efeecleetss 1 leant aaah ie ae “14| 7.57 
“SiGe et een ae YA San fe Xie Paeeeeel | ee OOPS! ae he awe (3 aed 5.40 

rN eee eo OBI. ceclcs os clecatclamsdblocces I | F288 pag Placrce: |) dO ee ees nenes 

ee ae lke A oe ten [MOI acta seat GasbalWbatal esata ecaceatt, aiaeal Kamer 5.72 
2 ne ee Be RMB ca lccecc | e048 act oalitntees | IBS Nace clo OBL Ss cele gate leek lta opal cer mel ee 
oe ee eee Coretta heen al Os ees 164, CAB oe Od rate 5.74 

Sal seal | 105] PEGI elo, lec cae By Fs sie (a m= a at EF Hee 5.79 

0.07| 0.80] 0.01] 0.02] 0.17] 0.03] 0.01] 0.12] 0.08] 0.01] 0.50] 0.19} 0.03] 0.03] 0.15| 0.04] 4.48 
Ree SBT sc: Baal ROG bs Thane HOG | Seliee |e ae ee Dal eae al ae ce 124] .02] 4.80 

13} .17| 'T. | T. | 03! ©.09|":03] 08} ©210) “105] 10] :09|° "r. '08| .03| T. | 3.88 
108} .93| T. |..... Maly coz me yes 1B acon. M4 Ato “elas :09|  .02] 3.04 
soa! (24|. 205] 08! .18|<....|.... By (aaa 1.901 <o2lhnoee "05] 24] = .18] 6.25 

0.09] 0.10, 0.02) T. | 2 | 2? | 0.00] 0.30] 0.05] T. | 0.02] 0.48} 0.36] 0.00] 0.19] 0.00] 6.58 
een eel MGA ncaaclinessslaveRs fesokel sc: dleaats fones clveasel) 22BK © aes aai, 2 pec e ele oaenl pas 
yok ee Py ORE Wows reldeancs Glen a 20511 266) SoBe yl oreeet eee 5.56 
BOS cee Lilsteversieifiew aie | resell tecrevers TOAD Pe ere tave | Pecarcte 2h | sieretute -46 SBOllaaistees 344) cesicare 10.02 
Mistral ee eT |. C8): .0% bc. colccces 10/9. |) C08). SOR asl aes rp (mee 6.95 

0.00] 0.53! 0.03] T. | 0.01! 0.04] 0.00] 0.04] T. | T. | 0.11] 0.64] 0.28} 0.02] 0.11| T. | 4.16 
ee | eee TCI RAE Celinsote aes BO | emicedlwertxsilt  cillti|: eae leu one pieren .26|......| 2-66 

2) 7 alge alt a SSS AMS ote SEMIN: aaa trace a dea aes 

wnt ae 109% 208 Mececle cc sal cates mp Nr ies pad sdeal see cae lee eee LOtlcavinwal heme 
BS Eccl eT PT | sO4l-. caaheseccf Ds -[exaee| WOB|sDelbe cab| scence Ae nO Teen alnaund 
“252 ae Oat tile, eens tiene Pos sar al eb dal Cae 

0.04) 0.35] 0.05 0.11] 0.07] 0.02] 'T. | 0.11] 0.22) 0.01) 0.29] 0.54) 0.18] TT. 0.09| 0.37] 4.98 
Rt ale ects, Iekese Gln ee Beas HG) USER ic Yonah mete gl es 4.60 
06] .78| T. | T. | .05| T. | T. | 10) .14) T. | .20] 1.08] | .05]...23; 106] 'T, | 5.21 

BS) eel 08|? 08 lscccn hes ctr et Salers £22] .40]..... So ccac) — 05/898 
Peels 10) ..08| .04| .28| 204), .... j05)  <1aheuee BF ei Na 108|\,:scvel Svat 
Maia 206) 03! 11) T.1. se. .06| .19} T. | .13] .25] 09] "T, :08|.02] 3.71 

qT. | Sool Sone] ie eee eel We ts WA oo owe Spel 201 4 ne: Belen Pea .16] 3.86 
.02| .38| .02| T. | .08|..... seal OTN OBO ey CBE ecto cae Pe lessen 4ea0 
ee Tae (Ro ee ca ‘pols ccueed a eae ee PBDI ia ees Meh eae he 3.69 
gall’ Baltic... o 2a, Wa PR BT (PT ea LBB) SOL. SOBs... ii ass 5.19 

Re | Rg ot SAN | cOOl ose I | Sea ne aes BI) eerie 5.05 
Mech? Sel. canaleaee, BOS OO4N ew Uetiellneane SOB 1) FuGO In SOME adieelleow en ereeee 4.74 
.04] .30] T. |..... 208 sweceloovscl LOSI dQ vocee, ASH BB. Sat) Oa)? .O1 Sebanineeaes 

eo RT RS es [60 .80l..... "72| .60| .20]...... T. | 1.80] 7.87 
T. | .55| T. | 120] .06] .o1|.....| .01] .47| .04| .28] .76] .25| T. (22| 1.40] 6.56 

T, | .02| .17| .85] .05| .oel.....].....| 1.00]..... * 14.68] .08]......] 50] 2.75] 8.17 
Path 204] 54) 260! 08) | .I7l,.... .02| .25] T. |.....] .85] .52]......| .05]  .65] 6.26 
PS Sh ox af BON olblersd. Se Ai hCG) ey Meee CCAR (OBE IE CRN Tia ee Secewale | scSuiba eels 
.02| .24|° 102] .08} .08| .02|-.... .02|  .50|..... .88| .57| 28) .....| 29) T. | 4.95 
[7 7 TS Fa | (Sea 510!) S208lac sce 518" 77 208lz.0..1 20% oR) a.6n 
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Central Lakes.. es i ico oe di 4 Oe ga oe 0.09 a 0.02 ge 0.08) 0.09 0.09) 0.00 
one a ht F 

Fleming....... somes tet +1. st PSE Ae coe (rsa feeder abl Lod IME 2 Ie 
Sherwood........., OU 247i ctatlooses| cOClersUalrecnal Seal seers 
Skaneateles........ Fl) ee GBl a a1) wiciel ellaceomate 

Watkins), ose tee WAG <B4| cred Olieecr rel deaees 
Romulus......... BG) 63) ) sO4 be coches 
BEER erreie ian aie claire 6 63) 1 .4Ri) BO nes ccl's seminal > catelecOty SOslacene 
IPeyiT  MaAT cae ns icis'n 5 GL) Kallen as 

Average .......| 0.66] 0.94) 0.09) T. | 0.02) 0.09 “0.02 0a) 0.52) 0.05) 0.24 0.22 0.03 

+Record for the month incomplete. || Received too late to be included in the ave 
polated from values at other stations. ‘ 
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TATION FOR NovemBer — (Concluded). 

15 |16|17 | 18 | 19 | 20| 21 | 22 | 23 | 24 | 25 | 26] 27 | 28 | 29 | 30 g 

xB 

0.02) 0. a 0.04) 0.01] 0. of 0.00} 0.00) 0.12) 0. fd T. | 0.19] 0.20] 0.12) 0.00) 0.06) T. | 3.71 
eeees OS) creel padaliscinctllcctssecsee| -S0liswce -25| .50} .28]...... -10|......| 4.49 
eevee t T wT: t B aleinsel| pelea 7 PM este a a 306 Please ceclacc|eeses |aevalele||\siclere - | 2.68 
raise -51| .04)..... sods! seced!looat5|) “l)) 2) a27q/emeke 04]...... 08|......| 3.10 

03] .45) .20) .07) .10)....%)....- Hi{° .20}..... -30| 32 RR) veces 15}. .0.6- 5.70 

04) .28) T. |.....- TD. Joccvsloceee T. | 09}... Alibi) Sali ease 04) T 2.81 
Jk Olen! laisse OB]. occclecees .04] .31}..... ad Wr Ye AeA T Ak 4.06 

Ua] eel od PS oral BB TT. |occeclovces 04) 210)... of 0) 141) 9 18 open Uiioasoac 4.22 
eeces QO vanvclsmces| | se ileccealeeces| sOS| -20} one: 02} .02 18]... 03|......| 2.61 

0.07) 0.31) 0.05} 0.02] 0.07 “0.03 “0.01 0.10 0.13] T. | 0.15) 0.50} 0.22) 0.01] 0.13 ~~ 0.05 “4.96 

*Amount included in next measurement. + Not included in computing averages. § Inter- 

20 
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Sratistics oF TEMPERATURE 

TEMPERATURE — (DEGREES FAuR.), 

oa: 4 ai @ |EXTREMES OF MONTHLY 
. Se . = MEAN TEMPERATURE 

ya 5 5 | FOR NOVEMBER. 
RS\2 Fe aire 

STATION. COUNTY. o2\s6 d -| go 
48/91 2 4 > | of 
~OlE] oo oi ire) 
LD bo B=) 8 Se 
Seas, os a SaaS 
eT AES) Me ols 43 a 
ais) eg CS ea) ee 
A j¥ g 1s 318 | 3 (geese 
6 /o| o dD Si\o 4 o } C) 
Z |al ae a1 | & Hy] me 

WEST EPNR RE TALEO <a nia;e'e!| io asset's * siviete pacotel| BORA Slag wwiareil's wisiese td] POOv Guat Gel. ie wetell anantenae Re rr 
Angelica........ ASagce> Allegany 5 33.2/15| 1854) 1897) 38.7) +5.5] 41.6] 1896] 30.6] 1871 
umphrey..... +e eeee-| Cattaraugus. .| 36.6/15] 1883] 1897) 37.1] +0.5] 41.6] 1896] 80.2] 1886 

TET Te Paaeteaneomeer Chemung . 39.4/18] 1850} 1897) 40.6) +1.2] 45.2) 1896] 88.9] 1858 

PRUSLOUTU LE ROCCO ais cie'e'n|| siecle sina ve bieee cs S30 Al ayall cic eraratal| lsicveyeras 37.2] 4-0.8] 0.0) cccceals sae ae 
MORE OUE sisi coaiere se stele s Chenango....| 35.9/29} 1828) 1897] 36.0] +0.1| 42.7; 1847] 30.6) 1842 
LGfetan Cyt BRA erap ee ACoeper Cortland......}| 36.1/85] 1829) 1897) 38.2} +2.1] 45.0) 1849) 31.1] 1851 
Cooperstown....... sse|| (OCSBFO Sisi.. .- | 35.0/44) 1854] 1897) 35.2) +0.2] 41.1) 1896] 26.8] 1873 
Waverly ..... Sie slatatajatee WHOM cnacish ee 38.4/16] 1882] 1897) 39.4) +1.0] 44.4) 1896) 35.0) 1882 

VON TET ELATCOAL (cocoa)! wsieisiols «'tisieieivia eis BO Aellael|(siereventallistaereiete fa Wet eS PA, Ane: 
MIO WIVILLG’. 6 s.0 sicwine ses ..-| Lewis.........| 35.2/82| 1827] 1897 a4. i —1.1} 42.6) 1830 39: 1 "1843 

PALETTE IOOGSL stars cisiercieie' |e neloiacsiolelsieieereteies AAD val lerte cetell Setestes 44.6) 1-025) o.uc00|\sn ae clel ae eieeaenene 
New York City... New York....| 43.7/28} 1870) 1897) 44.0) +0.3] 48.6] 1870) 37.5] 1873 
Setauket.......... Sunolk - 2... 2. 44.5/13} 1885} 1897) 45.3) +0.8] 48.4) 1896) 40.5) 1894 

ELAEASOTE WW LLLEY oale kot siete isi sictote’aialeieisseisiei gy SOs Ol rele operei ie Fete Wis so) fee Uae | min be ict AAS 
UB ANY sect ratsioinonts Albany .. | 39.3/24| 1874] 1897) 39.0) —0.3] 44.0] 1896 320] "1875 
Honeymead Brook.....| Dutchess.....| 38.5|17] 1881} 1897! 37.9) —0.6| 41.8)’88-’96| 34.7) 1894 

Champlain Valley.....| ...s.ssoe» Pelee aS a 8 Watel|lama cera lavermtate 38-0} dl Bile orstesil ies eras Bee 
Plattsburgh Barracks. Clinton. 2.2.2: ei 1839| 1897| 33.0/ —1.8} 48.5 7819] 28.9] "1875 

St. Lawrence Valley...| -...... piel oYerivote's!fhtebas sO ltavelltaysiateveeal |e ova e/ae| “0+ 0] 0.8] ler sia ll acer celetell etelatetell aan 
Madison oi sarge 36.8/37| 1839) 1897) 36.8] —0.5| 46.1] 1849] 27.6) 1873 
Canton..... sielaieatate St. Lawrence.| 34.4/35] 1862} 1897) 32.6) —1.8] 38.8} 1863) 25.6) 1873. 
North Hammond ...... By 4.8)20) 1866) 1897) 36.2) +1.4) 41.1] 1896) 25.5) 1873 
OLR OAT se crc aie sistsclesee Us 33.8)29) 1828] 1896].....]...... 40.4} 1880) 80.4) 1842 

Great Lakes, .2.ccccssss Ce ciniicts 0:5 Srarase ioe || OOZO le seillaveleicisal] eae steve 39.5] 4-10] \.c.0-% <lleleieeae | ecetuieyel eels 
Buffalo ..... ealiei BR Ans lillie necnacoccc 38.4/27| 1871] 1897) 40.0) +1.6) 43.7] 1883) 30.3) 1873 
EOC HORLOE cs ate coamieinen Monroe ...... 39.2/28] 1870} 1897) 39.0) —0.2] 42.0) 1896) 26.6) 1873 
Fort Niagara ....... ...| Niagara ...... 39.5/42| 1842) 1897) 41.5) +2.0] 47.5] 1849) 31.5) 1873 
Baldwinsville ..........} Onondaga....} 38.0/19} 1854; 1897) 38.4) 40.4] 42.6} 1896) 36.2) 1857 
OSWELO ics cccccewcccsne Oswego ...... 38.6/28} 1870) 1897) 39.0) 40.4) 43.0/°77-’96) 32.0) 1878 
iPslermo +25... eiatalele’s stare ee 34.8/44) 1854) 1897) 36.7) +1.9| 41.9] 1859) 26.8) 1873 
Erie, Pennsylvania ...| Erie ..........| 40.9/24| 1874 1897) 42.0) +1.1] 44.0) 1896) 34.4; 1880 

CETTE MIALICES clin siaicicie oll ofall sleleleleteisiniotale SOLE) elk o ciereutl weccaie BOSE) AL OUB! as .eie\|'see sine eee id cians 
CBA CA Pies acct ccisiereeees Tompkins... 38.6|19] 1879} 1897) 39.4) +0.8] 44.7] 1896) 33.1) 1880 

Average departure..| s.cscecseeesess|- ee an bel | ets eon sveces|eocce|acwens 
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PRECIPITATION — (INCHES.) 

3 x © EXTREMES OF MONTHLY 
o |o S PRECIPITATION FOR 
=P a = 2 NOVEMBER. 
o2|P @ a 

STATION. COUNTY. | 52/5 ‘ | | 28 lerearesr.| reasr, 
Sele] = | 3 © |) caps) || =a 
a s ay Oo Ss 4 Oo 
oA|o| 2 o 5 5 os Pe} 
bet || os cs) a | 5 g a 
ha a We Sul Rep ee ees ® |s| 9 5) S$] 2 a | 3 3 e le! @ 2 o | oO = ® | ® 
<4 |4] & 4 Be | Aa “| A <q | Pp 

WESCOTT ELULCOIL s «caval ceisler sisienes a PO aliialcnacsaltencaee 3.60| +0.89].....]..... sareierai| staretereta 
PATE LLC Ee alate weirs sie's) 9 ele\s Allegany .. 2.59/12) 1871) 1897) 3.07) +0.48) 4.27] 1879) 1.64) 1871 
Humphrey........sse0. Cattaraugus. 3.51/15) 1883) 1897] 4.83) +1.32) 6.23] 1886) 1.64) 1894 
PBYNTITERL We claisia’a'as'¢ «0:9 ....| Chemung ...| 2.02/17] 1851) 1897) 2.89) +0.87| 4.19) 1889) 0.31] 1861 

Eastern Plateau......+| -.+++ Finleistet a tete) | one allele erate al] 'siataratele 4.60) +1.63].....]. Booed Iocan SACOG 
PRRGRTIED eiate'e.ale'enialeieis-s .-.-| Chenango. ..| 2.84/27] 1829} 1897) 4.85) +2.01) 4.95) 1852] 0.91) 1881 

Cortland..............-| Cortland ... | 3.23/20) 1850) 1897) 3.55] +0.32} 5.60} 1851) 1.94) 1893 
ea tale seceeeees| Otsego ......| 3.12/44] 1854) 1897) 5.21) 4+2.09| 5.38) 1858) 1.45) 1876 
IBOTL PELVIS ccc cc se cess Orange ..| 3.22113] 1880] 1897) 5.71] +2.49) 5.71; 1897) 1.12, 1883 
Waverly ..... Saco pene Vi0sa ci oaccae} 2.43116} 1882} 1897] 3.69] +1.26) 5.90} 1889] 0.91) 1883 

INOTTRETI PIGTCOU'. 00e| vecscccinees belie ieee acpore BsSh) ees ai ears: | oie lla liseiseate 
EO VILLC ine sicke ce cte's.0's.c EQWIS) ce:cc'eic 3.37/34] 1827| 1897} 5.81] 42.44) 5.81} 1897) 1.40} 1827 

Atlantic Coast.. SEAnb Oo TCO ddl ee ol locnpds| patos el 0|) =1- OP Sa ite eleralic se ae linareers Sseon: 
New York City . New York...| 3.77/28} 187 1897| 4.44) +0.67| 9.82) 1889] 0.82) 1890 
Setauket. ...... Suffolk ...... 4.77/13) 1885] 1897) 5.76] +0.99] 8.22) 1892] 0.74) 1890 

Hudson Valley .. Edis ave aural es DET ale  ovevereialictars ators Bs Vil Noes Gets circ Ieeeiantel iacectal |= nidteiata 
SANHINY? 5)0'o'ocis-ccic= 3 Albany santas 2.98\24| 1874) 1897) 4.65} +1.67| 5.40} 1886] 0.91} 1893 
cee Bee Brook . ea eee 3.16/17) 1881} 1897) 5.07) +1.91| 5.07; 1897) 0.80) 1890 
Poughkeepsie ......... ...| 3.21/22} 1830) 1897) 5.45) +2.241 7.00} 1830] 0.80] 1890 
BVESEPE GLE vaste meiner cs Orange...... 4.07/49} 1840} 1897) 5.40) +1.33/10.02} 1846) 1.05) 1844 
Boyds Corners.........| Putnam..... 4.24/27) 1870} 1897] 6.31) +2.07| 8.45} 1889] 1.12} 1890 

Champlain Valley..... peared (ie ad Beal leaaenel lonpade BaDS} 1 Pailif \iielerel=|(siaraerell oielere = gacene 
Plattsburgh Barracks. Clinton. eeeee| 2.41/38} 1840} 1897) 3.58) +1.17| 4.39). 1885] 0.54) 1882 

St. Lawrence Valley..| ..........00.. Pel acces \loronce BeOA| FO Relereareie|| “asers eines sajsfelale 
Madison Barracks..... Jefferson....| 2.94/36] 1840} 1897) 2.66] —0.28/10.02| 1889) 1.27) 1870 
North Hammond......| St.Lawrence.| 3.30)19) 1866) 1897) 4.01) +0.71) 6.78! 1866) 1.73] 1874 
SG USE SIN cio; o'/s,0'01s ovale a iy 2.18128) 1828] 1896].....)....-.- 4.10} 1889) 0.17) 1836 

(GHAPTIE IETS AAS AC OCONC IROCDMOAOC NES oe 3.21 sallGonoe Siateieis!|| OS] tk OG eyarcreai|ferelermets | (olele stall ieieterees 
ivr Ty A Sato cos seuepoe| plob te aeeaenaod 3.59/28} 1870) 1897) 5.21) +1.62| 6.05) 1886) 1.82) 1894 
PRO CHESLOD jc ccecs.ces Monroe...... 2.87|28| 1870) 1897) 3.71) +0.84| 5.46) 1877) 0.80) 1887 
Fort Niagara Niagara. ... | 2.42/42) 1841] 1897] 3.69} +1.27| 4.82} 1842 0.54) 1887 
OsSWegZo. ...0. Oswego..... 3.51/27; 1871) 1897) 6.56) +3.05| 6.56] 1897 1.78] 1883 
Palermo b (An S CECE Erie matt Serelers 3.74/38} 1860) 1897) 8.17) +4.43) 8.17} 1897, 1.01] 1882 
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Meteorological Summary for December, 1897. 

The average atmospheric pressure (reduced to sea-level aa 32 

degrees Fahr.) for the State was 30.06 inches. The highest ba- 

rometer was 30.62 inches at Albany on the 3d,and the lowest, 29.27 

inches at New York city on the 31st. The mean pressure was 

highest near the eastern and southern borders. The mean pres- 

sure at 6 stations of the National Bureau was 0.01 inches below 

normal, deficiencies obtaining at all stations excepting Albany. 

The mean temperature of the State was 28.2 degrees, as derived 

from observations of maxima and minima at 84 stations. The 

highest local mean was 36.7 degrees at Setauket, L. I.; the lowest 

being 19.8 degrees at Saranac Lake. The highest general daily 

mean was 49 degrees on the 11th, and the lowest, 9 degrees on 

the 24th. The maximum temperature recorded was 65 degrees 

at Lyons on the 9th, the minimum being 21 degrees below zero 

at Canton on the 25th. The mean monthly range of temperature 

for the State was 61 degrees, the greatest local value being 79 

degrees at Canton, and the least, 48 degrees at Setauket. The 

mean daily range was 15 degrees. The greatest local daily range 

was 50 degrees at Canton on the 25th, and at Poughkeepsie on 

the 28th, the least being 1 degree at Lake Placid on the 6th. The 

mean temperatures of the various sections of the State were as 

follows: The Western Plateau, 29.7 degrees; the Eastern Pla- 

teau, 28.6 degrees; the Northern Plateau, 22.4 degrees; the Atlan- 

_ tic Coast, 34.9 degrees; the Hudson Valley, 30.3 degrees; the 

Mohawk Valley, 26.5 degrees; the Champlain Valley, 25.2 de- 

grees; the St. Lawrence Valley, 24.2 degrees; the Great Lake 
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Region, 29.9 degrees; the Central Lake Region, 30.3 degrees. The 

mean temperature of the State, as derived from observations at 

24 stations possessing records for ten years or more, was 1.0 

degree above the normal. The only deficiencies were reported 

from 5 stations of the St. Lawrence Valley and the Great Lake 

Region. 

The mean relative humidity was 80 per cent. The mean dew- 

point was 24 degrees. 

The average precipitation for the State was 3.90 inches of rain 

and melted snow, as derived from the records of 102 stations. 

The heaviest precipitation, exceeding six inches, occurred over 

the southern Adirondack Plateau and a portion of the Coast 

Region, while the least amount under, 2 inches, occurred in the 

western-central section. The maximum local precipitation was 

6.71 inches at Port Jervis, while the minimum was 1.56 inches at 

Penn Yan. A list of the greatest rainfall rates will be found in 

the table of meteorological data. The average total snowfall at 

69 well distributed stations was 13.6 inches. In central New 

York generally the amounts ranged from 10 to 15 inches, although 

in the southwestern highlands, and near the upper Mohawk Val- 

ley, 26 inches or more fell. The snowfall on the Northern Pla- 

teau averaged over 25 inches, and on the Coast about 5 inches. 

The maximum local amount was 32.6 inches at Madison Barracks. 

Reports from 48 stations show that on the 15th the ground was 

generally free from snow, while at the close of the month (owing 

mainly to the storm of the 30th) there was a snow covering 1 to 

18 inches deep, in all sections excepting the Coast. The average 

precipitation for the State was 0.94 inches above the normal, 

only 4 scattered stations reporting deficiencies. The amount 

was the greatest recorded for December at Honeymead Brook. 
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The average number of days on which the precipitation 

amounted to 0.01 inches or more was 138.6; the number being 

greatest near the Great Lakes and the Northern Plateau, and 

least in the southeast. The average number of clear days was 

4.4; of partly cloudy days, 7.5, and of cloudy days, 19.1, giving an 

average cloudiness of 70 per cent. for the State. The cloudiness, 

like the rain frequency, was at a maximum in western and 

northern New York, the minimum occurring in the southeast. 

The prevailing winds were from the southwest. The average 

total wind travel at 6 stations of the National Bureau was 9,039 

miles, which is in excess of the usual mileage for the month. 

The maximum velocity recorded at the above stations was 60 

miles per hour at Buffalo on the 5th. 

No thunderstorms were reported during the month. 

Auroras were reported from 1 station on the 19th and from 2 

stations on the 21st. 

Hail fell on the 13th, 17th and 20th, and sleet on the 4th, 6th, 

7th, 14th, 17th, 20th, 26th and 30th. 

Lunar halos were observed on the 2d, 5th, 6th, 8th, 10th, 13th. 

GENERAL FEATURES OF THE WHRATHER. 

The temperature for December averaged considerably higher 

than usual in southern New York, but nearly normal in the 

northern section. About normal conditions obtained during the 

first week, the succeeding ten days being unseasonably warm. 

Cold weather followed, until the 30th, the general minima occur- 

ring on the 19th, 24th and 28th, when temperatures fell below 

zero in the northern and highland sections. The precipitation 

was well distributed through the month, a considerable excess 

over the usual values obtaining in the State at large. About 

the usual snowfall occurred, but was quickly melted by the warm 
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waves preceding the 19th, so that, even in northern New York, 

the ground was covered only during the last decade. The heay- 

iest general snowfall occurred on the 30th and 31st. The num- 

ber of wet days was greater than usual for December, while less 

sunshine obtained over the State than for any month since 

November, 1892. 

The period from the 8th to 13th was like the Indian Summer in 

southern New York and plowing was carried on to a considerable 

extent. Lakes and the larger streams were open in mid-channel 

the entire month as far north as Lake George. Gales and driv- 

ing snowstorms occurred about the 22d, 23d and on the 29th to 

3ist, in some sections, but little interruption to traffic resulted. 

A severe gale occurred along the coast on the 14th. ° 

The weather in this vicinity was influenced by seven areas of 

high and eleven areas of low pressure during December. The 

fluctuations of pressure, and the resulting weather conditions of 

the month, seem in an unusual degree to be the result of atmos- 

pheric movements on the largest scale, the pressure varying 

rapidly over the entire continent, while loca: highs and lows 

developed or dissipated as suddenly. The paths of the storms in 

most cases were near or over this State; 4 of them approaching 

from the southwest, 6 from the west, and 1 remaining on the 

southern coast. The depressions which passed over or near this 

State on the 5th, 15th, 23d, 30th and 31st, were strongly developed 

cyclones, the remainder being of moderate intensity. The anti- 

cyclones were of large extent and considerable intensity. Pass- 

ing, as a rule, well to the northward, and thence spreading along 

the coast, they gave marked depressions of temperature in this 

section, alternating sharply with the warm waves due to the 

lows. 
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The following is a brief account of the pressure movements of 

the month: 

Low I, 29.9 inches, passed from the Upper Lakes along our 

northern border on the 1st, bringing nearly normal temperature, 

and moderate snows, except near the coast. 

High I, 30.6 inches, covered the continent on the 2d, and in- 

creased over Canada on the 3d. Fair, cool weather on the 2d 

was followed by rising temperature on 3 days following due to 

Low II, 29.3 inches approaching from the southeast, and pass- 

ing to the northward of the State on the 5th, bringing snow and 

rains, heaviest in the east, with gales on the Lakes. 

High II, 30.3 inches, developing over Canada gave generally 

fair and colder weather on the 6th; thence spreading down the 

coast, strengthening the warm wave due to 

Low III, 29.8 inches, a very depression over Canada on the 7th 

and 8th. Scattered showers occurred on the 7th, and the three 

days following were cloudy and mild. 

Low IV, 29.7 inches, passed over New York in a southeasterly 

direction on the 11th, giving temperatures 20 to 30 degrees above 

the normal, while moderate general rains occurred on the 11th 

and 12th. 

High III, 30.2 inches, originating north of the lakes, spread 

toward the southern coast on the 13th, lowering the temperature 

nearly to the normal in this section. Cloudy weather on the 138th 

was followed by two days of heavy rain, due to 

Low V, 29.5 inches, originating in the southwest, passing to 

the lakes, and thence eastward over New York. This storm 

gave a decided rise of temperature, especially in the Coast 

Region, and high winds over the State. 
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High IV, 30.4 inches, moved from the west to the southern 

coast on the 15th, thence spreading northward and giving cooler 

and partly cloudy weather on the 16th to 17th. Moderate scat- 

tering rain followed by sleet and snow occurred over western 

New York in the line of the depression between IV and 

High V, 30.7 inches, a large anticyclone moving slowly along 

the northern border from the 14th to 19th, bringing a sharp cold 

wave as the area reached this State on the 19th and 20th. 

Low VI, 29.7 inches, developing in the Mississippi Valley, 

passed over southern New York on the 21st, bringing a moderate 

snowfall, which continued on the 22d and 23d when 

Low VII, 29.5 inches, passed over the Lakes and northeast- 

ward, giving a sharp rise of temperature in northern New York. 

A blizzard and cold wave followed on the 23d to 24th with the 

approach of 

High VI, 30.5 inches, a very large area, which passed over the 

Central States and Lakes toward the coast. The weather was 

generally fair from the 24th to 26th. 

Low VIII, 29.7 inches, passed far to the northward over Canada 

on the 26th, raising the temperature slightly above the normal, 

while only light scattering snow or rain fell in New York, due 

in part to +3 

Low IX, 29.7 inches, which developed and remained over the 

Southern States and coast. 

High VII, 30.5 inches, passing eastward near the Canadian 

border, reached this vicinity on the 28th, bringing a sharp fall of 

temperature and fair weather. 

Low X, 29.5 inches, followed in the rear of VII, reaching the 

St. Lawrence Valley on the 30th. 
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Low XI, 29.0 inches, developed suddenly in the Ohio Valley, 

passing centrally over New York on the 30th to 31st, and, with 

X, gave heavy rain or wet snow and a warm wave. 

Nores oF OBSERVERS AT THE FOLLOWING Stations: Hum- 

phrey, 23d, high westerly gale, snow drifting badly; winter wheat 

protected by snow in extreme cold of 24th and 25th. James- 

town, blizzard on 23d and 31st. Bouckville, considerable plowing 

this month. New Lisbon, creeks full on the 5th and 15th. Perry 

City, wheat looked well when snow came; stock in good con- 

dition; some plowing under way. Setauket, gale on 14th. Bed- 

ford, from 8th to 13th a period like Indian Summer. Cedar Hill, 

high water in Hudson river on 15th and 16th. Honeymead 

Brook, easterly gale on 14th. Lake George, lake open all the 

month excepting along shore. Penn Yan, winter grain very 

poor. 
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1} 24) 61) 14) 32 1 3 Bl pave ntevapal lies 8 TP G5| AO 8G) coe lis Ray A linear lata oles etelaierae : 

Eraiatciiietaierell'sisiatlls Sieellic etsie'lislacste|| seniiabscl |G 3 |28 10 1580) C240 eee cnn 31 |13.0 5. W. 

a SARI CO EHS ERO GO) Sco! BGs aca ESe SOSo anes ad acodllRouc.|heeosa| Pease loons W. 
2| 24] 58) 14] 381) 25) 6 v|6 RODE Nepecac | racarc lace |loserec|icnosc | male Ss. W.. 

—2| 24) 62) 15) 382) 25) 4) 151 2 G (22 11 1.93) 0.60) ..... 31 |10.0 Ss. W. 

2} 25) 59) 13] 383) 25 3 6) 4 |12 {15 13 1.91] 0.67| 22.00)14-15) 9.8 Ss. W. 
—1} 24) 62) 15) 388) 25 3 6| 3 4 |24 14 Reh S80) cir acs 14 }14.2 N. W. 
—4; 24) 61) 14) 28) 2 5} w}|0 6 |%5 23 D4 O49 cea. Ey Aa eed le yacateesteteneearate = 

-10} 29} 60} 14) 389) 25 Pel Ach ISS Lecea|) cdsesljapere oo |elcsA ele wisiere)| (lee llsteraiell[aayn erate oterarare if 
2) 25) 59) 13) 27| 25 Layee 34 t teeny Agha b 18} 15 4.03) 0.80]...... 31 }14.7 S. E. 
0} 29) G61] 12) 34) 29 3) 15) 4 ? 120 18 Giceer| ELaGOlNsjueee aL liptecate W. 

—2| 25) 59) 18) 32) 25 8) 15) 1 |12 118 19 4.01} 0.86)...... 5 |18.3) N. W.-S 

—1| 25) 59} 14) 28 9)° 6 73 3 (25 9 3.00) 0.98)...... Waltere 5. 
—4|} 29] 63) 18) 28) 29 Cle LO ecalipodallon 60 9 ASOD ||Sesnets |letenernce |leinatates | epesel (store reat etersa ose 
—6} 28] Gi| 14) 238 2 6) y| 4 4 |23 13 3-43) OS70] |... 00s 5 |19.0 Ss. 

5] 24) 54) 13} 23) 11 6} 16) 8 {12 |11 12 EaatKE| | eyetcte ley sleyarenst|l seis ey RU anasaneacr > 

3} 29) 56] 12] 25] 29] 2] 17/9 {13 9 13 GURL AGl ar ene 14 |10.0 N. W. 
—5; 29) 63) 12) 30) 29 3] 21/10 9 }12 15 4.64) 1.22]...... 4 |21.5 S. 
-10} 31) 70) 17) 47) 30 8 8] 8 7 116 6 EAB | se leiplllais cieipig! hareltiars 21.2 Ww. 
—10| 29) 69) 15) 33) 29 Tiaa| 3 7 {21 13 ACO TAN serra 81 121.0 Ss. 

Sioa ogy iG!) Sul eo) Bi P18 ls sales aie 10 91 Uh hep (30) Paes Meat: oli preva he AEE Ste 
0) 24) 60| 14) 28) 25 5 6) 1 6 24 17 SO lee Le iaeler crabs 14-15]11.7 Ss. W. 

—2| 25) 58] 15) 36] 27 2 TWiedec\ eave oa ual 2.12} 0.96] 17.00)14-15] 9.2 8. 

—5| 25) 68] 16} 39) 25 4; 15) 2 {10 1/19 19 2.70] 0.60]......) 31 {11.8 N. W. 
SI eeee eG Leal ete) a 8 PA TS ED LO) OT LOU My ryreroailareiaseiotell ‘sterefelsil layecere.cmi|mioterel|istelei= Ss. W. 
4) 24) 50) 12] 21) 18 4) ab | 1 4 26 6 3.94] 2.382)......} 15 {15.0 Ss. W. 

-19} 24) 65) 17] 41) 25) 1) 6) 5.0) 5.0/21.0) 15.8] 4.85) 1.88) 18.00) 4-5 |....]......ccecee 
-10} 24] 65) 20) 88) 18} 2 edna (oaor||scalldaccsclltecsadlésmoalsesaoalliguaahsncel ts Nisipverstais! 
-11} 28) 64) 17) 85) 20; 1] 6) 8 | 1 [22 7 1.90] 0.60)...... 14 | 8.5 Ss. 
-19} 24) 75} 22) 41) 25] 6] 77 | 2 122 12 DEBRA OLDGI a cisieiee 5 115.0) W.-S. W. 
—4| 29] 58) 14] 24) 4) 5) ac] 5 | 5 {21 18 6.52] 1.47|......] 14 |22.8| N. EH. 

—4| 24) 59) 16) 29] 27) 5lad|5 | 2 (24 16 6.46] 1.83) 18.00) 4-5 |25.8] H.-W. 
-16] 28) 68] 16} 29) 29) 5) 1413 | 9 /19 12 5.74] 1.40)... 27.0 Wis 
-12} 28) 67| 17| 388) 2) 6) wi3 |18 {15 18 $.02| 0:84) .....3] | 15. (17.0 W. 
-18| 25] 64! 16] 371 25) 5! ael4 |3 124 18 4.601 0.871 19.40]14-15130.7 8. 
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LocATION OF STATIONS. BAROMETER. |Humrorry, 
j 

é Ss 

e| 
E be! 5. 
< | g 2 EE 
D bo 3 Does 

STATION. COUNTY. | = = =S| YE 
E a =) Sale 
i + re] fia] oH 

Sai \bce il ae Ue 3 | SElgl. 
| 3 | @ lle is) e ¢|8 (als 
— om a ° e| oOo, D2 eo P— 

Alsi lala las =a |S |e 

64 
63 Brooklyn. .......0ee- 

Manhattan Beach .. 
New York City .... 

AWOL mca eimsr cc's > sn 
PalermO:césccrssses- 
LYONS: ccc ccveeces- 
GAG, eerie siainin'alsin clos 

Re ao 
. . sit 

— ee 

Kings 00.00...) 

ee gS wo: 2s Willets Point........ Queens ...... rs 

Brentwood .......0+.| Suffolk ....2..] SO]-...-e}ecsos [osfecncce|eelevce|scvcs|acces|oums 35.2/61] 9 
Setauket...... tse oe eer 36.7/60) c 

Bedford....... ‘Sapos Westchester.. 33.4/62)11 
Primrose .......06++ a ee 32.2/62)11 

FFASON VGUEY ones: | accuse nears esce| >p'=\ = 30.3/62)11 
Alliainy sist... 5-0 vee ATDANG = <p. on0 29.0/58/11 
Rie Es BU OS Paes BoE es Bt -{59)11 
Honeymead Brook.| Dutchess.... 29.5)57) a 
Poughkeepsie....... ae acdc 33.4/62)11 

|| Wappinger’s Falls} Dutchess..... 31.3161)12 
GHGEKI Coc cuiee seen Greene....... 31.2/58/11 
West Point.......6.-) Orange.....0| LGT)-ceeee|eevecelen|se eorleclecec[occer|ecves|anns 31.0)58)12 

Carmel......-- 2+. Washington.. 30.8/55)10 
Greenwich ..........| Putnam ..,...|.-++ 26.3/57)11 

Mohawk Valley.....| ....++++ a sigiarecogs |lere's 26.5/64/11 
Little Falls (1a) .....| Herkimer 23.4:60/11 
Canajoharie......... Montgomery.. 29.4/59)11 | 

St. Johnsville....... OL 30 29.2\64)11 
Rome: 2 .....¢.......| Oneida ....».. 24.0/56)11 — 

Champlain Valley.. 25.2)57 

Plattsburgh Bar’ks. 23.6)55 

Ticonderoga......+s 27.457 

Glens Falls........+. 23.955 

Lake George...,.... 25.9)54 

St. Lawrence Valley.| ...cccccceseces|scve|seeees| soon 24.2 
Alexandria Bay.....| Jefferson.....!.... 
Madison Barracks..| «= * cn ees| REG). cccee|eccroelen|s coee[oe| we |eavve|[rceve[enee 

Watertown ......... 

NS SUTTEAIER gs o'n'ainte aia atsie's:& 
North Hammond... 
Ogdensburg......... 
||) Potsdam .......-.. 

Creat LGkes...csivee-| veces mate ae sites Cereal = 29 oon 

Westfield....... .....| Chautauqua... 32. 10 

Buffalo. ct. .c........| HTi@ se... anc Ae 30. i 

Pibtslurd cs ssse0.0 oo Monroe...... 3 10° 

Rochester. .......++ Se Jame obs | 30 Ter 

Appleton............; Niagara...... 30 = 

Fort Niagara........ a pice -| 31 

Baldwinsville .......| Onondaga.... 26. 

Ridgeway .........6.| Orleans ...e0.| 122] cence le eeneefec[eeeeec|ss}eeee|eceer| ones 

Oswego eiataiewees 
‘ 

29.54) 5)1.02 

EERE HS Wayne ....... fe a PORE 
Erie ..........| 714] 30.07! 80.54/19" 29.6612910.88}. 
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For Drecemsrr, 1897 — (Continued). 

coof, BS A hoe 

8 
= 

TURE— (IN DEGREES F'4BR.). Sky. PRECIPITATION — (INCHES). z 

= E 
ies 2 |s0 3 

3 Ble | #\os 
a0 Ss |> cot is] 5 

. =| A qT mM. ne — 
ole S ey fog eI ea INS = = stele | | 2) | Blais iss a lA 

g > a x Sioa 6 = & ee s |= Ps Mtg oie Ae & a 3 e| ml 3 S1° eke {ose zl ¢ 5 = 
2/+ 3 Bal lisa Wie Wis ey oe = S) S a 

ae BP est a |e Ks) | ©o |o S| o |aoso Qs a = 
a ea a S| .Jeo| .| 2 |20) 2 |S2a) 3 S| 2 males 3 
Eee anee le | S| Hie |e see eos) 3 | 843 5 

se | O° ® a 3 Ses 5/5 e5 ° = 3 ° 
Slalsisliclalaglalzns lab Evi) cent Nem |i reset es a 

Mm. 

—1| 29] 55] 14) 37) 29 2) 18) B2711020/1223) aS) 20) 85), 2400 aR 1S ee kt oe cee nese 
11 52; 10) 19] &k 2) 18) 8 9 }14 16 4.74) 1.96] 14.00) 14 | 3.2 E 

Gera Mee iocelicesiesa|estelestelsaictrarc|453| "tastes cacaalaaeaele pacca bs rhsat a laecmoaeeaae 

10) ff} 54) 15) 31) 11 7 Bilecde |e cpl lanoe 10 5.06] 2-00) seccacily 14.) Sed N. 

5) 29) 56) 18 7} 29 5 3/13 6 alba! 8 5.50} 2. : Ae: N. W. 
12} 24) 48) 12) 22) 18 br atta alg da be EO a BS 12 6.60) 4, 5] 2.5 Ww. 

—1} 29) 63) 16); 31] 29 6| bb |12 9 |10 11 4.23) 1 4 W. 
1} 29) 61) 15) 29) m 5 3] 4 115 112 10 5.42) 2 Dia cia digas’ 

—9| 25) 58) 15! 50) 28 Al DE ||| i.e) Be Siic Ol Md el ON 2. Bile. ee otal eeu naa isiaisieiaie 
4) 29) 54) 12] 22) 29 4 8) 5 4 122 15 4.38) 1 ve Ss. 
| i eso] | eh Py OR ee Ta 9 7 |15 14 5.02) 1 .0 S. 

—J| 29) 56) 13) 27) 29 5| bd | 5 8 |18 10 5.39|°1 45 Ss. W. 
—4| 28) 66) 21) 50) 28 5 3) 9 6 |16 9 4.57| 2 Ah N. 

1} 29) 60) 15) 26) 10 6 8} 6 |10 {15 15 5.99) 1.42)...... 14 |15.0 N. 
4) 29) 54) 12) 20) 30 4| bb} 4 {18 |14 8 5.98] 2.61]...... 14-15/19.0 Ss. 
3} 29 55| 16) 37 23 6) 10}. apahers|| eiclain 7 5.60) 280} oe ci 15-16].... N. W. 
1) 29) 54; 12) 24) 29 i 31\14 LO a6 12 5.22) 1.78] 22.00|14~15]/11.8].......,.. oy 

—9} 25) 66; 16) 28) h 4 3) 6 5 }20 10 C958 OA el Pyare la) Ware) N. 

—5 | gal 14; 43) 25 3] De | 6.0} 5.7/19.3] 15.2) 4.49) 1.90]...... 14 cigar! hetiate 
—3} 24) 63) 14) 29) 29 3) 19) 5 6 20 15 5.22] 1.74| '7.00 5 120.5 EB. 

1 29) 58} 12) 24] 29 4; 15)10 2 119 13 4 60] 1.90]...... 14 118.5 E. 
—4|- 29) 68) 16) 43) 25 5 5| 3 9 119 16 AGS) Ue 20l escrow 5 113.5 W. 
SFlig.| 6| 15] 40| 19] 8) cel.c..|eess|oce.| 1% | 3:49| O87 ierocss 14 sei 

—“| 25) 60) 15| 31) 31 8| cd | 5.7| 5.7|19.6| 11.8 3.88] PAPAW ND” BU he Ea G) eal lesa eee Ac 
—4| 25] 59] 15] 31] 80] 3] ce|....|.... ee toa Tal eae Bc ee | ee TM eee Ww. 
—5| 25) 62! 16) 26) 2 dle 1o 6 Gr 119 11 4640) 1.84) coeeec 15 | 4.6 s. 
—7| 25: 62) 14) 29) 25 4) dd| 6 2 |23 14 BAN TONS esi ce 14 17.5 N. 
—5| 25) 59] 15) 28) 4) 12) 5 rire 13 4.75| 2.21] 24.00)14-15/12.8 Ss. W. 

—21} 25) 73) 18] 50) 25 8} 13] 2.0}14.0/15.0) 12.8] 3.04] 1.60]...... ba Hl273 1a ae ee HOB 

Wien} v2) isl 785) pl. Bl 1Bl..0.leccelessofe, 15 |" 3.68 1.60|..... .|22-23/32.6|°" W. 

—21) 25) 79 20) 50) 2 3] 13) 3 8 {20 12 Soot, LOD csc 14-15)13.0 Ss. W. 
-10} 24) 70) 14; 26) 25 4, 31; 0 |20 /11 13 DN be O5| alain cite 15 |11.8 W. 
-12| 25) 7i) 18) 46) 25 5] 15) 3 (14 |14 11 PRE | terancayni Raver akelere [take siete 5.8 Ss. W. 
-13) 24) 71) 15! 40) 25 3} 14) 9 fe Mls tr 3226) 1/63) 00-6 14-15)... Ss. W. 

—6| 28) 58 12) 31] 25 3) de| 1.1) 7:6122.3) 18-1) S217) 1-31)..66. 5 i Aer ete eee atte 
6) 2 56; 13) 3 20 4 19) 4 3 24 16 PTA OL bOlcssene As | ko NL 
1} 24) 58] 11) 28) 25 5| 10) 0 WY \24 19 ose lie 1583 a eae fe al keine Ww 
2| 24) 61 12) 28 4 3 5) 1 6 |24 18 2201 (O68... 570 oC: w 
3! 24) 59) 12) 31] 25 ay 12) 1 5 25 24 3.39] 0.61|...... 14 |18.4 Ss. W 

e| 55) 12) 30) 25 30; 0 3 |28 15 3.34) 1.16).. 14 |14.6 Ss. W 
24) 59) 14| 30) 25 DB creaallieee ABeo v4 Re Ullativetejaili aisle sie mi|lsiac oe 5.0 N 
28 14) 30) 13 15} -.2-looes : 15 3.64) 0.93 rin) Db Ve) ee 

12,2 \21 ;8 | 18 | 2.80 “12 eee 14 |15.5 
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LocaTION OF STATIONS. BAROMETER. 

ra Es] 
y s 

ii i o 

3 s| Bless) 
STATION. COUNTY. |* =| 223) 46 

a 2| ¢\se Ca 
3 £| gis" 3 
5 g/ ei 18 
2g o!| @|@ i i 3 
=>] 2| Als |& {I 

pO ee RE eR OF RD, es, eee) PAD FP 8 Pee? ok TE FR. Fre . 
PU Le Ore fp PORVUCA. 30 secs faigcs | canoe] >seane| ar fee gedalasiiaes nines oh| tne salami 
Fleming..... meh) Sopome: TOOO Tas ciate ahs ccne| co Bess uc del smietes com biel se 
Watkins, 52225 .:...%. Sehuyler ...).[cccleveccc|evsccs|orfseccen|se|ooes|acces|asenelsay 

Romulus......c0c00« Seneca....... (6 Beg Gossee ot fae reed scl ie! N05 
Ithaca........ Ae Tompkins....| 810) 30.06) 30.54) 2) 29.51/31)1.03 
Penn Yan...... etal MALES one eedalioaics Pree cos Pompe dallas a> ane hee lege 

pee, ee ede. aR be: Lape 30.06 30.62 3 29.27 811.04 

* Mean of the tri-daily observations. {Mean of the maximum and minimum by the Draper 
tri-daily observations are derived by the formula (7 a.m. + 2p.m.+9p.m. + 9. Da 4, 
(1) Velantary observer. (2) United States Weather Bureau. (la) City Reservoir; (2 ake 

(a) 10, 11; (b) 11, 12; (e) 11, 15; (d) 9, 10; (e) 24, 25; (f) 23, 24; (g) 27, 28; (h) 25, 28; (t) 2,28; 
(u) 5,15; (v) 12, 15; (w) 3, 15, 19, 30; (x) 7,17; (y) 15, 27; (aa) 6, 24; (ab) 8, 5; (ae) 5, 26; (ad) Pr 
(ce) 8, 15; (dd) 12, 31; (de) 5, 6, 12. “say 

ae . 

a 

z. 
) 

vy 

” 
oo - 

a 
ous 

bes 

€ 
i” 
+ 
a 
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se pe 
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ror December, 1897 — (Concluded). 

TURE — (IN DEGREES FAHR). SKY. | PRECIPITATION —- (INCHES). z 

.({m |= leo oe 
$ Bile bs yos = 
bo oie |o log g 

0) 5 oO Sie a| |e = om 
BS ao = iN) [=] om mM |Ou = a) 

[9] g o os a > |s ° } = oD 

wile) 2 3 Slots lona 3 3s 5 = ae (3) i = C=) Ko) 2|2)3| j2| 13 |°sls |ese a} El 
2 els | @ 3 Ble Sle lea 212 2 z 
Sl Sl pes les Lan | | SOLS (Sea ol ae hes 3 
Severe tes le | Oe) ey sat sees se A Ss ae ey) 5 
oje\/Oo|/ef)/e/ea/S|/al}sia | Ss |sFa| 6 = |i ye S| oO x 
HAH /4 5 /A8};AlAl|4\4 |alea a Saas Ala a 

2) 24) 58) 13) 32 2 6] 1.4] 6.0/23.6) 12.5] 2.19] 1.18)...... DE Nerorevell i niesai ate totale - 
Sil 4 6} 14) 32 Cin Mallee Mallee SRE feat 2.92) 0.62)...... 15 |12.0) N. W. 
2) 24) 55) 12) 24 2) 6) 0 5 |26 5 1. 92)¢ 0.7 0in 0. 0 15 | 8.0} W. 
2|) 24) Gi} 13] 28). 7v| 5) 15) 3 |.2 |26 LG Tava sie o air loe tell c prove ofall areiviate 5.8| S. E. 

4) 24) 55] 14) 20 8 5} 15) 3 9 |19 ii S Oli DObs cok ole 16)) 4.1/5. S. 
3} 24) 58) 11] 24) 18) 3] 15/0 9 |22 16 2.56) 0.50) 11.00) 31 |11.6| S. E. 
8) 24) 61) 12) 28) 25) 3] 3/1 5 125 16 1.56] 0.74] 14.00)14-15} 5.1 Ss. 

—e1} 25] 61} 15] 50} n| 1] 6| 4.4| 7.5|19.1] 13.6] 3.83] 4.34] 24.00/14-15/18.6| S. W. 

Thermograph. || Report received too late to be used in computing means. The means from the 
+ Blank indicates that the duration is not shown in the original records, but is within 24 hours. 
conduit, nine miles north of city. § For daily valnes omitted see temperature table. 
j) 25, 29; (k) 4, 10, 29; (m) 27, 29; (nm) 4, 25; (p) 2, 28; (q) 9, 25; (r) 25, 30; (s) 2,3; (t) 6, 15; 
2, 24; (ae) 16, 26; (bb) 3, 8; (bc) 3, 8, 13, 31; (bd) 3, 12; (be) 15, 17, 19; (ce) 15, 17; (ed) 8, 13, 15; 

21 
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TeMPERATURE—Decemser, 1897, Suowrna Datty Means ror THe 

STATION. 1 2 3 4 5 

o2) 

Western Platea...| 26 | 21 | 26) 33 | $4 

Altred ...-.--2-2-- hae ee ne ar Na 

EN iel 9a gi) 88 308 
BWWAE sees one ua) 8] | 
Franklinville .....- Ae ies Beetliceen| eee 

Humpbrey........, @| | #| 8) & 
Arkwright ---..02<)"0000/ 700/000 00 
Jamestown........| | #8) BY] @ 
Blmira...-.-++----+ 23 | ta] 25 | a4| Bt 
AVOD ooo eee ees. i | a9] 22] 25| 20 
Lockport...-.-+++-. o7| 33 | 22| 23| 31 
Vietor.--22.---020-. 30 | | iz] | 30 
Wedgewood......-. 16 | 10| 20/ 23| 98 
Addison -.----+--- >| 1a| 24| 22| 32 
South Canisteo..... ia 24 ah a ae 

Arcade. s.---eee-e0, i7| 3/| a1) 23| 26 
Eastern Plateau ...; 25 | 23] 23] 32] 35 

Binghamton (| | | M| a] 
Binghamton'(2) =...) 3) 82) 28.) S22 

Oxf ee seen a2] 32) 0] 35 | 38 
Cortland .......ss..| 31| 35] 25] 35) 37 
South Kortright.-.-. ee 2 3 oH 

Bouckville- 2.65. ci oy “i a a 

aiaaictown......... 8] 8] 81 8] & 

5 3p ue ie oA ae 

Garrattsville-...... a be 2g a ae 

New Linbon........| 2] | 38] 49 
On00Rta sence en Bae) sls 
Berry City...nnn-| $3] 2%] 281 a0] 38 
Straits Corners .... . Fes ct 38 ae 

Waverly nese ae] a8) at] at) as 
Dry oeeee een Beales 
Mohonk Lake...... eral ee 50 | Saat 

9 | 10] 11 

44] 50] 48 

53; 59 | 55 
35 | 39] 38 
5B} 61} 59 
34 | 35] 38 
51 | 59| 59 
33 | 39| 38 
55 | 62| 54 
37 | 48] 35 

54] 68 | 55 
38 | 48| 38 

51 | 60} 59 
36. | 40] 50 
39 | 62] 57 
32 | 34] 40 
53 | 60] 53 
38 | 50/| 38 
54.| 60 | 59 
36 | 36| 38 
55| 60/| 60 
35 | 43 | 40 
55 | 61| 60 
34] 35] 42 
56| 61) 59 
32| 38] 48 
50 | 57 | 53 
36| 43} 35 

42] 48} 49 
55 | 61 | 60 
37| 40| 40 
56) Gi | 60 
39 | 43 | 44 
50) 8 | o5T 
28 | 28} 40 
56 | 58| 58 
28 | 39| 38 
51} 58) a6 
32 | 39| 30 
44.) 5556 
32 | “87 45 
49] 55 | 59 
29] 36) 36 

48'|) 55:| 59 
801] S81 130 
50 | 58| 56 
32 | 36] 46 
51 | GO| 54 
33 | 37 | 45 
50 | 59| 56 
32] 29] 45 
53 | 62] 60 
36 | 36| 47% 
54] 60} 58 
33 | 37| 40 
58 | 60| 59 
32| 36] 34 
57 | 60 | 63 
33. | 37] 49 
54] 64] 59 
38! 431 41 
45 | 52 | 54 | 
29' 40! 44, 

12) 13} 14 

37 | 37] 38 

42| 39| 44 
34| 34] 35 
40| 38| 44 
32| 31| 9 
39 | 38| 44 
32 | 33] 33 
37 | 38| 42 
3L| 32| 33 

40| 40] 44 
3a | 33] 86 

4.1 43 | 42 
3. | 85) 34 
511.49! 45 
40 | 42] 3 
37 45 oo 

33 | 36] 37 
39 | 41 , 
33 | 32| 34 
41 | 38] 38 
32| 29] 3 
48 | 39] 42 
35.| 35 | 36 
43 | 39] 43 
3 29 30 
37.|  aeulaae 
31.| a1} 81 

at} 341 BM 
46 | 42] 40 
35 | 321] 34 
41 | 39| 42 
33 | 33| 34 
53 | 41] 41 
30 | 28] 25 
53 | 40| 39 
30 | 3e| 30 
52 | 36| 40 
30 | 95] 25 
45 | 36] 39 
33 | 28] 27 
53 | 40| 97 
35 | 29] 30 

57.| 40| 37 
42| 29| 30 
46 | 34] 36 
33 | 29] 30 
46| 38] 39 
33 26 27 
45| 35] 38 
3i| 24] 24 
51 | 40} 42 
32 | 28] 97 
4) 40 41 
33 | 32] 29 

ee i 38 
see es ler) 

49] 40] 4) 
35 | 331 35 
42 | 38] 40 
33 | 30| 31 
53 | 39| 34 
34! 30! 98 
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Reroions, AND Dairy Maxma anp Mina For THE STATIONS. 

Ey 
qa 

15| 16 | 17 | 18 | 19 | 20 | 21 | 22| 23 | 24 | 25 | 26 | 27 | 28 | 29 | 30 | 31/88 
° 

| a 

38 39 34 | 26 19 20 28 24 16 8 19 29 23 17 20 33 26 |29.7 

39 43 42 28 21 34 32 Pai 22 12 34 34 30 24 34 39 34 29.6 
37 32 \ 25 17 14 14 26 20 8 | —2 3 28 15 9 3 33 iar 
43 44 44 36 35 32 36 34 30 22 35 35 33 27 35 36 35 29.7 
35 32 22 15 15 10 25 16 9} —1 3 25 7 13 | —2 31 aah ae 
Wer) ae) az | 42) 9) | 98) 83°] 26) ad) aa fo sdc li 82)| (Ba,|) 80h] /82.) -34') Bani 
OM natel Fe) 015) 46) 1! 98.) 185) | at ) Bh eh cae) 8) Ohi sil Venera 
Moe aoe) at! 2s! 88) |" 80-| 482.) BT) 18.) 12) ee BE | a6, 8k | OSB ul 88c) yaa ae 
35 31 24 14 16 13 23 15 8 0 6 24 15 14 11 30 LOM Fae 
wo [aia 2 AIR. TR Re at a eK 0 TGR ea gS Rea NU Le yn 

42 42 34 32 22 34 35 26 20 16 34 32 26 26 34 36 34 30.2 
37 | 34| 28| 17| 18| 20] 26] 20] 11/ 5! 6| 26! 20] 16} 16] 33/ 19 |*Y- 

44 48 45 45 25 30 32 35 25 20 41 34 30 25 33 42 40 39.9 
40 37 29 20 16 14 25 23 15 4 4 27 20 9 10 22 20M eae 
41| 40| 45| 39/ 24] 30|.....| 32] 25! 16) 25) 37 [.....]..... BB | 38)1) Siang 
35 34 35 31 12 Pidisoage 16 15 1 2 DO Se evs levee 12 32 21 
43 43 3l 23 24 Baer ees) (Boca bopntiIbaoralt risa is arclearcs 34 40 32 33.2 
emmeiy Poh! Penh Tet Fae oo a sel SO. Jes clon Nae wale bel ayaf moe tomteey 
dee 46)) 39°) 31] 20 | 28) 29) at | 22 | in| 37) 86 | 28 | $250] (39 10.98.) :aas loan 
35 33 25 17 10 6 20 17 ll 2 6 27 16 15 11 31 PAU ieee 
39| 50| 53] 25| 20| 24] 29] 29] 23] 14] 31] 34| 27| 26] 28] 40] 33 |5, 5 
35 35 23 17 10 6 18 16 6 | —2 | —1 24 12 fi 8 27 Lithia 
44 47 43 42 24 28 33 Bl 25 18 35 34 3L 24 32 4} 37 31-1 
38 37 26 21 17 14 28 17 13 4 2 18 22 8 7 32 20 
43 46 44 32 22 29 3 3 24 14 36 35 30 23 31 39 39 99.1 
34 31 21 18 16 10 26 17 10 | —1 2 28 18 4 5 25 19 ? 
39 41 41 35 19 30 32 27 19 10 34 2 26 25 33 35 31 97.5 
Be) hat) 25.) 61s | 24) Baas ae] | ol 6) Sa re Bi) BOul dale 
39 40 35 29 16 16 24 24 19 9 15 26 24 14 14 31 29 |28-5 
45 45 40 46 22 26 28 30 23 13 29 34 29 23 28 4) 32 30-1 
ge) bBo] 625 |. 20'| 12°] 10'| ! 2a] 191 ee ae | fie] ya Pha] a8 | eons 
42 46 46 3 20 28 29 32 23 ut 34 32 28 19 34 40 34 30.0 
39 37 3 19 12 10 24 21 ll 2 4 25 18 12 0 34 TBS 
42 44 42 42 26 25 3: 34 29 18 30 34 32 25 25 40 35 27-4 
34 32 22 17 10 5 17 15 8 0; —2 7 18 0 | —6 18 2010 | 
43| 44| 44] 43% 22| 24] 28 | 26| 28] 21] 21| 23] 32] 26] 25) 38] 38 log g 
2 35 26 18 10 11 21 16 17 1} —1 1 21 11 3 24 2 Onions 
54 + 43 42 21 29 29 3) aT 25 26 35 3l 20 a4 39 36 |5- 4 
33 35 25 7 5 3 12 15 11 0 0 17 14 3) —4 20 PBilaee 
40 43 40 27 15 22 28 28 26 17 22 29 22 17 22 39 37 25.6 
34 33 3 Vi 3 2 19 11 7 0 3 20 16 | —6 | —1 21 24 r 
49 45 45 42 24 20 25 30 29 16 28 29 30 31 29 38 31 19.8 
37 29 35 21 15 10 18 23 16 5 8 20 20 12 9 22 PAI Naee 

50 46 35 36 25 20 31 33 29 13 26 33 35 26 28 41 36 29.9 
85 36 33 26 20 12 21 22 16 5 7 18 22 8 3 19 Zone 
43| 44| 41| 41] 20] 25| 25! 27) 23] 15| 28] 32] 29] 18] 25) 38] 32157, 
85 35] 29 20 7 5 22 19 14 3 2 24 17 0} —5 22 Oe) ener 
44| 43| 41] 35| 20| 24] 29] 30| 26) 15| 26; 34] 30] 20] 25| 42] 34],.4 
35 34 25 17 6 5 14 15 19 2 il 23 19)4\ 2), | eee ¥ 
43 43 41 43 19 24 27 28 25 8 26 31 28 19 23°| 38 33 26.2 
34 35 23 19 ay 3 19 15 7 1 0 21 16 | —6 |—10 20 24 ha 
48 47 46 25 19 31 36 35 30 18 33 37 34 23 30 43 37 30.6 
gé| iar) a0) Sak) i] Ft) 25 | +90] da} | el el ol lee) Be) a), Tent eimaaieng 
41| 46| 35] 32) 20; 26] 29] 33| 22] 12] 31] 34] 27] 23] 30] 40] 29], 
Sal) S21 seer aa Se) ae) ae Behe Sela | ee] 0h) kl eae 
40 45 42 42 25 25 25 30 23 23 17 2 53 25 26 40 36 28.3 
By 34 26 19 14 9 17 16 13 0 | —2 21 17 11 | —1 25 25 > 
42 51 45 45 25 27 34 33 26 22 34 36 30 23 39 44 36 31.0 
38 36 24 20 19 11 27 13 10 0 | —5 24 20 2 2 28 21 4 
40 45 44 35 20 26 30 32 24 16 30 33 30 22 30 41 35 29.3 
36 35 25 18 iW 11 17 17 8 2 3 25 16 12 6 30 Iai 
50 43 43 43 31 20 33 26 28 15 22 25 26 21 20 37 a4 23.6 
34) 38] 34! 221 151.7! 19] 20! 14° 4! 9! 16! 16' 10! 10] 201 261° 
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TrmMPERATURE— DercemBer, 1897, SHowrne Datty Means ror 

STATIONS 

STATION. | 1 

Elizabethtown. .--. 

Northern Plateau..|. 17 16 2 27 20 

Lake Placid -...... ll. 1 11 3 7 3 

Saranac Lake...... 1 3 sh 

Gloversville -...... 14 15 12 9 30 16 

Little Falls (2a) --- 15 9 4 

North Lake.....- af 6 “3 1 

Lowville-.-..-...... 3 | —9 il 

Number Four....-- 5 | —3 1B ri 

New York City.---| 97 38 29 

Willets Point.-.-.-.. 26 ‘ 

Brentwood .....--. 15| 26] 29] 30] 33| 21 

Setauket..-.-------| 95 | 31] 28] 32] 38] 30] 30| 35| 36] 36 

Honeymead Brook-| jo 

Poughkeepsie --.--. 21 

Wappingers Falls -| 55 

Mohawk Valley.--.| 23 

Little Falls (2a).--.. 31 

Canajoharie -...-.- 26 

St Johnsville ..... 

Ohamplain Valley.| 20 

Plattsburgh Bar’ks 

Ticonderoga....... 14 

Glens Falls........ 30 
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THE Reaions, AND Dairy Maxma anp MInm™a FoR THE 

—( Continued). 

15) 16 | 17 | 18 | 19 | 20} 21 ae 24 | 25 | 26 | 27 | 28 | 29 | 30 | 31 

Monthly 
mean 

39 | 37] 32] 23 6 CPS en Go ae 02 TR 3 6 | 23) 19 3] 10] 27] 27 |22-4 
50 | 44) 42) 38) 16) 14) 14) 20) 23| 14) 22) 30) 36) 30) 30) 40] 44 |,, 2 
34 | 34] 24 0 0 4 0}; —5 | —5 |—10| —8; 20| 26|—6/|—6| 10; 14 |" 
51] 38} 35] 36] 10] 29) 21 2h) 17] 37 | 22) 32) (27) 441 251 33} 32 22.8 
88 | 30] 25 9|-—6|—6} 14] —1 2|—7 |—10 | 22) 14 |—1) | —4| 25); 21 3 
52 | 37] 36] 18 9°] 216 | 22 | 925°) “20 1} 28] 31] 20} 16) 32 |. 36.|1°28 19.8 
32) 27} 15 | —d5 | —9 | —5 |—10 | —4 | —6 |—19 |—13} 18 |—15 |—15 | —3] 18 7 5 
44; 46/ 42) 37) 18] 16; 27] 21) 21 13 | 21] 31) 28] 20] 19] 40): 33 24.8 
35 | 37/ 29] 18 2 4| 13 8; 13 0 0}, 16)) 15°) —1 | —4}) 19 |) 2575s 
40) 41} 40] 41 | 22) 12] 24] 24/] 26; 20] 11] 28|] 31] 24] 24] 41] 40 23.6 
32 | 385] 26] 20 | —3 | —3 4; 19 2)/—4/]—1] 12 2| —3 9} 25] 27 3 
42 | 41) 38] 35] 19} 10] 22) 23|] 22| 18] 12] 24) 26 7) est 30 | 32 20.2 
32} 32) 26] 16 | —5 | —6 | —3 | —5]|] 15} —7 |—12} —1]| 18 |—16 |—15 MIRC igs 
is eece eee este |) tia 20.) FAIS) 226 22) | NT | eek Slo 229.) orG leo e eames 23.7 
35) 35} 29) 17 | —3 | —4] 12 0| 16); —7}—9] 19| 13 |—12 | —4 | 19] 20)\*"- 
405) “30 |) (37 | 37 | -12)| *21 | ~21 | °24 1) 20 8 | 24] 28] 26 9; 23] 32) 29 21.8 
33 | 32) 26 8 | —6 | —5 5 0 6| —8 |—13 | 23 4/—12 | —3 | 22] 19)" ~ 

49 | 44 2 37 |34.9 
61} 48; 48) 35] 31{] 30] 38] 35; 32) 20] 31 {| 35] 35] 28) 37) 46) 41 35.6 
5s) 840: | P41.) "33'| 24 | 19'1 “80 | 30)| 823") Sta) “14, ) 298) |" 979) Yooh) 18) | rae | N36 lee 
56} 47; 50| 46] 29| 30; 38) 35} 30; 20] 28] 34] 36] 31] 37] 47 | 43 26.0 
45} 40} 42; 26) 20) 16) 29] 29); 20 9} 13] 26} 24) 20} 18] 34] 33 e 
56; 49; 51) 43] 36!) 34] 39] 34] 32] 22] 31] 34] 38} 33} 39| 48] 44 35.3 
B9') °38)| “al | 24-| 18) 38°) 28 | °26°] (10 | “10.| 15 | 624 |) 019!) 7i4 | 28.) s32e| eos ; 
54] 50] 50] 34] 33] 33] 38] 38] 31] 22] 29 42] 52) 48 35.2 
43 | 35; 30] 24); 19; 19} 29|] 25| 20! 10 12) 28| 23 | 16 5 | 38] 27 f 

w res is) it~] w reg 

45| 43| 40| 34] 22] 18] 26] 25] 26] 16] 17] 27} 28] 16] 14] 31] 32 |20.3 
48| 48] 45| 42] 21| 26] 32] 24] 29| 15) 27] 30| 34] 23) 26) 45) 38 log 9 
38| 41] 34| 21] 12] 10] 19] 14] 15] 7] 6] 26] 18] 10] 4| 24] 27 |- 
54 | 46] 45| 33] 23) 23] 33] 32] 30] 16] 24] 32] 37] 20] 26] 42] 37 [og 5 
a2) *ex | “20 | 25.) 2 9 | Jen | 920 | o'9 | 7 | (0 | aa | Pi9)| 7 | 1, | 26: | Wendie 
54| 47| 48| 47} 41] 41] 40| 45] 48| 44] 48] 45] 47| 46] 45] 44] 39 loo y 
ao | “3a | “33 | °25| (15 | ‘10 | '21 | ‘20 | 18 |’ ‘0 | ('s | %23'| °93.) 4 | 3. | e968 | no5aihhs 
56| 56) 48| 38] 28/ 22) 35) 32] 35] 21] 29| 35) 38] 22] 22] 45] 35 lo. 5 
me} waz | “a5 | i295 | 19 | fin | 90.) Joa | 7an | [sz | ie) a2 | on | 7 | a bas aes 
49| 49| 45 | 44| 27] 22] 33] 27] 30] 21] 26] 30] 41| 24] 23] 41] 40 |o) » 
39| 38| 35] 27| 17| 10] 22] 19] 18] 10] 8| 21] 23°} 10] 4} 21] 29)" 
52| 55| 48] 48| 34| 34] 34] 35| 57] 36] 37| 37] 37| 30] 31] 30] 391,, 
36| 40] 39] 30) 21) 13] 13] 25] 20] 12] 13] 13] 19] 12] 3] 4] 24 |- 
4} 49] 50] 44] 25) 24] 34] 33] 30] 18] 28] 33] 31] 22] 25] 41] 35 lop 9” 
ay al | fac | 30 | 7 | “a1 | 421 | “a0. | 138.) 7 | ie | 283) aT | 6 | | eae 
46| 44] 44] 43) 25] 16] 29] 295] 24]. 21] 19) 29] 30] 25] 19| 40] 36 |g 5 
34] 32] 209] 25) 8) 8] 15] 5] 12] 2/—9| 13] 23} —3]—3| 18] 30 |” 
39} 40] 35] 22] 14] 14] 20] 20] 16] 6] 17] 26] 18] 9| 15] 32] 26 /26.5 
39| 44] 41] 21] 6| 20] 22] 19] 20] 5| 29] 30| 23] 4] 37] 38] 8015, 4 
Pe es es ee ee ee 
44| 47| 50] 45) 27] 20] 27] 26] 27] 22] 22] 30] 31] 25] 25] 42] 40 Ing y 
40] 40) 32] 24] 9| 10] 18] 17]/ 17] 2] 6| 19] 19] 6] 1] 21] 30/-* 
44) 50] 46] 40] 23] 18] 28] 25] 26] 21] 45] 32] 31] 25] 21] 41] 40 log o 
36| 39) 30] 22] 5] 6] 16] 14] 16] 1] 2{ 18| 22} 0} —4] 19] 30 |** 
39| 45] 32] 25] 41| 24] 25] 25| 25] 7| 28) 36] 26] 15] 30] 39] 22 log 9 
a6] 28) 29) 2] 1) 7| 12] 15] O|—8) 1] 22|}-5/-—5| 5] 30] 10 |°~ 

40} 38] 36} 28] 13] 11] 18] 14] 16] 13] 6] 23] 25] 10] 8| 27] 33 |25.2 
g8| 41| 43} 38| 21] 9! 21! 20) 24] 26] 6] 30) 32] 26] 12] 33] 40 loo g 
8 | 35] 31/ 18} 2/ @| 6| 5] 5| 5|/—4] oO} 25) o|—2| 2) 30|* 
47] 46] 46] 41/ 25| 18| 24] 23] 27] 25] 21] 33] 33] 24] 22] 43] 40 long 
a7| 31] 34] 25] 8] 10| 16] 6] 4] 10/—5| 17] 24} O|—1| 20] 29)°' 
46{ 46/ 40) 28] 18] 18| 28| 22] 17] 15] 22] 30] 30] 15] 20] 41] 82 |ogg 
36] 32} 28/ 19| 7) 7| 7] 3] 11] 3])—7] 22] 15|—1}—4] 13] 28 [°° 
46| 46) 42) 37) 19] 19] 30} 23] 27] 15] 23] 31] 31] 19] 22| 43] 40 lon g 

44) 34; 26) 24] 33] 31) °26|) 16] 21) 30] 30 2) 24} 40 

49} 48] 50] 28] 33] 37] 36] 33] 26) 30] 34] 36, 27] 40] 47] 48 36.7 
45) | 142.) 6425 (28 5 21 | 20) 232°] (29) 26.) 932 | -16"} 227 | (27) Y20]| 19.) 137) sae 3 
65 | 49) 53] 46) 34] 27] 35 | 32] 32] 22) 31) 34] 39! 33] 30] 46] 47 33.4 
42} 38} 38| 24] 18] 13) 27 | 23] 20 8 Ta i Pi Vi | 8|—1| 28] 30 3 
67 | 50} 50] 38/ 31) 29] 37] 35] 32] 17] 31] 33) 39] 29] 30) 45| 39 32.2 
38 | 35} 36] 30} 22] 15] 26] 27] 22 9 9] 26; 10 8 L| 26) 24:)°°° 
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TEMPERATURE — DecemBer, 1897, SHowinc Datry Mean 

SratTrons— 

STATION. 1 2 3 4 5 

j | 
St. Lawrence Valley 24 16 a 23 31 

Madison Barracks- 5 a Hn < 

31] 25] 29] 38] 40 
Canton. -.-....----- 144}—2| 12) 6| 29 
North Hammond... te e Us 4 aa 

32] 29] 32] 30] 39 
Ogdensburg -...... 14 righ Vid) Selo, 

Great Lakes........ = a a + rH 

eee Sea ae 22 | 22| 24] 21] 29 
33] 30] 31| 46] 39 

ee arena 20} 37-1\f98"| J23 | Jar 
Pittsford.........-. - _ - a 

Rochestr.......| | %| | 8 8 
: 34| 30] 34] 40| 40 

ee ess 22| 9) 24| 19| 32 
a Ba sere aes | Sap Wa 

he Se ela 22} 17| 24| 19] 30 

Baldwinsville -.----.- be ie _ a3 

: 33 | 30| 30] 42| 44 
facia: daar 23] 11| 23| 19] 31 
a 341 98! 97] 42! 39 
ite ees tomas eas 22/ 9| 20] 21] 33 

321 30 | 92'| 37| 37 
fae pe nee: 20} o| 12] 14] 32 
a 37] 298 | 30] 42| 42 
Ea aoe 20] 12] 21| 20) 23 SUH een oe 

Erie. Pennsylvania. e ae Pi zi 

Central Lakes...... a 22 a 2 7A 
4; 35) 81 

ae aa rebate 20] 3| 20| 15; 31 
: 33| 32] 298] 40] 42 

ee ne re 20} 13] 20| 23] 31 
: 7 29| 42| 41 

Watkins .-.-.--.-.. eo te | aas'| 20° | ae 
36} 31| 42] 30] 42 

Rowulus ..-..-..--. 22} 11| 22] 22| 39 
36] 29| 28| 41] 40 

Ithaca .-.--.-.----. 21| 15| 23] 28| 33 
36] 31; 28] 41! 41 

Penn Yan.......... 21} 14 | 25; 28 | 32 

Mean... ..-..: 25 | 22! 24] 29] 34 

{Max and Min. by the Draper Thermograph. 
Conduit, vine miles north of city. 

21| 28| 35| 39) 48| 48] 36] 32] 4 
40| 32] 36] 42) 52| 61] 57] B4| 45 
13} 11] 29| 26] 38| 50} 32] 29] 27 
30} 35] 41| 50| 58| 54] 35| 38| 36 
10| 28| 29] 29| 42] 35| 30] 30| 28 
30| 36| 40] 44| 60! 58] 38] 34| 36 
10} 30] 34] 36| 38| a8] 32] 98| 28 
27 | 35] 41] 50| 59] 52] 38| 35| 38 
9] 17| 32] 35] 40] 34| 98] 99] 99 

o9| s| ag} 4o| 53 as| a7 39 | 39 
35 | 40 | 43| 58| 62] 61| 41| 43] 47 
30| 31| 33| 32] 55| 39| 35| 35| 38 
34! 37] 47] 55! 59| 57] 38] 43] 46 
28 | 31| 34| 43| 54] 38| 83] 36| 38 
32| 41| 45] 57| 63| 58| 41] 41] 44 
26| 31| 32] 40| 43| 38| 34] 34] 34 
33| 38| 46| 57| 62| 57| 38] 42| 44 
26/ 31| 34] 41| 48| 38] 35| 35| 35 
36 | 38| 42! 52| 60! 57| 39! 44| 43 
26| 30| 30| 35| 40| 39] 32] 35| 35 
35| 39] 47| 54| 63] 58| 45| 46| 47 
25| 30] 30| 35| 48] 38] 33| 34| 35 
g2.| 30: | de |-c2-< hee lee lee. | sana 
18 | 26 | (39 |--2..} oud aeeneaee 31| 31 
33| 38| 43| 55| 63] 58| 39| 42| 49 
23 | 30| 30| 35) 44/ 38) 34| 35] 34 
33| 36/ 42) 47| 59] 58! 40| 39] 39 
20| 28| 33| 37| 41| 40| 33| 32] 32 
34| 34| 40| 43] 50| 54] 40] 38] 37 
15| 18| 30] 33| 38] 38] 33| 33| 32 
35| 40] 45| 65| 57/ 61) 40| 41| 43 
24| 34| 35| 40] 44| 40, 35] 34] 33 
32| 38] 50| 60| 61] 6t| 41| 43] 47 
29| 31| 32] 44| 57| 39| 35] 37| 42 
30| 34| 37| 47| 50| 52] 38] 37| 38 
40| 37| 47| 59| 59| 58| 40) 43] 43 
18 | 31] 31| 37] 44] 40] 34] 31] 81 
33 | 36| 44| 56| 56] 57| 46| 40| 42 
31| 21} 20| 37| 45] 44] 34| a3] 32 
34| 41; 46| 58| 63| 63| 46| 40] 42 
25| 31| 30| 37| 41| 46| 33| 34] 35 
37| 40| 46| 56| 58| 59) 45| 42] 43 
21| 31] 31] 38| 39] 41] 33] 33| 33 
34| 38] 43| 56| 60| 61] 43| 38] 41 
26| 31] 33| 39| 46] 43| 34| 32] 33 
33 | 40| 44| 56| 6o| 63| 44| 42) 42 
23 | 31| 32| 39| 38| 43| 32| 35) 35 

23 | 31| 34| 40 | 46 | 49, 39| 35] 36 

|| Received too late to be used in computing 
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FoR THE Recions, AND Dairy Maxmra AND MINIMA FOR THE 

(Concluded). 
= 
aq 

15) 16 | 17 | 18 | 19 | 20 | 21 22 | 23 | 24 | 25 | 26 | 27 | 28 | 29 | 30 | 31 Ig A 
oa 
=3 

10 4 9 9| 18} 14] 14} 24] 21 
24) 13] 30] 33] 31 20] 28) 42] 35 
13 3 TM 2TH, 20) te 615s | 5 ES Gy ee 
25] 15) 36} 36| 31] 24] 32 41 35 
14| 2/ 8! 29] 20| 17] 17] 299] 923 |32-2 

19 9} 15} 27} 23) 13) 16) 32] 29 /28-2 
| 

40; 40| 36) 27] 15) 15] 23] 21 

37 | 38] 35 19 3 5 12 14 
43 39 44) 35 | 23 OF) 22 uae 

33 29 | 22) —2|—1 7 5 
38 | 42 41 29 7 13 | 16} 25 | 26 10 | 29) 34] 30 15 | 29] 38| 33 22.1 
34 | 33 27 2 |\—15 |—10 | —4 |—12 9 |—17 | —21 29 | —7 |—15 |—14 | 28 15 " 
40 | 44] 38] 30 | 10°} 212°)" 200) 222°) 24 10 26 | 36] 30 12} 28] 38] 30 195.6 
34} 36] 28) 10 0 | —2 12 10 | 10 |—10 0 | 26 8 | —2 10) |) 241) 26ers 
a9! }) 425) 47 20 9 | 22 16 | 24 28 8! 34] 35] 31 18 | 28] 38) 28 23.6 
34 | 35 26 3/—6 |) —4 5 5 4|—9 |—12 | 23 1 | —8 1 20 | 16 : 

39} 40] 33] 24 A 19) 27 Wee 18 16 || 22 |. 31 22 | 18 | 241! 35) 27 |29-9 
48) 45 | 44| 28] 25 | 36] 34 32] 22 18} 37] 36} 30} 28) 36] 38] 36 32.2 
38 |} 35 | 28 18 | 21 6 | 28]| 20 12 9 10 | 29] 22] 20 16 | 33} 20)" 
44 | 44] 34 24 19 | 30] 31 30 | 21 13 | 37 | 34 27| 25! 37) 37) 33 30.0 
37 | 32 | 24 15 11 10 | 24] 20 5 1 Seay 14 16} 19) 382) 17 
42) 45 3 33 | 18 | 29) 30] 32] 23 14| 38} 36] 28) 26] 35 39 | 34 30.3 
35 | 36] 26) 18| 14 + eel (U5 1) eG) Ca fetal ia) 2 ll 27 LT AS | 20h SOs ; 
43 | 45) 36] 24 19} 28] 28] 29} 22) 12} 38] 34 28| 25 | 36] 38] 32 30.0 
33 | 31 24 | 18 12 13 | 22 18 6 3 7 27 17 15 17} 32] 20 e 
43} 45 | 38} 3h] 22) 27] 32 29 | 24 17 | 35] 34 26 | 27 | 34] 38) a4 30.2 
35,} 36 | 26 16 15} 12} 20} 20 14 5 5 26} 20 18 15 | 34] 21 
46; 46} 40} 35 | 23 |) 25] 35] 30] 24 17} 35] 35| 29| 30] 37] 40| 36 31.2 
Se sored es) 1G | oat | 2s 22 | 15 4 5 | 29 18))|7 abi 4 29 | 20 Hn 

Ad) 45 | 42, 34/19 | 26 | 29 | 29 | 24 } 913 |v 133.). 36 15920 15 | 30) 40] 34 26.4 
36; 35 | 27! 18 fo AO 22 205 be 4 9 27 6 4 6 | 28 18 a 
43 | 45] 36] 30) 20} 28| 30} 30} 28) 14] 35] 35] 28) 27) 34] 38) 33 29.9 
34 | 36] 26 >: |) lA 8 2 19 12 4 5 | 27 18 | 15 15 | 32] 20 ; 
42} 45; 40] 29] 20] 23) 28] 30] 26] 16] 36] 35 295 tl 7 | 234 39 | 36 29.0 
38 | 37] 29] 206 6 9} 21 19 | 14 6 11). .29 13 4 10 | 34] 22 ‘ 
BO inet ead | BF i) QU | - 20 | 24 | 27 | 23,838) 28 tess 295 16), 26 038), ) ise 26.3 
35 | 35 | 28 19 5 5 | 20 13 10 5 6 18 16 | —6 6) 25) 20 
43 | 46] 4 31 22) SL. 31 33 | 25 15 | 38 /) 38 | 29'| 25] 34 41 | 36 31.4 
33 | 36] 29] 21 15 14} 25;) 23) 12 5 {> 73} 029) 21 14 Te as 19 : 
42} 46) 44) 23] 25] 34] 33] 27] 22 18} 39] 34] 28] 26] 39; 40] 36 32.0 
38 | 34] 23] 18] 19}-19} 28) 19 15 | 10 9| 28] 23 16; 15 | 34) 19 % 

39 | 41 35 | 29 | 17 17} 26 || 26 19 9} 21 29} 20°] LO) 21 33 | 28 130.3 
40} 45 | 42} 30] 21 17 | 30) 383 ).25 | 17.) 30) 35 | 33°) 29) 30'} 42°) 33 29.6 
36} 35 | 23] 20 7 7 | 24 19 15 3 16 | 27 17 10} 10} 28 19 , 
4l 43 | 42] 41 23 | 24] 28; 30) 26| 18) 31 33 | 31 24] 28| 40] 35 29.9 
37 | 36| 27) 20) 12 9» S22 22 15 2| 10] 27 18 1S: Re dda ZONA poss 
43 | 49] 44) 43] 22) 26) 32] 32] 25) 15] 33] 35] 31 22) 30] 44] 37 139.2 
38 | 37] 25 | 20 16 | 10 13 17 15 2 5} 20 17 | 18 ll 16 | 25 
42| 46] 42) 36] 24) 27] 30] 32) 26) 14) 35) 35] 382) 25) 31) 43) 36 30.4 

means. (1) Voluotary observer. (2) U.S. Weather Burean. (la) Citv Reservoir. (2a) Intake 
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STATION. 1 ~ wo > 5 6 ts 8 9 | 10) 11/)12)13) 14 

Western Plateau ..| 0.05) 0.02) 0.04) 0.08] 0.07} 0.03] 0.12) 0.01] T. | 0.01) 0.16 0.06] T. | 0.85 

Angelica..... epee Ake aT ntl eiemoats'| | ncn pamel) wae a0 tweets dess'|, EOL meee P 
BOMVAY a.nas\c canken SOB) Sens Jomecs| MOS gobe | ane eQ0}veeee) LD. | TD. dt lol) Saletan 

Humphrey......... S10) case | tones -85] 01] 04) | 6B5] 0.6. a faece 0] eewee| 210] eel amet enn 
LB ACTA EG) gee Senn OcMrg ee abel toned fe aysreie\lievarace'='l etatace (oN oiatatece | mptaranaliniphatn «io © [seine o |le-giee |e eumeaeann 
NADOUI Gs pavacsens FAS) ee OS siaatas || 4s CB] cee) aD) eee neers sO1].c000] 082) ocOT ly wane tee 
Cherry Creek...... oO eb aise’ 210} ..85! 207] 2B) cc.) p06) som. 85} -eL1]\cmee|) gan 
Jamestown ........ (Ae »20]..0..| 02] .25) T: melt sate vie traets elo) ebeysia 2) ee 4 ren Oe | 

70) ee ae ate | FOB) ee ee Nee {Me 117) A, ian Pa A a ee Bl ee ‘30 

Nunda...... BAS era) (ec) ecicina AeA cA AR econ Mircea (Sr SEA aneran <laiers oll erator « aine4\|leie wa bil eiateatel Rem 

Wictor.. =). 3. “6) fodder lOceiral IAM aes (Pb, ase ee (eaten | ee hemes Lee Arc ié NEG oe %- 4 
Wedgewood........| T. 
INAIBON f. cecace tse AY 

2 NOES CW ee claeite/dietsea'slieteas CB YAIRE LORS) Rice S16). Sees lene OBI) 
Haskinville........ 1 a et (ea 2 i Be icy i0) Wi! Vem Ve Ba EAA APIA, Ol crore 
South Canisteo ... FAs! Teed homer’ ¢ lime 27:4 aed Cl ee ZO ievate revel evasatete) lena unis 05 
AMCHITO: Saree coke cos =a 

Eastern Plateau...| 0.05] T. | 0.03) 0.34) 0.36] 0.01) 0.08} T. | 0.00} 0.00) 0.04) 0. 
Binghamton (1)....].....]..... SIO} MAAN E.G ORT. Reiescilic tate c leew leer .04 
Binghamton (2)....} .01] T. S04) S515) 162)" S01) Se ease oie ee oace 102i : 
OHenaneo GLOTES. ¢: fede | coe <Wasiees| inne visees|[s cea [le sce. lleerute e\lloierm evai|loietee.e/l ne atoll ptoeeteie | aemnan 
Oxtord ; 3. ses050 eens 105 aeee 02) ‘I. ~O6}) Ye02|) | 05] #02] sie rcis llecrerele ULF 

Cortland ..... Sota loes ope were 3 LOD Is eieres= |edit «|e thereto BOG eroreace)| erotaves\| o'etotsr sil erate rs 
South Kortright....|... Jal Goria lacsve 8 |i 9324 lope ouodel fs doel aden oGe5) fac. ie 
Bouckville ......... OBO] a seis oi |e fare tl meters’ sO \sraelet i (0) (eer EASY esa sce 

— S 

_ oO 

esto St 
eae 
a) 

o 

SS ReS BB: 
8 

rR 
"8 * 

is") ot + @ <4 = = @ : ° i) Oo = So _ al or or or S rr 
»oO- 

2) 

ay el a ie} ra s _ sa ey . _ 2 _ iin La) ae : oo boo 

8 
5 F: Leal 

~ ~ ~ a 

Cooperstown .....-| .O7|.....| .06} 1.22 Bes [OMe s07 |r. |b aa: Lilet eae 
Garrattsville <<. 2.) 62B0 Eos ceive tie HO Oe Or aero lance  ELLOB | viele o'- | ulete’e 01] bitters) | Setter a 
New Lisbon..... Pe [eB Sera (Sy Jen Vee ered ako al Penocre OB] S cece']e ais ce] « vee s|| a etetes | by te emai 

Onbontass2.. testes ED igersnitic trte’s DSO | fe) Penta | a chee ni otneetns || wee | syetete oll croketets | eemne 
Schenevus ... Be OARN lon bal hae epee ce Seta toil oR; LSE .:| bp icfnters|| ecotere'| rate 
Perry City .... Z Ks y 5 : a | estotabe| Brel yaretl ate 5 é 4 
Newark Valley ....]....-|....- Sie eeeOll Moola lpedien pees piaieh «|| waiphi=)| Ie o15| etl) Be 

7 Straits Corners ;...| 05}. 00%. 210i| F25| lane: Te pee 
ah SOP Ne soc cacOTl. col Olly geal eee 1. 

recal, © (¥L.08)...c.locces|px antl codelbenenltocen {aii 

Northern Plateau..| 0.14| 0.06] 0.05) 0.43) 0.64) T. | 0.12) 0.06) 0.00) T. | 0.12) 0.18) T. | 0.98 
Elizabethtown aaknollnepets ay al Bake 
Lake Placid... - s Se | eer Sie a A Z ; oD tsivaelenee 
Saranac Lake...... : R # BE lAcc a ste bie TT dlivees|ecsss| OBI ORlEEIEEE 47 

Gloversville........ shes leto)ojarell eel)! eat ie Aad 
Little Falls(2a).... : F 
North Lake... 
Lowville 

Kings Station...... "10}..2..| :10| 1.00] .6o]! 

Atlantic Coast.....| 0.00! 0.00] 0.14) 0.34] 0.23 
BIO EIY Fy. ss csiicesoi ven ; pt} alee 
Manhattan Beach..|.. BAR| Scion (aeetel (orsrie 
New York City .. .|.....}.....| .12| .20| .45 aa elastase 
Willette Points. scclerssldsewel se2Ol) PeOOlscreceiee rose emia biolieeiee dices elimi 22 

° oo 2 ° ° 

oe 

s 

~ i) 

7 & 
— — gS 

solar wae seme lew eee lew weet ae eee 

0.02) 1.98 
28].....| 1.96 
45/2002] 1.65 
19|°"215) 2.00 
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TATION For DecemsBer, 1897—(LNcHEs). 

15|16] 17] 18] 19 | 20| 21] 22 | 23 | 24| 25 | 26) 27 ss | 0) 31 

T. | 0.17) 0.13)0.33} 3.01 

7] ie Resi So Ah Van | 10| ":12":50]°3:10 
ih c8 hie T. | T. |....-| .17| .10] .29] 3.02 

03} T. | 01] T. | .14] .22] .28] 4.01 

3 02} .03) T. 25} .32| .04) 3.59 

wee 05!" 705} .02|°":19] .30|"/29] 439 
15 (age! 04) T. |..... 25} .85| .16] 5.30 

ae T 20| T 30] .20| .10] 4.32 

Feel cee , Seats ; .48| 1.60 
HG ALS) ORT 1) 34 | ees ae) |B ER ee .40| 2.04 
eel 03} .05| .65| .18] .03] 4.20 

Peles TDs, Pesncsa.s Rewmee| ence, aley tel Eon ee 6n 
bode 20 Eiiseeillacese |) ke 80l est Ol a0 eso 

oe ae 
rs 02] 07] T. | T. 09| 'T 05} .05] T. |..... Ce as 10| T. | .60| 1.93 

42|.... 10| .01| T 11] T SOB CeO Cees hi becceikeek cl senipaeee Osiesee: 65| 1.91 

771 |e (cole |e) AONE «icc AWE OG | Sta sre Teteehs [sae lene me sl rears 20)... 85| 3.01 
DAE 10| T 04] .05] .05] .05]..... psy ae ese T 05} .10) .12| 2.10 

T ws 28 T. 1G ne -O8| WALA lessacl meek leeeu jaan| ieee oth ead Sl et O ee AO ee trl 
AD ci 27| .07} .02| .03} .02} .03] .30] .05] T 01} .01| T. 13] .18| .29) 3.47 

0.56] 0.01] 0.03] 0.01| 0.01] 0.14] 0.03; 0.08] 0.03] 0.01] T. | 0.08] 0.01] T. | 0.09] 0.06/0.80! 3.86 
SEE Pelle veel 05 lliwavs Ob JON eeaee S1Oleaaee 10 | AE | he see] 10] .80] 4.03 
AA DT. .02} .01) .04) .03] .08]. .01] T. }. 0 er .05} ‘T. 1.20] 3.28 

5 ES CSP en raed hee ge Co ers ed ered ba wale sasl eas trarr“ltenas “aus eara 

Pole FORE BOs, di] azien| Setioe [suid 7073] pened as Pee ested 32:1. 2 |S ae 
AIGA s vacbswene| tee s|": Oe |e sal POR LB Niscacetocll Mecesell eet dees eee | Mies ODN Necet 92| 4.02 

| Baal Bae 5a Re ee 10|\, 2610)). 226|) ot Ols cece |Ecene TOSI ga |e tsiae .20| .30| .40) 3.43 
57] .03| .05} .04| .03] .03| .05| .08| .02| .03/ .O1]..... O8|iacs .07| .04| .35] 2.54 

+2.31|..... 112 | ee T P74 Ul He eae iT eral | Seas SAIL Oe J95 |) 25k 87] 5.71 

HOON a (elieiai<e eee ae 05] .25} .07| .08].....]....- iL aoe ke cena |S 15/1.17| 6.71 
| hacen i ae eee | 10|| 205] Haccl| Onl aetce hace < TAeaelenes 102) se 1.00) 4.15 
27\.... || Sean ee Po) | eae JO8I) 2 OB sasier- ‘ Tales |tecne .18] .05] .85| 4.64 

Se pao el ear te OBES. haletinc tect os ae Ee ; 20] * |+.85] 2.45 
Fe ct oe ae 16 NOG Ae se eee eae OBI) Sah Hose aay: 10|1.40| 4.20 

HOWE (acide BAe AT. Altay. dae pi is heed AQ}... 1.02] 5.30 

i) | SR RR 07] 210)" 2" ] Los) los). S EE] les] loa} al 1°" 105)" Loa} 1451 2ie6 
65|.....] T 02| T 08| 'T O8|* 20S ;Nae eee 07] T OBI a arlhecee 90] 2.85 

| Tv 02| .07| T 02] .05/.. 7 ROB. eolteece 7, 05| .50| 2.12 
baited rcOtl'..04)). 202). <4 0|ana.- 06} .02]..... | ew ee af | naa | Sa Olive 60| 2.70 

Sy, anil ER) aes (aaa “alOlsczaclacacc]peecelanraalcoeelett 44 lees .ae0l eee nen ae 

0.39| T. | 0.08] 0.06] 0.01] 0.14] 0.04] 0.18] 0.10] T. | T. | 0.02] 0.02] 0.00] 0.12] 0.42/0.34] 4.59 

ph EA ele fas. at 20h ..10}..- 10) 08 se oasall Serial imal cueclb nel eoace) ee 
"Ty | een (eee PAWS SP 2 ADS 2 OG HE vans ecto | IER 0 SOBs c heer .16| .38| 2.22 

87|.....| .08]  .10 15] T 05). 207|\ eT lee 08H "Tle ek 15| .60| .70| 6.52 
05| T all EY 06ISes. 3 4p cs. sh 18) ollieee en LOPES vce Blab 14| 6.46 
50 20)... 10] .20]..... -20|...80le=. : Brel 1.30 5.74 
Sit 02). Ob) 26) oes at 02h. 06s dex O4 Nate lcrsealte oes 200 eats. |e .e.-| -36| .20] 3.02 
sit T 12| .04.. * tt 151. ..88]) (c10|.nse alee --| .03} .04].....| * | 4.45] .42] 4.60 
B71) ec... | eRe | de Ake 2 Gls ad ¢: 05). eal eesite 90] 6.27 

0.54] 0.00; T. | T. | 0.00] 0.07] 0.07] 0.03] T. | T. | 0.00] 0.29) T. | 0.00] 0.04] 0.08/0.86] 5.20 
SGBlee eran Ts: || Ot neese Tem gtd |=! 20121 AT |e |e |e ee [hae ees ce te eae -i7|1.09| 4.74 

oo; en 1 a OA A) |, A) 
trl ae Hee ealiae elisa 0Dhseca3 ID? ils pa cee clases ot eae voe.{  -15| TS [1.07] 6.06 
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STATIONS. 1 2 3 4 

Atl. Coast — (Cun.) 
Brentwood ......0.0)s.ses)es eal] ean teen 
Setauket ........... aReul eee .22| .18 
Bedford......... Sheila cieile i ty odd 
Primrose...... Bye teased Miduion .22| .60 

Hudson Valley..... 0.02) T. | 0:09) 0.28 
AB ANIV coc cecc cee e's 01) T. .02; 06 
Cedar Hill......... 04) Merits -60; .08 
Honeymeand Brook:|5..c.c|ee ss o|eeaes 21 
Poughkeepsie......|.. dallibase A 28 

Wappingers Falls..|.....|.. ms -08} .12 
Gata ecko. altemer| Seeae Mh 87 
West POINt: - coven eve dicd easels cee .10 
Boyds Corners.....|.. fe olel] Sieyale ll evecare bietelere 
CArmoliinveccectcecclesnicn seoetrios ee 

Southe’t Reservoir|.....|.....|....- a 
ATS WLU fe 2 sce torail s eertel| eieseiets .02} 1.05 
Easton ..... xolsieieheiee pall erent peel eee ore 
Greenwich 22:,.c0e00|) OB |se0 .04) 'T. 

Mohawk Valley....| 0.04) 0.06) 0.06, 0.36 
Juittle Falls (1a)....|....- SPOON ieseia rs AM 
Canajoharie ......, “O2|mavte .09) 1.24 
St. Johnsville..... a COZ islets 1Oee ae 
ROMS cass seiateloes TOR sG5)0 .09 

Champlain Valley.| 0.03! 0.00} 0.07| 0.08 
Plattsb’h Barracks.|.....|..... =H ic bers nie 
Ticonderoga....... 04 ih ani 12 : 
Glens Falls ........ JOC leas -06)) 15 
Lake George....... TUS) | atees .10) .18 

St. Lawrence Val’y| 0.12) T. | 0.01) 0.20 
Madison Barracks.| .80]..... -O1 39 
AE UG Ae Aan Gana lSrenns| erro ho ocec 
AV RNIGOU I, crle's e's vicle oi oN ets erel| terete 13 

De Kalb Junction..| .06} .02! .06) .08 
North Hammond.. LOWE Ales -20 
Ogdensburg ......- SOG Eiticte ni cues < 3 
PPOUSGAMI eis. cenit aisteaiey 6 Sena c aoblyoadal lan 

Great Lakes........ 0.22 0.03} 0.15 
Westfield .......... SD tal nteveraes| Retorne «20 
PITT AIO tise. boeetnat 226) Tr. .02] .04 

Adams Centre..... 508 |r 5 (Ae cO4| Cisterers 
PIppStOrd sss 6 Fy 0,8 Wien’ 0/74 | ene -01 
Rochester..... ... .o2| O87 .03) .02 

BSC OUPSVALLG) onta tic cia'e’e |/e10/eyarel| eiare.c Psi] Moraes lets z 
Appleton .......... Uap c 20 15 
Fort Niagara...... PDO Nene Als Ihara 
Niagara Falls...... LG iiierstass -08} .09 

Baldwinsville . LO Dae Ps wal 
(Entei ea Seas geal | Aarga| laeoog lane 
Ridgeway. .......- sO Hatereiete -08} .09 
WUUIGOD 2 sis c seviste ieee OU |b aes illaiste ete $20) 
Oswego ......%. oar her calt | be .05|  .27 

Palermo ....... Sc POO ete sieillaies oes 03 
OBIS s ieicls areieiercinie eaditte ele casieiers |(olaisiere 
TjVOnRS. «sms 2 oo eLOieee.; = ee. -380 
ROSS tr. ss cakes BOT Aes | 15 
Erie, Pennsylvania.| .04| .03) T. 12 

6) 6 | 7] 8 | 9 | 10) 11 | 12) 48 | 14 

EEA) akan (ETS “haa alice ce« lat eeh Rae 760). 2252/8240 
Bileges 1 (a i Pe IRR | 642]... 1.06 
cS a ae sibe|soene {estes [dveee)) ACOl hina 

0.67| 0.00) 0.05] 0.02] T. | T. | 'T. | 0.47] T. |1.05 
a aa OL» .02). ..|;e00)) ES. |e 
L8G lodiax 202] 201) 500..|00%..1eubs «] i er 

Wes aa ae las T. oss .|oveua| MeO ae 
lO LORI clteeahs «+ saa 

bBAl pa .08| .06] T. T. | .62|.....[1.42 
ae ae A 05} oie slieees]aoene cal ol aentiey Dea 
Bike tl ees i a am ee 

Held |ici.-|occc.| .02|Lcceclpcceeleeee «meddle 

nawinafoseris [pencil oooee] oo owe] ooweeife leer Mel Eaaanr 
G98 by ai Pale Coleen Dv valk ene 21]. ..0< fH. 10 

1-85) ies Tt POC veck clk eee T. | .38| .08] .70 

0.76) 0.05] 0.13} 0.00] 0.00] 0.00) 0.02] 0.16] 0.00]1.24 
el ies Cy eee Een POSEY .08} .28].....|1.35 
Do (aie OBI Gs solace Pen |e Cag ane 1.90 
1.29|..... SOO oa ain Rs os eee T: | (98lbcecanente 
nie Pres ee eee oe ee 

0.76, 0.02| 0.10] 0.21} 0.00] 0.00) T. | 0.16] 'T. |0.70 
40/1 08) 28 << 1... Sol se bar] beh cel RN veal EE 
1.B4)0s | 2019460 | cehac bebe ee 13).....| .48 
Peale SOON 2. s Cla kee T. 4, - -S0laeee 1.10 
-OB|bas ss L191 Wess. | abo weoel Te [GR2)8 0, sae 

0.17) 0.00! 0.09} 0.00) 0.00] 0.04] 0.42) 0.01] 0.00/0.37 
Be ealtenie -T?|ecnceloacee|| soll). 228 eee 

20|.05.2] oN OT [acs [oes an] edees! AES tM ae 12, 

Ol, noe hla cel ae eee BA] oc ae sa Ee 
tae re PLO Aticl Mee eleeeee BO! . ssinotktincte 

He 48] fae Tea | es 40} 07.0...) * 

0.15) 0.06] 0.12| 0.01] T. | T. | 0.10] 0.02) 0.03/0.70 
Te A etOl ORIN. ols oats .08} .09).....| .48 
JOTI ON ot AA Dl T. | .34) Tf | T. |131 

sey L0710.5.02|yo02%s| 01} ste. 5) 2 ene 
Rie ee: EIB ace mative cea |<: 08s Geta] Renee 68 
14h OSH eB Cs ciel leant .10} .01). 61 

laces |ouevel dBfcSoselvaswseccs|) s/albe—ie 
awe [inccafoscoslceond| ates s|ocas«|, ofS ieeanaaa 
rye Ne aces lh: tcp catliaas flees oc\t. elie nme 1.21 

.05]...4- TT: leGees|tens |luas oc] beret aaa 123) .98 

702] 201" 210) icc. |ioc.+| occ] D2 odes hae 
50], .20] [O5lca.s| 208) | 20i|\, «clean aetna .05 
44)T. | 192) Te fc. lo3..| 06/08) atin 

ION, 3 .12| .08|.....|.. vs.| 02) <.08)2.. a0 
.65| .25 “2 ae Rn :08 
T. | (15[....[s00.6) .08} 03] 01] DT. | 20811206 
35) 15 BR esa el eeees levees :05| 08] .05| 159 
-05| 02) .02] T. |.....[.....1 24 .03] I | 158 
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15| 16| 17| 18 | 19 | 20 | 21 | 22 | 28 | 24 | 25 | 26 | 27 | 28 | 29 | 80 | 81! @ 
& 

athe Bate cee Abe ecole ocd Minas Bee cacclsceis]ence-|anae!|as0s sfe REET Oy ea Ute 
1.24)... Tee yiacieal ake »-| 07] 12] | -08)... sove|) 20) tacca|eassi|ecson! 4elShe S060 
79 tes AMES e206). OB laser alBune cles cot | aren fie felts it 07] .78| 4.28 
234 EN WEEE (See SOME Tl L05)80 552% Saudi eto. 88} sgieeess iplsress 1.05| 5.42 

0.96] T. | T. | T. | 0.01] 0.11] 0.03| 0.02] 0.01] T. | 0.00] 0.09] T. | 0.00) 0.07] 0.05]0.86| 5.16 
AB eeh ete PEON ey clog s18): 03) Ps | 0al Ds. 3co.0OS' lacatlaeoes veces] 05] .64] 4.88 

209), 04!08|:-Ollscccslasee . | .59| 5.02 
5.39 
4.57 
5.99 
5.98 
5.60 

0.26) 0.00] 0.12) 0.05] 0.00] 0.13] 0.02] 0.07] 0.17) 0.02] 0.00) 0.04] 0.05] 0 00) 0.13) 0.08|0.48) 4.49 
Meee eel), -14|." 041.5. Piney: stot cil acs Sar hes coo tae ilo 44] 5.22 

etiecces| GOR MT foccas S10) bans OR S06 oan cele nee MMB ees :02| 'T. | 80] 4.60 
GOB aie e tae ee] LOB) Sc 1051.09} .03 212) .08}....- ON. thie ae f ean 30] 41) 4.65 
07 SE as Co Aa Bhasees al, BB |e. uatex rout aan Bl ae '36| .08] 25] 3.49 

1.09] T. | 0.01) 0.01) 0.00] 0.03) 0.08] 0.03] T. | 0.00] 0.00) T. | 'T. | 0.00] 0.18] 0.03/0.21| 3.88 
| eS a) Abs das li Ses alkeceelne Sal auca Hs ae ncaalevaacl 202 (iG 

SATS TING Pinan Bee ates | eee pa NE ela lle sajtete| Reais LO ea PROM eta 
BSN Pes cH) cAI o0) 521 Seef AlOS) s04l" | OB) TAA vue areal aoa vnalacve|! ooh lonee ste eeinaage 

DEB eres) IEE | eects cans HOB), |. O51" 20B)) Wy Alles raladene SE) CBS ie: :03| .18] .40| 4.75 
0.56) 0.00] 0.22/ 0.08] 0.00] 0.06] 0.02] 0.05] 0.06] 0.08] 0.00} T. | 0.00] 0.00] 0.07} 0.16|0.05] 3.00 
es eee 7 ST | Pe a ee * |41.60| .40|.....|... Es rene a pale sila ae 3.68 
Beer CAO). oaticse.\* clBlowawel, abl aseeles de, foets- fi in| caso] tats leadee teal een nea 
53 10}, Bi]... Oh 2s06 Ns sOe lh Oli les nach: ere Pega rer eR 39]....| 2.84 

#1.05].....} 306] .04)..... Onl eet: Te Ua a no [ue Celeeue eas lig} f40}1 252] 2151 
Te) Pen el E0515 Pelee OM eevee car Zia Paarl es Le Bee Bry 

0.58| 0.01) 0.24] 0.10] 0.05] 0.04] 0.04) 0.06] 0.13] 0.03] 0.03} T. | 0.14] 0.02) 0.13] 0.07/0.06] 3.36 
.59).....| .46/ 08] .09] .03/ .04] 06) .05].....|. Se [ce Ae nee :06| .07|....| 2-71 
.50/ T. | 38) T. | T. | .02] .04) .08/ :02) .o4) T. | 7. |B ']°"l0a] f20] | ‘07|" 203] 3:59 
US) Bn ee :Ball 4 02|eeeeleeeet 01] .06|.....|  .02].....] .04f 8.95 
<BD|-2-.-| 017) T | .06| 02! .03| 04) :15) T Jisccch....- T. | .06} .10| .06| .03) 2.26 
-57|.....| 18) .05| .14|- 03] 05] 05] 15]. .07|..... T. | .07| .07} .20] .06] 08] 3.39 

“260).....1° 298)" 204°" Lon] De Y A] “logy 0a) Pe] aay “| Tea] ia] ant] '3'34 
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Dairy ann Montuiy Precrer 

STATIONS. 

Central Lakes...... 0.10 
AUDUEN, . esos cece -20 
Fleming ..... Ne 
Sherwood .... He 
Skaneateles.......- 

+Watkins.. 
Romulus... 
WGRACE.5 sheen 2 
Penn Yan.......... 

eecerlecsce 

TU RR oe 

0.08 0.01) 0.05| 0.24 

+24 

-19 

Average...... 0.42 0.02| 0.08] 0.03] T. | T. | 0.09] 0.17] 0.01) 0.82 

+ Record for the month incomplete. || Received too late to be included in the averages. 
lated from values at other stations. 
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TATION FOR DEcemMBER — (Concluded). 

15 | 16 | 17/18] 19 | 20] 21 | 22 | 23| 24| 25! 26] 27| 28 | 29] 30| 31| 3 

P| ae 
0.67! T. | 0.05] 0.01) 0.02) 0.06] 0.01) 0.07) 0.03) 0.04] T. 0.01| 0.01) T. 0.05) 0.06/0.34/2.43 
US| s'urn,sillesic'oiaill d's of wavtters ae Vacacie SLO! owas wLeprewcalichacaleoenlltoacre -O5)..0.-| .48/2.92 

mUteitaec aye Se ee Pate oe S70) Re ie (eee een dame Fe state’sll hess te eve iatans’ Vevaretote 30/1.92 

1 \ ee ae we 05}. acer ae .08 El acraliceasie Giieraite totes ttavere ate 20) .81/2.55 

75 03 10 02 10} .06 04) .05|) .07 15 03}.. 02 03 10 05} .35/3.48 

1 el ee 09| T .02 09 G2 veOSis OSES Eee eee 7 T m 01 09; .29 

US {2} ee oe ls LOO 2 O41 cc ee lecae RS ae tea walls earutwcry oth ee -O1} .07) .21/2.01 
ea | ae ee 02205 208) 1 £08) 2305) SES ee es? -05) T. te 20) T. .50)2.56 

DOL occas Gol deseat? <O8) 7. OB) TT. -03 03; T. ae MY Ai} | ae -08| .04) .29)1.56 

* Amount included in next measurement. + Not included in computing averages. § Interpo- 
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Sratistics oF TEMPERATURE 

‘ TEMPERATURE (DEGREES FAgR.). 

$s g z @ (EXTREMES OF MONTHLY 
ra | Fa & | MEAN TEMPERATURE 
B.| > 8 S FOR DECEMBER. 

STATION. county. | 25/%] . B\ ge 
diel vibe ot tele 
ge | Da) as wo TR =: 

£2 at ie 3 ||P |e 
aS). i. Bm | rr : 
ak co <s oS al > n = 

e|3 8) 8| 218 | |e heise 
5) | 8 o| & ® 1 oa] 6 o 
Z2|e| a] &}] al A qG)Ala al 

Western Plateau..... Bl Uiebecemtomincine yt etree iy ol agro bresppeerl fra 80.1) +2.5). PYM rire tes cis 
Angelica .....seee....s.| Allegany ...... 26.1) 15) 1854) 1897) 29.6} 4-3.5 34.3] 1889 8.8 1 
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Fort Niagara... ..»-| Niagara.......| 29.6] 42] 1842) 1897) 31.2) +1.6] 39.2] 1889)22.5 1859 
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AND PREcIPITATION — DECEMBER. 

PRECIPITATION—(INCHES). 

EXTREMES OF MONTHLY 

a z os & Average departure. 

al - = 

° vi Se) | et 
e=| a og Bs PRECIPITATION FOR 
a l/¢ = DECEMBER. 

B | oi lg uo 
STATION. COUNTY. oO] = 2 8 | 99 |GREaTesT.| LEAST. 
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=F o | eve wi = Fa 

85\..| ££) B| Aloe 
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q4fi/Aje| es] ela <a] Bb < | pm 
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Waverly..... sane Sides) lutea ae .se..| 2.26] 16] 1882) 1897) 2.70/4+0.44| 4.34) 1890) 0.74) 1892 
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MAP OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
SHOWING 

THE MEAN TEMPERATURES 

FOR DECEMBER, 1897. 
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Meteorological Summary for the Year 1897. 

The average atmospheric pressure (reduced to sea-level and 32 

degrees Fahr.) for the State of New York during 1897 was 30.05 

inches; the highest monthly mean pressure, 30.15 inches, occur- 

ring in September, and the lowest, 29.94 inches, in July. The 

highest barometer was 30.87 inches at Albany on March 1st, and 

the lowest was 29.06 inches at Oswego on November 9th, giving 

arange of 1.81 inches within the State. The highest local 

monthly mean pressure was 30.18 inches at Albany in October, 

the lowest being 29.92 inches at Buffalo, Rochester and Oswego 

in July. The greatest local range was 1.69 inches at Albany, and 

the least, 1.56 inches, at Buffalo and Erie. The mean annual 

range for all stations was 1.63 inches. The greatest departures 

of monthly means from the normal were +0.08 inch in April, 

September and October, and —0.06 inch in May. 

The mean annual temperature for the State was 46.4 degrees, 

as derived from the records of 81 stations; the mean temperature 

of January,the coldest month, being 22.3 degrees, and of July, the 

warmest month, 72.1 degrees. The highest local annual mean 

was 52.6 degrees at Brooklyn, and the lowest was 40.7 degrees 

at North Lake, Herkimer county. The highest local monthly 

mean was 75.1 degrees at Canajoharie in July, and the lowest 

was 13.9 degrees at Saranac Lake in January. The maximum 

temperature reported during the year was 102 degrees at Avon 

on July 5th and 10th, and the minimum was 28 degrees below 

zero at Saranac Lake on February 28th, giving an annual range 

of 130 degrees within the State. The average daily range for 

the year was 19 degrees; the greatest local value being 25 degrees 

at Oxford, while the least was 12 degrees at Arkwright. The 

22 
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mean annual temperature of the State, as derived from the 

records of 22 stations possessing records of ten years or more, 

was very slightly above the normal. Only Honeymead Brook 

and Plattsburgh Barracks reported deficiencies of temperature. 

The average total precipitation over the State for the year was 

40.30 inches, as derived from the records of 121 stations. The 

maximum local precipitation was 59.26 inches at Setauket, while 

the minimum was 19.85 inches at Mt. Morris. The greatest 

monthly average for the State was 6.88 inches in July, the least 

being 1.10 inches in March. The greatest local monthly precipi- 

tation was 18.18 inches at Setauket in July, and the least was 

0.13 inch at Poughkeepsie in October. The total depth and 

distribution of precipitation over the State are shown in the 

fourth chart of this report, and the average daily amounts by the 

sixth chart. The average precipitation during 1897 at 27 stations 

possessing records for previous years was 1.49 inches above the 

normal amount. Deficiencies were reported from 12 stations, 

the greater number of which were located in western and central 

New York. The amounts exceeded any annual rainfall previ- 

ously recorded at Honeymead Brook and Setauket, while at 

Cortland the rainfall was the least on record. The average total 

snowfall at 53 widely distributed stations was 59.9 inches. The 

heaviest snowfall, exceeding 100 inches, occurred on the high- 

lands east of Lakes Ontario and Erie, the maximum local amount 

being 145 inches at North Lake. On the coast and in the central 

valleys the total depth ranged from 25 to 40 inches. 

The average number of days on which the precipitation 

amounted to 0.01 inch or more was 127. The number was 

largest near the Great Lakes and over the Northern Plateau, 

and least in the southeast and near the Central Lakes. 

The average number of clear days for the State was 118, of 

partly cloudy days 113, and of cloudy days 134, giving an average 

cloudiness of 53 per cent. 
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GENERAL FEATURES OF THE WEATHER. 

The annual averages of both temperature and rainfall, for the 

State, were nearly normal. Early in the year extremely variable 

temperature conditions obtained, with a remarkably warm period 

during thefirst week ofJanuary. January 25th was the coldest day 

of the winter over theState. The temperature was generally above 

the normal from March 16th to May 21st, after which there fol- 

lowed a notably cold period, continuing until the end of June. 

From July 1st to 24th an excess of temperature obtained, with 

one of the most intense hot waves on record during the first 

week. The weather was generally cooler than usual from July 

25th to October 10th, with the exception of a very hot period 

during the second week of September. The mean temperatures 

of October, November and December were. above the normal, 

the excess being most marked from October 10th to 17th, and 

from’ December 7th to 17th. No excessively. low temperatures 

were recorded during the year. | 

As regards precipitation, the most noteworthy features were 

the excessive rains of July in eastern New York, and the severe 

drouth which obtained in the western-central counties through 

the greater part of the year, but notably during the warm 

months. The total snowfall was somewhat less than usual, and 

generally was quickly melted, leaving the ground bare in the 

warmer sections. 

Exceptionally fine bright weather characterized the late sum- 

mer and early autumn months, but the percentage of cloud was 

greater than usual during much of the first half of the year, and 

also through November and December. 

High winds prevailed through the latter half of January, dur- 

ing much of the month of March, and in February severe wind 

storms occurred on the 8d and 23d. Thunderstorms occurred 

with less than usual frequency during May, June and August, 

but in July numerous and violent electrical, wind and rainstorms 

occurred. A small but destructive tornado was reported near 

Amsterdam on August 23d. September and October were free 

from violent storms, and during the remainder of the year the 
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only notable disturbances were the general cyclonic storms of 

November 9th and 11th, and December 14th and 23d, both giving 

high winds over the State. 

An earthquake shock was generally felt at northern stations 

on the 27th of May. 

FarMING Notps: Stock wintered well, and wheat appears not 

to have suffered from the lack of snow. Plowing was under 

way in the southern counties by March 12th, and on the 27th 

the ground was generally reported as free from frost, so that 

cultivation proceeded rapidly; and in the early part of April 

the season was said to be two weeks in advance of the usual 

stage. Fruit and forest trees budded by April 18th in warm 

southern valleys, and were in bloom by the 30th. Vegetation 

advanced rapidly early in May, but cool weather late in the 

month, and a drouth in the western counties, acted unfavorably. 

June was exceptionally cold throughout, and crops remained in 

a backward state until the heated term early in July. Hay was 

gathered in fine condition late in June. Tree fruits, excepting 

apples, grew finely, although insect pests were very numerous. 

The strawberry crop was good and very large in the southeast. 

There was little damage from frost during the growing season. 

Corn and other belated crops developed rapidly in July, ex- 

cepting in some western-central and southeastern sections, where 

drouth continued. The wheat and rye harvests were well under 

way by the 12th, and in the south oats were ready for cutting 

by the 31st. Much damage resulted from excessive rain in east- 

ern and northern New York. Cloudy and rainy weather pre- 

vailed in these sections also during much of August, retarding 

corn and buckwheat, while in the west the drouth continued. 

Fruits, other than apples, still maintained a fine condition; to- 

bacco was gathered in good order, and the results of grain 

threshing were generally satisfactory; but potatoes blighted 

badly. The bright, hot weather of the first half of September 

ripened corn and buckwheat rapidly, and harvesting was general 

by the 20th. Severe drouth in the west during September and 
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October injured these crops. Fall seeding often failed to ger- 

minate, and in many cases the ground was too dry for plowing. 

Foliage took on unusually brilliant tints between October 1st 

and 10th. Severe frosts came very late this autumn, and in the 

south and near large bodies of water vegetation was uninjured 

until November. 

IcE In Rivers, ETC.: Navigation opened on the Hudson, as far 

north as Poughkeepsie, on the 2d of March, and the first boat 

reached Albany from New York on the 16th. Ice broke up in 

the Susquehanna river on the 4th, in Chautauqua lake on the 

{2th and in Lake George on April 13th. The rivers of central 

and southern New York were generally closed by ice (tempo- 

rarily) between the 25th and 31st of December. 
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FoR THE YEAR 1897. 
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Erie. ..-| 768) 30.04| 30-16|/Sept | 29.92) July|1-56) 48.0) 74.0) July 
Monroe...--- 1 (ee WN S| | 2 NPT PR PRIS eH 47.4) 72.7) July 

Monroe ...--. 523| 30.04) 30.15|Sept.| 29.92) July|1.64) 48.2) 74.0) July 
Niagara ..-.. ROU a5 4.60 l a sae cl maeaa ute case et etn 47.2} 72,.4| July 
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a 

(a) May and June. 
Note.—The anpua 

table. 
1 mean temperatures and average total precipitation, also the extremes for 

* Location of station changed Dee. 1st, elevation 354 feet. 
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FOR THE YEAR 1897 — (Concluded). 
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Oct..22) 22-25 

Dob. nae 38.0 

Aug 26.2 
Oct - 36.0 

Oct 59.9 

the regions and for the State, are derived from the monthly values as shown in the succeeding 
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Monraty And Annuat TEMPERATURE 

LOCATION OF STATIONS. : TEMPERATURE — 

STATION. COUNTY. B| % 
eal ups mest ; 3 
= = ° | . . 

f| 4| 2] Bl F| sae 
me} el] a| +} a] as] 6] 4 

Western Plated a-cs<cc-.| sncenhacnctemaaeee=e ces 21.9) 26.6) 34.3) 44-8) 54.1] 60.5] 71.2) 64.2 
PAL INOO Seana tennessee eee Allopany =, a.cc-=)0-=26 19.5] 24.7| 33.0) 43.0) 52.5) 58.4) 69.2) 62.6 
ANIPCUGR seeecers amare eee OP GMS Sen Serene atts 19.2] 24.7) 33.0) 43.4) 52.5| 59.1] 70.7] 62.6 
IPOLIVAE A se a eenc coe cance! OA libctseete seman 19.8] 25.7| 34.2) 43.6) 52.8) 59.0) 69.3) 61.2 
Tipe Geigy) age o-seeee acoder ly ee ee oe 20-6] 26-8) 35.6) 45.3) 53.9] 60-3] 69.6)..... 

Franklinville .........---..} Cattaraugus........... 19.6) 24.3) 33.1] 44.0) 52.8] 58.9] 70.4] 62.6 
Humphrey? -2--02-seenee- =e eee ase caer 21.6) 26.8) 34.1] 43.6) 53.6] 59.4] 69.5) 62.8 
NAO ak noe canes oes omens ge (eda ectenciinms oct weeclss55|s aes |e cee eee ae or 
PArIowrighs -- 22.2 ccceo ans | Chautauqua .......... 23.2) 26.4) 33.0) 43.6) 53.0) 60.2) 70.3) 63.2 

Cherry Creek. ...........- Chautauqua 
Jamestown | “ c 
Elmira. .-..... Chemung Seco ees eeeee 
PING CIly sane weencniose=css Pm sree cocoa couleee tales 

FANCEON eso ae ese enone hg Je eee eee sees emer Ieee ere ee -|/—See-)|.---2)-- --- 
PAV OM EAL ehacncsececcreeaeee Ihivine ston) -. ----~- eee 23.4) 26.0) 34.6) 45.4) 54.7) 62.1) 74.3] 65.7 
Wits MORTIS tes: eaererinnee es OI whice re Seite cel amcce| mama | een eleees | eee a re 68.3 
Nami a: oes. ns cnemcesace en RV neoweeGseccs [sss |lastocel> = ano |p eee peeeel eae 

BOCK POLE) -o = ean emesis See Niagara 22. ses scent eas 25.8] 28.8) 35.3) 46.4) 57.0] 61-6) 74.6] 65.8 
AAR) Sees ao se roleeseoeoes Schnyler.---. .<.2-- esee|/.2-05| a> calles ena eee laces eee eee ee 
Wedgewood... -.5--2-scson5 Fy ee siete woe sete s 21.5] 26.4] 33.6] 44.9] 54.8] 61.9) 72.8) 67.6 
PALA OIROWE? Maciecemwse cones HLONVOM seme. ce acne cee- 24.0) 27.9) 36-1) 46.2) 55.5) 61-0) 71.5] 64-6 

oN AT aie aes OF eee Steuben 
Haskinville) i ceccessesce s 
South Canisteo ............ s 
JANE) 36 Sees SeadssSoncsoc8 Wyoming 

HMastern Plate, frac ccnse| eos= ences seacetereete ase 
Binghamton (1)-.-......--. ‘BYOOMOtattt ees eee 
Bingbamton (2) ..-.....---- GS steer estes teeees Z 
Chenango Forks...-...-.-.- $ SE ae eee 5 moe 

ford ce tieecmeee eee Chenango ..c2cee see 22.6] 26.2) 31.4) 44.4) 55.0) 60.6) 71.0) 64.8 
Coriland 4... sane cee eees Corblandyec. 2: sce ee 21.4) 25.0) 33.8) 43.2) 54.1] 59.8) 70.8) 64.2 
South Kortright -..-...... Delaware. - 00s. ss-csee 21.7| 23.2) 31-7| 42.8) 53.6) 58.6) 65.6) 62.4 
BOUCKVIlO-- A> scasn eee Madison... << .-2 0 2<s see! aes le= ote eee ene | ee eee ee 63.8 

Fayetteville -.............. Onondaga ~ 2.62 ooo ac en|lem anne ==) ee =| see = heme) eee ee 
Mad dletown .. 2. ..2 6222-5. Orange 225-1 Ses essence aero lane elee ede 49.8) 58.0]....-. 73-2) 67.5 
POLL WIOLVIS) nace emcee ceciee a She cen eee 25.1] 28.1] 36.0) 49.5) 58.2) 63.8) 72.1) 67.4 

WiAIWICK 2.2 cdecssencce 
Cooperstown 
Garrattsville 

INewslisbon +022 cssest ccs 
Ovieanta:s as asscnsetemese 
DCHONSVUG oem cnc aee ote 

Perry Cityennn ess se sete se Schuyler 
Newark Valley ........-.-- TIOGA =. <2. 5 once ces esas) sicns-|ne< oe] o2s-2|ces=-|6-e02| sees) eee 
Straits Corners ..........-.. role ee ins eet, se ale 22.2] 23.3) 33.4) 44.2) 54.4) 60.2) 72.0) 66.4 

IWIAMELEV = aie cine eae case ae WOR RAs sanscsenine cree 24.2) 27.7| 36.4) 46.9) 56.0) 62.0) 72.6) 66.6 
Dry den-s-2 SS sssessaekeeee TompPKINA esac. e eee eee 24.6) 33.1) 44.2) 54.0) 60.6) 71.8) 64.8 
Mohonk Lake ..........-.- Ulster | 70.6] 67.2 

EN OF LRSM PLUVEWU: 22s cee] enemas aaclacewetaneret cee : -0) 41. i 69.2) 61.9 
Elizabethtown..--......... Essex ... eit 67 28)22eee 
ake Placid’-72..ssscccaree Oe we ceokcee wee time lane a] ome tel omer lee eee eee een eee 61.0 
Saranac Lake --| Franklin 2 : ‘ -4| 70.0) 62.0 
Gloversville) .- 22.27 scecee Fulton Z g : : 60-1) 70.7| 64.2 
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AND Precipitation, 1897. 

{DEGREES FAHR.). PRECIPITATION — (INCHES). 

| 4 
= B oI S $ H Hi i 3S 

Eee |e | 2 es \e 2 Pop eran a= Weal ee a ve 
r=] © f=] g oS a Say ee! F D =| a a g os 
Ca) 2 D ® 5 a ° = oO =] (2) 2 (5) D =] 

SS tees We cer inane cn Ieee hae tay bee RR ee Se bo oh en wes 
= 2 Sy =} a 

Pies cei paspaeese Pela is(2| clatelele |acle 

60.1] 51-3} 38.5} 29.7) 46.4/2.31/1-55|2.93/2.50/3-31/2.64] 5.10|2.47/1.95/0.89) 3.92] 3.01) 32-58 
CTA a ee Iba Soe tometer 3.33) 1.67)3.24/2.69]3.35/2.97| 5.47/1.78/2.88/1.02)..-..-|..----]------ 
59.3] 51.0} 38-7| 29-6) 45.3/3.12]1.57/4.21/3.15/4.07|5.56) 5.14)1-77)1.74/0.65} 3.07) 3.10) 37.15 
57.4] 49.2} 38.0} 29.7| 45.0/2.31|1.44/3.37/2.48)2.80/3.44| 6.36/3.26/2.06/0.70) 4.69) 3.02) 35.93 
mesi5) \ei: Goal [crea foneerel eecpe 2229 | 056) 5-59) 2-02 Gel Oe a oA eee lle apes Nara ete atmtama tel ted ied | tee ere 

59.0) 50.4] 37-6] 28.1) 45.1]/2.54}2.01/3.04/2.76/3.40)1.71] 5.88/2.63)0.90/0.75| 5.00) 4.01) 34.63 
60.6} 52.4] 37-1) 28.6) 45-8:3.06/2.56/2.19/1.39/3.84/3.71| 7.77/2.68)1.25/0.60| 4.83) 3.59) 37.47 
oe eee aocteten | sae nes line aaa Shima) Se (rece) (besa lseodllacool laseec|beceltersel sur hea el aie ISR hs 
Gl SU o2s8dser|s 2008p 4602|| sone) = eet ates |im mallee mal once ats PR Se seen SEO ace los nace ecicrs 

SPA aesalosete ao faces site 22-8 4.06|2.89/4.58)3.11|4-02/3.10) 6.23)4.06/1.11/2.28] 6.41) 5.30) 47.15 
60.9] 51.2) 39.2) 30-2) 47.2)4.29)2.25/5.52/3.77|3.45)2.06) 5.93/2.95|0.75|0.69| 6.52) 4.32) 42.48 
62.7| 53.6] 40-6) 32.2) 49.4)1.40/0.93/2.41/2-30/5.56/1.76| 3.23)3.70/3.70|0.65) 2.89) 1-60) 30.13 

+2. he| ee eel Geese | basees bor eer 11.32|0.78/2.30|2-95/4.55/2.28) 5.10/4.00/3-48/0.91) 3.53] 2.04] 33.24 

186] ence toate see Ses ------]2.48/2.50/2.89/1.79/2.82/1.79, 4.03/1.73/0.62/1.34) 5.09} 4.20) 31.28 
60.2} 51.8) 40-4) 30.6) 47.4(1.97/0.64)1.87)1.21|1-75/1.96| 4.08/0.90)1.42/0.72| 2.19) 1-65) 20.36 
BA sacle sicsce'|Stacas alae Saiee 1.40]1.00)2-70/2.10)2.55/2.10} 2.20/0.20)1.00,0.60) 2.20! 1.80) 19.85 

61.3} 51.8] 39-0) 33.2) 48.4/1-87/2.70/2.34/1.98/2.30/1.53] 3.30)/2.29/0.90/0.81| 4.46]...--.|...... 
See ce|| 2-38) |Socees Brees leceece Beales selec e hy atte OD Se OS eA SOND E Oi c-celll erect stars a0 feist lire 
63.8] 52.4) 36.9) 28.1] 47.1/1-85/0.87)2.54/2.72/3.72/2.74| 3.43/3.04 2.66/0.74| 3.20} 1.93) 29.44 
60.0) 51-3) 40-3) 31.1) 47.5)1-54]0.76)2.29/2.41/4.26/2.56) 4.52/2.05 2.90/0.94) 3.10) 1.91) 29.24 

eat ae S| Son aeo| Bee) EEE 1.72/0.83)2.18/1.92)2.91/2.23) 7.47/2.20|2.34/1.18) 2.81] 3-01] 30.80 
Ai bl | Sc oe Sees, oe eel Cores 1.56)0.63/2.46/2.25)3.06| 1-88) 5.56)/1.89;2.73|0.68} 2.90) 2-10) 27.70 
*56.2| 49.5) 37-9) 29.1) 45.3 2.34/1.60/3.01/3.13|/3. 183.48) 5.62/2.69/3.47/1.04) 3.56) 2.71) 35.83 
59.2) 50.6) 36.9) 27-5) 44-.8)2-70)1.76/2-80/3.06/4.30/2.64/ 8.35/3.62/1-13)0.97| 4-35) 3.47} 39.15 

59.3) 50.3) 37.4) 28.5) 46.1|1-70)1.76)2.83)2.77|/4.63/3.66) 6.07/3.13/3.16/0.79| 4.29] 3.86) 38.65 
60.1) 51.0) 38-1] 380.1) 47.0/1.45/2.09|/2.92/2.33)4.88)3.76| 2.54|1.84/3.57|0.82) 2.89) 4.03] 33.12 
60.0} 51-0} 39.0} 30.0) 47-1/1-11)1-37/2.66]1.98)4.01|2.93) 2.30)1-37/3.02/0.66| 2.43) 3.23) 27.08 

fms ote.| sen oe | GBeeb| Geert ecers o=-|--0+| 002] <---/5-60/2-90| 4.85/2.30|2.45/1.00) 2-90) .:.2.-|....-. 

58.4; 48.8) 36.0] 27.4] 45.6/1.76)2.09/4.08/3.76|5.47/4.80} 8.04/2.68/3.13/0.80| 4.85} 4.01) 45.47 
59.2) 52.4) 38-2) 28.6) 45.9/2.68/1.11/1-55/0.68/4.23)3.81] 4.46/2.07/3.13|0.71| 3.55) 3.00} 30.98 
56.0) 48.2) 35.4) 27.4) 43.9)0.94/1.53/2.59/2.91/5.33)5.00| 5.56)/6.03/4.67)0.98' 4.35) 4-02] 43.91 
58.4) 50-8} 35.4) 25.6]...2..|---- = Sh -|locon| Aan | nace josco||Sooec 1.93)3-01}0.68) 4.34] 3-.43].....- 

orate aero) eR CES Bese cecal ase era See acts |eectal | sesso eelerera easese BER qe Da) el) sete ee 
61.6) 52-6; 40:0) 29.8)..---.|--.. wie [sels || so | 202 ene Dee OES) 2 860 fo lik nO) nates til emer 
62.2} 51.3} 39.5) 29.9] 48.6/2-91/3.00/2.74/3.11/5.57/3.24| 9.23/3.65)2.22/1.18] 5.71] 6-71] 49.27 

Ss z50\ 6-260) 6¢ = 530) GSE Sel esocoe 1.13}2.21]1.96|/3.24/4.13/3.38)11-10/2.99/2.24)1.63) 4.07] 4.15) 42.23 
57.5) 48.5| 35.2) 27.8] 44.4/1.72/2.06/3.31/3.65/5.21/5.22) 4.86/6.60/3.40/0.64| 5.21] 4.64) 46.52 
56.8} 49.2} 35.8) 26.6) 44.5/3.15)1.43/2.38)3.15/7.30/2-44| 6.21/4.31/3.14/0.59) 5.23) 2.45) 41.78 

56.0| 47.4] 34.3) 26.2) 43.2/1-14)1-53/2.90/2.63/4.40/4.10) 5.58)3.17/3-19/0.73) 4.04) 4.20) 37.61 
59.4} 50.2) 38.0) 30-6) 47.4/1.22)2.09/3.50/3.26/7.42/5.31] 6-61/2.43/3.84/0.46| 5.03) 5.30) 46.47 

- ooee | beeSe] secs |-Saqa8| | eSeec cl nom Gots sare |leone | poe |Lolele dean 2-40)3-0L O273]) 0-00] loa> snc1| terete 

58.6) 49.4) 37.4] 27.6) 45.2/1-81/1.33/2.66/2.56]3.69/4.18] 3.55)2.30/2.58/0.86) 3.74) 2.86) 32.12 
5036 | BS5R4 Sse 4||5-— SS eee 1.25/1.34/2.74/3.08}/4.01|3.81) 4.43,3.71/4.71/0.36} 3.82) 2.85) 36.11 
61.4) 49.9) 37.3) 28.4) 46.1)/1-31/1.39|2-82)2.68/4.27/3.64] 4.04/2.66/4-01/0.52) 3.90) 2.12) 33.36 

61.9] 51-8} 39.4] 31.0) 48.1)1.72|1-67/1-89/3.10/3.66/3.22) 4.50/3.21/3.42/0.79| 3.69) 2.76) 33.57 
58.6) 48.8) 37.8] 29.3)......].-.- 0.59/3.37|2.82/3.96/3.76) 4.30/2.22/4.45)1.00|......|....-.].-..-- 
62.0/*52.8] 39.4) 28.6) 47.3/1-89/3.02/4.00)2.12/3.92/2.29]14.71/4.11/1 89/1.06; 5-10} 5.44] 49.55 

56.3) 47.7] 32.7] 22.4) 42.3/2.93/1.99/4.88/3.72/4.41/4.97| 7.36/3.47/2.25/1.70) 6.99) 4.59! 49.26 
35.20 Gece Poeaoe 4 | Ee en ey ee SAS CD Ae SO\ cecal aU ee el aim aa clonic on ctenmrel ais omtatat | eteteia ete 
Bio (4028 | cosas D2 eee ee ea peealene eee Wee rel erties forests 1.28/2.35)1.88}...... TE SO) cmt 
5526] 47.2} 30.1) 19-8] 41.4/2.48/1.50/2.70/3.79/3.41)3.75| 8.55/2.56/2.75)1.41] 4.74) 2.22) 39 86 
58.2! 49.01 34.5) 24.8] 44.4)2.48/2.03/5.41|3.38'5.18/6.72! 9.80,3.46|1-78|1.59] 6.79] 6.52! 55.14 
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LOCATION OF STATIONS. TEMPERATURE— 

STATIONS. COUNTY. bn | & ; 
} = a a4 

2) 51 £2) £) 5 je 
ra 5 a] 3 Sees 

5 | &| 3] <4 (oS 6 leone 
| 

Northern Plateau—(Con.) 
Little Falls (2a).../0. 2.25.3 Heérkinier?.222. tS 19.6) 20-6) 28 2) 41.8) 50.0) 60.4) 69.4) 62.4 
IN Onin LAbke Atl: ssa. 52. 2 ao Ms PPR eases 17.8) 18-6) 26.6) 37.2) 51.6) 55 5) 67.6) 61.2 
Bow Ville... 926-4 sche Meus: Lewis. SL AS. 18.4| 20.8] 29 4) 42.6] 53.2| 58 8| 70.6) 62 8 
Numbér Rours.-<-0525-2-- Sie SOR Se Las 8, 17.2) 20.0) 26.5) 40 4] 50.2) 55.2) 68.0) 60.2 
Kings Station-~.5 4-2-0... Saratoga sce coe Seer eee | JSace | aden . oo J.|-t dl eee 

| } | 
PMA ee OC | te ee A ee ek ee, Jo ae ae 28.6| 31.1] 38.6) 48.5] 58 7| 65.2) 72 6] 70.0 
Brooklyn. seh eae se once Ange) chee eee a 28 .4| 33.2] 39.7] 50.8) 61-0] 68.1] 74 4] 71.9 
Manhattan Beach ......... She Serger proeee Sey 27 6] 30.6) 37.5) 46.0) 56.4]... | 70.9)... 
New York City ---........: NGWe Mork) 6. eo oe 29.0) 33.0) 39.0) 49 0} 59.0! 65.0) 73.0) 71.0 
Willets Points, $2 225-222 5.% Queens’. {io BSS. 24.8) 30.6) ee 49.0] 59.4) 65.8! 73.6] 70.7 

Beontwasd, 2622. Sst Siiplis. co. te eee 28.2| 30.6| 38.5) 47 2]... | 64.0] 72 0] 68.4 
SNC ee oi webcee Geese --- | 30,2] 31-2] '39_ 1) 487)) 582610 ree 
Bedionn ie oe eee. Westchester.....-.....| 27-8] 29 7| 37.6) 48.2] 57 9) 62.6] 71 6] 67.5 
PANN LORG),.. cece... oot s eet GoW i ee Sea 28.4! 29.6 FC) 49.24.58 9) 66.0] 74.1] 70.2 

| 

Tr 801s. V alee 2 See eas |= see asa = oe ce eee ee mere 25.1) 26.2) 35.2) 48.3 59.0) 64.3] 73.6] 68.6 
AND AIG eee eee a) at eo| Aulbany: j-seucnceesonoe 25.0) 26.0) 35.0) 48.0 59.0) 65.0} 75.0) 70.0 
(OG yall s 6) URES aeee seperate BOY ee ah eS Se See al je Le 1; ae Sie wane Als ae eee 
Lebanon Springs ....-..... Columbia-* 2.52 22t0.. 22.6) 23.6 32.0). A fbos hav 40 ee 
Houeymead Brook......--- Dutchesee. eect ee 24.4) 25.2! 34.0) 46.4) 56.7) 62.0 71-6; 66.4 

} 

Poughkeepsie .; .....-..... Dutchess..............| 25.0] 25-6) 35.2) 48:0 ai 63 o 73 0) 67.3 
Wappingers Falls .....---.. Stee Ron no-cd es 26.0] 27.2) 37.6) 49.6) 61.1 65.8) 74.8) 68.5 
Catakilyn «sooo awelecse tars Greene). 5a.c- eens oe 25.6) 26.9 35.0) 47.8) 58.8 63.0) 73.3] 68.8 
WiestteOMitesc--\o se serec cs Oran'ver es: Ress. 26.2) 27.6) 36.7) 49.3] 60 6| 65.6! 74-4] 71.2 
Boyds Corners....--.--..-- Pita eeu. oes cn sa Peat) (RR Need eee ee | cfs S| a 

| 
Carmela. =) 2.2: ccsee seas PUinaM 2 sscr.. Assess 25.7| 27.1! 36.4) 49.0] 59.1) 65.8] 73.3] 67.9 
Southeast Reservoir ......- BUR ages no cee eens ere o eee eres emer eee ee 
Eagle Mills.........-..- 5 | tRenyselacr s2or5.2 2255/92 Sea eeae | ne ees ee 
LOHR 5 BEac Ss aaecerhesnos Washington...2... 2.2 ..|/202s)o--6}o oes |e 0 =| eee 2 ee er 
Greenwich res. Sess ee. [Oe eee OM ee os se Boer ae oats | ee mers eer ieee eH 8 

Mohawk iv atley sa 22-2 2525) ese te ar sone ak ation 20.2) 22.9) 30.4) 44.9) 56.0) 61.1) 72-3) 65.9 
Little Falls (la).....-..-.-: Werkimer ? & o. cusses 18.4) 21.0) 28.4| 44.1! 54.2) 59.1) 71.2) 65 4 
Vanajouarie!)ss:--2222.cs-8 Montgomery ---....--- 23.0) 25.3 33 0) 45 8) 57 6) 62.8] 75.1) 68.8 
St Pobnsvill.2--... 22.2325 SSD ES ee 20.0) 23.0 31.0) 44.1) 54.7) 60 2| 70.8) 64.8 
PRONG oo ceo see ae es eis Oneidactico on steno 19.2] 22.2) 29.4) 45.6] 55.8! 62.2] 72.0) 64.6 

| } 

Champlain Valley..------- wn ne Sccemaceecceoccesse| 19 FG) 20.5) 30-1) 42201055 AiG Tit Teme 
Plattsburgh Barracks ...- | Clinton.-...-.....--... 16.6] 17-8 27.8) 42.2) 53.7! 61.6) 70.8) 65.2 
ONO STOP A= -0 = t. 023s GSO cot views ee ey re ea (See ee | a Bia lah. ey fees 66.8 
Glsng Mallee 2. 0522 2oe2 Warren’ 222 20. o see 20 8| 22.6 30.7) 44.9) 56.9) 62.11 73.11 65-5 
TiGKGNRCOTHO 22-22 esses = Ree Se tee 21.7] 21-1) 31.8] 45.0) 55 5] 61.4] 70-9) 65.3 

te MOT ONCeLY GUEY css nos |s-neee che ee naan cece 19.2} 20.0) 29.7] 43.3] 54.8) 60.8) 72.8) 64.9 
Alexandriaoay 2.2::2--=-% Jeiterson soo se a eae foe Rises. 0 ta: So= eoe iii 3b Ses 
Madison Barracks ....-....- adeeb Cee FARO, 19.4) 20.2) 29.8] 42.4).._.. 59.4] 74.2) 63 5 

Watertownlt=- 25-3. --..+-.-- Jetierson . 2. -- a2. 5-4 20.4 +] 32.2]. 2 3.-| 2223) ere ee 
Canton’. 2.2) 22s 2 s2 Eee St. Lawrence. 2.-.22.22|//.25% 18.8) 28.8) 43.3) 54.4) 60.5) 72 8) 64.8 
DeKalb Junction.......... | BP) VACA Ee  EDeeee he act PEPE oP} aad | een ea 

North Hammond ........-. | St. Dawrence:-.. 4. os. 20.1] 21.3] 31.2] 44.0) 55.0 61.6] 73.4| 65.8 
Ogdensburg ..--.-..-..---- | 6s Ee Saas 19.7| 21.0] 28.3! 44.2] 55.2) 61.6! 72.2) 65-8 
Pétsiampe sees eee | Or) eee 16.6} 18.8) 27.7) 42.7| 84.6) 60.4) 71.4) 64.7 

Great Dukes. 2252422525. 553 | an 2 nr eon nonnenew cena = 23.9] 26.6) 34.3] 45.1] 54.7) 62.1] 73.3] 66.4 
Wirstheld 84. 285-5502 * ; Chautauqua .........-- 24.8) 28.1) 35.8) 45.1) 55.2) 63.2) 73.7) 55.8 
Bunalo <2 ste 525 See | Byie ? Pst ose eee 25.0) 28.0) 35.0} 44.0) 54.0 62.0) 74.0 67-0 
Adams Center.........---- TOHOrsOn).cee th Sees seston eee S| ey \ pass sheuaen poo 
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aNnD Precrprration, 1897 — (Continued.) 

(DEGREES FAHR.). PRECIPITATION —(INCHES). 

a = 
: a eae ive Z : 3 

ea is | 8) | Bee 12) wees 
Bes) ei) a Sate le | 2 /2/e/2/2]2 | 3 
Pe eves ey state | abe) a} bie hes bb.) Beh 
= o c ) 6 = wv Seas 5 5 = oe |S ° © a 
m1}ola|lAl<4a {aja lalda{ale]}] sjajaio| a2|ailia4 

55.5) 47.6] 35.2] 23.6) 42.9)1.97)1.62 nn 5.07|5.49| 5.31'3.44/1.85|1.45) 6.78) 6.46) 49 60 
55.1] 45.9} 31-0} 20-2] 40.7/5.50)2.10/7.20 3.80)4.41/4.50) 4.154 97 2.562 08] 10.241 5.74) 57.25 
57-5| 49.4) 34.1) 23.7) 43.4/2.72)1.75/2.97/2.97'3.97/3 40| 2.963 27|1.72)1-34) 5.81) 3.02) 35 90 
54.5| 47-4| 31.3} 21-8] 41.1|3.15/3.21/4.25/3.93|/3.99 4 29] 6.46 4.97/3.37/2.38] 6.45) 4.60) 51.05 
5-224) oe dee) S635 3e| ASS S5| SSBEaE 2.20|1.75|4.95)3.68)/6.35/6.63) 8.83'4.70)1.65)1-45) 8.15) 6.27) 56-61 

| 
64.1) 55.0} 43-5) 34.9) 50.9)3.68)2.87/3.18 3.31/6.25 3.00/11 .13 3.53/1.901.48| 4.77) 5.20) 50.30 
66.6) 56.3| 44.5) 35.6, 52.6)4.14)3.20)3.63 2.75 6.90 /2.60)11.06 4.07/1.90)1.69) 3.66) 4.74) 50.34 

meg nian a Reo Sel ees Ree J -89|2.4912,.84)3: 9614-23102 2: | StS pcmes es oi |anes aoeeciul eames leeeeee 
65.0) 56.0) 44.0) 36.0) 51.6/3.51/2.72/2.51 2.96/5.30/2.98) 9.52 3.14!1.64,0.72| 4.44 4.83) 44.27 
66.1) 56-0 44.0) 35.3) 51-2)3-544.68)3.70 3.21/5.90,2.67 9.75 2.26|1.67)0.70| 4-66) 5.06) 47.80 

| 
Gis od-5) -42-61 «35-21 .~-... 4.40'2.08|4.40.4.90| ...|3.50/10.00 2.10 2.30)1.50) 4.90) 5.50)..-... 
64.8) 56.0 45.3) 36.7) 51-5/3.85 2.56/2-80 3.29/5.38'2_.82/18_ 18 5.03)1.20)1-79| 5.76; 6.60] 59.26 
61.3! 53-1 42-0) 33 4] 49.4/3.92 3 09/2.72/3.22/9.83 3. 10/11.42 4.26/2.75|2-03) 5.30) 4-23) 55.87 
63.3) 53-0] 42.2) 32.2] 50.5/3.26 2.24)2.83/2.88/6.18 3:35) 11. 12/3.8311-84/1-941 4.70) 5.42) 49.59 

61-1) 51-7} 38.9) 30.3) 48.5 2.61 2.60 3.02 3.10/4.88 3.92\10.35 4.66 2.01 in| 5.73! 5.16) 49.15 
63.0, 53-0| 39.0) 29.0) 48.9|1 62 2.05)/1-85 3.12/4.69)4.45| 6.67/4.43'1.87,1.01, 4.65) 4.38) 40.79 
aes a Renee ee asa -aosac|| ae) lasod|sesch<sanl oorreon| eh sOtoSl4)2No|OcBo) ARTS G O02) sees 

» Sh ee ES el ees Semen Fs 2 99/256)2 288) =. |mes| aoe eecer soo bese cllnsaes- |b -asoc 
59.2) 50.3) 37.9| 29.5) 47.0 2.36 26) 2.56/3.33/4.44/4.55|14 55/4.42/1.62 0-93) 5.07) 5.39) 51.83 

61.4) 51.9) 39.2) 33.4" 48.4 1.62!2.66 3.00/1.30 3.36'4-25| 9.37/2-81,1.83)0.13 5-45) 4.57| 40.35 
61.8) 52.6) 40 0} 31-3 49.7|2.77|2.66}/2-79]3.05, 3.92/4 55|/11-84/5.82)1.88)1-24) 7.24) 5.99) 53.75 
62.2) 53.2| 39.6) 31.2] 48.8/2.68/3.28/2 04/3.20/5.81|2-84) 9.82'4.13/3.99)0.81| 7.57) 5.98) 52.16 
60.6) 50.0} 39.8) 31.0) 49.4/3.05)3.35|3.35)3.15 4.70|3.20 13.05]5.15/2.90 1.43) 5.40) 5-60) 54.33 

S22 cc) |S5cnn Bea sone Bags 4.07)3.14 3-68)2.78 5.56|3-41 ives: i-74)2.01| 6-31] 6.56) 57.40 
| 

61.8, 52.4] 39.4) 30.8) 49.1/3.45|2.76/3.34 3.0515.96 3-23) 16-64 4.90/1.74/0-89) 6.22) 5.22) 57.40 
Wah oS) bos) bok OE PBS SF al Ee 3-55/2.66/3-49/3.05 6.03/3-18 11.15)5-21 1.79|0.93| 5.72) 4.78) 51.54 
~ || 8) RES Se See ee 0.60) 2.05 3-41 4.97 4 37\5-56 4b 268 1.25|1.02} 4.58) 3.87) 39.36 

— Soe eee! Us| Naa 2 s abil 1-43 fet || ete) =-| 2-09) - 2 1 -8211234), 574) 5 08)5---=2 
59_0} 5023) 36.6) 26.3|.-....|---- |--- ee jenn CP Sarma meme 125d) be13) <o-79 4359 |zeooe 

59.2) 49.0 35-2) 26.5) 45.3/1-481.4813.74/2.92 4. 18/5.03 5.19 2.87/2.00/0.84 4.53| 4.49) 38.75 
68.7) 49.0 34.2) 23 4) 43.9|1.01)1.73|4.46]4.47/4.39]5_45/ 4.68'2.52/1.90|1.31] 4-80] 5.22) 41.94 
61.7, 50.4) 37-1; 29.4) 47.5!--69)1-44]3 08)1.56,3.82|6-31) 6.48 2-98)1.98)0.74 4.02; 4.60) 37.71 
58.8) 49.3) 35.4] 29.2) 45.1|1-14)).04]2-54/2.30)4.3813-50) 4.67/3.28)1_80|0-93) 3.04) 4-65] 33.27 
57.4 47.1! 34-0) 24.0) 44-5)3.10/1.69|4-90)3-36/4.12/4-87| 4.92 2.71,2.30,0-38) 6.25) 3.49 42.09 

| 
58.6) 4 35.1| 25.2] 44.8!2.51|1.92/3.5213.38)3.9:/5.00! 8.28 4.43/1.41 1.46 6.53] 3.88] 46.23 
57.9 47.9] 33-0] 23.6) 43.2)2.9%|1.43/2-26}2.67/3.41|3.90 (OS 1-90/0.52} 3.58) 1.96) 35.73 
59a 0-6) 8724) 27/4).._.- ee : Bont eoe poco ae peed Weazie 19} e556) dels 
58.2) 49.7| 34.1) 23.9] 45.2)/2.37|1.86/4.32/3.61!3 8116.21 8825.42 1.19}1.52| 10.02) 4.71] 53.86 
59-0 51-0) 36.0) 25.9 45.42 19}2.48)3.97|3.85 4.52/4.90 ales 1.23}1.59| 6.95) 4.75) 50.28 

58.7) 49.3) 34.8) 24.2) 44.4);2.00)1.73/3.48)2.64)3.45/2_28 Sele 33) 0.80 aie 3.00) 32.24 

37.8 50.5| 36.3) 25.4] .....|1.29)1.79|2-41]1-16 3-99|1.03] 2-55,1-90|0.79/0-80| 2.66 3-68] 24 05 

ae. 3|(aeeeniessssc| <cinc= | 2246 3260). 2-3) eee lncealaos ae onsale Be PRUs Zeeees 
61-2) 47-6) “ac-6) 22-1) 2.22 <5 -- |1.65]...-/3.16:3.49]/2.50] 7.5% 3.33)1.24)0.64) 5.38) 3-21)...... 
Joke) ERE ERE ol Sa) et 2.47/1.02/3.19]2.81|3 14/2.65 ace 2.37\0.86) 4.72 a 33.37 

60.4) 49.6] 36.2] 25.6] 45.4|1.47|/1.35/4.82/2.57/3.91/2.92] 4.33/2.19|1.70/0.78] 4.01] 2.51| 32.56 
60.5) 50.4) 24.2) 23.6) 44.7/1.65/1.79/4.18]3.98)/2.x6/1.88] 4.62/1.40,0.56|1.19) 4.01) 2.77) 30.89 
57.4) 48.4) || 32-0) || 21-7] || 43.0)2.70/2.80/2.70]2.18/3.30/2.70) 7.04]1-99) 1-31/0-55) || 4-19) || 3-26) 34.72 

62.3) 53.2) 39.9] 29.9) 47.6/3.09)1.65)3.31]2.37/2.50/2.77| 6.09)2.24/0.83,0.87| 4.98) 3.36) 34.06 
62.8) 55.0) 42.0) 32-3) 48.6)1.93)1.59)1.84]2.99)3.48/1.80) 8.21/3 64/0.58|/1.72| 4.60) 2 71) 35.09 
63.0) 54.0) 40.0) 30.0} 48.0/3.60/3.13)3.54]2.56/2.62)1.95| 8.29)2.12/0.31/0.80} 5.21} 3.59) 37.72 
26S ROGHE| (apres Re el ee oe 1.53]1-41|3.03]3-301....12-05| 8-22]3 54/0.78/0.42] 3.73] 3.95]..-... 
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Monruty anp ANNUAL TEMPERA 

LOCATION OF STATIONS. TEMPERATURE — 

STATION. COUNTY. ae GP = 
3 5 a . 2 
Bi 8] 21 2) soe 
a| o)] 8 |. 2 | 3S | 480 
m |e] ald | a eee 

Great Lakes (Continued.) 
RIUISLONG Mapa esas sient Menr0e so2ce eee ee eee 24.0) 26.6} 34.9) 45.3) 54.4) 61.9) 72.7) 65.7 
Roohester!=. pans c<2> eee Pee Ween aieetee eens 24.0! 27.0] 35.0) 46.0) 56.0) 63.0) 74.0) 67.0 
Shottsvile!..-f¢-0. 2.2. -25.5- Moo) saad ve wadbewwcee|(-o ncn] cn a fece co) om ocd letee ital sete) een 
A PlEbONie - ase eee eee ee Niagara css..-s-ee sees 24.8) 26.6) 33.2) 44.5) 53.7/ 61.6) 72.5) 65.1 

Hort, Niagvara.<..-...-.--.- INTA BONA oc amcein eae 26.0) 27.6] 33.9) 45.2) 54.8)/..... 74.0) 68.0 
Nidpara Malls. = 22-06 - HOT dca bite ewcicdin es | oie Ae <i) Paice wl] bie ee’ | oop er | teseete rt peter enn 
Baldwinsville...........--- OQnondagals-.co-ces-— 6 22.4] 25.7| 34.2) 46.6) 56.8) 63.4| 74.4) 67.6 
Ieyndonwille |< s2-22-cene 5 Orleans fio 6~ sceene ce cae| Soe | ase oem = [ow almol| melee! | tee ete 

Ridgeway ~-28t.2.<.--- cs. Orleans te «stents eiatete a (erent 26.1) 34.2) 45.2) 54.2) 62.5) 73.2) 66.1 
Memeteneeassees ses ania OSWOLO. 225 occa mnie = mo epee a | ose mien’ | emi | eel 
Tn eeratacen -oeSeoor Ne isin win whan cielnjn'a'aal| aia eiates| elm ate mt le mtnto fomteloiel| amie 

OBWSOL0 pene eee -- eee = Osweg0re-ceenen-n--=- 23.0] 25.0] 33.0) 44.0) 53.0} 60.0) 72.0) 66.0 
LEP Can Oe Se sas riosse bone jon | UE AAS ia see oS oor 20.6) 23.1] 31.2) 44.1) 54.0) 61.0) 71.6) 64.8 
Lee ae sonesos sao sce os RRS See eer bere ene eeeda sepa sees s|(sossci/ssa0s) 22S 

1 OH) ot eoerncgsssecseeIo—. Wayne 2 Sarin Sosa e 24.8] 27.6] 35.2) 46.0) 56.3) 62.8] 74.1) 67.0 
ROS Cine Coote c cinlecteiesetssts nine) MEU REOE  Pecmine so See micseteiel| minima rl ateemap ley (orm eet | areata ake Fee ae a 
Hiri; JP access eeewsice~'siam'> OPS eo seceanona asoce 24.0) 28.0) 36.0) 45.0) 54.0) 62.0) 73.0) 67.0 

Gent GUT Gkes coca eal nine stowed ols ae 9 onlele leieeelialal 24.2) 27.2] 35.0] 46.3] 55.8) 62.0) 73.2) 66.9 
SATIDULN ees ae wreice sm 'a5 Cayu ganna we a ccccenes| Veee=| (cee) sos | steel etter ee 
RONG y ren ee Se aeoeSeCEcoe NS SoeoS2oc000Rc 24.0) 26.8] 34.5] 45.7] 56.1! 62.0) 73.4) 67.0 
SHBEWOOG) «20-6 el cere eae Wo) Sascbe ewan we saesl|scees| clas Cle te [ote msl eenme te eee er 
Skaneateles.........-.-.... Onondaga =. 2-0 ose best) ieee - | neon |seee soe aes ee p ieee oes 

DWISDRAUS acres seme amas Schuylerica eck sear slo-ecs| case ease ae ee eer 62.0} 73.2| 67.0 
LNs Boe eesioeee seca BEGUEY oSoqeeerigeceorc 24.8] 27.8] 35.8] 47-0] 56.0] 62.9) 70 4| 67.8. 
TUBAG Bien we mest miexiciets = ec Tompkins -....-.------ 23.7| 26.9] 34.8] 46.2) 55.3) 60.9) 72.4) 65-8 
Penn AN = 2 eee came an Watestcsaese ~cciec ced eeal| sons Baten ciesie|totets | lca eaten aaa 67.1 

BT RTIg Akos» oteg easel eden cere ees hacen a 22.3| 24.6) 32.9| 45.2| 55.6| 61.6| 72-1] 66.0 

* Mean Temperatures are derived from tri-daily observations. {Mean temperatures are 
used in computing means. (1) Voluntary observer. (2) U. S. Weather Burean. (la) City 
derived from maximum and minimum by the ordinary self registering thermometers. 

Nore.—The mean temperature and average total precipitation for the several regions are 
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TURE AND Preorpiration, 1897—(Concluded). 

(DEGREES F'AHR.). PRECIPITATION—(INCHES). 

A = 
; : ® Fe rs 2 a BH bi S o 
es) S| Set lmeceime b PEC = Berta ae ig [ne 
ie hel = Pe eng vole al at =a T= eee = BN n=l ee fer enl 2h.) Siw aise (eel ari ee So Ve eee e |S |) a olieee oe Sy an IS 3 Benge ice iene see ee I ret Milnes, Nave ceS I ics ° E 
D o| & fa) qq ihl/el/al/dqlael65})5}/alalo| 2 a 4 

61.4] 52.2} 39.6) 30.3) 47.4/1.83/2.45/3.32}2.23/2.10/3.18) 6.37/1.13/0.98/0.97} 3.54! 2.26] 30.36 
63.0} 54.0} 39.0) 30.0) 48.2)2.47/2.31/3.14]1.63]1.33/2.92) 6.37|/1.72/0.46/0.97) 3.71] 3.39] 30.42 
S88) Sees Besar Bomesey Peete see ----|---.|---.{1-98/1.89|3.15) 6.58/0.83|1-37/0.68) 3.86)......]..-... 
61.6! 52.0} 40-3] 30.2) 47.2!1.42/1.93'2.93)/2.58'2.46/1.65, 5.08/2-14/0.28)1.05) 4.40} 3.34! 29.26 

65.2) 54.2) 41.5) 31-2)/...... 0.96)1-70/2.50)2-49/3.07/2.15) 7.01/1.94)1.00]1.05| 3.69) 2.77) 30.33 
Se64) shGel SOs Gee aceon eects ).87)2.07/2.96/3.09/3_23/1.70| 6.73/3.38/0.89|1-31| 5.19) 3.56) 35.98 
61.6) 52.2) 38.4) 26.4) 47.5/5.40)0.99/5.13/2.18)2.22/3.23) 5.95/2.63/1.20|0.65| 5.05) 3.64! 38.27 
odes} Seis] sesoco ABEBoo) eebesecl [ere el ees) teers) ec ----|1.74) 4.63/2.32/0.29/0.95) 4.74)......)...... 

63.2] 53.1) 40-1) 29.9)...... tne 1.66/2.66/2.62/2.77|1.79| 5.51/1.83/0.47|1.07| 5.02} 2.80] 29.30 
22238) 12884 EMEA ge eroes Bese Ce ES 11) ee ES as eae et [Semon ieee ciel ea) en Vee py tse Ae 2 
= inco) SAS08l Stopol oessocy eecree 4.41)1.14/3.35)2.42/2.07/3.78).-..-|3.02|1-36/0.46] 7.87) 4.79)...... 

61.0) 52.0} 39.0) 29.0) 46.4/6.05/1.26/4.19/2.46/2.76/3.56| 3.15/1.70/0-81/0.51) 6.56] 3.60) 36.61 
59.3) 50.3) 36.7) 26.3) 45.2/6.78}1.14/4.15]1.49|2.99/4.07| 4.22)1.00/0.69)/0.40| 8.17] 4.08) 39.18 

1 noone) PAReS)eseci54| 25565) haseas 3.83) 1.25/4.52/2.39/2.59/3.28) 8.56)2.53 

61.2) 53.2) 40.6) 31.4) 48.4/2.27/0.95/2.37/2.14/1.84/2.95| 5.04/1.22|1- < 
BeS8G CO ac6| | SSccoal roceoel|peoeee 2.68}1.83)4 OL) 2.52/2.12/4.75) 3.84/1 15)1.12/0-86| 4.95) 3.57) 33.40 

0 64.0) 56.0) 42.0) 32.0) 48.6/2.57|/1.74/2.79]1.55/3.04/3.01) 5.81/4.70/0.54|1.24| 4.63] 2.73] 34.35 

62.7) 53-4) 39.6} 30.3) 48.0/1-70/1.16/3.23/2.57/3.55/3.21| 3.95/1-82/3.23/1.01| 8.71] 2.43) 31.57 
62.0) 53-3) 39.1] 29.6]...... Eb eallboneeeoo| loreal soci leeadllbsoss ----|8-29)0.75) 4-49) 2.92)...... 
63.3) 54.5] 39.0) 29.9) 48.0/1.90)/1.40/2.19/2.21/2.17/3.96| 3.86/2.52/3 46/0.80| 2.68) 1.92) 29.07 
sous Sohal SSeece)leseosa|lsaacies 2.34/1.10)2.99)2.47/3.67/3.90| 4.36)1.99/3.07/2.38) 3.10) 2.55) 33.92 
- ere) sacl beens Pete] leceeige 1.77/1.45/4.13/3-16/3.31/3.15| 4.92/2.09/2.73/0.95) 5.70) 3.48) 36.84 

62.9) 53.6} 40.1) 30.2)...... =2-|--0-|----|----|3-00/2-04| 3.19/1.37/2.75/0.52| 2.81)./....|-..... 
63.2) 53.4, 40.0) 30.4) 48.6/0.97,0.93/3.80 2.53/4.802.71] 4.14/0.78/3.95/1.21| 4.06] 2.01) 31.89 
61.7) 52-1] 39.4) 30.7] 47.5/1.50/0.91/3.04/2.47/3.84/3.54] 3.25/2.74/4.72/0.88| 4.22] 2.56) 33.67 
G3-3\,oo23)) 40-1) e312) 02.22... eaee sane | etetel | etetal late ets --- -|1-28/1.90)0-62) 2.61) 1-56)...... 

60-2) 51-1) 37.6) 28.2) 46.4/2.40/1.87/3.41/2.93/4 11/3.65| 6.88/3.08/2.01/1.10) 4.96 3.90| 40.30 

derived from maximum and minimum by the Draper Thermograph. || Received too late to be 
Reservoir. (2a) Intake conduit nine miles north of city. All means not otherwise indicated are 

derived from the monthly values for the region. 
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Sratistics oF TEMPERATURE 

TEMPERATURE (DEGREES FAuHR.). 

E S @ | EXTREMES OF ANNUAL 
4 2 E | MEAN TEMPERATURE. 

3 ay) Se 
STATION. COUNTY. el Peal ie S| So 

as O45 
sjo} ££) ao} 2) 8* 
> io bo so a 
° a oa r=| ot 2 

Bo) ¢ oh Ae a5 : 
Sab Pe | ee Ve oe S|. eee 
S| tw] © e) &| 3s q = 2 u 
eilel o ° BS} 77 e 3 3 
s © o © a a — 3) ° o 
q4)4/ —| s&) ala =| ea 

PV CBLErT  PIGLC OU 6s 000s 4s camel nas aistorntal AEA Ohislacall icra a hei 46.8] +-0:8) ..+...shesecbelemen anus 
AMIS OIICAL. pingina cies teins 6 Allegany ...... 44.3] 18] 1855) 1897) 45.3) +1.0) 45.7] 1894) 42.7) 1892 
RUIN PUT AY cone v0'sd ave me Cattaraugus ..| 45.2] 14) 1884! 1897) 45.8] +0.6] 47.6] 1894) 42.6] 1885 
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SECTION Lr. 

——. 

Review of Crop Conditions During the Year. 

Sample Crop Report. 





Summary of Crop Conditions, 1897. 

November 1, 1897. 

The temperature from October, 1896, to March, 1897, inclusive, 

averaged about 0.7 degree above the normal; -the average de- 

ficiency of rain and snow for the same period was about 0.4 inch. 

The winter temperature was about normal, December being colder, 

while January and February were slightly warmer. It is worthy 

of note that every month from October to February, inclusive, 

was deficient in precipitation. November, 1896, was very 

wari, averaging nearly 5 degrees above the normal. Plowing 

was carried on, even in the extreme north, up to the 28th of No- 

vember, and in southern sections violets and lilacs were budding 

near the close of the month. Some plowing was done during 

January also. While the ground was eften free from snow dur- 

ing the winter, yet protection to crops was afforded at opportune 

times and grasses and grains generally wintered well—the excep- 

tion being in eastern and southeastern sections, where it ‘was 

thought some fields were partially winter killed. 

On the first of March a hard freeze was reported as having 

killed many peach buds in Erie county and vicinity, but the results 

of the season did not bear th this statement. The succeeding 

twenty days averaged the warmest on record. This was followed 

by a period of cold north winds and frosty nights, with bright 

sunny days. As the fields were bare of snow the alternate freez- 

ing and thawing caused some slight damage to fields and meadows 

from heaving. Excepting in the extreme north the frost was all 

out by the close of March, and spring plowing had begun in the 

warmer localities of the south. 
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The first week of April was bright and warm, but with frosty 

nights. Plowing was well begun in warmer sections, and the 

season was deemed to be two weeks in advance. The weather 

was excellent for gathering maple sugar, and while the sugar 

season was rather short—being practically finished by the 10th— 

the product was exceptionally good. General snows on the 9th 

delayed farming operations, but proved beneficial to grass and 

grains. Excepting the 17th and 18th the second decade of April 

was cold and wet; grass and grains received a set back in growth, 

but otherwise continued in good condition. Oats seeding—a little 

of which had been done—and plowing progressed slowly. A few 

potatoes had been planted by the 10th, and gardening had begun 

in the warmer sections of the southeast. Fruit buds were develop- 

ing too rapidly for the season, and received a timely check during 

the cold spell of the 17th-21st. The cold wave of the 19th, 20th 

and 21st was accompanied by sleet and snow, and ice two inches 

thick formed in exposed localities of the north. Little damage 

to crops was apprehended, excepting to peaches, and to early 

gardens on Long Island. Midsummer temperatures followed, and 

as the soil was in good condition plowing and seeding progressed 

rapidly. Much tobacco ‘was seeded by the 20th, and hop poles 

generally were set. Another cold wave on the 26th-27th was 

accompanied by snow to the depth of two inches in the north. 

Before this cold wave vegetation was slightly in advance, but 

afterwards was deemed about normal. Fruit was thought to be. 

injured by the frost of the 27th, and in Orange county early 

potatoes suffered, and accompanying high winds greatly damaged 

the young onion beds. At the close of the month a large per- 

centage of the oats was sown, and some barley; and plowing for 

corn, planting potatoes and making gardens was well under way. 
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All crops in the ground were growing nicely. In central and 

southern sections early fruit sprang into full bloom during the 

last two or three days of the month and reports indicated a heavy 

set, especially of small fruits. Farming operations had hardly 

begun in the extreme north. 

The month of May was cooler than usual, the average tempera- 

ture for the first and last decade being low, and about normal 

during the intermediate period. The rainfall was excessive, but 

unevenly distributed; numerous and heavy showers occurring 

over the southeast principally, but in some sections—and notably 

in the vicinity of Lake Ontario—the precipitation was light. 

Vegetation advanced rapidly until the 8th, when the Ue 

fell to five and ten degrees below freezing. The damage sustained 

was very slight. Cloudy weather with general rains from the 9th 

to the 13th proved beneficial to grass and grains, but in the north 

meadows were reported in poor condition. Cool, cloudy and 

showery weather prevailed during the last ten days. Many re- 

ported corn, potatoes, peas, etc., in the ground as failing to sprout 

during this period, and growth of small fruits and garden truck 

was seriously retarded. Grass and grains, however, grew vigor- 

ously with this weather, and in the warmer and dryer portions 

of the southeast ripening strawberries were exceptionally promis- 

ing. Tent caterpillars were exceptionally numerous, and orchard- 

ists were obliged to use vigorous methods to protect their fruit 

trees. Exceptionally cool, cloudy and windy weather prevailed 

over the northern sections of the State. Corn planting was well 

under way by the 10th of the month; hops were mostly grubbed; 

and as pasturage was very good, stock generally was turned out. 

By the middle of the month early vegetables were in the market 

in the southeastern counties, but in the north oats seeding had 
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scarcely begun. Many had finished sowing barley and, in warmer 

districts, rye was beginning to head. Hop vines were strong and | 

vigorous, and tying well under way by the 15th. The cool, cloudy 

weather was unfavorable to tobacco plants and they made slow 

growth. Planting potatoes, truck gardening, etc., was well ad- 

vanced, except in localities of heavier soils where work was 

deemed ten days behind hand. In the warmest sections apple 

trees were in full bloom, but in the north plums, pears and cher- 

ries were just starting to blossom. A frost on the 22d slightly 

nipped tender garden plants, but did not impair the generally 

favorable outlook. At the beginning of the third decade grasses, 

grains and fruits were growing nicely, and were reported by many 

as “never looking better at this season of the year,” but it was 

too cool for the quick germination of seed in the ground. Frosts 

of 26th-27th slightly damaged fruits and gardens in a few exposed 

localities. In many districts corn and potato planting was finished 

by the end of the month, but on uplands and wet soils many had 

scarcely begun. 

June was an exceptionally cool month, the principal cold periods 

occurring about the 2d and 2ist. Severe frosts occurred in 

northern localities and also in the southwest. The rainfall was 

very light in the west, but heavier than usual in the central and 

eastern counties. About the usual rain frequency and cloudiness 

prevailed for the State at large and after the 10th the prevailing 

weather was fair. During the first decade the frequent rains and 

cool cloudy weather retarded corn planting and oats seeding, and 

the season already being late many of the fields designed for oats 

were prepared for millet or buckwheat instead. Corn and potato 

seedings rotted badly during this weather and. much replanting 

became necessary. Haying had begun in southeastern localities by 
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the 10th, and as the crops had become very weedy cultivation of 

corn and potatoes was begun, although in many districts corn and 

potato planting was not yet finished. Wheat headed during the 

second week and some was nearly ready to harvest by the close 

of the month. Small fruits and vegetables, while maintaining a 

vigorous growth, were kept ina very backward condition. Beans 

generally were planted by the 10th, and a particularly good crop 

of strawberries came to market by the 12th. Hops promised well 

early in the month, but later the growth became uneven, and lice 

were reported in the yards. Tobacco transplanting was finished 

by the 25th; the plants suffered somewhat from the cool ‘weather. 

The weather was very favorable during the last week, and by the 

close of the month a large proportion of the hay, especially clover, 

was secured, and about all the buckwheat sown. ‘Wheat, barley, 

cats and rye were growing nicely, although in some sections rust 

was reported in the wheat and oats. Strawberries were nearly 

finished in the southeast, but in northern sections the crop was in 

the prime. Apples were reported as dropping very badly, but 

small fruits and berries continued most promising. Frosts on the 

21st and 27th slightly nipped gardens in exposed localities. 

July was remarkable for excessive heat and rainfall. The 

excess of temperature occurred mainly from the 2d to the 12th, 

maxima of 100 degrees being reported from stations in the Genesee 

valley on and about the 5th. From the 12th to the 26th the tem- 

perature was slightly above the normal, but a cool wave followed 

from the 26th to the 31st, with minima under 50 degrees in the 

cooler sections. Rainfall was very unevenly distributed, portions 

of the west, central and the St. Lawrence Valley reported a drouth, 

while at many eastern stations the rainfall was the heaviest on 

record. Phenomenally large amounts in single storms were regis- 
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tered. The total monthly amount at Setauket, Long Island, was 

18.18 inches, which, as far as known, is without precedent in this 

State. Hail, wind and thunder storms were a noteworthy feature 

of the month’s weather. Flooding rains did much damage to 

crops, especially in the Hudson Valley. After the cool weather of 

May and June (excepting the last week of June) the hot weather 

of July was very beneficial to crops, which were generally much 

behindhand. The bright, hot weather ripened the grain rapidly, 

and by the 10th wheat and rye harvest was well begun in more 

advanced districts. The weather was very favorable for gather- 

ing, and the greater part of the crop was secured by the middle 

of the month, or before the showery weather which characterized 

the last half of the month. The almost daily showers from the 

12th on caused serious delays in the wheat tharvest. A large 

amount of the wheat became over ripe and could not be cut, while 

much that was cut and shocked remained in the fields often as 

long as two weeks, causing sprouting and deterioration of the 

grain. This period of continued rains, with its ill effects on 

wheat, barley and rye harvests, may be deemed the catastrophe 

of the season, as a large proportion of the wheat, especially, was 

rendered unmarketable. ‘Where dry weather permitted oats har- 

vest began during the latter part of the month; the flooding rains 

had caused much damage from lodging, and rust and smut were 

reported locally, but as a whole the crop had made a very good 

growth. Corn was still behindhand although growing finely. 

Earliest potatoes were ready to dig the last part of the month; 

rot was beginning to be general, and the crop was further im- 

paired by the wet weather and by insect pests. As it was im- 

possible to cut hay, much of the crop that remained out became 

overripe, resulting in considerable loss. The warm, wet weather 
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was very favorable to tobacco plants. Hops improved towards 

the close of the month, the heavy rains seeming to rid the yards 

of lice. Pasturage continued in excellent condition and dairy in- 

terests consequently ata maximum. Cherries, plums and peaches 

continued very promising; blackberries and raspberries were 

abundant; but apples continued to drop badly and promised a 

very light yield. 

August was cooler than usual, especially in the northern part 

of the State. The temperature was equable, moderate deficiencies 

being maintained during more than half the month, while the brief 

warm waves of the first and middle of the month were severe 

only in portions of the western sections. Fair and pleasant wea- 

ther prevailed in central and western counties, while in the north- 

ern highlands the number of cloudy and rainy days was exces- 

sive. The total rainfall for the State was deficient, and in south- 

western counties drouth prevailed, and also in the vicinity of 

Lake Ontario. As a whole the month was fairly favorable for 

agricultural interests; wet weather delayed harvests in the north 

and east, while growing crops were somewhat injured by drouth 

in some western counties. Bright, drying weather during the 

first week was favorable both for harvesting and for growing 

crops. Following the almost daily rains of the last three weeks of 

July the drying weather was a boon to farming interests, and by 

the end of the first week nearly all the wheat, barley and rye were 

secured, excepting in the north. While great damage to grains 

had been caused by the wet weather later reports indicated that 

the loss had not been quite so extensive as previously feared. 

Haying was rushed during this time, but much loss resulted from 

the grass being overripe. Corn steadily improved; by the 10th 

corn was in tassel and buckwheat in bloom. Vegetable and tree 
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fruits, excepting apples, made vigorous growth. The two weeks 

of cool showery weather following still further delayed late grain 

and hay harvest, and maturing crops made slop growth, although 

many central and ‘western districts escaped the showers and re- 

ported a drouth. The second growth of clover was unusually 

good, and the greater part of this crop cut by the 20th. Some 

Fall plowing had begun by the 15th; some tobacco was cut, 

although the harvest in general was later than usual. Oats har- 

vest was well under way by the third week, and somé fodder corn 

was cut by the end of the month. Oats, although heavy, were 

badly lodged, causing deterioration in the crop and delay in the 

harvest. Early potatoes were blighting badly; late potatoes were 

much more promising. Hops improved slightly; picking the 

earlier varieties began the last week. Pastures afterfeed con- 

tinued excellent and dairy interests very satisfactory. Apples 

continued to drop and otherwise the crop was defective; other 

fruits were very promising. Near the middle of the month some 

orchardists were obliged to thin their peach trees of fruit. 

September temperature was about normal—the ‘weather being 

exceptionally dry, with warm, bright days but cool nights. The 

unusually warm weather continued up to the last decade, but was 

followed by cool weather, with light frosts on the 21st-22d, which 

caused some slight damage to buckwheat and to late corn and 

gardens. ‘The dry weather was exceptionally favorable for finish- 

ing up late harvest and securing corn fodder, buckwheat and late 

second clover, but with the exception of the period from the 19th 

to the 26th when copious showers occurred over all but western 

sections, the protracted drouth was causing serious delay in fall 

sowing, especially in the western part of the State where the rain- 
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fall had been unusually light during the whole season. At the 

beginning of the month corn and buckwheat were backward but 

ripening rapidly, and cutting was general during the second dec-. 

ade. As corn was so late in ripening, especially in the north, 

much of the crop was cut rather green from fear of frost. Potato 

digging revealed widespread rot, the tubers rotting both in the 

ground and after being dug. The very good crop of tobacco was 

about all securely housed by the 15th, and hop picking was nearly 

finished. Hops yielded fairly well, but the berry was rather small. 

The weather was particularly favorable for maturing crops, and 

for finishing up the harvests of late oats and second hay. ‘Grapes 

came to market the first of the month; the crop generally was very 

good, although there was complaint of lack of sugar in the fruit. 

Peaches were unusually abundant, and so were pears and plums, 

but the apple prospects continued to decrease. At the close of the 

month there was much complaint of drouth in western and north- 

ern counties, and consequent delay in fall plowing and seeding. 

Bright, dry weather continued up to the last week of October. 

Throughout the greater part of the State pasturage continued in 

very good condition, fall plowing and seeding were finished sea- 

sonably, and farming interests were quite satisfactory. In north- 

ern and western counties, however, the rainfall had been extremely 

light since the first part of August, and as the soil had become too 

hard to work many farmers were awaiting rain before putting 

in the fall crops. In these sections much of the seed sown earlier 

in the season failed to sprout in the dry ground, and in many 

cases fields were plowed up to be reseeded when rain comes. 

Wells and springs were exceptionally low, and pastures dried up, 

making it necessary to feed stock from winter stores. During the 
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last week of October good showers occurred over the drouth- 

stricken counties, and the long deferred plowing and sowing were 

resumed under more favorable conditions. Owing to the mild 

weather of September and October fall wheat has made rapid 

growth, and there was some fear expressed that the crop will be 

too far advanced before winter sets in. 

SPECIMEN COPY OF THE CROP BULLETIN OF THE STATE 

OF NEW YORK WEATHER BUREAU, IN CO-OPERATION 

WITH THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICUL- 

TURE WEATHER BUREAU. 

Vol. IX. For the week ending Saturday, J uly 31, 1897. No. 15. 

CoRNELL Universiry, 

Irnaca, Nis , August 3, 1897. 

The following information i is condensed from the reports of crop 

correspondents for the week ending Saturday, J uly 31, 1897: 

Albany County (Cedar Hill). —Rains completely stopped all field 

work. Much rye remains in shock and is sprouting. Grass re- 

mains uncut and is spoiling on the fields. On low grounds corn 

has turned yellow. Rain, 2.01. 

Allegany County (Bolivar).—Slow haying, and grass looks bad. 

Rain, 1.07. Friendship.—Rain has fallen from the 11th to 31st, 

inclusive, and’ haying and farm work has been at a standstill. 

Rain, 0.68. 

Broome County (Binghamton).—Rain every day. Several hun- 

dred tons of hay in this county have lain under water during the 

past week. It is said that grain is sprouting in shock. Fruits 

look fine; probably will be the best in years. 
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Cattaraugus County (Franklinville)—Hay slightly damaged by 

rains. Large part of crop secured during past two days. Oats 

well filled; some rusting slightly. Immense growth of potato 

vines, but the tubers not developing well in hill. They are few, 

and of small size. Rain, 0.64. Humphrey.—Rain for nineteen 

days in succession. Haying greatly delayed; considerable spoilt. 

Apples cracking open, and covered with spots. Milk yield good. 

Late oats rusting soine, and a few fields of potatoes struck with 

blight. Rain, 1.66. 

Cayuga County (Sherwood).—Rained every day for fourteen 

days, preceded by “ catchy ” haying weather. Hundreds of tons 

of fine timothy hay seriously injured by the rains. Many over 

ripe fields still to cut. Wheat all cut, but mostly still in shock; 

some sprouted. All barley badly lodged, and many pieces dead 

ripe. Oats have a good straw, but is badly lodged. Raspberries 

fine. Rain, 1.23. Cascade.—Standing wheat not much damaged, 

but cut wheat in the fields rendered unmarketable. Some hay yet 

to be cut; a great amount damaged. 

Chautauqua County (Cherry Creek).—Hay, wheat and oats har- 

vest at a complete standstill. Late oats and barley is lodged and 

badly rusting. Second hay crop looks more promising than in 

years. Buckwheat in full bloom, and very promising. Early corn . 

fine. Early potatoes rusting and rotting in some fields. Rain, 

1.45. Jamestown.—A week disastrous to the farmer. Haying at 

a standstill; grass ripening, and growing at the bottom; winter 

grains growing and badly rotted. Fruits doing well. Rain, 0.41. 

Poland Center.—Much hay yet out; rain nearly every day. Some 

wheat reported sprouting, and some potatoes rotting. Dunkirk.— 

Peach trees heavily loaded. Not dropping at all. Wheat was 

much damaged by the rain. Peas about gathered. Rain, 1.58. 
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Columbia County (Canaan Center).—Very heavy rain. Rye in 

shock is spoiled; that standing is over ripe. Little grass cut; it 

is over ripe, and badly lodged. Potatoes rotting, and under water 

in many places. Oats were badly lodged with the last rains. 

Apples falling and wormy. Buckwheat very fine. Farm work. 

far behind. 

Dutchess County (Bangall)—Rain every day for ten days. 

Until 30th was impossible to secure crops. Oats over ripe; in fair 

condition, but none harvested. Unprecedented July rainfall, 14.51 

inches. Rain, 2.81. Wappingers Falls——Everything soaked 

through and through. Farmers trying to estimate their loss, 

which will be enormous. All grain cut and in the field practically 

worthless. Uncut hay over ripe, and of little value. Oats and 

other grain uncut beaten down, rotting, and for the most part 

practically worthless. Berries and currants cut short. Other 

fruits doing well. Buckwheat poor; tomatoes backward; corn 

very promising. Rain, 4.15. 

Erie County (Buffalo)—Rain, 2.21. 

Jefferson County (Carthage).—Too wet for haying; many tons. 

spoiled. Grain badly lodged, and corn flat on the ground. Early 

potatoes small, and a light crop; late ones promising. 

Lewis County (Lowville)—Some hay cut ten days ago still in 

the fields, and more or less damaged. Uncut timothy over ripe. 

Other crops doing well. Some grain lodged. Rain, 1.19. 

Livingston County (Avon).—Very little wheat secured, nearly 

all damaged by wet weather. Much of it sprouting in shock. 

Rain, 1.58. Mt. Morris.—A1] work delayed; wheat and rye greatly 

damaged. What hay was out is spoilt. Some oats cut; good 

crop. Corn and beans growing rapidly; good fall feed in abund- 

ance. Rain, 0.80. 
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Madison County (Bouckville)—Large quantity of hay ruined 

by the rains, and all work greatly delayed. Hop prospects con- 

tinue to improve. Apples look better. Oats harvest begun. 

Corn, potatoes, sugar beets and garden vegetables growing fast. 

Pastures and minor crops excellent. Rain, 2.91. Munnsville— 

All the wheat out, whether cut or standing, is growing. Some are 

putting wheat on hop kilns to dry out. Oats slightly affected 

with smut. Some are threshing. 

Monroe County (Rochester).—Rain, 144. 

New York City.—Rain, 2.81. 

Niagara County (Appleton).—Rain for ten consecutive days. 

Nearly all the wheat, and much of the barley, was in the fields, 

resulting in the loss of fully two-thirds of the wheat, and render- 

ing the barley unsalable. In the interior and southern part of the 

county the wheat shocks grown solidly together, and water is still 

standing in many fields. Uncut barley badly colored. Some 

claim that this county will not turn out sufficient sound wheat 

for its bread. Rain, 1.84. Niagara Falls—Grain and hay much 

damaged. Hot weather causing peaches to rot. Rain, 2.90. 

Oneida County (Chuckery).—Rain almost continually for past 

two weeks, doing great damage to hay and wheat. Wheat re- 

ported as sprouting though uncut. Oats badly lodged. Some 

corn blown down. Hops will be light and apples scarce. Milk 

decreasing. Deansboro.—Hundreds of acres of wheat sprouted, 

and for the most part spoilt. Large amount of hay about de- 

stroyed; much haying yet to be done. Oats ready to cut, but is 

badly lodged. Farmers two weeks behind with work. 

Onondaga County (Baldwinsville)—AIll work stopped until 

Saturday, when a large acreage of wheat secured in fair order. 

Most of the wheat started to grow in shock. Oats harvest begun; 

24 
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good crop. All crops very weedy. Tobacco making rapid| growth, 

but crop is uneven. Potato prospects not flattering. Corn doing 

fairly well, but will not be a big crop. Plenty of pears, plums 

and grapes, but few apples. Oran.—F arming at a complete stand- 

still. About a third of the hay uncut, over ripe and spoiling. 

Much wheat cut, but little housed. Some has been in shock two 

weeks, and all is sprouted. Standing wheat also is sprouting. 

Oats badly lodged. Too wet to harvest. Early potatoes rotting. 

Cloudburst 24th did thousands of dollars damage in valleys and 

lowlands; estimated rainfall from 10 to 15 inches. 

Ontario County (Phelps).—A little rain every day, but soil dry 

enough to hold the moisture. Some damage to grain. Potatoes 

and cabbages improving. Plums and pears fine; apples growing 

less every day. Berries fine. 

Orange County (Port Jervis).—Considerable rye and hay dam- 

aged by continued rains. Potatoes rotting,—in some places very 

badly. Other crops doing well. Rain, 4.69. 

Orleans County (Lyndonville)—Continued wet weather has 

caused wheat to sprout in shock, and has also damaged beans to 

some extent. Rain, 1.21. Ridgeway.—Wheat remaining out has 

nearly all sprouted, and is greatly damaged. Barley in nearly as 

bad shape. Some hay yet to be secured. Corn and beans getting 

weedy. Potato bugs giving much trouble. Rain, 2.01. 

Oswego County (Oswego).—Rain, 1.06. Palermo.—Rain every 

day for two weeks. Much hay damaged. Oats badly lodged. - 

Pastures never better. Corn growing very fast. Potatoes light. 

Rain, 1.44. 

Otsego County (Cooperstown).—Haying at a standstill and much 

of the hay damaged. Pastures and afterfeed much benefited; 

corn and buckwheat made a good advance. Early oats ready to 

eut. Rain, 1.81. 
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Rensselaer County (Eagle Mills)—A1l crops growing finely, but 

harvest delayed by rains. Most of the rye exposed in shocks. 

Rain, 1.80. 

Saratoga County (Kings Station).—But little hay cut owing to 

excessive rains. Rye mostly on shock. Early potatoes a light 

crop; corn growing well. Oats heading well. Rain, 2.10. 

Schoharie County (Hyndsville)—Everything almost drowned 

out. Rye cut; haying stopped. Buckwheat coming, but may be 

drowned out. Potatoes rotting some. Rye in swath and sheaf 

sprouting, and also some uncut. 

Schuyler County (Perry City)—Haying well advanced; much 

damaged by the rains, and some about spoilt. Wheat growing 

some in shock, and some standing is sprouting. Buckwheat doing 

well. Corn looks well; potatoes improving. Apples dropping 

some yet. Rain, 1.58. 

Steuben County (Addison).—Rain, 1.70. Atlanta.—Rain and 

winds of 26th very damaging to crops in this vicinity. Wheat and 

rye cut has sprouted badly, and some uncut has grown. ‘What 

hay was cut and out was spoiled. Rain, 4.17. ; 

St. Lawrence County (DeKalb Junction).—Haying delayed dur- 

ing last ten days. Timothy getting ripe and should be cut. Oats 

badly lodged. Barley beginning to ripen. Rye is cut and has 

been in the shock ever since the rains began. Corn and potatoes 

growing finely. The honey crop is below the average. Rain, 2.43. 

Massena.—Disastrous week to farmers. Hundreds of tons of hay 

ruined. Water standing on all lowlands. Little grain has been 

harvested, and what has been cut will be damaged. 

Tioga County (Straits Corners).—Very wet and not much work 

done. Very much hay rendered worthless by the rains. Buck- 

wheat looking fine. Oats lodging quite badly. Rain, 2.07. 
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Tompkins County (Ithaca)—Wet and threatening weather has 

greatly delayed harvests, and considerable damage has resulted 

to grass and grains remaining out. In this vicinity little damage 

has been done to grain where it was well shocked. Rain, 1.26. 

Warren County (Lake George) Lack of sunshine, combined 

with the cold and rains, is affecting the growth of all crops. Rain, 

1.90. 

Washington County (Greenwich).—Only one half day of sun- 

shine. No haying nor harvesting for two weeks. Grass greatly 

damaged by the rains; half the rye out in shock, and is sprouting 

and straw turning. Early potatoes a light crop; late ones very 

promising. Rain, 2.03. ‘Whitehall.—Very rainy and little hay 

secured. Many fields are getting over ripe. Corn now promises 

well. 

Yates County (Penn Yan).—Rye will be better than wheat in 

this section; rain and hot sun doing damage; too much rain. 

Corn has greatly improved. Large crop of berries. Rain every 

day for fourteen days. 

GENPRAL REMARKS. 

The heavy rains continued generally over the State until Satur- 

day, 31st, when cooler and dryer weather set in. Haying and har- 

vesting was consequently greatly delayed over the greater part 

of the State, rain having fallen almost every day for the past two 

weeks. A large part of the grain crop and probably a third of the 

grass it was impossible to cut during this time, and much that was 

cut remained out in the rains, resulting in great loss from mould- 

ing and sprouting. From almost all sections there are reports of 

wheat and rye sprouting and growing both in the shock, and 

standing, and barley in many cases rendered totally unsalable. 
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Much of the standing grain has become over ripe, as*is also the 

case with a large part of the standing timothy. The total] dam- 

age to these crops is enormous. The Central Lake regions have 

suffered the least, while the eastern and southeastern sections, 

and the vicinities of Niagara and Cattaraugus counties, have sus- 

tained the greatest damage. 

On the other hand all growing crops and pastures are usually 

in fine condition. Oats are about ready to cut; there is some com- 

plaint of rust and the fields are badly lodged, but the heads are 

well filled and the straw very good. Corn continues to make a 

splendid growth; early potatoes as a rule are blighted very badly, 

but late planted are greatly improved and generally promising. 

3eans, cabbages and all late garden truck are making a good 

growth. Hops and tobacco continue to improve. Excellent fall 

feed assured. 

Slight change is apparent in the fruit prospects. Pears, plums 

and peaches continue very promising; blackberries and raspber- 

ries are abundant; grapes are growing finely. Apples in many 

sections continue to drop, but in some localities are very good. 

In addition to the general damage caused by the heavy rains, 

considerable local loss has been sustained from severe hail and 

wind storms during the week. 

The following is extracted from the national bulletin for the 

week ending with Monday, July 26th: 

Corn has continued to make rapid growth in the States of the 

central valleys, Lake Region, New England and Middle Atlantic 

Coast. In Iowa the early crop has reached the earing stage, and 

there is ample moisture for present needs. In Nebraska it con- 

tinues late, but is generally in excellent condition. In central and 

southern Kansas, corn has been seriously injured by hot winds 
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and drought, but over the remainder of the State it is in good con- 

dition. Drought is also causing serious injury to late corn im 

Texas and portions of Louisana. 

The week has not been favorable for completing winter-wheat 

harvest where unfinished in some of the more northerly sections. 

Spring wheat has been injured by excessive rains in North 

Dakota, but in Minnesota, except on lowlands, and in South 

Dakota, the outlook is promising. In Washington and Oregon 

the crop is nearing maturity in excellent condition. 

Except in Kentucky and portions of Tennessee, where the crop 

continues in poor condition, the general outlook for tobacco is en- 

couraging. The crop has sustained damage by local storms im 

Ohio. 
E. A. FUERTES, 

Director. 

R. M. HARDINGE, 

Assistant Director. 
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Description of Stations. 

WESTERN PLATEAU — ALLEGANY COUNTY. 

Station, ALFRED — IN CHARGE or Mr. Laurencn La Foran at 
ALFRED UNIVERSITY. 

Established in 1889; latitude, 42 deg. 15 min. north; longitude, 77 deg. 55 min. west; 

elevation, 1,824 feet. 

The town of Alfred is situated near the upper limit of a valley 

which opens, in a northeasterly direction, toward the Alfred sta- 

tion of the New York, Lake Erie and Western Railroad, 2 miles 

distant. The station is located in the town, half-way up the east- 

ern slope of the valley, on both sides of which the hills rise to the 

heights of from 100 to 200 feet. 

A standard Green barometer is hung in a room (heated in 

winter) on the second floor of a house on Park street. The maxi- 

mum, minimum, wet and dry thermometers, with a _ ther- 

mograph, are located in a louvred shelter of a pattern of the 

United States Weather Bureau standard. The shelter is 7 feet 

above the ground, and 35 feet from any buildings. 

The rain-guage is 28 inches above the ground, and 30 feet from 

buildings. : 

The station has been very recently completely equipped with an 

anemograph and anemometer, a thermograph and a sunshine 

recorder, also soil thermometers; and systematic observations for 

the determination of the climate of the locality are being made. 

: 
} , ‘ : 

WESTERN PLATEAU — ALLEGANY COUNTY. 

SSraTion, ANGELICA — Mr. Everett I. Weaver, OBSERVER. 

Established (by signal service), November, 1889; equipped by State service, April, 

1890; latitude, 42 deg. 18 min. north; longitude, 78 deg. 2 min. west; elevation, 1,340 feet. 

This station is located at the Wilson academy, near the center 

of the main street of Angelica. It is nearly surrounded by high 

hills, which, toward the north, rise abruptly at a distance of a 
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few hundred feet from the station; while toward the southwest 

the main valley extends for over a mile to the foot of the ridge in 

that direction. A deep and narrow valley opens toward the north 

through the hills near the station. 

The thermometers are exposed in a window shelter built on the 

north side of an unheated wing of the academy. The bottom of 

the shelter (which is closed) is 11 feet above the sod. Its height 

is 5 feet, depth 2 feet, and width about 3 feet. Both front and 

sides are louyred, and its top is slanting. The thermometers are 

mounted near the center of the shelter and are read from the 

window which is kept closed). 

The rain-gauge is in an open field, well removed from any ob- 

stacles to a free air circulation. The height of the top of the 

gauge, above the ground, is 3 feet. 

This station was in the charge of Prof. J. P. Slocum until the 

summer of 1897, when the transfer to Mr. Weaver was made. 

WESTERN PLATEAU — CATTARAUGUS COUNTY. 

STATION, FRANKLINVILLE — JOHN W. Kauss, M. D., OBSERVER. 

Established in October, 1896; latitude, 42 deg. 20 min.; longitude, 78 deg. 29 min.; 

elevation, 1,598 feet. 

Franklinville is situated in a valley about 14 miles wide, hills 

rising on the east and west sides to heights of 500 and 300 feet, 

respectively. 

Maximum and minimum thermometers are placed in a shelter 

of the standard Weather Bureau pattern, located to secure a 

good air circulation, and which is also exposed to the sun’s rays. 

The bottom of the shelter is 6 feet above the sod. There is no 

building within 20 feet of the shelter. 

The rain-gauge has an open exposure. Its top is 24 feet above 
{ the ground. 
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WESTERN PLATEAU — CATTARAUGUS COUNTY. 

Sration, HumpHrey — Mr. CHarues E. WHITNEY, OBSERVER. 

Equipped (by Signal Service) 1885-1886 ; latitude, 42 deg. 12 mia. north; longitude, 78 deg. 

84 min. west; elevation, 1,950 feet, as determined by aneroid readings; no data have 

been previously obtainable, and consequently the height given in the report of 1889 is 

very much in error. 

The station is about 10 miles northeast of the Great Valley sta- 

tion of the New York, Lake Erie and Western railroad. It is near 

the summit of a ridge of hills, 350 feet above, and on the north- 

west side of a stream which flows into the Allegany River at Great 

Valley station. The hills in this section rise to an average height 

of 1,900 or 2,000 feet above tide, and are intersected by numer- 

ous deep valleys. 

Mr. Whitney’s station is situated between two knolls, toward 

the east and west respectively, whose summits are from 50 to 80 

feet above the station. 

The dry and wet bulb and the maximum and minimum thermome- 

ters are placed under the roof of a piazza facing toward the south, 

in an angle formed by the main portion of the house and a wing on 

the eastern side. The height of the thermometers above the 

ground is about 7 feet; above the floor of the piazza, 54 feet, and 

below its roof, 3 feet. The width of the piazza is 4 feet. The 

thermometers are hung several inches away from the wall of the 

building. 

The rain-gauge is situated about 45 feet north-northwest of the 

main portion of the house. Two or three dwarf fruit trees are at 

a distance of 12 or 15 feet, and are the only obstacles to a free cir- 

culation of airin the vicinity. The top of the gauge is 4 feet ahove 

the ground. 

An anemometer placed at this station is mounted on the south 

gable of the house, 7 feet above the ridge and about 30 feet above 

the ground. 

25 
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WESTERN PLATEAU — CHAUTAUQUA COUNTY. 

Station, ARKWRIGHT — Miss Evra L. WiLcox, OBSERVER. 

Established in August, 1890; special temperature station; latitude, 42 deg. 25 min. north; 

ongitude, 79 deg. 15 min. west; elevatign, 1,360 feet. 

This station is situated about 6 miles east-southeast of Dunkirk, 

on the range of hills which borders the shore of Lake Erie. The 

writer’s observations of an aneroid barometer give the elevation 

of this station as approximately 685 feet above the level of Lake 

Erie. The thermograph is located at the house of Mr. E. I. Wil- 

cox, which stands on the northern slope of a ridge rising above the 

general level of the hills to a height of 200 or 300 feet, half a mile 

in the rear of the station. The ground falls away from Mr. Wil- 

cox’s house toward the north and west, so that there is an unob- 

structed view toward Buffalo plains and over Lake Erie. The 

station is somewhat sheltered from the south winds by the ridge 

mentioned, but air currents from all other directions have a free 

circulation about it. The shelter of the Draper thermograph is 

placed at the eastern end of a northern piazza, at a height of 4} 

feet above the floor and 7 feet from the ground. The eastern and 

western ends of the piazza are formed by wings projecting about 

7 feet from the body of the house; the thermograph being placed 

about 1 foot distant from the outer side of the piazza. The rays 

of the sun are excluded from the shelter and its vicinity at all 

times, excepting possibly for an hour in the late afternoons of sum- 

mer. 

WESTERN PLATEAU —CHAUTAUQUA COUNTY. 

SraTion, JAMESTOWN — Mr. N. D. Lewis, OBSERVER. 

Established in November, 1895; latitude, 42 deg. 06 min. north; longitude, 79 deg. 

16 min. west; elevation, 1,321 feet. 

This station is situated in the city of Jamestown, on the crest of 

a hill extending in an easterly and westerly direction. The sur- 

rounding country is hilly, mainly a moraine formation, intersected 

by short valleys. 
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Maximum and minimum thermometers are exposed on the east- 

ern side of the house, at a height of 15 feet from the ground, and 

are protected by a piazza roof. ‘They are exposed to the sun’s 

rays only at sunrise in mid-winter. 

The rain-gauge stands on a level surface, and is 15 to 20 feet 

from the nearest tree or buildings. Its top is 9 feet above the 

ground. 

WESTERN PLATEAU — CHEMUNG COUNTY. 

STATION, Etmira — Messrs. W.S. & C. R. Gurity, OBSERVERS. 

Established November, 1888: latitude, 42 deg. 06 min. north; longitude, 76 deg. 56 min. 

west; elevation, $63 fret. 

The city of Elmira is located upon the broad valley bottom of 

the Chemung river, at its point of intersection with a deep depres- 

sion extending northward from Pennsylvania to the valley of Sen- 

eca lake. Beyond the city limits the hills rise abruptly from the 

flat lands to the higher levels of the Western Plateau. 

The meteorological station is located near the center of the city 

at the business house of Messrs. Gerity, on the southeast corner of 

Lake and Carrol streets. The thermometer shelter projects from 

a window on the north-northwest side and second story of the 

brick building. Its dimensions are approximately 3 feet in width, 

2 feet in depth and 3 feet in height, the thermometers being se- 

cured near its center at a distance of 18 inches from the window, 

which is always closed. The sides and front of the shelter are 

closed, the provision for ventilation consisting of an open bottom 

and air spaces between the top and sides. The thermometers are 

18 feet above the pavement. 

WESTERN PLATEAU — LIVINGSTON COUNTY. 

Station, Avon — Mr. W. G. MarkHam, OBSERVER. 

Established in August, 1895; latitude, 42 deg. 55 min. north; longitude, 77 deg. 47 mir. 

west; elevation, 585 feet, 

This station is located in open country of the Genesee Valley 

bottom, 23 miles south of Lake Ontario, and is about 100 rods east 

of the Genesee river and 25 feet above its highest level. At high 
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water the valley is carried over an area 1} miles in breadth. The 

surface is gently undulating to the east, while westward, hills rise 

to a considerable elevation. The valley is broad and open toward 

the south. 

Maximum and minimum thermometers are attached to the north 

end of a building, their height above the ground being 5 feet. 

They are protected by a hood 6 inches deep, open toward the 

north, and the rays of the sun are excluded at all hours. 

The rain-gauge is mounted upon a post, its top being 4 feet 8 

inches above the ground. The surface near by is quite level, and 

the gauge is at an ample distance from obstructions to free-air 

circulation. 

WESTERN PLATEAU — LIVINGSTON COUNTY. 

Station, Mount Morris — Mr. J. KNAPPENBERG, OBSERVER. 

Established June, 1890; latitude, 42 deg. 42 min. north; longitude, 77 deg. 56 min. west; 

elevation, 525 feet (approximately). 

Mt. Morris is situated in the valley bottom, on the borders of 

Dansville creek. The course of the stream in this vicinity is 

toward the north, hills of moderate elevation rising on the 

eastern and western sides. The general surface of the neighbor- 

ing country slopes rapidly from the high hills, further south, 

toward the plains of the Great Lake region. 

The maximum and minimum thermometers are exposed on the 

north side of Mr. Knappenberg’s barn, and are said to be shel- 

‘tered from sunlight at all hours, and also from moisture. The 

rain-gauge stands freely exposed in the yard. 

WESTERN PLATEAU — SCHUYLER COUNTY. 

SrTaTion, WEDGEWooD — Mr. O. F. Corwin, OBSERVER. 

Equipped with standard instruments in December, 1889; latitude, 42 deg. 25 min. north; 

longitude, 76 deg. 56 min. west; elevation, 1,350 feet. 

This station is situated on the high hills which rise abruptly 

from the valley of Seneca lake, and is about three-quarters of a 

mile west of Wedgewood depot of the Fall Brook Coal Company’s 
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railroad. The ground rises gradually to the west and south of 

Mr. Corwin’s house, where the instruments are located, but slopes 

away from it in all other directions. The temperature and rain- 

fall at this station should fairly represent the climatic features of 

the highlands near the central lakes. 

The thermometer shelter is about 30 feet west of the house, and 

is supported on posts at a height of 4 feet above the sod. Its 

dimensions are about 34 by 24 feet at the base and 3 feet in height. 

The sides are of board (unpainted), with a door of the width of the 

shelter on the east side. Ventilation is obtained by spaces about 

one-eighth of an inch in width between the boards, and by a large 

number of holes bored in the sides at such an angle that rain is 

excluded. The top double, with an air space, and has a slight 

slope. The thermometers are hung near the center of the shelter. 

The rain-gauge is placed on a post 44 feet above the ground, that it 

may be above snow-drifts. The only obstacles to a free circula- 

tion of air in the vicinity of the gauge is a hedge of shrubs 20 feet 

distant and about 12 feet in height. 

WESTERN PLATEAU — STEUBEN COUNTY. 

Sration, Appison — Dr. H. R. AinswortH, OBSERVER. 

Established, December, 1890; latitude, 42 deg. 07 min.; longitude, 77 deg. 16 min.; 

elevation, 1,000 feet. 

This station is situated in the village of Addison, in the valley 

of the Canisteo river. Mr. Ainsworth’s house is about 500 feet 

distant from, and 45 feet above, the river. Hills rise to a consid- 

erable altitude on both the north and south sides of the valley. 

Dry and wet, maximum and minimum thermometers are ex- 

posed under the roof of a broad piazza, having a frontage toward 

the east and north. 

iA standard rain-gauge is located 75 feet distant from the house 

and 40 feet from a barn. Its top is 4 feet 6 inches above the 

ground. Atl! 
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WESTERN PLATEAU — STEUBEN COUNTY. 

Sration, SourH Canistro — Mr. James E. WILSON, OBSERVER. 

Equipped November, 1889; Jatitude, 42 deg. 12 min. north; longitude, 77 deg. 34 min. 

west; elevation, 1,480 feet. 

This station is situated in the valley of a creek, 5 miles south- 

southeast of the town of Canisteo. The hills rise abruptly from 

the valley at distances ranging from 100 to 200 feet on the eastern 

and western sides of the station. The high ridges of the surround- 

ing country are separated by deep valleys similar to the one in 

which the station is located, opening northward toward the Canis- 

teo river. The highest point in the neighborhood is the “Swale,” 

about 3 miles east of the station. 

The dry and wet and the maximum and minimum thermometers 

are exposed under a piazza of Mr. Wilson’s house, 5 feet in width 

and facing the northeast. The thermometers are secured to a 

window of the house with air space between. Canvas is spread 

along the front of the piazza to exclude the rays of the morning 

sun from the instruments and also from the piazza floor. The 

thermometers are 5 feet above the ground. 

The rain-gauge is 20 feet distant from the nearest building 10 or 

12 feet in height, and about as far from a few small fruit 

trees. The height of the top of the gauge above the ground is 2 

feet. 

WESTERN PLATEAU — WYOMING COUNTY. 

Srarion, AncADE— Mr. J. D. TATE, OBSERVER. 

Established April, 1890; latitude, 42 deg. 32 min. north; longitude, 78 deg. 26 min. west; 

elevation, 1,707 feet. 

This station is located near the eastern side of a ridge of hills 

which lie west of a valley extending from Arcade to Sandusky. 

The village of Arcade is about 2 miles west-northwest of the sta- 

tion. Toward the north the ground slopes gently from the 

station to the valley bottom, 140 feet below; while toward 

the west and southwest the ridge rises to a height of 100 to 200 

feet above the station. The surrounding country is very hilly, 

some of the higher summits reaching an elevation of more than 

2,000 feet above tide. 
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The dry and wet bulb, maximum and minimum thermometers 

areexposed outofthe north window of an unheated one-story wing 

of Mr. Tate’s house. The sides of the shelter are the window 

blinds, which are secured in a position at right angles to the wall 

of the house by a wide board forming the top of the shelter. The 

thermometers are 9 feet above the ground, and facing outward, 

are reached by steps. The front of the shelter is open, while a 

wide board at the bottom cuts off radiation from the ground. 

The rain-gauge is about 40 feet northwest of the house. There 

are no trees or other obstructions to a free air circulation in its 

vicinity. The top of the gauge is 26 inches above the ground. 

EASTERN PLATEAU — BROOME COUNTY. 

SraTion, BINGHAMTON — SUPERINTENDENT OF STATE HOSPITAL}; 

Mr. J. J. EASTMAN, OBSERVER. 

Established (by Signal Service) October, 1889; latitude, 42 deg. 07 min. north; longitude, 

7 deg. 55 min. west; elevation, 870 feet. 

The instruments are located on the grounds of the pumping sta- 

tion of the State hospital water-works, on the northern bank of the 

Susquehanna river. North of the station the ground rises ab- 

ruptly to the hospital grounds, over 200 feet above, and beyond 

the hospital the ground continues to rise to a much greater eleva- 

tion. The station is at the outskirts of the city of Binghamtcn, 

which lies ou the broad plain toward the south and west. 

The dry bulb and maximum and minimum thermometers are 

exposed in a louvred shelter, built after the signal service specifi- 

cations, and is supported at the height of 12 feet from the 

ground on askeleton platform. It is 90 feet west of the pumping 

station, 100 feet north of the river bank, and about 30 feet above 

mean water level of the river. 

The rain-gauge is 90 feet west of the water-works, and there are 

no obstructions nearer than this to interfere with a free air circu- 

lation. The top of the gauge is 8 feet above the ground. 
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EASTERN PLATEAU — CHENANGO COUNTY. 

Sration, Oxrorp — Mr. Joun P. DAvis, OBSERVER. 

Latitude, 42 deg. 26 min. north; longitude, 75 deg. 40 min. west; elevation, 1,000 feet; 

location changed to Oxford village in 1893. 

This station is located at Mr. Davis’ residence in the town of 

Oxford, on the western side of the Chenango river valley; the sur- 

face being nearly level in the vicinity of the station. 

The maximum and minimum thermometers are secured 6 feet 

above the sod, to the north side of a barn. They are protected by 

louvred wings at the sides, and by a closed board roof. 

The rain-gauge is situated in the garden, about 25 feet distant 

from the barn. Its top is 2 feet above the ground. 

EASTERN PLATEAU — CORTLAND COUNTY. 

Station, CorTLAND — Proressor D. L. BARDWELL, OBSERVER. 

Established in June, 1895; latitude, 42 deg. 36 min.; longitude, 76 deg. 18 min; eleva- 

tion, 1,180 feet. 

The valley in which Cortland is situated is broad and level, the 

surrounding country, however, being hilly, with summits rising 

1,600 feet or more above sea-level. 

Maximum, minimum and an exposed thermometer are placed 

in a shelter of the standard U. 8. Weather Bureau pattern, which 

are on the grounds of the normal school. The instruments are 

about 6 feet above the ground. 

The rain-gauge stands upon the top of a flat-roofed building 

three stories in height. 

EASTERN PLATEAU — DELAWARE COUNTY. 

Sration, SourH Kortricut — Mr. D. C. SHARPE, OBSERVER. 

Established (by Signial Service) in 1888; equipped by State Service, February, 1890; 

latitude, 42 deg. 20 min. north; longitude, 74 deg. 48 min. west; elevation, 1,700 feet. 

This station is located in a deep valley of the Catskill moun- 

tains through which the western branch of the Delaware river 

flows in a southwesterly direction. On the southern side of the val- 
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ley the mountains rise to a height of about 1,000 feet, and to a 

somewhat less elevation on the northern side. The valley at this 

point is about one-half mile wide, the station being located near 

its center. 

The maximum and minimum thermometers are exposed in a 

doorway about 2 feet deep, on the north-northwest side of Mr. 

Sharpe’s house. 

The instruments face toward the northeast, and are never 

reached by the direct sunlight. The hall into which the door leads 

is unheated. The walls of the building are of wood. The ther- 

mometers are about 8 feet above the sod. 

The rain-guage is 20 feet distant from the south side of the 

house. The top of the gauge is 2 feet above the ground. 

EASTERN PLATEAU — ORANGE COUNTY. 

SratTion, MipDLETOWN — IN CHARGE OF SELDEN H. Tawcort, M. 

D. Av THE SrTatTE HOSPITAL. 

Established January, 1890; latitude, 41 deg. 25 min. north; longitude, 74 deg. 25 min. 

west; elevation, 700 feet. 

The State hospital is located about 1 mile southwest of Middle- 

town, and is about 50 feet above the city. The ground slopes 

rapidly away from the station toward the north and east, but 

southward the country is nearly level with the station, or rises 

slightly above it. 

The dry and wet maximum and minimum thermometers are ex- 

posed on the northern side of a wing of the hospital, one and one- 

half stories in height. The instruments are secured to frame- 

work facing the window, 2 feet distant from it, and 10 feet 

above the ground. The thermometers are about 4 feet below the 

roof, which, extending 4 feet beyond the wall, is utilized as a 

shelter. The rays of the sun are entirely excluded from the in- 

struments and the sod beneath, in the morning by the high wall 

of the main building, which extends for 170 feet or more toward 

the north, and in the afternoon by a northern extension of the 
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wing. The window is only opened for the purpose of moistening 

the wet-bulb thermometer. The room within is unheated but the 

corridor in the basement beneath is warmed by steam during the 

winter. The thermometers are about 40 feet distant from the | 

main building. 

The rain-gauge is exposed on a lawn east of the main building 

and about 100 feet from it. There are no obstructions to a free 

air circulation in the vicinity of the gauge, other than a few orna- 

mental shrubs 30 or 40 feet distant. 

EASTERN PLATEAU — ORANGE COUNTY. 

SraTIoNn, Port JERVIS — PROFESSOR JOHN M. DOLPH, OBSERVER. 

Established November, 1889; special temperature station; equipped with a thermo- 

graph in December, 1890; latitude, 41 deg. 21 min. north; longitude, 74 deg. 40 min. west; 

elevation, 470 feet. 

Port Jervis is situated between the Delaware and Neversink 

rivers, at a short distance north of their point of junction. The 

valley of the Delaware makes an abrupt turn at this point, from 

the southeast to the southwest, the Neversink river entering from 

the northeast at the bend. The surface rises gradually toward 

the north in the vicinity of the station, which is about 50 feet 

above the river surface. But beyond the city limits high hills 

close in abruptly about the valley. : 

The thermometers and thermograph are exposed in a louvred 

shelter built substantially after the pattern employed by the 

United States Weather Bureau. The shelter is about 20 feet 

from the northeastern side of the house, and 3 feet above the 

ground. 

The rain-gauge is placed upon a post at a height of 4 feet 8 inches 

above the ground, between two low buildings whose roofs rise 

above the gauge to a height about equal to their distance from it. 
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EASTERN PLATEAU — OTSEGO COUNTY. 

SraTion, Coopprstown — Mr. G. Pomproy KEESE, OBSERVER. 

Established 1854; latitude, 42 deg. 41 min. north; longitude, 74 deg. 57 min. west; eleva- 

tion, 1,300 feet. 

Cooperstown is situated in the valley at the southern end or foot 

of Otsego lake, hills rising abruptly on the eastern and western 

sides of the town. The stream flowing south from the lake 

through a narrow valley, forms one of the principal sources of the 

Susquehanna river. The meteorological station is 200 feet south- 

west from the shore of the lake, and is sufficiently isolated from 

the buildings of the town to admit of a very free air circulation. 

The hills on the eastern and western sides of the valley are re- 

spectively one-half and three-fourths of a mile from the station. 

The dry, wet, maximum and minimum thermometers are se- 

cured to the side posts of a northern piazza of Mr. Keese’s resi- 

dence; their distance from the ground being about 9 feet, and 

from the piazza roof, 5 feet. The sun reaches the piazza only 

near the hours of rising and setting, and at these times one-half 

of the piazza is always in the shade of a projecting doorway; 

hence by moving the thermometers from one side of the piazza to 

the other, they are kept shaded for several hours pre- 

ceding the time of observation. The walls of the house are of 

brick, from which the instruments are separated by at least sev- 

eral inches of air space. 

The rain-gauge is 60 feet south of the house, and has no obstacle 

to a free air circulation in its vicinity. The top of the gauge is 4 

feet above the ground. 

Mr. Keese’s record of temperature was kept during 36 years 

from readings of a Green standard thermometer, with which the 

instrument furnished by this service early in 1890 was found to 

agree closely. The rain-gauge in use for 36 years was the Pike 

“conical” form, which, as compared with the gauge of the New 

York Bureau, is found to give a slightly deficient registration. 

The exposure of the instruments has been substantially the same 

during the entire period of the record. 
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EASTERN PLATEAU — OTSEGO COUNTY. 

STATION, GARRATTSVILLE — Mr. F. J. CAMPBELL, OBSERVER. 

Established in January, 1897; latitude, 42 deg. 88 min.; longitude, 75 deg. 13 min. 

Mr. Campbell’s house is located upon a side hill, facing south- 

east toward the valley of Butternut creek. 

Maximum and minimum thermometers are exposed upon a 

porch extending from the north side of Mr. Campbell’s house, and 

are not reached by the sun’s rays at any time. 

The rain-gauge stands upon the top of a post 6 feet in height. 

EASTERN PLATEAU — OTSEGO COUNTY. 

Sration, New Lisson — Mr. G. A. YATES, OBSERVER. 

Established November, 1892; latitude, 42 deg. 35 min. north; longitude, 75 deg. 13 min. 

west; elevation, 1,234 feet. 

This station is situated in the open country on the rolling lands 

of the Butternut Creek valley, which is here about three-fourths 

of a mile wide, the adjacent hills being of moderate elevation. 

Maximum and minimum thermometers are exposed in a louvred ~ 

shelter of United States standard form and dimensions; their height 

from the sod being 6 feet. The shelter is 30 feet northeast of Mr. 

Yates’ house, and is near, but not directly under, a fruit tree. 

The rain-gauge is supported by a fence post at a height of 6 feet 

from the ground. A barn 40 feet away is the nearest building. 

EASTERN PLATEAU — OTSEGO COUNTY. 

SraTion, ONEONTA — Messrs. ForD AND ForD, OBSERVERS. 

Established August, 1894; latitude, 42 deg. 27 min. north; longitude, 75 deg. 6 min. 

west; elevation, 1,000 feet. 

The town of Oneonta is situated in a valley of the eastern high- 

lands, at the junction of the Susquehanna, Charlotte and Schenevus 

rivers. 
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The maximum and minimum thermometers are exposed in front 

of the drug store of Messrs. Ford, on the north side of Main street. 

The instruments are 6 feet above the sidewalk. Direct sunlight 

is excluded by an awning; but the pavement is liable to become 

heated in the early morning and the late afternoon. 

The rain-gauge is mounted at the center of the flat tin roof of 

the business block, at a height of about 40 feet from the ground; 

the bottom of the gauge resting upon the roof. 

EASTERN PLATEAU — SCHUYLER COUNTY. 

STaTION, Perry Ciry — Mr. W. H. Jerrers, OBSERVER. 

Equipped wjth standard instruments in December, 1889; latitude, 42 deg. 03 min. north; 

longitude, 76 deg. 44 min. west; elevation, 1,038 feet. 

This station is located about 4 miles west-southwest of Trumans- 

burgh, on the hills west of Cayuga lake, from whose shore it is 

about 6 miles distant. Mr. Jeffers’ house is situated on the west 

bank of a brook which, after flowing southward 50 rods, meets a 

larger stream emptying into Cayuga lake; the ground rising grad- 

ually from the valley of the creek toward the northwest and south. 

Ata distance of 8 miles to the south is the range of Newfield hills, 

whose summit reaches an altitude of 2,100 feet; and a similar 

high tract of land lies to the west of the station near Seneca lake. 

The valley in which the station is situated, with others opening 

out of it, form an irregular depression extending through this 

western range of hills. 

The maximum, minimum, wet and dry bulb thermometers are 

exposed in a shelter built on the north side of a low wing of Mr. 

Jeffers’ house. The bottom of the shelter, which is about 44 feet 

above the ground, is constructed of slat work, which cuts off radia- 

tion from the sod. The sides are louvred in the manner adopted 

by the Signal Service, and a slanting roof and a door opening 

toward the north are provided. 

The rain-gauge is about 80 feet east of the house and about 30 

feet south of acorn house. The gauge is 2 feet 9 inches above the 

ground. 
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EASTERN PLATEAU — TIOGA COUNTY. 

STaTIoN, WAVERLY — Mr. T. P. Yatus, OBSERVER. 

Established by Signal Service in August, 1887; latitude, 42 deg. 01 min. north; longitude, 

76 deg. 34 min. west; elevation, 824 feet. 

This station is near the northeastern limits of the village of 

Waverly, and its surroundings are more like an open country than 

might be expected from its proximity to the village. The station 

is about two-thirds of the distance between the gradual slope from 

the Susquehanna river and the hills a mile away, which form the 

northern boundary of the valley. The elevation of the hills in 

this vicinity, on either the north or south side of the valley, prob- 

ably does not exceed 300 to 500 feet. 

The dry and wet bulb and the maximum and minimum ther- 

mometers are exposed in a shelter 40 feet east of Mr. Yates’ house. 

The shelter consists of a double unpainted box open at the bottom 

having an air space 1 inch in width between the sides, and with 

slat work at the top opening to the ventilators in the ridged roof. 

Some additional ventilation is also obtained through a few spaces 

from one-eighth to one-fourth of an inch in width between the 

boards at the sides of the shelter. The dimensions of the shelter 

(outside) are 2 by 3 feet at the base and 24 feet in height, exclusive 

of the roof. The thermometer supports are secured to a board 

near the back or south side of the inner box, and the door of the 

shelter opens toward the north. The height of the thermometers 

above the sod is 44 feet. 

The rain-gauge is 6 feet north of the shelter, 45 feet from the 

house (which has two stories and an attic), and about 35 feet from 

the branches of a large fruit tree. The top of the gauge is 6 feet 

above the ground. 

EASTERN PLATEAU — TOMPKINS COUNTY. 

SraTion, DryDEN — Mr. J. Giups ForpD, OBSERVER. 

Established in July, 1896; latitude, 42 deg. 29 min.; longitude, 76 deg. 13 min.; eleva- 

tion, 1,079 feet. 

This station is located in a broad valley, opening toward the 

north, west and southeast. 
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The maximum and minimum thermometers are exposed out of 

a north window of the second story of Mr. Ford’s house. They 

are 13 inches from the window, which is never opened below 6 

inches above the thermometers. A hinged hood is provided for 

protection from morning and evening sun, and weather. A roof 

extends out from the building, four and one-half feet below the 

instruments. 

The rain-gauge stands upon the ground and is 20 feet distant 

from a low building, which offers little obstruction to air cireu- 

Tation. 

EASTERN PLATEAU — ULSTER COUNTY. 

Station, Mononk Laks, aT THE Mountain House — Mr. A. K. 

SMILEY, OBSERVER. 

Established in November, 1895; latitude, 41 deg. 47 min. north; longitude, 74 deg. 09 min. 

west; elevation, 1,235 feet. 

This station is situated about 12 miles west of the Hudson river 

upon a mountain ridge separating the Shawangunk and Wallkill 

valleys. Immediately east of the station the ground falls away 

precipitously for several hundred feet to the valley lands, and 

thence, more gradually, to the Wallkill river, between which and 

the Hudson the surface is comparatively flat. There is also a sharp 

descent from the Mountain House to the valley on the northwestern 

side. Thesummit of the range isa ridge of rocks rising a hundred 

feet or more from the eastern border of Mohonk lake; the Moun- 

tain House being situated in the northwestern side, and com- 

manding an unobstructed view over the valley in that direction. 

The dry, wet-bulb, maximum and minimum thermometers are 

exposed on the southeastern piazza of a small building belonging 

to the hotel, and fronting toward the lake. The instruments are 

secured to the side of the house, and are protected by the piazza 

roof, which is about 17 feet wide. They are exposed to the rays 

of the sun between the hours 8 and 9 a.m. Their height above 

the ground is 10 feet, and above the water surface 18 feet. 

The rain-gauge stands on a floating boat wharf at a distance of 

150 feet from the nearest building or woods. The top of the gauge 

is 3 feet above the lake. 
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NORTHERN PLATEAU — FRANKLIN COUNTY. 

STaTion, SARANAC LAKE — Epwin R. Baupwin, M. D., OsservEr. 

Established November, 1893; latitude, 44 deg. 19 min. north; longitude, 74 deg. 08 min. 

west; elevation about 1,500 feet. 

This station is situated in the village of Saranac Lake, one- 

eighth mile from the Saranac river, and 75 or 100 feet above its 

surface; the ground about the station being very nearly level. 

A hill rises about 100 feet above the station toward the north- 

east, and at a considerable distance north and northeastward is a 

range of the Adirondack mountains. 

Maximum, minimum, dry and wet-bulb thermometers are 

placed in a shelter having louvred sides, its dimensions being 

26 inches in length, 18 inches deep and 28 inches high. The shel- 

ter has a peaked shingled roof, and is painted white. It is located 

in the rear of Mr. Baldwin’s house, over turf, and is 50 feet from 

the nearest building. The thermometers are 44 feet from the 

ground. 

The rain-gauge stands near the shelter, and is 2 feet above the 

ground. 

NORTHERN PLATEAU — FULTON COUNTY. 

STATION, GLOVERSVILLE — Mr. L. W. CHAMBERLAIN, OBSERVER. 

Established (by Mr. Chamberlain) December, 1883; latitude, 43 deg. 5 min. north; longi- 

tude, 74 deg. 30 min. west; elevation, 850 feet. 

The city of Gloversville is situated on the southern slope of the 

Adirondack Plateau, near the upper limits of a valley tributary 

to the Mohawk; the city being about 600 feet above the Mohawk 

river. The station stands on the city hospital grounds, which 

slope sharply upward at the eastern border of the city. 

The instrument shelter stands on the slope west of and below 

the hospital building, 38 feet distant; and there are no objects 

nearer than this to obstruct the air circulation. The shelter, con- 

taining a full set of thermometers, is constructed after the specifi- 

cations of the Weather Bureau, and stands 5 feet above the sod. 

The rain-gauge is located on the same slope 20 feet north of the 

shelter, and at about the same level. 

Mr. Chamberlain has made careful and systematic observations 

upon the weather for the past fifteen years. ' 
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NORTHERN PLATEAU — HERKIMER COUNTY. 

Sration, NortH Lake — Mr. E. A. Kiocx, OBSERVER. 

Established in July, 1896; latitude, 43 deg. 31 min.; longitude, 75 deg. 04 min.; eleva- 

tion, 1,822 feet. 

This station is situated upon the shore of North Lake, in the 

Adirondack wilderness. Wooded mountains rise in the vicinity 

to an average altitude of about 300 feet above the lake. 

Maximum and minimum thermometers are mounted in a 

slatted (or louvred) and roofed shelter, whose dimensions are 

3 x 3 feet front and 8 inches deep. The shelter faces north. It is 

mounted upon a post at a height of 30 feet from the ground, a 

platform being built immediately below the shelter. 

The rain-gauge stands 3 feet from the instrument shelter, and 

30 feet distant from the nearest building. Its top is 3 feet above 

the ground. 

NORTHERN PLATEAU — LEWIS COUNTY. 

Station, LowvitLeE— Mr. CuHar.es S. Riczt, OBSERVER. 

Established in May, 1890; latitude, 48 deg. 47 min.; longitude, 75 deg. 30 min.; eleva- 

tion, 900 feet. 

Lowville is situated in the valley of the Black river, which lies 

between the high ridge of the “ Tug Hill ” range, on the west, and 

the more distant Adirondack highlands on the east. 

The surface rises westward from the river in “ terraces ” upon 

one of which Mr. Rice’s station is situated, being about half a 

mile distant from the village of Lowville, and considerably 

above it. , 
Maximum and minimum thermometers are exposed 5 fect 

above a grass plat, in a slatted shelter having a double roof. It 

stands half way between the house and barn, 50 feet from each. 

The rain-gauge is placed near the thermometer shelter. It is 

raised 4 feet above the ground. 

26 
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NORTHERN PLATEAU — LEWIS COUNTY. 

Sration, NuMBER Four — Mr. CHARLES FENTON, OBSERVER. 

Established by the National Service in December, 1888; equipment completed by the 

State in December, 1889; latitude, 43 deg. 50 min. north; longitude, 75 deg. 12 min. west; 

elevation, 1,571 feet. 

The station, Fenton’s Number Four, is 18 miles east of Lowville, 

near the western limits of the Adirondack wilderness. The sta- 

tion stands on a plateau which commands a view of Beaver lake, 

about one-half mile distant, and also a considerable range of the 

surrounding country in all directions. Since the hills in this see- 

tion ate much lower than the peaks of the eastern Adirondacks, 

the air circulation about the station is nearly unobstructed. 

The dry, wet bulb and maximum and minimum thermometers 

are exposed near the northwest corner of Mr. Fenton’s main build- 

ing in a single-louvred shelter of the Signal Service pattern. The 

shelter is about 11 feet above the ground, and is reached by a nar- 

now platform extending out about 10 feet from the piazza of the 

house. It is exposed to the rays of the sun until about 9 in the 

morning; but during the remainder of the day the shelter is 

shaded by the main building. 

The rain-gauge is situated on open ground, free from obstacles 

toa favorable exposure. The height of the funnel is about 3 feet 

from the ground. The barometer (by Schneider Bros.) is hung 

near the window of an unheated room on the first floor of the 

building. 

COAST REGION — SUFFOLK COUNTY. 

SraTIonN, BRENTWoopD — Mr. W. H. Ross, M. D., OBSERVER. 

Established February, 1891; latitude, 40 deg. 45 min. north; longitude, 73 deg. 14 min. 

west; elevation, 75 feet. 

This station is situated in the village of Brentwood, at a dis- 

tance of one-fourth mile from the Hotel Austral. 

The maximum and minimum, dry and wet bulb thermometers 

are exposed on the north side of Dr. Ross’ residence, about 6 feet 

above the floor of a veranda, whose roof acts as a shield from the 

sun and weather. Their height above the ground is 7 feet. The 

rain-gauge has a favorable exposure upon an open plat of ground. 
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COAST REGION — SUFFOLK COUNTY. 

STaTION, SerauKeT — Mr. Sevaw B. STRONG, OBSERVER. 

Equipped with State instruments in January, 1890; latitude, 40 deg. 57 min. north; 

longitude, 73 deg. 05 min. west; elevation, 40 feet. 

This station is situated 1 mile northeast of Setauket post-office 

upon a neck of land projecting into estuaries of Long Island 

sound. The Oldfield light, a prominent point of the northern coast 

of Long Island, is about 1 mile distant toward the northwest. 

Mr. Strong’s house stands on ground 40 feet above sea-level, with 

an open exposure on all sides excepting the northeast, where a 

cedar grove stands on a slight elevation. 

The instrument shelter, containing a full equipment of ther- 

mometers, is fastened to a window casing on the north side of the 

house. It is louvred on three sides, with slat work at the bottom; 

the side facing the window being open. The dimensions of shelter 

are: Width, 20 inches; height, 24 inches; depth, 10 inches. Its 

height above ground is 6 feet, and the distance from the window 4 

inches. 

The roof of an open piazza prevents the rays of the afternoon 

sun from reaching the shelter, while a grove toward the east has 

a similar effect in the morning. 

The rain-gauge stands upon nearly level ground, and is well 

removed from obstructions to a free air circulation. Its height 

above ground is 12 inches. 

Observations upon temperature and rainfall have been made 

continuously at this station since 1885, Signal Service instruments 

being used until 1890. 

COAST REGION — WESTCHESTER COUNTY. 

STATION, Beprorp — Mr. WiLuiamM A. Hyper, OBSERVER. 

Established in March, 1894; latitude, 41 deg. 11 min. north; longitude, 73 deg. 39 min. 

west; elevation about 290 feet. 

Mr. Hyde’s residence is situated in the hamlet of Bedford Centre, 

having practically the exposure of the open country, which is a 

rolling plateau in this vicinity. 
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The maximum and minimum thermometers are located under 

the roof of a porch, on the south side of the house. They are se 

cured to a post, at an elevation of 6 feet above the ground, and 5 

feet above the piazza floor. Rays of the sun are excluded from the 

instrument by maple shade trees and by a screen over the ther- 

mometers. 

The rain-gauge is mounted about 4 feet above the ground, on the 

fence of an open lot. The exposure is very satisfactory. 

HUDSON VALLEY — COLUMBIA COUNTY. 

STATION, LEBANON Sprincs— Mr. ArtHur K. Harrison, Os- 

SERVER. 

Established in March, 1892; latitude, 42 deg. 29 min, north; longitude, 73 deg. 20 min. 

west; elevation, 930 feet. 

This station is located on the eastern side of a narrow valley 

which runs nearly north and south through the high hills of eastern 

Columbia county. 

The maximum and minimum thermometers are exposed on the 

northern side of a building under a “ hood; ” their distance from 

the walls of the building being 5 or 6 inches, and from the ground 

5 feet. 

The rain-gauge is exposed in a slightly sloping, open meadow. 

Its height above ground is,1 foot 4 inches. 

HUDSON VALLEY — DUTCHESS COUNTY. 

STATION, WAPPINGER’S Fatuts — Mr. H. C. TOWNSEND, OBSERVER. ’ 

Equipped with rain-gauge May, lov0, with maximum and minimum thermometers in 

February, 1893; latitude, 41 deg. 35 min. north; longitude, 73 deg. 56 min. west; eleva- 

tion, 110 feet. 

This station is located at the eastern edge of the town of Wap- 

pinger’s Falls, in the valley of Wappinger’s creek. The surround- 

ing country is broken, one of the higher hills rising about 300 feet 

west of the station. The station stands on a point of land extend- 

ing into Wappinger’s lake, a body of water 1 mile long and about 

half a mile wide. : 
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The maximum and minimum thermometers are exposed on the 

northwestern side of a small wing of Mr. Townsend’s house, and in 

a shallow angle formed by the wing and the main portion of the 

house. They are protected by a shelter 3 feet high, 3 feet wide 

and 1 foot deep; its top and back being of solid wood, and the front 

and sides of lattice work. During the summer the sun reaches 

the shelter for about an hour in the morning and afternoon, but at 

other seasons it is entirely shaded. The thermometers are 5 feet 

2 inches above the ground and 8 inches from the wing wall. The 

room within is not heated. 

The rain-gauge is 50 feet from the house, and at ample distance 

from trees and buildings. Its top is 7 feet 4 inches above the 

ground. 

HUDSON VALLEY — DUTCHESS COUNTY. 

StTaTion, HonpYMEAD Brook — Dr. James Hyatt, OBSERVER. 

Equipped April, 1890; latitude, 41 deg. 51 min. north; longitude, 73 deg. 42 min. west; 

elevation, 450 feet. 

This station is situated about 1 mile southeast of the village of 

Stanfordville and is about 4 rods distant from the track of the 

N. D. and C. R. R. The valley through which this road passes 

opens toward the south-southwest into the Hudson valley; hence 

it is thought that the meteorological conditions of the station are 

similar to those of the Hudson valley north of the Highlands. 

The general surface rises for several miles east and southeast 

from the station to the high hills west of the Harlem valley, while 

in its immediate vicinity the ground is broken by numerous irregu- 

lar hills having a comparatively small elevation. 

The dry and wet bulb, and the maximum and minimum ther- 

mometers are placed at the angle formed by the northeast side of 

the main portion of Mr. Hyatt’s house and the northwest side of a 

wing projecting about 4 feet from the main building, the instru- 

ments thus fronting toward the north. The thermometers, ex- 

cepting the maximum, are sheltered by board sides and bottom, 

and a sloping roof, the front being wholly open to the northwest, 
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and the back half open. The maximum thermometer is placed 

near by, outside the shelter. The wings of the house exclude the 

sun at all hours. 
The rain-gauge, which ‘was constructed by Mr. Hyatt, is 70 feet 

southeast of the house. Its top is 44 feet above the ground. Its 

readings agree well with the gauge of the State service. 

HUDSON VALLEY — DUTCHESS COUNTY. 

STATION, POUGHKEEPSIE, VASSAR COLLEGE OBSERVATORY. 

Latitude, 41 deg. 41 min. north; longitude, 73 deg. 53 min. west; elevation, 180 feet. 

This station is located on a plateau 180 feet above the Hudson 

river and about 2 miles from its eastern bank. The country is 

rolling and quite flat in the immediate vicinity, giving an open 

exposure. 

The thermometers are placed in a louvred shelter of standard 

pattern, about 50 feet from the college observatory, and not far 

from a clump of evergreen trees. The shelter is exposed to sun- 

light excepting in the early morning and late afternoon. The 

thermometers are 5 feet above the sod. 

The rain-gauge is a copper bucket, 10 inches in diameter, made 

by Badger & Sons, furnished by the New England Weather Ser- 

vice. It is about 40 feet distant from the observatory. 

HUDSON VALLEY — PUTNAM COUNTY. 

SratTion, CARMEL — Mr. THomMAS MANNING, OBSERVER. 

Date of establishment not known; latitude, 41 deg. 25 min. north; longitude, 73 deg. 

40 min. west; elevation, 500 feet, 

This station is about 1,000 feet east of the village of Carmel, near 

the foot of a gradual descent from the village. The surrounding 

country is much broken by abrupt, irregular hills, probably not 

exceeding 300 or 400 feet in height above the general surface. 
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The station is equipped with a maximum and minimum ther- 

mometer, owned by Mr. Manning, and a rain-gauge of the pattern 

used in the Croton aqueduct system. The thermometers are ex- 

posed on the northern piazza of Mr. Manning’s house, at the height 

of 5 feet above the floor, and at about the same distance below the 

roof. The instruments are about 15 feet from the western or near- 

est end of the piazza, the roof of which (8 feet in width), with the 

hill westward, probably shields the thermometer from the direct 

rays of the sun at all hours. 

The rain-gauge is on level ground, about 100 feet south of the 

house, and has an unobstructed air circulation about it. The fun- 

nel of the gauge is about 12 inches in diameter, and its height 

above the ground is 12 inches. 

CHAMPLAIN VALLEY —SARATOGA COUNTY. 

STaTIon, SaraToca — Mr. W. H. Hatt, M. D., OBsERvVER. 

Established October, 1890; special temperature station; latitude, 43 deg. .05 min. north; 

longitude, 73 deg. 48 min. west; elevation, 270 feet. 

The general surface in the vicinity of Saratoga is a plain, bor- 

dered on the west by the Palmerstown range of hills, and on the 

east ridges of lesser height separate the plain from the Hudson 

river. The station is, no doubt, subject to the conditions of both 

the Champlain and Hudson valleys; but the character of the 

topography of Saratoga county indicates that the prevailing air 

currents are from the north rather than the south. There are no 

records of previous systematic meteorological observations for 

Saratoga covering a period longer than one year. 

The thermograph was removed in May, 1892, from the location 

described in the report of 1890, and is now exposed out of the north 

window of the tower of the High School building, at a height of 50 

feet from the ground. 
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CHAMPLAIN VALLEY — WARREN COUNTY. 

StTaTion, Gupns Faris — Pror. C. L. WILLIAMS, OBSERVER. 

Established October, 1891; latitude, 43 deg. 19 min. north; longitude, 73 deg. 40 min, 

west; elevation, 340 feet (approximately). 

Glens Falls village is at the southern border of Warren county, 

onthe bank of the Hudson river, which at this point flows eastward 

through a broad valley. The country is nearly flat toward the 

south, and also northward as far as the French mountain range on 

the eastern shore of Lake George. 

The station is located at the Glens Falls academy, No. 60 War- 

ren street. The shelter is secured to the northern side of a wood 

building, 10 by 10 feet, which is built against the brick school 

building. The shelter is 30 inches high by 18 inches deep by 24 

inches wide. Its sides are of wood, free air circulation being ob- 

tained by slits at all the edges, and through the wire screen in 

front. The height of the thermometers (dry, wet, maximum and 

minimum) is 4 feet from the ground. 

The rain-gauge is placed 2 feet above an open plat of ground and 

60 feet from any buildings. 

ST. LAWRENCE VALLEY — JEFFERSON COUNTY. 

STaTION, WATERTOWN — Mr. F. M. Portier, OBSERVER. 

Established October, 1890; transferred to Mr. Porter in July, 1894; latitude, 43 deg. 

57 min. north; longitude, 75 deg. 54 min. west; elevation, 580 feet (approximately). 

This station is located at Mr. Porter’s residence, 154 State street, 

about 14 miles southeast of the business center of Watertown, its 

exposure being practically that of the open country. The station 

stands near the summit of a ridge, being about 100 feet higher 

than the former station in the city. 

The thermometers hang in a shelter 2 feet 8 inches long, 12 

inches deep and 3 feet high, with louvred windows and a glazed 

doorinfront. The roof is sloping, the bottom and back are closed, 

the door opening toward the northeast. The shelter is situated 

midway between a low wing of the house and the barn, 30 feet 

distant from each. It is secured to a post at a height of 5 feet 

above the sod. 
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A barometer located in a room on the first floor of the house 

was found to be out of adjustment and was returned to the central 

office for correction. 

The rain-gauge is fastened at the back of the shelter, its top 

being well above the roof and 7 feet from the ground. 

ST. LAWRENCE VALLEY — ST. LAWRENCE COUNTY. 

Sration, NortH Hammond — Mr. C. A. WoosTER, OBSERVER. 

Established (by the National Service with a standard thermometer) in November, 1888; 

and completely equipped by the State Service in December, 1889; latitude, 44 deg. 30 min, 

north; longitude, 75 deg. 40 min. west; elevation, about 340 feet. 

The station is situated in the open country 6 miles north of the 

Hammond depot of the Rome, Watertown and Ogdensburg rail- 

road, and about 1 mile from the St. Lawrence river. Northwest- 

ward from the station the surface of the country is nearly flat, with 

a gradual slope toward the river; whilst toward the east, and 

300 feet from the station, the general surface rises some 30 or 40 

feet. There are no high hills in the vicinity of the station. 

The dry, wet and maximum and minimum thermometers are ex- 

posed on the northwestern side of a wing of the observer’s house, 

and under the roof of a piazza 5 feet wide. The instruments are 

secured to the wood work of the wing 6 feet above the floor and 9 

feet above the ground. The room within is heated throughout 

the year; but as a check, a standard thermometer located in a 

shaded position away from the veranda is read at each observation 

and thus far the results have agreed very closely. The sun’s heat 

is excluded from the piazza until late in the afternoon, when the 

floor and the walls are liable to radiate their heat to the instru- 

ments. Efforts have been made to remedy this defect. 

The rain-gauge is located about 20 feet west of the wing of ihe 

house (14 stories in height), and a distance from a low outbuilding 

equal to the height of the latter. The top of the gauge is about 5 

feet above the ground. 
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ST. LAWRENCE VALLEY — ST. LAWRENCE COUNTY. 

STATION, CANTON Mr. C. W. Bouton, OBSERVER. 

Established November, 1889; instruments transferred from Prof. Henry Priest to present 

observer in March, 1894. Latitude, 44 deg. 35 min. north; longitude, 73 deg. 12 min. west; 

elevation, 304 feet. : 

The meteorological station is located at the summit of a slope 

on the north side of the Grasse river, which is about 300 feet dis- 

tant. Although within the limits of the village, the station has a 

very open exposure. 

The thermometers are secured to the northern wall of a frame 

building, at a distance of 3 feet from the northwest corner. A 

screen toward the west cuts off all direct rays of the sun; but to 

prevent direct radiation to the thermometers from the ground in 

the afternoon, a shelter having louvred sides and front, with a solid 

top and bottom, was to be placed around the instruments. These 

are now placed about 54 feet above the ground. 

The rain-gauge is located about 30 feet from the house, and is 

also about the same distance from the barn. The height of por- 

tions of these buildings adjacent to the gauge is about equal to 

their distance from it. 

ST. LAWRENCE VALLEY — ST. LAWRENCE COUNTY. 

Station, Porspam — Mr. G. W. F. Smiru, OBSERVER. 

Established December, 1889; latitude, 44 deg. 40 min. north; longitude, 75 deg. 01 min. 

west; elevation, 300 feet. 

This station is situated on Leroy street, Potsdam, at a distance of 

1 mile north from the center of the town, and well removed from 

other buildings. The station is about 100 feet above the tracks 

of the Rome, Watertown and Ogdensburg railroad, on the summit 

of a knoll which is the highest point within a radius of a mile. 

The ground slopes gradually away from the station in all direc- 

tions. The surrounding country is flat as far as the Adirondack 

foot hills, nearly 10 miles distant. 

The dry and wet bulb and maximum and minimum thermometers 

are exposed in a shelter which is built out from the window on the 

north side of a low, unheated building attached to Mr. Smith’s resi- 
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dence. The shelter is louvred at the sides and front, and in the 

rear a small door gives access to the instruments from the interior 

of the building. The dimensions of the shelter are about 3 by 24 

feet at the base, and 3 feetin height. It has a slanting double roof 

and slat bottom. The rays of the sun touch the top of the shelter 

at noon, but are excluded from it at other times by the walls of the 

building, and also by a pine tree west of the house. The walls 

adjacent to the shelter are of wood. The height of the thermome- 

ters above the ground is 6 feet. 

The rain-gauge is located 70 feet north of the house, and about 

25 feet from a few small fruit trees. The top of the gauge is 5 feet 

above the grourd. 

aT. LAWRENCE VALLEY — ST. LAWRENCE COUNTY. 

STATION, OGDENSBURG, AT THE ST. LAWRENCE SraTe HOosPITAt. 

Established December, 1889; latitude, 44 deg. 48 min. north; longitude, 75 deg. 30 min. 

west; elevation, 258 feet. 

The State Hospital is situated on a broad, open plain, within 100 

rods of the St. Lawrence river, and about 2 miles from the center 

of Ogdensburg. The thermometers (which belong to the hospital) 

are located on a third-story balcony of the administration building 

opening towards the west-southwest. They are exposed in a shel- 

ter 24 inches broad by 30 inches deep, and 6 feet in height, louvred 

from top to base (which rests on the piazza floor). The shelter 

is painted brown. The dry and wet bulb and maximum and min- 

imum thermometers are located midway between its sides, 

being 5 feet above the floor and 36 feet above the ground. The 

piazza becomes heated from the direct rays of the sun in the after- 

noon; and hence the maximum temperatures indicated may be 

somewhat too high. 

The rain-gauge is located 75 feet southeast from the nearest 

building, upon a lawn. Its top is 9 inches above the ground. 
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GREAT LAKE REGION — CHAUTAUQUA COUNTY. 

STaTIoN, WESTFIELD — Mr. G. SCHOENFELD, OBSERVER. 

Established in October, 1895; latitude, 42 deg. 21 min. north; longitude, 79 deg. 37 min, 

west; elevation, 758 feet. 

This station is situated in the open country, 2 miles from Lake 

Erie, toward the north, and 2 to 3 miles from the main ridge of 

the Chautauqua county hills toward the south. The surface isa 

plain slope from the lake toward the hills. 

The thermometers are exposed on the north side of a building, 2 

feet from its walls and 8 feet above the ground. They are pro- 

tected by a hood or roof and by lattice work sides; the dimensions 

of the shelter being 2x2x3 feet. They are not exposed to 

direct sunlight or other source of heat. 

The rain-gauge stands on level ground, 35 feet from the nearest 

building. Its top is 8 feet above the ground. 

This locality is not subject to autumn frosts or very severe win- 

ter weather, a week of continuous sleighing being rare. There is 

less rain and dew than on the highlands. Brisk winds are fre- 

quent. 

GREAT LAKE REGION — MONROE COUNTY. 

SraTIon, PirrsrorpD — Rev. G. H. GompH, OBSERVER. 

Established in June, 1895; latitude, 43 deg. 05 min. north; longitude, 77 deg. 34 min. 

west; elevation, 515 feet. 

The land about Pittsford is slightly rolling, with a general slope 

in a northerly direction into the Irondequoit basin and Lake On- 

tario. The station is situated at the western end of the village. 

The maximum and minimum thermometers are exposed in a 

shelter built out from the north window of an unused second-story 

room, their distance from the ground being 15 feet. The shelter 

is built of window blinds, and is about 18 inches deep, 2 feet 6 

inches wide in front and 3 feet 6 inches at the rear. The bottom 

and top are open, but the cornice of the house, 6 feet above, affords 

partial protection from weather. Direct rays of the sun are ex- 

cluded at all hours. 
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The rain-gauge stands on nearly level ground, and is 60 feet dis- 

tant from any trees or buildings. The top of the gauge is 6 feet 

above the ground. 

Interesting notes as to the course of thunderstorms in this 

vicinity are furnished by the observer. 

GREAT LAKE REGION — NIAGARA COUNTY. 

SratTion, APPLETON — Mr. H. A. VAN WAGONER, OBSERVER. 

Established, August, 1889; latitude, 43 deg. 20 min. north; longitude, 78 deg. 41 min. 

west; elevation, 270 feet. 

This station is situated in the open country, on the broad plain 

of northern Niagara county, at a distance of 1 mile from Lake Or- 

tario. 

The dry and wet bulb maximum and minimum thermometers 

are mounted, under a hood, at the northern end of Mr. Van 

Wagoner’s house. They are shielded from the sun’s rays at all 

hours; in the morning by a wing of the house and also by a canvas 

screen, and in the afternoon by a building a dozen feet to the 

west. The instruments are about 5 feet from the ground. 

The rain-gauge stands between the house and barn, being about 

50 feet distant from each. Its top is 4 feet nine inches above the 

ground, 

GREAT LAKES — OSWEGO COUNTY. 

STATION, PALERMO — Mr. E. B. BARTLETT, OBSERVER. 

Observations commenced in 1854; equipped with standard maximum and minimum ther- 

mometers (by Signal Service) in July, 1887; fully equipped by State Service in February, 

1890; latitude, 43 deg. 24 min. north; longitude, 76 deg. 20 min. west; elevation, 460 feet. 

This station is situated in the open country about 6 miles south- 

southwest of the town of Mexico, Oswego county. The surface of 

the surrounding country is rolling; the ridges, which are gener- 

ally low, extending from northwest to southeast. A hill, said to 

be the highest point in Oswego county, lies 34} miles southeast of 

the station, but no marked rise of ground occurs until within half 
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a mile of the summit. The station is situated on the northern 

slope of one of the ridges mentioned. The ground rises rapidly 

for. a short distance at the rear or south side of the station, but 

falls away from it on the eastern and northeastern sides, thus 

giving a free circulation of air from the east, north and west. 

The thermometers are exposed in a shelter of the dimensions 

and pattern used by the United States Weather Bureau. This 

shelter is 6 feet above the ground and 17 feet from the north side 

of Mr. Bartlett’s house. 

The rain-gauge is 50 feet from the northeast corner of the house 

in a clear space. The bottom of the gauge is 1 inch above the 

ground. 

Details as to the manner in which long records of temperature 

and rainfall were obtained by Mr. Bartlett may be found in the 

report of this bureau for the year 1890. 

GREAT LAKES — WAYNE COUNTY. 

Station, Lyons — Mr. WILLARD H. VEEDER, OBSERVER. 

Date of establishment not known, but prior to 1888; latitude, 43 deg. 06 min. north; 

ongitude, 77 deg. 00 min. west; elevation, 407 feet. 

Mr. Veeder’s house is on or near the summit of the gradual slope 

on which the town of Lyons is situated. The ground falls away 

gently from the station to the northeast and south, but toward the 

west is nearly level for a quarter of a mile,to the base of an abrupt 

ridge, extending in a north and south direction, and 75 to 100 feet 

in height. The general character of the surrounding country is 

that of a plain, broken by numerous isolated low hills. The ther- 

mometers are exposed in a single-louvred shelter about 34 feet in 

width by 3 feet in height, which is placed out of the window of an 

unheated room on the second floor and north side of the house. 

The shelter has a sloping roof and its bottom is closed. The front 

and sides are of single-louvred work, while at the back the raising 

of the window-sash gives access to the thermometers. In the 

early summer the shelter is exposed to the sun up to about 9 a. m., 

but is shielded from solar rays during the remainder of the day. 
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The rain-gauge is placed on a roof having a southeastern ex- 

posure, and is 12 feet above the ground. A second roof rises about 

6 feet above the gauge, at a distance of 18 feet from it, and 16 feet 

toward the northwest a roof also rises about 10 feet above the 

gauge. 

CENTRAL LAKES — CAYUGA COUNTY. 

Station, FLEMING — Mr. RopertT WARWICK, OBSERVER. 

Established December, 1889; latitude, 42 deg. 51 min. north; longitude, 76 deg. 36 min. 

west; elevation, 1,000 feet. 

This station is situated in the open country, on the ridge of land 

lying between Cayuga and Owasco lakes, its distance from the 

latter being about 24 miles, and from the city of Auburn 4 miles. 

The surface in the vicinity of the station is quite flat, but with a 

general slope downward toward the north. 

The thermometers have recently been removed from the shelter 

described in the report of 1890, and are now exposed in a corn- 

house, whose north side is of open lattice work. The thermom- 

eters are suspended on the north side of the house, 3 feet from the 

lattice and 6 feet from the ground. 

The rain-gauge is located about 100 feet west of Mr. Warwick’s 

house, and is well removed from obstructions to a free air circu- 

lation. 

CENTRAL LAKES — SENECA COUNTY. 

Sration, Romutus — Mr. J. H. CoryELL, OBSERVER. 

Instruments transferred from Mr. B. BE. Hicks September 7, 1891; latitude, 42 deg. 

43 min. north; longitude, 76 deg. 56 min. west; elevation, ,719 feet. 

This station is situated in the western part of the village of 

Romulus, near the summit of the ridge separating the basins of 

Cayuga and Seneca lakes. The high southern plateau terminates 

in a somewhat abrupt descent at Ovid, 6 miles south of Romulus, 

north of which a comparatively flat country extends to Lake 

Ontario. 
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The thermometers are exposed in a single-louvred shelter 20 

inches wide, 36 inches long, and 30 inches high, with a hinged 

bottom, and a drop-door in front facing the west. The shelter is 

located at the eastern side of the house, and is exposed to the di- 

rect rays of the sun only from 10 to12a.m. The instruments are 

hung in the center of the shelter at a height of 5 feet 6 inches 

above the ground. 

The rain-gauge is 30 feet distant from any buildings or trees, the 

nearest of the latter being small shrubs 8 feet high. The gauge 

is 30 inches above the ground. 

CENTRAL LAKES — TOMPKINS COUNTY. 

Station, IrHaca — AT THE COLLEGE OF CIVIL ENGINEERING, Cor- 

NELL UNIVERSITY. 

Established 1874; latitude, 42 deg. 27 min. north; longitude, 76 deg. 29 min. west; eleva- 

tion, 810 feet. 

This station is situated on the hill bordering the eastern side of 

Cayuga Lake valley, its distance from the head of the lake being 

about 1 mile and its elevation above the lake level 400 feet. South 

of the city of Ithaca, which lies immediately below the station, the 

valley divides into two branches, the first and main branch extend- 

ing through the hills toward the southwest, while the second forms 

the narrow channel of Six Mile creek, which flows from the high- 

lands southeast of the city into Cayuga lake. The meteorological 

station has an open exposure toward the main valley on the west, 

while eastward, after a slight rise near the station, the surface is 

nearly flat along the course of the Fall creek; but numerous hills 

arise to heights varying from 300 to 500 feet above the general 

level, at distances of a mile or more to the southeast of the station. 

The instrumental equipment of the station is as follows: 

Barometers.— These instruments are placed in the basement 

clock room of the engineering college. 
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1. The standard, a Fuess normal siphon barometer, is ‘so con- 

structed that any error due to the presence of air at the top of the 

mercurial column may be detected and approximately corrected 

by varying the capacity of the cistern, and so making the column 

occupy more or less of the vacuum chamber at the top. The press- 

ure of any gas in the vacuum chamber will increase as the space 

is diminished, so that, under these conditions, the readings will 

not agree. 

2. A Draper barograph furnishes a continuous record of press- 

ure. The cistern of this instrument is suspended upon long spiral 

springs, while the main tube is fixed. The proportions of the va- 

rious parts are such that a rise of pressure forces the mercury up 

into the tube from the cistern, which then rises; and a decreasing 

pressure produces a contrary effect. ‘The record is made by a pen 

attached to the cistern, which bears against a record sheet moved 

horizontally by clock work. ‘Since this barograph acts by balanc- 

ing the weight of the mercurial column against the weight of the 

atmosphere, the correction for the temperature of the mercurial 

column is very small, falling within the limits of other errors of 

the instrument. The latter seldom amount to 0.01 inch. 

3. A Green’s Fortin barometer of the ordinary pattern, having 

a fixed zero point, to which the level of the cistern is adjusted, is 

used for purposes of current comparisons. 

Thermometers.— 1. Standard dry bulb and maximum and mini- 

mum thermometers are mounted in a shelter of the Weather Bu- 

reau pattern. The shelter stands about 40 feet east of the college 

building, upon a grass plot sloping downward toward the west; 

the height of the instruments above the sod being about 6 feet. 

2. A continuous record of temperature is furnished by a Richard 

thermograph placed in the shelter. The pen tracing the record 

is attached to an arm whose position is governed by the expan- 

sion or contraction of a metal tube filled with alcohol. The record- 

ing sheet is carried by a cylinder, revolved by clock-work, at the 

rate of one turn per week. This thermograph, which is very accu- 

rate when properly adjusted, is checked by comparison with the 

adjacent standard thermometer, 

27 
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Hygrometers.— The shelter also contains a hair hygrometer 

(Richard’s), whose registering mechanism is similar to that of 

the thermograph; but in this case the pen arm is moved by the 

expansion and contraction of a bundle of hairs which are 

rendered very sensitive to the action of moisture by a special 

process of the makers. The index or datum of this hygrometer 

is liable to change somewhat during prolonged wet or dry 

periods; but gives very satisfactory results when adjusted from 

time to time to agree with the values of humidity indicated by 

the whirled psychrometer. (See “ Instructions to voluntary ob- 

servers ” for full information regarding the latter instrument.) 

A Richard dry and wet bulb recording hygrometer has also 

been used at this station, but thus far has not proved as satis- 

factory as the instrument just described. In principle it con- 

sists of two Richard thermographs, one of which has its alcohol 

tube moistened constantly by muslin dipping into a reservoir, 

while the other tube is kept dry. The instrument is so con- 

structed, however, that the records of both dry and wet bulbs are 

traced upon the same cylinder. 

Evaporometer.—An evaporometer (Richard’s) is located beneath 

the shelter at a height of 2 feet from the ground; direct sunlight 

and driving rain or snow being excluded by louvred sides. The 

evaporometer consists, essentially, of a pair of scales, one pan of 

which carries the water, whose evaporation is to be measured, 

and a pen attached by suitable mechanism to the scale arm, 

which records on a rotating cylinder the rise or fall of the scale 

beam as the quantity of water is diminished or increased. 

Actinometer.—An actinometer or sunshine recorder (Richard’s) 

is mounted on a shelf out of a south window of the college. The 

intensity of solar heat is measured by the difference in tem-_ 

perature between two glass bulbs 4 inches in diameter, placed 

side by side, one of which is coated with lamp-black while the 

other is silvered. ‘The two have the same temperature (nearly) 

when the sky is overcast, but the black bulb absorbs the heat of 

solar rays more rapidly than the bright under a clear sky. Each 
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bulb contains a coil of copper tube filled with alcohol, and com- 

municating with separate tubes similar to those of the thermo- 

graphs, each of which has its recording lever and pen, whose 

tracings are made on a cylinder rotating once in two days. The 

differences between the temperatures traced by the two levers 

indicate the intensity of the solar radiation. 

Wind Registers.— Two sets of wind registers are in use at 

the central station, each set furnishing an automatic record both 

of velocity and direction. Firstly, the instruments provided 

eighteen years ago by the director, and whose records have since 

been maintained, are mounted about 8 feet above the ridge of the 

engineering building and 75 feet above the ground. The wind 

vane has for its axis a rod which is brought down through the 

roof, and carries at its lower extremity a cylinder about 3 inches 

in diameter and 9 inches long. A pencil held in a suitable car- 

riage moves vertically down the length of the cylinder in 24 

hours; and since the cylinder turns with the vane, the pencil 

tracing upon a sheet of paper which is wrapped around the cylin- 

der, furnishes a continuous record of the wind direction. 

The anemometer, which is of the Robinson pattern, has four 

hemispherical cups carried on spokes radiating from a vertical 

axis. Rotation is caused by the greater force which the wind 

exerts upon the concave over that upon the convex sides of the 

cups; and when the number of revolutions indicates 1 mile of 

wind travel, an electric contact is made by a mechanism 

attached to the axle of the anemometer. Wires attached 

to the instrument transmit the current to a Gibbon reg- 

ister located on the first floor of the building. <A _ screw- 

thread is cut upon the axis of the recording cylinder 

of this register, and as it is rotated by clockwork at the rate of 

one turn in 6 hours, the screw also gives it a motion lengthwise 

with the axis, so that a pen in a fixed position would trace a spiral 

line around its surface. In fact, the recording pen is attached to 

the pole piece of an electro-magnet in circuit with the anemometer, 

and hence, at every mile-contact, a notch is made in the spiral line 
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traced by ‘the pen upon the recording sheet, and the number of 

miles of wind travel for any given time is found by counting the 

number of these notches. It is necessary to replace the recording 

sheet each day. 

A second wind vane and pair of anemometers are mounted on 

the tower of McGraw hall, one of the University buildings, stand- 

ing on the crest of. the hill and overlooking the Cayuga valley. 

These instruments are 12 feet above the roof of the tower, and 140 

feet from the ground, being thus more exposed to the full force 

of the wind than those just described. The anemometer for meas- 

uring horizontal wind currents is of the Richard’s construction, 

consisting of a small wind-mill with 6 inclined vanes radiating 

from a horizontal axis, which axis, extending into a metal case, 

makes an electric contact with each hundred revolutions by means 

of suitable gearing. The entire apparatus revolves freely about 

a vertical axis in the same manner as an ordinary wind-mill, and 

is made to face the wind by a broad, wedge-shaped tail at the 

rear. The vertical axis, which is tubular, passes down into the 

interior of the tower, and within it are carried the wires which , 

transmit the measurements of wind velocity. 

As the instrument was furnished by the makers, the cylinder 

upon which the record of wind direction is traced, was fixed to 

the lower end of the axis of the wind-vane; but since the 

registers at the central station are located in the Engineer- 

ing building, 600 feet distant from the anemometers, a dif- 

ferent arrangement was necessary. The present device con- 

sists, firstly, of a fixed metallic ring (a) 3 inches in diameter, 

through the center of which the lower end of the wind-vane axis 

passes. This ring is divided into four segments or quadrants, 

each being connected with a wire passing to the corresponding 

quadrant of a similar ring (b) on the register in the distant build- 

ing. A metallic contact piece secured to the wind-vane axis 

bears against the quadrants of (a), passing from one to the other 

as the direction of the wind changes. The ring (b) also has its 

contact piece, which is secured to the axis of the recording cylin- 

der, said cylinder being rotated uniformly by clock work at the 

\ 

* 
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rate of one turn in 6 minutes. Its contact piece is in circuit with 

one pole of an electric battery, the other pole being grounded; and 

the contact piece of (a) is also grounded through the wind-vane 

axis. Hence, when the contact piece of (b), in its steady rotation, 

passes over the quadrant corresponding to that upon which the 

wind-vane contact is resting, a current is allowed to pass through 

(b) and i's connecting wire to (a) and thence to the ground. This 

current ictuates an electro-magnet in the register, thus pressing 

a pen against the cylinder until its contact piece, by rotation, 

passes off fron: the quadrant corresponding to the wind direction, 

when it is released. The pen falls vertically the length of the 

cylinder once in 24 hours, and, in the manner explained above, 

at every revolution of the cylinder, leaves a trace upon that part 

of its circumference which corresponds to the direction of the wind 

at the time. 

The register, as thus described, records the wind direction only 

to four points; but by broadening the contact piece of (a) so that 

it can bear upon portions of two quadrants at the same time, as, 

for example, upon the north and west quadrants, for a northwest 

wind, both north and west are recorded upon the cylinder, and 

such a tracing is read northwest. 

As previously stated, the wires of the velocity register pass 

through the hollow axis of the vane; and at the lower extremity 

of the latter are connected through mercury cups with wires run- 

ning to the Engineering building. At every hundredth revolution 

of the anemometer, corresponding to 100 meters of wind, a circuit 

is made through an electro-magnet of the register; and this turns 

the proper recording cylinder through one one-thousandth part of 

a complete revolution. The recording pen (which is attached to 

the same carriage with that of the direction register), traverses 

the length of the cylinder in 24 hours, and thus leaves upon the © 

tracing sheet a spiral line, every complete turn indicating 100 

kilometers of wind. 

In addition to the hundredth meter contact, the anemometer is 

also provided with a second contact, which is made at every revo- 
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lution of the anemometer wheel, and the circuit thus established 

is transmitted to a Richard’s anemo-cinemograph, devised to regis- 

ter the details of the wind movement, and to show its maximum 

force during gusts. In this instrument an electro-magnet and 

mechanism operated by it, raise the pen arm of the cinemograph 

about one-thirty-second of an inch at every contact; while a clock- 

work depresses the arm at a rate proportionate to its distance 

from the zero position. With a given wind velocity, therefore, the 

arm takes a position such that the rate at which it is being raised 

by the anemometer contacts exactly balances that at which it is 

being depressed by the clock movement; and in this position is 

quickly changed to correspond with variations in the wind veloc- 

ity. As in the other instruments, the height of the pen above 

the zero point is registered upon a band of paper carried by a uni- 

formly rotating cylinder. As the cinemograph is needed chiefly 

to record the force of violent gusts, a mechanism has been devised 

which puts it in operation only when the wind velocity exceeds 30 

miles per hour. 

A Richard’s anemometer for measuring the force of vertical air 

currents (or their vertical components), is also placed on the tower 

of McGraw hall. This anemometer has four inclined blades or 

fans, rotating about a vertical axis, upward and downward cur- 

rents turning it in opposite directions. Two sets of contacts are 

provided, one of which is operated by upward and the other by 

downward currents. The number of turns of the anemometer 

is registered upon a cylinder in the manner employed for recording 

horizontal velocities, excepting that the cylinder is made to turn 

to the right by downward currents, and in the opposite direction 

by upward currents. The movement of the cylinder is also ten. 

times more rapid than in the case of the horizontal register for 

- winds of the same velocity. j 

Rain-gauges of three kinds are in use at the central station. 

1. An ordinary 8-inch gauge of the Weather Bureau pattern, 

which is the standard. 2. A Ferguson self-registering gauge, 
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which weighs the water or snow in the receiver by means of a 

spring-balance, and automatically records the amount upon a 

strip of paper wound around a cylinder placed beneath the gauge. 

3. A Wild-Fuess electric recording gauge, whose registering 

mechanism is inside the Engineering building. The guage has a 

funnel about 14 inches in diameter at the top, which discharges 

through a small tube into tilting buckets beneath. The buckets 

are balanced in such a manner that when one is filled it tips 

downward and empties, while the second bucket is brought under 

the tube from the funnel, and in its turn is filled and tipped. 

Each time this operation is completed, an electric circuit is made 

through wires connected with the register in the building. The 

record is made upon a strip of paper hanging vertically from a 

roll at the top of the case, and weighted at its lower end. The 

electric circuit, operating an electromagnet and ratchet-wheel, 

drops the strip of paper about one-fiftieth of an inch at each tilt 

of the bucket, so that the distance through which the weight and 

strip of paper falls measures the amount of rainfall. The time 

register is made by a pen-arm moving horizontally across the 

paper strip (about 14 inches wide) each hour, and sliding rapidly 

back to its initial position at the end of the hour. When no rain 

is falling, these horizontal hour lines are separated by the making 

of a contact within. the clock, which moves the paper downward 

through the same space due to a tilt of the bucket. In dry 

weather, therefore, the paper is ruled with parallel horizontal 

lines about one-fiftieth of an inch apart; but a rainfall separates 

the lines by an amount corresponding to the amount of water 

falling in an hour. 

CENTRAL LAKE REGION — YATES COUNTY. 

Station, Penn Yan — Mr. Ratpyo L. Eastman, OBSERVER. 

Established in July, 1897; latitude, 42 deg. 40 min.; longitude, 77 deg. 05 min.; eleva- 

tion, 750 feet. 

Penn Yan is situated in the valley at the foot of Keuka lake; 

the surrounding hills being of moderate elevation, and the ex- 

posure rather open. 
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Dry and wet maximum and minimum thermometers are lo 

in a shelter built after the United States Weather Bureau sp 
fications. The shelter stands in the center of a yard which is 

open toward the north and south, while buildings stand 15, and 

25 feet distant toward the east and west respectively. (SAREE 

The rain-gauge is located in the same yard, the nearest b ail 

ing being 15 feet distant, toward the southwest. i 
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STATE OF New YORK 

No. 22. 

IN ASSEMBLY, 
JANUARY 14, 1808. 

TENTH ANNUAL REPORT 

OF THE 

Agricultural Experiment Station of 
Cornell University. 

STATE OF NEW YORK: 

DEPARTMENT OF: AGRICULTURE, 

ALBANY, January 14, 1898. 

To the Honorable the Legislature of the State of New York: 

In accordance with the provisions of the statutes relating thereto, 

I have the honor to herewith transmit the roth Annual Report of 

the Agricultural Experiment Station at Cornell University. 

CHARLES A. WIETING, 

Commissioner of Agriculture. 
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ORGANIZATION. 

BOARD OF CONTROL: 

THE TRUSTEES OF THE UNIVERSITY. 

STATION COUNCIL. 

President, JACOB GOULD SCHURMAN,. 

Hon. A. D. WHITE, = = = 

Mon, 5.2 TRACY,” = - : 
- Trustee of the University. 

President State Agricultural Society. 

Professor I. P. ROBERTS, - . - . - - Agriculture. 

Professor G. C. CALDWELL, - . - . - - Chemistry. 

Professor JAMES LAw, - - - - - Veterinary Science. 

Professor J. H. COMSTOCK, - - - . - Entomology. 

Professor L. H. BAILEY, - - - . - - Horticulture. 

Professor H. H. WING, - - - - - Dairy Husbandry. 

Professor G. F. ATKINSON, - - . . : - Botany. 

M. V. SLINGERLAND, - - - Assistant in Entomology. 

G. W. CAVANAUGH, - - - - Assistant in Chemistry. 

L. A. CLINTON, - - - - Assistant in Agriculture. 

B. M. DuGGar, - - - : Assistant in Botany. 

OFFICERS OF THE STATION. 

I. P. ROBERTS, - - - - - Director. 

E. L. WILLIAMS, - - - - - - Treasurer. 

EDWARD A. BUTLER, . - - - - - Clerk. 

In pursuance of the provisions of Chapter 128 of the Laws of 1897, the fol- 

lowing persons have been appointed investigators and instructors in the College 

of Agriculture of Cornell University to serve throughout the State according to 
the needs of the several localities for a portion or all of the year. 

J. W. SPENCER, M. V. SLINGERLAND, Miss M. F. RoGErs, 

G; U. POWELY, B. M, Duaear, A. L. KNISLEy, 

G. A. SMITH, J. L. STong, C. E. Hunn, 

W., W. HAL, Mrs. A. B. Comstock, H. B. CANNON. 
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nye ORT: 

His Excellency, the Commissioner of Agriculture of the State of 

New York, Albany, N. Y. 

SIR :— 

I have the honor to transmit herewith the tenth annual report 
of the Agricultural Experiment Station of Cornell University, 
in accordance with the Act of Congress of March 2, 1887, es- 

tablishing the Station. 
While the investigations of the Station are all believed to be of 

great value, and the fourteen bulletins issued during the last six 
months are each and all worthy of note, I may be permitted to 

call special attention to the work in furtherance of scientific 
agricultural investigation carried on under Chapter 128 ‘of the 

Laws of the State of New York for 1897. Through teachers’ 

leaflets and similar means an attempt is being made to prepare 

the farmers of the State of New York for intelligent and helpful 
co-operation in the experiments carried on by the Station; and 
at the same time to carry on extensive experiments under the 
varying conditions of climate and soil which obtain in the 
different portions of the State. These experiments are at 
present in three lines, sugar beet culture, horticulture and the 
use of commercial fertilizers, and it will be readily seen from 

the maps accompanying this report, on how large a scale these 
experiments have been planned. I cannot but believe that the 
capabilities of the Station will by these means be enormously 

increased. 

I have the honor to be your obedient servant, 

iG.“ SCHURIIAN, 

President of Cornell University. 
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REPORT. OF THE DIRECTOR. 

To the President of Cornell University. 

SIR :— 

The letter of Mr. A. C. True, Director of Experiment Stations, 
Washington, D. C., hereunto attached, explains why this report 

is written at this time instead of at the end of the calendar year 

as has been the custom heretofore. It should be noticed that 
the financial part of this report covers the fiscal year ending 
June 30th, 1897; that part of it which relates to the publica- 

tions and work undertaken covers but six months, January Ist 

to July Ist, 1897, and hence is not so extended as was last year’s 
report which covered a full calendar year. 

The State appropriated (Chapter 128 of the Laws of 1897) 
$25,000 for “ giving instruction by means of schools, lectures 
and other University Extension methods, or otherwise, and in 

conducting investigations and experiments; in discovering the 
diseases of plants and remedies therefor; in ascertaining the 
best methods of fertilization of fields, gardens and plantations; 

_ and best modes of tillage and farm management and improve- 

ment of live stock; and in printing leaflets and disseminating 
agricultural knowledge by means of lectures or otherwise; and 
in preparing and printing for free distribution the results of such 

investigations and experiments, and for republishing such 
bulletins as may be useful in the furtherance of the work; and 
such other information as may be deemed desirable and profit- 
able in promoting the agricultural interests of the State.” This 
appropriation has made it possible to greatly enlarge the scope 
of our work and to employ additional help to carry on investi- 
gations and instruction in fields not heretofore covered. It has 

also made it possible to republish several valuable bulletins, 
which were out of print, for which there is a growing demand. 

The work under Chapter 128, Laws of 1897, began in April 
and has been carried on vigorously up to the present time. Two 
sets of circulars were prepared and sent out, one in which were 
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given full directions for conducting culture experiments with 

sugar beets, selecting land, preparing the soil, planting, tillage, 

harvesting and preparing specimens for analysis, together with 

diagrams showing the size, number and arrangement of plats. 
The Department of Agriculture at Washington furnished the 
beet seed which was distributed to three hundred and sixteen 

experimenters. The experiments are being conducted in thirty- 
four of the sixty counties of the State. The other circular was. 
prepared by the Chemical Department and it, in like manner, 

gave full directions for carrying out experiments with sugar beets 
and other crops on plats treated with commercial fertilizers of 
known weight and composition together with unfertilized check 
plats. The Station purchased and sent out two hundred and 
three sets, each set containing five small sacks of fertilizer. 

These investigations cover forty-seven counties of the State and 
hence are, as well as those previously mentioned, being carried 
on under varied climatic and soil conditions. 

The farmers of New York know but little about sugar beet 

culture, soil or fertilizers best adapted to the highest develop- 
ment of the beet. By these extended experiments it is hoped 
that much useful information will be disseminated and that the 
farmers will be led to carry on investigations on their own 
account in the future, while the Station will be able to discover 

the districts and the kind of tillage and fertilizers which give 
promise of highest results. 

On the University farm twelve plats which are separated from 
one another and from the adjoining land by cemented brick walls. 

two feet deep, have been planted to sugar beets, with and without. 
fertilizers. Soil to the depth of two feet was removed, eight 
inches at a time, and placed in three piles. After the walls. 
were built each pile of earth was thoroughly mixed and returned 
in the reverse order of its removal. It is hoped by this means. 

to secure normal out door conditions while securing absolutely 
like conditions of soil-texture and composition. 

The most difficult and original experiment undertaken is the 
introduction into the schools of what, for want of a more appro- 
priate name, has been called “Nature Study.” For a long 
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time many educators have seen that there is a great gap in the 
courses of study offered in the schools above the primary grade. 
By common consent it is agreed that no more courses can be 

added and it is not clear what studies, if any, can be omitted, but 

all agree that the youths of the land should become interested 
in the plants and animals and other natural objects by which 
they are surrounded and with which they will have to do in 

after life. It was found that by conducting the work, not as a 

study but as a rest exercise for a few minutes each day, great 

interest was aroused and that instead of adding to the pupil’s 
work, it lightened it and created a desire to become better ac- 
quainted with Nature in garden, field and wood. To start this 
work, leaflets have been prepared by persons especially fitted 

for the work, these have been printed and distributed, usually 

to teachers, though in a few cases to the pupils. 
Leaflets I., “‘ How a Squash Plant gets out of the Seed;”’ IL, 

“How a Candle Burns;’’ III, “ Four Apple Twigs;” and V., 

““Some Tent Makers,” have gone to a third edition; Leaflet IV., 

“ A Children’s Garden,” for pupils and teachers, to a fifth edi- 

tion; Leaflet VI., ‘‘ What is Nature Study,” to a second edition, 

and twenty thousand copies of Leaflet VII., ‘ Hints on Making 

Collection of Insects,’ were issued June 1, 1897.* 

Mr. John W. Spencer and Mr. John L. Stone, have con- 

ducted the Extension work and some of the experiments in the 
western half of the State. Mr. George T. Powell and Miss Mary 
Rogers have conducted like work in the eastern half of the 
State. Mr. George A. Smith and Mr. W. W. Hall have con- 

ducted the instruction in dairy husbandry throughout the State. 
These three groups of experimenters and instructors have 

been assisted from time to time by the professors and instruct- 
ors of the College and Station and by a few special helpers 
not connected with the University. Honorable Charles R. 

Skinner, Superintendent of Public Instruction, and Honorable 
Charles A. Wieting, Commissioner of Agriculture, have given 
us hearty and efficient support. 

* For a sketch of the origin and progress of the Agricultural Extension 
Work see Cornell Bulletin 137, May, 1897. 
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The majority of farmers are anxious to secure a better and 

more extended understanding of their profession. They are 

difficult to reach because they had no training in their special 

occupation while in school, and not because they are unwilling 

to learn. It is humiliating to look over the courses of study of- 

fered to farmers’ children and see what scant and poor provi- 
sion has been made for teaching anything which has a direct 
relation to tilling the soil or for giving any inspiration which 
might help them to discover the laws which govern the soil, the 
plant and the animal. This Extension work in Nature Study is 
as yet an experiment. Its aim is primarily to reach and help the 
teachers and through them the farmer with the hope and expec- 
tation that the pupils and their parents will be taught both useful 
and interesting facts and that they will come to see the need of 
investigating for themselves. Each farm and each crop has its 
own problems to be solved, the Experiment Stations can give 
valuable assistance, but climate, soil plants and conditions vary 
so widely that the farmer who desires to reach better results 
must experiment for himself. It is believed that the Extension 
work has materially assisted in securing the hearty co-operation 

of more than five hundred farmers in the experiments which 
are being carried on throughout the State. 

The first object in issuing leaflets on Nature Study is to pro- 
mote investigation, to arouse enthusiasm, to open the eyes of 
pupils and parents, in order that the future tillers of the soil 
may become better acquainted with Nature’s laws and modes of 
action, thereby enabling them to direct Nature’s laws so intelli- 
gently as to produce highest results. 

Until the middle of this century no instruction nor real help 
had been offered to the tillers of the soil, so it is no wonder that 

the very foundations of scientific, applied and experimental agri- 
culture are yet to be laid in the schools, or that the term “ Na- 

ture Study ” is selected in order to make agricultural instruction 
popular. 

Fourteen bulletins embracing three hundred and thirty-three 
pages have been issued during the last six months on the fol- 
lowing subjects: 
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No. 124, The Pistol-Case-Bearer in Western New York. 

No. 125, A Disease of Currant Canes. 

No. 126, The Currant-Stem Girdler and The Raspberry- 

Cane Maggot. 
No. 127, A Second Account of Sweet Peas. 

No. 128, A Talk About Dahlias. 

No. 129, How to Conduct Field Experiments [with Fer- 
tilizers. 

No. 130, Potato Culture. 

No. 131, Notes upon Plums for Western New York. 

No. 132, Notes upon Celery. 
No. 133, The Army-Worm in New York. 

No. 134, Strawberries under Glass. 

No. 135, Forage Crops. 

No. 136, Chrysanthemums of 1896. 

No. 137, Agricultural Extension Work: Sketch of its Ori- 

gin and Progress. 
Circular No. 5, Concerning Co-operative Tillage Experi- 

ments. 

Circular No. 6, Directions for the Application of the Fer- 

tilizers and Records to be made. 
Brief reports of the progress of the work in charge of the 

various divisions of the Station and the Treasurer’s report are 
hereunto appended, together with a detailed and classified re- 
port of receipts and expenditures for the fiscal year ending 

June 30, 1897. 

Assistant Professor of Dairy Husbandry H. H. Wing has 
been given a leave of absence for nine months, and is now in 
Europe, making an extended study of the dairy industries of 

England, Holland, Sweden and Denmark. Therefore no report 
of progress in dairy husbandry is submitted. It may be said 
that extended investigations have been and are being conducted 
along dairy lines, the results of which will be published in the 

early part of next year. 
Some extended investigations have recently been instituted by 

the Veterinary Division of the Station for the purpose of securing 
a fuller knowledge of the causes of contagious abortion in milch 
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cows in hopes that with a clearer understanding of causes a 
remedy may be discovered for this disease which has been so 
prevalent during the last quarter of a century and which has 

caused more loss in the dairy than all other diseases combined. 

Reports which have reached us from many parts of the State 
during the last year indicate that the mortality among swine 
has been unusually large, due to causes which have not yet 

been discovered. Experiments have been begun with a view 
of determining the cause and remedy for this trouble. 

The force of the Station has been doubled during the last two 
years, many investigations and experiments along lines which 

bear upon nearly every agricultural industry of the State are 
being vigorously prosecuted and the Station staff is working 
harmoniously and enthusiastically for a common purpose—the 

advancement of those industries which are embraced under the 
generic term ‘‘ Agriculture.” 

I. P. ROBERTS. 



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, 

OFFICE OF EXPERIMENT STATIONS, 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 

JUNE 29, 1897. 

DEAR SIR — 
The experiment stations in 15 States now make the annual 

reports of their operations as well as their financial reports cover 
the fiscal year ending June 30. Now that this Department is 
required to make a report to Congress on the work and ex- 

penditures of the Stations for each fiscal year, it would be better 
as far as we are concerned if it was the uniform practice of the 
Stations to make their annual reports for the fiscal year. There 
is nothing in the Hatch act to forbid this. That act simply 
calls for an annual report without defining exactly the period 

to be covered. 
If we could receive the report of the work and expenditures 

of all the Stations by September 1, it would enable us to make 
our report to Congress at the opening of the session in Decem- 

ber. It would then receive proper consideration by the com- 
mittees in connection with the appropriation bill. As it is now, 
the information available for these committees is a year old 

when the report is considered and may unfairly represent the 

condition of affairs at a number of the Stations at that time. 

Very truly yours, 

A. C. TRUE, Director. 
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REPORT OFTHE CHEMIST. 

To the Director of the Cornell University Agricultural Expert- 

ment Station. 

SIR :-— 

The following is a report of work done in the Chemical 

Laboratory between July 1, 1896, and June 30, 1897. 

Name. Analyzed for Number of Samples. 

Sotlsvasee es shocicterecte Wiateriie. SoS Ness teed se. eee ey cetetare ete 47 

Soils..... Nfs chi aot Nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash.... 7 
INoddersy..: 22.21.22 si52 Hodder attal ystS) 5.) judas as aoecle's soe wii 34 
BG GCES oes on. clven 3s Nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash.... 3 
Celery plants ....... Nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash.... 10 
Apple tree leaves....Nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash ... 3 
Urine of horse ...... PHosplloric acid 2 ios). smyeniayci Potts 8 
50d 22) alee eneeane Noid atid sigan o32 3) sen voc .ceitieroeaete seein 20 
PIPSAL DECUS. oh oie ohare DUAL oh, Wd aye sion ons whois ote -ayatm aisha aaa 4 
Batatoes. -(2% a2. 2 Nitrogen and starch ...-.0......-.-.-- «0 4 
Clover reots:. ....,...: TRO tl gif orate laa etc lene seat ni tae Ate 4 
Clover tops =... .. = WEOP Ete. oe rite oer etal lenecite ose. aS 

Clover nodules...... Witropenis oc aie 25 acu Ss afe ale ale alelsinieinns «> aie I 

Paris green..........ASe Og (arsenic trioxide) ................ 2 

AMES eid six. 2 laa hina 4 Phosphoric acid and potash.............. I 

Commercial K salts..Potash...........seeeee eee eee eee eens 2 

5252 i oe Lime, magnesia and potash.............. I 

Mawes ssc. ad -nt 2 Nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash.... 1 

Galletide ... & asi a Saiccbe vee He on ee eee sean ene Semele sais I 

156 

In addition the A. O. A. C. work was done on potash. 

G: C.. CALDWELL. 
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REPORT OF THE BOTANIST: 

July 1, 1897. 

Professor I. P. Roberts, Director. 

DEAR SIR :— 

I have the honor to present the following report of the Botani- 
cal Division of the Experiment Station for the past six months. 

There have been published two Bulletins during the year, as 
follows: A Disease of Currant Canes, Bulletin 125, February, 

1897, by E. J. Durand, assistant botanist during the previous 
year. Two Destructive Celery Blights, by B. M. Duggar, assist- 

ant botanist. These articles were published in Bulletin 132, 

March, 1897. 

Work is in progress upon the following subjects: A very 
thorough study has been made of several of the parasitic fungi 
known as anthracnoses which attack fruits and various vege- 
tables. The matter is being prepared for a bulletin but con- 

siderable time is necessary to complete it because of the 

numerous illustrations. It is hoped, however, to present it 

sometime during the coming autumn. 
A great deal of attention is being given to the preparation of 

illustrations in the way of fine photographs of the larger fungi 
known as mushrooms, with a view to publishing a series of 

bulletins on the edible, poisonous and indifferent species in the 
State, for the purpose of arousing an interest in the value for 
food of the edible species and to give simple directions for 
becoming acquainted with the more common species. 

Studies are also in progress on the diseases of timber and 

forest trees, and already many valuable illustrations have been 
made for future bulletins of an educational character, as well as 

of scientific value. 
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In connection with this, investigations have been begun upon 

the development and embryology of certain of the forest trees, 

especially, at present, the pines and other conifers, with a view 
to determining rate of growth, distribution, fertility of seed, as - 

well as the conditions which influence or modify the life of 
these trees. 

Mr. B. M. Duggar, the assistant botanist, is engaged upon 

several lines of investigation. Practical and scientific studies 
are being made by him of certain celery diseases, and of the 

leaf spot of the pear. Other investigations are being started 
which will lead to important results it is hoped. Beside the 
work of investigation and of instruction which Mr. Duggar is 
carrying on, the correspondence is constantly increasing in 

reference to diseases of various kinds which attack fruits, vege- 

tables, etc., so that a considerable part of his time is taken up 

with these matters. 

The work of the year besides the results of the investigations 
has added materially to the equipment of the Division in the 
way of illustrations, negatives, etc., besides the additions to the 

apparatus by purchase. 

Very respectfully yours, 

GEO. F. ATKINSON, 

Botanist. 



REPORT OF THE ENTOMOLOGIST. 

To the Director of the Cornell University Agricultural Expert- 

ment Station. 

SiR. 
As the carrying out of the Entomological work of the Sta- 

tion has been performed during the past six months almost en- 

tirely by the Assistant Entomologist, I have requested him to 
prepare a report on it, which I hereby transmit. 

Very respectfully yours, 

JOHN HENRY COMSTOCK, 

Entomologist. 

To the Entomologist of the Cornell University Agricultural Ex- 

periment Station. 

SE 
During the period covered by this report (from January Ist, 

1897, to July ist, 1897), the work of the Entomological 

Division of the Station has been along the same lines as in pre- 
vious years, but it has been of a somewhat different nature in 
some respects. Thus far, the year 1897 has been quite a re- 

markable one in New York State, so far as the prevalence of in- 
sect life is concerned. Many of our common insect pests which 
are more or less destructive every year have been conspicuously 
numerous and injurious, while some other insects which usually 
harass the fruit grower every year have attracted attention to 
themselves by their absence or non-occurrence in injurious 
numbers. 

In the former class are to be mentioned plant-lice, which have 

been much more numerous and destructive on many different 
kinds of vegetation all over the State than for many years before ; 
canker worms have again ravaged many acres of apple orchards 
in the western part of the State; in May and June, thousands of ap- 
ple and wild cherry trees all over the State bore the unsightly tents 
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of the common apple-tree tent caterpillar(C/s¢ocampa americana), 
and many of the trees were entirely stripped of their foliage by the 
ravenous hordes of these caterpillars; at the present time (July 
Ist), the forest-tent caterpillar (CZs¢ocampa disstria) is ravaging 
acres of shade and forest trees in several parts of the State (it was 
mistaken for the gypsy moth in Delaware county); the pearpsylla 
has again appeared in immense numbers in many pear orchards 
and the crop of fruit is seriously threatened. On the other hand, 
however, as we predicted in Bulletin 133, the army-worm seems 
not to have attracted attention anywhere in the State this year, 
although thousands of armies of the worms ruined thousands of 
acres of field crops last year; many of the larger plum growers 
in the State have been agreeably surprised this year to find that 
their old and dreaded enemy—the plum curculio—did notappear 

in numbers sufficient to make it necessary to go to the trouble 
and expense of fighting it; one of our largest quince growers also 

writes that the quince curculio (Conotrachelus crataegt) also ap- 
peared in surprisingly small numbers this summer; we had in- 

tended to begin a critical study of the life-history of white grubs 
this spring but were unable to find enough of the May beetles to 
start the experiment; for two or three years the crops of New 
York farmers have suffered from hordes of grasshoppers, but this 
year, doubtless owing to the work of their enemies and to climatic 

conditions, grasshoppers appear to be scarce in many localities. 

Thus the year 1897 has thus far been one of peculiar interest, 

from an entomological standpoint, in New York. The facts 
given in the above paragraph have been brought out by our 

extensive correspondence and by personal observations while 

engaged in lecture work under the auspices of the Nixon Bill. 
No new outbreak of any insect pest has thus far occurred 

which seemed to necessitate carrying on extensive experiments 

at the insectary in the study of its habits or methods of combat- 

ing it. Our time has been fully occupied in continuing work that 

was begun last year or in previous years, also in preparing some 
of last year’s results for publication, and in attending to the mass 
of correspondence arising from the sudden and unusually destruc- 

tive outbreaks of the well-known insect pests mentioned above. 
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However, as the quince curculio was so destructive last year in 

some localities as to lead growers to seriously consider the ad- 

visability of cutting down their orchards, we have taken up the 

critical study of its habits this year and hope to be able to reach 

some practicable conclusions regarding methods of controlling 

such a serious pest. 

The following bulletins have been published from this Divi- 

sion during the past six months: 

No. 124, The Pistol-Case-Bearer. 

No. 126, The Currant-Stem Girdler and the Raspberry-Cane 

Maggot. i 
No. 133, The Army-Worm in New York. 

Our inability to get the results of our last year’s study of the 

codlin moth ready for publication in the spring has enabled us 
to verify our observations this year; our conclusions will soon 
be put in shape for publication as a bulletin. The results of 
our last year’s applications in our extensive peach borer experi- 
ment have just been ascertained, and they reveal some striking 
and valuable facts which will add much definite data to our 

knowledge of how to fight this serious peach pest. We expect 
to be able to collate and digest the details of our work with this 

insect which have accumulated during the past three years, and 
get the conclusions ready for publication during the coming year. 

Our endeavor to give each correspondent the latest and best 
information at our command results in a rapid increase in the 

correspondence of this Division. About five hundred queries 
were answered during the past six months; fifty of these were 
prepared for publication in agricultural journals. The fact that 
we are thus often enabled to reach special and urgent cases 
quickly, renders the correspondence of this Division one of the 
most valuable and important features of its work. We have also 
published several technical articles in entomological journals. 

Respectfully submitted, 

M. V. SLINGERLAND, 

Assistant Entomologist. 
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REPORT OF THE AGRICULTURIST: 

To the Director of the Cornell University Agricultural Expert- 

ment Station. 

SIR :— 
Since my last report to you two bulletins have been published 

by the Department, No. 130, Potato Culture, and No. 135, 

Forage Crops. These bulletins give the results of experi- 
ments extending over a period of two years. To verify the results 
published, the experiments are being repeated this year and the 
results will probably be published as a supplementary bulletin. 
An interesting line of work, and one which now promises well, 

is the intro-culture of grain crops. For three years the experi- 
ment has been conducted with wheat and this year it has been 

extended to oats. A question which is seriously puzzling the 
farmers of the State is how they can best control the wild carrot, 
the mustard and the cress, all of which have been abundant in 

the oat fields the past season. We believe that a practical so- 
lution of the question will be found in intro-culture. It remains 
now to have manufactured some implement so that the work can 
be performed cheaply and efficiently by horse-hoe tillage. 

The study of leguminous plants and their comparative value 
as nitrogen gatherers, commenced last year, is being continued. 
An effort is being made to determine what portion of the nitro- 
gen stored up by the clover plant is actually taken from the at- 
mosphere and what from the soil. The investigation in connec- 
tion with this work will necessarily have to be extended over 
a series of years. 

Certain leguminous plants which in their native soil and 
climate produce root tubercles have been found not to produce 

them here. By asystem of soil inoculation it is hoped that 

these nodules or tubercles may be induced to grow and that 
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we may thus add to the list of our valuable nitrogen-gathering 
leguminous plants. 

In the spring of 1896, one thousand white ash seedlings were 

set in the University woodland. These seedlings were pur- 

chased and set at a total cost of only twocents each. From 

seventy-five to eighty per cent. of them are now living and 

making good growth. The result of this experiment so far 
would indicate that much of the hilly land unfit for cultivation 

could far more profitably be devoted to forestry. 

Many causes have combined to awaken an interest in the 
manufacture of beet sugar. This department is conducting ex- 
tensive experiments to determine whether the beets can be 
profitably grown in this State, what system of tillage is best, 

and what fertilizers are required to give the highest per cent. 

of sugar. Beet seed, with directions for planting the same and 
caring for the product, have been sent to over three hundred 
farmers who are co-operating in the experiment. The work 
with sugar beets at the home grounds this year is mainly in 
determining what fertilizers give best results both as to yield, 
sugar content and purity. 

The work of the Division is largely confined to lines of in- 
vestigation which are practical in their nature, and an attempt 
is being made not only to discover new truths but to emphasize 
and enforce old ones, and to show plainly that success in agri- 
culture depends largely upon improved practices and methods 
of tillage. | 

: Respectfully submitted, 

L. A. CLINTON, 

Assistant Agriculturist. 



REPORT OF ITE: hORTICULTURISE: 

To the Director of Cornell University, Agricultural Experiment 

Station. 

SIR :— 
In the absence of Professor Bailey, I can make only a partial 

report of the progress of work in this Division from January Ist 

to July Ist, 1897. 

Of the out-door work the successful contest with the San José 

scale is perhaps the most pressing for early publication. Two 
thorough and timely sprayings with kerosene and water, in a com- 

bination of one part to four, saved all the kinds of shrubs treated, 
and we have not seen a live insect since. This experience has 

brought out anumber of points which will doubtless be welcome 
news in the midst of the general anxiety. Among the tree fruits, 
progress has been made in the permanent orchards which were 

devoted to carefully planned and far reaching fertilizer experi- 
ments. Some new varieties of Japanese plums are fruiting for 
the first time and the Station is fortunate in having the expert 
services of Mr. S. D. Willard, of Geneva, in judging the varieties 

of this popular new type of plums. A new vineyard has been set 

and important accessions made. The work in small fruit culture 

has consisted largely of local fertilizer experiments in six straw- 
berry fields of Oswego county, the results of which are very grati- 
fying and of great general interest. Two beds of strawberries 
have been set, one of new varieties, and one to continue the in- 

door work. In vegetable gardening we are in the midst of our 
second year of investigations with celeriac and Brussels sprouts. 
An acre of celery has also been planted on the onion meadows 
of Orange county in an attempt to introduce the culture of this 

crop within easy shipping distance of the large eastern markets. 
In floriculture the work is confined to studies of cannas, dahlias, 
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and to the vexed problems concerned in the forcing of Ber- 
muda lilies for Easter, and to chrysanthemums. 

The indoor work now looks toward a long series of cultural 

experiments in the forcing of fruits; collections of apricots, 
peaches and cherries are ready, and as soonas the proper facili- 
ties are at hand the growing of grapes from a commercial 
standpoint is to be undertaken. One of the smaller green- 
houses has been remodelled for a strawberry forcing house to 
follow up the successful work of last winter, reviewed in Bul- 

letin 134. 
Very respectfully submitted, 

C. E. HUNN, in charge. 



REPORT OF THES IREASURER: 

The Cornell University Agricultural Experiment Station, tn ac- 

count with the United States appropriation, 1896-7. 

To Receipts from Treasurer of the United States as Dr: 
per appropriation for fiscal year ending June 30, 
1897, as per Act of Congress,’ approved March 2, 
RSTO) oS Giateas css COGS Seine Sion as Cala Pa ec rte Soy neo $13,500 00 

(os 
ES AMARIESD Seta iaishate x "4 arth digieveiaias Neils mend e Aeiajalspmneliccele $ 8,043 75 

NPA RRR Pes oh 2S al lel rare ates ode: ete cie Neo ieen ea ere 1,988 57 
PAVE NC LOTER eo Pin citi Bice ie es mp iee vice aiemaae aS ys 299 60 
Postape and Stationery iene). pyc’ geod ae ge vs 251 05 
ret enh, SS SFOS 0's /fr hus ish oy’ = tn a ioetnne, es Sons 118 75 
Meat Tisttiand Water) \j. ico sc echis a cise lctes celes 63 84 
SS tIeMBICA SHI PILES. «ays ou Pcsis es x asics Siena aes loam care 147 49 
Seeds, Plants and Sundry Supplies................ 651 37 
TRA aL Va ey Bs Sn eaCt BE comae orate b 
BREEN SUMS ore ais./=)ocrkselasnldtls aleteiarcia eleteren stole, sot 164 83 
MGMT ATG osskVI EN, wnty alae sieht mine Oty nate aie ayaa wet alg 108 22 
Tools, Implements and Machinery................ 56 95 
Bucnitures and hixturess)). ol. lies ta eigeyat-. ome 126 68 
Sclentilie; Ap paratussnn caso ecleces scien me ae re 772 82 
WPAN LOCK ii Male a sion nalelowsta sie ona-ainatey otra elses heaves 301 IO 
raven I SDeMSES. oa lee” = wna ete oes Sita on anak 145 88 
GEM eL EE XPCNSES sa )010 aia's wisely neiewtcnaieisinraye ore 10 00 
Building and’ Repairs. 02 vc a's scale oe one taie ota 249 10 

a el 13,500 OO 

We, the undersigned, duly appointed auditors of the corpora- 
tion, do hereby certify that we have examined the books and 
accounts of the Cornell University Agricultural Experiment 
Station for the fiscal year ending June 30th, 1897; that we 
have found the same well kept and classified as above, and that 
receipts for the year from the Treasurer of the United States 
are shown to have been $13,500.00, and the corresponding 

disbursements $13,500.00, for all of which proper vouchers are 
on file, and have been by us examined and found correct, thus 
leaving no balance on hand. 

And we further certify that the-expenditures have been 
solely for the purpose set forth in the Act of Congress approved 
March 2, 1887. 

Signed HB. LORD: : 

ig GEO. R. WILLIAMS, } Auditors 
(Seal) 

Attest: Emmons L. WILLIAMS, 
Custodian. 
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BULLETINS PUBLISHED JANUARY-MAY, 1897. 

The Pistol-Case-Bearer in Western New York......... No. 124 

Pmbieersevor Currant Canes a2 oe). nie dete en No. 125 

The Currant-Stem Girdler and The Raspberry-Cane 

in] (2121220 Se A RE rear eI Sutera BLY Pune toa ash 06 No. 126 

mo second. Account of Sweet Pease 2.300 oe. No. 127 

bales About. Dalliase 6.2 os eee eee No. 128 

How to Conduct Field Experiments with Fertilizers...No. 129 

mete Culite 3. a Sue, Won tae re, ee ene bs ad ote No. 130 

NetesaUioon Phimsia a4) ae ree ee eek ost cone No: 121 

mates: U pon Celery. .0s85 ac tah ee eas ate ee eR No. 132 

me Aimy- Worm: in  Wewivore 0 cet. Aki. oa 3 No. 533 

Seawberries Wnder. Glass... ee ha. ee ho, 5 No. 134 

Borde COPS 5 leeds ere Acsca ea  een e eR  d No. 135 

Chiysanthemimis: Of) 16060" 35 mene cscs chu: Le | No. 136 

Agricultural Extension Work: Sketch ofits Origin 

atid (PrOGROSS Siesta: see eR eS. oaks No. 137 

CIRCULARS. 

Co-operative: Tillazse Experiments, 3002. oi . law ice boas No. 5 

Co-operative: Tillage, Expenmentsi4.. 5.52.06 acc. 2a No. 6 
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Bulletin 124. January, 1897. 

Cornell University Agricultural Experiment Station. 

ITHACA, N. Y. 

ENTOMOLOGICAL DIVISION. 

The Pistol-Case-Bearer 

Western New York. 

By M. V. SLINGERLAND. 



ORGANIZATION. 

BOARD OF CONTROL: 
THE TRUSTEES OF THE UNIVERSITY. 

STATION COUNCIL, 

President, Jacos GOULD SCHURMAN. 

Hon. A. D. WHITE, - - - - Trustee of the University. 
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CoRNELL UNIVERSITY, IrHaca, N. Y., January 1, 1897. 

THE HONORABLE COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE, ALBANY. 

Siv -—The following paper considers another of the many 

insects which contribute their share towards making fruit-growing 

a scientific business. The observation of any insect and the 

study of truthful descriptions of it, are direct means of education ; 

and the final mastery of it is a means of encouraging and fortify- 

ing the farmer in every adversity. This bulletin, therefore, has 

two distinct merits,—the imparting of immediate information 

concerning the pest, and the power of inspiring correct and hope- 

ful habits of thought; it is therefore submitted for publication 

under Chapter 437 of the law designed to extend the experiment 

station method and work. 
LL. He BawEy. 
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THE PISTOL-CASE-BEARER. 

Coleophora malivorella Riley. 

Order LEPIDOPTERA ; superfamily TINEINA. 

Among the most interesting insects that trouble the fruit grower 

are those known as ‘‘case-bearers;’’ thus named from the fact 

that in their destructive stage they are encased in curiously-shaped 

suits which they wear wherever they go. One of these insects, 

the cigar-case-bearer, has done much damage in western New 

York orchards since 1893 ; it was illustrated and discussed in 

Bulletin 93. During the past year another case-bearer appeared 

in large numbers in several apple orchards in western New York 

and proved even more destructive than the cigar-case-bearer. 

Frequently both kinds of these case-bearers and the bud-moth 

(Bulletin 107) worked together on the same branch. 

In 1896, many New York farmers and fruit-growers became 

acquainted for the first time with several insects which seemed to 

have suddenly appeared in their field crops or orchards in destruct- 

ive numbers. ‘The army-worm, the green fruit worms (Bulletin 

123), and the case-bearer under discussion, are illustrations of this 

fact. ‘Io many, these insects were new pests ; and it is a remark- 

able fact that, although all of them have occurred in our state 

for many years and have at times been injurious, it has been 

nearly fifteen years since any of them appeared in sufficient 

numbers to do noticeable injury. 

HISTORY, DISTRIBUTION, AND FOOD-PLANTS OF THE INSECT. 

This pistol-case-bearer is an American insect, and first attracted 

attention in 1877 in a large apple orchard of over 8000 trees in 

Erie County in Pennsylvania. The owner of this orchard reported 
that it seemed as if there was one on each bud on almost every 

tree in the orchard; the next year the insect was still more 

destructive, rendering large numbers of trees nearly leafless. 

Specimens of the insect were sent to Dr. Riley, and in 1879, he 

published (Ann. Rept. of Com. of Agr. for 1878, p. 253) a brief 
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illustrated account of the pest, describing and naming it as new 

to science. Scarcely anything new has been recorded about the 

insectsince. What wasdoubtless the same case-bearer was recorded 

from Kentucky in 1878, and was found upon chestnut bark near 

Ithaca, N. Y.,in 1880. Inthe spring of 1882, theinsect did con- 

siderable damage in apple orchards at South Byron, N. Y. It 

did not again attract serious attention in New York state until 

1896. In 1891, a few specimens were sent to Dr. Lintner from 

Lansing, Oswego Co., and Walworth, Wayne Co., and the same 

year we found some of the cases on a wild cherry tree near the 

insectary. The insect was reported as occurring in Nebraska 

and adjoining states in 1894, and we received a few specimens 

from Sodus, Wayne Co., N. Y., thesame year. In 1895, it was 

found in Canada and in New Mexico. During the past year, the 

insect did much damage in large apple orchards at Geneva and 

at Walworth, N. Y. We also received it from Clarkson, Monroe 

Co., N. Y. It has been recorded from New Jersey as common on 

apple, plum and cherry. 

Thus the insect has quite a wide range of food-plants, including 

the three orchard fruits just mentioned, and probably the chest- 

nut. It is also widely distributed over the country, occurring 

from Canada southward through New York and Pennsylvania 

and westward through Nebraska into New Mexico. It has been 

injurious only in New York and Pennsylvania. Nothing can be 

predicted as to its future. 

How distributed.—It is claimed that the pest was introduced 

into the far west on eastern nursery stock. ‘This is doubtless 

by far the most fruitful source for the distribution of the insect. 

ITS .APPEARANCH. 

On account of its small size and peculiar habits, the insect 

itself in any stage, will rarely be noticed by the fruit-grower. 

But one of the curious suits, or cases as they are called, which 

the little caterpillar wears, is quite conspicuous, thus often reveal- 

mg its presence to the casual observer. 

The caterpillar and its curious case.—The insect is destructive 

only in its caterpillar stage, and yet the fruit-grower usually sees 

only the peculiar suit or case worn by the caterpillar. Several of 
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these curious cases with their inhabitants partly protruding from 

one end are shown much enlarged at 4, 4, 4, plate 1; atc, plates 

1 and 2, many of the cases are represented, natural size, attached 

to the branch. ‘The cases are of a dark brown or black color, 

more or less covered with grayish pubescence from the leaves. 

Their form is aptly described by the word “ pistol-shaped.’’ ‘They 

are of a tough leathery texture, and evidently made of silken 

threads interwoven with the pubescence from the leaves, and the 

whole stained dark in some manner, probably by the excrements 
of the caterpillar. - 

How this curious 
case is made will 

be described fur- 

ther on in dis- 

cussing the life 
history of the in- 

sect. When the 

insect is at work! | 

in April, May, or | 

June, these cur- 

ious pistol-shaped 
cases are quite 

conspicuous, and 

certainly very 

odd-looking ob- 

jects, as they are 

Sear Breieeting at 1.—Work of the pistol-case-bearer on apple foliage. 
various angles Natural size. 

from a flower-bud (frontispiece), from the surface of a leaf, or 

from the side of a branch (¢, plates 1 and 2). They are sure to 

arouse one’s curiosity, especially when, after watching one for a 

few minutes, it is seen to move off to another part of the bud 

or leaf. 
A careful examination of one of these moving pistol-shaped 

objects will reveal its inhabitant, an orange-colored, black-headed 

iterpillar about one-fourth of an inch in length.* When dis- 

*Technical description of larva.—Length, 6mm. Color, deep chrome or 
light orange; the thoracic segments are darker, the first one blackish. 
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turbed the little creature retreats into its pistol-shaped case and 

can be induced to come forth only by either tearing open its case, 

or by continued urging from the rear. 

The adult insect.—The moth is a very delicate and pretty little 

creature. Itis represented nearly four times natural size at a, a, 

plate 1 ; the male moth, which is considerably smaller, is shown 

in the lower of the two figures, and the larger female in the 
upper figure. They are of a general dark drabcolor ; on the basal 

third of the front wings white scales predominate in the females, 

but are sometimes almost entirely lacking in the males. The al- 

ternation of the rings of dark and white scales give the antennz 

and legs a curious annulated appearance. The basal joint of each 
antenna in both sexes bears a conspicuous tuft of scales, those of 

the female being considerably larger.* All of these characteris- 

Head, black with a yellow median suture; antennz, yellow. Thoraci seg- 

ments each with a blackish, granulate, chitinous spot on the lateral ridge; 

the mesothoracic segment has besides two similar, narrow, triangular, black, 

transverse spots, separated by a narrow yellow mesal line near its caudal 

border, and there is a similar subdorsal black spot on each side near the ce- 

phalic margin; the thoracic shield is large, black, and nearly divided by a 

narrow yellow median stripe. The anal shield is also black. The true legs 

are black, with the distal segment and the extremities of the other segments 

yellowish. The four pairs of pro-legs are of the same color as the body, ex- 

cept the anal ones which are slightly darker and have a large black spot near 

the base of each. The whole surface of the body is granulated, more 

stronglyso on the thoracic and anal segments. A few hairs arise from the 

head, thorax and anal segment. 
This description, taken from full-grown living specimens of the caterpil- 

lars differs considerably from Dr. Riley’s description in his report for 1878. 

None of the caterpillars that Dr. Riley had, seem to have been pre- 

served, so that we cannot explain these striking differences. 

*In his description of the moth (Ann. Rept. Com. of Agr. for 1878, p. 
254), Dr. Riley states that the males have no tuft on the basal antennal joint; 

he describes the tufts of the females. How this mistake occurred is not 
known. Mr. L. O. Howard, U. S. Entomologist, writes me as follows: 

‘* There are ten specimens of Coleophora malivorella in the National Museum 

collection. Five of these are males and five are females. The tuft on the 
basal joint of the antennz occurs in 4o0¢h sexes, but isa little longer in the 
femalesthan in the male. One of these males has lost the tuft entirely and 

in another is partly gone. It was also completely lost in one of the females, 

All of these ten specimens are from the original 1878 rearings. Dr. Riley 

probably examined the single male which had lost the tuft.”’ 



PLATE 1.—The pistol-case-bearer (Coleophora malivorella Riley). a a, the moth (the upper 
figure represents the female and the lower one, the male insect), enlarged about four times; b, b. b, 
small cases. with the caterpillars projecting from them, much enlarged, c, an apple branch bearing 
several of the case-bearers in position for moulting; a, the eggs, very much enlarged. 
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_ PLATE I1.—The pistol case bearer (Coleophora malivorella Riley). a, destructive work of the 
insect on apple blossoms, natural size; b, b, cases showing recent white additions at the ends, much 
enlarged, c, full-grown case-bearers attached to the branches for pupation, natural size. 
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tics are shown in the figures at a, a, plate 1. The general color 

of the malesis slightly darker, especially the head. 

During the day the moths rest on the leaves and branches with 

their heavily fringed wings folded closely over the abdomen and 

their long, slender antennae placed close together and projecting 

straight forward from the head. ‘They may be seen in this posi- 

tion on the trees in June. 

ITS NAME. 

This case-bearer belongs to the large group of minute moths 

known as Tineids. Nearly all the Tineids are easily distinguished 

from the other moths by their narrow wings which are bordered 

with very wide fringes (see figure a, plate 1). The name Coleo- 

phora malivorella, by which the insect is recognized among scien- 
tists the world over, was given to it by Dr. Riley in his report as 

U.S. Entomologist for 1878 (published in 1879).* 

The popular name of ‘‘apple coleophora’’ given to the insect 

by Dr. Riley wassoon superceded by Dr. Lintner’s name, “‘ the ap- 

ple-tree case-bearer.’’ While it is true that it seems to prefer the 
apple as a food-plant, there are several other case-bearers which 

feed upon the apple tree, and one of these—the cigar-case-bearer 

(Bulletin 93)—is even more common and destructive than the one 

under discussion. We therefore proposethe much more definite 

and descriptive popular name of ‘‘the pistol-case-bearer ’’ for the 

insect. The striking resemblance of the case, which the caterpillar 
carries about with it, toa pistol makes this popular name especially 
suggestive to the fruit-grower. 

THE STORY OF ITS LIFE AND HABITS. 

This interesting little pistol-case-bearer has been under almost 

*In Bull. 1, Vol. IV, p. 93 of the U. S. Geol. Survey, published February 

5, 1878, Mr. V. T. Chambers described Coleophora multipulvella. In 1882, 

Lord Walsingham placed this species in the synonomy of C. madlivorelia, 

stating that Chamber’s description applied to Dr. Riley’s specimens, but 
that the former’s type of C. mu/tipulvella was not examined. Should Cham- 

ber’s type specimen prove to be Dr. Riley’s C. malivorelia the last name 

must fall, on the ground of priority of publication, and the pistol-case- 

bearer be called Coleophora multipulvella. If Chamber’s type is stillin 
existence this point could be easily settled by some one familiar with the 
Tineids. 
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daily observation here at the insectary from the time it awoke 

from its winter’s sleep in April, 1896, until it passed through its 

wonderful transformations into the pretty little moth, from whose 

beautiful and oddly-shaped eggs the little caterpillars hatched in 

the fall and soon made their preparations for their long winter’s 

rest. While its life history is similar to that of the cigar-case- 

bearer (Bulletin 93) its habits are quite different and present sev- 

eral interesting phases of insect life. 

How it passes the winter.—In our cages the little creatures 

began to go into winter quarters as early as August 26th; they 

were then minute, less than half-grown, orange-yellow caterpil- 

lars, encased in very small pistol-shaped suits, which were firmly 

attached to the bark, usually on the smaller branches. ‘These 

hibernating cases are about one-half as large as those shown nat- 

ural size at c, plate 1, and they are shaped like the much enlarged 

case shown at Jin the extreme upper right-hand corner of plate 

1. Where the insect is quite numerous, it may be easily found, 

in its winter quarters. 

About seven months of the pistol-case-bearer’s life is spent in 

idleness in its snug little case on the twigs of the trees. 

Its spring appearance and habits.—The little caterpillars awake 

from their long winter’s fast very early in the spring, as soon as 

the buds begin to swell. In 1896, the little cases were loosened 

from the twigs soon after April 1st, and the march of the hungry 

caterpillars for the buds began; by April 15th, they were at work 

in full force on the buds. By eating or boring small holes, 

scarcely larger than a pin in the swelling fruit and leaf buds, the 

little creatures did much damage very early in the season. On 

April 24th, we exaniined the large orchards of Messrs. Yeomans, 

at Walworth, N. Y., and found the pistol-case-bearers so thick in 

one apple orchard that it seemed as though there was one case to 

every two or three buds on the trees; the buds were just begin- 

ning to open. 

As the caterpillars continue feeding on the opening buds, they 

soon find that their winter suits or cases are too small for their 

growing bodies ; and they proceed to build on extensions at both 

ends and along the lower edge. 

Its pistol-shaped suit,—Unilike the cigar-case-bearer (Bulletin 93) 
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the pistol-case-bearer does not construct an entirely new and 

larger suit to accommodate its increasing size. It simply pieces 

on additions to its suit from time to time. In the enlarged cases 

represented at 4, 4, plate 2, the white portion at the head end is 

a very recent addition to the case; the right-hand figure also 

shows a slight addition around the anal orifice. We have speci- 

mens of cases which show fresh, white additions all along the 

lower edge of the case as well as at both ends. ‘These additions 

seem to be made mostly of silk in which is mixed considerable of 

the pubescence and debris of the leaves, and the whole is glued 

together to forma tough leathery substance. Although white 

when first made, the additions soon become stained a very dark 

brown, perhaps from the excremental or other juices of the cater- 

pillar. After about May tst, the caterpillars seem to confine 

nearly all of their extensions to the head end of their suits, thus 

considerably lengthening the barrel of the ‘‘pistol.’’ When 

complete then, their cases are simply their first winter suit that 

has been made larger around and longer by additions or patches 

put on to one side and both ends. Externally the cases or suits 

present a rough, fuzzy, somewhat untidy appearance, but cut one 

of them open and take a peep inside. The whole suit is found to 

be lined with a thin, smooth, whitish, delicate layer of silk which 

gives the interior a neat, cozy appearance. 

The curved end which forms the handle of the ‘‘ pistol’’ con- 

sists of two flattened oyster-shell-like projections of the suit, which 

are not joined together along their lower edges, and thus form a 

slit-like opening that is the back-door to thecase. ‘The elasticity 

of the material and the peculiar curve of this portion of the suit 

tend always to keep this opening closed. It would require con- 

siderable force for an outside enemy to open this orifice, though 

from the inside the slightest pressure enables the caterpillar to 

protrude its anal segment whenever its excrement is to be voided. 

This arrangement enables the little caterpillar to keep his snug 

home neat and clean inside. This back-door also serves another 

important purpose in the life of the insect, as we shall see later. 

Moulting of the caterpillar.—On April 26th, we were surprised 

to find that most of the caterpillars at work in our cages had 

securely fastened their cases to the bark of the twigs as shown at 
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¢, plate 1. On May ist, Messrs. Yeomans, Walworth, N. Y., 

wrote me that the insects had also done the same thing in their 

orchard. It seemed hardly possible that they had finished their 

destructive work thus early, and were preparing to undergo their 

further transformations. Cases were detached apd examined 

every day, and no explanation was found for the curious preceed- 

ure until the fourth or fifth day. ‘Then the cases began to move, 

and at each spot where a case was fastened there remained at- 

tached to the bark the anchor, a minute cup or button of silk, and 

on each of these we found the cast skin of the head of the cater- 

pillar. This meant that the cases had been fastened to the twigs 

so that the caterpillar could shed off, undisturbed, its old skin 

that had become too small, and could then come forth clad ina 

new and elastic skin that had been growing under the old one. 

All caterpillars moult or shed their skin several times; it is the 

way they grow. Doubtless the pistol-case-bearer moults at least 

three or four times during its life as a caterpillar, and perhaps in 

the way just described. Apparently the moult which occupied 

the last four days of April, 1896, was the last one; its occurrence 

in the heighth of the feeding season rendered it quite conspicuous. 

Its feeding habits on the flowers and leaves.—Beginning on the 

swelling buds, as described on a previous page, the case-bearers 

continue their destructive work on the opening leaves and flowers. 

They now feed quite differently from the cigar-case-bearers, which 

mined out the tissue between the two skins of the leaves. The 

pistol-case-bearers either devour the whole leaf or all of it but the 

lower skin and veinlets, thus skeletonizing it, as shown, natural 

size, in figure 1. The caterpillar never leaves its case, but pro- 

jects its body out far enough to obtain a good foothold and then 

begins to eat, holding its case at a considerable angle from the 

leaf. ‘The cases are thus not attached to the leaf, but move with 

every motion of the caterpillar as it feeds. While they feed freely 

on the leaves, they seem to Show a decided preference for the 

opening flowers; this habit makes the insect especially destruc- 

tive. In the upper part of figure a, plate 2, is shown a cluster of 

flowers which has suffered severely from the attacks of this little 

foe. It works mostly on the petals of the flowers, but often eats 

into the stem and soon kills it. Thousands of prospective fruits 
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were thus ‘‘nipped in the bud’’ in the orchards where the insect 

worked. After the opening flowers are destroyed or the petals 

have fallen, the caterpillars turn their attention to the tender 

foliage. We placed about a hundred of the little cases on a small 

tree in the insectary that contained no flower-buds. Nearly every 

leaf on the tree was soon riddled like those shown in. figure 1. 

The insect thus has more destructive feeding habits than the 

cigar-case-bearer, but as it feeds openly, and does not mfne out 

its food from the interior of the leaf, it would seem to be easier to 

reach with a poison spray than the latter. 

The pistol-case-bearers continued to feed on the leaves until 

about May 15th, when most of them migrated to the branches 

where they securely fastened their cases to the bark. Projecting 

upward from the branches at an angle of about 45 degrees, these 

full-grown pistol-cases present a peculiar appearance ; this is well 

shown atc, plate 2. So securely are the cases fastened that they 

often remain on the branches for a year or more, but they are of 

no further use to the insect after about a month. 

Pupation.—After making all secure in the manner just described, 

the little caterpillar proceeds to prepare for its wonderful transfor- 

mation to the adult insect—the moth. It first turns around in 

the case, so that the head is towards the anal opening in the 

handle of the “‘pistol.’’ Ifa case be torn from the bark and care- 

fully cut open about two weeks after it was fastened down, its 

inhabitant will not be a caterpillar, but a curious light brown, 

apparently lifeless object—the pupa. This change to a pupa took 

place about June 7th, in our cages. ; 
The emergence of the moth and egg-laying.—The insect passes 

from ten to twenty days of its life as a pupa in its old pistol- 

shaped suit fastened to the branches, as shown at ¢, plate 2. 
From the curved slit (formerly used as a back-door by the cater- 

pillar) in the under side of the handle of the ‘‘pistol,’’ there 

emerges, from June 17th to the 30th, the adult insect—the pretty 

little moth described on a previous page and figured at a, a, plate 

1, Thus, the pistol-shaped cases serve as snug warm suits for 

the caterpillars during their life, and then furnish cozy homes in 

which the insect undergoes its transformations. Other records 

give the time of appearance of the moth from the first to the 
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fifteenth of July, or about two weeks later than our rearings in 

1896. This may be accounted for by the fact that the spring of 

1896 was a remarkably early one and one also well adapted for 

the development of insect life; the case-bearers got to work 

earlier than usual, for the apple buds started nearly two weeks in 

advance of most seasons. 

The moths remain at rest on the leaves during the day, doubt- 

less feeding but little, ifany, and doing no damage. Although 

dozens of moths emerged in our cages during the latter half of 

June, we found no eggs until July 13th. But the next day, hun- 

dreds of them had been laid all over the sides of the cage and on 

all parts of some apple branches therein. Further observations 

in the field showed that they were glued fast at their base usually 

to either the upper or lower surfaces of the leaves. Apparently 

no one had ever seen the eggs of this case-bearer before, for 

nothing has been recorded about them. 

The eggs are of a cinnamon-rufous color, and are very pretty 

objects when seen under a microscope. Although they are only 

.42 mm. (.016 of an inch) in diameter at their base and about .27 

mm. (.ot of an inch) in height, they can be seen with the naked 

eye when one knows where to look and what for. With our 

micro-camera we succeeded in getting some much enlarged pic- 

tures of these curiously shaped eggs; the photographs are repro- 

duced at d, plate 1. As the figures show, the eggs remind one of 

inverted tea-cups with strongly ridged sides. Many fine trans- 

verse ridges connect the larger ones, and the deep cavity at the 

upper end of the egg is quite irregular in shape. ‘They are very 

different from those of the closely allied cigar-case-bearer. 

Although a few recently-hatched caterpillars were seen July 14th, 

most of the eggs did not hatch until a week later; the egg stage 

thus last about a week in July. 

Habits of the recently-hatched caterpillar.—Unlike the cigar-case- 

bearer, the newly-born caterpillar of the pistol-case-bearer is not 

a miner, and also begins the construction of its suit soon after it 

begins to eat. It first eats into the underside of the leaf, making 

a hole about the size of a pin’s head nearly through the leaf. 

During this first meal, the little caterpillar apparently weaves 

together with silken threads some of its excrement and a few of 
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the leaf-hairs, and thus forms around its body a tiny cylindrical 

case or suit. We haveseveral of these cases that were made July 

22, 1896. ‘The caterpillars continue to eat holes in the leaves 

during July and August, making additions to their suits from 

time to time and gradually giving them the pistol-shape. 

Preparations for winter.—On August 26th, several of the little 

case-bearers in our cages migrated from the leaves and fastened 

their cases to the bark of the apple branches. These cases were 

of the same shape as those shown at ¢, plate 1, but about one-half 

as large. Doubtless most of the caterpillars stop feeding and 

fasten their cases to the branches before September 15th. In 

these snug, warm, and secure quarters the insect passes the winter. 

Briefly summarized, the life-history of the pistol-case-bearer 
is as follows: ‘The insect spends about seven months (from 
September 1st to April 1st) of its life in hibernation as a minute, 
half-grown caterpillar in a small pistol-shaped case attached to a 

twig. In the spring the caterpillars attack the swelling buds, 

the expanding leaves, and especially the flowers (frontispiece, 

and figure a, plate 2). About May 1st the cases are fastened 

to the twigs (Fig. c, plate 1) where they remain for four days, 

during which time the caterpillars shed their skin or moult. 
They do not make any complete new suit as they grow, but are 

content with making additions (Figs. 4, 4, plate 2) to the ends 

and side of the old suit. They are not miners, but feed openly, 

eating irregular holes in the leaves, often skeletonizing them. 

They are most destructive on the flowers where they eat the 

petals and stems. In the latter part of May, they cease feeding, 

securely fasten the cases to the branches (Fig. ¢, plate 2) and in 

about two weeks, change to pupae within. ‘The moth (Figs. a, a, 

plate 1) emerges in two or three weeks, and soon glues its minute, 
pretty, cinnamon-colored, inverted cup-like eggs (Fig. d, plate 1) 

to the surfaces of the leaves. ‘The egg-stage lasts about a week, 

the little caterpillaremerging about July 22d. They begin eating 

little holes in the leaves, and during their first meal construct of 

silk and excrement a small case or suit for themselves. They 

continue feeding on the leaves, adding to their suits from time to 

time, until about September 1st, when they begin to migrate to 
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the twigs and there fasten their little pistol-shaped cases to the 

bark, The winter is passed in these snug, warm, secure quarters. 

NATURAL ENEMIES. 

We have not met with any natural enemies of this case-bearer. 

However, in 1879, Dr. Riley recorded that ‘‘the only enemy of 

this insect, so far as known, is a minute Chalcid fly, which has 

increased to such an extent since the ravages of the case-bearer 

became apparent on Mr. Fairweather’s place (Erie Co., Penn.) 

that it bids fair to render additional remedies unnecessary. The 

specimens sent in 1877 were not parasitized. ‘Those sent in 1878 

were about half of them affected, and of twenty-four specimens re- 

ceived in March, 1879, seventeen had been destroyed by this little 

fly.’’* Itis to be hoped that this little enemy will soon find a 

congenial home in the western New York orchards where the 

pistol-case-bearer is so numerous. 

HOW TO COMBAT THE INSECT. 

It is practicable to fight this case-bearer in its caterpillar stage 
only ; and it is then so well protected in its case as to render its 

destruction dependent upon very thorough work. 

It is very doubtful ifany spray willreach the insect in its snug 

winter quarters. Extensive experiments have shown that the 
Cigar-case-bearer, which winters in a similar manner, cannot be 
checked by a spray at thistime. The only time when the pistol- 
case-bearer can be effectively reached is when the caterpillars are 

actively feeding in the spring. As they feed openly upon the 

buds, leaves, and flowers, and do not mine like the cigar-case- 

bearers, a poison spray thoroughly applied on their feeding 

grounds should kill many of them. 

We have had no opportunity of carrying on any experiments 

against the insect, but Messrs. Yeomans, Walworth, N. Y., have 

given us the results of their efforts to check its ravages. The 
fact that many cigar-case-bearers and bud moths were doing much 

damage on the same trees where the pistol-case-bearer was at 

* Mr. L. O. Howard, U. S. Entomologist, writes me that this Chalcid isa 

species of Pferomalus, probably undescribed. He also states that the pistol- 

case-bearer has a secondary parasite; it is Riley’s Cirrospilus flavicinctus, 

described in Dr. Lintner’s First Report, p. 159, as a primary parasite of 

Bucculairix. 
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work, rendered it difficult to make any definite estimates of the 

results of spraying for the latter insect. Where the pistol-case- 

bearer was most numerous, they sprayed some of the trees twice 

before the blossoms were fully open, with Bordeaux mixture and 

London purple. On May ist, Mr. L. T. Yeomans wrote us: 

‘‘We may be mistaken, but it seems to us that we have not so 

many cases on our trees, where we have sprayed the second 

time.’’ Kerosene emulsion was also tried when the insects were 

feeding in the latter part of April. A barrel of the emulsion was 

sprayed upon five trees, but Mr. L. T. Yeomans reported on May 

11th, that he was unable to preceive any difference in the effect on 

the worms between trees thus sprayed and those unsprayed. 

These experiments and our study of the habits of this pistol- 
case-bearer lead us to believe that it can be kept in check by 

thorough work with a Paris green spray, using one pound to 105 

or 200 gallons of water, or Bordeaux mixture. The experience of 

Messrs. Yeomans indicates that it will require two applications of 

the poison before the blossoms open to effectually check the pest 

where it is very numerous. It would be well to combine the poison 

with the fungicide, Bordeaux mixture, in one of these sprayings, 

perhaps the second one, as this is the time when the apple scab 
fungus should receive its first check. This period between the 
swelling of the buds and the opening of the flower is also just the 
time when the bud moth and the cigar-case-bearer (which often 

work with the pistol-case-bearer) should be treated to a poisonous 

dose. As all three of these insects do their most destructive 

work before the blossoms open, an especial effort should be made 

to spray more thoroughly than usual. Do not wait until after 

the blossoms have fallen before striking a blow at these pests; 
although many of the pistol-case-bearers could doubtless be pois- 

oned by a thorough application of the Paris green made just after 

the petals fall, which is also the best time to spray for the codlin 

moth or apple worm. 

Never spray a fruit tree when tt ts tn blossom. Remember that 

your success in fighting the pistol-case-bearer, and any of the other 

insects just mentioned, will depend almost entirely on how thoroughly 

the spraying ts done. 

MARK VERNON SLINGERLAND. 
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CORNELL UNIVERSITY, Ithaca, N. Y., Feb. 1, 1897. 

THE HONORABLE COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE, ALBANY. 

Sir: The following account of a currant disease, of which 

almost nothing has heretofore been known, is submitted as a 

bulletin under provision of Chapter 437 of the laws of 1896. This 

cane-blight is probably more widespread and serious than anyone 

has suspected, and it would not surprise us if it should be found 

that much of the trouble with currants which is laid to hard 

winters and poor soil is really the result of the work of this 

fungus. L. H. BAILEY. 

PAGE. 

I. General character of the disease, - - - - - - 23 

II. Botanical character of the disease, Sie =) he igs 
III. Remedies, - - - - = - = = = 2 = = ==) 38 
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A DISEASE OF CURRANT CANES. 

I. GENERAL CHARACTER OF THE DISEASE. 

During the last few 

years there has existed, 

in various portions of 

New York state, a dis- 

ease of currant bushes, 

which has been more or 

less destructive to the 

currant industry. The 

trouble was first called 

to the attention of the 

Experiment Station staff 
in June, 1895, when a 

diseased bush was re- 

ceived at the Botanical 

Department from Port- 

land, Chautauqua 

county. Outside of this 

locality its effects have 

since been observed by 

the present writer at 

Canandaigua, Ontario 

county, and in the gar- 

dens of the Horticultural 

Department of Cornell 
University, in Tompkins 

3. Diseased currant canes, natural size (a, Tuber- Ee 
cles of Tubercularia,; b, clusters of perithecia county. It has also been 
of Nectria,; ec, clust tthect Pleon- : of ene c, clusters of pertthecta of Pleon noticed by ProfessorG.F. 

Atkinson in St. Lawrence county. Outside of New York state 

it has been reported from New Jersey by Dr. B. D. Halsted. 

Inasmuch as the disease seemed to be a destructive one its 

study was thought to be of interest and importance. It was de- 
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termined, therefore, that the writer should visit the locality of the 

trouble in Chautauqua county to observe its effects upon the cur- 

rant bushes, and to obtain material for study. Accordingly, on 

the 26th of June, 1895, the fruit-farm of Mr. I. A. Wilcox was 

visited, and notes taken upon the disease as it appears in the field. 

Effects of the Disease. 

The currant plot was found to be about one acre in extent. It 

originally consisted of several acres, but the death of the plants 

reduced it to the present size. About two-thirds of the bushes in 

the area at the time of the visit were either dead or manifestly 

diseased. The plants which had died the previous year were re- 
placed in the spring of 1895 by new plants, which at this time 

were apparently unaffected. 

The first effects of acute disease in the plant are seen in the 

wilting of the foliage, and the premature coloration of the fruits. 
The leaves turn yellow, dry up and fall away, The fruit clusters 

on affected plants are usually much smaller and more thinly 

fruited than on healthy ones, while the berries are colored prema- 

turely, shrivel and fall away with the leaves, so that the canes are 

barren (Fig. 2.) The latter then die rapidly and soon dry up. 

Frequently the central canes of the bush die in the manner des- 

cribed, while the outer ones still retain their leaves. In nearly 

all such instances, however, the leaves of the living parts show 

indications of disease. Sometimes the plants die before the leaves 

unfold, so that the unopened flower and leaf buds may be seen 

upon the dead branches. In the worst cases, where all the canes 

are dead, the roots also die. Occasional instances were noted 

where fresh sprouts had been sent up around the base of the dis- 

eased canes. 

Cuttings made from apparently healthy bushes in this plot were 

unusually slow in growth, many of them not starting at all. 

Those which did start were very backward and amounted to but 

little. Two-year-old plants were also backward and slow in 
growth. The action of the cuttings suggests that the mycelium 

of the disease may be perennial in the tissues of the host plant, _ 
or, at least, that the vitality of the branch may be impaired before 

the effects of the disease begin to be noticeable. 
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2. Diseased currant plant, showing dead canes and shriveled fruit. 
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Il. THE BOTANICAL CHARACTER OF THE DISEASE. 

The Fungus. 

Ona great majority of the dead canes the pink tubercles of a fungus of 

the genus 7udercularia were present (Fig. 3, a). They occurred most 

abundantly near the base of the stalk, but occasionally were found high up 

onthe stem. Very few bushes were seen which had no tubercles on any of 

the canes. Sometimes they were present on much diseased stems not com- 

pletely dead. In no case were they present on healthy plants. The tuber- 

cles were sufficiently abundant and so distributed on the diseased and dead 

stems as to render it probable that the fungus produced the disease and 

caused the death of the plants. A careful search was made for perithecial 

forms, butthey were found on only a single plant. These with several speci- 

mens of the 7wbercularia were collected for study. 
An examination showed the tubercles to be the fruiting bodies of a well 

known species, 7ubercularia vulgaris, Tode. Careful sections were made 

through the wood and 7 
tubercles to determine the 

connection of the latter 

with the tissues of the 
host (Fig. 4). Examined 
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abundantly 4, Longitudinal section of a tubercle of Tubercu ria. 
through the 

tissues of the currant stem. The depredations are confined to the younger 

tissues of the host, within which it forms a wide weft between the cells. It 

thrives well in the inner bark or cambium layer, thus cutting off the nutri- 

ment and causing the death of the plant. The cells affected by the myce- 

lium are much disintegrated and turn brown. 
The hidden mass of mycelium coursing through the tissues is the part that 

is destructive to the currant plant, since this isthe only portion of the fungus 
that absorbs nutriment. The pink tubercles are the fruiting organs of the 

fungus. In their formation numerous threads of the mycelium turn out- 

‘ward from the bark as a bundle of closely compacted parallel filaments. As 
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growth progresses outward the mass brakes through the epidermis of the 
host, and appears as a pink cushion on the surface of the stem. A longi- 
tudinal section through one of these when examined under the microscope 
presents the appearance represented in the figure. The long, spreading 
mycelial threads may be seen coursing through the layers of the bark fore- 
ing the cells apart. In the tubercle itself the threads are broader and much 
septate by cross partitions, so that the mass thus formed resembles a tissue 
composed of narrow elongated cells. Toward the top of the tubercle the 

filaments are more compacted and thread-like. At the surface they become 
separated from one another and sparingly branched, each bearing small spores 
or conidia at its apex, and on very short branches or stigmata along its 

sides (Fig. 5). These conidia are exceedingly small 
measuring only 6-87 long by 34 wide. They are 
narrowly elliptical in outline and colorless. Im- 

mense numbers of conidia are borne on each tuber- 

cle, and, being so small and easily detatched, are 

scattered widely by the wind, thus forming a very 

efficient means of spreading the disease. Each 
conidium is capable of germinating under favora- 

ble conditions of temperature and moisture. The 

slender tube thus produced enters the tissues of the 

host, where it elongates and branches producing 
an abundant mycelium. 

The perithecia found on one of the canes were 
not fully mature, but were sufficiently so to admit 

of the determination of the species as /leonectria 

berolinensis, Saccardo. ‘This was afterward found 

to be a separate fungus in no way connected with 
the 7udercularia. All of the canes collected on the 

; trip were planted in the leaves and humus in one 
3 Hyphe of Ti uber- of the nearby ravines, in the hope that more of the 

cularia bearing : ‘ 
conidia. perithecial forms would be produced. 

The History of the Fungus. 

The 7ubercularia vulgaris is a very common fungus which has long been 

known as a saprophyte growing on dead and decaying branches. Nearly all 

of the deciduous woody plants are numbered among its hosts, the genus 

Ribes, to which the currant belongs, being a favorite in this respect. It has 

passed under many names according as the forms on the various hosts were 
regarded as belonging to the same or distinct species. In 1865, Tulasne 

(Selecta Carp. Fungorum, III), united all these forms under the old name 
Tubercularia vulgaris, Tode, and gave numerous drawings and facts to prove 
its connection as an imperfect stage with the very common ascomycetous 

species, Nectria cinnabarina, (Tode) Fr. That this connection exists is 

evident, so that the fact has since stood unquestioned. In regard to the 
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special relation existing between these fungi and the currant, Dr. M. C. 

Cooke wrote for the Gardiner’s Chronicle of Feb. 28, 1871, a short paper 
entitled ‘‘ A Currant Twig and Something on it.’’ Here were described in a 

popular way the pink cushions of 7udercularia, the mycelium, and the con- 

nection of this form with the globular, compound heads of the perfect stage 

Nectria cinnabarina. The plant described inthis paper was found on a dead 

currant branch pulled out of a brush pile. 

Its Occurrence as a Parastte. 

Most of the writers treating of Vectria cinnabarina have spoken of itina 
general way, as a saprophyte growing on dead or decaying woody plants. 

It has long been known, however, that both the 7ubercularia and Nectria 

may thrive upon living plantsin a truly parasitic manner. In Germany this 

condition seems to be not uncommon. As early as 1880, Dr. H. Mayr* 

studied the fungus as it occurred on living horsechestnut, maple( Acer platan- 

oides), and linden, besides noting it upon elm, Spzrea and Prunus. In the 

case of the maple the spores germinated upon the cut end of a branch of a 
young tree, sometime during the year 1880. The mycelium spread to the main 

stem killing a portion of it. Here the first tubercles appeared, probably 

in the fall of thesame year. During 1881, the new wood was seized upon 

and killed, so that in the autumn of the same year the leaves withered and 

died. At this time perithecia appeared on the tubercles of the previous fall. 

The same writer also studied the development of the fungus, describing 
and figuring the germination of the spores, and the conidial and perithe- 

cial forms. In 1893 and 1894, Wehmer studied some peculiar devel- 

opments of NVectria cinnabarina on linden,? Carpinus,3 and Juglans regia.3 J. 

Behrens,‘ also, found the fungus parasitic on Adzes balsamea. In the sum- 

mer of 1896, Mr. B. M. Duggar, of the staff of this Station found the same 

fungus growing in a truly parasitic manner ona pear tree at Fayetteville, 
Onondaga County, N. Y. 

The first mention of /Vectria as a parasite of currants seems to be that 

of Dr. Halsted, who speaks of it as follows 5 ‘‘ In the currant regions of the 
state, particularly around Hilton and Irvington, there has been complaint 
of a blight affecting the canes of the currant. . . . . . . Amnaffected 

plant may often be detected by the wilted foliage and premature coloration 

of the fruit. In some instances only a single cane in the bush may be at- 

tacked, while in the worst specimens the whole shrub is dead, except the 

fresh sprouts which may have arisen from the base of the plant. In early 

i Ueber den Parasitismus von WVeciria cinnabarina. Unters. a. d. forst-botanischen Insti- 

tut zu Miinchen g : 1-16, 1883. 

Zum Parasitismus von Vectria cinnabarina. Zeitschrift f. Pflanzenkrankheiten. 
1894: 74. 

3Hinige weitere Beitrage zum Parasitismus von ect. cinnabarina. Id. 1895 : 268-276 

Aly ge 

4Kin bemerk. Vorkommen vy. JVectria cinnabarina, und verbreit weiss. d. Pilze. Id 

2895 : 193-198. 

5New Jersey Ag. Exp. Station, Report for 1894, ; 327. 
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July the blighted twigs often have their bark ruptured, and through the rifts 

there is to be seen a somewhat brick-colored fungus growth. Upon ex- 

amination with the compound microscope, this red development is found to 

be the spore-bearing organs of a highly organized fungus belonging to the 

genus Nectria. This genus is not an unusual one among the fungi that are 

harmful to higher plants. . . The one uponthe currant, when itseems to 

be deeply seated and does much damage, is nearly related to the Nectria 

cinnabaria, Lode, which is common on various trees.’’ The effects of the 

disease in New Jersey are thus seen to be nearly identical with those ob- 

served in Chautauqua County. 

Cultivation of the Tubercularia. 

On November 16th, 1896, another package of diseased currants was re- 

ceived from Mr. Wilcox. The canes were badly affected, being thickly 

studded, especially about the lower ends, with the pink cushions of 7 uber- 

SS 
21mm. XS ohn 

3. Germinating conidia of Tubercularia. Portion of mycelium producing 

secondary conidia. 

cularia, ‘The stems were covered and allowed to stand for a day in a moist 

place, so that the cushions were well moistened and swollen out. In order 

to avoid contamination as much as possible the spore-bearing tops of 

several of these cushions, after being shaved off with a sterilized scalpel, 

were crushed in boiled water on a flamed glass slip. Vast numbers of conidia 

were present. Dilution cultures of these were then made in acidified potato- 

agarin the usual manner. This was done in order that the germination of 

the conidia, and the development of the mycelium in artificial culture media 

might bestudied. Aftertwenty hours the spores had begun to germinate 

freely. The various stages of germination are illustratedin Figure 6, In this 

process the spore first swells to more than twice its original size through the 

absorption of moisture. A small protrusion then appears at one or each 

end of the conidium, which grows in length asa germ-tube. These tubes 

are quite large in proportion to the size of the spore, so that as growth pro- 
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gresses the original spore is soon lost sight of. In most cases the germ-tubes 

are soon cut off by septa. The protoplasm is at first nearly homogeneous, 

but soon becomes vacuolate in the older portions of the tube. After having 
elongated considerably the thread becomes sparingly septate by the forma- 

tion of cross partitions. In old cultures the older parts of the mycelium 

are much sepate and filled with vacuoles. The threads soon begin to branch, 

until finally a spreading mass of densely interwoven mycelium is produced. . 

In threads thirty-six hours old, numerous smail, short protrusions appear 

along the sides of the threads near the ends. These at first resemble incip- 

ient branches, but are usually of considerably less caliber than the main 

threads. They are as often curved as straight. When the bud is a little 

longer than the diameter of the main thread, a constriction appears near its 

base, so that the apical portion soon separates as a secondary conidium 

(Fig. 6). The base then grows out, so that other conidia are thrown off from 

the same point in a similar manner, until small clusters are present along 

the sides and apex of the main hypha. In old cultures these secondary 

conidia are present in immense numbers. As represented in the figures, the 

primary and secondary conidia are borne in precisely the same way along 

the sides and at the apices of hyphal threads. Being alike also, in size and 

shape, they differ only in that the primary conidia are produced on more or 

less erect hyphae, arising from the summits of the compact pink cushions 

formed by the coalesence of hyphal threads. The secondary conidia, on 

the other hand, are borne on separate hyphae, arising directly from the 

-spores, and thus not forming a compact stroma. Morphologically, how- 

ever, the two fruit forms are exactly alike. 

Many cultures of the conidia of 7ubercularia have been made, in all of 

which the mode of germination and production of secondary conidia were 

as described in the preceding paragraphs. Many of the cultures made from 

fresh material were more or less contaminated by the presence of bacteria or 

other fungi. In one set, however, plates two and three were pure, being 

thickly beset with numerous colonies of the 7ubercularia alone. From plate 

three of this series transfers were made with a flamed needle to tubes of 
sterilized bean stems and potato-agar. At this time the colonies were about 

four days old, and secondary conidia were present in great numbers. Pieces 
of agar containing colonies were also transferred to sterilized currant stems in 
an Ehrlenmeyer flask. 

On the potato-agar growth was rapid and profuse. The surface of the 

medium was soon covered with a felty growth, many of the hyaline threads 

extending far down into the mass. On the bean stems, also, the growth was 

rapid. The surface of the liquid was covered with a hyaline, felty growth, 

from which many of the threads projected downward as in the agar. The 

growth on the stems was sparse consisting of a thin weft of hyphae covering 

the substratum, and forming white flocculent tufts at the ends of the stems. 

After eleven days growth numerous small, hemispherical heaps or cushions 

began to appear on the bean stems at various points. These, at first, were 
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simply little tufts of threads about the size of a pin-head, but later they in- 

creased to several times that size. They were then pure white, somewhat 

compacted, and cottony in appearance. When examined under the micro- 

scope, these cushions were found to consist of erect parallel hyphae, much 

like fertile threads, but no conidia have yet been detected upon them. 

On the currant stems in the Ehrlenmyer flask growth was at first slow. 

In a few days, however, a long sparse growth of mycelium could be seen 

spreading thinly over the surface of the stems. In a short time the mycel- 
lium became somewhat flocculent in spots, especially at the cut places where 

branches had been removed from the stems. After fourteen days growth, 

the white cushions began to be formed, especially at the cut surfaces men- 

tioned, In appearance these were exactly like the ones described on the 
bean stems. When old they became yellowish, and closely compacted into 

a stroma, which was slightly pinkish within. Several instances have been 

noted in which a swelling or protrusion appeared at the summit or side of 
one of the white cushions, and which seemed at first to present every indica- 

tion of a forming perithecium. It was soon found, however, that the pro- 

trusion was simply a true, pink stroma of 7ubercularia, resembling in nearly 

every respect those found in nature. Conidia were present in great numbers 

at the summit of the mass. In the flask, also, on the felty mass covering the 

surface of the currant leaves and liquid at the bottom, small pink tubercles 

have arisen, which in many respects resemble those found on the currant 

stemis in nature, : 

It may be mentioned at this point, that in none of the artificial cultures. 
has there appeared any indication of the fruit-bodies described by Mayr® 
as macroconidia. These were said to be long, fusoid, several-septate bodies, 

borne on tufts of white mycelium, at points where the stromata of Zuber- 
cularia later appeared. The macroconidia after germination produced 
secondary macroconidia of a similar form, by budding-off from the mycelium. 

It was thought at first, that the white cushions mentioned in the last 
paragraph might represent these macroconidial stromata, but a careful 

search has failed to reveal any fruiting-bodies ofsuchaform. The fact that 
no such bodies appeared in the carefully made pure cultures, together with 

their very marked similarity to the conidia of a very common saprophytic 

fungus of the genus Fusarium has raised the suspicion that perhaps the 

macroconidia may have belonged to another fungus not connected with 
Tubercularia. 

In order to determine the function of the secondary conidia thrown off 

from the mycelium growing in agar, dilution cultures were made, that they 

might be obtained in pure cultures. This was done by transferring a por- 

tion of a 7Zubercularia colony, containing numerous secondary conidia, to 

three agar tubes successively and pouring into plates in the ordinary manner. 
Plate number one was then examined under the microscope, and the posi- 

tion of the conidia marked on the glass. After twenty-two hours these 

SUntersuch. a. d. forst-botan. Inst. zu Miinchen. 3 : 1-16, Pl. I, figs. 18-21. 

eS | 
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marked spores were found to have germinated in a manner similar to that 

described for the primary conidia taken from the pink tubercles. The spores 

first swelled toseveral times their former size, when germ-tubes were pushed 

out from the sides and ends (Fig. 7). The protoplasm was granular and 

filled with vacuoles. Septa appeared early, cutting off the tubes at their 

* points of origin. After forty-eight hours growth, the mycelium was found 

to be much branched, quite dense, and not widely spreading. The main 

hyphae had put out short branches quite simultaneously along their sides, so 
that the lateral branches were of nearly equal length. After fifty-six hours 

these branches were throwing off secondary conidia precisely as the mycel- 

ium from the primary conidia had done (Figs. 6and 7). It will be seen, 

therefore, that the primary and secondary conidia behave almost exactly 

7. Germinating secondary conidia of Tubercularia. 

alike in their germination, and in their production of fruiting bodies. This 
is no more than might be expected when we remember that the two 
forms are morphologically similar. 

The behavior of these colonies varied much with the food supply. In 

plate numtber one, after the nutriment had become nearly exhausted on 
account of the large number of colonies present, the mycelial threads 

became very profusely and compactly branched, forming close colonies. 

The protoplasm became full of very large vacuoles. In plates number two 

and three, where the nutriment was more abundant, the threads were much 

longer, more slender, and less branched, thus forming a more spreading 

colony. The protoplasm was nearly homogeneous with few vacuoles, 

On March 14, 1896, colonies produced from secondary conidia were innocu- 

lated on sterilized currant stems, neutral bean stems and acid bean stems. 

Here again the growth was similar tothat described for the primary conidia. 

The mycelium grew slowly, but after three days, formed a thin weft over 

the stems. After four or five days the small white cushions began to form 
and increase in size, in nearly every respect resembling those previously 

described. 
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The various cultures and innoculations detailed in the preceding paragraphs 

were made in the hope that it would be possible, finally, to trace in artificial 

cultures the exact relation and connection existing between the 7ubercularia, 

and the perithecial forms of Vectria and Pleonectria. It may be said, how- 
ever, that at the time of the present writing, after a lapse in some cases 
of many months, nothing but the stromata of 7udercularia has appeared in 

the cultures. In explanation one might cite Mayr’s observations on the 

maple (see p. 27). In this case the perithecia did not appear until a full 

year after the stromata had been formed. It is known,too, that many forms 

require a much longer time than this to attain to their complete development 

under artificial conditions, The methods of culture may not have been 

favorable to the pro- 

duction of the perfect 

form. It is known 
that many species re- 

quire a period of rest 
before such forms will 
be developed. That a 

connection exists be- 
tween TZubercularia 
vulgaris and Nectria 
cinnabarina has been 
abundantly demon- 

strated, so that the fact 

is no longer open to 
question (Mayr, 1. c.} 

Nectria cinnabarina,. 

All of the perithecia 

developed during the 
af fall of 1895, on the 

9. Longitudinal section of a stroma and single currant bushes planted 
perthecium of Nectria. in Fall Creek Ravine, 

were those of /leon- 

ectria, which is not connected with 7ubercularia as is shown in a succeed- 

ing paragraph, 

The canes were examined at intervals during the fall and winter of 

1895-96, but it was not until February that a branch was noted, on which 

clusters were present, which differed decidedly in appearance from those 
previously observed on this material (Fig. 3, 5.) The perithecia were a 

light brick-red in color, were small, spherical, and densely crowded, and 

covered with little granules, giving them arough appearance. There was 

no depression at the apex as in Pleonectria. The clusters were seated on 

prominent stromata, evidently those of 7wbercularia (Fig. 3,dandg.) The 

tubercles and perithecial clusters were intermingled freely. Many tubercles 
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were present, from the bases and sides of which the perithecia were pro- 
jecting. All gradations could be seen, from the simple tubercles covered 

with conidia, through those bearing one or several perithecia, to those en- 

tirely covered by clusters. Conidia were present on all of these stromata. 

A microscopical examination showed, as was suspected, that the fungus 

in question was none other than Vectria cinnabarina (Tode) Fr. If a peri- 

thecium be split longitudinally an appearance represented in Figure 9 is 

produced. It consists of \an outer shell composed of coalesced threads. 

Springing from the bottom of this are numerous club-shaped sacks or ascz 

which converge toward the apex of the perithecium. Each ascus contains 

eight elliptical spores which are divided into two cells by a cross-wall near 
the middle. They measure 12-155-7 pm. 

10. Germinating spores of Nectria. 

Cultures of the mature spores were made in acidified potato agar. The 
upper part of acluster of perithecia was cut off with a flamed knife, the 
contents crushed out in boiled water, and dilutions made in the ordinary 

way. The plates were kept at the room temperature, 70 to 80°F. The 

spores swelled and germinated after twenty-two hours. In nearly every in- 

stance both cells of the spore germinated, each sending out one or two germ- 
tubes (Fig. Io). The tube more often originates at the end of the 

spore than at the side. There is often a more or less prominent constriction 

of the germ-tube at the point where it leaves the spore. 
At this time no septa were present, the protoplasm of the tube being con- 

tinuous with that of the spore, and faintly vacuolate. After twenty-eight 
hours branching had begun and a few septa formed. From this time growth 

advanced rapidly until the threads had branched into a spreading myce- 
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lium, After three days, the protaplasm became full of vacuoles placed at 

regular intervals. At this time conidia began to be thrown off from short 

lateral branches in a manner similar to that previously described. They 
were 4—5 » long, or about the size of those of 7ubercularia (Fig. 11). 
When the cultures were four days old small portions of the agar contain- 

ing colonies were transferred to sterilized currant and bean stems, The 

mycelium spread from the point of innoculation until a sparse cottony growth 

appeared over thestems, especially at the cutends. Development was more 

vigorous on the currant than onthe bean stems. After nine days growth 

minute white cushions began to be formed on the surface of the stems. These 
increased in size, and resembled in every way those previously described for 

Tubercularia. No perithecia have yet been produced in artificial cultures. 

Cultures were also made of the conidia produced on stromata from which 

perithecia were borne. The germination, mycelial growth, and white cush- 

11. Myceliumof Nectria producing secondary conidia, 

ions produced resembled exactly the like phenomena in the case of Tuber- 
cularia. d ; ‘ 

Pleonectria berolinensis. 

Reference has already been made ona previous page to the perithecia 
of Pleonectria berolinensis, Sacc. found on one of the currant canes 

brought from Chautauqua county. This species has long been known as an 

inhabitant of dead currant stems both in Europe and America, In North 
America it is said to occur on dead stems of Azbes, in Canada and the North- 

ern United States, west to Montana. 

No reference to this fungus as a parasite has been found. Atthe time the 
specimen was coilected it was thought that perhaps the species might be 

another perfect form connected with the Zubercularia, The evidence, 

however, is against this view. 
The currant bushes which had been placed in the ravine, as deScribed on 

page 26, were left undisturbed during the summer and fall of 1895. About 
September first, perithecia began to appear abundantly near the bases of the 
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stems. By October first, many of the branches had produced large numbers 
of the fruit-bodies with mature spores (Fig. 3,¢.). These resembled in 

S age 

13. Longitudinal section of a cluster of perithecia ‘ess distinct stroma, 
of Pleonectria. 

nearly every detail the 

specimens of /leon- 

ectria berolinensis, 

Sacc.in Ellis and Ever- 

hart’s North American 
Fungi, No. 470. 

The perithecia are 

minute, smooth, 

spherical or pear- 

shaped bodies, ana are 

usually borne in clus- 

ters closely crowded 

together. The coloris 

brick-red or reddish- 

brown, bright when 

the plants are fresh, 
but duller when dry. 

Each cluster is usually 
seated upon a more or 

but seldom, if ever, is 

this a cushion of 7z- 

bercularia, Most of the specimens examined seem to be nearly sessile upon 

the wood, but an evident stroma is shown in Fig. 13. The clusters originate 
beneath the bark, but as they 

grow older and larger, they 

break through and appear on 

the surface, bordered by the 

ruptured edge of the epidermis. 

Occasionally, several clusters are 
joined side by side, forming a 

ring extending nearly around 
the stem. In some instances, 

when the bark had been torn 

away, the perithecia are not 
clustered, but entirely distinct 

and superficial on the wood. In 
such cases there is no evidence 

of an underlying stroma, cer- 

tainly none of 7Zwubercularia. 
When fresh the perithecia are 
swollen out and nearly spherical; 

but when old and dry the apical 
14. Longitudinal section of a single peri- 

thecium of Pleonectria. 
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portion around the minute opening collapses, so that a distinct and char- 
acteristic saucer-shaped depression is produced in each. 

When the interior of the perithecium is examined a condition represented 

in Figure 14 is found. Around the outside is a wall or shell of sterile tissue, 

formed by the coalescence of hyphal threads. Projecting from the bottom 

of this wall, and converging toward the apex, are numerous cylindrical or 

club-shaped sacks, the asc7, each containing eight elliptical, colorless spores, 

Each spore is divided by from five to seven cross-walls into sections, many 

of which are further divided by walls running across the first, as represented 

in Figure 15. The spores measure 16-22x7-8 », The remaining \interior 
part of the perithecium is filled with sterile tissue. 

The spores are capable of germinating under favorable conditions and 

reproducing the species. Numerous cultures of the ascospores were made 

during the fall of 1895. Growth takes 

GED place freely in both acid and neutral 
potato-agar. A typical culture was started 
December 6th. At three in the afternoon, 

a dilution of three plates was made in 
acidified potato-agar, and kept in a room 

where the temperature was 70-80° F, 
On Dec. 7th, after twenty-one hours, ger- 

mination had begun. 

The spore first swells to several times 
its former size through the absorption of 
moisture. Small protrusions then appear 

at various points, which elongate more 

15. Germinating sporesof © less as germ-tubes (Fig. 15). In many 

Pleonectria. cases the threads, after elongating a little, 

begin to throw off conidia by constriction 
from their apices (Fig.16). Such threads grow no further, but continue to cast 
off conidia in numbers. The conidia are oval in form, 4-6 y long, and closely 

resemble those of 7uwbercularia, except that they are a little smaller. The 

other germ-tubes elongate much by apical growth, and become much 

branched, forming a compact mycelium. Branching begins quite early, but 

septa do not become numerous until the thread has attained a considerable 
length. No definite relation could be seen between the number of germ- 

tubes and the number of cells of the spore. It occasionally happened that 

two or three tubes came from one cell, while some cells put out none. 

After the mycelium was three days old, conidia in great numbers were 

cast off from the sides of the threads, much as in the case of the 7ubercularia 

(Fig. 16). Shert lateral branches are put out, which become constricted 
when as long as the diameter of the thread, and the apical portion is thrown 
off as an elliptical conidium. This process may be continued indefinitely 

by the same brauch. The form of the lateral branches varies, some being 
long and tapering, while others are short and conical. 

Innoculations were made from the plate cultures to sterilized bean stems by 
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touching a flamed needle into a colony containing many conidia, and 

touching again to the stems. The only resulting growth, at first, was a thin, 

sparse mycelium, which was scarcely noticeable. No white cushions were 
produced. After about two weeks growth, in two of the cultures, minute 

red points appeared. When these had increased to the size of a pin-head 

minute red protrusions were pushed out from the summits of several of them. 

When examined under the microscope, each red point was found to bea 
stroma composed of compact hyphae, but bearing no conidia. The protru- 

sions presented every appearance of being forming perithecia. Unfortu- 

nately, the cultures were spoiled at this time, so that the resulting growth 

could not be traced. 

16. Mycelium of Pleouectria producing secondary conidia. 

Mycelium of Pleonectria was also innoculated to bean stems on which 
cultures of 7ubercularia were growing, but the growth seemed to be in no 

way modified thereby. 

Innoculations. 

On May 4th, 1896, a series of innoculations of Nectria, Pleonectria and 

Tubercularia was made on currant cuttings. These were kept for a time in 
a forcing room in the conservatories, but weresoon placed out-of-doors, 
after several of the plants had been attacked and killed by another fungus 
(Botrytis). About June 25th, several small, pink 7uéercularia-like bodies 

appeared on two of the dead stems. These bore no conidia. Nothing has 
yet been produced on the living plants, nor, in the light of Mayr’s experi- 

ments noted on a previous page, could results be expected in so shorta 

time. 
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On the fifth of June, fresh conidia from Chautauqua county were innocu- 
lated on living currant bushes in the Horticultural grounds, An incision 

was made through the bark into the wood of young shoots, and portions of 

tubercles bearing conidia inserted. No results have yet been obtained from 

this experiment. 

III. REMEDIES. 

We have seen that the mycelium of the fungus, after having 

once gained entrance to the plant, lives from year to year in the 

tissues of the host ; that it may remain there a long time without 

producing any external indications of its presence; and that in 

this way it may be transmitted through cuttings. The first sug- 

gestion, therefore, is that all cuttings be taken from plants known 

to be free from the disease. It is not safe to take cuttings from 

apparently healthy plants in a diseased patch, but they should be 

obtained from localities where the disease is not present. This is 

the more important, since the conidia (or summer spores) exist 

in the soil and on the bushes, so that cuttings are liable to infec- 

tion through their cut surfaces, as Mayr has pointed out. The 
trouble being a deeply seated one, and the conidia liable to dis- 

persion at various seasons of the year, spraying is not to be 

recommended. The conidia probably do not affect entrance to 

the plant through healthy parts, but through cut or injured sur- 

faces. ‘These should, therefore, be avoided as much as possible. 

The only positive remedy that can be suggested is the removal 

of the whole plant as soon as the disease begins to be manifested 

in the yellow foliage and prematurely colored fruits. The 

diseased plants should be burned, as the spores and conidia may 

be produced in abundance on dead plants and the trouble com- 

municated to living bushes. 
EK. J. DURAND. 
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THE CURRANT-STEM GIRDLER. 

Janus integer, Norton.* 

Order HYMENOPTERA ; super-family TENTHREDINA. 

The indications are that currant growers willsoon have another 

serious enemy to combat. Most growers are already familiar 

with the operations of the ‘‘ green worms,’’ and many have had 

their bushes badly damaged by one or both of the two common 

currant borers, known as the imported borer and the American 

borer. Within the past few years, however, an insect which is 

both a girdler and aborer, has been attracting considerable atten- 

tion by its destructive work in quite widely separated portions of 

the country. Unfortunately the ravages of the insect seem to be 

increasing each year, but fortunately a study of its habits has 

shown that it can be easily and quickly checked. Every currant 

*SYNONOMY. 

Cephus filicornus. Harris’ MS. catalogue. A manuscript name given 

by Say for a male specimen taken at Milton, Mass., in September, 

1830. 

Cephus integer. Harris’ MS. catalogue. A manuscript name given 

by Say for a female specimen taken on a window at Cambridge, 

Mass., June 20, 1832. 

1861. Cephus integer Norton. Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., VIII, 224. 

First description of the insect, from Harris’ specimens. 

1862. Janus flaviventris Fitch. Seventh Rept. on N. Y. Insects, p. 852. 

Description of adult. 
The willow-shoot saw-fly discussed by ‘Dr. Riley as Phyllecus integer 

Norton is doubtless another insect, Janus abbreviatus Say, according to Mr. 

Harrington (Canadian Uroceride, in Trans. Roy. Soc. Canada for 1893, 

p. 133). Dr. Riley admits that there were some differences between his 

specimens and Norton’s description of /. 7uteger. 
The reference of Fitch's /. faviventris as a synonym of Norton’s /. 

integer was made after a careful examination and comparison (by Mr, 

A. D. MacGillivray) of the former’s description and our bred specimens 

with Norton’s descriptions and the original type specimen from the Harris 

collection. According to Know’s latest generic table, the insect belongs to 

the genus Janus. 
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grower should therefore at once familiarize himself with the 

workings of this new pest, and thus be prepared to check it 

whenever any indications of its presence appear on his bushes. 

Through the kindness of Mr. B. M. Hoag, South Easton, 

N. Y., in furnishing us an abundance of material, we have been 

enabled to breed the insect in our cages here at the insectary dur- 

ing the past year. Several new facts have resulted from this 

study of the pest ; for instance, we had the pleasure of being the 
first to see the insect perform the interesting operation of gird- 
ling a currant shoot. (See plate IV, figure a. ) 

HISTORICAL. 

This new currant pest is an American insect. Asearly as 1830, 

Dr. Harris captured a male specimen at Milton, Mass., and in 

1832 he took a female on a window at Cambridge, Mass. Both 

these specimens were given different manuscript names by Say, 

but they were not described. Nearly thirty years passed before 

the insect again received any attention. In 1861 Norton wrote a 

description of it, evidently from Harris’ specimens ; he used one 

of Say’s names for it, and stated that it also occurred in New 

York state. In 1862, Dr. Fitch described the same insect under 

a new name; he had captured it in May in New York state, and 

thought it might possibly be the insect that was boring in therye 

stems. 

The insect does not seem to have been mentioned in print again 

for a quarter of acentury, or until 1888. But some of Professor 

Comstock’s old unpublished notes show that Mr. J. F. Rose, 

South Byron, N. Y., had observed the work of a ‘‘ new borer’’ in 

his currants in 1882. In February and April, 1883, he sent speci- 

mens of the injured shoots to Professor Comstock who succeeded 

in breeding the adult insect, which he determined at the time as 

being doubtiess the insect described by Dr. Fitch in 1862. Thus 
these observations were the first to throw any light upon the 

habits of the insect, but as they were never published, it was not 

until 1888 that anything was recorded about any insect girdling 

currant shoots ; and it was not until 1891 that it was publicly 
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PLATE II].—a, male and female of the currant-stem girdler (Janus integer 
Norton), sch enlarged ; the same are represented natural size on the 
left of this figure. », abdomen of the female saw-fly with its saw-like 
ovipositor in position for ovipositing or girdling. Much enlarged. 





PLATE 1V.—a, the female at work girdling a currant stem, natural size; 
b, girdled portion of a stem, much enlarged, to show the character of 
the girdle; c, girdled portion of a stem a few days after the girdling 
was done, much enlarged, to show the egg-scar,; a, currant stem cut 
open to show the egg of the insect, much enlarged. 
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known that the author of this girdling was the insect described 

by Dr. Fitch in 1862.* 

In 1886, the work of the insect was seen on currants at Adrian, 

Mich. In 1887, Dr. Lintner obtained specimens of injured tips 

from several gardens in the vicinity of Albany, N. Y., and some 

were sent to him from Macedon, Wayne Co., N. Y.; it was also 

known to occur in Canadaas early as 1887. In 1891, girdled 

tips were found at South Byron and Chatham, N. Y. Professor 

Claypole recorded in 1892 that he had observed the work of the 

insect for several years at Akron, O. It attracted attention at 

Centreville, R. I., in 1892, and in 1894 the insect was quite nu- 

merous there, and also in different parts of Massachusetts. Our 

notes show that in 1895 considerable damage was done by the 

insect at South Easton, N. Y.; specimens were also sent to Dr. 

Lintner from Corning, N. Y. 

Its DISTRIBUTION AND DESTRUCTIVENESS. 

The above historical notes show that this currant stem-girdler 

was first foundin Massachusetts and has since been recorded in 

Rhode Island, New York, Canada, Ohio and Michigan. It is 

quite widely distributed over New York state. 

As will be shown in our discussion of the life-history of the 

pest, it iscapable of doing much damage to currant bushes. 

Thus far, however, its ravages have been confined to limited 

localities. We have no definite data in regard to the extent of 

its ravages. Ithas attacked the Cherry and Fay’s Prolific 

currant, and the black currant. Doubtless the insect has no 

choice of varieties. It probably breeds freely on the wild cur- 

rants from which it has recently turned its attention to the cul- 

tivated varieties. 

INDICATIONS OF THE PRESENCE OF THE INSECT. 

Observant currant growers will have no trouble in determining 

*In 1887, many currant tips were girdled in the vicinity of Albany, N. Y., 

and in 1888, Dr. Lintner published an account of the work of this then un- 

known insect. In December, 1890, Mr. Allis, Adrian, Mich., wrote to Dr. 

Riley thac he had bred in 1887 one pair of the insects which had been gird- 

ling his currant tips as described by Dr. Lintner ; in 1889 he raised another 

adult which was sent to Dr. Riley toname. Dr. Riley replied that the insect 
was without doubt Fitch’s Janus flaviventris. 
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whether this stem girdler is at work on their bushes or not. The 

results are very conspicuous from the first, as is well shown (half 

natural size) in the frontispiece. In May, after the new shoots 

have reached a growth of several inches, two or three inches of 

the tips of those attacked by the insect will suddenly wilt or fall 
over and hang suspended or may fall to the ground. A careful 
examination of the shoot at the point where it broke off will show 

that it was deftly girdled with several sharp, somewhat curved 
cuts extending nearly through the stem. Figures a, 4, and c, 

) vm im] plate IV. illustrate this gird- 
~~ ))4| ling process which will be dis- 

cussed in detail when we tell 

the life-story of the insect. 
Sometimes where the stem is 

quite large or the cuts do not 

extend deep enough, the tip 

will remain upright for several 
days or more, but it usually 

wilts, dies, and breaks off later. 

This girdling, of course, stops 

all further growth of the shoot 

at the tip, thus disfiguring and 

stunting that portion of the bush 

for the rest of the season. This 
severing of the terminal shoot, 

is, in fact, the principal damage 

done by the insect. Sometimes 

the growth of a very thrifty 
. & mo shoot will be continued by one 

Se hee oof the side buds below the gir- 
17.—Currant stems as they appear in winter, dle, as shown (half natural 

after having been girdled by the in- 4 _ 
sectin May. One-half natural size. size) on the right of figure 27. 

The injured shoots can also be quite readily discovered in the 
winter; the three shoots shown in the left of figure 17 were cut 

before growth began in the spring. They show that the girdling 

in the preceeding May had effectually stopped all growth during 

the season. The characteristic dead stubs on the ends of injured 
shoot render them sufficiently conspicuous tobe recognized by 
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observant currant growers in the winter. Thus one phase of the 

work of this insect—its girdling habit—fortunately makes it a 

comparatively easy matter to ascertain whether it is present in a 

currant plantation or not, either during the growing season or in 

the winter. 

THe InsEcrT’s APPEARANCE. 

Although the insect makes its presence known in the con- 

spicuous manner shown in the frontispiece, it isso shy that no one 

has ever caught the girdler at its destructive work on the bushes 

in the field. ‘Thus currant growers will rarely, if ever, meet with 

the adult insect—the saw-fly—which does the girdling. How- 

ever, many will be interested to know how the ingenious girdler 

looks. Both sexes are therefore shown, natural size, at the right 

of the much enlarged figures of the same at a, plate III. The 

insect is one of the saw-flies and is thus closely allied to the 

parents of the well-known ‘‘ green-worms,’’ which every currant 

grower has to fight almost annually. They are called saw-flies 

from the fact that they have a saw-like ovipositor; it is quite a 

formidable affair in the case of the currant stem-girdler, as figure 

6, plate III shows. The uses to which this insect puts this saw- 

like instrument are discussed further on. 

As the figures show, the male insect is somewhat smaller than 

the female, and it also differs somewhat in its coloring ; both are 

pretty little saw-flies with shining black bodies and light brown- 

ish-yellow legs. In the male, nearly all of the abdomen is of a 

brownish-yellow color, while in the female the first half of the 

abdomen is of a reddish orange color and the rest is black. The - 

mouth-parts, in both sexes, are of a light lemon-yellow color, and 

similarly colored markings occur on the thorax around the bases 

of the wings.* The adults fly in May, and perhaps some currant 

growers may be fortunate enough to see some of the shy little crea- 

tures. The other stages of the insect—its egg, the grub, and the 

pupa—are to be found only in the currant shoot below where it was 
girdled. To see them one must split open the injured shoots at 

certain times during the summer. These earlier stages of the 

* For detailed specific descriptions of both sexes see Insect Life, VI, 300. 
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insect and the proper time to look for them are discussed under 
its life-history. ' 

THE STrory OF Its LIFE AND HABITs. 

its winter home.—At any time during the winter this stem 

girdler may be found within the shoots whose tips were cut off in 

the preceeding May; three such shoots are shown, half natural 

size, on the left in figure 17. If such shoots be cut off and split 

open the condition shown at a, figure 18 will be revealed. Be- 

ginning at the tip, a tunnel will be found extending down the 

shoot for from four to six inches; this tunnel is always packed 

full of brownish excrement, as shown in the figure. Nearly 

three-fourths of an inch at the lower end of this tunnel will be 

found nicely cleaned out and lined with a thin silken cocoon. 

Within this cocoon inside of the injured shoots the grub or larval 

stage of the insect passes the winter. In the right-nand shoot at 

a, figure 18 is shown the cocoon at the lower end of the tunnel; 

it has been cut away in the left-hand shoot and the grub is thus 

revealed. At 4, in figure 18 the lower portion of a is shown about 

two and a half times natural size. The grub or borer is of a 

glistening straw-yellow color, with the head slightly darker. 

The thoracic segments are nearly twice as wide as the head and 

are slightly wider than the others; they bear six rudimentary 
feet. From the cauda! end of the body there projects upward a 

peculiar dark brown horny spine, slightly bifid at the tip.* 

Its spring transformation.—The grub remains in its silken cell 
‘unchanged all winter, but when spring opens in April it changes 

to the curious whitish pupa shown about twice natural size be- 

tween the two shoots at 4, figure 18. In 1896, the change from 

a grub to a pupa took place about April 15th, and about two 

weeks of the insect’s life was passed in the pupal condition. In 

our cages, the pupae began to give forth the adult insect on May 

2d, and all had emerged by May 6th. As the spring of 1896 

opened unusually early, the adult insects emerged earlier than 

* A detailed description of the larva occursin Bull. 28 of the Mass. (Hatch) 

Expt. Station ; and an excellent figure of it may be found in Insect Life, 

VIII, p. 389. 
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has been recorded in previous records ; from the middle to the 

last of May seems to be their normal period of emergence. 
Egg-laying.—As no one had recorded 

any observations upon the habits of the 
adult insects, we were much interested 

to know how the female laid her egg, 

and why and how she girdled the cur- 

rant shoots. ‘Therefore, when a male 

and female emerged in one of our cages 

on May 2d, a special effort was made to 

cater toevery whim they might manifest. 

Their ‘‘ native heath’’ was imitated, so 

far as possible, by placing several 
freshly-cut currant shoots in a roomy 

cage. The pair of saw-flies were then 
carefully transferred to this cage. As 

though apparently appreciating the 

op i : Key oR 400 it: Aen 
18.—a, (wocurrant stems cut open to show the tunnels made by the larva. The 

cocoon is shown in the lower end of the tunnelin the right-hand slem, and 

it has been vemoved in the other stem to show the larva. Natural size. 

b, the cocoon and larva enlarged about two anda half times. The pupa 

ts shown (enlarged) between the two stems. 
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effort that had been made for her comfort, the female began 

laying eggs within fifteen minutes after she entered the cage. 

Evidently the insect sometimes begins egg-laying very soon after 

it emerges, for the female just mentioned had not been out of the 

cocoon more than two hours; we did not see the pairing of the 

sexes, and it may not have taken place, for as we shall see later, 

the female will sometimes lay unfertilized eggs. 

In laying an egg, the female takes a position on the shoot a 

few inches from its tip, with her head towards the tip, and quickly 

works her long, curved, saw-like ovipositor into the shoot. At 

figure 4, plate III, this ovipositor is shown much enlarged and 

drawn out in position for egg-laying ; when notin use it is drawn 

upward and rests nearly out of sight ina groove in the end of the 

abdomen. This ovipositor is pushed or sawed in its whole 

length, and the egg is then quickly forced along between the two 

blades of the ovipositor and is deposited in the pith of the shoot, 

as shown much enlarged at d, plate IV. The ovipositor is 

quickly withdrawn, and the whole operation of laying an egg is 
accomplished in about a minute. 

The egg is of an elongate-oval shape, of a yellowish-white color 

when first laid, about a millimeter (1-25 of an inch) in length, 

of a delicate structure, and without any characteristic sculpturing. 

In a day or twoafter deposition, transparent areas appear at both 
ends of the egg, and before hatching the whole egg loses its 

whitish opaque appearance and becomes transparent so that the 

developing grub can be plainly seen inside. 
The slit cut by the ovipositor when an egg is laid is so small 

that it can scarcely be found even with a hand-lens until about 

two days after itis made. By that time nature, in her efforts to 

heal the wound has caused an increased growth around the slit, 

and there is thus a slight elevation on theshoot at that point. 
The egg-slit is readily seen on the lower part of the enlarged 

shoot shown at ¢ on plate IV. Most of the eggs are doubtless 

laid in the latter half of May ; someare not laid until June, as we 

received several on June 8th that had been laid only a few days. 

How and why the shoot ts girdled.—Immediately after the opera- 

tion of laying an egg in the pith of the shoot is finished, the 

female walks up the shoot for from one-half an inch to an inch 
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and deliberately proceeds to girdleit. This is doubtless the most 
injurious of any of the insect’s habits; and yet the manner in 

which the girdling was accomplished remained a mystery until we 

had the pleasure of seeing the female cut many shoots in our cages 

in May, 1896. Most writers have supposed that the girdling was 

done with the jaws of the insect, but our observations show that 

it is done entirely with thesaw-like ovipositor. 
A female is shown, natural size, in theact of girdling a currant 

shoot at a, plate IV. She first forces her ovipositor its whole 

length intothe shoot. When she withdraws it, however, shedoes 

not pull it straight out, but twists it to one side so that it is held 
at right angles to the body, and then makes it saw its way out. 

As the ovipositor is curved, its tip first appears through the bark 

of the shoot off at one side from where it was forced in, and the 

rest of the ‘‘ saw’”’ soon comes through leaving a smooth, some- 

what curved cut forming a part of the circle around the shoot 

equal in length to about the length of the ovipositor. The 

enlarged, recently cut shoot shown at 4, plate IV, well illustrates 

the nature of these cuts. Without moving from her position, the 

female usually again inserts her ovipositor very near where she 

did the first time, but twists it the other way thus making two 

cuts extending in opposite directions from one point. She then 

moves around the shoot until she finds the end of one cut, 

and proceeds in the same manner to cut another slit. She con- 

tinues this process of moving around the stem and cutting new 

slits from the ends of those just made, until the girdle of cuts is 

complete, or nearly so. We haverepeatedly seen a female lay an 

egg in a minute and in the next four minutes girdle the shoot a 

short distance above the egg. Sometimes the girdling is so com- 

plete that the tip falls of at once, but usually a portion of the 

shoot remains uncut and the tip may remain attached for some- 

time, especially if the shoot is a large and vigorous one. At 3, 

plate IV, the ends of the girdle did not quite meet ; and in some 
cases the female lost her bearings to such an extent as to continue 

the girdle of cuts in a spiral direction so that the last cut was 

above and nearly an eighth of an inch from the first one. Some- 

times the female did not first make two cuts from the same point, 

but at once moved around the stem and made the second cut at 
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the end of the first, andsoon around. Usually four or five cuts 

were sufficient to girdle a shoot. 

It was very interesting to watch so deft and quick a worker as 

this insect when she was girdling a shoot. She was not easily dis- 

turbed when once her work was begun. We have seen one female 

girdle four or five shoots in an hourinourcages. Of coucse, the 

number of tips one insect will girdle, depends upon how many 

eggs itlays. One female in our cages girdled fourteen shoots 

aud was then accidently drowned. A careful examination revealed 

four more eggs in shoots that she had not girdled, and we found 
ten eggs in her abdomen ; thus one female is capable of laying at 

least thirty eggs or may girdle thirty currant shoots. Much dam- 

age might thus be done by only acomparatively few of the insects 

in a currant plantation. 

Doubtless the object of the girdling of the shoot above the egg 

is to cause a cessation of the growth, and thus prevent any injury 

which might come to the delicate egg or young grub from the 

vigorous growth which currant tips make in the spring. Yet in 

spite of this precautionary habit of the mother, many of her young 

never develop, as we shall see. 

Flabits of the borers.—Some of the eggs laid by the insect in our 

cages hatched out the grubs in about eleven days. ‘The minute 

borers at once began feeding upon the pith of the stem, and 

tunneled their way downward in the pith, as shown in the left- 

hand shoot in figurerg. ‘They seem to feed almost entirely upon 

the pithy part of the shoot; often enough of the woody portion 

remains to sustain sufficient life in the shoot to develop buds all 

along the sides of the tunneled portion, as shown 1n figures 18 and 

1g. ‘The excrement voided by the borers remains in theirtunnels, 

filling them full of a dark brownish mass, as illustrated in the 

same figures. If an injured shoot be split open at any time 

between June 1st and September 1st, the borers may be found at 

work within their tunnels. 

The great mortality among the eggs and young grubs.—Our ob- 
servations agree with those recorded by Mr. Marlatt (Insect Life 

VII., 338) in regard to the failure of many of the eggs and young 

borers to develop. The materialsent us in the spring of 1896, in- 

dicated that not over 15 per cent of the eggs laid the preceeding 
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year had developed full grown borers; in most cases the eggs ap- 

parently did not hatch, as no tunnel had been begun in the pith, 

but in some cases the borers got nearly half grown before they 

succumbed. As Mr. Marlatt stated, the reason for this great 

mortality is not apparent. He suggested that it might be due to 

the fact that the cultivated currant, on account of its difference 

in growth or greater luxuriance, is not as suitable to the insect as 

wild currants or allied plants, which were presumably its original 

food plants. 
Another explanation of this great mortality may be the fact 

that an unfertilized female will lay eggs and girdle the shoots as 

freely as any other female. We dem- ee 

onstrated this fact in our cages last 

year, but we were not able to definitely 

determine whether these unfertilized 

eggs hatched or not. 

However, the fact that there is such 

a great mortality among the eggs and 

young grubs of this insect, is of but 

little practical importance to the cur- 

rant grower, for in the girdling of the 

shoots, the pest does its principal 

injury. 

Extent of the tunnels of the borer, and 

tts preparations for the winter.—The 

grubs begin their work of tunneling 

down the pith of the girdled shoot as 

soon as they hatch in the latter part of 19.—Currant Ge split open to 

May. Although the borer continues show the eharacter of the 
P P tunnels made by the borers. 

to work in the pith for about three One-half natural size. 

months,itstunnelrarely extends more thansix inches from the point 

where the shoot was girdled. In one instance where three shoots 

branched off, as shown in figure 1g, a borer tunneled down to the 

base of one shoot and then across the main stem and part way up 

another shoot, where it met its death from the attacks of one 

of its enemies. 

About September 1st, the borer begins to make preparations for 

the winteraud for its further transformations. It cleans out the 
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lower end of its burrow for the distance of about three-fourths of 

an inch, and also eats a passage way through the woody portion 

of the stem out to the outer layer of bark which soon dies and 

sinks in slightly at this point. This passage way is partly filled 

with excrement or ‘‘frass,’’ and the grub then proceeds to spin a 

thin silken cocoon about itself within which it remains as a grub 

all winter. These winter preparations are well illustrated at 4, in 

figure 18. Sometimes the small dead sunken area of bark cover- 

ing the passage to the cocoon may be readily detected in winter 

or spring on an injured shoot. This passage-way enables the 

adult insect (the saw-fly), to easily make its way out from the 

cocoon in May. 
NATURAL ENEMIES. 

The eggs embedded in the pith of the shoots, and the borers as 
they tunnel their way down the pith, seem to be beyond the reach 

of their enemies. But the necessity of eating a passage-way to 

the outer bark to provide for the emergence of the adult insect 

affords an opportunity which their little foes seem on the alert to 

secure. Nearly one-third of the full grown borers sent us in the 

spring of 1896, had been attacked and killed by tiny hymenopter- 

ous parasites, evidently after they had spun their cocoons. In 

every case the little foes had doubtless broken through the thin 

door opening into the passage-way leading to the cocoon, and had 

inserted their eggs into the body of their helpless victims. These 

eggs hatched out maggots which lived at the expense of the body 

of their host. When full grown the little maggots spun their 

silken cocoons within the larger cocoon made by the borer. In 

one case five of the tiny Braconid parasites (Bracon apicatus Prov.) 

emerged from one cocoon of the currant stem-girdler. Curiously 
enough the parasite nearest the passage-way emerged first, and 

the others followed in regular succession; we saw one emerge, 

and upon examining the cocoon next behind, found the adult 

parasite all ready to appear, while in the next cocoon, we found 

the insect still in the pupa state. It is to be hoped that this little 

enemy will continue its good work among the grubs of this new 

currant pest. 
How To CONTROL THE INSECT. 

The currant-stem girdler can not be reached at any time or in 

any stage with a spray. Fortunately, however, its habits are 
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such that it can be easily controlled by other means. The gird- 

ling habit of the adult insect (see the frontispiece), which causes 

the tips of the young shoots to wiit, die, and drop off in May, 

makes it easy for currant growers to determine whether the pest 

is present in their fields, and also just where to apply the remedy. 

As the egg is embedded in the shoot less than an inch below 

where the girdling is done, and as the grubs rarely tunnel down 

the pith to a depth of more than six inches, if the injured shoots 

be cut off at least eight inches below their tip and burned, all 

traces of the insect will be effectually destroyed. Only two or 

three inches of the tips need be cut off, if it is done in May or 

June, soon after the girdling is done. The cutting and burning 

of about eight inches of the tips of the injured shoots at any time 

of the year, even in winter, will prove a practical and effective 

remedy for this new pest. 
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THE RASPBERRY-CANE MAGGOT. 

Pio bia sp. 

Order DiprERA ; family ANTHOMYIIDA:. 

is i. 7 i 
20.—A raspberry shoot attacked by the raspberry- 

cane maggot. Natural size. 

Recently a new insect pest has appeared in many raspberry 

plantations in New York state. It attacks the new shoots :n the 

spring, and in one field sixty per cent of the new growth was 

killed by the insect in 1895. We first learned of its ravagesin our 
state in May, 1895, when specimens were sent to the insectary from 

two localities in central New York, Spencerand Cortland. Rasp- 

berry plantations in the vicinity of Ithaca, N. Y., were at once 

examined with the result that in some cases one-third of the new 

shoots were being killed by the pest ; it was also nearly as destruc- 

tive at Ithaca in 1896. 

Raspberry growers should therefore at once familiarize them- 

selves with the work of this new insect enemy, so as to be able to 

intelligently combat it whenever it may appear in their planta- 

tions. 
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INDICATIONS OF THE PRESENCE OF THE INSECT. 

This raspberry-cane maggot attacks only the new shoots which 

appear in the spring. The results of its work are very conspicu- 

ous, and raspberry growers can thus easily determine if the insect 

is present in their fields. Three injured shoots are represented, 

natural size, in figures 20 and 21. These figures show that the tips 

of new shoots attacked by the insect wilt and droop; the stem of 

this tip shrinks, turns dark blue in color and finally dies. The 

wilted tip may be easily broken off at a certain point. If the 

shoot be carefully examined at this point it will be found to haye 

been girdled by the insect from the inside; how this girdling is 

done will be described in telling the life-history of this pest. 

Sometimes a very vigorous shoot will continue its growth from 

side buds, thus forming a branched cane, but usually the injury to 

the tip results in the death of the whole shoot. In one case the 

terminal tip and the tips of three of its side shoots had all been 

killed by the insect. 

The pest begins its destructive work as soon as the shoots ap- 

pear above the ground in the latter part of April, and its work 

continues during the whole of May. All sizes of the new shoots 

are attacked ; those in figures 20 and 21, and at 4, plate V, are 

represented natural size. 
Thus when raspberry growers find the tips of new shoots wilted 

and drooping in May, it is an indication that this new insect pest 

is at work in their fields.* 

THE APPEARANCE OF THE INSECT. 

Although raspberry growers will have no trouble in discovering 

the work of this pest, only the most careful observers will doubt- 

less ever see the adult insect. So close is the resemblance, that 

the ordinary observer would say that the little flies, which may 

be seen on the new shoots in May, were simply house-flies. But 

a careful study of one of the flies, shown much enlarged at a 

*The raspberry-cane borer ( Oberea bimaculata, causes the tips of the giow- 
ing canes to wilt and droopina similar manner, but this insect does not be- 
gin work until considerably iater, in June. Thus the work of the two 

insects need not be confounded in our state. 
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plate V, would reveal many differences. A detailed description 
of this fly is unnecessary here. It is a grayish-black, two-winged 

fly, not quite so large as, but closely resembling the well-known 

house-fly, of which it is a near relative. 

The progeny which hatch from the eggs of flies are known as 

maggots. To see the young, or the maggots, of this raspberry 

pest, it will be necessary to carefully split open an injured shoot ; 

in June the maggot will usually be found below the girdle in the 

lower portion of the shoot. The maggot is slender, white, 

smooth, footless, and measures from 8 to 10 mm. in length when 

full-grown. Its black hook-like mouth parts may be indistinctly 
seen through the semi-transparent skin of the head. Its blunt 
caudal end has around its margin several small fleshy pointed 

tubercles, and from the centre project the two elevated brown 

spiracles. 

Its NAME. 

This new raspberry pest belongs to that peculiar order of insects 

—the true flies—known as the Diptera. It is one of the Anthom- 

yiians, and is thus closely related to the cabbage and the onion 

root-maggots discussed in bulletin 78. In 1886, Mr. Fletcher 

bred the adult insect, but did not have an expert determine its 

name. Others who have noticed its work have failed to get the 
fly. We also failed in our first attempt to breed the insect in our 
cages, but finally succeeded in obtaining several flies from mater- 

ial collected in the field early in the spring. As the females of 

many of these Anthomyiian flies are so near alike, it is necessary 

to study the males to get specific characters for determination. 

We sent two males to a specialist in England, Mr. R. H. Meade, 

but they arrived in such a mouldy condition that it was impossi- 
ble to determine their name, except that they doubtless belonged 

to the genus Phorbia ; this is the same genus to which the cab- 
bage and the onion maggots belong.* 

*Mr. Meade wrote us: ‘‘ Thetwo Anthomyiids which you sent me belong 

tothe genus Phorbia; but do not seem to be identical with any European 
species that I know of. They are so covered with mould, however, that 
most of their characteristic features are destroyed.” 
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Thus this new raspberry pest may also prove to be new to 

science and therefore as yet unnamed. 

HISTORICAL, 

The first record we find of any maggot working in raspberry 

shoots is the statement of Professor Cook that he found ‘‘a maggot 

working in the succulent growth of a raspberry cane’’ in 1886, at 

the Agricultural Collegein Michigan ; this was doubtless the same 

insect as the raspberry-cane maggot under discussion. The next 

year, what was probably the same insect, was observed at work 

in Canada, by Mr. Fletcher; he recorded a very brief but accur- 

ate account of its habits. In 1890-91, a raspberry-cane maggot 

was seen in some West Virginia plantations. In 1894, apparently 

the same pest destroyed nearly half the new shoots in a raspberry 

field at Lansing, Mich.; and was also reported as doing consider- 

able damage in the vicinity of Costello, Pa During the past two 
years it hasinjured a large percentage of the new shoots in the 

raspberry plantations of central New York; in 1895, Dr. Lintner 

received many infested tips from Adams, Jefferson Co., N. Y. 

DISTRIBUTION AND FoopD-PLANTs. 

From the above historical review, we learn that this new rasp- 

berry pest seems to have thus far attracted attention only in 

Michigan, New York, Pennsylvania and Canada. All observers 

report that it is apparently as yet confined to limited localities. 

Its spread will doubtless be rather slow ; the flies may go from 
one field to another, and a few of the mazgots or puparia may be 

transported in stock shipped from infested fields. Although we 

have seen its work only in Tompkins; Cortland and Tioga coun- 

ties in our State, yet we are quite sure, from conversations with 

raspberry growers, that it occurs in many other localities. 

The insect works in the new shoots of both red and black rasp- 

berries, and no other food-plants have been recorded. 

THE LirE-HISTORY OF THE INSECT. 

In the latter part of April, when the new raspberry shoots are 

a few inches in heighth, the adult insect—the fly shown much 

enlarged at a, plate V—appears and soon begins laying eggs. 

Egg-laying.—The comparatively large, prettily sculptured, 

elongate, white eggs of this pest are loosely placed near 
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the very tip of the shoot in the crotch formed by the bases of the 

tip leaves; at c, plate V, is shown one of the eggs much enlarged, 

and at d, are represented three eggs, natural size, in the position 

in which they were laid. As the fly is smaller than a house-fly, 

these eggs are comparatively large ones for such an insect, and 

would thus indicate that one female fly does not lay a large num- 

ber of eggs. How soon the eggs hatch, we did not determine; 

it is doubtless but a few days. 

Work of the maggot.—The little white maggot which emerges 

from the egg, crawls down the shoot for a short distance (less than 

an inch), and then burrows its way into the pith of the shoot. 

The entrance hole of the maggot is usually quite conspicuous, as 

the surrounding tissues turn blackish. After the maggot reaches 

the pith it proceeds to tunnelits way downward, making a small, 

somewhat tortuous tunnel in the pith. After tunneling about 

half the length of the shoot (sometimes this is six inches or more 

but may be only an inch or two), the maggot works its way 

nearly out to the bark, and deftly continues its tunnel around the 

shoot, thus girdling it from the inside; this interior girdle or tun- 
nel shows well in the broken shoots at 4, plate V. Usually the 

maggot eats a small hole out through thc bark, at some point in 

the girdle; the use of this opening, we have not determined. 

The maggot continues feeding on the pith at the point where the 
girdling was done, and nearly severs the shoot inthis way. The 

shoot in the lower right-hand corner of 4, plate V,is represented with 

the bark removed to give a clearer idea of this interior girdling. 

Usually the maggot girdles the shoot in a spiral manner, some- 

times tunneling nearly twice around, as shown on one shoot in 

the right-hand corner of 4, plate V. 

The part of the shoot above the girdle soon wilts, shrinks in 
size and droops over asis shown in figures 20and 21. Soon 

after the tip droops, a dry rot begins at the girdled point, the 

wilted portion turns a dark blue color, and the whole shoot usually 

dries up and dies. Perhaps the maggot could not develop in a 

growing shoot, and it would also be hindered in its transformation 

to the adult in such a shoot. This may be the explanation why 

the insect girdles the shoot. 
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PLATE. V.—The raspberry-cane maggot (Phorbia sp.). a, adult Semale jy, 
much enlarged; b, raspberry shoots girdled by the maggot, natural size; 
c, egg, much enlarged; a, tips of three shools, each bearing an egy 1M 
tts natural position in the crotch at the bases of the leaves, natural size. 
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After thus checking the growth in May, the maggot proceeds 

to burrow its way downward in the pith and finally reaches the 

base of the shoot at or near the surface of the ground. This point 

is usually reached sometime in June. 

Pupation.—By July 1st, many of the maggots had undergone 

a transformation in the lower end of their burrow. Their skin 

had hardened, turned dark brown in color, and inside this pupa- 

vium, the insect was passing through the pupa stage, preparatory 

to becoming an adult. 

Although the puparium 

is found in June and July, 

the adult insect—the fly— 

does not emerge until the 

next April. The winter is 

thus passed as a pupa inside 

the dead base of the shoot. 

There is but one brood of 

the maggots each year. 

NATURAL ENEMIES. 

Like most of our injuri- 

ous insects, this raspberry- 

cane maggot has its enemies 

among its own kind—the 

insects. Instead of the 

adult insect—the Anthomy- 

iian fly—emerging from 

some of our puparia, a 

little four-winged hymen- [> ‘. Se deal eens 

opterous parasite appeared. 21.—Infested apbeayy shoots. Natufal Size. 

The indications are that many of the maggots fell a prey to this 

little enemy in 1895 and 1896. It has been determined as /dzasta 

incompleta Prov. We hope its good work may continue in our 

raspberry fields. 

How To ComMBAT IT. 

With a little watchfulness this new raspberry pest may be easily 

checked. Its presence may be quickly detected in May, as its 

work is then very conspicuous; and this is the only month in 
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which the insect can be combated practicably and with any suc- 

cess. Itis capable of doing much damage, especially on new 

and valuable varieties. 

The remedy is simple. As soon asa drooping tip is seen, either 

pull up the shoot or cut it off several inches below the girdle and 

burn it. This method faithfully carried out throughout May, 

will quickly check the pest. There is no possible chance of get- 

ting at the insect with a spray. Simply burn all infested shoots 

in May. 
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CoRNELL UNIVERSITY, ITHACA, N. Y., Feb. 10, 1897: 

Honorable Commissioner of Agriculture, Albany. 
Srr :—The enclosed report is submitted for publication under 

the provisions of the Experiment Station Extension bill, and it is 

a complement to Bulletin 111, issued a year ago this month. 

This Bulletin 111 was the first experiment station report upon 

sweet peas. It called forth some harsh criticisms, which were 

very largely due, I think, to a misconception of the problem at 

which we were working. Our motives in its preparation were 

two: to popularize the sweet pea, and to give an account of the 

varieties which were actually sold by the dealers last year. Our 

estimates of varieties were often very unlike the estimates which 

are currently made of them ; and it was charged that many of 

our varieties must have been very untrue to type or else grown 

from very poor seed. If this charge was true, it only shows that 

poor seed was in the market and it is evidence enough that the 

test was needed. In other words, our effort was to determine the 

exact merits of the sweet peas commonly offered for sale, not to 

grow the strains of fanciers and plant-breeders. This fact was 

stated in the bulletin and the reader was cautioned that our 

estimates of the varieties were drawn solely from our local tests, 

as follows: ‘‘ An attempt was made the past season to obtain all 

the sweet peas which were offered by American seedsmen. * * * 
The reader should remember, however, that these opinions are 

founded solely upon the behavior of the varieties upon our own 

grounds last year. They are not intended to serve as a general 

or infallible estimate of the varieties. The accounts of these 

varieties are all made directly from the plants as they grew on 

our grounds, uninfluenced by published descriptions.”’ 

Having grown the sweet peas of the retail seedsmen last year, 

we have this year turned our attention to the types and strains of 

the experts and breeders. It is evident, therefore, that the 

descriptions of this year are ‘not comparable with those of last 

year ; but the sweet pea lover may be interested to study the dis- 

similarities in the accounts of the two seasons made from seeds 

from different sources. In order that there should be as great 

uniformity as possible in our own work of the two seasons, we 

have grown the peas of this year upon the same ground which 
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we used last year (although it was in better condition), and Mr. 

Wyman has again taken notes, Mr. Hutchins, C. C. Morse & 

Co. and the Sunset Seed and Plant Co., supplied us most gener- 

ously with seeds and have been most helpful with suggestions. 
It may be well to repeat that these estimates of the varieties of 

sweet peas are those which have been formed solely from a most 

careful study in the experiment patch at Ithaca. We did not 

make the experiment as a mere variety test, and we do not care 

whether anyone accepts our estimates of varieties or not. We 

have tried to write the truth as we have been able tosee it, hoping 
that the record may be a contribution to the history of the evo- 

lution of the sweet pea. The lists are capable of showing the 

student how far the flower has been developed, and what measure 

of satisfaction he may expect in the growing ofit. Neither are 

we desirous of breeding new varieties. That is not our mission, 

and there are others who can do it much better. We have made 

a record of what the flower is and what may be expected of it ; 

and now we must hurry on, for we have lots to do. 

Our peas were sown April 20, upon a clay loam which is low 

enough to keep moist through the season. Until the plants 
began to bloom freely, the land was kept in a thorough state of 

tillage. Fig. 22 shows the plantation as it looked July 20, before 

the heaviest bloom had appeared. In this plantation, 176separate 

samples of peas were grown. ‘The study of these peas was put in 

the hands of two mature and capable students. Mr. Wyman did 

the greater part of the work upon the former test. During the 
present season he represented us at the sweet pea show at Spring- 
field, Mass., whence we sent a collection of blooms representing the 

common run of the plantation. Mr. Kains is a post-graduate 

student in the College of Agriculture. The work of these young 
men has been carefully supervised, and I endorse the results, 

although, of course, it is impossible for any two persons to arrive 

at identical conclusions respecting the merits of given varieties. 

We have no further information to give for the cultivation of 

sweet peas than was given in our former bulletin, except to say 

that the ground may easily be made too rich forthem. Several 

persons complained to me last year that their sweet peas grew 

luxuriantly but did not bloom. They had used too freely of 
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stable manures, and the plants ran to vine. The sweet pea is 
one of that class of plants (the leguminous) which appropriates 

nitrogen for itself, and heavy applications of nitrogen are there- 

fore not needed. Another type of complaints was to the effect 
that young plants died after having made a good growth of sev- 

eral inches. Inquiry revealed the fact that in every case the 

plants had been frequently watered from a watering pot. Just 

enough water had been applied to keep the surface of the ground 

soggy, and the plants had damped-off. Plant lovers should 
remember that one good watering which wets the ground clear 
down is worth a dozen dribblings. It is rare that a sweet pea 
bed should be watered oftener than once a week in good soil; and 

if the seeds are got in early, a frequent stirring of the surface 

soil with hoe or rake is better than watering at all. 

In the forcing of sweet peas we have made two tests in a very 

small way. A year ago we sowed seeds in a bench in a chrysan- 

themum house on October 24, and they began to bloom Feb. 20, 

and continued to blossom well for six weeks. The bloom was not 

so profuse as it is out of doors, but the flowers were just as large 

and handsome and fragrant. Fig. 23 shows a corner of sweet 

peas as they looked early in March. We also had a most profuse 
bloom in a row forty feet long during last April, May and June. 

The seeds were sown in pots, and when chrysanthemums were 

taken off (from a solid bed) on December 10, the peas were turned 
into the soil from 24-inch pots. They were blooming freely when 
sweet peas were quoted as high as carnations. Last fall we sowed 

seeds in the same house September 8 in a solid bed. The plants 
grew well, and a single truss opened on November 30. The 

weather then closed in for a characteristic Ithaca winter, and the 

sun did not shine again for a full day for two months, and no 

other flowers appeared until early in February. If the weather 

had remained bright, I see no reason why we should not have had 

good flowers for Christmas. 
The history and something of the evolution of the sweet pea are 

traced in our Bulletin 111; but Rev. W. T. Hutchins, Indian 

Orchard, Mass., a long-time student of the flower, has given me 

his conception of the evolution of the modern varieties in a 

graphic form, which is here reproduced : 
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BULLETIN 127. 

The reader of Bulletin 111 may 

remember that Waldo C. Roh- 

nert, sweet pea specialist of the 
firm of C. C. Morse & Co., con- 

tributed a sketch of his efforts to 

breed varieties by crossing. The 
following are further remarks by 

him along the same line : 

‘“Some people have no idea 
how hard it is to get a new 

variety in sweet peas, that is, new 

and distinct, with merit. In 

roguing time I can go over our 

fields and find ‘off’ plants, but 

they do not possess merit. The 
color is probably of a different 
shade or the form is a little differ- 

ent. But they areall ‘ off’ types. 

New varieties are brought about 

only by a good deal of careful 

work. LastsummerI spent many 

a day in the hot sun crossing 

the different varieties and in con. 

sequence have a trial ground this 

year that is truly odd to look at. 

Most of it is common Blanche 

Ferry and the Light Blue and 

Purple. It is very strange how 

strong the blood of these two 

varieties exists in the new vari- 

eties. Last year I spent a good 

deal of my time crossing on 

Cupid and obtained crosses of 
over thirty different varieties on 
this little imp. Now the result 

is that all varieties that have red 

or pink in them come a Blanche 

Ferry of the ordinary Blanche 
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Ferry growth, and all varieties that have blue in them come 

a Light Blue and Purple. This is always the rule when crossing 

on Cupid. Here and there are plants of Cupids, but these come 

because the crossing was not made perfectly. It is very hard to 

cross on Cupid as the pollen breaks away when the bud is very 

small. Several years ago I put Cupid on Venus and last year I 

got a weak Blanche Ferry of ordinary Blanche Ferry growth. 

Last year I put Cupid onto this cross and now I have a Cupid 

again, This is three-fourth Cupid blood and one-fourth Venus, 

and still it does not show any of the latter. It cannot be distin- 

guished from the thousands of Cupids we have growing. 

‘“ Of the other crosses, that is, those on the taller varieties, the 

results are also discouraging. ‘There are several new things, 

however, that save the whole summer’s work from being a total 

failure. Mystock of Penzance on Venus ’95 was put onto Co- 

quette (a plant which I found last year and a variety which 

Eckford will introduce in this country next year) brought mea 

variety with a pale pink standard and white wings. It hasthe 

grandiflora form and is very pretty. Lottie Eckford on Eliza 

Eckford brought me a flower like the former, but color of reddish 

mauve. Last year I had an ‘Improved Royal Robe.’ It was 

a result of Penzance on Venus and was the finest stock on Royal 

Robe I ever had. ‘This year it broke up into many new and sev- 

eral old varieties, but all of very fine form and color, such 

as buff, with a suggestion of pink, a rose edge, a pink edge on 

white ground (Eckford’s Countess of Aberdeen), a pink edge on 
buff ground; there are fine shades of white, also improved 
Ovids, Royal Robes, Lady Penzance, Blushing Beauty, etc. It 

is truly the finest mixture in sweet peas; there is not a flower 
of poor form or color in it. We will also have for next year’s in- 
troduction a pink which will correspond to Grey Friar. It is 

better than the latter, as the color in much finer.’’ 

It is hoped that this bulletin may contribute something to the 

joy of rural life by interesting persons who have a rod of land to 

spare, inthe delights of plants and the restfulness of nature-study. 

L,. Hs BAYER: 
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22.—The Cornell sweet pea patch, July 20, 1896. 





A SECOND ACCOUNT OF SWEET PEAS. 

I. NoTES UPON SWEET PEAS (4, P. Wyman). 

Someone asked Mr. Burpee at the Springfield Sweet Pea Show 

what are the important points to be observed in judging the 

value of varieties of sweet peas. He replied by quoting from 

Eckford, but arranged his points in different order: ‘‘form, size, 

substance, and color.’’ He, of course, looked at the matter from 

the seedsman’s point of view. To him commercially, color was 

the least thing to be considered. The general observer would see 

color only, and experience only a vague satisfaction or dissatis- 

faction if the other points were not what they should be. But 
Mr. Burpee had good ground for putting color last, for this, 

tolerably sure to be good anyway, is absolutely worthless unless 

placed on a canvass suited to receive it. 
The various forms which the sweet pea assumes easily fall into 

four classes. One class is the large flower which bends and 

curls its standard forward into a hood, like the Countess of 

Radnor. Another large flower, as Gaiety, spreads itself out into 

a broad, round, expanded form, but without a stiff effect. Still 

another bends or reflexes the sides of its banner backward ina 

manner not so pleasing, and if the substance is poor, in a manner 

which is almost ugly asin Fairy Queen. Last, there is the stiff, 

erect blossom, the smallest type, from which all the varieties have 

sprung, as Carmen Sylva. In connection with this expansion and 

hooded character and reflection, must be considered the shape of 

the base of the standard. In the last or old natural form, and to 

a greater or less extent in the reflexed, the base is wedge-shaped. 

In such case, the banner cannot help falling backward, because 
there is no structure to pull it forward into place. In the ex- 

panded and hooded forms, the base is different. Here it is not 
only straight horizontally or truncate, but in the hooded form is 

drawn down, giving an ear-like or auriculate shape. ‘This ex- 

plains the characters of the two expanded and hooded classes. 
The broad truncate base is stiff and pulls the edge of the blossom 

forward tightly into place, or if it is auriculate, it is still stronger, 

and curls the edge still farther forward intoa hood. There are 
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two other variations which cannot be classified and which occur in 

the poorer forms only, asa rule. These are the occurrence of a 

notch at the top, or really the emphasis of a minute notch already 

there, as in Emily Henderson, or else a notch or sinus at either 

or both sides of the standard, as in the case of the Butterfly. 

' ‘Three sizes are commonly accepted and will be found accom- 

panying the classification above. The small, asin Captain Clarke, 

is that of the old natural form. The medium size is the one 

usually found in the reflexed form, like the Boreatton. While the 

large size of Senator and Dorothy Tennant is that of the expanded 

and hooded classes. 

Substance, that is, the quality of texture which enables the 

flower to retain its shape, has arbitrarily been put under the heads 

of good, fair, and poor. ‘Those varieties which keep their blos- 

soms fresh and rigid in the heat of midday are called of good sub- 

stance. ‘Those whose blossoms curl and wrinkle badly are called 

poor, and the fair are various degrees between. The value of 

substance as affecting the beauty of the flower is not appreciated 

until one gives close study to the sweet pea. A flower without 

good substance or texture is absolutely ugly. Without strong 

substance it would appear that expansion and hooded character. 

could not remain, and the flower would fall back into the reflexed 

class where, with its large size, it would curl and wrinkle until, 

in the lowest types, the flowers become worthless. 
It is now possible to give the characteristics of the four classes 

into which most varieties of sweet peas seem to fall. This idea 
of classifying them was suggested by Mr. Hutchins, who based his 
classes upon the shape of the base, and the degree of substance 

or size which would result therefrom. A full statement of these 

classes, as they seem to work out from the studies of the Cornell 

tests, is as follows :* 

I. The old natural form, with a wedge-shaped base, erect, 

expanded standard, and small size, as Delight and Carmen Sylva. 

II. ‘The reflexed form, with a more or less wedge-shaped base, 

the standard with its sides more or less curled backward or re- 

* Another classification is given in the ‘‘ Sweet Pea Review’’ of the Sun- 

set Seed and Plant Co., San Francisco,—a booklet which is invaluable to 

anyone who desires full descriptions of varieties. * 
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flexed, of medium size, and of substance rarely good, as Firefly, 

and Fairy Queen. 

III. The expanded form, with a truncate or somewhat auric- 

ulate base, a broad, erect, rounded standard, large size, and fair 

to good substance, as Gaiety and Ovid. 

IV. The hooded form, with an auriculate base, a hooded or 

half-hooded standard, large size, and fair to good substance, as 

Her Majesty and Emily Eckford. 

‘These classes, of course, are not divided by hard and fast lines, 

but no variety in the experiment has yet been found which either 

did not fall or tend to fall into one of them. 

We are now, perhaps, better prepared to understand Mr. Bur- 

pee’s preference in putting color last in the scale of points. It is 

because form brings with it a number of other qualities, all of 

which make a flower a good one or a poor one. ‘There is, how- 

ever, a deeper reason for this preference for form which it would 

need anartisttoexplain. The eyeisas much pleased with beauty 

of form as withcolor. ‘The mere outline of a blaze of light carries 

with it a certain effect. Ruskin tells us that the old Gothic win- 

dows in the best days of Gothic architecture owed their character- 

istic beauty to the form of the aperture in which the stained glass 

was placed and not to the decorations about that aperture. It 

would seem to be the same with the sweet pea. Unless there isa 

full blaze of light from a full rounded curve, the effect in part is 

lost. Then, too, the variations in light and shade in the com- 

plexity of the flower are no small addition to the complete rounded 
effect. Last, the blossom must belarge enough to be appreciated, 

but still not so large as to lose that delicacy which is one of its 

greatest charms. ; 
The variety of color which is to be found in the sweet pea is 

wonderful. Since the four original varieties were sent out, 

numerous additions, to say nothing of improvements, have been 

made. At the same time, there are a few stock types, about 

which the others cluster. If one wishes to enjoy the best of all 

there is in the sweet pea without growing what would appear to 

be an amateur variety test, it can easily be done by selecting the 

best representative of each type of color and growing them and 

them only. All classes and colors may be easily divided into 
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nine types each of which has a general characteristic of its own. 

By beginning with the dark purples, a graduation may be made to 

the whites, and from the whites again on tothe bright reds. The 

dark purples may be taken as the first class, represented by 

Waverly. Thestriped purples may be considered second, of which 
Senatorisanexample. The lavenders may be called third, repre- 

sented by the Countess of Radnor. The whites come fourth, of 

which Blanche Burpee and Emily Henderson are the most famous, 
The primroses, as Mrs. Eckford, may be counted fifth. Sixth 

come the white shaded with pink, as Blushing Beauty. Seventh 

are the striped pinks, as Mrs. Joseph Chamberlain. The orange 

pinks are eighth, as Lady Penzance and Meteor. Last are the 

rose pinks, which may be subdivided, one class a pure pink, as 

Her Majesty and Royal Robe, the other having orange besides 

the rose, as Firefly and Miss Hunt. Here is wide range of color, 

and of a high quality, all gained by simply growing nine or ten 

varieties of sweet peas. Respecting double sweet peas, it may be 

said that the doubles are generally strong strains and give a pro- 

fusion of large bloom, most of which, fortunately, is single. 

It is a great advantage, of course, in the purchase of anything 

to know just what to get, and when a wise man purchases, he 

gets the very best. At the Springfield Show, Mr. Hutchins and 

Mr. Burpee selected independently the four varieties which each 

considered the best. Mr. Hutchins’ choice was, Her Majesty, 

Mrs. Eckford, Lady Penzance, Ramona. Mr. Burpee’s choice 

agreed with this as to the first two, Her Majesty and Mrs. Eck- 

ford, but chose for the others, Mrs. Joseph Chamberlain and 

Blanche Burpee. A selection by either of these men, of course, 

carries much weight, but when they agree upon any one or two 

varieties as being the best of all, their choice is not to be disputed. 
Besides this, the Station experiment plot has been closely studied 

and the best representatives in all points of each of the classes 
which have been named above as they have grown here this 

summer, have been recorded. They are (in my opinion) :— 

I. Dark purple. 1. Waverly. 
2. Duke of Clarence. 

II. Striped purple. 1. Gray Friar. 
2. Juanita. 
3. Senator. 
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III. Lavender. 1. Countess of Radnor. 
2. Lottie Eckford. 

IV. White. 1. The Bride. 
2. Emily Henderson. 

V. Primrose. 1. Mrs. Eckford. 
VI. White flushed with 1. Blushing Beauty. 

pink. 2. Katherine Tracy. 
3. Eliza Eckford. 

VII. Striped or flaked pink.1. Ramona. 
2. Mrs.Joseph Chamberlain. 

VIII. Orange-pink. 1. Lady Penzance. 
2. Meteor. 

IX. Rose-pink. 1. Her Majesty. 
2. Splendor. 

IXa. Rose-pink shaded 1. Firefly. 
ay with orange. Princess Victoria. 

These results are simply those of this experiment plot. 

‘Blanche Burpee, I suppose, ought to have come before Emily 

Henderson in the whites, but it has not come up to expectation 

here and consequently must drop out. No doubt the same is 

true of other varieties. Nevertheless we hope that in this list is 

the cream of most that is good in sweet peas. It is said that 
Emily Henderson is inferior to Blanche Burpee because it is 

notched, does not spread so freely, curls or reflexes to some 

extent, and has a tinge of green as the latter does not. Never- 

theless, with us Blanche Burpee is not a useful flower. While 

full grown individual blossoms possess all the qualities said of it, 

most of the flowers do not spread or else fade before maturity, and 

consequently do not act the partexpected of them. Of thestriped 

pinks, Ramona and Mrs. Joseph Chamberlain ought really not to 

be compared, as they are of a wholly different shade of pink. 

Ramona may be put first only because it is perhaps the more 

refined. Mention of the dwarf Cupid must not beomitted. Cupid 

is not wholly a thing of beauty; Mr, Hutchins, however, consid- 

ers it well worth the introduction historically. He wants it as 

the basis of future crosses with the tall varieties, that one may be 

enabled to procure the blossoms at a more convenient height. 

I am greatly indebted to Mr. Hutchins for the time and patience 

spent with me over the flowers at the Springfield Sweet Pea 

Show. ‘The flowers certainly deserve the work and enthusiasm 

which Mr. Hutchins has given to them. Although careless and 
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free, they are the product of much labor and thought. ‘Their 
requirements, while not burdensome, are exacting. The earliest 
springtime is none too early for them to see the ground. They 
are sown deep or shallow according to the character of the soil, 
but so that their roots will be cool. They require the full sun- 
shine to warm them, fertility to feed them, and rain to give them 
drink. Given these amenities, the sweet pea becomes the pride 
of the garden and the joy of the home. ; j 

23.—Sweet peasin winter. (See page 65.) 
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II. D&EscCRIPTIONS OF THE VARIETIES GROWN AT CORNELL 

IN 1896. (A. P. Wyman and M. G. Kains.) 

NotE.—These descriptions were made by Mr. Wyman directly from the 

Cornell patch in 1896, independently of former descriptions or others’ opin- 

ions. When his notes were completed, they were placed in Mr. Kains’ hands 

and he was asked to go over the plantation carefully and make whatever 

comments he thought proper. His comments are placed after Mr. Wyman’s 

and are marked by a dagger (+). It will be noticed that the two men sometimes 

disagree widely as to the merits of varieties,—a fact which shows how futile 
it isto try to make any dogmatic assertions upon the merits of plants. 

The name in parenthesis is that of the party who supplied us with the seeds, 

The asterisks (*) denote the Eckfords, and the year of introduction follows 

in some cases. 
Itis very probable that climate and season have much to do with the merits 

of sweet peas. Varieties which were ‘‘ off ’’ with us, or of mixed type, may 

have come from the best of seed. 
The term ‘‘ cropper’’ is used by florists to designate those plants or varie- 

ties which produce a heavy yield or crop at a certain time and thereafter flower 

very little or none. i, H, B: 

Adonis. (Morse. ) 
Poor ; reflexed ; medium size; poor substance; color rose-pink ; bloom 

medium-profuse. 
Height Aug. 6, six feet. 
Said to be poorest of that color. 
+ Profuse bloomer, mid to late season. 

Adonis. (Hutchins. ) 
Same as Adonis (Morse. ) 

Alba Magnifica. (Morse.) 
Fair ; expanded, notched, wings at a large angle; medium size; fair- 

good substance ; color white; bloom medium-profuse. 

Height Aug. 6, six feet. 
+ Best all round white in plantation. Better bloomer than Blanch Burpee 

or Bride, but has too short stems. 

Alba Magnifica. (Hutchins. ) 

Same as Alba Magnifica (Morse. ) 
+ A little better bloomer and has longer stems than above. 

Alice Eckford. (Breck.)* 1896. 
Good; reflexed, notched; large; fair substance; color, white lightly 

flushed with pink ; bloom medium-profuse. 

Height Aug. 6, five feet. 
+ With us like Lemon Queen. Buds greenish yellow ; standard same 

tint when first opened, changing to the pinkish hue. 
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America. (Morse. ) 
Fair ; expanded, notched; medium size; poor substance ; color, heavily 

$treaked crimson ; bloom profuse. 

Height Aug. 6, six feet, six inches. 

7 Crimson and white streaked. Has more crimson than Gaiety, Mrs. Jos. 
Chamberlain, Queen of the Isles or Red and White Striped, with which it 
formsaseries. Mrs. Chamberlain is the lightest in color. 

American Belle. (Breck.) 

Is Apple Blossom. 

Apple Blossom. (Morse. )* . 
Good ; hooded ; large size ; good substance; color varies between pur- 

plish rose and light purplish pink ; bloom profuse. 
Height Aug. 6, six feet. 

Astandard. Would be ‘‘ very good”? if true to type. 

{ Variable, particularly in wings. Liable to be mottled. Mottling seems to 
be a seasonal defect or due to fertilizer. See American Horist, July 18, 1896, 
Pp. 1330. 
Apple Blossom, double. ( Burpee.) 

Very good; hooded; large; good substance; color rose pink; bloom 
sparse-medium. 

Height Aug. 6, four feet, six inches. 

Occasionally double. 

A good strain of Apple Blossom. 

Black. (Morse.) 
Poor; reflexed, notched; medium size; poor substance; color, claret, 

wings purple ; bloom medium. 
Height Aug. 6, five feet, six inches. 

+ Bloom profuse toward end of season. Poor at best. 

Black and Brown Striped. (Breck. ) 

Poor ; expanded or reflexed, notched; medium size; very poor sub- 
stance; color, streaked claret, wings streaked reddish purple; bloom medium, 

Height Aug. 6, five teet. 

{ Large size asarule. Not an attractive variety. 

Black Purple. (Breck.) 
Is the Black. 

Blanche Burpee. (Morse.)* 1895. 
Good; expanded or reflexed; medium-largesize; fair-good substance; 

pure white ; bloom medium profuse. 

Height Aug. 6, three feet, six inches. 
Is a disappointment ; produced very few fully expanded blossoms, those, 

however, of good quality. 
+ Size variable ; substance, poor. Wings crumpled, unlike other whites in 

this respect. Larger than Alba Magnifica ; poor bloomer. 

Blanche Burpee. (Hutchins.)* 1895. 

Same as Blanche Burpee (Morse). 
+ A little better than preceding. 

Blanche Rurpee. (S.S. P. Co).* 1895. 

Same as Blanche burpee (Morse). 
Height August 6, three feet. 
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+ Largest and best formed white in plantation ; better than the preceding; 
would rank it first of the whites if a better bloomer. 

Blanche Ferry. (Morse. ) 
Fair; expanded,notched, bold; medium size; fair substance ; color, standard 

crimson rose, wings rose purple, shaded or blotched on white in various 

degrees ; bloom profuse. * 
Height Aug. 6, six feet. 
{7 An early ‘‘cropper,’? much mottled this year. See American Florist, 

July 18, 1896, p. 1330. Burpee’s illustration on seed packets shows white 
wings. Very little white in our patch. 

Blushing Beauty. (Morse. )* 1893. 

Very good ; hooded ; large ; good substance ; color, delicate pink ; bloom 

medium. 

Height Aug. 6, four feet, six inches. 

Has a little more color than Alice Eckford. 

7 A favorite ; one of the best pinks. 

Blushing Beauty. (S. 8S. & P. Co.)* 1893. 
Same as Blushing Beauty (Morse). 

Height Aug. 6, two feet, nine inches. 

Blushing Bride. (Breck. ) 
Is Blanche Ferry. 

Boreatton. (Morse. )* 
Fair ; reflexed ; medium size ; poor substance ; color, claret, wings pur- 

ple ; bloom medium—profuse. 

Height Aug. 6, four feet, six inches. 
+ Very poor substance. Bloom profuse toward close of season. Cannot 

distinguish from Stanley. 
Boreatton. (Hutchins. )* 

Same as Boreatton (Morse). 
Boreation. (S.S.& P. Co.)* 

Same as Boreatton (Morse). 

Height Aug. 6, four feet, six inches. 

Boreatton, double. (Burpee. ) 

Very good ; expanded ; large size ; fair substance ; color, claret, wings 
purple ; bloom sparse. 

Height Aug. 6, four feet. 

Did not double. 

Same as Boreatton, of better size and substance. 

+Some few doubles—both in wings and standard. Has more purple than 
single Boreatton. 

Bride, The. (Wynch.) 
Very good; expanded ; large; fair—-good substance ; color, pure white ; 

bloom medium. 
Height Aug. 6, five feet. 

t About the same size as Blanche Burpee, but wings not crumpled. Poorer 
bloomer than Blanche Burpee. 
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Bronze King. (Morse.) 

Fair ; expanded, somewhat reflexed; medium size; poor substance; 

color white flushed or strongly blotched with a coppery hue, wings 

white or blotched with rose purple ; bloom medium. 

Height Aug. 6, six feet, six inches. 
Butterfly. (Morse.) 

Good ; hooded, with sinuses at the sides ; medium size ; good substance ; 

color white edged with mauve, flushed with lavender ; bloom medium- 
profuse. 

Height Aug. 6, five feet. 

Butterfly, double. (Burpee.) 

Good ; hooded, with sinuses; medium size ; fair substance; has a little 

more color than Butterfly ; bloom medium. 

Height Aug. 6, four feet, two inches. 
Did not double. 

t Only a few doubles. 

Butterfly Improved. (Morse.) 

Good ; hooded, sometimes with sinuses ; large; fair-good substance ; has 
less color than Butterfly ; bloom medium. 

Height Aug. 6, five feet, three inches. 

Sinuses less than in Butterfly. 
Butterfly Winged. (Morse. ) 

Good ; hooded, sometimes with sinuses ; large ; fair-good substance ; has 

more pink than Butterfly ; bloom profuse. 

Height Aug. 6, five feet, six inches. 
Wings curl separately. 
Light Blue and Purple intermingled. 

Captain Sharkey. (Breck.) 
Like Invincible Carmine. 

Captain Clarke. (Morse. ) ; 
Poor ; expanded, erect, slightly notched, wingsat a large angle ; small ; 

fair substance ; color, white unevenly flushed with carmine, penciled with 

mauve, wings lavender ; bloom medium-profuse. 
Height Aug. 6, five feet, six inches. 

Captain Clarke. (Hutchins. ) 

Same as Captain Clarke (Morse). 
Captain of the Blues. (Morse. )* 
Good; expanded, erect; large ; fair-good substance; color, purple-ma- 

genta, wings purple ; bloom medium-profuse. 

Height Aug. 6, four feet, six inches. 
Captivation. (Breck.)* 1896. 
Good ; expanded ; medium size ; fair-good substance: color, light pink- 

ish purple ; wings rose-purple. 
In bud Aug. 3; had three blossoms Aug. 7. 
Height Aug. 6, three feet. 

t Larger than medium ; late. 
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Cardinal. (Morse.)* 
Fair; expanded, erect; medium-large size; poor substance; color, 

crimson-rose inclined to be blotched, wings purple-rose ; bloom profuse. 

Height Aug. 6, six feet. 
+Smalltomedium. Cannot see difference between this and Capt. Sharkey. 

Cardinal. . (S..S. & P.;Co:)}* 
Same as Cardinal (Morse), except the stock seemed to be poorer. 

Carmen Sylva. (Hutchins). 
Poor ; expanded, erect, notched; small to medium size; poor-fair sub- 

stance; color, white shaded with magenta, penciled with mauve, wings 

pinkish mauve ; bloom medium-profuse ; ugly. 

Height Aug. 6, five feet, six inches. 

Tt Very poor. 

Carmine Invincible. (Morse.) 
Fair; expanded ; large; poor-fair substance ; color crimson, wings pur- 

ple-rose ; bloom profuse. 

Height Aug. 6, five feet, six inches, 

+ Distinct from Invincible Carmine. 

Countess of Aberdeen. (Breck.)* 1896. 

Not in bloom Aug. 3. 

Height Aug. 6, five feet. 

T No bloom Sept. 9. 

Countess of Radnor. (Morse.)* 
Very good; hooded; large; good substance; color, pinkish-lavender ; 

bloom medium. Said to be running back to original blush tint. 
Height Aug. 6, five feet, six inches. 
+ Very large. Bloom more profuse toward end of season. Handsome and 

distinct. See note under Dorothy Tennant. 

Countess of Radnor. (S. 8. & P. Co.)* 
Like Princess May. A striped-purple intermingled. 

Countess of Radnor Improved. (Morse.) 

Same as Countess of Radnor. Madame Carnot intermingled. 

Crown Jewel. (Breck.)* 1896. 
Not in bud Aug. 3. 
Height Aug. 6, four feet, six inches. 
+ Very poor; erect, notched ; small to very small size; very poor sub- 

stance, color, blush-pink with more or less bronzy finish on the standard. 
Bloom sparse. 

Crown Princess of Russia. (Morse.) 
Poor; expanded; small-medium size; poor substance; color, white 

lightly flushed with pink and primrose, wings flushed with pink ; bloom 
sparse-medium. 

Height Aug. 6, five feet, six inches. 
Said to have a historical value only as being the first of the flushed pinks. 

Cupid. (Introd. by Burpee, 1896. See Bull. 111, p. 182). 
An interesting dwarf, growing about eight inches high, and worth growing 

as a pot plant, but of little value in the open. The flowers are small and 
white, and with us were scattered along through the season, at no time 
making a show. See page 73. 
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Daybreak. (Morse. ) 

Fait : broadly expanded or reflexed, notched ; medium size; poor sub- 

stance, color, white clouded on the back with purplish rose, less clouded 

on front, with white margins, giving watered effect, wings white, occasion- 
ally blotched with rose-purple ; bloom medium-profuse. 

Height Aug. 6, four feet, six inches. 

Duchess of Edinburgh intermingled. 

Daybreak, (Hutchins. ) 
Same as Daybreak (Morse), but unmixed type. 

Delight. (Morse. )* 
Fair ; expanded ; small; fair substance; color, white with a very light 

shade of suffused carmine ; bloom profuse. 
Height Aug. 6, six feet. 

T Poor. 

Dorothy Tennant. (Morse. )* 1892. 

Very good; hooded; large; good substance; color, pinkish lavender ; 
bloom medium-profuse. 

Height Aug. 6, four feet, six inches. 

+ Much like Countess of Radnor, but a shade darker. 

Dorothy Tennant. (S.S. & P. Co.)* 1892. 
Like Dorothy Tennant (Morse). 

Height Aug. 6 three feet. 

Duchess of Edinburgh. (Morse. )* 
Fair; reflexed; mediumsize; poor substance; color scarlet and rose, 

wings magenta ; bloom medium-profuse. 
Height Aug. 5, four feet, three inches. 

Duchess of York. (Morse.)* 1895. 
Fair ; expanded or somewhat hooded ; large; poor-fair substance ; color, 

white delicately flushed and streaked with purplish pink ; bloom sparse. 

Height Aug. 6, four feet. 

+ Very poor bloomer. 

Duchess of York. (S.S. & P. Co.)* 1895. 

Like Duchess of York (Morse). 
Height Aug. 6, four feet. 

Duke of Clarence. (Morse.)* 1893. 
Very good; expanded, sometimes hooded; large ; fair-good substance ; 

color claret, wings purple ; bloom medium. 

Height Aug. 6, four feet, three inches. 

Said to be the finest purple. 
+ Handsomest and largest purple in the patch. 

Duke of Clarence, double. (Burpee. ) 
Very good ; hooded ; large; good substance; color claret, wings dark 

rose purple; bloom sparse. 
Height Aug. 6, five feet. 
Did not double. ; 
+ Much like Boreatton but has more of a purple effect. Fully two-fifths 

of the blooms are double. 
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Duke of York. (Morse.)* 1895. 
Poor ; expanded or reflexed, notched; medium size ; poor-fair substance ; 

color, wine, wings rose purple ; bloom medium-profuse. 

Height Aug. 6, four feet, six inches. 

Duke of York. (Hutchins.)* 1895. 

Same as Duke of York (Morse), except that Captain of the Blues is 
intermingled. 

Duke of York. (S.S. & P. Co.)* 1895. 

Same as Duke of York (Morse), except that the bloom is sparse. 

Height Aug. 6, four feet. 

Eliza Eckford. (WHutchins.)* 1895. 
Very good ; hooded ; large ; good substance ; color white, more or less 

delicately flushed and shaded with rose, back strongly flaked with rose ; 

bloom profuse. 

Height Aug. 6, six feet. 
{ Very handsome, and a favorite. 

Emily Eckford. (Morse)* 1893. 
Good ; hooded ; large; good substance ; color, pinkish lavender ; bloom 

sparse. 
Height Aug. 6, five feet. 

Said that on the third day, the flowers have nearest to blue of any sweet pea. 
{ Very much like Countess of Radnor, but a poor bloomer, 

Emily Henderson. (Morse.) 
Good ; expanded, sometimes reflexed, notched, wings at a large angle; 

small-medium size ; fair-good substance ; color, white with a greenish tinge ; 

bloom medium-profuse. 
Height Aug. 6, four feet, three inches. 

+ Poorer bloomer than Alba Magnifica, and not so good a white, but has 
better stems. Appears like Queen of England but a poorer bloomer. 

Emily Henderson. (Hutchins.) 

Failed to germinate well. 

7 One seed grew. Same as above, but had smaller stems. 
Emily Henderson. (S. S. & P. Co.) 

Like Emily Henderson (Morse), except that the bloom is sparse. 
Height Aug. 6, three feet, three inches. 

{Smallest white in the patch ; not like two preceding. 

Empress of india. (Morse)* 
Is Blanche Ferry. 

Zina. (Hutchins.) 
Poor ; expanded, notched ; medium size; poor substance ; color, purplish 

crimson, badly blotched, with darker center and light edges, wings rose pur- 

ple ; bloom medium. 

Height Aug. 6, five feet, six inches. 

Fairy Queen. (Morse. ) 

Poor ; reflexed, wings at a large angle; smali-medium size; poor sub- 

stance ; color, white with carmine veins ; bioom medium-profuse. 

Height Aug. 6, five feet. 
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Firefly. (Morse.)* 1893. 

Very good; reflexed; medium size; fair substance; color, bright rose 
pink, sometimes inclined to blotch, wings rose purple ; bloom medium, 

Height Aug. 6, four feet, six inches. 

Not first-class in all points, but best of its kind. 

} Pretty, but not large orstable enough. An early ‘‘ cropper.” 

Firefly. (Hutchins.)* 1893. 

Same as Firefly (Morse), except that the bloom is profuse. 

Firefly. (S.S. & P. Co.)* 1893. 
Like Firefly (Morse. ) 

Height Aug. 6, four feet, three inches, 

Firefly, Hooded. (Morse. ) 

Very good ; expanded, tends to hood; large; fair substance; color, rose- 
pink ; bloom medium. 

Height Aug. 6, four feet, three inches. 

Larger and better substance than Firefly. 
Said to be same as Mars. 

Gaiety. (Morse.)* 1893. 
Good ; expanded ; medium-large size; poor-fair substance; color, white 

streaked with purplish rose ; bloom profuse. 
Height Aug. 6, four feet, six inches. 

} The prettiest streaked bloom in the patch. More purple than the other 
streaked reds. (See note under America. ) 
Gaiety. (S.S.& P. Co.)* 1893. 
Like Gaiety (Morse. ) 

Height Aug. 6, four feet. 

Gray Friar. (Morse.) 
Very good; expanded, slightly hooded; large; fair substance; color, 

white watered more or less with streaked red purple giving a grayish effect ; 
bloom profuse. 

Height Aug. 6, four feet, nine inches. 

Evidently sported somewhat. 

Purple Prince intermingled. 
Harvard, (Breck.) 

Is Ignea. 

Her Majesty. (Morse.)* 1892. 
Very good ; hooded ; large; good substance ; color, soft rose pink ; bloom 

profuse. " 
Height Aug. 6, six feet. 

ZIgnea. (Morse.)* 1893. 

. Good; expanded; medium size; fair substance; color, crimson pink, 
wings purple rose ; bloom sparse. 

Height Aug. 6, six feet. 
Lgnea. (S.S.& P. Co.)* 1892, 

Like Ignea (Morse. ) 
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Imperial Blue. (Morse. )* 
Is Madame Carnot. 

} Poorer bloomer than Madam Carnot. 

Invincible Blue. (Hutchins.) Saxton, 1881. 

Good ; somewhat reflexed; large; fair-good substance; color claret, 
wings purple ; bloom medium. 

Height Aug. 6, six feet, four inches. 

+ Medium in quality. 

Invincible Black. (Hutchins. ) 
Good ; hooded ; large; substance fair-good ; color, claret, wings purple 

bloom profuse. 
Height Aug. 6, six feet. 

Invincible Carmine. (Hutchins. ) 

Fair; reflexed ; medium size; poor substance; color, crimson-rose more 

or less blotched, wings purple rose ; bloom profuse. 
Height Aug. 6, six feet. 
Said to be practically Cardinal. 
} Distinct from Carmine Invincible. 

Invincible Scarlet. (Breck. ) 
Belongs with Invincible Carmine. 

Indigo King. (Morse. )* 

Good ; hooded, sinuses at the sides ; large; good substance; color, claret, 

wings purple; bloom medium-profuse. 

Height Aug. 6, six feet, three inches. 

t Much like Mad. Carnot; color not so uniform; sinuses more constant 

and pronounced. Finer flower than Madame Carnot. 

fsa Eckford. (Morse.)* 
Poor; expanded, notched; medium size; poor substance; color, white 

flushed with pink ; bloom medium, 

Height Aug. 6, five feet, three inches. 

Lsa Eckford, (Hutchins.)* 
Same as Isa Eckford (Morse.) 

Johanna Theresa. (Breck.) 
Is Light Blue and Purple. 

Juanita. (Morse.) 

Very good ; expanded ; large; good substance ; color, white streaked and 

shaded with pinkish lavender ; bloom medium-profuse. 
Height Aug. 6, four feet, three inches. 
A poor white intermixed. 
ft Only good ; lacks character. 

Katherine Tracy. (F¥erry.) 

Very good ; expanded, notched; medium size; good substance; color, 

shaded pink , bloom medium. 
Height Aug. 6, four feet. 

+ Large size ; poor bloomer ; prettiest blush-pink in patch. 
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Katherine Tracy. (S.S. & P. Co.) 

Like Katherine Tracy (Ferry. ) 

+ Somewhat better than above ; deeper in tint, and a better bloomer, 

Ladv Beaconsfield. (Morse.)* 1894. 

Fair; expanded, notched; medium size; poor-fair substance; color, 

primrose, slightly flushed with purple-rose, wings lavender ; bloom sparse- 

medium. 

Height Aug. 6, five feet. 
Lady Beaconsfield. (Hutchins.)* 1894. 

Same as Lady Beaconsfield (Morse.) 

Lady Beaconsfield. (S.S. & P. Co.)* 1894. 
Like Lady Beaconsfield (Morse. ) 

Lady Penzance. (Morse)* 1894. 
Good ; expanded, variously curled ; medium size; fair substance; color, 

rose-pink with a slightly orange tint ; bloom medium. 

Height Aug. 6, five feet, three inches. 

Stems tend to bend. 

Lady Penzance. (S.S. & P. Co.)* 1894. 

Same as Lady Penzance (Morse. ) 

Lemon Queen. (Morse.)* 1892. 

Very good; expanded, notched; large; fair substance; color, white {. 
delicately shaded with purple-rose more or less suffused; bloom sparse- ) 

medium. iy 
Height Aug. 6, five feet, three inches. 
+ Medium size ; looks like Alice Eckford. ; 

Light Blue and Purple. (Morse.) ' 
Poor; reflexed ; medium size; very poor substance; color, claret some- . 

what blotched, wings reddish purple ; bloom sparse-medium. 4 
Height Aug. 6, five feet, nine inches. { 

{+ Same as Black, except that the wings are a shade or so darker purple. 

Little Dorritt. (Breck.)* 1896. 

Aug. 3, has not budded. 

t No bloom up to Sept. 9. 

Lottie Eckford. (Morse. )* 
Very good ; hooded ; large; fair-good substance ; color, white edged and 

lightly shaded with lavender ; bloom profuse. 
Height Aug. 6, five feet, three inches. 

New Lottie Eckford is the only Lottie Eckford now on the market. 

+ Excellent and distinct. 

Lottie Eckford. (S.S. & P. Co.)* 

Like Lottle Eckford (Morse.) 

Lottie Eckford Improved. (Wutchins.) 
Same as Lottie Eckford (Morse.) 

Captain Clarke intermingled. 
Madame Carnot. (Hutchins. ) 

Fair; hooded, sometimes with sinuses at the sides; medium size; fair 

substance ; color, rose-mauve, wings purple ; bloom profuse. 
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Height Aug. 6, six feet, six inches. 
+ Poor, even for a purple. The poorest sweet pea color; not so good as 

Indigo King, which might be Mad. C. improved. 

Madame Carnot. (Burpee. ) 
Same as Madame Carnot (Hutchins. ) 

Senator intermingled. . 

Meteor. (Morse.)* 1895. 
Good; reflexed or expanded; medium size; poor substance; color, 

orange-pink, wings soft rose pink ; bloom sparse-medium. 

Height Aug. 6, four feet, eight inches. 
7 Only medium in quality. 

Meteor. (S.S. & P. Co.)* 1895. 

Same as Meteor ( Morse. ) 
Height Aug. 6, three feet. 

Mikado. (Breck.)* 1896. 

Seed did not germinate. 

Miss Hunt. (Morse. )* 
Fair; expanded ; medium size; poor; fair substance; color, rose pink ; 

bloom medium-profuse. ; 

Height Aug. 6, four feet, six inches. 

Monarch. (Morse. )* 
Good ; somewhat hooded ; large; substance medium-good ; color, claret 

wings purple ; bloom sparse-medium. ° 
Height Aug. 6, four feet, six inches. 

Mrs. Eckford. (Morse.)* 1892. 
Very good; expanded; large; good substance ; color, primrose ; bloom 

medium. ° 

Height Aug. 6, four feet, nine inches, 

+ Finest of the yellow whites. 

Mrs. Eckford. (WHutchins.)* 1892. 

Same as Mrs. Eckford ( Morse.) 
. Waverly intermingled. 

Mrs lckfard) (S.:S.,&.P..Co:)* 1892; 

Same as Mrs. Eckford ( Morse.) 
Height Aug. 6, three feet. 

Aug. 4, one bloom. | 

Mrs. Gladstone.* 
Good ; expanded ; medium size ; fair substance; color, white flushed and 

shaded with purple pink ; bloom sparse-medium. 

Height Aug. 6, four feet. 

t Large size; poor bloomer; pink. 

Mrs. Joseph Chamberlain, (WHutchins.)* 1895. 
Very good ; hooded ; large ; good substance ; color, striped purplish ros 

on white ground ; bloom sparse-medium. 
Height Aug. 6, four feet, three inches. 

+ Bloom better toward close of season, but then only medium. Ljightest of 
the striped reds. (See note under America. ) 
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Mrs. Joseph Chamberlain. (S.S. & P. Co.)* 1895. 
Aug. 4, not in bloom. 

Height Aug. 6, one foot, six inches, 

t Did not bloom. 

Mrs. Sankey. (Morse. )* 

Good ; hooded ; medium-large size ; good substance ; color, white lightly 
shaded with purplish pink ; bloom sparse-medium, 

Height Aug. 6, five feet. 
t-Poor bloomer. 

Nellie Jaynes. (Hutchins. ) 

Is Painted Lady. 

New Sunset. (S.S. & P. Co.) 
Aug. 3, not yet budded. 

Height Aug. 6, three feet. 
+ Did not bloom. 

Novelty. (Hutchins.)* 1895. 

Fair; expanded, notched ; medium-large size; poor substance; color, 
orange pink, wings rose pink ; bloom medium. 
Height Aug. 6, four feet, three inches. 
T Poor. 

Oddity. (Morse. ) 

Very good; hooded; large ; good substance ; color, light rose pink ; 
bloom profuse, 

Height Aug. 6, four feet, three inches. 

} Ground color, “light rose pink’ with more or less conspicuous veining 
of deeper pink. Poor towards close of season. 

Orange Prince. (Morse. )* . 
Fair; erect, expanded; small; fair substance; color, orange-pink, 

wings, rose pink. 

Height Aug. 6, four feet. 
Aug. 3, in bud. 

Aug. 6, five blossoms, 

t Very poor bloomer. 

Ovid. (Morse.)* 1894. 

Good ; expanded ; large; fair-good substance; color, rose pink ; bloom 
sparse. 

Height Aug. 6, four feet, six inches. 

Tt Very poor bloomer. 

Ovid. (S.S. & P. Co.)* 1894. 
Same as Ovid (Morse. ) 

Height Aug. 6, three feet. 
Painted Lady. (Morse.) 

Poor; reflexed, notched; medium size; very poor substance; color, 

crimson and rose, wings rose purple, blotched more or less with white; 
bloom medium. 

Height Aug. 6, four feet, nine inches, 
Lemon Queen intermingied. 
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Peach Blossom. (Hutchins.)* 1894. 
Good ; expanded ; medium size; fair substance ; color, white shaded with 

purplish rose ; bloom medium. 
Height Aug. 6, four feet, three inches. 
Said to be hard to grow, but that the difficulty may be overcome by plant- 

ing thin. 
t+ Only medium in merit. 

Peach Blossom. (S.S. & P. Co.)* 1894. 
No bloom Aug. 4. 

Height Aug. 6, three feet, nine inches. 
Primrose. (Morse. )* 

Fair; expanded, notched ; medium size; fair substance; color primrose 

yellow ; bloom medium, 
Height Aug. 6, four feet, three inches, 
+ Medium but constant bloomer. 

Primrose. (Hutchins. )* 

Same as Primrose (Morse.) 
Princess Beatrice. (Morse. ) 
Good ; expanded; medium-large size;; good substance; color, shaded 

pink ; bloom medium. 
Height Aug. 6, five feet. 

Princess Beatrice. (S.S. & P. Co.) ; 
Same as Princess Beatrice (Morse), except that the bloom is sparse, 
Height Aug. 6, four feet, three inches. 

Princess Louise. (Morse. ) 
Is Violet Queen. 

Princess May. (WHutchins.) 
Good; hooded ; medium size; good substance; color, pink lavender ; 

bloom sparse. 
Height Aug. 6, four feet, three inches. 
{ Very poor bloomer. 

Princess Victoria, (Morse.)* 
Good ; expanded, notched ; medium-large size ; fair substance ; color, light 

crimson, wings purple rose ; bloom sparse. 
Height Aug. 6, four feet, six inches. 
+ Closely resembles Blanche Ferry. 

Princess Victoria. (WHutchins.)* 

Like Princess Victoria (Morse), except that the substance is not so good. 

Princess of Wales. (Morse.)* 

Good ; expanded; large; fair substance; color, striped red mauve; 

bloom, medium. 

Height Aug. 6, four feet, six inchcs. 

{Very good for a striped flower. Looks like Black and Brown Striped; unat- 
tractive. 
Purple Brown Striped. (Morse.) 

Poor ; reflexed, sometimes notched ; medium size ; poor substance ; color, 
striped red mauve, wings striped purple ; bloom sparse-medium, 
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deight Aug. 6, four feet, three inches. 
+ Large; same as Black and Brown Striped, except that this is a little bet- 

ter bloomer ; either this, or the seed is mixed. Flowers in two patches 
exactly correspond. 

Purple Prince. (Morse.)* 

Fair ; expanded ; large ; poor-fair substance ; color red mauve, wings pur- 

ple ; bloom sparse-medium. 

Height Aug. 6, four feet six inches. 

The Queen. (Hutchins. )* 

Poor; reflexed; medium size; poor substance; color, light rose pink 

blotched, wings purple pink ; bloom very sparse. 

Height Aug. 6, three feet nine inches. 
+ Very poor all round. 

Improved Queen. (Morse.) 

Mixed Lemon Queen and Senator. 

Queen of England, (Morse. )* 

Fair ; expanded, notched, sometimes with sinuses; medium size; fair 

substance ; color white ; bloom sparse. 

Height Aug. 6, three feet nine inches. 

+ Blooms better toward close of season ; medium ; looks like Emily Hen- 

derson, but is a much better bloomer. 

Queen of the Isles. (Morse. )* 

Fair ; reflexed, notched ; medium size ; poor substance ; color, rose crim- 

son striped on white ground, wings striped magenta ; bloom medium-pro- 

fuse. 
Height Aug. 6, four feet, nine inches. 

+ Looks like Red and White Striped. 

Queen of the Isles. (S. S. & P. Co.)* 

Same as Queen of the Isles (Morse. ) 

Ramona (Morse. ) 
Very good; somewhat hooded; large; good substance; color daintily 

splashed rose purple on white ground ; bloom medium. 

Height Aug. 6, four feet, three inches. 

Red and White Striped. (Breck.) 
Poor ; reflexed, notched ; medium size ; poor-fair substance ; color, striped 

rose crimson, wings striped magenta ; bloom sparse-medium, 

Height Aug. 6, four feet, six inches. 

Is Scarlet Striped. 

Rising Sun. 
Poor ; reflexed, notched, wings at a large angle; medium size ; poor-fair 

substance; color, light pink shaded to orange rose at center, wings rose 

purple ; bloom medium. 
Height Aug. 6, four feet, nine inches. 

+ Poor bloomer. 
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Royal Robe. (Hutchins.)* 1894. 
Very good; expanded ; large; good substance; color pink ; bloom very 

sparse. 
Height Aug. 6, four feet, three inches. 

Aug. 3, in bud. 

{Bloom sparse; size and substance medium. 
Royal Robe. (S.S. & P. Co.)* 1894. 
Same as Royal Robe (Hutchins. ) 
t Not so good a sample as Royal Robe (Hutchins. ) 

Scarlet Invincible. (Hutchins. ) 
Fair ; reflexed ; medium-large size; poor substance; color, bright crim- 

s0n rose ; wings rose-purple ; bloom sparse. 

Height Aug. 6, five feet. 

+ Closely resembles Blanche Ferry, but darker, if anything. 

Senator. (Morse.)* 
Very good ; expanded ; large substance ; color, striped red purple ; bloom 

sparse. 
Height Aug. 6, five feet. 
+ Same as Black and Brown Striped in appearance, but is a poorer bloomer. 

Senator. (S.S. & P. Co.)* 
Same as Senator ( Morse. ) 

Height Aug. 6, four feet. 

Senator, double. (Burpee.) 
Very good; expanded; large size; good-fair substance; color, striped 

purple ; bloom sparse. 

Height Aug. 6, five feet. 
+ Poor bloomer ; a few doubles. 

Splendid Lilac. (Morse.) 

Poor ; reflexed, notched, wings at a largeangle; medium size; poor 

substance ; color, shaded carmine, wings lavender; bloom profuse. 

Height Aug. 6, four feet, nine inches. 

Splendor. (Morse. )* 
Very good ; hooded; large; good substance; color, rose-pink; bloom 

profuse. 
Height Aug. 6, five feet, three inches. 

{ Occasional doubles; very poor bloomer at close of season. It is a 

** cropper.’’ 

Splendor. (Hutchins. )* 
Same as Splendor ( Morse.) 

Splendor. (S.S. & P. Co.)* 
Same as Splendor (Morse. ) 

Height Aug. 6, two feet, four inches. 
Splendor, double. (Burpee.) 

Very good ; hooded; large; good substance; color, rose-pink; bloom 

sparse. 
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Height Aug. 6, five feet, three inches. 

Doubled somewhat ; mixed with Butterfly. 

Stanley. (Morse. )* 1894. 
Good ; expanded ; large; fair substance; color, dark rich rose maroon ; 

bloom medium-profuse. 
Height Aug. 6, five feet. 

t Looks like Boreatton. 

Stanley. (Hutchins. )* 1894. 
Same as Stanley ( Morse. ) 

Etna intermingled. 

Stanley. (S. S. & P. Co.)* 1894. 

Same as Stanley (Morse. ) 

Venus. (Morse. )* 1893. 
Very good; hooded; large; fair-good substance; color, white lightly 

flushed with pink-purple ; bloom sparse. ; 

Height Aug. 6, three feet, nine inches. 

Venus. (S. S. & P. Co.)* 1893. 

Same as Venus (Morse. ) 

Vesuvius. (Morse. ) 
Poor; reflexed, wings at large angle ; poor substance; color, light pur- 

ple shaded toward center ; wings rose-purple ; bloom medium-profuse. 

Height Aug. 6, four feet, six inches. 

+ Small and poor, 

Violet Queen. (Hutchins. )* 
Poor ; reflexed ; medium size; poor-fair substance; color, white shaded 

with carmine, wings pink-lavender ; bloom medium. 
Height Aug. 6, four feet, six inches. 
+ Size and substance poor. 

Waverly. (Morse.)* 1892. 
Very good ; somewhat hooded; large; good substance; color, rose-claret, 

wings purple ; bloom medium. 
Height Aug. 6, four feet, six inches. 
t+ Very handsome for a purple; the best of its color; compares very 

favorably with Duke of Clarence ; room for both in purples. 

Waverly. (Hutchins.)* 1892. . 

Same as Waverly (Morse.) 
White Double. (Burpee.) 
Fair ; hooded, sinused ; medium size; fair-good substance ; color white; 

bloom very sparse. 
Height Aug. 6, three feet, nine inches. 
Did not double. 

{ Very poor bloomer, 
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III. NuMeErRICAL NOTES ON THE SWEET PEAS. 

(i. G. Kains.) 

The sweet pea is always attractive. In all its varied forms and 

tints itis the same dainty charmer. ‘There is no ugly sweet pea. 

It is, therefore, perhaps unfortunate that the words ‘“‘ poor’’ and 
‘“‘medium”’ are used; and that dates and figures, which have 

always an air of business, range themselves against such innocent 

victims. Butinall variety studiessome standard has to be adopted 

and even the sweet pea must submit. In estimating the attributes 

of a variety the popular scale of ten is used. A composite ideal 

is formed by choosing one variety as a standard of size, another 

of substance, and so on; then comparing the variety to be judged 

with this norm. 
In the following table the name of the variety, and, in paren- 

theses, the name of the grower are given. Then follow the date 

of first bloom, the season at which each variety was at its best on 

our grounds—early, medium or late—and the date of the last 
bloom. ‘There were a few isolated blossoms after October 10, but 

the frosts of the eighth and ninth had reaped their harvest and the 

blooming season was past. After the date column, follow the 

height in feet, the length of stems in inches ; then, on the scale of 

ten, the estimates on general productiveness of bloom and of seed, 

on relative size, and substance of flower. 

- In a collection of ten varieties the following might be chosen : 

Blushing Beauty, 

Apple Blossom, 

Countess of Radnor, or Dorothy Tennant (substitute), 

Duke of Clarence, or Waverly (substitute), 

Boreatton, 

Eliza Eckford, or Katherine Tracy if it werea better bloomer, 

Mrs. Eckford, 

Ramona, 

Gray Friar, 

and for a white either Queen of England or Alba Magnifica. 

Neither of these whites is equal in merit to those in the above 

list, but none of the whites are. These two have the least number 

of bad points. 
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Adonis (Morse) ......... July 15| M.-L. | Oct. 10! 7}7|/8|3/5]4 
Adonis (Hutchins)...... July 10} M.-L. | Oct. 10; 6/6/7/6|/5/4 
Alba Magnifica (Morse)..| July 10} E.-l. | Oct. 10) 6/3/8|6/|)6/6 
Alba Magnifica (Hutch- 
AU) cp Visa k ys Gee bee ee uly 10/ E.-L. | Oct.10/ 6/5|7|/9171]6 

Alice Eckford (Breck)...| July 18} Mid. | Oct.10| 5|7]|5|5/)8);6 
America (Morse).......- July 13| E.-M. | Oct. 10) 6/6|9|7/{7/4 
American Belle (Breck).| July 10} Mid. | Oct. 10} 7}6|71|7 |Io|9 
Apple Blossom (Morse)..| July 10} Mid Oct. 10} 6 | 4| 4] 6 |Io|9 
Apple Blossom Double 

SEU HEPCE) os persed e > Kies July 10| Mid. | Oct. 10}/6|}8}]8/6]9]9 
Black (Morse)... «06.2552. July 12| M-L. | Oct. 10/7|/9/9|]2/]514 
Black and Brown Striped| ' 

(Brecks) Poke es ennete | July 12} E.-M. | Sept.5|/6/7/8/6|616 
Black Purple (Breck)....| July 9] M.-L, | Sept.5|/6/9/8/13/)5]/4 
Blanche Burpee (Morse),j July 15| Mid. | Sept.5/3/3]7/4|614 
Blanche Burpee (Hutch- 

ALIS) ) Das Peal ce desks oe July 11| Mid. | Sept.5|/5151/7/13/]8|6- 
Blanche Ferry (Morse)...| June 30 |Earliest | Sept.5|6/4/17/|9/)|6/|6 
Blushing Beauty (Morse)| July 14| Mid. | Oct.10/5/7|7]4/9|8 
Blushing Bride (Breck).| July 1] Early |Sept.12}6}9/]7)|4)|71|6 
Boreatton (Morse)....... July 13| Late | Oct. 10| 5 | 8 | 8 | Ay Goes 
Boreatton (Hutchins)...| July 13| Late | Oct.10/6|8/8/4)|6/3 
Boreatton Double (Bur- 

BO) coh ties pists, oQisrace ts July 30) Late | Oct. 10] § 1:7 |. 6:7 gee 
The Bride (Lynch)...... July 14| Mid. | Oct. 10] 5 | 5'| 6) 4qeeeey 
Bronze King(Morse)....| July 12| Mid. } Oct. 10/6/3/4/]3/51|5 
Butterfly (Morse)........ July 9] Mid. | Oct.10)} 5 |-6))"G es eoman 
Butterfly (Burpee)....... July 14| Mid. | Oct. 10} 5|8|7/6|7|7 
Butterfly Improved 

CRIGESEY Sion bas ogi ire July 14| Mid. |Sept. 28} 7/4/7/18|7]|7 
Butterfly Winged(Morse).| July 14| Mid. | Sept. 28) 6 | 9 |I0/ 6/91] 9 
Captain Sharkey (Breck).| July 9} Mid. | Oct.10/6/|2/|7/5/}4]6 
Captain Clark (Morse)...| July 8} Early | Oct. 10/6/9/8|5/4]5 
Captain Clark (Hutchins).| July 8} Early | Oct. 10} 5.|3/8/4)41|5 
Captain of the Blues 
PMOtse eos ore nae pees. July 12) Mad: .| Oct. 10/5 | 3:1) 452i alee 

\Captivation (Breck)..... July 29| Late | Oct.10;4;91/4/171717 
\Cardinal (Morse)........ June 30| Early | Sept. 12} 8 | 8 |10/ 8/6] 4 
\Carmen Sylva (Hutchins).| July 15 | Mid. | Oct. 10) 7|4]7|6) 4] 5 
Carmine Invincible 
| KINIGESE) iA o eis wet anes July 10/ Mid. | Oct.10;}6|6/|8/5{|6)5 
Countess of Aberdeen 
| (eres ah EEE RN Ae nye oe — — {5 —- | — | | 
Countess of Radnor 

(Morse) upp as a es July 13| Mid. | Oct. 10| 7 | 8| 91] 4 |10|9 
Countess of Radnor Im- | 

proved (Morse)........ July 14| Mid. | Oct. 10} 7 | 6 | 4 | 2 |10| 9 
‘Crown Jewell (Breck)...|Aug. 31| Late | Oct. 10; 4 |—-?—|——| 2 | 2 
‘Crown Princess of Prussia ’ 35 

(Morse): 0...) saneneck | July 15|. Mid. | Oct. 10/6) 4/]5]2)313 
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Daybreak (Morse)....... july 13.) Mid -"| Oct to An A) 3 tf 27 Se 
Daybreak (Hutchins) ...} July 11} Mid. | Oct.10/6/5|5/4/51/4 
Delicht (Morse),..../.. 5. Lpetly es yi Mads || Oct [101 Z\'45 |.64|)"4 | 3 A 
Dorothy Tennant(Morse)| July 12| M.-L. | Oct. 10/ 6|6/ 4/3/91 8 
Duchess of Edinburgh 
(URC) Seay AOD OEE LJulyir2)|. Mid. o Sept. 22407 7 A) Swe 

Duchess of York (Morse)| July 22| Mid. | Sept.22}4|3{]4)|]4/|71|6 
Duke of Clarence)Morse)| July 16| Mid. | Oct. 10} 5|7/6|5)|81/7 
Duke of Clarence, Double 
PRE RSe yeas « ae aiheaais « July-15 | Mid. Oct: 5|-6)] 6.) 4 15.) 9S 

Duke of York (Morse) ..| July 17] Mid. | Sept.22}6|6|6|5|61|5 
Duke of York (Morse)...) July 16| Mid. | Sept.22} 7|/7/9|6|61|5 
Eliza Eckford (Hutchins)! July 15| Mid. | Oct.10/7/8/9|5/9)| 8 
Emily Eckford (Morse).| July 16| Mid. | Oct. 10/7/5/13/}3!/91|9 
Emily Henderson(Morse)| July 11} Mid. | Sept.22} 6/|9|8)|7| 6/6 
Emily Henderson(Hutch- 

TOUS) ie ae ee or een meee July 22| Mid. | Sept.22/4/4/3/3]6| 6 
Empress of India (Morse)| July 16| Early | Sept.22| 8| 4 | 6/6) 6| 6 
Bina (Hutchins)........ July 13| Mid. | Oct.10/6/4/6/5/51|4 
Fairy Queen (Morse)....| July 10| Mid. | Oct. 10/6/4|7]3/]6|5 
Pirefly.( Morse) ......2.. July 18| Mid. | Sept.12}6|8/8/41|7 | 6 
Firefly (Hutchins) ...... July 14] Mid. :|Sept.12}7/7/8/31]7/|6 
Firefly, Hooded (Morse).| July 14] Mid. | Oct. 10] 6 | 7 | 6 | 3 |10 | 6 
Gaiety(Morse) .......... July 14| Mid. | Oct.10}6/4/6/6/71/5 
Gray Friar (Morse)...... July 1] Early | Sept.12}6/9/6/|8/9/6 
Eisevata (Breck): 2... 1s + July 5| Early | Sept.22}7/6|8/|8/6]/5 
Her Majesty (Morse) ....] July 10| Mid. | Sept.22}6/7/8/8)]9]| 8 
Ignea (Morse) .......... July 16) ‘Mid... .| Oct. 10} 7 |.6|°6 | 7165 
Imperial Blue (Morse)...| July 8] E.-L. | Oct. 5|8/6/]8/|8/6]|5 
InvincibleBlue(Hutchins)| July 14] Mid. | Oct. 5|8/6|8/9|6| 6 
Invincible Black (Hutch- 

LHS) ws 05s = sve seis once, «| uly 16 | ¢ “Mid. | Sept.22:), 7517-19-19. [Sh 6 
Invincible Carmine 

GELETCHINS)\) Ae 20.555 ¢/25\ July 11 | Mid. | Sept.22|7/7)|)9)817)|4 
Invincible Scarlet (Breck)| July 1| Early | Sept.12}6|/6|7/5/71/4 
Indigo King (Morse)....| July 10| Early | Sept.22]}6|]7|8/6|71|7 
Isa Eckford (Morse)..... Joly 36) Mads oy Get. <5. Fae) de Opole 
Isa Eckford (Hutchins)..| July 12| Mid. | Oct. 5|/5/7/6/5|/6|4 
Johanna Theresa (Breck).| July 3] Early | Sept.22}6/6|8/|6/ 6/3 
Juanita, (Morse). ....%.. July 15| Mid. | Sept.22/4/7/|8)|5/8|8 
Katherine Tracy (Ferry)| July 16} Mid. | Sept.22}5|5/4]4)| 8] 8 
LadyBeaconsfield(Morse)| July 18} Late | Oct. 10] 6/7)|7/|4/|6/|6 
Lady Beaconsfield(Hutch- 

3419) as oles Oe July 14} Late | Oct. 10|/ 7/8/71) 4] 6| 6 
Lady Penzance (Morse)..| July 15| Mid. | Oct. 5|/6|6/8/5|7/)6 
Light Blue and Purple 

(Morse) «\.\. 7..: FSS ofa cic July: 22,0 Mid | Bee 5.1 6cbs tel Fl oe 
Lemon Queen (Morse)..| July 16| M.-L. | Oct. 10/ 6| 7/8] 5 | 6/6 
Little Dorritt (Breck) ...| —— — —— | 4 S| | | 
Lottie Eckford (Morse)..| July 20| Late | Oct. 10/6|6/7/|8|9|7 
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LottieEckford(Hutchins)| July 16| Late | Oct. 10! 5/8) 7/9/91} 7 
Madame Carnot (Hutch-| 
AIS Vue oes Rhee July 12] Mid. | Oct. 5 | 61-5) 9 | Saeges 

Madame Carnot (Burpee)| July 12! Mid. | Oct. 5/8 | 7 |10/ 8/6] 5 
|Meteor (Morse). ........ | July 15 | Mid. | Sept.22/}7/6/9/5]/513 
Miss Hunt ( Morse)...... July 14] Mid. | Oct. 10] 5 | 6 |°7)°'60eGenes 
Monarch (Morse)....... July 17 | Late | Oct. 10 | 5 | 7 |pSsen tonne, 
Mrs. Eckford (Morse)...| July 15} E.-L. | Oct. 10] 6| 9] 9] 4 {10/9 
Mrs. Eckford (Hutchins)| July 14| Early | Oct. 5|6{|8{| 8] 5 |10| 7 
Mrs. Gladstone (Morse).| July 17} Mid. | Oct. 5|6|9/8/|]6/8|8 
Mrs. Jos. Chamberlain 

(Eltehins) pee yar July 16| Late | Oct. 10} 5/8)|8/|]6)9/8 
Mrs. Sankey (Morse)....| July 22} Late | Sept.22}6|5/4131471]7 
Nellie Jaynes (Hutchins) July 1| Early | Sept.28| 7 | 4 | 9 |10 | 6 | 6 
New Sunset(S.S.&P.Co. )}_ —— — SS 5 OO 
Novelty (Hutchins)..... July 16| Mid. | Sept.28/5/|749/5/6/4 
Oddity (Morse)......... July 16| Early | Sept.12|}4/9|8|6/)7/8 
Orange Prince (Morse)..| July 21] Late | Oct. 5/4/17/5/4/1515 
Ovid (Morse) ose ee July 16| ‘Mid. | Sept.28/5/6|]4/4171]6 
Painted Lady (Morse)...| July 16] Early | Oct. 5|4/6/8/5|6|6 
Peach Blossom(Hutchins)| July 15 | Mid. | Sept.28| 6/8 |8/]6/6/6 
Primrose (Morse)....... July 16; Mid. | Oct. 10/5)/5/|8)4|6)]6 
Primrose (Hutchins) ....| July 16] Mid. | Oct. 10/5 /51715{|61|6 
Princess Beatrice (Morse)} July 12| Early | Sept.22/6|5/]8/]5|6/6 
Princess Louise (Morse).| July 14] Mid. | Sept.22}6/5{/7/414]|2 
Princess May (Hutchins)} July 14] Mid. | Oct. 10} 5|8!4/6]6]5 
Princess Victoria (Morse) July 12] Early | Sept.22/5/6/7/51]71|6 
Princess Victoria (Hutch- 

BEES yt e wake hese gh ahve ioe July 15| Early | Sept.22}6/6/6/5/715 
Princess of Wales( Morse)| July 14] E.-M. | Sept.12|5|6|8/5]/9/7 
Purple Brown Striped 

(Morse) csc ene July 14| E.-M. | Sept.12| 4 | 6°) 7 /°7eieoriey 
Purple Prince (Morse)...| July 17| Mid. |Sept.28}6|7/7/6/7/7 
The Queen (Hutchins)..| July 16| Mid. .| Oct. 10/5 /6/6/4151]5 
Improved Queen (Morse)| July 22} Late | Oct. 10/ 6 | 8} 4 | 1 |-——— 
Queen of England(Morse)| July 17| Mid. | Oct. 10} 4|5/!81}41]6])| 6 
Queen of the Isles( Morse)} July 15 | Mid. | Sept.22)5|7|8/4171|5 
Ramona (Morse)........ July 16/ Mid. | Oct. 10| 4 | 6] 6] 4 |10}] 8 
Red and White Striped 

(Breck) i. ites eee July 16} Mid. | Oct. 10} 4|/6}7]}6/616 
Rising Sun (Morse)..... July 10} Early | Sept.12;)5|5/6]7|6/6 
Royal Robe (Hutchins) .| July 21 | Late | Oct. 10/6/5/6|51515 
Scarlet Invincible(Hutch- . 

SISIIN bog tht tiee 2 July 16} Mid. | Octs1o| 6 |-7 7) 7aeSeeeee 
Senator (Morse)......... July 21} Late | Oct. 10) 6 | 6| 6] 4 {10/9 
Senator, Double (Burpee)} Aug 20} Late | Oct.10|/6|8}|1r|o|9|7 
Splendid Lilac (Morse)..| July 11; Early | Sept.22; 6 17 8/7)614 
Splendor (Morse)....... July 10| Early | Oct. 5|/6/8{9/6|9]| 7 
Splendor (Hutchins).....) July 11 | Early | Oct. 5|6/6/8|7/91|7 
Splendor, Double(Burpee)| July 30} Late | Oct. 10|6|!6/5/4!9)|7 

E.-l. | Oct. 10] 7 | 9 |t0 | 5 S494 Stanley (Morse).....:..: | July 14 
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Stanley (Hutchins) ..... July 14| E.-L. | Oct. 10] 7 | 9 |10 | 6] 8] 4 
Metis) (Morse)hiein.nte re July 16.) Mid.” | Oct. Fo'}) 6.8" \6.) sears 
Vesuvius (Morse)...... July 13| Early | Sept.12}5|6/7/4/4]|4 
Violet Queen (Hutchins)| July 17| Mid. | Sept.28/}6/4/7|/5]4] 2 
Waverly (Morse)........ July 20)| Mid. | Oct. 10:1+6)|,.6")) 6 |..6)|10 47 
Waverly (Hutchins) ....| July 10} Mid. | Oct. 10/7 | 7 | 81! 6 |10 | 7 
Double White (Burpee)..| July 15 | Mid. | Oct.10/4/7/6/71]6]5 
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HONORABLE COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE, ALBANY. 

Szv :—When I came to New York, now several years ago, I 

was interested in the dahlias which are to be seen in so many of 

the farm-yards. ‘To me, coming from a newer country, the dahlia 

was mostly a thing of the books. At least, I had no personal 

interest in it, for wherever I had seen the plant growing, it had 

been planted in a merely incidental way as a part of some confused 

and impersonal garden. But in the country districts of New 

York it clings to the old yards like a memory ; and I knew that 
here the plant is a survival of the dahlia passion which overspread 

the country a generation and more ago. If the people loved this 

old flower so much as to cherish it in all these years of its unpop- 

ularity and neglect, I thought that we ought to improve it and 

refine it and let them grow it to their heart’s content. So I have 

looked forward to the time when I might givea summer to it, but 

the summers are now too full to allow of such recreation. But an 

opportunity finally offered. The new strains of dahlias began to 

be advertized. Persons interested in the cultivation of it offered to 

cooperate in furnishing tubers, and I found the man who could 
catch the spirit of the experiment. I submit the result as a bul- 

letin under Chapter 437 of the laws of 1896. 

Although Mr. Miller may not agree, I do not consider the 

dahlia to be the chief merit of this bulletin. The best thing in it 

is the personal point of view. Flower-loving is sentiment and 

emotion, kindled with imagination. It depends vastly more upon 

the person than it does upon the flower. Some persons would 

like to love flowers but they do not know how; and there are 

others who think that they love them because they know their 

names and how to grow them. ButI suspect that no one ever 

really loves a flower when he is conscious of an effort to love it. 

When a person once places himself in full sympathy with nature 

and learns the art of seeing everything at its best, he is in position 

to reap the joy of a garden ; and it really does not matter so very 
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much whether the plants are dahlias, sweet peas or bull-thistles. 

I am convinced that the farmers need education in flowers and 

other incidental things quite as much asthey do in wheat or pota- 

toes, for it is the lack of cheer and color and interest about the 

home which is largely responsible for the dissatisfaction of the 

young people with the country. The moment that a farmer 

begins to take a living interest in some restful occupation for his 

leisure hours will his interest in farm life begin to grow. Now 

and then, therefore, we like to drop a bulletin upon his table which 

will come as a solace and stimulant to his leisure hours, awaken- 

ing memories and opening strange lines of thought. We cannot 

tell him directly how to get the most comfort from the gentler 

things of the farm, but we can take a familiar object for a narra. 

tive and a lesson; and if the dahlia has such an established place 

at the farmstead, it will be a good text for our purpose. 

Aside from our desire to extend flower-loving and nature-study 

eo the country, we are under obligations to the flower-trade, 

which is a most valued constituent and supporter of the experi- 

ment stations. I may say that members of the trade may obtain 

a sketch of the varieties we grew last year by writing us for it. 

A curious incident of our dahlia studies occurred in connection 

with the American Institute Fair in New York, at which we 

made an exhibit of over 200 varieties. A florists’ paper said that 
‘*the only commendable feature of this stand was the great num- 

ber of kinds staged.’’ Another horticultural journal said that it 

was ‘‘a very extensive collection of dahlias, but the blooms were 

not of exhibition quality.’’ We had not supposed that such mis- 

conception of the office of an experiment station exists amongst 
the makers of publicopinion. Surely it is no part of the business 

of a station to grow plants for mere exhibition. The growers 

themselves can do that, and they can usually do it much better 

than the experiment station can. The station’s mission is to 

simply lay the truth before the people. It can have no favorites 
in varieties. If it exhibits at all, itis bound to show the poor 
and indifferent kinds along with the good ones. It is just as _ 

useful to point out defects as it is to point out merits. _In 

studies of varieties, the experiment station is a realist. In 

our dahlia patch, all the varieties were given good soil and 
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good care, but nothing more; and when we showed them 
at Philadelphia and New York we took the varieties as they run, 

good and poor alike. If the varieties were not satisfactory, it is 

easy to see where the fault lies; and there is therefore all the 

more need for an experiment to show the actual status of the 

business. We have found, as the result of considerable experi- 

mentation in various lines of floriculture, that we do not often get 

the best stock which the dealers have. We often receive the tag- 

ends. If the dealers are willing that the varieties should be 

judged by such plants, we have no reason to object. It is of 

course, perfectly natural and proper that the originator of new 

varieties, or the exhibition grower, should retain his best strains 

for his own use, and for this reason the experiment station can 

never hope to equal the specialists in the quality of plants, even 
if such were its legitimate ambition. 

We made our dahlia exhibitions upon the express understand- 

ing that the flowers were not entered for competition, and they 

were designed—as we supposed every one would know—as an 

illustrative and educational display of the kinds in the market, of 

the range in forms and colors and other features which the flowers 
possess, and of what the grower may expect of the plant; and 
we desired to collect information for our ownuse. ‘The officers of 

the Institute evidently caught the spirit of the exhibition, for, un- 

known to us, they awarded the Experiment Station a bronze medal 

and a diploma for ‘‘ a display of 212 varieties of typical dahlias.”’ 
All these remarks are made, not as a defense, but simply to 

illustrate by a concrete example what an experiment station is 

for. Its purpose is to make records. It would clearly exceed its 
province if it were to grow plants primarily for ‘‘ exhibition 

quality,’’ and the florists would no doubt be amongst the first to 

object to such competition. 

L. H. BAILEy. 
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24.—Mrs. A. Peart. A white cactus dahlia. 
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A TALK ABOUT DAHLIAS. 

To very many people it will be news and scarcely credible news 

that dahlias have any freedom and grace of form, or any delicacy 

and modesty of color. The prejudice against them may never 

again be as strong as itisnow. They are associated with a period 

of formalism which found its expression in highly artificial camel- 

lias, and in carnations from which the fringes,—their natural 

beauty—had been painfully removed by a long process of plant- 

breeding. The era of hoop-skirts was the time of the dahlia 

furore; and what a tyrant the dahlia was! It is still remembered 

as a flower the size of a croquet ball, almost as hard in outline, 

and with colors sometimes equally coarse and gaudy. How are 

the mighty fallen! The reaction against formal flowers carried 

the popular enthusiasm towards the loose, free, and fantastic 

Japanese chrysanthemums. Perhaps the deserted idol felt that the 
populace had gone off to strange gods. But I like to think that 

the poor dahlias breathed a sigh of relief when their convent days 

were over. They revelled in their neglect. It was bad enough 

to have their natural inclinations snubbed and suppressed. But 

it was very hard, after a period of success, to be accused of in- 

herent primness and stiffness when those qualities were merely 

the result of their rigid system of education. The fault was not 

with the dahlias, but with the single standard of beauty that was 

in the minds of men. Asa matter of fact the dahlia is probably 

able to express itself in as many wonderful and indescribable forms 

as the chrysanthemum is. But the dahlia has not had the chance. 

Chrysanthemums have been in cultivation, it is said, for over two 

thousand years. The double forms of the dahlia are less than a 

century old, and the so-called ‘‘cactus dahlias’’ which are going 

to save the whole race by their freedom and informality prac- 

tically date from 1879, when the first cactus dahlia was exhibited 

and pictured in England. We already have many forms (Figs. 
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24, 32) which are surprisingly like some of the chrysanthemums, 
but the evolution of the dahlia is only just begun. 

A brief history of the dahlia.—The first dahlias seen in Europe 
grew inthe Botanical Gardens at Madridin 1789. ‘The seeds were 
sent from Mexico. The flowers were very much like that of Fig. 

25. —Miss May Lomas. A l\arge-flowered variety. 

27, 2. é. they had eight rays disposed in a single circle around the 

yellow disc. In 1814, the first double forms were produced 

at Louvain, Holland, after three years’ work. All members 

of the composite family that have been through the process of 

doubling and have enough flexibility to entitle them to extended 

cultivation exhibit at least three strongly marked tendencies. 

One tendency is to reproduce the single forms (Fig. 27). This 

habit can be easily fixed and flowers of this type are called single 

varieties. Another tendency is toward the production of very 

large globular flowers that are completely double, as in Fig. 25. 

These large-flowering varieties are the hardest to produce and the 

hardest to maintain. ‘They arealways prized most highly because 
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the element of human skill is very large. A third tendency is 

toward what are called pompons. ‘These are dwarf plants with 

spherical and double flowers like the last but much smaller and 

much more abundant. The single varieties are the most natural ; 

the large-flowering and pompon varieties are in a larger measure 

the products of art. The dahlia was held pretty rigorously to 

these old and familiar lines of development, and unfortunately 

these somewhat conventional and artificial forms are still pop- 

ularly supposed to be essential to the nature of the dahlia. The 
first double forms came to England in the winter of 1814, and in 

1826 there were already sixty varieties cultivated by the Royal 

Horticultural Society. In 1841 one English dealer had over 

twelve hundred varieties. 
This is a wonderful variation for a plant that had been in culti- 

vation practically only twenty-seven years. Many other species 

have been in cultivation for more than a quarter of a century be- 

fore showing any signs of ‘‘breaking the type”’ z. e. makinga 

pronounced variation from their wild form. It also givessome hint 

of the extraordinary range of color, for the dahlia was permitted 

to display its color charms in but three forms, the single, the 
pompon or small sphere, and the big sphere of the large-flower- 

ing varieties. 
In the forties and fifties variegated flowers were in great de- 

mand. Dahlias were striped, banded, speckled, penciled, dotted, 

blotched, and marked in all sorts of curious ways. There was as 

much ingenuity in the invention of these unstable compounds as 

is now displayed in designs for wall paper and oil cloths. These 

things were catalogued under the ‘‘ Fancy ”’ class, for the English 

divide the large-flowering varieties into ‘‘Show’’ and ‘‘ Fancy.”’ 

The ‘‘Show’’ section contains the ‘‘ selfs,’’ that is those varieties 

each of which has but a single color. The varieties of popular 

flowers that have unity of color-effect are usually longest lived ; 

those having mixed color-effects are usually more unstable and 

are dropped out of cultivation when the popular enthusiasm goes 

elsewhere. 
In the evolution of the dahlia too much attention has been paid 

to color and not enough to form. ‘Those twelve hundred varieties 

of 1841 were too much like twelve hundred variously painted balls 
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of two sizes. How much better would it be to have thirty pure, 

distinct, single colors in forty different forms of expression ! 

There was not a single new or original idea in the evolution of 

the dahlia until 1873 at the very earliest, and whatever freedom 

or grace the dahlias now have is traceable to a single plant that 

26.—Grand Duke Alexis. A large dahlia of peculiar form. 

bloomed for the first time that year. Instead of short, stiff, arti- 

ficially formed rays, this flower had long, loose, flat rays with 

pointed or twisted ends and the peculiar red that is associated 

with cacti. This variety was named /uwaveziz, in honor of Juarez, 

President of Mexico, and first offered for sale in 1874 by a Dutch 

merchant. This was the parent of the so-called cactus dahlias, 

a name which seems far-fetched now-a-days. It was the color 
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and not the form that gave the point to the comparison in the 

first place, and we now have a very great variety of colors in that 

form—colors that do not necessarily remind one of cacti. The 

white variety Mrs. A. Peart (Fig. 24), has a form very similar to 

that of the brilliant red cactus dahlia pictured in 1879. The 

The cactus type has been kept quite pure, and of late years it has 

also been modified into some of the loose and flowing forms of the 

Japanese chrysanthemums. ‘The cactus dahlias have also been 

crossed with specimens of the old ball type, and there have resulted 

such new forms as that of Wm. Agnew (Fig. 30), which may be 

taken as one type of a class that is sometimes called the semi-cactus. 

Whether the variety W/iss May Lomas (Fig. 25), has any of the 

cactus blood in it (I had almost written zchor, for I believe it is 

an element of immortal youth), I cannot say. The rays are still 

short, and show the creases of the old strait-jacket, but on the 

whole, the outlines are considerably relaxed and softened. It 

would be puzzling to explain off-hand how such a form as that of 
Grand Duke Alexis (Fig. 26) may have arisen. This may look 

somewhat curious and mathematical in print, but in the living 

flower it has a peculiar charm and grace. I should like to seea 

whole set of dahlias of this form through the whole range of 

colors. In this case, there is no chrysanthemum that I know of 

quite like it. We have not attained as yet such freedom of form 

as is expressed in the tangled mass of golden threads known as 

the chrysanthemum J/7s. W. H. Rand, nor the serpentine grace 

in the long slender, writhing petals of Medusa. 
The rays only have been developed in the case of the dahlia 

and the disc-flowers entirely neglected. [he bewildering variety 

of forms in the chrysanthemums have their origin in two elements, 

the ray and the disc-flower. The chrysanthemum JVorthern 

Lights is composed entirely of very long slender tubes which are 

arranged in a loose, whorled fashion (see Bulletin 112, Fig. 94). 

It will be many years doubtless before the short, yellow disc- 

flowers of the single dahlia can be drawn out to so great a length. 

But it can be done, and there is no reason in the nature of things 

why we should not have a race of dahlias analogous to the ane- 

mone-flowered chrysanthemums, one of which, M/s. F. Gordon 

Dexter, is figured on the title page of Bulletin 91. These effects 
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can certainly be produced, and it is probably only a question of 
time when we shall have all the shapes of the chrysanthemums, 

Why and how dahlias should be changed.—Perhaps some one 

may ask, ‘‘Why do you wish to change the nature of the dahlia? 

If you are satisfied with the rose as such, and the lily, and would 

not try to make either like the other, why do you want to make 

dahlias look like chyrsanthemums ?”’ 

The big round dahlia of the old school is not nature,—it is art. 

Or, at best it is only one type of beauty. Dahlias are not essen- 

tially big and round. It is their nature to vary into many forms. 

Of the forms that nature gives us, we select the ones we like and 

destroy the rest. There are at least two good reasons why the 

chrysanthemum-like forms would be desirable in dahlias ; first, 

because the foliage is different, and flowers are entitled to different 

settings of foliage, just as precious stones may have their beauty 

set off in various ways. The foliage of the new cactus types is 

often distinctly graceful and beautiful. This, too, is good news 
for those who could not tell a field of dahlias from a field of 

potatoes at a moderate distance. Secondly, the growing of 
chrysanthemums in this climate is a highly specialized industry 

requiring greenhouses, capital and skill. Dahlias can be grown 

outdoors by everybody. Anyone can have them in his garden, 

and have:lots of flowers, and at much less cost. It is a mistake 

to suppose that the best dahlias can be raised without skill and 

trouble. But while chrysanthemums will not tolerate ignorance 

or neglect, dahlias give an astonishing return for a minimum of 

work. Moreover the seasons are quite different. The first frost 

will always kill the dahlias out-of-doors while the chrysanthe- 

mums are preparing their November glories within. 

These chrysanthemum-like forms are some of the best and most 

numerous that we have, and we cannot have too much of informal 

grace and beauty. We ought to have these types all the year 

round. ‘The China-asters have many of these forms, as well as 

others not preserved among chrysanthemums and not yet 

achieved by dahlias, in a different set of colors, and at an inter- 

mediate season. They too have their place. These three genera, 

Chrysanthemum, Dahlia, Callistephus are not competitors, but 

friends that supplement one another, and of all the composites in 
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cultivation, they are by far the most promising and the most pro- 

ductive of newforms. They all have the same kind of materials 

to work with—ray and disc-flowers—and they are by nature fitted 

to express the same kinds of beauty. The rose and the lily have 
two other very different kinds of natural endowments and two 

very different types of beauty, not superior or antagonistic, but 

different. 

The title-page of this bulletin illustrates a kind of beauty that 

is not usually associated with the dahlia. The gentleman who 

ordered this variety from Holland thought himself badly cheated 

because the flowers were small and only semi-double. It is true 

that semi-double forms often lack character, but sometimes they 

have prettiness and individuality, though they never get any 

prizes at the exhibitions. 
The peculiar merits of the dahlia.—Meanwhile, what are some 

of the present advantages the dahlias possess? As to foliage, 

they have at least five times as much variety as the chrysanthe- 

mums do. ‘They have the old familiar potato-like foliage, which 
is naturally rather broad and coarse. Much of this rankness, 

however, is due to methods of cultivation. Secondly, thereis the 

new cactus type which is graceful and delicate enough to attract 

attention ofitself. Between these two extremes there are many 
intermediate forms which the eye recognizes, but whose lines of 

beauty can scarcely be suggested by descriptions. Speaking only 
of very distinct forms, we have a very finely cut type of foliage 

of which Fern-Leaved Beauty is perhaps the best at present. 

Then there is still another type of foliage whose form is not so 

noticeable as its rich, dark red color. Amz Barvillet has these dark 

reddish leaves with a single flower of cardinal. We had only 
one other variety of thistype last year. Its single yellow flowers 

did not seem to go so well with this reddish foliage and perhaps 

some other colors may prove to be quite inharmonious with it. 
Here is a hint for one line of evolution for the dahlia. This red- 

dish color is very uniform, and I am entirely convinced that it 

’ has a natural look and is not merely a curiosity. To me it looks 

much more at home in the garden than the purple beeches do on 
the streets. Finally, there is a tendency towards variegation in 

the dahlia leaf which seems to me fully as legitimate as the 
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whitened leaf-edges of many ornamental shrubs. It has appeared 

more than once in the history of the dahlia, and seems to be 

unstable and difficult to preserve. It is worth trying to keep, for 

at the least, it is attractive, and very agreeable for a change. ‘The 
foliage of dahlias is undeniably monotonous, and a garden needs 

these lively touches now and then, not only to set off the genuine 
beauty of the more delicate forms, but also to lighten the general 
effect of the whole mass. 

Coming now to the flowers, the old ball type is a capital form 

in itself, just the thing to display strong single colors, dazzling 

scarlet, vivid reds, big soft snowballs of white—a cool and pleasant 
handful—masterful yellows, rich golden yellow and truly regal 

purples. The form itself I have no quarrel with except that the 
rays are often too short and stiff and artificially folded. But I do 

protest against having only one ideal of beauty, just as we are ad- 

vised to beware of the man of one book. A bed of old fashioned 

dahlias insolently interrupting the quiet restfulness ofa green-sward 

with its loud, clashing colors, ought to be an audible protest against 

the man with one idea of beauty. Mere size alone in flowers is 

always vulgar. Itis no wonder that the big dahlias are never 

seen in the windows of the New York florists. At the corner 

flower stands these huge things begin the day as big and hard as 

mallets. By night they have subsided intoa soggy mournfulness, 

Women could no more wear them than a purple cabbage. 

The show varieties indeed are chiefly designed for the exhi- 

bition-hall where great size is particularly admired; this is 

especially true of Europe, where dahlia-shows are still in high 

favor. It is impossible not to like some of these, but the garden 

is the place where they can be enjoyed most. ‘They are a glori- 

ous sight in the sunlight, but they are inclined to look artificial 

indoors, and their colors are often changed or extinguished when 

brought into the house. 

The pompons, however, are suitable for cut flowers, and their 

artificiality is attractive, quaint, orcomical. ‘They are like richly 

dressed children ; their faces are very clean, and bright, and their 

tailor-made clothes are prim and neat or quaint and odd. ‘Their 

formality is often pretty and amusing, as of those that imitate their 

elders. Little Arthur, Little Bessie, Little Bobby, Little Charlie, 
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Little Rifleman, Little Valentine and Little Wag are names of 
some pompons and there are many testimonies to their child-like 
grace and beauty. ‘These pompons have been brought to a high 

degree of perfection. Their evolution is practically complete. 

They have a beauty and a place of their own, and no one would wish 

them any different. As a 

class, they offer the cheap- 

est method I know of for 

producing great quantities 

of flowers two inches in , 

diameter. A variety that \ 

does not have from ten to 

sixty flowers at a time from 

the 4th of July until the 

September or October frost 
is not worth keeping. 

They are the very thing for 

small yards and for certain 

city conditions, especially 

where people are likely to 

steal flowers. Anyone 

who enjoys giving away 

flowers should have some 

pompons. They grow up 
quickly and hidebare, ugly 

places and are the ideal for Stitt 

those people who delight Ye ey Gy, 

inhaving thingstrim,neat Feggygyyy7y a 
and tidy. The peculiar ZL Yl Z 

merits of the pompon dah- 27.—A single dahlia 
lias, then, are their profusion, their wide range of color, and 
their cheapness. 

The single dahlias (Fig. 27) will probably be enjoyed as long 

as the star-like beauty of the daisies and marguerites is appreci- 

ated. They, too, are quite perfect in their way, and they are 

largely for quantity. Of late years the plants have been made 
dwarfand compact. There is now a whole race called ‘Tom 

Thumb Single Dahlias.’’ I hate to talk about ‘‘improving’’ 

\ 
‘ 
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flowers. It has a bad sound. To many people it is well-nigh 

sacrilegious to talk of ‘‘improving nature.’’ Strictly speaking, 

we cannot create; we can only select from the forms that nature 

gives us, and keep what we like. Whoever declares that wild 
flowers are intrinsically more beautiful than cultivated ones, and 

insists on having dahlias just as they are in nature, must move 

28.—Viridifiora. The green 

dahlia, 

to Mexico, and will then find that the forms are not stereotyped. 

Nature can print ‘‘dahlia’’ in as many kinds of type as our best 

publishing houses can. Dahlias grow wild in Mexico in sandy 

places, at five or seven thousand feet above the sea level, know 

nothing of frost, and are used to a long dry season. ‘They do vary 

wonderfully in Mexico and they are bound to vary even more so 

in New York. The dwarfing of dahlias is a perfectly legitimate 

hing. Nature does it, and we have a perfect right to prefer some 
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of her forms to others. I hate to see dahlias tied to stakes. ‘The 

compact bushy plants that never grow more than two feet high 

have their flowers massed and make a single picture. ‘The tall, 

ungainly, sprawling varieties have too much foliage in proportion 

to the number of flowers. There is no unity of effect. The 

flowers are scattered, and the attention is distracted. And the 

stakes are unsightly and troublesome. These dwarf dahlias, 

therefore, are just the thing for flower-beds and borders and 

wherever masses of color are wanted in small compass. ‘The 

taller single varieties have been extravagantly overvalued in their 

day. ‘They have even excelled the show varieties in popular 
favor for a time. Vilmorin still catalogues one hundred and 

eleven single varieties. 

The peculiar merits of the cactus dahlias have been mentioned. 

Figures 26 and 30 are only two of many forms quite peculiar to the 

dahlia. ‘The dahlia is not without its curiosities, such as sport- 

ing varieties, like Beauty [nconstant which bears pure white or pure 

yellow flowers, or pinkish ones, or red ones ‘‘freaked’’ with any 

of these colors, and Viridiflora the so-called ‘‘ green dahlia’’ (Fig. 

28), which is a monstrosity similarto the green rose. The range 

of color is even greater than that of the Japanese chrysanthemums, 

being particularly rich in dark reds and strong, clear shades of 

purple. The dahlia A.D. Livonz exactly matches the pink of 

Mr. Mathews’s color chart and I am very sure that the chrysan- 

themums do not have it at all. Whether they can ever reach it 

through the color that Mr. Mathews calls crimson-pink is doubt- 
ful. Dahlias are also very rich in iridescent effects, Ruby Queen, 

Oban, and Mrs. W. H. Maule being good examples. The tex- 
ture of flowers is a point wasted on* people who do not love a 
garden. Dahlias are sometimes waxy, sometimes loose and 

fluffy, and a loving gardener loves to feel and handle them. 

The place for dahlias is the garden.—They never can havea 

place in landscape gardening because the first frost kills them. I 

often think their strength is dissipated when they are strung 

along a walk or other border. Personally, I believe in flower 

beds, but not in the middle of a beautiful green lawn. ‘The grass 

has a quiet story to tell, and if dahlias intrude they should be put 

out for disturbing the peace. I wish I could have a whole bulle- 
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tin in which to tell the fun of gardening. It cannot be enjoyed 

by proxy. I enjoy especially those gardens that have one theme, 

one central feature, no matter what are the modifications. A 

collection of roses, of sweet peas, of China asters, or of anything, 

has a certain unity, which, however, need not exclude minor 

features and miscellaneous favorites. Dahlias are the hobby of 

Ray Pi the Rev. C. W. Bolton, of Pel- 

ham, near New York City. 

His house is a picture by 

itself and one would never 

suspect what treasures are in 

his back-yard. Mr. Bolton is 

an early riser, and takes rest 

and solid comfort in his gar- 

den. He has the pompons 

nearest to his house, for they 

are the boys and girls and he 

catches them playing games. 

There are cool grass walks be- 

tween the double rows of big 

dahlias. Mr. Bolton is rich in 

| dahlias and he has been their 

[er | friend in need. Many a beau- 

29.—kev. C.W. Bolton, who connects _ tiful dahlia has he saved from 
sc Heer hs weet hh os! shad oblivion. He loves color, and 

this is a beautiful and easy 

way to get it. It is a cheap way of painting. No one can 

expect to raise such beautiful, large-flowering dahlias, unless he 

takes trouble, and no one is entitled to success who does not like 

to nurse plants and watch the flowers daily. Mr. Bolton’s gar- 

den has been a good and cheap doctor. The pompons snuggle 

up against the gray walls of the church and makea warm and 

cheery picture. 

Dahlias should be in a place by themselves. Possibly a dahlia — 

can be used now and then ‘as an exclamation point,’’ a flash 

of color to lighten up other foliage near a house or wherever a 
cheerful look is desired. The herbaceous border is no place for 

dahlias. Indeed the big ball type of flowers is rarely furnished 

rc 
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by the composites amongst perennial herbs. Blue-bells and colum- 

bines are typical inhabitants of the herbaceous border and their 

beauty is of a different sort from the big solid ball-like dahlias. 
Dahlias as cut flowers.—While sweet peas can be picked indis- 

criminately and put in a single vase, dahlias have such a wide 

range of color that the flowers must be carefully sorted. This 

adds to the fun of arranging, and gives time to look at each one 

separately. A vase full of a single variety gives a strong and 

pure effect. It is a great mistake to jumble all sorts and colors of 

flowers into thesame jar. The European and American ideas on 
this subject are entirely opposed. The German idea of a bouquet 

is too often a cluttered lot of miscellaneous flowers all huddled 

together without regard to conflicting colors and different types of 

beauty. Dahlias go well with nothing else. They keep fairly 

well for about three days, and take up great quantities of water 

through their succulent stems. Dahlia-shows can never be as 

popular in America as they are in Europe, until there is a greater 
variety in their forms. While the garden is the true exhibition 

place for dahlias, where one may revel and riot in their color, the 
dahlia-show is not to bediscouraged. The large-flowering dahlias 

are just as worthy of separate notice as so many paintings. They 

are, in a sense, works of art and deserve to be studied individually. 

It is, therefore, a mistake to crowd them together in a bad light. 

Gas light particularly, deadens and falsifies the colors of flowers. 
A few words on color.—I made the experiment of describing all 

’ the varieties this year by the aid of color charts. Kohn’s color 

chart was given a fair trial but proved unsatisfactory. The color 

chart of F. Schuyler Mathews was very handy and helpful,although 

Mr. Mathews employs names which may be used by artists but 

will never be used by the flower trade. ‘There were two fine sin- 

gle varieties which were among the very first to bloom and had 

flowers every day until the end of the season. One of these 

matched the scarlet of Mr. Mathews’s chart perfectly, and the 

other was as near cardinal as petal and pigment can ever be. 

These two varieties then became the standard for all near shades 

of red. The same variety is often described in one catalogue as 
scarlet and in another as crimson; yet Mr. Mathews says there 

are fifty easily recognizable shadesbetween them. Thestandards 
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for color must be within the dahlia itself, but the standards must 

first be chosen by some outside aid. If the American Dahlia 

Society would register all dahlias, and give each one an official 

description, using a cheap and sensible color-chart as a guide, 

people could have some idea of what they are buying. Penelope 

is described by Dreer as white, tipped with purple ; by Piersonas 

white, delicately tinted magenta ; by Rawson as pure white with 

violet tips, and by Peacock as pure white, delicately flaked with 
lavender. ‘This illustrates the difficulty of determining a second- 

ary color of which a small amount is present. By crowding 

together the petals with the hand the secondary color comes out 

more strongly. Miss May Lomas and La France (Maule’s) belong 

to this same class. ‘Their beauty lies in these delicate secondary 

tints which are all of purple origin and can never be fixed. Dilute 

purple sufficiently and you get what Mr. Mathews calls crimson- 

pink. This crimson-pink has two bad faults: it is inclined to be 

laid on unevenly in patches and veins instead of being evenly 
suffused, and it is so variable in quantity and quality as to make 

it a lottery what sort of a flower one is to get. There is only one 

pink dahlia I know of (for 4. D. Livoni and Ethel Vick seem to 
be identical) that shows no trace of a purple or crimson origin. 

I shall not have a particle of faith in the stability of any other 

dahlia advertised as pink until I see it. MZ/vs. Gladstone is a very 

much praised variety and at Ithaca in 1896 it had a very beauti- 

ful and uniformly suffused light pink. I expected to recommend 

it as among the very best, and should surely have done so if I 

had not seen flowers from two other localities which betrayed the 

origin of this pink. They showed two different degrees of a 

hateful purple and I should never have supposed them to be the 

same thing. Whenever the words ‘‘lavender’’ ‘‘rosy-pink’’ or 

‘‘violet’’ appear in descriptions of dahlias one may feel almost cer- 

tain that they refer to this treacherous crimson-pink. Sometimes 

these tints are pretty well fixed, e.g. the lavender in Avabella. 

The variety commonly known as Mme. Moreau would pass for 

for a pink until brought side by side with 4. D. Livonz, when 

the purplish cast of the formeris evident. In ‘‘selfs’’ z.e. flowers 
having but a single color, these shades are practically fixed and 

uniform, but variegated dahlias containing degrees of purple, 
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crimson, rose, magenta, violet, lavender and pink can never be 

relied upon from descriptions. They may be any one of these 

shades for they depend upon factors in cultivation which are little 
understood and perhaps uncontrollable. Pure and delicate shades 

of pink can never be reached by such means. Plant-food may 

deepen them all the way to purple in a single season and they are 

almost sure to revert to purple ancestors sooner or later. 

Variegated flowers as a class.—Mixed color-effects can rarely 
compete for strength and brilliancy with singly colored flowers, 

and they are very unstable. ‘‘Selfs’’ have a unity of effect ; their 

color is single, strong, undivided. Variegated flowers are dis- 

tracting, and artificial, and remind one of the constant straining 

after effect. W. C. Denzel is one of the very few dahlias in which 

two colors are combined to give a soft and delicate single effect. 

If there is such a thing as a modest dahlia, this is surely one. It 

is distressing not to be able to recommend such a variety ona 

year’s trial. Next year these same tints may deepen into a pur- 

ple anda yellow that will conflict with each other. We have 

altogether too many variegated dahlias and not enough variety in 

form. ‘They are essentially the most unstable, and the first to 

suffer from a popular reaction. These fanciful creations can 

never be permanently popular. The number of people who 

delight in formal flowers is certainly much greater proportionately 

in Europe than in America, and this leads me to make a plea for 

an American evolution of the dahlia. The forcing-house carna- 

tion is an American product. Carnations are grown mostly out- 

doors in Europe in beds and borders. ‘They have short stems and 
a sudden rush of bloom in summer, and then all is over until 

another year. They are painted and penciled and marked in all 

sorts of ways foreign to our taste. Picotees can never have the 

pérmanent prosperity in America that they do in England ; 

Americans want long-stemmed carnations the year round. We 

should never have had midwinter carnations at twenty-five 

cents a dozen if we had stuck to the old European lines of evo- 
lution. 

Zhe need of live colors.—It often happens that dahlias which are 

full of glowing color in the sunligh. are very tame and subdued 

in the shade. Mr. Peacock the dahlia specialist of Atco, N. J., 
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has done some intelligent crossing to produce live colors. The 

story of the variety Wm. Agnew (Fig. 30) is an interesting one. 

Mr. Peacock noticed that most of the reds he knew had no life out 

of the sunlight. He began with a large ball-shaped dahlia named 

Crimson Giant the great size of whose flowers he coveted. The 

30.—Wm. Agnew. A fine scarlet orange semi-cactus variety. 

pollen of this variety was used on Professor Baldwin, which is said 

to have been a sport from the original cactus dahlia. It had a scar- 

let orange flower, and Mr. Peacock had noticed that a touch of 

orange lightens up flowers wonderfully in the shade. This was 

a violent cross as the parents were as far apart in form as are fig- 

ures 24 and 25. In tne seedling the flower had the cactus-like 
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form of the female parent and the color of the male parent was 

modified to a deep scarlet. However, the flower faded badly. 

YVhis seedling was now crossed with Cochineal, a ball-shaped 
flower of rich unfading dark red. Cuochineal’s only defect was an 

open center of yellow, and the flowers were only medium-sized. 

The rich dark red of Cochineal did not prevail in the cross, but the 

fading habit was eliminated in the product which is called Wm. 
Agnew (Fig. 30). The flowers are uniformly very large, of semi- 

cactus type, and of a fine intense scarlet orange color. The trace 

of orange thus subtly infused into the flower makes it a lively 

color in sun orshade. ‘This variety was no earlier than the cactus 

sorts at Ithaca last year, but Mr. Peacock says it is a month 

earlier than the rest. This unexpected trait he cannot account 

for, but it is one of the greatest importance as the cactus sorts are 

often a month behind the old school dahlias in their blooming 

time. 
Suggestions for plant-breeders.—1. 'The lengthening of the 

season of the dahlia is one of the most striking examples of its 

plasticity in cultivation. When dahlias were first introduced 

they bloomed for barely a week or two before frost. Now, they 

ought to be in bloom by the fourth of July and some of them at 

least can be made to blossom continously from June 15th. The 

cactus varieties were on the average a month later than the rest 

at Ithaca, in 1896, and their season needs lengthening. 

2. The ugly stakes must go. Already we have a race of 

single and pompon varieties that need no stakes to support them. 

Four feet is high enough forany dahlia plant. The cactus varie- 

ties particularly are inclined to be too tall and straggling. 

3. While dwarfing in general is desirable, there is one kind of 

it that seems to me mistaken. Zriomphe de Solferino is typical of 

a class used for bedding. It has huge flowers, coarse and flat- 

tish, and out of all proportion to the amount of foliage. I enjoy 

looking at cabbages,—in a cabbage plantation. I see no beauty in 

abnormally large flowers on abnormally dwarf plants. Here 

again nature gives the hint. The tendency to pompons means 

that a large number of small flowers is more in harmony with a 

compact plant than a few very large ones. I believe that extreme 

dwarfing of show varieties is mistaken craft and false art. The 
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variety named after Rev. C. W. Bolton is typical of a race of 
plants to be used for bedding which ought to be developed in 
America. Triomphe de Solferino has a thick stem which cuts 
like timber. One has to cut down nearly the whole plant and 
trim off the coarse, clumsy foliage in order to get two or three 
flowers, which are, after all, only vegetable curiosities and will 

, not gointo a vase. Rev. C. 
W. Bolton has a multitude 
of medium-sized flowers on 
long, slender stems just 

right for cutting. Three 

big flowers on a little plant 
distract the attention as 

would individual squashes, 
or pumpkins. Pompons 

have a unity of effect in 

their multitude of detail; 

and midget and lilliputian 

are prettier words than 
humpbacked dwarf. 

4. The cactus varieties 

often have a trick of hiding 
their flowers under the 

leaves. This is no great 
calamity in the case of old 

fashioned bedders like 77z- 

omphe de Solferino. Tere 
Rev. C.W. Bolton (Fig. 31) 

| is again the type and the 
31.—kev. C. W. Bolton. Flower naturally ideal, its many slender 

four inches in diameter. stems raising the flowers 

above the foliage. 

5. The whorled effect in Priscilla, Blumenfalter and others, 

must be pretty and novel to those who know only the old-time 

dahlias. Their so-called quilled rays are arranged in a circular 
or rotary fashion which gives a certain neatness and mock-mili- 

tary precision that is often pretty and attractive, particularly in 
young flowers, as in children playing soldiers. 
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6. Inthe march toward chrysanthemum-forms, the long, flat 

and slender rays will be of most help to get the free, loose, and 

fluffy types. Fimbriated forms, like Guzding Star, are desirable 

in themselves and may also aid in introducing irregularity. The 

rays of the old show dahlias are too short and stiff. Ragged, 

untidy and intermediate forms have possibilities. 

7. Weneed more prizes for new forms and less effort to in- 

crease the range of color. Let the China-asters have the shades 

of blue. Thatis their mission. In Gardeners’ Chronicle, 1879, 

John Keynes is quoted as saying: ‘‘ The first good Dahlia I 

ever raised was Ovid, the seedling root of which I sold to Mount- 

joy for £50. I think we have never seen a nearer approach toa 

blue Dahlia.”” I have seen colored plates of varieties supposed 

to be on the way to blue. They were mostly shades of purple. 

I do not believe that an azure blue can ever be attained through 

either purple or lavender. Beware of crimson-pink. 

8. We have as yet no forms like the tubular or Japanese 

anemone-flowered chrysanthemums nor many of the forms of 

China-asters illustrated in Bulletin 90. Apparently no attempt 

has been made to lengthen out the disc-florets into long, slender 
tubes. 

9. Princess Harry and others may have the possibilities of a 

race similarly to the hairy chrysanthemums. The tendency 

towards hairiness appeared in England and was patiently sup- 

pressed before 1888 when the chrysanthemum craze was started 
in America by the purchase of the hairy variety Mrs. Alpheus 

Flardy for $1500. 

10. In addition to the five types of foliage already described 

(p. 109), there is sometimes a peculiar glossiness on the leaves 
which may perhaps be turned to account. 

11. Dahlias are sometimes slightly fragrant, and at least one 

skillful plant-breeder is now at work along this line. Perhaps a 
few curiosities of this sort may be obtained, but the lack of fre 

grance is probably a natural limitation. Dahlias have glorie, 

enough without fragrance. 
12. ‘The buds often open with difficulty and make lop-sided 

flowers. Chrysanthemums sometimes have this difficulty and 

the same misfortune has been known to occur in other com- 
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posites growing wild. ‘The dahlia, howeve1, is notorious for pro- 

ducing many imperfectly blown flowers. Some think it is one 

of the limitations of the dahlia and must be endured. Others 

think that it has not been in cultivation long enough. Some varie- 

ties are nearly free from this trouble, but I do not know whether it 

is a matter of variety or cultivation. 

The cultivation for dahlias.—In sandy soils dahlias make com- 

paratively few tuberous roots, tend to become dwarf, and flower 

profusely. In very rich loamy soils they make more roots and 

fewer flowers. Too much nitrogenous food makes a rank, coarse 

growth and few flowers. No amount of added plant-food can 
ever atone for neglect of the physical condition of the soil. Mr. 

Peacock is able to have fifteen acres of dahlias in continuous 

bloom throughout a long summer of drought. Imagine this bril- 

liant spectacle after nine weeks without arain! And yet, dahlias 

are very sensitive to lack of moisture. While it is true that Mr. 

Peacock is an expert cultivator and devotes all his time to dahlias, 

yet like all skillful managers of the highest type, he has no pro- 

fessional secrets. The whole story is one of conservation of 

moisture already in the soil. Moisture is constantly rising by 

capillary action and its evaporation must be prevented. Fre- 

quent shallow cultivations break off the capillary tubes and 

prevent this escape of moisture into the air. This earth-mulch is 
obtained in the garden by lightly stirring the two or three inches of 

surface soil with a hoe or rake. Below that depth the soil should be 

constantly moist, not wet, throughout the whole growing season. 

The large-flowering varieties need a space of four feet square 

to bring them to perfection as individual plants. The best 
results are gotten from planting them in rows so that they may 

be thoroughly cultivated. These rows should be at least five 
feet wide if a horse is to be driven through frequently. 

There are three systems of training dahlias, that deserve notice. 

First, a policy of non-interference which allows as many shoots 

to come up from the roots as may. This is the proper way to 

grow most of the varieties catalogued as pompons, dwarfs, and 

bedders. In the large-flowering and cactus kinds, where fewer 

and more perfect flowers are desired, this method will not do, 

because the shoots compete with each other and exhaust the 
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vitality of the plant in producing foliage instead of flowers. The 

second method might be called the main trunk system. Only one 

shoot is allowed to grow from a clump of roots, all the other 

shoots being pinched off. This method, therefore, produces a 
tree-like growth, instead of a bushy form like the first. However, 

this system, which is the old-fashioned one, requires stakes and 

tying, for such plants will droop and split and are badly broken 

by high winds. 

The third method is the ‘‘single stem branching system’’ 

which is successfully practiced by Mr. Lawrence K. Peacock 

and described in his book, ‘‘ The Dahlia,’’ at page 24. It 

is a most ingenious device for doing away with the unsightly 

stakes, and has many incidental advantages. All the shoots but 

one are removed, and this one is allowed to grow until two pairs 

of leaves are above ground with a young and unexpanded growth 

on the top. ‘This undeveloped portion is pinched off, and four 

young buds which are lurking in the axils of the two pairs of 

opposite leaves are very much rejoiced. Some or all of them 

will now grow out into long branches. Let us suppose that all 

four of them grow equally. The plant will then have a very 

short, thick and strong single stem which comes up only an inch 

or two above ground and then gives place to four long branches. 

These branches are strong enough to hold themselves up without 

stakes and they can endure heavy winds. Indeed, a still greater 

division of labor is desirable, and each of these growing branches 

should have its terminal growth pinched out at the same early 

stage already indicated, v7z., when only two pairs of leaves are 

fully developed. Practically, however, plants do not grow in this 

mathematical way, for one of the two buds waiting for a 

chance, usually gets the start of his fellow and soon outclasses 

him. ‘The practical thing to do is to keep the plants from making 

amain trunk. ‘The object is to have the plants branch at the 

surface of the ground, and the pinching must be done as early 

in the season as possible. It isa common belief among gardeners 

that late pinching makes short-stemmed flowers, and early pinch- 

ing gives the long stems so muchdesired. This system therefore, 

means work and watchfulness, but it causes less trouble than 

staking and tying. 
It is best not to take up the dahlia roots for at least a week 
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after frost, as the tubers ripen better and are not so likely 

to shrivel when stored in the cellar over winter. The roots 

should be turned upside down in the sunshine to let the water 

drain out of the stems. 

Cut flowers of dahlias can be shipped for at least three hundred 

miles if they are carefully packed in boxes six inches deep. They 

are sure to spoil if more than one layer deep. Moss must be used 

about the stems and the bunches should be small and securely 

wrapped with oil paper They demand a great deal of room 

for long distance shipments. For short distances, they can be 
more compactly and easily handled. 

A good word about frost.—The first freeze is sure to kill the 
dahlias, but frosts can be prevented. A freeze is a disturbance 

over a large area, and is usually associated with winds. A frost 

is alocal affair, and comes on cloudless nights when no air is 

stirring. Frost is due to the quick radiation from the earth after 

night-fall. Clouds reflect this warm radiating energy. ‘There 

are two ways of preventing the heat of the earth from quickly 

radiating off into space,—making an artificial cloud, and making 

the atmosphere moister than the soil. A few degrees of frost 

can be averted by simply sprinkling the plants thoroughly at 

night-fall. On large plantations it will pay to havea man stay 

up all night and keep a dense cloud of smoke constantly hanging 

over the field. This method is used among the vineyardists in 

parts of France. Neighbors are warned to expect frost by a sys- 

tem of alarm-bells. Foyers, or boxes of tar compounds, are 

lighted and make a dense smudge. The smell is enough to keep 

the attendants awake. Any damprubbish that will burn with a 

great smoke will do. Some weeks after all the dahlias near Phila- 
delphia were killed by the first frost an enterprising dealer was ship- 

ping from eight to ten thousand cut flowers of dahlias to the city 

every day. He had saved his plants by one night’s work. It 

often hapvens that there is a light frost in early September and 

not another sign of frost for three or four weeks after. 

The commercial possibilities are very great. It is the next flower 
to be urged upon the notice of the American public. The 

machinery of the floral trade is working for it. Quantities 
of dahlias have been given away by dry-goods stores, and 
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people are surprised that these new and graceful forms are those 

of dahlias. Wecannot have too many flowers. It is pleasant to 

have lots to cut and lots to giveaway. The cactus dahlias are evi- 

dently to be the next great commercial success in the floral world. 
Popular enthusiasm may come and go, but their freedom and 

grace of form, and brilliant colors entitle them to permanent 
prosperity. 

Origin of the cactus dahlia.—The following is the first descrip- 
tion of the cactus dahlia, published in England. It is from the 
Gardeners’ Chronicle for Oct. 4, 1879- 

** At one of the recent meetings of the Royal Horticultural So- 

ciety considerable attention was attracted to a remarkable Dahlia, 

exhibited by Mr. CANNELL under the name of the Cactus DAHLIA. 

In the Dahlia as ordinarily seen the florets are rolled up so as to 
resemble so many short quills open at the ends, but in the present 

case the florets were all flat or nearly so, strap-shaped like the 

outer florets of the original species (ray-florets), and of a rich 

crimson colour. The appearance was, therefore, very striking, 

and suggestive of a new race in Dahlias analagous in some respects 
to the Japanese Chrysanthemums.”’ 

‘The following is from the Gardeners’ Chronicle for Nov. 8, 1879: 

** DAHLIA JUAREZII.—When a short time since we figured this 

remarkable Dahlia from specimens sent us by Mr. CANNELL, we 

took some pains to ascertain its history, but with little result. 

Thanks to Mr. Krelage, of Haarlam, and Mr. Jongkindt Coninck, 

of the Tottenham Nurseries, Dedemsvaart, near Zwolle, we are 

now enabled to give the history of this Dahlia, as narrated by the 

introducer, in the Dutch journal Sempervirens. 

‘“* When reading the Gardeners’ Chronicle of October 4, 1879, 

I was agreeably surprised to seea well-made figure of natural size 
of an old acquaintance of mine, Dahlia Juarezii. I was still 

more surprised to see by the few additional lines that very little 

is known about the origin of this beautiful Dahlia, be it a species 
or variety. Iam, therefore, pleased to avail myself of the oppor- 

tunity of giving a few details about its origin and history, and to 

say that I imported it directly from Mexico, and was the first 

who introduced it to the trade in the Netherlands as well as in 

other countries. In the autumn of 1872 a friend of mine in 



32.—Matchless. A velvety maroon cactus dahlia. Half size. 
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Mexico sent me a small case containing different kinds of seeds, 

bulbs, and flower-roots from that country. The case was a long 

time on the road, and, as often happens with private importations, 

the plants arrivedin a very poor condition ; the seeds were mixed, 

partially germinated, and spoiled ; the bulbs and flower-roots rot- 
ten. However, I kept all that was in a tolerable condition, care- 

fully awaiting the result. At last, from a very small flower-root, 

a tender shoot developed itself, which soon proved to be a Dahlia. 

It being winter I couldonly make cuttings of it. Having taken 

great care of them, I was much pleased to obtain in the spring of 

1873 a few young plants of this Dahlia. When planted out in 

June in the open ground with my other Dahlias, it flowered at the 

same time as these, and not only surprised me, but all who saw it 

in bloom, by its large rich crimson flowers, quite different from all 

other Dahlias. The brilliant red colour of its flowers nearly 

equaled that of the poppy, and was very showy even at a good 

distance. My catalogue of 1874, in which year I first introduced 

that Dahlia to the trade, will prove the truth of my assertions. In 

that catalogue it is mentioned for the first time under the name of 

Dahlia Juarezii, which name I gave it in honour of Mr. JUAREz, 

then President of Mexico. ‘The fact of Messrs. Ant. RoozEn & 

Sons, at Overveen, eriving it from France, is easily understood, 

when I say that I yearly send to one of the leading French seeds- 

men a great many Dahlia roots, amongst which were some of 

Dahlia Juarezii. It is remarkable that the name of Cactus Dahlia 

should be used in the Gardeners’ Chronicle, as in my catalogue of 

1874, in which I first mentioned it, I said that its flowers when 

seen at some distance resembled those of Cereus (Cactus) speciosis- 

simus. ‘To maintain the honour of Dutch horticulture, I deem it 

desirable to write these few lines.—/. 7. Van der Berg, Juxphaas, 

near Utrecht.’ 

Books, societies and dealers.—There are four books devoted en- 

tirely to the dahlia, of which only one is modern. ‘‘ The Dahlia,’’ 

by Lawrence K. Peacock, is an illustrated book of fifty-six pages. 

The books of E. Sayers, Boston, 1839; Joseph Paxton, London, 

1838, and of Robert Hogg, London, 1853, are out of print and 

out of date. 

The secretary of the American Dahlia Society is Lawrence K. 
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Peacock, Atco, N. J. The Secretary of the National Dahlia 
Society of England is T. W. Girdlestone, Sunningdale, Berks. 

In order to answer the inquiries of our readers is advance, we 
give a list of American dealers who catalogue mor than twenty- 
five kinds of dahlias, whose lists have come to our téble: 

A. Blanc & Co., 314 N. Eleventh St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
Henry A. Dreer, 714 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
John Gardiner & Co., 631 Market St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
Peter Henderson & Co., 35 Cortland St., New York, N. Y. 

Wm. Henry Maule, 1711 Filbert St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
Samuel C. Moon, Morrisville, Pa. 

Wm. H. Moon, Morrisville, Pa. 

W. P. Peacock, Dahlia Specialist, Atco, N. J. 

F. R. Pierson Co., Tarrytown-on-Hudson, N. Y. 

Pitcher & Manda, Short Hills, N. J. 

W. W. Rawson & Co., 34 South Market St., Boston, Mass. 
John Saul, Washington, D. C. 

The Storrs & Harrison Co., Painesville, O. 

Vaughan’s Seed Store, 84 Randolph St., Chicago, Ills., and 26 
Barclay St., New York, N. Y. 

James Vick’s Sons, Rochester, N. Y. 

W. W. Wilmore, Dahlia Specialist, Denver, Col. 
The following is a partial list of foreign dealers who catalogue 

a great many varieties of dahlias : 

England. 

H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, Kent. 

J. Cheal & Sons, Crawley, Sussex. 

Charles Turner, Slough. 

Thos. S. Ware, Tottenham, London 

Germany. 

(Dahlias are commonly called Georginen in Germany.) 
Max Deegan, Kostritz, Reuss-Thiiringen. 

daage & Schmidt, Erfurt. 

_arl Kaiser, Nordhausen. 
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France. 

L’ Etablissement Horticole Bruant 4 Poitiers (Vienne). 

Vilmorin-Andrieux et Cie, 4, Quai de la Mégésserie, Paris. 

New Zealand. 

D. Hay & Son, Auckland. 

The Cornell variety test of r896.—Three hundred and fifty-four 

different named varieties were grown at Ithaca last year. There 

were over a thousand varieties catalogued in 1896 in different 

parts of the world. Our card-index has over two thousand names 

already, and no effort has been made to trace the older varieties 

back to their original descriptions. The Cornell University Library 

has all of the important horticultural journals and magazines com- 

plete, except the earlier volumes of Gartenflora. The Gardeners’ 

Chronicle has accounts of dahlia-shows and descriptions of varieties 

from 1841 down to the present time. We should be very glad to 

receive any old books or catalogues containing descriptions of 

dahlias. We also desire varieties which are not on our list 

of varieties tried in 1896. The reader may be interested to 

know that we shall have growing next summer a good collec- 

tion of the wild dahlias of Mexico. 

Like all garden plants that have been idolized and neglected, 

the dahlia suffers greatly from having its names of varieties badly 

mixed. At least thirty-one of the varieties sent us have names 

that may mean two or morethings each. Itis also very common to 

find the same thing under different names. It is enough for present 

purposes to determine that 4. D. Livoni and Ethel Vick are evi- 

dently two names for the same thing, without attempting to trace 

back the variety to its original description. "The determination of © 

synonyms is a work that takes years and impliesa large collection 

of books, considerable expense, and the co-operation of the trade. 

Arabella and Mrs. Peary are two varieties that are said to have 

originated independently, but they are so nearly alike that both 

would never be desirable in small collections. They are typical of 

a class that are practically synonymous, but where there is a 

chance for individual judgment and preference. 

The public should be cautioned not to. expect the highest re- 

sults the same year roots or plants are received. The quickest 
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way to get best results the same season is to order large clumps 
of roots from trustworthy firms that give prominence to the dahlia 

in their catalogues. Our dahlias were frequently cultivated and 
hoed in 1896, but were given no commercial fertilizers, the object 

being to judge them under ordinary conditions. This year they 

may be given extraordinary care and judged at their best. Many 

of the varieties produced no blooms at all in 1896. A. Blanc & 

Co. sent 79 varieties, containing mostly importations and very re- 

cent varieties which were received too late to be fairly compared 

with the rest. W. W. Wilmore, the dahlia specialist of Denver, 

Col., sent a large collection which suffered unjustly because it was 

detained indoors until some tardy shipments arrived which had 

been promised by a certain date. Henry A. Dreer sent 136 vari- 

ties, W. P. Peacock 58, and James Vick’s Sons 8 varieties. 

Of all these varieties there were about sixty that behaved well 

the first year and which seemed to be quite perfect in their way. 

I had hoped to say a good word for all of these, but the list 

has been sadly cut down in several ways. In the first place, 

there were many names which may mean two or more things. 
Dandy is the name of an English and an American large-flowering 

variety and also of apompon. Cannell gives two varieties named 

Hector, one directly following the other. Secondly, we received 

the same thing under different names. Maud, Marguerite and 

Model of Perfection produced the same kind of a magenta flower, 

altogether the best of that color in the large-flowering class. 
Thirdly, I do not feel safe in recommending any variety with 

crimson-pink in it, not even the variety commonly known as 

Mme. Moreau. This is a very serious matter and has come up in 

the chrysanthemum test in a curious form. Some of the 

very best and purest white flowers we had were described as pink 

in the catalogues. Fourthly, at least five of the very best sorts 

which were used as color standards turned out to be not true to 

name. I should be glad to recommend these varieties if I could 

be sure of the names. Fifthly, there are certain parts of the color 

range that seem to be very much over-crowded. Dahlias are sin- 

gularly rich in purples and dark reds. The competition is so 

great that there are often a dozen or more kinds with differences 

minute enough to show different origins but too nearly alike in 
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general effect to allow all tosurvive. Some of these are sure to 

go sooner or later, and the sooner the better. In such cases itis 

often simply a question of individual preference. In the case of 

some fifteen pompons where judgment has been suspended; the 

problem has resolved itself into a mere matter of relative profuse- 

ness. The prolific habit is sometimes fixed in the variety, and 

sometimes varies from year to year according to cultural condi- 

tions. This important character cannot be determined in a single 

year. 

Some of the best known varieties are sadly missing from the 

recommended list, simply because of their behavior in this one 

locality. It is very trying to keep silent about Red and Black, a 

beautiful banded cactus variety because it was not prolific enough 

at one place, one year. We must have a high standard, particu- 

larly of profuseness. It is also hard to deny myself the pleasure 

of putting Clifford W. Bruton and Mrs. W. H. Maule in the 
recommended list, on the strengh of seeing them elsewhere. 

These varieties were not sent tous. The former is by all odds 

the purest yellow of any large cactus I know of. The latter has 

a red flower with a wonderful bluish cast, giving an iridescent 

effect. Then again, there are many good varieties which are not 

recommended simply because there are better ones in sight or to 

be hoped for. Sternfalter and Glare of the Garden are examples. 

I do not believe the general public needs more than three hun- 

dred of the two thousand or more varieties now offered by name, 

but I suppose that there are at least three hundred varieties so 

pronounced and individual that no one could wish them any 

different. Let us suppose that there are seven factors that make 

a variety desirable : 

Height—say five degrees, between very dwarf and very tall. 

Foliage—at least five types. 

Form of flower—say three types, that of D. variabilis, D. Juarezii, and of 

forms intermediate between these two species. 

Doubleness of flower—say only two degrees. 

Size of flowers—say only two degrees, large and small. 

Color of flowers—say thirty easily recognized colors. 

Variegation—say ten styles of marking. 

The man with one standard of beauty ought to blush for shame 

at the suggestion of the combinations made possible by the mul- 
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tiplication of these factors. But I fearthat he has noimagination 

and cannot see how there may be three hundred or more types of 

beauty, each of which is true to an ideal and leaves nothing left 

to wish for. ‘Take it or not, but do not say one is better tham 

another. It is alla matter of individual preference. For these 

reasons the inevitable question, ‘‘What are your twelve best vari- 

eties ?”’ is something of a temper-tester. But it is a perfectly fair 

question if it implies individual preference and disregard of curi- 

osities and varieties for special purposes. It is a very practical 

one, and here is the answer that I give based on one year’s 

behavior of the plants: 

Mrs. A. Peart, cactus, white. 

Nymphaea, cactus, pink. 

Wm. Agnew, cactus, scarlet orange. 

Maid of Kent, cactus, scarlet and white. 

Black Prince, cactus, dark red. 

Grand Duke Alexis, large flowered, chiefly white. 

A, D. Livoni or Ethel Vick, large flowered, pink. 

Rev. C. W. Bolton, large flowered, variegated, red and yellow. 
Fern -Leaved Beauty, large flowered, banded, red and white. 

Guiding Star, pompon, white, imbricated. 

Vivid, pompon, scarlet orange. 

Ami Barillet, single, scarlet. 

The following varieties are recommended on the basis of a year’s 

behavior at Cornell : 

SECTION I. SINGLE VARIETIES. 
A. Foliage reddish. 

Barillet, Ami. Dark scarlet; not up to the standard of profuseness, 

Curious, and interesting to amateurs and plant-breeders. 

AA. Foliage green. 
Scarlet. 

Downie, John. Very early, and very productive; stems suitable for 

cutting. 
i Scarlet orange. 

Fife, Duchess of. Quite productive especially in latter part of season ; 

suitable for cutting. : 
Cardinal. 

Cowan, John. Very early and very productive ; stems suitable for cutting. 

Crimson. 

Gartenfalter. Dark crimson ; a strong color, and quite pure at close of 
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the season ; not everyone likes this color ; too late to be an ideal variety, 

although it was productive enough late in the season. 

SECTION II. POMPON VARIETIES. 

A. Type not fixed ; quality, quantity and position of colors variable. 

Beauty Inconstant, White, yellow and various shades of red or pink ; two 

or more colors may be combined in the same flower; very attractive ; was 

not as prolific last year as Pompons should be and commonly are. 

AA. Type well fixed. 

B. Rays cut, or imbricated. 
White. 

Guiding Star. ‘The nearest to pure white in this class that I know of. 
There is a little yellow at the base of each ray which ought to be eliminated 

to make the variety entirely perfect. 

BB. Rays not cut, or imbricated. 

C. Colors single. 
Orange. 

Kleine Domitea. Early, prolific. 

Scarlet Orange. 

Vivid. Perhaps the most intense and brilliant color of all tried last year ; 
not as productive as the average pompon in 1896. Possibly the color is nearer 

to pure scarlet than scarlet orange. 

CC. Colors, two or more. 

Whitish, shading to crimson. 

Little Najade. Recommended chiefly because very early and very pro- 

lific. In small collections the choice would be merely one of preference of 

color between this and Aleganta. 
Pinkish. 

Eleganta. Face shades of jacqueminot (Kohn), reverse pink (Mathews). 

The nearest approach to a pure pink I know of in this class, taking 4. D. 

Livoni as the standard of pure pink among dahlias. 

SECTION III. LARGE-FLOWERING VARIETIES. 

A. Leaflets deeply lobed. 
White, margined red. 

Fern-Leaved Beauty. Flowers too few, and small for an ideal commer. 

cial variety. This isof the greatest interest to the amateur and plant-breeder. 

Habit dwarf. Suitable for bedding. 

AA. Leaflets of the common type 7. ¢., not deeply lobed. 
B. Colors single. 

White 

Purity. The nearest to pure white in this class, that we had. Thereis a 

slight amount of yellow at the base of each ray which tones the general effect 

very slightly and should be eradicated from the ideal white. Early, prolific, 

and habit ideal. Excellent for cutting. 
White, suffused blush pink. 

Ruth. The pinkish tinge is so faint as to allow the flower to pass for a 
white at a little distance. In small collections it would be an equal choice 
with Purity. Must be distinguished from Miss Ruth. 
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Yellow. 

Pluton. Very early and very prolific, far more so than any other yellow 

dahlia of the old school in trial of 1896. Rather formal and stiff. For some 

reason it was often not double enough with us to be entirely globular. 
Buff. 

Crown Prince. Flowers very large, late, and rather few. The plant was 

one of the very tallest. Foliage very coarse. 

Pink. 

Livoni A. DY. Pure pink with no trace of a secondary color. Flowers 

medium sized, profuse. /¢thel Vick seems to be exactly the same thing. 
Scarlet. 

Blaine James G. Flowers early, very large, and very profuse, Great 

size does not seem to bring coarseness or vulgarity. 

Purple. 

Flonest John. A peculiar shade, not the ordinary purple. Early, very 

prolific. Habit very good. This is avery attractive variety and most people 
like it. 

Salmon. 

Askins, Mrs. Reverse salmon pink; flowers sometimes freaked with 

pinkish rays ; late and rather few blooms in 1896; described by Wilmore as 
“deep fawn.”’ 

BB. Colors two. 

C. Both colors on some of the rays. 

White and lilac. 

Alexis, Grand Duke. Tate and scanty bloom in 1896; this is well worth 

the having for amateurs even if there should be only two or three flowers ; 

I know of no other dahlia having this particular form ; inner rays tipped 
lilac. 

CC. Both colors on all rays. 

D. Shaded ; 7. e. colors about equally divided between lower and upper 
half of face of each ray, 

Purple and magenta. 

Ruby Queen. Purple madder brown shading to dark purple and magenta; 

The coloring is very rich and bears close inspection ; it was very attractive 
and made about an equal number of friends and foes in 1896. 

DD. Variegated ; i. e., streaked and dotted. 

Yellow, streaked cardinal. 

Bolton, Rev. C. W. Very early and very prolific; flowers borne well 

above the dwarf, compact, bushy foliage, on long slender stems suitable for 

cutting. Easily the best variegated dahlia of the globular type in the trial 

of 1896. 

Straw, streaked magenta. 

Fawcett, Lucy. “Early; prolific; tall and suitable for cutting. There are 

really two secondary colors beside the straw-colored ground and sometimes 

the flowers come ‘‘ solid ’’ in either of these secondary colors ; these varia- 
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tions have been saved and perpetuated. The variability is one of the good 

features of this variety for amateurs. 

! Maroon. 

Sladden, John. Very dark maroon. This gave few and late blooms in 

1896 at the Cornell Experiment Station. If I could have only two dark 

colored flowers of the globular type I should select Yonest John as being 

dwarfer, earlier and more productive. 

DDD. Margined. 

White, margined, cherry red. 
American Flag. Flowers never more than medium sized, and not early 

in 1896. Moderately productive. Type pretty well fixed ; well named and 

always attracts attention. 

SECTION Iv. CACTUS VARIETIES. 

A. Flower stems drooping. 

Yellow. 

Lemon Giant, Light yellow ; flowers very large ; flower stems very long, 

slender and naturally drooping. 
AA. Flower stems erect. 

B. Colors single. 

White. 

Peart, Mrs. A. See Fig. 24. 

White. 
Patrick, Henry. ‘This was late and produced many imperfectly blown 

flowers. Harry Freeman, which Turner, 1896, p. 20, says isan improvement 

on Henry Patrick was a week later and otherwise much the same as regards 

flowering. The habit is different. No small garden needs both. 

Scarlet. 
Kynerith, Dark scarlet, edged cardinal. 

Scarlet. 

Agnew, Wm. Scarlet toned with an infusion of scarlet orange. Much 

earlier than its class and prolific ; color very brilliant in sunshine or shade. 
Redder than the variety Orange Scarlet. 

Salmon. 

Michell, Henry G. Reddish salmon ; flowers very large. 

Salmon. 

Little Cactus.. Was the dwarf habit and small flowers of a pompon but 

hardly sufficient profuseness. Seems to have possibilities for the plant- 
breeder. 

Red. 
Black Prince. The darkest red I know. Form peculiar and interesting. 

The rays are like the sides and bottom of a long slender box. 

Magenta. 

Rosacactus. (Deegen, 1892, p. 5, No. 4019.) Rosy magenta, a color dis- 
pleasing to some, Early and very prolific. Flowers very large and very 
few imperfectly blown. 
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Maroon. 

Bragg, John. Purple madder brown ; usually described as dark maroon, 

nearly black. 

JTatchless. Velvety maroon. 

BB. Colors two or more. 
Red and White. 

Maid of Kent. ‘The shade of red is between scarlet and cardinal. It 

shades through pink to a brilliant white. The texture and luster are very 

remarkable. Form about half way between the globular and cactus type. 

Salmon and pink. 
Oban. Salmon and crimson pink, iridescent, a peculiar and delicate com- 

bination of colors. Described by Peacock as rosy lavendar, overlaid delicate 

silvery fawn. The variety sent as Ernst Kelway was identical with this, 
Lady Marsham is similar but has more of the rose color. 

Pink and white. 
Nymphea. Shell pink, inner rays at times nearly white. Sometimes — 

slightly fragrant. These flowers in a vase are often compared to water-lilies, 

It is perhaps the most famous of American varieties and has had much to do 

with bringing about a revival of interest in dahlias. 

WILHELM MILLER. 
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HONORABLE COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE, ALBANY. 

Siy :—The very commonest and most urgent question which the 

farmers ask of us is how to tell what fertilizer their land needs ; and 

this is the very question which cannot be answered save by get- 

ting the answer directly from the very soil and the very crop of 

which the knowledge is wanted. This means that the farmer 

must experiment and observe. How much good he may derive 

from this experiment will depend upon how accurate he is, and 

especially upon how much he knows about soils and the require- 

ments of plants. In all our extension teaching, we have found 

no specific need so great amongst the grown-up farmers as the 

means of answering the question of how to fertilize the land. This 

little paper will put the diligent farmer in the way of finding out ; 
and it is hopefully submitted as one of the bulletins of the Ex- 

periment Station Extension, or Nixon, bill. 
lL. H. BAILEY. 



Plan of a set of plats upon which the farmer may ask the soil and the plant 
what fertilizers are needed : 

x | S plat. 

2| Kplat. 20 lbs. muriate of potash. 

3.| Nplat. 20 1bs. nitrate of soda, or 4o lbs. tankage or dried blood. 

cin § 20 lbs. muriate of p tash, 20 Ibs. muriate of potash, 
4| KN plat. | 20 lbs. nitrate of soda; os 40 lbs, tankage, etc. 

5 | Oplat. No fertilizer. 

40 lbs. plain superphosphate with 
6) P plat. 15% phosphoric acid. 

+ 20 lbs. muriate of potash, 
7° EOP Plat, 40 lbs. superphosphate. 

20 Ibs. nitrate of soda, 40 lbs. tenkage, ete., 
8 | NK P plat. | 20 lbs. muriate of potash, or 20 Ibs. muriate of potash, 

40 lbs. superphosphate ; 40 lbs. superphosphete. 

bene eae 20 Ibs. nitrate of soda, .,. f 40 lbs. tankage, etc., 
7 | se 40 lbs. superphosphate; | 40 lbs. superphosphate. 

Size of plats 1-10 acre. Upon each plat the same crop is to be grown, care 
being taken that the seed is pure and that each plat receives exactly the same 
amount of seed. 

(S, stable manure; K, potash; N, nitrogen; P, phosphoric acid; O, no 
fertilizer ). 



HOW TO CONDUCT FIELD EXPERIMENTS 
WITH FERTILIZERS. 

Water and its constituents hydrogen and oxygen, and carbon, 

nitrogen, phosphoric acid, potash and lime are the chief compo- 

nents of every crop that the farmer or the horticulturist produces. 

If the quantity that the crop can get of any one of them is too 

small for the making of a good yield, the yield will not be suf- 

ficient no matter how much there may be ofall the others. Ifthe 

quantity of any one of them is more than enough for a good yield, 

it is only foolishness to supply any more of that substance in fer- 

tilizers. The supply of water and its constituents, and of carbon, 

are practically beyond the control of the crop-grower except in so 
far as water may here and there be supplied by irrigation, or 

may everywhere be conserved by shallow surface tillage properly 

managed. Thesupplyof lime is usually large enough in ordinary 

arable soils. Therefore only nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash 

are left to be looked after ; these, as every consumer of commercial 

fertilizers knows, are the things that he pays for in whatever of 

these fertilizers he buys. 

By the introduction of leguminousplants, such as clover, vetch, 

lupine, peas, beans and the like, into his rotations, he may save 

himself from the necessity of buying so much nitrogen as he might 

otherwise have to get in order to preserve the proper balance of 

the plant-foods in his soils. These crops, as almost every farmer 

knows, can get a part of their nitrogen from the air; and they will 

in general get more of it from the air and less from the soil the 

poorer the soil is in available nitrogen, and the richer it is within 

certain limits in potash and phosphoric acid. 

Every ordinary arable soil has far more than enough of nitro- 
gen, phosphoric acid and potash for the production of a good 

many crops ; and yet there are many such soils which will not 

yield paying crops unless fertilized with one or more of these very 

same plant-foods. 

It may be taken for granted that an acre of every such soil con- 

tains in the uppermost twelve inches at least 5,600 lbs. of nitro- 
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gen, 5,000 of potash and 3,800 of phosphoric acid. These quan- 

tities are from 50 to 500 times greater than those sold off the farm 

in any crop, There is at least 50 times as much nitrogen in such 

a soil as is sold in any part of any crop, and much oftener 100 or 

even 200 times as much. There is at least 100 times as much 

potash as is carried off the farm in any part of a crop sold, and 
oftener 500 times as much. Similar figures might be given for 

phosphoric acid. Why, then, must we fertilize our soils, in one 
way or another ? 

The one most important reason is that these plant-foods in the 

soil are for the most part in an insoluble, or as very commonly 

said, unavailable form, and that they usually become available 

only little by little each year. That they do thus become gradu- 

ally available, is clearly shown by some of the experiments of 

Lawes and Gilbert, of England ; some of their plats have yielded 

crops of wheat and other cereals now for fifty years and more, 

without any manure. 

It may be, however, that one of these foods does become ay sil- 

able year by year in large enough quantities to contribute its 

share towards a good yield of some crop, provided that there is 

enough ofthe other two, but that there is in fact not enough of 
the other two ; or it may be that enough of two of the foods will 

become available fast enough each season fora good crop, but that 

the other one will not; there will be only a poor crop in either 

case. 

There are cases in which it would be only folly, with some thou- 

sands of pounds of the one or the two foods in the soil, and in 

such a condition that the crop grown on it can get all it needs for 
a good yield, (at least for one year, and probably for the next year, 

and even for a few years more), to buy these foods in commercay 

manure ; nor would it be the height of wisdom to keep putting 

them on the soil year after year in stable manure, since that also 

contains the three foods under consideration, as well as other use- 

ful substances. 

There are thevefore two ways of using manures of any kind, 

séable or commercial. One may he called the blind and unbusi- 

ness-like way, the other the sharp and business-like way. We 

will consider only the second way. 
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The man who follows this second way, realizes that it may not be 

necessary to supply every crop on every soil with all three of the 

plant-foods mentioned above. . He knows that different crops, 
while needing all these foods do not need the same quantities of 

all of them; he may suppose that this soil or that soil on 

his farm will yield an ample supply of one or two of these foods 

for as big a crop of some one kind as he wants to get, and he 

realizes that it may be profitable for him to find out what the real 

state of the case is. 

The only way to get this information is the way by which 

pretty much all that we know about agriculture has been learned— 

by experiment. The crops that it is most profitable for him to raise 

must be fed, on the soil upon which he wants to raise them, with 

these three plant-foods, one by one, and with mixtures of them in 

the four combinations only that are possible. This is no easy 
road to learning; but for an intelligent farmer who has any dis- 

position at all to study his business it will be pleasant work, and 
will put some variety into his otherwise too monotonous occupa- 

tion. 
I propose, then, to give full and simple directions for making 

these experiments in as reliable a manner as possible, and with 

the least possible expense and labor. 

The selection of the field.—The field should be as uniform in 

character throughout as possible, and should have borne the same 

crop all over, at least in the preceding year, and should have been 

manured alike all over for that crop. If the field has been pretty 

well exhausted by a three or four-year rotation, more decisive re- 

sults will probably be obtained than if it is in good condition. 

If not level or nearly so the slope should be as uniform as prac- 

ticable. The underdrainage should be at least fairly efficient and 

uniform. The field upon which it may be most desired to make 

the experiment may not meet all these requirements ; but it is 

probable that a fair approach to it can be made in most parts of 

this state. 

The size, shape and arrangement of the plats,—The size should 

depend on the uniformity of the soil; fora very large field, and 

not fairly alike in the character of the soil and previous manuring 
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and cropping, larger plats would be advisable than for a smaller 
field of even character. The size of the plat must be determined 

also by the kind of crop that is to be experimented with. For a 

vineyard it should be larger than for corn; and for corn larger 
than for wheat or any similar sowed crop. 

Long and narrow plats are generally considered as better than 
square ones, or broad and short ones. One advantage gained by 

long and narrow plats is that if there is unlikeness in strips across 

the field, all the plats can be laid out so as torun across those 
unlike strips ; all the plats will then gain or lose alike. 

The best arrangement, then, is to have plats as narrow as they 

can be and still carry a reasonable number of rows of the crop, 
and, unless the field is too large, extending from one side to the 

other, and across all unlike strips. Such an arrangement would 

reduce the labor of planting and tillage to a minimum, besides 

securing the probable advantage of greater evenness in results. 

A set of plats seventeen and one-half feet wide would carry 

five rows of corn or potatoes, with three and one-half feet 

between the rows; there would then be three rows to harvest for 

the measurement of the crop, the two outside rows being rejected. 

For cereals, as wheat, rye, barley and oats, plats as wide as could 

be sown with the drill, with two or three feet vacant spaces 

between the plats, would answer. For small fruits, plats carry- 

ing three rows should be taken, the fruit of the inner row only 
being harvested for the measurement of the crop. 

The fertilizers.—For phosphoric acid use what is called plain 

superphosphate. Dissolved bone black comes nearest to this of 

any fertilizer in the market. One responsible firm guarantees its 

dissolved bone black to contain sixteen to eighteen per cent of 
available phosphoric acid. 

For fotash use the high-grade muriate, which is always of good 

quality when obtained from reputable dealers. Only in excep- 

tional cases would it be better to use the more expensive sulfate. 

For zztrogen, wherever the fertilizer can be applied as a top 

dressing on the growing crop in early spring and again in early 

summer, use nitrate of soda, the cheapest nitrogen fertilizer on the 

market. Butif for any reason it is impracticable to apply the 

nitrogen in this manner, use fine ground tankage or dried and 
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ground blood and meat ; the former is a little cheaper. Either of 

them can be mixed with the phosphate and the potash and applied 

at the time when the seed is put in the ground, or earlier. 

The quantity of the fertilizer to be applied.—A liberal dressing 

will be more likely to give a decisive answer to the question put 

by the experiment than a scanty dressing will. I would recom- 

mend the following quantities per acre: of nitrate of soda, 400 

pounds, or of tankage or dried blood used instead of nitrate of soda, 

6co pounds; of plain superphosphate, 800 pounds; of muriate 

of potash, 800 pounds. The fertilizers should be dry and finely 

powdered, and if applied together should be first very thoroughly 

mixed. 

The cultivation of all the plots of the same set should beas nearly 

alike as possible. Therefore the whole of that portion of the field 

selected for any one set of experiments should be plowed and other- 

wise prepared for fertilizing and seeding on the same day ; all the 

fertilizer that is to be applied and the seed should be put 
in on the same day. If nitrate is to be used as a top dressing 
it should be applied on all the plots of a set on the same day 

Each cultivating or hoeing of the plots of one set should be done. 

and the crop of all the plots of a set should be harvested, on the 

same day. As soon as practicable after every rain, every plat 

should be surface stirred to the depth of two or three inches, in 
order to conserve the moisture. 

All these directions being followed, differences between the 

yields of different plats, due to any other causes than differences 

in the fertilizing, will be reduced toa minimum, and the results 

due to differences in fertilizing will be likely to come out more 

clearly. 

The number of plats for ‘one complete set of experiments and 

the manner of fertilizing them is shown in the diagram at the 

beginning of this bulletin; the size of the plat is supposed to be 

one-tenth of an acre. The abbreviations used are K for potash, 

P for phosphoric acid, N for nitrogen, O for no fertilizer, and 

S for stable manure, if it is desired to have a plat so ferti- 
lized in order to show whether there is profit in using any com- 

bination of commercial manures instead of the home-made product. 

For the sake of economy in cost of fertilizers and labor, the 
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size of the plats can be reduced to one-twentieth of an acre; if 

the field is fairly uniform in character, the results with smaller 

plats might be just as reliable as those with larger plats. Of 

course only half as much otf each fertilizer will be required on 

plats half as large as those indicated in the diagram. 

The growing crops should be looked over from time to time, 

and a record should be kept of any differences observed between 

the different plats, of attacks of insect pests or of fungous dis- 

eases. A record of the weather should be kept. 

The harvesting of the crop.—In carrying out this part of the 

work, allowance must be made for the possible growth of the roots 

of one row into the feeding-ground of the adjoining rows; thus 

the outside row of one plat may steal food from the next plat that 

was not intended for it ; hence the directions to exclude the two 

outside rows of each plat, one on one side and the other on the 

other side, and not to include the crop of those rows in the har- 

vest measured, are important. Since this cannot be done conven- 

iently with wheat and other small grains, it is recommended to 

leave vacant spaces of two feet between the plats. 

In measuring the crop, due credit should be given for every 

part of it that can be utilized in any way ; if corn, not only the 

seed, but the stalks ; if wheat, oats, etc., the straw as well as the 

seed ; if potatoes, of course only the tubers. 

The results.—In spite of all the care that may be taken in car- 

rying out these soil tests, irregularities will appear in the results, 

sometimes so great that it is not easy to decide what their real 

meaning is; weather, soil, tillage and fertilizer work together 

for the making of the crop on each of the plats. All the plats 

suffer alike in bad weather and rejoice alike in good weather; the 

tillage has been the same for all the plats; all the plats were 

planted on the same day ; only the fertilizing is different, because 

we madeit so. The soil we suppose to be at least fairly uniform 

throughout ; if, however, it does differ seriously from end to end 

of the field, all our long and narrow plats run across these irregu- 

larities and should be affected alike by them. 

There may, however, be differences not easy to detect in the 

soil of different plats, by which the growth on one plat may be 

specially favored, or by means of which the fertilizer may be bet- 
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ter utilized. Whatever the reasons may be they will tell upon 

the results but will make less trouble for us the more careful we 

are as to everything that we can control. 

It is possible by a careful study of the results to correct some of 

the discrepancies. A few years ago a German agricultural chem- 

ist proposed a method for making such corrections by which the 

results could be evened up and made to show much more clearly 

what the soil and crop experimented upon require in the way of 
plant-food. The explanation of this method could not be made 
clear without illustrations, and such illustrations would be 

more interesting if drawn from actual experiments carried out in 

this country. 

The writer of this paper will be glad to correspond with any 

farmers or horticulturists of this state who are disposed to try this 

method of field experiments, and answer any questions about the 

matter, go over the results obtained, apply the corrections accord- 

ing to the method above mentioned, and finally to issue in 
another bulletin early next year an account of all the experiments 

reported to him. G. C. CALDWELL. 
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POTATO CULTURE. 

Many experiments have been conducted by different experiment 

stations to determine the fertilizers best adapted to potatoes, 
various varieties have been tested, but comparatively little work 

has been done to determine the possibility of making available the 

potential plant-food already in the soil and to determine the 

effects of extra good tillage upon crop production. That the 

average yield of potatoes in New York is far below what it should 

be is shown by the last United States Census Report, in which the 

yield is given as 68.8 bushels peracre. In 1895, a most favorable 

year for potatoes, theaverage yield for thestate was about 122 bushels 

per acre. With a view to determine the effects of tillage upon 

crop production the following experiment was planned. 

The land selected for the work was a gravelly soil which had 

been subjected to a regular four-years’ rotation, consisting of 

wheat, clover, corn and oats. In 1894, the land was all planted 

tocorn. This corn land was fertilized with barn manure applied 

during the fall and winter of 1893-4 at the rate of about 10 tons 

per acre. In the spring of 1895 there were measured off 46 one- 

twentieth acre plats, and a portion of these plats was selected as 

the ones upon which to conduct an experiment in potato culture. 

*The land was prepared for planting as follows: All plats were 

plowed late in the fall of 1894 after the corn was removed. In 

the spring, all plats were gang-plowed about May ist, and the 

ground thoroughly harrowed, marked and furrowed with a double 

mold board plow and planted to potatoes May 3d and 4th. It 

should be remembered that this ground was a loose, open soil, and 

that before planting it was most thoroughly fitted. No amount 

of after tillage can ever make reparation for the failure to fit the 

ground properly before planting. Fig. 33 shows the gravelly 

nature of the soil. The photograph was taken in the fall of 1896 

after the potatoes had been harvested This was the second time 

the field had been raked over and the stones removed. 

*Prof. Geo. C. Watson was in immediate charge of the work in 1895. 
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The record of planting for 1895 is as follows: 

May 3, planted plats 21 and 22 to Rural New Yorker No. 2. 

May 4, planted plats 23 and 24 to Orphan potatoes. 

May 4, planted plats 25 and 26 to Rural New Yorker No. 2. 

May 4, planted plats 27 and 28 to American Wonder potatoes. 

The potatoes used for seed were large marketable ones and 

were cut to one strong eye to the piece and planted in rows 3% 

feet apart with the pieces 14 inches apart inthe row. They were 

covered with a hoe to the depth of about four inches. The first 

cultivation was on May 10 with a Breed’s weeder. It may 

be said that on this gravelly, loose soil, such an implement did 

good work, while on soils containing a large percentage of clay its 

work was not as satisfactory with us. 
The second cultivation was given on May 17, when the spike- 

tooth harrow was used on all the plats. The importance of this 

early tillage before the potatoes are up can hardly be too highly 

estimated. Thespring rains form a crust on the surface which 

needs to be broken up, innumerable small weeds which are just 

showing themselves through the soil are killed, a surface earth 

mulch is established which serves to prevent the loss of moisture 

by evaporation, and in many ways this harrowing of the ground 

before the potatoes show themselves is most beneficial to the suc- 

cess of the crop. Again on May 23, May 29 and June 6, all 

potato plats were cultivated with a spring-tooth cultivator. It 

will be noticed that up to this time the plats have been treated 

alike and already given as many cultivations as the potato crop 

ordinarily receives. From this time the tillage of the various plats, 

for comparison, varied in frequency. The complete record of 

the cultivation given is as follows : 
May 3 and 4, all plats planted. 

May 10, all plats cultivated with Breed’s weeder. 

May 17, all plats harrowed with spike-tooth harrow. 

May 23, all plats cultivated with spring-tooth cultivator. 

May 29, all plats cultivated with spring-tooth cultivator. 

June 6, all plats cultivated with spring-tooth cultivator. 

June 17, plats 21, 23, 25 and 27 cultivated. 

June 24, all plats cultivated. 

July 2, plats 21, 23, 25 and 27 cultivated. 
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July 9, all plats cultivated. 

July 15, plats 21, 23, 25 and 27 cultivated. 

July 23, all plats cultivated. 

July 29, plats 21, 23, 25 and 27 cultivated. 

August 5, all plats cultivated. 

The tillage continued until the vines so covered the space 

between the rows that the cultivator could no longer be used with- 

out injuring the foliage. 

The following table shows the results obtained from the differ- 

ent plats. 

CULTURE EXPERIMENTS—POTATOES. 

| 

1895. Gita inaaneit oe 

"Plat No. 21... 13 | 378 
Plat No. 22... 9 | 4°5 
Plat Noy23-..- 13 319 
Plat Woes. 9 414 
Plat No. 25... 13 | 304 
Plat No. 26... 9 | 311 
Plat No, 27... 13 350 
BlatiNos 28:50 9 330 

The average from plats given thirteen cultivations was 337.5 

bushels per acre. The average for nine cultivations was 367.5. 

As has been mentioned, this year was especially favorable for po- 

tatoes and the average for the state was extra high, being 122 

bushels per acre. 

In 1896, the experiment was continued. The adjoining plats 

selected were a part of the series which had been planted to corn in 

1894 and 1895. After the corn was harvested, all plats weredrilled 

to wheat as acovercrop. This wheat made fair growthand when 

plowed under in the spring added s»me humus to the soil. Other 
than this no fertilizer or manure was used, and two crops of corn 

had already been removed since a light application of barn 

mauure was made. ‘That the results might be of more value, it 

was decided to give to some of the plats only ordinary tillage, to 

other plats extra good tillage and to others excessive tillage. 
The record of the preparation of the soil for the potato crop of 

1896 is as follows: The plowing was done as early in the spring 
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as the condition of the soil would permit and the land was imme- 

diately harrowed and rolled. Before planting, the Acme harrow 

was used to pulverize and loosen the surface soil. Rows were 

laid off at distances of 31% feet and opened with a double mold- 

board plow. The seed was from selected stock and was cut so 

that two or three eyes were on each piece. More care was 

taken to have each piece of potato of good size than to have a 

certain number of eyes to each piece. Seed was dropped at 

distances of 14 inches in the row and covered with a cultivator 

to a depth of about 4 inches. All plats were planted May 9 and 

harvested October 9. The complete record of the plats will be 

seen in the table below. 

The first tillage was given May 20, before the potatoes were up, 

when all plats were thoroughly harrowed with the spike-tooth 

harrow. The cultivation was continued until August 6, at which 

time the vines so covered the space between the rows that tillage 

could no longer be continued without producing serious injury. 

RECORD OF POTATO PLATS FOR 1896. 

Date of | No. of |Date of | Yield per | 
Plat | plant- |cultiva-| dig- acre. REMARKS. 
No.| ing. | tions. | ging. | Bushels. c 

| Fertilized with 200 lbs. muriate of 
6|May 9} 7 |Oct. 9) 318.2 potash and 300 lbs. of acid phosphate. 

7 | “ |e 310.5 |Fertilized with 200 Ibs. sulphate of 
potash and 300 lbs. of acid phosphate | 

8 ce 7 | ac 350.3 

Oak vate II a 338.1 Comparable. 
TO) 2 © 3 “s 280. 

se }- ce 

Do ae i ie irre Pecorino Coc 
| vt Ne (ome ies 334. | Variety test. 

a i Fertilized with 200 lbs. of muriate of | 
| 29 7 360.6 potash and 300 lbs. of acid phosphate. | 
| } ays - 

“ “ Fertilized with 2co lbs. of sulphate of. 39 | vi ioe | P 
333°5 potash and 300 lbs. of acid phosphate. | 

21 | “e 7 “ 346.5 ) 

32 es Ir | ‘* | 339. | >Comparable. 

ah Br sjovtyy |e2g5-8 | 

Those marked ‘‘ comparable’’ are to be studied for the effect 

of tillage only. 
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In addition to the cultivation which was given these plats they 

were sprayed four times, once with Bordeaux mixture* alone and 

three times with a Bordeaux and Paris Green mixture. 

In addition to the series of plats, a measured acre was selected 

which had been in timothy and clover the previous year, The 

soil was a clay loam and during the winter of 1895-6 was given a 

light top-dressing of barn manure. In the spring the coarse 

material was raked off with a horse rake, and the land was fitted 

and planted to Rural New Yorker No. 2 potatoes. ‘This acre 

received six cultivations and gave a yield of 314 bushels. 

AVERAGE YIELD PER ACRE FOR 1895. 

Plats receiving 13 cultivations, . -. . 337.5 bushels. 
ce 9 ce : bs ts 207. 5 ce 

AVERAGE YIELD PER ACRE FOR 1896. 

Plats receiving 11 cultivations, . . . 335.9 i 
* Fi zis 99-4 Hela phee ences ss 

ce cc 3 ce ' ‘| i 53 275 : 2 «¢ 

The one-acre field, 6 cultivations, . . 314. si 
Fertilized plats receiving 7 cultivations, 330.7 

Average yield per acre for New York state 
(United States Census), 1890, . - - 68.8 * 

Average yield per acre for New York 
state, 1895)... si b22s re 

Average yield per acre : for all plats and the 
one acre at Cornell eagle for 1895 
Fl yg te [1 8 gee Aap ee Bac oie rt ‘ Geel Bagaae 

From these results we are led to conclude that in potato raising 

the matter of tillage is too often neglected. The results ob- 

tained two years in succession without any application of fertil- 

izer show that the average yield of New York state is far below 

what it need be. The soil on which these experiments were con- 

ducted was not more rich in plant-food than the ordinary soils. 

The average analyses of forty-nine soils shows the following 

amount of potential plant-food to be contained in an acre to the 

depth of eight inches :7 

ce 

* The Bordeaux mixture was made as follows: Copper sulphate 6 pounds, | 
quick lime 4 pounds, water 45 gallons. 

+ For more extended soil analyses see Roberts’ ‘‘ The Fertility of the Land.” 
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Phosphoric acids hse ae led: 4,219 lbs. 
INGtrometiyy S65 Sadr thet Lhe tle ( BOsR le 
Pabasly Soluce, erm Ea LO, Bar re 

An analysis of the soil from the plats on which the potatoes 

were grown shows the following amounts of potential plant-food 

per acre to the depth of one foot : 

Phosphoric’acid,)+ )) ache Nat 357 8q Ibs: 
DVACE OREM hye) evade hah as tie a dee TE op 
12) ETS TG SOP” IQ gh ge MN 9 oe 

This computed to a depth of eight inches, for comparison with 

the previous analysis given, shows the following amounts: 

Phosphoric acids) 12> Ny Ob Jie ees 
Nitrogen, poche) att GONE Le ta een Re 
PAO EASHe esate Su cae Tae Stak oa SOA eh 

It will thus be seen that with a soil containing little more than 

half the amount of potential plant-food ordinarily contained in 

soils, a yield was secured from three to four times the average 

yield of the state. 

The fact has been mentioned that this soil was gravelly. In 

securing a sample for analysis we found in the surface foot 56.79 

per cent of material fine enough to pass through a sieve of 18 

meshes io the inch, and 41.85 per cent of gravel which would 

not pass through the sieve. The loss due to drying and waste 

was 1.36 per cent. 

In the ordinary analysis of soils the gravel is not taken into 

consideration and only that part is now analyzed which passes 

through a sieve of 50 meshes to the inch. To determine more 

fully what potential plant-food was in the land, it was decided to 

analyze the gravel, or that portion which failed to pass through a 

sieve of 18 meshes to the inch. The result of the analysis showed 

the following amounts of potential plant-food locked up in the 

gravel of a surface foot of one acre of the land: 

Phosphoric acid, »! i214 ieegtaiit).44e08.8) lbs: 
Potash, Ba 11,329.8 ‘ 

The manipulation that was necessary to cause the soil to pass 

through the sieve also broke down some of the gravel. It was 

found after sifting all the soil out that by working the remain- 

ing gravel with the hand a portion of it was so rotten that it 
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was easily disintegrated and fined, thus bringing into a more 

available condition its mineral fertilizing elements. By the fre- 

quent tillage given to the plats not only was nitrification pro- 

moted, but the mineral elements were partly liberated and made 

more available for the plant’s use. 

In a soil analyzing about one-half of the average in fertility, 

enough plant-food was liberated and made available by means of 

tillage alone to insure a vigorous plant growth. This partially 

explains why the application of chemical fertilizers on plats 6 and 

7 and 29 and 30 failed to give any marked beneficial result. Itis 

probable that had there been more moisture in the soil better 

results would have been shown from the fertilized plats, but under 

the existing conditions the fertilizer was applied at a loss 

as far as any effect was evident on the yield of pota- 

toes. True, the fertilizers applied may be of some benefit to 

future crops, but the farmer can scarcely afford to purchase high- 

grade chemicals and apply them to his soil except for their imme- 
diate benefit to the succeeding crop, as it is well known that they 

become less readily available for the plant’s use after having been 

in the soil for a considerable time. While this is true of the min- 

eral fertilizers, it is more especially true of the nitrogenous, for if 

the most readily available form of nitrogen is applied, as in 

nitrate of soda, that portion of the nitrogen which is not made 

use of quickly by growing plants may be largely lost to the soil, 

being carried away by the drainage water. 

Shall the attempt be made, not only in potato culture, 

but with all farm crops, to substitute fertilizers for 

tillage? With potatoes at 25 cents per bushel and fertilizers 

at $25 per ton, is it good policy to purchase plant-food before an 

earnest effort has been made to utilize that vast store which nature 

has provided? If the effort has been made and the soil fails to 

respond Satisfactorily, then it is not only justifiable, but it may 

be a wise policy to supplement the stores of the soil with addi- 

tional readily available plant-food. ‘The low average yield of the 

state is not so much due to lack of plant-food as to deficiency of 

moisture. It has been estimated by Professor King* that for 

*The Soil, p. 155. 
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every ton of dry matter of potatoes produced there is required 

422.7 tons of water. In the case of the average yield for 1896 

with seven tillings when there was produced 343 bushels per 

acre, the amount of dry matter was 4,342.38 pounds, or 2.17 tons. 

To mature this amount would require some 917.25 tons of water. 

This was secured to the plants by early and deep plowing of the 

land to establish the earth mulch and to prevent loss of the spring 

rains, and then by frequent surface tillage the mulch was renewed 

to lessen the loss of moisture by evaporation. 

The conservation of moisture by frequent tillage cannot be 

too strongly enforced. The liberal application of fertilizers, or 

the presence of large amounts of readily available plant-food 

35.—Cultivator well suited to potato culture during earlier period of growth. 

will prove of but little value if the moisture supply is 

deficient. The old notion that tillage must cease as soon 

as the potatoes blossom, is wrong. It should be continued 

as late in the season as the growth of the vines will permit. 

As the tops spread out and begin to cover the space between the 

rows, they partially shade the soil and thus lessen the loss of 

moisture by evaporation. The cultivator should be narrowed 

and the middle of the open space kept covered with a loose earth 

mulch (Fig. 34). The implement best adapted to this work is 

one having many smill teeth so that it will leave the soil com- 

paratively level. (See Frontispiece.) Fig. 35 shows an imple- 
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ment well adapted to potato culture during the early part of the 

season. ‘The practice of cultivating potatoes once or twice and 

then finishing with the shovel plow, ridging the soil or hilling 

the potatoes, is most admirably adapted to hasten evaporation of 

the moisture and to produce a meagre crop, a large percentage of 

which is small and unmarketable. 

With an abundance of plant-food and moisture for complete 

growth, another requisite is a healthy foliage, and to secure this 

requires careful attention. The earliest pest in the season of 

1896 was the little flea beetles which made their appearance 

June 6. They work on the leaf and so puncture it that 

its vitality is injured and it is unable longer to properly per- 

form its functions. A thorough spraying with Bordeaux mixture 

put an end to their depredations. The potato beetles made their 

appearance in large numbers about June 23. The second spray- 

ing was with Bordeaux mixture and Paris green, four to six 

ounces of Paris green to 4o gallons of the Bordeaux mixture. 

This was put on most thoroughly by means of a force pump. 

The Bordeaux mixture served to prevent early blight and 

the Paris green destroyed the beetles. A third spraying was 
given July 16, the materials used being the same as in the pre 

vious case. The late blight was almost entirely prevented and 

the Paris green served its purpose in keeping the beetles in check. 

On one plat, sprayed with the Bordeaux mixture but once, the 

vines died from two to three weeks earlier than on plats that had 

been thoroughly treated. The fourth and final spraying was given 

August roth. Had this treatment not been given, increased 

tillage would probably have failed to produce such satisfactory 

results. The period of growth would have been lessened, the 

foliage would have been unhealthy, due to the attacks of blight 

and the flea beetle, and the potato beetles would have so 

destroyed the foliage that the manufacture of starch which goes 

on in the leaves in the presence of sunlight would virtually have 

stopped. The potatoes would have been but partially developed 

and inferior in quality, and instead of having only ten bushels of 

small ones to three hundred bushels of large ones, the percentage of 

small ones would probably have been greatlyincreased. It is the 

custom with some to plant their potatoes late in order to avoid the 
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ravages of the potato beetle, but the potato, except early varieties, 

in this latitude, needs the full season for its perfect development. 

It must be kept growing from start to finish and he who plants 

late to avoid the beetle is diminishing the yield very materially 

over what it would be were he to plant early, and then by spray- 

ing and by frequent tillage keep the plants in a healthy, growing 
condition until the potatoes are fully matured. 

The question will arise with many potato raisers, ‘‘ Will this 
extra care pay?’’ In 1895, the price for potatoes was almost 

unprecedently low, yet these, on account of fine quality and size, 

were sold directly from the field for 25 cents per bushel. The 

same thing was again true in the fall of 1896, and the average 

gross receipts from all plots, including the one-acre field, was 

more than $80.00 per acre. 
Within one mile of the University farm a man planted five 

acres to potatoes, and raised a total of 500 bushels, about 50 per 

cent of them small and unsalable, leaving a total of 250 bushels of 

marketable potatoes as the product of five acres. His soil was 

naturally more fertile than that ofthe University farm. The cost 

for plowing must have been about the same per acre, also the 

cost for seed and of planting and digging, and yet while his gross 

receipts were not more than $15 per acre the University receipts 

were $80.00 per acre. The problem for solution then is whether 

it is preferable to give superior tillage and careand harvest a crop 

of 300 bushels or more per acre or whether the potatoes shall be 
permitted to care largely for themselves and give a yield of from 

50 to 100 bushels per acre. From these experiments and inves- 
tigations in potato culture we have reached the following 

CONCLUSIONS: ° 

1. That most arable soils possess sufficient potential plant- 

food for a bountiful crop. 

2. The average yield for the state is not more than about one- 

third what it should be, and what it would be were proper 
methods of cultivation practiced. 

3. The low average in the state is due not so much to lack of 

potential plant-food as to the insufficient supply of moisture. 
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4. By frequent surface tillage, moisture may be conserved and 

potential plant-food made available. 

5. Commercial fertilizers should be used only when the soil 

fails to respond satisfactorily to tillage, or to supplement manures 

and cover crops and stores of plant-food already in the soil. 
6. Level culture is preferable to ridge or hill culture for con- 

serving moisture. Ridges should only be used when the object 

is to relieve the soil of moisture as in low, damp fields. 

7. All other requisites being present to insure a satisfactory 

crop, full success cannot be secured unless the foliage be kept 

healthy and intact. - 
I. P. ROBERTS. 

L. A. CLINTON. 
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CoRNELL UNIVERSITY, Ithaca, N. Y., March 20, 1897. 

HONORABLE COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE, ALBANY. 

S?v:—This paper completes our survey of the stone-fruit 
industries of western New York, and it is submitted as a bulletin 

under the Experiment Station Extension Law. It is unnecessary 

to make any extended discussion of the methods of the tilling and 

fertilizing of plum orchards, for these general subjects have been 
fully gone over in previous bulletins upon fruit-growing. For 

three years the writer has been studying the plum industry of 

western New York, and he has also had the advantage of two or 

three crops upon the young orchard of the Experiment Station. 

The chief value of the bulletin, however, lies in the account of 

varieties which has been contributed by S. D. Willard, of Geneva; 

and Mr. Willard has also been most generous of suggestions 
upon plum-growing in general, and upon many other subjects, for 

several years. In fact, there is no one fruit-grower in the state 

from whom the writer has learned so much as he has from Mr, 

Willard ; and it is therefore a satisfaction to be able to put on 
record some of the results of his long and profitable experience in 

the growing of plums for market. 

Pod. BAtLEy: 

The pictures of plums in this bulletin are all life size, unless 
otherwise stated in the legend. 
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NOTES UPON PLUMS. 

I. GENERAL REMARKS. 

Of all the important fruits, the common plum has the smallest 
American literature.* The time is perhaps not yet ripe for any 

extended treatise upon the plum, for ina large part of the country 

plum growing is yet in an experimental stage. In western New 

York, the business is reduced to a more definite and established 

basis than elsewhere in the country—unless possibly upon the 

Pacific coast—and a few notes upon this industry may therefore 

serve a useful purpose until a fuller treatise shall appear. 

The types of plums.—The plum industry is very complex, 

because so many distinct species are concerned in the genesis of 

the cultivated varieties. In this state, only the European or 

domestic plums are grown to any extent, except that the Japanese 

types are now attracting much attention ; yet it will be worth our 

while to get a broad view of the subject by fixing the general 

basis of the plum industry in our minds. The plums cultivated 
in the United States belong to the following groups :— 

I. Domestica or European types, Prunus domestica. Native to 

western Asia. Comprises the common or old-time plums, 

such as Green Gage, Lombard, Bradshaw, Yellow Egg, 

Damsons, and the like. The leading plums from Lake Mich- 

igan eastward and north of the Ohio, and on the Pacific 

slope. 

II. The myrobalan or cherry-plum type, Prunus cerasifera. 

Native to southeastern Europe or southwestern Asia. Much 

used for stocks upon which to bud plums, and also the par- 

ent ofa few named varieties, like Golden Cherry ; and DeCar- 

adeuc and Marianna are either oft shoots of it or hybrids be- 

tween it and one of the native plums. See Bulletin 38. 

III. Japanese types, Prunus triflora. Probably native to China. 

Thetypeseems to be generally adapted to the United States, and 

* The only American book I know devoted wholly to the plum is Eliphas 
Cope’s ‘‘Practical Treatise on Plum-Growing,’’ New Lisbon, O., 1888, 16 mo. 

PP- 45: 
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will certainly be of great value to both the south and north. 

See our Bulletins 62 and 106 for full accounts of these plums. 

IV. The Apricot or Simon plum, Prunus Simonit. Native to 

China. Widely disseminated in this country, but little grown 

except, perhaps, in parts of California. See our Bulletin 51. 

V. The Americana types, Prunus Americana. The common 

wild plum of the north, and extending westward to the Rocky 

Mountains and southward to the Gulf and Texas. Admir- 

ably adapted to climates too severe for the domestica plums, 

as the plains and the upper Mississippi valley. See our Bul- 

letin 38 for accounts of all the native plums. 

VI. The Wild Goose or hortulana types, Prunus hortulana. A 

mongrel type of plums, comprising such kinds as Wild 

Goose, Wayland, Moreman, Miner and Golden Beauty. No 

doubt hybrids of the last and the next. 

VII. The Chickasaw types, Prunus angustifolia (or P. Chicasa). 

Native to the Southern states, and there cultivated (from 

southern Delaware southwards) in such varieties as Newman, 

Caddo Chief, and Lone Star. 

VIII. The Sand plum, Prunus Watsonz. Nativeto Kansas and 

Nebraska. A bush-like species, little known in cultivation. 

A hybrid of this and the Western Sand Cherry is the Utah 

Hybrid Cherry. See our Bulletin 70. 

IX. The Beach plum, Prunus maritima. Native to the coast 
from New Brunswick to Virginia. Incultivation represented 

by the unimportant Bassett’s American; also as an orna- 

mental plant. 

X. The Pacific coast plum, Prunus subcordata. Native to Ore- 

gon and California. Sparingly known in cultivation, chiefly 

in the form known as the Sisson plum (var. Kelloggiz). 

With these ten types coming into cultivatlon in the rapidly 

enlarging fruit zones of our immense country, who can forsee 

what the final outcome as to types and varieties may be !* 

The remarks in the present paper are meant to apply only to 

the domestica and Japanese plums, chiefly to the former. In 

*¥or an historical and philosophical sketch of our plums, see Bailey, ‘“The 
Survival of the Unlike,’’ p. 418. 
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respect to varieties, it is difficult to make any classification of 

those of the domestica stock. Perhaps the best that could be 

done would be to make four loose groups, as follows: 
1. Damsons comprising very small firm plums of various colors, 

generally borne in clusters, the leaves mostly small. The 

run-wild plums of old roadsides and farmyards are mostly 

of the damson type. (Fig. 46 and title page.) 

2. The green gages, comprising various smallish, green or yel- 

low-green plums of spherical form and mostly of high quality. 

Reine Claude is the commonest representative of this group 

in this State. There seems to be no specific Green Gage 

generally propagated in this country. The name has now 

come to represent a class of plums. 
3. Large yellow plums, such as Coe’s Golden Drop, Washing- 

ton, and the like. 

4. Large colored plums, including the various red, blue and 
purple varieties, like the blue prunes, Lombard, Bradshaw, 

Quackenboss, etc. 
In respect to hardiness of the different types of plums, it may 

be said that at Cornell the Japanese and domestica varieties are 

about equally resistant to cold. Neither of them bore fruit last 

year, but the winter of 1895-6 was one of very unusual severity. 

The Americana types are very hardy. Fig. 37 shows sprigs of 

the three types taken at blossoming time in 1896. The upper 

shoot is Abundance (Japanese), the middle one Jefferson (domes- 

tica), and the lowest one Quaker (Americana). In the two first, 

the fruit-spurs were entirely killed. Although the Americanas 

are so very hardy, we do not recommend them for market culti- 

vation in western New York because they are inferior to the 

domesticas and the years are very seldom in which the domes- 

ticas are injured seriously by cold. 

The leading type of plum for western New York will no doubt 

always be the domesticas. The Japanese varieties are important 

because they add variety to the list, and especially because they 

are rich in very early kinds and the fruit is so firm that it carries 

well; aside from this, the trees are vigorous and very productive, 

and they are less liable to the attacks of the black-knot and the 

shot-hole fungus than the domesticas are. 
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The plum orchard.—Coming now to the general question of 

plum growing, it may be said that the plum is emphatically a 

special fruit; that is, it is one which does not have a regular 

standing in the market as pears, apples or even peaches have, 

but is more or less dependent for its sale upon the general supply 

of other fruits. In other words, it is a fruit of secondary import- 

37.—A condition, not a theory. Showing how the winter of 1895-6 used up 

the fruit-spurs of Japanese and domestica plums, but did not injure 
the Americanas. 

ance, so far as the market is concerned. ‘This being the case, it 

will readily be seen that it is not a dificult matter to overplant 

for the plum market. In western New York, the industry has 

been developed to a very important extent, but the production of 

fruit has probably not yet reached its zenith. Many of the 

orchards have been planted with no particular forethought, but 
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largely because some one else had done well with his plantation. 
It would be easy to figure up the prospective crops from the plum 

trees which are now growing in western New York and to see 

that the product would very likely over-stock the market. But 

it must be remembered that probably not more than half of these 

trees will ever produce full crops of fruit. The same remark will 

apply to any kind of fruit which is set in large quantities. The 

success of fruit-growing is so intimately connected with the 

thoroughness, care and business ability of the grower himself, 

that one can never prophesy what the results of any fruit industry 

are likely to be. In every fruit business there are likely to be a 

great many failures, from the commercial standpoint, and 

only a few pronounced successes. 

The plum thrives upon a variety of soils, but it generally does 

best when planted upon clay loam. It usually thrives best upon 

lands which are suited to pears, or upon the heavier lands which 

are adapted to apples. Yet there are many varieties which thrive 

well upon lands which are comparatively light and sometimes 

almost sandy. 

The stocks upon which plums are grown are very various. By 

far the greater number of the trees in the north are now grown 

upon the myrobalan stock, which is a species of rather 

slow-growing plum, native to southeastern Europe and south- 

western Asia. This is thestock which is sometimes recommended 

in the older fruit books for the making of dwarf trees ; but unless 

the top is kept well headed in, the trees generally make normal 

growth upon it. Trees grown upon this root are usually larger 

and finer at one or two years of age than those grown upon other 

plum stocks, and the probability is that they are nearly as useful 

from the grower’s standpoint as any other. However, there are 

some varieties which overgrow the myrobalan, and the stock is 

very likely to sprout from the ground and thereby cause trouble. 

I am convinced that the most ideal stock, from the standpoint of 

the grower, is the domestica plum itself, but it is more difficult to 

secure seeds of it, the stock is more variable and it is more likely 

to be injured in the nursery row by the leaf fungi; therefore, as 

a matter of practice, the myrobalan has very generally supplanted 

it. Inthe southern states the peach is largely used as a stock 
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upon which to grow plums and it seems to be gaining favor in the 

north. It is undoubtedly a very excellent stock for sandy lands, 

and, in fact, is probably more preferable for such lands than the 

myrobalan itself. Some varieties—of which the Lombard and 

French Damson are examples—do not take well upon the peach. 

The Japanese plums are commonly worked upon the peach stock 

and they seem to make an excellent union with it and to give 

every promise of being hardy anddurable. ‘The Marianna stock, 

which is much recommended in the south, has not found great 
favor in New York. 

Many of the varieties of plums are such slow and crooked grow- 

ers in the nurseries that it is advisable to graft them or bud them 

upon some strong and straight stock. ‘The Lombard is no doubt 

the best stock for this purpose which is now grown by nursery- 

men. Theold Union Purple is one of the very best of stocks, 

but it is not grown much at the present time. All such varieties 

as Reine Claude, German Prune, Copper, etc., are probably best 

when top-worked upon some such stock. 

Plum trees are usually planted when two years old from the 

bud, although some of the strong-growing kinds may be planted 

ata year old with the very best results. Asa rule, plum trees 

are planted about as far apart as peaches are, that is, from 15 to 

18 feet apart each way. Many growers prefer to plant them 

closer one way than the other and eventually to stop cultivation 

in one direction. If this system is used, they may be placed 18 
or 20 feet apart one way, and from 1o to 12 feet the other way. 

The trees are pruned in essentially the same way that apple trees 

are, when planted. It is generally advisable to start tops as low 

as possible and yet allow of the working of the curculio catcher 
below them. ‘This means that the limbs should start out from 

three or four feet above the ground. With the modern imple- 
ments and methods of tillage, there is no inconvenience in work- 

ing the land if tops are started as low as this. 
The subsequent pruning of the plum tree has no special difficul- 

ties. About four or five main limbs are allowed to form the 

framework of the top, and in most varieties, especially those 

which are not very tall growers, the central trunk or leader may 

be allowed to remain. ‘There is constant demand for information 
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as to whether young trees should be headed-in. ‘There can be no 

positive answer to this question. If the trees are growing very 

vigorously, so that they become too tall and whip-like, it is best 

to head them in; but it must be remembered that this redundant 

growth commonly ceases and the tree begins to spread when the 

bearing time arrives. If trees are making too vigorous growth, 

the real corrective of the difficulty is to stop the growth by with- 

holding fertilizers or cultivation rather than by heading-in the 

tree. Vigorous heading-in only makes the growth the stronger. 

All this isa very different matter from the customary heading-in 

of old trees. Some growers prefer to let a plum tree take its 
natural open, spreading growth, whilst others desire to keep it 
sheared in to allow the trees to be planted closer together and to 

keep the fruit nearer the center of the tree. This is very largely 

a matter of personal preference and there are probably no very 

decided advantages in either system when it is carried out system- 

atically and conscientiously. For myself, I believe that the 

heading-in of plum trees is practiced to too great an extent in 

western New York, but I should by no means be dogmatic in 

this opinion. It should be said that the plum tree will need 
pretty careful attention from year to year to keep the top in shape, 

to cut out and paint over all injured places and in other ways to 

protect the tree from accidents and from injuries of storm and 

insects. 

In common with all fruits, the plum demands good tillage and 

liberal feeding if satisfactory results are to be obtained. The 

extended remarks upon the tilling and fertilizing of fruit lands 

which are made in our Bulletins 72, 102, 103, and alsoin 119 and 

120, apply with full emphasis to the plum. Well-tilled trees 

should begin to bear when three years set, and, at eight and ten 

years of age, the prolific varieties should be bearing three bushels 

of first quality fruit in every good year. 

Insetis and diseases.—In respect to insects and diseases of the 

plum, it will not be necessary to say much upon this occasion. 

The black-knot is fully treated in our Bulletin 81. It is only 

necessary to say in passing that the knot is best kept in check by 

systematically cutting it out whenever it isseen. At all events, 

the grower should go over his orchard for it in the summer time 
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and again as soon as the leaves are off in the fall. If trees are 

thoroughly sprayed every year with Bordeaux mixture for the 

leaf-blight fungus, the black-knot will make comparatively few 

inroads into the orchard. 

The blight which causes the leaves to fall in August or Septem- 

ber is one of the most serious diseases of the plum orchard; but 

the disease can readily be kept in check by thorough spraying 

with Bordeaux mixture two or three times during the summer, 

We have found, at Ithaca 

that we can hold the leaves 

on until frost by sprayings 

which have begun about 

two weeks after the blos- 

soms fall, and repeated two 
or three times during the 

season. A somewhat full 

account of these experi- 

ments will be found in our 

Bulletin 86. 

The fruit-rot is another 
serious difficulty of the 

plum. This is the work of 
afungus. Many times the 

dead and dried fruit may be 

seen hanging upon the tree 

all winter, as shown in Fig. 
Se ; po eos =<] 38; andin such cases it is 

38.—Lrutt-rot of the plum. The upper very likely that the fruit- 

spur ts dead, probably killed by the spur will be killed as the up- 
Sungus. ‘ ‘ 

per one in the picture has 

been. In handling this disease, the first consideration is the fact 

that some varieties are much more susceptible to it than others 

are. The Lombard is one of the very worst. Again, if the fruit 

grows in dense clusters, the disease is more apt to be severe. 

The thinning of the fruit, therefore, is one of the very best preven- 

tives of the spread of the disease and at the same time, also, one 

of the most efficient means of increasing the size, quality and sala- 

bleness of the product. It may, therefore, be expected to pay in 
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two directions. ‘The specific treatment for the disease is to spray 
with Bordeaux mixture, applied in about the same manner as for 

the leaf-blight fungus. The treatment of this disease is more 

specifically explained in our Bulletin 86. 
The recent incursion of the plum scale in western New York, 

which has created so much alarm, is fully treated in our Bulletin 

83. This insect, although formidable, may be kept in check 

almost completely by thorough sprayings with strong kerosene 

emulsion in the winter time. 

There still remains the curculio, or the insect which is the par- 

ent of the worms in the fruit. A full report upon this insect may 

be expected at afuture time. It is enough for the present pur- 

pose to say that the mature beetle lays the eggsin the fruits when 

they are very small, usually beginning its work about as soon as 

the flowers fall. These eggs soon hatch and the little maggot 

bores into the fruit. ‘Those fruits which are attacked whilst very 

young ordinarily fall from the tree, but those which are attacked 

when they are half or more grown may adhere to the tree but 

are wormy and gummy at the picking time. The mature beetles 

are sluggish in the mornings and are easily jarred from the trees. 

Taking advantage of this fact, the fruit grower may jar them into 

sheets or a large canvas hopper which is wheeled from tree to 

tree upon a wheelbarrow-like frame and under the apex of which 

is a tin can into which the insects roll. One of these hopper 
machines is seen in Fig. 39. ‘There is a slit or opening in one side 

of the hopper which allows the tree to stand nearly in the middle 

of the canvas. The operator then gives the tree two or three 

sharp jars with a padded pole or mallet. The edges of the hop- 

per are then quickly shaken with the hands and the insects roll 
down into the tin receptacle. In this receptacle there is kerosene 

oil, or it may be emptied from time to time. Just how long this 

machine is to be run in the orchard will depend entirely upon cir- 

cumstances. It is advisable to use the catcher soon after the 

blossoms fall for the purpose of finding out how abundant the 

insects are. If a few insects are caught upon each tree, there is 
indication that there are enough of the pests to make serious 

trouble. If after a few days the insects seem to have disappeared, 
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it will not be necessary to continue the hunt. In some years, 

especially in those succeeding a very heavy crop, it may be neces- 

sary to run the curculio-catcher every morning for four or five 

weeks; but, as arule, it will not be necessary to use it oftener 

than two or three times a week during that season; and some- 

times the season may be shortened by one-half. The insects fall 

most readily when the weather is cool and it is, therefore, best to 

39.—TZhe Geneva type of curculio-catcher. 

get through the whole orchard, if possible, before noon. Upon 

cloudy days, however, the insects may be caught all day. 

Although this may seem to be a laborious and expensive opera- 

tion, it really isnotso. A smart man can attend to 300 to 400 

full-bearing trees in six hours, if the ground has been well rolled 

or firmed as it should be before the bugging operation begins. 
But whether the operation is troublesome or not, it is the price of 

plums and the grower must not expect to long succeed without 

it. The same treatment is essential to the saving of peaches and 
rarely, also, of sour cherries. 
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Varieties.—The most popular variety of the plum, and also one 

of the poorest, is the Lombard. Its redeeming merits are its 

great productiveness and the vigor and hardiness of thetree. The 

fruit is of o quality, it comes at a season when the market 

is full of plums and other fruits, it is very susceptible to the leaf- 
blight fungus and the fruit-rot, and its color is not of the best. 

The very fact that it is the commonest and cheapest plum would 

seem to indicate that it is not the best variety from which to 

make the greatest commercial success. Iam convinced that the 

Lombard has been greatly overplanted; yet, I know of many 

orchards of it which are very successful commercially. In west- 

ern New York the best markets are likely to be found for the 

early and late plums, and for those which have very prenounced 

colors, especially those which are dark red or purple. Some of 

the dark yellows are also very excellent for market fruits. Fruits 

of nondescript colors, like those which border on the ill-defined 

reds, the browns and the lemon yellows, are usually not profitable. 

There is some exception to all this in the case of the Reine 

Claude, which is a yellowish-green plum; but its great merit as 

a culinary variety and its established reputation save it from the 

general condemnation of plums of that class. There is also an 

exception in the small Damson plums which are highly esteemed 

in some markets, especially in Boston, for culinary purposes. 

It would be impossible to give any list of varieties which would 

be adapted to any particular orchard. ‘The question of varieties 
is very largely a personal one. Very much depends upon what 

ideal the grower has in his mind, and also upon his soil and loca- 

tion and the like. Amongst the plums which can be most 
confidently recommended for market in western New York are 

the following: Field, Bradshaw, Coe’s Golden Drop, Hudson 

River Purple Egg, Italian Prune, Empire, Grand Duke, Arch 

Duke, Monarch, Gueii, Peter’s Yellow Gage, Reine Claude and 

Copper. Amongst the Damsons, the French and the Farleigh 
are perhaps the best. Of the Japanese plums, the only ones 

which I would care to recommend for profit in western New York 

at present are the Red June, Abundance, Burbank and Chase. 

The Red June promises to be the best very early market plum for 

this region which I know. So far as known, the domestica and 

Japanese plums are self-fertile, but it is always the safest course 
to plant varieties in alternate rows. 
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Il. VARIETIES OF PLUMS IN WESTERN NEw YorRK. 

By S. D. Willard. 

An experience of a quarter of a century in cultivating the plum 

has afforded convincing proof that, upon my soil at least, this 

fruit is like many others in the fact that the list of varieties 

adapted to profitabe orchard production is limited in number. 

Some are tender in the wood, others defective in their foliage,* 

others maturing at the wrong period or possessed of other weak 

points that render them unfit to be grown in the commercial 
orchard of western New York. It will readily be seen that the 

result of my experience, as demonstrated in testing the various 

sorts of plums, has been with reference to the one idea of profit. 
Believeing that the descriptions contained in our fruit works and 

nursery catalogues,—the latter being in the main copied from 

writings regarded as authority on these subjects, —are oftentimes 

misleading to the planter and are followed by ventures that are 

alike unsatisfactory and unprofitable, I have taken pains to make 

descriptions directly from life. All enjoy the delicious quality of 

a favorite product, but how often the question is lost sight of, as 

to whether it can be grown in quantity and at a price that will 

enable us to supply it to others at a profit over and above the 

cost of production ! 
Soil and surroundings have their influence upon the health, 

vigor and productiveness of a variety; hence it is frequently found 

that a fruit may be a failure on one soil and a success elsewhere. 

This feature has been very marked in the cultivation of the 

strawberry, and it is likewise true of the plum. Careful observa- 

tion has led me to believe that any tree which has an inherent 

weakness, either in foliage or wood, is to be looked upon with 

suspicion when considered as an orchard sort for the average 

* Mr. Willard prefers to grow varieties which are not subject to the leaf- 
blight fungus, rather than spray for the disease. He has given particular 

attention to the choosing of resistant varieties, and this will account for his 

condemnation of certain varieties which are otherwise desirable. A tree 
which is seriously attacked by the leaf-blight is very likely to be injured by 

the succeeding winter.—L,. H. B. 
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planter. Being desirous of securing the largest line of varieties 
that might be of value, a selection was made from foreign cata- 

logues of sorts highly commended, and these have been tested 
with results which, as will be seen, are not entirely satisfactory, 

as but few out of the entire number have made a record that would 

warrant their cultivation on any extended scale, 

In the subjoined list, nineteen foreign varieties which I have 
thoroughly tested from direct importations are marked with an 

asterisk (*). 
* Arch Duke.—A large, dark colored, very prolific plum, ripening abont 

the 25th of September at Geneva and often hanging much later ; flesh hard 

and a good shipper, hence an excellent late market variety for the orchardist 

and should be more largely planted. I bespeak for this variety future popu- 
larity. Originated by Thomas Rivers, Sawbridgeworth, England. See Grand 

Duke. 
Baker Prune.—Origin, Collingwood, Canada. We obtained this variety 

several years since and from observing it as top-grafted in our orchard are 

much pleased with its habits of growth. It seems to have been grown many 

years where it originated and is said to be hardy and prolific. Fruit resem- 
bles the Italian Prune in color and quality, perhaps a trifle smaller and about 

two weeks later in ripening. Should its good characteristics be maintained 
upon further trial, I should regard it as the best of prunes for the com- 

mercial orchard. 
* Biltern.—Another plum highly commended abroad for its excellence in 

quality and great productiveness, traits which were fully confirmed during 

the short period of existence of the trees after they began to make a crop, 

but they lacked the robust character required to maintain themselves, and, 

like their companions, found their way to the brush heap after setting their 

third crop. 
Bradshaw (Niagara).—A variety now very well known in all the plum- 

growing regions of the United States. Unsurpassed for beauty and produc- 
tiveness as well as great hardiness of tree, with a foliage so perfect as to con- 

tribute in an essential degree to its health. During the period of twenty-two 
years in which I have fruited this variety, I have never known it to cast its 

foliage prematurely ; hence, the oldest trees are apparently as healthy as 

though they had never borne a crop of fruit. Fruit large, oval, often with a 
slight neck ; skin reddish purple ; flesh yellow, rather coarse but juicy and 
good ; ripening from tenth to twentieth of August at Geneva. Its beauty as 

a market sort is unsurpassed and were its period of ripening in the month 
of July or past the middle of September might be regarded as one of the 

most desirable of all plums for the commercial orchard. It has been 

planted very extensively, and it is a question whether there are not enough 

now growing to meet the demands of the city fruit stands for years to come, 
as it cannot be regarded as a desirable sort for peserving purposes. 
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Canada Orleans.—A very productive variety of medium size obtained at 

Hamilton, Ontario. Skin light green to yellow shaded to light purple in 

the sun ; quality good ; ripening August 15th to 20th. ‘Tree hardy, bearing 

good crops alternate years. Of no special value to the market grower. 

Coe’s Golden Drop.—Of English origin. Fruit large, oval or short egg- 
shape; skin light yellow ; flesh rich and quality excellent when well rip- 

ened ; requires a quick soil and favorable season to ripen it well. Tree slow, 

poor grower but very hardy ; has produced best with me when top-worked 
on other strong growing sorts. In unfavorable seasons has shown inclina- 

tion to rot, but it may be regarded as one of the good yellow plums. This 

plum, or something exceedingly like it, has been sent out on the Pacific 

Coast as a prune. 

Coe’s Late Red.—An English variety. Fruit medium size; skin light 
purplish red ; flesh yellow ; very firm and excellent for preserving or ship- 

ping ; productive and late, ripening in October and frequently hanging well 
into November. ‘The late John J. Thomas once said to me, if he conld have 

only one variety of plum, this would be his choice because of its lateness 
and value for culinary purposes. Asa tree, its growing habits are unsatis- 

factory, and, therefore, it will never be popular with nurserymen. It will 

do best top-worked on vigorous growing sorts. 

Copper (French).—A late plum,very productive and profitable, ripening last 
of September, frequently hanging into October ; fruit medium, dark copper 
color and valuable for preserving. Tree a poor grower; hence, can rarely 

be found in hands of nurserymen. It should be worked on some strong 

growing sort. A fine shipper and usually sells at good prices. [Fruit globu- 

lar, copper-purple with thin bloom. Valuable because of extreme lateness, 

—L. H. B.] 
Cruger’s Scarlet.—A variety that several years since was grown largely in 

the vicinity of Geneva. The name indicates the color, which makes it attrac- 

tive when grown exposed to the sun, but the size and quality being against 

it both for market and family use, it has been supplanted by others of more 

value. 
* Curlew.—An enormous bearer of attractive large, deep blue fruit, ripen- 

ing just before the middle of August; but the foliage drops early, preventing 

at times a fair maturity of the crop and unfitting the tree to withstand the 

severity of our winters. 
* Czar.—Origin, England. A large, early, purple plum, rich and good; 

ripening about July 25th; very productive. Defective in foliage ; though 

fine in quality of fruit, itis of no value. Its extreme earliness would make 

it valuable were it more hardy. 
* Diamond (Fig. 40, VI.).—Large, dark purple, with a beautiful bloom which 

renders it very attractive in appearance and sought for on the markets. Tree 
very productive, hardy and one of the best of English introductions, and, 
in my opinion, when better known, will be highly regarded as an orchard 

variety. 
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Duane’s Purple.—Fruit very large, 

oblong; skin reddish purple; flesh 

yellowish, juicy and sweet, quality 

good; desirable for the garden or 

home use, but ripens with too many 
others to have market value, being at 

its best between 8th and 15th of 

August here. This is one of the old 
varieties that is rarely heard of to-day. 

* Karly Rivers.—Of English origin. 

Medium size, oval; purple ; rich and 
juicy ; perfect free stone; ripening 

last of July. Very productive, but 

the tree has been very tender and for 

this reason has been discarded, and I 

believe would be of no value to anyone. 
Empire (Fig. 41).—Originated in 

Cortland county, in this state, and at 

one time sent out under the name of 

the Rood plum. Ovai ; color dark pur- 

ple; large ; quality good ; tree hardy, 

productive and vigorous. Fruit ripen- 

ing about September 5th to 1oth. A 

variety that may become a popular 

orchard sort. See Shipper’s Pride. 
* Farleigh Damson.—Fruit dark 

purple, a little smaller than Shrop- 
shire (which see), intensely productive 

and one of the most hardy of ail plums 

in bud and wood. It is valuable as an 
orchard tree and when better known 

will be in demand. 
Field.—A seedling of Bradshaw ; 

ripening ten days earlier, of same large 

size and color, except that it is darker 

and not so attractive. The fact, how- 

ever, that it comes upon the market 

earlier adds toits value. It originated 

in Schoharie County, New York. It 

has an excellent foliage and ripens an 

extremely hard bone-like wood well 

calculated to withstand injury from 
severe cold. It sets a heavy crop in 
alternate years. 

*French Damson (Fig. 41, I.).—One 

of the largest of the Damson family. 
41.—Lmpire plum. 
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Dark copper color, ripening about 

September 7th, and carries a foliage 
so perfect as to insure complete ripen- 

ing of its wood. A very valuable mar- 
ket variety which is but little grown. 

General Hand.—Fruit large; skin 
deep yellow when ripe ; rather coarse, 

and not sufficiently productive to be 

regarded with favor by the orchardist. 
It ripens early in September, but trees 
of large size,—fifteen to twenty years 

of age,—have never produced sufficient 
to pay for the use of the ground they 
occupy and have recently been grafted 

over tomore valuable sorts. 
German Prune (Fig. 43).—So many 

plums are in cultivation under this 
name that it seems difficult to fix the 
title. I have no less than six, all dif- 

fering more or less in habit of growth, 

and yet the fruit deserves the name 

of a German Prune. ‘These varieties 
have been obtained from parties in dif- 

ferent sections, each claiming his as 
the best. Fruit long and oval, apt to 

be swollen on one side; skin purple 

with a fine bloom ; ripens from Septem- 

ber 1st to12th. This prune is valuable 
for a marked sort or for home use and 

sells at outside prices. Asa rule, the 

trees are poor growers and rarely afford 
satisfaction to those who desire to se- 
cure the growing habits of the Lom- 

bard in all of the plum family. See 
Italian Prune and Weedsport 'Prune. 

Giant Prune.—One of the new pro- 

ductions of Luther Burbank, of Santa 

Rosa, California, to whom I am in- 

debted for the satisfaction of having 

fruited it from buds sent me a few years 

since. Ihave found it fully equal in 

size and quality to specimens grown 

on the Pacific Coast. It may be classed 

as very large, oval, dark purple plum 

of excellent quality. The tree, as 

grown top-worked upon Lombard, 

seems to be of good growing habit. 

42.—Shipper’s Pride. 

185 
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* Grand Duke (Fig. 40, IV.).—Originated and sent out in England by 

same party that sent out Arch Duke and Monarch. Mr. Thomas Rivers has 
furnished to the world these three of the largest and most beautiful late 

plums of recent introduction. The Grand Duke is a very large purple plum, 
so attractive inits appearance as to bea fine market sort and apparantly well 

adapted for general cultivation over a wide area. Unfortunately, the tree is 
not a strong grower and makes surface slowly on which to spread a crop of 

fruit. When top-grafted 

upon the Lombard, it grows 
with more vigor and fruits 
heavily, but buyers of or- 
chard trees desire only 
strong growers, hence this 

this variety will come to 

‘Sparen EEE g ; \ 

43.— The normal or predominant type of German Prune, 

the front slowly. It ripens from Sept. 15th to 20th at Geneva, and can 
be classed as belonging to the late-ripening sorts. 

Green Gage.—The standard of excellence in the opinion of many, Fruit 

round ; small; skin green; flesh pale green, melting and juicy, parting 
freely from the stone. Tree an abundant bearer, but so dwarfish in_its 
habits of growth that no nurseryman will attempt its propagation ; hence, 

but little is known of it at the present day. Indeed, the variety is practically 

obsolete. It ripens about the middle of August. A fine sort to be found in 
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a list for home purposes and can be best grown by top working upon Lom- 

bard or some strong growing variety. A historic plum, of Old World origin, 
Gueit,—Fruit large, oval; skin dark purple, covered with a thick bloom. 

Tree very hardy and productive; strong grower; quality fair, chiefly 

valuable for culinary purposes, ripens about August 25th, ora little too early 
for the market orchard. It had its origin at Lansingburg, N. Y. I had the 

honor of introducing this variety at Geneva, having obtained the buds at 

Athens, N. Y., about twenty-two years since. [Fruit pointed or conical, 
—l,. H. B.] 

* Heron.—Fruit large, light-purple and red; a free-stone of fine quality, 

ripening early in August. A good producer, but the foliage has shown a 

weakness that seemingly unfits it as an orchard variety for our latitude. 

fludson River Purple Egg (Fig. 40, I1.).—A variety, as the name indi- 

cates, having its origin on the Hudson River, Fruit long and oval, dark 

purple, ripening Sept. 1 to 10; good producer only when the tree has age, 
and the most vigorous of all plums as a grower. It requires an annual cut- 

ting-in of the young growth to keep it within bounds until heavy fruiting 

checks the growth. One of the most valuable of its season as a market sort, 

but inclined to suffer from the depredations of the black-knot in seasons 

favorable for the development of the disease. Its productiveness is greatly 
increased by working on other sorts. 

* Ickworth Imperatrice.—A roundish-oval, purple, medium sized, rich, 

juicy plum, and when well ripened most excellent for eating. Sets fruit 
rather scattering and will hang a long time on the tree. Rather slow 

grower, but very hardy. It is doubtful whether it will become a popular 
market sort, but holding well into October makes it desirable. 

Imperial Gage.—Origin, Flushing, Long Island. Fruit medium to large, 

oval, green, inclined to yellow when ripe, rich and juicy, excellent in qual- 

ity and of deserved popularity in a general collection ; has not proved a 

valuable market variety with me ; and as the demand for it is becoming less 
annually, it is fair to presume that the experience of others is the same as my 

own in regard to its value in the commercial orchard. 

Imperial Ottoman.—A very early ripening variety of excellence, but little 

known. Fruit medium in size; round ; skin dull yellow ; flesh juicy, sweet 

and good. ‘Tree hardy and very productive. Fruit ripens last of July, and 

should be more generally known. Ripening early, it sells readily in the 

markets and a few trees that we have fruited for fifteen years have been a 

good investment ; and yet we doubt whether a single tree could be found 

growing in a nursery in the state. 

Italian Prune, or *Kellenberg (Fig. 44).—One of the best of the prune 

family. Fruit large, oval; skin dark blue with fine bloom; fine to eat from 

the hand or for preserving and sells at highest price in market ; often hang- 

ing into late September. [Tree a round-headed grower, with well-marked 

foliage. Fruit long and blunt-pointed, unequal-sided, blue with a very dense 

bloom, a third larger than most of the strains which are grown under the 
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name of German Prune. In western New York it ripens in mid-September. 
Much prized by commercial plum growers.—L, H. B. ] 

Jetferson.—One of the choice table plums; large ; skin yellow ; excellent 

in quality but lacking the essentials demanded as a market sort; hence, is 

not in demand and will soon be unknown. Ripens a little later than 

Washington (which see. ) 

* Late Transparent.—Fruit large ; round ; greenish yellow changing to pur- 

ple according to sun exposure; flesh firm and juicy, nearly equal to Green 
Gage in flavor; pit very small. Tree dwarfish 

and an abundant bearer, but failing to make a 

tree in the nursery that would commend itself to 

anyone, and the time of 

) ripening being with 

Me .ombard,when the mar- 

Wg ket is usually over- 
stocked with 
a great vari- 

‘ety of plums, 

44.—ltalian Prune, or Fellenberg. 

it has been voted as being of too little value for general culture and is 
dropped from our list. 

Lombard.—Originated in the eastern part of this state. Tree one of the 

most vigorous of the plum family and perhaps more generally known than 

any other. Skin dark red, often green in the shade. It is inclined to over- 

production ; hence, rarely makes a crop except in alternate years. To get 

best results, fruit should be thinned out one-half. Its period of ripening 

—middle to last of August—is such as to bring it in competition with other 

fruits, when it sells at low prices. Quality good when well ripened, but 
chiefly in demand by the canning factories as a lew-priced plum. 
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McLaughlin.—A variety originating in Maine and disseminated by a 

party whose name it bears. Fruit medium to large; nearly round and 
flattened at both ends; skin tender, yellow and apt to be red in the sun; 

flesh firm, sweet and when perfectly matured excellent; ripening last of 

August. Tree hardy and productive. A desirable sort to be grown in a 
small way in a home collection, but for some reason choice fruit of this 

variety has met with no favor upon markets where I have placed it; hence, 

I cannot commend it to the commercial orchardist. Its period of ripening 

may be one reason of its lack of popularity. At one time I had in fruiting a 

large number of trees, many of which have been top-worked over to varie- 

ties of greater value. [See history and picture of this variety in American 

Gardening, May, 1893, p. 299, by Professor W. M. Munson.—t, H. B. ] 

* Mallard.—Fruit large ; deep purple; flesh very rich and juicy ; free- 

stone ; tree fairly productive. Season about middle of August, but the tree 

lacks the vigor required to withstand our trying climate; and while it 
might be looked upon with favor in a collection of an amateur by reason of 
its quality, to the commercial orchardist it would have no value. English, 

Middleburg.—A plum of recent introduction from Schoharie County, N. 

Y. Tree very rugged, setting a full crop in alternate years of large, fine 

fruit that ripens late in September, often holding well into October. Skin - 
yellow shaded with lilac and purple. Its attractive color and late ripening 

make it a valuable market sort, particularly on account of itshardiness. Its 

defect is a foliage that is inclined to drop in unfavorable seasons. 
* Monarch (Fig. 40, V.).—Fruit very large; roundish oval; dark pur- 

plish blue; perfect free-stone. Tree robust, with a dense foliage, and an 

abundant bearer. In period of ripening, a little later than Grand Duke, 

One of the valuable English plums originated and introduced by Mr, 

Rivers. See Grand Duke. 
Monroe F-gg.—Origin, Monroe County, New York. Fruit medium size; 

oval; skin greenish yellow ; flesh rather firm and sweet ; skin rather tough, 

which makes it a favorite with the canners. It produces a heavy crop alter- 
nate years and ripens about with Imperial Gage, from last of August to 

September first. We have a few trees that have been fruiting for over 
twenty years but as it is not well received upon the city markets, there is no 

reason tocommend it to the notice of fruit-growers. Years since it was in 

cultivation very generally by nurserymen, while to-day it can scarcely be 
found. Often called the Monroe. 
Moore's Arctic.—A plum received from Prince Edward's Island several 

years since and while highly regarded there and elsewhere north by reason 

of its hardiness, seems to have no qualities that should make it valuable to 
the commercial grower here. A medium size, dark colored variety, ripen- 
ing last of August and in quality below the average of those that can be 

denominated good. We have abandoned its culture. 

Niagara.—See Bradshaw. 

Orange Prune.—A variety originating, I think, in Orange County of this 

State and highly commended at one time, but of no value whatever as 
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grown in my orchard. ‘Trees have been grafted over. In size, color and 

quality an absolute failure. 
Oswego.—Origin, Oswego, N. Y., and said to be a seedling, but so 

strongly resembling Pond’s Seedling, or Fonthill, that I am inclined to 

regard them as identical. 

Peter's Yellow Gage (Fig. 45.).—Origin unknown. Fruit medium to 

large ; nearly globular; pale yellow, sometimes little shaded red in the sun ; 

flesh yellowish, very rich and juicy; ripening about middle of August. 

Tree hardy in wood and bud, anexcellent variety in a family collection, 

Anold plum of great excellence. [Fruit generally globular-oblong, with a 

deep suture and light bloom ; color of Reine Claude.—l, H, B.] 

45.—Peter’s Yellow Gage. 

*Pond.—(Pond’s Seedling, Hungarian Prune. ).—Fruit oval; bright red ; 
enormously large when well matured. Productive and tree very hardy ; 

much inclined to rot before mature and rather inferior in quality. It can- 

not be denominated a favorite orchard sort in western New York. 
* Prince Englebert.—Fruit large ; oval ; deep purple, with a dense bloom ; 

rich and excellent in quality ; free-stone; profuse bearer. The tree is 
clothed with a perfect foliage and is very hardy. But little known, and at 

least deserving a place in every private collection. Its period of ripening 

about the last of August, is hardly in its favor as a very desirable market 

sort. Said to have originated in Belgium. 
* Prince of Wales.—¥Fruit round ; reddish purple ; mediun size ; ripening 

about Sept. 1st, and has much to commend it to general favor. Were it a 
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little later in maturing its crop, might become a favorite market sort. Tree 
very hardy ; a great bearer. 

Prune D’ Agen.—¥Fruit medium size; oval; excellent in quality; skin 

violet-purple. Productive, but as a market sort not equal to either the 
Italian or German prunes and tree more indifferent asa grower. My own 

experience inclines me to advise top-working all prunes on strong growing 

sorts like Lombard, believing that the most satisfactory result will be at- 

tained to the orchardist by this method. 
Prunus Simonti.—A fruit that has been sold by thousands throughout the 

country and for which there continues yet to be a slight demand, and yet too 

poor in quality to have any value whatever, and unworthy of even a des- 

cription. 
Quackenboss (Fig. 40, Il.).—Fruit large; rather oblong ; deep purple, 

covered with a fine bloom ; flesh yellow ; quality only fair, but by reason of 

its large size and attractive appearance sells well upon the markets. Ripens 
early in September. Tree very hardy, with spreading habit, slow in com- 

ing into bearing and has never been sufficiently productive on my grounds. 
Originated in eastern New York. 

Reagles’ Union Purple.—Originated near Schenectady, New York. Fruit 

large ; roundish ; skin red to light purple; good quality, fine to eat from 
the hand, but flesh too tender for marketing and of no value for this pur- 

pose. The tree very hardy, very few plums equalling it in this respect. 

Have used a large number of trees in orchard for grafting other sorts upon. 
An old variety now rarely grown. 

Reine Claude de Bavay.—Skin greenish yellow ; flesh yellow, juicy and 

melting. Probably the most productive and valuable of the yellow plums. 

Tree vigorous, but inclined to overbear, and somewhat tender. It begins to 
produce very early from planting andif well cared for will set an annual 
crop. The most enduring and reliable trees I have are those top-worked on 

stock of more hardy sorts. [Fruit of medium size, nearly globular, dull 

yellow with green shadings or markings, anda thin bloom; late. Tree is likely 

to be short-lived, the first evidences of failure usually showing in the dying 
of the bark upon the trunk. It can no doubt be improved in vigor and 
longevity by top-working it upon strong stocks. Inthe books often known 

as Bavay, but cultivated under the name of Reine Claude.—t,. H. B.] 

Richland.—Origin, Bucks County, Pa. Roundish; skin reddish purple ; 
flesh yellow; quality fair. Ripening last of August, but of no value for 

commercial purposes in competition with others that are so much superior 
toit. Tree hardy and productive. The trees we have had have been grafted 
over. 

Rood. —See Empire. 

Shipper’s Pride (Fig. 42).—Origin, Cayuga County, New York. Fruit of 
fair size for shipping ; skin dark purple, inclined to be green or to ripen unev- 

enly in the shade. Not sufficiently attractive to commend it as a market 

sort and ripening last of August with a multitude of others of more value, 
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Tree hardy, vigorous and fairly productive. We have worked over our trees 

to what we regard as better sorts. [Strongly resembles Empire. Shipper’s 
Pride is the earlier by two or three days, bluer, more pointed, with a longer 

stem, stone wholly free whilst in Empireitis cling. Quality only fair. See 
Figs. 41 and 42.—L. H. B.] 

* Shropshire Damson (Fig. 46).—Dark purple; rather obovate, a little 
larger than ordinary Blue Damson ; very productive. It ripens from last of 
August to early in September and can be profitably grown in the orchard. 
Like many others of the English sort, however, it is inclined to drop its fol- 
iage early. 

Smith's Orleans.—Largely grown twenty-five years since and then 
regarded as a valuable sort for the family garden, but its period of ripen- 
ing,—little past middle of August,—has rendered it unpopular in the com- 

mercial orchard list, hence it is but rarely found in the nurseries of to-day. 

46.—Shropshire Damson. Two-thirds full size. . 

Fruit large ; flesh yellow, juicy and rich ; skin reddish purple ; excellent for 
eating. 

Spaulding.—Medium size; yellowish green; quality fair. Moderately 
productive and ripening a little earlier than Reine Claude. Has nothing of 
especial value to commend it to the commercial orchardist. This variety 

was put upon the market as curculio-proof, which, of course, it is not. 

Stanton.—Origin, Albany Co., New York. Fruit medium size; nearly 

round ; excellent in quality either for eating from the hand or preserving. 

Ripening middle of September, often later, and having the property of 

keeping well after being picked. It isan excellent shipper, but unless 
picked before too mature is inclined to drop from the tree. It is a little 
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tardy in coming into bearing, but can be regarded as a desirabie orchard 

variety. 
Union Purple.—See Reagles’ Union Purple. 
* Victoria.—Fruit large ; oval; reddish upon a yellow ground, An abui- 

dant bearer, but foliage very defective, frequently leaving the tree with a 

mass of unripened fruit, which, in a warm, moist season, is apt to decay 

badly. With me this variety has been a complete failure. 
Warner's Late Red.—A late, small, red plum sent to me several years 

since from Schoharie County, N. Y. Tree very hardy and prolific, but fruit 

lacking in such essentials as would be regarded desirable either for home use 

or market. 

47.— Weedsport Prune. 

Washington.—One of the largest of all plums, of fine quality, skin yellow ; 
has an excellent foliage. Fruit ripens middle to last of August at Geneva. 

Tree vigorous and hardy, desirable in a family collection, but can hardly be 

said to have value as a market fruit. 
Weedsport Prune ( Fig. 47).—One of the many German prunes, the tree of 

which is so poor a grower that it will be grown by few in the nursery, 

and the fruit differs little from several other strains. Much esteemed 

about Weedsport, N. Y. 

Yellow Egg.—aA variety that has been disseminated under several other 

names, but more frequently called for as Magnum Bonum. Very popular 

because of its beauty and size and value for canning purposes. Skin yellow 

with a bloom and a deep golden color when fully mature. The tree is on 
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of the most hardy of the plum family and where this is an essential, it should 

be more generally planted, provided the soil is inclined to be heavy. On 

some of the light soils of Michigan we have known of its dropping the fruit 

badly before mature. Its large size and fine qualities for canning make a 

demand for this purpose among those engaged in this industry which would 
warrant its cultivation more largely. It ripens about the middle of August, 

is of low quality and in no sense a desirable fruit to eat from the hand. 
Yellow Gage isa general name for aclass of yellow plums, of which Peter’s 

Yellow Gage is the best for western New York. 

Japanese Plums. 

Abundance.—A variety of the Japanese plum which I have now been 
fruiting for eight or nine years. I regard it as one of the best of several of 
the family that I have tested and so well known as to need no description. 

Quality good and productive ; tree hardy and vigorous, but in no sense equal 

in my estimation to the next. 

Burbank.—A variety sent out by Mr. Luther Burbank, of Santa Rosa, 

California, and well described in Bulletin 106 of the Cornell Experi- 
ment Station. The tree is very hardy and vigorous, but the most sprawling 

in its habits of growth of any plum I have ever cultivated. As regards pro- 
ductiveness, it is unequaled by any plum I have ever fruited. To produce 
the finest fruit heavy thinning should be practiced. The quality is excellent 

and it is destined to become one of the most popular of all plums for can- 
ning, while its attractive color, good quality and shipping properties will 
cause it to be sought for as a market variety. It ripens ten days to two 
weeks later than Abundance. I have had it in fine condition the last week 
in August and early in September. 
Kelsey.—This variety has winter-killed to such an extent that I abandoned 

any effort to fruit it and am sure if the variety obtained was true to name 
that it cannot be grown as an orchard tree at this place. [We still hear of 

the Kelsey being fruited in New York, but in every case which we have 
investigated some other Japanese variety has been misnamed the Kelsey. 

The farthest north which I have ever known the true Kelsey to fruit is 
southern Delaware.—t, H. B. ] 

Ogon.—Medium to large; color lemon yellow; flesh firm and a good 
-shipper ; perfect free-stone; quality poor; inclined to drop badly before 

mature, and is only a fair producer. I see no reason why it should be 

planted in the commercial orchard, but is a good canner. Have had it in 

fruit for several years. 
True Sweet Botan.—Received from J. C. Normand, of Marksville, 

Louisiana. It closely resembles the Abundance in wood and fruit, and yet 

it seems inclined to ripen a few days earlier; of better quality and apt to 
take on a brighter red color ; hardy and productive. 

Wiliard.—This variety, with several others, was obtained in a lot of cions 

obtained in California several years since and in which I became specially 
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interested because of its vigorous habit and hardiness. Size medium ; color 
red and attractive ; productive ; very early ; frequently ripening by 15th to 

2oth of July, and when picked early will keep a long time in good condition 

with no disposition to decay. Quality poor; indeed, as compared with 

others, I regard it as inferior. 
Yellow Japan.—This variety was obtained of Mr. Normand, and I under- 

stand has also been disseminated under the name of the Chase. Fruit not 
quite equal to Burbank in point of size as grown in close proximity on my 
grounds. Color of skin not quite so dark. Quality good, habit of growth 

upright, foliage not so strong and in my opinion the tree might not endure 

as low a temperature without injury as the Burbank. It ripens considerably 

later and is more variable in its habits. The fruit has been much larger and. 

of better quality and color some seasons than others, upon the same trees; 

hence, I have been led to infer that it is scarcely as reliable as Burbank. 

[This is the Chase of my Bulletin 106, and that name should be preferred.— 

Tye) Has. 

The following is a list of others of the Japan family, growing for test pur- 

poses, some of which have borne a little fruit, but not sufficient to warrant 

an expression as to their merits: Satsuma, Berger, Wickson, Red June, 

Normand, Shiro Smomo, October Purple. The last received from Luther 

Burbank from whom also sample fruit was had, which was fine in appear- 

ance and of excellent quality, and should this variety develop quality and 

productiveness of a satisfactory nature here, I believe it will be valuable. 
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for publication under Chapter 437 of the laws of 1896. 
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NOTES UPON CELERY. 

I. TWO DESTRUCTIVE CELERY BLIGHTS. 

° Introductory. 

The celery industry in New York has attained a rapid develop- 

ment during the past ten or twelve years. It was only a few 

years earlier that this plant became so extensively cultivated in 

the favorable region about Kalamazoo, Mich. At the latter place 

the conditions are such as to form an environment peculiarly 

salubrious for celery, and the disease question appears not to have 

forced itself so prominently upon the attention of growers. In 

other widespread areas, celery is subject to several blights and 

spots which greatly affect the marketable value of the product. 

In the growth of this plant there is no little expenditure of labor, 

and any cause operating to reduce the price of each heart a few 

cents means the obliteration of the profits of the grower. There 

is no doubt that with favorable conditions and skillful manage- 
ment celery is a paying crop, but two fungous diseases, especially 

prevalent during the past season, threaten the profits of many. 

Practically, work upon these diseases has just begun, and if at 

the outset there is given simply a clear exposition of what these 

diseases are, and their effects upon the plant, it is hoped tosecure 

the codperation of those interested; and, in future, work will be 

undertaken toward definite measures of relief. In this bulletin 

a general knowledge of the subject will be summarized, and 

special attention is called to the matter of storage cellars and to 
the disease last season so prevalent therein. 

A. EARLY BLIGHT OF CELERY. 

General Discussion. 

During the latter part of July of the past season, L. A. Clinton 

called my attention to the destructive effect of a celery disease on 

the truck lands of R. W. Parr, Ithaca. The plants then badly 
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affected were inan advanced state of growth. Many of the lower 

leaves were brown and wilted, while the disease seemed tospread 

rapidly to the younger leaves as they unfolded in freshness and 

vigor. ‘The spots on the vigorous blades were characteristic of 

the disease popularly known as ‘‘celery blight,’’ and a micro- 

scopic examination confirmed this, show- 

ing the causal fungus to be Cercos- 
pora Apit. This is one of the first 

celery diseases to make its appearance 

either in the seed-bed or in the field. Itisa 

well known pest in Europe, and in this 

country it seems to have received spasmodic 

attention for nearly fifteen years. Begin- 

j ning on the outermost green leaves, it 

| appears in spots more or less circular, gray- 

j ish-green at first, and becoming brown and 

ashen. In the early stages of the disease 

there is a well defined spot with slightly 

raised border; but when the spots become 

numerous ona leaf, the latter begins to turn 

yellow, and subsequently the fungus devel- 

ops abundantly its fruiting growth in indefi- 
nite areas, thus giving the characteristic 

ashen spots of indiscriminate form. The 

filamentous vegetative organs of this fungus, 

like most parasitic fungi, grow within the 

tissues of the leaf, and soon minute fertile 

filaments, or hyphe, are protruded in slight 

ee fascicles through the pores, or stomates, of 
48.—Microscopic charac- the leaf. These fertile hyphe (or fruiting 

ters of the early blight. filaments) as seen under the microscope are 

illustrated in Figure 48, a, 6, andc*; and 

here it is also seen that these hyphz bear hyaline reproductive 

bodies, the spores, or conidia, eandd. Falling upon other leaves 
with suitable moisture, these conidia germinate by the protrusion 

of delicate thread-like tubes, and these tubes effect an entrance 

* This figure was drawn by Professor Geo. F. Atkinson, and used by him 

_ in Bulletin 49 of this Station. 
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through the epidermis of the leaf to the, tissues within, where they 

spread and again cause the death of the affected parts, and conse- 

quently the characteristic spots. ach hypha bears more than a 

single conidium, and the scars or knees shown in the figure are 

the points at which successive conidia were borne. The conidia 

retain their vitality for some time, and it is feared that they may 

be able quite generally to pass the winter without injury. 

Considerable confusion exists regarding the nature of the sea- 

son during which this disease is most prevalent. It has been 

reported most abundant during the hot, dry periods, and also 

most injurious during the warm ‘‘muggy’’ days.* In my own 

experience heat is an important factor, but moisture does not 

necessarily give thecelery plant the mastery. In hot dry weather 

the vigor of the plant is reduced; and, with heavy dews at night, 

the action of the fungus is marked, especially on the lower leaves. 

With a wet soil and muggy days I have noted a rapid spread of 

the fungus, and it is then that the disease will spread over large 

areas of wilted or affected leaves. In a reportt of the Division of 

Vegetable Pathology, it is stated that shade is of great import- 

ance; that where the soil is cool and moist, and the air humid, as 

at Kalamazoo, Mich., the disease is said to beunknown. In this 

connection the only observations I was able to make were upon 

small areas in well drained, shaded, garden lots; and in such 

locations the fungus was not abundant. This disease disappears 

with the cool nights of autumn, and it may be followed by the 

other blight discussed in this bulletin. Because this celery dis- 

ease does not usually appear late in the season, and in order to 

distinguish it from others, I have spoken of it as the early blight _ 

of celery. 

Remedies. 

The use of fungicides for the prevention of the early blight has 

been attempted with varying success, but there is still lacking 

much definite information about the use of these materials which 

will necessitate some extended experiments during the ensuing 

season. 

* Report U. S. Dept. Agriculture, 1886, p. 117. 
+ Report U. S. Dept. Agriculture, 1888, p. 398. 
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Salt, lime, hyposulfite of soda, potassium sulfide, etc., have 

been used unsuccessfully. 

Experiments conducted by the Division of Vegetable Pathology 
at Washington indicate that shading the plants by means of 

screens is most effective ; but this seems wholly impracticable. 

The most pronounced results thus far with fungicides are in 
favor of the ammoniacal copper carbonate solution, although in 

one region sulfur has seemed more successful. At the New 

Jersey Experiment Station in 1891, Halsted found that the yield 

of marketable celery from a row treated with the copper com- 

pound was nearly double that of an untreated adjacent row; and, 
moreover, application of the fungicide was not made until the 

celery was already badly blighted. At the Connecticut (New 

Haven) Experiment Station, Sturgis recommends the use of dry 

sulfur at the rate of 2 lbs. for 1,200 plants. 

It is necessary to add a few experiments made in Ithaca during 

the past season, in the field where the early blight was first 

observed. As before mentioned, most of this celery was in an 

advanced stage of growth, and badly diseased ; but it was thought 

that if the fungus could be checked until lifting time, much good 
might result, and at least a practical demonstration of the use of 

fungicides for celery would have been made for the Ithaca growers. 

Sulfur at the rate of 1 lb. to 1,0oco plants and a standard solu- 

tion* of ammoniacal copper carbonate were used. An application 

of one of these fungicides was made to each of two plats of celery, 

and a larger plat untreated reserved as check, the treatment being 

given on July 28, an exceedingly hot day. The following week 

there were alternate rains and scorching suns, and at the end of 

this time the plants sprayed with copper carbonate appeared ~ 

slightly scalded. ‘There was then hot, dry weather for a week or 

more, and on August 15 there was marked improvement in the 

rows sprayed with the copper compound,—so much so that it might 

be detected at some distance. The rows dusted with sulfur 

showed some improvement, but less than the sprayed plat. On 

* A formula often used is as follows: 

Copper Carbonate nc. Ain4 ab sieekiat ier aaa 8 ozs. 
Asnmonia water (26°)"aitiocnoarecs tet aeeiaesee 3 pints. 
Water Fecrasiteretotolesonecrcrete akan rarest mitre telentelians tate 45 gals. 
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August 15 a second application was made as before, except that a 
weaker solution* of the copper carbonate was used. A heavy 

rain followed in a short time, and little result could be anticipated 

from this application. I was then necessarily absent from Ithaca 

for a month, and further applications were not made. ‘Thus the 

work was left in rather indefinite shape to await earlier experi- 

mentation another season. ‘The results at least suggest that car- 

bonate of copper may be used to advantage. At the time of set- 

ting, young plants (leaves only) might be dipped in a weak 

solution of this fungicide, and subsequently the growing plants 

sprayed at intervals of two weeks with a solution of the same 

strength. Any of the spraying apparatus used for potatoes would 

suffice for this work. Growers should be extremely careful not 

to set plants which are in any way spotted in the seed bed; and 

if the sets are purchased, use none in a lot showing any indica- 

tion of the disease. 

The fact that the spores of the fungus have been found to ger- 
minate after passing the winter on the dead leaves} of the previous 

season will suggest to progressive growers the need of destroying 

all refuse matter and diseased material. Bits of diseased material 

will remain, however, and this alone indicates that rotation is a 

good thing where it is practicable. Again, the fungus spreads 

rapidly upon wilted plants, especially in muggy weather, so that 

care should be taken to collect and destroy the product of sucker- 

ing. A disease of the common wild parsnip so closely resembles 

this celery blight that many botanists consider them forms of the 

same disease ; so it may be well to rid the borders and fence rows 

of the wild parsnips. 

Artificial Cultures of the Fungus. 

The length of the fruiting hyphae and conidia are largely dependent upon 
the amount of moisture in which they are developed, and probably some- 

what inversely upon the vigor of the leaf. On leaves placed in a moist 

chamber the condition is much as represented in Figure 48, c and d (pro- 

* This formula consisted of 

Copper; carbonates. 45 ssa serl isch cote yt cite aaa 6 ozs. 
Asnmortia water (ZO, cc. we cs cre reirctinie eer avers 2 pints. 
Waterss rasicgi s «sc Kiki ech, gk meebo aeh tee or boats bhalat ed Slade 45 gals, 

t Report U. S. Dept. Agriculture, 1888, p. 399. 
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duced on wilted leaves in a wet season) ; while 4 and e show the same fun- 

gus under normal conditions. I have experienced no difficulty in germina- 

ting the fungus on plates of agar, and in securing pure cultures in tubes of 

sterile bean stems or of petioles of celery. In this condition the fruiting hy- 

phaeare often ultimately more than a millimeter in length. At first conidia 

are regularly produced, leaving the accustomed geniculations ; and these 

conidia vary in length from some exceedingly short to others measuring 250 ps 

After the hyphae have attained considerable 

length no further conidia are produced ; and, 
instead, the spore-like branches which arise 

remain attached, and appear as true branches 

of fertile hyphae. Figure 49 (Leitz ocular 1, 

objective 4) illustrates the character of growth 
on bean stems. I neglected to make a photo- 

graph of a good petri-dish isolation culture 

until it was badly contaminated with bacteria ; 

but Fig. 50 serves to show the nature of the 
growth on agar. The colonies are large, circu- 
lar, at first olivaceous, and not readily separa- 

ble from theagar. Later a grayish-white aérial 
growth of cottony mycelium appears, inter- 

spersed with which are the long fruiting hyphae. 

In general, growth in artificial cultures is 
characteristic, both on agar and on bean stems, 

differing materially from that of half a dozen 
Cercospore cultivated during the past summer, 

No perfect stage of this fungus has been secured; 

but every effort is being made to ascertain if 
there is an intervening perfect form. As yet, I 

have not been able to secure cultures of Cer- 

cospore on hosts closely related to the celery. 

B. LATE BLIGHT OF CELERY. 

General Discussion. 

At the same time that the early blight 
was abundant on the Ithaca flats, a differ- 

ent disease was found in a garden not far 

distant. The latter disease had then appeared on a few leaves only. 
In general appearance it might easily have been mistaken for the 

early blight, although it is distinguished from the latter by more 

irregular spots, which are of a tawny color. Under a hand lens, 

minute, black, fruit bodies, or pycnidia, could be seen on either 

49.—Hyphae of the Cercos- 

pora, when grown on 

bean stems. 
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side of the leaf; and the operative fungus was found to be one 

called Septoria Petroselini, Var. Apit. The form on celery 
is a disease which has been known to mycologists in this country 

only about six years, and with favorable conditions for its spread, 

it has proved to be a most destructive celery disease. Inthe gar- 

den mentioned this fungus did not spread rapidly during the 

50.—Growth of the Cercospora tn agar. 

summer, and it was not until early autumn that much harm 

seemed to have resulted from its action. Witha slight attack 

the irregular spots are well defined; but with conditions more 

favorable for the disease the fungus may spread rapidly to the 

whole surface of the leaflets (illustrated in Figure 51), and even 

to the petioles, causing a complete wilting of affected leaves, 

The minute, black, fruit bodies, or pycnidia, are then abundant on 
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all parts of theleaf, and by careful observation they may be seen 

with the naked eye. 

A section of a leaf through one of these minute pycnidia is 

shown in Figure 52. At ais shown a cross section of the more 

or less spherical fruit body. It is deeply immersed in the tissues 

of the leaf, and the walls are stout and appressed. From these 

walls arise a forest-like mass of minute filaments, or basidia, 

51—Spots of late blight on a celery leat. 

bearing the needle-shaped spores, or reproductive bodies of the 

fungus. When ripe, these spores are doubtless expelled through 

the mouth of the pycnidium by means of absorbed water, and 

then they are readily scattered by wind and rain for the immediate 

dissemination of the fungus. ‘The spores readily germinate, giv- 

ing rise to the delicate tube-like filaments, which enter the tissues 

of the leaf as mentioned for the Cervcospora. 
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The disease is active in the field until the last plants are lifted ; 
and, as mentioned before, I have found it following the early blight 

during the cooler weather. However, as will be seen later, the 

late blight does not confine its ravages to the field, but extends 

its destructive action to the storage coop, or cellar, and as the 

disease has already been termed a blight, it seems well to speak 

of it as the “‘ late blight.’’ There is already another fungus 

called the ‘‘ leaf-spot of celery.’’ 

From later observations. it 

seems that the late blight was 

the most injurious celery fun- 

gus during the past season, but S~_4 

it was not so destructive at acre 

Ithaca. Few experiments have Sa Zz 

as yet been made with the use © Oe 
of fungicides upon it, but it 
has been recommended by the 

New York (State) Station at 

Geneva to spray young plants ° 

with Bordeaux mixture. With 

older plants it would be better to use the ammoniacal copper 

carbonate, or it may prove as well to use the latter throughout. 

The same caution relative to the use of healthy seedlings will 

apply as for the early blight, and in this case it is especially 

necessary to begin early. Further remedial suggestions will be 

made later. 

— Section of a pycnidium, or frutt- 
body, of the late blight. 

Late Blight in the Storage House. 

It is to be remembered that the late blight may yet be active 

when the last tot of celery is transferred to the coop, or root house, 

as these storage cellars are variously termed. ‘This brings us to 

an important feature of the celery disease question, and one which, 

apparently, has hitherto received no attention. Again my atten- 

tion was first called to this matter on the premises of R. W. Parr, 

Ithaca, by an examination made late in December of celery stored 

both in a cellar and ina root house. In the cellar where the 

trouble was greatest, the temperature was manifestly higher than 

might be desired. The first effect of the disease is quite the same 
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as that seen in the garden insevere cases. ‘The outer green leaves 

are the first to wilt, and on these the black dots, representing 

the fruiting bodies of the fungus, are scattered indiscriminately. 

RE an ath R 

> , 

53.—Celery plant, from a cellar, 

affected with late blight. 

Soon the fungus spreads to the 
younger and blanching central 

leaves, wilting and discoloring 

these wherever a foothold is 
secured. Fig. 53 is a photograph 

of a diseased plant from this cel- 

lar, showing the wilted and black- 

ened appearance of the leaves. 

The plant was so much wilted 
that the photograph was neces- 

sarily taken by suspending the 

plant top downward. In theroot 

house the temperature was evi- 

dently much lower than in the 

cellar, but even in the former the 

disease was destructive. Asfar as 

marketable plants were con- 

cerned, the whole stored product 

was greatly reduced, and I could 

see no hope of profit on the neces- 

sary outlay. 

As the late blight was proving 

so destructive in Ithaca, where 

celery is grown on a small scale 

only, it was thought well to visit 

some other truck regions of the 

state where celery gardens are 

more abundant. Accordingly, 
early in January a visit was made 

to South Lima and Irondequoit 

with the hope of securing, even 

at this late date, additional and valuable data relative to the 

injuries from this disease in the storage cellar. 

On making a survey of the root houses at South Lima, I found 

the amount of loss sustained from the late blight far greater than 
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had been anticipated. A large portion of the stored product had 

been marketed early on account of the prevalence of the disease ; 

and of the celery remaining in the coops at this season, it seems 

to me a fair estimate to say that not more than one-third of it was 

salable. Thecelery growers of this place reported that they were 

not familiar with the blight in previous years, and during the 

past season it first came to their attention during September, 

when the plants were lifted for storage. At this time the leaves 

were somewhat spotted by the disease. This was evident on 

examining the older and formerly green leaves of the stored 

product ; for the tell-tale spots, produced only when the celery is 

ina normal growing condition, were abundantly manifest. It was 

supposed by the growers that the warm weather following the first 

early cold spell had much to do with the trouble. As a matter of 

fact, there was much warm weather after most of the celery had 

been removed to the cellar. From the state meteorological 

records it will be seen that the month of September was one degree 

colder than normal, October two and one-half degree below the 

normal, and for November the temperature was nearly five 

degrees (4.7°) warmer than the normal temperature as thus far 

determined. This rise of temperature was undoubtedly a serious 

thing, for warmth is an important factor in encouraging the 

spread of the fungus. The celery plants being arranged close 

together in the root house, the fungus spreads not only, it may be, 

from its former circumscribed spot areas to all parts of the leaf, 

but to neighboring more healthy leaves; so that on the surface 

there is a dense stratum of the diseased material, and as the 

young blanched leaves push upward they in turn come in direct 

contact with the germs of disease. When once decay begins, 

bacteria, yeasts, and moulds readily effect rapid rotting of parts 

not easily affected by the blight itself. This was especially true 

where moisture was greatest. It is only to be regretted that we 

did not know earlier of the prevalence of the blight in the storage 

houses ; for its effects might then have been closely followed, and 

a knowledge of the exact conditions which accelerate the destruc- 

tiveness of the disease could now be more accurately applied. 

Nearly all of the root houses of South Lima are of the old 

style,—essentially a roof of boards upon which is thrown straw, 
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earth and manure, as represented in Fig. 56; but a brief discus- 

sion of specific styles of root houses will be considered later. 

At Irondequoit, near Rochester, there are located some of the 

largest celery gardens of the state. At this place I found the 

condition of the celery a great improvement over that at South 

Lima. Nevertheless, considerable loss had resulted, and I was 

confirmed in the belief that the late blight was generally quite 

prevalent in the field during the past season. Here the disease 

had extended to the storage house product to an injurious extent, 

but there was evidently some important factor to account for its 

lessened effect. At Irondequoit there is a well drained gravelly 

soil, with clay subsoil, and it was noticeable that in the root- 

houses of this region there was much less moisture than in those 

of South Lima. It was this difference, in fact, which readily 

suggested that care should be taken with regard to the location of 

coops, especially for the contingency of unfavorable seasons. 

Why the South Lima root houses contain more moisture, and 

hence were more severely visited, it is necessary to consider the 

surroundings. It is only within the past few years that celery 

has been grown to any extent in this region. Previous to this 
time there were about six hundred or more acres of bog land 

north and south of the Erie Railroad, which could have been 

purchased for almost nothing. Drainage of this area was since 

authorized, and it is this drained bog land which is now so valu- 

able for the growth of celery. Itis a true peaty soil, which burns 

very readily. This deposit is said to vary to about twenty feet 

or more in depth, and it is underlaid by a slight gravelly deposit, 

and then animpervious clay. Surrounded by high land on nearly 

all sides, this bog land lies as a natural basin in a glaciated 

region. Water seems to drain freely into this gravelly substratum 

and it is prevented from sinking further on account of the imper- 

vious clay. The peaty stratum above absorbs the water freely, 

and on account of its great capillary action it is capable of con- 

stantly pumping up the water from below, thus furnishing a soil . 

in which celery grows luxuriantly. On account of this moisture, 

however, extra attention should be given to the disease question. 

With root houses located immediately upon such bog land, or 

upon slightly higher ground of approximately the same texture, 
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moisture is constantly pumped into the root house; and the 

necessarily inferior ventilation of such houses render them pecu- 

liarly favorable for the growth of the fungus, provided the 

temperature is sufficiently high. Good ventilation seems to be 

an important preventive factor, and the best evidence of this is 

afforded by the observation that the blight is less injurious along 

the central gangways of the cellars. On the basis of the loca- 

tion, however, it seems possible easily to account for the drier 

houses and better stored celery at Irondequoit ; but it must be 

remembered that the past season was unfavorable everywhere. 

The celery which remained in the field longest was least subject 

to the abnormal conditions, and consequently less affected by 

the disease. 
I also visited the celery gardens of Horseheads, near Elmira, 

where considerable loss had been reported. There the trench or 

banking system is still in vogue, and on account of the freezing 

weather, I could see but little of the stored product; yet those 

who attempted the trench system at Irondequoit during the past 

season were very unsuccessful, and on the whole it seems unwise 

to recommend it for protracted storage. 

Remedies. 

Although it has not yet been possible to conduct any remedial 

experiments, certain practical remedies are readily suggested by 

the conditions. A great desideratum is to bring to the root house 

a minimum amount of the disease. To this end, plants in the 

field should be sprayed regularly to prevent its appearance there. 

Any badly affected leaves should be stripped away before consign- 

ing to the coop, and it seems highly probable that fungicides may 

be used most effectively with the stored product. Without a great 
amount of extra labor, the leafy portion of the plants could be 

dipped in a weak solution of the ammoniacal copper carbonate 

before being stored, and as there is then no chance of its being 

washed off by rain, this measure should prove effective. The 

carbonate solution is mentioned because the only objection that 

might be urged against it is the slight deposit of copper. How- 

ever, as most of the original green leaves are stripped off in the 
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trimmings, and as the plants are subsequently thoroughly washed, 

it seems that this efficient fungicide might be used without 

encountering the enmity of the most fastidious purchaser. 

As previously mentioned, it is not known how the fungus 

causing this disease passes the winter, but it is quite likely that 

all diseased leaves and culls, both from the field and root house, 

are certain sources of contamination another year. It is doubtless 

impossible to destroy all such diseased material, but the more that 
is destroyed the less the probability of abundant reappearance ; 

and if the disease is to be fought effectively, it must be fought in 
every stage. 

Special Characters of the Fungus, and Artificial Cultures. 

According to Halsted* the first mention of a Septoria on celery is by 
Briosi and Cavarat, in 1890. Here the fungus is given under the name men- 

tioned above (Septoria Petroselini Desm., Var. Apii B. & C.) t. By Halsted, 

Chester, and Ellis this fungus has been compared with the species distributed 
by Briosi and Cavara, and they see no reason why our American form is not 

the same. There seems to be some doubt regarding the character of the 
spores. Halsted figures them uniformly septate, while Chester apparently 

saw no septa, and he describes them as ‘‘apparently non-septate, or septu- 

late, guttulate.’”? I have carefully examined a number of specimens from 

the field and from artificial cultures. Invariably mature spores are septate ; 
but often the septa are not visible without the use of stains. 

The spores germinate readily in agar, so that isolation cultures may be 
made in petri dishes. From such cultures, transf rs to tubes of sterile bean 

stems have given good growths of the organism ix a pure form. These cul- 

tures have giten mature pycnidia in a few weeks. The perithecia are then 

formed superficially upon the bean stems, and formed of loosely woven, 
brown hyphae. Humphrey ? has suggested that the Sepforia is connected 

with the Cercospora as pleomorphic forms of the same species. His sugges- 
tions, I believe, are based mainly upon gradations in spot characters. Chester 

was never able to find both fungi in the same spot, altuough both were some- 

times found upon the same leaf. My cultures indicate as clearly as possible 

thus far that these two fungi have no genetic connection, if we may judge at 

all from growth characters. Under similar conditions, not only has the 

* Report, New Jersey Ag'l. Exp. Sta., 1891, p. 256. 

+ Funghi Parasitti Fascecola, VI. No. 144. 

t Note. The only additional foreign mention yet encountered of a celery disease due to 

a Septoria is a short article by Sorauer on “Die Fleckenkrankheit des Sellerie,’”’ in 

Zeitschrift fiir Pflanzenkrankheiten, VI. (1896), H. 3, p. 191. The spores of this Septoria 

.we described as non-vacuolate, non-septate. 

¢ Report Mass. Agl. Exp. Sta., 1891, p. 231. 
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Cercospora produced only Cercospora, and the Septoria only Septoria, but 
the general character of the mycelium both in petri dishes and on bean 

stems is essentially distinct. Either or both of these fungi may have a per- 

fect form, and these I am attempting to encourage; but I think it unneces- 
sary to hold that the two fungi will be found to have the same perfect form. 
Should it be so, this fact would be of importance relative to the appearance 
of the disease in the root houses or storage cellars. 

54.— View of celery houses at South Lima. 

C. REMARKS ABOUT THE CONSTRUCTION OF STORAGE 

HOwvsEsS. 

The growing demand for celery during the late winter months 

has recently brought about considerable improvement in the con- 

struction of storage houses; and as has been suggested, this 

matter is intimately associated with the disease question. The 

original type of root house, which I have not seen in New York, 

was essentially a rail coop. Upon the rails, straw and earth, or 

manure, were placed in sufficient quantity to keep out cold and 

moisture. Trade demands soon necessitated the form seen in 

Figs. 54, 55, 56, for the storage of celery. This form is well 

known, and the construction of this is easily made out with the 

aid of Fig. 56, which is an interior view. These houses are 

usually provided with double doors at botk ends, two or more 
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windows, and with a number of ventilators. 

The greatest difficulty with these houses is that 

they rot down rapidly, and they may give some 

trouble with moisture. They are inexpensive, 

however, and the cost of construction is only 

about $125. It may be suggested that in con- 

structing root houses or storage houses of any 

kind the fundamental principles involved relative 

to the purpose of the structure should be con- 
stantly considered. To continue its vitality, 
succulence, and crispness, celery must continue 

in the storage house a very slow growth,—a 
growth sufficient to establish the roots in the 

soil and to complete the development of the inner 

leaves. ‘Thorough freezing is fatal, but the low- 
est temperature at which freezing will not take 
place is most desirable. Not only does this tem- 
perature hold the plant in the desired condition of 
greatly suspended activities, but it renders next 

to impossible the growth of injurious fungi which 
would speedily wilt and rot it. In order, then, 
to approach the temperature sought, the house 
should be so snugly constructed as to provide 

against freezing. Again, it should be so pro- 
vided with ventilating appliances that at any time 

advantage might be taken of any cold intervals 
to rapidly and effectually chill the house, after 
which it might be securely closed for a warmer 

period; and with this enclosed lower tempera- 
ture remain for a time at a point more nearly 

that desired. 
In Figs. 57 and 58 is shown one ot the most 

improved root houses which I have seen in oper- 
ation, and the photograph here reproduced was ~ 

taken on the premises of Abram Franke, Ironde- 

quoit. With the usual excavation of eighteen 
inches or two feet, this structure has a brick 

foundation, and the roof is well provided 
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57.—Improved celery houses at Irondequoit. 

with air chambers and paper 

linings, affording the best pro- 

tection against cold. The 

additional large air chamber 

above the collar beams, with 

its separate windows, seems 

also desirable. Thereare large 
double doors at each end, and 

the space between each outer 

and inner door is large, and 

the connections well arranged 

for the exclusion of cold air. 

It seems of sufficient interest 

to give a view of such a stor- 

age house; .but full details of 

construction may not be 

entered upon in this connec- 

tion. It will be seen that Fig. 

59 shows the construction of 

the peak and collar-beam (k) 

of the house, and also of the 

ventilator (1, 1). Fig. 60 

shows the detail of the roof 

construction. The plate (h) 

is held firmly to the wall by a 

tongue (i) let into the brick 

work. ‘The rafter is b. On 
this is a thickness of sheath- 

ing upon either side (a, c), 

with an air-space at e, and 

outer sheathing at g,and build- 

ing paper at d and f. The 
cost of labor and materials is 
about $500. An interior view 

of this house is shown in Fig. 
58 (page 200). It was stocked 

with celery at the time this 

photograph was taken, and in 
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spite of having been harvested early, the plants were fairing well. 

I have seen a cheaper and modified form of the above structure 

provided with a single air chamber outside of the rafters and first 
boarding, with tarred paper covering the final layer of boards. 

The odor of tar in the house has caused comment; but if the 

house is well aired and sunned before celery 

is admitted, there seems to be no need to 

fear even local censure. 

I know of no experiments with the soils 

of storage houses ; but since even the sur- 

face soil has some influence on the amount 

of water evaporated, it might be well to 

give some attention to this point. 

The improved form of storage house 

which has been described above may be 

suggestive to market gardeners who have 

other vegetable products to store 

for the winter markets, for in the 

storage of almost any vegetable 

product the same three essential 

features are to be 

borne in mind, 

viz.: (1) protec- 

tion against freez- 

ing; (2) a tem- 

perature so low 

that the activities ‘ 

of the plant may 

not be _ incited 

and that the growth of fungi may be discouraged; and (3) proper 

protection against excessive moisture. 

59 —Details of construction of a model 

celery house. 
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60.—Details of construction. 



II. EXPERIMENTS WITH FERTILIZERS ON CELERY. 

Upon the 26th of June, 1896, an experiment in fertilizing 

celery was laid out near Rome, New York, upon the premises of 

B. F. Richardson. The area was flat muck land, of half-wild 

meadow, broken up that year. It had never grown celery and 

had never received fertilizers. 

The rows of celery were 28 rods long and 4 feet apart. Each 

row, therefore, represents about one-twenty-fourth of an acre of 

land. The plants of Golden Self-Blanching were set from four 

to six inches apart in the row, and the other varieties from six to 

eight inches. The fertilizer was carefully strewn by hand ina 

little furrow made upon either side of the row, after the plants 

were established in the soil, and it was then covered with earth. 

Care was exercised to keep the material from coming nearer than 

two or three inches to the plants. Theseason turned out to be 

very dry, and therefore the crop was less than it should have 

been. However, it was given excellent care, and there were 

marked differences in the plots when final notes were taken on the 

31st of October. The celery was bleached by banking with earth. 

The samples shown in theillustrations were taken by selecting 

six average plants from near the end of each row. The weights 

of these six average plants are entered in the records below. 

Chemical analyses were made from these samples, as displayed 

on page 229. The photographs showing the samples are all taken 

to the same scale. The weights of all the plants in each plot 
were also taken, but are not reported here. 

VIII. Seven rows Golden Self-Blanching celery, set June 20. 

Received July 17, 100 lbs., high-grade sulfate of potash, 14 

Ibs. to the row. . 
Crop rather poor. Fig. 61. 

Six plants, 4 lbs., 1 oz. 

IX. Seven rows Golden Self-Blanching, set June 20. Received 
July 17, 100 lbs., high-grade muriate of potash. | 

Crop very much better than in plot VIII., the stalks being much 

thicker, broader and stronger. The difference was such as to 

impress any observer. Figs. 61, 63. _ 

Six plants, 5 lbs., 14 ozs. 





61 —Two left-hand plants (I/1/.) ave from sulfate of potash rows and the 
right-hand ones (LX.) from muriate of potash rows. 

62.—FPlants 1 and 3 from no fertilizer row; plants 2 and 4 trom wood ashes rows. 





64.—South Carolina rock, one bunch of six plants (XT1.) and bone black, 
one bunch of six plants (XTV.). 

65.—One bunch, six plants, sulfate of potash (XV.), and one bunch, sta 
plants, check (XV1.). Notice the small stalks in the latter. 
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X. One row Golden Self-Blanching, set June 20. No fertilizer. 

Crop almost worthless. Figs. 62, 63. 

Six plants, 2 lbs., 9 ozs. 

XI. Three rows Golden Self-Blanching, set June 20. Received 

200 lbs. wood ashes July 17. (Theashes analyzed 6.32 per 

cent potash, and 1.87 per cent phosphoric acid.) 

Crop the best in the entire plantation, the stalks being numer- 

ous and very stocky and solid. Figs. 62 and 63. 

Six plants, 7 lbs., 7 ozs. 

XII. Five rows Kalamazoo Broad-Ribbed, set June 24. 

Received July 18, roo lbs. dissolved South Carolina rock. 

Crop medium to poor, the stalks being too slender. Fig. 64. 

Six plants, 5 lbs. 2 ozs. 

XIII. One row Kalamazoo Broad-Ribbed, set June 24. No 

fertilizer. 

Crop unusually good for a check, being nearly equal to XII., 

jut the row stood near a dead furrow and no doubt received some 

benefit from deeper plowing at that point. 

XIV. Five rows Kalamazoo Broad-Ribbed, set June 24. 

Received July 18, too lbs. bone black. 

Crop much better than XII., the plants being much thicker and 

heavier. Fig. 64. 

Six plants, 6 Ibs. 

XV. Six rows White Plume, set June 25. Received July 18, 

100 lbs. sulfate of potash. 

Crop fair. Fig. 65. 

Six plants, 5 lbs., 12 ozs. 

One row in this plot (shown in Fig. 66) was almost ruined by 
being burned by the sulfate, the material having been scattered 

directly upon the row and much of it striking the plants. 

XVI. One row White Plume, set June 25. No fertilizer. 

Crop poor, stalks many but small. Fig. 65. 

Six plants, 5 lbs. 15 ozs. 

XVII. Six rows White Plume, set June 25. Received July 18, 

200 lbs. sulfate of potash. 

Crop heavy, with much broader and heavier plants than in XV. 

XVIII. One row Golden Self-Blanching, set July 8. Received 

July 28, 10 lbs. nitrate of soda. 
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Crop poor, the stalks being stocky but very sort. Fig. 67. 

Six plants, 2 lbs. 14 ozs. 

XIX. Two rows Golden Self-Blanching, set July 8. No 

fertilizer. 

Crop worthless. Fig. 67. 

Six plants, 1 lb. 8 ozs. 
XX. Seven rows Golden Self-Blanching, set July 21. Received 

July 28, 25 lbs. nitrate of soda, 75 lbs. dissolved South Caro- 

lina rock, 100 lbs. sulfate of potash. 

Crop fair. Fig. 67. 

Six plants, 4 lbs. 6 ozs. 

XXI. Two rows Golden Self-Blanching, set July 21. No 
fertilizer. 

Crop worthless. 

XXII. Seven rows Golden Self-Blanching, set July 22. 

Received July 28, 50 lbs. nitrate of soda, 100 lbs. dissolved 

South Carolina rock, 200 lbs. sulfate of potash. 

Crop late because of late setting, but Mr. Richardson regarded 

it as the best lot on the plantation considering the chance it had. 

All these records show that wood-ashes gave the best results, 

although a combination of nitrate of soda, South Carolina rock 

and sulfate of potash (plot X XII.) promises to do well. Muriate 

of potash excelled the sulfate. Nitrate of soda alone gave poor 

returns. The check (no fertilizer) plots were not worth the 

growing. 

It should be.said that although this test was made with much 

pains, no generalizations should be drawn fromit. The subject 
needs to be studied a number of years and in more detail before 

definite conclusions can be drawn. This paper is meant asa 

report of progress, and to call the attention of those who are 
experimenting with celery fertilizers to our desire to obtain more 

specific information. We shall endeavor to make similar experi- 

ments the coming season. It will be observed, however, that the 

results upon these plots were as emphatic as could: have been 

wished. 

The chemist was asked to help interpret the results, and his 

analyses of a plant from each plot, and of the soil, are given below. 
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The report of George W. Cavanaugh, assistant chemist to the 

Experiment Station, is as follows : 
‘‘The four principal fertilizing elements nitrogen (N), phos- 

phoric acid(P, O.), potash (K,O) and lime (Ca O) were determined 

in the dry substance of the celery plant, roots excluded. 

‘‘In samples XVIII. and XX. ,nitrates were found in appreciable 
quantities. Potash seems to be the most variable ingredient 
ranging from 4.63 per cent to 1.97 per cent. 

‘‘ Whenever potash was used in the fertilizers it is found in 

67.—Bunches of six planis of each of three lots: XVIII., nitrate of soda; 

XTX., no fertilizer; XX., nitrate of soda, S. Car. rock, sulfate 

of potash. 

greater amount in the plant than in those plants not so fertilized, 

except in case of No. XVI., which for some unknown reason ranks 

highest. 

‘‘In sample XVIII. there seems to be evidence of a partial 

replacement of potash by soda. 

‘: The same result seems to follow from a comparison of samples 

VIII. and XX. In the former when sulfate of potash was used 
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alone 4.40 per cent. was found in the plant as against 2.84 per 

cent where nitrate of soda was used with the potash. Phosphoric 

acid and lime seem to be quite constant. 

“While no conclusive result can be drawn from this one set 

of analyses it seems probable that nitrogen and potash are the 

plant-foods most required.’’ 

ANALYSES OF CELERY PLANTS. 

| Nitrogen per | Phosphoric Potash per Lime per 
| Plots. cent. acid per cent. cent, cent, 

| 9 OP aS 8 eee 4.24 Gp 4.40 51 
Ji fpell Cogs ©) Daa asianee 3.44 -78 4.48 .40 
Dee NOU sta cpotsig fa\s\0)-1- 4.08 67 2.96 43 
Me JASHES so. 25). 33 3.64 -90 3.26 41 
9.010 Bid el 0 Some eas ae 4.17 .86 2.46 36 
SIV 4 PA 6. eRiarote he's B77, -93 2.48 38 
Beg, INOUE. tails i0-s 4.47 .89 4.63 -49 
VHT -Na NO... 4.81 Ay 1.97 oA 
pees INONEGL Ss oe ae 4.55 -79 2.80 .50 

Na NO,..... 
xX. es SOL. st: 4.46 .84 2.84 -42 

5 8 er 

It is apparent that these figures throw little light upon the rea- 

sons for our curious results,—the high yield with potash and the 

very small yields with nitrogen. It was then decided to make an 

analysis of the soil, to find if its composition could aid in inter- 

preting theresultsoftheexperiment. The soil was found to show 
no acidity. Mr. Cavanaugh found a very high content of nitrogen, 

phosphoric acid and potash. It was then suggested that the pot- 

ash, whilst large in amount, might beunavailable. Accordingly, 

the potash and phosphoric acid were tested for availability, when 

it was found that the potash was practically all unavailable whilst 

the phosphoric acid was in a very available condition (as deter- 
mined by digesting in a one-half per cent of hydrochloric acid for 
5 hours at 4o°c). Mr. Cavanaugh’s figures are as follows : 
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ANALYSIS OF CELERY Muck, CALCULATED TO DRY 

SUBSTANCE, 
; Availability. 

Nitrovens sa son bot, Sake ices 1.87 per cent, 
PHOSPHOLIG BWIA ys. ca heh bin’ beuek sc .50 * .065 
Potash} 2Alacy. jth PRO LILES | FAT .54 merest trace 
LUMO A Pome ete eee rete ree eerie 2.20 oS 
ETUITEUUS x crvser an dowecn tec cca eseea te Latoue e one 29.29 -* 

The unavailability of the potash seems to explain the excellent 

results which were obtained from the wood ashes. ‘The chemist 

uow suggests the use of caustic lime upon the land, in the place of 

fertilizers, in order to determine if the potash may be made avail- 

able. 

this interesting line this year. 
It is expected that experiments will be continued along 

L. H. BAIA. 
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68.—Army-worms at work on acorn plant. Nearly natural size. 
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69.—a, army-worm moth at rest, natural size; b, moth with wings expanded; 
c, the moth, twice natural size; d, e, f, g, eggs of army-worm moth as they 
are laid in grass leaves, much enlarged. 





THE ARMY-WORM IN NEW YORK. 

Leucania unipunéta Haworth. 

Order LEPIDOPTERA ; family Nocrurpé. 

Perhaps no common name of an insect is so familiar to 

agriculturists and others as that of ‘‘army-worm.’’ However, 

but comparatively few people are familiar with the story of an 

army-worm’s life,—what it is, where it comes from, the wonder- 

ful transformations it undergoes, and many other interesting facts 

about it. The most serious outbreak of this insect known in the 

history of New York state and of the country at large occurred 

last year. As the newspapers teemed with more or less exag- 

gerated accounts of its ravages and habits, it attracted unusual 

attention from all classes, resulting in a greater demand for 

definite, detailed, illustrated information than we were able to 

supply at the time. Fortunately we succeeded in breeding many 
of the insects through their different stages and broods in cages 

at the insectary, and were thus enabled to obtain many new and 

life-like pictures of army-worms, their parents, and other interest- 

ing phases of their life. In order that agriculturists and others 
may be prepared with definite information in case of future out- 

breaks of the insect in New York, the following account of its 

work in the state has been prepared. 

WHAT ARE ARMY-WORMS. 

The name ‘‘ army-worm’’ has been applied to several different 

insects which sometimes appear in great numbers and devastate 

large areas of field or orchard crops. The term is sometimes 
applied to the canker-worm in many localities in our state. How- 
ever, what has come to be recognized as the army-worm proper 

or the army-worm by entomologists is shown at work, nearly 

natural size, in figure 68, and twice natural size in figure 70. It 

is a striped, sixteen-legged larva or caterpillar, resembling, and 

in fact, closely allied to, the well-known cutworms. It is aptly 
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called the ‘‘ army-worm’’ because whenever it appears in injur- 

ious numbers, after destroying the vegetation in one field, the 

caterpillars always march like an army to other fields. The 

parents of army-worms are moths (see figure 69) which belong to 

a great family of insects known as Noctuids or owlet-moths. Most 

of the moths or ‘‘mlllers’’ that fly into our houses at night, 

attracted by the lights, are members of this family. 

THE CATERPILLARS AND THEIR PARENTS DESCRIBED. 

When full-grown, army-worms measure nearly an inch and a 

half in length. They are of a general greenish-black color, 

much lighter on the venter which is more or less mottled with 

blackish, and each side bears several distinct stripes. 

Along each side of the body extend three stripes of about the same width ; 
the one just below the spiracles is of a light greenish-yellow with whitish 

edges ; the one bordering on the dorsum is a little darker with a mottled 

greenish-black center and narrow white lines along its edges; the central 

stripe, or the one with the spiracles in its lower edge, is black, sometimes 

lighter along its center. The dorsum is finely mottled with greenish-black 

and closely resembles the dark stigmatal stripe in color; along the middle 

line of the dorsum there extends a narrow white stripe, usually quite indis- 

tinct except on the thoracic and anal segments. The six true legs are light 

brown in color, and each pro-leg is marked with a large, shiny, blackish 

spot. The head is of a greenish-brown color, rather coarsely mottled with 

black which merges into distinct blackish stripes along the sutures. 

There is considerable, variation in general color among the 

caterpillars, some being much lighter than others, due to differ- 

ences in the intensity of the stripes and the mottlings on the 

body. In some cases this difference was so great as to lead to 

doubts of the specimens being true army-worms. ‘Two extremes 

of variation are illustrated in figure 70; in one instance all the 

army-worms received from one locality were like the one in the 

upper part of the figure, while those sent in from another army 

were all dark like the lower one. 

The parent insect—the moth—is shown natural size at rest at 
a, and with wings expanded at 4, in figure 69; at cin this figure 

the moth is represented twice naturalsize. As these figures indi- 
cate, the adult insect is a very plain little ‘‘miller.’’ Its princi- 
pal characteristic markings are the distinct white spot near the 

center, and the dark shade or stripe in the upper outer angle, of 
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each front wing. ‘The general color of the front wings is clay or 

fawn, much specked with black scales; a row of more or less 

distinct black dots, one on each vein, crosses the wing about mid- 

way between the white spot and the outer margin; often the 

veins are outlined for a portion of their length by white scales. 

The hind wings are of a dusky brownish color, darker towards 
the outer margin, and with the veins blackish. 

Fe 
echt 

bong 

70.—Light and dark varieties of army-worms, twice natural size. 

There are no differences in color between the male and female 

moths, but the abdomen of the female is more pointed, and her 

antennze are much smoother than the hairy or ciliate antennze of 

the male. f 

The moths are very uniform in their coloring and markings; 

practically the only variations are in the number of the black scales 
scattered over the front wings, and some moths are a trifle lighter 

or darker with more or less of a reddish or rust tinge. ‘There is 

‘considerable variation in size, the distance across the outstretched 

wings ranging from a little less than one and a half inches to two 

inches. The moths bred from the lightest colored army-worms 

do not differ from those reared from the darkest caterpillars. 

The moth may be readily distinguished from other similar 
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moths by the conspicuous white spot in the center of each front 

wing. It was doubtless this distinctive mark that suggested the 
specific name of the insect—unzpuncéta. 

HISTORICAL. 

its general distribution and early history.—Apparently the 
native home of the army-worm is in North America, although it 

is known to occur in England, South America, India, Java, 

Maderia, Australia and New Zealand, thus making it nearly a 

cosmopolitan insect. However, it is known as an especially 
injurious insect only in the United States, east of the Rocky 

Mountains and in Canada. ‘‘The region in which it especially 

flourishes extends from Iowa to Maine and from Texas to Ala- 

bama. East of the Blue Ridge Mountains its southerly range as 

an injurious species extends to North Carolina. The moth is 

often captured outside these limits and frequently in considerable 

numbers, but the caterpillar does not seem elsewhere to be a factor 

in agriculture.” 

What has come to be recognized as the first published account 

of this insect is quoted on the title page below the frontispiece. 

1743 is always mentioned as the first army-worm year of which 

we have pretty definite proof. Perhaps it was the army-worm 

that appeared by the millions in Massachusetts in 1762 and ate up 
the corn. Graphic and definite accounts have been recorded of 

the ravages of the insect in New Englandin 1770and1790. The 

next army-worm year was in 1817, and since 1825 the insect has 

appeared in injurious numbers somewhere in the United States 
almost every year; but rarely, if ever, has the insect been 

destructive in the same locality in two successive years. 

The army-worm was known in the early chronicles as ‘‘ the 

black worm ;’’ just when it came to be known as “the army- 

worm’’ we have not ascertained. Sometime in the latter part of 
the eighteenth century, a specimen of the adult insect—the moth— 

found its way into the then celebrated collection of a Mr. Fran- 

cillon in London. Upon the breaking up and sale of that col- 

lection early in this century, this moth passed into the possession 

of a Mr. Haworth, who published a description of it in 1810; he 

named it wzzpuncta, the white speck. 
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It is a curious fact that no one seems to have discovered what 

the parents of the army-worms were like until 1855, when Mr. 

Kirkpatrick reared some of the moths in Ohio. It was not until 

1861 that Dr. Fitch, then State Entomologist of New York, iden- 

tified the army-worm moth as the same insect which had been 

described in England fifty years before. 

Previous army-worm years in New York.—Apparently the first 

record of the occurrence of the army-worm in New York state is 

the following taken from the Albany Argus for 1817: ‘‘The 

black worm is destroying the vegetation in the northern towns of 
Rensselaer and the eastern section of Saratoga counties. Many 

meadows and pastures have been rendered by their depredations 

as barren as a heath.”’ 

The insect does not seem to have again attracted attention in 

our state for forty-four years or until 1861.* This is by far 

the most celebrated of the army-worm years, because the worms 

appeared in destructive numbers over an immense extent of coun- 

try (twenty states were damaged to a greater or less extent), and’ 

also because this outbreak called forth several elaborate articles 

by the leading writers upon insects. In New York state the 

worms appeared in the vicinity of Buffalo, and at several other 

points towards the western and southern line of the state; and 

also in many places on Long Island. 

In 1872, an army of the worms was reported from Tioga 

County. Again in 1875, which wasa notable army-worm year 

throughout the country, the insect was very destructive in the 

same county and was reported asswarming on Long Island. Dr. 

Lintner states (Country Gentleman, 1877, p. 347) that the worms 

abounded in many portions of the state in 1876 and did serious 

damage, but the next year the moths wererarely seen. 1880 was 

also a notable army-worm year, especially in New York state. 

The worms were destructive in the southern and eastern counties 

of the state in August, and on Long Island the damage done in 

June was very great, creating muchalarm. Bushels of the worms 

* Dr. Riley states (3d Rept. Ent. Com., p. 95): ‘‘ From an old number of 
the Country Gentleman, we learn that it did some damage in western New 

York.’’ We have been unable to find this reference, nor does Dr. Fitch refer 

to it in his detailed account published in 1861. 
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were captured in post-holes dug in ditches on Long Island in 1880, 
but in 1881 scarcely any were seen on the Island. 

In August, 1882, the insect appeared in formidable numbers 
near Saratoga Springs, and was also very destructive in Suffolk 

County. In 1885, the worms were reported as doing much dam- 

age in oats in Orange County. They next attracted attention in 

Orleans County in 1888, where they injured the barley crop 

twenty per cent. Two years later (1890) the worms are reported 

to have destroyed many acres of timothy in Queen’s County. 

This completes the record of appearances in destructive numbers 

of the army-worm in New York state previous to 1896, 

NOTES ON THE OUTBREAK OF 1896. 

During the spring and summer of 1896, the army-worm ap- 

peared in destructive numbers in portions of ten states, constitut- 

ing what is probably the most serious outbreak of the pest known 

in the history of the country. In somestates most of the damage 

was done in May, but usually it was the July brood which ap- 

peared in almost incredible numbers ; in a few localities, however, 

it was not until September that the pest was seen in injurious 

numbers. 

In New York state the outbreak was the most wide-spread and 

most destructive of any before recorded. We have authentic re-’ 

ports of armies of the worms having worked in forty-eight of the 

sixty counties of the state. We heard nothing of the insect in the 

state until about July rst, when letters, telegrams, and even long- 

distance telephone messages began to pour in from all sections. 

A circular letter and telegram were prepared and for nearly three 

weeks in July, we were kept busy answering the urgent requests 

of the hundreds of correspondents whose crops, in many cases, 

were disappearing, often at the rate of an acre or more per day, 

down the throats of the armies of hungry worms. 

Nearly all kinds of field crops were ravaged by the caterpillars. 

Corn and oats seem to have suffered the most; there is no data 

upon which to base any definite estimates, but one may safely say 

that thousands of acres of these two crops alone were ruined by 

the worms in New York. In many localities, rye, barley, wheat, 

millet, meadows, pasture lands, and Hungarian grass suffered 
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equally as much as, and in some cases more than, corn or oats. 

One army of the worms which we visited had stripped every leaf 

from forty acres of rye and had cut off one-third of the heads 

before the farmer discovered the presence of the enemy on his 

farm. When we reached his place, his corn and oats in adjoining 

fields were disappearing at the rate of an acre or twoa day, and 

the lane across which the worms were marching presented a 

desolate appearance, scarcely a green blade of grass having 

escaped the jaws of the hungry horde. Many farmers had sim- 

ilar experiences with the insect. Often whole fields of rye or 

other crops would be ruined before the culprits were discovered. 

Some farmers, hoping to save their oat crop cut the grain before 

it was fairly ripe, binding it into bundles and ‘‘ shocking it’’ as 

usual; but quarts of the worms simply gathered under and in 

these shocks and continued their destructive work on the drying 

grain, often ruining the whole crop. 

The favorite breeding places for the worms are the low places 

in pastures and meadows where the vegetation grows the rankest, 

and in many cases it was evident that the armies started from 

such places in 1896. Often, however, the indications were that 

the worms were born in the rye or oat field where their ravages 
were first noticed. As there was nothing to indicate that 1896 

was to be an ‘‘ army-worm year,’’ no one was on the lookout for 

the insect, and doubtless few, if any, farmers discovered the worms 

when they were small and before they had been forced to abandon 

their breeding grounds and march to new pastures in search of 

food to satisfy their voracious appetites. The larger proportion 

of the damage done in 1896 might have been averted had the 

farmers been able to apply remedial measures before the worms 

had spread far from their birthplace instead of when they were 

half-grown or more, with larger appetites, and were on the march. 

Although the outbreak of the insect was so general all over 

the state, oftentimes the worms were confined to one or two farms 

in a town; one man’s crops might be ruined by them while 

another army of the worms might not occur within a radius of 

several miles. 

To fully realize the destructive capabilities of the imsect one 

must see, no description will suffice, an army of the worms on the 
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march and at work. In most cases, the caterpillars in each of 

these armies must have been numbered by the millions; even an 

approximate estimate of the number of worms in a single army 

would have been impracticable. Oftentimes when an army was 

marching across a lane or roadway, nearly the entire surface of 

the ground for several rods would be covered with the crawling 

mass of worms; one could not step without crushing several of 

them. Isit to be wondered at that when such a vast horde of 

hungry creatures reach a field of young corn, acres of the plants 

soon look like the one shown in figure 68? They soon strip all 

the leaves from the stalks of oats, rye, and similar plants, and 

often cut off many of the heads, leaving them uneaten on the 

ground. In one instance, a barn loomed up before the worms 

directly in their line of march, but nothing daunted, many of them 

valiantly scaled the perpendicular wall and soon succeeded in 

getting over the eaves onto the roof. Here, however, they met 

their Waterloo, either from the exposure on the heated shingles 

to the sun’s rays or from other causes, and a windrow of dead 

worms was formed under the eaves. 

The worms feed mostly at night, remaining hidden during the 

day in the soil or under chunks of dirt or anything that will 

afford protection ; many of them find shelter down in the cavities 

at the bases of the unfolding corn leaves. On cloudy days the 

worms usually feed during the day, and often many of the worms 

may be found at work on sunshiny days. 4 

In almost every case it was the July brood of worms only which 

ravaged crops ; apparently in none of these instances did the May 

or the September broods of the caterpillars attract attention. 

However in at least two localities (Cheviot, Columbia Co. and 

Warwick, Orange Co.), it was only the September brood of 

worms which were numerous enough to be noticeably destructive; 

curiously enough the insect had not been seen in these localities 

before during the year. Thus, while in most localities all of the 

damage was donein July, and in a few places the worms were 

not injuriously numerous until September, it is to be noted that 

we have no evidence that more than one of at least three broods 

of the insect was noticeably injurious in any locality during 1896. 

A probable explanation of this noteworthy fact will be brought 
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out later on in the discussion of the enemies of the army-worm. 

INDICATIONS OF THE PRESENCE OF ARMY-WORMS. 

Unfortunately, even when army-worms occur in immense num- 

bers, farmers rarely become aware of their presence until they are 

about half-grown, when they have usually spread some distance 

from where they hatched, and have often already done much 

damage. Last year, one farmer noticed that a forty-acre field of 

rye seemed to be ripening unusually early, but he did not discover 

the cause until a few days later when an immense army of the 

caterpillars began marching from this field into adjoining corn 

and oat crops ; an examination of the rye showed that the worms 

had eaten nearly every rye leaf in the whole field and had also 

cut off about one-third of the heads. That the insect gets such a 

start before it is discovered, is doubtless largely due to the fact 

that it is not a ‘‘standard”’ pest (that is, one which may be 

expected in injurious numbers almost every year, like the Codlin 

moth) and thus farmers, not expecting it, are not on the lookout 

for it. As it is impossible to predict with any degree of certainty 

when army-worms may be expected, this unfortunate condition of 

affairs seems to have no practicable remedy. 

A whole army of the worms are often hatched in a few square 
rods or less of rank growing grass in a low, damp spot in a large 

pasture or meadow. Such a small area is easily overlooked, 

although the little caterpillars may have eaten enough of the 

grass to enable one, on the lookout for them, to readily discover 

their presence before they have spread far and have done much 

damage. It would be an easy matter to check an army of 

these very destructive worms in field crops if it could be discov- 

ered before it had spread far from its comparatively small breed- 

ing ground. 

Wuat ARMY-WORMS EAT, AND THEIR CAPACITY FOR INJURY. 

Army-worms include in their menu a wide range of food-plants. 

They seem to prefer the grasses and grains. Timothy, wheat, 

oats, corn, rye, and barley, they seem to relish best ; and millet, 

Hungarian grass, sorghum, or flax do not come amiss. They 

have also been known to eat onions, peas, beans and other garden 
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crops. Cranberry crops have been greatly damaged by them, 

and in one instance ‘‘ an army of the worms, in passing through 

a strawberry patch, devoured both the leaves of the plant and the 

unripe fruit.’ Experiments have shown that in confinement the 

worms will live, thrive, and undergo their transformations when 

fed exclusively upon either the garden poppy, beet, lettuce, 

cabbage, raspberry, onion, parsnip, radish, carrots, or pea. They 

refused to feed, however, on bean, cotton, grape, and hemlock. 

Ordinarily clover is not eaten by the worms ; it is said that ‘‘ a 

timothy field is often eaten to the ground, leaving the clover scat- 

tered through it standing.’’ In 1880, however, a remarkable 

exception occurred in New Jersey where in some localities clover- 

eating by the worms was the rule and not the exception. 

Fruit growers have little to fear from this pest. In one case, 

as mentioned above, a strawberry bed was injured by an army of 

the worms, and there is but one record of their having eaten the 

leaves of fruit trees. 

Finally, it may be of interest to know, that when on the march, 

the worms have been known to not hesitate at cannibalism to 

satisfy their hunger, and many individuals have been killed and 

devoured by their stronger comrades. 

It isa striking fact, that, although the army-worm is widely 

spread throughout the world, it is notably destructive only in the 

northern half of the Uuited States ; and in this section, its capacity 

for injury is very great. Almost every year it appears somewhere 

in this area and injures crops to the amount of hundreds of 

thousands of dollars. As one can readily understand, it is a 

difficult matter to estimate the loss occasioned by the ravages of 

an insect over a largearea. ‘The damage done by the army-worm 

in western Massachusetts in 1861 has been estimated at $500,000. 

The oat cropof Indiana and Illinois is estimated to have been 

damaged by the insect in 1881 to the extent of about $750,000. 

We have but little data upon which to base an estimate of the 

injury done by the worms in New York in 1896. It has been 

stated, however, that the damage from the insect in Massachusetts 

last year would amount to upward of $250,000; and we believe 

that at least as many dollars worth of the crops of timothy, oats 
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andcorn of New York farmers also went down the throats of the 

ravaging armies of the worms in 1896. 

- Tse Story oF AN ARMY-WORM’S LIFE. 

Only those who have closely watched the growth and wonderful 

transformations of an insect can realize how fascinating is such a 

study of life. It is astonishing how much ignorance there is 

among the great mass of the people in regard to insects and their 

life-stories. But few of the hundreds of farmers who suffered 

from the ravages of the army-worm last year, had any definite 

ideas as to where the worms came from or what became of them. 

Our observations lead us to believe that those who know the 

most about the habits and lives of their insect pests, are the ones 

who best succeed in conquering these minute foes. Furthermore 

it must be more interesting to plan a campaign against an enemy 

with whose habits one is familiar than to go at it haphazard as 

many do. ‘The life-history of the army-worm varies somewhat 

in different latitudes ; the following discussion is applicable, in 
most cases, only to New York state and similar latitudes. 

The egg stage, or how and where its life begins. —Each army- 

worm begins life in a minute, round, nearly smooth egg of a 

distinct, yet very light yellow color,* and measuring from 6 mm. 

to 7 mm. (about .025 of aninch)indiameter. Inseeking a place 

to lay her eggs, the mother insect seems to preferably choose the 

rankest tufts of grassin pastures or where the growth is the 

rankest in grain fields or meadows. Finding a suitable stalk of 
grass or grain, the moth clasps a blade or leaf with her legs and 

then deftly thrusts her ovipositor into the as yet unfolded base of 

the leaf or more often down into the sheath where it surrounds 

thestalk. She is thusengaged fromone to four minutes at aspot. 

During this time from 10 to 50 or even more eggs may be laid and 

covered with a thin white glutinous substance which fastens them 

together and also draws the sides of the leaf close around them, 

* The egg has always been described as smooth and white. Yet the hun- 

dreds of eggs which we have seen had a distinct yellowish tinge, and under 

the microscope the surface of theshell was prettily marked with a net-work 

of very fine striz or ridges ; the white substance with which the moth 
covers her eggs obscures this net-work. 
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so that nothing but a narrow glistening white streak is visible, 

as shown much enlarged at fand gin figure 69. Atdande in 

the same figure, part of the sheath of the leaf has been removed 

to show the eggs and their glutinous covering. Observations 

indicate that most of the eggs are laid during the earlier part of 

the night, the moth remaining hidden during the day. It is also 
said that early in the season the moths prefer to oviposit in the 

cut straw of old stacks, in hayricks, and even in old fodder stacks 

of corn or in old bits of corn stalks scattered about in pastures ; 

eggs have also been found in the spring in young grain. 

The immense numbers in which the army-worm often occurs 

would lead one to suspect that the parent moth must be quite pro- 
lific. Careful observation has shown this to be true, for as many 

as 737 eggs have been found in the body of one moth. They 

develop rather slowly in the ovaries, as a week or more often 

elapses between the time of emergence of the moth and the com- 
mencement of egg-laying. 

Eggs laid in the sheath of grass-blades in our cagesin Novem- 

ber hatched in from 8to rodays. ‘This agrees with other records. 

Growth and peculiar habits of the worms.—A day or two before 
the eggs hatch, the brown jaws of the developing caterpillar can 

be plainly distinguished through the shell. 

The newly hatched worms are nearly 2 mm. (.078 of an inch) in length 

and are of a translucent whitish color. The head is of a dark brown color 

and the thoracic shield a little lighter. There are no indications of the 

stripes which mark their body later. The first pair of abdominal pro-legs 
are only about one-half as large as, and the second pair are slightly smaller 

than, the last three pairs. All these undeveloped pro-legs bear the usual 

hooklets, but whether all are functionai or not, we have not determined. 

In moving, the little caterpillars loop along like measuring-worms, and 

when disturbed they drop themselves down at the end of a silken thread 

which they spin, like canker-worms. As we had seen nothing recorded that 

would indicate such a habit, we were surprised to find that for the first day 
or two of their life the caterpillars fed upon the shells of the eggs from which 

they had just hatched and upon the white glutinous substance which sur- 

rounded the eggs. In each case under our observation the little worms ate 

almost every vestige of these substances before they attacked the live grass 
leaf. Soon after they began feeding upon the grass, this green food gave 
their bodies a greenish color. After feeding for a few days, the little worms 

moult or shed their skin. In the second stage of their life as a caterpillar 
they have the same looping and spinning habits as before, and the stripes of 
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the future mature worms begin to appear. After the second moult occurring 

3 or 4 days later, or in the third stage, the caterpillars are more distinctly 

striped, their looping habit is lost, but the front pro-legs are still the smallest, 

and instead of spinning down when disturbed, the worms curl themselves 

up. When they reach the fourth stage, 3 or 4 days later, they have many of 

the characteristics of the mature caterpillars, shown in figure 70, and the 

pro-legs are of nearly equal size. Two more moults occur at intervals of 3 

or 4 days before the worms become full-grown. 

This insect thus usually spends from twenty to thirty days of 

its life as an army-worm or caterpillar, 

Army-worms occur every year in most grass-lands, but 

their habits of feeding mostly at night, remaining hidden dur- 

ing the day, and of dropping when disturbed, render them quite 

difficult to find unless they occur in large numbers ; when young 

the worms quite closely mimic their food-plants, which also renders 

their detection less easy. It is said that sometimes one may pass 

daily through a grass plot where the worms abound, and never 

suspect their presence until the plot begins to look bare in patches. 

Their night-feeding habit reminds one of their near allies in the 

insect world—the cutworms. But the army-worms do not seem 

to exhibit the wasteful cutting habit of the cutworms, except 
when they sometimes cut off the heads of wheat and similar 

grains; usually only the leaves of the grasses and grains are 

eaten. 

The fact that the traveling of the worms in large armies is an 

abnormal habit, cannot be too strongly insisted upon. It is only 

when so very abundant, and the food of the vicinity in which 

they were borne is destroyed, that they march in search of further 
supplies; they are usually from one-half to two-thirds grown 
when the march begins. 

The rate of travel of the worms when on the march of course 

varies with the nature of the surface over which they have to 

crawl. ‘They have been observed to travel at the rate of from 

one to nearly three feet in a minute, or from four to ten rods per 

hour. 

The Transformations Through the Pupa Stage to the Adult In- 

sect.—Soon after reaching its full growth, an army-worm ordinarily 

burrows into the ground for an inch or two and there twists its 
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body about until a smooth cavity or cell is formed. In this 

earthen cell the caterpillar sheds its skin for the last time and 

becomes a dark brown, apparently lifeless object—the pupa— 
shown natural size (at a) and enlarged in figure 71. In the latter 

part of July last year sed farmers reported that the army-worms 
- ; had suddenly left their 

fields and had disap- 

peared; this simply 

meant that they had 

gone into the ground to 

pupate. When the 

worms occur in great 

numbers, many of them 

change to pupze under 

stones, boards, chunks 

of dirt, or rubbish of 

any kind, without en- 

tering the ground; at 

such times more or less 

whe in hh es silk is sometimes spun 
71.—The pupae into which army-worms tvans- around the body and 

Jorm. Natural size ata. particles of earth adhere 

to it thus forming aslight cocoon. The length of time the insect 

remains in the pupa state varies with the climate and the season. 

Inthe spring and fall the pupa stage apparently lasts from three 

to four weeks in New York state, while in July only from ten to 

fifteen days was spent by the insect as a pupa last year. 

Flabits of the moth.—Soon after emerging from their cramped 

quarters in the pupa, the moths gradually expand their wings 

and may be seen, resting quietly, hidden during the day in the 

grasses, in the position shown at a in figure 69. The moths 

usually begin flying about sunset and are doubtless active during 

the greater part of the night. Their flight is low and is charac- 

terized by a quick darting motion. Upon first alighting the wings 

are kept in motion with a rapid quivering fora moment. They 

do not appear to be as readily attracted by lights as many other 

moths. In our extensive trap-lantern experiments conducted in 
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1889 and 1892, only oe moth was attracted to the lanterns dur- 

ing the two years. 
Doubtless the army-worm moths that emerge in the spring and 

summer do not live more than two or three weeks ; someof them 

which emerge in the fall live all winter in hibernation. They are 

fond of liquid sweets, such as a sugar solution painted upon trees 

to attract other insects; and last year in southern New Jersey 

they were found in large numbers among the plant-lice on melon 

vines, doubtless attracted by the ‘‘honey dew’’ secreted by the 

aphids. They undoubtedly feed upon the nectar of various flow- 

ers for they have been taken in the evening upon the blossoms of 

clover and soap-wort; they have also been found feeding on the 

blossoms of apple, honeysuckle, and yucca. In August we tried 

to persuade the moths to lay eggs in our cages where there was 

no food for them, but all died without ovipositing. We fed the 

moths which emerged in the fall with sweetened water and they 

oviposited freely in the cages. 

The number of broods of the army-worm in New York.—The 

army-worm apparently did not attract attention in any locality in 

New Vork in 1896 until about July 1st. Then the worms were 

half or two-thirds grown and had begun to march in armies. 

From some of these caterpillars we reared the adult insect as early 
as July 25th, and many moths continued to emerge until about 

August 15th. We failed to induce these moths to lay eggs, as 

noted above. In most localities the insect was not noticed again 

in 1896, but from two places reports reached us, on September 

14th and 29th, of the ravages of armies of worms. ‘These were 

evidently the offspring of the brood of moths which emerged in 

the latter part of July and the first week in August. From some 

of the September armies of the worms, moths emerged in our 
cages from October 31st until November 18th. November goth, 

we saw a pair of moths in copulation, and by the rrth the femak 

had laid many eggs on the grass leaves. By the 20th of the 

month some of the eggs had hatched ; other eggs hatched as late 

asthe 27th. Ordinarily this would be rather late for the little 

caterpillars to obtain food, but last year the weather was favor- 

able at that late date and continued so for some time, so that the 
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worms fed for several days on the grass leaves before the autumn 

frosts forced them to prepare for hibernation. 

The above observations clearly show that at least two broods 

of army-worms appeared in New York in 1896, one in July anda 

later one in September. However, across our southern border, 

in New Jersey, several armies of the worms ravaged crops in 

May. Although no noticeable injury seems to have been done 

by the insect last. year in New York before July, their appearance 

in New Jersey in May and our observations on their habits in the 

fall are quite conclusive evidence that there must have been at 

least one brood of the caterpillars previous to July in our state. 

We are thus led to conclude that three broods of the army- 

worm ordinarily occur in New York state. The first brood of the 

caterpillars are doubtless at work in April and in an ‘‘ army-worm 

year’’ may be forced to march in search of new supplies in May 

in some localities. This May brood of worms transform early in 

June into the moths which lay the eggs from which hatch the 

second brood of worms that were so destructive in July last year. 

Finally, a third brood of caterpillars, the progeny of the moths 

from the July brood of worms, work in September. 

The most destructive brood.—Usually the second or July brood 

of the army-worms is the destructive one in New York state and 

similar latitudes.. The first or May brood was noticeably 
destructive in some localities in New Jersey and Illinois, but seems 

not to have attracted attention by its injuries in New York. 

Ninety-five per cent or more of the injury done by the army- 

worm in New York last year was the work of the second or July 

brood. In at least two localities, however (Cheviot, Columbia 

Co., and Warwick, Orange Co.) it was only the September or 

third brood of the worms which did noticeable damage in 1896. 

Owing to the activity of their enemies and to other causes, rarely 

‘is there more than one zuzjurious brood of the insect during the 
year, and as stated above, this is usually the second or July brood. 

Thus in those localities which suffer from the ravages of either 

the first (May) or the second (July) brood of the caterpillars, 

usually no more armies will be seen during the rest of the season. 

This isa very important phase of the question for upon it may 

depend the answer to the question so often asked in July last. 
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year: Will it be safe to plow under our ruined crops and attempt 

to grow a late crop of something? This question is discussed 

further on. 

How the insect passes the wintey.—Our observations, detailed 

above in discussing the number of broods, further confirm previous 
records of the hibernation of the insect as a caterpillar. The 

indications are thatin the latitude of New York most of the worms 

that hibernate are small, not more than half grown. 

Among the many records of the capture of the moths, there are 

but two of their appearance in New York state earlier than about 
the middle of June; one moth was bred at Albany about the 

middle of May and we captured one at light on June 2d. This 

would indicate that the insect does not pass the winter as a moth 

in our latitude. But the moths have been found in New Jersey 

*‘during the entire winter in sheltered places’’ (Rept. of Ento- 

mologist of N. J. Expt. Station for 1896, p. 450). Some writers 

believe that the insect may also winter as a pupa, but no conclu- 

sive evidence has yet appeared to prove this. 

Thus the army-worm doubtless hibernates in New York state 

either as a young caterpillar or in the moth stage ; possibly some 
pupee winter over. 

Briefly summarized then the life-history of the army-worm 
in New York state seems to be as follows: the moths which may 

hibernate oviposit early and the caterpillars which hatch from 

these eggs augmented by the somewhat larger ones which were 

born late the preceding fall and hibernated, form a May brood of 

worms that may possibly be numerous enough some years to 

necessitate their marching to new feeding grounds. ‘The cater- 

pillars of this first brood undergo their transformations through 
the pupa stage to the adult insect or moth early in June; and the 

progeny of these moths form a second, and often injurious march- 
ing brood of the worms in the early part of July. A third brood 

of the worms, which are rarely injurious, is developed in Septem- 
ber, and the moths into which these transform may lay eggs from 

which will hatch the young caterpillars that hibernate, or some of 

the moths themselves may hibernate and oviposit in the spring. 
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THE NExt ARMY-WORM YEAR. 

Will the army-worms come again next year ? In 1896, this was 

the question uppermost in the minds of many New York farmers 

whether they suffered from the ravages of the insect during the 

year or not. This spring there are reports from some localities 

in the state that farmers are planning to not sow oats and other 

grains for fear of another invasion of the worms this summer. 

Of course, no one can say definitely when New York crops will 

again be ravaged by the pest. Many of our insect foes may come 

one year in very destructive numbers, but it often happens that 

the next season we see or hear very little of them. The preval- 

ence of insect life may be likened to a pendulum that swings. 

irregularly in response to the action of some of nature’s forces ; 

in the case of insects, their parasitic and predaceous enemies and 

the variation in their food supply and in climatic conditions are 

among these forces. However, man has not yet been able to 

formulate these ‘‘ups and downs”’ so that he can rarely predict 

with any certainty whether an insect will appear in injurious num- 

bers at any time, even though it may have appeared in very 

destructive numbers only the year before. This is especially true 

of the army-worm. No one can predict when we willor will not 

have an ‘‘army-worm year.’’ It has been noted that often an 

outbreak of the worms has occurred during years which had an 

unusually dry spring and were preceded by an abnormally dry 

year; a dry spring gives a more favorable opportunity for the 

development of the little hibernating caterpillars and those which 

may hatch early from eggs laid by moths which hibernated. But 

this combination of climatic conditions does not invariably bring 

army-worms in injurious numbers. 

Since 1825, the insect has appeared in injurious numbers some- 

where in the country nearly every year. It has also been injuri- 

ous somewhere in New York state at intervals of from one to 

three years since 1872. But, and here is an important historical 

fact, rarely if ever, has tt ravaged crops in the same locality during 

two years in succession, ‘There has been only three general out- 

breaks of the insect in New York ; those occurred in 1861, 1875, 

and 1880. ‘The other outbreaks were mostly confined to a county 

”) 
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ortwo. ‘Thus from the historical record of the insect, one might 

justly conclude that 1897 will not be an ‘‘ army-worm year’’ 

either in our state or in the country atlarge. Doubtless armies 

of the worms will appear in very limited localities in some parts 

of the country but quite probably not on the same farms that 

were ravaged last year. 

There are other reasons for thinking that farmers, whose crops 

suffered last year, need not lose any brain matter in worrying 

over the possibility of another ‘‘army-worm year ”’ in 1897 or for 

several years to come; in many cases the worms had not been 

seen on these farms, until last year, since 1861 or 1875. ‘There 

is no doubt but what another brood of the worms appeared in 

New York after the very destructive brood which worked in July. 

But in those localities where the insect was so destructive in July, 

apparently nothing was seen of the caterpillars of the next brood 

which worked in September; they were not numerous enough to 

attract attention by their injuries. There must have been a fear- 

ful decimation among the many millions of worms constituting 

the July armies either about the time they became full grown or 

when they had reached the next or pupa stage. And there was. 

If there had not been, at the normal rate of multiplication, there 

would have been enough caterpillars developed in September to 

have caused the ravages of the July brood to have appeared 

insignificant in comparison. ‘The principal causes of this great 
decimation in the ranks of these armies of worms are discussed 

under the natural enemies of the insect. Suffice itis to say here, 

that as some of the saine causes worked upon the September 

brood, we believe that the number of army-worms which went 

into hibernation last fall in New York state was not materially 
greater than in other years when nothing is heard of the insect 
the year following. 

In short, we believe that the history of the insect and the 

evident and very effective work of its enemies last year, in New 

York at least, strongly indicate that the army-worm will bea 

searce article of diet for the birds in 1897 and for some years to 

come in most parts of ourstate. At any rate, we would strongly 

advise farmers to not hesitate a moment about sowing grain crops 
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for fear of the worms either in 1897, 1898, or for the next decade, 

for that matter. 

USES THAT MAY BE MADE OF INFESTED FIELDs. 

Last year many farmers were at a loss to know what use to 

make of a crop that had been invaded by an army of the worms 

whose ravages it was then impossible to check. ‘Those who cut 

their oats and ‘‘shocked’’ them in the usual manner, hoping that 

this would check the work of the pest, were doomed to disap- 

pointment for the worms continued to work in the shocks, doing 

much damage. Infested crops of oats and other grains may be 

cut, and made into hay, or put into silos. This procedure will 

not facilitate the further multiplication of the insect any more than 

if the crops were not harvested. What few worms are made into 

hay or go into the silo will not deleteriously affect the nay or 

silage. 

In many localities in New York state, the great destruction 

wrought by the worms resulted in a decided shortage of fodder for 

stock for the fall and winter. Hence, many inquired in July last 

year what crops, if any, could be grown on the same fields that 

year. In many cases a shortage of this kind may be partially 

overcome by putting in at once crops of millet, Hungarian grass, 

or turnips. Sow from 3 pecks to a bushel of the first two, and 

about 5 pounds of the latter per acre. If the infested field is 
plowed, well fitted, lightly harrowed and rolled, and treated toa 

dressing of fertilizer containing a relatively high per cent. of pot- 

ash and nitrogen, good crops of these stock foods may be obtained 

before the winter. Should the turnips be too thick, cultivate by 

harrowing one or more times soon after they come up. Oats and 

peas mixed and treated in like manner may also succeed. As the 
September brood of the worms is rarely numerous enough to be 
destructive in our state, crops sown in the latter part of July orin 

August will rarely suffer from the army-worm. 

NATURAL ENEMIES. 

What a feast many of the birds, including chickens and turkeys, 

had last year in those localities where the army-worm was numer- 

ous. On July 23d, Mr. L. T. Yeomans, of Walworth, N. Y., wrote 
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us: ‘‘Wethink we have disposed of the greater share of our 

army-worms. ‘The birds were our greatest helpers. They came 

in flocks—blackbirds, thrushes, and even the English sparrow 

condescended to help.”’ Mr. F. A. Sirrine, of the New York 

Experiment Station staff, has reported that in addition to the birds 
just mentioned, the cowbird, catbird, robin and the lark were seen 

feeding on the worms at Washingtonville, N. Y. He states: 

72.—THE FARMER’S FRIEND. The red-tailed tachina fiy ( Winthemia 4- 
pustulata). a, the fly, natural size ; b, the fly, much enlarged ; c, army- 
worm upon which the fly has laid eggs, natural size; d, parasitized 
army-worms, enlarged. 

‘Tt was at first doubted whether the sparrows were in the oat 

field on a legitimate errand, but close observation showed that each 

old bird was carrying from one to four worms to its young.’’ 

After an army’s onward march has been checked by the measures 

discussed under the next heading, then turn in all the chickens 

and turkeys in the neighborhood. 

Among the other vertebrate animals, hogs, toads, and frogs 

often come in for their share of this dainty food. 

Army-worms are also preyed upon by many different kinds of 

insects. A large number of predaceous beetles (including in many 

cases their grubs also) often gather about an infested field and 

greedily feed upon the worms. 

An unusually large number of true parasitic insects attack the 
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army:-worm, and they are the most destructive of its natural 

enemies. 

Wherever the worms abound or are on the march, they are 

usually accompanied by two-winged flies (one is shown natural size 

at a, figure 72), which are often so numerous that their buzzing 

reminds one of that of a swarm of bees.* These tachina flies are 

usually the most important and effective of the enemies of the 
army-worm. A careful examination of a hundred worms in 

almost every army that ravaged crops in our state last year would 

have revealed the fact that from ten to seventy-five, or even more 

in some cases, of them bore upon their backs near the head small 
white eggs stuck fast to the skin. At c¢, figure 72 is shown a 

caterpillar bearing three of these eggs natural size ; the same eggs 

are shown enlarged, in position, at d, above c, and another worm 

bearing seven similar eggs at d belowe. As many as eighteen of 

these eggs have been found on a single army-worm, but five is 

about the usualnumber. ‘These eggsare stuck to the caterpillar’s 

skin by the tachina flies which buzz around a worm until a favor- 

able opportunity occurs when they swoop down and quickly stick 

on anegg. Doubtless the eggs are placed near the head to pre- 

vent the worm from getting at them with its jaws. From these 

eggs there soon hatches a maggot which bores its way through 
the caterpillar’s skin and then revels in the juices and fatty tissues 

of the body, gradually sapping the life of the worm. But few of 

the army-worms which bear these tell-tale marks—the eggs—of 

* Two species of these flies were apparently about equally numerous in 

infested fields in New York last year. One species, the red tailed tachina 

fly (Winthemia 4-pustulata Fabr.), is shown natural size at a, and much 

enlarged at 4 in figure 72. It was first described inthis country by Kirkpatrick 
in 1860, but Mr. D..W. Coquillett has recently stated that it isan European 
species and was described by Frabricius in the last century. Mr. Coquillett 
sends us the following synonyms for this insect: L2vorista leucaniag Kirk. ; 

Senometopia militaris Walsh; Lwxorista cecropie Riley, M. $.; Tachina 

deilephila O. S.; Exorista infesta Williston ; Chaetolyga rufonolatz Bigot ; 

Chaetolyga’ rufopicta Bigot; E-zorista ciliata Townsend ; Exorisia platy- 

samige Townsend; Hxorista datane Townsend. 

The other species closely resembles the one just discussed and is known as 

the yellow-tailed tachina fly (Belvosia untfasciata Desv.). It was first de- 

scribéd as Evxorista flavicausa by Riley, but Mr. Coquillett has recently 

found that Riley’s type is the same insect as B. unifasciata Desy. 
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these little parasitic flies, ever succeed in reaching the pupa stage; 

usually the maggots of the parasites get full grown and leave the 

caterpillar’s body about the time it is also full-grown. The mag- 

gots burrow into the ground beneath their host’s body and ina 

few days undergo their transformations to the adult fly. 

The deadly work of these tachina flies, of course, does not cul- 

minate until the worms have done about all of their damage, but 

the further development of the insect is stopped and thus the 

danger of another brood of army-worms is averted. New York 

farmers were greatly indebted to these little tachina flies last year, 

or so effectively did they work on the July brood of worms that 

we believe the comparative insignificance in the numbers of the 

September brood was largely due to the efforts of the little flies 
in July. In other words, had it not been for the work of these 

flies in July, we believe many New York farmers would have suf- 

fered from similar armies of the caterpillars in September. 

The question has been asked: What do these tachina flies 

feed upon when the crop of army-worms is comparatively insig- 

nificant? The yellow-tailed tachina fly seems to have been bred 

only from the army-worm, but the red-tailed species is known to 

work upon at least thirteen other kinds of caterpillars.* | Doubt- 

less the former species also has other hosts, and thus when there 

is ashortage in the army-worm crop, these tachina flies have 

other choice delicacies in the worm line that may be substituted 

in their menu. 

There are several species of minute four-winged flies which are 

also parasitic upon the army-worm. ‘The flies ‘‘ sting ’’ their eggs 

through the caterpillar’s skin, and the grubs that hatch live 

within the body of their host ; when they issue, they spin small, 

oval, white, silken cocoons attached by loose silk to some neigh- 

boring object. As many as ninety-six of the grubs may find 

* Dr. L. O. Howard writes that this tachina fly has the following hosts: 

Deilephila lineata Fabr.; Protoparce carolina Linn.; Philampelus pandorus 

Hueb.; Alypia 8-maculata Hueb.; Attacus promethea Drury.; Attacus 

cecropia Linn.; Orgyia leucostigma S. and A.; Datana ministra Drury.; 

Adoneta spinuloides FH. S.; Peridroma saucia Hueb.; Feltia herilis Grote ; 

Leucania untpuncta Haw.; Laphygma frugiperda S. and A.; Hemaris dif- 

fints Boisd. 
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sustenance in a single army-worm. Sometimes these little 

parasites are so numerous as to be of much help in checking the 

pest. Some of the large ichneumon flies also attack the army- 

worm.* 
Last year, in some parts of the state, thousands of the army- 

worms and many more of their pupze were killed by a bacterial 

disease, sort of an insect cholera ; the interior of worms and pupze 
affected with this disease appeared rotten. 

How To FIGHT THE ARMY-WORM. 

As army-worms are not easily and not often discovered in the 

comparatively limited area in which a whole army of them may 

breed, a farmer’s crop of many acres may be thoroughly infested 

with a ravenous army before he is aware of it. Where the worms 

have thus taken possession of a field, but little can be done to 

destroy them which will not also involve the destruction of the 

crop. If the surface of the soil were smooth and hard enough, 

the drawing of a heavy roller over the field would crush many 

of the worms, but this ‘‘ roller process’’ is not often nearly so 

effectual as it would seem to be theoretically. A flock of 

poultry turned into the field would lessen the numbers of the 
worms somewhat. 

However, the worms can be prevented from entering other 

fields, and may, in many cases, be checked and killed even after 

they have entered a new field ; in some cases, especially in corn 

fields, an advancing army may be stopped in the middle of the 

field and thus half of the crop saved. The simplest and most 

effectual method of doing this is to either dig a smooth-walled 

ditch, or plow several deep parallel furrows in front of the 

invading army; the perpendicular, smooth side of the plowed 

furrow should be towards the field to be protected. The worms 

not being readily able to scale the perpendicular wall of the 

ditch or furrow will drop back and begin crawling along the bot- 

tom seeking an easier place of ascent. If deep holes have been 

dug in the ditch or furrow at intervals of a few feet, the worms, 

* We bred several specimens of J/eteorus hyphantriae Riley from army- 

worms. This insect and its curious suspended cocoons were illustrated on 

plate IV, a, 6, c, of bulletin 123. 
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in their wanderings, readily tumble into these holes and cannot 

get out. Bushels of them have been trapped in this way, and 

then killed with a little kerosene or by burning some straw scat- 

tered along thefurrow. The holes or pits in the furrows are very 

essential to the success of this preventive method. It has been 

aptly said: ‘‘ To one who has never before seen the army-worm 

in its might, the sight of the myriads as they returned thwarted 

in their endeavors to cross a ditch or furrow, or of the living, 

moving, and twisting mass which sometimes fills a ditch to the 

depth of several inches, it is truly interesting.’’ In some soils 

a little extra work will be necessary to keep one side of the fur- 

row perpendicular and to keep the earth loose and friable in the 

furrow ; some accomplish the latter by dragging brush along the 

furrow. A ditch or several furrows well taken care of in this 

way will afford an almost impassable barrier to the worms, as 

many, who followed the directions carefully last year, can testify. 

It is such an easy matter to make a furrow and as one is not so 

effectual a barrier as a ditch, we advise that two or more parallel 

furrows be made, so that the worms which may scale the first one 

will be confronted by another. 

A strip of coal tar will effectually stop the worms as long as it 

remains sticky, but it has to be renewed once or twice a day and 

is thus expensive. There were some reports that the worms 

would not cross a strip of salt, and that when sprinkled with salt 

they die. Mr. Wm. R. Huntington, Rome, N. Y., reported to 

us the following experiment with salt: ‘‘ After hearing that salt 

would kill them, I took a pailful and went into a corn field where 

there were lots of worms. I found some on the ground and put 
salt all around them and on them. They wouldcurl up and after 

a short time, a minute or two, would crawl away as lively as ever. 

I next went to some hills of corn that were badly eaten and cov- 

ered with worms. I put at least a handful of salt on a number of 

such stalks, covering up many of the worms, but I could not see 
that it had any effect upon them. The next day I found the same 

worms, apparently, eating close to the salt. I had already puta 

ditch around this piece which held them where they were, so I 

did not experiment any farther with salt, not having any faith in 

it.’’ Whenever practicable, it is always a good plan to make a 
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ditch or furrows around the whole field or the worst infested sec- 

tion of the field and thus confine the worms as Mr. Huntington 

did. Then turn in your poultry or poison the worms. Our little 

parasitic friends often do noble work in checking the future 

development of the insect, but they do not give the immediate 

relief which the farmer usually needs. 

When the worms can be confined to a small area by a ditch, it 

may be practicable to spray this area with a strong Paris green 

mixture to poison the worms. Sometimes much can be done to 

lessen their numbers by drenching with Paris green a narrow 

strip of the crop on the side toward which the army of the worms 
are marching, or even a strip just ahead of the worms in an 
infested field. A bran mash, to which enough Paris green has 

been added to give it a distinct greenish tinge, scattered about 

where the worms are at work will attract and poison many of 
them. 

In fighting army-worms, it is necessary to act quickly, for a 

day’s delay often means the destruction of an acre or more of a 

promising rye, corn, oat, or hay crop. Stop the onward progress 

of the worms, or confine them in a limited area if practicable, 

with ditches or deep furrows in which holes have been dug every 

10 or 15 feet. ‘Then kill as many of the worms as possible, either 

in the holes in the furrows, or by the use of poisons, or invite the 

poultry to a feast. 
MARK VERNON SLINGERLAND. 
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HONORABLE COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE, ALBANY : 

Siv: The ensuing paper is submitted for publication under 

Chap. 437 of the Laws of 1896. 

The bulletins which have been issued under the Experiment 

Station Extension Bill have been of four general types,—those 

which have attempted to improve the cultivation of staple or well 

known crops, which have endeavored to interest the farmer in the 

amenities of rural life (as the flower and tree-planting bulletins), 

those which aim to expound well known facts and principles, 

and those, like the present, which suggest new avenues of profit. 

There of are, of course, no hard and fast lines dividing these 

classes of bulletins, and it is hoped that the total effect of them . 

has been educative. The writer will be glad if they have opened 

new and pleasant lines of thought to the dweller in the country, 

and have thereby given him any new incentives to live and work. 

Several years ago, the writer undertook the investigation of the 

winter forcing of vegetables, and whilst that type of experiment 

is not to be discontinued, it is nevertheless to form a very sub- 

sidiary part of the work in the next few years. That ground has 

been fairly well traversed. He now drops the Experiment Station 

Extension work by suggesting a new field of experiment,—the 

winter forcing of fruits. L. H. BArLzEy. 
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STRAWBERRIES UNDER GLASS. 

During the past winter we made an attempt upon a consider- 

able scale to grow strawberries under glass. The attempt was so 

successful that the methods which were employed in the raising 

of the crop are here detailed. The experiment was made under 

difficulties from the fact that we have no house especially adapted 

to the purpose, the climate of Ithaca is excessively cloudy,* and 
we also had no well-established strawberry plants of the varieties 

which we desired from which young plants could be raised. 
Consequently the berries were grown in two houses which were 

too high and rather too dark for their best development ; and the 

plants were taken from stock which was set late in the spring of 

1896. It is probable that best results are to be secured from run- 

ners of maiden plants which are set very early in the spring or in 

the fall before. 

The stock plants from which runners were taken were set on the 

6th of May in rich and mellow ground, but the season turned out 

to be very dry and the plants made less growth than they would 

have made in a normal season. ‘Three lots of plants were grown 
from this stock, as follows: The first lot was grown in 2% inch 
pots plunged under the runners on July roth; the second lot was 

from pots plunged on July 27th ; and the third from those plunged 

on August 22d. After having grown in these pots for a period of 

about two weeks, the plants were taken up and shifted into 4-inch 

pots and were then put in frames. The frames which we used for 

this purpose were simply common cold-frames, upon which no 

glass was placed until very cold weather came on. 

The first lot of plants was taken to the frames on the 24th of 

July ; the second upon the 21st of August ; and the third lot upon 
the r1thof September. ‘The plants were shifted again into 5-inch 

and finally into 6-inch pots, and in the latter size they were 

*¥From December 1st to February Ist there was not a full day of clear sun- 
shine. 
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brought into the forcing-houses and carried through to fruiting. 

The first lot was shifted from fours to fives on the 8th of Sep- 
tember, and from fives to sixes on the 26th of September ; and 

the other lots received similar treatment. 

» The plants were allowed to remain out of doors until nearly 
mid-winter, with no more protection than a covering of glass 
during the very coldest times. It was the desire to give them a 

very thorough rest by allowing them to freeze perfectly solid. 

We are not at all sure that this freezing is essential. In fact, the 

probability is that berries can be raised about as well without it; 

but it is very probable that a decided check or rest to the plants 

before they are taken to the houses will add greatly to their pro- 

ductiveness and strength, and freezing may be expected to destroy 
red spider and other pests. 

On the 28th of December, 450 pots of the first lot were brought 
into a house which had a temperature of 40 to 45 degrees at night. 

All dead and diseased leaves were trimmed away. On the 6th of 

January, the young leaves had begun to appear freely and now and 

then there appeared a spot of the rust. They were then thor- 

oughly sprayed with the ammoniacal carbonate of copper and after 

that time the disease made no trouble. The house was vaporized 

at frequent intervals with the Rose Leaf extract of tobacco in order 

to keep down insects. 

Many flowers were open on the first of February. On the oth, 

the pots were transferred to a warm house (temperature of 65 

degrees at night), and the plants were staged near the glass, and 

were allowed to remain until the fruit was off (Fig. 73). 

Upon the 6th of March, the berries were well colored, and the 

first picking was made on the 11th, when they sold in Ithaca for 

$2 per quart. The crop continued for about ten days. 

The Beder Wood comprised the greater part of the pots of this 
first lot. They came into bloom when the foliage was still very 

small and scant, and we were fearful that there would not be fol- 

iage enough to carry the plants to maturity ; but this fear proved 

to be groundless. It was observed that when the weather was 
very cloudy and damp, the stamens did not develop strongly and 

there was much difficulty in getting sufficient pollen to pollinate 

the flowers. The Beder Wood is a perfect-flowered berry, but we 
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found that it produced only sufficient pollen for itself. This pol- 

len was transferred upon every bright day by means of a brush. 

A soft brush was rubbed over the anthers and the pollen thereby 

taken off, and then the brush was rubbed over the pistils (or the 

center of the flower). The operator always carried with hima 

little spoon-like implement, which is made by gluing a watch- 

crystal upon the end of a small ladle,* and whenever any flower 

contained a superabundance of pollen, the dust was shaken into 

this receptacle and used for those flowers in which the pollen was 
deficient. A common spoon would answer this purpose very 

well. It isnecessary to repeat the pollinating every pleasant day. 

As in the case of tomatoes and other hot-house plants, the pollen 

is discharged most freely when the sun is warm and bright and 

when the house is dry. It is very essential that pains be taken 

to completely pollinate every flower, for if one side of the head of 
pistils is left unfertilized, that side of the berry will fail to develop 
and a nubbin will be the result. 

Upon the 19th of February, when the berries were well set, 

liquid manure was first given to the plants ; and the application 

was repeated twice a week until the berries were about full grown. 

It is necessary to devise some means to hold the berries up 
from the earth or the pot, otherwise they are likely to decay in 

the humid atmosphere of the house, and they become soiled in 

watering. Our first effort was to cover the tops of the pots with 

sphagnum moss, but two or three days of dull wet weather 
brought on indications of the rot, and the moss was quickly 

removed. Some of the pots were then covered with cork dust, 

such as is used in the packing of foreign grapes, and this answered 

the purpose most admirably ; but itis not always handy to get and 

it is some trouble to apply it and to keepit clean. The next at- 

tempt was the use of small pieces of fine wire screen, such as is 

shown in the illustrations, and this was a most admirable success. 

It kept the berries away from the earth and showed them off to the 

very best advantage. Forked sticks are sometimes used for this 

purpose. 

The second lot of plants was brought in from the frames upon 
the 4th of February and placed upon a work-room floor where 

* Figured in ‘‘ The Forcing Book,’’ Fig. 53. 
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the pots could gradually thaw out. Upon the goth, they were 

placed upon the benches in a house with a temperature of 40-45 

degrees at night, and thereafter they were treated in the same 

manner as those in the first lot. The third lot was handled in 

essentially the same way. In the second and third lots were a 

number of other varieties, of which the Sharpless and Van Deman 

were the most prominent. There were alsoa few Hunn. The 

best results were obtained with the Beder Wood, and this is the 

variety which is shown in Fig. 73 and also upon the title-page. 

One of its strong peculiarities is the comparatively small amount 
of foliage which it bears and the consequent greater prominence 

of the fruit. Its chief drawback is the light color of the berries. 

In respect to color, the Van Deman is somewhat better, but the 

habit of the plant is more tall and less attractive ; and although 

it is a perfect-flowered berry, we had difficultyin securing enough 
pollen to fertilize it. Its great merit for a forcing berry is its 
earliness. Sharpless is about ten days later than Van Deman, 

and Hunn is at least two weeks later. This last is the handsom- 

est berry which we have had in the house, being very large and 

exceedingly dark colored ; but it is much too late to be profitable 

for forcing. 

The first crop of Beder Wood averaged six first-class and uni- 

form fruits to a plant in the whole lot of over four hundred pots. 

The plants set from eight to twelve berries each, but the small 
and imperfect ones were cut off and the limit was fixed, at about 

eight fruits. We are now convinced that if we could have had 

stronger plants to start with, and with the experience of the 
present winter, we could average eight fruits to the plant. At 

this writing (April 23), the Beder Woods of the third lot are set- 

ting their fruits freely and no hand pollination is given them. 

The workman simply brushes his arm over the plants whenever 

he passes along, and the pollen seems to have disseminated itself 

freely. At this time of the year, however, the houses are open 

and dry so that the pollen is discharged much more freely than it 

is in the winter time. 

Because the pots are set so close together in the house, it is 

possible to secure a larger yield per square foot under glass than is 

obtained in the field. In our experience, eight to twelve pots 
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give a quart of berries. That is, a quart is obtained from two to 

three square feet of floor space. Allowing for walks and unavoid- 

able waste space, the yield would still figure up fully 400 bushels 

to the acre. 

In regard to the demand for house-grown strawberries, we can 

give very little information. It is the province of an Experiment 

Station to determine how plants may be grown rather than to 

determine how they may be sold. In the larger cities, however, 

there is always a limited but brisk demand at high prices for 

winter-grown berries. The price ranges from four to even five 

dollars a quart down to two dollars and a dollar and a half. A 

well-grown pot of strawberries is one of the most interesting 

plants for table decoration and there is a considerable market for 
the plants in this condition. Late in April we saw six-inch pots 

of strawberries upon sale in a small city market for fifty cents 

each, none of which bore more than two or three ripe fruits, and 

even those were of very indifferent quality. With pots bearing 

from six to eight large and evenly ripened fruits, there should be 

no difficulty in realizing from one to two dollars a pot. The fol- 
lowing note from Garden and Forest will bear out this statement :* 
‘*Pots of fruiting strawberry plants were an attractive Easter 

specialty in a fruiterer’s window on Broadway last week. The 
foliage was fresh and luxuriant, with three or four large highly 

colored ripe berries and a few immature ones. ‘The plants sold 
for $1.50 to $2.50 each.” 

In all our experience in the growing of plants, we have never 

aroused so much enthusiasm from plant lovers as with the straw- 

berries ; and it is difficult to conceive how any object can be better 

suited to the finest table decoration than a clean pot with a thrifty 

and well formed strawberry plant bearing six to eight full ripe 

berries and a few blossoms. 

Some of the points in the cultivation of strawberries under 
glass which appeal to us with especial force are these: 

1. Very strong plants to begin with, which have been kept in 

vigorous growth, and not allowed to become pot-bound until they 

have reached six-inch pots. 

* Garden and Forest, x. 160 (April 21, 1897). 
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2. Varieties which are early, or at least not later than mid- 

season, and preferably those which themselves produce an abun- 
dance of pollen. 

3. The exercise of great care to have the plants free of fun- 

gous diseases and insects before they are put upon the benches, 

4. The devoting of an entire house tothe crop. If two or 
three different crops are grown in the same house, none of them 

can receive the very best treatment which they demand; and if 

there are other plants in the house which are infested with red 
spider, the pests will spread to the strawberries and it is very 

difficult to dislodge them without keeping the plants so wet that 
pollination is interfered with and rot threatened. 

5. Growing the plants as close to the glass as possible. 

6. In the dull months, constant and careful attention to hand 

pollination. 

7. Liberal applications of liquid manure two or three times a 
week after the fruits have begun to swell. 

8. Exercise of care that the berries do not lie directly upon 
the soil or upon a wet surface. 

We are by no means confident that we have found the best 

methods of forcing strawberries. We give our experience for 

what it is worth, and desire to correspond with persons who can 

help us to better results. C. E. Hunn. 
L. H. BAILey. 
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FORAGE CROPS. 

There has within recent years been an increasing demand for 

information concerning forage crops. With many, meadows and 

pastures have proven insufficient to meet the demands made upon 

them and it has become a serious question as to the best manner 

for supplying the deficiency. The causes of the deficiency are 

various and far reaching but the results are thesame. Especially 

in the dairy sections has the failure been most keenly felt and 

there has arisen a demand for information concerning forage and 

soiling crops. 

Many successful farmers of the state who have practiced 

soiling, the growing of crops to be cut’and fed green, have found 

the plan more satisfactory than depending entirely upon pastures, 

and the soiling system with them has become firmly established. 

Much of the land which has for years been devoted to permanent 

pasture or permanent meadow has ceased to be profitably pro- 

ductive, and where the tillage of such lands is practicable, ordi- 

narily better returns would be secured were they devoted to the 

production of special forage crops. Short rotations and intensive 

agriculture must largely take the place of the permanent meadows 

and pastures where the land has been allowed to remain in sod 

year after year until the moss and the daisies have so taken pos- 

session that the fields looks more like huge flower beds than 

grassplats. Hardly a summer passes during which droughts more 

or less severe are not experienced. The effect of these droughts 

is always seen most quickly on the meadows and pastures and. 

when this is observed there should be immediately available some 

forage crop which can be drawn upon to tide the stock over the 

dry time and give the pastures opportunity to recover. 

This is especially important in the dairy sections of the 
state where the milk supply should be kept up, no 
matter what the conditions of the weather. For the past few 

years the horn fly has been such a pest at times that some have 

adopted the practice of blanketing their cows to protect them 
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from the ravages of the fly. Unless protected in some way cows 

frequently fall off in milk production from fifty to seventy-five per 

cent. Itis not only humane, but it is a wise financial policy to 

keep the cows stabled at least a portion of the day where it is 

shaded and cool, that they may be fed upon some freshly cut 

succulent forage provided for the purpose. Where cared for in 

this way they will usually respond abundantly and repay the extra 

labor involved. 

That farm practice which necessitates that well bred animals 
designed for the production of milk should be compelled to work 

ten hours a day in order to get from the meagre pastures enough 

for a mere subsistence is radically wrong. A far better plan is to 
provide green forage so that during the hottest days tke feeding 
may be done, at least in._part, where the animals can eat with some 

degree of comfort and not be required to expend their energy in 

fighting the flies or in roaming over brown and parched pastures 

seeking for that green morsel which is not there and which the 
thoughtless owner has failed to provide. 

Those crops which have proven themselves with us most suc- 
cessful as producers of forage are 

Corn.” 

Oats and peas. 

Oats. 

Barley and oats. 

Rye. 

Barley. 

Millets and Hungarian. 

From the fact that so many queries are being constantly received 

with reference to the production of forage it has been thought wise 

to go somewhat into detail with the hope that the information 

given might prove of value. 

CoRN AS A FORAGE CROP. 

Where corn can be successfully grown it stands preéminent as a 
producer of forage and should have a prominent place in the rota- 
tion on every stock farm. Though some of the other crops men- 

tioned later may serve better for early forage, yet for late summer 

or fall there is no crop which can compare with corn either in 
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amount of produce or feeding value. By the introduction of the 

silo it is now possible to produce milk as cheap or cheaper during 

the winter than during the summer. By the more general use of 

forage and soiling crops it will be possible to lessen materially the 

cost of production of milk in summer. Though corn is one of 

the most common of our farm crops, yet there are some facts with 

reference to its nature and production about which it may be well 

to speak somewhat in detail. 

fitstory of the Plant. 

Corn is a sub-tropical plant and is supposed to have had its 

origin in Mexico. It lovesa warm summer climate and a warm 

porous soil and grows to perfection only in the presence of sun- 

light and warmth. Corn is the richest gift of the new world to 

mankind, and even with the adverse conditions under which it is 

so often raised its value in America far exceeds that of any other 

crop grown. 

Soil for Corn, 

Owing to the sub-tropical nature of the plant, that soil is best 

suited for the growth of corn which is well drained, loose and 

fairly porous but not leachy, A loamy soil with a clay subsoil 

presents almost ideal conditions. The plowing should beso done 
that the soil is well pulverized and the furrow slice left somewhat 

on edge, not completely inverted. Where sod land is plowed the 

jointer attachment should always be used that the tenacity of the 

sod may be broken up. Theplacing of the furrow upon edge and 

allowing it to remain for a few days before harrowing down gives 

chance for aeration and warming, both of which are prime 

requisites for success in corn raising. While a fairly fine seed 

bed is important, yet only so much harrowing as is necessary to 

produce it should be given. In fitting the land for wheat the 

sub-surface soil may be somewhat firmly compacted. A firm, 

compact sub-surface soil and a loose surface mulch present the 

ideal conditions for wheat, and the tramping and packing of the 

horses feet may do as much or more good than the harrowing. But 

with corn different soil conditions are required, and unless necess- 

ary in order to improve the texture of the soil, the fitting should 

be somewhat superficial, for if much harrowing be done, this, with 
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the packing which the soil must receive in after tillage, will so 

compact the sub-surface soil that harmful conditions will be pro- 
duced. 

Planting of Corn for Forage and the Silo. 

When the silo first came into general use it was believed that 

the corn with which to fill it should be planted thickly either in 
hills or drills and that the quality of the produce was in no way 

depreciated in value by being grown thickly. A too common 

practice now is to raise sowed corn, the claim being that it pro- 
duces a larger amount of forage per acre and that though planted 

so thickly that no ears can form and mature, yet the valuable food 

constituents which would go into the ears if formed, in this case 

go into the stalks. Some of the most observing farmers have 

noticed that sowed corn is quickly affected by drought, that before 

growth is half complete the lower leaves are usually parched and 
burned. There are so many plants growing on the soil that the 

moisture supply is entirely inadequate to meet the demands being 

made upon it. As has been mentioned, corn is a sun plant and 

grow to perfection only when the sunlight permeates to every part 

of its structure and corn grown largely in the shade as is sowed 

corn, though it may produce a large gross amount, yet the product 

is deficient in those volatile oils which so largely determine the 

quality of the food. The protein, the most valuable constituent, 

is deficient as will be seen by reference to the table giving the 

analysis of corn. 

During 1895 and 1896 experiments were conducted to determine 

the relative feed value of corn planted in hills, drills and sown 

broadcast. The variety of corn used was Sibley’s Pride of the 

North. The soil was gravelly loam and had been for years sub- 

jected to a four years’ rotation, consisting of wheat, meadow 
(clover and timothy), corn and oats. During the winter of 1892- 
4 the land was given a top dressing of stable manure, about ten 
tons per acre. In the spring of 1894 the land was fitted, and 

plantedtocorn. After the corn was removed the land was plowed 

in the fall and gang plowed in the spring and the three one twen- 

tieth acre plats to be compared were planted May 2 and 3, 1895 to 

Sibley’s Pride of the North. Plat 31 was planted in rows 3% 

feet apart with hills 314 feet apart in the row and 4 kernels to the 
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hill. Plat 32 was drilled in with acommon grain drill, so arranged 

that the rows were 3% feet apart while the broadcast conditions 

were obtained by drilling in the corn with all hose of the drill open 

and sowing at the rate of two bushels per acre. The yield from 

the various plats is shown in the following table : 

TABLE SHOWING RESULTS FROM DIFFERENT METHODS OF PLANTING 

CoRN, 1895. 

Yield per acre. Pounds. 

Plat No. Mannerot 
planting. 

Stalks. | Grain. | Total. 

31 Hills. 15,340 6,000 | 21,340 

32 Drills. 20,240 6,400 26,640 

33 Broadcast. 29,580 fore) 29,580 

In 1896 the corn was planted similar to the way in which it was 

planted in 1895. 

TABLE SHOWING RESULTS FROM DIFFERENT METHODS OF PLANTING 

Corn, 1896. 

Yield peracre. Pounds. 

Manner of : 
Plat No. planting. Stalks. Grain. Total, 

22 Hills. 18,800 5,280 24,080 

23 Drills. 19,390 2,304 21,094 

24 Broadcast. 29,591 fore) 29,591 

If the investigation had stopped here the results would clearly 

have been in favor of the broadcast method of seeding. This is 

as far as the producer is able to get unless he is of an especially 

enquiring mind and conducts careful feeding experiments with an 

endeavor to find out from the animal which material is best. At 

the time the corn was in best condition for forage, samples were 

taken from each plat. On the plats of hilled and drilled corn the 
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sample included the stalk and the grain, while of necessity the 

sample from the plat of sowed corn was only of the stalk, there 

being little or no grain formed. Care was taken to have the sam- 

ple from each plat a good average of the produce of the plat. 

The analysis was made from the 1895 crop and assumed to fairly 

represent the crop of 1896 grown under similar conditions. 

The following table shows the average yield from the plats 

for the two years and the estimated food value of each product, 

the computations being made from the analysis of the 1895 crop. 

A careful study of the table will reveal several things, 
which without the aid of the chemist might have passed unno- 
ticed. While the plat of broadcast corn gave the greatest total 

yield per acre yet little or no grain was formed and the feed value 

was relatively less than on the plat of corn planted in hills. 

Though the column giving the estimated value per acre does not 

necessarily represent the true feeding value yet it does cor- 

rectly represent the relative value. If the analyses had been car- 
ried still farther and the proportion of digestible nutrients deter- 

mined there is but little question that a wider difference would 

have been shown in the actual feed value. Could the animal 

have been questioned as to which method of planting furnished the 

best fodder she would have spoken in unmistakable terms in favor 

of that corn which was grown in the open sunlight. 

The following quotation from Bulletin 16, Cornell Experiment 

Station, may be found helpful to an understanding of the tables. 

‘Tt seems still necessary that an explanation of the terms used 

should accompany all discussions of foods and fodders, and we 
may therefore be pardoned for repeating it here. 

The value of a fodder in the main depends upon the amount 

and relative proportions of four classes of constituents. These 

are usually denominated by chemists as crude protein (nitrogen 

multiplied by 6.25), ether extract, nitrogen-free extract, and fibre. 

Protein is the most costly and the most valuable constituent of 

fodders. Protein substances contain nitrogen and are often called 

albuminoids or flesh formers. ‘They are found in all parts of all 

plants and all animals, and are important and indispensable con- 
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stituents of lean meat, blood, and all internal organs. Since a 

large number of fodders are lacking in this class of constituents, 

the amount of protein that a fodder contains is largely a measure 

of its value. 

Ether extract is mainly composed of fats and oils, and is usually 

spoken of as such. It is used by the animal as a heat producer 

or stored up in the tissues of the body as surplus fat. For these 

purposes it is worth nearly two and one-quarter times as much as 

starch, sugar, gum, and other carbhydrates. 

Nitrogen-free extract consists of those substances containing 

no nitrogen that are soluble in water and dilute acids and alkalies; 
it is mainly made up of starch, sugar, and gum, and the whole 

class is often spoken of as carbhydrates. The functions of these 

carbhydrates in the animal economy is mainly that of heat and 

fat producers. 

Fibre is that portion of the plant not dissolved by the action of 

dilute acids and alkalies. In composition it is a carbhydrate, and 

its function as a fodder is the same as the other carbhydrates, but 

being less digestible is of less value.”’ 

A most important element which enters into determining the 

feeding value of corn is the degree of maturity it reaches before 

being cut. It increases in value very rapidly as it approaches the 

period of maturity. Inthe case of corn planted in hills so that 
it can be given tillage the moisture may be conserved even during 

drought so that the corn is enabled to continue growth until it 
reaches maturity and posesses its greatest feeding value. With 

the sowed corn conditions are entirely different, for long before the 
time of maturity the corn has ceased growth because the moisture 

supply has been used up. In 1896 the corn on the broadcast plat 
was dry and parched ready for cutting August 14th. Before cut- 

ting the plat two rows were cut from the outside where the 
sunlight and moisture had been more abundant. The weight of 

the forage from the two rows was 330 pounds. Onthesame date 

two rows were cut through the center of the plat where sunlight 

had been excluded and moisture deficient and the total weight of 

the forage from the two rows was only 81 pounds. The whole 
plat of broadcast corn was cut August 14th in order to save it. 
The adjoining plat of drilled corn was suffering from drought and 
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was cut August 21. The adjoining plat of hilled corn showed 

no signs of wilting and continued its growth and development 

until time of cutting September 8th. 

74.—A corner of a Flat of Sowed Corn. 

The very rapid increase in feeding value of corn as it 

approaches maturity should be understood all by producers 

whether the product is to be used for silage or fodder. The 

importance of the subject leads us to republish a portion of Bulle- 

tin 16 of this Station ia which the matter is clearly set forth. 

The best period for cutting. 

‘* As the results of analyses made at different periods of growth 
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in 1888 we strongly urged* that only such varieties of corn should 

be grown for ensilage as would reach a good degree of maturity 

in the locality grown. These conclusions have been abundantly 

confirmed, not only by our own experiments repeated in 1889, 

but by similar experiments at several other stations. 

The variety used was the same as last year, viz.: Pride of the 

North of a strain that has been grown on the farm for several years 

and has become well acclimated. "The soil was a clayey loam. 

It was in clover and timothy sod and had received a good dressing 

of farm-yard manure during the winter. The corn was planted 
in hills three feet three inches by three feet eight inches apart, 

and received ordinary cultivation. 

The season was late and very wet. The corn was planted 

about May 12, and the first cutting was made on August 2, at 

which time it was just coming into blossom and was at the same 

degree of maturity, as well as could be judged, that it was in 

1888 on July 24th. On Aug. 17th the second cutting was made, 

the kernels were just beginning to fill with milk. The corn 

matured much more slowly in 1888 than in 1889, and further 

cuttings were made on Aug. 31st and Sept. roth, during the 
period of ‘‘roasting ear’’ condition. The final cutting of the 
mature corn was made on Sept. 24th, no frost having intervened. 

The corn at this cutting was perhaps a trifle more mature than it 

was in 1888 on Sept. 3. 

The samples were taken as follows: At each cutting three 
average hills were selected and cut close to the ground. They 

were then treated in the same manner as the samples of the different 

varieties already described. "The table below shows the percent- 

age composition at the various periods. It will be noticed that 

the most marked difference is in the great increase in dry sub- 

stance between Sept. roth and Sept. 24th. It will also be noticed 

that there was more water on Aug. 17th than on Aug. 2d. This 

is entirely out of the usual experience and may perhaps be due to 

the individuality of the plants sampled. In regard to the dry 

substance we find, as is usual, that the per cent of protein gradu- 

ally diminishes and of carbhydrates and fibre increases as 

development approaches maturity. 

* Bulletin No. 4. Cornell University Agricultural Experiment Scation, 
Dp; 52: 
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TABLE IV. 

IN THE DRY MATTER, 

3 : dubs 
ree epee. |g 

DaTE OF STAGE OF # ‘ ra) m2) i F 3 

CurTine. MarTuRITY. o a 3 S| ef | g£8] 2 B Fe 
o $ ° ko | ee] 2 a) 
A S Ay Ho hia 0) 4 

OB PC aR a Ba ee 
= p | 3 4 ef | = 4 
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Aug, 2....< In Bloom. | 85.25 | 14.75 | 9.87 | 2.68 | 58.07 | 22.06 | 7.32 

Aug. 17.. In Milk. 87.31 | 13.69] 9.03 | 1.71 | 57.74 | 25.11 | 6.41 

Aug. 31.... Roasting. i 82.56 | 17.44! 8.84 | 1.96 | 55.21 | 28.43 | 5.56 

Sept. I0.... Ear. 81.37 | 18.63 | 6.17 | 2.43 | 59.06 | 27.19 | 5.15 

Sept. 24 .. Mature. 69.75 | 30.25 | 7-53 | 2.46 | 61.46 | 25.05 | 3.50 

At each period of cutting, except the last, besides taking the 

sample, there were cut and weighed sixty hills of corn. The 

weight of the corn so cut was used as a basis for computing the 

yield of green fodder and of the various constituents per acre, 
except in the cutting of Sept. 24, when a measured acre was cut 

and weighed. These results are shown in the table below. 

TABLE V. 

STAGE OF DATE OF 

CUTTING. MATURITY. 

AUg. 2.cccecs In Bloom. 

Aug. “Incr In Milk. 

Aug.. 35.sams Roasting. 

Sept, 16ic02- Ear. 

Sept. 24s | Mature. 

YIELD IN POUNDS PER ACRE. 

tek kbc lee 
eck ie | e| 2 | £| a ¢ 
8 + 21 Ee | WM la8) 2 
q ra] a Ay wi Oh rom 
a Ps = Y | OA] oy 

2| 3 |el| zl al | El 4 
tc) el Al Oo Lm 1a ees 

24805 | 85.25 |3658, 361 as 807| 268 

27830 | 87.31 |3810 344/6 5 a, 957) 244 

} 30250 82.56 |5274, 467 | 103 2912 1499 293 

28980 | 81.37 |5398| 333 | 133 3188 1466 278 

| 30108 69.75 ior09 686 | 224 |5598 2282) 319 
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It will be seen that between the first and last cutting the dry 
matter and carbhydrates increased about 150 per cent, the fat 
about 125 per cent and the protein nearly doubled. In our ex- 
periments last year* we found that the total feeding value, in the 
period between tasseling and ripening, increased 166 per cent, so 
that the experiments of this year confirm those of last. 

Further than this, investigations at three other experiment sta- 

tions have been made in almost exactly the same way and the 

results of all agree. These experiments in brief are as follows: 
In 1887 Professor Whitcher, of the New Hampshire Agricul- 

tural Experiment Station, made analyses of four different varieties 
at four stages of growth.t The four varieties were a southern 
ensilage corn, a northern flint corn, Sanford (flint), and Pride of 
the North (dent). Thecuttings were made July 26, Aug. 5, Aug. 

19, and Sept. 16. At the first date none were in tassel but the 
northern flint ; at the last date the northern flint was completely 

ripe, the Sanford and Pride of the North were nearly mature, and 

the kernels of the southern ensilage were just blistering. Be- 

tween Aug. 5th, at which time but one of the varieties had passed 
the blossoming stage, and Sept. 16th, there was an increase in 

dry matter of 112 per cent, in albumenoids of 50 per cent, in fat 

of 84 per cent, and in carbhydrates of 130 per cent. 

In 1888, at the Pennsylvania Agricultural Experiment Station, 

Mr. Caldwell found} that between the period of tasseling and 

complete ripeness there was an average gain of dry matter of 155 

per cent. Ten varieties of corn (dents and southern ensilage 

corn) were used. Only the dry matter was determined. The 

dates of cutting are not given, and the last determination was made 

from the ears and stover cut and shocked as for grain. 

In 1889, at the New York Agricultural Experiment Station, a 

very thorough investigation of this subject was made by Mr. 

Ladd, chemist of the station.|| The variety used was King 
Philip ; the dates of cutting were July 30, Aug. 9, Aug. 21, Sept. 

7, and Sept. 23, at which dates the condition of maturity was, re- 

* Cornell University Agricultural Experiment Station Bull. 4. p. 52. 
t New Hampshire Agricultural Experiment Station Bull. No. 3. 
} Pennsylvania Agricultural Experiment Station Bull. 7, p. 7 

|| New York Agricultural Experiment Station 8th Ann. Rept. p. 86. 
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spectively, tasseled, silk, in milk, glazed, and ripe. The com- 

putations were in each case based of the yield on a plot of a fifth 

of an acre so taken as to represent the average of a field of twelve 

acres. Between the first and last period there was an increase in 

dry matter of 389 per cent, of albumenoids of 183 per cent, of fat 

of 335 per cent, and of carbhydrates of 462 per cent. 

In the above only the gain between the first and last periods is 

given, but the details show that the gain is continuous from period 
to period, and in general most rapid toward the last. 

The results of all these experiments unite to show that there is 

a large increase of all the classes of nutrients as the corn pro- 
ceeds from tasseling to ripeness. 

It would seem as though the question of the proper time to cut 

corn for ensilage was definitely settled by these experiments. An 

increase of more than two hundred per cent between the periods 

of bloom and ripening cannot be ignored even though the propor- 

tion of the more valuable albumenoids is somewhat lessened. 

What gives the matter additional strength is that these experi- 

ments, including all the work so far donein this direction that 
has come to our notice, are unanimous in their conclusions.’’ 

The conclusions reached in the bulletin just quoted have in no 

way been disproven but have been amply confirmed by later 
experiments of this and other stations. 

OATS AND PEAS AS FORAGE. 

Ranking next to corn as a forage crop and aclose second, comes 

oats and peas. In the two years in which we have been conduct- 
ing experiments in the production of forage this combination has 
proven itself well worthy of a place on every farm where stock 

is kept. It is valuable either for pasture, for cutting as a soiling 
crop, or when allowed to mature it may be cured for hay, making 

a most valuable article. When planted in succession of about 

two weeks, the first planting being as early in the spring as con- 

ditions will permit, a succession of highly nutritious forage is 
produced which is greatly relished by stock. If a more general 

use was made of oats and peas for summer feeding it would 
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greatly decrease the expense of the production of milk and the 
cost of maintaining cattle and economize land very materially. 

A highly nutritious forage would be obtained, rich in protein and 

furnishing nearly a balanced ration for milch cows. A large 

amount can be produced per acre and it may be grown from early 

spring to late fall. A slight freeze does not affect it, and it may 

be sown in the spring before frosts are over and the late forage fre- 

quently remains in good condition until December. ‘The oats and 

peas at this station sown August Ist, 1896, were in good condition 

for feeding until a severe freeze on the night of December 2d cut 
them down. For late forage, however, barley and peas are 

recommended instead of oatsand peas. Forsowing any time after 

July rst substitute barley for oats. ‘The reason for this is that in 

late summer barley makes more rapid growth, is less likely to 

attacks of rust and other fungous diseases than are oats. Fig- 

ure 77 shows the relative growth of oats and barley in late sum- 

mer, the tall plants being barley the shorter ones oats, seed for 

which was sown August 1st and photograph taken in late October. 

Preparation of Soil for Oats and Peas. 

This crop loves a mellow, loamy soil but will grow fairly well 

on soils ranging between heavy clay and sand and produce liberal 

returns. For early forage land should be selected which is 
moderately open and porous so that the plowing may be done 

early. Those soils containing a comparatively large percentage 

of clay can better be used where late forage is desired. Land 

should be plowed deep and in cases where sod is inverted the 

jointer should be used. 

Method of Seeding. 

While the land is still rough as left by the plow the peas should 

be sown broadcast at the rate of about one bushel per acre. Then 
the harrow should be used and the land thoroughly fitted and fined 

for oats. ‘This fitting will cover the peas deeply and well, and it 

is to secure this deep covering that the peas are sown directly after 

the plow. Oats may then be sown broadcast or drilled in the 

ordinary way, using one bushel to one and a half bushels of seed 

per acre. If the soil is somewhat porous, sandy or gravelly, the 
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roller may follow the seeding. But should there be a somewhat 

large per cent of clay in the soil then the rolling would better be 

deferred until the young plants are two or three inches high, when 

the roller can be used without danger of producing injurious soil 

conditions due to packing. In six to eight weeks from time of 
sowing, with favorable conditions, cutting may begin though the 

greatest feed value is not reached until the time the grain is 

well in the milk stage. The commencement of cutting, however, 

should not be delayed until that time for, if there is any consid- 

erable area to be fed, the forage will have become too hard and 

woody before all of itcan be used to advantage. Commence cutting 

or pasturing at or before the time of blossoming and continue © 
through the milk stage. If the area is greater than can be advan- 

tageously used for forage and it is desired to cure a portion of it 
for hay, then the cutting should be done when well in the milk 

stage. It makes such a heavy growth and contains such a large 
percentage of water that some difficulty is occasionally experienced 

in the curing. 

In our efforts to determine the relative value of some of the 

more common forage crops an experiment has been conducted 

for two years, during 1895 and 1896. In 1894 a crop of corn was 

grown on the land which had received during the previous winter 
a small dressing of barn manure. The size of plats was one-twen- 

tieth of anacre. Atthetime the grain wasin the best apparent 

condition for forage, one-half of each plat was cut and weighed 

and a sample taken and analyzed. ‘The other half was allowed 

to mature the grain, when it was cut and threshed, and the weight 

of grain and straw determined. The feeding value of the forage 
was determined from the sample taken when the first one-half of 

the plat was cut and all results asto yield and value are cal- 

culated per.acre. 
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PRODUCTION OF FORAGE 1895. ALL PLATS SOWN APRIL 24. 

Amount 
Date of cut-| Weight of | Date of cut- | of grain | Weight of 

Plat No.| Grain sown. ting forage. |forage per| ting ripe | per acre. |straw per 
acre. grain. Bushels acre. 

42 |\Oatsand peas July 16 : 21,600 Aug. 3 85 5,280 

Oats and 
43 barley July 5 16,800 Aug. 3 82.5 3,760 

44 Barley June 29 11,600 July 23 55.6 4,080 

45 Oats. July 11 10,480 Aug. 3 50.6 3,580 

PRODUCTION OF FORAGE 1896. ALL PLATS SOWN APRIL, 20. 

Amount 
Plat Weight of Date of of grain |Weight o 
No. Grain sown. Date of cut- | forage per | cutting ripe | per acre. |straw per 

ting forage. acre. grain. Bushels. acre. 

Oats, 
35 (|Am. Banner} June 30 14,080 | July 22 56 4,200 

Oats and 
36 barley June 30 II,200 | July 22 65 3,400 

37. +|Oatsand peas} July 1 26,000 | July 22 49 2,360 

Oats, 
38 |White Russ’n| June 30 15,200 | July 22 72.5 3,680 

Oats, 
39 |White Russ’n| June 30 17,080 | July 22 78.75 3,480 

Oats, 
40 |Am, Banner| June 30 16,080 | July 22 97-5 4,880 

Oats, 
4rt |Silver Mine| June 30 19,320 | July 22 go 3,920 

42 |Oats and peas| July 2 26,000 | July 22 43.5 4,400 

Oats and 
43 barley June 27 18,000 | July 22 60 5,400 

44 Barley June 22 15,200 | July 22 50 3,600 

Oats, 
45 |White Russ’n| July 1 19,200 | July 22 52.5 5,320 
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FORAGE CROPS. 

Average Results 1895 and 1896. Calculated from the Analyses of forage 
made of 1895 Crop. 

Estimat- 
ed value 

Nitro- per acre 

Analysis of dry matter. | 

: gen- \calculated 
Average | Mois- | Dry free ex- on dry 

Crop. | yield per| ture. |matter.|Protein| Fat. | tract. | Fibre.| Ash. matter. * 
planted. acre. 

Per Per Per Per Per Per Per 
Pounds. | cent. | cent. | cent. | cent. | cent. | cent. | cent. 

Oats and 
peas. | 24,336 | 75.99 | 24.01 | 16.58) 4.21 | 41.67 | 27.75 | 9.79 $63.11 

Oats. | 16,826 | 65.40 | 34.60| 9.36| 4.80 | 46.30 | 30.95! 8.58| 57.99 
Barley 

and oats| 15,333 | 65.59 | 34-41 | I0.14| 4.36 | 49.28 | 28.92] 7.30] 43.39 

Barley | 13,400 | 77.01 | 22.99 | 11.33 2.07 | 50.32 | 29.92| 6.36| 31.99 

* Protein 2.3¢.1b.; fat1.14¢. 1b.; nitrogen free; extract fibre .94.—Conn. Exp. Sta. 

1893. 

A careful study of the preceding tables will reveal several 

things. Though the estimated values given do not necessarily 

represent the actual feeding value, yet they do fairly show the rela- 

tive value of the different crops for the production of forage. The 

unit of value used for the different constituents while not neces- 

sarily representing their value for all sections, does fairly 

represent their value for this state. The oats and peas are rela- 
tively rich in protein and ash elements. ‘The protein is the most 

costly constituent which the New York feeder is called upon to 
provide, and it is this constituent which is most likely to be deficient 

in the ration. The ash constituent of a fodder is usually passed 
over without any comment, it being taken for granted that all 

fodders contain enough to meet the demands of the animal economy. 

But this conclusion is not based upon fact. The ash element of 

the fodder enters into the building up of the frame work of the 

body, the skeleton, and it is of the utmost importance that the 

mineral or ash material be present in liberal quantities. 

Oats and peas furnish a larger percentage of ash than any of the 

other forage crops grown by us and the importance of this, while 

not definitely known, is real and should not be overlooked. 
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A comparison of the tables showing the feeding value of corn 

and forage crops shows that of all varieties tested, corn is in the 

lead and that oats and peas come second. For variety of feed it 

would probably be advisable to have some plats of barley or of 

oats and barley combined, but the greatest returns with us were 

secured from corn and from oats and peas sown broadcast. 

BARLEY AND PBEAS. 

While oats and peas are recommended for early forage, yet for 

late forage barley should be substituted for the oats. Figure 72 

shows the relative growth of barley and oats in late fall. On 

August 1 the plats on which the forage crops were grown were 

all seeded to oats and peas. The volunteer barley which came 

up on the plats where barley had been grown grew mutch faster 
than the oats and was less affected by rust and drought. 

Figure 78 shows the corner of a plat of oats and peas which 

was sown August 15. This was the third crop which had been 

grown on the ground during the season. Wheat which had been 

sown the previous fall was cut for forage when the grain was in the 

milk stage. The ground was then immediately plowed and sown 

to Hungarian grass on June 29. On August 11 the Hun- 

garian was cut, producing five and one-half tons of green forage 

per acre. The ground was immediately plowed and on August 

15 sown to oats and peas which were photographed in late October. 

They remained in good condition for forage until December 2. 
Rye asa forage crop has to recommend it the fact that it is 

available for early spring use.’ As a cover crop itis becoming 

more general and for this purpose it is valuable. The land on 

which corn or potatoes have been grown should not be allowed to 

go into winter without somecover crop. Rye serves this purpose 

well and where-so used it can be made to serve the double purpose 

of a cover crop and an early spring forage crop. After removing 

the rye in the spring the land may be utilized for the production 
of forage from oats and peas or for other crops. 

HUNGARIAN AND MILLETS. 

There are probably no crops grown for forage or for hay about 

which there are more inquiries than the Hungarian grass and the 



77.—Showing the relative growth of Barley and Oats for late forage. 
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millets. No doubt they would be more extensively grown were their 

value and uses well understood. ‘They are not recommended as 

being valuable as a part of the regular rotation, but as catch crops 

or special crops they havetheir place. They are very depleting to 

the soil and many have had unsatisfactory experience in feeding 

them to stock. Every farmer should have a knowledge of the 
proper use of the millets and of their place in the farm economy. 

Hungarian grass is in most common use in the east, while in the 

west common millet and in the south German millet are more popu- 

lar. One value of millet lies in the fact that it can be sown late, in 

fact must not be sown until all danger from frost is over. It 

develops rapidly and during midsummer is ready to begin cutting 

for forage about thirty days from time of seeding. The Hunga- 

rian is quicker maturing than the millets and for late sowing is pref- 
erable to either the common or the German millet. In such a year 

as 1894 or 1895, when many farmers found their hay crop a disap- 

pointment and were at a loss to know how to supplement it, Hun- 

garian or millet would possibly have served the purpose well. 
The soil should be rich and given thorough preparation. Clay 

soils which are inclined to be lumpy require extra precaution 

in fitting. The amount of seed required varies from one- 

half bushel to three pecks per acre, which should be har- 

rowed in lightly and rolled. On freshly cleared or bottom-land 

soils it makes a rank growth and is available for forage at a time 

when it is usually found necessary to supplement the pastures. 

Though it is a gross feeder yet this fact may be of actual benefit 

to the kinds of soil just mentioned. 

Feeding millet green. 

When stock is turned in upon a field of green millet for the 
first time, or a heavy feed is given, there is danger that serious re- 

sults may follow. Animals not accustomed to green forage should 

not at first be allowed a full feed of any green crop, especially mil- 

let, but should be given only a part ration of the green 

material. If allowed to gorge themselves serious results may fol- 

low. If it is desired that the animals be turned upon the crop to 

pasture this should be done only after their appetite has been 
partly appeased by other food. 
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Millet hay is not in popular favor owing to the fatal results 

which, in some cases, have followed its use. Just why these 

unsatisfactory results sometimes follow does not seem to be clear. 

In feeding it to horses caution should be observed and the millet 

hay used in conjunction with some other coarse fodder. Much 

of the value of millet hay seems to depend upon the time of cut- 

ting, which should be done soon after blossoming. 

SORGHUM, TEOSINTE, SACALINE, ETC. 

These crops are mentioned in this bulletin only for the fact that 
many inquiries are received asking about their merits for this 

section. While sorghum seems to possess some value, yet for 

forage,corn is so far superior, when all things are considered, that 

where it can be raised sorghum is not a necessity in the rotation. 

It seems to possess its chief value in the fact that it is able to 

withstand drought and grow under conditions where corn would 

be a failure. So far as our experiments with teosinte and sacaline 

go we cannot recommend them for general use. Though they 

may possess value for certain localities, yet in New York there are 
so many crops which can be successfully grown for forage that the 

farmers should be slow to adopt the new varieties except by way 

of experiment until they have been tested and proven of value. 

CRIMSON CLOVER. 

Figure 79 shows a plat of crimson clover, the seed for which 
was sown August 1, the photograph being taken late in October. 

This clover was growing on land from which a foragecrop of oats 
and peas had been cut. There has been much discussion at 
Farmers’ Institutes and in the columns of the Agricultural press 
as to the value of crimson clover in this state, as a forage crop 

and as an improver of the soil. ‘To answer these questions in 

part and to determine the relative value of the different clovers 
there were planted side by side on August 1, 1896, three plats of 
clover, one of crimson, one of common red and one of mammoth. 

The soil were gravelly and porous. All varieties of clover came 

up quickly and made good growth. ‘The crimson clover, how- 

ever, made far more rapid growth in the fall than did the others. 

One object of these experiments was to determine the amount 
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of nitrogen stored up by the different varieties of clover. On 

November 2, samples were taken of each kind of clover, the roots 

and tops of each being taken as the sample. The chemical 

analysis shows the following amount of nitrogen stored up in 

each per acre. 

Nitrogen in tops Nitrogen in roots Total pounds of 
Variety of clover. (pounds). (pounds). nitrogen per acre. 

Crimsonhie tees 125.28 30.66 155-94 

Red. uucanusrracstmeraerre 63.11 40.25 103.36 

Mammothisiey. oc .nee 67.57 78.39 145.96 

All clovers wintered well, but in the spring the freezing and 

thawing killed nearly all of the crimson clover. It had, however, 

served its purpose as a cover crop and for late fall pasture would 
have been valuable, leaving in the ground enough fertilizing 

material to pay for the expense of the seeding. 

SUMMARY. 

1. Some provision should be made on every stock farm for 

forage and soiling crops. 

2. The most valuable crop for the production of late forage is 
corn, and corn planted in hills is more valuable for feeding pur- 

poses that when drilled or sown broadcast. 

3. Oats and peas are second in value tocorn for the production 
of forage. For late forage barley and peas are recommended. 

4. Millets are valuable and when fed properly may be used 

without danger. 

5. Crimson clover proved valuable for late fall pasture and as 

a cover crop. Its greatest value with us was from the fact of its 

storing up nitrogen so abundantly. 

I. P. ROBERTS. 
lL. A. CLINTON. 
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CoRNELL UNIVERSITY, ITHACA, May 10, 1897. 

HONORABLE COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE, ALBANY, 

Sir :—The following bulletin from the Horticultural Divison 

is a part of the work which was planned under the Nixon Bill 

for last year. For two or three years considerable work has been 

done by this station in floriculture, with the object of helping 

both florists and flower-lovers everywhere. The bulletins 

have awakened much interest and have, undoubtedly, done much 

good in calling attention to a branch of agriculture which has 

heretofore received little consideration from the public institu- 

tions of the country. ‘The work has been done with the greatest 

care and deliberation, and the bulletin is submitted for publica- 

tion under Chapter 128 of the laws of 1897. 

I. P. RoBERTsS, Director. 



I. GENERAL REMARKS. (ZL. Z. Bailey.) 

For three years we have made a special effort to study the 

problems associated with the florists’ chrysanthemums, and this 

is the third report which we have published upon the work. 

Our object in this, as in all floricultural study, is to help both 

the general flower-lover and the professional florist, and we can- 

not, therefore, devote our attention wholly to amateur methods 

upon the one hand, nor to the raising of exhibition blooms upon 

the other. 

We stand for the buyer as well as for the seller ; and the ques- 
tion therefore at once arises as to what the real measure of a 

variety is. Is one bloom, or one vase of blooms, chosen from a 

score or a hundred or a thousand plants which have received the 

utmost care and forcing, to be taken as the ideal of the variety ? 

It is the fashion to describe varieties of florists’ plants from just 

such blooms,—from those which draw the prizes in the exhibi- 

tions. But since there are few persons who can give this ex- 
tra care and skill to the growing of a few plants, even if they 

cared to do so, and since only a part (and often a small part) of 

any number of plants can be expected to give such results, even 

under extra treatment, it is easy to see why the novelties are so 

often a disappointment tothe buyer. The fact is, that the highly 

forced and extra-selected exhibition flower is not always the true 

measure of what a variety is, but is a measure of what may be 
done with a few plants. ‘The true type or measure of any variety 

is the composite character which a whole patch gives, under good 

care. The flower show is of the greatest value as a popular 

educator and as a source of information and inspiration to the 

plant-breeder, but it is not the place in which the general flower- 

grower should expect to see what a variety actually is. It is 

often possible to select a few most meritorious exhibition 

blooms from a range of plants of an inferior variety. 
If these points are well taken, then it follows that an experi- 

ment station, when reporting upon the merits of varieties, should 
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aim to present a true composite picture of what the variety is 

when grown under good and fair conditions. If the station ex- 
hibits, its province seems to lie in the same direction. At all 
events, the writer will mever consent to make an exhibit of 

varieties from the station unless he can show everything, good 

and bad alike. This is not saying that he disparages the display 

of exhibition blooms by a station, but in such cases the exhibi- 

tion is to show cultural methods, not to show varieties. Ifa 

station desires to test the varieties of any plant, it exceeds its aim 
when it endeavors to see how much it can improve those vari- 

eties by forceful culture ; for the purpose is to find out what the 

varieties are, not what they may be compelled to be. And even 

if the experimenter were to desire to force every variety to the 

exhibition standard, he could not do so with several hundred 

varieties ; and to force one and not another would be anything 

but truthfulness. These remarks seem to be necessary in order 

to place the subject of variety-testing in its true light, and 

to let florists see why it is that our descriptions of varieties are 

sometimes so unlike the descriptions in catalogues. 

Another feature of the subject needs also to be touched upon. 

We said upon a former occasion that we do not always 
receive the best stock which dealers have. By this we mean 

that we believe that the ordinary run of commercial stock is 

commonly received, whilst the exhibition blooms at the flower 

shows are preferably grown from extra-good stock, which, in 
many cases, is not for sale. It is no doubt better that an experi- 

ment station should receive thiscommercial stock, for it thereby ar- 

tives at a more truthful conclusion as to the actual merits of the 

variety. In some cases we have received plants which are so poor 

that no fair and true idea of the variety can be obtained from 

them ; and from such stock, and from that which may have re- 

ceived inadequate attention on our own part, we intend never 

to publish results. These remarks are made for the sole purpose 

of emphasizing the fact that the quality of the stock ,—as respects 

vigor, healthfulness, early propagation, and the like,—is of the 
utmost importance in the growing of any plant, and particularly 

of florists’ flowers. To bring the subject home, we have inserted 

a picture (Fig. 82, page 308) showing the variation with which 
/ 
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we often have to contend in the testing of plants. The two 

plants at the left are fit to produce excellent flowers (though not 

trained for the production of exhibition blooms) whilst those at 

the right are plants which are expected to be compared with 

them. The past season it was so necessary to give forceful cul- 

ture,—by very heavy fertilizing,—to bring some of the plants into 

line, that the strong plants (which grew in the same bed) re- 

ceived an additional and perhaps untrue advantage. Even then, 

some of the plants could not be made to bloom. 

It may be well to say, once for all, that these estimates of floral 

novelties are not mere hurried and incidental measurements and 

opinions. When any flower is under test, at least one man lives 

with it when itis in bloom. Hespends the greater part of his 

time with it. Every description of the varieties is read and com- 

pared with the plants, the flowers are studied from every point of 
view, and an opinion is obtained from every visitor who has a 

critical knowledge of the subject. This careful study day by day 

is more than the florist, busy with the demands of trade, can ex- 

pect to give. Theerrors, therefore, are those which are to be 

attributed to faulty judgment and to the behavior of plants grown 

from poor stock. In the following chrysanthemums, for ex- 
ample, the judgments are not those of Mr. Miller alone. They 
are a compound of the opinions of himself, Mr. Hunn, myself, 

and of many persons who visited us. 

This means that we desire to do more, if we can, than to make 

a mere variety test. We should like to keep pace with the range 

of variation, the tendencies, and the needs, in any plant which 

we study. Wehaveno desire simply to recommend varieties. 

We have no interest in a variety as such. If, for example, we 
commend Lenawee amongst chrysanthemums, it is not because 

we have the slightest concern for that variety as an entity or 

trade novelty, but simply because that name has been applied to 

what seems to be the highest development of a particular type of 

white flower. We hope that the evolution will reach a higher 
point in the present year. 
A leading difficulty with old varieties of any flower is the fact 

that they tend to run out by variation. ‘The very fact that such 

various results are got from different grades of stock is proof that 
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a variety may soon be broken up into a number of strains, some 

of which may be good and others bad. ‘The careful grower, 

therefore, will either propagate his own stock of the varieties 

which he likes or else exercise the greatest care to see that the 

stock he buys comes from plants which are true to the type. 

In respect to the varieties of chrysanthemums, I am convinced 

that there is too great a tendency to grow novelties. Some of 

the old varieties are still the best of their class and should be 

retained, and very many of the novelties—in fact, most of them— 

seem to represent no distinct advance. It appears to us as if 

these novelties are not always thoroughly tested and understood 

before introduction. If we could have a few extra-choice things 

introduced each year and all the rest left in oblivion, the interests 

of all parties would be more permanently enhanced. 

We need, also, to give greater attention to the hardy or border 

varieties of chrysanthemums. We have given such exclusive 

attention to the glass-house flower that the very name chrysan- 

themum has come to mean, to people at large, the great, noble, 

florists’ flower of November. But there are humbler forms of 

the plant which may be set in the open ground and there allowed 

to remain year by year, the same as they did in our mothers’ 

gardens. Some of the modern forms of these plants are pretty 
and interesting. Even the old-time forms are not to be despised, 

for if they lack size and quality of bloom, they nevertheless 

give a wealth of color with very little trouble. The title-page 

illustrates an old-time, out-door type of chrysanthemum familar 

to a former generation as garden artemisias. Their chief merit is 

hardiness; The flowers are produced in great profusion, and 

they extend the season of pompons a month or more after the 

first frost has killed the dahlias. It is the race from 

which the large Chinese chrysanthemums of the green- 

houses are said to be derived. We still see them in the old gar- 

dens, in various shades of red and yellow, and running into whites 

of the form of Comet asters. The flowers on the title-page are 

natural size. 
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II. CORNELL NOTES oF 1896. (Wilhelm Miller.) 

Chrysanthemums at home—The principles underlying the 

cultivation of chrysanthemums are the same as those of other 

plants. Specific directions are given in bulletins 91 and 112. 

There are two other points which it is welltoknow. The choice 

of varieties is all-important to those who delight in getting the 

highest results from skill and patience. ‘The form can be chosen 

80.—Oriental Glory. Natural size. 
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from the illustrations in some of these bulletins and the descrip- 
tion will tell the color. Itis well to make a list with several 

substitutes. The best plan of all, if you attend chrysanthemum 
shows in the fall, is to note down the names of desirable varieties 

in case the names are given, as they should be. Another good 
point to understand is the theory and practice of draining a flower 

pot. The florist who is unwilling to show a buyer how he 
can straddle the stem of a plant with two fingers, tap the pot 

gently and lay bare the whole root system and drainage of his 

plant, is losing an opportunity to instruct his customer and to 

hold his future interest. If anything is wrong with a 
potted plant, look at the roots. Some people are afraid 

to handle plants. A potted plant has no _ objection to 

being turned upside down, and whoever has seen the 

broken bits of crock and the reason for the hole in the 

bottom of the pot (not made to be closed) will never again 

sprinkle the leaves of a plant or the surface of the soil only, when 

he desires to water it. Nature soaks her plants once in a while 
and capillarity does the rest. Chrysanthemums are for the com- 

mon people as well as for the florist. Buy strong plants early (in 

May or early in June) andifyou have no pots, plant them in small 

soap boxes. Make the soil rich, keep the plants free of insects 
and away from strong winds, train the plant into four or five 

strong branches (or more or less, as you desire), and pinch out 

all the buds, save eight or ten. If you want the largest blooms, 

grow to a single stem and allow only one flower to a plant. As 

cold weather approaches, the plants may be moved to the win- 

dow, where they should bloom to perfection. 
Amateurs are frequently disappointed in the growing of the 

novelties. The system of prizes and certificates is of more use 

to the professional or exhibition grower than to the amateur 

who is looking for a list of varieties. No amateur can make a 

mistake who gets good plants of Laciniatum, one of the good old 
forms. Lillian B. Bird is one of the most attractive of the tubu- 

lar kinds and has always had, at Cornell, the softest and purest 

of light pinks we know among chrysanthemums, unless it be 

Good Gracious (See Fig. 81). ‘This figure shows a ‘‘ low cen- 
ter’’ anda ‘‘ weak neck ”’ two of the ancestral bogies of florists. 
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The very droop of this stem seems to me to add to the beauty. 

Indeed, chrysanthemums in vases are sometimes so stiff-necked 

that they cannot see anything but the ceiling. The list of good 

old varieties is large, and any wide-awake florist can give 
reliable information concerning them. 

81.—Good Gracious, one of the older types. 

Cultural notes of the 1896 test.—In 1895, our novelties were 

grown toa single stem and allowed to produce only one flower 

each. ‘This is certainly the best commercial method of obtaining 

exhibition blooms and large cut flowers for sale in the cities. 
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For all other purposes there is more satisfaction in having three 

to six flowers on a plant, as we did the past year. 

We have never received so uneven a lot of plants as in 1896. 

It seems to be hopeless to get a uniform lot of plants representing 

all the novelties, in the year of their introduction. The last lot 

of American varieties came last year on the last day of August 
and the plants that were fit for testing together were not planted 

out in the bed until August 22, a month late for ideal results. 

This bed was composed of well rotted clay sod and manure, 

in the proportion of four to one. A liberal sprinkling of 
bone meal was worked in, and the bed thoroughly cultivated by 

hand. On the 26th of September, applications of liquid cow 

manure were begun. Never was there a more uneven lot of 

plants than those shown in our photographs of the bed, and 

never has Mr. Hunn, in his long experience with chrysanthe- 

mums, dared to give the bedded plants so much stimulating food. 

The results far exceeded our expectations, and the November 

display was a brilliant one, although the novelties themselves 

were not intrinsically as meritorious with us as in 1895, which 

was a year of exceptional advances. 

The importance of beginning early can hardly be over-esti- 

mated. We got the best results from such plants asthe largest one 

shown in Fig. 82. This was the typical home-grown plant from 

March cuttings. The next largest plant was a fair sample of a 

lot grown from rooted cuttings received April 22. The four 

small plants represent fair samples of lots received from different 

sources in summer. All of them were represented in the trial bed 

and none gave anything like the satisfaction we got from home- 

grown plants of varieties introduced the year before. There are 
two great factors in producing chrysanthemums,—the quality of 
stock received and the subsequent management. How important 

the former element is may be seen by contrasting Figs. 83 and 

84. Here we have the best results that we were able to produce 
from poor and good stock. Notice how much fewer and weaker 

the rays are in the one case, and how completely double is the 

flower of Fig. 84. Indeed the latter has the over-fed look which 

one often sees in the exhibition hall. Coarse, heavy rays are 

are not always a varietal characteristic but usually a mat- 
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ter of gross feeding, which really obliterates the more refined 

individuality. 

A great year for whites—The year 1895 was marked by 

great advances among the yellows, and 1896 saw the introduction 

of many new types of whites. Out of more than one hundred 
varieties grown at Cornell, five of the six best were whites. 
These five, Lenawee, Lady Esther Smith, Infatuation, Yanoma 

and Gretchen Buettner, are all highly individual and attractive in 

form. For the third one on this list, 17vs. W. P. Raynor would 

82.—Photograph Aug. 22. The two larger plants were potted early,— 

the four small ones received in July. 

furnish almost an even choice. We dare not condemn it for 

being only a few days later, for that may not be a varietal char- 

acter and no one can know, in a single season, whether it is a 

matter of culture or variety. Three others are strongly recom- 

mended by growers, Autumn Bride, Mrs. H. H. Battles and 

Mrs. R. Crawford, the first two for earliness, the last for lateness. 

These three were of familiar types and one of them we have had 
to condemn for other reasons. ‘The other two we have noticed 

merely for their seasonable characters, of which no experiment 

station can judge as well as the large growerscan. Three others 
i] 
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we have reluctantly placed on the list of promising sorts, J/ss 

Helen Wright, Dancing Maid and White Swan. We shall try 
them again and secretly hope that they may be able to hold a 

place amidst increasingly severer competition. It is hard to pass 

over New York and Gov. Matthews, which were first-class in 

83.—Miss Magee. The best that can be done with poor stock. 

every respect but too much like Ms. R. W. £. Murray (re- 

commended in Bulletin 112) to be mentioned except as worthy 

substitutes. Gov. Matthews, it is true, is advertised as a pink, 

and so were Vrs. Harry Toler, Sibyl Kaye, and Rosy Emperatrice, 

but they all speedily turned white and were well worth the price 

as such, the two last, particularly, being an almost even choice 
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with /zfatuation and Lenawee respectively. Western King hada 

faint primrose tinge but would pass for a white at a distance? 

Robert F. Hibson marks no advance in form, but its productive- 
ness makes it a first-rate commercial white. So far as I know, 

y 

84.—Miss Magee. Showing what can be done with good stock. The 
name is nothing; the quality of the plant is everything. 

the ideal hairy white variety is not yet known. Mrs. Alpheus 

Hardy, the first of the type and the one which started the chrysan- 

themum craze in America, is still extensively grown, but requires 

experience and skill to bring to perfection. The well-known 

L’ Enfant de Deux Mondes is usually weak-necked. 
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In the yellows,the only advances in form were Duchess of York and 

Buff Globe, which latter looks like a buff sport of Good Gracious 

(Fig. 81). Modesto had nothing new in form or color but was 

unusually productive and has the look ofa plain, every-day, suc- 

cessful, yellow chrysanthemum. 

The pinks were a disappointment this year. Fourteen we 

have dropped outright. Two varieties (S%jy/ Kaye and Rosy 

Emperatrice) were first-rate whites but were pink for only 

afew days. The only successful pink of the year amongst our 

lot, was Mme. Felix Perrin (or Mrs. Perrin, for they were as like 

as two peas), but we feel little confidence in the permanence of 

the color. We disagree as to the attractiveness of the oft-illus- 

trated Wm. Simpson, as men always must differ in matters of 

liking, but we are agreed that our single plant had a weak stem and 

poor foliage. Two others, Mrs. W. C. Egan and Miss L. Magee 
we have indulgently placed on the promising list because we be- 
lieve that we had weak stock. ‘The real truth of the matter is that 

a pure and permanent pink seems not to have been attained. The 

various shades, from crimson to the faintest crimson-pink, are all 

treacherous. Even Viviand Morel, which is perhaps the best 
known of all the pinks, old and new, varies in intensity and 

quantity of color as much as the rest. We do not see how small 

growers can afford to buy new pinks unless they are sure of the 
quality of the stock. The number of varieties is very 

large, and the vigor of the individual plants, according to our 

experience, is of vastly greater importance ; indeed it often seems 

to mean all the difference between success and failure. Kindand 

quantity of plant-food doubtless have something to do with bring- 

ing out color, just what we hope to find out this year by experi- 

ment on a wide range of shades. Perhaps, too, there are minor 

and undiscovered causes of this variability, and ifthere are any 

uncontrollable factors it is high time that the truth be known. 

What makes the problem peculiarly puzzling is that Good Gracious 

and a few other varieties have always had at Cornell a uniform 

amount of delicate light pink with no trace of crimson pink 

origin. Nevertheless we have never seen any chrysanthemum 

which matches the pure pink of Schuyler Mathews’s color chart. 
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There seem to be at least four important factors that have to do 

with intensity of color,—quality of stock, time of rooting cut- 

tings, food supply, and shading. How they are related and 

which are the most important, it is impossible to say at present. 

This much is clear, that mere vigor of plants is not all. We 

never had better plants in any way than Rosy Emperatrice and 

Sisyl Kaye, but the color simply showed itself, and was gone. 

85.—Rosy Emperatrice. Reduced irom a ten-inch flower. 

Of the various combinations of red and yellow, two are recom- 

mended, Pluto and Helen Owen. Perhaps their forms are not 

entirely new, but /luto was apparently ideal in all respects 

within its natural limitations of form and color, and Helen Owen 

was surely the second best of all the English varieties received as 

regards vigor and productiveness. Six other combinations of 

these colors were condemned for various reasons and five placed 
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on the promising list. It seems hard to put Edwin A. Kimball 

on a probation list, for it was perfect of its kind with us last year, 

but the competition is too keen, the popularity of its type limited, 

and there is always the possibility of a second year’s cultivation 

reversing one’s judgment. So far as we know, it is the best 

American variety of the type of which Ws. C. H. Wheeler was 

afamous early representative,—the high-built, almost conical form 

with heavy, incurved rays, offering frequent suggestions of dark 

ted, while the old-gold of the reverse is the chief feature in the 

general effect. (‘‘ Zhe Golden Flower, Chrysanthemum,’’ Mr. 

Mathews’s beautiful art-work has a colored picture of W/rs. C. ZH. 

Wheeler. ‘That variety appears to be not double enough to suit 

the florists.) Four English varieties of the same sort have been 

gathering strength for a fair race with Edwin A. Kimball this 

year, and only one can win. 

Two green-flowered plants had little to commend them. They 

were too exhausted to do much more than declare themselves no 

monstrosities like the green rose and the green dahlia, but their 

flowers were weak and yellowish. We shall await their return 

with curiosity. 

Nearly all of the varieties of 1895 recommended in Bulletin 

112 were grown again this year, and in general they were not dis- 

appointing. Mrs. Henry Robinson, the best white of 1895, was 
not as early in 1896, as expected. Cvimsona was badly spotted 

on the face of the rays with the color of the reverse. A rush of 

work at a critical time caused this collection to be neglected dur- 

ing the disbudding season and we got plants bearing great num- 

bers of small blooms. The mass-effect was very strong, but 

nearly all of the pronounced types of the year before suffered a 

loss of individuality. The labor of disbudding chrysanthemums 
is great and one must always get ahead of the plants. 

The variety test of 1896 has been conducted as formerly, 

NoTE.—One of the novelties of the year was the Edible chrysanthemum. 
The plant was the earliest ’mum in the entire collection, but it was of poor 

habit and bore very few leaves and had a medium-sized yellowish flower of 
small merit from the florists’ standpoint. This variety is said to be cultivated 

extensively in Japan for the flower heads, which are boiled and eaten ; but 

we fail to see why this particular variety is more edible than other ’mums. 

L. H. B. 
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photographs, dried specimens, and notes on botanical and 

horticultural characters being taken. In color determinations, 

the chart of F. Schuyler Mathews proved as satisfactory as with 

the dahlias. It answered our purpose well, but the florists and 

86.—Lenawee. From a white flower eleven inches in diameter. 

cataloguers can hardly be expected to use the terminology of the 

artist. In trying to help the raiser of novelties and the purchas- 

ing florist, we shall this time try an experiment. Instead of 

writing technical descriptions which are apt to be dreary and 
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mystifying to the general reader and of interest only to the trade, 

we have given accounts of behavior and judgments of merit. 

The men who created these things have described them in their 

Own catalogues. Moreover, no description can have theinfluence 

of a picture, and in this picture-making age there are few 
novelties that are not illustrated in the catalogues or tradejournals. 

While all admit that it is unsafe to recommend or condemn 

any novelty on one year’s acquaintance, some judgment must be 
made. By placing the word ‘‘good”’ at the head of the following 

list we do not mean to guarantee the essential and permanent 

merit of any variety. These varieties are the ones that behaved 

best with us, and of the hundred or more sorts tested, these 

twenty are, in our judgment, the ones most likely to achieve 

anything resembling permanent success. But the problems of 

variety-study must forever contain uncontrollable factors. ‘The 

analysis can never be complete, and therefore the prophecy can 
never be as certain as in some other departments of science. 

Goop VARIETIES. 

Twenty-four varieties are named somewhat in the order of 

merit under their respective colors. The names in parentheses 

indicate the source of stock plants and usually the introducer. 

Whites. 
Lenawee (Smith).—By far the largest and most attractive flower in our 

collection of 1896. The form is strikingly individual. Early, prolific and 
one of the longest keepers. The only possible objection to it is that it may 

be too flat and sprawling for use iu bunches of cut flowers. Fig. 86. 
Smith, Lady Esther (Owen).—Easily the largest and best of the 

varieties received from England for trial. Raysfour inches long and often an 

inch or more wide, very flat, and of good substance. Apparently quite ideal. 
Infatuation (May ).—Smaller than the last but of good size. Early, and 

lasts three weeks on the plant. Form distinct and attractive. MWyrs. W. P. 
Raynor was a few days later with us, but otherwise almost an even choice 

with /nfatuation. 
Yanoma (Smith ).—By far the best late white we have ever grown. Except- 

ionally prolific, and has all the traits of thoroughbred commercial sorts. 

Buettner, Gretchen (Hill).—A high-built flower of strong enough 

character to be worthy of a permanent place in the much overcrowded 

nidseason section. 
Hibson, Robert F. (P. & M).—Advertised as an early, reflexed Japanese. 
was midseason with us, prolific, and a good commercial variety. 
Raynor, Mrs. W. P. (Spaulding).—A few days later than /z/fatuation but 

otherwise an almost even choice, 
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Autumn Bride (Smith).—Mentioned only because of its being the earliest 

white with us this season. Flowers do not last long. 

Crawford, Mrs. R. (Spaulding ).—Noticed because it is a late white. Of 

its lateness and commercial qualities no experiment station can judge as 

well as growers. Yanoma was more prolific and the form more attractive. ‘ 

Pinks. 

Perrin, Mme. Felix (Smith).—Best crimson pink in the bed. The form 

is regular, incurved, and somewhat stiff. Color faded slightly. Recom- 

mended only as being the best pink of the year and not for any permanent 

advance. 
Perrin, Mrs. (Hill).—Color and form were not distinguishable from the 

above. A few days later was the only difference with us. 
Simpson, Wm. (Blanc). The form of this crimson pink variety is more 

unusual and less conventional than of the preceding. Our single plant had 

a large, early, long-keeping flower which faded little, but the foliage 

was so scattered and the neck so weak as to make it impossible for us to 

recommend it from our experience for extensive commercial use. 

Rosy Emperatriee (Yoshiike).—Pink for only a few days, rapidly fading 

to white. Almost as large and long-keeping as Lenawee and of similar form, 

Fig. 85. 
Kaye, Sibyl (Spaulding).—Faded from pink to white as rapidly as the last, 

and kept fora long period. The form is somewhat similar to that of /x/fatuation. 

Yellows. 

York, Duchess of (Hill).—Form reflexed, loose, graceful and flowing. 

Color a soft and rather light yellow, beside which the next is bold and metal- 

lic. Itis on three of our four lists of recommended varieties, for it is one 

of the best yellows we have ever seen. 
Modesto (Smith)—Form common but popular. Color bold and strong. 

It has all the marks of a successful commercial variety. 

Other Colors. 
Pluto (May ).—Red, reverse yellow. The best of its color and type yet 

seen at Cornell. While essentially acommercial sort, it is just the thing for 
amateurs because of its interesting stages of development. 
Buff Globe (Yoshiike).—Noted as having the peculiar form and drooping 

habit of Good Gracious which is very attractive to many people. The color 

is pretty and restful but cannot compete for attention in a large crowd with 

the more vivid ones. | 

Owen, Helen (Owen).—A deep, quickly incurving Japanese flower, with a 

low center like that of Good Gracious, the youngest rays tightly whorled 

and showing the sulfur reverse. Face of rays chiefly brownish flesh and 

yellow. There is plenty of room for this and P/uio. 
Violescent (Smith).—A large, deep, compact flower, the pinkish tinge 

being delicate and rather short-lived with us. An ideal commercial and 
exhibition sort, if one could be sure of the color. Even asa white variety, 
however, it would be a distinct success. 
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Oriental Glory (Yoshiike),—High built, compact, cylindrical, whorled, 
white, the whorled inner rays suffused with delicate crimson pink which fades 

as flower becomes older. The cylindrical form relaxes about the same time to 

the spherical. We had only one plant and one flower and cannot judge of 

its commercial qualities. Fig. 80. 
Western Pride (Yoshiike).—Cardinezl, reverse greenish yellow. Recom- 

mend to amateurs who like fantastic and Japanesque creations, The younger 

stages are the most eccentric and interesting. 

Hairy. 

Midnight (Spaulding).—Noted because itis an odd colorin thisclass. The 

shade of crimson is rather dull and not as attractive as the familiar Louis Boeh- 

mer. Mrs. H. N. Higinbotham has been grown hereto a much greater size, 
Freeman, Mrs. C. B. (Spaulding).—This is the only yellow variety we have 

seen of thisclass. ‘The color fades as much asthe very popular Philadelphia. 

From the preceding twenty-four varieties we have made selec- 

tions for special purposes : 
General collection of ten for commercial purposes: Lenawee, 

Lady Esther Smith, Infatuation, Mme. Perrin, Pluto, Modesto, 
Duchess of York, Yanoma, Violescent, Gretchen Buettner. 

Six varieties for exhibition: Lenawee, Lady Esther Smith, 
Mme. Perrin, Pluto, Modesto. 'Tocomplete the set Mr. Hunn and 
Mr. Hasselbring (a practical florist) would choose Violescent ; Mr. 
Miller would choose Oriental Glory. 

Six varieties for pot plants: Lenawee, Mme. Perrin, Pluto, 
Modesto, Duchess of York, Yanoma. 

Amateur’s list of six: Ovtental Glory, Duchess of York, Mrs. 
C. B. Freeman, Buff Globe, Gretchen Buettner. ‘To complete the 
set Mr. Hunn and Mr. Hasselbring would choose Helen Owen ; 
M1. Miller would choose Western Pride. 

PROMISING VARIETIES. 

The following list contains varieties of all degrees of merit, and 

especially those which by reason of lateness of arrival (e. g. the 

English), or poor quality of stock, did not have fair play this 

season. ‘The figures at the left are the numbers of the varieties 

on our own books. 
8. Alps. 
1. Ashmead, F. 
4. <Avellan, Amiral., 

10. Bonnie Dundee. 
12. Buettner, Emil. 
28. Dancing Maid. 
29. Devis, W.S. 
30. Egan, Mrs. W.C. 
33. Lmerald Gem. 
36. Godfrey, Mrs. J. W. 
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38. Green Emerald, 
45. Invincible. 
48. to, Admiral. 
54. Kahma. 
50. Kimball, Edwin A. 
61. Magee, Miss L. 
60. McHattie, J. W. 
72. Owen, Walter. 
82. Ridgeway, Lady. 
81. Roberts, Gen. 
94. Taiwan. 
87. Triomphe de St. Laurent. 
99. Western King. 
98. Wright, Miss Helen. 

UNPOPULAR VARIETIES (the Chinese type.) 

The varieties 20 and 88 here named were the best of the novelties in this now 

unpopular class. These varieties are good of their type, but the Chinese or 

ball-form class is in such little favor that it seems almost necessary to put 

these varieties in the unpromising list. All the rest of our Chinese sorts of 

the year were much below the average of what we have formerly seen. 

13. Bock, Betty. 
21. Columbine. 
20. Curtis, Chas. Hi. 
44. Haigh, George. 
42. Hatfield, Mrs. T. D. 
51. Kingston, Mrs. R. C. 
62. Mongolian Prince. 
88. Signal Light. 

LEss PROMISING VARIETIES. 

The following list of less promising varieties contains those nov- 

elties in which we seem to detect essentials that are likely 

to disqualify them permanently; the judgments are formed 

solely upon the behavior of the plants at Cornellin 1896. How to 

treat the great number of sorts that are no improvement on old and 

established kinds but apparently just as good, is a perennial 

puzzle. (I am not speaking of those that are identical, but of those 

that are so similar as to be horticulturally synonymous.) Our 

rule is to offer them as equivalents or substitutes whenever their 

merits are urgent, and discard the rest. Fine flowers do not make 

fine varieties. We know how the old plants respond to cultural 

conditions, but what of the new? 

Varieties and fashions are proverbially ephemeral and our judg~- 

ments can hardly be as ruthless as those of Time himself—the 

Prince of novelty testers. Probably not ten of these hundred new 

things will be alive in another decade. 
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The amateur, who loves everything that grows, feels no fail- 

ures. To the florist, disappointment means dollars. What does 

the lover of plants care for shipping qualities or the lastingness of 

cut flowers? The enthusiast’s standards do not know the ox- 

idizing touch of trade: 

To the introducer and to the florist, we merely report that the 

varieties named below seemed failures to us for reasons that we 

will gladly communicate privately, just as we are glad to furnish 

an account of the behavior of any collection of numbered seed- 

lings, which may be sent us. No variety has been dropped for 

any one reason, and particularly not for misbehavior during one 

season, for such failure is sometimes a matter of variety and some- 

times a matter of individual plants. We give in brief compass 

some hints as to the most obvious defects in the varieties named 

below. ‘To avoid multiplication of words, numbers are used in- 
stead of names: 

Lacking size 16, 19, 91; poor habit 32, 39, 58, 68; lacking productiveness 

18; too much center 6, 39; raggedness 7 ; coarse and heavy 11; seasonal 

(not early or late as advertised) 16, 91, 35, 65; crimson pink (color unstable, 

or badly laid on) 3, 5, 6, 7, II, 19, 24, 35, 37, 57, 65, 75, 85; foreign to Amer- 

all the Chinese ; dark colors unpopular for cut flowers 43, 55, 58; red-and- 

ican taste 49, and yellows more popular in England than here 22, 67, 70, 83; 

no improvement over old sorts known to us 22, 39, 41, 43, 52, 59, 65, 68, 70, 

73) 771 78, 83, 91, 100. 
7. Alonzo. 
3. Amaranth, 
5. @’ Angleterre, Reine. 
6. Antoinette. 

16. Battles, Mrs. H.H. 
11. Siddencope, /. 
18. Budd, Gov. 
22. Clarence. 
19. Consuelo. 
24. Dalskov, Miss Agnes £ 
32. Ldible. 
35. Glory of the Pacific. 
39. Golden Harvest. 
37. Great Fort. 
43. Headlight. 
41. Hurrell, Henry, 
49. Jones, M. A. YS. 
BO) Kea [re 
55. Lear, Miss M. ‘ 
59. Liberty. 
58. Loomis, Adelaide, 
57. Loutse. 
67. Mars. 
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65. Matthews, Gov. 
68. Miller, Paul L. 
69. Nanshon. 
70. New York. 
73. Oyama, Marshall. 
78. Peabody, Mrs. /. 
75. ska Cecil. . 
85. Rena Dula, 
83. Rinaldo. 
go. Snow Field. 
77. Souvenir de Petite Amie. 
gt. Terrell, Constance. 
93. Tippecanoe. 
97. Violet King. 

100. Whitcombe, Jessie. 
iol. White Swan. 

Nort TRUE TO NAME. 

9g. Bellem.—Nottrueto description. Advertised pink. Was primrose-yellow 
14. Buettner, Mrs. Emil.—Not true. 
31. Lillis, Ruth.—Not true. Advertised as blush white. Wasa faint yellow 

fading much more than Philadelphia. 
92. Toler, Mrs. Harry.—Advertised as flesh pink, slightly hairy, full and 

double. With us, this was a good commercial midseason white but Rodert 
F.. Hibson was more completely double. ; 

103. Yellow Plume.—Was pink with us. 

SUMMARY. 

A few plants can be grown in the home window and made to 
produce flowers equal to any pictured in this bulletin. Page 305. 

Take note of varieties at your local flower shows and insist on 
the educational side of the exhibit. 

Amateurs will take most comfort in growing plants having 
three to six large characteristic flowers. Page 307. 

The quality of stock plants is of the highest practical impor- 
tance. Page 307. 

The great advances in form among the introductions of 1896 
were made in the whites. Page 308. 

Modesto, the most productive yellow of the year, is typical of 
commercial standards. Page 311. 

No true pure pink appears to have been obtained in chrysan- 
themums. 

The intensity of color among the so-called pinks depends upon 
little-understood cultural conditions. Page 313. 

Lists of varieties recommended on the basis of one year’s 
behavior on Page 317. 

List of varieties that failed to give satisfaction at Ithaca in 1896 
on Page 320. 

Ll. H. BAmuERYe 
WILHELM MILLER. 
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION WORK: 

SKETCH OF ITS ORIGIN AND PROGRESS. 

The law under which the extension teaching of agriculture is 

now being prosecuted in New York State by the College of Agri- 

culture of Cornell University, at first was an Experiment Station 

measure. The bill originated entirely with the people, when, in 

1893, certain Chautauqua County persons asked the Station to 
undertake experiment work in their vineyards. We replied that 

while we should like to take up the investigations, our funds were 

insufficient to meet the expense without endangering work in 

which we were already engaged ; and this lack of funds would be 

keenly felt if other sections of the state should also, following the 

Chautauqua example, ask for help. Wesuggested to them, there- 

fore, that if their local horticultural society could raise sufficient 

funds to meet the expense of fertilizers, traveling and incidentals, 

we would try to detail a man to look after the work. The matter 

dropped there; but the next winter we heard of a movement 

among the Chautauqua people to obtain a small state appropriae 

tion to pay for experiment work in their vineyards. The pro- 

ject was placed in the hands of S. F. Nixon, Assemblyman 

from Chautauqua County, who, early in 1894, obtained a grant of 

$16,000, one-half of which was to be expended by the Cornell 

Experiment Station in work in horticulture in the Fifth Judicial 

Department of the State, an area comprising sixteen counties of 

western New York. ‘This is the only instance, so far as we know, 

of a movement for experiment station work which has been ini- 

tiated and pushed to a final passage wholly by a farming com- 

munity. The laws upon which our land-grant colleges and the 

agricultural experiment stations are founded were conceived and 

completed almost wholly by a comparatively small body of educa- 

tors and experimenters, aided by persons in the various pro- 
fessions. 

The clause in the law of 1894 which appropriated money to 
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the Cornell University Experiment Station, isas follows: ‘‘ The 

sum of eight thousand dollars, or so much thereof as may be necess- 

ary, is hereby appropriated, to be paid to the agricultural experi- 

ment station at Cornell University, for the purpose of horticultural 

experiments, investigations, instruction and information in the 
fifth judicial department, pursuant to section eighty-seven of the 

agricultural law.’’ The law also provides that ‘such experi- 

ment station may, with the consent and approval of the commis- 

sioner of agriculture, appoint horticultural experts to assist such 

experiment station, in the fifth judicial department, in conduct- 

ing investigations and experiments in horticulture; in discover- 

ing and remedying the disease of plants, vines and fruit-trees ; 

in ascertaining the best means of fertilizing vineyards, fruit and 

garden plantations, and of making orchards, vineyards and gar- 

dens prolific ; in disseminating horticultural knowledge by means 

of lectures or otherwise, and in preparing and printing, for free 

distribution, the results of such investigations and experiments, 

and such other information as may be deemed desirable and pro- 

fitable in promoting the horticultural interests of the state. * * 

* * All of such work by such experiment station and by 

such experts shall be under the general supervision and direction 

of the commissioner of agriculture.’’ This bill became alaw, by 
the Governor’s signature, May 12, 1894. In the legislature of 1895, 

Mr. Nixon introduced a bill to continue the work, but increasing 

the amount given to Cornell University Experiment Station to 

$16,000, ‘This second bill became a law on the 4th of April, 1895. 

Upon taking up the work provided for by the bill, in the 

early summer of 1894, the Cornell University Experiment 

Station placed the enterprise in the hands of a chief ‘‘hor- 

ticultural expert,’’ in the language of the law, and Professor L. 

H. Bailey was chosen to that office, with the expectation that 

most or all of the work should be completed during the summer 

interrim. In entering upon his duties, this officer laid out three 
general lines of work, as specified in the law,—‘‘ conducting 

investigations and experiments,’’ ‘‘ disseminating horticultural 
knowledge by means of lectures or otherwise,’’ and ‘‘ preparing 
and printing ” the results of the work. In other words, the work 

was to be divided between research, teaching, and publication, 
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The enterprise was new and untried ; the territory to pe covered 

was large, the interests varied, and the demands numerous; and 

the promoters of the bill had large expectations of the results. 

The responsibility of inaugurating the enterprise was keenly felt, 

or a mistake in the beginning might be expected to exert a serious 

and baneful influence upon future legislation designed to improve 

the conditions of rural life. The officer in charge was extremely 

fortunate, however, in having the hearty support of his collea- 

gues, the free codperation of the commissioner of agriculture, and, 

above all, the kindly and intelligent interest of scores of horticul- 

turists in his territory. It was conceived that, in the beginning, 

a comparatively small and well digested enterprise prosecuted by 

a few carefully chosen men would be productive of better results 
than any bold attempt, with a large force, to carry the work into 

every part of the fifth judicial department. Inasmuch as the 

original grant was obtained through the exertions of the grape- 

growers of Chautauqua County, it was designed to undertake 

careful studies of the vineyard interests at the outset. The imme- 

diate charge of this work was placed in the hands of the late E. G, 
Lodeman, assistant in horticulture, who, to fit himself more specifi- 

cally for certain problems which were presenting themselves, went 

to Europe (at his own expense) and visited the vineyards of the 

Rhine, of Italy and Southern France. The entomological inquiries 

were placed in the hands of M. V. Slingerland, assistant entomolo- 

gist of the Experiment Station. Certain lines of investigation 
made at Ithaca were placed in immediate charge of Michael 

Barker, who was secured from the Botanic Gardens of Harvard 

University. We also associated with us for a time in certain 

field work, Harold G. Powell, a senior in agriculture in Cor- 

dell University, and one who had had much experience in pomo- 

logical matters. 

In 1895 the work was placed under the supervision of Professor I. 
P. Roberts,the director of the station (who was absent the previous 

year) and Professor Bailey, but immediate charge of it was given, 

as the year before, to the latter officer. Some additional help was 

secured because of the larger work which was demanded by the 

larger appropriation ; but in general the enterprise went forward 

upon the same lines as in 1894. 
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A third appropriation was made by the legislature of 1896 of 
$16,000; but since the new state constitution had abolished the 

Fifth Judicial Department, the fund was applied to the Fourth 

Judicial Department comprising twenty-two counties bounded 

eastward by Jefferson, Lewis, Herkimer, Oneida, Onondaga, 

Cayuga, Tompkins, Seneca, Yates and Steuben. 

The legislature of 1897 made a fourth appropriation, but 

now it applies to the entire state and to agriculture in general. 

Moreover, it is given to the College of Agriculture (not to the 

Experiment Station) for ‘‘ the promotion of agricultural knowl- 

edge in the State.’’ For this purpose $25,000 was appropriated. 

The attachment of this fund to the general College of Agricul- 

ture signalizes the outgrowth of the work from mere experiment 

(as chiefly contemplated at first) into the general promulgation of 

agricultural knowledge. With this new bill, the prosecution of 

the work passed from the hands of Professor Bailey into those of 

Professor Roberts, the Director of the College of Agriculture. 

From the first, the work has been thrown into three 

general lines,—direct research in the orchards, vineyards and 
gardens of western New York; teaching by means of itiner- 

ant schools and lectures; and the publication of horticultural 

knowledge in bulletin form. A somewhat full account of the 

enterprise up to nearly the time when it passed wholly from 

Professor Bailey’s hands may be found in Bulletins 110 and 122. 

From the funds of the first three years—when the work was re- 

stricted to horticulture—49 bulletins have been published, and 

investigations for several others have been completed. These 

bulletins have been of five general types: 1. ‘Those which at- 

tempt to improve the cultivation of the staple crops; 2. Those 

which endeavor to expound well known principles and facts; 3. 

Those which aim to awaken an interest in flowers and nature and 

the amenities of rural life; 4. Those which suggest new 

avenues of profit; 5. Those which attempt to monograph certain 
difficulties (as given insects and fungi) with which the horticul- 

turist has to contend. In all of them, it has been the desire to 

make the matter attractive and readable, so that the entire bulle- 

tin would be prized and kept by the recipient. 

The animus ofthe entire enterprise has been an attempt to 
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inquire into the agricultural status, to discover the causes of the 

rural depression, and to suggest means for improving the farmer’s 

position. This attempt has been specifically directed to a single 

great branch of rural industry, horticulture, in pursuance of the 

provisions of the law; but what is true of the horticultural com- 

munities is essentially true of other agricultural regions, and, 

morever, these two types of agricultural industry cannot be sepa- 

rated by arbitrary lines. The work, therefore, has practically 

resulted in a broad study of rural economics. We conceive that 

it is impossible to really extend the Experiment Station and 

University impulse to the people in such manner that it shall come 

to them as a living and quickening force, without first studying 

the fundamental difficulties of the farmers’ social and political 

environment. 
In this extension work, therefore, we have sought not so much 

for new facts as for some way of driving home the old facts. We 

have tried to set forces at work which would silently extend them- 

selves when we had left them. Fortunately, we have been greatly 

aided by the hard times and the multitudes of bugs and special 
difficulties. ‘These things have driven people to thinking and to 

asking for information. The agricultural communities are 

thoroughly aroused, and now is the time to teach. When one is 

thoroughly prosperous in his business, there is little chance—as, 

in fact, there is generally little need—of teaching him other 

methods. 
The efforts to reach the people, in the progress of our work, 

may be classified under five general heads. These efforts have all 

been experiments in methods of extension teaching as applied to 

horticulture. We have tried to ascertain the value of: 

(1.) The itinerant or local experiment as a means of 

teaching. 

(2.) The readable expository bulletin. 

(3.) The itinerant horticultural school. 
(4.) Elementary instruction in the rural schools. 

(5.) Instruction by means of correspondence and reading 

courses. 
In the local experimental work, something over one hundred 

different experiments have been planned and prosecuted in differ- 
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ent parts of western New York. ‘These comprise experiments in 

tilling the land, in pruning trees, in fertilizing the soil, spraying, 

combating insects and fungi, and the like. The fundamental 

purpose in these experiments is to teach by means of object 

lessons and not to collect scientific facts, although the latter often 

come as a very valuable incidental result. 

The bulletins which have been issued under the auspices of the 
work are public and therefore need no explanation at the present 

‘time. 

The horticultural schools have been about forty in number. 

‘These are meetings which last two or more days, at which time cer- 

tain instructors take up definite lines of instruction, giving by far 

the greater part of their attention to underlying principles and not 

to mere facts or methods. A somewhat full report of these horti- 

cultural schools, with the topics and instructors assigned to each, 

is published in Bulletin 122. 
The fundamental difficulty with our agricultural condition is 

that there is no attempt to instruct the children in matters which 

will awaken an interest in country life. We have therefore con- 

ceived that the place in which to begin to correct the agricultural 

status is with the ehildren and the rural schools. For the pur- 

pose of determining just how much could be expected from this 

source, many rural and village schools were visited during the 

past year, the instructors talking to the children about any object 

which presented itself at the time. The result was that all the 

instructors were impressed with the readiness with which the 

children imbibed the information, their keen desire for it and 

appreciation of it, and the almost universal interest which 

teachers took in this kind of work. Weare now convinced that 

the greatest good which can be rendered to the agricultural 

communities is to awaken an interest in nature-study on the 

part of teachers and children. In order to facilitate teaching 

in this direction, we have issued five leaflets to show teach- 

ers how nature-study may be presented to the pupils, and 

these have been received with the greatest enthusiasm by edu- 

cators and others amongst our constituency. ‘The hint for this 

work in the public schools was derived from the work which 
was done by George T. Powell, in Westchester County, 
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under the auspices of the New York Committee for the Promo- 
tion of Agriculture. This resulted in a virtual union of the 

forces in the two parts of the State, and when the people asked 

the Legislature again during the last winter for an appropriation, 

the Committee for the Promotion of Agriculture lent its influence 

in behalf of the bill. 

The outgrowth of this work with the schools is that we now 

consider that the best way in which to reach the pupils and the 

teachers is by short and sharp observations upon plants, insects 

and other natural objects, and not by means of definite lectures 

of stated lengths. This work has already been presented to the 

teachers at some of their institutes, where it has also met with 

favor and it has received the commendation of the Superintendent 
of Public Instruction and other persons in authority. /¢ will, of 
course, be futile to attempt to instruct the children of the State in 

nature-study by means of instructors from Cornell University. We 

therefore conceive that the real work to be done its to instruct the 

teachers in the methods of imparting this instruction. It was with 

this thought that we began a series of teachers’ leaflets and 

Wwe purpose to present the work at the teachers’ institutes and 

eventually, perhaps, in the Normal Schools and training classes 

of the State. So far as the present outlook is concerned, it is per- 

haps not too much to say that we believe that this movement, 

directed towards the young people of the rural communities, is 

the most important one which has developed in agriculture since 

the consumation of the experiment station idea. 

Instruction by means of correspondence has been an outgrowth 

of the last year and has not yet been carried to sufficient maturity 

to enable us to judge of its full merit and promise. However, 

there were about 1,600 readers upon our lists at the close 

of the first three months, and there is no doubt but 

that a vigorous agitation of the question during another 

winter will at least quadruple our present list. It is 

the plan in this reading course to set the farmers to reading upon 

certain definite subjects which are assigned to them, and then to 

make them think upon those subjects by periodical questioning. 

At the present time the texts which have been used are our Bull- 

etin 119 upon the Texture of the Soil, and Bulletin 120 upon the 
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Moisture of the Soil. These are two fundamental subjects upon 

which every farmer needs more light. After having read one of 
these bulletins, a printed circular is sent to each reader asking 

certain definite questions, which it is desired that he shall 

figure out, think about and answer for himself. In this way the 

readers are kept in constant touch with the College of Agricul- 

ture, and they are made to think, whether they desire to do so or 

not. 

Aside from the many horticultural investigations which are 

still continuing from Professor Bailey’s work, there are now 

more than 200 experiments with fertilizers on various kinds of 
crops in progress throughout the State among the farming 

community. Five hundred experiments in beet culture, with 
and without fertilizers, are also being conducted to learn, if 

possible, the localities in the state best adapted to sugar beet cul- 

ture and to induce the farmers to investigate this new industry. 

Instruction is given as to soil, methods of tillage and fertilization. 

At the same time, numerous experiments are being conducted at 

the university along lines similar to those mentioned. The Col- 

lege of Agriculture has enrolled under the head of University 

Extension work fifteen thousand pupils and ten thousand teachers 

of the public schools, and one thousand six hundred young farmers. 

The pupils and farmers receive guidance by means of printed cir- 

culars and the farmers report progress and difficulties upon special 

blanks which are furnished. Six instructors are employed 

throughout the state in conducting University Extension work, 

and special teachers are employed from time to time as occasion 

requires. These instructors meet the teachers of the public 

schools in the presence of their pupils and at teachers’ associa- 

tions and institutes for the purpose of illustrating methods for 

teaching Nature Studies directly or indirectly related to Agricul- 

ture. ‘The leaflets furnished serve as text for the subjects taught. 
The result of this pushing of the education motive into the 

rural communities has been a most decided waking up of the 

rural communities which, even if the work were to stop at the 

present time, would continue to exert an influence for a genera- 

tion and more. 
All this work has been experimental,—an attempt to discover 
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the best method of teaching the people in agriculture. We be- 

lieve that the most efficient means of elevating the ideals and 

practice of the rural communities are as follows, in approximately 

the order of fundamental importance: (1) The establishment 

of nature-study or object-lesson study, combined with field-walks 

and in incidental instruction in the principles of farm-practice, in 

the rural schools; (2) the establishment of correspcndence- 

instruction in connection with reading-courses, binding together 

the University, the rural schools, and all rural literary or social 

societies ; (3) itinerant or local experiment and investigation, 

made chiefly as object-lessons to farmers and not for the purpose, 

primarily, of discovering scientific facts ; (4) the publication of 

reading bulletins which shall inspire a quickened appreciation of 

rural life, and which may be used as texts in rural societies and 

in the reading courses, and which shall prepare the way for the 

reading of the more extended literature in books; (5) the send- 

ing out of special agents as lecturers or teachers, or as investi- 

gators of special local difficulties, or as itinerant instructors in 
the normal schools and before the training classes of the teachers’ 

institutes ; (6) the itinerant agricultural school, somewhat after 

the plan of our horticultural schools, which shall be equipped 

with the very best teachers and which shall be given as rewards 

to the most intelligent and energetic communities. 

In conclusion, it must be said that the farmers, as a whole, are 

willing and anxious for education. ‘They are difficult to reach 

because they have not been well taught, not because they are 

unwilling to learn. It is astonishing, as one thinks of it, how 
scant and poor has been the teaching which has even a remote 

relation to the tilling of the soil; and many of our rural books 

seem not to have been born of any real sympathy with the farmer 

or any proper appreciation of his environments. Just as soon as 

our educational methods are adapted to the farmer’s needs, and are 

born of a love of farm life and are inspired with patriotism, will 

the rural districts begin to rise in irresistible power. 
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CIRCULAR CONCERNING 

Co-Operative Tillage Experiments. 
No. 5. 

Cornell University, 

College of Agriculture. 

Ithaca, N. Y., April 15, 1897. 

It is desired by the Cornell University College of Agriculture 

to co-operate with farmers throughout the State in tillage experi- 
ments with potatoes and sugar beets. Such marked results have 
been obtained by the Experiment Station at Cornell University 
in the tillage of potatoes that it is considered worth while to see 
if equally marked results cannot be secured by the farmers gen- 

erally throughout the State. The awakening interest in the home 
manufacture of sugar and the organization in this State of one 

or more companies for its manufacture from beets, demand that 

attention be given to the subject of the culture of sugar beets, 

and the fertilizers, soil and varieties best suited to their produc- 
tion in different sections of the State. 

To assist in carrying out this work we invite the co-operation 

of all farmers interested, and for those who desire to enter upon 

this work the following details are given: 

Potato Tillage Experiments. 

Select, if possible, a loamy soil avoiding light sands or heavy 
clay. If a clover sod can be plowed under it will serve the pur- 
pose well, but heavy, tenacious sods should be avoided. Select 

a place on which the soil is uniform in quality and all portions 
of which have been treated alike as regards cropping and ma- 
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nuring. Plow immediately, or as early as the condition will per- 
mit, and measure off the plats which are to be devoted to the 

experiment. It is desired that this be an experiment to determine 
the effect of tillage upon potatoes, and the following suggestions 
as to size and number of plats are given to aid the farmer in 
carrying out the purpose of this work. (See diagram.) Measure 
off a piece of land 207% feet long and 147 feet wide. (A space 
of at least three feet should be allowed outside of the outer rows, 

indicated by the outside solid black lines, so that cultivation may 

be given to both sides of the potato rows. This will give the 

total width over all of an additional 6 feet or 153 feet.) Divide 
this up into six plats, each 24% feet wide and 207% feet long. 
This will provide for six rows of potatoes 3% feet apart to each 

plat, and will leave a space of 31% feet between the outside ex- 
periment rows and the edge of the plats. A space of seven feet 

will be left between the adjacent rows of the plats, and in this 

space there should be a row of potatoes planted which is to be dug 
before the other six rows on the plat are harvested. This extra 
row is indicated by the solid black lines in the diagram, and the 
rows of potatoes which are to enter into the experiment are in- 
dicated by the dotted lines. Planted in this way there will be 
one-tenth of an acre of potatoes to each plat. If it is desired to 

have the plats only half the size of the ones shown in the diagram, 
then instead of making them 207% feet long, make them only - 
half that length or 103 feet 9 inches long and the width the same, 
24% feet, and plant the rows the same distance apart as indicated 
above, 3% feet. This will give plats of one-twentieth of an acre 
each. If the circumstances are such that it seems desirable to 
have the rows of greater length and not have the plats definitely 

marked off, as in the diagram, it may be done by so measuring 
the rows that a total of 1,245 feet in each plat shall be subject 

to the special tillage desired. This will give a potato area of one- 
tenth of an acre. If the smaller area of one-twentieth of an acre 
is preferred then have a total length of rows in each plat of 622% 
feet. Where the plan of the diagram can be followed it is recom- 
mended so that there may be as great a uniformity of methods 

and results as possible. Eight additional feet should be allowed 
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DIAGRAI1 FOR POTATO PLATS. 
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8 feet for turning room. 316 feet 

between rows. 
Plats 207% ft. long; 24% ft. wide. 
Six rows of potatoes to the plat. 

Plat 1—3 cultures. Plat 3—9 cultures. Plat 5—6 cultures. 
“«* 2—6 cultures. ‘* 4-3 cultures. ‘* 6—9 cultures. 
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at each end of the plats for turning room, making the total length 

of the potato rows 223 % feet, so that during tillage that portion 
which is to enter into the experiment will not be injured by the 
tramping of horses in turning. At time of digging, eight feet 
at each end and the extra rows planted between plats (indicated 
in diagram by the solid black lines) should be dug and removed 
before the experiment plats are harvested. 

After plowing the land this spring harrow thoroughly, break- 
ing all clods and pulverizing the soil. Open the rows with a 
shovel, plow or with a double moldboard plow. Cut the potatoes 
so that there shall be one or two strong eyes to the piece, each 

piece being of good size, and drop one piece to a place and 14 
inches apart inthe row. Cover witha hoe to the depth of about 
four inches. The seed should be uniform and of the same va- 

riety. If any traces of scab are present, the potatoes should be 
soaked before cutting for one hour in solution of two ounces of 

corrosive sublimate to thirteen gallons of water. This corrosive 

sublimate is poison and should be handled with extreme care. 
Prof. J. C. Arthur, of Purdue University Experiment Station, 
Indiana, recommends for potato scab eight fluid ounces of Com- 

mercial Formalin (which can be purchased at the drug store) to 
fifteen gallons of water. Immerse the potatoes for two hours. 
This is perfectly safe and said to be thoroughly efficient. Before 
the potatoes are up, about one week after planting, thoroughly 
harrow all plats with a spike tooth harrow. If a heavy rain 

should come after this harrowing and before potatoes are up, 
use the harrow again on all plats, breaking up the surface soil 
crust. When potatoes are up so that the rows can be followed, 

cultivate all plats with a fine tooth implement. A spring-tooth 
cultivator does the work well. After this first tillage plat 1 is to 
have but two more cultures, plat 2 five -more and plat 3 eight 
more. Repeat with plats 4,5 and6. All this is to be level cul- 

ture and nohilling up. Plats will then receive tillage as follows: 

Plat 1—3 cultivations. Plat 4—3 cultivations. 
ae D6) ae “ 5—6 “ce 

“cc 3—9 “ce “e 6—9 ce 
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The foliage on all plats must be kept intact by spraying if 

necessary. To prevent the attacks of the leaf flea-beetle and 

the blight use Bordeaux mixture, and for the common potato 

beetle, Paris-green. (See Cornell Bulletin 130.) 
If it is desired to conduct fertilizer experiments in connection 

with this tillage experiment, the additional plats required may 
be laid off the same size and the fertilizer applied according to 
directions given by Dr. Caldwell. (See Cornell Bulletin 129.) 
It is hoped that, in addititon to the potato tillage experiment 
outlined above, every farmer will arrange for one or more ad- 
ditional plats on which to carry out his own idea of potato 
raising. Have one plat which shall have the potatoes hilled up 

in the ordinary way of hilling potatoes. 

RECORD OF POTATO EXPERIMENT, 1897.—TO BE RETURNED 

AT THE END OF THE SEASON TO CHIEF CLERK, COL- 

LEGE OF AGRICULTURE, ITHACA, N. Y. 

Name. Ol (Ex perimrenter vos a aepaan oa eae 

Pest Ome eds aco ott ooh oak eae 

Meena OF SOU a Atty fot SE ere, SOR, ot acs cod haa To 

Previous. treatment, of landnue * wn to cc se ig Seas ee 

Datecot plover. li Rae elo a eter ae ee ee 

Manner et, fitting land iin ceaatt ee oats eae ee 

Size of: plats). .,.'. 

Natne: of .wariéty’ planted 63.5.0 ted oon ae ae a 

Date of planting... «e603 Se le ee 

Dates of harrowing ; «$05. ee oy os ee sine ee Coe ete 
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Plat 1: 

Date of first tillape).,..... ...3..2 + uch eres eee 

Date of second tillage ........ 

Date ‘of third tillage? (02 2 0 eo oo oe 

Date..of digging ...-<)j44)- 914-3298 ack sree Steer 

Weight of marketable potatoes........ 

Weight of small potatoes .... 

Remarks: 

Dates of Spraying... 2... T. e ys 

Beara occ ho Sw, cic ieee codon) 79 Reus o,0. ola os epee eh 

Kind of implement used in tilling, etc...........-.....++. 

Plat 2: 

Date ‘of. first. tillage ......,...5. 2. Pte... |... oot, rr 

Date of second (tillage ....)-.. joa Aas... 

Date of third tillage... 0... 2292s) )-) nn 

Date of fourth, tillage /:)....0....23-6. 5.4: ->- nnn 

Date* of fifth tillage. 5.5 2.0.5... 0S. Ll) 

Date’ of sixth tillage, >: ./0 092. 22 Saiwine: «19 en 

Date..of digging: ... Se. g..0 4.4). Aes: 

Remarks: 



Plats 3% 

Date 

Date 

Date 

Date 

Date 

Date 

Date 

Date 

Date 

Date 
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Lon) oO 
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Loa) O 
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FIPS RIM CY a, Mar eye seas Cen shed ia rein 5 oy mcg tS 

SOCOM LMA Me a sts aeRO oN Fe) Salter oh Abs aXe on 

third tila cee ny hey hee nagar neces ohare oe 

fourth tillage . 

bth tila wes) OAS ne eee Ree en ea, ee 

Simon bullae ce Bie rkee, ee acs Aare ake ae eee 

Seventine tillage oe Nye fone on ple a eee 

SIMU TAGS See ae eae age enone eee 

ninth tillage ee sa sae 

digging ©. [pte fe Ke ne, (ae he) whe Mer ueh eas fal at tale Nes sal is se cae) ute)" elie, a,%e) (6. aah alae 

Weight’ of marketable potatoes +. 0.-\ o>. boos Ao ee 

’ Weight of small potatoes........ 

Remarks: 

Plat-24:: 

Date {of first tillase.. 0.008 5. andy OOS LE SO 

Date -of “second ‘tillage i. rays. ae eet ee oe 

Date of third tillage: 000 oo eels eos, Jo. eee ee 

Date of digging oe, af (ofa © @) 6, 6 0.6, itp, vie ey oct Sah 96 > ORS va we la, eee fe eter Shee a) 

Weight of marketable potatoes.......... 000... 02.000 tees 

Weight of small potatoes... 

Remarks: 
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Plat: 

Date-of first: tillage®. 32.34 

Date of second tillage 

— Date sot thitd Milage? ioe. da agin 

> Date of fourth) tillage... 3... .....,. 45,080 65 eae 

- Date. of fifths tillage... 1... ..44.... 4 doneepee > eee 

Lona) Date of sixth ‘tillage 21.0.0. 0.0 +5. etthe er 

Date vols digit. ys oe. ees atk ‘a>. st la A Mos py dete er 

Weight of marketable potatoes... ...<).) «4:01 40 

Weight of small potatoes... 21. ..05 4.4 Me pine 93th 

Remarks: 

Plat 6: 

Date of first tillage 

Date of second tillage 

Date Jof third tillage a 0! ioc eee set eka er 

Lon) Date of :fourth tillage’ ....\.. (0; eva. 22 

hith tillage ci .:ce):. kee a 

sixth tillage ....2.04,...2..... SRAM, a0 

Leary Date o 

eh Date o 

> Date of seventh, tillage...) cqy. (REA. 4) 

- Date. of. eighth tillage.) 0002. ., 

eh Date: of. ninth: tillage ....400) 210). AR. 1 

GIS PING oi opens oe SS. 1 

Weight of marketable potatoes......../........ 73 

Pad Date o 

Weight. of. small potatoes............0.0 3.50. «0 

Remarks: 
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EXTRA PLATS FOR SPECIAL EXPERIMENT ON HILLING. 

State fully the treatment given and the weight of marketable 

and small potatoes harvested. 

Sugar Beets—Tillage Experiment. 

Enough sugar beet seed will be sent by the Cornell Univer- 
sity Experiment Station to plant one-twentieth of an acre. All 
who wish to co-operate in the experiment are requested to write 
for seed, which will be distributed as long as the supply lasts. 

It is desired that the plats be laid off as follows (See Sugar 
Beet diagram). Measure off an area 52 feet long and 50 feet 
wide. In plowing add 2% feet to each side, making the total 

area to be plowed 57 by 55 feet. This additional area to be 

plowed is for the purpose of giving room for tillage on the out- 
side of the outer row. Stake off four plats each 12% feet wide 
and 52 feet long. This will provide for four rows of beets to 
the plat (indicated by the dotted lines) and an extra row between 
and outside of plats (indicated by solid black lines). These ex- 
tra rows are not to enter into the experiment and are to be 

harvested and removed before the regular four rows of the ex- 

periment (indicated by dotted lines) are harvested. 
The following directions regarding sugar beet culture may be 

found helpful. An open-porous soil, not over sandy, should be 

selected avoiding heavy clay subsoils or hardpan. While the 

soil should be fertile yet fresh barn manure should not be applied. 
Where it is desired to fertilize with barn manure it should be 
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' 

SUGAR BEET DIAGRAM. 

1216 feet. 

52 
feet. 

Four plats 52 feet long ; 1244 feet wide, 4 rows to plat, 2% feet between 

rows. Area of each plat, Jy acre. 
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applied and plowed under in the fall. Muck or bottom land 
soils while they might produce a large amount of beets, yet the 
percentage of sugar would probably be low. Select well 

drained upland, loamy soil or one with a fairly porous subsoil. 
This will enable the beet to expand evenly and produce a 
smooth, regularly developed root. Plow deep and early, har- 

row once and then allow the land to remain without being dis- 
turbed for a few days. This is to permit whatever weed seed | 

may be in the soil to sprout before planting the beets. Then 

harrow again thoroughly and if heavy rains have packed the 

soil, make it loose again with a cultivator or by shallow gang 

plowing. After fining and pulverizing with the harrow use the 

roller and follow the roller with a light, fine tooth harrow. This 

fitting should be done just previous to planting the seeds. 
Mark off the rows by stretching a line across the plats, rows 

to be 2% feet apart. (See diagram for beets.) The two packages 
of beet seed sent are sufficient to plant four plats of the dimen- 
sions given in the diagram. Planting in this latitude may usually 
be done from the first to the middle of May. Cover the seed 

to a depth of about one inch and firm the earth over the rows 
by means of a rake, leaving it firm but not packed smoothly. 

If weeds and grass start before the beets are up then hand 

work must be resorted to, for it is absolutely essential that the 
weeds be kept in check and the easiest way to do this is to check 

them at the start. Should heavy rains cause a surface soil crust 

to be formed, this crust must be broken up either by using a rake 
or some light implement similar to a Breed’s weeder. As soon 

as the rows can be followed horse tillage should commence, the 
implement used being one with many fine teeth (similar to one 

shown in frontispiece of Cornell Bulletin 130). 
This experiment is one of tillage alone. (The fertilizer ex- 

periments are described by Dr. Caldwell in Bulletin 129.) As 
soon as the rows can be followed give all plats tillage with the 
fine tooth implement. After the first time the tillage of the 
plats is to vary in frequency. Plats A and C (see diagram) are 

to receive tillage about every seven days and plats B and D only 
about every fourteen days, so that every other time all plants 
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will receive tillage. If weeds or grass PERSE in the row they 

must be removed by hand. 
Thinning should be done as soon as four leaves are formed. 

This work must not be delayed until the plants become of 
considerable size or the roots will so interlace that injury will 

be done to the ones we wish to leave. In thinning large areas 
the work is done by chopping out with a hoe, leaving a bunch 
every nine inches, and then thinning out the bunch by hand. 

On these small plats the thinning would better all be done 
by hand. Leave a strong, vigorous plant every nine or ten 

inches. Press the earth firmly around the plants left but do 

not hill up. The pressure should not be great enough to injure 

the cells of the plant. 
Harvesting should be done before heavy frost. It also should 

be done before the tops begin making a second growth. The 
samples selected to be sent to Cornell University for analysis 

should be of medium size, not the largest nor smallest but a good 
average of the lot. The rows indicated in the diagram by the 
solid black lines should be harvested before the main plats and 

the beets removed. Then harvest and weigh each plat of four 

rows. Take as a sample, five average sized beets, put them in a 
sack and put in the sack with them the record as to culture and 

yield of the plat. Tie the sack securely and put ina box. In 

this way take and prepare samples of all the plats, putting in 
the sack with the sample the record of the plat on which the 
sample was grown. The following blank form may be used in 

keeping and reporting the record of the plats: 

This is to be returned at the end of the season to CHIEF 

CLERK, COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, Ithaca, N. Y. 

Name of,.Experimenter, .)... Sys. [)e) sx «\4-)--3555- 

Post Offee) eis\idis Ss lh Us ee es eee 0s wrens 
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Riko Olk. ewan ens. Gee eee el oe ed ee 

DIANE Ch TeLioe ne, we arma Etre ae ki. sie a le ee ’ 

ates On, Plate) de tes Nagra es tas 5). 2/3 3 ace} eek oS 

Treatment after planting before plants are up............ 

Date ofstirst sillacevoiwall plats. oii 0h 2-5. ss = sete sate 

FCAT A. PLAT B 

(To be tilled about every 7 

days.) 

(To be tilled one-half as many 

timesasPlatA. Aboutevery 

14 days.) 

Dates of Tilting. Dates of Tilling. 

Weicht-of beets Ws eet: Weicht-of bects.....aason eee 

PLAT*C PEAT .D 

(To be tilled same as A.) (To be tilled same as B.) 

Dates of Titling. 

| 

| 

| 

| 

| 

| 

| 

| 

Date Narvested ais font ph as | Date harvested ............. 

| 

| 

| 

| 

| Dates of Titling. 

| 

| 

Date harvested <7 * fas. oo. | Date harvested ........... 

WiSioit OF Deets 213: ads cat iat P Weicht' oft beets 247. See 

I. P. ROBERTS, Director. 

L. A. CLINTON, Asst. Agriculturist. 
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CIRCULAR CONCERNING 

Co-Operative Tillage Experiments. 
No. 6. 

Cornell University, 

College of Agriculture. 

Ithaca, N. Y., April 15, 1897. 

Directions for the Application of the Fertilizers and 
Records to be Made. . 

Since so many applications have been made for fertilizers 

to be used in the “ Field Experiments,’ we have limited the 

size of plats to be experimented upon to 5), of an acre each. 
We have sent you by freight one large sack containing ten 
small sacks, each tagged so that you can tell what kind and how 
much fertilizer each small sack contains. 

Pay zo attention whatever to any printing that may be upon 

the sacks, but give strict attention to the tags that are tied to the 
bags. The contents of the small sacks are to be applied to the 
plats as follows: 

On Plat K put contents of one sack containing 10 pounds Muriate of Potash. 

On Plat N put contents of one sack containing 10 pounds Nitrate of Soda. 

On Plat KN put contents of one sack containing 10 pounds Muriate of Potash, 

also contents of one sack containing 10 pounds Nitrate of Soda. 

On Plat P put contents of one sack containing 20 pounds Superphosphate. 

On Plat KP put contents of sack containing a mixture of Io pounds Muriate 
of Potash and 20 pounds Superphosphate. 

On Plat NKP put contents of one sack containing 10 pounds Nitrate of Soda, 

also contents of sack containing a mixture of 10 pounds Muriate of 
Potash and 20 pounds Superphosphate. 

On Plat NP put contents of one sack containing 10 pounds Nitrate of Soda, 

also contents of one sack containing 20 pounds Superphosphate. 
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Apply the Muriate of Potash and the Superphosphate 

before the crops are planted and the Nitrate of Soda later. Do 

not apply the Nitrate of Soda on the plats requiring it until 
the craps have been planted and have been up about fifteen 
days; then apply half of the Nitrate as a surface dressing and 

three weeks later apply the rest and cultivate in. 
For corn, or potatoes and such crops that are to be in hills or 

rows, throw a furrow each way so as to leave a shallow trench, 

Put the fertilizers (only the Phosphate or Muriate of Potash, or 
the mixture of the two) in the bottom of this trench ; then cover 
very lightly. A light, fine toothed cultivator may be used for 
this. This is to prevent the seed from coming in contact with 

the concentrated fertilizer, which might be injurious to it. Plant 
the potatoes, or corn, or whatever the crop is, on top of this 
covered fertilizer and from this point proceed in the ordinary way. 

If fertilizers are applied to grapes, berries, etc., in rows, 
apply along each side of the rows on the surface, and then cul- 
tivate in and mix with the surface soil. For any crop that is 
sown broadcast, apply the fertilizer broadcast and cultivate in. 
If fine, well rotted stable manure is used on one plat, spread 

broadcast after land is plowed and cultivate in. If the ma- 

nure is coarse, spread broadcast and plow it under. If not plowed 

under it will be more or less in the way all summer. 

Sampling the Soil. 

SURFACE OF THE FIRED. The first thing to do be- 
; --". fore applying the fertilizer 

~_JSTTE. _ isto ‘get a “goed Maverdee 

————_ —— _ sample. of soil tromians 
poo cc eT  "" portion’ of “the: meta 

—— — whichthe plats are laid out. 

Proceed as follows: Sample that portion of the field in from 
10 to 15 different places. With a spade with a square end dig 
a hole, the width of the spade and nine inches deep, leaving one 

side of the hole vertical and the other side sloping just as in the 

cut. Clean out all the loose soil at the bottom of the hole; cut 

off from the vertical side a slice about two inches thick from top: 

9 INCHES. 
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to bottom, the full width of the spade and save this slice to 

represent one of the partial samples. Pick out all stones larger 

than 4% to % inch in diameter. 
These 10 to 15 small samples are to be mixed together in a 

large box or on some clean boards. These several partial 

samples when mixed will make from 1 to 1% bushels of soil. 
Mix thoroughly by stirring and shoveling over and over a 

number of times; then of this thoroughly mixed soil take a sample 
of three pecks and put it into the large sack that held the small 
sacks of fertilizer. Tie it up tightly and keep until further no- 
tice. To be of any use for analysis or experiments at the 

Experiment Station, this sample mst represent as accurately as 

possible the whole area to be divided up into the nine plats, 
before the fertilizers have been applied. 

Make a record as complete as possible of the field according 

to the following plan: 

I—Location of Freld. 

a—Upland. 
b—Lowland. (If lowland, do side hills wash down upon 

it ?) 
c—Hillside, etc. 

I1—Character of Soil. 

a—Sandy. 
b—Gravelly. 
c—Clayey. 
d—Loamy, etc. 

e—How deep is surface soil ? 
f—Is there ahard pan; if so, how deep? 

g—Does soil hold moisture, or dry out rapidly? 

WI—Fertility of Soil. 

a—Does soil possess the required amount of plant-food 
or does it “run down” quickly and need enriching ? 

b—Have manures or fertilizers been applied in past 

years? If so, how often, what kinds and how 

often, what kinds and how much per acre? 
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[V—History of Crops Previous to 1897. 

What crops have been grown and how much yield per 

acre in past years? In case of cereals give number 
of bushels of grain and tons of straw or stalks per 
acre. 

V—fistory of Crop for 1897. 

Kind of crop grown. 

Date of planting. 

Date when crop begins to come up on each plat. 
Date when crop is about half up on each plat. 

Date when crop is practically all up on each plat. 
From time to time keep note of any differences that may 

appear between the various plats. 

SAMPLE RECORD. 
I. c—Hillside. 

II. b—Gravelly. 

III. a—Runs down quickly and needs plant food. 

IV. Pasture for eight years, then two years corn—so bushels 

corn peracreand three-fourths ton stalks each year, etc. 
V. Keep notes of time of planting, etc., as suggested in V 

under History of Crop for 1897. 

SUGGESTIONS. 

The same kind and same amount of seed is to be sown on each 
of the series of eight or nine plats in the set. Drive stakes in 

such a way, and so number the plats that there will be no danger 
of getting the several plats mixed and so cause confusion. It 
must be remembered that this experiment is to be tried upon the 
crop planted and not upon an accidental crop of weeds. In no 
case will the experiment be of value if the weeds are allowed to 
grow upon the plats. Thorough cultivation is one of the most 
important features of the field test. 

It will be impossible to send an agent to inspect each series 
of experiments, but if you become very much confused and do 
not understand the instructions given, let us know and we will 
try to help you out either by correspondence or by sending an 
agent to your place. 



APPENDIX Il. 

Detailed statement of receipts and expenditures of the Cornell 

University Agricultural Experiment Station, for the fiscal 

year ending June 30th, 1897. 

RECEIPTS. 

FROM AGRICULTURAL, DIVISION. 
1896. 

Rec. 25." Products sold (Harm) 7. tities ets are. $34 00 $34 00 » 

FROM HORTICULTURAL, DIVISION. 
1896. 

naar Pt ALTACE FREES Oo iba ee ae reas 455 
SRtNEraS SEA. | SSHITGRL'Y, SEUSS ecko klue a teen: aiebies taken 33 07 ort ; 

nae 9. . MEAT CORE oo one ae oe ach eae) Dias RAL 2 96 
ONS SRLS) 57103, 071 Pee ERR NN RAR 4 00 
Ba Witenes OER EES eo ct ck va ona ue Bee ecg ae 20 76 

Pei i NURAT ET REAES, 5 ac oon. nays ach rhe wl Skye eRe 20 55 
Rie soe e DUMOLL ALAS fa iy ich sefig es fe Fins chy we eg 3 65 89 54 

FROM OFFICE. 
1896. 

Noy; 7, Spray(Calendars:inra8 sogtees dh Susie snk 2 00 
1897. 

Agr: '5,.. Spray Calendars :}écstl Yinioind f ,dusreie rs’ 33 75 35 75 

Grand’ TVotalesre gn sete tahoe 10) oo taruat $159 29 

EXPENDITURES. 

FOR SALARIES. 
1896. 

iow 30. T. Pe Ronegs. Diserton ange cae A $125 00 
oa at. He Ho Were, Daltviisae man eee g le 104 24 
aa Ee, Gr... APSOMN, BOtANISUe I ahG. ote «cs. wate deaee wk QI 74 
‘« 31. G. W. Cavanaugh, Assistant Chemist, Imo. .... . 83 33 
“« 31. L. A, Clinton, Assistant Agriculturist, 1mo..... 83 33 
oan, fo. Ay Butlers Clerk stiino) wine oir. rs Shae ep mae ns 50 00 

Ane ot. TP: Roberts, Mirector. Timor cy. tn... Cage eee tee I25 00 
ee Sl. HA. He Wine, Daievisany, sos Cet ae apes 104 24 
a at. (GCG. E. Atiison  Hoamise 72 0... 5 Ghent | QI 74 
«31. G. W. Cavanaugh, Assistant Chemist, Imo. ..... 83 33 
“31. L. A. Clinton, Assistant Agriculturist,I mo... ... 83 33 

Sek, 3a, ‘ts. Roberts, Director TWO. oc ox occ ieee ae ome 125 00 
rat? 30. Sl. EL Witley Dairying, Utne. gar) ts kai, wer spe os 104 00 
oa G0,s G. ., AtKINSON,. BOLAMISE STethO.plits cr ee ietertane | QI 74 

Ammounticarmiediforwards 5.0. devn: dete ete ree $1,346 02 
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Amount brought forward ......... 
G. W. Cavanaugh, Assistant Chemist, 1 mo. . . 
L,. A. Clinton, Assistaut Agriculturist, imo"; 
E. A. Butler, Clerk, 1 mo ee Wiha "(sa tenis ch 
I. P. Roberts, Director, I mo. 
Fee Bailey, Horticulturist, Imo. 
H. H. Wing, Dairyman, Imo. . Ra 
M. V. Slingerland, Assistant Entomologist, I, 2O.00% 
G. F. Atkinson, Botanist,I mo. . . 
G. W. Cavanaugh, Assistant Chemist, I mo. 
L. A. Clinton, Assistant Agriculturist, I mo. 
I. P. Roberts, Director, I mo. to 
L. H. Bailey, Horticulturist, 1 mo . 
H. H. Wing, Dairyman,Imo.. . » ee 
M. V. Slingerland, Assistant Entomologist, I m0). ¥ 
G. F. Atkinson, Botanist, Imo... .... +24. 

32 RP: "Roberts, Director, I mo. toate 
L. H. Bailey, Horticulturist, 1 mo . 
H. H. Wing, Dairyman, Imo..... ER aa - 
M. V. Slingerland, Assistant Entomologist, I mo . 
G. FS Atkinson, Botanist,.1 210". (2 eee 
G. W. Cavanaugh, Assistant Chemist, Imo. . . . a: 
L. A. Clinton, Assistant Agriculturist, I mo. 

. Roberts, Director, I mo. 
. Bailey, Horticulturist, Imo. 

. Wing, Dairyman,Imo.. . : 

. Slingerland, Assistant Entomologist, Imo. 
. Atkinson, Botanist, I mo. : 

. Cavanaugh, Assistant Chemist, I mo. 
. Clinton, Assistant Agriculturist, I mo. 
. Butler, Clerk, TOSTOYs ©. ace cy ch ee 

. Roberts, Director, TOL es 
. Bailey, Horticulturist, Imo. 
. Wing, Dairyman, I mo 

Beat 
rg 

. Atkinson; ‘Botanist, 1' mo.) cere cae 
. Cavanaugh, Assistant Chemist, I mo. 

. Clinton, Assistant Agriculturist, I mo. 
. Roberts, DIteCtOR, TIO.) 2 a.) seueenemet aie 

SS ane tena . Clinton, Assistant Agriculturist, Imo. 
. Roberts, Director, 1 M0 -- en genase 

. Bailey, ’ Horticulturist, 1 11 eS as Si 

QO OHHH POORRMHMOORMEHRNOOs MMH 

a) 

> 

Sm. . Cavanaugh, Assistant Chemist, I mo. 

Amount carried. forward ; 7 2 2.) ene 

. Slingerland, Assistant Entomologist, Imo. . 

. Bailey, Horticulturist, 1p (COWRA Bete eR TIS vic: 
. Wing, Dairyman, 1 310 |, cole waa ae 
. Slingerland, Assistant Entomologist, Imo. . . 

. Atkinson; Botanist, I 110 -s-ae ps ee 
. Cavanaugh, Assistant Cheniist, Imo. ..:., 

. Wing, Dairyman,Imo........-..., 
. Atkinson, Botanist, |i" 310). “a eked eee 

> $1,385 02 

83 33 
83 33 
50 00 
125 00 
166 66 
104 16 
125 00 
gi 66 
83 33 
83 33 
125 00 
166 66 
104 16 
125 00 
gI 66 

83 33 
83 33 
50 00 
125 00 
166 66 
104 16 
125 00 
66 67 

83 33 
83 33 

$125 co 
166 66 
104 16 
125 00 

83 33 
83 33 
83 33 
50 00 

125 00 
166 66 
104 16 
I25 00 

83 33 
83 33 
83 33 

I25 00 
166 66 
104 16 
I25 00 

83 33 
83 33 
83 33 

I25 00 
125 00 
52 08 

83 33 
83 33 

$6,756 28 
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Amontit bromghi forward... .s woe es 8 $6,756 28 
I,. A. Clinton, Assistant Agriculturist, I mo. .... 83 33 
Ac ButlermClerk ah tuOh cn usbtsustt) sts abscess ee 50 00 
re Roberts, Director, APTIO A sy ch ck a eg a oe 125 00 
L. H. Bailey, Horticulturist, TET OR Sy ee pa ee ee 125 00 
H. H. Wing, Dairyman, Ti 66 (0 JORan iar ieee TOTS eG NBO 52 08 
G. F. Atkinson, Botanist, 1 mo... . aaa eet 83 33 
G. W. Cavanaugh, Assistant Chemist, I ib tee 83 33 
L. A. Clinton, Assistant Agriculturist,Imo...... 83 33 
E. A. Butler, ‘Clerk, I? m0 eee. SO) acs Be we 50 00 
I. P. Roberts, Director, DIS TCC tek Ak EER Loe ers Ee 125 00 
IPRS E Bailey, Horticulturist, TAITIO Seta pee MS eS, 125 00 
H. H. Wing, Dairyman, Imo’. oo... etre, 52 08 
G. F. Atkinson, Botanist, I mo. ...... Tart ae 83 33 
G. W. Cavanaugh, Assistant Chemist, Imo. ..... 83 33 
L. A. Clinton, Assistant Agriculturist, TOMO. 67 kh 83 33 

‘Total “terSalaries? SYS iyo, a Ae 2°)". $83043 75 

FOR PRINTING. 

W. F. Humphrey, 12,000 copies Bulletin No. 118. . $48 80 
W. F. Humphrey, 6 aditional pages Bulletin No. 117, 

T:2 OOO PA tyes. hc sehak. ae uke gee aioe Se oleae ae tee 38 40 
U. S. Express Co., Expressage .... . Pete ay ee 25 
ie Vik ReaCo:, Freight pO Boat Sats Re Se TT 
The Vier Cone Breight (oy ccce Makes, efdignt: Waar I 07 
Andrus & Church, 5 O00\Cakdseerinted iy . cece cae 7 25 
Tp: Vis. RopRagGoup Pretontr i, astm supsui't? «-u43 a ae 2 2 76 
Western Union Telegraph Co., Telegram .,... 25 
ys. Vi. RS ER acay et rei as ae aah acre ; 56 
Te. Sp. Eee Oi, See Fas oe ac ee os ede aE bi Ba: ited IO 00 
WU. S. Express (Cos, Hxpressage: (0. jou t) sient os srv. 45 
UW: S.vH xpressy Cos ei cpressage gr Incest) ihe ances oi 25 

U.S. Express Coz Bx pressage aie. asin h hs ae steely 89 
W. S./ Express (Co bxpressage is eke aes are I 50 
W..SABxpress Cony Bar pressaee fe ch aot ol aged cede 30 
Iya Venk. OR: Co. retghttias tas pear sp oeecs BAe ath chee LE Ly 
Ty. WV. Re Rs. Co,,, Hretaheasd Rartacey ths ec tice 66 
L,. V. R.. RK.) Co., Freight andsCartage oes Ue ons) im b 2 48 
U. Si Express Co.; spressa een ay soins thls oseusheis Te 65 
Uiisisbxpress, Co.) Hxpressases ac fa ne maps pron: 65 
.S; Express''Co.,; Fempressage s.r: nhijs jefe iiss yn fe 65 
Franklin Engraving Co., 5 half-tone Cuts .;...5. <,. ; 19 75 
Franklin Engraving Co., 5 halftone Cuts. ..... 18 00 
U. S. Express Co., Expressage oo opepb huge’ s eg bteos abit I 05 
J. H. McFarland Co., 1 half-tone Cut ...... ee 3 50 
H. T. Anthony & Co., 1,500 Negative Prints. .... 395 
er Viewixe Ron co:, Freight Tae te tronics Gh eat oi RTT cad ; 93 
W.F. Humphrey, 20,000 copies Bulletin No. 130. . . 162 20 
U. S. Express Co., Expressage LO LS eee 3 70 
C. W. Sims, Labor Nhs ae ee Nay tS ES, ed 5 00 
Ly. Vi Re Re Cozy Freight andy@artave: avr ds sesisk jos b- 61 
Tees Wiebe bs Co., Freight and’ Cartage... sich ip. 4 037 I 07 

Amount carried forwardinn, veers ss $346 78 
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Amount brought forward. ........ 
L. V. R. R. Co., Freight and Cartage . . 
L. V. R. R. Co., Freight and Cartage . .'- 

‘Total for; Prrngne i t670 ss an 

FOR OFFICE EXPENSES. 

E. S. Tichenor, Furniture: 1455 hie!) sale eee 
E.-A. Butler, Supplies ...... uC. redone 
U.S. Express’ Co.,‘ Bapressage j).;./) 106! . /siialt Vite 
Andrus & Church, Stationery and Supplies .... 
M. A. Adsitt, Stationery; J snade%.f). iisect hee eee 
Lovejoy Co, Expressageon Cut... ...... Fs. 
lL. V. Maloney, abot) tic Gisieibatl. wate ee 
Treman, King &/Co., ‘Supplies =)... 4.) 7 ene 
Western Union Telegraph Co., Telegram. ..... 
Andrusié (Church Stationery 0-0.) ane 
Western Union Telegraph Co., Telegrams ..... 
Lovejoy Co., 1 half-tone Cut and Postage ..... 
Andrus, & Church) 1doz Pencils.) 1 2 ee 
M.A. Adsitt, Typewriter Ribbon \. (07. °07"7 "SS is 
Ithaca’ Journal, Envelopes...) .). 0. 2 eee 
WS! PO:;- Stamps en cao eo eee 
Ty; V. Maloney ;\ Labor)" 5°50. e. an. noe cna 
WC: Bell ‘Labor (302 eee. ale eae 
Treman, King '& Co., Supplies ©. oti) ee 
M. A. Adsitt, Typewriter Ribbon and Stationery . . . 
Us SiR Os, Stamipsin cation ke aro rs eee 
Andrus & iChurchsMircilage’)e:7 0. oo) ee 
Rand, McNally Co:, Atlas (2’ Vols.))). 4. 
WC: Bell: aborts’. 2 eileen 
Andrus &:.Church, Rubber Bands}! .. F217) Be. 
ly; Vs-Maloney; Tabor. oc cc Ohms ths ee 
Andrus & Church, ink and Pins so.) eee 
Andrus éi/Churchyserap) BOOK.) 2-4 eee ene 
Andrus & Church, Letter Opener ......... 
BH: G Hance, Cartage.) oA rad ee 
Andrus & Church, Sundry Supplies ........ 
Andrus & Church, Day Book and Ledger ..... 
Andrus & Church, Reading Glass. ........ 
JM. Hovey; Labots 7. . : 2 Cstaterecs ones ee 
Andrus & Church, «Bristol-poard’ 2.0). ee 
1, Vir Maloney,aeabor 3.0.) fie eee ee ane 
John Gilmore, Labor . . 
Cu B: Failby,: Vabor.: %. 1 PTAC habe 
GW; “Dati, Janes 4. ieee ener 
M. A. Adsitt, Letter Book and Delivery .. . Ee 
Us Si) PO. Stanaps gone. roan seers ane 
U. S. Express "Col; axpressage 5. "aro oe. «, ee 
Wm: J. Campbell; Booker eis soe ee ee 
Mi A.y Adsitt, Stationery ic: te. toe cae memes sie eee 
Andrus &‘Churehis Supplies”: (2 "8 Ver soa 
M:, A. -Adsitt; Suppites' 41.0%, 'f hee ae oes 

Amount carried forward’ 29.7. 7 ae 

I 34 
3 63 

$351 75 

$13 00 
65 
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Amount brought forward . 
W.J. Campbell, Book... 
A. B. Brooks, Sundry Supplies . 
JUNI Maloney, WabOr sth eich ee 
Andrus & Church, Stationery . . . 
Ithaca Plumbing Co., 6 Chimneys 
Andrus & Church, 5,000 printed Letter Heads s 
B. F. White, Photographs Bt, 
WA SHPSOLStauipst.. tek ee ee ee 
IL, V. Maloney, Labor. . . 
GAWs lailby abort 
CC. Betailby) Waboranive = 2 LED 
A B. Kennedy, Repairing Clock . . 

Western Union Telegraph Co., Telegram . 
Andrus & Church, Stationety . 28 'r .). <a 
Ithaca Gas Co, Gas. 
Treman, King & Co. , Supplies . Maou ts 
Wists 12s 0), Stamps 2h. as eee 
Lovejoy Co., Cuts and Engraving . boat) abd, 
(spel Roberts, Traveling Expenses... ..... 
Andrus & Church, Cardboard... .. 
By Ve R. RCo. Freight and Cartage . 
A. AsAvCHe& E. S., Membership'Fee .). 2°!) ">. 
Andrus & Church, Printing 300 Postal Cards... . 
U: S; Bxpress-Co:, ‘Expressage.... 3004,).. (TEs 
L. V. Maloney, Labor .. 0. ee0anle tebh. # 
Western Union Telegraph Co., Telegrams ... . 
W.. Jj. Harmasplabor 2202 Qe h. , OPORRRG,:. 9 
John Gilmore, Tjabotago lee hi Mmm Sy Fe er 
U.S. Express .Cors Hx pressagere oi ose 
L, Vi R. Raa; Freight and.Cartaget! 66.0%... . 
U. S. Express Co., Expressage . 
Ithaca Gast Gon Gases e273 
W.H. Carver,- Pens of LOA ee: 
U.S. Express,Coz Expressage . 
BY G, Hance Cartagere ar. es Taper ae BT A 
Andrus:& ‘Churchy Suppnes’. 2h fa A 
Andrus & Church, Stationery. . . 
LV, Maloney, :eanote tay: > & ates jeraety 
CUBN Dailby, Waborsuenrsn 7 
G, W. Tailby, Labossne aes eonin kits anion 
John Gilmore, Labor. . . 
M. A. Adsitt, Supplies (MO eines ety 
1. Wak. R: Co., Freight and Cartage 
M. V. Slingerland, Traveling Expenses ETO or. 
ithaen Gas: Cos; Gas aera eat ui ey aay 
iNiduiis oc. Church Riles nhs eee 
eo Stamp Co, RubberStamp ........ 
W. J. Harris, Sign Be cay, bot GRUREAD TE CNN Chaar POE Se 
I. P. Roberts, Traveling Expenses. ....... 
Cornell Co-op. Society, Supplies... ...... 
i. V.Maloney, Labor es es 
GW. Tailby, Labor sees POM StRIE ANS eT 
GB: Tailby;) Labor’ 202774 

Amount carried forward. ...... 

& 
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Amount brought forward 
M. A. Adsitt, Sundry se grein and ‘Stationery 
John Gilmore, Rabor saihiwiti't. ar shies. ob 
U.S. P. O., Stamps ; 
Andrus & Church, Supplies . 
Carrie Gaylord, Labor iNT DS 3 
U.S. P.hOwr Stamps jsetitipreae Soa 
L. V. Maloney, Labor ...... 
G. W. Tailby, Labor . yee 
C. B. Tailby, Labor . 
L,. E. Shanks, Labor... . 
C. H. Howes, Camera and Fixtures 
John Gilmore, ‘Laboriuot). Auta ep 
Seall- Druskin, Labor . . 
Ithaca Gas Co, Gas ss 
U.S. P..0., Stamps... womb. aos 
Andrus & Church, Stationery . ; 
L. V. Maloney, Labor erst ef. 
Wm. McGraime, Labor. . 
Andrus & Church, Stationery Fone dah eee 
M. A. Adsitt, Note Books . 
Co-op. Society, Sundry Supplies . + bortire 
Lucy Custis, Labor... . aR 0 
Carter Ink Co., A Ribboss.d ial... A. we 
Andrus & Church, Suppliesiiaied. waste 
M. Gaylord, Labor Ps Ato CHARS 
M. A. Adsitt, Stationery .. . od eal 
John Gilmore, abort) 4.40) 
I,. V. Maloney, Labor... . 
Andrus & Church, 2 M Envelopes . 

Total for Office Expenses ... . 

FOR AGRICULTURAL DIVISION. 

White & Burdick, Chemicals ...... 
Andrus & Church, Sundry Supplies . . . 
U. S. Express Co., Expressage .... . 
Andrus & Church, ’ Supplies TSE RD 
Treman, King & Co.  OUpplics.. fut.) wae 
B. F. White, Photographs te fie 
Fuertes Pharmacy, Chemicals. .... . 
Driscoll ‘Bros. -& Col, Time). ee ae 
J. W. Hills, Lantern Slides . . 
A. T. Stout, Labor . Se eae 
CCB i tail bys abor en ae ni btane- ae aioe 
GOW? Tailby Wwabor’ See 
CoWaStinsiilabor 4" .).2 een eee eee LS... 
H. W. Badger, Labor. . 

WR Go. HeeeEE tay ue 

MC: Apr. Colleges What.) a) sane 

R.R. Co., Freight and Cartage . . 

A 
Ss 
We 
T. Stout, Labor ets SPT Re Re! 5! 2 

Amount carried forward. ... . 

. P. O., Stamped Envelopes... . . 

S) 

.L. & W. R. R. Co., Freight and Cartage . . Bia! 

oe , je, “fe Soe 

wie us ere oe 

Lal 

es 

Lal 

CH MOOFN 

BSSERSFASRLS 
al 

I 60 
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Amount brought forward. ...... Se ae bl S hel 
pepe. 30. L: Harrington, Wabor se. Gs 5 7: SGU MS eee 10 47 
30> C. BATA y LAbGE rc lens tes ys SD. ieee ee ot a 2 70 
pee Ach. “Kare Bp Paviiiy., GE AMOr, fe. <4 tos Re capi ie Hickey A 273, 

spt. , 3. Uo: Express Co:, Hupressage oy oy. ve ee oe 75 
So eTG,* Wi i itevoce Burdick Chemicalsy ty: eens a ik 255 
2A. slay Ve Ro ReaCOs, Freight i ser oe as. coke enact Gane 45 
29 Treman, King & Co.,.Tape Line... .. - wi nethe eBags I 25 
ss 30.” Syracuse. Pottery Co.,, Pots and: Saucers... 7.0." >). g 00 
Gem Te Gr OL ALL EIS: vic roo age cep nee Poe cy aa eS ogee eye : 15 00 
psi. Jj. Partinpton PLADOE 05 shee ues a open, “ag = Brecht be 2I 00 
SSATe. .O)s, IRAN TA DOL Gl hee cree Ae atte Be ates Baa foe 16 50 
peer) ALS eto is mW ADOT S58 a Acts cate gegete osu eat etc ena 6 15 
«¢ 31. John Gilmore, Labor. . . tee Sigh bala hy peg 4 58 
te. (302, Jatt EADOE ns. fe cay aes Ee at aaa pa 3°75 
«« 31. National Express Co., Expressage . seep hpheeteih ie wee 3 05 

Nov. 5 Tremen, King & Co., Twine . a Ie 4 bit os oer 25 
[5.0 Welkoeschs Grape Cuttings br Dit hgh? yma Sah re see ay. I 07 
< Fao dge V ake CO, retest atid CAantage, acy. ce ae: I 18 
ine go" ena o Miller, Stationery 2° 5. 50. sce Bae cate 21 2G) 
i 5.20. 14s, V.. Rh. RK. Co., Freight and, Cartage.) cus... I 59 
cen, Theodore Vall Atta, LaDOle. ix Pereste een ees ae, & nate 35 87 
6 20 40r. S. Raub, Labetatied. t-qciyst eat Pee (ee So oe 21 75 
(30, 1.) Hartington;abor..0.-.. ..6". ER apt Wt ca kiewk By Bese 2I 00 
oer ap, | Als Briges, Langer) «>. \.g.:62 - seed Stings ete. 7 20 
36... (Gua. Lailby, Labonte) s\pey Teskrsiy: niece I 95 
30... CLD; Tailby, Mabotuet: aryl <g> be Wa A Siena. % Hy53 
20. jloun-Gilmore, abor =... sys 1. enh e eites 495 

Mee, |i.) Ut.S: Express Co; Hxpressagervads (- cauvohe - Le I 60 
be 7. Andrus & Church, 1MLetterHeads ....... 4 75 
‘7b. Reberts, Traveling Ex pemses? coccoliaprht-2% sq. 17 70 
at Org bik ee Co., Hreight and Cartage), 03) vk. dishteeh E12 
14... Protection Manufacturing Co., Chemicals 3...5,52). 7 50 
«14. Cotte & Gliemann, Palm Nut Meal act eschae I2 59 
{oe Osee Slicht,.-PotatoeSaumngone tt rrsiay ert. Subck hye 3 30 
«16. Tice & Lynch, Ocean Freight and Cartage... . 12 20 
<a soo: J: Miller, Potatoes, “iaasnacye sipheyay Ds 3 95 
‘29... B.. McGillivray, Dry Plates: 2 iivust bysay sly) 94.) eer I 80 
1897. 

Jan... 2. J. Slight, Potatoes (0 oslg 24. ay ae rece 4 4I 
(c))/6. .Puestes: Pharmacy,) Cheniteals: . oF-ya0 - ater 2075 
(12) sk. R: Co.,, Breightand Cartagem senauyoin, hy 7 4 30 
(yee. Jo. Van Ness, Artichokes. 024° Siete 1+ ayers BPS tes 50 
peso. . G.Nelailby, Labor tio. 34:02 yeah sae 1 Ne 
‘, 30 As). Briges, Labor... sgime-jedeytanie By ie ae 3 90 

Hebe 0275, Ac eeeuegs, Labor sohaactopott-Hhels ae acids 4 20 
(O07 Mi. Ran; Labor :-. cts lercenbues trerapct Cog" sit sarcetn 3 00 

Mar. 4. George Small, Lumbert. Hinse. ston}: caenoaede: fe A. I 24 
ST TT... oi Bop Wwebster,.. Labor te tat -nactececdt anette co 2 ; I 00 
to) 13. DEM. ‘Osborne 8ci\Co. Castine a’) <nyc3' 0st Bares Tiett &- 25 

a 14; H.C. Troy, Labor -<:2r istonisnsy As > kyinreth Sal 16.70 
“. 26. U.S: Express Co., Expressage,.)5 :(.)<)s). ee 45 
‘27. *Treman; King & Co.; Rubber Belting .cejseer. it st: I 43 
F527. Ly A. ehorpuen SCO. ntEAR Peed eis ©. aes persist: ELL 
‘51 520.. U..o. dezpress Cony Hupressage ss ic <5 fit fi atyact's fin © 70 

Amount carried: formatd, seen Ayayieesd ss o's $490 98 
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Amount brought forward . 
lL. C. Anderson, Labor 
John Gilmore, Labor ae 
Campbell & Wood, Brick . . . 
Treman, King & Co., Supplies 
‘i Ji. Farmer, Strawberry Plants . 

. F. Noxon, Garden Seeds. . . 
a V.R.R. Co., Freight and Cartage 
H,.C. Troy, 0s ee a ta : 
Peter Henderson, Garden Seeds . . 
Godfrey & Gilbert, Repaits. ts. i .2 anes 
Horace Atwood, Labor 
L. Anderson, Labor BR AR Set coe ; ; ‘ ; 
Ww. C. Wisser, Fancy Cheese.. . 
TcBeNoxon,.Seeds<4.-. 1) ee ee : 
Fe Cramernwvabor vy. eu1a. aes iad sconce 
B: FE. White; Photoptaphs”. oo 2 
G: R. Chamberlain, Labor . . 
Theodore VanAtta, Labor. . 

lp Saad 

Total for Agricultural Division . . 

FOR HORTICULTURAL DIVISION. 

D. Gallagher, Labor . . ny 5 ae 
William Cunningham, Labor &. REA, 
A. A. Terrill & Co., Repairing Roofof Barn .... . 
ira Grover: "Haye sires ss) se sae mes 
W. H. Morgan, abort hie ik ae 
C. T Stephens; Seeds! 41'S eee: 
Peter Henderson, Seeds. ....... 
Pitcher & Manda, Sééds ' this aiat ss 20 
Tra ‘Grover agaborth ), 300.7 en the eee hs 
Tra ‘Grover, Aber S00. 3125 See he 
M. G. Kains, Traveling Expenses . . 
C. E. Hunn, Traveling Expenses .. . 
W. Miller, Traveling Expenses ... . 
Peter Henderson, Seeds. .... AAD of 
D. M. Ferry & Co., peeds i)/..t pees 
W. W. Rawson & Co., Seeds -. ‘5, SOS: 
WW 5A) Manda Seeds) 3. ites ieee 
dees Vaughn, Seema res 2 Ae ee 
Tra'Grovet, Labonte ets c sae ee 
Ellis, vllayeeearacic: : 
H. A. Dreer, Mushroom Spawn Oa 
Hawkins & Todd, Dry Goods ..... 
Slocum & Taber, Sundry Supplies. . . 
C. T. Stephens, Grass Seed... .. 
A. J. Calkins, Harness Repairs ... . 
Fall Creek Milling Co., Feed and Bran 
White & Burdick, Chemicals... . . 
Andrus & Church, Sundry Supplies . . 
J. M. Thorburn & ComSdedsiee bo n° 
Burns Bros., Horse Shoeing oie Atta 
Fall Creek Milling Co., Feed and Bran . 

Amount carried forward ... . 
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Amount brought forward. . . 
C. J. Rumsey, Sundry Supplies . . 
J. Me Thorbura:& Co.; Seeds... 2 5. LR gin 
H. Cannell & Sons, Seeds. . . . . 
Ty Roeseb, Seeds. % tennis)... 
TravGrover,. 1abor sane 3 wae 
L. V. R. R. Co., Freight and Cartage ug" 3 
Burus Bros., Horse Shoeing . 
= & ETE. Anthony, Photographic Supplies . 

febasekutt Hay, so 
v. cass Dept. Agr , 200 Index Cards . 
Ira Grover, Labor Aba eet: 
Dammann & Go:;;Seeds!s: > 2. Aste: 
E. & H. T. Anthony, Chemicals . : : : : r 
L. V.R. R. Co., Freight and Cartage... . 

Rothschild Bros., Supplies Tyce 
Ira Grover, Labor 4): © 2.- aberthcet bat 
pe Bes Breese vGtrawr (yy 2as wei: 
J. BartBedd, Chemicals mich sec. 
j. Reidy & Co.; Supplies”... >. phe aro 
Syracuse Supply CostSteel Stamps o2.- 
Burns Bros., Horse Shoeing A eR se : 
J. A Salzer '& Cok Seeds aa 
J. M. Thorburn & Co., Seeds ° ayn ns: 4 Saha 
Eimer & Amend, Chemicals. ... . 
Pritchard & Son,Wagon Repairs. . . 
SalemiZiwist sheani') &2 =.) sc... 
Iva (Croweceiabor 0 20 ONG ns Tae 
George Small, gE UCTEN 0, =) oh pire RC aia mange ye 
L,. Vike Co., Freight and Cartage. .. . 
D.L. & W.R.R. Co., Freight and eee: 
C. U. Repair Dept., Repairs a nine 
Burns Bros., Horse Shoeing ........ 
bee Thorburn fCo:; Seeds” 25.) 
Fall Creek Milling Co., Feed and Bran... . 
A. A. Ricksecker, Pingteni aye 
Driscoll Bros. & Co., Building Material 
J. B. Lang, Repairing Engine . Se ok 3 
State Veterinary College, Medicine . 
Oi Mitchell; Gatapeeees uo. ee do 
Be Prestwick \Hayaeemct ns te oe oe 
U.S. Dept. Agr., 200 Index Cards . 
Ira Grover, Labor . 5d ede alee ob Cog Read 
Rubber Stamp Works, Stamp rAlded Aigda 
Burns Bros., Horse Shoeing. .. . . my: 
Syracuse Pottery Com sCrockery 7s 
Teed & Trench, Horse Blankets... . xi 
L. V.R. R. Co., Freight and Cartage .. . 
Ira Grover, Labor Te ers CN 
DOL: W. RR. RP eapeererse Cee 8 
'B; Chase; .Pot: Labelsvee ee Pe ne 

A. ee oe a 6 

R. R. Co., Freight and Cartage ..... a fare! 
Scoville & Adams, Supplies. .... . 
U. S. Express Co., Expressage ...: - 

Amount carried forward ...... 
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Amount brought forward... 
C. J. Rumsey & Co., Supplies... . . 
Ira Grover, Labor .... . gi Ate. ad 
J. M. Preswick, Oats. <9) 4.7%  ,eg0, 
Driscoll Bros. & Co., Cement . . 
U. S. Express Co., Expressage pity 
Ly. 7V.. RR. RCo, Freight and Cartage ‘ 
U. S. Express Co., yitornied po, SENG 
Ira Grover, Labor EE are 5 AEE, 
F. E. Britton, Labor 
Cy. Rumsey, Glass 
C. J. Rumsey, Supplies . ope oes eae Oe 
C.J. Rumsey, Supplies. . 
A. J. Calkins, Harness Repairs 
Ira Grover, Labor's’ 5A Pas a 
Andrus & Church, Stationery . 

Total for Horticultural Division. . 

FOR CHEMICAL DIVISION. 

JK: Haywood,. Labor von pec go Lite 
Fuertes Pharmacy, Chemicals. ... . 
J. K. Haywood, Labor 
J. K. Haywood, Labor 
Bush and Dean, Supplies . dna tees ee 7 
J. Ke. teywood; Labor... ges 
BB! Holcomb, \abotes ta...) «ee 
J. Ke "Haywood, Uahase oe se ou 
JoeB, ney, Teele ae daar | ret oe 
G. C. Caldwell, Traveling Expenses . . 
Treman, King & Co., Belting. ... . 

Treman, King & Co., Supplies 
B.S. Cushmianswahan ts atts: oe 
Bo Sy Cashman eawOLs Soo necrosis” teats 
Cornell Univ. Chemical Dept., Supplies 

Total for Chemical Division . . 

FOR BOTANICAL DIVISION. 

White & Burdick, Supplies... ... 
G. E. Stechert, Publications ..... 
Reed & Montgomery, Book Binding 
Dr. C. L. Anderson, Collection of Plants . ; 
U. S. Express Co., Expressage exept 
C. F. Libbie & Co., SEQPMES< pis. t(. 
Andrus & Church, Rubber Bands 
Cambridge Supply Co., Botanical Case torte 
Platt Drug Co., Chemicals ¢ 6 =.!s.js+ 
National Express Co., Expressage. . . 
U. S. Express Co., Expressage ee 
Richards & Co., Chemicals ...... 

Amount carriedsfonwandiiern.-acurasty ee ee ee 

©, £6. 2 ee ches 

. $1,018 96 
41 90 
37 §0 
23. ug 
I 00 
I 20 
2 60 

35 
37 50 

go 
17 40 
86 60 
28 66 
2 20 

37 50 
3 75 

$1,343 15 
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Amount brought forward .... . 
G. E. Stechert, Publications 
Andrus & Church, Stationery . 
White & Burdick, Chemicals (UB P ohkt 
Bush éDean, Muslin: ... Otek Woe, BA. 
Bausch & Lomb, Microscopic Supplies . 
Eimer & Amend, Microscopic Supplies 
National Express Co., Expressage. ...... we 
U. S. Express Co., Expressage 2 
Rochester Optical Coi; Photographic Supplies 
J. Carbutt, Microscopic Supplies . 
Bausch & ‘Lomb, Camera. JOY te EP, 
Bertha Stoneman, Labor ....... 
Dr. C. L. Anderson, Collection of Plants A ginkiph 
E. Steigler & Co., Models. ...... 
Eimer & Amend, Chemicals ...... 
Rothschild Bros., Fruit Jars. ..... nt 
Bausch & Lomb, Chemicals. ........ 
Faz, oc Maller; Paper - ene WiiG. 4924: 
Bausch & Lomb, Botanical Supplies. . A. tapinek eh. 
White & Burdick, Chemicals 70h (gs eerie of : 
E. McGillivray, Photographic Sappligsa! 2 yo2zvat . 
Rochester Optical Co., Photographic Supplies 
J. B. McAllister, Meat for Experiment Purposes 

J. Carbutt, Phetographic Supplies 
Bausch & Lomb, -Mirrore=2970% 01... 0.0 2k oe he 
Bausch & Lomb) Hilter Scauaae tees: 
U. S. Express Co., Expressage . . 2. 2). 2. 2. 
HK. Steigert & Ca:)/Publications)!"'. 0.0 oat 
G. E. Stechert, Publications hd PROUT A SRO”. 
GaF; Atkinson, Traveling i ae a aye De, 
G. E. Stechert, ‘Publications re. SEG Dt eR AE 
E. A. Allen, Publications ELT OMIT WaIG 2 
B. Fink, Lichens AREA ody A RAVI REO oT 
Bool Co.; Furniture. ...:. 10081 Deepen ie ee. 
White & Burdick, Chemicalst..52 “teva SoU 
Bausch & Lomb, Microscopic Supplies. ... . 
U. S, Express Co,, xpressagetinqe® to 2078 5.2). 
Eimer & Amend, Microscope and Fixtures ..... 
BStoneman, Labor Seis... Sieaare tl Ades 3h ed. = 
B. Stoneman,sWabore so ieiea on} os MACIAM, catty. 
White & Burdick, Chemicalsva.t. .esreatae re. 
J. M. Thorburn & Co., Seeds BON Ke: va, (mh C8 meee) aie as et ere lis 

Cambridge Supply Co., Publications. ........ 
G. E. Stechert. Publications ao eher sind hEie eaten « Sore 
B. F. White, Photographic Supplies . eyctite ait Cae ahRsT 
Bool Co., Parnitieee eee eee he cL ee 

Total: for Botanical Division: 4° *. 5) ys eis 

FOR ENTOMOLOGIGAL DIVISION. 

Wan. Menzel & Co.) Chenncalen acc hs ag ich tee! 
M. V. Slingerland, Traveling Expenses ....... 

Amount carried torwatule 6.) 5 iso ep aes 



APPENDIX II. 

Amount brought forward 
E. McGillivray, Photographic Supplies RE 
A. B. Kennedy, Supplies ..... . 
J. B. Todd, Chemicale gucigind> seit 

Andrus & Church, Stationery... . 

Treman, King & Co., Supplies 
A. B. Brooks, Chemicals ...... oO sated 
P.. Henderson, Seedsydi air ise siiiienat sald aaa eae 
W, A. Slingerland, Labor . 245s). deo.) 9) a ee 
Western Union Telegraph Co., Telegrams . . 
Andrus & Church, Stationery) .«cs sions 21.9 aa 
Bool ‘Co., Curtains... alshok& 0-8 alee ee 
E. McGillivray, Photographic Supplies ...... 
White & Burdick, Chemicals )iis5).. .057 uae ee 
W. A. Slingerland, Labor. ... . fuxod A sonnet 
Andrus & Church, Stationery... ane 2a1lid6.4, wah 
Treman, King &-Co;; Ashi. Canxici. Unset 9 aSemalt 
M., V. Slingerland, Express/iiis:/).) .ils:s oe sae 
Bausch & Lomb, Repairs). 60) -cuye Lo 
National Express Co., Expressage. ........ 
W. A. Slingerland, Labor. . 

National Express Co., Express ......... 
W. A. Slingerland, Labor . 

Peter Henderson, Plants. cuojiesioiud. 2 
U.S. Express Co., Expressage .. silo l. bet. & 
W. A. Slingerland, Labor. ..... rut...) edt 
D.’B: Stewart:& ‘Co. /Otlsiisiss! 3 aisipees a See 
Taylor & Preswick, Stationery: .!). ino] ¥, sonal 
C..U. Dept..of Repairgagecesy 5/1. , .o1/ cet So 
Treman, King & Co.,,Supplies 0)... af .j. 9 GO 
C..U. Dept. of Repairs, Repairs wos! -ndsauela 
E. McGillivray, Photographic Sn guisuores 
W. A. Slingerland, Labor. ..... 

Andrus & Church, Stationery: \..5))' sete ae ee 
E. McGillivray, Photographic Supplies ...... 
Andrus & Church, Stationery. ' 0. 
MV. Slingerland, “Laporte. js)... +. oka eee 
W. A. Slingerland, Labor. .... .... PAE SRI ht 
iL: Wauren Savor... .piciecee ey thease 2. 6a) eee ans 
M. V. Slingerland, be 98) =a: So OT ee eI 
Taylor & Preswick, Typewriter Ribbon ...... 
W.. A; Slingerland, Tabor «cies cory oe ope Ss St ee 
Andrus & Church, Statiotery eye oy ns wee oy ope 

Amount catried forward. 2a eae eee 

Treman,, Kine & Co. Tame... cedeeh.: tl sh shall 

Treman, King & Co, Supplies ... whi 
Jamieson & McKinney, Rubber Hose and Fixtures. . 

U.S: -Hxpress'Col, Hexpressage “+... 30, en ee 
G. Cramer, Photographic Supplies. .. ...... 
U.S. Express Co,; Hxpressage::i.i¢. dihd 4) dete 
E. McGillivray, Photographic Supplies i sie 
National Express Co., Expressage. ........ 
Bausch & Lomb, Photographic SHES ite vids 

Rothsehild Bros., Lavipsjeitisii!ist.tiadisié Soe 

20 85 
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APPENDIX II. 

Amount brought forward. . . 
L. V. R. R. Co., Freight and Cartage . Nee Suis ve 
A, B.datile, Typewriter Ribbon 5) .)3.0%0 6. 2 J: 
We A Slineerinnd) Babor..) 2): 4 ee oo eS) 
U.S: 
L. 

eS; BMxptess'Co.; Expressage 2.0. vs. 
V. na Co. Mreight and. Cartage 2)... 5s 

WA; Slingerlands;abor ? $42 j.>. .- 0. 
W. F. Falconer Mfg. Co., Supplies ...... . 
Andrasié: Chureh, ‘Supplies +) .))5 ae. 2 2 
Mary, Rowers; Tabor .05.-. 22022 0% 
W..S.. express ‘Co., Mxpressage nt oe ek 6 Lc 
Andrus\ee Church? ‘Stationery’; 292 7 
Wie Ay Slingertands Wabors, yo. kone Siduns, 
Library-Sitead, Sappies 0/2) ios kote oe ps) yes 
Andras:é4Chureh:;Stationery . 4505-5 04 -)- = - 
‘Ereman jane 6 Co:2: Tore 85. fis Ss 
TA rary Bateasy, SUR BES fore ed a cacy ae ne 
Pla wikinSroapLOGGee Elsi. sabe ic ok Bae, torte) ane 
White & Burdick, Chemicals .......... 
Bausch & Tomb, Sapplies:. 05. se es 
Andrus &. Church, ‘Statioliery 2.55 3-70. 1s 
yey, Ferrance; Labor’ .)... 25) << - 7 (- 4: ‘ab tenles 
C.,U. Dept. of Repairs, Repairs... -. )-9aitnis'l- 
Whitehall, Tatum & Co., Chemicals. ...... 

Total for Entomological Division. ... . 

FOR DAIRY BACTERIOLOGICAL DIVISION. 

William Boekel & Co., Incubator ........ Pea 
Lave RR. RR: Cos: Freight and Cartage - -.-f°7" : 
Edward Pennock, Microscope and Fixtures .. . 

Total-for Bacteriological Division ... . 

FOR VETERINARY SCIENCE DIVISION. 

C. E. Bruce, Cow for Experimental Purposes. . . 
J. C. Hart, Cowfor Experimental Purposes. ... . 



SUMMARY. 

The Agricultural Experiment Station of Cornell University, in’ 

account with the United States appropriation. 

1897. Dr. 

To Receipts from Treasurer of the United States as per 
appropriation for the year ending June 30, 1897, : 
under Act of Congress approved March 2, 1887. . . $13,500 00° 

Cr: 
Jane go. By Salaries). 0 2. 4 4 7, Ca eae $8,043 75 

Printing. 6.) s, SESE, aay Pa ae 351 75 
Office Expenses’) 72). 2 eh, 1,029 09 

EQUIPMENT, LABOR AND CURRENT EXPENSES. 

Agriciilttre (MOL nora aa 694 02 
Morticnlture li ayi02! od) See 1,343 15 
Chemistry 05 S35, suii/sne ocr aeobe - « 442 96 
Botanyy i.) Wgatin Fd sir Mele leper cose 664 II 
Entomologysse. tid. sep’. aavreye Be een ae 450 56 
Dairy Bacteriology® ... 3) sates 46 . 305s6n 
Veterinary Science. . . 2 6.9. 4s wher 85 00 

7 $13,500 00 

RECEIPTS FOR PRODUCE SOLD. 

Balance fromypiSo5-O00)- ibs ol aceeens 850 29 
Agricultural Division of.’ cs dag hee on 34 00 
Horticultural Division... “ie eae 89 54 
Ofer. cre, Vick Ee aS ome ee gee 35 75 

—$ 1,009 58 

PsN. et Wee. cs ee 427 34 
OMCe i. ence Soro heres se oes eee 16 
Balance’ to 1897-62 ous’ =). one 582 08 
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Agricultural extension work (Bulletin 137) 6 SUPER Sy aT ers Take 333 
appropriation for 1894. ...... NE eT Rea oF 325 
appropriation foryT895 = 3k. ek ea ae bo ae eA Gee ee 
appropriation for 1896. . . ©. 6 6s + id minh) -tueneslins 328 
appropriation for 1897. . . » 5 agra) sta (328 
experiments with fertilizers and in sugar r beet culture. . 2... 332 
lines of work ‘outlined 067, 2. so saab apt Gals be Solow Seuss 326 
ofieinvof The movement >, 0.5/2 2.2 . os ahah erhsHsavss)- gale 325 
teacher’s leaflets PUBMSHEG eh ee sn ef EER SOE 
waye of teaching ithe people. . 2 4 v2 ==. at adlfodeee fatenag 333 
work for the children’. i: . i; i «esos <°s honentt}6 sottanar Boog 330 
EE SSG oor Te AERO syst cpr hs 328 

Agriculturist, Report of. . ss Bp eet avel alert XXV 
Army-worm in New York (Bulletin 133) Js tea >) SSR whom - 231- —258 

breeding placesof....... . 3 3 ADRY at. Seaside bnty 3 239 
damage, extentof.. . oad. oes Ry ee tale eae ero 24e 
destructiveness of second brood! pei ine Men wets elie ee 248 
description of, and their parents... ©... / ) ee ee ee + 234 
distribution of and general history . ..'.°. +. i» alike genet 339 
eggsof . . tS ile Potties ue ag a Mt Sle wok Sek ees en EO 
Ree dinethiabi eta tee kahuna aa (ee enna aeieaeeae oo 
fOOUIOU- Eee bE ORO 8 chs Haak ee rey teen soprano 
piowth of the worms . i . . Aug: «qh lbionfarsiai cto waituitoy thao 248 
Babies ofthe moth es foe. ioe pS 2 4s toe el, Bommee 
how to fieht then 29.04 fy peo. se 2 weberobre siunipaneoS 
indications of their presetice. S20. 4 a eee .. waked enone 
infested fields) a1se"of 2 550.5. \ te) oe EM -gllasdviier srensaip252 
Ri ctoryrar ete. peta en oe oho pede +7 eNGRE dbal cutoe tae 
Hatusalerienies'of 2 cy, Gs cat as, copeapdngo. kel suo InEaee 
outbreaks of 1876 >... 3 -fescalaee eh! Saintes? SUnlT -svileamireege 
probable re-occurrence of F.j..tiysi 4) -areceiteine eh sqelli(- ov chore iG250 
summary of life history ok chs = 222 Se ioeode ain s9ee4o 
enree DLOOGS Of . ih, . 6s © «rag -seniateges teppoReeebls Kate e40n24 7 
transformation Be ot ERD ers tas; tes nein autre Teste 245 
Witat they ALen 1s ate Ue wo) ee ee RII LA Ment SECO NUTs ai e256 
winter state of . . ay ae te ante tele hea fen a RR Gor od Sy as Doe Se 49 

Atkinson, Geo. L., Report went oie veaesiauyrents lat xix 
Belvosia unifasciata DeESV. isn) aR Ra eo hy EE es er ee 
Botanist, Report of . . 2. ee ee eee oa) one es ATT ORIMeD HLS 
Bordeaux mixture. . Pee bh te RE poy Sites .gitinath. 156 
Caldwell, Dr. G. C, Report 5 tg te ace eae st) ogy Dad bemepateataae hore RV 
Celery, notes upon ’ (Bulletin 132) . Sy bn 5 oat RibaGea SP EsD aerO7—230 

analysis of celery muck . . . . 2) 2 + + 2 e*t + th entineiegs 230 
analysis, partial, ofcelery . . + fone -ottded oS vs this insta eRe 228 
bibliography of the celery blight . mt Stee See eo that eek 29 
early blight, artificial cultures of the fungus 7s 3 Oy dieemarny 205 
early blight (oh te Oe Srvyawle Sirm taht tétath 201 
fertilizers, experiments ‘with, on celery . pact chic of MRR See eee 
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Celery, notes upou—Continued. 
late blight of . . . ee 
late blight of, in the storage house . 
late blight, special character and artificial cultures of the fungus . 
remedies for early blight 
remedies for late blight . 
storage house, construction of . 
storage houses for celery . 
sulfur for celery blight 
two destructive diseases of. . 

Cercospora Apii . 
Chemist, Report of . . 
Chrysanthemum (Bulletin 136) 

at home . . ; 
Cornell notes of 1896 on. . 
cultural notes of the 1896, test of . 
edible chrysanthemums . : 
failures in Ta Pee 
general remarks on . 
good varieties of, named . 
green varieties of, in 1896 
less promising varieties of . 
not true to name. . 
pink varieties of, in 1896 . 
promising varieties of . 
red and yellow varieties of, in 1896 . 
special purpose collections of . 
station exhibits of . 
summary of 
unpopular varieties of . 
yellow varieties of, in 1896. . 
white varieties of, introduced in 1896 . 

Clinton, L. A., Report Pele od ees 
Clisiocampa EPR Eis ae Mas OD eae ae 
Clisiocampa disstria . 
Coleophora malivorella Riley 
Comstock, John Henry, Report 
Conotrachelus crataegi 
Co-operative Tillage Experiments (Circular 5) ~~ 
Co-operative Tillage Experiments oe 6) 
Copper carbonate solution . . 
Currant canes, a disease of (Bulletin 125) . 

botanical character of the disease . 
cultivation of the tubercularia . 
effects of the disease . 
general character of the disease 
history of the PoE 
inoculation . 
nectria connabarina . 
occurrence of, as a parasite 
pleonectria berolinensis . 
remedies for 3 

Currant-stem girdler (Bulletin 126) . 
appearance of . ca 
bibliography of .. . : 
distribution and destructiveness of . 
egg laying 

201 

Xvil 
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MISO Ale oes. tee. Seeds oe Fen ko shin oe See Seat LL bee i breeaneraaras 42 
howtocontrol ... RSET | OTE SS Fee Fe tad Doe oan ok ene 52 
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gatneand Synonomiy 29.06... G0 GES FO Re 41 
preparations for‘wintter  . 2. he ee Sy ee A ee ee BE 
apring tranglorimation: of ;, 558 rte. set SSO E 8 ee os ee ee ee AO 
EUBNEL exten iol ye isnlsn 2... Za 3h epee: Ge ci nshnep a ee tee 51 
WIEST OMEIO LN EE cy Metis at Na Se St AE ce ctce ree coke Sinan h sal 5, ganas 46 

Dahlia (Bulletin 128) . 2 hl eres cent) Geo ao ere OTERO 
books on, societies and dealers . Rerum care de: wren yn orem ae She Settee) cf (37, 
cactus dahlia, OMIPINVO Les cI Ge a ts oe okt at Ee oe ee eS 
cactus BaBMAS ack is ce OA OLS S: Wise tid Serene) oth ok Pi ee} 
color of, a few words BEE ak ea cali ket ae Ma CRO es II5 
comsnbpreial possibilities Of... 5-2 sj.) shee ere ais Oe eto ne 
Cornell variety test Bete SoC Be ee BRO ele GES TG 
cultivation of . . Sea a RI Ot re ee wR wah eens Sear eee 
cut flowers, dahlias as . Mens BA ide chgnak ed eee 115 
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How a Squash Plant Gets Out 
of the Seed. 

BY L. H. BAILEY. 

If one were to plant seeds of a Hubbard or Boston 

Marrow squash in loose, warm earth in a pan or box, 
and were then to leave the parcel for a week or ten 

days, he would find, upon his-return, a colony of 

plants like'that shown in Fig. 1. If he had not 

planted the seeds himself or had not seen such 
plants before, he would not believe that these cu- 

rious plants would ever grow into squash vines, so 
different are they from the vines which we know in 

the garden. This, itself, is a most curious fact,— 

this wonderful difference between the first and the 
h hi 

; ee ee later stages of all plants, and it is only because we 

ee: know it so well that we do not wonder at it. 

NoTeE,—These leaflets are intended for the teacher, uot for the scholars. 

It is their purpose to suggest the method which a teacher may pursue in 

instructing children at odd times in nature-study. The teacher should show 

the children the objects themselves,—-should plant the seeds, raise the plants, 

collect the insects, etc, ; or, better, he should interest the children to collect 

the objects. Advanced pupils, however, may be given the leaflets and asked 

to perform the experiments or make the observations which are suggested. 

The scholars themselves should be taught to do the work and to arrive at 

independent conclusions. Teachers who desire to inform themselves more 

fully upon the motives of this nature-study teaching, should write for a copy 

of Bulletin 122, of the Cornell Experiment Station, Ithaca, N. Y. 
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It may happen, however,—as it did in a pan of seed which I 
sowed a few days ago—that one or two of the plants may look 

like that shown in Fig. 2. Here the seed seems to 

have come up on top of the plant, and one is reminded 
of the curious way in which beans come up on the 
stalk of the young plant. If we were to study the 
matter, however,—as we may do at a future time— 

we should find a great difference in the ways in which 
the squashes and the beans raise their ~~ = 
seeds out of the ground. Itis not our ~ al. 

3. Germination just 
purpose to compare the squash and ~ beginning. 

the bean at this time, but we are curious to know 

why one of these squash plants brings its seed up out 

of the ground whilst all the others do not. In order 
to find out why it is, we must ask the plant, and this 

2. Squash plant asking is what we call an experiment. 
which has 

Lee I TER CES first pullup thetwo plants. The first one 

of the ground. (Fig, 1) will be seen to have the seed-coats still at- 

tached to the very lowest part of the stalk below the soil, but the 

other plant has no seed at that point. We will now plant more 

seeds, a dozen or more of them, so that we shall 

=————>" have enough to examine two or three times a 

4. Theroot Gay for several days, A day or two after the 

and~eg- seeds are planted, we shall find a little point or 

root-like portion breaking out of the sharp end of the 

seed, as shown in Fig. 3. A day later this root portion 

has grown to be as long as the seed itself (Fig. 4), and it has 

turned directly downwards intothe soil. But 

there is another most curious thing about this 
germinating seed. Just where the root is 

2 eee breaking out of the seed (shown at a in Fig. 4), 

a 

there is a little peg or projection. In Fig. 5, 

about a day later, the root has grown still longer, and this 

/ peg seems to be forcing the seed apart. In Fig. 6, however, 

it will be seen that the seed is really being forced apart by 

the stem or the stalk above the peg, for this stem is now 

growing longer. The lower lobe of the seed has attached 
~ 
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(Sse 142 the peg (seen at a, Fig. 6), and the seed- 

| ==> _ leaves are trying to back out of the seed. 
i{ Fig. 7 shows the seed stilla day later. The 

6. The plant 
breaking root has now produced many branches and 

} ut th é . : : 
| at seed-ats. Was thoroughly established itself in the soil. 

The top is also growing rapidly and is still 

backing out of the seed, and the seed-coats are still 
firmly held by the obstinate peg. . 

Whilst we have beenseeingallthese 4 %. SS 

curious things in the seeds which we ote 88 
z 8. The plant just 

have dug up, the plantlets which we coming up. 

have not disturbed have been coming through the soil. 

her If we were to see the plant in Fig. 7, as it 
i(\ hin ; ; 
ENN was “coming up,” it would look like Fig. 8. 
WSS It is tugging away trying to get its head out 
be a: SS of the bonnet which is pegged down under- 

| neath the soil, and it has “‘got its back up” 

\ A pear eh in the operation. In Fig. 9, it has escaped 

/ }} | progress. from its trap and itis laughing and growing 

f 

iz 

( in delight. It must nowstraighten itself up, 
[/\\ \ as it is doing in Fig. 10, and it is soon standing 
j} proud and straight, as in Fig. 1. We now see that 
(//\ the reason why the seed came up on aS 

the plant in Fig. 2, is because in Geer 

some way the peg did not hold the © eS 
seed-coats down (see Fig. 13), and \ Noe 

the expanding ay ae ee sees 

together, and they must get them- 7 _ PLS gee 

selves loose as best they can. el 
There is another thing about this curious squash 

plant which we must not fail to notice, and this is 

the fact that these first two leaves of the plantlet 

came out of the seed and did not grow out of the 

plant itself. We must notice, too, that these leaves 

are much smaller when they are first drawn out of 

the seed than they are when the plantlet has 

= es straightened itself up. That is, these leaves rei 

Seeing a. crease very much in size after they reach the light 
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and air. The roots of the plantlet are now established in the 

soil and are taking in food which enables the plant to grow. 

The next 

appear wil] 
12. Alark- 2 
ing the be very dif- 
rool. 

ferent from 

these first or seed leaves. These 1. ae 
1 de- 

+! later ones are called the true leaves. eentne 

{ They grow right out of the little 
£ . j ? pe. plant itself. Fig. 11 shows these 

true leaves as they appear on a 

young Crookneck squash plant, and the plant now begins to 

look much like a squash vine. 
We are now curious to know how the stem grows when it 

13. The root grows in the end 14. The marking of the stem, and the spreading apart of 
portions. the marks. 

backs out of the seeds and pulls the little seed leaves with it, 
and how the root grows downwards into the soil. Now let us 
pull up another seed when it has sent a single root about two 
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inches deep into the earth. We will wash it very carefully and 

lay it upon a piece of paper. Then we will lay a ruler along- 
side of it, and make an ink mark one-quarter of an inch from 

the tip, and two or three other marks at equal distances above 
(Fig. 12).* We will now carefully replant the seed. Two days 

later we will dig it up, when we shall most likely find a condi- 

tion something like that in Fig. 13. It will be seen that the 

marks E, C, B, are practically the same distance apart as before 

and they are also the same distance from the peg AA. The 

point of the root is no longer at DD, however, but has grown on 
to F. The root, therefore, has grown almost wholly in the end 
portion. 

Now let us make a similar experiment with the stem or stalk. 

We will mark a young stem, as at A in Fig. 14; but the next 

day we shall find that these marks are farther apart than when 
we made them (B, Fig. 14). The marks have all raised them- 
selves above the ground as the plant has grown. The stem, 
therefore, has grown between the joints rather than from the 

tip. The stem usually grows most rapidly, at any given time, 

at the upper or younger portion of the joint (or internode) ; 
and the joint soon reaches the limit of its growth and becomes 
stationary, and a new one grows out above it. 

Natural science conststs in two things,—seeing what you look at, and 
drawing proper conclusions from what you see. 

* NOTE.—Common ink will not answer for this purpose because it ‘‘runs”’ 

when the root is wet, but indelible ink, used for marking linen or for drawing, 

should be used. It should also be said that the root of the common pumpkin, and 

of the summer bush squashes, is too fibrous and branchy for this test. It should 

be stated, also, that the root does not grow at its very tip, but chiefly in a narrow 

zone just back of the tip; but the determination of this point is rather too difficult 
for the beginner, and, moreover, it is foreign to the purpose of this tract. 



TO THE TEACHER: 

This ts the first of a proposed series of leaflets designed to suggest 

methods of presenting nature-study upon common-place subjects. This 

ts a new field of effort for the College of Agriculture, and we therefore 

look upon the methods as largely experimental. We are endeavoring to 

determine the best way of interesting children in country life. You can 

give us many suggestions, and we should like a free expression of your 

opinions and expertences. It should be borne in mind that the object of 

these lessons ts not to impart direct and specific information, but to train 

the child in the powers of seeing and inquiring. The teacher should keep 

the attention of the pupil closely fixed upon the germinating seed (when the 

subject of this leaflet is under review), asking him to describe everything 

which he sees. Regutre that the pupil sees all that ts specified in this 

leaflet, and endeavor to lead him on to see things which are not here de- 

scribed. Once the inguiry ts started, you will no doubt be able to conduct 

other similar experiments from time to time. Lf questions come up 

which you cannot answer, write them tous and we may be able to help 

you. 

We suggest that you ask your pupils to write short compositions 

upon these lessons and to make sketches of the observations, and that you 

send us some of these from time to time, in order that we may learn 

how the experiment ts working. We do not care for the best essays 

alone, but simply the average. The suggestions which we obtain from 

teachers will aid us greatly in the preparation of future leaftets. j 
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How a Candle Burns. 
BY GEORGE W. CAVANAUGH. 

I. OXYGEN. 

Light the candle and place it upon a 
piece of blotting paper. 

Ques. What do you see burning ? 

Ans. The candle; or the wick and 

wax (or tallow). 
Ques. Is anything burning besides 

the candle ? 

The answer will probably be “No.” 

Well, let us see. Place the lamp chim- 
ney over the lighted candle, and partly 
cover the top by a piece of stiff paper, 
as in Fig. 15. Ask the pupils to observe 

and describe how the flame goes 
out; i.e., that it is gradually ex- 

tinguished and does not go out 
instantly. 

Ques. Why did the flame go 
out P 

The probable answer will be, ‘Because there was no air.” 
(If there was no air within the chimney, some could have entered 

15. The beginning of the experiment. 

NOTE TO THE TEACHER.—The materials needed for this exercise are a piece 
of candle about two inches long, a lamp chimney (one with a plain top is best), a 
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at the top.) Place a couple of pencils beside the relighted can- 

dle and on them the chimney, as in Fig. 16. 

Ques. What is the difference between the way in which the 

candle burns now and before the chimney was placed over it ? 

Ans. It flickers, or dances about more. 

Ques. What makes boys and girls feel like dancing about 

when they go out from a warm school room ? 

Ans.- The fresh’ air. 

Ques. What makes the flame dance 

or flicker when the chimney is raised by 

the pencils ? 

Ans. Because it gets fresh air under 

the chimney. 

Repeat the first experiment, in which 
the flame grows gradually smaller till it 
is extinguished. 

Ques. Why now does the flame die out? 

Ans. Because it had no fresh air. 

Ques. Is it really necessary to have 

fresh air in order to keep a flame burning? 
Ans. Yes; since otherwise the can- 

dle would continue to burn until it is all 
used up. 

To prove this further, let the 

candle be relighted. Place the 
chimney over it, now having = 
the top completely closed by a 16. Supplying air underneath the chimney. 

piece of paper. Have ready a lighted splinter or match, and 

piece of white crockery or window glass, a piece of fine wire about six inches long, 
a bit of quicklime about half the size of an egg, and some matches. _ All of these, 
with the possible exception of the quicklime, can be obtained in any household. 

If you perform the experiment requiring the lime, be sure that you start with a fresh 

piece of quick or stone lime, which can be had of any lime or cement dealer. Dur- 

ing the performance of the following simple experiments, ask your pupils to describe 

to you what they see you do at each step. The questions inserted in the text are 

offered merely as suggestions in the developing of the desired ideas. The answers, 

which are intended only for the teacher, are those which it is desired shall be given 

by the pupils. 
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just as soon as the candle is extinguished remove the paper 

from the chimney-top and thrust in the lighted splinter. 
Ques. Why does the light on the splinter go out ? 

Ans. Because there is no fresh air inside the chimney. 

Ques. What became of the freshness that was in the air ? 

Ans. It was destroyed by the burning candle. 

Evidently there is some decided difference between fresh air 

and air from which the freshness has been burned, since a flame 

can continue to burn only in air that has the quality known as 

freshness. This quality in fresh air is due to a gas which has 
the name of oxygen, and which is represented by the letter O. 

Ques. Why was the splinter put out instantly while the 

candle flame died out gradually ? 
Ans. When the splinter was thrust in, the air had no fresh- 

ness or oxygen at all, while when the candle was placed under 

the chimney it had whatever oxygen was originally in the air 

within the chimney. 

Endeavor to have this point clearly understood: that the 

candle did not go out as long as the air had any oxygen and 

that the splinter was extinguished immediately because there 
was no oxygen left. Relight the candle. Our second question 

may now be repeated : 
Ques. Is anything else burning besides the candle ? 
Ans. Yes; the oxygen of the air. 
When the subject of the necessity of fresh air and conse- 

quently of oxygen for the burning of the candle seems to be 

understood, the following questions, together with any others 

which suggest themselves, may be asked. 
What is the reason that draughts are opened in stoves ? 

Why is the bottom of a “burner” on a lamp always full of 

holes ? 
II. CARBON. 

Let us now observe the blackened end of a burned match or 

splinter. This black substance is usually known by the name 
of charcoal and if handled will blacken the fingers. Try this. 

The same substance is found on the bottoms of kettles which 

have been used over a wood fire, only it is a fine powder. 
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Let us see what was burning when the candle was lighted, 
besides the oxygen in the air. Relight the candle and hold the 

porcelain or glass about an inch above the bright part of the 
flame. 

Ques. What happens to it there ? 
Next lower it directly into the flame. (Fig. 17.) 
Ques. What is the black stuff that. gets onto the ola f 
Look closely and see whether it is not 

deposited here also as a fine powder. 
Ques. Will this deposit from the candle 

blacken the fingers ? 
Instead of using the name charcoal for 

this black substance, let us call it carbon 

(represented by C), the better name, be- 
cause there are several kinds of carbon, 

and charcoal is only that kind which is |, a, carton or rae 
rather light and easily blackens the hands. the 
Some other kinds are the diamond, coal and the black substance 

in lead pencils. This last kind is called graphite. These are 
all much harder than charcoal. 

The carbon from the candle flame came mostly from the wax 

or tallow; only a very small portion came from the wick. _ 
It cannot be seen in the tallow, neither can it be seen in un- 

burned wood, and yet it can be found when the wood is partly 
burned. The condition in which the carbon exists in the tallow 

or wood may be explained in a later lesson. At present it 

suffices that it is there. 
Why, now, is the glass blackened when held in the flame and 

not when held just directly above it? It is because the carbon 
from the candle has not been completely burned at the middle 
of the flame; but it is burned beyond the bright part of the 
flame. ie the glass is held in the flame, the carbon that is 
not yet completely burned is deposited on it, because it is ‘cooler 

than that in the surrounding flame. 

A fine deposit of carbon can be had from any of the luminous 

parts of the flame; and it is these thousands of little particles of 

carbon, getting white hot, which glow like coals in the stove and 
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make the light. Just as soon as they are completely burned, 

there is no more light, the same as coals cease to glow when 

burned to ashes. 

III. CARBON DIOXID. 

Let us now enquire what becomes of the carbon that we find 

in the bright part of the flame and of the oxygen that was in the 
air in the lamp chimney. When the candle was extinguished 

within the chimney there was no oxygen left, as shown by the 
lighted splinter which was put out immediately. Neither could 
any of the particles of carbon be found except on the wick. 

Yet they both still exist within the chimney but in an entirely 
different condition than before. While the candle was burning 
the little particles of carbon that we find ascending in the flame 
are joining with the oxygen of the air and making an entirely 

new substance. This new substance is a gas like oxygen and 
can not be seen in the air. 

Ques. Of what two substances is this new substance made? 

Ans. Carbon and Oxygen. 
What shall we call this substance? Since it is made of car- 

bon and oxygen it ought, if possible, to have a name that will 
show its composition. Its name is carbon dioxid. The words 

carbon and oxid show of what it is made and the prefix ad, 
which means two, shows that it contains twice as much oxygen 
as carbon. This is represented by the formula CO,. 

Place the bit of quicklime in about half a glass of water on 
the day previous to the experiment. When ready for use there 
will be a white sediment at the bottom and a thin white scum 

on the top of the clear lime water. Call the attention of the 
pupils to this white scum as a question about it will follow. 
Make a loop in the end of the piece of wire by turning it around 

the point of a lead pencil. Remove the scum from the lime 
water with a piece of paper and insert the loop into the clear 

water. When withdrawn, the loop ought to hold a film of clear 

water. Pass the wire through a piece of cardboard or stiff 

paper, and arrange as shown in Fig. 18. 
Place the chimney over the lighted candle. Lower the loop 

into the chimney and cover the top of the chimney with the 
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paper. Withdraw the wire a couple of minutes after the candle 

goes out. Note the cloudy appearance of the film of water on 

the wire. The cloudiness was caused by the carbon dioxid 
formed while the candle was burning. 

Omitting the candle, hang the freshly wetted wire in the 
empty chimney. Let the film of lime water remain within the 
chimney for the same length of time as when the candle was 

used. It does not become cloudy now. The cloudiness in clear 
lime water is a test or indication that 

carbon dioxid is present. 
Ques. What caused the white scum 

on the lime water which stood over 

night ? 
Ans. Some CO, in the air. 

Ques. How does the CO, get into 
the air? 

Ans. It is formed whenever wood, 

coal, oil or gas 1s burned. 

The amount of CO, in ordinary air 

is very small, being only three parts 

in ten thousand. If the lime water in 

the loop be left long enough in the air 
it will become cloudy. The reason it 

clouds so quickly when the candle is 

being burned is that a large amount 

of CO,is formed. Besides being made 
by real flames, CO, is formed every 
time we breathe out air. Renew the film of water in the loop 
and breathe against it gently for two or three minutes. 

The presence of CO, in the breath may be shown better by 

pouring off some of the clear lime water into a clean glass and 
blowing into it through a straw. 

An interesting question to end the lesson with is: Why does 
water put out a fire? The answer is, not alone because it wets, 

but because it cools the carbon, which must be hot in order to 

unite with the oxygen, and prevents the oxygen of the air from 
getting as near the carbon as before. 

18. The test with the film of lime water. 



TO THE TEACHER: 

This is the second of a proposed series of leafiets designed to 

suggest methods of presenting nature study upon common-place 

subjects. This tsa new field of effort for the College of Agrt- 

culture, and we therefore look upon the methods as largely ex- 

perimental. We are endeavoring to determine the best way of 

interesting children in country life. You can give us many 

suggestions, and we should like a free expression of your opinions 

and experiences. It should be borne in mind that the object of 

these lessons ts not to tmpart direct and spectfic information, but 

to train the child in the powers of seeing and inquiring. The 

teacher should keep the attention of the pupil closely fixed upon 

the experiments, asking him to describe everything which he sees. 

Require that the pupil sees all that ts specified in this leaftet, 

and endeavor to lead him on to see things which are not here 

described. Once the inquiry ts started, you will no doubt be able 

to conduct other similar experiments from time to time. If ques- 

tions come up which you cannot answer, write them tous and we 

may be able to help you. 

We suggest that you ask your pupils to write short compositions 

upon these lessons and to make sketches of the observations, and 

that you send us some of these from time to time tn order that we 

may learn how the experiment ts working. We do not care for 

the best essays alone, but simply the average. The suggestions 

which we obtain from teachers will aid us greatly in the prepara- 

tion of future leaflets. We should particularly appreciate sug- 

gestions as to the most useful subjects to be taken up in these tracts. 
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Four Apple Twigs. 
BY LL. H. BAILEY. 

The other day, as I walked through an apple orchard for the 

first time since the long winter had set in, I was struck by the 
many different shapes and sizes of the limbs as I saw them 
against the blue-gray of the February sky. I cut four of them 

in passing, and as I walked back to the house I wondered why 
the twigs were all so different; and I found myself guessing 
whether there would be any apples next summer. 

Now, I have had pictures made of these four little apple limbs. 
Let us look them over and see if they have any story to tell of 

how they grew and what they have set out to do. 

li 

One of these twigs (Fig. 19) was taken from a strong young 
tree which, I remember, bore its first good crop of apples last 

year. This simple twig is plainly of two years’ growth, for the 

“ring”’ between the old and new wood is seen at B. That 
is, the main stem from the base up to B grew in 1895, and the 

part from B to the tip grewin 1896. But the buds upon these 
two parts look very unlike. Let us see what these differences 

mean. 
We must now picture to ourselves how this shoot from B to 

10 looked last summer whilst it was growing. The shoot bore 

leaves. Where? There was one just below each bud; or, to be 

more exact, one bud developed just above each leaf. These 



buds did not put out 

present size and then 

What are these 

do in 1897? Wecan 

just one year and 

(or older) part of the 
(below B) the buds 
Therefore, they must 

no leaves borne below 

Fic. 19—A (wo- 
year-old shoot 
Jrom a young 
apple tree. 
Half stze. 

each of these branches 

the growth in the 

to be simple buds at 

branches. 

But the strangest 5 
has not yet been seen, 

sizes, and three of 

stripped the others, {f 
ent kind. It should 

lowermost bud (at 1) 
perfectly dormant 

will be seen, then, 

smallest branches are 

and the three strong 

the last year’s growth. 
If, now, we picture 

of 1895, we will see 

19 

20 

leaves. 

stopped. 

buds of the tip shoot proposing to 

answer this question by going back 

seeing what the buds on the lower 

shoot did in 1896. Upon that part 
seem to have increased in size. 

have grown last year. There were 

these buds in 1896, but a cluster of 

leaves came out 

ofeachlittlebud 

in the spring. 
As these leaves 

expanded and 

grew, the little 
bud grew on; 

that is, each bud 

grew into a tiny 
branch, and 

when fall came 

had a bud on its end to continue 
year to come. What we took 

2 Ras Otay therefore, little 

They simply grew to their 

8 

part of this wonderful little twig 
“3 —the branches are of different 

them (7, 8, 9) have so far out- 
that they seem to be of a differ- 

be noticed, too, that the very 

never grew at all, but remained 
during the entire year 1896. It 
that the dormant bud and the 
on the lower part of the shoot, 
branches are at the very tip of 

the twig as it looked in the fall 
that it consisted of a single 
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shoot, terminating at B. It had a large termi- 
nal bud (like those at 7, 8, 9, 10), and this bud 

pushed on into a branch in 1896, and three 

other buds near the tip did the same thing. 
Why did some of these branches grow to be 

larger than others? ‘“ Simply because they were 

upon the strongest part of the shoot, or that part 

where the greatest growth naturally takes place,” 

some one will answer. But this really does not 

answer the question, for we want to know why 

this portion of the shoot is strongest. The real 
reason is because there is more sunlight and more 

room on this outward or upward end. In 1897,— 

if this shoot had been spared—each of these four 

largest twigs (7, 8, 9,10) would have done the 
same thing as the parent twig did in 1896: each 
would have pushed on from its end, and one or 

two or three other strong branches would prob- 

ably have started from the wrong side buds near 

the tips, the very lowest buds would, no doubt, 

have remained perfectly inactive or dormant for 
lack of opportunity, and the intermediate buds 
would have made short branches like 2, 3, 4,5, 6. 

In other words, the tree always tries to grow on- 
ward from its tips, and these tip shoots eventually 
become strong branches, unless some of them die 
in the struggle for existence. What, now, be- 
comes of the little branches lower down ? 

II. 

From another apple tree I took the twig 
shown in Fig. 20. We see at once that it is very 
unlike the other one. It seems to be two years 

old, one year’s growth extending from the base 
up to 7, and the last year’s growth extending 

from 7 to 8; but we shall see upon looking closer 
that this is not so. The short branchlets at 3, 4, 

5, 7 are very different from those in Fig. 19. 
They seem to be broken off. The fact is that 

8 
F 
ee 
‘3 
a 

Fig. 20.—A three-year-old 
shoot and the frutt- 
spurs. Half size. 
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the broken ends shown where the apples were borne in 1896. 

The branchlets that bore them, therefore, must have grown in 

1895, and the main branch, from 1 to 7, grew in 1894. It is 

plain, from the looks of the buds, that the shoot from 7 to 8, 
grew last year, 1896. 

Starting from the base, then, we have the main twig growing 
in 1894; the small side branches growing in 1895 ; these little 

branches bearing apples in 1896, and the terminal shoot also 

growing in 1896. Why was there no terminal shoot growing 

in 1895 ? Simply because its tip developed a fruit-bud (at 7) 
and therefore could not send out a branch; for there are two 

kinds of buds,—the small pointed leaf-bud and the thick blunt 

fruit-bud. If the branchlets 3, 4, 5, 7, are two years old, the 

dormant buds—1, 2—must be the same age. That is, for two 

long years these little buds have been waiting for some bug to 
eat off the buds and leaves above, or some accident to break 
the shoot beyond them, so that they might have a chance to 
grow; but they have waited in vain. 

We have now found, therefore, that the little side shoots 

upon apple twigs become fruit-branches or fruit-spurs, whilst 
the more ambitious branches above them are making a great 
display of stem and leaves. 7 

But will these fruit-spurs bear fruit again in 1897? No. The 
bearing of an apple is hard work, and these spurs did not have 

enough vitality left to make fruit-buds for the next year; but 

they must perpetuate themselves, so they have sent out 
small side buds which will bear a cluster of leaves and grow into 
another little spur in 1897, and in that year these new spurs 
will make fruit-buds for bearing in 1898. The side bud is 
plainly seen on spur 5, also on spur 4, whilst spur 7 has sown 

a seed, so to speak, in the bud at 6. It is therefore plain why 
the tree bears every other year. 

i 

There was one tree in the orchard from which the farmer had 

not picked his apples. Perhaps the apples were not worth pick- 
ing. At any rate, the dried apples, shriveled and brown, are 
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still hanging on the twigs, and even the birds do not seem to 
care for them. I broke off one of these twigs (Fig. 21). Let 

us see how many apples this curious twig has borne. We can 

tell by the square-cut scars. An apple was once borne at I, 

another at 2, another at 4, another at 5, another at 6, and 

another at 7,—and at 7 there will be a scar when the apple falls. 

Six apples this modest shoot has borne! And I wonder how 
many of them got ripe, or how many were taken by the worms, 

or how many were eaten by the little boys and girls on their 

way to school! 

A curious thing happened when the fruit was growing at 2. 

Two side buds started out, instead of one, and both of them grew 

the next year. But one of the little branchlets fell sick and died, 

or a bug nipped off its end, or it starved to death; and the grave 
is still marked by the little stick standing up at 3. The other 
branchlet thrived, and eventually bore apples at 4, 5, 6 and 7. 

I have said that these fruit-spurs bear only every other year ; 

then, if this branch has borne six apples, it must be twelve 

Fic. 21.—A fruit-spur which has borne six apples. Half size. 

years old. The truth is that it is about twenty years old, for 

some years it failed to bear; but the age cannot be traced out 

in the picture, although any little boy or girl with bright eyes 
could soon learn to trace out yearly rings on the shoot itself. 

TV 

The last shoot which I got that day has a whole volume of 

history in it, and I cannot begin to tell its story unless I should 



Fic. 22.—A seven-year old apple twig and its curious history. Half size. 
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write a small book. But we will trace out its birthdays and 

see how many apples it has borne. It is shownin Fig. 22, and 

because it is so long I have had to break it in two several times 

to get it on the page. It begins at A, and is continued at B, 
Capi rand 

Let us count the yearly rings and see how old the whole limb 

is. These rings are at 28, 26, D, 12, 1,—five of them; and asthe 

shoot grew one year before it made any ring, and another year 

made no increase in length—as we shall presently see~the whole 

branch must be seven years old. That is, the limb probably 

started in 1890.* Let us begin, then, at A, and follow it out. 

1890. Started as aspur from the main branch, A, and grewto I. 

1891. Apple borne at 1. This apple did not mature, however, 

as we can readily see by the smallness of the scar. In this 

year, two side buds developed to continue the spur the next 
year. 

1892. Gave up its desire to be a fruit-spur, and made a strong 
growth on to 12. For some reason, it had a good chance 

to grow. Perhaps the farmer pruned the tree, and thereby 
gave the shoot an opportunity; or perhaps he plowed and 
fertilized the land. 

In the meantime one of the side buds grew to 3, and the 
other to 7, and each made a fruit-bud at its end. 

1893. Shoot grew lustily,—on to D. 

The fruit-bud at 3 bore an apple, which probably matured, 
as shown by the scar 2. Two side buds were formed be- 

neath this apple to continue the spur next year. 

The fruit-bud at 7 bloomed, but the apple fell early, as. 
shown by the small scar. Two side buds were formed. 

The buds upon the main shoot—1 to 12—all remained 
dormant. 

*It is really impossible to tell whether the shoot started from the limb A in 1889 

or 1890, without knowing the age of A; for the spur may have developed its blos- 

som bud at the end in either the first or second year of its life. That is, young 

fruit-spurs sometimes make a blossom bud the very year they start, but they oftener 

“* stand still”? the second year and delay the blossom bud until that time. 
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1894 Shoot grew from D to beyond E. 
Side bud of 2 grew to 4, and made a fruit-bud on its end; 

the other side bud grew onto 5, and there made a fruit-bud. 
Side bud of 7 grew on to Io, and the other one to 8, each 

ending in a fruit-bud. 
Buds on old shoot—1 to 12—still remained dormant. 
Some of the buds on the 1893 growth—12 to D—remained 

dormant, but some of them made fruit-spurs,—14, 16, 17, 
18, 19,520,129; 22; 24. 

1895. Shoot grew from beyond E to 28. 
Flowers were borne at 4 and 5, but at 4 the fruit fell early, 

for the five or six scars of the flowers can be seen, showing 

that no one of them developed more strongly than the other; 
that is, none of the flowers “set.” A fairly good fruit was 
probably borne at 5. At the base of each, a bud started to 
continue the spur next year. 

Upon the other spur, flowers were borne both at 8 and Io. 
At 10 none of the flowers set fruit, but a side bud developed. 
At 8 the fruit partially matured, and a side bud was also 
developed. 

The buds upon the old stem from 1 to 12 still remained 
dormant. 

Some of the spurs on the 1893 growth—12 to D—devel- 
oped fruit-buds for bearing in 1896. 

Some of the buds on the 1894 growth—D to beyond E— 
remained dormant, but others developed into small fruit- 
spurs. One of these buds, near the top of the 1894 growth, 
threw out a long shoot, starting from E; and the bud at 26 
also endeavored to make a long branch, but failed. 

1896. Main shoot grew from 28 to the end. 
The side bud below 4 (where the fruit was borne the year 

before), barely lived, not elongating, as seen above 3. This 
branch of the spur is becoming weak and will never bear 
again. The side bud of 5, however, made a fairly good 
spur and developed a fruit-bud at its end, as seen at 6. 

The side bud of 10 grew somewhat, making the very short 
spur 11. This branchlet is also getting weak. The bud of 
8, however, developed a strong spur at 9. Both 11 andg 
bear fruit-buds, but that on I1 is probably too weak ever to 
bear fruit again. In fact, the entire spurs, from ) to 6 and 
I to 9, are too weak to be of much account for fruit-bearing. 
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This year several of the spurs along the 1893 growth—12 
to D—bore flowers. Flowers were borne from two buds on 
the first one (at 13 and 14), but none of the flowers “set.” 
One of the little apples that died last June still clings to the 
spur, at 14. A side bud, 15, formed to continue the spur in 
1897. Flowers were borne at 16, 20, 21 and 23, but no 
apples developed. Upon 16 and 20 the flowers died soon 
after they opened, as seen by the remains of them. Upon 23 
one of the flowers set an apple, but the apple soon died. 
The spurs 17 and 18 are so weak that they have never made © 
fruit-buds, and they are now nearly dead. The spurs 19 and 
22 have behaved differently. Like the others they grew in 
1894 and would have made terminal fruit-buds in 1895, and 
would have borne fruit in 1896; but the terminal buds were 
broken off in the fall or winter of 1894, so that two side buds 
developed in 1895, and each of these developed a fruit-bud 
at its end in 1896 in the spur 19, but only one of them de- 
veloped such a bud in 22. Upon these spurs, therefore, 
the bearing year has been changed. 

Upon the growth of 1894—D to beyond E—only three 
spurs have developed, Nos. 24, 25, 26. These started out 

in 1895, and two of them—z25 and 26—have made large, 
fat buds which are evidently fruit-buds. The shoot at E 
grew on to EE, and all the buds on its lower two-year old 
portion remained dormant. 

On the 1895 growth—from beyond E to 28—all the buds 
remained dormant save one, and this one—27—made only 
a very feeble attempt to grow into a spur: 

The buds upon the 1892 growth—1 to 12—are still dormant 
and waiting for an opportunity to grow. 
What an eventful history this apple twig has had! And yet 

in all the seven years of its life, after having made fifteen efforts 
to bear fruit, it has not produced a single good apple! The 
fault, therefore, does not lie in the shoot. It has done the best 

it could. The trouble has been that the farmer either did not 
give the tree enough food to enable it to support the fruits, or 
he did not prune the tree so as to give the twig light and room, 
or he allowed apple-scab or some other disease to kill the young 
apples as they were forming. I am wondering, therefore, if, 
when the trees fail to bear, it is not quite as often the fault of 
the farmer as it is of the trees ? 



To THE TEACHER: 

This ts the third of a proposed series of leaflets designed to sug- 

gest methods of presenting nature-study upon common-place sub 

jects. This ts anew field of effort for the Collegeof Agriculture, 

and we therefore look upon the methods as largely experimental. 

We are endeavoring to determine the best way of interesting chil- 

dren in country life. You can give us many suggestions, and we 

should like a free expression of your opinions and experiences. 

It should be borne tn mind that the object of these lessons is not 

to impart direct and specific tnformation, but to train the child 

in the powers of seeing and inquiring. We suggest that you 

familiarize yourself thoroughly with the apple twigs in these four 

lessons, and then collect a few twigs and examine them for your- 

self. When you think that you understand such twigs, collect 

some more (or have the children collect them), and giving each 

pupil one, conduct an observation on them. If this work ts done 
now whilst the twigs are dormant, you will find the children to 

be greatly interested in the trees when the buds begin to burst. 

Once the inguiry is started, you will no doubt be able to conduct 

other similar observations from time to time. Lf questions come 

up which you cannot answer, write them to us and we may be 

able to help you. 

We suggest that you ask your pupils to write short compositions 

upon these lessons and to make sketches of what they see, and 

that you send us some of these from time to time tn order that we 

may learn how the experiment ts working. We do not care for 

the best essays alone, but simply the average. The suggestions 

which we obtain from teachers will aid us greatly in the prep- 

aration of future leaflets. 
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A Children’s Garden. 
BY, 1. .. BATE RY. 

We want every school child in the State to grow a few plants 

this summer. We want everyone of them to learn something 

of why and how plants grow, and the best and surest way to 

learn is to grow the plants and to watch them carefully. We 

want everyone to become interested in everything that lives and 

grows. It does not matter so very much just what kinds of 

plants one grows, as it does that he grows something and grows 

it the best that he knows how. We want the children to grow 

these plants for the love of it,—that is, for the fun of it—and 

so we propose that they grow flowers; for when one grows 

pumpkins and potatoes, and such things, he is usually thinking 
of how much money he is going to make at the end of the sea- 

son. Yet, we should like some rivalry in the matter in every 
school, and we therefore propose that a kind of a fair be held 

at the school house next September, soon after school begins, 

so that each child may show the flowers which he has grown. 

What a jolly time that will be! 
Now, we must not try to grow too many things or to do too 

much. Therefore, we propose that you grow sweet peas and 

China asters. They are both easy to grow, and the seeds are 

cheap. Each one has many colors, and everybody likes them. 

Now let us tell you just how we would grow them. 
1. The place.—Never put them—or any other flowers—in 

the middle of the lawn,—that is, not out in the center of the 
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yard. They do not look well there, and the grass roots run 

under them and steal the food and moisture. I am sure that 

you would not like to see a picture hung up on a fence-post. 

It has no background, and it looks out of place. The picture 

does not mean anything when hung in sucha spot. In the 
same way, a flower bed does not mean anything when set out 

in the center of alawn. We must have a background for it, 

if possible,—a wall upon which to hang it. So we will put the 

flower bed just in front of some bushes or near the back fence, 

or alongside the smoke-house, or along the walk at the side of 

the house or in the back yard. The flowers will not only look 
better in such places, but it will not matter so muchif we make 
a failure of our flower bed; there are always risks to run, for 

the old hen may scratch up the seeds, the cow may break into 

the yard some summer night, or some bug may eat the plants up. 
Perhaps some of the children may live so near to the school- 

house that they can grow their plants upon the school grounds, 
and so have sweet peas and asters where there are usually 
docks and smartweeds. Grow them alongside the fence, or 

against the schoolhouse if there is a place where the eaves will 
not drip on them. 

2. How to make the bed.—Spade the ground up deep. Take 
out all the roots of docks and thistles and other weeds. Shake 

the dirt all out of the sods and throw the grassaway. You may 

need a little manure in the soil, especially if the land is either 
very hard or very loose and sandy. But the manure must be 

very fine and well mixed into the soil. It is easy, however, to 

make sweet pea soil so rich that the plants will run to vine and 

not bloom well. 
Make the bed long and narrow, but not narrower than three 

feet. If it is narrower than this, the grass roots will be apt to 

run under it and suck up the moisture. If the bed can be got 

at on both sides, it may be as wide as five feet. 

Sow the seeds in little rows crosswise the bed. The plants 
can then be weeded and hoed easily from either side. If the 
rows are marked by little sticks, or if a strong mark is left in 
the earth, you can break the crust between the rows (with a 
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rake) before the plants are up. The rows ought to be four or 
five inches further apart than the width of a narrow rake. 

3. How to water the plants.—I wonder if you have a water- 
ing-pot ? If you have, put it. where you cannot find it, for we 

are going to water this garden with a rake! We want you to 

learn, in this little garden, the first great lesson in farming,— 

how to save the water in the soil. If you learn that much this 

summer, you will know more than many old farmers do. You 

know that the soil is moist in the Spring when you plant the 
seeds. Where does this moisture goto? It dries up,—goes 

off into the air. If we could cover up the soil with something, 

we should prevent the moisture from drying up. Let us cover 

it with a layer of loose, dry earth! We will make this covering 
by raking the bed every few days,—once every week anyway, 

and oftener than that if the top of the soil becomes hard and 

crusty, as it does after a rain. Instead of pouring water on the 
bed, therefore, we will keep the moisture in the bed. 

If, however, the soil becomes so dry in spite of you that the 
plants do not thrive, then water the bed. Do not sprinkle it, 

but water it. Wet it clear through at evening. Then in the 
morning, when the surface begins to get dry, begin the raking 
again to keep the water from getting away. Sprinkling the 

plants every day or two is one of the surest ways to spoil them. 

4. When and how to sow.—The sweet peas should be put in 
just as soon as the ground can be dug, even before frosts 
are passed. Yet, good results can be had if the seeds are put 

in as late as the 10th of May. In the sweet pea garden at Cor- 
nell last year, we sowed the seeds on the 20th of April. This 

was about right. The year before, we sowed them on the 30th. 

If sown very early, they are likely to bloom better, but they 

may be gone before the middle of September. The blooming 
can be much prolonged if the flowers are cut as soon as they 

begin to fade. 
Plant sweet peas deep,—two to three or sometimes even four 

inches. When the plants are a few inches high, pull out a part 
of them so that they will not stand nearer together than six 
inches in the row. It is a good plan to sow sweet peas in 
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double rows,—that is, put two rows only five or six inches apart 
and stick the brush or place the chicken-wire support between 

them. 

China asters may be sown from the middle of May to the 

first of June. In one large test at Cornell, we sowed them the 

4th of June and had good success, but this is rather later than 

we would advise. The China asters are autumn flowers, and 

they should be in their prime in September and early October. 
Sow the aster seed shallow,—not more than a half inch deep. 

The tall kinds of asters should have at least a foot between the 

plants in the row, and the dwarf kinds six to eight inches. 
Sometimes China asters have rusty or yellow spots on the 

undersides of their leaves. This is a fungous disease. If it 
appears, have your father make some ammoniacal carbonate of 

copper solution and then spray them with it; or Bordeaux 

mixture will do just as well or better, only that it discolors the 

leaves and flowers. 
5. What varieties to choose.—In the first place, do not plant 

too much. A garden which looks very small when the pussy- 

willows come out and the frogs begin to peep, is pretty big in 

the hot days of July. A garden four feet wide and twenty feet 

long, half sweet peas and half asters, is about as big as most 
boys and girls will take care of. 

In the next place, do not get too many varieties. Four or 
five kinds each of peas and asters will be enough. Buy the 
named varieties,—that is, those of known colors—not the mixed 

packets. If you are very fond of reds, then choose the reddest 
kinds ; but it is well to put in at least three colors. The varie- 
ties which please you may not please me or your neighbor, so 
that I cannot advise you what to get, but I will give some lists 
which may help you. 

Amongst all the sweet peas grown at Cornell last year, the 
following seemed to be best on our grounds: 

Dark purple. Waverly. 
Duke of Clarence. 

triped purple. Gray Friar. 
Juanita. 
Senator. 
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Lavender. Countess of Radnor. 
Dorothy Tennant. 

Lottie Eckford. 

White. The Bride. | 

‘Emily Henderson. 
Queen of England,iAlba Magnifica. 

Primrose. Mrs. Eckford. 

White flushed with pink. Slushing Beauty. 
Katherine Tracy. 
Eliza Eckford. 

Striped or flaked pink. Ramona. 
Mrs. Joseph Chamberlain. 

Orange-pink. Lady Penzance. 
Meteor. 

Rose-pink. Her Majesty. 
Splendor. 
Apple Blossom. 
Boreatton. 

Rose-pink shaded with Firefly. 
orange. Princess Victoria. 

At another place or in another season these varieties might 
not have given us the most satisfaction; but these names 
suggest some of the colors, if one does not happen to havea 
seedsman’s catalogue handy. 

Of China asters, the Comet type—in various colors—will 
probably give the most satisfaction. They are mostly large- ° 
growing kinds. Other excellent kinds are the Perfection and 
Peony-flowered, Semple or Branching, Chrysanthemum-flowered, 
Washington, Victoria, and, for early, Queen of the Market. 

Odd varieties are Crown, German Quilled, Victoria Needle and 

Lilliput. Very dwarf kinds are Dwarf Bouquet or Dwarf Ger- 
man, and Shakespeare. 

Anyone who wants to know more about sweet peas may have 
our Bulletins 111 and 127, and for China asters Bulletingo. Our 
Bulletin 121 has instructions about laying out yards. Instruc- 
tions on spraying, with formulas, are contained in Bulletin 114. 

Now, let us see how many little boys and girls in New York 
State will raise sweet peas and China asters this year! And 
we should like them to write us all about it. 
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23.—A clump of weeds in the corner by the 

house,—motherwort and Virginia creeper. 

Flow pretty they are! 



To THE TEACHER: 

Will you not help us to interest the children in the life of the 

gardens and fields? We suggest that you read this simple leaflet 

to them ; and uf any of them want a copy for themselves, tell us 

how many you want and we shall be glad to send them to you. 

The leaflets which we have previously issued are: 

1. How asquash plant gets out of the seed. 

2. How a candle burns. 

3. Lour apple twigs. | 

You wrll receive one upon insects in a few days. 

Address, 

Chief Clerk, 

College of Agriculture, 

Ithaca, N. Y. 



ITHACA, N. Y.,\May 31, team, 

The demand for ‘The Children’s Garden ” still continuing, 

and the season for sweet pea planting being past, it seems to be 

necessary to say that there are many interesting and satisfactory 

kinds of flowers which still can be sown. The China Aster 

(which we have recommended) may still be planted. One of 

the chief merits of this plant for our purpose is the lateness of 

bloom, allowing the flowers to be used in the schools after they 

open in the fall. An excellent flower for sowing during May 

is the common annual Phlox (Phlox Drummondi of the cata- 

logues). Poppies are also satisfactory, but the flowers do not 

last long. Petunias are also excellent. Balsams, Clarkias, 

Coreopsis (or Calliopsis), and Zinnias may still be sown. 
% 
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Some Tent-Makers. 
BY ANNA BOTSFORD COMSTOCK. 

It is unfortunate that there is, throughout the country, a 

prevailing dislike for the small creatures called ‘‘worms.” This 

dislike is, in most instances, the result of wrong training and is 

by no means a natural instinct. As evidence of this, witness the — 

joy with which the small boy or even the small girl, handles 

“bait”? when preparing to go fishing; although of all common 

“worms” surely the angle-worm is least attractive from any point 

of view. A still more striking example is the hardihood with 
which young fishermen catch the “dobson” to use as a lure for 
bass,—for the ‘“‘dobson” is not only very ugly in appearance but 

is also vicious, often pinching severely the careless fingers of its 
captors. Thus the dislike for insects being the result of the point 
of view, it should be the first duty of the teacher to remove this 

repulsion. In the lesson which follows there is no occasion for 

teacher or pupil to touch the insects unless they choose to do so; 
but an attempt is made to arouse an interest in the habits and 
ways of insect life. If we can succeed in arousing the child’s 
interest in the actions of a caterpillar, he will soon forget his dis- 
like for the “little brothers” which live upon foliage and which 
experience miraculous changes of form during their short lives. 

In selecting the Apple-tree Tent Caterpillar for this first lesson 
upon insects, we have been guided by the following facts: First, 

it is to be found in early spring; second, its life-history from 
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egg to cocoon is accomplished within the limits of the spring 
term of our schools: third, it iscommon everywhere; fourth, it 

is an important insect from an economic point of view, and the 

children may be taught how to keep it out of the orchards, thus 
making the lesson of practical use. 

In this lesson the teacher is encouraged to use her own 

methods and originate new ones to make the work interesting. 
The leaflet is meant for the exclusive use of the teacher and 

the text should not be shown to the pupils. The pictures on 

the last page* are to be shown to the pupils at the teacher’s 

discretion. When answers are herein given to the questions 
asked, they are meant to aid the teacher in drawing out the 
correct replies from the children. 

MATERIALS NEEDED. 

1. A pocket lens or a tripod lens is desir- 
able, but not a necessity. These may be 
bought from or ordered through any jeweler 
or bookseller. They cost from twenty-five 

cents to one dollar apiece. It is well worth 
while to any teacher to possess one of these 

magnifiers as a means of interesting her pupils 
in many ways. 

2. A bottle, a broad bottomed one being 
preferable, so that it will not tip over easily. 
This bottle is to be filled with water in which 
a small branch of the apple-tree may be placed 

to keep it fresh. A common ink 
bottle will do to begin with. Fig. 24. 

= 3. A wooden or pasteboard box, 

24. The bottle with the twelve or fourteen inches square,—a 
twigs bearing the egg soap box or hat box will do. In place 
masses. The tentis being of a cover,nail or paste mosquito net- 
woven below. , 

ting or cheese cloth over the top; re- 
move the bottom so the box may be placed over the bottle and 

* Teachers who desire to take up this teaching should write us for enough extra 
sheets of page 47 to supply the scholars. 
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the branch of apple in it. This is called a breeding-cage and 
its use is to keep the insects from straying about the school- 
soem, | Fig25. 

4. A twig bearing the egg mass of the tent caterpillar 

Fig. 27. These are easily found before the leaves appear on 
apple trees or on wild cherry. 

METHODS OF USING THIS LEAFLET. 

The teacher should give the pupils a preliminary talk upon 
tents. Speak of the tents used by Indians, ad armies, by cir- 
cuses, by ‘campers, and de- 

scribe them each in turn. 

The teacher should use all 

the facts at her disposal, and 

all her ingenuity to get the 
children interested in this 

subject. Spend a little time 
for two or three days in dis- 

cussing tents, and get the 

pupils to tell orally or in 
essays all they know 

about tents. When suf- 
ficient interest is thus 
aroused tell them this: 

“The reason we have = 

talked about tents is be- ; 25. The breeding cage. 

cause we are going to 

study some little folks who make tents and live in them. Their 
tents are not made of bark like the Indian’s or of canvas like the 
soldier's, but are made of the finest silk, which is spun and 

woven by the tenters themselves. These silken tents are not 
pitched upon the ground and fastened down by ropes and pegs, 
for these folk, like the Swiss Family Robinson, live in trees. 

Many people live in one of these tree tents, and they are all 
brothers and sisters.. Now, just where these tents are made 
and how they are made, and what sort of little people make 
them are things which we will find out if we watch carefully 
and patiently.” 
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Lesson_I.—THE Eccs. (Fig. 27.) 

The teacher having found the egg mass should show it to the 

pupils and let them, during play hours, collect some for them- 
selves. Say that they are eggs, but explain no farther. Get 

the children to examine the egg masses and ask the following 

questions: 

On what portion of the trees are these egg masses found ? 

What is the shape of the egg mass? (Bring out the fact 

that they look like a portion of the twig swollen or budded. ) 

What is the color of the egg mass ? 

Is there much difference in color between the egg mass and 

the branch? 
Has this similarity in color any use? (Develop the idea 

that the shape and color of the egg mass makes it resemble the 

twig so closely as to hide it from birds or any animal that 

would be likely to eat the eggs.) 
Does the egg mass shine ? 

Why does it shine ? 
Ans. Because there is a coat of varnish around the eggs. 

Why was varnish put around the eggs? (Get the answer by 

asking why varnish is put upon wood. Varnish is put around 

the eggs to preserve them and keep them dry during the rains 

and snows of autumn and winter.) 
If the eggs are near the hatching period the varnish will have 

scaled off, revealing the tiny white eggs; if not, let the teacher 

remove the varnish with a knife or pin, thus exposing the eggs. 

If the teacher has a lens the children should view the eggs 
through it. Exhibit the picture, Fig. 28, which represents 
the eggs greatly enlarged,showing the net work of cement which 
holds them in place. Ask the children to compare the shape 

of these eggs with that of bird eggs, and bring out the fact that 
these are thimble-shaped. Then ask the pupils to guess what 

sort of a mother laid these eggs, cemented them fast with a net 

work and then covered them with a coat of waterproof varnish. 

After sufficient interest is aroused on. this point, say to them: 

“One day last July alittle moth or miller was flitting about the 
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tree from which these twigs were taken. If we could have been 

there and caught her we would have found her a pretty little 

creature with four wings covered with down and a soft fuzzy 

body. In color she was a pale rosy-brown, and had two bands 

of pale yellow across each front wing.” (Call attention to the 

picture of the moth, Fig. 31.*) 
‘This is the little mother which laid her eggs in a ring around 

the twig and covered them with a water-proof coat to keep them 

safe and sound until this spring, when they will hatch.” 

What will come out of these eggs when they hatch? The 
teacher should not answer this question but let the pupils watch 

the eggs and discover the answer for themselves. 
Place the twig with the egg mass upon it in the bottle of water 

(Fig. 24). It will be best if this twig isa part of a forked 
branch, so that the caterpillars may make their web upon it. 

As soon as the eggs hatch, ask the following questions : 

What sort of young ones hatch out of the eggs ? 

Are they like their mother? 
What color are they ? 

Why are their heads so large ? 
Ans. So that they can gnaw the lid off the egg and thus 

get out. 

Why should the young ones of a pretty moth be little black 

caterpillars ? 
(Leave this answer for future investigation.) 
After the caterpillars hatch, it will be necessary to bring in 

fresh apple twigs with buds and leaves upon them each day so 

as to feed the little prisoners. It is very desirable that they be 

kept alive until they have begun their web and have molted at 
least twice. If they show a disposition to wander off put the 
breeding cage, Fig. 25, over the bottle and branch and so keep 

them confined with their food. 
To supplement the study of the imprisoned caterpillars, study 

should be made at the same time of the insects out of doors and 

* If a specimen of the moth could be obtained it would be much more interesting 
to the children than the picture. The teacher can collect or breed the moths in 
July to use the next spring to illustrate the lesson. 
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under natural conditions. If none appear upon an apple or wild 

cherry tree near the school-house, the teacher should transfer a 
colony to sucha tree (Fig. 26). This may be done by fastening 
a twig with an egg mass upon it to a branch of the tree. If too 

late to get the unhatched 7 cess get a nest with the small worms 

in it and tie that to 

the convenient branch 

instead. This study 
of the insects out of 
doors is very neces- 
sary in discovering 
their normal habits. 

LEsson II. 

THE CATERPILLARS. 

(Fig. 29.) 

If the eggs hatch before the 
leaves appear, upon what do the 
caterpillars feed ? 

How long after hatching be- 

fore the caterpillars commence 
to make their tent ? 

Where is the tent always 

formed ? 

Ans. In the fork of the 
branches. . 
Why is this so ? 

Ans. The forking branches 

26. A young colony of tent-makers offer a convenient support upon 
i du gM a which to stretch the tent and 

when, as is the case out of doors, the tent is spread in a fork of 

the larger limbs, these limbs afford two branching roads for the 
caterpillars to follow in searching for food. od 

Let the pupils make drawings of the tent as soon as it is 
large enough to be seen well. 

What is the color of the caterpillars when they are a week old ? 
Upon what do they feed? . : 
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At what time of day do they feed ? 
When on a tree, how far from their tent do they go for their 

food ? 

Are the paths over which the caterpillars travel when search- 

ing for food marked in any way ? 
Ans. This caterpillar spins a silken thread wherever it goes 

and therefore leaves a trail of silk behind it. 

Of what is the tent made ? 
Compare the tent with a spider’s web and note the differences. 
Where does the silk come from, of which the tent is made ? 

Ans. The silk glands of the caterpillar are situated near the 

mouth, while those of the spider are on the rear end of the body. 

LESSON III. How THE INSECTS GROW. 

The caterpillars shed their skins about five times. The first 

molt occurs about three days after they hatch. The second 

molt about four days later; and the third molt about six days 

after the second. After each molt, the color and markings of 

the caterpillars are somewhat changed. During some of the 
molts the pupils should watch a caterpillar change his skin. 

After the class has seen this operation the teacher may give 

the following lesson : 

Where is your skeleton ? 

What is it made of ? 

What is it for? Bring out the fact that the skeleton is a 

support for the muscles and organs of the body. 
Where is an insect skeleton? Get as many answers to this 

question as possible, then say: 
The insect’s skeleton is on the outside of its body instead of 

a skin, and the flesh and muscles are supported by it on the 

inside instead of on the outside like our own. As this skeleton 

is hard, it cannot stretch; as the insect grows and gets too 
large it bursts open and the insect walks out of it. Now, 
underneath this old, hard skeleton a new one is formed which 

is-soft and flexible at first and so stretches to accommodate the 
growing insect. After a little time this new skeleton also 
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hardens and has to be shed when it is too small to suit its 

owner, 
Notes should be made by the pupil upon the change of color 

and markings after the different molts and the process of 

molting should be described. 

LEssON IV. THE PupPa. (Fig. 30.) 

In ordinary seasons, about the middle of May the caterpillars 

get their growth. If those in the breeding cage have died or 

have not thriven, bring in a few full grown caterpillars from 

the orchard and put them on some branches in the breeding 

cage. Give them fresh food each day as long as they will eat; 

also place some sticks and chips around on the bottom of the 

breeding cage for the worms to “spin up” upon. Then have 
the children observe the following things: 

How do the caterpillars begin their cocoons. 

Where are the cocoons made ? 

How are they made ? 

Draw a picture of a cocoon ? 

About a week after a cocoon is made open it carefully with 
a pair of scissors so as not to hurt the inmate and let the pupils 
see the change that has come over the caterpillar. 

Have the pupils describe the pupa. 
Let the pupils make drawings of the pupa. 

The moths will hardly emerge from the cocoons until after 

the close of the school term. The children should be 

encouraged to gather the cocoons off the fences around the 
orchards and off the sticks and branches upon the ground and 
to carry them home. The cocoons may be placed in pasteboard 

boxes and kept until the moths emerge, about the middle of July. 

LESSON V. DESTROYING THE CATERPILLARS. 

After the caterpillars are fully grown and all the processes of 

growth have been observed by the pupils, the teacher should 
give a lesson upon the injury which they do to trees and the 

necessity of keeping the orchards free from these pests. This 
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lesson should be given guardedly so as not to encourage the 
children to cruelty in killing insects. The teacher should always 

try to inculcate in the child reverence for life, that wonderful 
force, which we can so easily take from a creature but which 
we may never give back. It is better to appeal to the child’s 

sense of justice in giving this lesson. The teacher may vary it to 

suit her own ideas, but in substance it might be given as follows: 
“‘ All life is sacred; the smallest worm has as good a right 

to live in the sight of God as you or any child has. Life 

should never be taken except when necessary. However, no 

being has the right to interfere with the rights of another. 
Neither the child nor the worm has any right to trespass upon 
the property of any one else.” 

‘Let us see whether these caterpillars are trespassers or not. 

The farmer works hard to earn the money to buy the land upon 

which the orchard is planted; he works hard to earn the money 

with which to buy the young trees; he works hard fo set out 

the trees and cultivate the orchard: therefore the orchard and 
the fruit of it are his property, and he has a right to drive away 

all thieves. If men or children steal the fruit, he has a right 

to appeal to the law and have them fined or imprisoned. If 
worms come and injure the tree by eating up the foliage, he 
has a right to keep them out if he can. The leaves are neces- 
sary to the tree, for if they are destroyed the tree cannot get 

the air it needs to keep it vigorous and enable it to mature its 
fruit. We have seen that these caterpillars destroy the leaves, 
and thus do great injury to the apple crop. We therefore have 

a right to destroy these little robbers, as that is the only way 
we can keep them out of our orchards.” 

How may they be destroyed ? 

The egg masses may be collected in winter and early spring 
from young orchards, and be burned. 

In old, large trees we must wait until later. Ask the pupils 
the following questions: 

At what times did we find the worms in their tents? Avs. 
Early morning, late afternoons, and during cold, dark days. 

If we should destroy the tents in the middle of a warm, 
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sunny day, what would happen? Axzs. The caterpillars, being 
out feeding on the leaves, would not be hurt, and as soon as 

they came back would make another tent. 

If the tent is destroyed in the early morning or late afternoon 

or on a cold, dark day, what would happen? <Azs. The cater- 

pillars, all being in the tent, would be destroyed. How may the 

tents be destroyed? As. By wiping them out with a long 
pole on one end of which is wound a rag saturated with kero- 
sene. Or by burning them out with a torch. 

Is it best to destroy the caterpillars early in the season, 
before they have done much damage, or to wait until they are 
large and have done all the damage they can ? 

If the trees were sprayed with Paris-green in the early spring, 

what would happen? Azs. The caterpillars would be killed as 
soon as they commenced to eat, when they were first hatched. 

When these caterpillars feed upon the leaves of wild cherry 

they are’ doing no damage toan orchard. Therefore, when the 

tents appear on wild cherry trees have we any right to destroy 
them? Azs. The wise and careful farmer does not allow wild 

cherry trees to grow along his fences, to become breeding places 
for insect enemies which will next year attack his orchards. 



THE CURIOUS HISTORY OF A TENT CATERPILLAR. 

27. The masses of eggs upon the twigs of an apple tree. 28. The eggs 
enlarged. 29. A full-grown caterpillar. 30. Cocoons. 31. The 
moth, or adult insect. 



To THE TEACHER: 

The following leaflets have been issued to aid teachers in the 
public schools in presenting nature-studv subjects to the scholars at 

odd times. 

How a squash plant gets out of the seed. 

How a candle burns. 

Four apple twigs. 

A children’s garden. 

Some tent-makers. 

Address, 

Chief Clerk, 
College of Agriculture, 

Ithaca, N. Y. 
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What is Nature-Study ? 
BY L. H. BAILEY. 

It is seeing the things which one looks at, and the drawing 

of proper conclusions from what one sees. Nature-study is not 

the study of a science, as of botany, entomology, geology, and 

the like. That is, it takes the things at hand and endeavors to 

understand them, without reference to the systematic order or 

relationship of the objects. It is wholly informal and unsys- 

tematic, the same as the objects are which one sees. It is 

eutirely divorced from definitions, or from explanations in 
books. It is therefore supremely natural. It simply trains the eye 
and the mind to see and to comprehend the common things of 
life ; and the result is not directly the acquirement of science but 
the establishment of a living sympathy with everything that is. 

The proper objects of nature-study are the things which one 

oftenest meets. To-day it is a stone; to-morrow it is a twig, 

a bird, an insect, a leaf, a flower. The child, or even the high 

<chool pupil, is first interested in things which do not need to 
be analyzed or changed into unusual forms or problems. 

Therefore, problems of chemistry and of physics are for the 

most part unsuited to early lessons in nature-study. Moving 
things, as birds, insects and mammals, interest children most 

and therefore seem to be the proper subjects for nature-study; 

but it is often difficult to secure specimens when wanted, 

especially in liberal quantity, and still more difficult to see the 

objects in perfectly natural conditions. Plants are more easily 
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had, and are therefore more practicable for the purpose, 
although animals and minerals should by no means be excluded. 

If the objects to be studied are informal, the methods of 

teaching should be, also. If nature-study were made a stated 
part of a curriculum, its purpose would be defeated. The 
chiefest difficulty with our present school methods is the 

necessary formality of the courses and the hours. Tasks are 

set, and tasks are always hard. The only way to teach nature- 
study is, with no course laid out, to bring in whatever object 
may be at hand and to set the pupils to looking at it. The 
pupils do the work,—they see the thing and explain its structure 
and its meaning. The exercise should not be long,—not to 
exceed fifteen minutes at any time, and, above all things, the 

pupil should never look upon it as a recitation, and there should 

never be an examination. It should come as a rest exercise, 

whenever the pupils become listless. Ten minutes a day, for 

one term, of a short, sharp and spicy observation upon plants, 

for example, is worth more than a whole text-book of botany. 
The teacher should studiously avoid definitions, and the set- 

ting of patterns. The old idea of the model flower is a 
pernicious one, because it really does not exist in nature. The 

model flower, the complete leaf, and the like, are inferences, 

and pupils should always begin with things and not with ideas. 

In other words, the ideas should be suggested by the things, 

and not the things by the ideas. ‘‘ Here is a drawing of a 

model flower,” the old method says; ‘go and find the nearest 

approach to it.” “Go and find me a flower,” is the true 

method, “and let us see what it is.” 

Every child, and every grown person too, for that matter, is 

interested in nature-study, for it is the natural method of 

acquiring knowledge. The only difficulty lies in the teaching, 
for very few teachers have had any drill or experience in this 
informal method of drawing out the observing and reasoning 

powers of the pupil wholly without the use of text-books. 

The teacher must first of all feel the living interest in natural 

objects which it is desired the pupils shall acquire. If the 
enthusiasm is not catching, better let such teaching alone. 
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All this means that that the teacher will need helps. He will 
need to inform himself before he attempts to inform the pupil. 

It is not necessary that he become a scientist in order to do 

this. He simply goes as far as he knows and then says to the 

pupils that he cannot answer the questions which he cannot. 
This at once raises the pupil’s estimation of him, for the pupil 

is convinced of his truthfulness, and is made to feel—but how 

seldom is the sensation !—that knowledge is not the peculiar 

property of the teacher but is the right of any one who seeks 

it. It sets the pupil investigating for himself. The teacher 

never needs to apologize for nature. He is teaching only be- 

cause he is an older and more experienced pupil than his pupil 

is. This is just the spirit of the teacher in the universities 

to-day. The best teacher is the one whose pupils farthest out- 

run him. 
In order to help the teacher in the rural schools of New York, 

we have conceived of a series of leaflets explaining how the 
common objects can be made interesting to children. Whilst 

these are intended for the teacher, there is no harm in giving 
them to the pupil; but the leaflets should never be used as 

texts to make recitations from. Now and then, take the children 

for a ramble in the woods or field, or go to the brook or lake. 
Call their attention to the interesting things you meet—whether 
you yourself understand them or not—in order to teach them 

to see and to find some point of sympathy; for everyone of 
them will some day need the solace and the rest which this 

nature-love can give them. It is not the mere information 

which is valuable; that may be had by asking someone wiser 

than they, but the inquiring and sympathetic spirit is one’s own. 
The pupils will find their lessons easier to acquire for this 

respite of ten minutes with a leaf or an insect, and the school- 
going will come to be less perfunctory. If you must teach 
drawing, set the picture in a leaflet before the pupils for study, 

and then substitute the object. If you must teach composition, 

let the pupils write upon what they have seen. After a time, 
give ten mjnutes now and then to asking the children what 

they saw on their way to school. 
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Now, why is the College of Agriculture of Cornell University 
interesting itself in this work? It is trying to help the farmer, 

and it begins with the most teachable point,—the child. The 
district school cannot teach agriculture any more than it can 

teach law or engineering or any other profession or trade, but 

it can interest the child in nature and in rural problems and 

thereby fasten its sympathies to the country. The child will 
teach the parent. The coming generation will see the result. 

In the interest of humanity and country, we ask for help. 

TO THE TEACHER: 

The following leaflets have been issued to atid teachers tn the 

public schools in presenting nature-study subjects to the scholars 

at odd times. 

1. How a squash plant gets out of the seed. 

How a candle burns. 

Four apple twigs. 

A children’s garden. 

Some tent-makers. 

ANE Eb What ts nature-study ? 

Address, 

Chief Clerk, 

College of Agriculture, 

Ithaca, N. Y. 
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Hints on Making Collections of 
Insects. 

BY ANNA BOTSFORD COMSTOCK. 

T is the purpose of this leaflet to give a few 
suggestions to aid those pupils of the 
secondary schools, who desire to make 
collections of insects. 

There are several good reasons why 
children should be encouraged to make collections of flowers, 
birds and insects; and the least of these reasons is the posses- 
sion of such a collection on the part of the child. Making a 
collection of natural history specimens should only be the 
means to an end, z. ¢., training the child to observe. When 

eyes are opened to the wonders of nature, every roadside, 
brook, and woodland is fraught with interest which is un- 
dreamed of to those who are nature-blind. It is sad to think 
of the hosts of people who go through this beautiful world hav- 
ing eyes but seeing not, having ears but hearing not. The 
eyes must be unsealed in youth, when the mind is alert and 
receptive if the man or woman is to find in later life that 
nature is not only a resource and recreation but an ever faithful 
friend holding out comforting arms to those who are weary in 
soul and body. 

Not only does the study of nature open the child’s eyes, but 
it also teaches him the value of accuracy. The young naturalist 
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soon understands that an observation is worth nothing unless it 
is truthful. On the other hand, nature-study cultivates the 
imagination. ‘The wonders in the lives of insects, plants and 
birds are so illimitable that almost anything seems possible. Few 
indeed are the studies wherein the fire kindled by imaginative 
seeming is guarded and checked by the facts of actual seeing. 

There are a few points in favor of beginning with insects when 
the child first attempts making a collection of natural objects. 
Insects are to be found everywhere and are easily caught; and 
it requires no technical skill to preserve them as is the case with 
birds; while they retain their natural forms and colors better than 
do flowers. Tosecure the desired results for the pupil when he is 
making his collection of insects the teacher should take care that 
he makes his observations incidentally ; thus subserving the true 
methods of nature-study, which is to teach the child while he 
remains unconscious of the fact that he is being taught. The 
teacher should therefore ask the young collector ‘“‘Where did 
you catch this butterfly?” “Where did you find this beetle?” 
“Upon what plant or flower did you find this bug?” “Did you 
hear this cricket chirp? If so, how did he do it?” ete. etc. 
Thus making him tell orally or in a written language lesson the 
things he has seen while collecting. The differences in the 
appearance and structure of the insects caught should also be 
brought out by questions. These questions may be adapted to 
pupils of any age and the success of this part of the work must 
ever depend upon the interest and genius of the teacher. 

The objection is sometimes raised that collecting and killing 
insects and birds incite the child to cruelty and wanton destruc- 
tion of life. This seems good a priorz reasoning but experience 
does not confirm it. We have always found that those who col- 
lect and take an interest in insect life are much more careful about 
killing or hurting insects than are other people; the entomologist 
of all men taking the greatest pains to avoid stepping upon 
the caterpillar or cricket in his path; also the young ornitho- 
logists who have come under our observation show the greatest 
devotion to the rights and interests of birds. Our experience is 
that as soon as the child begins to take an interest in insects he 
begins to see matters from their point of view and this insures a 
proper regard for their right to life. It will be well, however, 
for the teacher to impress upon the pupil that he should kill no 
insect that is not desired for his collection. 
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DIRECTIONS FOR COLLECTING AND PRESERVING 

INSECTS, ; 

The articles necessary for collecting insects are few and 
inexpensive. One net and one killing bottle may do service 
for a grade or-an entire country school, thus reducing the 
expense to a minimum. 

INSECT NET. Fig. 1. 
Materials required : 

t.- A “handle 

about three feet 
long; an old broom handle will do. 

2. A piece of tin three inches wide, long 

enough to reach around the handle. 

3. A piece of No. 3 galvanized wire 3 ft. 6 

in. long. 

4. % yard of heavy sheeting. Fie... In- 

5. 3 yard of cheese cloth. sect net. 

Bend the wire into a ring about a foot in diameter and bend 
back about 3 inches of each end of the wire so they may be 

inserted into a hole drilled into the end of the handle. 
The piece of tin should be fastened around the end of the 

handle where the wire is inserted to hold it securely in place. 

If practicable a tinsmith should be called upon to help in bend- 
ing the wire and fastening it to the handle. After this is done 
take the sheeting and fold it over the wire double, using only 
enough to fit around the wire without gathering ; the object of 
this heavy cloth is to prevent the net from wearing out quickly. 
Make the cheese cloth into a bag with rounded bottom and 
just wide enough to fit the facing of sheeting to which it should 
be sewed securely, and the net is finished. 

How TO USE THE NET. 

The net must be swung swiftly to be successful. Insects 
have many eyes and are very wide-awake and have no desire 
to be caught; therefore, the collector must be very active if he 

gets anything. One method of using the net is called 
“sweeping”; to do this take the handle about a foot and a half 
above the ring and pass the net quickly back and forth, 
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striking it against the grass in front of you as you walk through 

open fields ; the net must be turned at each stroke and kept in 
rapid motion or the insects will escape. After a time the net 

should be examined and the insects put in the killing bottle. 

Another method of using the net is called “‘ beating.” This 
methed is used in collecting insects from bushes and consists of 

lifting the net, mouth upward, and striking it sharply against 
the branches or leaves, thus jarring the insects into it. 

To use the net in water sweep the water plants as quickly as 
possible. In running streams overturn stones, holding the net 

just below them with the mouth up stream. An old dipper 
made into a sieve by perforating the bottom with an awl is a 
good utensil for collecting water insects. 

THE KILLING BOTTLE, FIG. 2. 

It is desirable to kill the insects in a humane 

way so that they will not suffer by the process; 

it is also desirable that they should not revive 

after they are pinned, both for their own sakes 
as well as for the sake of the feelings of the col- 
lector. The best way to secure painless and 
sure death for the insects is by the means of a 

“ cyanide bottle.” 

Materials needed for a killing bottle : 

1. A bottle with a wide mouth; a morphine 
bottle or a small olive or pickle bottle will do. 
Even a glass fruit-can holding a pint will 

answer very well, although taking off and putting on the cover 
consumes more time than is desirable. 

2. A cork that will fit the bottle tightly and is long enough 

to handle easily. 

3. Two cents’ worth of cyanide of potassium. 

4. One cent’s worth of plaster of Paris. 

These latter materials may be procured from any drug store. 

Place the lump of cyanide of potassium in the bottle and pour 
in enough water to cover it. Add immediately enough plaster of 
Paris to soak up all the water; leave the bottle open in a shady 

Se 

Fic 2. Kiting 

bottle, 
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place for an hour and then wipe the dry plaster of Paris from 
its sides, put in the cork, and it is ready for use. The plaster 
of Paris forms a porous cement which, while it holds the cyanide 
fast in the bottom, also allows the fumes of the poison to escape 
and fill the bottle. It should be labeled “poison.” If kept 
corked when not in use a killing bottle made like this will last 
a whole season. 

The first rule in using the killing bottle is this: Do not kill 
any more insects than you need for your collection. The second 

rule is: do not breathe the fumes of the bottle; for they smell 

badly and are not good for you. When you uncork the bottle 

to put an insect in it hold it away from your face and cork it 
up again as quickly as possible. 

Some insects may be caught from flowers, etc., directly into 
the bottle by holding it uncorked beneath them for a moment; 
the fumes of the poison soon overcome them and they drop into 
the bottle. In taking insects from the net take the bottle in 
the right hand and the cork in the left; insert the bottle into 
the net and place the mouth of it over an insect crawling on 
the inside of the net, then put the cork on the outside of the 
net into the mouth of the bottle, net and all, fora moment until 
the insect falls into the bottom of the bottle; then remove the 
cork and take the rest of the imprisoned insects in the same 
way. Insects should be left in the bottle at least an hour, and 
may be left in there over night without injury to the specimens. 

INSECT PINS. FIG. 3. 

After the insects are caught they should be 

pinned so that they may be arranged in the 
collectionin anorderly manner. Common pins 
are not good for pinning insects; they are too 

thick and they corrode very soon, covering the 

specimens with verdigris. Regular insect pins 

are desirable as they are very slender and do 

Be it 4, not corrode so quickly. These may be 
. obtained of any dealer in entomological sup- 

Fic. 3. Jnsect pins : 
I, 3, 5,areGerman plies at a cost of fifteen cents per hundred. 

insect pins. 2,15 a Ask for the German insect pins Nos. 1, 3 
steel mourning : : 
pin. and 5. If these pins are too expensive you 
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can use the black steel mourning pins. These come in shallow 

boxes one by two inches square and have round glass heads 

and the boxes are labeled “‘ Germany”; these may be procured 
from any dry goods store. However, insects pinned with any 

beside regular insect pins cannot be sold or exchanged. 

All insects except beetles should be pinned through that part 

of the body just back of the head as shown in Figs. 11, 13, 14, 
15. Beetles should be pinned through the right wing-cover as 
shown in Fig. 12. About one-fourth of the pin should project 
above the back of the insect. Very small insects may be 
gummed to a narrow strip of cardboard and the pin put through 
‘the cardboard. 

LABELING SPECIMENS. 

Specimens should be labeled with the date of capture and the 
locality. Thus the butterfly, Fig. 15, would be labeled thus: 

Hiaca> Net 

Aug. 12, 1896. 

The paper on which this label is written should be slipped 
upon the pin with which the butterfly is pinned and placed just 
below the insect. Labels should be as small as possible and 
neatly cut. 

INSECT BOXES. 

For the beginner nothing is more convenient than an empty 
cigar box, which may be obtained at any store where cigars are 
sold. (Fig. 4.) The bottom of the box should be covered with 

Fic. 4. A convenient box for the use of the young collector. 
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some soft, firm material into which pins may be pushed without 

-bending them. There are many such materials. Sheet cork or 

pressed peat may be obtained of dealers in entomological sup- 

plies. Some ingenious boys use regular bottle corks cut into 
cross sections about 4% inch thick. Others take the pith of dried 

corn- stalks divided in half lengthwise. The cheapest and most | 
easily procurable of the purchasable materials is cork linoleum. 
This is for sale in most carpet stores. Get the quality that is 
about { inch thick which costs about $1 per yard; put it into 
the box cork-side up. Any of these materials may be fastened to 
the bottom of the box with glue or with tacks. In all cases they 
should be covered neatly with white paper for the insects appear 
better against a white background. 

For permanent collections the wooden boxes with glass tops 
are much safer; and as the insects may be seen through the glass 
these boxes are more practical for school collections. This kind 

of a box is shown inFig. 5. Its sides are 18 by 16 inches and its 

Fic. 5. 

height is three inches outside measure. The upper edge of the 
sides of the bottom of the box is made with a tongue which fits 
into a groove made in the lower edge of the sides of the cover. 
This is done so that the top and bottom parts of the box shall fit 

very closely together in order that museum pests cannot get in 
and destroy the specimens. 

Fig. 6 shows a cross-section through one side of the box, show- 

ing how it should be made and giving measurements. In the 

drawing the glass is fitted into a groove in the inner side of the 
cover. This glass might be puttied in like a window pane if it 
is found difficult to make the groove. The corners of the box 

may be mitred and dove-tailed or mitred and nailed; the latter is 
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more easily done. Any carpenter or cabinet 
maker can make this box; but great care must 

be taken to use only thoroughly seasoned wood 

in its construction. Otherwise the bottom will 

be sure to warp and shrink and leave cracks 

through which the museum pests will enter. 
K& The cost of such a box will vary from $0.75 to 

$1. Basswood should be used in the construc- 
tion; pine is not at all suitable on account of the 
resin in it. Screw eyes may be put into these 
boxes and they may be hung on the walls of 
schoolroom like pictures. 

ger Slass 

1%" MUSEUM PESTS. 

These are small beetles which find their way 
Se. Bottom through the narrowest crevice into the insect 

Fic. 6. 4 cross. POXeS and lay their eggs on the pinned insects. 
section of theside The larve when they hatch work within the 

Ad ieee specimens at first but after a time destroy the 
odof construction bodies entirely. Thepresence of these little ras- 
Hipide tie) mee cals may be detected by dust on the bottom of the 

box just below the infested insect. As soon as 
this dust is observed, pour into onecorner of the boxatablespoon- 
ful of carbon bisulphide, or benzine, and close the box quickly. 

The teacher or parent should put these substances into the boxes 

as the first is a poison and the latter is very inflammable. As 
a method of preventing the beetles from attacking the collection 
it is well to fasten a ‘‘moth ball” into one corner of the box. 

These may be obtained at a drug store. 

SPREADING BOARD.—FIG. 7. 

Butterflies and moths look much better in a collection when 
their wings are extended at rightangles to the length of the body. 
To arrange them thus we have to use what is termed a spread- 
ing-board. 

Materials needed for a medium sized spreading-board, 

1. Two strips of pine or other soft wood 18 inches long, 1% 
inches wide and ¥% inch thick. 
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Fic. 7. A spreading board, 

and this completes it. 
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2. One strip of wood 18 inches 
long, 3% inches wide and ¥% inch 
thick. 

3. Two cleats 3% inches wide, 

34 inch high and ¥% inch thick; 
and two cleats one inch wide and as 
high and thick as the others. 

4. A strip of cork or linoleum 17 
inches long and a little less than an 
inch wide. 

To construct the spreading board 
take the two narrow strips of wood, 

place them one-fourth inch apart 

and on the under side fasten them 

across the ends to the longer cleats. 

Then on the same side as the cleats 

tack the piece of cloth or linoleum 
over the space between the strips of 
board, and as the cleats are one-half 

inch wide the linoleum should cover 
all the space left. Then midway the 
boards fasten the two smaller cleats. 

Fig. 8 shows a cross-section of the 

spreading board just in front of these 
two middle cleats. Now it is ready 
for the bottom board which will fit 

exactly if directions are followed, 
The space between the two upper 

boards is wide enough to take in the body of the moth or but- 

terfly. The cork or 
linoleum below the 

space will hold firmly 
the pin on which the 

butterfly is impaled. 

The ‘cleats hold the 
top and bottom boards 
apart and so protect 
the points of the pins. 

Fic, 8. A cross-section of spreading board in 
front of the cleat “d”’ in Fig. 7. 
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Spreading boards may be made much smaller or much larger 
to suit moths of different sizes; the space between the top boards 
must always be large enough to admit the body of the insect. 

To use the spreading board: insert the pin with the butterfly 
on it into the linoleum just far enough so that the body of 
insect will be in the space between the boards up to the wings, 
Fig. 8. Place the wings out flat on the board and fasten them 
there with narrow strips of paper pinned across them, Fig. 7, a. 
While held down by these strips of paper arrange them so that 
the hind margins of the front wings shall cover the front 
margins of the hind wings and shall be in a line at right angles 
to the body; then pin larger pieces of paper over the rest of 
the wings, Fig. 7, 6. Sometimes isinglass is used instead of 
paper to hold the wings down, Fig. 7, c. The insects should 
be left on the spreading board at least three days; and when 
the board has insects on it, it should be kept in a box where 
the museum pests and mice cannot get at it. 

Sometimes when the moths are not spread soon after being 
killed they become so stiff that the wings cannot be moved 
without breaking them. In such cases the insects should be 
put on some paper in a jar which has some wet sand in the 

bottom and which can be covered 
tightly. The air in such a can is so 
moist that in two or three days the 
insect will become limber and may 
be spread with ease. 

AN AQUARIUM. FIG. 9. 

An aquarium with living, moving 

insects in it isa very interesting orna- 

ment for the window-sill of a school- 

room. A glass candy jar or even a 

butter jar may be transformed into 
such an aquarium thus: first, put into 
the jar a layer of sand about two 
inches deep; in this sand plant some 
small water weeds and then add a layer 

of gravel or pebbles; then nearly fill 

zee the jar with rain water, pouring it in 

Fic. 9. An aquarium. carefully so asnottodisturb the plants. 
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The plants will keep the water in a right condition for the water 
insects to live in; more water should be added from time to 

time to replace that which evaporates. In such an aquarium 
place any insects found in water and watch their habits. 

WHERE TO COLLECT INSECTS. 

The border of a piece of woods where many shrubs and weeds 

are growing is an especially good place for collecting many kinds 

of insects. Any place where there is a great variety of plants 
and flowers will give a variety of insects. Banks of streams and 

underneath stones in the fields are good places for collecting. 

WHEN TO COLLECT INSECTS. 

The best time of the year is during the summer months. 

The best times of day is in the forenoon after eight o’clock ; 
and in the twilight at evening. 

At night many moths may be caught by making a paste of 

sugar and water (unrefined sugar is best) and painting it upon 
tree trunks with a brush after sunset. The paste should cover 

a space two inches wide and several inches long. After dark 
seek these places cautiously with a lantern and moths will be 
found sucking the paste: these may be caught with the killing 

bottle if you move carefully so as not to frighten them; they 
do not seem to mind the light of the lantern. 

Electric street-lights attract many insects which may be 

caught in the net. A lamp set in an open window is also a 
very good lure on warm nights in the spring and summer. 

ARRANGING THE INSECTS IN BOXES. 

After collecting insects comes the desire to arrange them 
properly; putting together in neat rows those that resemble 

each other. To classify insects correctly requires much study. 

The scope of this leaflet admits of only a few suggestions about 
the most common insects. 

Dragon Flies.—There are many kinds of these but they ail 

have four wings, finely netted and transparent, the hind wings 

being as large or larger than the front wings. These are per- 
fectly harmless insects. 
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Grasshoppers, Crickets 
and Katydids.—These are 

known to all, Fig. to. 
There are two families of 

-~ grasshoppers; those with 

™ long horns or antennz and 
i those with short antenne. 

Katydids, crickets, cock- 
roaches and walking-sticks 
are near relatives to the 

6 grasshoppers. 
Z AN — = en i Noost 

———_— —_ — ——_—_ == —_ S-_ 

Fic. 10. a, Cricket. 6, Grasshopper. 

Bugs.—These insects have the front 

pair of wings thick and heavy at the 
base and thin and transparent at the 

tips, Fig. 11, 6. The squash bug, the 

chinch bug, and the electric light bug 
are examples of these. Some bugs? 
have the front wings entirely thin and 

transparent and sloping: like a steep 
roof overthe 

back of the Fic. 11. a@, Cicada. 6b, Stink- 
: . bug. c, Leaf-hopper. d, Leaf- 
oe like hopper——front u1ew. - 

the cicada, 

Fig. 11, 8; and the Brownie bug, Fig. 
Visine. 

Beetles. —These have hard wing- 
covers which meet in a straight line 
down the back and have a pair of thin 

BE oe on ge ea, wings folded under them, Fig.12. The 

pin through the right Sime - June bug Or May beetle” and the 

cover. a, Snapping beetle. potato beetle are good examples of 
b, Wood-boring beetle. 
c, Water beetle. beetles. 
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Flies.— These have only two wings, usually transparent. 
Behind each of these wings a short thread with a knob on it 

extends out on each 

side of the body instead 

Be of hind wings, Fig. 13. 

Fic. 13. Flies—showing the knobs just below the wings. Note that fies 
have only two wings. a, Crane fly. 6b, Pomace fly—enlarged. 

b Fic. 15. Zhe Red Admiral Butterfly. 
Note the knobbed antenne. 

House-flies, horse-flies and mosqui- 
toes are examples of flies. 

Bees, Wasps and Ants.— Bees, wasps 

and the winged form of ants have four 

transparent wings, Fig.14. Some flies 

resemble bees and wasps but if exam- 
ined it will be found that they have only two wings instead of four. 

Butterflies and Moths.— Butterflies and moths may be told 
apart by the following character: The antennz or horns of the 
butterflies are always threadlike and knobbed at the tip, Figs, 15, 
16, while the antennz of moths are in various shapes, but never 

bear knobs at the tips, Figs. 17, 18, 19, 20. 

Fic. 14. @, Wasp. 6, Bee. 

Note these have four wings. 



Fic. 17. Zhe Bass-wood =. 
leaf-roller moth. 

Itc. 16. The Cabbage Butterfly. 

poturtnay 34 

Fic. 18, Vhe lmperial Moth. A common night-flying moth. 

Fic. 19. An Under-wing Moth. 



Fic. 20. Zhe Luna Moth. A common nightflying moth. 

DEALERS IN ENTOMOLOGICAL SUPPLIES. 

The following is a list of the dealers in entomological supplies that have 
advertisements in the current American entomological journals : 

A. Smith & Sons, 269 Pearl Street, New York, N. Y. 
John Akhurst, 78 Ashland Place, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
M. Abbott Frazar, 93 Sudbury Street, Boston, Mass. 
Entomological Society of Ontario, Victoria Hall, London, Ont, 
Queen & Co., toro Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
The Bausch & Lomb Optical Company, 515-543 N. St. Paul Street, 

Rochester, N. Y. 
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